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ADOLESCENT MEDICINE 

Child and Adolescent Health Yearbook 2017 

Joav Merrick (Medical Director, Health Services, Division for 

Intellectual and Developmental Disabilities, Ministry of Social 

Affairs and Social Services, Jerusalem, Israel) 

In series: Pediatrics, Child and Adolescent Health 
2018. 666 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-594-7. $320.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-595-4. $320.00. 
Before birth through young adulthood there is a wide range of health issues that affect 

our children, such as general childhood illnesses, eating and obesity, accidents and 

injuries, and particular stages of life, such as teenage independence. Child health and 
pediatrics focus on the well-being of children from conception through adolescence, but 

human development is a life span issue, so research in childhood does not stop with the 
end of adolescence, but we need a long-term and life long study to observe and 

understand the development process. It is not enough to survive, we also need to strive 

for well-being and transform our globe to a better place to live in and grow and transform 
our children. In this Yearbook you will find information about health, education, 

leadership and other relevant issues important for childhood and adolescence. 

Childhood and Adolescence: Tribute to Emanuel Chigier, 1928-

2017 

Joav Merrick, M.D. (Former Medical Director, Health Services, 

Division for Intellectual and Developmental Disabilities, Ministry of 

Social Affairs and Social Services, Jerusalem, Israel) 

In series: Pediatrics, Child and Adolescent Health 
2018. 266 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-574-9. $160.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-575-6. $160.00. 

Throughout a lifetime, an individual meets an innumerable amount of people with only 

a few having any major impact on their own life and the path that they will follow 
afterwards. Many people owe a lot of gratitude and debt to Manny (the Israeli pediatrician 

Emanuel Chigier, 1928-2017) for his inspiration, mentorship and friendship, which will 

follow those who knew him for the rest of their lives; with this book, the authors salute 
and give tribute to Manny, who is no longer among us. They have gathered articles and 

chapters relevant to childhood and adolescent health, a topic close to Manny’s heart, from 

all over the world. The authors hope this will give inspiration to others to follow in his 
footsteps and continue to carry the torch in the field of pediatric medicine. 

Multiple Sclerosis in Children and Adolescents 

Hatim Omar, M.D. and Joshua Chalkley (KY Children's Hospital, 

Department of Pediatrics, Division of Adolescent Medicine and 

Young Parents Program, Lexington, KY, USA) 

In series: Pediatrics, Child and Adolescent Health 
2017. 232 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53612-979-3. $160.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-980-9. $160.00. 
Multiple Sclerosis is one of the most common neurological disorders leading to disability. 

Many cases of Multiple Sclerosis are diagnosed late especially in young patients because 

providers are not considering it early in their assessment and differential diagnosis. This 
book will provide an additional resource to health care providers working with children 

and adolescents to facilitate increased awareness and earlier diagnosis and treatment. 
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Nicotinism and the Emerging Role of E-Cigarettes (With Special Reference to Adolescents). 

Volume 1: Concepts, Mechanisms, and Clinical Management 

Sushil Sharma, Ph.D. (Academic Dean, American International School of Medicine (AISM), 

Georgetown, Guyana, South America, US Corporate Headquarters, Stone Mountain, Georgia, 

USA) 

In series: Alcohol and Drug Abuse 
2018. 332 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-172-7. $275.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-587-9. $275.00. 
Tobacco addiction (also known as nicotinism) remains a preventable healthcare 

challenge in the entire world and is the most significant cause of loss pertaining to 

national and international economy and productivity. Nicotinism poses a significant 
challenge to the general health and well-being of adolescents, pregnant women, and 

developing infants. Adolescents are highly vulnerable to nicotine addiction and suffer 

from poor quality of life, early morbidity, and mortality. Nicotine exposure during 

intrauterine life can induce diversified embryopathies (such as abortion, stillbirth, 

sudden infant death syndrome, microcephaly, craniofacial abnormalities, growth 

retardation, ADHD, autism, and craniofacial abnormalities) in developing infants; 
likewise, asthma, chronic obstructive pulmonary diseases (COPD), cancer, and 

infertility can develop in adults. Tobacco smoking kills nearly six million people each 

year, and almost five million of these deaths are the result of direct tobacco use, while 
nearly 600,000 are the result of non-smokers being exposed to second-hand smoke. 

Nearly 80% of the world's one billion smokers live in low- and middle-income countries. 

Some tobacco smoking-related health risks include: lung cancer, COPD, cardiovascular 
diseases, stroke, asthma, reproductive anomalies, premature low birth weight infants, 

diabetes, blindness, cataracts, macular degeneration, and nearly ten types of cancer, 

including colon, cervix, liver, stomach and pancreatic cancer. There are roughly 7,000 
toxic chemicals in tobacco which can directly or indirectly cause cancer, stroke, and heart attack to induce early morbidity 

and mortality. At least seventy chemicals have been implicated in inducing cancer. A person’s life span is reduced at least 

ten years when smoking tobacco. Nicotine is the primary ingredient in tobacco, possessing a highly addictive potential which 
causes physical tolerance and psychological dependence, with severe withdrawal symptoms and potential for relapse. 

Chronic smokers find it extremely difficult to quit smoking as the success rate is only 33%. Although several preventive as 

well as therapeutic measures have been implemented to minimize the risks of numerous illnesses associated with tobacco 

smoking, a considerable amount of research is needed to further minimize this devastating, yet preventable addiction from 

the entire world. Recent trends in the reduction of smoking in several countries including the US, Canada, and Australia 

seems quite encouraging; yet smoking in several other countries such as Serbia, Slovenia, Russia, China, and India remains 
a significant challenge. Recently, electronic cigarettes (e-cigarettes) emerged as the next generation of nicotine products with 

different brand names in the market. Although their popularity has increased particularly among adolescents in the Western 

world, the extent of psychiatric comorbidity with e-cigarettes use and dual use of conventional (combustible) vs e-cigarettes 
remains uncertain. As many as 460 new brands of e-cigarettes have been introduced. Older brands tend to highlight their 

merits over conventional (incinerating) cigarettes while newer brands emphasize consumer choice in multiple flavors and 

product versatility. Public awareness and proper education (particularly for young adolescents) will go a long way in early 
prevention and successful clinical management of nicotinism. Nova Science Publishers have now released an interesting 

book in four volumes for learning more about the basic molecular biology, molecular genetics, emerging biotechnology, 

diseases linked to nicotinism and their possible prevention and cure. The primary objective is to minimize nicotine-induced 
early morbidity and mortality due to asthma, emphysema, cancer, heart attack, diabetes, obesity, infertility, major depressive 

disorders, schizophrenia, Alzheimer’s disease, and several other neurological and neuropsychiatric disorders, which are 

systematically described in this book. This book presents recent knowledge and wisdom regarding the harmful and 
therapeutic benefits of tobacco smoking by incineration or by vaping through e-cigarettes. Volume One describes general 

topics on nicotinism and the emerging role of electronic cigarettes; Volume Two describes the basic molecular biology of 

nicotinism; Volume Three describes emerging biotechnology in nicotinism; and Volume Four describes chronic diseases 

associated with nicotinism and charnolopharmacotherapeutics. A novel disease-specific spatiotemporal charnolosomics and 

conventional omics (genomics, proteomics, metabolomics, lipidomics, and metallomics) with correlative and combinatorial 
bioinformatics is proposed for the first time to accomplish targeted, safe, and effective personalized theranostics of nicotinism 

for a better quality of life. 
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Nicotinism and the Emerging Role of E-Cigarettes (With Special Reference to Adolescents). 

Volume 2: Concepts, Mechanisms, and Clinical Management 

Sushil Sharma, Ph.D. (Academic Dean, American International School of Medicine (AISM), 

Georgetown, Guyana, South America, US Corporate Headquarters, Stone Mountain, Georgia, 

USA) 

In series: Alcohol and Drug Abuse 
2018. 305 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-679-1. $275.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-688-3. $275.00. 
Nova Science Publishers now introduce an interesting book on research to help reduce 

global tobacco-related diseases in four volumes. Volume One describes general topics 

on nicotinism and the emerging role of electronic cigarettes; Volume Two describes basic 
molecular biology of nicotinism; Volume Three describes emerging biotechnology in 

nicotinism; and Volume Four describes chronic diseases associated with nicotinism and 

disease-specific-spatiotemporal (DSST) charnolosomics and 

charnolopharmacotherapeutics for the targeted, safe and effective personalized 

theranostics of nicotinism. This book is written primarily for readers interested in 

learning more about the basic molecular biology, recent biotechnology, and molecular 
genetics for diseases linked to nicotinism as well as their possible prevention and cure. 

A novel disease-specific spatiotemporal charnolosomics along with conventional omics 

(genomics, proteomics, metabolomics, lipidomics, and metallomics) with correlative and 
combinatorial bioinformatic analysis is proposed for the first time to accomplish targeted, 

safe, and effective personalized theranostics of nicotinism for a better quality of life. This 

book is written primarily for the health and well-being of highly vulnerable adolescents, 
who engage in drug seeking behavior (particularly tobacco and alcohol), become victims 

of chronic addiction, and suffer from poor quality of life, early morbidity, and mortality. 

Moreover, nicotine exposure during intrauterine life can induce diversified 
embryopathies (such as abortion, stillbirth, sudden infant death syndrome, microcephaly, craniofacial abnormalities, growth 

retardation, ADHD, autism, and craniofacial abnormalities) in developing infants; likewise, asthma, COPD, cancer, and 

infertility occurs in adults. The primary goal is to minimize nicotine-induced early morbidity and mortality due to asthma, 
emphysema, cancer, heart attack, diabetes, obesity, infertility, major depressive disorders, schizophrenia, Alzheimer’s 

disease, and several other neurological and neuropsychiatric disorders, which are elegantly described in this book. Volume 

Two describes the basic molecular biology of nicotinism in two sections. Section One (“Concepts & Mechanism”) consists 

of seven chapters, while Section Two (“Clinical Management of Nicotinism”) consists of two chapters. While each volume 

will serve as a textbook for biomedical students and as a reference book for researchers, scientists, doctors, and professors, 

all four of the volumes systematically will certainly enhance the existing knowledge and wisdom regarding nicotinism and 
drug addiction in general. It is envisaged that readers (researchers, doctors, nurses, teachers, students (particularly high school 

and college students) and the general public will enjoy learning the most recent and novel personalized theranostic 

approaches currently being implemented in this clinically-significant discipline by carefully going through the most 
interesting and thought-provoking contents of this book. 

Nicotinism and the Emerging Role of E-Cigarettes (With Special Reference to Adolescents). 

Volume 3: Emerging Biotechnology in Nicotine Research 

Sushil Sharma, Ph.D. (Academic Dean, American International School of Medicine (AISM), 

Georgetown, Guyana, South America, US Corporate Headquarters, Stone Mountain, Georgia, 

USA) 

In series: Alcohol and Drug Abuse 
2018. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-732-3. $275.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-733-0. $275.00. 

Nova Science Publishers now introduce an interesting book on research to help reduce global tobacco-related diseases in 

four volumes. Volume One describes general topics on nicotinism and the emerging role of electronic cigarettes; Volume 
Two describes basic molecular biology of nicotinism; Volume Three describes emerging biotechnology in nicotinism; and 

Volume Four describes chronic diseases associated with nicotinism and disease-specific-spatiotemporal (DSST) 

charnolosomics and charnolopharmacotherapeutics for the targeted, safe and effective personalized theranostics of 
nicotinism. This book is written primarily for readers interested in learning more about the basic molecular biology, recent 

biotechnology, and molecular genetics for diseases linked to nicotinism as well as their possible prevention and cure. A novel 

disease-specific spatiotemporal charnolosomics along with conventional omics (genomics, proteomics, metabolomics, 
lipidomics, and metallomics) with correlative and combinatorial bioinformatic analysis is proposed for the first time to 

accomplish targeted, safe, and effective personalized theranostics of nicotinism for a better quality of life. This book is written 

primarily for the health and well-being of highly vulnerable adolescents, who engage in drug seeking behavior (particularly 
tobacco and alcohol), become victims of chronic addiction, and suffer from poor quality of life, early morbidity, and 
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mortality. Moreover, nicotine exposure during intrauterine life can induce diversified embryopathies (such as abortion, 

stillbirth, sudden infant death syndrome, microcephaly, craniofacial abnormalities, growth retardation, ADHD, autism, and 
craniofacial abnormalities) in developing infants; likewise, asthma, COPD, cancer, and infertility occurs in adults. The 

primary goal is to minimize nicotine-induced early morbidity and mortality due to asthma, emphysema, cancer, heart attack, 

diabetes, obesity, infertility, major depressive disorders, schizophrenia, Alzheimer’s disease, and several other neurological 
and neuropsychiatric disorders, which are elegantly described in this book. Volumes Three describes emerging biotechnology 

in nicotinism in three sections: Section One illustrates emerging biotechnology in nicotinism, consisting of eight chapters: 

Chapter One – “Evaluation of Nicotinism by Flow Cytometry and Other Emerging Biotechnology (Molecular 
Neuroimaging)”; Chapter Two – “Mitochondrial Bioenergetics and Immunophenotyping of Nicotinism (A Flow Cytometric 

Analysis of Charnoly Body Dynamics in Nicotinism)”; Chapter Three – “Flow Cytometric Analysis of Charnolophagy and 

Charnolosome Exocytosis/Endocytosis in Nicotinism”; Chapter Four – “Mass Spectrometric Analysis of Nicotine and 
Nicotinism”; Chapter Five – “Pet Neuroimaging in Nicotinism (With Special Reference to Nicotinic Acetyl Choline Receptor 

Imaging)”; Chapter Six – “Multimodality Molecular Neuroimaging in Nicotinism”; Chapter Seven – “Personalized 
Theranostic Potential of Nanomedicine in Nicotinism”; and Chapter Eight – “Mitochondrial Bioenergetics and 

Charnolopharmacotherapeutics in Nicotinism”. Section Two: “Disease-Specific Personalized Theranostics of Nicotinism” 

highlights disease-specific personalized theranostics of nicotinism in Chapter Nine, and Section Three: “Clinical 
Management of Nicotinism” details harmful aspects and therapeutic benefits of nicotine in Chapter Ten. While each volume 

will serve as a textbook for biomedical students and as a reference book for researchers, scientists, doctors, and professors, 

all four of the volumes systematically will certainly enhance the existing knowledge and wisdom regarding nicotinism and 
drug addiction in general. It is envisaged that readers (researchers, doctors, nurses, teachers, students (particularly high school 

and college students) and the general public will enjoy learning the most recent and novel personalized theranostic 

approaches currently being implemented in this clinically-significant discipline by carefully going through the most 
interesting and thought-provoking contents of this book.While each volume will serve as a textbook for biomedical students 

and as a reference book for researchers, scientists, doctors, and professors, all four of the volumes systematically will 

certainly enhance the existing knowledge and wisdom regarding nicotinism and drug addiction in general. It is envisaged 
that readers (researchers, doctors, nurses, teachers, students (particularly high school and college students) and the general 

public will enjoy learning the most recent and novel personalized theranostic approaches currently being implemented in this 

clinically-significant discipline by carefully going through the most interesting and thought-provoking contents of this book. 

Nicotinism and the Emerging Role of E-Cigarettes (With Special Reference to Adolescents). 

Volume 4: Disease-Specific Personalized Theranostics of Nicotinism 

Sushil Sharma, Ph.D. (Academic Dean, American International School of Medicine (AISM), 

Georgetown, Guyana, South America, US Corporate Headquarters, Stone Mountain, Georgia, 

USA) 

In series: Alcohol and Drug Abuse 
2018. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-736-1. $275.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-737-8. $275.00. 

Nova Science Publishers now introduce an interesting book on research to help reduce global tobacco-related diseases in 
four volumes. Volume One describes general topics on nicotinism and the emerging role of electronic cigarettes; Volume 

Two describes basic molecular biology of nicotinism; Volume Three describes emerging biotechnology in nicotinism; and 

Volume Four describes chronic diseases associated with nicotinism and disease-specific-spatiotemporal (DSST) 
charnolosomics and charnolopharmacotherapeutics for the targeted, safe and effective personalized theranostics of 

nicotinism. The most interesting and unique feature of this book is that it introduces the original concept of disease-specific 

spatio-temporal (DSST) charnolosomics along with conventional omics (including genomics, proteomics, metabolomics, 
lipidomics, and metallomics) by employing combinatorial and correlative-bioinformatics to accomplish targeted, safe, and 

effective perosonalized theranostics of nicotinism. This book presents basic molecular biology and pharmacogenomics of 

nicotinism and the emerging role of e-cigarettes as an alternative to reduce tobacco cravings and related health risks, and to 
prevent second hand smoking-related health risks. The book illustrates specifically the novel concept of mitochondrial 

bioenergetics-based charnolopharmacotherapeutics for the clinical management of nicotinism with future prospects to 

minimize tobacco smoking behavior, and/or quit smoking with minimum withdrawal symptoms. This book presents recent 
knowledge and wisdom regarding more harmful aspects and limited therapeutic benefits of tobacco smoking through 

incineration or by vaping through e-cigarettes. The book is primarily for the health and well-being of highly vulnerable 
adolescents, who engage in drug seeking behavior, become victims of chronic tobacco addiction, and suffer from poor quality 

of life, early morbidity, and mortality. Moreover, tobacco exposure during intrauterine life can induce diversified 

embryopathies (such as abortion, stillbirth, sudden infant death syndrome, microcephaly, craniofacial abnormalities, growth 
retardation, ADHD, autism, and craniofacial abnormalities) in developing infants; and asthma, COPD, cancer, and infertility 

in adults. Hence, the primary goal is to minimize tobacco-induced early morbidity and mortality due to asthma, emphysema, 

cancer, heart attack, diabetes, obesity, infertility, major depressive disorders, schizophrenia, Alzheimer’s disease, and several 
other neurological and neuropsychiatric disorders.. Volume Four describes chronic diseases associated with nicotinism and 

novel disease-specific-spatiotemporal (DSST) charnolosomics and charnolopharmacotherapeutics for the targeted, safe and 

effective personalized theranostics of nicotinism. This volume is systematically presented in three sections. Sections One: 
“Disease-Specific Nicotinism” consists of eight chapters: Chapter One – “Nicotine and Stroke”; Chapter Two – “Nicotine 

and Diabetes”; Chapter Three – “Nicotine and Obesity”; Chapter Four – “Nicotine and Parkinson’s Disease”; Chapter Five 
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– “Nicotine and Alzheimer’s Disease”; Chapter Six – “Nicotine and Schizophrenia”; Chapter Seven – “Nicotine and Major 

Depressive Disorders”; and Chapter Eight – “Nicotine and Cancer”. Section Two: “Charnolopharmacotherapeutics of 
Nicotinism” consists of Chapter Nine, which describes the therapeutic potential of disease-specific spatiotmporal 

charnolopharmaceuticals in nicotinism, and Section Three highlights conclusions and future directions. Those interested in 

learning more about the basic molecular biology, molecular genetics, emerging biotechnology, diseases linked to nicotinism, 
and their possible prevention and cure will find this book interesting, exciting, motivating, and thought-provoking. This book 

is written primarily for biomedical students, researchers, scientist, professors, doctors, nurses, and any members of the 

general public interested in enhancing their existing knowledge and wisdom regarding the deleterious effects of both 
conventional as well as emerging e-cigarettes on human health and well-being, particularly among adolescents and young 

adults. 

Public Health Yearbook 2017 

Joav Merrick (MD, MMedSci, DMSc, Medical Director, Health 

Services, Division for Intellectual and Developmental Disabilities, 

Ministry of Social Affairs and Social Services, Jerusalem, Israel) 

In series: Public Health: Practices, Methods and Policies 
2018. 602 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-792-7. $270.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-793-4. $270.00. 

Public Health Yearbook 2017 present research on: adolescent alcohol use in the 

Caribbean region; discussion about how to break the cycle of child and adolescent 
environmental health disparities affecting development; serious debate about parental 

refusal of childhood vaccinations; food security; social and health issues surrounding 

Chinese adolescents; and a world tour of suicide ideation in school-age teenagers. We 
hope this Yearbook and the research will be of interest to our readers. 

AGING AND GERONTOLOGY 

Aging and Western Society: A Critical Approach 

Jason L. Powell (The University of Chester, Chester, UK) 

In series: Social Perspectives in the 21st Century 
2018. 142 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-844-3. $82.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-845-0. $82.00. 
This book is an unashamedly sociological excursion relating to the ageing process in 

Western society. It fundamentally questions assumptions and ideas around ageing, and 

where these ideas originate. This book crucially explores conceptual, theoretical, 
methodological, practical and social policy issues relating to how ageing has been framed, 

constructed, deconstructed and reconstructed by politicians, policy makers and 

professionals. The book is underpinned by a critical approach that raises significant 
implications of social issues relating to ageing in the Western world. 

Elderly Care: Options, Challenges and Trends 

Dennis L. Nielsen 

In series: Geriatrics, Gerontology and Elderly Issues 
2018. 214 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-462-9. $160.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-463-6. $160.00. 

Elderly Care: Options, Challenges and Trends examines the demographic shifts Lebanon has experienced over the last few 
decades, indicating that it is a rapidly aging country. Such an aging population may need various levels of support including 

access to nursing care in nursing homes, either for short-term rehabilitation or for extended periods of time, when individual 

dependency outstrips family-based resources. Next, a review is provided on the latest studies and evidences regarding the 
influence of indoor environment on elderly health. A set of recommendations to improve elderly environmental health are 

presented, considering the most recent state-of-the-art on this field. Following this, the authors share their real-world 

experiences from an ongoing large-scale project on IoT-enabled community eldercare. Technology-centric challenges that 
need to be addressed are identified so that such systems can be sustainably implemented and adopted by key stakeholders. 

In a separate chapter, the book analyzes hospice care in China, which is still far from meeting its needs caused by the profound 

aging of China’s population. The analysis indicates that the Chinese Government should formulate a development plan for 
hospice care and include hospice care services in the National Healthcare Insurance System. Additionally, NGOs should 
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continue to play their part in hospice care development. The perspectives of aging and frailty syndrome are explored later, 

focusing on the role of biomarkers and environmental exposure in its development. Currently, there are several gaps in the 
scientific literature regarding frailty syndrome, namely in their definition, models, causal-effects and prevention or 

treatments. Afterwards, rib fractures in the elderly are addressed. Although plain radiographic films are diagnostic, a large 

number of patients will need CAT scans for more precise locations of rib fractures. The management of complications as a 
direct result of rib fractures; mostly hemopneumothorax or visceral injury, will be dealt with accordingly. In an additional 

study, the factors for hospital admissions associated with adverse drug events are studied. Drug related hospital admissions 

in the elderly are commonly influenced by polypharmacy and inappropriate prescribing. 

Growing Older: The Current Epidemiological and Psycho-Sociological Research on Ageing 

Anna Siri, Ph.D., Diana Spulber, Ph.D. and Nicola Luigi Bragazzi, M.D., Ph.D. (University of 

Genova, Genova, Italy) 

In series: Geriatrics, Gerontology and Elderly Issues 
2018. 139 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-638-8. $82.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-639-5. $82.00. 

What does it mean for a person to move from work to retirement? What characterizes this experience? The significant 

demographic, economic and socio-cultural changes that have taken place recently have 

also had an impact on ways of achieving full withdrawal from work. Retirement is a 
difficult transition in which people lose some material and psychosocial resources, but 

they can experience new opportunities for enrichment and define new projects. However, 

this potential positive outcome is not promptly achievable and requires personal 
commitment as well as social and organizational facilities to master it. Retirement is not 

an event, but a process that begins to foresee progressive forms of exit and re-entry into 

a social reality to be defined by the person. Therefore, we do not refer to a simple or 
automatic conclusion of "active life", but to the possible construction of a new composite 

system of self-manageable activities that has to be supported by organizations and 
institutions. In the cultural imaginary, in fact, the condition of the elderly is associated 

with the idea of a general process of decay, deriving from a progressive loss of 

psychophysical, social and productive functions. The traits that are most frequently 
attributed to older people are those of weakness and disengagement, starting from the 

fact that the birth of the separation of old age from adulthood is anchored to the escape 

of the subject from the productive system. The lengthening of a lifespan is reshaping the 

structure and demographic profile of our society and the generational system, with 

consequences on the economic and social system. It represents one of the great 

challenges with important consequences for contemporary societies. 

The Pilates Method: The Key to Successful Active Aging 

Silvana Junges (Institute of Geriatrics and Gerontology, Pontifical Catholic University of Rio 

Grande do Sul (PUCRS), Porto Alegre, Brazil) 

In series: Geriatrics, Gerontology and Elderly Issues 
2018. 183 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53612-174-2. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-300-4. $95.00. 
This book describes the origin of the Pilates method with its principles and foundations 

idealized by its creator, Joseph H Pilates. Based on his empirical studies and references 

of great Greek-Roman thinkers, Pilates was inspired to create a method for physical and 
mental health. Pilates develops a method of physical exercise that benefits all the 

physiological systems of the human body at all ages. We know that aging is an inevitable 

process; however, aging with health and liveliness depends on what we do and what we 

eat. This book discusses among many factors responsible for aging, the genetic and 

epigenetic factors that can influence in a positive or negative way in this process. The 

way we are aging, such as changes in healthy habits and the chronic stress that modern 
life demands of us, may in the future reflect in our physical, mental and spiritual state at 

a later age. In this way, staying active in old age requires a lifestyle change, regardless of 

age and physical condition. 
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The Power of Global Aging 

Jason L. Powell (The University of Chester, Chester, UK) 

In series: Social Perspectives in the 21st Century 
2018. 129 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-846-7. $82.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-847-4. $82.00. 

This book is a demographical overview of the key issues associated with globalisation 

and global aging in the 21st century. The book explores how populational aging has 
increased the implications for socio-economic issues for individuals and populations. The 

book also explores China which is fast on its way to becoming the most powerful 

economic force in the world. The book explores some of the major issues populational 
aging impacts, including pensions, the labour market, care, social security and family 

life. The power of global aging in the 21st century is one of the greatest challenges, along 

with climate change, for the sustainability of nation states across the world. 
 

 

 

The Visually Disabled and the Elderly in the Age of IC Technologies 

M. Pilar Munuera Gómez, PhD (Department of Social Work & Social Services, Universidad 

Complutense, Madrid, Spain) and Samuel A. Navarro Ortega, PhD (Department of French, 

Hispanic & Italian Studies, The University of British Columbia, Vancouver, Canada) 

In series: Disability and the Disabled - Issues, Laws and Programs 
2018. 227 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-057-7. $160.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-058-4. $160.00. 

This volume presents a survey of technological innovations that enhance both the learning processes and the living conditions 
of individuals who live with a disability and the elderly. Information and Communications Technology (ICT) refers to 

technologies that process, store and communicate information to single users and across groups of users. Computers, 

microelectronics, multimedia and telecommunications are examples of widespread ICT media, largely available in homes, 
the workplace, and academic centers. New Information and Communication Technologies are now contributing to the social 

inclusion of people with different kinds of disabilities. These same technologies function as effective tools to aid others who, 

through a natural decline in their cognitive and physical conditions, require some kind of support. What is more, IC 
technologies often become the mechanism that facilitates the exercising of disabled persons’ rights, thus enfranchising a 

community that might otherwise run the risk of being marginalised. The Convention on the Rights of Persons with 

Disabilities, adopted on 13 December 2006, establishes a before and after in the public perception of people with disabilities 
following a long period of social exclusion. The Convention aims to ensure the full enjoyment on an equal footing of all 

human rights for all disabled people. These advances in legislation establish that those with disabilities, including visual 

impairment, cognitive disorders, and natural physical decline (to name a few) are complete people. Thus, they possess the 
legal capacity and as such, they are to be given the opportunity to exercise their rights in the same manner as those members 

of the community who are free from these constraints. The support and protection of the 
State, as it adjusts the law to this precept, will thus enshrine a new understanding that goes 

beyond the “ability to act as a person”, and links the above rights to the unchanging fact 

of being human. IC Tech(nologies) involve processing and distributing knowledge, 
connecting businesses worldwide, and creating fast and efficient communication 

exchanges. Most importantly, they are largely inclusive, as they recognise neither 

difficulties nor disabilities. This is the case, for example, with support devices for visually 
impaired individuals. The devices’ structure emphasizes clean and simple designs, with 

easily distinguishable control buttons that enable visually impaired people to have a text 

reader transform printed texts into oral information. Consequently, visually impaired users 

can now access their favorite newspapers or magazines by hearing news read in natural 

sounding voices and in more than thirty languages. The chapters compiled in this book 

have been organized according to three interrelated thematic subsections. The first 
subsection groups all chapters that deal with IC technologies employed by the visually 

impaired or seniors to support learning activities. The second subsection groups chapters 

whose unifying theme is the use of technologies to boost memory capacity among 
Alzheimer’s patients and the elderly. The third section deals with social and protectionist 

policies that safeguard the well-being of the elderly and the disabled. 
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ALTERNATIVE MEDICINE 

Alternative Medicine Research Yearbook 2017 

Joav Merrick (Medical Director, Health Services, Division for 

Intellectual and Developmental Disabilities, Ministry of Social 

Affairs and Social Services, Jerusalem, Israel) 

In series: Health and Human Development 
2018. 563 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-726-2. $310.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-727-9. $310.00. 

In the Alternative Medicine Yearbook 2017 we bring papers and recent research on 

psychotherapeutic interventions with children and adolescents, family therapy model for 
pediatricians, psychopharmacology and other interesting papers like the long-term music 

effect on blood pressure, heart rate, anxiety and depression. In the next section papers on 

virtual reality technologies for rehabilitiation and in the third section papers about 

children, disability and abuse, while we end up with research on virtual rehabilitation 

system designs. We hope this Yearbook will be of interest to the professional reader. 

Alternative Therapies in Latin America: Policies, Practices and Beliefs 

Mercedes Saizar, Ph.D. and Mariana Bordes, Ph.D. (National 

Council of Scientific and Technological Research, Argentina) 

In series: Alternative Medicine, Health and Wellness 
2018. 264 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53612-694-5. $195.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-120-8. $195.00. 

This book addresses the phenomenon of alternative therapies in Latin America from the 
point of view of the social sciences by adopting sociological, anthropological, 

ethnographical, and historical perspectives. It gathers the most important and current 
discussions around the topic of alternative therapies. Different outlooks on alternative 

medicines are put into dialogue covering micro and macro aspects of the phenomenon. 

The chapters cover the phenomenon in three countries of great importance within the 
region such as Mexico, Argentina, and Brazil. In the case of Argentina, it comprises cases 

of rural and urban areas. The authors who participate in this compilation are also well-

known researchers in the field. They are stable members of the national research systems 
in their countries and active members of different groups devoted to the study of 

alternative therapies in sociological contexts, medical anthropology, and religions. The 

book provides a different outlook concerning traditional studies on Latin America; it includes in the debate the analysis of a 
phenomenon usually associated with the urban middle classes, to the context of pluricultural and multi-ethnic societies, where 

ethnic groups live together with Creoles and mestizos. 

ANESTHESIOLOGY 

Anesthesia OSCE Review 

Sharif Mohamed, M.D., Maged Argalious, M.D., Lisa Farmer, M.D., 

Carlos Trombetta, M.D., and Loran Mounir, M.D. (Division of 

Pediatric Anesthesia UTMB, Galveston, TX, USA) 

In series: Surgery - Procedures, Complications, and Results 
2018. 281 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-027-0. $160.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-028-7. $160.00. 

Objective structured clinical exams (OSCEs) have been in use as an assessment tool for 

graduate medical students and postgraduate medical training all around the world, in 
anesthesia training in the United Kingdom, Australia and New Zealand, and even in the 

United States, where medical schools have been using OSCE for a long time. When the 

OSCEs were introduced as a formal assessment tool for the certification of anesthesia 
trainees in the United States, it was adopted in a way that was slightly different than the 
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classic way of using OSCEs in other countries. One of the differences was in the limitation of the OSCE to examine only 

nine skills, six of which are communication and professionalism skills and three of which are for interpretation skills, 
although the focus of the American OSCE is on communication and professionalism. However, it did not ignore the 

interpretation skills, with at least two stations on the real exam dedicated to the interpretation skills. The general theme of 

this book is that it utilizes some adult learning techniques to fuel an interactive learning experience for the candidates, so that 
they can work together on building their skills and preparing for the OSCE component of their assessment. The authors 

worked carefully on creating a manuscript that can be used by the practicing examiner/standardized patient to guide the 

process of mock OSCE encounters in a fruitful, educative and enjoyable manner. 

Everything You Need to Know: Out of the Operating Room and Minimally Invasive 

Cardiothoracic Procedures 

Dalia Banks, M.D. and Ahmed Zaky, M.D., MPH, FCCM, (Department of Anesthesiology and 

Perioperative Medicine, University of Alabama At Birmingham, Birmingham, AL, US) 

In series: Cardiology Research and Clinical Developments 
2018. 401 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53612-917-5. $230.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53612-918-2. $230.00. 

It is with great pleasure that the editors present the First Edition of Everything You Need to Know: Out of the Operating 

Room and Minimally Invasive Cardiothoracic Procedures. Being the first of its kind, this book is geared to meet and adapt 
to the rapidly expanding changes in the field of cardiothoracic surgery and anesthesia. In the past decade, there has been a 

paradigm shift in the practice and staffing of cardiothoracic surgery from conventional, surgeon-driven, open- and operating 

room-based approaches to less invasive, technology-driven procedures that take place outside the conventional operating 
room setting; these include angiography and electrophysiology suites as well as designed hybrid operating rooms that are 

staffed by an interdisciplinary cardiac team. With this change, the role of the anesthesiologists has evolved beyond the simple 

provision of anesthetics to a more proactive role where the anesthesiologist provides guidance to other members of the 
cardiac team as well as reacting to potentially catastrophic complications that may occur during these procedures. It is 

therefore imperative that the anesthesiologist be aware of the challenges imposed by these procedures regarding managing 

more critically ill patients, adapting to the limitations of space, radiation exposure, 
knowledge on advanced imaging modalities and familiarity with procedure 

technicalities. This book provides an invaluable up-to-date and inclusive guide for 

anesthesiologists who are involved in these procedures. This book is crafted in an easy-
to-read manner. It begins with a medical prospective and flows succinctly through 

procedures performed at the angiography and electrophysiology suites, hybrid and 

conventional operating rooms, and ending with intensive postoperative care. Relatively 
novel procedures such as the WATCHMAN procedure, adult congenital septal defect 

closures, valve-in-valve, and robotic-assisted and thoracic endovascular aneurysm repair 

(TEVAR) are extensively covered. Each chapter provides numerous high-quality 
illustrations as well as tables that help clarify its message and is written by a nationally 

recognized expert in the field. Everything You Need to Know: Out of the Operating 

Room and Minimally Invasive Cardiothoracic Procedures targets general as well as 
cardiothoracic anesthesiology residents, fellows, practitioners, and certified nurse 

anesthetists who share the care of patients undergoing these procedures. This book may 
also be useful to cardiology and electrophysiology trainees and practitioners who perform 

these procedures on a daily basis and who will find it a valuable guide to understanding 

anesthesiology. The editors hope that this book accomplishes its mission in helping their 
colleagues to offer the best care to their patients. 

CARDIOLOGY 

A Closer Look at Cardiovascular Diseases and Risk Factors 

Faris van Kilsdonk 

In series: Cardiology Research and Clinical Developments 
2018. 166 pp. 
Softcover: 978-1-53613-939-6. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-940-2. $95.00. 

In recent decades, obesity levels have increased worldwide, thus also increasing the prevalence of morbid obesity. This type 
of obesity is associated with a large number of comorbidities that increase the mortality risk of the patients who suffer it. In 

this compilation, the authors examine treatment options for this type of population. Bariatric surgery has proven to be an 

effective method, generating large weight reductions and improving cardiovascular risk factors, thus increasing the life 
expectancy of patients who undergo it. However, this surgery also has certain disadvantages. In recent years, several studies 
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have also determined that performing exercise at high intensities and adding resistance training to an exercise program 

generates greater losses of fat mass and reductions in cardiovascular risk factors compared to traditional recommendations. 
Additionally, endothelial dysfunction is a well-described precursor to the development of clinically overt coronary and 

peripheral artery disease, and is present early in the course of the disease. It reflects not only the global atherosclerotic status, 

but also the degree of rigidity of the whole artery system. The measurement of endothelial function could therefore represent 
an additional prognostic marker of cardiovascular risk. The authors stress the necessity to find methods that could evaluate 

the endothelial function in an easier and less invasive way. Following this, the authors review the relationship between 

cardiovascular risk factors, systemic circulatory diseases and inner ear disorders, particularly focusing on the involvement 
of cardiovascular factors in the pathogenesis of sudden sensorineural hearing. The inner ear may be impaired by vascular 

affections since it is supplied by a terminal blood flow and has a sustained metabolic activity. It has been reported that the 

function of labyrinthine vessels can be influenced by several local factors such as perivascular sympathetic innervation, 
arterial systemic blood pressure and labyrinth liquids pressure ratio, antidiuretic hormone receptors, endothelial dysfunction 

and ionic transport mechanisms. Next, the current evidence of obesity-related comorbidities is reviewed, along with the 
cardiovascular risk factor index after different bariatric approaches. Bariatric surgery has been shown to be effective in 

achieving and maintaining weight change and reducing obesity-related comorbidities. Malabsorptive procedures have been 

associated with the greatest reduction of cardiovascular risk and the greatest improvement in obesity-related comorbidities. 
On the other hand, the lowest improvement is seen after restrictive procedures. In conclusion, cardiovascular diseases are the 

leading cause of death in both men and women. There has been steady decline in mortality from cardiovascular diseases in 

middle-aged men based on recent data from the National Health and Nutrition Examination Surveys, but for women this rate 
has remained relatively unchanged. Although there are similarities in most classic risk factors in men and women, the varying 

implications of these risk factors for both genders are examined. 

Everything You Need to Know: Out of the Operating Room and Minimally Invasive 

Cardiothoracic Procedures 

Dalia Banks, M.D. and Ahmed Zaky, M.D., MPH, FCCM, (Department of Anesthesiology and 

Perioperative Medicine, University of Alabama At Birmingham, Birmingham, AL, US) 

In series: Cardiology Research and Clinical Developments 
2018. 401 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53612-917-5. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-918-2. $230.00. 

It is with great pleasure that the editors present the First Edition of Everything You Need to Know: Out of the Operating 
Room and Minimally Invasive Cardiothoracic Procedures. Being the first of its kind, this book is geared to meet and adapt 

to the rapidly expanding changes in the field of cardiothoracic surgery and anesthesia. In the past decade, there has been a 

paradigm shift in the practice and staffing of cardiothoracic surgery from conventional, surgeon-driven, open- and operating 
room-based approaches to less invasive, technology-driven procedures that take place outside the conventional operating 

room setting; these include angiography and electrophysiology suites as well as designed hybrid operating rooms that are 

staffed by an interdisciplinary cardiac team. With this change, the role of the anesthesiologists has evolved beyond the simple 
provision of anesthetics to a more proactive role where the anesthesiologist provides guidance to other members of the 

cardiac team as well as reacting to potentially catastrophic complications that may occur during these procedures. It is 

therefore imperative that the anesthesiologist be aware of the challenges imposed by these procedures regarding managing 
more critically ill patients, adapting to the limitations of space, radiation exposure, knowledge on advanced imaging 

modalities and familiarity with procedure technicalities. This book provides an invaluable up-to-date and inclusive guide for 
anesthesiologists who are involved in these procedures. This book is crafted in an easy-

to-read manner. It begins with a medical prospective and flows succinctly through 

procedures performed at the angiography and electrophysiology suites, hybrid and 
conventional operating rooms, and ending with intensive postoperative care. Relatively 

novel procedures such as the WATCHMAN procedure, adult congenital septal defect 

closures, valve-in-valve, and robotic-assisted and thoracic endovascular aneurysm repair 
(TEVAR) are extensively covered. Each chapter provides numerous high-quality 

illustrations as well as tables that help clarify its message and is written by a nationally 

recognized expert in the field. Everything You Need to Know: Out of the Operating 

Room and Minimally Invasive Cardiothoracic Procedures targets general as well as 

cardiothoracic anesthesiology residents, fellows, practitioners, and certified nurse 

anesthetists who share the care of patients undergoing these procedures. This book may 
also be useful to cardiology and electrophysiology trainees and practitioners who perform 

these procedures on a daily basis and who will find it a valuable guide to understanding 

anesthesiology. The editors hope that this book accomplishes its mission in helping their 
colleagues to offer the best care to their patients. 
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Heart Failure: What a Non-Heart Failure Specialist Needs to Know 

Amin Yehya, M.D., M.S., FACC FHFSA (Advanced Heart Failure and Heart Transplant 

Cardiologist) 

In series: Cardiology Research and Clinical Developments 
2018. 344 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-086-7. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-087-4. $230.00. 
Approaches to and therapy for many cardiovascular disorders have changed greatly over 

the past several decades, but perhaps none have changed so greatly as the understanding 

of and therapy for heart failure. Advances have occurred in the understanding of the 
varying physiology for this clinical syndrome, including pharmacologic therapy, device 

therapy, and therapy for truly advanced stages of the syndrome. Future developments 

may well involve gene or stem cell therapy. Clinical trials continue to define the roles of 
newer approaches. Clearly, this highly prevalent syndrome and the evolution of its 

clinical appreciation and treatment have become too extensive; it is a rapidly evolving 

subject that until now has not been adequately covered in a standard medical textbook. 

Heart Failure: What a Non-Heart Failure Specialist Needs to Know has been created to 

reflect the growth and expansion of the clinical field of heart failure and is aimed at non-

specialists (primary care physicians, ER staff, general cardiologists, trainees, etc.) who 
encounter these patients on a daily basis. The authors hope that this book will provide 

the background for practitioners to develop rational therapeutic regimens designed to 

alleviate symptoms and improve the quality and quantity of life for patients with heart 
failure. 

Horizons in World Cardiovascular Research. Volume 15 

Eleanor H. Bennington 

In series: Horizons in World Cardiovascular Research 
2018. 264 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53614-184-9. $250.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53614-185-6. $250.00. 
In this compilation, the authors present and discuss various aspects of arrhythmias in endurance competitive and leisure-time 

sportsmen including master athletes based on their extensive experience and international literature. The value of heart rate 

monitors for evaluating exercise intensity and for diagnosis of arrhythmias is discussed and standard procedure for dealing 
with suspected arrhythmias useful both for athletes, their coaches or doctors is proposed. Next, the authors focus on recent 

literature data related to the role of endothelial nitric oxide and inducible nitric oxide in physiological and pathophysiological 

conditions. Nitric oxide is a free radical which, in reactions with various molecules, causes multiple biological effects. It is 
exceptionally regulated and extends to almost every cell type and function within circulation. Extracranial carotid artery 

stenosis is a major cause of stroke and is treated with either carotid endarterectomy (CEA) or percutaneous transluminal 

angioplasty (PTA) and carotid artery stenting (CAS). In this collection, several types of imaging study have been used to 
identify complications related to in-stent restenosis, including Doppler ultrasound, computed tomography angiography, 

digital subtraction angiography, magnetic resonance angiography, intravascular ultrasound, and optical coherence 

tomography. The authors go on to discuss some recent randomized studies that compared different d rug-eluting balloon 
catheters (DEB) with drug-eluting stents (DES) used to treat BMS- in-stent restenosis or DES- in-stent restenosis, and the 

long-term clinical results of those studies. Evidence from controlled clinical studies has suggested that DES and drug-eluting 

balloon catheters (DEB) provide the best clinical and angiographic results in the treatment of ISR. Following this, the 
dynamics of the conformation changes in the subdomains of the NC1 hexamer under the influence of sound frequencies 

distressing them was studied in gelatin (film) and collagen (cardiac aorta/veins endothelium) obtained from pork, using the 

gravitation mass spectroscopy method (GMS). Continuing, most coronary events are caused by significant stenoses or 
vulnerable plaques. Recent studies have shown that significant stenoses and vulnerable plaques often coexist. The basic 

concept that underlies these entities is increased plaque volume. Additionally, recent evidence shows that coronary calcium 

score and fractional flow reserve are the most accurate methods to assess increased plaque volume, and therefore, have high 
prognostic value. The main goal of the subsequent study is the application of an immunohistochemistry technique in order 

to diagnose myocardial ischemia in early stages with a better confidence rate. Sudden cardiac death cases were selected and 

their findings were qualitatively and quantitatively assessed. The study focuses on the evolution and location of fibronectin 
in the ischemic cardiomyocytes during process of infarction and remodeling of cardiac scars. Lastly, the authors investigate 

the incidence of very late in-stent restenosis and risk factors for very late target lesion revascularization (TLR) in patients 

with sirolimus-eluting stent (SES). Very late SES-TLR was associated with history of hemodialysis and previous PCI with 
SES for ISR lesion. 
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Myocardial Perfusion Imaging (MPI): Performance, Potential Risks and Outcomes 

Fadi Gabriel Hage (Nuclear Cardiology, University of Alabama at Birmingham, Birmingham, 

Alabama, US) 

In series: Cardiology Research and Clinical Developments 
2018. 314 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-476-6. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-477-3. $230.00. 
Myocardial perfusion imaging (MPI) is the most commonly used non-invasive stress 

imaging test for the diagnosis and risk stratification of coronary artery disease. 

Although MPI has been around for decades, recent advances have made possible 
fundamental changes in the performance of this test. While exercise is the preferred 

modality of stress with MPI, pharmacologic stress testing can be used when exercise 

is not an option due to contra-indications or when patients are unable to achieve an 
adequate level of exercise. MPI provides a wealth of diagnostic and prognostic data 

encompassing both perfusion and non-perfusion variables that can guide patient 

management. The non-perfusion data include exercise variables, hemodynamic 

response to exercise or pharmacologic stress, electrocardiographic changes and left 

ventricular dyssynchrony. The test is widely used for risk stratification in patients with 

suspected or known to have coronary disease, but has also found special applications 
in evaluation prior to kidney or liver transplantation. While stress testing, whether with 

exercise or pharmacologic stress, it is relatively important to be cognizant of adverse 

effects that can be encountered in the stress laboratory, especially in high risk and 
special populations, and to have plans to manage these appropriately. There has been 

increasing emphasis on the ionizing radiation exposure to patients from medical 

diagnostic imaging including MPI. It is therefore essential to be aware of novel 
protocols that can be implemented in day-to-day practice to reduce radiation exposure 

to patients and staff without adversely affecting the diagnostic quality of the studies. 

Peripartum and Dilated Cardiomyopathies: Prevalence, Risk Factors and Treatment 

Joseph Leonski 

In series: Cardiology Research and Clinical Developments 
2018. 107 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-753-8. $82.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-754-5. $82.00. 

In this compilation, the authors discuss peripartum cardiomyopathy (PPCM), a rare but serious form of heart failure affecting 

women in the last month of pregnancy or early postpartum. It is diagnosed by documented left ventricular systolic 
dysfunction in the absence of another demonstrable cause in a previously healthy woman. Prognosis is variable and appears 

to be positively related to reversal of ventricular dysfunction. Prompt diagnosis with institution of intense therapy by a 

multidisciplinary team is a prerequisite for improved outcome. Pharmacotherapy remains the mainstay of treatment for 
PPCM, and the management strategy is broadly aligned with established guidelines for cardiac failure. Nevertheless, 

individually tailored therapy is often required for treatment of clinical sequelae, as well as for the management of delivery. 

At present, we lack the understanding to be able to effectively risk stratify patients and identify those susceptible to disease 
progression. As such, further research into this area is crucial in order to develop an understanding of which women are at 

greatest long-term risk, as well as to more effectively manage the condition. The authors also discuss idiopathic dilated 

cardiomyopathy (DCM), the second most frequent cause of heart failure and is associated with a survival rate of less than 
50% at 10 years. The diagnosis is clinical and established by the presence of both left ventricle enlargement and systolic 

dysfunction. MRI has been increasingly applied to the evaluation of cardiovascular disease and has become the first-line 

imaging modality in the assessment of many types of congenital and acquired cardiovascular disorders; it could be used for 
global analysis of ventricular structure and function, myocardial mass and viability. It is nowadays the gold standard for 

assessing RV systolic function and is being increasingly used in this regard. Additionally, more than 40 genes have been 

identified as causative gene associated with hereditary DCM. A genetic diagnosis can confirm a hereditary DCM clinical 
diagnosis and it can help predict disease risks for family members before the onset of symptoms. Thus, finding predictors of 

DCM is of great significance as this may help doctors take precautions as soon as possible and is beneficial for long-term 

outcomes. 
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Stress (Takotsubo) Cardiomyopathy: A Crosstalk between the Brain and Heart 

Wei-Ting Chang, Wen-Lieng Yu, Chon-Seng Hong, Chia-Te Liao, Jinn-Rung Kuo, and Yen-

Wen Liu (Department of Cardiology, Chi Mei Medical Center, Tainan, Taiwan) 

In series: Cardiology Research and Clinical Developments 
2018. 143 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-355-4. $82.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-356-1. $82.00. 
Stress cardiomyopathy, also called Takotsubo cardiomyopathy or apical ballooning syndrome, is defined as acute left 

ventricular dysfunction associated with high stimulation of endogenous or exogenous catecholamine in a critically ill 

individual. The detailed mechanisms underlying the association between this autonomic storm and myocardial toxicity are 
comprehensively discussed in this book. According to the diagnostic criteria released by 

the American Heart Association, the diagnosis of this reversible cardiomyopathy 

requires: 1) Transient left ventricular wall motion abnormalities involving the apical 
and/or midventricular myocardial segments with wall motion abnormalities extending 

beyond a single epicardial coronary artery distribution; 2) the absence of obstructive 

epicardial coronary artery disease that could be responsible for the observed wall motion 

abnormality; 3) ECG abnormalities, such as transient ST-segment elevation and/or 

diffused T wave inversion associated with a slight troponin elevation; and 4) the lack of 

proven pheochromocytoma and myocarditis. However, the detailed mechanisms through 
which the autonomic nervous systems regulate the heart and the manner in which their 

impairment caused adverse effects on cardiovascular function have not yet been well 

described. Also, increasing evidences indicated that the long term cardiovascular or 
neurologic impact of stress cardiomyopathy may not be as benign and we thought. Also, 

there is limited evidence regarding the management. At least recent clinical researches 

explored whether specific factors explain specific patient susceptibilities to the disease 
and should be directed towards early identification and stratification at risk. The purpose 

of this book is to provide an up-to-date review of the clinical presentation of stress 
cardiomyopathy, discuss possible causal mechanisms, and highlight the recent 

development of managements. This issue of stress cardiomyopathy comprehensively discussed the crosstalk between the 

brain and the heart. Experts review the most updated literature regarding clinical profile, imaging modalities, management 
and infectious or neurologic stress induced cardiomyopathy. The latest information will help medical practitioners in the 

diagnosis and management of this condition. 

Ventricular Assist Devices: Management, Outcomes and Complications 

René Murielle 

In series: Medical Procedures, Testing and Technology 
2018. 181 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-891-7. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-892-4. $95.00. 
In this collection, the authors begin by discussing the characteristics of current mechanical circulatory support devices, their 

documented problems, management strategies for their use, and new devices currently in development. To manage 

cardiogenic shock, we need to keep in mind three objectives: adequate organ perfusion, unloading of heart chambers, and 
adjusting body fluid levels. Short-term mechanical circulatory support plays an important role in managing cardiogenic shock 

when medical management has failed and the patient’s condition is deteriorating. In the following chapter, an overview is 

provided focusing on the developing state of the art of continuous-flow mechanical circulatory support technology available 
today for clinical use, devices that are being introduced into clinical practice, and some technologies that are in development. 

With longer duration of pump use and increasing number of devices implanted, medical professionals worldwide are 

obtaining more knowledge on the unique physiological interactions of mechanical circulatory devices with the patient’s 
body. The goal of the concluding review are to provide the infectious diseases practitioner with a brief introduction to the 

general anatomy and physiology of an LVAD, pre-implantation infectious disease management guidance, and an 

understanding of the epidemiology and pathophysiology of LVAD infections. Methods for the diagnosis and characterization 
of these infections and suggest medical and surgical approaches for management are also addressed. 
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CHRONIC DISEASES 

Chronic Disease and Disability: The Pediatric Gastrointestinal Tract 

Donald E Greydanus, M.D., Orhan Atay, M.D., and Joav Merrick, M.D. (Medical Director, 

Health Services, Division for Intellectual and Developmental Disabilities, Ministry of Social 

Affairs and Social Services, Jerusalem, Israel) 

In series: Pediatrics, Child and Adolescent Health 
2018. 548 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53612-948-9. $270.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53612-949-6. $270.00. 

This book celebrates the emergence of knowledge in this field and is written for primary care clinicians to help update the 

knowledge of pediatric gastroenterology (GI). The current and future shortage of pediatric gastroenterologists necessitates 
steady, rejuvenated information on GI disorders for primary care clinicians as they care for children and adolescents with 

complex gastroenterologic dilemmas and disorders. In view of this shortage and the rapidly increasing knowledge in pediatric 

GI, as well as understanding indications for referral to pediatric gastroenterologists in 

the 21st century, relavent and assiduous information aimed at primary care clinicians in 

these areas becomes increasingly important. The authors hope that this book will fill the 
void. Donald E Greydanus, MD, DrHC (Athens), is professor of pediatrics and 

adolescent medicine, founding chair of the Department of Pediatric and Adolescent 

Medicine, Western Michigan University Homer Stryker MD School of Medicine in 
Kalamazoo, Michigan, United States. Orhan Atay, MD, is assistant professor, 

Department of Pediatrics, Eastern Virginia Medical School (EVMS) and Director of the 

Children’s Hospital of The King’s Daughters, Norfolk, Virginia, United States. Joav 
Merrick, MD, MMedSci, DMSc, born and educated in Denmark is professor of 

pediatrics, child health and human development affiliated with the Division of Pediatrics, 

Hadassah Hebrew University Medical Center, Mt Scopus Campus, Jerusalem, Israel, 
Kentucky Children’s Hospital, University of Kentucky, Lexington, United States and 

professor of public health at the Center for Healthy Development, School of Public 

Health, Georgia State University, Atlanta, United States, the medical director of the 
Division for Intellectual and Developmental Disabilities, Ministry of Social Affairs and 

Social Services, Jerusalem and the founder and director of the National Institute of Child 

Health and Human Development in Israel. 

CRITICAL CARE 

Everything You Need to Know: Out of the Operating Room and Minimally Invasive Cardiothoracic Procedures 

Dalia Banks, M.D. and Ahmed Zaky, M.D., MPH, FCCM, (Department of Anesthesiology and Perioperative Medicine, 

University of Alabama At Birmingham, Birmingham, AL, US) 

In series: Cardiology Research and Clinical Developments 
2018. 401 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53612-917-5. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-918-2. $230.00. 
It is with great pleasure that the editors present the First Edition of Everything You Need 

to Know: Out of the Operating Room and Minimally Invasive Cardiothoracic Procedures. 

Being the first of its kind, this book is geared to meet and adapt to the rapidly expanding 
changes in the field of cardiothoracic surgery and anesthesia. In the past decade, there 

has been a paradigm shift in the practice and staffing of cardiothoracic surgery from 

conventional, surgeon-driven, open- and operating room-based approaches to less 
invasive, technology-driven procedures that take place outside the conventional 

operating room setting; these include angiography and electrophysiology suites as well 

as designed hybrid operating rooms that are staffed by an interdisciplinary cardiac team. 
With this change, the role of the anesthesiologists has evolved beyond the simple 

provision of anesthetics to a more proactive role where the anesthesiologist provides 

guidance to other members of the cardiac team as well as reacting to potentially 
catastrophic complications that may occur during these procedures. It is therefore 

imperative that the anesthesiologist be aware of the challenges imposed by these 

procedures regarding managing more critically ill patients, adapting to the limitations of 
space, radiation exposure, knowledge on advanced imaging modalities and familiarity 

with procedure technicalities. This book provides an invaluable up-to-date and inclusive 
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guide for anesthesiologists who are involved in these procedures. This book is crafted in an easy-to-read manner. It begins 

with a medical prospective and flows succinctly through procedures performed at the angiography and electrophysiology 
suites, hybrid and conventional operating rooms, and ending with intensive postoperative care. Relatively novel procedures 

such as the WATCHMAN procedure, adult congenital septal defect closures, valve-in-valve, and robotic-assisted and 

thoracic endovascular aneurysm repair (TEVAR) are extensively covered. Each chapter provides numerous high-quality 
illustrations as well as tables that help clarify its message and is written by a nationally recognized expert in the field. 

Everything You Need to Know: Out of the Operating Room and Minimally Invasive Cardiothoracic Procedures targets 

general as well as cardiothoracic anesthesiology residents, fellows, practitioners, and certified nurse anesthetists who share 
the care of patients undergoing these procedures. This book may also be useful to cardiology and electrophysiology trainees 

and practitioners who perform these procedures on a daily basis and who will find it a valuable guide to understanding 

anesthesiology. The editors hope that this book accomplishes its mission in helping their colleagues to offer the best care to 
their patients. 

DENTISTRY 

A Compendium on Oral Health of Children around the World: Early Childhood Caries 

Morenike Oluwatoyin Folayan (Obafemi Awolowo University, Osun State, Nigeria) 

In series: Dental Science, Materials and Technology 
2018. 484 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53612-714-0. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-715-7. $230.00. 
Early childhood caries is of significant importance to the growth and development of 

preschool children. Multiple studies have highlighted how the lesion, if left untreated, 

results in retarded growth of the child. There are multiple studies on caries in general and 
less of such publications on early childhood caries in comparison. Yet, the impact of 

early childhood caries on the life and course of child development is significant. This 

piece of work pooled together publications on early childhood caries around the world. 
It highlighted the profile, pattern and risk factors for early childhood caries for 39 

countries and pulled together information on 85 of the 193 United Nations countries 

where there are publications on the lesion. The authors were able to draw a global map 
of the disease profile and develop recommendations on important next steps for the 

global management of this lesion. Though the first and last chapters in the book 

summarise the global profile of early childhood caries, the book highlights country-
specific peculiarities in the risk factors and early childhood caries prevention 

programmes. The authors did assume the story of early childhood caries is the same 

across the globe. This book was developed with the guiding principle that each country 
needs to understand the pattern of their early childhood caries epidemic so that they can 

develop appropriate programmes to address the country’s needs. 

Case Reports in Dentistry 

Diah Ayu Maharani, Ph.D. (Faculty of Dentistry, Universitas Indonesia, Depok, Indonesia) 

In series: Dentistry and Oral Sciences 
2018. 545 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-303-5. $195.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53614-043-9. $195.00. 

This collection of case reports in oral medicine, orthodontics, oral surgery, 

periodontology and prosthodontics addresses a number of clinical problems encountered 

in the treatment of various patients and shows how these cases have solved them. 

Practical treatment strategies illustrate how to achieve the highest standards in clinical 

dentistry. This book will not only serve as a useful reference to dental specialists, but 
also help general practitioners solve clinical problems related to their patients that may 

be encountered in daily practice. The book is written by the best practitioners in 

Indonesia and other countries. This book shall be valuable in handling various patients 
from the well-known practitioners which are not always learned in dental schools nor 

published elsewhere. Each report follows a structured approach. In all cases, the rationale 

for the chosen treatment option is explored to give the reader a thorough understanding 
of the treatment aims. Readers shall benefit from reading the relevant case following a 

more formal introduction to the topic. The suggestion is that this book will be followed 

by similar publications, and as such could form a case library in dental schools. 
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Malocclusion: Causes, Complications and Treatment 

Mohammad Khursheed Alam (Saudi Arabia), Irfan Qamruddin 

(Pakistan), and Kathiravan Purmal (Malaysia) 

In series: Dentistry and Oral Sciences 
2018. 348 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-123-9. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-124-6. $230.00. 
Most people have some degree of malocclusion. Malocclusions have a strong hereditary 

component as an etiologic factor, both in families and in ethnic and racial groups. This 

phenotype can be recognized at an early age and becomes progressively more evident with 
growth, appearing as one of the main factors that force patients to seek orthodontic 

treatment. The goal of orthodontic treatment is not only ensuring the alignment of the teeth, 

jaw relationship, function and aesthetic but also improving self-esteem and quality of life. 
This e-book about orthodontics will describe such information and knowledge concerning 

malocclusion in a logical way that can generate better knowledge regarding the treatment 

effectiveness of malocclusion, facilitate assessment and provide the momentum needed 

for a sustained upgrade in the standards of care of patients in daily orthodontics. The authors of this book have worked hard 

to manifest their ideas scientifically. Reading the works of all of these authors has been educating and has exposed the depth 

of their understanding and abilities. Though this book is anticipated for general dental practitioners and undergraduate 
students in the field, it will also act as a convenient compendium for postgraduates as well. There may be errors of omission 

and commission. Any comments and suggestions for improvement are cordially welcome. 

DERMATOLOGY 

Contact Dermatitis 

Danka Svecova (Faculty of Medicine, Comenius University, Bratislava, Slovakia) and Jana 

Nemsovska (University Hospital, Dept. of Dermatovenerology, Bratislava, Slovakia) 

In series: Dermatology - Laboratory and Clinical Research 
2018. 149 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-485-8. $82.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-486-5. $82.00. 
Contact dermatitis is a non-infectious inflammatory skin disease caused by an offending substance localized at the site of 

contact. The prevalence and incidence are increasing throughout the world, especially in Europe and North America. There 

are two main groups – irritant contact dermatitis and allergic contact dermatitis – with the former being more frequent. 
However, more than 4,000 contact allergens are known to cause allergic contact dermatitis in populations, of which nickel 

is the most common. Allergic contact dermatitis is a delayed IV type hypersensitivity resulting from cutaneous contact with 

a specific allergen. In pathogenesis, there is a significant difference between irritant and allergic dermatitis. Irritant contact 
dermatitis is a nonimmunologic, nonspecific inflammatory reaction to a wide range of chemical, physical or mechanical 

hazardous causes involving the innate immune system without prior sensitization. On the other hand, in a delayed type of 

hypersensitivity, concomitant activation of both the innate and adaptive immune systems is required. Recent studies disclose 
the role of TH17 in the pathogenesis of allergic contact dermatitis. Despite a distinct pathogenesis of both irritant and allergic 

contact dermatitis, there is no absolute visual distinction between both types of contact dermatitis. In general, irritant contact 

dermatitis tends to be milder than its allergic counterpart. Patch testing is a standardized diagnostic procedure used to confirm 
the causative allergen. The most common technique is an occlusive patch test, but in 

exceptional circumstances a modification of the patch test such as a photopatch test, open 

test, repeated open application test (ROAT), strip patch test or atopic patch test is used. 
Irritant contact dermatitis does not possess special testing. The diagnosis is therefore 

established by exclusion of negative test results in patch testing. Patch test may also be 

performed in infants and children, whereby the indications and testing technique are the 
same as in adults. In the management of contact dermatitis, the keystone is to cease 

causal exposure, meaning avoiding contact with the offending substance. In topical 

therapy, the choice of active substance is important, but a suitable vehicle disposes 
transportation to the site of inflammation. Selection of the vehicle depends on the clinical 

appearance and course of disease. The choice of an unsuitable vehicle may result in the 

drop-out of topical therapy. Topical corticosteroids are the mainstay therapy. Calcineurin 
inhibitors are employed in dermatology as an alternative therapy to topical 

corticosteroids with a better safety profile. Systemic treatments are used in severe cases 

and may provide temporary remission, but are not always suitable for prolonged use due 
to adverse effects. Alitretinoin is used to treat severe and refractory chronic hand 

dermatitis. After clinical clearance of contact dermatitis, the skin barrier requires 
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restoration therapy provided by a moisturizing agent, which should be used for a prolonged period. The application of a 

moisturizing agent promotes epidermal barrier healing, prolongs the time to flare and reduces the number of flares. Most 
frequently, absolute avoidance of the triggering offending contact is very difficult, or even impossible. Therefore, protective 

measures to prevent renewed skin contact are indicated. Any type of symptomatic treatment cannot substitute this approach. 

DISABILITY STUDIES 

Chronic Disease and Disability: The Pediatric Gastrointestinal Tract 

Donald E Greydanus, M.D., Orhan Atay, M.D., and Joav Merrick, M.D. (Medical Director, 

Health Services, Division for Intellectual and Developmental Disabilities, Ministry of Social 

Affairs and Social Services, Jerusalem, Israel) 

In series: Pediatrics, Child and Adolescent Health 
2018. 548 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53612-948-9. $270.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53612-949-6. $270.00. 

This book celebrates the emergence of knowledge in this field and is written for primary 
care clinicians to help update the knowledge of pediatric gastroenterology (GI). The 

current and future shortage of pediatric gastroenterologists necessitates steady, 

rejuvenated information on GI disorders for primary care clinicians as they care for 
children and adolescents with complex gastroenterologic dilemmas and disorders. In 

view of this shortage and the rapidly increasing knowledge in pediatric GI, as well as 

understanding indications for referral to pediatric gastroenterologists in the 21st century, 
relavent and assiduous information aimed at primary care clinicians in these areas 

becomes increasingly important. The authors hope that this book will fill the void. 

Donald E Greydanus, MD, DrHC (Athens), is professor of pediatrics and adolescent 
medicine, founding chair of the Department of Pediatric and Adolescent Medicine, 

Western Michigan University Homer Stryker MD School of Medicine in Kalamazoo, 

Michigan, United States. Orhan Atay, MD, is assistant professor, Department of Pediatrics, Eastern Virginia Medical School 
(EVMS) and Director of the Children’s Hospital of The King’s Daughters, Norfolk, Virginia, United States. Joav Merrick, 

MD, MMedSci, DMSc, born and educated in Denmark is professor of pediatrics, child health and human development 

affiliated with the Division of Pediatrics, Hadassah Hebrew University Medical Center, Mt Scopus Campus, Jerusalem, 
Israel, Kentucky Children’s Hospital, University of Kentucky, Lexington, United States and professor of public health at the 

Center for Healthy Development, School of Public Health, Georgia State University, Atlanta, United States, the medical 

director of the Division for Intellectual and Developmental Disabilities, Ministry of Social Affairs and Social Services, 
Jerusalem and the founder and director of the National Institute of Child Health and Human Development in Israel. 

Chronic Disease and Disability: The Pediatric Lung 

Donald E Greydanus, M.D., Myrtha M Gregoire-Bottex, M.D., 

Kevin W Cates and Joav Merrick, M.D. (Medical Director, Health 

Services, Division for Intellectual and Developmental Disabilities, 

Ministry of Social Affairs and Social Services, Jerusalem, Israel) 

In series: Pediatrics, Child and Adolescent Health 
2018. 470 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-577-0. $230.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-578-7. $230.00. 

Chronic Disease and Disability: The Pediatric Lung is written for the primary care 

clinician to help update the knowledge of pediatric pulmonology (pulmo, pulmonis 
[Latin for "lung"] and λογία, -logia [Greek for "study of"]) in the early 21st century. It 

acknowledges some of the amazing stepping stones of science over time concerning the 

current understanding of pediatric pulmonary medicine. The current and future shortage 
of pediatric pulmonologists necessitates steady, rejuvenated information on asthma, 

cystic fibrosis, pneumonia and other pulmonologic disorders for primary care clinicians as they care for the children and 
adolescents with complex respiratory dilemmas and disorders. In view of this shortage and the rapidly increasing knowledge 

in this field, as well as understanding indications for referral to pediatric pulmonologists in the early 21st century, au courant 

assiduous information aimed at primary care clinicians in these areas becomes increasingly important. 
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Human Development: Equipping Minds with Cognitive Development 

Carol T. Brown, Ed.D and Joav Merrick, M.D. (Medical Director, Health Services, Division for 

Intellectual and Developmental Disabilities, Ministry of Social Affairs and Social Services, 

Jerusalem, Israel) 

In series: Disability Studies 
2018. 180 pp. 
Softcover: 978-1-53613-053-9. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-054-6. $95.00. 

Research studies have examined the relationship between working memory, cognitive 
skills, and academic abilities. However, while some studies and scientific articles have 

demonstrated that working memory can be increased through direct intervention in either 

the clinical or classroom setting, other studies have failed to show any further transfer. 
These conflicting results are a key concern, as they suggest that generalization effects 

are elusive and inconclusive. Some research has utilized computer software programs to 

enhance cognitive skills with a focus on working memory training; however, an 

alternative approach on working memory is the use of a human mediator. In this book, 

we present results that demonstrate the idea that working memory training does not seem 

to have a causative effect in relation to verbal, nonverbal, and academic abilities when 
using The Equipping Minds Cognitive Development Curriculum for 30 hours of 

intervention. It removes this limitation for learners with a specific learning disorder. This 

finding adds to the importance of emphasizing deficient cognitive functions rather than 
deficient working memory alone. 

Parkinson’s Disease: Awareness among Young Adults 

Ronald Chow, Jaclyn Viehweger, Michael Borean, Drew Hollenberg, and Joav Merrick, M.D. 

(Medical Director, Health Services, Division for Intellectual and Developmental Disabilities, 

Ministry of Social Affairs and Social Services, Jerusalem, Israel) 

In series: Disability Studies 
2017. 190 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53612-745-4. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-746-1. $95.00. 

Parkinson’s disease, first described by the English surgeon James Parkinson (1755-

1824) in 1817 as “shaking palsy”, is a neurodegenerative disorder that manifests 

symptoms such as resting tremor, muscular rigidity, bradykinesia and postural 
instability. These motor disorders have been extensively researched resulting in 

improved diagnostic accuracy and the development of robust rating scales and 

treatment strategies for symptoms. The treatment options for Parkinson’s disease are 
similar to those for Alzheimer’s disease, meaning that at this moment in time there 

does not exist a definitive cure that can reverse the progression of the disease. Young 

adults seem to be well aware of Alzheimer’s disease, but are they aware of 
Parkinson’s disease? Both of these diseases will become increasingly more prevalent 

in our aging world and young adults need to be prepared to care for family members 

who are struck by one, or both, diseases. In this book we document the assessment 
of the knowledge of young adults with respect to Parkinson’s disease across the 

globe. 

Quadriplegia: Causes, Complications and Treatments 

Darrell Freeman and Robin Colon 

In series: Disability and the Disabled - Issues, Laws and Programs 

In series: Disability Studies 
2018. 127 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-956-3. $82.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-957-0. $82.00. 

Quadriplegia is a consequence of cervical spinal cord injury resulting in the significant loss of physiological function; both 

sensory and motor. One key challenge of quadriplegia, which distinguishes this specific high level of spinal injury from other 
lower levels of injury, is that of thermoregulation. From a sensory perspective, there is reduced afferent information from 

the skin and deep body temperature receptors, thus reducing the level of thermal input to the hypothalamic thermoregulatory 

centre. In Quadriplegia: Causes, Complications and Treatments, the authors evaluate the literature pertaining to 
thermoregulation in persons with quadriplegia at rest and under a range of thermal challenges such as heat, cold and exercise, 

comparing to paraplegia where appropriate. Classification of spinal cord injury assesses the remaining sensory and motor 

function. Thus, specific sympathetic nervous system related responses are not generally assessed. When considering the 
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thermal dysfunction associated with quadriplegia and the resulting potential impact on health and activities of daily living, 

thermoregulation may also be of benefit in assessing function. The way thermoregulation has been considered regarding the 
classification of spinal cord injury and recent developments in the area will be highlighted alongside discussion of key issues 

such as core temperature measurement in this population. The authors also report on the status of our knowledge about the 

rates of cognitive impairment following persisting spinal cord injury and its impact on adjustment, as well as report on 
findings from recent studies examining: (i) differences in cognitive performance between adults with a chronic spinal cord 

injury and able-bodied adults, and (ii) differences in psychological and medical status assessed up to 12 months post-injury, 

in adults with a spinal cord injury who have cognitive impairment versus no cognitive impairment. Results showed that: (i) 
almost 30% of the adults with spinal cord injury had significantly lowered cognitive performance, with the risk of having 

cognitive impairment being almost 13 times greater than for someone without a spinal cord injury, and (ii) the risk of 

experiencing increased levels of psychological and social problems and medical complications was significantly elevated in 
adults with cognitive impairment after they transitioned into the community. In the closing chapter, considering that the 

association of post-spinal cord injury paralysis with autonomic, respiratory and hormonal alterations may increase the 
morbidity and mortality rate, the authors aim to characterize these dysfunctions in people with spinal cord injuries in order 

to facilitate the diagnosis and determine the appropriate treatment. 

Quality of Life and Intellectual Disability: Knowledge Application to other Social and 

Educational Challenges 

Roy I. Brown (University of Calgary, Calgary, AB, Canada) and Rhonda M. Faragher 

(Australian Catholic University, Dickson, Australia) 

In series: Disability Studies 
2018. 363 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-62948-264-4. $255.00. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-063-8. $79.00. 

e-book: 978-1-62948-272-9. $255.00. 
We all long for a life of purpose and fulfillment. Striving for high quality of life for us 

and those we care for is a powerful motivator. Many busy people dream of being lazy 

by a pool fanned by a soft summer breeze, but this does not last. A short time of rest 
and replenishment is quickly replaced by boredom and a sense of purposelessness. 

Quality of life is much deeper than material comfort, though this has a role. Sadly in 

our world today, many people live lives lacking in meaning and value: the unemployed, 
the underemployed, those with disabilities who would like to contribute to society but 

are deprived the opportunity. Their quality of life is not what it could be. In this book, 

we have attempted to provide examples of how people face challenges, and the family 
members, professionals and care personnel who support them can be helped and 

supported through services working within a quality of life framework. The book 

provides a challenge to be addressed by the individual, their families, local 
communities, governments, international organizations and the society at large. 

The Visually Disabled and the Elderly in the Age of IC Technologies 

M. Pilar Munuera Gómez, PhD (Department of Social Work & Social Services, Universidad 

Complutense, Madrid, Spain) and Samuel A. Navarro Ortega, PhD (Department of French, 

Hispanic & Italian Studies, The University of British Columbia, Vancouver, Canada) 

In series: Disability and the Disabled - Issues, Laws and Programs 
2018. 227 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-057-7. $160.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-058-4. $160.00. 
This volume presents a survey of technological innovations that enhance both the learning 

processes and the living conditions of individuals who live with a disability and the elderly. 

Information and Communications Technology (ICT) refers to technologies that process, 
store and communicate information to single users and across groups of users. Computers, 

microelectronics, multimedia and telecommunications are examples of widespread ICT 

media, largely available in homes, the workplace, and academic centers. New Information 
and Communication Technologies are now contributing to the social inclusion of people 

with different kinds of disabilities. These same technologies function as effective tools to 

aid others who, through a natural decline in their cognitive and physical conditions, require 
some kind of support. What is more, IC technologies often become the mechanism that 

facilitates the exercising of disabled persons’ rights, thus enfranchising a community that 

might otherwise run the risk of being marginalised. The Convention on the Rights of 
Persons with Disabilities, adopted on 13 December 2006, establishes a before and after in 

the public perception of people with disabilities following a long period of social 

exclusion. The Convention aims to ensure the full enjoyment on an equal footing of all 
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human rights for all disabled people. These advances in legislation establish that those with disabilities, including visual 

impairment, cognitive disorders, and natural physical decline (to name a few) are complete people. Thus, they possess the 
legal capacity and as such, they are to be given the opportunity to exercise their rights in the same manner as those members 

of the community who are free from these constraints. The support and protection of the State, as it adjusts the law to this 

precept, will thus enshrine a new understanding that goes beyond the “ability to act as a person”, and links the above rights 
to the unchanging fact of being human. IC Tech(nologies) involve processing and distributing knowledge, connecting 

businesses worldwide, and creating fast and efficient communication exchanges. Most importantly, they are largely inclusive, 

as they recognise neither difficulties nor disabilities. This is the case, for example, with support devices for visually impaired 
individuals. The devices’ structure emphasizes clean and simple designs, with easily distinguishable control buttons that 

enable visually impaired people to have a text reader transform printed texts into oral information. Consequently, visually 

impaired users can now access their favorite newspapers or magazines by hearing news read in natural sounding voices and 
in more than thirty languages. The chapters compiled in this book have been organized according to three interrelated 

thematic subsections. The first subsection groups all chapters that deal with IC technologies employed by the visually 
impaired or seniors to support learning activities. The second subsection groups chapters whose unifying theme is the use of 

technologies to boost memory capacity among Alzheimer’s patients and the elderly. The third section deals with social and 

protectionist policies that safeguard the well-being of the elderly and the disabled. 

DRUG ABUSE 

Drug Addiction, Trauma and Mental Illness: Interpretation and Intervention 

Kam-shing Yip (Department of Applied Social Sciences, Hong Kong Polytechnic University, 

Hong Kong, China) 

In series: Psychology Research Progress 
2018. 

Softcover: 978-1-53614-020-0. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53614-021-7. $95.00. 
Research and clinical experiences show that people engaging in drug addiction for some years usually embrace severe mental 

illnesses including schizophrenia, borderline personality disorder, depression and post-traumatic stress disorder. 

Schizophrenia usually occurs in patients with prolonged use of amphetamine and hallucinogens. Borderline personality 
disorder commonly happens in female addicts who have experienced abandonment and childhood abuse. On the one hand, 

drug addiction can be used to cope with symptoms of severe mental illness. On the other hand, prolonged drug addiction can 

also induce severe mental illness. A close look into individuals with chronic drug addiction usually review that they encounter 
suffering, hardship and traumas. There are two types of traumas encountered by people with drug addiction. The first one is 

trauma before drug addiction and substance abuse. Many of them may have suffered through abuse, oppression and 

abandonment in their lives. Another one is drug led traumas because of psychosocial deprivation and medical problems 
induced by chronic addiction. In this book, apart from describing a comprehensive model in understanding and interpreting 

the complexity of trauma, mental illness and drug addiction, this model is applied and illustrated in clients with borderline 

personality disorder and schizophrenia, drug addiction and those who have experience different forms of trauma. Related 
psychosocial interventions are also thoroughly discussed. 

Nicotinism and the Emerging Role of E-Cigarettes (With Special Reference to Adolescents). 

Volume 1: Concepts, Mechanisms, and Clinical Management 

Sushil Sharma, Ph.D. (Academic Dean, American International 

School of Medicine (AISM), Georgetown, Guyana, South America, 

US Corporate Headquarters, Stone Mountain, Georgia, USA) 

In series: Alcohol and Drug Abuse 
2018. 332 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-172-7. $275.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-587-9. $275.00. 

Tobacco addiction (also known as nicotinism) remains a preventable healthcare 

challenge in the entire world and is the most significant cause of loss pertaining to 
national and international economy and productivity. Nicotinism poses a significant 

challenge to the general health and well-being of adolescents, pregnant women, and 

developing infants. Adolescents are highly vulnerable to nicotine addiction and suffer 
from poor quality of life, early morbidity, and mortality. Nicotine exposure during 

intrauterine life can induce diversified embryopathies (such as abortion, stillbirth, 

sudden infant death syndrome, microcephaly, craniofacial abnormalities, growth 
retardation, ADHD, autism, and craniofacial abnormalities) in developing infants; 

likewise, asthma, chronic obstructive pulmonary diseases (COPD), cancer, and 
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infertility can develop in adults. Tobacco smoking kills nearly six million people each year, and almost five million of these 

deaths are the result of direct tobacco use, while nearly 600,000 are the result of non-smokers being exposed to second-hand 
smoke. Nearly 80% of the world's one billion smokers live in low- and middle-income countries. Some tobacco smoking-

related health risks include: lung cancer, COPD, cardiovascular diseases, stroke, asthma, reproductive anomalies, premature 

low birth weight infants, diabetes, blindness, cataracts, macular degeneration, and nearly ten types of cancer, including colon, 
cervix, liver, stomach and pancreatic cancer. There are roughly 7,000 toxic chemicals in tobacco which can directly or 

indirectly cause cancer, stroke, and heart attack to induce early morbidity and mortality. At least seventy chemicals have 

been implicated in inducing cancer. A person’s life span is reduced at least ten years when smoking tobacco. Nicotine is the 
primary ingredient in tobacco, possessing a highly addictive potential which causes physical tolerance and psychological 

dependence, with severe withdrawal symptoms and potential for relapse. Chronic smokers find it extremely difficult to quit 

smoking as the success rate is only 33%. Although several preventive as well as therapeutic measures have been implemented 
to minimize the risks of numerous illnesses associated with tobacco smoking, a considerable amount of research is needed 

to further minimize this devastating, yet preventable addiction from the entire world. Recent trends in the reduction of 
smoking in several countries including the US, Canada, and Australia seems quite encouraging; yet smoking in several other 

countries such as Serbia, Slovenia, Russia, China, and India remains a significant challenge. Recently, electronic cigarettes 

(e-cigarettes) emerged as the next generation of nicotine products with different brand names in the market. Although their 
popularity has increased particularly among adolescents in the Western world, the extent of psychiatric comorbidity with e-

cigarettes use and dual use of conventional (combustible) vs e-cigarettes remains uncertain. As many as 460 new brands of 

e-cigarettes have been introduced. Older brands tend to highlight their merits over conventional (incinerating) cigarettes 
while newer brands emphasize consumer choice in multiple flavors and product versatility. Public awareness and proper 

education (particularly for young adolescents) will go a long way in early prevention and successful clinical management of 

nicotinism. Nova Science Publishers have now released an interesting book in four volumes for learning more about the basic 
molecular biology, molecular genetics, emerging biotechnology, diseases linked to nicotinism and their possible prevention 

and cure. The primary objective is to minimize nicotine-induced early morbidity and mortality due to asthma, emphysema, 

cancer, heart attack, diabetes, obesity, infertility, major depressive disorders, schizophrenia, Alzheimer’s disease, and several 
other neurological and neuropsychiatric disorders, which are systematically described in this book. This book presents recent 

knowledge and wisdom regarding the harmful and therapeutic benefits of tobacco smoking by incineration or by vaping 

through e-cigarettes. Volume One describes general topics on nicotinism and the emerging role of electronic cigarettes; 
Volume Two describes the basic molecular biology of nicotinism; Volume Three describes emerging biotechnology in 

nicotinism; and Volume Four describes chronic diseases associated with nicotinism and charnolopharmacotherapeutics. A 

novel disease-specific spatiotemporal charnolosomics and conventional omics (genomics, proteomics, metabolomics, 
lipidomics, and metallomics) with correlative and combinatorial bioinformatics is proposed for the first time to accomplish 

targeted, safe, and effective personalized theranostics of nicotinism for a better quality of life. 

Nicotinism and the Emerging Role of E-Cigarettes (With Special Reference to Adolescents). 

Volume 2: Concepts, Mechanisms, and Clinical Management 

Sushil Sharma, Ph.D. (Academic Dean, American International School of Medicine (AISM), 

Georgetown, Guyana, South America, US Corporate Headquarters, Stone Mountain, Georgia, 

USA) 

In series: Alcohol and Drug Abuse 
2018. 305 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-679-1. $275.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-688-3. $275.00. 

Nova Science Publishers now introduce an interesting book on research to help reduce global tobacco-related diseases in 

four volumes. Volume One describes general topics on nicotinism and the emerging role of electronic cigarettes; Volume 
Two describes basic molecular biology of nicotinism; Volume Three describes emerging biotechnology in nicotinism; and 

Volume Four describes chronic diseases associated with nicotinism and disease-specific-spatiotemporal (DSST) 

charnolosomics and charnolopharmacotherapeutics for the targeted, safe and effective 
personalized theranostics of nicotinism. This book is written primarily for readers 

interested in learning more about the basic molecular biology, recent biotechnology, and 

molecular genetics for diseases linked to nicotinism as well as their possible prevention 
and cure. A novel disease-specific spatiotemporal charnolosomics along with 

conventional omics (genomics, proteomics, metabolomics, lipidomics, and metallomics) 
with correlative and combinatorial bioinformatic analysis is proposed for the first time to 

accomplish targeted, safe, and effective personalized theranostics of nicotinism for a 

better quality of life. This book is written primarily for the health and well-being of highly 
vulnerable adolescents, who engage in drug seeking behavior (particularly tobacco and 

alcohol), become victims of chronic addiction, and suffer from poor quality of life, early 

morbidity, and mortality. Moreover, nicotine exposure during intrauterine life can induce 
diversified embryopathies (such as abortion, stillbirth, sudden infant death syndrome, 

microcephaly, craniofacial abnormalities, growth retardation, ADHD, autism, and 

craniofacial abnormalities) in developing infants; likewise, asthma, COPD, cancer, and 
infertility occurs in adults. The primary goal is to minimize nicotine-induced early 

morbidity and mortality due to asthma, emphysema, cancer, heart attack, diabetes, 
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obesity, infertility, major depressive disorders, schizophrenia, Alzheimer’s disease, and several other neurological and 

neuropsychiatric disorders, which are elegantly described in this book. Volume Two describes the basic molecular biology 
of nicotinism in two sections. Section One (“Concepts & Mechanism”) consists of seven chapters, while Section Two 

(“Clinical Management of Nicotinism”) consists of two chapters. While each volume will serve as a textbook for biomedical 

students and as a reference book for researchers, scientists, doctors, and professors, all four of the volumes systematically 
will certainly enhance the existing knowledge and wisdom regarding nicotinism and drug addiction in general. It is envisaged 

that readers (researchers, doctors, nurses, teachers, students (particularly high school and college students) and the general 

public will enjoy learning the most recent and novel personalized theranostic approaches currently being implemented in this 
clinically-significant discipline by carefully going through the most interesting and thought-provoking contents of this book. 

Nicotinism and the Emerging Role of E-Cigarettes (With Special Reference to Adolescents). 

Volume 3: Emerging Biotechnology in Nicotine Research 

Sushil Sharma, Ph.D. (Academic Dean, American International School of Medicine (AISM), 

Georgetown, Guyana, South America, US Corporate Headquarters, Stone Mountain, Georgia, 

USA) 

In series: Alcohol and Drug Abuse 
2018. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-732-3. $275.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-733-0. $275.00. 

Nova Science Publishers now introduce an interesting book on research to help reduce global tobacco-related diseases in 

four volumes. Volume One describes general topics on nicotinism and the emerging role of electronic cigarettes; Volume 
Two describes basic molecular biology of nicotinism; Volume Three describes emerging biotechnology in nicotinism; and 

Volume Four describes chronic diseases associated with nicotinism and disease-specific-spatiotemporal (DSST) 

charnolosomics and charnolopharmacotherapeutics for the targeted, safe and effective personalized theranostics of 
nicotinism. This book is written primarily for readers interested in learning more about the basic molecular biology, recent 

biotechnology, and molecular genetics for diseases linked to nicotinism as well as their possible prevention and cure. A novel 

disease-specific spatiotemporal charnolosomics along with conventional omics (genomics, proteomics, metabolomics, 
lipidomics, and metallomics) with correlative and combinatorial bioinformatic analysis is proposed for the first time to 

accomplish targeted, safe, and effective personalized theranostics of nicotinism for a better quality of life. This book is written 

primarily for the health and well-being of highly vulnerable adolescents, who engage in drug seeking behavior (particularly 
tobacco and alcohol), become victims of chronic addiction, and suffer from poor quality of life, early morbidity, and 

mortality. Moreover, nicotine exposure during intrauterine life can induce diversified embryopathies (such as abortion, 

stillbirth, sudden infant death syndrome, microcephaly, craniofacial abnormalities, growth retardation, ADHD, autism, and 

craniofacial abnormalities) in developing infants; likewise, asthma, COPD, cancer, and infertility occurs in adults. The 

primary goal is to minimize nicotine-induced early morbidity and mortality due to asthma, emphysema, cancer, heart attack, 

diabetes, obesity, infertility, major depressive disorders, schizophrenia, Alzheimer’s disease, and several other neurological 
and neuropsychiatric disorders, which are elegantly described in this book. Volumes Three describes emerging biotechnology 

in nicotinism in three sections: Section One illustrates emerging biotechnology in nicotinism, consisting of eight chapters: 

Chapter One – “Evaluation of Nicotinism by Flow Cytometry and Other Emerging Biotechnology (Molecular 
Neuroimaging)”; Chapter Two – “Mitochondrial Bioenergetics and Immunophenotyping of Nicotinism (A Flow Cytometric 

Analysis of Charnoly Body Dynamics in Nicotinism)”; Chapter Three – “Flow Cytometric Analysis of Charnolophagy and 

Charnolosome Exocytosis/Endocytosis in Nicotinism”; Chapter Four – “Mass Spectrometric Analysis of Nicotine and 
Nicotinism”; Chapter Five – “Pet Neuroimaging in Nicotinism (With Special Reference to Nicotinic Acetyl Choline Receptor 

Imaging)”; Chapter Six – “Multimodality Molecular Neuroimaging in Nicotinism”; Chapter Seven – “Personalized 

Theranostic Potential of Nanomedicine in Nicotinism”; and Chapter Eight – “Mitochondrial Bioenergetics and 
Charnolopharmacotherapeutics in Nicotinism”. Section Two: “Disease-Specific Personalized Theranostics of Nicotinism” 

highlights disease-specific personalized theranostics of nicotinism in Chapter Nine, and Section Three: “Clinical 

Management of Nicotinism” details harmful aspects and therapeutic benefits of nicotine in Chapter Ten. While each volume 
will serve as a textbook for biomedical students and as a reference book for researchers, scientists, doctors, and professors, 

all four of the volumes systematically will certainly enhance the existing knowledge and wisdom regarding nicotinism and 

drug addiction in general. It is envisaged that readers (researchers, doctors, nurses, teachers, students (particularly high school 
and college students) and the general public will enjoy learning the most recent and novel personalized theranostic 

approaches currently being implemented in this clinically-significant discipline by carefully going through the most 
interesting and thought-provoking contents of this book.While each volume will serve as a textbook for biomedical students 

and as a reference book for researchers, scientists, doctors, and professors, all four of the volumes systematically will 

certainly enhance the existing knowledge and wisdom regarding nicotinism and drug addiction in general. It is envisaged 
that readers (researchers, doctors, nurses, teachers, students (particularly high school and college students) and the general 

public will enjoy learning the most recent and novel personalized theranostic approaches currently being implemented in this 

clinically-significant discipline by carefully going through the most interesting and thought-provoking contents of this book. 
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Nicotinism and the Emerging Role of E-Cigarettes (With Special Reference to Adolescents). 

Volume 4: Disease-Specific Personalized Theranostics of Nicotinism 

Sushil Sharma, Ph.D. (Academic Dean, American International School of Medicine (AISM), 

Georgetown, Guyana, South America, US Corporate Headquarters, Stone Mountain, Georgia, 

USA) 

In series: Alcohol and Drug Abuse 
2018. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-736-1. $275.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-737-8. $275.00. 
Nova Science Publishers now introduce an interesting book on research to help reduce global tobacco-related diseases in 

four volumes. Volume One describes general topics on nicotinism and the emerging role of electronic cigarettes; Volume 

Two describes basic molecular biology of nicotinism; Volume Three describes emerging biotechnology in nicotinism; and 
Volume Four describes chronic diseases associated with nicotinism and disease-specific-spatiotemporal (DSST) 

charnolosomics and charnolopharmacotherapeutics for the targeted, safe and effective personalized theranostics of 

nicotinism. The most interesting and unique feature of this book is that it introduces the original concept of disease-specific 

spatio-temporal (DSST) charnolosomics along with conventional omics (including genomics, proteomics, metabolomics, 

lipidomics, and metallomics) by employing combinatorial and correlative-bioinformatics to accomplish targeted, safe, and 

effective perosonalized theranostics of nicotinism. This book presents basic molecular biology and pharmacogenomics of 
nicotinism and the emerging role of e-cigarettes as an alternative to reduce tobacco cravings and related health risks, and to 

prevent second hand smoking-related health risks. The book illustrates specifically the novel concept of mitochondrial 

bioenergetics-based charnolopharmacotherapeutics for the clinical management of nicotinism with future prospects to 
minimize tobacco smoking behavior, and/or quit smoking with minimum withdrawal symptoms. This book presents recent 

knowledge and wisdom regarding more harmful aspects and limited therapeutic benefits of tobacco smoking through 

incineration or by vaping through e-cigarettes. The book is primarily for the health and well-being of highly vulnerable 
adolescents, who engage in drug seeking behavior, become victims of chronic tobacco addiction, and suffer from poor quality 

of life, early morbidity, and mortality. Moreover, tobacco exposure during intrauterine life can induce diversified 

embryopathies (such as abortion, stillbirth, sudden infant death syndrome, microcephaly, craniofacial abnormalities, growth 
retardation, ADHD, autism, and craniofacial abnormalities) in developing infants; and asthma, COPD, cancer, and infertility 

in adults. Hence, the primary goal is to minimize tobacco-induced early morbidity and mortality due to asthma, emphysema, 

cancer, heart attack, diabetes, obesity, infertility, major depressive disorders, schizophrenia, Alzheimer’s disease, and several 
other neurological and neuropsychiatric disorders.. Volume Four describes chronic diseases associated with nicotinism and 

novel disease-specific-spatiotemporal (DSST) charnolosomics and charnolopharmacotherapeutics for the targeted, safe and 

effective personalized theranostics of nicotinism. This volume is systematically presented in three sections. Sections One: 

“Disease-Specific Nicotinism” consists of eight chapters: Chapter One – “Nicotine and Stroke”; Chapter Two – “Nicotine 

and Diabetes”; Chapter Three – “Nicotine and Obesity”; Chapter Four – “Nicotine and Parkinson’s Disease”; Chapter Five 

– “Nicotine and Alzheimer’s Disease”; Chapter Six – “Nicotine and Schizophrenia”; Chapter Seven – “Nicotine and Major 
Depressive Disorders”; and Chapter Eight – “Nicotine and Cancer”. Section Two: “Charnolopharmacotherapeutics of 

Nicotinism” consists of Chapter Nine, which describes the therapeutic potential of disease-specific spatiotmporal 

charnolopharmaceuticals in nicotinism, and Section Three highlights conclusions and future directions. Those interested in 
learning more about the basic molecular biology, molecular genetics, emerging biotechnology, diseases linked to nicotinism, 

and their possible prevention and cure will find this book interesting, exciting, motivating, and thought-provoking. This book 

is written primarily for biomedical students, researchers, scientist, professors, doctors, nurses, and any members of the 
general public interested in enhancing their existing knowledge and wisdom regarding the deleterious effects of both 

conventional as well as emerging e-cigarettes on human health and well-being, particularly among adolescents and young 

adults. 

Preventing Underage Drinking: What Works? 

Michael L. Legrand 

In series: Alcohol and Drug Abuse 

In series: Children's Issues, Laws and Programs 
2018. 204 pp. 
Softcover: 978-1-53613-632-6. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-633-3. $95.00. 

This book was reprinted from a public document and records from the US Government. It is a collection of hearings that 
took place in Washington DC by the Committee on Education and the Workforce, U.S. House of Representatives on February 

11th 2004. According to Mrs. Wendy J. Hamilton, the national President of Mothers Against Drunk Driving, where she has 

served since 2002 (after three separate drunk driving crashes occurred within her family) – “Alcohol is the illegal drug of 
choice for America’s youth… [it] is a major factor in the three leading causes of death of America’s teens…. Teens have 

easy access to alcohol….[and] the consequences are staggering.” This book provides statistics about the amount of teenagers 

who drink and the amount of deaths per year it contributes to. It also examines the Programs already in force for underage 
drinking, including Youth in Action, as well as provides recommendations on how to reduce the amount of young people 

who drink. It also includes education-oriented interventions that should be implemented to prevent underage drinking in the 

future. 
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Underage Drinking: Research and Recommendations 

Roger D. Hurley 

In series: Alcohol and Drug Abuse 

In series: Children's Issues, Laws and Programs 
2018. 281 pp. 
Softcover: 978-1-53613-636-4. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-637-1. $95.00. 

This book was reprinted from a public document and records from the US Government. 
It is a collection of hearings that took place in Washington DC by the Committee on 

Education and the Workforce, U.S. House of Representatives on September 30th 2003. 

This book examines how drinking in youth affects short and long-term thinking and 
memory skills as well as causes problems such as unwanted sex, health consequences 

such as accidents, injuries, or overdoses. This book also discusses the withdrawal effects, 

gender differences and the implications of drinking, such as altered brain development, 
and the higher likelihood of alcohol problems as an adult. It also explores the co-

dependency that many teenage drinkers have with marijuana and provides suggestions 

on how to reduce the number of underage, teenage drinkers. 

EMERGENCY MEDICINE 

Mechanical Ventilation in the ICU: A New Approach and Treatment 

Carolina Romero Dapueto and Jeronimo Graf Santos (Medical in Chief Clinica Alemana, 

Santiago, Chile) 

In series: Emergency and Intensive Care Medicine 
2018. 247 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-912-9. $160.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-913-6. $160.00. 
In the present book, a broad description of the processes carried out in patients with mechanical ventilation in the ICU is 

made. It covers from an overview of mechanical ventilation and some of its history to the processes of weaning and 

extubation. The novelty of this publication is that it focuses only on the conditions or complications in which patients are 

vented, as currently is done with these patients in the ICU: Early mobilization, both 

cooperative and non-cooperative patients with mechanical ventilation, the use of non-
invasive ventilation, the adjunctive treatments of mechanical ventilation (such as 

inhalation therapy in different types of ventilation), and finally ethical issues in both adult 

and pediatric patients involved in the use of mechanical ventilation with respect to the end 
of treatment. Moreover, a categorization system for ICU patients and mechanically for 

narrowing the care burden and optimizing treatment based on an array of ventilation 

assessment scales is proposed. This book addresses aspects and treatments from a 
multidisciplinary point of view, performed by physiotherapists and respiratory therapists 

for the management of patients with mechanical ventilation in the ICU, which provides a 

new horizon with respect to the treatment and the way of approaching these patients. It 
goes beyond medical management to propose a functional and early point of view around 

the detection of the use of mechanical ventilation, its differentiated use in different types 

of pathologies and patients, and the suspension of therapy when necessary. This 
publication encourages the investigation of non-common aspects of mechanical 

ventilation, in order to approach patients not only from a medical point of view, but also 

from a more translational one. 
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ENDOCRINOLOGY 

Mucopolysaccharidoses Update (2 Volume Set) 

Shunji Tomatsu, MD, PhD, Christine Lavery, MBE, Roberto Giugliani, MD, PhD, Paul 

Harmatz, MD, Maurizio Scarpa, MD, PhD, Grzegorz Węgrzyn, PhD and Tadao Orii, MD 

In series: Metabolic Diseases - Laboratory and Clinical Research 
2018. 923 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-986-0. $425.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-987-7. $425.00. 
Mucopolysaccharidoses (MPS) are caused by a deficiency of lysosomal enzyme 

activities needed to degrade glycosaminoglycans (GAGs), which are long unbranched 

polysaccharides consisting of repeating disaccharides. GAGs include: Chondroitin 
sulfate (CS), dermatan sulfate (DS), heparan sulfate (HS), keratan sulfate (KS), and 

hyaluronan. Their catabolism may be blocked singly or in combination depending on the 

specific enzyme deficiency. There are eleven known enzyme deficiencies, resulting in 
seven distinct forms of MPS with a collective incidence higher than 1 in 25,000 live 

births. Accumulation of undegraded metabolites in lysosomes gives rise to distinct 

clinical syndromes. Generally, the clinical conditions progress if untreated, leading to 
developmental delay, systemic skeletal deformities, and early death. Other clinical 

features include coarse facial features, corneal clouding, recurrent ear and nose 

infections, inguinal and umbilical hernias, hepatosplenomegaly, heart valvular disease 
and skeletal deformities. Clinical features related to bone lesions may include marked 

short stature, cervical stenosis, pectus carinatum, small lungs, joint rigidity (but laxity 

for MPS IV), kyphoscoliosis, lumbar gibbus, and genu valgum. Patients with MPS are 
often wheelchair-bound and physical handicaps increase with age as a result of 

progressive skeletal dysplasia, abnormal joint mobility, and osteoarthritis. Patients may 

need multiple orthopedic procedures including cervical decompression and fusion, 
carpal tunnel release, hip reconstruction and replacement, and femoral or tibial osteotomy throughout their lifetime. Current 

measures to intervene in bone disease progression and CNS involvement are not perfect and palliative, and improved 

therapies are urgently required and are being proposed. Enzyme replacement therapy (ERT), hematopoietic stem cell 
transplantation (HSCT), and gene therapy are available or in development for some types of MPS. Delivery of sufficient 

enzymes to the brain and bones, especially avascular cartilage, to prevent or ameliorate the devastating neurological defects 

and skeletal dysplasias remains an unmet challenge. The use of an anti-inflammatory drug is also under clinical study. 
Therapies should start at a very early stage prior to irreversible bone lesion and damage, since the severity of CNS 

involvement and skeletal dysplasia is associated with the level of activity in a patient’s daily life. For the maximum benefit 

of available therapies, early detection and intervention are critical. Newborn screening and diagnostic systems have been 
developed by using tandem mass spectrometry. We review the history of diagnosis and newborn screening as well. Overall, 

this book illustrates a to-date overview of the pathogenesis, diagnosis, biomarkers, screening, and updated therapies as well 

as their impact on MPS, including ERT, HSCT, gene therapy, and anti-inflammatory drugs. History and activities of MPS 
societies are also described. It is a comprehensive textbook meant to cover many areas in the field of MPS and appeals to a 

broad spectrum of readers including physicians, scientists, students, pharmaceutical companies, and MPS communities. 

Serotonin and Dopamine Receptors: Functions, Synthesis and Health Effects 

Monica Munoz and Marshall Mckinney 

In series: Endocrinology Research and Clinical Developments 
2018. 153 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-216-8. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-217-5. $95.00. 

In this compilation, the authors begin with a review of the mechanisms of synthesis and secretion, cellular effects and the 

involvement of serotonin (5-HT) in physiological and behavioral functions horses. In addition, the pathological conditions 

in which 5-HT is involved at the level of equine clinics are studied. Following this, the capabilities and limitations of PET 
imaging research on non-human primates are discussed for translation to brain DA research on humans, as well as therapeutic 

drug development for neurodegenerative diseases. This book also examines the etiology of autism spectrum disorder (ASD). 
The authors present available data contributing to the appreciation of a serotonergic dysfunction in ASD, as well as discuss 

new avenues to reveal the pathophysiology of this multifactorial disorder. Next, they review the historical and current 

evidence that links neurotransmitters with hemopoeitic stem cell mobilization, trafficking, and specially emphasize the role 
of serotonin in erythropoiesis. Potential actionable myelodysplastic and leukemic pathways are described and investigated. 
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EPIDEMIOLOGY 

Pandemics: Evolutionary Engineering of Consciousness and Health 

Pavel Sidorov, MD, PhD (Doctor of Medical Sciences, Academician of the Russian Academy of 

Sciences, Chief Scientific Officer, Northern State Medical University, Arkhangelsk, Russia) 

In series: Health Care in Transition 
2018. 200 pp.  

Softcover: 978-1-53614-274-7. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53614-275-4. $95.00. 
According to WHO, a pandemic is the spread of a disease on a global scale. The globalization of the modern singular world 

has led to a dynamic development of both communicable and non-communicable types of epidemiology. That is why in this 

book, the authors have analyzed new epigenetic and etiopathogenesis mechanisms, pathomorphosis and pathokinetics of 
clinical manifestations of classic and new pandemics, from influenza to mental illnesses. The need to consider pandemics as 

a tool for civilizational management and evolutionary engineering of public health and consciousness is justified. The closest 

relationship between the biological reservoirs of renewable strains in animals and 
humans is shown for historical models of influenza pandemics. The constantly 

increasing difference in the life expectancy of people and animals turns acquired 

immunity into an instrument for the evolutionary renewal of mental immunity as a 
biopsychosociospiritual identity matrix and the basis for the security of the individual 

and society. The management of new risks and the multimodal navigation of the "viral 

management" of human evolution are becoming priorities for the modern mental phase 
of the technological revolution. Exponentially growing and uncontrollable migration 

facilitates the inter-species and interracial, cross-cultural and trans-cultural spread of 

pathogens with poorly predicted pandemic potential. The book systematizes 
multidisciplinary strategies for primary prevention and early interventions. Particular 

attention is paid to the integrative forms of assistance based on the synergetic 

methodology of mental medicine. An innovative approach is suggested for the creation 
of automated online networks during and at the threat of pandemics, using the 

advantages of "extreme intelligence" and "system digital resistance" for the generation 

of both infectious and non-infectious risks. (For example, the epidemic of teenage 
suicides in Russia from 2016-2017 was induced by victimological societies in social 

networks; trolling manipulation of public consciousness or mental terrorism in electoral 

political campaigns or economic crises with a managed stock market panic). The peculiarity of the modern hybrid world is 
a steady increase in the prevalence of all major mental disorders, which is suggested to be designated as a pandemic of mental 

immunodeficiency. Its pathogenesis basis is epigenetic accumulation in many generations of functional disorders of mental 

immunity, predetermining the possible pathokinetics and pathoplasty of mental disorders. In the model of early childhood 
psychic traumatization, clinical manifestations of mental immunity dysfunctions as a multimodal interface between 

personality identity and habitat are described. Thus, the "missing link" between etiopathogenesis and clinical pathoplasty of 

early symptom formation is found. Block-modular protocols of early intervention based on the technological platform of 
mental medicine are proposed. The famous expression of Nobel laureate Peter Medawar ("Genetics proposes, epigenetics 

disposes") is appropriately supplemented by the mission of mental medicine, which embodies and implements project models 

of quality and style, the image and meaning of life in adaptive engineering and self-management of consciousness and health. 

GASTROENTEROLOGY 

Flavonoids in the Fight against Upper Gastrointestinal Tract Cancers 

Katrin Sak (Head of the NGO Praeventio, Tartu, Estonia) 

In series: Digestive Diseases - Research and Clinical Developments 

In series: Nutrition and Diet Research Progress 
2018. 331 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-570-1. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-571-8. $230.00. 
Flavonoids are plant secondary metabolites with a basic polyphenolic skeleton and their 

anticancer properties have greatly attracted the interest of scientists already for several years. 

This structurally diverse group of phytochemicals can be found abundantly in various edible 
plant products, such as fruits and vegetables, tea and cocoa, nuts, spices, grains and medicinal 

herbs. In the past decades, numerous experimental studies have shown antiproliferative, 

proapoptotic, antiinflammatory, antiangiogenic, antiinvasive and antimetastatic activities of 
these compounds in different cancerous systems. Because of close contacts and interactions 
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of ingested food components with the epithelial lining of organ sites of the upper gastrointestinal tract, flavonoids can directly 

affect the development and progression of malignant neoplasms in the oral cavity, esophagus and stomach. This book gives 
a comprehensive and contemporary survey about the different anticancer actions of various natural and semisynthetic 

flavonoids in experimental models of oral, pharyngeal, esophageal and gastric cancers, involving the data obtained from 

studies of both cell lines as well as laboratorial animals. Also, the effects of flavonoids on the therapeutic responses of 
conventional cancer treatment modalities, i.e., different chemotherapeutic drugs and irradiation, are presented and analyzed. 

Moreover, the current epidemiological knowledge about the role of dietary intake of flavonoids on the risk of carcinogenesis 

in the upper digestive tract in populations with different dietary and lifestyle habits is described. By virtue of the high 
topicality of the subject but also the thoroughness of its discussion, this book could be interesting and attractive to basic 

scientists working in the field of plant chemicals, molecular cancer research or design and development of novel anticancer 

drugs; synthetic chemists in different pharmaceutical companies; health workers and nutritional counselors; medical doctors 
working with cancer patients; people suffering from any type of upper digestive tract tumors and their family members; and 

anyone who is interested in the natural tools for the fight against malignant neoplasms and whose purpose is to consciously 
prevent carcinogenesis within the upper gastrointestinal tract. 

Lecture Notes on Pancreatitis 

Ali Ibrahim Yahya, M.D., FRCSEd (Professor of General 

Surgery, Zliten University Hospital, Zliten, Libya) 

In series: Digestive Diseases - Research and Clinical Developments 
2018. 151 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-034-8. $82.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-112-3. $82.00. 
To all readers of this book on pancreatitis: The idea of centering a book on pancreatitis 

came to the author’s mind after working as a general surgeon at his hospital over a 

period of twenty-seven years after his return from Britain, where he finished his 
postgraduate training and received the fellowship from the Royal College of Surgeons 

of Edinburgh. This book covers topics of pancreatitis including pathology, clinical 
presentation, investigations and treatment; it is recommended for resident surgeons and 

will help them to attain knowledge on pancreatitis. The author would like to thank the 

staff of the HBP unit at Queen Elizabeth Hospital at Birmingham, particularly 
Professor J. Buckle and Mr. D. Mirza, who gave the author the chance to practice his 

skills when he was a visiting surgeon at their unit. 

Prophylaxis in Bariatric Surgery 

Jaime Ruiz-Tovar, M.D., Ph.D. (Department of Bariatric Surgery, Universidad Autónoma de 

Madrid, Madrid, Spain) 

In series: Surgery - Procedures, Complications, and Results 
2018. 192 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-435-3. $95.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-436-0. $95.00. 

Patients undergoing bariatric surgery are special subjects, as they present several 
features that convert them into high-risk patients, despite often being young and 

without severe comorbidities. Medical staff is often not used to managing these 

patients and they do not consider that different measures or doses of drugs should 
be employed. Moreover, several postoperative complications are much more 

frequent in obese patients than in the general population, such as thromboembolic 

events, surgical-site infections, or pulmonary complications. These issues must be 
considered in all the perioperative courses; pre-, intra- and postoperatively. There 

are many protocols and guidelines for diverse prophylaxis, but most of them do not 

consider the special characteristics of morbidly obese patients, and so the measures 

recommended for the general population cannot be applied to them. Some bariatric 

surgery societies have made an effort to elaborate on recommendations for obese 

patients, but the lack of studies in this population group implies low evidence grade, 
leading to weak recommendations and sometimes even acting as controversial 

between different groups. The aim of this book is to revise the actual evidence of 

the most important prophylactic measures that a morbidly obese patient must 
undergo. 
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Sleep Effect on Gastrointestinal Health and Disease: Translational Opportunities for 

Promoting Health and Optimizing Disease Management 

David A. Johnson, M.D., William C. Orr, Ph.D., J. Catesby Ware, Ph.D., Parth Parekh, M.D. 

and Edward C. Oldfield IV, M.D.(Eastern VA Medical School, Norfolk, VA, USA) 

In series: Sleep - Physiology, Functions, Dreaming and Disorders 
2018. 331 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-359-2. $230.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-360-8. $230.00. 

Sleep disorders are abnormal sleep patterns and physiological changes that affect health. Over one third of Americans 

experience chronic sleep disturbance which contributes to numerous health conditions including: Cardiovascular and 
respiratory disease, depression, chronic pain syndromes, gastrointestinal diseases and decreased quality of life, among others. 

Chronic sleep deprivation is an epidemic that can have cumulative neurocognitive effects and exacerbate a broad array of 

common chronic diseases including obesity, hypertension, diabetes, stroke and coronary artery disease. The effect on 
gastrointestinal health and disease is profound, albeit typically not recognized or addressed by clinicians. Dysfunctional sleep 

has been identified in a wide array of GI diseases affecting both visceral and hepatic disease, with both inflammatory and 

neoplastic induction. Sleep and the GI system have a dynamic bidirectional relationship, effecting a complex balance of 
circadian rhythms, neurohumoral transmitters and the intestinal microbiome. The resultant effects of this interplay between 

sleep and GI health/disease is often difficult to define, however, a primary sleep disorder may be exacerbated by a GI disease, 

such as GERD, or a GI disease such as IBD may be the primary underlying cause of a sleep disorder. Regardless, there is 
emerging recognition that sleep and GI health may represent new targets for disease intervention. This includes the 

identification of genomic changes where gene products may be potential therapeutic targets. Additionally, epigenetic changes 

related to the environment can enhance the transcriptional activity of important genes. 
Also, clearly the intestinal microbiome is a discovery field for microbial products and 

activated immune cells that may translocate to the periphery and respond to 

manipulation. This relationship with sleep is another new horizon of recognition. As 
these relationships between sleep and GI health have been identified, these findings are 

logical targets for intervention. As such, a keen and insightful awareness is necessary to 

maintain good health, or assessing symptoms of a disease state. Thus, the recognition of 
sleep disorders, and appropriate sleep directed management can help optimize the 

treatment of numerous gastrointestinal diseases. Clearly, people need to recognize that 

sleep is not just a “placeholder” of dark time between two periods of daylight activity. 
Rather, assessing and promoting good sleep should be a “health mandate” for 

maintaining and regulating normal GI physiologic health, or mitigating sleep directed 

disease management strategies to optimize patient outcomes. Therefore, sleep 
dysfunction, should be a routine focus of all care providers, recognizing the importance 

of good sleep for promoting health and sleep disorders in perpetuating disease. It is the 

meaningful intent of the authors of this treatise to increase the appropriate awareness of 
the invaluable role of sleep. Clearly, it is time for us all to open our eyes and realize the 

value of closing them. 

GENERAL MEDICINE 

Advances in Medicine and Biology. Volume 130 

Leon V. Berhardt 

In series: Advances in Medicine and Biology 
2018. 285 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-598-5. $250.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-599-2. $250.00. 

Advances in Medicine and Biology. Volume 130 begins by discussing proton pump inhibitors (patented in 1979) that 

selectively target the H,K- ATPase of gastric parietal cells as a reliable therapeutic regimen for management of acid reflux 
disease and gastric bleeding. Around the same time, H. pylori was recognized as the main cause of peptic ulcer. The following 

chapter explores how common bile duct stones can be predicted and investigated. In addition, the management of proven 

ductal calculi is discussed in the preoperative, intraoperative and postoperative stages. The investigation of ductal stones is 
partly dependent upon patient presentation and liver function tests, but also on availability of imaging modality and surgical 

experience. Afterwards, the authors summarize the current knowledge regarding the toxic effects of STZ on mammalian 

DNA and chromosomes, putting emphasis on the most recent findings on this subject. At the chromosome level, STZ induces 
chromosomal aberrations (including those ones involving telomeric sequences), micronuclei and sister chromatid exchanges. 

A review of current state of knowledge of atmospheric parameter’s pathophysiological mechanisms and its cardiovascular 

risk effects is included. Additionally, some medical prevention strategies that can provide effective protection against the 
negative health effects of global climate change are presented. The authors go on to summarize the morphogenesis, 3D 
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structure, and rearrangement of the IHBDs, as well as the cellular changes of cholangiocytes during development and 

regeneration. Recent advances based on gene targeting, lineage tracing, and three–dimensional (3D) analysis of the liver 
tissue have improved our understanding of the IHBDs morphogenesis and regeneration. The goal of the concluding chapter 

is to describe the current educational preparation and scope of practice of pediatric advance practice providers (APPs) and 

provide guidelines with a new practice model as to how to successfully integrate APPs into the pediatric emergency 
department. The pediatric health care and role of an acute care APP has evolved significantly in the last few years, with APPs 

seeing patients ranging from non-urgent to all kinds of pediatric emergencies. 

Advances in Medicine and Biology. Volume 131 

Leon V. Berhardt 

In series: Advances in Medicine and Biology 
2018. 266 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-840-5. $250.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-841-2. $250.00. 
In this compilation, the authors open with a discussion on lectins, carbohydrate-binding proteins which are widely present in 

living organisms and participate in molecular recognition and intracellular functions. Due to their carbohydrate specificity, 

lectins can be employed as an analytical tool to study glycan structures on glycoconjugates. Plant lectins have also been used 

to study glycosylation pattern of animal glycoproteins. The first chapter includes a brief review on lectins, a summary of the 

general information on glycoconjugate, a review on lectin-affinity techniques and their potential, as well as perspectives of 
the employment of lectins in the estimation of the glycosylation pattern of glycoconjugates. Next, the authors discuss the 

cytokine interleukin-7 and its many diverse and important functions in the development and maintenance of immune cells. 

For haematopoiesis, depending on particular cell type, IL-7 is important for cell survival, proliferation and differentiation. 
The cytokine’s receptor is expressed by early progenitors of B, T lymphocytes and Innate Lymphoid Cells, and IL-7 signaling 

is critical for the generation of these cells. The authors go on to examine enzyme therapy as a modern way of providing better 

protection for people with coeliac disease and sensitivity to gluten who have been placed solely on a lifelong gluten-free diet. 
By itself, the gluten-free diet is not always fully protective of the small intestine because small amounts of gluten can be 

present from contamination and the failure to recognize “hidden gluten” in food. This chapter explains how certain 

supplements are able to help those with gluten sensitivity overcome the harmful effects of gluten and reduce the worry about 
contamination of their food and the lack of knowledge about its gluten content. These supplements represent an important 

development of the gluten-free diet and will assist in patient management to ensure that patients remain free from the effects 

of gluten. Later, adrenergic urticarial, a well-defined-yet-neglected variant of urticarial, is discussed. It is characterized by a 
peculiar clinical picture, with small hives surrounded by white haloes due to local vasoconstriction. Lastly, the authors discuss 

how abnormalities in physical properties of the cell membranes may be strongly linked to cerebro- and cardiovascular 

diseases. Recent evidence indicates that increased plasma levels of tumor necrosis factor-a (TNF-a), an inflammatory 

cytokine, may actively participate in the pathophysiology of endothelial dysfunction, hypertension and other circulatory 

disorders. The present study was performed to investigate the possible relationships among plasma TNF-a, asymmetric 

dimethylarginine and membrane fluidity in hypertensive and normotensive subjects using an electron spin resonance (ESR)-
spectrometry. 

Advances in Medicine and Biology. Volume 132 

Leon V. Berhardt 

In series: Advances in Medicine and Biology 
2018. 262 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-964-8. $250.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-965-5. $250.00. 

Biofilms are complex and dynamic communities of surface-attached microorganisms held together by a self-produced 
extracellular polymeric matrix, forming a highly hydrated structure. It is known that there is considerable heterogeneity 

within biofilms with respect to local environments, which may result in spatial and temporal patterns of gene expression. 

Advances in Medicine and Biology. Volume 132 begins by discussing the use of GFP to explore these microbial 
communities, presenting the most recent developments associated with GFP variants and novel applications of this molecule 

in biofilm research. Next, the authors discuss the fibrinolytic and its important role in reproduction. Plasminogen Activator 

Inhibitor-1 (PAI-1) is one of the primary regulators of thefibrinolytic system and is expressed in various cells including 
ovarian granulosa and theca cells, endometrial cells and trophoblasts. This overview provides the current knowledge on the 

role of PAI-1 and PAI-1 gene mutations in reproduction. Green fluorescent protein (GFP) is a bio-luminous fluorescent 

phosphoprotein which was originally isolated from the luminous organ of the jellyfish Aequorea Victoria. At the molecular 
level, it is composed of 238 amino acids with an approximate molecular weight of about 27 kDa. The authors discuss the 

role of GFP in animal diagnostic technologies, molecular tracking techniques using GFP as fusion tags in studying protein–

protein interactions and real time monitoring of host pathogen interactions. In the authors’ Immunoallergology Department, 
a recent study of 64 CSU patients treated with omalizumab provided pertinent information. Overall, the patients had a 

reduction of the UAS7 score of 5.82% per omalizumab administration (pOa) and of the DLQI score of 6.69% pOa (data not 

published). However, when patients were divided according to their baseline serum total IgE levels (STIgE), patients with 
higher STIgE had a much faster response to omalizumab. The results of this study are discussed in detail. The subsequent 

chapter aims to explore the diagnosis and management of gastrointestinal stromal tumours (GISTs) that arise from the small 

bowel in both metastatic and non-metastatic disease. GISTs account for two per cent of all neoplasia of the gastrointestinal 
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tract. They represent the most common GI mesenchymal tumour with a worldwide incidence of 11-15 per million and a 

median age of presentation of 55-60 years. Diabetes insipidus (DI) is examined as one of the major clinical syndromes 
characterized by the excretion of copious volumes of diluted urine (polyuria) together with persistent intake of abnormally 

large volumes of fluid (polydipsia). Investigation of the chronological changes of hyper intensity (HI) distribution over the 

pituitary stalk and the posterior lobe after transsphenoidal surgery on MR images might enable to predict how frequently 
postoperative diabetes insipidus occurs and how long it persists, and to elucidate an underlying mechanism for the appearance 

of the HI in the pituitary stalk. In the following chapter, the authors discuss salient aspects of central nervous system effects 

of methionine and methionine metabolites in relation to behavioural, neurochemical and possible structural alterations. The 
possibility of the evolution of conventionally-approved clinical applications of oral methionine, and the potential limitations 

to its utilisation in such capacity are also considered. Later, this collection considers the functions of Gamma-Aminobutyric 

acid (GABA) in pharmacology and diseases. The authors aim to address what GABA is, how GABA reacts, and what GABA-
related diseases and agents exist. GABA is the principal inhibitory neurotransmitter of the vertebrate central nervous system, 

acting at inhibitory synapses in the brain. In the concluding chapter, the authors address how gabapentin, a synthetic analog 
of GABA, may be an effective analgesic used to treat different types of neuropathic pain syndromes, including diabetic 

neuropathy, postherpetic neuralgia, trigeminal neuralgia, painful neuropathy resulting from HIV infection, cancer pain, 

fibromyalgia, pain after burn injury, and complex regional pain syndrome. 

Alternative Therapies in Latin America: Policies, Practices and Beliefs 

Mercedes Saizar, Ph.D. and Mariana Bordes, Ph.D. (National Council of Scientific and 

Technological Research, Argentina) 

In series: Alternative Medicine, Health and Wellness 
2018. 264 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53612-694-5. $195.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-120-8. $195.00. 

This book addresses the phenomenon of alternative therapies in Latin America from the 
point of view of the social sciences by adopting sociological, anthropological, 

ethnographical, and historical perspectives. It gathers the most important and current 
discussions around the topic of alternative therapies. Different outlooks on alternative 

medicines are put into dialogue covering micro and macro aspects of the phenomenon. 

The chapters cover the phenomenon in three countries of great importance within the 
region such as Mexico, Argentina, and Brazil. In the case of Argentina, it comprises cases 

of rural and urban areas. The authors who participate in this compilation are also well-

known researchers in the field. They are stable members of the national research systems 

in their countries and active members of different groups devoted to the study of 

alternative therapies in sociological contexts, medical anthropology, and religions. The 

book provides a different outlook concerning traditional studies on Latin America; it 
includes in the debate the analysis of a phenomenon usually associated with the urban 

middle classes, to the context of pluricultural and multi-ethnic societies, where ethnic 

groups live together with Creoles and mestizos. 

Recent Advances in Mitochondrial Medicine and Coenzyme Q10 

Anna Gvozdjáková (Slovakia), Germaine Cornélissen (USA), and Ram B. Singh (India) 

In series: Medicine and Biology Research Developments 
2018. 450 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-149-9. $230.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-150-5. $230.00. 

Recent Advances in Mitochondrial Medicine and Coenzyme Q10 (eds. Anna 

Gvozdjáková, Germaine Cornélissen, Ram B Singh) is an updated version of a book 
Mitochondrial Medicine (ed. A. Gvozdjáková) published by Springer, The Netherlands, 

in 2008. International contributors and world specialists in Mitochondrial Medicine and 

Coenzyme Q10 provide up-to-date knowledge in mitochondrial physiology, and review 
the role played by mitochondria in relation to diseases, diagnosies and therapies pertinent 

to various fields of medicine. This monograph covers topics related to mitochondrial 

physiology, mitochondrial sirtuins, supercomplexes, chronobiology, epigenetics, 
genetics, neurology, cardiology, nephrology, immunology, diabetology, oncology, and 

reproductive medicine. A chapter on the history of coenzyme Q10 focuses on the work 

of Prof. Frederick L Crane, discoverer of coenzyme Q10, who died in 2015. Current 
diagnostic methods of mitochondrial disturbances are reviewed, including a new non-

invasive approach using high-resolution respirometry in human blood cells. The 

effectiveness of supplementary therapies of mitochondrial disturbances is examined for 
the case of natural antioxidants, melatonin, high protein diet, omega-3-PUFA, omega-6-

PUFA, natural mineral water sources and polarized light. Targeting mitochondrial 

therapy involves coenzyme Q10 (ubiquinone, ubiquinol), prospective mitochondrial 
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replacement therapy and mitochondrial transplantation. This book is intended for general medical practitioners and specialists 

in various fields of medicine, including neurologists, cardiologists, geneticists, nephrologists, diabetologists, lipidologists, 
immunologists, oncologists, pharmacists, biochemists and nutritionists. Pre- and post-graduate education physicians, 

pharmacists and biochemists will also benefit from material covered in this monograph. 

GENOMICS 

Cultural Genomics and the Changing Dynamics of Cultural Identity: The Scholarly Bond of 

Archaeology, Genealogy, and Genomics 

Lolita Nikolova, Ph.D. (Anthropology and Genealogist Researcher, Ancestry ProGenealogists, 

Salt Lake City, Utah, US) 

In series: Science in a Competitive and Globalizing World 
2018. 262 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53614-073-6. $195.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53614-074-3. $195.00. 
This monograph presents a new discipline—cultural genomics—as a complex approach for 

studying the interrelation between genomic data and culture and the impact of culture on 
genomic evolution in human history. It analyzes three basic components of cultural 

genomics—archaeology, genealogy, and genomics. The author explores the classifications 

of archaeology and genealogy as traditional disciplines and tests their peculiarities against 
the limitations and delimitations of genomics to resolve the problems of human origin and 

historical demography. The main thesis in the book is that cultural genomics as a complex 

discipline has been changing the dynamics of exploring the human cultural identity in 
revolutionary ways and the problems of personal origin and lineage. Additionally, this book 

analyzes the evolution of human civilization and its requirement for close integration of 

genomics, archaeology, genetic genealogy, traditional genealogy, and other related social 
and cultural disciplines. Cultural identity is the basic constructor of the progress of human 

civilization. Cultural genomics allows researchers to personalize human history and embed 

new parameters of identity from the perspective of origin. However, the success of the scholarly results depends on how well 
genomics is blended with related branches of the science of humanity to produce quality results. Many topics of cultural 

identity still dwell only in the domain of traditional archaeology and genealogy, although genomics has expanded the 

opportunity to learn not only how cultural identity evolved, but also to create platforms of global networks of interrelatedness 
that have no analogies in the previous human scholarly experience. The innovative scholarly problems that the author 

addresses and the general attempt to constitute cultural genomics as a leading complex discipline of human cultural identity 

in the 21st century connect the book to the interests of the global scholarly community and all who are interested in cultural 
identity, genomic archaeology, genetic genealogy, and human origin as well as the evolution of human civilization. The 

author of this study, Dr. Lolita Nikolova, is a globally renowned scientist who has conducted an in-depth and complex 

original research; she uniquely combines expertise in the fields of prehistoric archaeology, genealogy, and cultural genomics. 

HEALTH AND HEALTH CARE 

Adjuvant Chemotherapy: Current Practices, Efficacy and Future 

Directions 

Yasushi Tsuji, M.D., Ph.D. (KKR Sapporo Medical Center, Tonan 

Hospital, Chuo-ku Sapporo, Hokkaido, Japan) 

In series: Cancer Etiology, Diagnosis and Treatments 
2018. 335 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-933-4. $230.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-934-1. $230.00. 

In the age of constant knowledge via computer accessibility, the effort to write a book on 

adjuvant chemotherapy may seem almost futile. However, the information seen online is 
usually fragmented, without context, and often somewhat unreliable. This book aims to 

provide a handy and reliable reference to better understand both the current situation and 

the future directions in the field of adjuvant chemotherapy. Its ten chapters covering major 
cancers were written by prominent researchers with decades of experience in clinical 

settings as well as in related fields of research. Owing mostly to the development of novel 

cancer drugs, cytotoxic agents, targeting agents and immune check point inhibitors, the 
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prognosis of all cancers has markedly improved. On the other hand, determining the best way to use these drugs is becoming 

more and more complicated, and most patients after recurrence are still unlikely to be cured. Carefully planned and 
meticulously executed surgery, appropriate adjuvant chemotherapy and radiotherapy still play major roles in treatment, and 

they can significantly increase cure rates, especially in the advanced stages. This book contains a wealth of the latest 

international data and detailed information assist professionals in making the best possible decisions regarding specific and 
patient-oriented treatments. From the general introduction to the principles of adjuvant chemotherapy in chapter one to all 

the details in the chapters covering specific cancers, we hope this book will inspire veterans in the field with new ideas and 

help to guide and educate young doctors and researchers, all towards the ultimate goal of providing better care for our 
patients. 

Advances in Health and Disease. Volume 3 

Lowell T. Duncan 

In series: Advances in Health and Disease 
2018. 268 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-020-1. $250.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-021-8. $250.00. 

In this compilation, the authors begin by examining the correlation between stress tolerance, metabolism, and energy balance 

using insects as model systems and demonstrate how in recent years, we have learned mostly from physiological responses 

in insects that many parallels exist between invertebrate and mammalian homeostasis. Therefore, studying insects as simpler 
model organisms can provide useful information for elucidating the complexities of mammalian metabolism. Following this, 

the book presents a mixed-methods study with the goal of adding to the existing body of knowledge in the areas of HIV-

related risk behaviors, HIV testing behaviors, and the various factors that act as barriers and facilitators to HIV testing among 
Asian Americans and Pacific Islanders. The authors go on to deliberate on the advantages and disadvantages of potential 

strategies for the treatment of mitochondrial diseases caused by mutant mtDNA. As cells contain multiple copies of mtDNA, 

pathogenic mtDNA mutations frequently coexist with wild-type mtDNA, a phenomenon known as “heteroplasmy”. The 
patient attachment style is investigated as a moderator of the patient and practitioner relationship in order to potentially 

promote clinical interventions aimed to enhance the adherence to medical care, improving health-care outcomes and patient 

quality of life. Next, the patterns of dislocation and subluxation are reviewed, along with associated issues, in order to allow 
surgeons to provide optimal care for these patients. Hip dislocation or subluxation may occur after surgical procedure and 

has been reported after hip arthroscopy and other open procedures. The authors discuss Castleman’s disease, a rare 

lymphoproliferative syndrome derived into two groups: unicentric and multicentric. Unicentric Castleman’s disease is 
presented as an isolated mass, such as mediastitial lymph node, and is curable with surgery in most cases. Multicentric 

Castleman’s diseaseis comprised of heterogeneous disorders with various etiologies and represents systemic inflammatory 

symptoms, such as fever and weight loss. The subsequent chapter discusses the evidence concerning the involvement of 

microbiota on the appearance and development of inflammatory bowel diseases and the eventual response to medical 

treatment. Despite promising links between microbial composition and disease phenotypes, to date no causative role for the 

microbiome has been established, and our understanding of the dynamic role of the human microbiome in inflammatory 
bowel diseases remains incomplete. The book also examines sudden death, an unexpected event that happens in healthy 

people or in stable patients. It must occur within one hour from the onset of the first symptoms, and it is precipitated by a 

cardiac arrest, which is irreversible due to the absence of adequate assistance. In closing, amantadine is examined in the 
context of treatment of Parkinson's disease and its complications. As a tricyclic amine, it enhances the release of dopamine 

at the synaptic cleft and inhibits its uptake, acts directly at the D2 receptor and up-regulates it, has anti-muscarinic properties, 

and non-competitive antagonism of the NMDA receptor. It has been studied as both a monotherapy or adjuvant therapy for 
Parkinson's disease with mixed results. 

Advances in Health and Disease. Volume 4 

Lowell T. Duncan 

In series: Advances in Health and Disease 
2018. 279 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-345-5. $250.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-346-2. $250.00. 

In Advances in Health and Disease. Volume 4, the authors open by reflecting on the potential advantages and challenges of 
the focus group technique in health services research, based on a study conducted to better understand the perceptions and 

experiences related to access and utilization of healthcare services for immigrants in Portugal. Later, the authors examine 

Parvovirus B19 (PVB19), a widespread infection that affects 1-5% of pregnant women. The authors maintain that as PVB19 
infection can cause severe morbidity and mortality, it should be part of the routine work up of complicated pregnancies, 

especially when fetal hydrops is suspected. This book also summarizes the evidence on propensity for TDM in anti-TNF 

therapy to guide interventions at therapeutic failure, while present data do not support the routine use of proactive TDM in 
everyday clinical practice. The authors maintain that the use of statins is necessary for the prevention and treatment of 

atherosclerosis, and the criteria for assessing their hypolipidemic effect are clearly defined. Depending on the severity of 

experimental hyperlipoproteinemia, oral administration of atorvastatin may have a different effect on the overall activity of 
MMPs in the serum of mice. The following chapter discusses how employing focus groups provided the opportunity to 1) 

check cultural assumptions, 2) assess and prioritize areas of greatest perceived need, 3) tailor campaigns and outreach to the 

key values and beliefs of the population of focus, and 4) understand and capitalize on social media and other communication 
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favored by Hispanic young adults in a minority serving institution in order to reduce HIV related health disparities. Next, 

Congenital Hypothyroidism is examined as the most common endocrine disorder in childhood. In the last years the decrease 
of the TSH recall threshold has led to an increased of mild forms with in situ glands at the first diagnosis. As such, the re-

evaluation of the diagnosis has become an important procedure to distinguish transient forms from permanent ones. Three 

types of Burkitt's Lymphoma are also examined, including Endemic (African), Sporadic (non-African) and HIV-associated 
per WHO classification. Compared to the endemic type which is commonly associated with EBV infection, the incidence of 

EBV is lower in the other two types (20% in sporadic and 30- 40% in HIV patients). After which, end stage renal disease is 

examined in the same manner, reviewing the diagnosis, management and consequences. In a separate study, an integrated 
mixed method approach was used in 5 coastal communities in Tongatapu, Tonga, where some community members had their 

health and well-being affected by climate change and some did not. Results indicated that physical, mental and spiritual 

aspects of well-being were affected by climate change and that people were eager to see the implementation of strategies to 
improve their health and restore their mental well-being. The concluding study aimed to verify the influence of different 

motivational interventions for oral hygiene autonomy promotion on the biofilm control in individuals with special needs. 
The data suggest that motivational activities can be developed to promote autonomy in other aspects of general health, 

resulting in the improvement of the quality of life of individuals with special needs. 

Advances in Health and Disease. Volume 5 

Lowell T. Duncan 

In series: Advances in Health and Disease 
2018. 257 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-501-5. $250.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-502-2. $250.00. 
In this collection, the authors begin by examining recent works regarding the use of monoclonal antibodies in various 

immunoassays for addressing food allergy and food fraud issues. Monoclonal antibodies were initially produced with the 

goal of specifically target a disease-causing agent in clinical settings. Future research and development will also be discussed. 
Next, the book suggests that single nucleotide polymorphism diagnosis in clinical practice makes it possible to accurately 

identify the genetic component in the development of individual cases of female infertility, thus allowing for the development 

of appropriate treatment tactics. The following review tries to describe the state of the art of known interactions of paraquat 
(PRQ) with ligand-activated transcription factors and suggest these molecular targets for the treatment of PRQ toxicity. 

Paraquat is a herbicide which was banned in the European Union in 2007 but is still in use in other parts of the world. Later, 

the different therapeutic strategies used in the field of physiotherapy aimed at the recuperation of the upper limb after stroke 
are described. . Referring to the current literature, the full range of techniques applied in the recovery of these patients is 

presented, from conventional treatments to emerging approaches and new technologies. The authors discuss the prevalence 

of hematuria from population-based studies ranged from <1-21%. The varying rates depend on patient demographics, study 

methodology including case definition, sample collection and examination technique. Causes of hematuria may be 

glomerular or non-glomerular. Common glomerular causes include IgA nephropathy, thin membrane disease, and post-

infectious glomerulonephritis, amongst others. The final chapter aims to fill a gap in research on increasing the nutritional 
quality of packed lunches and/or increasing National School Lunch Program participation rates. While the NSLP is mandated 

to meet nutrition standards, packed lunches are not required to meet any nutrition standards. Recent research suggests packed 

lunches are lower in nutritional quality than NSLP lunches, and may be contributing to poor dietary profiles and higher risk 
of childhood obesity by providing fewer fruits and vegetables and more solid fats and added sugars. 

Advances in Health and Disease. Volume 6 

Lowell T. Duncan 

In series: Advances in Health and Disease 
2018. 273 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-951-8. $250.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-952-5. $250.00. 

The different anticoagulant drugs used both in the treatment and prevention of deep venous thrombosis can cause several 
adverse effects. The most significant complication is bleeding. In Advances in Health and Disease. Volume 6, the authors 

begin by examining how to choose the most appropriate drug for decreasing the risk of bleeding, taking into account the 

characteristics of each of these drugs as well as those of the patient. The authors go on to discuss infectious mononucleosis, 
also known as kissing disease, which is characterized by the classic triad of fever, pharyngitis, and cervical lymphadenopathy, 

where lymhocytosis and atypical lymphocytes are also present. The classic test for infectious mononucleosis is the 

demonstration of heterophile antibodies. Monospot test, a qualitative test using the latex agglutination technique, is the most 
widely used method to detect the serum heterophile antibodies of infectious mononucleosis. Next, this collection presents 

the current knowledge on pro- and anticoagulation mechanisms in kidney diseases, as well as the authors’ experiences in the 

treatment of both conditions in different clinical subsets: glomerular, tubulo-interstitial and genetic renal diseases, in 
infectious diseases and illicit substance abuse with renal involvement and in some immunological inflammatory diseases 

with renal involvement. Later, the authors propose that epigallocatechin-3-gallate (EGCG), a catechin found in green tea, 

can prevent vascular endothelial cell injury and dysfunction. EGCG has an antioxidant effect in vascular endothelial cells 
and induces nitric oxide (NO) production by promoting endothelial NO synthase expression. The effects of EGCG might 

help to prevent arteriosclerosis in its early stages. However, detailed mechanisms of the preventive action of EGCG and its 

molecular targets on endothelial dysfunction remain elusive. Thus, this review explores the results of studies that investigated 
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the effects of EGCG from green tea on the prevention of vascular endothelial dysfunction during the early stages of 

arteriosclerosis. This compilation also examines the Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV), which has become a stumbling 
stone in the progress of human civilization. With congruence to whole world, Bangladesh has also been experiencing the 

epidemic since mid-1980. This collection provides a review regarding the prevalence of routine surveillance among the 

population considered “at risk” for HIV infection, as well as the national policy to prevent the HIV epidemic in Bangladesh. 
In a subsequent review, the authors examine streptozotocin (STZ), a compound that was originally identified in the late 1950s 

as an antibiotic, and currently is widely used to induce experimental diabetes mellitus. Although STZ has been used in 

research, there has been no standardization of a well-established protocol. It’s important to highlight that STZ has non-
specific toxicity, which can contribute to variability in its outcomes. This assessment aims to determine the influence of 

different protocols of induction of diabetes mellitus with STZ on the effectiveness of the method and possible side effects of 

this compound. This book also analyzes 57 relevant papers on the issue of nerve palsy after total hip replacement, and aims 
to review the pathophysiological data, prevalence, etiology, risk factors, prognosis and prevention of this complication. Nerve 

palsy after total hip replacement is a rare complication (0.08% to 7.6%). An especially relevant public health problem in 
South America and Africa is that of Yellow Fever (YF). A YF outbreak occurred in areas in close proximity to major urban 

centers of Brazil where YF vaccine was not routinely administered. In view of this, several YF mass vaccination campaigns 

were performed including these locations. Therefore, the authors review the pertinent information regarding the completion 
of the YF mass vaccination campaigns in 2017 and 2018 in Brazil. Future perspectives for this vaccination in the national 

territory are also discussed. The authors present current, normative data on a new examination method of endothelial 

dysfunction (ED) in childhood. The reversibility of ED is an attractive primary target in the effort to decrease cardiovascular 
risk in pediatric patients and to optimize therapeutic strategies. Thus, early detection of ED may have therapeutic and 

prognostic implications. To evaluate endothelial dysfunction, especially in children with chronic diseases, a combination of 

plethysmographic reactive hyperemia index (RHI) and specific biomarkers was used- plasma concentrations of assymetric 
dimethylarginine (ADMA), high-sensitive C-reactive protein (hsCRP), E-selectine and vasoadhesive molecules (VCAM) in 

comparison with healthy controls. 

Advances in Health and Disease. Volume 7 

Lowell T. Duncan 

In series: Advances in Health and Disease 
2018. 251 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53614-190-0. $250.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53614-191-7. $250.00. 
Throughout history, humans have consumed wheat simply to obtain energy from its starch and protein. In recent years, 

however, additional health-related benefits to wheat consumption have been discovered. In Advances in Health and Disease. 

Volume 7, the authors open by presenting the results of a randomized clinical trial that show wheat intake improves cognition. 

The trial was initiated based on the results showing that wheat supplementation improves memory in rodent models of 

Alzheimer's disease and vascular dementia. Next, this collection reviews the most recent findings regarding to colorectal 

cancer risk factors. Colorectal cancer onset is related to mutations in specific genes whose etiology may vary. According to 
the origin of those mutations, risk factors of colorectal cancer can be divided into modifiable and non-modifiable. 

Keratoconus, the most common corneal ectasia, is also discussed. It is usually diagnosed during puberty with most of the 

diagnoses being between 10 and 20 years old, and men tend to be more affected than women. Current studies show that 
keratoconus has a multifactorial origin mixing genetic and environmental influence. Following this, the authors propose that 

strength training in youth needs to carefully consider specific needs, goals and interests of the pediatric population along 

with their physical and psychological uniqueness. Additionally, key characteristics of strength training for children and 
adolescents at various maturational stages are described, along with information on practical implementation in different 

settings. This collection also analyzes several publications on microcirculation disorders in diabetes mellitus (DM) which 

restrict the introduction of methods for noninvasive assessing microcirculation in clinical practice. Ways to increase the 
diagnostic significance of Laser Doppler Flowmetry for non-invasive assessment of microcirculation in patients with DM 

are discussed. Several protocols were developed in the early and middle 19th century in order to modulate the shape of the 

iris or to create scar tissue at the cone in order to treat keratoconus. However, the authors propose that the first major 
revolution in the surgical management of these patients came with keratoplasty, as previous interventions showed unreliable 

and contradictory results and were gradually abandoned. In conclusion, the authors discuss Rosmarinus officinalis, 

commonly known as rosemary, a woody, perennial herb with evergreen, needle-like fragrant leaves and white, pink, purple, 
or blue flowers, native to the Mediterranean region. Rosemary extracts are used in food additives; and in traditional medicine, 

they have been observed to contain anti-tumor, antimicrobial and antioxidant activities. 

An Essential Guide to Men’s and Women’s Health 

Allen Goodwin and Sheri Lynch 

In series: Medicine and Biology Research Developments 
2018. 190 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-331-8. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-332-5. $95.00. 
An Essential Guide to Men’s and Women’s Health provides a current summary of bone health in men. Topics include: the 

epidemiology and temporal trends of low bone mass, osteoporosis and related fractures; the morbidity and mortality 

associated with osteoporosis and osteoporotic fractures; low bone mass risk factors and etiology; and osteoporotic risk 
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assessment. The book includes a study with the goal of understanding workers’ social representation of occupational risks 

and preventive measures. A qualitative approach was utilised based on social representation theory – processual approach. 
The sample was comprised of male workers from a municipal service responsible for cleaning and conservation of the public 

area with no permanent contract in a large city in the South-eastern region of Brazil. The authors describe working conditions 

and health conditions of men from small enterprises in Campinas’ Fruit and Vegetables Warehouse Wholesale. A cross-
sectional study with a sample of 200 male workers was developed. Data collection was performed using the following 

instruments: questionnaire with socio-demographic data, lifestyle, health and work aspects, QSETES elaborated on by author 

Monteiro and a stress scale adapted by Monteiro based on Elo et al. The authors study the status of women in India, arguing 
that many poor health outcomes of girls and women can be attributed to their low rank in society. Specifically, the focus is 

on female economic devaluation, specifically dowry, an issue with historical antecedents that has failed to be addressed or 

even exacerbated by the entry of the country into the global economy. Postpartum hemorrhage (PPH) is examined as one of 
the world’s leading causes of maternal mortality. Various conservative surgical procedures have been developed in recent 

years to reduce the need for hysterectomy, including external compression sutures, selective de-vascularization by surgical 
ligation or radiological embolization of the uterine and pelvic arteries and intrauterine balloon tamponade. The authors also 

examine the correlation between the development of congenital malformations and teratogenesis brought on by adverse 

conditions within the millieur interieur of the developing embryo, suggesting that the pharmacokinetic processes must be 
seen in the perspective of maternal and fetal lethal dose parameters. A study on perceived motives for contraceptive 

interference (CI) is included, hypothesizing that common barriers to male condom use might also be perceived as motives 

for CI enacted by a man toward his female partner. 

Brennan Healing Science: An Integrative Approach to Therapeutic Intervention 

Nina Koren, Ph.D., Muriel Moreno and Joav Merrick, M.D. 

(Medical Director, Health Services, Division for Intellectual and 

Developmental Disabilities, Ministry of Social Affairs and Social 

Services, Jerusalem, Israel) 

In series: Health and Human Development 
2017. 225 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53612-825-3. $160.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-826-0. $160.00. 
Brennan Healing Science® (BHS) was founded by Barbara Ann Brennan as a healing 

approach within the context of touch-based regulatory therapies, which integrates 

Brennan’s direct experience as a physicist and healer along with Alexander Lowen’s 
(1910-2008) concepts of character analysis for the purpose of promoting health and well-

being. BHS is based on the tripartite concept of human nature (body, mind and spirit) and 

refers to ancient concepts of a vital force (originally conceived as qi by the Chinese or as 
prana in the Hindu tradition). In this book, the authors try to shed light on this therapeutic 

care method, its background and hopefully promote further scientific research. 

Cancer and Exercise 

Leila Malek, Fiona Lim, Bo Angela Wan, Patrick L Diaz, Ph.D., Edward Chow, Joav Merrick, 

M.D. (Medical Director, Health Services, Division for Intellectual and Developmental 

Disabilities, Ministry of Social Affairs and Social Services, Jerusalem, Israel) 

In series: Health and Human Development 
2017. 297 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53612-747-8. $160.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53612-748-5. $160.00. 

With advances in knowledge and technology, the proportion of cancer patients who have 

been cured or survive with cancers is growing, but a certain proportion of patients will still 
have disease recurrence or progression to palliative care. During the entirety of cancer 

progression, significant adverse impacts on physical and psychological aspects have been 

observed due to both diseases themselves and the associated treatments. “Exercise-
oncology” is an emerging field of research that has gained increasing attention since the 

term was first publicly introduced during the 1980s, showing improved functional 

capacity, body composition and treatment-related nausea with aerobic exercise. In this 
book, the authors review the current evidence on the application of exercise in various time 

points during cancer care, including as a preventive measure before cancer development, 

as a treatment during cancer treatments, as a rehabilitation measure during the recovery 
phase, and as a supportive measure during palliative care. Proposed mechanisms and 

published data from various studies will be evaluated, and finally guidelines on exercise 

prescription during cancer care will also be discussed. 
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Fundamentals of Leadership for Healthcare Professionals 

Stanislaw P. A. Stawicki, M.D. and Michael S. Firstenberg, M.D. (Associate Professor of 

Surgery and Integrative Medicine, Northeast Ohio Medical University, Rootstown, OH, US) 

In series: Health Care in Transition 
2018. 287 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-620-3. $195.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-621-0. $195.00. 
There are few contemporary industries that are as complex and challenging to navigate as healthcare. The realities of 

constantly changing regulatory, financial, and legal environments, combined with increasing societal expectations for 

excellence and safe and quality care, have resulted in a unique combination of constraints and opportunities that require the 
best and the brightest of managers and leaders to successfully tackle. Yet despite a growing cadre of highly trained healthcare 

management professionals, there continues to be a paucity of high quality leaders across the industry. Moreover, even among 

those individuals, there is a significant amount of variability and heterogeneity of leadership styles and approaches. In an era 
of accountability to multiple stakeholders – from patients, to insurance companies, to local and national governments – the 

complex environment of healthcare requires visionary leadership, flexibility, adaptability, short-term tactical approaches, as 

well as long-term strategic thinking. Beyond the traditionally defined scope of services, the mission of institutions providing 

healthcare services has become much broader and far-reaching than just the provision of medical services within a specific 

geographic area. With hospitals and health networks progressively growing to become some of the largest aggregators of 

employment in the United States, it is not uncommon for healthcare institutions to function 
as guarantors of economic stability to entire towns, cities, and regions. Yet this must be 

carefully balanced with the challenges of maintaining sustainable growth and acceptable 

profit margins that help ensure that this “safety matrix” continues to function as intended. 
To be an effective leader in the modern healthcare environment, one must possess more 

than the knowledge and skills similar to other corporate environments such as having a 

fundamental understanding of relevant business models and their implementations, a high 
degree of emotional intelligence, conflict resolution, and a well-established repertoire of 

leadership behaviors expected of an executive. It takes someone truly special to translate 
the presence of diverse threats and opportunities – often in a climate rich with multiple 

types of diversely structured and organized competitors, multi-layered complex agendas 

that incorporate both personal and organizational goals, and an institutional “history and 
culture” that can be difficult to navigate, let alone change. Contemporary healthcare 

leaders must also possess a broad understanding of the nuances and intricacies involved in 

working with a multitude of care providers, inter-disciplinary teams, complex delivery 
platforms, and diverse patient populations. These efforts must translate into well-run 

healthcare systems that, although difficult to clearly and concisely define, are able to 

deliver excellent patient care, at the highest possible intersection of customer quality and 
value. For some other healthcare institutions, teaching and research missions can also be variables that must be considered 

and managed effectively in order for a hospital or healthcare system to be successful. Many of such organizations are the 

primary generators and providers of new provider talent to their communities and patients. Achieving all of the above goals 
is far from easy. As the editors of Fundamentals of Leadership for Healthcare Professionals, we were motivated by personal 

experiences, passion for the arts and sciences leadership roles, and the overarching goal to improve one of our most precious 

resources – the healthcare system. Each chapter in this text explores different aspects of healthcare leadership, provides 
valuable insights into how effective leadership functions, and offers practical perspectives on implementations of theory into 

practice. We hope that the reader will gain a better understanding of the full spectrum of challenges and opportunities that 

face healthcare leaders at all organizational levels. 

Imperial Maladies: Literatures on Healthcare and Psychoanalysis 

in India 

Debashis Bandyopadhyay (Professor of English, Vidyasagar 

University, West Bengal, India) and Pritha Kundu (Assistant 

Professor of English, Chandrakona Vidyasagar Mahavidyalaya, 

West Bengal, India) 

In series: Countries and Cultures of the World 
2018. 310 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53611-863-6. $195.00. 
Softcover: 978-1-53613-931-0. $89.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53611-873-5. $195.00. 

The thrust-area of this book is the connection between imperial anxieties and tropical 
health situations along with intriguing psychological questions involving race, politics, 

gender, history and colonial modernity. For a long time, the focus has largely been 

Eurocentric: the effects of European medicine and healthcare policies introduced to the 
sub-continental colonies have been viewed in relation to the strategies of governing the 
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colonial subjects. David Arnold’s Colonising the Body considers the State’s role in introducing European medicine as 

instrumental to the British imperial project in India. In literary representations, especially in the Late Victorian and early 
twentieth century fiction and memoirs by Rudyard Kipling, Philip Meadows Taylor, Flora Annie Steel and George Orwell, 

we have several pictures of a palliative, medically-oriented imperialism. Waltraud Ernst’s Mad Tales of the Raj (1998) and 

Christiane Hartnack’s Psychoanalysis in Colonial India (2001) offer thoughtfully documented analyses of the early 
developments of psychology and psychotherapy in colonial India. Indian medical historians like Poonam Bala and Projit 

Mukharji question the tendency of looking at western medicine only in terms of monopoly and power. However, the question 

of “Indianness” in psychoanalytic philosophy, trying to understand how the East hopes to locate Western psychoanalysis in 
a post-therapeutic journey, or how the anti-Oedipal or an-Oedipal manifests itself in Indian cultures of psychoanalysis, still 

remains an area demanding further attention. The present volume seeks to understand such problems in colonial, medical 

and psychoanalytic discourses, from perspectives that are broadly interdisciplinary yet chiefly based on literary, historical 
and cultural studies. Containing fourteen chapters, this book hopes to succeed in exploring the medical and fictional 

literatures of colonial and postcolonial India, both in English and other Indian languages. The book is divided into such sub-
themes as: Psychoanalysis , psychopathology and the aesthetics of malady; Literature, medicine and healthcare in colonial 

India; Historical Studies; Studies in popular fiction: sensational psychiatry; Medicine, gender and colonial modernity. 

Medical History: Some Perspectives. Second Edition 

Donald E. Greydanus, M.D. and Joav Merrick, M.D. (Former Medical Director, Health 

Services, Division for Intellectual and Developmental Disabilities, Ministry of Social Affairs 

and Social Services, Jerusalem, Israel) 

In series: Public Health: Practices, Methods and Policies 
2018. 460 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-319-6. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-320-2. $230.00. 
A variety of topics are presented in this book that seek to reflect on medical history 

before and after the golden age of the Medical Renaissance. These topics include 

newborn care, the story of adolescence, behavioral pediatrics, psychopharmacology, 
substance abuse, psychodermatology, the story of diabetes mellitus, specific organ 

systems that range from the lungs, gastrointestinal tract, kidney and the heart in 

pediatrics, and other motifs. Reflections on adolescence are provided based on society’s 
classic disdain and envy of its youth seen throughout the ages of human life. In this book, 

the authors include a variety of scholars, who stood on the shoulders of giants and made 

exponential progress in medicine of their own. Throughout the centuries, from the 

Mesopotamian masters to present physicians, these giants advanced the field of medicine 

to represent what has been understood as the standard of current medical care, and 

perhaps we can learn what it will be like in the future. These esteemed experts learned 
from the past, made mistakes, exhibited amazing courage, and faced scientific and 

sometimes sacerdotal criticism. Their courage was astonishing, as many were confronted 

by minacious, inauspicious, portentous, and unpropitious attacks on their ethics and 
accomplishments. However, they persisted and were able to develop verifiable data that 

others could independently substantiate and sometimes improve upon for the benefit of 
all humans. This book celebrates their astounding, awe-inspiring achievements. 

Pandemics: Evolutionary Engineering of Consciousness and Health 

Pavel Sidorov, MD, PhD (Doctor of Medical Sciences, Academician 

of the Russian Academy of Sciences, Chief Scientific Officer, 

Northern State Medical University, Arkhangelsk, Russia) 

In series: Health Care in Transition 
2018. 200 pp.  

Softcover: 978-1-53614-274-7. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53614-275-4. $95.00. 

According to WHO, a pandemic is the spread of a disease on a global scale. The 
globalization of the modern singular world has led to a dynamic development of both 

communicable and non-communicable types of epidemiology. That is why in this book, 

the authors have analyzed new epigenetic and etiopathogenesis mechanisms, 
pathomorphosis and pathokinetics of clinical manifestations of classic and new 

pandemics, from influenza to mental illnesses. The need to consider pandemics as a tool 

for civilizational management and evolutionary engineering of public health and 
consciousness is justified. The closest relationship between the biological reservoirs of 

renewable strains in animals and humans is shown for historical models of influenza 

pandemics. The constantly increasing difference in the life expectancy of people and animals turns acquired immunity into 
an instrument for the evolutionary renewal of mental immunity as a biopsychosociospiritual identity matrix and the basis for 
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the security of the individual and society. The management of new risks and the multimodal navigation of the "viral 

management" of human evolution are becoming priorities for the modern mental phase of the technological revolution. 
Exponentially growing and uncontrollable migration facilitates the inter-species and interracial, cross-cultural and trans-

cultural spread of pathogens with poorly predicted pandemic potential. The book systematizes multidisciplinary strategies 

for primary prevention and early interventions. Particular attention is paid to the integrative forms of assistance based on the 
synergetic methodology of mental medicine. An innovative approach is suggested for the creation of automated online 

networks during and at the threat of pandemics, using the advantages of "extreme intelligence" and "system digital resistance" 

for the generation of both infectious and non-infectious risks. (For example, the epidemic of teenage suicides in Russia from 
2016-2017 was induced by victimological societies in social networks; trolling manipulation of public consciousness or 

mental terrorism in electoral political campaigns or economic crises with a managed stock market panic). The peculiarity of 

the modern hybrid world is a steady increase in the prevalence of all major mental disorders, which is suggested to be 
designated as a pandemic of mental immunodeficiency. Its pathogenesis basis is epigenetic accumulation in many generations 

of functional disorders of mental immunity, predetermining the possible pathokinetics and pathoplasty of mental disorders. 
In the model of early childhood psychic traumatization, clinical manifestations of mental immunity dysfunctions as a 

multimodal interface between personality identity and habitat are described. Thus, the "missing link" between 

etiopathogenesis and clinical pathoplasty of early symptom formation is found. Block-modular protocols of early intervention 
based on the technological platform of mental medicine are proposed. The famous expression of Nobel laureate Peter 

Medawar ("Genetics proposes, epigenetics disposes") is appropriately supplemented by the mission of mental medicine, 

which embodies and implements project models of quality and style, the image and meaning of life in adaptive engineering 
and self-management of consciousness and health. 

Progress in Medical Research: Government Programs and Key Issues 

Nima Gustavsson 

In series: Medical Procedures, Testing and Technology 
2018. 167 pp. 
Softcover: 978-1-53614-105-4. $82.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53614-106-1. $82.00. 

During the 115th Congress, several bipartisan bills were introduced that aimed to expand the number of telehealth services 
that are covered under Medicare. Telehealth is the electronic delivery of a health care service via a technological method. 

Health care providers use telehealth to improve patients’ access to and quality of care. Under Medicare, these patients are 

likely to live in rural areas, be under the age of 65 and be disabled. The first chapter in this book examines legislation as it 
relates to expanding telehealth services, including the five conditions that a telehealth service must meet to be covered and 

paid for under Medicare Part B. The second chapter focuses on the background and key issues surrounding biologics and 

biosimilars. Biologics and biosimilars frequently require special handling (such as refrigeration) and processing to avoid 

contamination by microbes and other unwanted substances. Also, they are usually administered to patients via injection or 

infused directly into the bloodstream. For these reasons, biologics often are referred to as specialty drugs. The cost of 

specialty drugs, including biologics, can be extremely high. The next chapter is a two-page report on a recent experiment in 
the United States using the gene modification tool CRISPR to target a disease gene in human embryos which raised optimism 

about promising medical advances, generated scientific debate as well as renewed debate about longstanding ethical issues. 

The fourth chapter provides a brief history of FDA drug regulation, describes FDA’s early risk management programs, and 
focuses on the agency’s current risk management authorities, specifically risk evaluation and mitigation strategies (REMS). 

The chapter also discusses issues that have arisen as a result of REMS, particularly the impact on generic drug competition. 

The last chapter of this book addresses frequently asked questions about government and private-sector policies that affect 
drug prices and availability. Among the prescription drug topics covered are federally funded research and development, 

regulation of direct-to-consumer advertising, legal restrictions on reimportation and federal price negotiation. 

Quality of Life and Intellectual Disability: Knowledge 

Application to other Social and Educational Challenges 

Roy I. Brown (University of Calgary, Calgary, AB, Canada) and 

Rhonda M. Faragher (Australian Catholic University, Dickson, 

Australia) 

In series: Disability Studies 
2018. 363 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-62948-264-4. $255.00. 
Softcover: 978-1-53613-063-8. $79.00. 

e-book: 978-1-62948-272-9. $255.00.  
We all long for a life of purpose and fulfillment. Striving for high quality of life for us 

and those we care for is a powerful motivator. Many busy people dream of being lazy 

by a pool fanned by a soft summer breeze, but this does not last. A short time of rest 
and replenishment is quickly replaced by boredom and a sense of purposelessness. 

Quality of life is much deeper than material comfort, though this has a role. Sadly in 

our world today, many people live lives lacking in meaning and value: the unemployed, 
the underemployed, those with disabilities who would like to contribute to society but 
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are deprived the opportunity. Their quality of life is not what it could be. In this book, we have attempted to provide examples 

of how people face challenges, and the family members, professionals and care personnel who support them can be helped 
and supported through services working within a quality of life framework. The book provides a challenge to be addressed 

by the individual, their families, local communities, governments, international organizations and the society at large. 

Resilience and Health: A Potent Dynamic 

I Leslie Rubin, M.D. and Joav Merrick, M.D (Medical Director, Health Services, Division for 

Intellectual and Developmental Disabilities, Ministry of Social Affairs and Social Services, 

Jerusalem, Israel) 

In series: Public Health: Practices, Methods and Policies 
2018. 283 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-412-4. $160.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-413-1. $160.00. 

Break the Cycle of Children’s Environmental Health Disparities (or simply, Break the 

Cycle) is an annual collaborative interdisciplinary research and training program 

involving university students in academic tracks that focus on the impact of adverse 

social, economic, and environmental factors on children’s health, development, and 

education. The target populations are communities where environmental hazards are 
related to circumstances of social and economic disadvantage. Each student develops a 

project that focuses on preventing or reducing adverse environmental factors to benefit 

the children who live in these communities. At the end of the project, the students present 
their studies and findings at a national conference and write papers which are then 

published. This book is the result of the 12th annual Break the Cycle program. The 

projects cover a range of factors that operate over a period of time and have an influence 
on individual, community, and social perspectives. Most importantly, they inform us 

about children’s environmental health disparities and propose solutions to reduce health 

disparities in order to promote health equity for all children. 

Secondary Metabolite and Functional 

Food Components: Role in Health and Disease 

Shashank Kumar (School of Basic and Applied Sciences, Centre for 

Biochemistry and Microbial Sciences, Central University of Punjab, 

Punjab, India) 

In series: Food Science and Technology 
2018. 303 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-186-4. $195.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-187-1. $195.00. 
Secondary Metabolites and Functional Food Components: Their Roles in Health and 

Disease consists of original chapters, provides updates to previous source material and acts 

as a unique source of information for all those interested in secondary metabolites and 
functional food components. The proposed publication focuses on the pharmaceutical and 

food industries, with an emphasis on their aspects pertaining to chemistry, nutrition 

sciences, biochemistry and biology. In the present book, the major secondary metabolites 
and the chemistry in conjunction with functional food components have been discussed. 

The book also deals with the role of secondary metabolites in human health and diseases. 

This book is specifically marketed towards graduate and master’s students. It deals with the knowledge and recent 
advancements in the field of secondary metabolites and functional food components as well as their importance in health and 

disease. Moreover, the book will also be very useful for the students preparing for various competitive examinations such as 

the CSIR, ICMR, DBT, and ICAR JRF/NET exams. 
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HEMATOLOGY 

Benign and Malignant Disorders of Large Granular Lymphocytes: Diagnostic and 

Therapeutic Pearls 

Ling Zhang, M.D. and Lubomir Sokol, M.D., Ph.D. (Department of Malignant Hematology, H. 

Lee Moffitt Cancer Center and Research Institute, University of South Florida, Tampa, FL, 

USA) 

In series: Recent Advances in Hematology Research 
2018. 318 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53612-999-1. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-000-3. $230.00. 

Natural killer (NK) cells are important effector cells of innate immune system implicated in many physiological processes 
including elimination of cancer cells and virus infected cells. NK cells comprise a majority of large granular lymphocytes 

circulating in peripheral blood with a minority derived from T cell lineage. Even though NK cells were first described more 

than 40 years ago, it was not until the 1980s and 1990s when immunophenotyping was incorporated into clinical diagnostic 
methods and resulted in discovery of distinct disorders of large granular lymphocytes 

and NK cells. Since then, significant progress was made in our better understanding of 

immunophenotypic and genotypic characteristics, biology, functions as well as disorders 
of these cells. Most recently, clinical studies using NK-cell based immunotherapy have 

shown promising results in treatment of some of malignant diseases. Disorders of large 

granular lymphocytes and NK cells are rare comprising only about 1% of all lymphoid 
malignancies in western countries. The rarity of these conditions was a main reason that 

the progress in our understanding of pathogenesis and development of novel therapeutic 

approaches has been delayed compared to development in more common B cell 
lymphoid malignancies. The low incidence of these diseases and scarcity of prospective 

clinical trials also limit the availability of evidence based research literature as well as 

comprehensive reviews about NK cell disorders. Thus, the editors decided to take on the 
challenging task and summarize our current knowledge about malignant and benign 

diseases of large granular lymphocytes in this book based on the best available evidence. 
The editors selected topics most relevant to clinical practice in order to provide a useful 

guide for practicing physicians. Chapters describing four disorders (T-cell large granular 

lymphocytic leukemia, chronic lymphoproliferative disorder of NK cells, extranodal NK 
cell lymphoma and aggressive NK cell leukemia) incorporated into most recent 2016 

revision of classification of lymphoid malignancies are separated into experimental, diagnositc and clinical parts for easier 

understanding and reading. We are aware of challenges and inherited limitations of any larger project like this one due to a 
rapid progress especially in the field of genomics, which may not be incorporated in this book before it is published. The 

editors and contributing authors would like to thank the publisher NOVA for their support. 

Burkitt Lymphoma: Updates in Etiology, Symptoms, Molecular 

Genetics and Treatment Options 

Ling Zhang, M.D., and Lubomir Sokol, M.D., Ph.D. (Department of 

Hematopathology and Laboratory Medicine, H. Lee Moffitt Cancer 

Center and Research Institute, University of South Florida, FL, US) 

In series: Cancer Etiology, Diagnosis and Treatments 
2018. 213 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53614-164-1. $160.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53614-165-8. $160.00. 

Burkitt lymphoma (BL) is a lymphoid neoplasm originating from a mature, follicular 

center B-cell that is phenotypically positive for CD10, BCL-6, LOM2, and HGAL, with a 
hallmark genetic translocation involving the MYC gene (at 8q24) and its partner – either 

immunoglobulin heavy chain (14q) or light chain (kappa at 2q and lambda at 22q) – and a 

very aggressive clinical nature. BL can be divided into three clinical subcategories: 
Endemic, sporadic and HIV/AIDS/immunodeficiency with prevalence in children, 

adolescents and young adults. Clinical manifestations could slightly be variable upon its 

clinical subcategories; however, they share certain similar features, e.g., fast growing mass, frequent extranodal presentation, 
are associated with EBV infection, and sensitive to tumor reduction therapy with a high risk of tumor lysis syndrome and 

uric acid nephropathy. It is important to differentiate BL from other aggressive types of B-cell lymphomas as with intensive, 

short-term chemotherapy, e.g., hyper-CVAD (hyperfractionated cyclophosphamide, vincristine, doxorubicin, 
dexamethasone, methotrexate, and cytarabine). Additionally, CNS prophylaxis BL showed a much better clinical response. 

Nearly all types of BL lack or dimly express BCL-2, differentiating it from other mimickers. A diagnostic challenging variant 
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of BL – an MYC-negative harboring 11q abnormalities, namely “Burkitt-like lymphoma with an 11q aberration” – has been 

recently proposed. Novel next generation sequencing and gene expression profiling has brought about new insights into BL. 
TCF3(E2A), a transcription factor involving the regulation of lymphoid cell survival and proliferation, its negative regulator 

known as ID3, and the downstream gene CCND3 were also frequently mutated in cases of BL. The characterization of 

molecular biology and the genetic profile of BL leads to the future of personalized medicine and targeted therapy. This book 
focuses on the epidemiology, etiology, clinical presentations/staging, differential diagnoses, MYC-driven pathogenesis and 

therapeutic options concerning BL. These updates in BL and associated EBV- or MYC-positive diseases will benefit trainees, 

physicians and basic scientists who engage in the diagnosis, treatment, and novel drug development for this disease. 

INFECTIOUS DISEASES 

Salmonella enterica: Molecular Characterization, Role in Infectious Diseases and Emerging 

Research 

Faruk van Doleweerd 

In series: Bacteriology Research Developments 
2018. 142 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-084-3. $82.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-085-0. $82.00. 
The bacterium Salmonella enterica is a serious bacterial pathogen and causative agent of salmonellosis infections on a 

worldwide scale. Many clinical isolates of Salmonella enterica. Following this, the strengths and limitations of the available 

molecular tools for effective epidemiological assessment of foodborne salmonellae are collected and critically discussed. 
Such integration would allow accurate identification of both infection source and transmission route that would lead to 

implementation of effective control measures. Additionally, the role of Salmonella enterica as a possible therapeutic 

alternative in the fight against cancer. Although Salmonella enterica tumor selectivity remains unclear, pre-clinical and 
clinical trials have shown its localization in solid, semi-solid and metastatic tumors. The final chapter reviews some 

mechanisms and recent trends in the spread of multidrug resistant Salmonella enterica serovar in Nigeria. Antibiotic use both 

in animal and human medicine and environmental factors, all have a role in the emergence, persistence and spread of 
resistance. 

The Sub-Specialty Care of HIV-Infected Patients 

Wayne Xavier Shandera, M.D. (Assistant Professor, Baylor College of Medicine, Houston, TX, 

USA) 

In series: HIV 

In series: AIDS - Medical, Social and Psychological Aspects 
2018. 352 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-064-5. $230.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-065-2. $230.00. 

The Sub-Specialty Care of HIV-Infected Patients is a synthesis of current policies, 

practices, and recommendations regarding the management of HIV-infected patients, 
authored by academicians at two major Houston medical institutions, Baylor College of 

Medicine and the University of Texas at Houston. The chapters represent the traditional 

sub-specialties of internal medicine, with infectious disease represented in chapters on 
immunizations and on the current new directions in antiretroviral management. 

Additional clinical material is provided by members from the Department of Medicine, 
the Department of Neurology, and the Department of Psychiatry. The material is 

intended as a discussion of current positions and directions, with the realization that these 

change often and that the material is intended thus to be current pertaining to the date of 

submission (October 31, 2017). Almost all of the providers for this book have worked at 

the Thomas Street Clinic in Houston, a multidisciplinary, free-standing clinic dedicated 

to the care of HIV-infected patients and the dedicatee of this work. 
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IMMUNOLOGY 

Antiphospholipid Antibodies (APLA): Types and Functions in Health and Disease 

Luke E. Ward 

In series: Immunology and Immune System Disorders 
2018. 132 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-971-6. $82.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-972-3. $82.00. 

The opening chapter of Antiphospholipid Antibodies (APLA): Types and Functions in Health and Disease is focused on the 

modern immunoassays for the determination of aPL in biological fluids. The principles of these methods will be described 
and the possibility of their applications for aPL analysis will be mentioned. Next, the authors examine antiphospholipid 

syndrome (APS), a clinical disorder characterized by thrombosis and/or pregnancy morbidity in the persistence of 

antiphospholipid antibodies (aPL) that are pathogenic and have pro-coagulant activities. Two different strategies on the 
assessments of the aPL testings are indicated: quantitative assessments of the thrombotic risks using aPL profiles and new 

combination of aPL tests for screening APS diagnosis. This book goes on to discuss how in 2003, as a parallel to the 

seronegative rheumatoid arthritis and the seronegative lupus, G.R. Hughes and M.A. Khamashta introduced the term 
seronegative antiphospholipid syndrome (SN-APS). The diagnosis of SN-APS has been subjected to multiple discussions, 

disputes and investigations. The review presented in this collection summarizes the contemporary knowledge on SN-APS 

and its diagnosis and treatment and shows the authors’ experience in this field. In closing, the authors describe the current 
knowledge on the mechanisms of antiphospholipid antibodies -associated renal damage, the main clinical manifestations, 

diagnostic and therapeutic considerations in APS in renal patients and our experience in this group. 

Helper T Cells: Types, Functions and New Research 

Brando Boudewijn 

In series: Immunology and Immune System Disorders 
2018. 96 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-070-6. $82.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-071-3. $82.00. 
Helper T Cells: Types, Functions and New Research presents current research in the Tfh cell research field with a special 

focus on the maintenance of TFH cells and their fate once the immune response has resolved. Whereas early steps of Tfh 

cell generation have been the subject of intense research in recent years, much less is known about signals controlling Tfh 

cells in late phases of the germinal center reaction and their differentiation into long-term memory cells. The authors also 

discuss emerging evidence that CD4+ T cells orchestrate antitumor immunity by providing critical immunological help to B 

cells, facilitating isotype switching and affinity maturation, and CD8+ T cells, promoting effector and memory 
differentiation, as well as shaping innate immunity and the tumor microenvironment. While preventing autoimmunity, 

selective CD4+ T-cell tolerance also compromises immunity to malignant cells that express primarily self-antigens by 

eliminating CD4+ T-cell help for B-cell, CD8+ T-cell, and innate immune responses. Therefore, the authors suggest that the 
goal of cancer immunotherapeutics should be increasingly focused on overcoming the CD4+ T-cell tolerance barrier to negate 

the effects of tolerance-driven immune suppression and maximize antitumor responses. Next, data is presented showing that 

AIT reduces the expression of CD40L glycoprotein on T CD4+ cells from patients with pollen or Hymenoptera venom 
allergy when were treated with specific immunotherapy compared to patients not subject to treatment. The function of CD4 

T lymphocytes in the development of allergy is discussed, along with the recent results obtained about the impact of AIT on 
CD40L expression on T helper lymphocytes of patients. 

Old and Novel Humoral Biomarkers of Autoimmune 

Myasthenia Gravis 

Davide Giacomo Corda, M.D., Giovanni Andrea Deiana, 

Giannina Arru, Giovanni Masala and GianPietro Sechi, M.D. 

(Department of Clinical Surgery and Experimental Medicine, 

University of Sassari, Sassari, Italy) 

In series: Immunology and Immune System Disorders 
2018. 202 pp. 
Softcover: 978-1-53613-836-8. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-837-5. $95.00. 

Autoimmune Myasthenia Gravis (MG) is mediated by pathogenic autoantibodies to 
components of the postsynaptic muscle endplate at the neuromuscular junction. Due 

to the clinical heterogeneity of the disease, there is a great need for objective 

biomarkers for diagnostic as well as therapeutic purposes. Humoral biomarkers of MG 
can be divided into two categories: 1) autoantibodies; and 2) other immune-related 

molecules including inflammatory proteins, microRNA, HLA genes. Regarding 
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autoantibodies, the radio immuno assay (RIA) allows for the detection of IgG1 and IgG3 antibodies directed against the 

nicotinic acetylcholine receptors (AChRAb) in 85% of the patients with generalized MG, but only in 50% of those with the 
ocular form. Treatment with acetylcholinesterase inhibitors is very helpful, although immunosuppressive therapy is 

frequently necessary. Thymoma or thymic hyperplasia can occur, implicating surgery. In AChRAb negative generalized MG 

patients, a very variable percentage has IgG4 antibodies towards muscle specific tyrosine kinase (MuSKAb): typically, bulbar 
weakness is the first symptom often associated with neck and respiratory involvement. Acetylcholinesterase inhibitors are 

less effective and induce frequent side effects; first and second line suppressive treatments are commonly required. More 

rarely, IgG towards low density lipoprotein receptor-related protein 4 (Lrp4Ab), agrin or cortactin are detected: if there are 
not associated AChRAb or MuSKAb, often patients present with milder forms of MG. Few patients have been demonstrated 

positive to AChRAb or to other autoantibodies with the more sensitive cell based assay. Finally, titin and ryanodine receptor 

antibodies can occur in association with AChRAb MG, indicating the possibility of thymoma or, in the context of late-onset 
myasthenia gravis, severe disease with a need for long-term immunosuppression and no response to thymectomy. In regards 

to immune-related molecules, two recent studies reported increased serum levels of a proliferation-inducing ligand (APRIL), 
cytokines IL-19, IL-20, IL-28A and IL-35, matrix metalloproteinase 10 (MMP-10), which is a member of the 

metalloproteinase family, transforming growth factor alpha (TGF-α), a growth factor that has important roles for epithelial 

proliferation and differentiation, and the extracellular newly identified receptor for advanced glycation end-products binding 
protein (EN-RAGE, also known as protein S100-A12), a protein that binds to calcium, zinc and copper. These three last 

proteins are involved in the cell cycle progression and differentiation, and play multiple roles in immunity response. 

Circulating microRNAs (miRNA) have been reported to be potential biomarkers in some MG patients; in particular, miR-
150-5p and miR-21-5p for AChRAb MG and the let7 family for MuSKAb MG. These miRNA are involved in the 

development of T- and B-cell autoimmune responses. Some HLA associations have been reported, such as DR3-B8-A1 in 

early onset AChRAb MG and DR14, DR16 and DQ5 in MuSKAb MG. Characterization of novel humoral biomarkers is a 
topic of great importance for diagnosis, prognosis and therapy of the various subgroups of MG, although it remains a partially 

fulfilled clinical need. Other serum biomarkers are currently the subject of active research. 

Systemic Sclerosis: Explorations, Insights and Treatment 

Ali Nawaz Khan (Consultant Radiologist and Professor Honorary, North Manchester General 

Hospital, Crumpsall, Manchester, UK) 

In series: Immunology and Immune System Disorders 
2018. 291 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-504-6. $195.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-505-3. $195.00. 

Progressive systemic sclerosis/scleroderma is a complex multi-organ autoimmune connective disease that has protean 

manifestations; although mostly pulmonary, other organs are involved in circumstances that manifest as overlap syndromes. 

Progressive systemic sclerosis/scleroderma affects adult patients with a female predominance, but children are not immune. 

A common theme includes tissue fibrosis and vasculopathy. Skin sclerosis is a common occurrence, but clinical findings can 
be associated with skin inflammation, fibrosis, and vascular changes, which are most pronounced in the fingers, toes, and 

around the nose and mouth. There is variable visceral organ involvement including the esophagus, the bowels, and the 

kidneys, but vasculitis can affect any organ. Any visceral organ – including the brain – can be affected. The extent of system 
involvement and the variety of clinical presentation makes accurate diagnosis elusive. The differentiation between liver 

disease secondary to connective tissue disorders and primary liver disease such as hepatitis can be extremely challenging 

since there is a similar immunological mechanism of causation. Most patients with connective tissue diseases exhibit liver 
function abnormalities that likely result from coexisting, fatty liver, viral hepatitis, primary biliary cirrhosis, portal 

hypertension, autoimmune hepatitis and hepatic toxicity due to drugs. Liver damage (whatever the cause) can be progressive 

and ultimately fatal. The challenges we face in the diagnosis of liver damage secondary to connective tissue and 
differentiation from the primary liver disease are challenging. Diagnosis is therefore vital – whether by invasive or non-

invasive techniques – to institute appropriate management. Early reviews of the pathophysiological, clinical and 

pharmacological aspects of scleroderma (PSS) suggested that the disease was complex, of chronic nature and slow in onset. 
The pathophysiological changes are variable; affecting the blood vessels, the collagen fibers, the connective tissues, and 

deposition of fibrin and inflammatory reactions. Any fibril-containing organs can be affected as well. The most common 

presentations are Raynaud's phenomenon of the extremities, mainly the arms and hands, vascular inflammation and fibrosis, 

firm facial skin, and the limitation of joint movement by pericapsular, soft tissue calcification. Atrophy of the gastrointestinal 

tract’s smooth muscles, particularly of the gastric cardia, is also possible. The changes described may cause malabsorption. 

Lung changes are common due to progressive pulmonary fibrosis, leading to right-sided heart failure and respiratory 
insufficiency. Involvement of the liver, kidneys and the endocrine glands are, however, rare. Any organ may be affected, but 

mortality increases when the heart, kidney, or lungs are affected. Various therapeutic regimens have been instituted with 

variable success, including the use of vasodilators, corticosteroids, and a variety of anti-inflammatory agents. Some success 
with excellent therapeutic effects without serious side effects has been achieved. 
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MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY 

Cochlear Implants: Advances, Efficacy and Future Directions 

Herbert W. Courtney 

In series: Audiology and Hearing Research Advances 
2018. 116 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-208-3. $82.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-209-0. $82.00. 

Cochlear Implants: Advances, Efficacy and Future Directions assesses the growing need to provide other measures for 

assessing the impact of cochlear implantation. As such, this book aims to evaluate the Cross-Modal Plasticity in deaf children 
with visual-impairment after CI use, through the analysis of changes in the topographic distribution of the cortical response 

of Somatosensory Evoked Potential by stimulation of the median nerve. The authors describe the results of Low-Resolution 

Brain Electromagnetic Tomography (LORETA) used for the localization of electrical neuronal source generators of SEP 
N20 response in deaf children with visual-impairment. The following chapter discusses and evaluates the effectiveness of 

the application of bilateral CIs in children, either sequentially or binaurally, affected by severe sensorineural hearing loss. 

Although the benefits of bilateral implants in adults have been established, the available data regarding children is still 
limited. In the last chapter, a surgeon and developer of the surgical virtual reality system of the temporal bone shares his 

expertise on the future of this virtual reality to maximize the goal of cochlear implant surgery. Many studies have found that 

virtual reality simulators have improved the operative performance of the trainees. 

Mechanical Ventilation in the ICU: A New Approach and Treatment 

Carolina Romero Dapueto and Jeronimo Graf Santos (Medical in Chief Clinica Alemana, 

Santiago, Chile) 

In series: Emergency and Intensive Care Medicine 
2018. 247 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-912-9. $160.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-913-6. $160.00. 
In the present book, a broad description of the processes carried out in patients with 

mechanical ventilation in the ICU is made. It covers from an overview of mechanical 

ventilation and some of its history to the processes of weaning and extubation. The 
novelty of this publication is that it focuses only on the conditions or complications in 

which patients are vented, as currently is done with these patients in the ICU: Early 

mobilization, both cooperative and non-cooperative patients with mechanical ventilation, 
the use of non-invasive ventilation, the adjunctive treatments of mechanical ventilation 

(such as inhalation therapy in different types of ventilation), and finally ethical issues in 

both adult and pediatric patients involved in the use of mechanical ventilation with 
respect to the end of treatment. Moreover, a categorization system for ICU patients and 

mechanically for narrowing the care burden and optimizing treatment based on an array 

of ventilation assessment scales is proposed. This book addresses aspects and treatments 
from a multidisciplinary point of view, performed by physiotherapists and respiratory 

therapists for the management of patients with mechanical ventilation in the ICU, which 

provides a new horizon with respect to the treatment and the way of approaching these 
patients. It goes beyond medical management to propose a functional and early point of 

view around the detection of the use of mechanical ventilation, its differentiated use in 

different types of pathologies and patients, and the suspension of therapy when 
necessary. This publication encourages the investigation of non-common aspects of 

mechanical ventilation, in order to approach patients not only from a medical point of 

view, but also from a more translational one. 

Recent Advancements and Applications in Dosimetry 

Maria F. Chan, Ph.D. (Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center, 

New York, NY, US) 

In series: Radiation Oncology: Clinical, Translational and Laboratory 

Research 
2018. 372 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-759-0. $230.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-760-6. $230.00. 

Features - Provides unique dosimetry for high intensity MR-guided ultrasound 

treatment, gold nanoparticle-enhanced radiotherapy, photodynamic therapy, thermal 
imaging in Bbrachytherapy, MR-guided radiotherapy, proton beam treatment, and high-
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definition end-to-end patient-specific dose verification - Offers clinical applications for all varieties of modern radiation 

detectors, and evolving dosimetry techniques including innovative calorimetry, TLD, Oone-scan film dosimetry, 
transmission detectors, real-time EPID dosimetry, best feasible DVH planning, 3D printing, 5D planning and delivery, as 

well as machine learning Summary This book provides a comprehensive collection of the newly emerging treatment 

modalities, covering high intensity ultrasound treatment, photodynamic therapy, MR-guided treatment machines, 
nanoparticle-enhanced radiotherapy, and proton beam therapy. The invited expert authors cover a wide range of the latest 

advancements and developments in dosimetry techniques as well asnd their clinical implications, including calorimetry, 

radiochromic film, transmission detectors, real-time portal dosimetry, TLD, thermal imaging dosimetry, 3D dosimetry, best 
feasible DVH planning, 5D planning and delivery, 3D printing, as well asand machine learning in medical dosimetry. This 

book will bring the reader up-to-date with the state of the art in radiation dosimetry and best clinical practices using such 

advanced detectors. 

The Essential Guide to Magnetic Resonance 

Dorota Bartusik-Aebisher (Faculty of Medicine, Department of 

Experimental and Clinical Pharmacology, University of Rzeszów, 

Rzeszów, Poland) 

In series: Biomedical Devices and their Applications 
2018. 151 pp. 
Softcover: 978-1-53613-520-6. $82.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-521-3. $82.00. 

The opening chapter of The Essential Guide to Magnetic Resonance presents 
applications of Fluorine-19 Magnetic Resonance Imaging (19F MRI) in cancer research, 

tissue metabolomics, quantification of drug delivery, cellular tracking, tissue pH 

measurements and detection of 19F labeled cells. The authors review in vitro research 
applying 19F MRI and Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy (MRS) to facilitate the 

synthesis, tracking and visualization of new fluorinated drug conjugates. 19F MRI also 

provides high contrast in vivo images due to the absence of an endogenous 19F signal, 
100% natural abundance of 19F, and a chemical shift range of over 400 ppm. Afterwards, 

examples of current methods of magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) guided photodynamic therapy are presented. Recent 

development of MRI detectable nanoparticle constructs, magnetic resonance spectroscopy (MRS) sensors, gadolinium based 
photosensitizers and europium singlet oxygen probes are discussed. In addition, applications of Functional MRI using a 

blood oxygen dependent level (BOLD) MRI in monitoring photodynamic action are addressed, with the goal of informing 

researchers about the potential for using MRI guided photodynamic therapy and oxygen dosimetry. The applications of MRI 

within the sphere of pharmacy are analyzed; in particular, the use of MRI to track pharmaceuticals in vitro and in vivo 

noninvasively and monitoring their controlled-release. Functional MRI for noninvasive clinical brain imaging is explored as 

it is applied to studies of autism, schizophrenia, epilepsy Alzheimer’s disease, Parkinson's disease, traumatic brain injury and 
blood oxygenation-level dependent (BOLD) imaging of brain function. An overview of the scope of MRI as a diagnostic 

technique in neurology and in neurosurgery is also provided. 

Ventricular Assist Devices: Management, Outcomes and Complications 

René Murielle 

In series: Medical Procedures, Testing and Technology 
2018. 181 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-891-7. $95.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-892-4. $95.00. 

In this collection, the authors begin by discussing the characteristics of current mechanical circulatory support devices, their 

documented problems, management strategies for their use, and new devices currently in development. To manage 
cardiogenic shock, we need to keep in mind three objectives: adequate organ perfusion, unloading of heart chambers, and 

adjusting body fluid levels. Short-term mechanical circulatory support plays an important role in managing cardiogenic shock 

when medical management has failed and the patient’s condition is deteriorating. In the following chapter, an overview is 

provided focusing on the developing state of the art of continuous-flow mechanical circulatory support technology available 

today for clinical use, devices that are being introduced into clinical practice, and some technologies that are in development. 

With longer duration of pump use and increasing number of devices implanted, medical professionals worldwide are 
obtaining more knowledge on the unique physiological interactions of mechanical circulatory devices with the patient’s 

body. The goal of the concluding review are to provide the infectious diseases practitioner with a brief introduction to the 

general anatomy and physiology of an LVAD, pre-implantation infectious disease management guidance, and an 
understanding of the epidemiology and pathophysiology of LVAD infections. Methods for the diagnosis and characterization 

of these infections and suggest medical and surgical approaches for management are also addressed. 
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NEONATOLOGY 

Bottle-Feeding: Perceptions, Practices, and Health Outcomes 

Alison K. Ventura, Ph.D. (Kinesiology Department, California 

Polytechnic State University, San Luis Obispo, CA, USA) 

In series: Pediatrics - Laboratory and Clinical Research 
2018. 242 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-228-1. $160.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-229-8. $160.00. 
Bottle-feeding is a ubiquitous aspect of infant feeding, yet bottle-feeding caregivers report 

a lack of support and access to evidence-based advice related to healthy bottle-feeding 

practices. This gap is due, in part, to a greater emphasis placed on breastfeeding support 
and promotion. Given a large and growing body of research illustrating associations 

between bottle-feeding and a number of health issues – such as overfeeding, rapid weight 

gain, and dental caries – the lack of advice and support for healthy bottle-feeding practices 
is concerning. To this end, this book aims to illustrate the state of the science related to 

bottle-feeding practices, caregiver perceptions, and related health outcomes. Based on this 

evidence, this book also provides practical, pragmatic advice to ensure that practitioners, 
researchers, and other professionals that work with families with young infants can best 

support bottle-feeding caregivers and promote the healthy growth and development for 

bottle-feeding infants. 

Improving Outcomes of Extremely Premature Infants through 

Infant-Driven Care 

Jenn Gonya, Ph.D., Nicole Cistone, Amy Baughcum, Jennifer 

Hofherr, Leslie Thomas, Amee Szyperski and Rebecca Romero 

In series: Neonatology Research Developments 
2018. 112 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-954-9. $82.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-955-6. $82.00. 

Extremely preterm infants (gestational age ≤ 27 completed weeks) represent one of the 

highest risk categories for death and neurodevelopmental impairment. Purposeful, 
evidence-based health management and developmentally appropriate care practices 

make a significant difference in the outcomes of these patients. This book describes a set 

of guidelines that have been established for the specific care of extremely premature 
infants and discusses the ways in which the implementation of these guidelines in the 

neonatal intensive care unit setting ensures an approach that addresses both the medical 

and developmental needs of this highly vulnerable population. Content includes 
management of respiratory, skin, cardiovascular, fluids/nutrition, and neurological issues as well as appropriate 

methodologies for pain control, laboratory studies, and infection control. Special emphasis is also placed on the role of the 

family, the practices of skin-to-skin care and breastfeeding, and nursing care based on infant cues. The evidence and rationale 
behind each guideline is provided as well as specific information to assist in care planning. 

NEPHROLOGY 

Essentials of Chronic Kidney Disease. Second Edition 

Stephen Z. Fadem (Kidney Associates, PLLC, St. Lukes Medical Towers, Houston, TX, US) 

In series: Nephrology Research and Clinical Developments 
2018. 534 pp. 
Softcover: 978-1-53614-166-5. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53614-167-2. $95.00. 

Kidney disease touches nearly 14% of the population. Of the 661,000 Americans at the end stage of chronic kidney disease, 
468,000 require dialysis and 193,000 have an effective kidney transplant. Both are miracles and have reshaped an illness 

once universally fatal into one of expectation and life. (Source: NIDDK) However, Medicare payments for dialysis alone are 

34 billion dollars a year; it is among their foremost expenditures. (Source: USRDS). As both a life-saving procedure and a 
costly enterprise, the management of kidney disease commands the attention of care givers, providers and patients. Our 

understanding of the nuances of care make a difference, not just in the quality and betterment of the lives of patients, but in 
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reducing the cost burdens we as a society must bear. Within this context, the intent of this book is to anticipate what the 

practicing nephrologist or internist needs to know when approaching, diagnosing and managing a patient with kidney disease. 
It is also designed to inspire the reader to seek a deeper understanding of the subject that pertains to the patient being treated. 

It is also ideal to use as a reference, as it is packed full of knowledge that will be most useful at the point of care. Thus, it is 

to be kept on the desk or a convenient shelf in a doctor’s office, or in the house staff or clinic break room, so that it is easily 
accessible for everyday use. The book is divided into five sections. The first section, “The Approach to Chronic Kidney 

Disease”, consists of eleven chapters. Each chapter is designed to help the clinician gain perspective in caring for kidney 

patients, and taken together, will help create the foundation on which to build a well-rounded approach to CKD patients. In 
the second section, “Major Medical Conditions and Management”, an additional eleven chapters each focus on a specific 

disorder and how it can be best approached. These disorders range from everyday conditions like hypertension and diabetes 

to those that are rarely seen. The seven chapters of the third section, “Management Principles in CKD”, focus on specific 
conditions and complications that result from an impairment in kidney function. Once a patient has reached the point where 

renal replacement therapy is necessary, there are several options and modalities that are available. The nine chapters of the 
next section, “ESRD Replacement Therapy”, will discuss modalities and the approaches taken to optimize the patient’s 

quality of life and well-being. The final section, “Innovations and Updates in Kidney Disease”, includes two chapters that 

will give the reader a glimpse of what is on the horizon. 

Renal Replacement Therapy: Controversies and Future Trends 

José A. Moura-Neto, MD (Medical Director at CSB Group of Nephrology, Bahia, Brazil & 

Member of the Young Medical Leadership Program at the National Academy of Medicine, 

Brazil) 

In series: Urology Research Progress 
2018. 383 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-654-8. $230.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-655-5. $230.00. 

Controversies and trends have been a constant presence in nephrology. Likewise, since 

its inception and throughout its development, renal replacement therapy has been 
shrouded in an atmosphere of uncertainty, always with an eye on the future. Renal 

Replacement Therapy: Controversies and Future Trends is a collection of independent 

chapters written by eminent authors, focused on topics relevant to modalities of renal 
replacement therapy. This book addresses controversies and future trends in peritoneal 

dialysis, hemodialysis, and kidney transplantation. It covers issues from kidney patient 

education to new technologies in end stage renal disease management, including trends 

in arteriovenous access, convective therapies, the concept of incremental hemodialysis, 

fluid overload in hemodialysis and iron therapy. Regarding renal transplantation, it 

discusses a variety of subjects, highlighting xenotransplantation, organ bioengineering, 
immunosuppressive therapies, and living donor bioethics issues. This book may appeal 

to nephrologists and physicians involved with renal replacement therapy and all those 

interested in the advances and challenges still facing medicine. It is, at the same time, a didactical textbook – providing 
valuable and updated medical information – and also represents the current thinking of great authors of our time on the 

subject. To a certain extent, it will also have historical value and may be considered a landmark of ideas in the field of 
nephrology. 

Understanding Basic Renal Pathophysiology 

Ramin Sam, M.D., Lowell Lo, M.D., and Stephen L. Gluck, M.D. (Clinical Professor of 

Medicine, University of California, San Francisco, San Francisco, CA, USA) 

In series: Renal, Metabolic and Urologic Disorders 
2018. 126 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-224-3. $82.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-225-0. $82.00. 
Renal physiology is at the heart of practice of medicine. Concepts such as fluids, 

electrolytes and acid/base disorders are central to medical disciplines in almost all fields 

of medicine. There are very few physicians who do not need to be well versed in these 
concepts. On the other hand, these concepts are some of the most poorly understood 

concepts in medicine. As an example, there is often confusion that has led to 
hyponatremia, and physicians are often in doubt as to what fluids are required for a 

patient with hypernatremia. This book will clarify the logic behind these central concepts 

and hopefully lead to less doubt in the management of patients with these problems. The 
book is not intended to be a comprehensive discussion for all aspects of renal physiology; 

rather, it is intended to clarify the understanding of few core concept of renal physiology 

as it relates to patient care. As each patient with electrolyte or renal disorder presents in 
their own unique way, we find it useful to understand the basics behind those core 

concepts to be able to explain why the patient does not completely fit the textbook case. 
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The purpose of this book is not to serve as a textbook on renal disorders. As such, not all topics in nephrology are covered, 

but only the ones where we find it beneficial for the physician to better understand those aspects of renal physiology. The 
book is intended for all physicians; clearly, medical students in their clinical years would benefit from it and especially renal 

fellows and nephrologists would find it useful. It is often the case that physicians act as the developers of renal physiology 

and equations, but not much time is spent on understanding how those equations and concepts came about. This book is 
intended to shine light on these important concepts. Having a true understanding of these concepts would enable one to treat 

patients who often don’t present as a textbook case. In general, this textbook would be helpful for all physicians. However, 

the group of physicians who would benefit most from it would be those who encounter patients with electrolyte disorders. 
First and foremost, nephrologists are included in that list, especially nephrology fellows who are just starting to develop a 

deeper understanding of serum electrolytes. The next group of physicians who would benefit would be intensivists, internists, 

family practitioners and emergency room physicians who often act as the first line of responders for these patients. Our book 
is unique among books on renal physiology in that it is not a comprehensive discussion of renal physiology, but it gives the 

physician reader some helpful hints in understanding key concepts of renal physiology. As such we believe it would be 
especially helpful in the management of patients with complicated electrolytes or renal disorder. 

NEUROLOGY 

Artificial Intelligence Driven by a General Neural Simulation System (Genesis) 

Bahman Zohuri and Masoud Moghaddam (Galaxy Advanced Engineering, San Mateo, CA, 

USA) 

In series: Neurology - Laboratory and Clinical Research 

Developments 
2018. 647 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-196-3. $310.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-197-0. $310.00. 

The last several years have seen a dramatic increase in the number of neurobiologists 

building or using computer-based models as a regular part of their efforts to understand 
how different neural systems function. As experimental data continue to amass, it is 

increasingly clear that detailed physiological and anatomical data alone are not enough 
to infer how neural circuits work. Experimentalists appear to be recognizing the need for 

the quantitative approach to explore the functional consequences of particular neuronal 

features that are provided by modeling. This combination of modeling and experimental 
work has led to the creation of the new discipline of computational neurosciences. More 

than the use of models per se, the authors believe that computational neuroscience is 

most distinguished from classical neurobiology due to an explicit focus on how the 
nervous system computes. Thus, instead of obtaining experimental information about 

the structure of the nervous system for its own sake, a computational approach involves 

collecting the information most relevant to the advancement of functional understanding. In our hands, models, especially 
those based on the detailed physiology and anatomy of the brain region in question, capture what is known about this region 

while also directing further experimental investigations. These same models can then provide an interpretation for the 

obtained data. Thus, the interaction between experiments and computer modeling is increasingly iterative and interdependent. 

Multiple Sclerosis in Children and Adolescents 

Hatim Omar, M.D. and Joshua Chalkley (KY Children's Hospital, 

Department of Pediatrics, Division of Adolescent Medicine and 

Young Parents Program, Lexington, KY, USA) 

In series: Pediatrics, Child and Adolescent Health 
2017. 232 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53612-979-3. $160.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53612-980-9. $160.00. 

Multiple Sclerosis is one of the most common neurological disorders leading to disability. 

Many cases of Multiple Sclerosis are diagnosed late especially in young patients because 
providers are not considering it early in their assessment and differential diagnosis. This 

book will provide an additional resource to health care providers working with children 
and adolescents to facilitate increased awareness and earlier diagnosis and treatment. 
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Parkinson’s Disease: Awareness among Young Adults 

Ronald Chow, Jaclyn Viehweger, Michael Borean, Drew Hollenberg, and Joav Merrick, M.D. 

(Medical Director, Health Services, Division for Intellectual and Developmental Disabilities, 

Ministry of Social Affairs and Social Services, Jerusalem, Israel) 

In series: Disability Studies 
2017. 190 pp. 
Softcover: 978-1-53612-745-4. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-746-1. $95.00. 

Parkinson’s disease, first described by the English surgeon James Parkinson (1755-
1824) in 1817 as “shaking palsy”, is a neurodegenerative disorder that manifests 

symptoms such as resting tremor, muscular rigidity, bradykinesia and postural 

instability. These motor disorders have been extensively researched resulting in 
improved diagnostic accuracy and the development of robust rating scales and treatment 

strategies for symptoms. The treatment options for Parkinson’s disease are similar to 

those for Alzheimer’s disease, meaning that at this moment in time there does not exist 

a definitive cure that can reverse the progression of the disease. Young adults seem to 

be well aware of Alzheimer’s disease, but are they aware of Parkinson’s disease? Both 

of these diseases will become increasingly more prevalent in our aging world and young 
adults need to be prepared to care for family members who are struck by one, or both, 

diseases. In this book we document the assessment of the knowledge of young adults 

with respect to Parkinson’s disease across the globe. 

NEUROSCIENCE 

Amygdala: Mechanisms, Structure and Role in Disease 

Anina Manu 

In series: Neuroscience Research Progress 
2018. 119 pp. 
Softcover: 978-1-53613-895-5. $82.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-896-2. $82.00. 

Resilience is a construct that involves different responses of living animals to withstand challenges in the “internal milieu” 
and/or from the environment. In Amygdala: Mechanisms, Structure and Role in Disease, the authors analyze the concept of 

resilience and its occurrence, as well as introduce the terms "homeoresilience" and "alloresilience" for the modulatory 

responses evoked by stimuli of different types and intensities. These new concepts include the mechanisms that allow organic 
variables to return to homeostatic values or to be set over or below normal ranges of functioning. Following this, the authors 

suggest that wth a greater understanding of the structure and organization of the basal nucleus and its circuits, it may be 

possible to better localize specific functions that are impaired in psychiatric disorders associated with amygdala activity. In 
nonhuman and human primates, salience detection, social monitoring, and visually updating behavioral cues are some of the 

broader functions involving the basal nucleus along with neural networks that are engaged with the basal nucleus. 

Additionally, the central amygdala plays an integrative role in autonomic functions related to pain, and receives input from 
the outer layers of the trigeminal nucleus caudalis via the lateral parabrachial nucleus. A recent study showed that neurons 

in lateral parabrachial nucleus are activated more strongly by noxious stimulation of the face than of the hindpaw. 

Decompressive Craniectomy 

Bizhan Aarabi and J. Marc Simard (Department of Neurosurgery, 

Director of Neruotrauma, University of Maryland School of 

Medicine, Baltimore, MD, USA) 

In series: Surgery - Procedures, Complications, and Results 
2018. 478 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-180-2. $230.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-181-9. $230.00. 

Although decompressive craniectomy is a surgical procedure that has been with us for 

the past 100 years, its prognostic value in long-term outcomes remains doubtful and its 
use is at a crossroads. Three randomized trials and numerous cohorts, along with 

comparative studies over the past 15 years (as shown in the presented figure) have 

significantly improved our understanding of this simple surgical procedure. In writing 
this book, the authors not only tried to present state-of-the-art evidence describing the 

molecular and cellular cascades discovered during the past 40 years and current critical 
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care management of traumatic brain injury, but also found it very appropriate to consider the views of scientists who have 

contributed immensely in understanding the pathobiology of severe head injury (Simard and Fiskum). The current values of 
multimodality monitoring of neurochemical processes (Badjatia, Bullock) and the contribution of maximal medical 

management through guidelines (Stein, Ullman) help to understand how far research concerning the management of head 

injury has come. The authors deem it important to present the personal views of leading scientists who have conducted two 
high impact randomized controlled trials (Cooper, Hutchinson, Servadei and Sahuquillo) and the experiential views of 

decompressive craniectomy during the Operation Iraqi Freedom and Operation Enduring Freedom campaigns (Rosenfeld, 

Neal). Joint discussions of ethical views between the next of kin and surgeons as well as the value of informed consent 
constitute the ultimate objective before proceeding with the surgical procedure (Honeybul). The promise of the future, which 

hangs on additional imaging biomarkers with higher predictive values is presented in a systematic review (Aarabi) that 

stresses a clear view of the extent of rostral-caudal injury severity to the functional connectivity network, and the connectome 
on magnetic resonance imaging before proceeding with decompressive craniectomy in patients with low motor subscores. 

Food for Huntington’s Disease 

M. Mohamed Essa, T. Manivasagam, A. Justin Thenmozhi and Qazi Hamid (Dept. of Food 

Science and Nutrition, College of Agricultural and Marine Sciences, Sultan Qaboos University, 

Al-Khoud, Muscat, Sultanate of Oman) 

In series: Nutrition and Diet Research Progress 

In series: Neurodegenerative Diseases - Laboratory and Clinical Research 
2018. 296 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-854-2. $195.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-855-9. $195.00. 

Food and Huntington’s Disease is another book in a series of books related to the benefits of food on brain function. This 

book designates the possible beneficial effects of edible natural products and their active materials on Huntington’s disease. 
This is a progressive neurodegenerative disease that could cause uncontrolled movements, 

cognitive difficulties and emotional disturbances. The aim of this book and its series is to 

create awareness in general audiences about the dietary perception to reduce the 
occurrence of Huntington’s disease. This may enable a better understanding and possibly 

reduce the cost on medical bills for patients (approximately $4500/year/person) and the 

insurance companies. Literature revealed that this disturbing neurodegenerative disorder 
has a higher prevalence in Europe (3-7 in 100,000), North America (4-5 in 100,000), and 

Australia than in Asian countries. Studies suggest that mutation in the HD gene and the 

repeat expansion play an important role in the pathophysiology of this disease. The genetic 

defect underlying Huntington’s disease is unstable, caused by an abnormal CAG 

expansion within the first exon of the Huntingtin gene (HTT), leading to an expanded 

polyglutamine (polyQ) track in the HTT protein. This disease is an inherited one. Even 
though the prevalence rate is moderate, scientists predict that a lot of people possess the 

possibility of carrying this disease. Mitochondrial dysfunction and oxidative stress could 

very highly play a role in this disease. In the last decade, the benefits of food on many 
diseases – including brain diseases – were explored. This book aims to summarize the 

recent updates on the benefit of natural edible materials and their active principles on the 

prevention or delaying of the progression or the management of this disease. The editors feel highly obligated to all the 
contributors for this initiative. Undeniably, they believe that the information provided in this book would raise the awareness 

of the readers and could possibly help them to understand the disease process and the benefits of food items on Huntington’s’ 

disease management. 

Functional Neuroimaging Methods and Frontiers 

Yongxia Zhou, Ph.D. (University of Southern California, Los 

Angeles, CA, US and Columbia University, New York, NY, US) 

In series: Neuroscience Research Progress 
2018. 149 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53614-123-8. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53614-124-5. $95.00. 
Medical imaging grows to be a broad and modern scientific field. Imaging principles, 

methods and applications are important topics in this field. While applications and the 

generalization of techniques start with and rely on theoretical development and novel 
methodology, introduction and instructions of relatively new ideas, concepts and 

methods are of pivotal importance to students, beginners and general clinical 

practitioners in this field. Functional MRI (fMRI) has been widely used for the past 30 
years to investigate brain functional changes under physiologic challenges or disease 

conditions in contrast to a resting state. The physiological contributors to the fMRI signal 

changes include the blood-oxygenation-dependent level (BOLD) effect and in-flow 
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effect such as the increment in local CBF and arterial oxygenation. Improvement of spatiotemporal resolution of fMRI to 

enhance neuronal activity specificity and pinpoint the microvasculature activation is the ultimate goal. fMRI functional 
activity/connectivity and graph theory-based connectome analyses with a multiplex fast imaging technique are recently 

developed new techniques to provide both a whole-picture and regional specialization of brain resource utilization in a 

systematic way. The integration of neuroscience and mathematical as well as physical and physiological metrics also promote 
the innovation and applications of multi-modal imaging equipment development and multi-parametric utilizations in clinical 

environments, including disease diagnosis and treatment. The aim of this book is intended to provide a whole picture of new 

fMRI imaging methodological developments from principles to applications, to both beginners and experts in biomedical 
imaging and healthcare. Several fundamental principles and metrics including BOLD, microvasculature detection and 

fMRI/EEG coupling will be presented together with some new and up-to-date analytical methods. The conventional statistical 

methods and relatively new methods of wavelets, dynamic linear correlation coefficients, independent component analysis, 
EEG source imaging and multi-modal integration will be covered. The authors hope that this book will capture the interests 

of colleagues in the medical imaging field and could help convey the methodological, technical and developmental resources 
of neuroimaging applications. This book will provide the current state-of-the-art and frontiers of neuroimaging techniques 

in basic science and clinical neuroscience research. The authors will present some forefront and interesting multi-dimensional 

imaging techniques to serve as a textbook and reference manual in fMRI methodological training as well as in the research 
field. Several distinct imaging perspectives, including cutting-edge imaging methods from acquisition to data analysis as 

well as multi-modal and multi-parametric quantifications will be described. The relatively new and advanced principles and 

methods together with interesting examples and application demonstrations would hopefully contribute to the medical 
imaging teaching and research field and could help facilitate the generalization, interpretation and applications of the 

proposed neuroimaging methods. 

Horizons in Neuroscience Research. Volume 35 

Andres Costa and Eugenio Villalba 

In series: Horizons in Neuroscience Research 
2018. 259 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-286-1. $250.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-287-8. $250.00. 
In this compilation, the authors explore novel strategies for enhancing efficacy of SAHA in combination with other anti-

tumor drugs. Although SAHA is used against various types of cancer cells, it still does not show high efficacy as a 

monotherapy against solid tumors, therefore new strategies must be explored for induction of growth arrest, differentiation, 
and apoptosis in different preclinical models of glioblastoma. The authors go onto address motion-induced blindness, which 

occurs when a stationary foreground pattern is not or only partially perceived due to a moving background pattern although 

it is not obscured by the moving background pattern. Two studies are presented which illustrate the motion-induced blindness 

and spinning dancer paradigms. This book also examines childhood maltreatment, the most frequent form of trauma during 

early childhood. In people exposed to maltreatment in childhood, numerous neurobiological changes have been found, 

primarily in the neuroendocrine systems activated by stress, which include the function of the autonomous nervous system 
and the hypothalamic–pituitary–adrenal ax. Continuing, this book summarizes and discusses the findings of existing 

literature characterizing the normal biomechanics of the tibial nerve and comparing the normal biomechanics of this nerve 

against its biomechanics in the presence of pathology. This is done by synthesizing existing evidence on ultrasound applied 
in the study of different pathologies that can affect peripheral nerves, as well as the development of new procedures and 

technologies for a better nerve biomechanics characterization. A chapter is included which discusses the role of functional 

neuroimaging for research on ICDs and disinhibition in Parkinson’s Disease. Significant neuropsychological and 
neuroanatomical data is analyzed, focusing on the concept of “motor impulsivity” in terms of “disinhibition of prepotent 

responses”. Later, the authors present a study with the goal of making an accurate cell quantification of retinal ganglion cells 

by comparing two types of retrograde axonal transport in RGCs. The basics of neurobiology and neuropsychology, learning 
processes and forming of neural connections to the brain are presented. The current knowledge of vessel wall MRI in the 

assessment of intracranial aneurysms is also reviewed. This new technique offers the potential to assess both ruptured and 

unruptured aneurysms at the level of the wall and underlying pathology that has hitherto been impossible to do with standard 
luminal imaging techniques such as angiography. The concluding chapter summarizes the current knowledge on the timing, 

risk factors and management of aneurysmal rebleeding, as there remains significant controversy regarding the risk factors, 

pathophysiology and optimal treatment to prevent rebleeding. 

Metabotropic Glutamate Receptors: Classification, Structure and Roles in Disease 

Jordan O'Keeffe 

In series: Neuroscience Research Progress 
2018. 176 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-676-0. $95.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-677-7. $95.00. 

Metabotropic Glutamate Receptors: Classification, Structure and Roles in Disease focuses on Glutamate (Glu), a 

neurotransmitter/neuromodulator the most widely present in neurons of excitatory pathways, both in the central and 
peripheral nervous system. The authors present and discuss the molecular structure of some glutamatergic receptors, their 

distribution, specificity and molecular mechanisms of the physiological and pathological effects of Glu in health and illness. 

The specific and nonspecific agonist/antagonist receptors utility are also discussed. Following this, the recent outcomes on 
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the role of mGlu7 and mGlu8 receptors on pain transmission and affective/cognitive disorders are summarized. Particular 

emphasis is placed on their modulation within the antinociceptive descending system, an endogenous anatomical substrate 
whose pharmacological manipulation may strategically silence pain. In the concluding chapter, the authors reviewed the 

roles of Metabotropic Glutamate Receptors (mGluRs) and their related signal transduction pathways or interacting proteins 

in the pathogenesis of the status epilepticus and temporal lobe epilepsy. Some novel therapeutical drug targets for controlling 
epilepsy and epileptogenesis are proposed. 

Peripheral Nerve Injury and Pain: Epidemiology, Mechanisms, Rehabilitation and Treatment 

Guidelines 

Albert Leung, M.D. (Center for Pain Medicine, School of Medicine, University of California, 

San Diego, CA, US) 

In series: Neuroscience Research Progress 
2018. 277 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-992-1. $160.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-993-8. $160.00. 

Post-traumatic peripheral neuropathic pain (PTP-NP) is a common debilitating neuropathic pain condition. After certain 
types of physical trauma or surgical procedures, the prevalence of PTP-NP can exceed 60%. Clinically, a significant degree 

of pain with altered sensitivity at the area of the trauma or within the distribution of the affected peripheral nerve(s) has been 

the hallmark of PTP-NP. In this chapter, the authors review the epidemiology, economic impact, and major causes of PTP-
NP. Detailed neuronal, cellular and molecular mechanisms leading to the development of PTP-NP are discussed. In addition, 

the authors explore the current available pharmacological and non-pharmacological treatment options, as well as the direction 

for future research and treatment development. While you may find the content of some chapters overlapping with others, 
they collectively serve as a comprehensive resource to reinforce your understanding in this common chronic pain condition 

and enhance your ability in managing patients living with this debilitating condition. The editor thanks all contributing 

authors for their work and Ms. Mellissa Medeiros for her editing effort. He dedicates this book to his late mother, Dr. Haidy 
J. Fung (1939-2018), for inspiring his interest in medicine. 

Psychobiological, Clinical, and Educational Aspects of Giftedness 

Ignacio González-Burgos, Ph.D. (Senior Researcher, Laboratorio de Psicobiología, el División 

de Neurociencias, Centro de Investigación Biomédica de Occidente, Instituto Mexicano del 

Seguro Social, Ciudad de México, Mexico) 

In series: Neuroscience Research Progress 
2018. 239 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-051-5. $160.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-052-2. $160.00. 
General estimations propose that 3-5% of the child population worldwide shows different 

degrees of giftedness for performing of outstanding talents. Giftedness is thought to 

represent an advantage for social adaptation due to the higher intellectual capabilities over 
average people. However, several studies show that eminent adults are significantly less 

than gifted children, suggesting that a great number of talented children are lost. On the 

other hand, gifted children often show several psychosocial abnormalities such as social 
isolation (which likely leads to eventual depressive disorders), aggressive behavior 

(commonly related to incomprehension by close relatives), bullying and a varying degrees 

of academic performance among other stressors related with scholarly life. Giftedness is 
frequently confused with some psychopathological alterations; the subsequent medication 

is a clinical action with unpredictable consequences that may affect the outstanding talents 

and general mental health of gifted children. These and other biopsychosocial factors make 
gifted children (and adults) a vulnerable social group. Thus, based on the relatively scarce 

scientific literature related to giftedness, the content of this book aims to integrate the 

factors of some of the neurobiological, psychological, social, and educational aspects 
related to giftedness into common knowledge, and it may also be useful for professionals 

dedicated to the scientific study and clinical or educational attention of gifted children. 
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Synaptic Plasticity: Roles, Research and Insights 

Sraboni Chaudhury (Research Investigator, Molecular and 

Behavioral Neuroscience Institute, University of Michigan, Ann 

Arbor, MI, USA) 

In series: Neuroscience Research Progress 
2018. 305 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-606-7. $195.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-607-4. $195.00. 

Synapse formation is the one of the unique features of brain cells (neurons), and synaptic 
plasticity remains the most pivotal function of the brain in response to synaptic activity by 

either intrinsic or extrinsic factor. Synaptic plasticity allows the brain to modulate wiring 

by regulating growth factors or neurotransmitters in response to any internal or external 
activity. Thus, alteration in synaptic plasticity in many brain regions allows the brain to 

modify several higher cognitive functions including learning and memory. In recent years, 

it has been observed that in many brain disorders there is a disruption in the genes as well 

as pre- and post-synaptic mechanisms which contribute to synaptic plasticity. This book 

will give an overview of the fundamentals of synaptic plasticity in terms of its function in regulating growth factors, 

neurotransmitters and various associated receptors. It also summarizes the functional implication of disruption in synaptic 
plasticity in various disease conditions including neurodevelopmental diseases, psychiatric disorders, epilepsy, etc. It also 

highlights new advancements in terms of tools and techniques to understand synaptic plasticity. The advancement in 

techniques of microscopy, optogenetic and several electrophysiological techniques will help us in understanding synaptic 
plasticity in several brain regions, which will better explain the function of synaptic plasticity in different conditions including 

brain disorders. 

NUTRITION 

Flour: Production, Varieties and Nutrition 

María Dolores Torres Pérez (Department of Chemical Engineering and Biotechnology, 

University of Cambridge, Cambridge,  UK) 

In series: Food Science and Technology 

In series: Nutrition and Diet Research Progress 
2018. 360 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-761-3. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-762-0. $230.00. 
Flour: Production, Varieties and Nutrition has been divided into fifteen chapters. The prestigious authors of this volume 

discuss traditional and alternative flours for different application fields, covering a broad range of gluten and novel gluten-

free flours. The fifteen chapters include discussions on a wide range of topics such as 
gluten-containing flours versus alternative gluten-free flours; burdock (Arctium lappa, 

L) root flour production: technological, nutritional, and functional characterizations; the 

nutritional and functional properties of wheat; in vitro starch digestibility of snack bars 
formulated with green banana (Musa acuminata × balbisiana ABB cv. Awak) flour; 

Betel (Piper betle L.) leaves flour: production, nutritional quality, physico-chemical, 

and functional properties; characterization of banana (Musa acuminata × balbisiana 
ABB cv. AWAK) pseudo-stem flour; oyster mushroom flour and its composite steamed 

bun: nutritional quality, physical properties, and sensory acceptability aspects; 

composite flour as a promising new approach for improving nutritional values of food 

products and its challenges on product quality; Chinese steamed bread and novel wheat 

products; whole grain wheat flour: definitions, production, nutritional, technological 

and microbiological aspects for application in bakery and pasta products; flour: 
production, varieties and nutrition; mesquite (Prosopis alba) flour: composition and use 

in breadmaking; flour: nutritional composition and functional properties of nutsedge 

(Cyperus esculentus l.) varieties; nutritional value of cereal flours; and vegetable waste 
as raw material for flours: functional and nutritional value and its application. 
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Food for Huntington’s Disease 

M. Mohamed Essa, T. Manivasagam, A. Justin Thenmozhi and Qazi Hamid (Dept. of Food 

Science and Nutrition, College of Agricultural and Marine Sciences, Sultan Qaboos University, 

Al-Khoud, Muscat, Sultanate of Oman) 

In series: Nutrition and Diet Research Progress 

In series: Neurodegenerative Diseases - Laboratory and Clinical Research 
2018. 296 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-854-2. $195.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-855-9. $195.00. 

Food and Huntington’s Disease is another book in a series of books related to the benefits 
of food on brain function. This book designates the possible beneficial effects of edible 

natural products and their active materials on Huntington’s disease. This is a progressive 

neurodegenerative disease that could cause uncontrolled movements, cognitive difficulties 
and emotional disturbances. The aim of this book and its series is to create awareness in 

general audiences about the dietary perception to reduce the occurrence of Huntington’s 

disease. This may enable a better understanding and possibly reduce the cost on medical 

bills for patients (approximately $4500/year/person) and the insurance companies. 

Literature revealed that this disturbing neurodegenerative disorder has a higher prevalence 
in Europe (3-7 in 100,000), North America (4-5 in 100,000), and Australia than in Asian 

countries. Studies suggest that mutation in the HD gene and the repeat expansion play an 

important role in the pathophysiology of this disease. The genetic defect underlying 
Huntington’s disease is unstable, caused by an abnormal CAG expansion within the first 

exon of the Huntingtin gene (HTT), leading to an expanded polyglutamine (polyQ) track 

in the HTT protein. This disease is an inherited one. Even though the prevalence rate is 
moderate, scientists predict that a lot of people possess the possibility of carrying this 

disease. Mitochondrial dysfunction and oxidative stress could very highly play a role in 

this disease. In the last decade, the benefits of food on many diseases – including brain 
diseases – were explored. This book aims to summarize the recent updates on the benefit of natural edible materials and their 

active principles on the prevention or delaying of the progression or the management of this disease. The editors feel highly 

obligated to all the contributors for this initiative. Undeniably, they believe that the information provided in this book would 
raise the awareness of the readers and could possibly help them to understand the disease process and the benefits of food 

items on Huntington’s’ disease management. 

Fruit and Vegetable Consumption and Health: New Research 

Noboru Motohashi (Former Professor and Director, Meiji Pharmaceutical University, Tokyo, 

Japan) 

In series: Food and Beverage Consumption and Health 
2018. 269 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-885-6. $195.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-886-3. $195.00. 

It is becoming clear that incorporating vegetables and fruits into everyday meals is essential for human health maintenance 
from many experiments. Vegetables and fruits have been found to contain a variety of 

functional ingredients in addition to the three major nutrients. These functional ingredients 

are involved in digestive enzymatic degradation, detoxification and obesity prevention. 
This book mainly describes the effects, preventions and treatments of phytochemicals: 

Chapter 1: “Medicinal Phytochemicals (Dietary Fibers) and Health Effects in Fruits and 

Vegetables”; Chapter 2: “Fresh Fruit and Vegetable Bacteria: Diversity, Antibiotic 
Resistance and Their Possible Contribution to Gut Microbiota”; Chapter 3: “Fruits and 

Vegetables Consumption and Their Effects on Human Health: Current Research in 

Malaysia”; Chapter 4: “Fruit and Vegetable Consumption: A Case Study of Food Culture 
vis-à-vis Health Awareness among the Students of the University of Johannesburg, South 

Africa”; Chapter 5: “Eating Three Portions of Fruit per Day: The Role of Gender in the 

Theory of Planned Behaviour”; and Chapter 6: “New Design Solutions with an Inventive 
Step for the Chambers of Fruit and Vegetable Warehouses”. These chapters will provide 

more advanced information to researches for developing new drug designs of 

phytochemicals. 
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Pomegranate: Cultivation, Composition, Antioxidant Properties, and Health Benefits 

Rafat A. Siddiqui, Ph.D. (Food Chemistry and Nutrition Science, Agricultural Research 

Station, Virginia State University, Petersburg, VA, US) and Mohammed Akbar, Ph.D. (Section 

on Transmitter Signaling, Laboratory of Molecular Physiology, National Institute on Alcohol 

Abuse and Alcoholism, National Institutes of Health, Rockville, MD, US) 

In series: Food Science and Technology 
2018. 333 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53614-119-1. $195.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53614-120-7. $195.00. 

Recently for the prevention and treatment of many neurologic, metabolic and other chronic diseases, the focus has shifted 

from allopathic Western medicine to alternative and complementary medicine in many countries including the United States 
of America. In fact, some dietary supplements including herbs, vegetables, nuts and fruits have demonstrated promising 

outcomes in improving human health. Among them, pomegranate is one of the exotic fruits that has been known for its 

valuable effects. Pomegranate (Punica granatum), one of the oldest known fruits belongs to the family Lythraceae. It is 
believed to have originated in Persia and have several varieties. At present, pomegranates are grown in many Middle Eastern, 

Asian, European and other Western countries, including the United States of America. Pomegranates have been used for 

thousands of years in treating a wide variety of diseases in ancient times and currently used to treat many complications, 
including; pregnancy, coronary heart disease, atherosclerosis, prostate cancer and male infertility. The beneficial effects of 

pomegranate have been revealed in the writings of many cultures and religions, since they were grown in abundance in all 

ancient civilizations. Pomegranates have been appreciated for their beautiful color and flavor, and health benefits since 
ancient times. The edible juicy ruby red arils are full of antioxidants and are considered the healthiest part of the fruit. 

Fortunately, the century-old description of the pomegranate as a healthy fruit among all others still holds its integrity due to 

the presence of antioxidants, vitamins B6 and C, minerals, andfiber. Accumulated evidence suggests that naturally occurring 
phytocompounds, such as polyphenolic antioxidants found in pomegranate may potentially hinder neurodegeneration and 

improve memory, cognition and other brain functions. The effects of pomegranate as a medicine in neurological and other 

diseases are discussed in this book. This book will benefit students at various levels of academia, scientists in several 
disciplines (such as alternative medicine, nutrition, neuroscience, agriculture, food science, and medicine) and many others 

interested in this discipline. This book may become a part of the curriculum at various universities globally. 

Quick and Easy: The Origin and Meanings of Fast Food 

Marcel Danesi, Ph.D. (University of Toronto, Toronto, Ontario, Canada) 

In series: Food Science and Technology 
2018. 132 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-315-8. $82.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-316-5. $82.00. 
Food, no matter of what kind, is a substance required for survival. Stripped of any cultural 

meanings, it is a primary means of biological nourishment and sustenance. But in a 

cultural context, the types of food, how they are eaten, what social rituals are involved in 
etiquette, and so on, take on a greater value. In other words, outside of a survival context, 

food is much more than substance for ensuring such survival. It constitutes a meaning 

system imbued with subtle unconscious cultural connotations of all kinds. We eat, first 
and foremost, to survive. But in a social ambiance, food takes on significance that 

transcends this biological function, affecting even our perceptions of edibility. In 

America, we do not normally eat insects, by and large, even though they would provide 
nourishment. We do not eat them because of the negative perceptions and emotions we 

have projected onto insects. In other cultures, insects are often considered to be a 

delicacy. Clearly, food tastes are cultural tastes. So, where does the fast food 
phenomenon fit into this line of reasoning, given that it seems to go against historically-

based cultural systems of meaning? This book will attempt to answer this question by 

examining the origin, evolution and meanings of the fast food phenomenon, from its 
neurological and social meanings to its recreational ones. Does the contemporary penchant for fast food exist in the brain, or 

is it a fabrication of a consumerist culture gone insane, as the movie The Gods Must Be Crazy so eloquently and satirically 
emphasized? Much has been written about the phenomenon of fast food, given the importance of eating to health and cultural 

identity. The goal in this book is to go in a slightly different, but hopefully significant, direction; namely, to examine the 

meanings of fast food in relation to the birth and spread of mass consumerist society, and its role in future societies. Fast 
food originated in amusement and circus culture, but it soon spread to society via urbanization, the automobile, and the need 

for “quick and easy” solutions to almost everything, including the preparation and eating of food. The book argues that, in 

the end, we are what we have made ourselves to be. Fast food is of our own making, not something imposed cleverly by 
some master capitalist plan. We eat it because it is tasty and easily prepared. The cultural meanings of fast food might even 

be intertwined with an innate pleasure principle, into which fast foods seem to tap rather effectively. Above all else, fast food 

is a mirror of the contemporary world’s penchant for a quick-and-easy approach to virtually everything, for better or worse. 
Given its proliferation to all sectors and levels of society, fast food has changed the social paradigm of eating everywhere. 

The book will conclude by assessing what the implications of this paradigm for the future are. 
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Science, Technology and Application of Folic Acid Encapsulation 

Honest Sindile Madziva and Kasipathy Kailasapathy (Western Sydney University, Penrith, 

Australia) 

In series: Nutrition and Diet Research Progress 
2018. 226 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53614-007-1. $160.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53614-008-8. $160.00. 
Most naturally occurring folate derivatives in foods are highly sensitive to temperature, 

oxygen, and light, and their functionality is affected by food processing. Their stability is 

also pH dependant. Further alternative strategies to fortify and increase the level of folates 
through starter culture selection, combination, metabolic bioengineering as well as 

improved storage and cooking methods have failed to yield high enough dietary folates. 

The enrichment of flour as a nutritional intervention programme to try and correct 
problems of folic acid deficiency such as neural tube defects has been put in place; it is the 

first attempt to design functional foods that could alleviate folate deficiency. Currently, 

mandatory fortification of grain and other foods with rich folates are in place. Clearly, the 

use of fortification has immense potential health benefits over the recent decades as 

advancements of science recognised the importance of this vitamin in alleviating a number 

of developmental and degenerative disorders. Folate is of great interest and of great clinical 
value, a veritable panacea among functional foods and nutraceuticals. A large number of 

health benefits are associated with regular folic acid consumption either in its natural form 

or supplements. This book elaborates an alternative approach to protect and stabilise the 
bio-functionality of folic acid through a novel and robust microencapsulation technique. It 

contains comprehensive science and technology information on folic acid that describes 

how to protect it from natural plant sources during processing through novel encapsulation techniques and to produce 
innovative and smart foods and supplements. This book is suited for researchers in food and pharmaceutical industries and 

universities as well as for postgraduate research students in foods and supplements. This book is a suitable research and 
textbook for advanced vitamins, food supplements and nutraceuticals, and highly recommended for university and research 

institution. 

Solanaceae: Cultivation, Nutrition and Health 

Isabelle Sousa Rocha 

In series: Plant Science Research and Practices 
2018. 125 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-268-7. $82.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-269-4. $82.00. 
In Solanaceae: Cultivation, Nutrition and Health, the authors first set out to demonstrate how utilization of soil amendments 

in agricultural systems is an inexpensive means for limited-resource farmers looking for improvements in crop yield and 

quality to satisfy consumer needs of healthy food. A separate study considers the variety of biological activities, together 
with the nutritional composition and low cytotoxicity, of the mature fruits of S. lycocarpum in order to demonstrate that they 

represent an important food source with chemopreventive and therapeutic properties. Next, the total phenolic and flavonoid 

content, antioxidant, antibacterial, and allelopathic activities of methanol extract and fractions from ripe fruits of S. 
lycocarpum were studied to provide knowledge on the total phenolic and total flavonoid content in the methanol extract and 

fractions, as well as the antioxidant, antibacterial, and allelopathic activities. Afterwards, the oils, fatty acids, and methyl 

esters from S. lycocarpum fruits were evaluated for their antioxidant potential and allelopathic activity. The allelopathic 
effect against the seedlings of Lactuca sativa and Allium cepa showed promising results, with predominant effects of growth 

inhibition of hypocotyls and radicles in the lower concentration tested. In the concluding study, the effects of the ethanol 

extract and hydroethanol fraction of S. lycocarpum leaves on the growth of the Ehrlich experimental tumor were evaluated 
using three experimental groups. 

Terpenes: Biosynthesis, Applications and Research 

Albin Bjarke 

In series: Chemistry Research and Applications 
2018. 191 pp. 
Softcover: 978-1-53613-622-7. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-623-4. $95.00. 

In this collection, terpenes in oregano, mainly represented by the essential oils, are extensively documented for their 
antimicrobial, antifungal, antiviral, antioxidant, anti-inflammatory and anticancer properties, with the goal of describing the 

biological properties of terpenes from oregano and their mechanism of action. Next, the authors focus on solid acid catalysts 

as potential heterogeneous catalysts for terpenes conversion into fragrances and flavours, replacing homogenous ones. 
Different reactions, such hydration, alkoxylation, esterification, isomerization and cyclization of terpenes over heterogenous 

catalyts will be reviewed. Afterwards, turpentine (consisting of the volatile terpenes fraction from conifer wood) is analyzed 

because of its place as the most widely produced essential oil. Lastly, the authors discusses the effects of terpene-rich essential 
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oils. Although several studies describe the cardioprotective effects of these essential oils, a systematic review is lacking. 

Therefore, a compilation of these studies is presented with special focus on the hypotensive, vasorelaxant, modulation of ion 
channels, anti-dyslipidaemic, and antiplatelet aggregation effects as well as the protective effects against myocardial 

infarction. 

The Diversified Benefits of Cocoa and Chocolate 

Bonifacia Zayas Espinal 

In series: Food Science and Technology 
2018. 172 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-258-8. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-259-5. $95.00. 
The Diversified Benefits of Cocoa and Chocolate presents the different available methodologies for analysis, quantification, 

isolation, purification, and structure elucidation of polyphenols in cocoa and cocoa-derived products are reviewed. Taking 

into account that there is evidence that demonstrates that the bioactivity of flavanols is significantly influenced by their 
stereochemical configuration, enantioselective methods have also been included such as chiral capillary electrophoresis, 

micellar electrokinetic chromatography and ultra-performance liquid chromatography. The authors state that about forty 

million people die annually as a consequence of noncommunicable diseases accounting for approximately 70% of all death 

globally. Therefore, the current research concerning the benefits of dark chocolate regarding noncommunicable diseases and 

the associated risk factors is examined. Following this, the authors introduce chocolate as a cocoa carrier of probiotics and 
bioactive whey protein hydrolysate. This research examined the influence of additional ingredients on the functional 

properties and rheology of the final product. Another study is included with the objective of exploring the potential of NIR 

usage for monitoring the cocoa powder and sugar mixtures composition. Based on the obtained results, NIRs analysis in 
combination with the PCA and the PLS has proved to be an adequate, fast and non-invasive method for the cocoa powder 

drink mix composition prediction. A separate study attempts to confirm the relationship between increased pollinator 

abundance and higher yields of cocoa pods at one locality in Costa Rica. While cocoa pollination can depend upon a diverse 
array of ceratopogonid midges, in this study, one species Forcipomyia youngii, dominated the samples. Research is included 

with the aim of assessing the proteins contents, digestibility, and amino acid profile of the milled cocoa bean husks from the 

roasted cocoa, and to propose it as an ingredient for PKU food formulations. The authors determine that Cocoa can be used 
as a raw material in products destined for special regimes, after verification of its microbiological safety. The final study 

examined and compared the content of total polyphenols, minerals (potassium, calcium, magnesium, iron, zinc, copper, 

manganese), total dietary fiber and soluble dietary fiber in in different chocolate products collected from the market. 

The Uses of Cocoa and Cupuaçu Byproducts in Industry, Health, and Gastronomy 

Elevina Eduviges Pérez Sira (Full Professor, Instituto de Ciencia y Tecnología de Alimentos, 

Facultad de Ciencias, Universidad Central de Venezuela, Caracas, Venezuela) 

In series: Food Science and Technology 
2018. 335 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-456-8. $160.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-457-5. $160.00. 
This book compiles technical, chemical and nutritional information in regards to the main 

species of the Theobroma genus, T. cacao and T. grandiflorum. The use of Theobroma 

cacao processing residues (pod and bean husks) as organic fertilizers, ingredients for 
animal feeding, sources of enzymes, fiber, hydrocolloids, and antioxidants, industrial 

biosorbents, and polymers for foams to formulate culture media, such as alkalis for soap 

production and as phenylalanine-free ingredients are discussed. T. cacao and T. 
grandiflorum phytochemical composition changes during processing and its importance 

on consumer health is stressed in order to contribute to clarify phytochemical function, 

their chemical structure, and how post-harvest processing could change them. The 
innovative use of chocolate as a carrier of encapsulated probiotics is also discussed. The 

development and application of the micro-encapsulation to increase the resistance of 

probiotic strains in chocolate-based matrices, uses of the main probiotic strains in the 
production of chocolates and derivatives, research involving the incorporation of 

probiotics in chocolates, and related products and symbiotic chocolates and future 

prospects in this area are all emphsized. The correlation between the consumption of cocoa 
and chocolate and human health is stressed, and experimental studies that have pointed out 

the beneficial effects of cocoa and dark chocolate consumption are compiled and discussed. This book reports research that 

clearly demonstrates that cocoa components have an important antioxidant, anti-inflammatory and photo-protective role in 
pathologies (cognitive impairment, inflammatory bowel disease, dental health, skin photo-protection, and cancer) in which 

inflammation is one of the main features. Byproducts from the Theobroma genus are without a doubt one of the main 

ingredients in the gastronomic and food styling area. This book compiles recipes of both salty and sweet cuisine, as well as 
beverages prepared with ingredients from T. cacao and T. grandiflorum. The recipes are detailed with their correspondent 

nutritional information. This research shows that the versatility of products from Theobroma cacao and Theobroma 

grandiflorum are traditional, yet contemporary in a variety of beautiful and fancy dishes in gourmet cuisine. 
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OBSTETRICS AND GYNECOLOGY 

Alpha Lipoic Acid: New Perspectives and Clinical Use in Obstetrics and Gynecology 

Vittorio Unfer (A.G.UN.CO Obstetrics and Gynecology Center, Rome, Italy) 

In series: Therapeutic Approaches in Common Obstetrics and 

Gynecological Disorders 
2018. 248 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-592-3. $160.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-593-0. $160.00. 

Alpha Lipoic Acid: New Perspectives and Clinical Use in Obstetrics and Gynecology 

focuses on the rationale of Alpha-lipoic Acid (ALA) use in the field of maternal-fetal 
medicine and its clinical applications. So far, the use of ALA is promising in several 

conditions which involve inflammation, oxidation, and tissue damage in their 
pathophysiology. Indeed, several studies provide a reliable amount of data related to the 

therapeutic use of ALA in different disorders such as cancer, neurodegenerative diseases, 

diabetes, tissue regeneration, ischemia–reperfusion injury, and aging. According to the 
multiple actions of ALA and its safe profile, the book provides valuable updates regarding 

the positive role of ALA supplementation from implantation to parturition, and includes 

research and information from newer published studies in this field. The rationale of ALA 
use in obstetrics, the current preclinical and clinical evidences on the administration of 

ALA to maintain the physiological state of pregnancy and treat pathological conditions 

such as threatened miscarriage, and preterm delivery represent the core of this composition. In addition, to contain the core 
science of ALA in pregnancy, this book is designed to serve both as a valuable clinical reference for the obstetricians and as 

a starting point for the development of new experimental and clinical studies on the use of ALA in pregnancy. 

Breast Surgery: Indications and Techniques 

Ciro Comparetto and Franco Borruto (Division of Obstetrics and 

Gynecology, Azienda USL Toscana Centro, City Hospital, Prato, 

Italy) 

In series: Obstetrics and Gynecology Advances 
2018. 300 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-489-6. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-490-2. $230.00. 
Breast surgery is the surgical treatment of breast diseases. Its fields of application are 

particularly breast cancer therapy and the plastic-reconstructive time that follows. 

Oncological surgery is one of the most important stages of breast cancer therapy. The 
history of breast interventions, known since ancient times, has been marked by several 

moments coincident with the evolution of medical knowledge and with some important 

discoveries in this field. After thousands of years, this allowed for a type of intervention 
that, in the utmost respect for physical integrity, offers women a concrete chance of 

healing. The outcome of breast cancer surgery, with respect to cosmetic results, loco-regional control, and prognostic 
information from nodal staging may vary substantially. Optimal breast cancer care starts with a proper surgical act, which 

can only be performed when optimal imaging and preoperative diagnosis are available. Next, on the basis of all perioperative 

findings, the right surgical procedure should be indicated after multidisciplinary consultation and discussion, keeping the 
objective of the final outcome in mind. The surgical act itself is best performed by an 

experienced surgeon who has maintained their experience after sufficient training. The 

outcome of the different procedures can be measured according to simple criteria and 
prospective registration. 

Cursed? Biologic and Cultural Aspects of the Menstrual Cycle and 

Menstruation 

Elizabeth R. Bertone-Johnson (Department of Biostatistics and 

Epidemiology, Director of the Center for Research and Education in 

Women’s Health, University of Massachusetts, Amherst, MA, US) 

In series: Medicine and Biology Research Developments 
2018. 266 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-402-5. $160.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-403-2. $160.00. 
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Historically a taboo subject, the menstrual cycle has had a profound impact on women’s lives throughout history. Cursed? 

Biologic and Cultural Aspects of the Menstrual Cycle and Menstruation explores in detail how menstruation and the 
menstrual cycle affect the lives of girls and women around the world. In addition to presenting current research on biologic 

and health issues surrounding menstruation and menstrual cycle function, authors discuss how menstruation directly impacts 

culture, art, feminism and gender politics, education and global development. Questions addressed include: • Does diet 
influence when menstruation first starts? • Are women who regularly experience premenstrual symptoms potentially at higher 

risk for cardiovascular disease? • How do modifiable factors such as diet affect ovarian aging and menopause timing? • How 

does menstruation limit girls’ access to education in developing countries? • How do third-wave feminists counter menstrual 
taboo through art and activism? This collection of essays and original research articles offers a comprehensive perspective 

of the undeniable importance of the menstrual cycle in women’s lives. 

Endometrial Cancer: Risk Factors, Management and Prognosis 

Simone Ferrero, M.D., Ph.D. (Department of Neurosciences, 

Rehabilitation, Ophthalmology, Genetics, Maternal and Child Health 

(DiNOGMI), University of Genova, Genoa, Italy) 

In series: Cancer Etiology, Diagnosis and Treatments 
2018. 361 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-887-0. $195.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-888-7. $195.00. 

Endometrial cancer is the most common gynecological cancer and the sixth cause of cancer 

in developed countries. The findings that EC is a heterogeneous group of tumors with 
distinct risk factors and histopathological features, together with our improved 

understanding of its molecular mechanism has paved the way to the investigation of new 

surgical and medical therapies. The aim of this book is to give a complete overview on risk 
factors, pre-operative methods and management of endometrial cancer. The authors hope 

that this book will be a useful tool for any health provider involved in gynecological cancer 

care. 

Postpartum Hemorrhage and Cesarean Section: Complications of Labor and Delivery 

Dallas Brewer 

In series: Obstetrics and Gynecology Advances 
2018. 111 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53614-000-2. $82.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53614-001-9. $82.00. 

In this collection, a combined method of preventing and stopping a postpartum obstetric hemorrhage is proposed, involving 

surgical hemostasis by ligation of the descending branch of the uterine artery and placement of a hemostatic external 
supraplacental pleated suture, as well as mechanical compression of the uterine cavity with both vaginal and uterine 

Zhukovsky catheters, and coagulopathy management using thromboelastography (TEG). Uterine hemostatic sutures and their 

advantages and disadvantages are described in detail, and the benefits of the innovative external supraplacental pleated suture 
are discussed. Intrauterine balloon tamponade (IUBT) devices have been shown to to be an effective management for severe 

postpartum hemorrhage (PPH) resulting from uterine atony as well as placental site bleeding. IUBT have now been 
incorporated into standard protocols for management of severe PPH as a second line conservative surgical procedure due to 

its simplicity and relatively non-invasive nature. In recent decades, the use of second line procedures has rapidly increased 

and the effectiveness of these second-line procedures in reducing hysterectomy has been demonstrated in literature. Among 
these various second line procedures, the use of uterine balloon tamponade increased most rapidly. Balloon tamponade is 

less invasive and easier to apply than other second line management. Intrauterine balloon tamponade should probably be the 

first second-line procedure to consider in management of severe PPH. Lastly, the book discusses how anesthesia in pregnant 
women with rare diseases is challenging. Because of the low occurrence and heterogeneity of these diseases, most 

anesthesiologists are not familiar with the symptomatology, associated comorbidities, and their consequences for anesthesia. 

The authors suggest that peroperative monitoring should primarily focus on the cardiopulmonary system, the depth of the 

neuromuscular block, and the core temperature. Because of the high risk of respiratory depression following general 

anesthesia in patients with rare diseases, these patients should be closely monitored during the postoperative period, with an 

emphasis on complete reversal of neuromuscular blockade. 
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ONCOLOGY 

Adjuvant Chemotherapy: Current Practices, Efficacy and Future 

Directions 

Yasushi Tsuji, M.D., Ph.D. (KKR Sapporo Medical Center, Tonan 

Hospital, Chuo-ku Sapporo, Hokkaido, Japan) 

In series: Cancer Etiology, Diagnosis and Treatments 
2018. 335 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-933-4. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-934-1. $230.00. 
In the age of constant knowledge via computer accessibility, the effort to write a book on 

adjuvant chemotherapy may seem almost futile. However, the information seen online is 

usually fragmented, without context, and often somewhat unreliable. This book aims to 
provide a handy and reliable reference to better understand both the current situation and 

the future directions in the field of adjuvant chemotherapy. Its ten chapters covering major 
cancers were written by prominent researchers with decades of experience in clinical 

settings as well as in related fields of research. Owing mostly to the development of novel 

cancer drugs, cytotoxic agents, targeting agents and immune check point inhibitors, the prognosis of all cancers has markedly 
improved. On the other hand, determining the best way to use these drugs is becoming more and more complicated, and most 

patients after recurrence are still unlikely to be cured. Carefully planned and meticulously executed surgery, appropriate 

adjuvant chemotherapy and radiotherapy still play major roles in treatment, and they can significantly increase cure rates, 
especially in the advanced stages. This book contains a wealth of the latest international data and detailed information assist 

professionals in making the best possible decisions regarding specific and patient-oriented treatments. From the general 

introduction to the principles of adjuvant chemotherapy in chapter one to all the details in 
the chapters covering specific cancers, we hope this book will inspire veterans in the field 

with new ideas and help to guide and educate young doctors and researchers, all towards 

the ultimate goal of providing better care for our patients. 

Bladder Cancer: Research Advances and Clinical Challenges 

Ja Hyeon Ku, M.D., Ph.D. (Department of Urology, Seoul National 

University Hospital, Yongon Dong, Jongno Ku, Seoul, Korea) 

In series: Cancer Etiology, Diagnosis and Treatments 
2018. 271 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-354-7. $195.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-353-0. $195.00. 
Bladder cancer is the fifth most common cancer with an estimated 60,490 new cases and 

12,240 deaths expected for 2017 in the US alone. The diagnosis and treatment of bladder 

cancer in the current era is in the midst of a revolution. Recent research has focused on the 
evaluation of genetic markers to provide diagnostic and prognostic information in bladder 

cancer. In recent years, systemic therapies using a variety of immunotherapeutic strategies have evolved for the treatment of 

urothelial carcinoma. Bladder Cancer: Research Advances and Clinical Challenges is a textbook on bladder cancer written 
by leading world experts in the field. This new book presents the latest research in this field. It has ten chapters that discuss 

a wide variety of the most important topics, including: cancer stem cells; molecular biomarkers; cancer detection and 

monitoring; clinical prognostication; immune checkpoint inhibitors; etc. It will equally be appreciated by urologists as well 
as scientists. The editor hopes that this book will offer the most contemporary and useful 

information for specialists involved in bladder cancer. 

Breast Surgery: Indications and Techniques 

Ciro Comparetto and Franco Borruto (Division of Obstetrics and 

Gynecology, Azienda USL Toscana Centro, City Hospital, Prato, 

Italy) 

In series: Obstetrics and Gynecology Advances 
2018. 300 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-489-6. $230.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-490-2. $230.00. 

Breast surgery is the surgical treatment of breast diseases. Its fields of application are 

particularly breast cancer therapy and the plastic-reconstructive time that follows. 
Oncological surgery is one of the most important stages of breast cancer therapy. The 

history of breast interventions, known since ancient times, has been marked by several 
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moments coincident with the evolution of medical knowledge and with some important discoveries in this field. After 

thousands of years, this allowed for a type of intervention that, in the utmost respect for physical integrity, offers women a 
concrete chance of healing. The outcome of breast cancer surgery, with respect to cosmetic results, loco-regional control, 

and prognostic information from nodal staging may vary substantially. Optimal breast cancer care starts with a proper surgical 

act, which can only be performed when optimal imaging and preoperative diagnosis are available. Next, on the basis of all 
perioperative findings, the right surgical procedure should be indicated after multidisciplinary consultation and discussion, 

keeping the objective of the final outcome in mind. The surgical act itself is best performed by an experienced surgeon who 

has maintained their experience after sufficient training. The outcome of the different procedures can be measured according 
to simple criteria and prospective registration. 

Burkitt Lymphoma: Updates in Etiology, Symptoms, Molecular Genetics and Treatment 

Options 

Ling Zhang, M.D., and Lubomir Sokol, M.D., Ph.D. (Department of Hematopathology and 

Laboratory Medicine, H. Lee Moffitt Cancer Center and Research Institute, University of South 

Florida, FL, US) 

In series: Cancer Etiology, Diagnosis and Treatments 
2018. 213 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53614-164-1. $160.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53614-165-8. $160.00. 

Burkitt lymphoma (BL) is a lymphoid neoplasm originating from a mature, follicular center B-cell that is phenotypically 

positive for CD10, BCL-6, LOM2, and HGAL, with a hallmark genetic translocation involving the MYC gene (at 8q24) and 
its partner – either immunoglobulin heavy chain (14q) or light chain (kappa at 2q and lambda at 22q) – and a very aggressive 

clinical nature. BL can be divided into three clinical subcategories: Endemic, sporadic and 

HIV/AIDS/immunodeficiency with prevalence in children, adolescents and young adults. 
Clinical manifestations could slightly be variable upon its clinical subcategories; however, 

they share certain similar features, e.g., fast growing mass, frequent extranodal 

presentation, are associated with EBV infection, and sensitive to tumor reduction therapy 
with a high risk of tumor lysis syndrome and uric acid nephropathy. It is important to 

differentiate BL from other aggressive types of B-cell lymphomas as with intensive, short-

term chemotherapy, e.g., hyper-CVAD (hyperfractionated cyclophosphamide, vincristine, 
doxorubicin, dexamethasone, methotrexate, and cytarabine). Additionally, CNS 

prophylaxis BL showed a much better clinical response. Nearly all types of BL lack or 

dimly express BCL-2, differentiating it from other mimickers. A diagnostic challenging 

variant of BL – an MYC-negative harboring 11q abnormalities, namely “Burkitt-like 

lymphoma with an 11q aberration” – has been recently proposed. Novel next generation 

sequencing and gene expression profiling has brought about new insights into BL. 
TCF3(E2A), a transcription factor involving the regulation of lymphoid cell survival and 

proliferation, its negative regulator known as ID3, and the downstream gene CCND3 were 

also frequently mutated in cases of BL. The characterization of molecular biology and the 
genetic profile of BL leads to the future of personalized medicine and targeted therapy. 

This book focuses on the epidemiology, etiology, clinical presentations/staging, differential diagnoses, MYC-driven 

pathogenesis and therapeutic options concerning BL. These updates in BL and associated EBV- or MYC-positive diseases 
will benefit trainees, physicians and basic scientists who engage in the diagnosis, treatment, and novel drug development for 

this disease. 

Cancer and Exercise 

Leila Malek, Fiona Lim, Bo Angela Wan, Patrick L Diaz, Ph.D., 

Edward Chow, Joav Merrick, M.D. (Medical Director, Health 

Services, Division for Intellectual and Developmental Disabilities, 

Ministry of Social Affairs and Social Services, Jerusalem, Israel) 

In series: Health and Human Development 
2017. 297 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53612-747-8. $160.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-748-5. $160.00. 
With advances in knowledge and technology, the proportion of cancer patients who have 

been cured or survive with cancers is growing, but a certain proportion of patients will still 

have disease recurrence or progression to palliative care. During the entirety of cancer 
progression, significant adverse impacts on physical and psychological aspects have been 

observed due to both diseases themselves and the associated treatments. “Exercise-

oncology” is an emerging field of research that has gained increasing attention since the 
term was first publicly introduced during the 1980s, showing improved functional 

capacity, body composition and treatment-related nausea with aerobic exercise. In this 
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book, the authors review the current evidence on the application of exercise in various time points during cancer care, 

including as a preventive measure before cancer development, as a treatment during cancer treatments, as a rehabilitation 
measure during the recovery phase, and as a supportive measure during palliative care. Proposed mechanisms and published 

data from various studies will be evaluated, and finally guidelines on exercise prescription during cancer care will also be 

discussed. 

Endometrial Cancer: Risk Factors, Management and Prognosis 

Simone Ferrero, M.D., Ph.D. (Department of Neurosciences, 

Rehabilitation, Ophthalmology, Genetics, Maternal and Child Health 

(DiNOGMI), University of Genova, Genoa, Italy) 

In series: Cancer Etiology, Diagnosis and Treatments 
2018. 361 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-887-0. $195.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-888-7. $195.00. 

Endometrial cancer is the most common gynecological cancer and the sixth cause of cancer 

in developed countries. The findings that EC is a heterogeneous group of tumors with 

distinct risk factors and histopathological features, together with our improved 

understanding of its molecular mechanism has paved the way to the investigation of new 
surgical and medical therapies. The aim of this book is to give a complete overview on risk 

factors, pre-operative methods and management of endometrial cancer. The authors hope 

that this book will be a useful tool for any health provider involved in gynecological cancer 
care. 

Flavonoids in the Fight against Upper Gastrointestinal Tract Cancers 

Katrin Sak (Head of the NGO Praeventio, Tartu, Estonia) 

In series: Digestive Diseases - Research and Clinical Developments 

In series: Nutrition and Diet Research Progress 
2018. 331 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-570-1. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-571-8. $230.00. 
Flavonoids are plant secondary metabolites with a basic polyphenolic skeleton and their 

anticancer properties have greatly attracted the interest of scientists already for several 

years. This structurally diverse group of phytochemicals can be found abundantly in 
various edible plant products, such as fruits and vegetables, tea and cocoa, nuts, spices, 

grains and medicinal herbs. In the past decades, numerous experimental studies have 

antiinvasive and antimetastatic activities of these compounds in different cancerous 
systems. Because of close contacts and interactions of ingested food components with the 

epithelial lining of organ sites of the upper gastrointestinal tract, flavonoids can directly 

shown antiproliferative, proapoptotic, antiinflammatory, antiangiogenic, affect the 
development and progression of malignant neoplasms in the oral cavity, esophagus and 

stomach. This book gives a comprehensive and contemporary survey about the different 

anticancer actions of various natural and semisynthetic flavonoids in experimental models 
of oral, pharyngeal, esophageal and gastric cancers, involving the data obtained from studies of both cell lines as well as 

laboratorial animals. Also, the effects of flavonoids on the therapeutic responses of conventional cancer treatment modalities, 

i.e., different chemotherapeutic drugs and irradiation, are presented and analyzed. Moreover, the current epidemiological 
knowledge about the role of dietary intake of flavonoids on the risk of carcinogenesis in the upper digestive tract in 

populations with different dietary and lifestyle habits is described. By virtue of the high topicality of the subject but also the 

thoroughness of its discussion, this book could be interesting and attractive to basic scientists working in the field of plant 
chemicals, molecular cancer research or design and development of novel anticancer drugs; synthetic chemists in different 

pharmaceutical companies; health workers and nutritional counselors; medical doctors working with cancer patients; people 

suffering from any type of upper digestive tract tumors and their family members; and anyone who is interested in the natural 
tools for the fight against malignant neoplasms and whose purpose is to consciously prevent carcinogenesis within the upper 

gastrointestinal tract. 

Horizons in Cancer Research. Volume 69 

Hiroto S. Watanabe 

In series: Horizons in Cancer Research 
2018. 254 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-296-0. $250.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-297-7. $250.00. 
Horizons in Cancer Research. Volume 69 opens with a discussion on hypothetical mechanisms of the induction of NKreg 

cells in cancer and possible approaches to their abrogation, suggesting that for profound understanding of the problem of 
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NKregs in the context of future target cancer immunotherapy, extensive clinical observations of NKreg cells should be carried 

out. Afterwards, the authors focus on the cell surface molecules in adult T-cell leukemia/lymphoma (ATL) cells, the function 
of matricellular proteins, particularly OPN, and their potential as targets for ATL immunotherapy. Later, the book 

demonstrates dual distinct functional roles of widespread cancerous immunoglobulins among cancer cells for the potential 

applications of RP215 in therapeutic treatments of many human cancers. RP215-linked chimeric antigen receptor (CAR)-T 
cell therapy technology has been applied in anti-cancer treatments through a series of CAR construction and validations by 

cytotoxic cell killing and cytokine activity release assays. Next, the authors present a new approach to describing, analyzing 

and understanding the process of dying in cancer patients based on the assumption that there are four tracks along which 
dying proceeds: the track focused on the medical-diagnostic aspects of the disease, the track referring to the physical aspects 

of the disease, the track defined by the psychological aspects of the disease and the track describing the coping- determined 

aspects of dying. In a separate study, examples of cases using a flexible, inflatable multi-channel applicator for the treatment 
of primary and recurrent gynecologic cancer, as well as treatment with Syed interstitial brachytherapy are presented. The 

examples are intended to emphasize the different characteristics of patient’s anatomy and tumors that guide the selection of 
a particular applicator and brachytherapy technique. Afterwards, the role of emodin in cancer prevention is discussed. 

Emodin possesses a broad spectrum of pharmacological, anticancer, anti-inflammatory, antioxidant and antimicrobial 

activities. 

Horizons in Cancer Research. Volume 70 

Hiroto S. Watanabe 

In series: Horizons in Cancer Research 
2018. 243 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53614-186-3. $250.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53614-187-0. $250.00. 

Progression of colorectal cancer (CRC) is a main cause of its morbidity and mortality. CRC progression is characterized by 

increased growth of the primary carcinoma as well as lymphatic and haematogenic spread. The microenvironment of primary 
or circulating and disseminated tumor cells seems to be essential in all steps of the metastatic process of CRC. Therefore, the 

authors suggest that cancer-associated cellular stroma evolving from the extracellular matrix should be crucially integrated 

with CRC diagnosis, staging and treatment. Following this, a short review focuses on the immunohistochemical findings and 
the molecular signaling pathways during the development from chronic inflammation to Kaposi’s sarcoma formation. 

Kaposi’s sarcoma is a multifocal neoplasm characterized by deregulated neoangiogenesis, proliferation of spindle cells with 

infiltrated inflammatory cells and erythrocytes in the skin and visceral organs. The papillary thyroid carcinoma from tall cells 
(tall cell variant, TCV) was first described by Hawk and Hazard in 1976. 162 such cases were published in the world literature 

prior to 2000. This is a rare tumor with a frequency of 1-2 cases per million people in Europe and the US. Taking into account 

the histological pattern, immunophenotype and the results of molecular genetic research, additional differential diagnostic 

criteria for papillary thyroid cancer from tall cells with transformation into anaplastic carcinoma have been proposed. 

Cervical cancer is mainly caused by infection with high-risk types of human papillomavirus (HPV), especially type 16. In 

this collection, the authors present a study which reveals that HPV16E6 protein induces COX-2 gene and protein expression 
through PI3K/Akt signaling pathway in association with the increase of PGE2-EP4 receptor leading to promote 

carcinogenesis. False positive and false negative diagnoses in focal carcinomas of the prostate represents one of the most 

common and significant problems in daily practice. Thus, the authors conclude with a summary of the criteria of greatest 
value to establish the diagnosis of carcinoma when only some neoplastic glands are found. These focal adenocarcinomas 

have been termed limited, minimal, minimal volume carcinoma and microcarcinomas. Although most are unique, they may 

occasionally be found in other sites on the same biopsy, in subsequent biopsies, or in prostatectomy products. 

Laryngeal Cancer: Risk Factors, Symptoms and Treatment 

Andrea De Vito, M.D., Ph.D., Sheng-Po Hao, M.D. and Claudio Vicini, M.D. (Head & Neck 

Department, ENT & Oral Surgery Unit, GB Morgagni L Pierantoni Hospital, Forli, Italy) 

In series: Cancer Etiology, Diagnosis and Treatments 
2018. 213 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-450-6. $160.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-451-3. $160.00. 
Laryngeal cancer is one of the most common cancers of the head and neck. The best 

diagnostic approach is provided by performing a full endoscopic evaluation, appropriate 

imaging and biopsy. Therapy can thereafter be tailored to pathology, stage of disease, and 
then individualized. The multidisciplinary tumor board represents an essential requirement 

in oncologic diagnosis and treatment, often introducing clinical challenges which force us 

to overcome our personal opinion in solving a case in a specific manner. This book 
represents a collection of our retrospective analysis of the local weekly tumor board which 

includes the otorhinolaryngologist, oncologist, radiotherapist, pathologist, radiologist and 

speech pathologist. We have also included reviews from national and international opinion 
leaders in the field of laryngeal cancer. The book is organized into three sections: basic 

science, diagnostic work-up and treatment, with the aim of providing a concise, up-to-date, 

and appropriate overview of the anatomy, risk factors, conventional and newest diagnostic 
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management, open partial laryngectomies, laser CO2 transoral laryngeal microsurgery, and conventional and robotic total 

laryngectomy. The authors hope to procure a practical guideline for medical students, general practitioners, ENT specialists 
and, moreover, medical specialists whose roles are to provide the best up-to-date diagnostic and therapeutic management to 

patients with laryngeal cancer. 

Meningiomas in Children and Adults: A Reference Textbook 

Ali G. Saad, M.D. (Department of 

Pathology/Neuropathology/Pediatric Pathology, University of 

Mississippi Medical Center, Jackson, MS, USA) 

In series: Medicine and Biology Research Developments 
2018. 347 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-043-0. $230.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-044-7. $230.00. 

This book is an in depth review of the most recent advances in the histopathology, 

molecular studies, radiology, and management of meningioma. This book contains a 

separate chapter about pediatric meningioma, with an emphasis on their distinctive 

features compared to their adult counterparts. This book also addresses several aspects of 

meningiomas including extradural meningiomas and embolized meningiomas. These 
aspects have been traditionally poorly explored in the literature. We believe that this book 

will be positively received by pathologists, neuro-radiologists, and neuro-oncologists 

alike. 

Pancreatic Cancer 

Jana Katuchova, M.D., Ph.D. (Faculty of Medicine, Safarik University, Košice, Slovakia) 

In series: Cancer Etiology, Diagnosis and Treatments 
2018. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-982-2. $95.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-983-9. $95.00. 

Pancreatic cancer is a very aggressive carcinoma with a poor prognosis. From all options currently available for pancreatic 

cancer patients, surgical resection offers the only potential for a cure. The high mortality rate of pancreatic cancer is related 
to the advanced stage of disease at the time of diagnosis. However, it is extraordinarily difficult to make an early diagnosis 

of pancreatic adenocarcinoma based on clinical signs and symptoms only. Due to the nonspecific characteristics of the early 

symptoms and their insidious nature, pancreatic cancer is often mistaken for other diseases. Moreover, the pancreas is a 
relatively inaccessible organ for physical examination. This book reviews important literature about pancreatic cancer. 

Chapter One of this book describes the etiology and pathology of pancreatic cancer. Chapter Two presents up-to-date 

possibilities in the diagnosis of pancreatic cancer. Chapter Three describes the surgical treatment of pancreatic cancer and 
postoperative surgical complications in detail. This chapter describes the standard and extended lymphadenectomy 

performed during radical pancreatic resection for pancreatic cancer. Chapter Four describes borderline pancreatic cancer and 

brings new knowledge concerning vascular reconstruction during radical surgical resection. Chapter Five discusses systemic 
therapy for patients with pancreatic cancer. 

Recent Advancements and Applications in Dosimetry 

Maria F. Chan, Ph.D. (Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center, New York, NY, US) 

In series: Radiation Oncology: Clinical, Translational and Laboratory Research 
2018. 372 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-759-0. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-760-6. $230.00. 
Features - Provides unique dosimetry for high intensity MR-guided ultrasound 

treatment, gold nanoparticle-enhanced radiotherapy, photodynamic therapy, thermal 

imaging in Bbrachytherapy, MR-guided radiotherapy, proton beam treatment, and high-
definition end-to-end patient-specific dose verification - Offers clinical applications for 

all varieties of modern radiation detectors, and evolving dosimetry techniques including 

innovative calorimetry, TLD, Oone-scan film dosimetry, transmission detectors, real-
time EPID dosimetry, best feasible DVH planning, 3D printing, 5D planning and 

delivery, as well as machine learning Summary This book provides a comprehensive 

collection of the newly emerging treatment modalities, covering high intensity 
ultrasound treatment, photodynamic therapy, MR-guided treatment machines, 

nanoparticle-enhanced radiotherapy, and proton beam therapy. The invited expert 

authors cover a wide range of the latest advancements and developments in dosimetry 
techniques as well asnd their clinical implications, including calorimetry, radiochromic 

film, transmission detectors, real-time portal dosimetry, TLD, thermal imaging 

dosimetry, 3D dosimetry, best feasible DVH planning, 5D planning and delivery, 3D 
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printing, as well asand machine learning in medical dosimetry. This book will bring the reader up-to-date with the state of 

the art in radiation dosimetry and best clinical practices using such advanced detectors. 

OPHTHALMOLOGY 

Corneal Collagen Cross-Linking and Femtosecond Laser in 

Refractive and Cataract Surgery 

Hui Sun (Academy of OPTO-Electronics, Chinese Academy of 

Sciences, Beijing, China) 

In series: Surgery - Procedures, Complications, and Results 
2018. 163 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-192-5. $82.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-193-2. $82.00. 

The cornea serves as the gateway into the eye for external images. Maintenance of 

corneal shapes and transparency is critical for refraction. Small changes in the 
smoothness of the corneal surface or in the total thickness of the cornea can lead to visual 

distortion. Recently, however, refractive surgery for the transparent cornea has been 
introduced. In this procedure, the curvature of the cornea is modified either by cutting 

the stroma or by laser ablation of normal corneal tissue. Given the clinical efficacy of 

refractive surgery, it is important to understand the anatomical and physiological 
structure of the cornea such as corneal collagen cross-linking. Multiple commercial femtosecond lasers have been cleared 

for use by the US Food and Drug Administration for ophthalmic surgery, including use in creating corneal flaps in LASIK 

surgery. The newest application of femtosecond lasers in ophthalmology is in cataract surgery. In LASIK surgery, all surgery 
procedures are done in cornea. In cataract surgery, the cornea is also cut with a femtosecond laser. Over the last decade, the 

field of femtosecond eye surgery has expanded rapidly, supporting the advantages of combined high-ablation precision and 

minimized collateral tissue effects. One of the most promising applications for femtosecond laser eye surgery has been 
corneal surgery, namely laser in situ keratomileusis (LASIK) surgery, where the high-pressure laser plasma non-thermally 

dissociates the dense corneal tissue, thereby enabling lamellar cornea procedures with minimized side effects with the 

subsequent excimer laser shaping the corneal surface. Millions of people worldwide have been patients for LASIK surgery 
and have benefited from new forms of technology. LASIK surgery includes three parts: wavefront detection, femtosecond 

laser flap creation, and excimer laser cornea correction. Some parts of this book focus on femtosecond laser-assisted LASIK 

surgery, including basic research for femtosecond laser eye surgery and tissue imaging. The newest application of 
femtosecond lasers in ophthalmology is cataract surgery. Currently, there are a few lasers at or near the point of commercial 

release, including LenSx (Alcon Laboratories Inc., Fort Worth, Texas), Catalys (Abbott Medical Optics, Santa Ana, 

California), LensAR (LensAR Inc., Orlando, Florida), Victus (Technolas Perfect Vision and Bausch & Lomb, Rochester, 
New York), and Femto LDV (Ziemer Ophthalmic Systems AG, Port, Switzerland). All laser systems share a common 

platform—which includes an anterior-segment imaging system, patient interface, and femtosecond laser to image—to 

calculate and deliver the laser pulses. Some parts of this book explain the principle of OCT-guided femtosecond laser cataract 
surgery. The combination of femtosecond laser surgery and OCT imaging simultaneously guides the development of next 

generation femtosecond surgical lasers in cataract surgery and explores femtosecond laser surgical strategies. 

ORGAN TRANSPLANTATION 

Recollections of Pioneers in Xenotransplantation Research 

David K. C. Cooper, M.D., Ph.D. (Co-Director, Xenotransplantation 

Program, Department of Surgery, University of Alabama at 

Birmingham, Birmingham, AL, US) 

In series: New Developments in Medical Research 
2018. 445 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-945-7. $195.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-946-4. $195.00. 

There is a critical and continuing shortage of organs and cells from deceased human 

donors for the purposes of transplantation into patients with terminal organ failure. The 
use of organs and cells from pigs – i.e., cross-species transplantation, or 

xenotransplantation – could resolve this problem. Recollections of Pioneers in 

Xenotransplantation Research is a collection of reminiscences by surgeons and scientists 
who, over the past 50 years, have made major contributions to research into achieving 
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successful transplantation of pig organs and cells into primates. It records the personal work of 22 researchers from North 

America, Asia, Europe, and Australasia who developed this field, which will have an immense impact on the future medical 
care of patients with such diverse conditions as heart and kidney failure, diabetes, corneal blindness, and Parkinson’s disease. 

A pig organ transplanted into a human or nonhuman primate is rejected within minutes. To overcome this immunological 

barrier, pigs have been genetically-engineered to protect their tissues from the primate immune response. Today, life-
supporting organs from pigs with up to six genetic modifications have functioned for more than a year in nonhuman primates, 

and the blood sugar of diabetic monkeys has been controlled for more than two years by the transplantation of insulin-

producing pancreatic islet cells from pigs. Clinical trials of pig islet and corneal transplantation have already been undertaken, 
and trials of organ transplants are currently being planned. The pioneering researchers who contributed to the early 

development of this field highlight their own roles, and record their personal recollections of the other scientists and surgeons 

with whom they collaborated. They do not confine themselves to the scientific progress they made, but comment on the roles 
of industry and academia in moving the field forward. Recollections of Pioneers in Xenotransplantation Research will be of 

interest to physicians, scientists, and the lay person with an interest in transplantation or in the care of patients with life-
threatening diseases, but also to those interested to understand the potential of genetic-engineering in science and medicine. 

The book provides a historical record of the research that has contributed to an advance in medicine that has been called “the 

next great medical revolution.” Within a few years, this new form of therapy is likely to impact every family in the developed 
world. 

ORTHOPEDICS 

Orthopaedic Biomechanics: A Trainee's Guide 

Simon Fleming and James T. Berwin (Barts Health, Trauma and Orthopaedics, Spr, UK) 

In series: Orthopedic Research and Therapy 
2018. 296 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53612-877-2. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-878-9. $230.00. 

The majority of basic science books available today aim to cover a broad range of topics, 
from biomechanics to genetics and statistics. There is no doubt that these texts provide 

trainees with a reasonable foundation with which to tackle those tricky questions whilst 

the cement is setting, and will even serve you well in the initial stages of exam 
preparation. But how often have you read a chapter on biomechanics in a general purpose 

basic science book and felt like you still haven’t found the answer you were looking for? 

And how many times have you subsequently sought the answer in a text book on ‘pure’ 
orthopaedic biomechanics only to wake up hours later wondering where the day has 

gone? This book focusses specifically on Orthopaedic Biomechanics. It’s been written 

for orthopaedic trainee’s, by orthopaedic trainees and is designed to give you a little 
more than the broad brushstrokes many other books deliver, whilst also holding back 

from being an in-depth engineering text. The first half of the book covers the 

biomechanics of all tissue types relevant to Orthopaedics, as well as all joints in the body. 
The second half of the book explores the key biomechanical principles underlying 

arthroplasty, fracture healing and fixation as well as gait abnormalities. Having focussed 
on writing this book in a way that is accessible to fellow trainees, we hope you find this 

a useful adjunct to your training, exam preparation and beyond. We hope you enjoy 

reading it as much as we enjoyed putting it together. 

Surgical Treatment of Femoral Neck Fractures 

Orlin Filipov, M.D., Ph.D. (Head of Orthopedic Department, Vitosha Hospital Simeonovsko, 

Sofia, Bulgaria) 

In series: Surgery - Procedures, Complications, and Results 

In series: Orthopedic Research and Therapy 
2018. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-757-6. $195.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53614-286-0. $195.00. 
While arthroplasty is the preferred treatment for most elderly patients with displaced femoral neck fractures, internal fixation 

is the treatment of choice in the majority of patients below the age of 65 as a joint-preserving procedure. The osteosynthesis 

of fractures of the femoral neck in the elderly has been partly abandoned during the last years due to the poor clinical 
outcomes following the conventional fixation with parallel screws or DHS. Based on clinical evidence and laboratory testing, 

the novel method of biplane double-supported screw fixation (BDSF) offers much better fixation stability, reflecting in 

excellent clinical outcomes. With its innovative biomechanic principle, the BDSF method provides supreme stability for 
cannulated screw fixation, achieving up to 44% higher axial fixation strength in vitro, and a rate of bone union reaching up 
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to 96.6% in clinical practice, which is much higher than the conventional parallel screw fixation data. The method of BDSF 

provides supreme stability by buttressing two out of three medially diverging cannulated screws on the inferior femoral neck 
cortex and supporting the steeper inferior screw on the posterior femoral neck cortex. The two calcar screws are oriented in 

different coronal inclinations intended to provide constant fixation strength during different patient activities and load 

directions. Biomechanically, the most effective component is the inferior screw placed at an obtuse angle and supported on 
a large area along the inferior and posterior cortex of the femoral neck following its spiral anterior curve. Given the clinical 

outcomes, BDSF is the perfect technique for femoral neck fracture fixation, as the fracture healing rate is high at 96% with 

this approach. Therefore, BDSF is not only a treatment alternative to conventional fixation, but also a much better procedure. 
Thus, BDSF should be routinely applied, and conventional fixation gradually abandoned in clinical practice (this has been 

the approach in our institution over the last ten years). This book describes the full surgical technique of the method of BDSF 

for femoral neck fracture osteosynthesis; quality criteria and surgical recommendations for successful BDSF implementation, 
according to the vast clinical experience of ten years with this highly effective method. A novel surgical approach for hip 

arthroplasty is described in this book. The current trends aimed at decreasing operative trauma and blood loss have been not 
entirely satisfied with respect to most of the standard approaches for hip arthroplasty. These surgeries are often associated 

with considerable blood loss and the necessity for restricting patients’ activities in the postoperative period due to impaired 

joint stability and risk of dislocations. This book describes the full surgical technique of the novel anatomical direct lateral 
approach for hip arthroplasty, aimed at decreasing blood loss, minimizing operative trauma, and optimizing joint stability. 

This technique is associated with minimal blood loss and high joint stability. Patients are allowed to perform activities within 

the normal range of motion and without any special restrictions in the early postoperative period. This book describes also 
the history of internal fixation in femoral neck fractures, as well as the biomechanics of femoral neck fracture osteosynthesis 

and the role of the implants. 

The Medial Collateral Ligament and the Posteromedial Corner: A 

Comprehensive Analysis 

Robert F. LaPrade, M.D., Ph.D., and Jorge Chahla, M.D., Ph.D. 

(Complex Knee Surgeon, The Steadman Clinic and Chief Medical 

Officer, Steadman Philippon Research Institute, Vail, CO, US) 

In series: Orthopedic Research and Therapy 
2018. 275 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53614-178-8. $195.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53614-179-5. $195.00. 

Written by world experts in the field, The Medial Collateral Ligament and the 

Posteromedial Corner: A Comprehensive Analysis is an up-to-date, unique evidence-

based resource that will provide the reader with the tools to deliver comprehensive care 

for the most common ligament injuries in the knee. From anatomical and biomechanical 

foundations to clinical treatment, surgical pearls, or rehabilitation principles, the authors 
believe that this textbook represents a significant advancement on the topic of MCL 

injuries with highly detailed and easy-to-read chapters, presented with vividly illustrated 

guidance on how best to manage medial sided knee pathology. 

PATHOLOGY 

Meningiomas in Children and Adults: A Reference Textbook 

Ali G. Saad, M.D. (Department of 

Pathology/Neuropathology/Pediatric Pathology, University of 

Mississippi Medical Center, Jackson, MS, USA) 

In series: Medicine and Biology Research Developments 
2018. 347 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-043-0. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-044-7. $230.00. 

This book is an in depth review of the most recent advances in the histopathology, 
molecular studies, radiology, and management of meningioma. This book contains a 

separate chapter about pediatric meningioma, with an emphasis on their distinctive 

features compared to their adult counterparts. This book also addresses several aspects of 
meningiomas including extradural meningiomas and embolized meningiomas. These 

aspects have been traditionally poorly explored in the literature. We believe that this book 
will be positively received by pathologists, neuro-radiologists, and neuro-oncologists 

alike. 
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PAIN AND PAIN MANAGEMENT 

Management of Postoperative Pain after Bariatric Surgery 

Jaime Ruiz-Tovar, M.D., Ph.D. (Department of Bariatric Surgery, Universidad Autónoma de 

Madrid, Madrid, Spain) 

In series: Pain Management - Research and Technology 
2018. 194 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53614-284-6. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53614-285-3. $95.00. 
Patients undergoing bariatric surgery are special subjects, as they present different 

conditions that make it more difficult to facilitate correct postoperative management. A 

medical staff is often not used to managing these patients and they do not consider that 
different measures or doses of drugs should be employed. Moreover, several approaches 

performed in the general population cannot be offered to morbidly obese subjects 

because of their particular anatomical conditions. The correct management of 
postoperative pain is essential for the adequate evolution in a postoperative course, as a 

patient experiencing pain will not be able to mobilize. Moreover, analgesic resources are 

usually morphic drugs, which might cause nausea and vomiting, impeding correct oral 
intake. Multimodal analgesia is actually considered the gold standard for postoperative 

pain control after bariatric surgery, implying the administration of drugs or performance 

of different analgesic or anesthetic techniques in order to reduce the need for 
postoperative morphine. For the correct application of postoperative analgesia, it is 

essential to know the physiopathology of postoperative pain and the mechanism of action for each analgesic technique. The 

aim of this book is to revise the actual evidence about the management of postoperative pain in morbidly obese patients 
undergoing bariatric surgery. 

Naproxen: Chemistry, Clinical Aspects and Effects 

Judson Horner 

In series: Pain Management - Research and Technology 
2018. 146 pp. 
Softcover: 978-1-53614-129-0. $82.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53614-130-6. $82.00. 

In Naproxen: Chemistry, Clinical Aspects and Effects, a compilation of the research developed in the past decades on 
synthetic receptors for naproxen is presented. Naproxen receptors proved their usefulness in chiral separation of the racemate 

and in other instances of supramolecular chemistry and pharmacy. The particularities, the achievements, the strengths and 

the weaknesses of the naproxen receptors produced up until the present are assessed. Next, the interaction of (S) and (R)-
naproxen with chiral donors in linked systems – dyads are described. These model systems are believed to simulate NPX 

enantiomers binding with chiral amino acid residues located in active sites of COX 1, 2. According to the authors, some kind 

of diastereomers analogs are formed upon binding. In one chapter, the occurrence of naproxen in different aquatic 
environments, its environmental fate and the typical pseudo-persistency, as well as its effects on different ecosystems are 

discussed. The nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drug naproxen is a polar compound that has been detected in concentrations 

ranging from ng to µg per litre in surface waters and in wastewater treatment plant effluents. This pharmaceutical is absorbed 
by the organism after intake and is subject to metabolic transformations. In the closing study, two fixed-bed reactors (working 

volume, 3 L each) containing the white-rot fungus Phanerochaete chrysosporium immobilized on wood chips and operated 

under submerged and countercurrent-submerged modes were used to remove naproxen (at 1 mg/L) from the artificially 
contaminated water. The reactors were operated under the intermittent feeding and 

continuous aeration mode to find a strategy for a stable reactor operation under non-

sterile conditions. 

Pain Management Yearbook 2017 

Joav Merrick (Medical Director, Health Services, Division for 

Intellectual and Developmental Disabilities, Ministry of Social 

Affairs and Social Services, Jerusalem, Israel) 

In series: Disability Studies 
2018. 525 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-693-7. $270.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-694-4. $270.00. 

In this yearbook for 2017 we present you with some of the latest research on pain 
management. We start out with a section on psychosocial and ethical issue in cancer 

care. Then we move into issue on palliative care in cancer and then a whole section on 
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biomarkers in oncology. The last section is about the use of medical cannabis in cancer care, relieving various symptoms and 

the use in people with post-traumatic stress syndrome. We hope that you as the reader will find the information of interest 
and useful in your work and research. 

Why 40%-80% of Chronic Pain Patients Are Misdiagnosed and How to Correct That 

Nelson H.Hendler, M.D. (Former Assistant Professor of Neurosurgery, Johns Hopkins 

University School of Medicine, Baltimore, MD, US) 

In series: Pain Management - Research and Technology 
2017. 405 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53612-617-4. $230.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53612-618-1. $230.00. 

This book is authored by a former faculty member of Johns Hopkins University School 

of Medicine and the past president of the American Academy of Pain Management, and 
the Reflex Sympathetic Dystrophy Association of America. He previously has authored 

three books, 33 medical textbook chapters, and 59 articles. The book addresses 

conceptual methods of problem solving as they are applied to medicine. This book is 

designed to be the “freakanomics” for medicine. Many research reports document that 

40%-80% (or more, for certain disorders) of chronic pain patients are misdiagnosed. The 

leading cause of this failure is inadequate history taking and the use of the wrong medical 
tests. Part of this problem is the failure to recognize the specificity and sensitivity, as 

well as the false negative and false positive rates, of medical tests in use today. As an 

example, there are many articles in the literature which document that the MRI, an 
anatomical test, missed the detection of a damaged vertebral disc up to 78% of the time. 

The book explores the use of physiological tests, such as facet blocks, root blocks, 

peripheral nerve blocks, and provocative discograms to supplement anatomical testing. 
Compiled into a step-wise fashion, this book addresses the issues and provides methods 

to correct these problems. The techniques of history taking and the application of the 
correct medical tests have been proven effective, based on dramatic improvement in 

patients documented by outcome studies, which are validated by third parties, (not just 

self-reported). This book offers information based on evidence based medicine, not opinion. It provides information on how 
to think, not what to think. 

PEDIATRICS 

A Compendium on Oral Health of Children around the World: Early Childhood Caries 

Morenike Oluwatoyin Folayan (Obafemi Awolowo University, Osun State, Nigeria) 

In series: Dental Science, Materials and Technology 
2018. 484 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53612-714-0. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-715-7. $230.00. 

Early childhood caries is of significant importance to the growth and development of 
preschool children. Multiple studies have highlighted how the lesion, if left untreated, 

results in retarded growth of the child. There are multiple studies on caries in general and 

less of such publications on early childhood caries in comparison. Yet, the impact of 
early childhood caries on the life and course of child development is significant. This 

piece of work pooled together publications on early childhood caries around the world. 

It highlighted the profile, pattern and risk factors for early childhood caries for 39 

countries and pulled together information on 85 of the 193 United Nations countries 

where there are publications on the lesion. The authors were able to draw a global map 

of the disease profile and develop recommendations on important next steps for the 
global management of this lesion. Though the first and last chapters in the book 

summarise the global profile of early childhood caries, the book highlights country-

specific peculiarities in the risk factors and early childhood caries prevention 
programmes. The authors did assume the story of early childhood caries is the same 

across the globe. This book was developed with the guiding principle that each country 
needs to understand the pattern of their early childhood caries epidemic so that they can 

develop appropriate programmes to address the country’s needs. 
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Bottle-Feeding: Perceptions, Practices, and Health Outcomes 

Alison K. Ventura, Ph.D. (Kinesiology Department, California 

Polytechnic State University, San Luis Obispo, CA, USA) 

In series: Pediatrics - Laboratory and Clinical Research 
2018. 242 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-228-1. $160.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-229-8. $160.00. 
Bottle-feeding is a ubiquitous aspect of infant feeding, yet bottle-feeding caregivers report 

a lack of support and access to evidence-based advice related to healthy bottle-feeding 

practices. This gap is due, in part, to a greater emphasis placed on breastfeeding support 
and promotion. Given a large and growing body of research illustrating associations 

between bottle-feeding and a number of health issues – such as overfeeding, rapid weight 

gain, and dental caries – the lack of advice and support for healthy bottle-feeding practices 
is concerning. To this end, this book aims to illustrate the state of the science related to 

bottle-feeding practices, caregiver perceptions, and related health outcomes. Based on this 

evidence, this book also provides practical, pragmatic advice to ensure that practitioners, 

researchers, and other professionals that work with families with young infants can best 

support bottle-feeding caregivers and promote the healthy growth and development for 

bottle-feeding infants. 

Building Youth for the Future: A Path towards Suicide Prevention 

Hatim A Omar, M.D. and Joav Merrick, M.D. (Director, National Institute of Child Health and 

Human Development, Jerusalem, Israel) 

In series: Pediatrics, Child and Adolescent Health 
2018. 294 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-768-2. $160.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-769-9. $160.00. 
While much needs to be done in order to minimize the suicide attempts and suicides of 

adolescents, the work of Stop Youth Suicide (SYS) campaign and the comprehensive 

grassroots’ approach is showing signs of success in the state of Kentucky. The 2013 
national Youth Risk Behavior Survey (YRBS) showed that for the first time, indicators of 

youth suicide in the state are at or below the national average, where they were previously 

always above. In the three rural counties where the school systems have partnered with 
SYS and the Division of Adolescent Medicine in Lexington, there is an actual absence of 

completed suicides compared to the average of three per year prior to this partnership. In 

order to maintain and improve that statistic, we must ensure that students do not have easy 
access to weapons, guns and drugs by ensuring that these items are properly stored in 

homes where children are present. Kentucky’s educators must continue to develop ways 

to provide safe and supportive school environments. In this book, the authors have 
gathered presentations from the 2017 Annual Stop Youth Suicide Campaign Conference, 

which we hope will be of interest and help to the readers. 

Child and Adolescent Health Yearbook 2017 

Joav Merrick (Medical Director, Health Services, Division for 

Intellectual and Developmental Disabilities, Ministry of Social 

Affairs and Social Services, Jerusalem, Israel) 

In series: Pediatrics, Child and Adolescent Health 
2018. 666 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-594-7. $320.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-595-4. $320.00. 

Before birth through young adulthood there is a wide range of health issues that affect 

our children, such as general childhood illnesses, eating and obesity, accidents and 
injuries, and particular stages of life, such as teenage independence. Child health and 

pediatrics focus on the well-being of children from conception through adolescence, but 

human development is a life span issue, so research in childhood does not stop with the 
end of adolescence, but we need a long-term and life long study to observe and 

understand the development process. It is not enough to survive, we also need to strive 

for well-being and transform our globe to a better place to live in and grow and transform 
our children. In this Yearbook you will find information about health, education, 

leadership and other relevant issues important for childhood and adolescence. 
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Child Health and Human Development Yearbook 2017 

Joav Merrick (Medical Director, Health Services, Division for 

Intellectual and Developmental Disabilities, Ministry of Social 

Affairs and Social Services, Jerusalem, Israel) 

In series: Pediatrics, Child and Adolescent Health 
2018. 531 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-628-9. $270.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-629-6. $270.00. 

In this Yearbook 2017 we cover several aspects of health issues in children and youth. 
We start out with integration of autistic students into the higher education system, 

nutrition aspects, HIV, antibiotics and then two whole sections on disability and abuse 

and finally many aspects of youth suicide, prevention and experience of interventions. 
We hope that these chapters can help stimulate more interest and effort in developing and 

implementing programs for children and youth to ensure a good and positive 

development for raising future generations of children. 

 

Childhood and Adolescence: Tribute to Emanuel Chigier, 1928-2017 

Joav Merrick, M.D. (Former Medical Director, Health Services, Division for Intellectual and 

Developmental Disabilities, Ministry of Social Affairs and Social 

Services, Jerusalem, Israel) 

In series: Pediatrics, Child and Adolescent Health 
2018. 266 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-574-9. $160.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-575-6. $160.00. 
Throughout a lifetime, an individual meets an innumerable amount of people with only a 

few having any major impact on their own life and the path that they will follow 

afterwards. Many people owe a lot of gratitude and debt to Manny (the Israeli pediatrician 
Emanuel Chigier, 1928-2017) for his inspiration, mentorship and friendship, which will 

follow those who knew him for the rest of their lives; with this book, the authors salute 

and give tribute to Manny, who is no longer among us. They have gathered articles and 

chapters relevant to childhood and adolescent health, a topic close to Manny’s heart, from 

all over the world. The authors hope this will give inspiration to others to follow in his 

footsteps and continue to carry the torch in the field of pediatric medicine. 

Children's Issues and Challenges - CRS Reports from 2017 to 2018 

Judy E. Howard 

In series: Children's Issues, Laws and Programs 
2018. 141 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-822-1. $82.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53614-150-4. $82.00. 

This book includes CRS reports from 2017 to 2018 and is focused on children’s issues, such as unaccompanied alien children 

(UAC) runaway and homeless youth, the DACA Program as well as recent privacy and security issues associated with the 
increasing number of smart toys being created for children. The number of unaccompanied alien children that are attempting 

to enter the US, usually from El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras and Mexico, account for almost all UAC cases. Agencies 

in the Departments of Homeland Security (DHS) and the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) share 
responsibility for the processing, treatment and placement of UAC. This report addresses the background, scope of the issue, 

current policy, processing and treatment of apprehended UAC and suggests what should be done going forward. The next 

report discusses runaway and homeless youth and the federal response to support this population. Next, the DACA program 
(Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals) created by President Obama is examined and all the questions associated with this 

program, including whether DACA recipients are legally allowed to work in the US, the current status of the DACA program 

and the eligibility requirements for consideration of DACA. Finally, the short 3-page report on smart toys examines how the 
potential misuse of toys may make children vulnerable and suggests ways to protect the privacy and safety of children in this 

increasingly digital world. 
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Chronic Disease and Disability: The Pediatric Gastrointestinal Tract 

Donald E Greydanus, M.D., Orhan Atay, M.D., and Joav Merrick, M.D. (Medical Director, 

Health Services, Division for Intellectual and Developmental Disabilities, Ministry of Social 

Affairs and Social Services, Jerusalem, Israel) 

In series: Pediatrics, Child and Adolescent Health 
2018. 548 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53612-948-9. $270.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-949-6. $270.00. 

This book celebrates the emergence of knowledge in this field and is written for primary care clinicians to help update the 
knowledge of pediatric gastroenterology (GI). The current and future shortage of 

pediatric gastroenterologists necessitates steady, rejuvenated information on GI 

disorders for primary care clinicians as they care for children and adolescents with 
complex gastroenterologic dilemmas and disorders. In view of this shortage and the 

rapidly increasing knowledge in pediatric GI, as well as understanding indications for 

referral to pediatric gastroenterologists in the 21st century, relavent and assiduous 

information aimed at primary care clinicians in these areas becomes increasingly 

important. The authors hope that this book will fill the void. Donald E Greydanus, MD, 

DrHC (Athens), is professor of pediatrics and adolescent medicine, founding chair of 
the Department of Pediatric and Adolescent Medicine, Western Michigan University 

Homer Stryker MD School of Medicine in Kalamazoo, Michigan, United States. Orhan 

Atay, MD, is assistant professor, Department of Pediatrics, Eastern Virginia Medical 
School (EVMS) and Director of the Children’s Hospital of The King’s Daughters, 

Norfolk, Virginia, United States. Joav Merrick, MD, MMedSci, DMSc, born and 

educated in Denmark is professor of pediatrics, child health and human development 
affiliated with the Division of Pediatrics, Hadassah Hebrew University Medical 

Center, Mt Scopus Campus, Jerusalem, Israel, Kentucky Children’s Hospital, 

University of Kentucky, Lexington, United States and professor of public health at the 
Center for Healthy Development, School of Public Health, Georgia State University, Atlanta, United States, the medical 

director of the Division for Intellectual and Developmental Disabilities, Ministry of Social Affairs and Social Services, 

Jerusalem and the founder and director of the National Institute of Child Health and Human Development in Israel. 

Chronic Disease and Disability: The Pediatric Lung 

Donald E Greydanus, M.D., Myrtha M Gregoire-Bottex, M.D., Kevin W Cates and Joav 

Merrick, M.D. (Medical Director, Health Services, Division for Intellectual and Developmental 

Disabilities, Ministry of Social Affairs and Social Services, Jerusalem, Israel) 

In series: Pediatrics, Child and Adolescent Health 
2018. 470 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-577-0. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-578-7. $230.00. 

Chronic Disease and Disability: The Pediatric Lung is written for the primary care 
clinician to help update the knowledge of pediatric pulmonology (pulmo, pulmonis 

[Latin for "lung"] and λογία, -logia [Greek for "study of"]) in the early 21st century. It 

acknowledges some of the amazing stepping stones of science over time concerning the 
current understanding of pediatric pulmonary medicine. The current and future shortage 

of pediatric pulmonologists necessitates steady, rejuvenated information on asthma, 

cystic fibrosis, pneumonia and other pulmonologic disorders for primary care clinicians 
as they care for the children and adolescents with complex respiratory dilemmas and 

disorders. In view of this shortage and the rapidly increasing knowledge in this field, as 

well as understanding indications for referral to pediatric pulmonologists in the early 

21st century, au courant assiduous information aimed at primary care clinicians in these 

areas becomes increasingly important. 
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Informed Parents, Healthy Kids: Information You Need to Know to Find the Right Mental 

Health Practitioner 

Freddy A. Paniagua, Ph.D. (University of Texas Medical Branch at Galveston, Galveston, TX, 

US) 

In series: Mental Disorders, Disabilities and Treatments 
2017. 464 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53612-705-8. $270.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53612-640-2. $270.00. 

Parents and mental health practitioners must work together to appropriately assess, diagnose, treat, and prevent mental 

disorders, emotional disabilities, or problematic behaviors in children and adolescents. If one expects to establish or to 
enhance parent-mental health practitioner collaborations in the provision of mental health services targeting children and 

adolescents with mental disorders, it is important to empower parents with the same 

evidence-based scientific knowledge mental health practitioners are expected to have. 
Informed Parents, Healthy Kids helps parents to determine if the mental health 

practitioner who provides mental health services to their child is guided by evidence-

based approaches during the delivery of such services, rather than on the imagination, 
speculation, or personal beliefs of the mental health practitioner. Encompassed in sixteen 

chapters, the overall aim is to either establish or enhance parents’ mental health literacy 

(i.e., knowledge about all aspects of mental disorders), and for parents to be able to 
question the clinical practice of mental health practitioners when they determine that 

such practice is not based on evidence-based approaches recommended in the mental 

health literature. As noted by Dr. Janine Jones on the back cover of this book, “The old 
days of the mental health provider as “expert” and setting treatment goals outside the 

knowledge of the family are over.“ Parents are provided with numerous clinical 

examples to help them express their concerns to mental health practitioners with an 
emphasis on evidence-based clinical practices among children and adolescents 

experiencing one or more of the mental disorders, emotional disabilities, or problematic 

behaviors discussed in “Informed Parents, Healthy Kids: Information You Need to 
Know to Find the Right Mental Health Provider." 

Multiple Sclerosis in Children and Adolescents 

Hatim Omar, M.D. and Joshua Chalkley (KY Children's Hospital, 

Department of Pediatrics, Division of Adolescent Medicine and 

Young Parents Program, Lexington, KY, USA) 

In series: Pediatrics, Child and Adolescent Health 
2017. 232 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53612-979-3. $160.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-980-9. $160.00. 
Multiple Sclerosis is one of the most common neurological disorders leading to disability. 

Many cases of Multiple Sclerosis are diagnosed late especially in young patients because 

providers are not considering it early in their assessment and differential diagnosis. This 
book will provide an additional resource to health care providers working with children 

and adolescents to facilitate increased awareness and earlier diagnosis and treatment. 

 
 

Promoting Prosocial Behaviors in Children through Games and 

Play: Making Social Emotional Learning Fun 

Renee Hawkins and Laura Nabors (School of Human Services, 

University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati, OH, USA) 

In series: Psychology of Emotions, Motivations and Actions 
2018. 262 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-237-3. $160.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-238-0. $160.00. 

This ground-breaking textbook focuses on the use of play techniques and games to 
facilitate the positive behavioral, social, and emotional development of children with and 

without special needs. The chapters in this book center on the use of games and play to 

facilitate emotional expression, develop friendships and encourage appropriate behaviors 
in community contexts, such as schools, that are critical to children’s adaptation in the 

world. For example, there are chapters explaining the importance of playground 

interactions for children, role play to develop social skills and learn to express emotions, 
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games to facilitate appropriate behavior and prosocial development in the classroom, and play as an outlet for the expression 

of emotion and development of children with special needs, including medical and mental health conditions. Readers will 
learn skills for coaching positive behaviors in individual and group settings, and will learn strategies to enhance social skills 

and help children develop emotionally in a variety of contexts (e.g., classrooms) and circumstances (e.g., having chronic 

illnesses or coping with mental health issues that make social engagement more challenging). Important “take-home” 
messages and critical techniques for fostering children’s skills will be presented, and the engaging material presented in the 

chapters will facilitate knowledge of what to do and how to improve young children’s social and emotional development 

through play techniques and games. 

Psychobiological, Clinical, and Educational Aspects of Giftedness 

Ignacio González-Burgos, Ph.D. (Senior Researcher, Laboratorio de Psicobiología, el División 

de Neurociencias, Centro de Investigación Biomédica de Occidente, Instituto Mexicano del 

Seguro Social, Ciudad de México, Mexico) 

In series: Neuroscience Research Progress 
2018. 239 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-051-5. $160.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-052-2. $160.00. 

General estimations propose that 3-5% of the child population worldwide shows different 
degrees of giftedness for performing of outstanding talents. Giftedness is thought to 

represent an advantage for social adaptation due to the higher intellectual capabilities over 

average people. However, several studies show that eminent adults are significantly less 
than gifted children, suggesting that a great number of talented children are lost. On the 

other hand, gifted children often show several psychosocial abnormalities such as social 

isolation (which likely leads to eventual depressive disorders), aggressive behavior 
(commonly related to incomprehension by close relatives), bullying and a varying degrees 

of academic performance among other stressors related with scholarly life. Giftedness is 

frequently confused with some psychopathological alterations; the subsequent medication 
is a clinical action with unpredictable consequences that may affect the outstanding talents 

and general mental health of gifted children. These and other biopsychosocial factors make 

gifted children (and adults) a vulnerable social group. Thus, based on the relatively scarce 
scientific literature related to giftedness, the content of this book aims to integrate the factors of some of the neurobiological, 

psychological, social, and educational aspects related to giftedness into common knowledge, and it may also be useful for 

professionals dedicated to the scientific study and clinical or educational attention of gifted children. 

Public Health Yearbook 2017 

Joav Merrick (MD, MMedSci, DMSc, Medical Director, Health 

Services, Division for Intellectual and Developmental Disabilities, 

Ministry of Social Affairs and Social Services, Jerusalem, Israel) 

In series: Public Health: Practices, Methods and Policies 
2018. 602 pp.  
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-792-7. $270.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-793-4. $270.00. 

Public Health Yearbook 2017 present research on: adolescent alcohol use in the 
Caribbean region; discussion about how to break the cycle of child and adolescent 

environmental health disparities affecting development; serious debate about parental 

refusal of childhood vaccinations; food security; social and health issues surrounding 
Chinese adolescents; and a world tour of suicide ideation in school-age teenagers. We 

hope this Yearbook and the research will be of interest to our readers. 
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Resilience and Health: A Potent Dynamic 

I Leslie Rubin, M.D. and Joav Merrick, M.D (Medical Director, Health Services, Division for 

Intellectual and Developmental Disabilities, Ministry of Social Affairs and Social Services, 

Jerusalem, Israel) 

In series: Public Health: Practices, Methods and Policies 
2018. 283 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-412-4. $160.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-413-1. $160.00. 

Break the Cycle of Children’s Environmental Health Disparities (or simply, Break the 
Cycle) is an annual collaborative interdisciplinary research and training program involving 

university students in academic tracks that focus on the impact of adverse social, 

economic, and environmental factors on children’s health, development, and education. 
The target populations are communities where environmental hazards are related to 

circumstances of social and economic disadvantage. Each student develops a project that 

focuses on preventing or reducing adverse environmental factors to benefit the children 

who live in these communities. At the end of the project, the students present their studies 

and findings at a national conference and write papers which are then published. This book 

is the result of the 12th annual Break the Cycle program. The projects cover a range of 
factors that operate over a period of time and have an influence on individual, community, 

and social perspectives. Most importantly, they inform us about children’s environmental 

health disparities and propose solutions to reduce health disparities in order to promote 
health equity for all children. 

Soft Skills and Aspirations in Chinese Children and Youth 

Daniel TL Shek, Ph.D., Janet TY Leung, Ph.D. and Joav Merrick, M.D. (Division for 

Intellectual and Developmental Disabilities, Ministry of Social Affairs and Social Services, 

Jerusalem, Israel) 

In series: Pediatrics, Child and Adolescent Health 
2018. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53614-092-7. $195.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53614-093-4. $195.00. 

Young people are expected to learn “academic” or “technical” knowledge in a manufacturing economy, which can be referred 

to as “hard skills” (for example, to produce a car through assembly lines). In many countries today, countries have been 

shifting from a manufacturing economy to a service economy, which has resulted in young people expecting to gain skills 
that are non-technical and widely transferable to different settings. This skills are referred to as “soft skills”, which are 

basically related to the qualities of an individual. In this book, the authors include several chapters on soft skills development 

in adolescents with particular reference to Chinese culture. This book includes conclusions based on the data collected from 
the third year of the community-based P.A.T.H.S. Project in Hong Kong. It also discusses dreams, aspirations, hopes and 

related constructs in Chinese adolescents. Additionally, the authors also present chapters on the relationships between 

pornography consumption and positive youth development qualities; and the last few chapters document attempts to promote 
soft skills in university students. With the emergence and consolidation of a service or knowledge-based economy, the desired 

qualities in adolescents have changed. Obviously, soft skills development plays an important role in the employability of 

young people. It is also vital to the complete development of young people as individuals in the present and future. 

The Optimization of Drug Prescribing in Children 

Hugo Juarez Olguin (Laboratorio de Farmacología, Instituto 

Nacional de Pediatría, (Investigador en Ciencias Medicas) y, 

Departamento de Farmacología, Facultad de Medicina, Universidad 

Nacional Autónoma de Mexico, (Profesor Titular de Farmacología)) 

In series: Pediatrics - Laboratory and Clinical Research 
2018. 244 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53612-263-3. $160.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-026-3. $160.00. 

Pediatrics is the form of medical care that is concerned with children from birth to 

adolescence, specializing in a variety of characteristics and changes subjective to each 
patient. Undoubtedly, these changes influence drug distribution and response. The body 

composition and the processes of biological and physiological maturation constitute 

important variables worthy of consideration in the effort to adequately satisfy the 
therapeutic necessities of all the age groups, since different formulations are required to 

achieve optimum therapy. The technological advances in the last decades have endowed 
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humanity with the facilities to painstakingly analyze biological samples and thus give way to potential progress in 

pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics. From this knowledge, it becomes clear that the body is a dynamic model and thus, 
brings to light the necessity to individualize treatment regimens based on parameters of each and every individual, which in 

the past was not as important. There are instruments that contribute to optimizing drug management and safety in the pediatric 

population as recommended by the World Health Organization that rotate on the application of drug monitoring strategies 
that would contribute to ensuring the safety of patients and improve treatment schemes with increasingly safe and effective 

drugs. Furthermore, recourses to the therapeutic monitoring of drugs would become available where a monitoring based 

principally on the drug plasma levels is carried out in order to make the pertinent dose adjustments. The need for this will 
arise, since the most effective therapeutic range of many drugs is still unknown; unnecessarily high concentrations with 

potential risks of producing toxicity in patients is something that must be avoided. With these factors in mind, the decision 

to compose this book for pediatric doctors as well as specialists in the health sector who are dedicated to childcare became 
apparent, with the hope of portraying an array of pharmacokinetic knowledge, based on new therapeutic strategies ensuing 

from information furnished by research. The authors are convinced that the consideration of these concepts would definitely 
permit the elaboration of optimum and specific treatment for each pediatric patients. 

 

Underage Drinking: Research and Recommendations 

Roger D. Hurley 

In series: Alcohol and Drug Abuse 

In series: Children's Issues, Laws and Programs 
2018. 281 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-636-4. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-637-1. $95.00. 
This book was reprinted from a public document and records from the US Government. 

It is a collection of hearings that took place in Washington DC by the Committee on 

Education and the Workforce, U.S. House of Representatives on September 30th 2003. 
This book examines how drinking in youth affects short and long-term thinking and 

memory skills as well as causes problems such as unwanted sex, health consequences 

such as accidents, injuries, or overdoses. This book also discusses the withdrawal effects, 
gender differences and the implications of drinking, such as altered brain development, 

and the higher likelihood of alcohol problems as an adult. It also explores the co-

dependency that many teenage drinkers have with marijuana and provides suggestions 
on how to reduce the number of underage, teenage drinkers. 

PHARMACOLOGY 

Beta-Blockers: Physiological, Pharmacological and Therapeutic Implications 

John R. Richards, M.D. (Department of Emergency Medicine, University of California, Davis 

School of Medicine, Sacramento, California, USA) 

In series: Pharmacology - Research, Safety Testing and Regulation 
2018. 326 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-311-0. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-312-7. $230.00. 

In the late 1950s, Sir James Black made a tremendous contribution to pharmacology and 
medicine with his discovery of β-blockers. After the first β-blockers became available in 

the 1960s, these drugs were noted to have beneficial effects in reducing morbidity and 

mortality from ischemic heart disease. It soon thereafter became apparent that blocking 

the adverse effects of the sympathetic nervous system could benefit many other diseases. 

As research and development continued, later generations of β-blockers appeared, each 

with unique properties such that it is now impossible to group these agents into one class 
to uniformly describe their effects. In this edition of Beta-Blockers: Physiological, 

Pharmacological and Therapeutic Implications, the authors examine how β-blockers 

have evolved from their origin as a treatment for angina to a myriad of other related and 
unrelated medical conditions. These include (in order of appearance), heart failure, 

hypertension, sepsis, tachydysrhythmias, portal hypertension, variceal bleeding, 

stimulant toxicity, thyrotoxicosis, obstructive lung disease, trauma, pheochromocytoma, 
cancer, acute coronary syndromes, and coronary arterial disease. The authors of these 

chapters hail from a spectrum of medical specialties as diverse as the indications for β-

blockers: anesthesiology, cardiology, critical care, emergency medicine, 
gastroenterology, hematology/oncology, internal medicine, pharmacology, 
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pulmonology, surgery, and toxicology. In this book, we also discuss controversies as well as the evolving and changing 

indications and contraindications for the use of this amazing class of drugs. This book will be of interest to physicians, 
pharmacists, nurse practitioners, physician assistants, nurses, research scientists, and informed patients. 

Food-Drug Interactions: Pharmacokinetics, Prevention and Potential Side Effects 

Fernando Ramos, Isabel Vitória Figueiredo and Margarida Caramona (Faculty of Pharmacy, 

University of Coimbra, Coimbra, Portugal) 

In series: Food Science and Technology 
2018. 279 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-552-7. $195.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-553-4. $195.00. 

The interaction between drugs and food is an increasingly relevant topic in clinical practice. There are numerous possibilities 

for interactions between drugs and food, often unknown or ignored by both health professionals and patients. The success of 
the care given to each patient depends, to a large extent, on the knowledge regarding the risks of associating drugs and foods. 

These interactions can be decisive in achieving therapeutic success due to interferences 

not only in the pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics of the drugs, with direct 

implications in the effectiveness and safety of the drugs, as well as in the absorption of 

nutrients. This aspect becomes even more relevant in patients with chronic pathology in 

which the coexistence of the drug/food binomial is prolonged over time. The objective of 
this book was to carry out a review on the main drug-food interactions and their impact on 

health. In this book, the most prevalent chronic pathologies in the population are 

referenced. In addition to an introductory chapter on this subject, the following chapters 
address the impact of the vehicles used in the different pharmaceutical formulations for 

the oral route. Taking this into account, aspects of potential interactions in the digestive 

and hepatic system, in diseases such as diabetes mellitus, chronic kidney disease, heart 
disease, dyslipidemia and cancer disease are presented. Additionally, the relevance of 

interactions between drugs and products of plant origin are also described. Finally, the 
authors present a "case study", with the main focus on the evaluation of potent interactions 

between antihypertensive and anti-dyslipidemic drugs and foods, carried out in a 

community pharmacy. The authors believe that this book is of general interest, with greater 
relevance to health professionals, namely doctors, pharmacists, nurses and nutritionists, in 

order to facilitate quicker assessments of potential interactions and risks arising from the 

prescription of medicines and concomitant use with food. 

Future Perspectives on Nigella sativa: Characterization and Pharmacological Properties 

Raluca Maria Pop (Department of Toxicology, Pharmacology and Clinical Pharmacology, 

University of Medicine and Pharmacy “Iuliu Hatieganu”, Cluj-Napoca, Romania) 

In series: Herbs and Herbalism 
2018. 280 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-429-2. $195.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-430-8. $195.00. 
The aim of this publication is to provide up-to-date information about the recent 

developments in biochemical methodologies and strategies for Nigella sativa 

phytochemicals isolation and identification, as well as to highlight the most relevant data 
about its pharmacological importance in relation with its health promoting benefits actions. 

Because of its rich historical background, extensive researches were carried out to 

evidence the pharmacological effects of Nigella sativa and to explain the mechanisms 
behind it. Studies have shown the wide spectrum of its pharmacological effects, such as 

antimicrobial (especially on multiple-antibiotic resistant bacteria), nephroprotective, 

diuretic and antihypertensive, antidiabetic, hepatoprotective, antihyperlipidemic, 

anticancer activity, neuroprotective, antinociceptive, pulmonary-protective and 

antiasthmatic, antihistaminic, gastro-protective activity, antioxidant activity, 

antiinflammatory and immunomodulatory effects. The pharmacological effects are in 
strong correlation with the high diversity of phytochemicals (over 100 compounds). The 

most valuable bioactive compounds identified in Nigella sativa are thymoquinone, thymol, 

thymohydroquinone, retinol (vitamin A), carotenoids (β-carotene), p-cymene, carvacol, α-
pinene and β-pinene, fatty acids (e.g., linoleic acid, oleic acid, palmitoleic acid, linolenic 

acid, myristoleic acid and others), sterols (e.g., β-sitosterol, stigmasterol, campesterol) and 

tocopherols (α, β, and γ). Also, Nigella sativa is a good source of minerals (calcium, 
phosphorus, iron, potassium, sodium, zinc, magnesium, manganese, copper, and selenium) and vitamins (vitamin A, thiamin, 

riboflavin, pyridoxine, niacin, folic acid, and vitamin C). The structural diversity of phytochemicals together with their health 

promoting benefits contributes to the high diversity of plant analysis methods like extraction, separation and detection as 
well as a wide variety of conditioning forms (as seeds, seed extracts, seed oil, or in different formulations, like dietary 
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supplemental products, spices or cosmetic formulations). Also, its rich composition in bioactive compounds – together with 

its numerous health benefits proved over time – has contributed to the long term traditional use of Nigella sativa within 
traditional medicine. Taking these into account, another aim of this publication is to provide up-to-date and structured 

information regarding the safe use of Nigella sativa as a complementary treatment in different diseases in terms of reducing 

the risks and side effects of common treatments. 

Naproxen: Chemistry, Clinical Aspects and Effects 

Judson Horner 

In series: Pain Management - Research and Technology 
2018. 146 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53614-129-0. $82.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53614-130-6. $82.00. 

In Naproxen: Chemistry, Clinical Aspects and Effects, a compilation of the research developed in the past decades on 

synthetic receptors for naproxen is presented. Naproxen receptors proved their usefulness in chiral separation of the racemate 
and in other instances of supramolecular chemistry and pharmacy. The particularities, the achievements, the strengths and 

the weaknesses of the naproxen receptors produced up until the present are assessed. Next, the interaction of (S) and (R)-

naproxen with chiral donors in linked systems – dyads are described. These model systems are believed to simulate NPX 

enantiomers binding with chiral amino acid residues located in active sites of COX 1, 2. According to the authors, some kind 

of diastereomers analogs are formed upon binding. In one chapter, the occurrence of naproxen in different aquatic 
environments, its environmental fate and the typical pseudo-persistency, as well as its effects on different ecosystems are 

discussed. The nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drug naproxen is a polar compound that has been detected in concentrations 

ranging from ng to µg per litre in surface waters and in wastewater treatment plant effluents. This pharmaceutical is absorbed 
by the organism after intake and is subject to metabolic transformations. In the closing study, two fixed-bed reactors (working 

volume, 3 L each) containing the white-rot fungus Phanerochaete chrysosporium immobilized on wood chips and operated 

under submerged and countercurrent-submerged modes were used to remove naproxen (at 1 mg/L) from the artificially 
contaminated water. The reactors were operated under the intermittent feeding and continuous aeration mode to find a 

strategy for a stable reactor operation under non-sterile conditions. 

Psychiatric and Mood Diseases and the Natural Compounds: An Approach to the Future 

Medical Tool 

Eduardo Sobarzo-Sánchez, Ph.D. and Seyed Mohammad Nabavi (University of Santiago de 

Compostela, Campus Vida, Santiago de Compostela, Spain) 

In series: Psychiatry - Theory, Applications and Treatments 
2018. 277 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-275-5. $160.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-276-2. $160.00. 

Since different diseases and their associated pathogens became more resistant to the diverse drugs that have been synthesized 
or isolated from nature, certain ailments could be treated without generating side effects in current drugs. Cytotoxicity and 

cognitive and/or motor effects are consequences of the use of certain compounds that in its genealogy alter in a moderated 

way the treatment of the neurodegenerative diseases. Often, surgical interventions are an 
invasive alternative that determine whether the patient does or does not achieve the 

advances expected in reducing involuntary movements, such as Parkinson’s disease. 
Commercial and natural alternatives could help patients endure the psychological effects 

of movement and cognitive diseases. At the present time, L-Dopa is used, for instance, as 

a commercial drug for the treatment of Parkinson’s disease, since it can control the 
involuntary movements of the patient under a certain status. Although this nitrogen 

compound presents itself in low concentrations in some vegetables such as broad beans, 

porotos and ginkgo biloba, the continuous consumption of these foods does not assure that 
the abovementioned neurodegenerative disease is will recede, nor does it mean that its side 

effects will decrease. Therefore, the search for new alternatives that generate mitigation 

and a better quality of life for patients requires us to check the last few contributions in 
studies on the motor/mental dysfunctions by using a new and novel medical tool that 

implies a better pharmacological potential without being discarded from the organism via 

low solubility in the blood; this potential is known as nanomedicine. Concerning its 
molecular structure, many drugs have great potential as chemical-therapeutic agents, 

however, due to its low polarity, these compounds are eliminated from the organism 

without crossing the blood-brain barrier (BBB), which prevents the entrance of many 
psychotropic drugs. In this sense, from the use of cannabinoids, flavonoids and nanomedicine, many authors have impelled 

their research in reducing the size of the "bundle" that contains the active compound from a medicine, diminishing its 

concentration and the side effects that accompany the drugs that are administered orally or injected. Even more so, the 
formation of a supramolecular framework from natural polymers – either chitosan or synthetic molecules such as poly- -

caprolactone (PCL) – has allowed the formation of nanoparticles with interesting physical-chemical properties, enables the 

delivery of the active compound in the appropriate site during a controlled release. In this book, the authors compile a number 
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of diverse contributions focused on the isolation, pharmacological evaluation and formulation of the carrier/drug system and 

generate, for the case of the nanoparticles, the same pharmacological effects in the people who endure CNS diseases. The 
advances and novel molecular tools to relieve the patient of the undesirable effects of the current drugs in the treatment of 

neurodegenerative diseases are mentioned and discussed. These scientific achievements are the tip of the iceberg in terms of 

health improvement for the population due to these limiting diseases. 

Sunitinib: Mechanisms, Interactions and Side Effects 

Vasso Anastasia 

In series: Pharmacology - Research, Safety Testing and Regulation 
2018. 

Softcover: 978-1-53614-239-6. $82.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53614-240-2. $82.00. 

Tyrosine kinase inhibitors are used to treat patients with advanced thyroid cancers. Sunitinib (SU11248) is an oral small-

molecule, oxindol derivative, multi-targeted tyrosine kinase inhibitor that inhibits receptors for platelet-derived growth factor 
and vascular endothelial growth factor receptors, growth factor receptor, fms-related tyrosine kinase 3, RET oncogene and a 

multitargeted tyrosine-kinases. In Sunitinib: Mechanisms, Interactions and Side Effects, the authors report nine open-label 

studies carried out with sunitinb wherein the drug showed its anti-tumoral activity in advanced differentiated thyroid 

carcinoma, advanced tumors refractory to radioiodine and in medullary thyroid carcinoma, in phase II trials and in 

retrospective studies. The aim of the following chapter is to summarize the published results of clinical research focused on 
the use of sunitinib in pediatric oncology and to supplement it with the experience from the authors’ clinical practice. 

Suggestions appearing in case reports and clinical trials indicate that sunitinib may be a valuable drug also in pediatric clinical 

oncology. More attention should be paid to the selection of the most suitable indications, patients, and doses to balance the 
efficacy and safety in children with malignant diseases. The concluding review offers a comprehensive overview of phases 

I and II studies investigating clinical efficacy, tolerability and safety of sunitinib for the treatment of ovarian cancer (OC). 

Sunitinib was tested in OC due to increasing incidences of resistance to chemotherapy in diseases which have a poor 
prognosis. Further trials are required to better understand the efficacy of this drug. Regarding its safety-profile, hematologic 

and non-hematological adverse events are common, but generally not clinically significant. 

The Optimization of Drug Prescribing in Children 

Hugo Juarez Olguin (Laboratorio de Farmacología, Instituto Nacional de Pediatría, 

(Investigador en Ciencias Medicas) y, Departamento de Farmacología, Facultad de Medicina, 

Universidad Nacional Autónoma de Mexico, (Profesor Titular de Farmacología)) 

In series: Pediatrics - Laboratory and Clinical Research 
2018. 244 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53612-263-3. $160.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-026-3. $160.00. 
Pediatrics is the form of medical care that is concerned with children from birth to 

adolescence, specializing in a variety of characteristics and changes subjective to each 

patient. Undoubtedly, these changes influence drug distribution and response. The body 
composition and the processes of biological and physiological maturation constitute 

important variables worthy of consideration in the effort to adequately satisfy the 
therapeutic necessities of all the age groups, since different formulations are required to 

achieve optimum therapy. The technological advances in the last decades have endowed 

humanity with the facilities to painstakingly analyze biological samples and thus give way 
to potential progress in pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics. From this knowledge, 

it becomes clear that the body is a dynamic model and thus, brings to light the necessity to 

individualize treatment regimens based on parameters of each and every individual, which 
in the past was not as important. There are instruments that contribute to optimizing drug 

management and safety in the pediatric population as recommended by the World Health 

Organization that rotate on the application of drug monitoring strategies that would 

contribute to ensuring the safety of patients and improve treatment schemes with 

increasingly safe and effective drugs. Furthermore, recourses to the therapeutic monitoring 

of drugs would become available where a monitoring based principally on the drug plasma 
levels is carried out in order to make the pertinent dose adjustments. The need for this will arise, since the most effective 

therapeutic range of many drugs is still unknown; unnecessarily high concentrations with potential risks of producing toxicity 

in patients is something that must be avoided. With these factors in mind, the decision to compose this book for pediatric 
doctors as well as specialists in the health sector who are dedicated to childcare became apparent, with the hope of portraying 

an array of pharmacokinetic knowledge, based on new therapeutic strategies ensuing from information furnished by research. 

The authors are convinced that the consideration of these concepts would definitely permit the elaboration of optimum and 
specific treatment for each pediatric patients. 
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PSYCHIATRY AND MENTAL HEALTH 

A Multi-Dimensional CARES Model in Clinical Practice with People with Borderline 

Personality Disorder: A Comprehensive and Empathetic Articulation 

Kam-shing Yip (Department of Applied Social Sciences, The Hong Kong Polytechnic 

University, Hong Kong, China) 

In series: Mental Illnesses and Treatments 
2018. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-321-9. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-322-6. $230.00. 
People with borderline personality disorder are always known as the most difficult client group to human service 

professionals. It is partly because of their highly fluctuating moods and relationships with others as well as their impulsivity 

and highly risky behaviors such as attempted suicide, self-harm behaviors and substance abuse. Coupled with these are a 
variety of co-morbid mental illnesses including depressive disorder, hysteria, anxiety disorder and brief psychosis. This book 

begins with a comprehensive articulation of diagnosis and etiology of borderline personality disorder. Four borderline 
conditions are clinically identified; they are pre-borderline condition, full energy condition, low energy condition and post-

borderline condition. Among these four conditions, many different types of manifestations are explored. A multi-dimensional 

articulation of different perspectives of borderline features are mentioned including trauma, attachment, self-splitting and 
emotionality. Based on the writers’ 30 years of clinical work and supervision of clients with borderline personality disorder, 

this book is the first step in integrating various clinical perspectives and constructs a comprehensive, empathic and 

multidimensional CARES model in intervention and practice. “C” implies “Companionship with Chronic Loneliness”; “A” 
means “Affective Concern behind Projective Anger”; “R” refers to “Reflection of Emotion, Responsibility and Empathy”; 

“E” implies “Evolving Real Self Constructively”; and finally, “S” means “Soothing and Healing Abandonment Trauma”. 

Drug Addiction, Trauma and Mental Illness: Interpretation and Intervention 

Kam-shing Yip (Department of Applied Social Sciences, Hong Kong Polytechnic University, 

Hong Kong, China) 

In series: Psychology Research Progress 
2018. 
Softcover: 978-1-53614-020-0. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53614-021-7. $95.00. 

Research and clinical experiences show that people engaging in drug addiction for some years usually embrace severe mental 
illnesses including schizophrenia, borderline personality disorder, depression and post-traumatic stress disorder. 

Schizophrenia usually occurs in patients with prolonged use of amphetamine and hallucinogens. Borderline personality 

disorder commonly happens in female addicts who have experienced abandonment and childhood abuse. On the one hand, 
drug addiction can be used to cope with symptoms of severe mental illness. On the other hand, prolonged drug addiction can 

also induce severe mental illness. A close look into individuals with chronic drug addiction usually review that they encounter 

suffering, hardship and traumas. There are two types of traumas encountered by people with drug addiction. The first one is 
trauma before drug addiction and substance abuse. Many of them may have suffered through abuse, oppression and 

abandonment in their lives. Another one is drug led traumas because of psychosocial deprivation and medical problems 

induced by chronic addiction. In this book, apart from describing a comprehensive model in understanding and interpreting 
the complexity of trauma, mental illness and drug addiction, this model is applied and illustrated in clients with borderline 

personality disorder and schizophrenia, drug addiction and those who have experience different forms of trauma. Related 

psychosocial interventions are also thoroughly discussed. 

Facilitating Resilience after PTSD: A Translational Approach 

Graziano Pinna, Dr. Rer. Med., Ph.D. and Takeshi Izumi, M.D., 

Ph.D. (The Psychiatric Institute, Department of Psychiatry, 

University of Illinois at Chicago, Chicago, IL, USA) 

In series: Psychiatry - Theory, Applications and Treatments 
2018. 255 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-097-3. $160.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-098-0. $160.00. 

Understanding the mechanisms by which the brain develops resilience, or lack thereof, 
could help unveil biomarkers for novel therapeutics to facilitate resilience after trauma. As 

of today, no specific treatment has been discovered for PTSD; nonetheless, 1 in 10 

individuals suffer from this debilitating disorder. Selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors 
(SSRIs) are widely used as a first-line treatment, but with a high non-response rate, and 

the reasons for their inefficacy in PTSD is examined. This book reviews several biomarker 
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candidates that may be useful to develop a precision medicine and help PTSD patients who fail to respond to traditional 

therapy. We examine the function of physiologically diverse raphe nucleus 5-HTergic neurons, deficits in amygdalar 5-
HTergic neural systems, amygdala dopamine on emotional memory processing and the role of antipsychotics that attenuate 

excessive dopamine release and improve resilience. Autonomic imbalance, an acquired feature of PTSD, can be improved 

by trauma-focused psychotherapy and targeted interventions such as biofeedback. New hope via neuroepigenetics may unveil 
new therapeutic approaches for PTSD. Dysregulation in the HPA-axis and telomere dynamics may prove as key mechanisms 

in facilitating resilience and limit the risk of suicide. The endocannabinoid and neurosteroid systems as well as their 

interactions provide a crucial biomarker axis and contribute novel, exciting therapeutic targets to facilitate resilience after 
trauma. 

 

Humanist Psychiatry 

Nash N. Boutros, M.D. (Professor of Psychiatry, University of Missouri-Kansas City, Director 

of the Saint Luke’s Marion Bloch Neuroscience, Institute 

Behavioral Neurology Division, Kansas City, MO, US) 

In series: Psychiatry - Theory, Applications and Treatments 
2018. 142 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-730-9. $82.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-731-6. $82.00. 

This book discusses the parameters surrounding humanist principles (an optimistic 

philosophy that believes in the scientific process, human worth and dignity, and the 
ability of humankind to solve its problems no matter how complicated). This book begins 

by summarizing the humanist principles then goes into general chapters discussing how 

the biology principle should guide advances in psychiatric research, how psychiatry 
research could be organized, and addresses issues of education and practice from a 

humanist’s view point. Finally, the book goes into more specific areas of practice like 

correctional and addiction psychiatry, discussing how practice adhering to the humanist 
principles would impact the field. Finally, the book discusses the issue of stigma and 

how humanism can help speed up the dissipation of the stigma associated with 

psychiatric disorders. 

Informed Parents, Healthy Kids: Information You Need to Know to Find the Right Mental 

Health Practitioner 

Freddy A. Paniagua, Ph.D. (University of Texas Medical Branch at Galveston, Galveston, TX, 

US) 

In series: Mental Disorders, Disabilities and Treatments 
2017. 464 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53612-705-8. $270.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53612-640-2. $270.00. 

Parents and mental health practitioners must work together to appropriately assess, 

diagnose, treat, and prevent mental disorders, emotional disabilities, or problematic 
behaviors in children and adolescents. If one expects to establish or to enhance parent-

mental health practitioner collaborations in the provision of mental health services 

targeting children and adolescents with mental disorders, it is important to empower 
parents with the same evidence-based scientific knowledge mental health practitioners 

are expected to have. Informed Parents, Healthy Kids helps parents to determine if the 

mental health practitioner who provides mental health services to their child is guided 
by evidence-based approaches during the delivery of such services, rather than on the 

imagination, speculation, or personal beliefs of the mental health practitioner. 

Encompassed in sixteen chapters, the overall aim is to either establish or enhance 
parents’ mental health literacy (i.e., knowledge about all aspects of mental disorders), 

and for parents to be able to question the clinical practice of mental health practitioners 

when they determine that such practice is not based on evidence-based approaches 
recommended in the mental health literature. As noted by Dr. Janine Jones on the back 

cover of this book, “The old days of the mental health provider as “expert” and setting 

treatment goals outside the knowledge of the family are over.“ Parents are provided with 
numerous clinical examples to help them express their concerns to mental health 

practitioners with an emphasis on evidence-based clinical practices among children and adolescents experiencing one or 

more of the mental disorders, emotional disabilities, or problematic behaviors discussed in “Informed Parents, Healthy Kids: 
Information You Need to Know to Find the Right Mental Health Provider." 
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Nicotinism and the Emerging Role of E-Cigarettes (With Special Reference to Adolescents). 

Volume 1: Concepts, Mechanisms, and Clinical Management 

Sushil Sharma, Ph.D. (Academic Dean, American International School of Medicine (AISM), 

Georgetown, Guyana, South America, US Corporate Headquarters, Stone Mountain, Georgia, 

USA) 

In series: Alcohol and Drug Abuse 
2018. 332 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-172-7. $275.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-587-9. $275.00. 
Tobacco addiction (also known as nicotinism) remains a preventable healthcare challenge in the entire world and is the most 

significant cause of loss pertaining to national and international economy and productivity. Nicotinism poses a significant 

challenge to the general health and well-being of adolescents, pregnant women, and developing infants. Adolescents are 
highly vulnerable to nicotine addiction and suffer from poor quality of life, early morbidity, and mortality. Nicotine exposure 

during intrauterine life can induce diversified embryopathies (such as abortion, stillbirth, sudden infant death syndrome, 

microcephaly, craniofacial abnormalities, growth retardation, ADHD, autism, and craniofacial abnormalities) in developing 

infants; likewise, asthma, chronic obstructive pulmonary diseases (COPD), cancer, and infertility can develop in adults. 

Tobacco smoking kills nearly six million people each year, and almost five million of these 

deaths are the result of direct tobacco use, while nearly 600,000 are the result of non-smokers 
being exposed to second-hand smoke. Nearly 80% of the world's one billion smokers live in 

low- and middle-income countries. Some tobacco smoking-related health risks include: lung 

cancer, COPD, cardiovascular diseases, stroke, asthma, reproductive anomalies, premature 
low birth weight infants, diabetes, blindness, cataracts, macular degeneration, and nearly ten 

types of cancer, including colon, cervix, liver, stomach and pancreatic cancer. There are 

roughly 7,000 toxic chemicals in tobacco which can directly or indirectly cause cancer, 
stroke, and heart attack to induce early morbidity and mortality. At least seventy chemicals 

have been implicated in inducing cancer. A person’s life span is reduced at least ten years 

when smoking tobacco. Nicotine is the primary ingredient in tobacco, possessing a highly 
addictive potential which causes physical tolerance and psychological dependence, with 

severe withdrawal symptoms and potential for relapse. Chronic smokers find it extremely 

difficult to quit smoking as the success rate is only 33%. Although several preventive as well 
as therapeutic measures have been implemented to minimize the risks of numerous illnesses 

associated with tobacco smoking, a considerable amount of research is needed to further 

minimize this devastating, yet preventable addiction from the entire world. Recent trends in 

the reduction of smoking in several countries including the US, Canada, and Australia seems 

quite encouraging; yet smoking in several other countries such as Serbia, Slovenia, Russia, China, and India remains a 

significant challenge. Recently, electronic cigarettes (e-cigarettes) emerged as the next generation of nicotine products with 
different brand names in the market. Although their popularity has increased particularly among adolescents in the Western 

world, the extent of psychiatric comorbidity with e-cigarettes use and dual use of conventional (combustible) vs e-cigarettes 

remains uncertain. As many as 460 new brands of e-cigarettes have been introduced. Older brands tend to highlight their 
merits over conventional (incinerating) cigarettes while newer brands emphasize consumer choice in multiple flavors and 

product versatility. Public awareness and proper education (particularly for young adolescents) will go a long way in early 

prevention and successful clinical management of nicotinism. Nova Science Publishers have now released an interesting 
book in four volumes for learning more about the basic molecular biology, molecular genetics, emerging biotechnology, 

diseases linked to nicotinism and their possible prevention and cure. The primary objective is to minimize nicotine-induced 

early morbidity and mortality due to asthma, emphysema, cancer, heart attack, diabetes, obesity, infertility, major depressive 
disorders, schizophrenia, Alzheimer’s disease, and several other neurological and neuropsychiatric disorders, which are 

systematically described in this book. This book presents recent knowledge and wisdom regarding the harmful and 

therapeutic benefits of tobacco smoking by incineration or by vaping through e-cigarettes. Volume One describes general 
topics on nicotinism and the emerging role of electronic cigarettes; Volume Two describes the basic molecular biology of 

nicotinism; Volume Three describes emerging biotechnology in nicotinism; and Volume Four describes chronic diseases 

associated with nicotinism and charnolopharmacotherapeutics. A novel disease-specific spatiotemporal charnolosomics and 

conventional omics (genomics, proteomics, metabolomics, lipidomics, and metallomics) with correlative and combinatorial 

bioinformatics is proposed for the first time to accomplish targeted, safe, and effective personalized theranostics of nicotinism 
for a better quality of life. 
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Nicotinism and the Emerging Role of E-Cigarettes (With Special Reference to Adolescents). 

Volume 2: Concepts, Mechanisms, and Clinical Management 

Sushil Sharma, Ph.D. (Academic Dean, American International School of Medicine (AISM), 

Georgetown, Guyana, South America, US Corporate Headquarters, Stone Mountain, Georgia, 

USA) 

In series: Alcohol and Drug Abuse 
2018. 305 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-679-1. $275.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-688-3. $275.00. 
Nova Science Publishers now introduce an interesting book on research to help reduce 

global tobacco-related diseases in four volumes. Volume One describes general topics 

on nicotinism and the emerging role of electronic cigarettes; Volume Two describes basic 
molecular biology of nicotinism; Volume Three describes emerging biotechnology in 

nicotinism; and Volume Four describes chronic diseases associated with nicotinism and 

disease-specific-spatiotemporal (DSST) charnolosomics and 

charnolopharmacotherapeutics for the targeted, safe and effective personalized 

theranostics of nicotinism. This book is written primarily for readers interested in 

learning more about the basic molecular biology, recent biotechnology, and molecular 
genetics for diseases linked to nicotinism as well as their possible prevention and cure. 

A novel disease-specific spatiotemporal charnolosomics along with conventional omics 

(genomics, proteomics, metabolomics, lipidomics, and metallomics) with correlative and 
combinatorial bioinformatic analysis is proposed for the first time to accomplish targeted, 

safe, and effective personalized theranostics of nicotinism for a better quality of life. This 

book is written primarily for the health and well-being of highly vulnerable adolescents, 
who engage in drug seeking behavior (particularly tobacco and alcohol), become victims 

of chronic addiction, and suffer from poor quality of life, early morbidity, and mortality. 

Moreover, nicotine exposure during intrauterine life can induce diversified 
embryopathies (such as abortion, stillbirth, sudden infant death syndrome, microcephaly, craniofacial abnormalities, growth 

retardation, ADHD, autism, and craniofacial abnormalities) in developing infants; likewise, asthma, COPD, cancer, and 

infertility occurs in adults. The primary goal is to minimize nicotine-induced early morbidity and mortality due to asthma, 
emphysema, cancer, heart attack, diabetes, obesity, infertility, major depressive disorders, schizophrenia, Alzheimer’s 

disease, and several other neurological and neuropsychiatric disorders, which are elegantly described in this book. Volume 

Two describes the basic molecular biology of nicotinism in two sections. Section One (“Concepts & Mechanism”) consists 

of seven chapters, while Section Two (“Clinical Management of Nicotinism”) consists of two chapters. While each volume 

will serve as a textbook for biomedical students and as a reference book for researchers, scientists, doctors, and professors, 

all four of the volumes systematically will certainly enhance the existing knowledge and wisdom regarding nicotinism and 
drug addiction in general. It is envisaged that readers (researchers, doctors, nurses, teachers, students (particularly high school 

and college students) and the general public will enjoy learning the most recent and novel personalized theranostic 

approaches currently being implemented in this clinically-significant discipline by carefully going through the most 
interesting and thought-provoking contents of this book. 

Nicotinism and the Emerging Role of E-Cigarettes (With Special Reference to Adolescents). 

Volume 3: Emerging Biotechnology in Nicotine Research 

Sushil Sharma, Ph.D. (Academic Dean, American International School of Medicine (AISM), 

Georgetown, Guyana, South America, US Corporate Headquarters, Stone Mountain, Georgia, 

USA) 

In series: Alcohol and Drug Abuse 
2018. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-732-3. $275.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-733-0. $275.00. 

Nova Science Publishers now introduce an interesting book on research to help reduce global tobacco-related diseases in 

four volumes. Volume One describes general topics on nicotinism and the emerging role of electronic cigarettes; Volume 
Two describes basic molecular biology of nicotinism; Volume Three describes emerging biotechnology in nicotinism; and 

Volume Four describes chronic diseases associated with nicotinism and disease-specific-spatiotemporal (DSST) 

charnolosomics and charnolopharmacotherapeutics for the targeted, safe and effective personalized theranostics of 
nicotinism. This book is written primarily for readers interested in learning more about the basic molecular biology, recent 

biotechnology, and molecular genetics for diseases linked to nicotinism as well as their possible prevention and cure. A novel 

disease-specific spatiotemporal charnolosomics along with conventional omics (genomics, proteomics, metabolomics, 
lipidomics, and metallomics) with correlative and combinatorial bioinformatic analysis is proposed for the first time to 

accomplish targeted, safe, and effective personalized theranostics of nicotinism for a better quality of life. This book is written 

primarily for the health and well-being of highly vulnerable adolescents, who engage in drug seeking behavior (particularly 
tobacco and alcohol), become victims of chronic addiction, and suffer from poor quality of life, early morbidity, and 
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mortality. Moreover, nicotine exposure during intrauterine life can induce diversified embryopathies (such as abortion, 

stillbirth, sudden infant death syndrome, microcephaly, craniofacial abnormalities, growth retardation, ADHD, autism, and 
craniofacial abnormalities) in developing infants; likewise, asthma, COPD, cancer, and infertility occurs in adults. The 

primary goal is to minimize nicotine-induced early morbidity and mortality due to asthma, emphysema, cancer, heart attack, 

diabetes, obesity, infertility, major depressive disorders, schizophrenia, Alzheimer’s disease, and several other neurological 
and neuropsychiatric disorders, which are elegantly described in this book. Volumes Three describes emerging biotechnology 

in nicotinism in three sections: Section One illustrates emerging biotechnology in nicotinism, consisting of eight chapters: 

Chapter One – “Evaluation of Nicotinism by Flow Cytometry and Other Emerging Biotechnology (Molecular 
Neuroimaging)”; Chapter Two – “Mitochondrial Bioenergetics and Immunophenotyping of Nicotinism (A Flow Cytometric 

Analysis of Charnoly Body Dynamics in Nicotinism)”; Chapter Three – “Flow Cytometric Analysis of Charnolophagy and 

Charnolosome Exocytosis/Endocytosis in Nicotinism”; Chapter Four – “Mass Spectrometric Analysis of Nicotine and 
Nicotinism”; Chapter Five – “Pet Neuroimaging in Nicotinism (With Special Reference to Nicotinic Acetyl Choline Receptor 

Imaging)”; Chapter Six – “Multimodality Molecular Neuroimaging in Nicotinism”; Chapter Seven – “Personalized 
Theranostic Potential of Nanomedicine in Nicotinism”; and Chapter Eight – “Mitochondrial Bioenergetics and 

Charnolopharmacotherapeutics in Nicotinism”. Section Two: “Disease-Specific Personalized Theranostics of Nicotinism” 

highlights disease-specific personalized theranostics of nicotinism in Chapter Nine, and Section Three: “Clinical 
Management of Nicotinism” details harmful aspects and therapeutic benefits of nicotine in Chapter Ten. While each volume 

will serve as a textbook for biomedical students and as a reference book for researchers, scientists, doctors, and professors, 

all four of the volumes systematically will certainly enhance the existing knowledge and wisdom regarding nicotinism and 
drug addiction in general. It is envisaged that readers (researchers, doctors, nurses, teachers, students (particularly high school 

and college students) and the general public will enjoy learning the most recent and novel personalized theranostic 

approaches currently being implemented in this clinically-significant discipline by carefully going through the most 
interesting and thought-provoking contents of this book.While each volume will serve as a textbook for biomedical students 

and as a reference book for researchers, scientists, doctors, and professors, all four of the volumes systematically will 

certainly enhance the existing knowledge and wisdom regarding nicotinism and drug addiction in general. It is envisaged 
that readers (researchers, doctors, nurses, teachers, students (particularly high school and college students) and the general 

public will enjoy learning the most recent and novel personalized theranostic approaches currently being implemented in this 

clinically-significant discipline by carefully going through the most interesting and thought-provoking contents of this book. 

Nicotinism and the Emerging Role of E-Cigarettes (With Special Reference to Adolescents). 

Volume 4: Disease-Specific Personalized Theranostics of Nicotinism 

Sushil Sharma, Ph.D. (Academic Dean, American International School of Medicine (AISM), 

Georgetown, Guyana, South America, US Corporate Headquarters, Stone Mountain, Georgia, 

USA) 

In series: Alcohol and Drug Abuse 
2018. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-736-1. $275.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-737-8. $275.00. 

Nova Science Publishers now introduce an interesting book on research to help reduce global tobacco-related diseases in 
four volumes. Volume One describes general topics on nicotinism and the emerging role of electronic cigarettes; Volume 

Two describes basic molecular biology of nicotinism; Volume Three describes emerging biotechnology in nicotinism; and 

Volume Four describes chronic diseases associated with nicotinism and disease-specific-spatiotemporal (DSST) 
charnolosomics and charnolopharmacotherapeutics for the targeted, safe and effective personalized theranostics of 

nicotinism. The most interesting and unique feature of this book is that it introduces the original concept of disease-specific 

spatio-temporal (DSST) charnolosomics along with conventional omics (including genomics, proteomics, metabolomics, 
lipidomics, and metallomics) by employing combinatorial and correlative-bioinformatics to accomplish targeted, safe, and 

effective perosonalized theranostics of nicotinism. This book presents basic molecular biology and pharmacogenomics of 

nicotinism and the emerging role of e-cigarettes as an alternative to reduce tobacco cravings and related health risks, and to 
prevent second hand smoking-related health risks. The book illustrates specifically the novel concept of mitochondrial 

bioenergetics-based charnolopharmacotherapeutics for the clinical management of nicotinism with future prospects to 

minimize tobacco smoking behavior, and/or quit smoking with minimum withdrawal symptoms. This book presents recent 
knowledge and wisdom regarding more harmful aspects and limited therapeutic benefits of tobacco smoking through 

incineration or by vaping through e-cigarettes. The book is primarily for the health and well-being of highly vulnerable 
adolescents, who engage in drug seeking behavior, become victims of chronic tobacco addiction, and suffer from poor quality 

of life, early morbidity, and mortality. Moreover, tobacco exposure during intrauterine life can induce diversified 

embryopathies (such as abortion, stillbirth, sudden infant death syndrome, microcephaly, craniofacial abnormalities, growth 
retardation, ADHD, autism, and craniofacial abnormalities) in developing infants; and asthma, COPD, cancer, and infertility 

in adults. Hence, the primary goal is to minimize tobacco-induced early morbidity and mortality due to asthma, emphysema, 

cancer, heart attack, diabetes, obesity, infertility, major depressive disorders, schizophrenia, Alzheimer’s disease, and several 
other neurological and neuropsychiatric disorders.. Volume Four describes chronic diseases associated with nicotinism and 

novel disease-specific-spatiotemporal (DSST) charnolosomics and charnolopharmacotherapeutics for the targeted, safe and 

effective personalized theranostics of nicotinism. This volume is systematically presented in three sections. Sections One: 
“Disease-Specific Nicotinism” consists of eight chapters: Chapter One – “Nicotine and Stroke”; Chapter Two – “Nicotine 

and Diabetes”; Chapter Three – “Nicotine and Obesity”; Chapter Four – “Nicotine and Parkinson’s Disease”; Chapter Five 
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– “Nicotine and Alzheimer’s Disease”; Chapter Six – “Nicotine and Schizophrenia”; Chapter Seven – “Nicotine and Major 

Depressive Disorders”; and Chapter Eight – “Nicotine and Cancer”. Section Two: “Charnolopharmacotherapeutics of 
Nicotinism” consists of Chapter Nine, which describes the therapeutic potential of disease-specific spatiotmporal 

charnolopharmaceuticals in nicotinism, and Section Three highlights conclusions and future directions. Those interested in 

learning more about the basic molecular biology, molecular genetics, emerging biotechnology, diseases linked to nicotinism, 
and their possible prevention and cure will find this book interesting, exciting, motivating, and thought-provoking. This book 

is written primarily for biomedical students, researchers, scientist, professors, doctors, nurses, and any members of the 

general public interested in enhancing their existing knowledge and wisdom regarding the deleterious effects of both 
conventional as well as emerging e-cigarettes on human health and well-being, particularly among adolescents and young 

adults. 

Panic Disorder: Assessment, Management and Research Insights 

Yong-Ku Kim (Department of Psychiatry, Korea University Ansan Hospital, Gojan-Dong, 

Danwon-Gu, Kyunggido, Republic of Korea) 

In series: Psychology Research Progress 
2018. 264 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-001-0. $160.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-002-7. $160.00. 

Although panic disorder may mimic medical conditions, patients with medical conditions 
that seem to pose a real life threat may be diagnosed when panic attacks, which are not 

well explained by any existing disease, repeatedly appear. After they accept the idea of 

possessing panic disorder, the most commonly asked question by patients is what has 
caused this condition. For the author, with more than 20 years of clinical experience, it is 

not easy to satisfy patients with simple answers. An exemplary explanation may be that 

the combination of heredity, environment, genetic-environmental interactions, 
neurotransmitters, the HPA axis, and any forms of stress affects the onset of panic disorder. 

Genetic susceptibility obviously affects panic disorder, but does not account for up to 30-
40% of occurrences. Stressful life events often precede the onset and seem to increase the 

risk of panic disorder development, but not in all cases. In fact, the cause of panic disorder 

is still unknown. However, step-by-step approaches toward understanding the causes and 
developing new treatments for panic disorder through research on the epidemiological 

studies, genetics, epigenetic studies, neuroimaging studies, and studies dissecting neural 

circuits for regulating normal fear and anxiety are being put into effect. The latest advances 

in therapy for treatment-resistant patients who do not respond well to therapy have been 

addressed in this book. This book is the result of a worldwide collaboration of experts who 

are outstanding in the research of panic disorder. The author hopes that this book will give 
patients, clinicians, and clinical researchers the latest insights into panic disorder. 

Psychiatric and Mood Diseases and the Natural Compounds: An Approach to the Future 

Medical Tool 

Eduardo Sobarzo-Sánchez, Ph.D. and Seyed Mohammad Nabavi (University of Santiago de 

Compostela, Campus Vida, Santiago de Compostela, Spain) 

In series: Psychiatry - Theory, Applications and Treatments 
2018. 277 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-275-5. $160.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-276-2. $160.00. 

Since different diseases and their associated pathogens became more resistant to the 

diverse drugs that have been synthesized or isolated from nature, certain ailments could be 
treated without generating side effects in current drugs. Cytotoxicity and cognitive and/or 

motor effects are consequences of the use of certain compounds that in its genealogy alter 

in a moderated way the treatment of the neurodegenerative diseases. Often, surgical 
interventions are an invasive alternative that determine whether the patient does or does 

not achieve the advances expected in reducing involuntary movements, such as 

Parkinson’s disease. Commercial and natural alternatives could help patients endure the 
psychological effects of movement and cognitive diseases. At the present time, L-Dopa is 

used, for instance, as a commercial drug for the treatment of Parkinson’s disease, since it 
can control the involuntary movements of the patient under a certain status. Although this 

nitrogen compound presents itself in low concentrations in some vegetables such as broad 

beans, porotos and ginkgo biloba, the continuous consumption of these foods does not 
assure that the abovementioned neurodegenerative disease is will recede, nor does it mean 

that its side effects will decrease. Therefore, the search for new alternatives that generate 

mitigation and a better quality of life for patients requires us to check the last few 
contributions in studies on the motor/mental dysfunctions by using a new and novel 
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medical tool that implies a better pharmacological potential without being discarded from the organism via low solubility in 

the blood; this potential is known as nanomedicine. Concerning its molecular structure, many drugs have great potential as 
chemical-therapeutic agents, however, due to its low polarity, these compounds are eliminated from the organism without 

crossing the blood-brain barrier (BBB), which prevents the entrance of many psychotropic drugs. In this sense, from the use 

of cannabinoids, flavonoids and nanomedicine, many authors have impelled their research in reducing the size of the "bundle" 
that contains the active compound from a medicine, diminishing its concentration and the side effects that accompany the 

drugs that are administered orally or injected. Even more so, the formation of a supramolecular framework from natural 

polymers – either chitosan or synthetic molecules such as poly- -caprolactone (PCL) – has allowed the formation of 
nanoparticles with interesting physical-chemical properties, enables the delivery of the active compound in the appropriate 

site during a controlled release. In this book, the authors compile a number of diverse contributions focused on the isolation, 

pharmacological evaluation and formulation of the carrier/drug system and generate, for the case of the nanoparticles, the 
same pharmacological effects in the people who endure CNS diseases. The advances and novel molecular tools to relieve 

the patient of the undesirable effects of the current drugs in the treatment of neurodegenerative diseases are mentioned and 
discussed. These scientific achievements are the tip of the iceberg in terms of health improvement for the population due to 

these limiting diseases. 

Self-Fragmentation and Self-Integration in People with 

Schizophrenia. Volume II: Interpretation and Recovery of Positive 

and Negative Symptoms 

Kam-shing Yip (Department of Applied Social Sciences, The Hong 

Kong Polytechnic University, Hong Kong, China) 

In series: Mental Illnesses and Treatments 
2018. 277 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-323-3. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-324-0. $230.00. 
Apart from the biochemical and genetic models, there are many psychosocial theories 

including psychodynamic, cognitive behavioral, phenomenological, existential, 

biochemical as well as social construction perspectives in explaining the cause and 
recovery of schizophrenia. However, in professional intervention and services, all these 

psychosocial theories are undermined. In Volume I, the book serves to bridge this 

theoretical gap by a profound revisit of different perspectives and concepts in self-
fragmentation and self-integration of persons with schizophrenia. 

Social Anxiety Disorder: Recognition, Diagnosis and Management 

Flávia de Lima Osório and Mariana Fortunata Donadon (Department of Neuroscience and 

Behavioural Sciences, Medical School of Ribeirão Preto, São Paulo University, São Paulo, 

Brazil) 

In series: Mental Disorders, Disabilities and Treatments 
2018. 240 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-047-8. $160.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-048-5. $160.00. 
This book addresses aspects related to the recognition, diagnosis and management of 

social anxiety disorder (SAD) under a critical and innovative perspective. Therefore, it 

gathers contributions from renowned researchers in the field through both theoretical and 
empirical studies. The main topics covered will be theoretical and empirical models, 

heritability, instruments for assessment of symptoms and diagnosis, self-esteem, social 

skills, different approaches for treatment of SAD (social skills training, group cognitive-
behavioural therapy, self-administered psychological interventions based on virtual 

interactions on the Internet, transcranial magnetic stimulation, ayahuasca and other 

hallucinogens). The possibilities of treatment and management of music performance 
anxiety will also be discussed by means of a literature review and clinical study. This 

book offers – to clinicians, researchers and/or mental health students – the opportunity to 

learn and update existing information concerning SAD, a frequent condition which 
compromises the quality of life and the psychosocial functioning of many individuals. 
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PULMONOLOGY 

Chronic Disease and Disability: The Pediatric Lung 

Donald E Greydanus, M.D., Myrtha M Gregoire-Bottex, M.D., Kevin W Cates and Joav 

Merrick, M.D. (Medical Director, Health Services, Division for Intellectual and Developmental 

Disabilities, Ministry of Social Affairs and Social Services, 

Jerusalem, Israel) 

In series: Pediatrics, Child and Adolescent Health 
2018. 470 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-577-0. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-578-7. $230.00. 
Chronic Disease and Disability: The Pediatric Lung is written for the primary care 

clinician to help update the knowledge of pediatric pulmonology (pulmo, pulmonis 

[Latin for "lung"] and λογία, -logia [Greek for "study of"]) in the early 21st century. It 
acknowledges some of the amazing stepping stones of science over time concerning the 

current understanding of pediatric pulmonary medicine. The current and future shortage 

of pediatric pulmonologists necessitates steady, rejuvenated information on asthma, 
cystic fibrosis, pneumonia and other pulmonologic disorders for primary care clinicians 

as they care for the children and adolescents with complex respiratory dilemmas and 

disorders. In view of this shortage and the rapidly increasing knowledge in this field, as 
well as understanding indications for referral to pediatric pulmonologists in the early 

21st century, au courant assiduous information aimed at primary care clinicians in these 

areas becomes increasingly important. 

RADIOLOGY AND MEDICAL IMAGING 

Functional Neuroimaging Methods and Frontiers 

Yongxia Zhou, Ph.D. (University of Southern California, Los Angeles, CA, US and Columbia 

University, New York, NY, US) 

In series: Neuroscience Research Progress 
2018. 149 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53614-123-8. $95.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53614-124-5. $95.00. 

Medical imaging grows to be a broad and modern scientific field. Imaging principles, 

methods and applications are important topics in this field. While applications and the 
generalization of techniques start with and rely on theoretical development and novel 

methodology, introduction and instructions of relatively new ideas, concepts and 

methods are of pivotal importance to students, beginners and general clinical 
practitioners in this field. Functional MRI (fMRI) has been widely used for the past 30 

years to investigate brain functional changes under physiologic challenges or disease 

conditions in contrast to a resting state. The physiological contributors to the fMRI signal 
changes include the blood-oxygenation-dependent level (BOLD) effect and in-flow 

effect such as the increment in local CBF and arterial oxygenation. Improvement of 

spatiotemporal resolution of fMRI to enhance neuronal activity specificity and pinpoint 

the microvasculature activation is the ultimate goal. fMRI functional 

activity/connectivity and graph theory-based connectome analyses with a multiplex fast 

imaging technique are recently developed new techniques to provide both a whole-
picture and regional specialization of brain resource utilization in a systematic way. The 

integration of neuroscience and mathematical as well as physical and physiological 

metrics also promote the innovation and applications of multi-modal imaging equipment 
development and multi-parametric utilizations in clinical environments, including 

disease diagnosis and treatment. The aim of this book is intended to provide a whole picture of new fMRI imaging 

methodological developments from principles to applications, to both beginners and experts in biomedical imaging and 
healthcare. Several fundamental principles and metrics including BOLD, microvasculature detection and fMRI/EEG 

coupling will be presented together with some new and up-to-date analytical methods. The conventional statistical methods 

and relatively new methods of wavelets, dynamic linear correlation coefficients, independent component analysis, EEG 
source imaging and multi-modal integration will be covered. The authors hope that this book will capture the interests of 

colleagues in the medical imaging field and could help convey the methodological, technical and developmental resources 
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of neuroimaging applications. This book will provide the current state-of-the-art and frontiers of neuroimaging techniques 

in basic science and clinical neuroscience research. The authors will present some forefront and interesting multi-dimensional 
imaging techniques to serve as a textbook and reference manual in fMRI methodological training as well as in the research 

field. Several distinct imaging perspectives, including cutting-edge imaging methods from acquisition to data analysis as 

well as multi-modal and multi-parametric quantifications will be described. The relatively new and advanced principles and 
methods together with interesting examples and application demonstrations would hopefully contribute to the medical 

imaging teaching and research field and could help facilitate the generalization, interpretation and applications of the 

proposed neuroimaging methods. 

Recent Advancements and Applications in Dosimetry 

Maria F. Chan, Ph.D. (Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center, New York, NY, US) 

In series: Radiation Oncology: Clinical, Translational and Laboratory Research 
2018. 372 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-759-0. $230.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-760-6. $230.00. 

Features - Provides unique dosimetry for high intensity MR-guided ultrasound 

treatment, gold nanoparticle-enhanced radiotherapy, photodynamic therapy, thermal 

imaging in Bbrachytherapy, MR-guided radiotherapy, proton beam treatment, and high-

definition end-to-end patient-specific dose verification - Offers clinical applications for 
all varieties of modern radiation detectors, and evolving dosimetry techniques including 

innovative calorimetry, TLD, Oone-scan film dosimetry, transmission detectors, real-

time EPID dosimetry, best feasible DVH planning, 3D printing, 5D planning and 
delivery, as well as machine learning Summary This book provides a comprehensive 

collection of the newly emerging treatment modalities, covering high intensity 

ultrasound treatment, photodynamic therapy, MR-guided treatment machines, 
nanoparticle-enhanced radiotherapy, and proton beam therapy. The invited expert 

authors cover a wide range of the latest advancements and developments in dosimetry 

techniques as well asnd their clinical implications, including calorimetry, radiochromic 
film, transmission detectors, real-time portal dosimetry, TLD, thermal imaging 

dosimetry, 3D dosimetry, best feasible DVH planning, 5D planning and delivery, 3D 

printing, as well asand machine learning in medical dosimetry. This book will bring the 
reader up-to-date with the state of the art in radiation dosimetry and best clinical practices 

using such advanced detectors. 

RHEUMATOLOGY 

Rheumatoid Arthritis: Risk Factors, Health Effects and Treatment Options 

Amanda Melle 

In series: Rheumatism and Musculoskeletal Disorders 
2018. 179 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-668-5. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-669-2. $95.00. 
In Rheumatoid Arthritis: Risk Factors, Health Effects and Treatment Options, the authors open by discussing discuss which 

bDMARDS and tsDMARDS might be preferred in particular situations, for example in the setting of previous malignancy 
or in those with an increased risk of infection. Emphasis will be placed on practical solutions for the busy clinician. Following 

this, they discuss the prevalence and implications of co-morbid depression in RA patients and sub-groups, focusing on ethnic 

minorities. The barriers to identification of depression and the reasons for low utilization of mental health care resources 

among specific ethnic groups are analyzed, taking into account patient perceptions of depression and its association with RA. 

Lastly, the current knowledge about the contribution of smoking as a risk factor for RA development and the possible 

mechanism of action is reviewed. In addition, the authors highlight the association of smoking habits with clinical, 
serological, radiographic damage statuses and comorbidities of RA. The benefits of designed smoking cessation intervention 

on RA outcomes will also be discussed. 
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SLEEP DISORDERS AND CIRCADIAN RHYTHMS 

Circadian Clock: Regulations, Genetic and External Factors 

Nathaniel Hayes 

In series: Human Anatomy and Physiology 
2018. 146 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-372-1. $82.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-373-8. $82.00. 

In this collection, the authors review temporal control of tissue homeostasis and repair by the circadian system. The molecular 

regulation of circadian timing has been well-characterized in several species as a highly conserved transcriptional feedback 
loop that maintains roughly 24-hour cellular periodicity. A current challenge is determining how the outputs of the master 

clock affect peripheral oscillators and numerous biological processes. A subsequent study seeks a more detailed 

understanding of the physiology and molecular mechanism underlying circadian changes in the plasma of glucose, which 
might allow for the identification of novel targets for the developing therapeutic approached to the diabetes and obesity 

diseases. Procambarus acanthophorus, a burrower crayfish, follows a nocturnal circadian rhythm due to the way it spends 

long periods of time building tunnels to reach the water table during the dry season. Therefore, it follows that this species 
must have a close relationship with soil. The authors suggest that soil might be an ecological factor with high perceived 

value, influencing ecological aspects, and physiological functions such as growth, reproduction, and organization of the 

circadian system. The genes involved in the maintenance of circadian rhythm and its impact on the immunological system 
are described as disruption of the circadian rhythm leads to significant alterations of the organism and is associated with 

several biological responses. In the concluding review, some of the most useful characteristics of zebrafish for studying the 

molecular, cellular, and behavioral aspects of the circadian clock system are described. Zebrafish have been established as 
an attractive vertebrate model for the examination of light signaling pathways and their impact on the cellular clock because 

zebrafish cellular clocks have an unusual attribute of being directly light responsive. Additionally, the molecular components 

of the mammalian and zebrafish cellular clocks are highly similar. 

Sleep Effect on Gastrointestinal Health and Disease: Translational Opportunities for 

Promoting Health and Optimizing Disease Management 

David A. Johnson, M.D., William C. Orr, Ph.D., J. Catesby Ware, Ph.D., Parth Parekh, M.D. 

and Edward C. Oldfield IV, M.D.(Eastern VA Medical School, Norfolk, VA, USA) 

In series: Sleep - Physiology, Functions, Dreaming and Disorders 
2018. 331 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-359-2. $230.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-360-8. $230.00. 

Sleep disorders are abnormal sleep patterns and physiological changes that affect health. Over one third of Americans 

experience chronic sleep disturbance which contributes to numerous health conditions including: Cardiovascular and 
respiratory disease, depression, chronic pain syndromes, gastrointestinal diseases and decreased quality of life, among others. 

Chronic sleep deprivation is an epidemic that can have cumulative neurocognitive effects and exacerbate a broad array of 

common chronic diseases including obesity, hypertension, diabetes, stroke and coronary 
artery disease. The effect on gastrointestinal health and disease is profound, albeit 

typically not recognized or addressed by clinicians. Dysfunctional sleep has been 

identified in a wide array of GI diseases affecting both visceral and hepatic disease, with 
both inflammatory and neoplastic induction. Sleep and the GI system have a dynamic 

bidirectional relationship, effecting a complex balance of circadian rhythms, 

neurohumoral transmitters and the intestinal microbiome. The resultant effects of this 
interplay between sleep and GI health/disease is often difficult to define, however, a 

primary sleep disorder may be exacerbated by a GI disease, such as GERD, or a GI 

disease such as IBD may be the primary underlying cause of a sleep disorder. Regardless, 

there is emerging recognition that sleep and GI health may represent new targets for 

disease intervention. This includes the identification of genomic changes where gene 

products may be potential therapeutic targets. Additionally, epigenetic changes related 
to the environment can enhance the transcriptional activity of important genes. Also, 

clearly the intestinal microbiome is a discovery field for microbial products and activated 

immune cells that may translocate to the periphery and respond to manipulation. This 
relationship with sleep is another new horizon of recognition. As these relationships 

between sleep and GI health have been identified, these findings are logical targets for 

intervention. As such, a keen and insightful awareness is necessary to maintain good health, or assessing symptoms of a 
disease state. Thus, the recognition of sleep disorders, and appropriate sleep directed management can help optimize the 

treatment of numerous gastrointestinal diseases. Clearly, people need to recognize that sleep is not just a “placeholder” of 

dark time between two periods of daylight activity. Rather, assessing and promoting good sleep should be a “health mandate” 
for maintaining and regulating normal GI physiologic health, or mitigating sleep directed disease management strategies to 

optimize patient outcomes. Therefore, sleep dysfunction, should be a routine focus of all care providers, recognizing the 
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importance of good sleep for promoting health and sleep disorders in perpetuating disease. It is the meaningful intent of the 

authors of this treatise to increase the appropriate awareness of the invaluable role of sleep. Clearly, it is time for us all to 
open our eyes and realize the value of closing them. 

RARE DISORDERS 

Tardive Dyskinesia: Current Approach 

Chanoch Miodownik, M.D. and Vladimir Lerner, M.D., Ph.D. 

(Ben-Gurion University of the Negev, Division of Psychiatry, Head 

of Closed Department, Be’er Sheva Mental Health Center, Be’er-

Sheva, Israel) 

In series: Rare Disorders Research Progress 
2018. 203 pp. 
Softcover: 978-1-53613-776-7. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-777-4. $95.00. 

Abnormal involuntary dyskinetic movements in schizophrenia patients have been 
documented for more than 140 years. However, after introducing into clinical practice 

antipsychotic medications, movement disturbances became a relatively frequent 

phenomenon. Medication-induced movement disorders are divided into two groups: a) 
acute, which appears during several hours or days after beginning treatment with 

psychotropic medications, and b) delayed or tardive motor disturbances that occur after months or years of taking 

psychotropic drugs. In the term’s present meaning, the latter are iatrogenic, neurological, hyperkinetic movement 
disturbances characterized by repetitive, involuntary, purposeless movements in the oral/lingual/buccal area, body or 

choreoathetoid movements of the extremities. Tardive movement disorder (TMD) is a serious, disabling and potentially 

permanent pathology. The pathogenesis of TMD remains unclear, and the pathophysiology is complex, multifactorial, and 
still not fully understood. Moreover, there is solid evidence of a genetic predisposition to these disturbances. Abnormal 

movements should appear during exposure, or within four weeks of withdrawal from oral psychotropic medications or eight 
weeks from depot formulations. The minimal exposure to these drugs should be three months, except for patients older than 

60, who can develop TMD after its use for one month. Finally, the movements should be present for at least one month to 

fulfill the criteria for TMD. Several distinct forms of TMD exist, specifically tardive akathisia, tardive blepharospasm, tardive 

dystonia, tardive gait, tardive myoclonus, tardive tremor, and tardive tics, and they have different pathophysiologies and 

treatment. The advent and widespread use of a new generation of antipsychotics in clinical practice had been expected to 

dramatically reduce the incidence and prevalence of TMD, however the reduction, if any, was modest. A number of drugs 
were tried for the management of this motor disturbance, yet until now no effective and standard treatment has been found. 

Therefore, the management of this motor disturbance remains an actual topic as well as a challenge for clinicians. Although 

much has been written about TMD, this is obviously not a new clinical issue. Awareness of these motor disturbances as a 
result of medication treatment is a vital step toward intervention in the pathological process. Furthermore, it will be helpful 

for the protection and prevention of serious complications, while also allowing for greater access to clinicians in overall areas 

of medicine. The authors believe that a better understanding of TMD will strengthen the efforts and success of effective 
diagnosing, prevention and treatment of this condition. 

RENAL DISORDERS 

Renal Replacement Therapy: Controversies and Future Trends 

José A. Moura-Neto, MD (Medical Director at CSB Group of 

Nephrology, Bahia, Brazil & Member of the Young Medical 

Leadership Program at the National Academy of Medicine, Brazil) 

In series: Urology Research Progress 
2018. 383 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-654-8. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-655-5. $230.00. 
Controversies and trends have been a constant presence in nephrology. Likewise, since 

its inception and throughout its development, renal replacement therapy has been 

shrouded in an atmosphere of uncertainty, always with an eye on the future. Renal 
Replacement Therapy: Controversies and Future Trends is a collection of independent 

chapters written by eminent authors, focused on topics relevant to modalities of renal 
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replacement therapy. This book addresses controversies and future trends in peritoneal dialysis, hemodialysis, and kidney 

transplantation. It covers issues from kidney patient education to new technologies in end stage renal disease management, 
including trends in arteriovenous access, convective therapies, the concept of incremental hemodialysis, fluid overload in 

hemodialysis and iron therapy. Regarding renal transplantation, it discusses a variety of subjects, highlighting 

xenotransplantation, organ bioengineering, immunosuppressive therapies, and living donor bioethics issues. This book may 
appeal to nephrologists and physicians involved with renal replacement therapy and all those interested in the advances and 

challenges still facing medicine. It is, at the same time, a didactical textbook – providing valuable and updated medical 

information – and also represents the current thinking of great authors of our time on the subject. To a certain extent, it will 
also have historical value and may be considered a landmark of ideas in the field of nephrology. 

Understanding Basic Renal Pathophysiology 

Ramin Sam, M.D., Lowell Lo, M.D., and Stephen L. Gluck, M.D. (Clinical Professor of 

Medicine, University of California, San Francisco, San Francisco, CA, USA) 

In series: Renal, Metabolic and Urologic Disorders 
2018. 126 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-224-3. $82.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-225-0. $82.00. 

Renal physiology is at the heart of practice of medicine. Concepts such as fluids, 

electrolytes and acid/base disorders are central to medical disciplines in almost all fields 
of medicine. There are very few physicians who do not need to be well versed in these 

concepts. On the other hand, these concepts are some of the most poorly understood 

concepts in medicine. As an example, there is often confusion that has led to 
hyponatremia, and physicians are often in doubt as to what fluids are required for a 

patient with hypernatremia. This book will clarify the logic behind these central concepts 

and hopefully lead to less doubt in the management of patients with these problems. The 
book is not intended to be a comprehensive discussion for all aspects of renal physiology; 

rather, it is intended to clarify the understanding of few core concept of renal physiology 
as it relates to patient care. As each patient with electrolyte or renal disorder presents in 

their own unique way, we find it useful to understand the basics behind those core 

concepts to be able to explain why the patient does not completely fit the textbook case. 
The purpose of this book is not to serve as a textbook on renal disorders. As such, not all 

topics in nephrology are covered, but only the ones where we find it beneficial for the 

physician to better understand those aspects of renal physiology. The book is intended 

for all physicians; clearly, medical students in their clinical years would benefit from it 

and especially renal fellows and nephrologists would find it useful. It is often the case 

that physicians act as the developers of renal physiology and equations, but not much time is spent on understanding how 
those equations and concepts came about. This book is intended to shine light on these important concepts. Having a true 

understanding of these concepts would enable one to treat patients who often don’t present as a textbook case. In general, 

this textbook would be helpful for all physicians. However, the group of physicians who would benefit most from it would 
be those who encounter patients with electrolyte disorders. First and foremost, nephrologists are included in that list, 

especially nephrology fellows who are just starting to develop a deeper understanding of serum electrolytes. The next group 

of physicians who would benefit would be intensivists, internists, family practitioners and emergency room physicians who 
often act as the first line of responders for these patients. Our book is unique among books on renal physiology in that it is 

not a comprehensive discussion of renal physiology, but it gives the physician reader some helpful hints in understanding 

key concepts of renal physiology. As such we believe it would be especially helpful in the management of patients with 
complicated electrolytes or renal disorder. 

SPORTS MEDICINE 

Soccer: The Physical and Cultural Effects of the World's Most Popular Sport 

Vera R. Jackson and Jessika Farber 

In series: Sports and Athletics Preparation, Performance, and Psychology 
2018. 134 pp. 
Softcover: 978-1-53613-220-5. $82.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-221-2. $82.00. 
This collection investigates the time-motion characteristics of collegiate soccer games, repeated-sprint ability in female 

players, and skill-based assessments of collegiate male and female players. In females, research has shown few between-

position differences in physiological characteristics. Additionally, female field players can display similar aerobic fitness to 
elite players as assessed by the Yo-Yo Intermittent Recovery Test Level 1. The authors suggest that collegiate female players 

may need further development in high-intensity running and repeated-sprint ability. Afterwards, they present research 
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supporting the idea that that turfgrass maintenance on soccer fields in Slovenia differs significantly, and several managers 

lack knowledge about proper turfgrass management. However, the maintenance budget is not the most important factor in 
determining the appearance of the soccer fields. A subsequent review is presented with the goal of reviewing the trainability 

of short sprinting in youth soccer players. The authors examined studies from 2005 to the present which focused on improving 

sprint or agility performances, and included a description of the training protocol, pre-and post-test measures (mean and 
standard deviation) for the training group and the control group. The findings demonstrate progress in short straight-line 

sprinting and in agility performance with different training regimes. Another study is presented analysing the evolution of 

the physical condition in young elite soccer players during the full competitive period throughout eight seasons. In this study, 
one hundred and eleven young soccer players belonging to the reserve team of a Spanish professional soccer academy were 

examined. The last study describes the perceived exertion of soccer players in the pre-season and in-season periods and to 

analyses the differences in the perceived effort between friendly and official matches in relation to the minutes played in 
young soccer players. 

STEM CELLS 

Adult Stem Cell Released Molecules: A Paradigm Shift to Systems Therapeutics 

Greg Maguire, Ph.D. (BioRegenerative Sciences Inc, Founder, La Jolla, CA, USA) 

In series: Stem Cells - Laboratory and Clinical Research 
2018. 249 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53612-623-5. $160.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-281-6. $160.00. 
Dr. Greg Maguire's thought-provoking book offers a radically new approach to the standard means of developing drugs 

through the use of the molecules that stem cells release. Emphasizing that living organisms operate through the collective 

actions of entities within and between all levels of the biological organism, including the quantum level, molecular level, and 
cellular level, for example, the argument is put forth that drug development, and medicine 

itself, must treat various indications by understanding and then treating the collective 

actions at the relevant levels that are found to be perturbed in that particular indication. 
Motivated by the recent successes in the fields of quantum collective electrodynamics and 

condensed matter physics, where systems level thinking has explained through 

mathematical and conceptual reasoning how these phenomenon work, and doing so with 
heuristic outcomes, Maguire argues that the same system level thinking must be applied 

to drug development and medicine. The interactive nature of these fundamental collective 

processes is at the core of developing “systems therapeutics” and, as such, challenges those 
that believe in fundamental reductionism, where understanding the components of the 

system will explain the system. During these times, fundamental reductionism is often 

used to explain diseases as the result of an aberration in a DNA sequence, and targeted 
approaches to drug development lead to the development of small molecules to specifically 

target only one pathway. Because of this, there is an understanding that diseases and other 

indications are multifactorial and often don't involve a genomic alteration; systems biology 
analysis should lead to “systems therapeutics” where multiple pathways, often at different 

levels of the organism, are targeted by the therapeutic agents. The therapeutic development 
approach that Maguire explains is a result of reverse engineering endogenous adult stem 

cell function that serves to maintain and heal our tissues. Using the pools of molecules that different types of adult stem cells 

release, each pool of molecules being tissue specific for the indication to be treated, Maguire describes the “systems 
therapeutic” results. The book is divided into nine sections, each of which can be read as a standalone chapter and serve as a 

source of references on the particular topic. Although some of the topics use mathematical formulas, none of the material 

requires mathematical rigor in order to understand the concepts. The last chapter culminates in showing how the “systems 
therapeutic” approach using the molecules from adult stem cells is used to treat neurodegeneration. 
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SURGERY 

Advances in Experimental Surgery. Volume 1 

Huifang Chen, M.D., Ph.D. and Paulo N. Martins, M.D., Ph.D (Professor of Surgery, 

Laboratory of Experimental Surgery, Research Center, University of Montreal, Montreal, 

Quebec, Canada) 

In series: Surgery - Procedures, Complications, and Results 
2018. 636 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53612-775-1. $310.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53612-776-8. $310.00. 

Experimental surgery is an important link for the development in clinical surgery, 

research and teaching. Experimental surgery was part of the most important surgical 
discoveries in the past century. Since 1901 nine Nobel Prizes have been awarded to the 

pioneers had remarkable achievements in the basic or practical surgery. In recent 20 

years, experimental surgery has achieved new advances, like laparoscopic and robotic 

surgery, tissue engineering, and gene therapy which are widely applied in clinic surgery. 

The present book covers wide experimental surgery in preclinical research models 
subdivided in two volumes. Volume I introduces surgical basic notions, techniques, and 

different surgical models involved in basic experimental surgery and review the 

biomechanical models, ischemia/reperfusion injury models, repair and regeneration 
models, and organ and tissue transplantation models, respectively. Volume II introduces 

several specific experimental models such as laparoscopic and bariatric experimental 

surgical models. The second volume also introduces graft-versus-host disease, and other 
experimental models. Review the advances and development of recent techniques such 

as tissue engineering, organ preservation, wound healing and scarring, gene therapy and 

robotic surgery. The book documents the enormous volume of knowledge we have 
acquired in the field of experimental surgery. In this book, we have invited experts from 

the United States, Canada, France, Germany, China, Japan, Korea, UK, Sweden, 

Netherland, Hungary and Turkey to contribute 36 chapters in the fields of their expertise. These two volumes are the 
compilation of basic experimental surgery and updated advances of new development in this field that will be invaluable to 

surgeons, residents, graduate students, surgical researchers, physicians, immunologists, veterinarians and nurses in surgery. 

Advances in Experimental Surgery. Volume 2 

Huifang Chen, M.D., Ph.D. and Paulo N. Martins, M.D., Ph.D (Professor of Surgery, 

Laboratory of Experimental Surgery, Research Center, University of Montreal, Montreal, 

Quebec, Canada) 

In series: Surgery - Procedures, Complications, and Results 
2018. 434 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53612-773-7. $230.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53612-774-4. $230.00. 

Experimental surgery is an important link for the development in clinical surgery, 

research and teaching. Experimental surgery was part of the most important surgical 
discoveries in the past century. Since 1901 nine Nobel Prizes have been awarded to the 

pioneers had remarkable achievements in the basic or practical surgery. In recent 20 

years, experimental surgery has achieved new advances, like laparoscopic and robotic 
surgery, tissue engineering, and gene therapy which are widely applied in clinic surgery. 

The present book covers wide experimental surgery in preclinical research models 

subdivided in two volumes. Volume I introduces surgical basic notions, techniques, and 
different surgical models involved in basic experimental surgery and review the 

biomechanical models, ischemia/reperfusion injury models, repair and regeneration 

models, and organ and tissue transplantation models, respectively. Volume II introduces 
several specific experimental models such as laparoscopic and bariatric experimental 

surgical models. The second volume also introduces graft-versus-host disease, and other 

experimental models. Review the advances and development of recent techniques such 
as tissue engineering, organ preservation, wound healing and scarring, gene therapy and 

robotic surgery. The book documents the enormous volume of knowledge we have 

acquired in the field of experimental surgery. In this book, we have invited experts from 
the United States, Canada, France, Germany, China, Japan, Korea, UK, Sweden, 

Netherland, Hungary and Turkey to contribute 36 chapters in the fields of their expertise. These two volumes are the 

compilation of basic experimental surgery and updated advances of new development in this field that will be invaluable to 
surgeons, residents, graduate students, surgical researchers, physicians, immunologists, veterinarians and nurses in surgery. 
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Anesthesia OSCE Review 

Sharif Mohamed, M.D., Maged Argalious, M.D., Lisa Farmer, M.D., Carlos Trombetta, M.D., 

and Loran Mounir, M.D. (Division of Pediatric Anesthesia UTMB, Galveston, TX, USA) 

In series: Surgery - Procedures, Complications, and Results 
2018. 281 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-027-0. $160.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-028-7. $160.00. 
Objective structured clinical exams (OSCEs) have been in use as an assessment tool for 

graduate medical students and postgraduate medical training all around the world, in 

anesthesia training in the United Kingdom, Australia and New Zealand, and even in the 
United States, where medical schools have been using OSCE for a long time. When the 

OSCEs were introduced as a formal assessment tool for the certification of anesthesia 

trainees in the United States, it was adopted in a way that was slightly different than the 
classic way of using OSCEs in other countries. One of the differences was in the limitation 

of the OSCE to examine only nine skills, six of which are communication and 

professionalism skills and three of which are for interpretation skills, although the focus 

of the American OSCE is on communication and professionalism. However, it did not 

ignore the interpretation skills, with at least two stations on the real exam dedicated to the 

interpretation skills. The general theme of this book is that it utilizes some adult learning 
techniques to fuel an interactive learning experience for the candidates, so that they can 

work together on building their skills and preparing for the OSCE component of their assessment. The authors worked 

carefully on creating a manuscript that can be used by the practicing examiner/standardized patient to guide the process of 
mock OSCE encounters in a fruitful, educative and enjoyable manner. 

Breast Surgery: Indications and Techniques 

Ciro Comparetto and Franco Borruto (Division of Obstetrics and Gynecology, Azienda USL 

Toscana Centro, City Hospital, Prato, Italy) 

In series: Obstetrics and Gynecology Advances 
2018. 300 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-489-6. $230.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-490-2. $230.00. 

Breast surgery is the surgical treatment of breast diseases. Its fields of application are 

particularly breast cancer therapy and the plastic-reconstructive time that follows. 
Oncological surgery is one of the most important stages of breast cancer therapy. The 

history of breast interventions, known since ancient times, has been marked by several 

moments coincident with the evolution of medical knowledge and with some important 
discoveries in this field. After thousands of years, this allowed for a type of intervention 

that, in the utmost respect for physical integrity, offers women a concrete chance of 

healing. The outcome of breast cancer surgery, with respect to cosmetic results, loco-
regional control, and prognostic information from nodal staging may vary substantially. 

Optimal breast cancer care starts with a proper surgical act, which can only be performed 
when optimal imaging and preoperative diagnosis are available. Next, on the basis of all 

perioperative findings, the right surgical procedure should be indicated after 

multidisciplinary consultation and discussion, keeping the objective of the final outcome 
in mind. The surgical act itself is best performed by an experienced surgeon who has 

maintained their experience after sufficient training. The outcome of the different 

procedures can be measured according to simple criteria and prospective registration. 

Corneal Collagen Cross-Linking and Femtosecond Laser in 

Refractive and Cataract Surgery 

Hui Sun (Academy of OPTO-Electronics, Chinese Academy of 

Sciences, Beijing, China) 

In series: Surgery - Procedures, Complications, and Results 
2018. 163 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-192-5. $82.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-193-2. $82.00. 
The cornea serves as the gateway into the eye for external images. Maintenance of 

corneal shapes and transparency is critical for refraction. Small changes in the 

smoothness of the corneal surface or in the total thickness of the cornea can lead to visual 
distortion. Recently, however, refractive surgery for the transparent cornea has been 

introduced. In this procedure, the curvature of the cornea is modified either by cutting 

the stroma or by laser ablation of normal corneal tissue. Given the clinical efficacy of 
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refractive surgery, it is important to understand the anatomical and physiological structure of the cornea such as corneal 

collagen cross-linking. Multiple commercial femtosecond lasers have been cleared for use by the US Food and Drug 
Administration for ophthalmic surgery, including use in creating corneal flaps in LASIK surgery. The newest application of 

femtosecond lasers in ophthalmology is in cataract surgery. In LASIK surgery, all surgery procedures are done in cornea. In 

cataract surgery, the cornea is also cut with a femtosecond laser. Over the last decade, the field of femtosecond eye surgery 
has expanded rapidly, supporting the advantages of combined high-ablation precision and minimized collateral tissue effects. 

One of the most promising applications for femtosecond laser eye surgery has been corneal surgery, namely laser in situ 

keratomileusis (LASIK) surgery, where the high-pressure laser plasma non-thermally dissociates the dense corneal tissue, 
thereby enabling lamellar cornea procedures with minimized side effects with the subsequent excimer laser shaping the 

corneal surface. Millions of people worldwide have been patients for LASIK surgery and have benefited from new forms of 

technology. LASIK surgery includes three parts: wavefront detection, femtosecond laser flap creation, and excimer laser 
cornea correction. Some parts of this book focus on femtosecond laser-assisted LASIK surgery, including basic research for 

femtosecond laser eye surgery and tissue imaging. The newest application of femtosecond lasers in ophthalmology is cataract 
surgery. Currently, there are a few lasers at or near the point of commercial release, including LenSx (Alcon Laboratories 

Inc., Fort Worth, Texas), Catalys (Abbott Medical Optics, Santa Ana, California), LensAR (LensAR Inc., Orlando, Florida), 

Victus (Technolas Perfect Vision and Bausch & Lomb, Rochester, New York), and Femto LDV (Ziemer Ophthalmic Systems 
AG, Port, Switzerland). All laser systems share a common platform—which includes an anterior-segment imaging system, 

patient interface, and femtosecond laser to image—to calculate and deliver the laser pulses. Some parts of this book explain 

the principle of OCT-guided femtosecond laser cataract surgery. The combination of femtosecond laser surgery and OCT 
imaging simultaneously guides the development of next generation femtosecond surgical lasers in cataract surgery and 

explores femtosecond laser surgical strategies. 

Decompressive Craniectomy 

Bizhan Aarabi and J. Marc Simard (Department of Neurosurgery, 

Director of Neruotrauma, University of Maryland School of 

Medicine, Baltimore, MD, USA) 

In series: Surgery - Procedures, Complications, and Results 
2018. 478 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-180-2. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-181-9. $230.00. 
Although decompressive craniectomy is a surgical procedure that has been with us for 

the past 100 years, its prognostic value in long-term outcomes remains doubtful and its 

use is at a crossroads. Three randomized trials and numerous cohorts, along with 

comparative studies over the past 15 years (as shown in the presented figure) have 

significantly improved our understanding of this simple surgical procedure. In writing 

this book, the authors not only tried to present state-of-the-art evidence describing the 
molecular and cellular cascades discovered during the past 40 years and current critical 

care management of traumatic brain injury, but also found it very appropriate to consider 

the views of scientists who have contributed immensely in understanding the pathobiology of severe head injury (Simard 
and Fiskum). The current values of multimodality monitoring of neurochemical processes (Badjatia, Bullock) and the 

contribution of maximal medical management through guidelines (Stein, Ullman) help to understand how far research 
concerning the management of head injury has come. The authors deem it important to present the personal views of leading 

scientists who have conducted two high impact randomized controlled trials (Cooper, Hutchinson, Servadei and Sahuquillo) 

and the experiential views of decompressive craniectomy during the Operation Iraqi Freedom and Operation Enduring 
Freedom campaigns (Rosenfeld, Neal). Joint discussions of ethical views between the next of kin and surgeons as well as 

the value of informed consent constitute the ultimate objective before proceeding with the surgical procedure (Honeybul). 

The promise of the future, which hangs on additional imaging biomarkers with higher predictive values is presented in a 
systematic review (Aarabi) that stresses a clear view of the extent of rostral-caudal injury 

severity to the functional connectivity network, and the connectome on magnetic 

resonance imaging before proceeding with decompressive craniectomy in patients with 
low motor subscores. 

Lecture Notes on Pancreatitis 

Ali Ibrahim Yahya, M.D., FRCSEd (Professor of General Surgery, 

Zliten University Hospital, Zliten, Libya) 

In series: Digestive Diseases - Research and Clinical Developments 
2018. 151 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-034-8. $82.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-112-3. $82.00. 

To all readers of this book on pancreatitis: The idea of centering a book on pancreatitis 

came to the author’s mind after working as a general surgeon at his hospital over a period 
of twenty-seven years after his return from Britain, where he finished his postgraduate 

training and received the fellowship from the Royal College of Surgeons of Edinburgh. 
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This book covers topics of pancreatitis including pathology, clinical presentation, investigations and treatment; it is 

recommended for resident surgeons and will help them to attain knowledge on pancreatitis. The author would like to thank 
the staff of the HBP unit at Queen Elizabeth Hospital at Birmingham, particularly Professor J. Buckle and Mr. D. Mirza, 

who gave the author the chance to practice his skills when he was a visiting surgeon at their unit. 

Management of Postoperative Pain after Bariatric Surgery 

Jaime Ruiz-Tovar, M.D., Ph.D. (Department of Bariatric Surgery, Universidad Autónoma de 

Madrid, Madrid, Spain) 

In series: Pain Management - Research and Technology 
2018. 194 pp. 
Softcover: 978-1-53614-284-6. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53614-285-3. $95.00. 

Patients undergoing bariatric surgery are special subjects, as they present different 
conditions that make it more difficult to facilitate correct postoperative management. A 

medical staff is often not used to managing these patients and they do not consider that 

different measures or doses of drugs should be employed. Moreover, several approaches 

performed in the general population cannot be offered to morbidly obese subjects 

because of their particular anatomical conditions. The correct management of 

postoperative pain is essential for the adequate evolution in a postoperative course, as a 
patient experiencing pain will not be able to mobilize. Moreover, analgesic resources are 

usually morphic drugs, which might cause nausea and vomiting, impeding correct oral 

intake. Multimodal analgesia is actually considered the gold standard for postoperative 
pain control after bariatric surgery, implying the administration of drugs or performance 

of different analgesic or anesthetic techniques in order to reduce the need for 

postoperative morphine. For the correct application of postoperative analgesia, it is 
essential to know the physiopathology of postoperative pain and the mechanism of action 

for each analgesic technique. The aim of this book is to revise the actual evidence about 
the management of postoperative pain in morbidly obese patients undergoing bariatric 

surgery. 

Prophylaxis in Bariatric Surgery 

Jaime Ruiz-Tovar, M.D., Ph.D. (Department of Bariatric Surgery, Universidad Autónoma de 

Madrid, Madrid, Spain) 

In series: Surgery - Procedures, Complications, and Results 
2018. 192 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-435-3. $95.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-436-0. $95.00. 

Patients undergoing bariatric surgery are special subjects, as they present several features 

that convert them into high-risk patients, despite often being young and without severe 
comorbidities. Medical staff is often not used to managing these patients and they do not 

consider that different measures or doses of drugs should be employed. Moreover, 
several postoperative complications are much more frequent in obese patients than in the 

general population, such as thromboembolic events, surgical-site infections, or 

pulmonary complications. These issues must be considered in all the perioperative 
courses; pre-, intra- and postoperatively. There are many protocols and guidelines for 

diverse prophylaxis, but most of them do not consider the special characteristics of 

morbidly obese patients, and so the measures recommended for the general population 
cannot be applied to them. Some bariatric surgery societies have made an effort to 

elaborate on recommendations for obese patients, but the lack of studies in this 

population group implies low evidence grade, leading to weak recommendations and 

sometimes even acting as controversial between different groups. The aim of this book 

is to revise the actual evidence of the most important prophylactic measures that a 

morbidly obese patient must undergo. 
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Recollections of Pioneers in Xenotransplantation Research 

David K. C. Cooper, M.D., Ph.D. (Co-Director, Xenotransplantation Program, Department of 

Surgery, University of Alabama at Birmingham, Birmingham, AL, US) 

In series: New Developments in Medical Research 
2018. 445 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-945-7. $195.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-946-4. $195.00. 
There is a critical and continuing shortage of organs and cells from deceased human 

donors for the purposes of transplantation into patients with terminal organ failure. The 

use of organs and cells from pigs – i.e., cross-species transplantation, or 
xenotransplantation – could resolve this problem. Recollections of Pioneers in 

Xenotransplantation Research is a collection of reminiscences by surgeons and scientists 

who, over the past 50 years, have made major contributions to research into achieving 
successful transplantation of pig organs and cells into primates. It records the personal 

work of 22 researchers from North America, Asia, Europe, and Australasia who 

developed this field, which will have an immense impact on the future medical care of 

patients with such diverse conditions as heart and kidney failure, diabetes, corneal 

blindness, and Parkinson’s disease. A pig organ transplanted into a human or nonhuman 

primate is rejected within minutes. To overcome this immunological barrier, pigs have 
been genetically-engineered to protect their tissues from the primate immune response. 

Today, life-supporting organs from pigs with up to six genetic modifications have 

functioned for more than a year in nonhuman primates, and the blood sugar of diabetic 
monkeys has been controlled for more than two years by the transplantation of insulin-

producing pancreatic islet cells from pigs. Clinical trials of pig islet and corneal 

transplantation have already been undertaken, and trials of organ transplants are 
currently being planned. The pioneering researchers who contributed to the early development of this field highlight their 

own roles, and record their personal recollections of the other scientists and surgeons with whom they collaborated. They do 
not confine themselves to the scientific progress they made, but comment on the roles of industry and academia in moving 

the field forward. Recollections of Pioneers in Xenotransplantation Research will be of interest to physicians, scientists, and 

the lay person with an interest in transplantation or in the care of patients with life-threatening diseases, but also to those 
interested to understand the potential of genetic-engineering in science and medicine. The book provides a historical record 

of the research that has contributed to an advance in medicine that has been called “the next great medical revolution.” Within 

a few years, this new form of therapy is likely to impact every family in the developed world. 

Surgical Treatment of Femoral Neck Fractures 

Orlin Filipov, M.D., Ph.D. (Head of Orthopedic Department, Vitosha Hospital Simeonovsko, 

Sofia, Bulgaria) 

In series: Surgery - Procedures, Complications, and Results 

In series: Orthopedic Research and Therapy 
2018. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-757-6. $195.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53614-286-0. $195.00. 
While arthroplasty is the preferred treatment for most elderly patients with displaced femoral neck fractures, internal fixation 

is the treatment of choice in the majority of patients below the age of 65 as a joint-preserving procedure. The osteosynthesis 

of fractures of the femoral neck in the elderly has been partly abandoned during the last years due to the poor clinical 
outcomes following the conventional fixation with parallel screws or DHS. Based on clinical evidence and laboratory testing, 

the novel method of biplane double-supported screw fixation (BDSF) offers much better fixation stability, reflecting in 

excellent clinical outcomes. With its innovative biomechanic principle, the BDSF method provides supreme stability for 
cannulated screw fixation, achieving up to 44% higher axial fixation strength in vitro, and a rate of bone union reaching up 

to 96.6% in clinical practice, which is much higher than the conventional parallel screw fixation data. The method of BDSF 

provides supreme stability by buttressing two out of three medially diverging cannulated screws on the inferior femoral neck 
cortex and supporting the steeper inferior screw on the posterior femoral neck cortex. The two calcar screws are oriented in 

different coronal inclinations intended to provide constant fixation strength during different patient activities and load 

directions. Biomechanically, the most effective component is the inferior screw placed at an obtuse angle and supported on 
a large area along the inferior and posterior cortex of the femoral neck following its spiral anterior curve. Given the clinical 

outcomes, BDSF is the perfect technique for femoral neck fracture fixation, as the fracture healing rate is high at 96% with 

this approach. Therefore, BDSF is not only a treatment alternative to conventional fixation, but also a much better procedure. 
Thus, BDSF should be routinely applied, and conventional fixation gradually abandoned in clinical practice (this has been 

the approach in our institution over the last ten years). This book describes the full surgical technique of the method of BDSF 

for femoral neck fracture osteosynthesis; quality criteria and surgical recommendations for successful BDSF implementation, 
according to the vast clinical experience of ten years with this highly effective method. A novel surgical approach for hip 

arthroplasty is described in this book. The current trends aimed at decreasing operative trauma and blood loss have been not 

entirely satisfied with respect to most of the standard approaches for hip arthroplasty. These surgeries are often associated 
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with considerable blood loss and the necessity for restricting patients’ activities in the postoperative period due to impaired 

joint stability and risk of dislocations. This book describes the full surgical technique of the novel anatomical direct lateral 
approach for hip arthroplasty, aimed at decreasing blood loss, minimizing operative trauma, and optimizing joint stability. 

This technique is associated with minimal blood loss and high joint stability. Patients are allowed to perform activities within 

the normal range of motion and without any special restrictions in the early postoperative period. This book describes also 
the history of internal fixation in femoral neck fractures, as well as the biomechanics of femoral neck fracture osteosynthesis 

and the role of the implants. 

UROLOGY 

Bladder Cancer: Research Advances and Clinical Challenges 

Ja Hyeon Ku, M.D., Ph.D. (Department of Urology, Seoul National University Hospital, 

Yongon Dong, Jongno Ku, Seoul, Korea) 

In series: Cancer Etiology, Diagnosis and Treatments 
2018. 271 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-354-7. $195.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-353-0. $195.00. 
Bladder cancer is the fifth most common cancer with an estimated 60,490 new cases and 

12,240 deaths expected for 2017 in the US alone. The diagnosis and treatment of bladder 

cancer in the current era is in the midst of a revolution. Recent research has focused on the 
evaluation of genetic markers to provide diagnostic and prognostic information in bladder 

cancer. In recent years, systemic therapies using a variety of immunotherapeutic strategies 

have evolved for the treatment of urothelial carcinoma. Bladder Cancer: Research 
Advances and Clinical Challenges is a textbook on bladder cancer written by leading world 

experts in the field. This new book presents the latest research in this field. It has ten 

chapters that discuss a wide variety of the most important topics, including: cancer stem 
cells; molecular biomarkers; cancer detection and monitoring; clinical prognostication; 

immune checkpoint inhibitors; etc. It will equally be appreciated by urologists as well as 

scientists. The editor hopes that this book will offer the most contemporary and useful 
information for specialists involved in bladder cancer. 

Renal Replacement Therapy: Controversies and Future Trends 

José A. Moura-Neto, MD (Medical Director at CSB Group of Nephrology, Bahia, Brazil & 

Member of the Young Medical Leadership Program at the National Academy of Medicine, 

Brazil) 

In series: Urology Research Progress 
2018. 383 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-654-8. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-655-5. $230.00. 
Controversies and trends have been a constant presence in nephrology. Likewise, since 

its inception and throughout its development, renal replacement therapy has been 

shrouded in an atmosphere of uncertainty, always with an eye on the future. Renal 
Replacement Therapy: Controversies and Future Trends is a collection of independent 

chapters written by eminent authors, focused on topics relevant to modalities of renal 

replacement therapy. This book addresses controversies and future trends in peritoneal 
dialysis, hemodialysis, and kidney transplantation. It covers issues from kidney patient 

education to new technologies in end stage renal disease management, including trends 

in arteriovenous access, convective therapies, the concept of incremental hemodialysis, 
fluid overload in hemodialysis and iron therapy. Regarding renal transplantation, it 

discusses a variety of subjects, highlighting xenotransplantation, organ bioengineering, 

immunosuppressive therapies, and living donor bioethics issues. This book may appeal 
to nephrologists and physicians involved with renal replacement therapy and all those 

interested in the advances and challenges still facing medicine. It is, at the same time, a didactical textbook – providing 

valuable and updated medical information – and also represents the current thinking of great authors of our time on the 
subject. To a certain extent, it will also have historical value and may be considered a landmark of ideas in the field of 

nephrology. 
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OTHER TOPICS IN MEDICINE 

A New Approach to Stuttering: Diagnosis and Therapy 

Zbigniew Tarkowski (Head of Department of Pathology and Rehabilitation of Speech, Medical 

University of Lublin, Poland) 

In series: Speech and Language Disorders 
2018. 231 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-63485-640-9. $190.00. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-422-3. $89.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53610-014-3. $190.00. 

The author presents a new approach to the therapy of stuttering. Instead of accepting 

stuttering and trying to make it more fluent, he prefers to motivate a patient to effectively 
battle the condition. This book presents a theoretical basis for such an approach and 

offers diagnostic tools, including normalized and standardized scales as well as 

questionnaires for examining patients with stuttering in different age groups. While guest 
authors review research on the effects of pharmacotherapy, which is regarded as 

controversial by many, the author focuses on discussing the approach and achievements 

of Central and Eastern European therapists which have not been heard of in the USA and 
Western European countries. He supports systemic therapy which affects all the basic 

stuttering factors, i.e. speech disfluency, logophobia, muscle tension and interpersonal 

communication in a comprehensive way. Speech disfluency is not regarded as a problem, 
but merely as an obstacle on the way to accomplish a patient’s personal goals. The author 

presents particular methods for solving the problems of patients with stuttering and 

considers motivation to therapy important, though it is reduced due to the acceptance of 
the disorder. Although he supports using natural speech in the course of therapy, he does 

not reject other techniques. On the contrary, the author believes that therapeutic methods 

should be adjusted to the needs and abilities of a patient instead of forcing said patient 
to use a method simply because it is universal. The author believes therapies are 

subjective to the patient in question. Additionally, the author is optimistic and encourages both therapists and patients to 

share his optimism as well. 

A Systems Approach to the Psychosomatics of Stuttering 

Zbigniew Tarkowski (Head of Department of Pathology and Rehabilitation of Speech, Medical 

University of Lublin, Lubin, Poland) 

In series: Speech and Language Disorders 
2018. 267 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-170-3. $195.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-304-2. $195.00. 
The publication begins with a long interview with a PWS, which is a unique way of 

introducing the systems approach to the psychosomatics of stuttering. Various aspects of 

the approach are presented in four chapters, each ending with a bibliography. Chapter One, 
which is entitled “Stuttering from the Psychosomatic Perspective” discusses the new 

approach to this speech disorder and its consequences for the diagnostic and therapeutic 

process. Stuttering is regarded as more than just a speech fluency disorder, but is also 
regarded as a psychosomatic disorder, and treating its chronic form as a disease can be 

justified. Chapter Two, called “Inspirations” explores the relationships between 

communicative stress, increased muscle tension and changeability of stuttering. This is a 
fundamental issue that most theories fail to explain. Furthermore, the chapter contrasts 

early childhood stuttering with selective mutism in order to present similarities and 

differences between the two disorders. The author attempts to explain why stuttering is 
more common among boys and selective mutism among girls. Chapter Three – “The 

Author’s Own Research” offers results of many years of research on stuttering in 

preschool, school and adult age, along with an in-depth discussion of these. The results 
have been summarised in the form of a model of stuttering from the systems perspective. 

Chapter Four, called “Systems Therapy of Stuttering” refers to the previous chapters and 

presents the author’s therapeutic approach to early childhood stuttering, school age 
stuttering and chronic stuttering, which are different from one another. The chapter also discusses currently used methods of 

therapy. 
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Advances in Psychobiology 

Francesco Chiappelli, Ph.D. (UCLA School of Dentistry, Los Angeles, CA, US) 

In series: Health Psychology Research Focus 
2018. 305 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-480-3. $230.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-481-0. $230.00. 

Broadly defined psychobiology is a wide field of scientific endeavor, which bridges the artificial divide imposed by the 

Cartesian philosophy of things of the mind and things of the body. Starting in the early 
decades of the 20th century, mind-body research developed new avenues of 

understanding in Western science. It became increasingly clear that processes attributed 

to the psyche, including emotions, cognitions, memories, and personalities, had 
important effects upon physiological events, could disrupt homeostasis, determined and 

controlled allostasis, and arose, in fact, from biological phenomena driven by cell 

biology, biochemistry, genomics and, in a larger sense, interactomics. In brief, 
psychobiology reunited, at last, the sciences of psychology and physiology. Current 

advanced research in psychobiology proffers a new perspective on human and animal 

behavior, with cognitions, emotions, and traits describing the interaction between 

biological systems and behavior. Today, novel frontiers in psychobiology research 

encompass how cognition (what we are thinking) and mood (how we are feeling) 
combine with, determine and are engendered by biological events. The superb chapters 

that compose this book are written by the premier internationally and most renowned 

psychobiologists in the world at this time. They examine several of the most important 
domains of psychobiology research today: from a novel conceptualization of stress in 

the context of the person-environment fit model, to the modulation of immune 

surveillance by perceived stress, the alterations of cognition by pharmaceutical use and 
over-use, as well as from athletic training or ionization poisoning to, ultimately, the brain-gut interaction. The role of 

functional MRS in the study of advanced research questions in psychobiology is also discussed in depth. Taken together, this 

collection of chapters make this book on advanced psychobiology both timely and critical. Expectations are that future 
research development in psychobiology, as the field continues to advance, will continue to strive to understand how 

psychological and biological connections shape the human experience. Psychobiology will increasingly provide a uniquely 

new perspective in psychology on the one hand, and on the other hand, in biology along several of the dimensions proffered 
in this book. 

Tardive Dyskinesia: Current Approach 

Chanoch Miodownik, M.D. and Vladimir Lerner, M.D., Ph.D. (Ben-Gurion University of the 

Negev, Division of Psychiatry, Head of Closed Department, Be’er Sheva Mental Health Center, 

Be’er-Sheva, Israel) 

In series: Rare Disorders Research Progress 
2018. 203 pp. 
Softcover: 978-1-53613-776-7. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-777-4. $95.00. 
Abnormal involuntary dyskinetic movements in schizophrenia patients have been 

documented for more than 140 years. However, after introducing into clinical practice 

antipsychotic medications, movement disturbances became a relatively frequent 
phenomenon. Medication-induced movement disorders are divided into two groups: a) 

acute, which appears during several hours or days after beginning treatment with 

psychotropic medications, and b) delayed or tardive motor disturbances that occur after 
months or years of taking psychotropic drugs. In the term’s present meaning, the latter 

are iatrogenic, neurological, hyperkinetic movement disturbances characterized by 

repetitive, involuntary, purposeless movements in the oral/lingual/buccal area, body or 

choreoathetoid movements of the extremities. Tardive movement disorder (TMD) is a 

serious, disabling and potentially permanent pathology. The pathogenesis of TMD 

remains unclear, and the pathophysiology is complex, multifactorial, and still not fully 
understood. Moreover, there is solid evidence of a genetic predisposition to these 

disturbances. Abnormal movements should appear during exposure, or within four 

weeks of withdrawal from oral psychotropic medications or eight weeks from depot 
formulations. The minimal exposure to these drugs should be three months, except for 

patients older than 60, who can develop TMD after its use for one month. Finally, the 

movements should be present for at least one month to fulfill the criteria for TMD. Several distinct forms of TMD exist, 
specifically tardive akathisia, tardive blepharospasm, tardive dystonia, tardive gait, tardive myoclonus, tardive tremor, and 

tardive tics, and they have different pathophysiologies and treatment. The advent and widespread use of a new generation of 

antipsychotics in clinical practice had been expected to dramatically reduce the incidence and prevalence of TMD, however 
the reduction, if any, was modest. A number of drugs were tried for the management of this motor disturbance, yet until now 
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no effective and standard treatment has been found. Therefore, the management of this motor disturbance remains an actual 

topic as well as a challenge for clinicians. Although much has been written about TMD, this is obviously not a new clinical 
issue. Awareness of these motor disturbances as a result of medication treatment is a vital step toward intervention in the 

pathological process. Furthermore, it will be helpful for the protection and prevention of serious complications, while also 

allowing for greater access to clinicians in overall areas of medicine. The authors believe that a better understanding of TMD 
will strengthen the efforts and success of effective diagnosing, prevention and treatment of this condition. 
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ACOUSTICS 

Noise Reduction: Methods, Applications and Technology 

Marc Farrow 

In series: Acoustics Research and Technology 
2018. 200 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-541-1. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-542-8. $95.00. 
In Noise Reduction: Methods, Applications and Technology, the authors open with an overview of image denoising 

approaches. The review covers additive and multiplicative noise reduction methods in the spatial, frequency and wavelet 

domains, as well as their applications. Finally, experimental qualitative and quantitative evaluations on synthetic and real 
images corrupted by noise of different distributions are presented and discussed. Then next chapter begins with introduction 

to multiple camera systems: their usage, structure, hardware and applications. Some examples of existing systems are be 

presented along with quantitative comparison of parameters like: sensor resolution, technology, frame rate, shutter-related 
features, need and means for temporal synchronization. Next, optical phase induced interference noise (PIIN) in a sensor 

network is reduced by using optical phase modulation in both a SCOS and a fiber Bragg grating (FBG), and strain induced 

noise on the optical fiber sensor is reduced using a differential sensor setup called a push-pull SCOS. Phase modulation and 
differentiation are then combined to allow for simultaneous noise reduction from different noise sources and allow for optical 

sensing of electric fields in harsh environments. Additionally, the signal processing approaches that exploit the spatial and 

temporal-spectral characteristics of the flaw echo and noise for enhanced defect detection and noise reduction in ultrasonic 
NDE are presented. Results from simulation studies and experiments on the real industrial samples are presented to evaluate 

the techniques, and demonstrate their robustness and advantages over the classical methods. Lastly, the authors show how 

Riga City Municipality has managed to fulfil the main goal of the ‘Directive 2002/49/EC of the European Parliament and of 
the Council of 25 June 2002 relating to the assessment and management of environmental noise’ – to reduce the number of 

environmental noise affected people in Riga agglomeration. 

AGRICULTURE 

Agricultural Production: Management, Opportunities and Challenges 

Sarah Waechter 

In series: Agricultural Issues and Policies 
2018. 159 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-719-4. $95.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-720-0. $95.00. 

Agricultural Production: Management, Opportunities and Challenges opens by discussing the Agricultural Transformation 

Action Plan launched in 2012 by the Nigerian Federal Government in an effort to make agriculture beneficial to all citizens. 
The authors present a study with the goal of determining if root and tuber crops’ value chains can be further improved. In 

order for farmers to reap the benefits of value chain and product diversification, the contribution of medical nutrition to the 

value chain of R&T crops needs to be investigated. Next, taking into account that the main parts of crisis impacted territories 
are occupied and controlled by illegally armed groups, the development of methods and algorithms for impact assessment 

based on indirect data is required. Therefore, the methodology of land-use assessment dynamics and agricultural production 

change in the areas impacted by low-intensity military crisis are described. Later, the authors examine the present migration 
phenomenon as one of the main economic, social, and political problem of our days. It is a clear consequence of current 

paths of development based on unequal growth, concentration of wealth and spread of poverty. This widespread problem 

involves about one billion people, many of them coming from African continent. The closing chapter discusses how to best 
raise agrarian output while safeguarding the surrounding environment in Pakistan. Since carefully fostered growth in the 

agricultural sector may have the potential to significantly propel export growth and increase export earnings, such practices 

can help boost the incomes and employment prospects for farmers and considerably raise domestic production which will 
augur economic development and food security in the country. 
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Agricultural Research Updates. Volume 22 

Prathamesh Gorawala and Srushti Mandhatri 

In series: Agricultural Research Updates 
2018. 294 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-011-9. $250.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-012-6. $250.00. 

In Agricultural Research Updates. Volume 22, the authors begin by presenting research on the ecological features and 

adaptation of white-rot fungi in relation to the possible applications of these fungi in bioremediation strategies. The selection 
of an appropriate species should consider the production of ligninases and their activity as well as the ecological factors that 

could stimulate and increase the process. Following this, Streptomyces sр strains were tested for apple scab control in vitro 

and field conditions. Two applications of Streptomyces strain C1-4 within 35 days completely stopped the scab disease in 
seedling leaves. The authors also address the necessity for farmers to adapt to these challenges such as restricted land 

boundaries, adversity of climate changes and environmental degradation to prevent low crop output and maintain livelihoods 

of people. This is especially true in developing countries. As land becomes less productive, ground-breaking organic crop 
production systems that cover different cultivating pattern must be implemented. The subsequent chapter provides important 

information about different possibilities for citric acid production, including the use of alternative agro-industrial substrates. 

Fermentation techniques, such as submerged fermentation and solid-state fermentation, and conditions that affect the acid 

synthesis are reported with the presentation of concrete examples of developed research. Wild ginger, or Siphonochilus 

aethiopicus, is discussed in the context of its usage as an anti-inflammatory, anti-plasmodial, anti-thrush and an indication 
for allergies, asthma, candidiasis, headache, influenza, menstrual cramps, sinusitis and sore throat among other conditions. 

Next, the book focuses on the unique characteristics of lavender hydrosols obtained from Polish cultavations of Lavandula 

angustifolia and describes a new lavender derivative fluidolate® acquired in an innovative technology relying on raw material 
drying. The scientific knowledge acquired on Tara is reviewed in order to sustainably manage the Tara plantations and 

increase their productivity and stability. The botanical description of this tree species, as well as its ecology, is addressed. 

Later, a study is presented focusing on factors of different rainfall interannual variability using monthly precipitation in 22 
stations for the period 1950-2012. El Niño, El Niño Modoki, the positive phase of the Indian Ocean Dipole, and the shift to 

the south of the South Atlantic High are shown to lead to an increase in spring precipitation in central Buenos Aires. In 

another study, an efficient protocol for somatic embryogenesis using leaf explants was developed with three elite cacao 
cultivars (CRIN TC1, CRIN TC2 and CRIN TC5). The zygotic embryos of these cultivars were aseptically excised and 

cultured on Murashige and Skoog (MS) basal medium without growth regulators. The compilation ends with an investigation 

of salt tolerance and the changes of antioxidative ability in mycorrhizal strawberry plants. Arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi 
Gigaspora margarita were inoculated in strawberry (Fragaria×ananssa. Duch) plants. Plants were treated with no salt, 200mM 

and 500mM NaCl solution. 

Agricultural Research Updates. Volume 23 

Prathamesh Gorawala and Srushti Mandhatri 

In series: Agricultural Research Updates 
2018. 257 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-724-8. $250.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-725-5. $250.00. 
Agricultural Research Updates. Volume 23 opens with a study wherein cryoprotectants such as hydrocolloids, kappa- and 

iota-carrageenans, xanthan gum and dairy proteins were added to mashed potatoes to investigate ways of improving the 

effects of freezing and thawing. Samples containing 0.5 and 1.5 g kg–1 added XG were preferred organoleptically due to the 
creamy mouthfeel they produced, and the instrumental texture profile analysis consistency correlated well with sensory 

texture attributes. Following this, the authors present the results of some noticeable studies on organic agriculture and 

innovative crops are discussed as a strategy reducing the risks of climate change on animal feed supplies. During the last two 
decades, several studies have been conducted on the evaluation of the growth performance and quality of crops under the 

organic cropping system, with the obtained results suggesting that in many cases yield and quality were comparable between 

organic and conventional systems. Also in this book, a study is included in which it is concluded that wintering root systems 
of the goldenrod type protect themselves from metal stress caused by basipetally obtruded excess minerals, as well as reduce 

the mineral load to the root functional level via exudation rather than to act as a sink for macro- and micronutrients. This 

means that these perennials share an immediate dependence on the availability of soil minerals with annual plants. In the 
conserving nutrients released by herbage and roots, the buffering capacity of the soil that is commonly improved by perennial 

plant covers may be more essential than any internal root storage potential. Later, the authors examine the present knowledge 

concerning silage quality, in relation to the wilting degree and ensilability characteristics of some grass silages or haylages, 
for the following crops: lucerne, red clover, sulla, sainfoin, galega, foxtail millet, orchardgrass, and chia. Afterwards, the 

authors discuss the Peterhof genetic collection of rye, created over the past 60 years and initially under the direction of V. S. 

Fedorov. The collection includes accessions with individual morphological mutations and their combinations, the meiotic 
mutants, inbred lines with identified mutations of self-compatibility. The close linkage of self-compatible mutation in the 

locus S with isozyme marker Prx7 suggests a scheme for the introduction of individual selection for improvement and 

differentiation of rye varieties. The subsequent study aimed to compare the retail yield quality of meat from young bulls and 
steers fed diets based on mycorrhizal (Myc) and conventional corn (Conv). The trial was carried out on the meat of 10 steers 

received a Myc corn diet, 10 steers and 10 bulls received a conventional corn diet. The chemical composition of meat, in 

particular the fatty acid (FA) profile and the rheological characteristics, such as meat cooking shrinkage, together with the 
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Vis-NIR-IR properties of the thawed and the freeze-dried specimens were evaluated. In an additional study, the authors 

suggest that efficiency payments in Swiss agriculture show that such payments have complex side-effects, casting doubt on 
their overall positive contribution. A structural equation model, based on a survey of Swiss farmers, shows that promoting 

no-tillage leads to greater use of glyphosate and that other programs lead to over-mechanization and increased pressure on 

the soil. In the concluding study, CAD models were subjected to a FEA to determine whether they support the intended 
workloads (static analysis), and therefore, to ascertain whether the design is well dimensioned or would not withstand 

operating conditions. The results for stress distribution, deformation, displacement, and safety coefficient demonstrate that 

although the press works properly, it is oversized and its design could be optimized to save manufacturing costs. 

Agricultural Research Updates. Volume 24 

Prathamesh Gorawala and Srushti Mandhatri 

In series: Agricultural Research Updates 
2018. 246 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53614-137-5. $250.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53614-138-2. $250.00. 

Agricultural Research Updates. Volume 24 begins with a mention of various features of maize chromosomes such as 

cytological mapping of meiotic chromosomes, heterochromatic knobs, centromeres, neocentromeres and DNA content in the 

maize genome. The authors report on the variability of tropical maize chromosomes and on chromosomal alterations in maize 

karyotype that occurred in callus cultures. Next, the authors present an overview of reports addressing the successful 
development of rhizobial strains that are symbiotically more efficient by overexpression of single or multiple genes, directly 

or indirectly associated to the symbiotic process, such as nodulation, nitrogen fixation, stress response and phytohormone 

production genes among others. The main objective is of the following chapter is to evaluate the performance of 42 olive 
varieties in low water conditions and to infer the relationships between the leaf parameters and other variables. The findings 

of this study provide supplementary information about the performance of olive varieties cultivated intensively under low 

water conditions and what leaf indices can be used to evaluate their responses. A chained set of trials was conducted and 
described with the aim of studying whether corn fertilized by Arbuscular Mycorrhiza could influence crop yields, affect 

mycotoxins and modify poultry and pig meat production, in the short term, or after a long period of storage. Two experiments 

conducted in corn fields treated with a commercial bio-fertilizer have shown that the yield can be improved and that the 
resistance to fungal attacks had significantly increased. Additionally, the authors aim to develop and evaluate the cosmetic 

performance of emulsions containing oils and vegetable butter from Brazilian organic agriculture, verifying the influence of 

these emollients on the physical-chemical and sensory stability of cosmetic formulations. This is the first study investigating 
these raw materials from Brazilian organic agriculture in emulgel-type cosmetic formulations. The next chapter describes a 

new no-contact method of determining bird mass that does not have the deficiencies of old-fashioned automatic weighing 

platforms in the poultry industry. The method is based on computer processing of digital top-down images of the birds 

automatically taken with a camera mounted on the ceiling of a poultry house. Salacca edulis is known to possess flavonoids, 

flavanol, tannin, anthocyanin, ascorbic acid, alkaloid and antioxidants which may make it important in disease prevention. 

The authors aim to assess the long-term impact of S. edulis intake on specific populations and their functionality claims. In 
the closing study, four native Bradyrhizobium isolates (NRI1, NRI2, NRI3, and NRI4) obtained from field trap cultures set 

in acidic soils of Embu and Tharaka Nithi County, Kenya and a commercial inoculant (USDA 110), were examined for acid 

tolerance on yeast extract mannitol agar at pH levels of 3, 5, 7 and 9. Moreover, the isolates were examined for nitrogen 
fixation potential in greenhouse bioassays using limed and non-limed field soil. 

Agriculture, Food, and Food Security: Some Contemporary Global Issues 

Clinton Lloyd Beckford (Faculty of Education, University of Windsor, Windsor, Ontario, 

Canada) 

In series: Agricultural Issues and Policies 
2018. 266 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-483-4. $160.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-484-1. $160.00. 

Agriculture, Food and Food Security: Some Global Perspectives is an edited collection of 

scholarly work. The book looks at agriculture and food in a framework of enhancing food 
security. The seven chapters that comprise the volume are written by successful 

international scholars with sterling academic publication records. The authors live and 

work in countries across the world including Jamaica, Germany, Canada, and the United 
States. Together, they have conducted numerous research projects and published a high 

volume of scholarly articles on issues related to the central themes of this book: agriculture, 

food and food security. The chapters in the book provide insights into several key themes 
centered on food, agriculture, and food and nutrition security. The volume explores some 

pressing issues including food desserts, micro-nutrient deficiencies, increasing food 

production by tapping into the potential of already known species, localizing food 
production, maximizing the food and nutrition potential of tropical fruits, and agricultural 

vulnerability in the context of the most pressing global threats: climate change and 

variability. 
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Bagasse: Properties, Production and Uses 

Antone Farr 

In series: Agriculture Issues and Policies 
2018. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53614-131-3. $160.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53614-132-0. $160.00. 

Sugarcane bagasse is considered a by-product of the sugar-alcohol industries. However, in the last few decades, this biomass 

has been used mainly for energy generation. Considering the widespread uses of sugarcane bagasse, the authors begin with 
a focus on detailed information about the main producers of sugarcane and world availability for its plantation. Different 

approaches for extracting the cellulosic and hemicellulosic fractions are also described. Next, the impact of certain production 

variables on the yield and surface area of sugarcane bagasse derived activated carbon are investigated. The physicochemical 
properties of the produced activated carbon including pH, moisture content, fixed carbon, volatile matter and ash content are 

also investigated. Efforts aiming at the utilization of lignocellulosic materials as alternative sources of chemicals and energy 

have been increasing due to the concern about growth of CO2 emissions. As such, the authors discuss recent advances in 
biotechnology and the development of the biorefinery concept which have expanded the possibilities of bagasse application. 

The authors go on to discuss the advances made so far for the biotechnological conversion of bagasse to biofuels and useful 

chemicals in order to determine which further efforts are yet required to establish the fermentation of sugars derived from 

bagasse on an industrial scale. Bagasse fiber is composed of comparable amount of lignocellulosic cell materials, therefore 

it has a high potential to be utilized a promising economic and eco-benign alternative to gasoline. Current proposals for the 
diversification of traditional uses of bagasse and lignocellulosic biorefineries are analyzed, with emphasis on sustainable 

biofuels, organic fertilizers, human food and livestock, from the point of view of production and marketing. Necessary 

strategies for their management that allow for sustainable use as feedstock are also discussed. Lastly, the authors study the 
gasification of sugarcane bagasse through the theoretical description of the process, analysis of environmental impacts and 

computational simulation of the gasification of bagasse and straw using a non-stoichiometric chemical equilibrium model. 

Biogeochemistry of Serpentine Soils 

Zeng-Yei Hseu (Professor, Department of Agricultural Chemistry, National Taiwan University, 

Taipei, Taiwan) 

In series: Environmental Science, Engineering and Technology 
2018. 207 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-171-0. $160.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-876-4. $160.00. 

Soils have various functions in all ecosystems, particularly for environmental quality and 
human health. The parent materials of serpentine soils are characterized by much higher 

contents of elements such as Mg, Fe, Cr, Ni, Co, and Mn, and thus the derived soils display 

potentially ecological or environmental risk due to high levels of geogenic heavy metals, 
low concentrations of P and K, low Ca/Mg ratios, unique flora, and unstable landscape. 

Serpentine soils can be produced by ultramafics alone and also by hydrothermally altered 

ultramafics in the presence of serpentines, but they are abundant in ophiolite belts along 
tectonic plate margins. To sustain natural resources such as serpentine soils, we need a 

better understanding for the impact of serpentine soils on (1) the pedosphere and 

rhizosphere, (2) ecology and restoration, (3) biogeochemical cycling of elements, (4) 
environmental quality, crop quality, food safety, and human health, and (5) phyto-

accumulation and agromining of heavy metals (i.e., nickel) worldwide. Hence, the purpose 

of this book is to study the biogeochemical characteristics of serpentine soils. In the 
beginning, the authors introduce the basic knowledge of these soils including pedogenesis, 

mineral weathering, morphology, and classification. Moreover, bioavailability, plant 

uptake, and human health risk were discussed for the enriched heavy metals in serpentine 
soil. Finally, applications of serpentine soil in the environment were mentioned for 

research needs in the future. 

Buckwheat: Composition, Production and Uses 

Frederick George 

In series: Agriculture Issues and Policies 
2018. 240 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53614-099-6. $160.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53614-100-9. $160.00. 
Buckwheat is a gluten-free product which could be considereds a functional food due to its nutritional and biological value. 

InBuckwheat: Composition, Production and Uses, the authors begin by analysing the chemical composition and 

technological properties of common buckwheat flour produced in Latvia, as buckwheat flour could be used as a base 
ingredient for new product development taking into account its nutritional value and technological properties. Recently, 

hybrid, self-compatible, common buckwheat seeds have been obtained via heterosis breeding. In one study, the authors found 

that growth and yield were not significantly affected by the presence or absence of fly pollinators in either line, and growth 
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and yield in the hybrid line were higher than those in the self-compatible line. These genotypes play an important role in 

improving seed yield, seed quality, and cultivation techniques for buckwheat. The introduction of buckwheat into 
Mediterranean regions would help to placate the rising consumer demand for healthy food with a low environmental impact. 

Thus, the authors set to explore the production of vegetative biomass and grain in response to sowing date and irrigation; the 

quality of forage obtained from buckwheat; the influence of photothermal conditions on flower and seed set, and the potential 
invasiveness of buckwheat. Following this, the next chapter offer an overview of the light and wholegrain buckwheat flour 

use in different formulations to obtain value-added products with determined rheological characteristics of dough as well as 

nutritional, functional and sensory parameters of the final products. The described products belong to bakery, pasta and 
confectionary product categories. Lastly, the authors propose that buckwheat can be a major ingredient of gluten free food 

products for people with celiac disease. Also, the demand for rutin and other flavonoids extracted from buckwheat is growing 

in the food, pharmaceutical and cosmetic industries due to their desirable physiological activities, such as antioxidant, 
antiinflammatory and antihypertensive. 

Cowpea: Research Progress and Management Challenges 

Božica Anđelo Nikolić 

In series: Agriculture Issues and Policies 
2018. 

Softcover: 978-1-53614-282-2. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53614-283-9. $95.00. 
Cowpea is a versatile crop that is well-adapted to poor conditions. This, combined with its high nutrition value, gives cowpea 

the potential to mitigate the effects of climate change and save millions of people from hunger and malnutrition. In Cowpea: 

Research Progress and Management Challenges, the authors discuss how the increased productivity of cowpea can enhance 
agribusiness opportunities for people in developing countries and lower costs while increasing income under changing 

climate conditions. Promising cowpea cultivars are under great threat for profitable cultivation due to the attack of factors 

such as: fungi, bacteria, viruses, nematodes, nutritional deficiency toxicity, water stress and temperature. Thus, this 
compilation reviews the present status of fungal and bacterial diseases of this important crop. Next, recent developments 

about the plant are reviewed which show high recalcitrance to in vitro regeneration and genetic transformation, using different 

genes of interest, since the 1980s. The main focus of the study included a comparison of protocols for sterilization, types of 
explants used, growth mediums, cultural conditions, rooting, acclimatization and genetic transformation of cowpea. The 

authors also discuss the biological and pharmacological aspects of cowpea. Some health benefits include toning the spleen, 

stomach and pancreas, helping induce urination and relieving damp conditions. Cowpea contains the highest concentration 
of antioxidant compounds. It also has a small amount of iron, sodium, zinc, copper, manganese and selenium. Next, this 

collection focuses on how cowpea bean protein hydrolysates are obtained, their pharmacological activities and potential 

toxicity, as well as the potential inclusion of protein hydrolysates or biopeptides into products where they may act like health 

promoting functional foods/dietary supplements. The authors propose that efforts should focus on the search for increasingly 

localized, highly effective inoculants adapted for particular cowpea cultivars over a given environmental setting. To 

demonstrate this, a review is included which will analyzes some of the most pertinent challenges in the search and 
development of effective cowpea inoculants and suggestions on the way forward. In conclusion, research on the utility of 

cowpea based diets in domestic ruminants is reviewed, and the translational impacts of these studies for food security and 

safety and public health has been highlighted. 

Dairy Farming: Operations Management, Animal Welfare and Milk Production 

Anke Hertz 

In series: Global Agriculture: Developments, Issues, and Research 

In series: Agriculture Issues and Policies 
2018. 111 pp. 
Softcover: 978-1-53613-969-3. $82.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-970-9. $82.00. 

According to the European legislation (Regulation EC No 853/2004), the food business operators collecting raw milk 
intended for the production of milk and dairy products must ensure compliance with certain health requirements for the 

animals. The animals must not show any symptoms of infectious diseases transmittable to humans, or signs of diseases of 

the udder or the genital tract that could contaminate milk. Furthermore, they must belong to a holding free or officially free 
of tuberculosis and brucellosis, and no unauthorized substances or authorized drugs must have been administered without 

respect to the withdrawal period. Dairy Farming: Operations Management, Animal Welfare and Milk Production presents a 

study with the goal of evaluating the compliance with the mentioned criteria in milk samples collected from 100 different 
dairy farms located in Central Italy. Additionally, under European milk quotas, dairy farms in Europe were limited in the 

amount of milk they could produce. While quotas were gradually increased over the past four decades, European milking 

quotas were completely abolished in April 2015 to help meet an expected 20% increase in the global consumption of milk 
and dairy products by 2050. With this, European dairy farmers can freely expand milk production based upon expected milk 

prices controlled by open market supply and demand. The authors present a review focused on milk production forecasting 

models and data variation from a past and future perspective. A comprehensive review of model applications and 
comparisons from studies over the past two decades is carried out, and both classical and modern methods are reviewed 

analysed. The concluding review focuses on scientific LCA studies conducted on a variety of different milk production 

systems, including the treatment of milk co-products, different allocation methods, the assessment of environmental impacts 
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caused by fertilizers and agrochemicals in feed grain production and in the different stages of milk production. However, the 

methodology requires a higher degree of standardization, especially for the analysis of complex agricultural and livestock 
systems and their various forms and characteristics. 

Glyphosate: Chemistry, Uses and Safety Concerns 

Ron Quinn 

In series: Agriculture Issues and Policies 
2018. 188 pp. 
Softcover: 978-1-53614-002-6. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53614-003-3. $95.00. 

Chemical herbicides are widely used in food production throughout the world. At the present time, they represent 
approximately 40% of chemical products sales, followed by insecticides, fungicides, and other types of pesticides. Among 

these products, commercial formulations based on N-phosphonomethyl-glycine (PMG), commonly known as glyphosate, 

are the most used worldwide. Such herbicidal formulations play a key role in promoting crop yields. In Glyphosate: 
Chemistry, Uses and Safety Concerns review information on the presence of glyphosate-based herbicides in the environment, 

their potentially harmful effects, their influence on soil microbial communities and their capacity to adsorb to clay particles 

(which affects their environmental availability). The objective of the following work was to investigate the best way to 

achieve slow release of glyphosate using layered double hydroxides (LDHs) to minimize the environmental impacts of this 

herbicide. LDHs are also called anionic clays because they can host negatively charged species between their layers. They 
are best stabilized by anions with high charge density, such as carbonate. Understanding the release dynamics of glyphosate 

in homogeneous solutions of anions that are commonly found in the soil is important, since many crops require prior soil 

correction, altering the pH and also the availability of anions. In one study, the chelating capacity, coordination modes and 
structural chemistry of glyphosate with Ni (II) cations were investigated in solution and in the solid state. Glyphosate was 

purified from commercial Roundup WG (Monsanto), and characterized by 31P NMR, FTIR and melting point. The nickel 

complexes were prepared from Ni(NO3)2 solutions at pH = 8.0 and 4.0, and characterized by solid-state infrared 
spectroscopy (4000-150 cm-1) and elemental analysis (CHN). The solids were also studied by thermal analysis and X-ray 

absorption spectroscopy (XAS) using synchrotron radiation (LNLS, Brazil). Studies show that glyphosate has an oral 

absorption of 20 to 40% and is considered to be of low toxicity to mammals; however, recent research has shown that it can 
induce serious damage to mammalian cells. The authors examine suggested mechanisms of toxicity, including the blocking 

of mitochondrial oxidative phosphorylation, inhibition of cytochrome p450 activity, inhibition of intestinal 

arylhydrocarbohydroxylase activity, changes in glucose 6-phosphate dehydrogenase activity, DNA damage, hormonal 
changes, channel openings of calcium, and neurotoxicity involving NMDA receptor activation. The widespread and frequent 

use of glyphosate has increased concern about potential adverse effects on human health. Due to more stringent legislation 

on wastewater discharge and purity of drinking water, the authors discuss the development of an effective remediation 

technology for the decontamination of glyphosate. Although glyphosate residues can efficiently be removed by advanced 

technologies, the treatments are usually expensive and difficult to maintain. Therefore, different methods and options should 

be considered. 

Impacts and Challenges in Oil Palm Cultivation and Downstream Applications of Biomass 

Mui-Yun Wong (Department of Plant Protection, Faculty of Agriculture, Universiti Putra 

Malaysia, Serdang, Selangor, Malaysia) 

In series: Agriculture Issues and Policies 
2018. 309 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-879-5. $195.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-880-1. $195.00. 
This book covers topics related to impacts and challenges in the oil palm production chain 

(with sustainability in mind) and consists of nine chapters. Three chapters deal with the 

upstream aspect, including a holistic approach in the sustainability analysis of oil palm 
processing; sustainable pest and disease management; and assessment on the impacts of 

oil palm plantations on butterfly fauna. Six chapters discuss downstream applications, 

including innovative pre-treatment methods and extraction mechanisms in crude palm oil 
(CPO) processing; challenges and potential of palm-based biomass and palm oil mill 

effluent for the production of sustainable power and value-added products; and innovative 

ways for extracting oil palm empty fruit bunch (EFB) lignin for nutraceutical and health 
supplements; reproducibility of natural resources for the synthesis of low transition 

temperature mixtures (LTTMS) as biomass pre-treatment; and reusing oil palm biomass 

waste to reinforce composite materials. Combining the expertise of leading researchers in 
their respective field, the book provides an overview on the impacts and challenges 

encountered in the sustainable oil palm production chain and offers a valuable reference 

work. 
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Non-Soil Biochar Applications 

Dimitrios Kalderis, Dimitrios Ntarlagiannis and Pantelis Soupios 

(Department of Environmental and Natural Resources Engineering, 

School of Applied Sciences, Technological and Educational Institute 

of Crete, Greece) 

In series: Environmental Science, Engineering and Technology 
2018. 276 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-937-2. $195.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-938-9. $195.00. 

Biochar is a carbon rich solid material resulting from the pyrolysis of biomass under 

oxygen-free and low temperature conditions. Although most research is directed towards 
the application of biochar to soils, there are several other biochar properties that render it 

a suitable candidate for non-soil applications. A growing number of studies have tested 

biochar as a composite in building materials, as a hazardous substance adsorbent in 
drinking water and wastewater, and as a component in filters for indoor air quality and 

storm water management. The potential to utilize biochar for various applications depends on its properties. For example, 

biochar with high electrical conductivity, porosity and stability at lower temperatures is preferred as electrodes material in 
microbial fuel cells. Biochar containing relatively high structural bound oxygen groups is preferred in direct carbon fuel 

cells. On the other hand, biochars with increased particle strength, hydrophobicity and high surface area are suitable 

candidates for the development of reusable catalysts for chemical reactions. These new high-value applications are still in 
their infancy, and further research and development is needed to reach commercialization. Optimum reaction conditions for 

producing biochar are not always the same and reproducibility is often not satisfactory, even when the same biomass is used 

and the same production conditions are present. This book on non-soil biochar applications aims to highlight the diversity of 
biochar as a multi-functional material and introduce some new and emerging applications to the wider scientific community. 

It will act as a reference document to all groups and individuals working or interested in biochar research and will be a 

valuable contribution to existing published literature. 

Rice and Rice Straw: Production, Cultivation and Uses 

Asma Timayev and Gada Kadyrov 

In series: Agriculture Issues and Policies 
2017. 290 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53612-911-3. $195.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-912-0. $195.00. 

Rice and Rice Straw: Production, Cultivation and Uses opens with a discussion on rice straw, a substance rich in 

polysaccharides with a high lignin and silica content, limiting voluntary intake and reducing degradability by rumen 
microbes. The authors suggest that the treatment of rice straw could be a good potential feed for ruminants. Next, the authors 

revise the fractionation processes used for the recovery of hemicelluloses from rice straw, subsequently providing a critical 

appraisal of the potential products that can be derived from it, and what conversion and purification processes are necessary 
for their production. Additionally, the current and potential industrial status of these products is presented. A discussion on 

the essential improvement of the biotechnology sector in order to attain a continuous supply of rice is offered, especially 

focusing on genetic modification. Later, the main strategies in weed control in rice are reviewed, also touching on the impacts 
of rice cultivation in the environment and the genetically modified rice cultivars on weed control. Afterwards, the physical, 

chemical, thermochemical, and biological pretreatments of biomass are described, especially non-catalytic pretreatment of 

rice straw. The techno-economic analysis of thermochemical and biochemical platforms is also summarized. The authors 
present strategies for reducing and re-using rice straw, exploring the direct use of rice straw as filler, roofing, animal food, 

fuel, and even burning process in an open field. Finally, the proximate composition, lipids, utilization, and future perspectives 

of rice bran are reviewed. 

Soil Contamination: Sources, Assessment and Remediation 

Jesper E. Lund 

In series: Agriculture Issues and Policies 
2018. 203 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-266-3. $95.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-267-0. $95.00. 

In this compilation, the authors present the results of the systematic study of the spatial distribution of trace metals in surface 
soil over the Bitola Region, Republic of Macedonia, known for its coal mine and thermoelectrical power plant activities. 149 

soil samples were collected including top-soil and bottom-soil samples. Following this, the area in the vicinity of lead–zinc 

mine “Toranica” near the Kriva Palanka town in Eastern Macedonia was examined for the lithogenic and anthropogenic 
distribution of 17 elements, and alluvial soil samples and authomorphic soil samples were collected from the Kriva Reka 

River Basin. The authors aim to contribute to our understanding of the behaviour of nanoparticles in the soil, their uptake 

and distribution within plants, impact of soil microbial communities, and their interactions with other pollutants. Later, an 
analysis of developed and applied measures and methods for rehabilitation of radioactively contaminated soils of Belarus (as 
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a result of Chernobyl accident) is presented. The authors also go on to summarize a case study on the presence of natural U-

isotopes in two soil profiles developed over sandstones from the Paraná sedimentary basin in São Paulo State, Brazil, in order 
to evaluate the timescale of the weathering processes taking place there. The book suggests synergistic biological 

mechanisms as a less expensive, environment-friendly method for remediation of pesticide polluted soils. The concluding 

chapter discusses biochar, a form of char and charcoal made from the partial combustion of organic materials. Its properties 
include high water-holding capacity, large surface area, cation exchange capacity, and impact, especially on microbial 

communities. 

Soil Pollution: Sources, Management Strategies and Health Effects 

Chee Kong Yap, Ph.D. (Department of Biology, Faculty of Science, Universiti Putra, Seri 

Kembangan, Malaysia) 

In series: Air, Water and Soil Pollution Science and Technology 
2018. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-941-9. $195.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-942-6. $195.00. 

Soil pollution receives less attention when compared to air pollution and water pollution. However, soil pollution is grabbing 

more attention nowadays. Undoubtedly, soil is an indispensable environmental matrix for the growth of any terrestrial plants. 

Nevertheless, the rapid growth rate of population expansion and urbanization exceeds the sustainability and recovery 

capability of the ecosystem. This has virtually resulted in soil pollution. The sources of soil pollution can come from various 
point and non-point sources. Of the obvious and commonest ones are domestic wastes, untreated or insufficient treatment of 

industrial discharges, husbandry wastes and agricultural uses of fertilizers, pesticides and herbicides. The purpose of this 

book is to provide the latest, if not the complete, updated information regarding the soil pollution from three main 
perspectives, namely, sources, health effects and management strategies in the agricultural and urban areas. The intended 

readers of this book include academicians, policy-makers, university students, teachers and researchers. This book contains 

eleven chapters. All chapters in this book consist of sources of pollutants (heavy metal monitoring) (Chapters One, Three, 
Six, Seven, Eight, Ten and Eleven), the application of the monitoring data for the human health risk assessment (Chapters 

One, Four, Five and Nine), and lastly, management strategies for the polluted soils (Chapters Two, Ten and Eleven). This 
book presents a thorough compilation of existing information on soil heavy metal pollution in the form of critical review 

papers (Chapters One, Two, Ten and Eleven) as well as original research papers (Chapters Three, Four, Five, Six, Seven, 

Eight and Nine). The invitation of prominent scientists from Japan such as Prof. Hideo Okamura (Kobe University, Japan), 
Prof. Hiroya Harino (Kobe College, Japan), Dr. Ye Feng and Dr. Muzembo Basilua Andre (both from the National Institute 

of Environmental Sciences, Tsukuba, Japan), Prof. Alireza Riyahi Bakhtiari (Tarbiat Modares University, Iran), and Dr. 

Salman Abdo Al-Shami (University of Tabuk, Saudi Arabia), who co-authored some of the chapters have helped to improve 

the quality of the chapters in this book. Additionally, chapters from Prof. Chen-Feng You from the National Cheng Kung 

University (Taiwan), Prof. Monica Butnariu from Banat’s University of Agricultural Sciences and Veterinary Medicine 

(Romania) and Dr. Nadi Awad Al-Harbi from Tabuk University (Saudi Arabia) are also important elements in the 
construction of international readership for this book. 

Trends in Life Science Research 

Rajeshwar P. Sinha (Centre of Advanced Study in Botany, Banaras Hindu University, 

Varanasi, India) and Umesh P. Shrivastava (Department of Botany, Tribhuvan University, 

Thakur Ram Multiple Campus, Birgunj, Nepal) 

In series: Biotechnology in Agriculture, Industry and Medicine 
2018. 374 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-241-0. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-242-7. $230.00. 

The modern age life science research is more inclined towards interdisciplinary studies. 
Recent developments in the technologies have led to a better understanding of living 

systems, and this has removed the demarcations between various disciplines of life 

sciences. A new trend in life science incorporates biological research involving a merger 
of diverse disciplines such as microbiology, biotechnology, molecular biology, 

biochemistry, ecology and agriculture. This book is primarily written with the objective 

of providing standard information on recent topics in the fields of stress biology, 
molecular biology, ecology, agriculture, bioremediation, human diseases and over all, 

several biotechnological approaches towards the studies ranging from green 
photosynthesizing plants to human pathogens. The book encompasses topics on 

cyanobacteria, bacteria, fungi, higher plants, ecology and human diseases, distributed 

throughout eleven chapters for the benefit of graduate and postgraduate students as well 
as young researchers and scientists. The ever-increasing population has resulted in an 

increasing demand of food, medicine and other natural products. Researchers are 

continuously working to resolve and develop a better understanding of life and other 
biological processes; they need to conserve genes, plants and ecosystems, and the 

apprehension of land, water and environment have led to the strengthening of traditional 
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disciplines as well as the emergence of diverse disciplines such as stress biology, molecular biology, biotechnology, 

agriculture and human health. This book imparts the latest developments and the state-of-the art knowledge in the specific 
fields of life sciences. The subject matter is presented in a logical sequence so that it is easily understandable to the students 

and researchers. The recent information on the subject is integrated throughout the chapters. In addition, this book provides 

newer techniques and the use of modern tools in achieving the potential of microbiology, ecology, herbal medicine, 
biotechnology and stress biology; this is all used to understand the challenges found in life sciences. This book covers a wide 

range of topics, and the authors anticipate that the contents may appeal to a wider range of readers. Therefore, the authors 

present this book with great pleasure and express their most sincere gratitude to all the contributors and research scholars, 
namely Mr. Jainendra Pathak, Mr. Rajneesh, Ms. Vidya Singh, Mr. Deepak Kumar, Mr. Haseen Ahmed, Mr. Deepak K. 

Singh and Ms. Abha Pandey. They are also particularly thankful to Nova Science Publishers, Inc., for their continued patience 

and for the unfailing attention they have given to the publication of this book. 

ANATOMY 

Bone Regeneration: Concepts, Clinical Aspects and Future Directions 

Hiranmoy Das, PhD (Vascular Biology and Stem Cell Research Laboratory, Department of 

Pharmaceutical Sciences, School of Pharmacy, Texas Tech University, Amarillo, TX, US) 

In series: Human Anatomy and Physiology 
2018. 370 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-990-7. $230.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-991-4. $230.00. 

Bone regeneration is a complex process requiring an orchestrated number of molecular and cellular mechanisms. Although 

bone regeneration takes place throughout a lifetime for normal healing, regeneration may be impaired by pathological states 
such as osteoporosis, osteonecrosis, and non-union fractures. Currently, a number of therapies are available for treating 

pathogenesis, such as autologous bone grafts, small molecule agents, tissue engineering, 

and the use of osteoprogenitor cells. Other therapies including small compounds, growth 
factors, and cytokines are being used for a targeted approach. Orthobiologics are also 

being used for healing bones. The use of mesenchymal stem cells and osteoprogenitor 

cells as enhancers of healing is also being considered as a regenerative therapeutic 
approach. Biomaterial approaches using synthetic osteoconductive scaffolds are already 

in clinical use and continue to advance and gain traction as regenerative aids. Recent 

advances in scientific understanding of the molecular and cellular processes underlying 
bone regeneration have elevated therapeutic techniques to new frontiers. This book 

provides an overview of the bone biology in normal homeostasis and in pathological 

conditions, along with clinical therapies currently considered and those being developed 
for future use. Considering bone health is essential for maintaining the health of 

vertebrate animals as a whole. While bones are susceptible to injury, they also have 

excellent regenerative capacities, which bring about great interest among researchers in 
varied disciplines. In this book, we have compiled a series of chapters from the diverse 

points of view of experts in different fields. The cellular and molecular mechanisms 

regulating bone biology are examined at length. The importance of hormonal regulation 
on bone homeostasis and in pathological states is explored over several chapters from 

different vantage points. The unique role of the vascular system in bone regeneration and the molecular mechanisms involved 

are discussed. Clinical advances in bone healing are described, and current research on biomaterials and stem cell based 
approaches is presented. These chapters provide a number of perspectives on what is currently known and being discovered 

in the field of bone biology, which impacts the clinical approaches used today and in the future. 

ANIMAL SCIENCE 

Advances in Animal Science and Zoology. Volume 11 

Owen P. Jenkins 

In series: Advances in Animal Science and Zoology 
2018. 248 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-214-4. $250.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-215-1. $250.00. 

In this collection, the authors discuss oropharyngeal trichomonosis, a disease that affects wild and domestic birds, 

summarizing the most significant aspects of the disease: the biology, diagnosis and treatment options. Recent scientific 
advances in the pathology, epidemiology and control of the disease are also discussed. Following this, current animal 
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breeding strategies in organic farms are analyzed to determine the animal breeds that could potentially benefit from different 

organic dairy farming systems. In a subsequent review, a status assessment (based on a comprehensive literature review) of 
the conservation issues of the West African lion is conducted. The authors conclude that without an intensive effort to rectify 

the factors for the extinction of the West African lion (human population growth and urbanization, desertification, decline of 

food sources, cattle herding, hunting and farming) and increased public acknowledgement of this comparatively neglected 
lion subspecies, the West African lion has a bleak future. This book includes a review of the knowledge of extended family 

bonds between females in mammals and birds, focusing on how waterfowl are particularly predisposed to female-centered 

kin clans. A study is presented which investigates whether lineal kin, i.e. mothers and their adult daughters, form long-term 
bonds in a well-studied model organism within waterfowl, the greylag goose. The Atlantic Forest biome is exhibited as one 

of the most biodiverse and threatened biomes in the world. The authors conduct a quantitative analysis on the published data 

about parasitism by Amblyomma ticks on birds of the Atlantic Forest, testing whether ecological and morphological variables 
of the host are associated with parasitism by ticks. This compilation also includes a review of Cryptosporidium, describing 

the history, taxonomy, epidemiology cycle, clinical signs, diagnostic, treatment and prevention. Next, exposure of Drosophila 
suzukii, a fruit fly species native to Southeast Asia, to two fruits, blueberries and raspberries, is analyzed for possible effects 

on sexual behavior and fecundity. The parasitoid jewel wasp genus Nasonia is offered as an excellent model system to 

investigate genetic, behavioral and ecological aspects of chemical communication. Three main pheromone communication 
systems are discussed in light of their respective chemical basis, hierarchical interplay, species-specificity and potential 

contribution to prezygotic reproductive isolation. In closing, the clinical signs of Giardia infection are discussed, including 

delayed growth, dehydration, weight loss, and recurrent diarrhea. The occurrence of Giardia spp. in birds from a particular 
site is studied to demonstrate the extent of the disease, its specificity to its hosts, and its risk and transmission potential. 

Advances in Animal Science and Zoology. Volume 12 

Owen P. Jenkins 

In series: Advances in Animal Science and Zoology 
2018. 233 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-979-2. $250.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-980-8. $250.00. 

Finches are the most popularly kept passerine species within aviculture. The zoonotic diseases of Fringillidae have always 
been a major concern for owners. Various viral, bacterial, fungal, parasitic and allergenic agents of Aves are able to transmit 

to humans. In the opening chapter of this compilatio, emphasis will be placed on the significance of each of the mentioned 

agents for public health. Specific subjects such as the epidemiology, economic significance, public health significance, 
transmission, clinical signs, diagnostic procedures and principle of disease prevention are examined, thus making owners 

aware of the serious threat of finches. Next, the authors discuss the way in which various information from the environment 

exerts strong selective pressure on the sensory systems of the organism, leading the organism through distinct paths in the 

adaptive evolutionary process. The visual system is responsible for capturing and processing light information. This system 

has developed in different ways during the evolutionary history of vertebrates, based on specific demands of the species. A 

review of these characteristics of the visual system of snakes will be addressed and discussed. In one study, the authors aim 
to fill the gap in knowledge regarding the nesting habits and specific biology of Melipona colimana, a stingless bee endemic 

to pine-oak tree forests in western Mexico. Nesting in these trees may be detrimental to the bees because this tree species is 

commonly used by humans to produce oak charcoal, a practice that destroys nesting sites. In the following chapter, the 
authors go on to introduce different types of ant nests with multiple queens, and providing examples of two species 

(Polyrhachis moesta and Camponotus yamaokai) with polygynous nests. The authors discuss how and why the number of 

queens varies, proposing that the plasticity of the number of queens is a strategy for successful colony founding, colony 
growth, and colony survival in ants. The identity of the elements of the hyobranchial skeleton in snakes is a controversy that 

has not been addressed recently. The single set of paired elements has been considered to be ceratohyals or extensions of the 

hypohyal, first ceratobranchials and second ceratobranchials in both the same and different groups of snakes. The 
morphology of this region in snakes is re-evaluated in terms of muscle anatomy, focusing on booid and colubroid snakes. 

The implications of the spatial separation of the tongue and the larynx from the hyobranchial skeleton are also discussed. 

The relationship between obesity/hypercholesterolemia and the decrease in male fertility has been reported clinically and in 
experimental models. The effect of high cholesterol intake and its impact in different tissue/organs has also been described 

in several animals models. But few documents focus on the addition of natural products to food as a protective diet, in order 

to avoid sperm alterations. In the final chapter, New Zealand male rabbits fed with a high-fat diet were associated with 
deleterious changes in semen and sperm cells. The reported alterations include: decreased semen volume and sperm count 

and an increase in abnormal sperm morphology. 
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American Alligators: Habitats, Behaviors, and Threats 

Scott E. Henke, Ph.D. and Cord B. Eversole, Ph.D. (Caesar Kleberg Wildlife Research Institute, 

Texas A&M University-Kingsville, Kingsville, TX, USA) 

In series: Animal Science, Issues and Research 
2018. 421 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-351-6. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-352-3. $230.00. 
The American alligator is an icon of conservation and biological science in the United 

States. This species has arguably one of the most volatile, yet rich histories in terms of 

conservation, wildlife management, and scientific research. Due to this, American 
alligators often serve as a model for crocodilian science on a global scale. American 

Alligators: Habitats, Behaviors, and Threats is an essential addition to the library of 

vertebrate scientists, herpetologists, and most importantly crocodilian biologists. The 
book contains the most comprehensive, up-to-date knowledge about American alligator 

biology, behavior, distribution, diet, ecology, genetics, habitat use, physiology, 

parasitology, toxicology, and management by the leading experts of alligator 

professionals from around the world. Each chapter contains a comprehensive description 

of past research concerning each topic, new knowledge and interpretations of the topic, 

and suggestions of future research needs. This all-encompassing approach to the 
synthesis of past, present, and future knowledge of American alligators will make this a 

highly sought and referenced volume of work. Authors are a mix of next-generation 

scientists who have distinguished themselves as crocodilian biologists, as well as those 
who are well-established within herpetological circles. Chapter authors include Kimberly 

Andrews, Richard Bauer, Gary Calkins, Warren Conway, Ted Joanen, Michelle Lawing, 

Abigail Lawson, Mark Merchant, Chris Murray, Brent Newman, James Nifong, Adam 
Rosenblatt, Wade Ryberg, David Saalfeld, Gregory Skupien, Bradley Strickland, Helen Sung, William Sutton, Marisa Tellez, 

and Jonathan Warner, as well as chapters written by the co-editors Cord Eversole and Scott Henke. Cord B. Eversole received 
his Ph.D. from Texas A&M University-Kingsville and has 15 years of experience working with alligators and other 

herpetofauna. He has worked as a wildlife researcher for the Caesar Kleberg Wildlife Research Institute at Texas A&M 

University-Kingsville since 2010. Scott E. Henke is a research scientist with the Caesar Kleberg Wildlife Research Institute 
and a Regents Professor and Chair within the Department of Animal, Rangeland and Wildlife Sciences with Texas A&M 

University-Kingsville. He also is co-editor of the book Becoming a Wildlife Professional. The two researchers have teamed 

up and published extensively within herpetological journals, with the main emphasis of their collaborative research 
concerning the American alligator. 

Amphibians: Biology, Ecology and Conservation 

Leo Cannon 

In series: Animal Science, Issues and Research 
2018. 110 pp. 
Softcover: 978-1-53614-034-7. $82.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53614-035-4. $82.00. 

Amphibians: Biology, Ecology and Conservation opens with a review of the current knowledge on the Harderian gland of 
anuran amphibians. The Harderian gland is an orbital gland present in all vertebrates possessing nictitating membrane, with 

the primordium of the Harderian gland appearing during metamorphosis throughout the development of the nictitating 

membrane. The authors go on to discuss D-Aspartate (D-Asp), an excitatory amino acid involved in the synthesis of sex 
steroid hormones. High concentrations of D-Asp were found in the gonads, in the brain and in the Harderian gland of the 

green frog, Pelophylax esculentus. The current knowledge on the D-Asp in gonads and in tissues during the seasonal 

reproductive cycle is reviewed. Since D-Asp modulates sex hormone synthesis, this book correlates the local amino acid 
levels with serum and local sex hormone concentrations. Next, the authors report on the existing work on the steroidogenic 

pathways activated in reproductive and post-reproductive phases in both testis and brain in the aforementioned green frog. 

Plasma testosterone levels are low in the non-breeding period and high during the breeding period, while 17β-estradiol levels 
illustrate a contradictory trend. This study indicates a close correlation between steroidogenic process in the testis and in the 

brain, suggesting a synergic mechanism of regulation. The concluding chapter presents three case studies that demonstrate 

how the life cycle of the giant toad, Rhinella marina, as well as its somatic and hepatosomatic index, voracious appetite and 
highly permeable skin make it a species susceptible to the bioaccumulation of organic and inorganic pollutants and their 

toxicological effects. Due to these characteristics, R. marina is considered to be a good biomonitor of environmental 

pollution. 
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Poultry Diseases 

E.J. Wortley 

In series: Animal Science, Issues and Research 
2018. 107 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-699-9. $95.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-700-2. $95.00. 

Poultry farming as a means of profit can be made successful only by maintaining the most vigorous and sustained campaign 

against disease. The aim of the poultry rearer should be to stamp out disease by preventive measures. Practical experience 
proves the inefficiency of many so-called cures, and points to the urgency of poultry-men endeavoring to understand more 

thoroughly the causes of the ailments to which domestic fowls are liable. This book examines poultry diseases, and the 

control strategies used prior to 1915. You will recognize the fact that measures for the control of disease cannot be limited 
to sanitation and the treatment of sick birds, but, in reality, include such important matters as the selection of healthy stock, 

intelligent feeding, proper housing and other details essential to the successful management of poultry. 

Studies of Rhesus Monkeys and their Behaviors 

Alejandra Ibáñez Contreras and Braulio Hernández Godínez (Non-

Human Primate Unit, Investigación Biomédica Aplicada 

(INBIOMA) S.A.S. de C.V.) 

In series: Animal Science, Issues and Research 
2018. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53614-030-9. $160.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53614-031-6. $160.00. 

Structural and functional organization in living organisms relies on their communication 

systems, which permanently carry information to the cells within the organism and govern 
their entire behavior from simple actions to complex behaviors. Rhesus monkeys are one 

of the animal species most commonly used in biomedical research due to their 

phylogenetic closeness to humans. Also, the social structure and behavior found in these 
monkeys are very similar to those of humans, and this makes them an excellent 

comparative and evolutionary model of study mainly for their importance in the 

construction, structure and maintenance of social groups. This book is a compilation of 
different research works that attempt to understand the underlying mechanisms involved 

in the expression of characteristic behaviors in the primate order, and the authors hope to 

unify both the biological and social sciences. 

Zoo Animals: Husbandry, Welfare and Public Interactions 

Maja Berger and Sarah Corbett 

In series: Animal Science, Issues and Research 
2018. 323 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-535-0. $195.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-536-7. $195.00. 

Zoo Animals: Husbandry, Welfare and Public Interactions begins by suggesting that maintaining biologically functional and 
compatible social groups is a primary welfare concern for zoo-housed animals. An overview of the welfare impact of social 

groupings of a number of zoo-housed animals is presented, and the extent to which zoos are able to cater for individual 

species needs is discussed. The opening chapter concludes by outlining areas for further research into factors that may affect 
the social compatibility of zoo-housed animals, and discusses the potential long-term implications for housing socially 

complex animals. Next, the authors explore the evidence surrounding the use of ambassador animals in zoo education 

programmes. The reported impact of ambassador animal programmes on zoo visitors in terms of visitor learning, attitude, 
and behaviours are reviewed, and areas for further research are highlighted. The subsequent chapter covers how quality of 

life can be measured and evaluated in the zoo. It will also discuss aspects of welfare compromise, and how research into 

species’ behaviour allows us to rectify issues that may cause a poorer quality of life. The use of natural history information 
(e.g. behavioural ecology, evolutionary adaptations, and life history strategy) to the planning, design and implementation of 

husbandry protocols is explained and reviewed. Later, the authors suggest that if zoos are to improve their effectiveness at 

conservation they should consider the application of cognitive enrichment, a type of occupational enrichment where 
significant cognitive challenge is provisioned over a protracted timeframe to ensure cognitive enrichment remains. Learning 

is considered the key to improving both individual welfare and species or population conservation. Afterwards, several key 

examples of folklore husbandry that may currently be impacting captive management in zoos are examined, focusing 
particularly on the provision of environmental parameters and elements of exhibit design. These keeping practices are 

interpreted and evaluated in light of current biological and captive management studies to identify and address areas of 

husbandry that can be improved upon. In the closing chapter, the authors suggest that if zoo managers know little about the 
biology and ecology of a species, it is unlikely they are able to provide them with captive conditions that represent optimal 

welfare. Although zoos are now more committed to research than they were in the past, the research they have undertaken 
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so far has mostly been focussed on a few taxa, which represents a small proportion of the diverse collection of species kept 

by them. 

AUDIOLOGY 

Cochlear Implants: Advances, Efficacy and Future Directions 

Herbert W. Courtney 

In series: Audiology and Hearing Research Advances 
2018. 116 pp. 
Softcover: 978-1-53613-208-3. $82.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-209-0. $82.00. 

Cochlear Implants: Advances, Efficacy and Future Directions assesses the growing need to provide other measures for 
assessing the impact of cochlear implantation. As such, this book aims to evaluate the Cross-Modal Plasticity in deaf children 

with visual-impairment after CI use, through the analysis of changes in the topographic distribution of the cortical response 

of Somatosensory Evoked Potential by stimulation of the median nerve. The authors describe the results of Low-Resolution 
Brain Electromagnetic Tomography (LORETA) used for the localization of electrical neuronal source generators of SEP 

N20 response in deaf children with visual-impairment. The following chapter discusses and evaluates the effectiveness of 

the application of bilateral CIs in children, either sequentially or binaurally, affected by severe sensorineural hearing loss. 
Although the benefits of bilateral implants in adults have been established, the available data regarding children is still 

limited. In the last chapter, a surgeon and developer of the surgical virtual reality system of the temporal bone shares his 

expertise on the future of this virtual reality to maximize the goal of cochlear implant surgery. Many studies have found that 
virtual reality simulators have improved the operative performance of the trainees. 

BIOCHEMISTRY 

Acetone: Biochemistry, Production and Uses 

Irenka Kozłowska and Klimek Walczak 

In series: Biochemistry Research Trends 
2018. 222 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-298-4. $160.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-299-1. $160.00. 
In this collection, the authors develop a mathematical model of kinetics’ adsorption in solid microporous mediums. This 

approach allows for the introduction of two new terms in Fick’s law: The first term characterizes the direct adsorption, 

represented by random function and dependent on the average speed but not on speed itself. The second characterizes the 
fluctuation of adsorbed quantity and heat dissipation, phenomena which are at the origin of irreversibility adsorption and 

desorption. Next, residual enzyme activity was investigated to monitor stabilization/destabilization of hen egg-white 

lysozyme at low, intermediate, and high water content in acetone at 25 oC. The results demonstrate that the 
stabilization/destabilization of lysozyme depends significantly on water content in acetone. Another study is presented with 

the goal of providing a thermochemical description of the stabilizing/destabilizing effects of organic solvents on the enzyme 

stability to elucidate what intermolecular processes produce the main effect on the stability and functions of the enzymes at 
low, intermediate, and high water content in organic liquids. Following this, the authors examine the part that acetone may 

play in increasing the use of lignocellulosic biomass through exploitation of all constituents, especially lignin. Examples 

include the use of acetone in studies of the chemical composition of LCB and the utility of acetone in organosolv pulping 
and pretreatment of LCB. With the commercialization of biorefineries, it is expected that acetone will continue to play a 

significant role in the processing of lignin, the most abundant natural aromatic polymer on earth with immense potential to 

reduce dependence on fossil-based aromatic products. The authors also propose an efficient acetone chemical sensor based 
on the analytical performances such as sensitivity, limit of detection (LOD), good linearity, and reproducibility. This 

proposed acetone chemical sensor was introduced by the implementation of ZnO/SnO2/Yb2O3 nanoparticles (NPs) as a 

successful electron mediator with glassy carbon electrode (GCE) assembly. The concluding paper presents an experimental 
system of isopropanol-acetone-hydrogen chemical heat pump (IAH CHP) for the recovery of low-grade (<100°C) industrial 

waste heat. Using coefficient of performance (COP) and exergy efficiency as evaluation indices, the system performance is 

systematically evaluated based on the experimental data. 
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Biogeochemistry of Trace Elements 

Oleg S. Pokrovsky (Geoscience and Environment Toulouse, CNRS, France; Tomsk State 

University, Russia, and N. Laverov Federal Center for Integrated Arctic Research, 

Arkhangelsk, Russia) and Jerome Viers (University of Toulouse, GET CNRS, Toulouse, 

France) 

In series: Chemistry Research and Applications 
2018. 394 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53614-244-0. $230.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53614-245-7. $230.00. 

Over the past few decades, tremendous progress in analytical facilities allowed for the 

decreasing detection limits of trace element (TE) analysis in a large number of organic 
and inorganic matrices. This was especially true for freshwater aquatic systems, where 

direct measurements of more than forty trace elements have become possible provided 

that necessary precautions against pollution are made and required sample preparation 
protocol is maintained. Therefore, analyses of both liquid (water) and solid (biomass, 

sediments, soils, and aerosol particles) compartments of the landscape continuum 

allowed for a new perspective on biogeochemical factors of trace elements in a large 
panel of terrestrial environments. However, among all Earth biomes, the Arctic and 

subarctic regions are certainly less studied from a trace element biogeochemical view 

point. This book adresses a variety of geochemical and biogeochemical issues of trace 
element behavior in soils, waters, and plants across the world, from Eastern Europe to 

Siberian subarctic and Arctic islands. It presents a synthesis of state-of-the-art studies—

using precise analytical techniques—on trace element concentrations, fractionation, and 
migration in the main biogeochemical reservoirs of the Northern Hemisphere. This book 

combines chapters on trace elements in soils, plants, soil waters, lakes, rivers and their 

estuarine zones, and atmopsheric aerosols. As such, it provides a comprehensive view of 
current TE biogeochemistry and can serve as a reference compilation of available information for judging future changes in 

trace element biogeochemistry for terrestrial environments influenced by climate warming or increasing anthropogenic 

pollution. 

Carbonic Anhydrases: Biochemistry, Mechanism of Action and 

Therapeutic Applications 

Joni Penttinen 

In series: Biochemistry Research Trends 
2018. 158 pp. 
Softcover: 978-1-53613-262-5. $82.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-263-2. $82.00. 

In this compilation, the authors address the relationship between carbonic anhydrase IX 
and hypoxia. Hypoxia is a key factor influencing a life-cycle of CA IX, including its 

expression, correct structure, stability, function, and subsequent biological implications. 

Hypoxia also regulates CA IX expression by post-transcriptional mechanisms through 
splicing and mRNA stabilization. A review is provided focusing on the sequence of 

elementary reactions ensuing a catalytic reaction (catalytic mechanism) of carbonic 

anhydrase. The closing chapter discusses carbonic anhydrases in chloroplasts, especially 
their location in the organelles, as well as considers their uses. 

 

Castor and Lesquerella Oils: Production, Composition and Uses 

Grace Chen, Ph.D. (Research Plant Physiologist USDA, ARS, 

WRRC Bioproducts Research Unit, Albany, CA, USA) 

In series: Biochemistry Research Trends 
2017. 217 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53612-971-7. $160.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-972-4. $160.00. 

Castor oil was used as a medicine dating back to ancient Egyptian times. During the past 
centuries, castor oil has been employed in numerous modern applications. Castor oil 

contains an uncommon hydroxy fatty acid (HFA) at extremely high concentrations (90%). 

The hydroxy group imparts unique chemical and physical properties that make castor oil 
a vital raw material for manufacturing an increasing number of industrial products, such 

as high lubricity, long life lubricants and greases, a variety of polymers traditionally made 

by petroleum-based products for various coatings, elastomers and plastics, and an array of 
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castor oil derivatives utilized in the cosmetic industry. Because of the high oil concentration in castor seeds (50% of dry seed 

weight), castor is also cultivated as a feedstock for biodiesel production. Due to the toxin ricin found in castor seeds, the US 
Department of Agriculture is developing a safe source of HFA, which is known as lesquerella. This book presents a wide 

range of research results on castor oil production and applications. State-of-the-art technologies have been employed to 

depicting molecular species and pathways involved in the bio-synthesis of castor and lesquerella oils. Novel applications of 
castor oil has been developed such as biodegradable nanocomposites to be used as superior wound dressing materials and 

new polymers for sustainable polyurethane foams. Up-to-date information on global castor crop production, oil processing 

and utilization has been extensively reviewed. 

Coenzyme Q10: Uses, Health Effects and Role in Disease 

Sabine Grigoryeva 

In series: Biochemistry Research Trends 
2018. 130 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-284-7. $82.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-285-4. $82.00. 

Coenzyme Q10: Uses, Health Effects and Role in Disease reviews the current knowledge and evidence of the potential 

clinical applications of Coenzyme Q10 (CoQ10). CoQ10 is a lipophilic molecule composed by a bezonquinone ring 

conjugated to a ten-carbon isoprenoid side chain. It exists in two molecular forms, ubiquinone and ubiquinol, which are the 

basis for its antioxidant properties. CoQ10 also plays an essential role in cellular metabolism to produce ATP, which provides 
energy for muscle contraction and other vital cellular functions. Most of the ATP production occurs in the inner mitochondrial 

membrane, where coenzyme Q is found. The authors review the protective effects of CoQ10 on intense physical exercise, 

reducing muscle damage and improving physical performance. Evidence of secondary CoQ10 deficiency in disease and in 
pharmacotherapy is discussed, highlighting putative mechanisms to account for this deficit together with examples of 

therapeutic intervention. Secondary CoQ10 deficiencies are important to identify as clinical benefit can be elicited following 

treatment with CoQ10 or its associated analogues. 

Glycosylphosphatidylinositol-Anchored Proteins and Their Release from Cells: From 

Phenomenon to Meaning 

Günter A. Müller (Institute for Diabetes and Obesity, Helmholtz Diabetes Center (HDC) at the 

Helmholtz Center München, Neuherberg, German) 

In series: Biochemistry Research Trends 
2018. 263 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-966-2. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-967-9. $230.00. 
Anchorage of a subset of cell surface proteins in eukaryotic cells from yeast to mammals 

is mediated by a glycosylphosphatidylinositol moiety covalently attached to the carboxy-

terminus of the protein moiety. Experimental evidence for the potential of 
glycosylphosphatidylinositol-anchored proteins (GPI-AP) of being released from cells 

into the extracellular environment has been accumulating, which involves either the loss 

or retention of the glycosylphosphatidylinositol anchor. The structural and 
morphological diversity of the configurations of released GPI-AP is reflected in the 

multitude of different structures and molecular mechanisms underlying the release. 
Release of the GPI-AP may occur in a spontaneous fashion or be regulated by certain 

endogeneous or exogeneous signals, or environmental stimuli. The putative functional 

and (patho)physiological implications of the diverse modes of GPI-AP release are 
presented with an emphasis on the structures and configurations involved as well as the 

underlying molecular mechanisms. In addition, the potential relevance of GPI-AP 

release as innovative biomarkers for disease prediction, diagnosis and stratification as 
well as novel vehicles for drug delivery are discussed. Moreover, the mere description 

of the release of GPI-AP from cells using modern instrumentation in the absence of any 

knowledge about the underlying causal (molecular) mechanisms may be regarded as an example for so-called “hermeneutic 
phenomenology” within molecular life sciences. The three-step study procedure should be based on a known, minimal and 

carefully considered bias rather than on a strong working hypothesis. This study should lead to a mere database rather than 

to a narrative justification of the experimentation as well as to a subsequent minimal interpretation of the database rather than 
on causal mechanistic explanations and speculative working models, which are typically presented in scientific publications. 

Thus, the book does not only represent a state-of-the-art compendium about the biology and (patho)physiology of GPI-AP, 

in general, and their cellular release including potential biomedical and biotechnological applications, in particular, but also 
introduces a novel concept for molecular life science research. The final goal of “hermeneutic phenomenology” represents 

the careful, respectful and cautious path from the pure description of the life phenomenon of interest to its meaning. Since 

research about GPI-AP involves a multitude of disciplines, this book will be of interest to biochemists, cell biologists, 
structural biologists, molecular biologists, geneticists, pharmacologists and medicinal chemists as well as to those researchers 

found at the interface between natural sciences (biology) and human sciences (philosophy). –The author hopes that this book 

may stimulate a transdisciplinary exchange between them. 
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Lignin Molecular Biogeochemistry: Principles and Practices 

Shafi Mohammad Tareq and Keiichi Ohta (Associate Professor School of Bioscience, The 

University of Nottingham, Malaysia, Jalan Broga, Selangor, Malaysia) 

In series: Environmental Research Advances 
2018. 222 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53611-812-4. $160.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-142-0. $160.00. 
Lignin has been used as a proxy to study biogeochemical processes and transportation of 

land derived carbon from land to lakes, rivers, coastal areas and deep marine environments. 

The literature of such a topic is vast, however, there are few applications of lignin 
molecular biogeochemistry for reconstructing paleovegetation and climate changes (e.g., 

the lignin phenol vegetation index; LPVI) and it is not particularly useful unless the 

molecular level information of terrestrial plants is compiled together in a systematic way. 
Chemically, lignin has been regarded as comparatively resistant to various types of 

degradation in comparison to other plant components such as carbohydrates and 

hydrocarbons. This book shapes the current state of the art in lignin molecular 

biogeochemistry research that highlights the potential future applications for this important 

biomarker for vegetation change and land-derived biogenic carbon transportations. This 

book provides a unique and thorough look at the application of lignin molecular 
biogeochemistry to environmental changes and monsoon variability. It also indicates that 

the application of lignin molecular biogeochemistry for an understanding of environmental 

changes consists of a biogeochemical approach that has been quite successful, but 
underused. This book is a new contribution to our knowledge of the lignin molecular 

biogeochemistry of different geographic locations and climatic conditions. 

Lipid Rafts: Properties and Role in Signaling 

Nils Thomas and Sten Jonathan 

In series: Biochemistry Research Trends 
2018. 166 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-624-1. $95.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-625-8. $95.00. 

Lipid rafts are nanometer-sized subdomains of the plasma membrane containing higher concentrations of cholesterol, 

phosphatidylinositols, and sphingolipids. In Lipid Rafts: Properties and Role in Signaling, the authors summarize their 
observations that receptor preassembly is required for biological function; the interaction between receptor chains requires 

both the presence of Jak1 and their co-nanolocalization within lipid raft; a sequence-supported structural analysis of Janus 

kinases that suggests a significant influence of phospholipids on Janus kinase function; and critical observations made by 
others. The authors go on to discuss the way in which some studies have pointed out the relative contribution of microdomain 

lipid raft abnormalities to the pathophysiology of cardiovascular disease or cancer, and examples of substances known to 

affect lateral membrane organization in cells are discussed as potential therapeutics. A mini-review is included which 
summarizes the present data behind the relevance of lipid raft membrane domains in neuronal survival and death, with a 

particular emphasis in age-related neurodegenerative diseases. Furthermore, the emerging importance of the lipid matrix in 

alpha-synuclein protein configurations in synucleopathies will also be discussed. Lastly, the authors attempt to understand 
the molecular background of low-solubility of neuronal membrane to non-ionic detergent and find that phosphatidylserine 

prepared from brain showed insolubility to Triton X-100 at 4℃. Additionally, it was found that some lipid-derived molecules 
increased the solubility of neuronal DRM to non-ionic detergents. 

Melatonin: Medical Uses and Role in Health and Disease 

Lore Correia and Germaine Mayers 

In series: Biochemistry Research Trends 
2017. 333 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53612-987-8. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-988-5. $230.00. 

In this compilation, the authors review pre-analytical procedures, as well as analytical conditions, to determine melatonin in 
both biological and non-biological samples. Several procedures for the extraction of melatonin have been described, 

including ultrasound-assisted extraction, liquid–liquid extraction, and solid phase extraction. Following this, a study is 
presented wherein melatonin administration in middle-age rats was able to recover prostatic morphology and strongly 

decrease amiloyd bodies deposition even after obesity induction. These results were probably related to total GST activity 

improvement. The authors maintain that melatonin should be used as benign prostate hyperplasia chemoprevention due to 
decreased cell proliferation, even in hyperlipidemic medium. The functions of melatonin receptors in health and disease are 

reviewed, with specific references to their involvement in mood, anxiety-related and neurodegenerative disorders; and the 

possibilities of melatonin receptors as mediators of melatonergic therapeutics. Next, the current knowledge regarding 
immunomodulatory properties of melatonin are reviewed in conjunction with its effect on non-specific, humoral and cellular 

immune responses with particular emphasis on the production of reactive oxygen species and cytokines as well as on 
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apoptosis. The authors go on to underline the pleiotropic effects of melatonin to ameliorate the molecular and organ/tissue 

damage associated with brain ischemia based on preserving the functional integrity of the blood-brain barrier, inducing 
neurogenesis and cell proliferation through receptor-dependent mechanism, and improving synaptic transmission. 

Additionally, they examine the role of MT1 and MT2 receptors in neurological disorders and the therapeutic effects of 

melatonin receptors agonists on the central nervous system disorders. The book deliberates o the way clinical trials in 
antipsychotic medicated patients suggest some positive effects for melatonin, but the studies have substantial shortcomings. 

The mechanism by which melatonin exerts any clinical effects remains largely un-investigated. The strength of the clinical 

evidence for an effect of melatonin, like that of the pre-clinical studies, is equivocal. An overview of the range of disorders 
and conditions that they may be improved by melatonin administration is provided, followed by consideration of the 

processes that may underlie these changes. In the final chapter, the authors summarize the data documenting the use of 

melatonin and its beneficial effects in oral related-diseases, such as bisphosphonate-related osteonecrosis of the jaw, 
periodontitis, mucositis, cancer, and/or oral infection. 

Occurrences, Structure, Biosynthesis, and Health Benefits Based on Their Evidences of 

Medicinal Phytochemicals in Vegetables and Fruits. Volume 9 

Noboru Motohashi, Ph.D. (Former Professor and Director of Meiji Pharmaceutical University, 

Tokyo, Japan) 

In series: Food and Beverage Consumption and Health 

In series: Biochemistry Research Trends 
2018. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-996-9. $160.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-997-6. $160.00. 
Herbal or plant ingredients demonstrate beneficial effects against human disease treatment and prevention. These ingredients 

are collectively referred to as phytochemicals. Volume 9 describes these ingredients, their pharmacological actions and novel 

detection methods with regard to herbal remedies such as Chimonanthus praecox (wintersweet), a green revolution to 
increase the detection of new ingredients and ingredients, and the typical tropical fruit known as jackfruit. This volume 

mainly describes their effects, preventions and treatments, including their roles as folklore remedies: Chapter 1: “Medicinal 

Phytochemicals and Health Effects of Chimonanthus praecox (Wintersweet) Based on Their Evidences; Chapter 2: “The 
Green Revolution in Nanotechnology: Sustainable Preparation of Nanoparticles from Phytochemicals and Their 

Applications; and Chapter 3: “The Phytochemicals and Health Benefits of Artocarpus heterophyllus (Jackfruit)”. These 

chapters will provide more advanced information to researches in the region of new drug designs of phytochemicals. 

Occurrences, Structure, Biosynthesis, and Health Benefits Based on Their Evidences of 

Medicinal Phytochemicals in Vegetables and Fruits. Volume 10 

Noboru Motohashi, Ph.D. (Former Professor and Director of Meiji Pharmaceutical University, 

Tokyo, Japan) 

In series: Food and Beverage Consumption and Health 

In series: Biochemistry Research Trends 
2018. 266 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53614-141-2. $160.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53614-142-9. $160.00. 

In East Asia, Korean ginseng has long been used as a private medicine and nourishing 

tonic, used for maintaining physical strength as well as treating and preventing various 
diseases. Coffee is known for preventing lifestyle diseases such as high blood pressure, 

myocardial infarction, diabetes and dementia, and has adjuvant effects. In India, 

Semecarpus anacardium L. f has been used as a cure for private medicine and has been 
used as various disease treatments. In fact, Semecarpus anacardium L. f. contains bioactive 

ingredients such as antioxidant compounds. Mexican peppers with bright variegated colors 

are rich in plant pigmentation. Among these plant dyes, in particular, authors describe the 

correlation between carotenes and functionality, as well as the challenges to prevent and 

treat these diseases. A detailed explanation of these four titles is made as follows: Volume 

10 mainly dscribes the effects, preventions and treatments of ginseng, including its folklore 
remedy as phytochemicals as follows: Chapter One: “Medicinal Phytochemicals and 

Health Effects of Panax ginseng (Korean Ginseng)”; Chapter Two: “Coffee´s 

Phytochemicals: From Biosynthesis to Health Benefits”; Chapter Three: “Nature-Inspired 
Phytochemicals and the Pharmacological Activities of Herbal Plants of the Anacardiaceae 

Family and Semecarpus anacardium L.f”; and Chapter Four: “Carotenoids from Mexican 

Peppers and Their Benefical Effects.” These chapters will provide more advanced 
information to researches in the region of new drug designs for phytochemicals. 
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Occurrences, Structure, Biosynthesis, and Health Benefits Based on Their Evidences of 

Medicinal Phytochemicals in Vegetables and Fruits. Volume 11 

Noboru Motohashi, Ph.D. (Former Professor and Director of Meiji Pharmaceutical University, 

Tokyo, Japan) 

In series: Food and Beverage Consumption and Health 

In series: Biochemistry Research Trends 
2018. 315 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53614-071-2. $195.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53614-072-9. $195.00. 

In India and the surrounding countries, turmeric has long been used as a traditional folk 

medicine for treating and preventing various diseases as well as a spice for culinary 
purposes. Recent studies have shown that turmeric is effective as an antioxidant, 

antibacterial, antihypertensive, anti-diabetic and anti-myocardial infarction. In South 

America – particularly in Mexico –diverse tropical and subtropical fruits can be found. 
These fruits and herbs have been used as prescriptions for Mexican folk medicine. 

Among these formulations, mention is made especially of fruits and vegetables having 
cardiometabolic effects. Arthrospira maxima (spirulina) is generally known as an 

oxygenic photosynthetic bacteria and is rich in polyunsaturated fatty acids (PUFAs). The 

following chapters describe in detail preventions and treatments concerning medicinal 
fruits and herbs found in the abovementioned sites: Chapter One: “The Phytochemicals 

and Health Benefits of Curcuma longa Linn. (Turmeric) (Family: Zingiberaceae)”; 

Chapter Two: “Cardiometabolic Effects of Functional Foods and Phytochemicals within 
Mexican Folklore Medicine (Part 1)”; Chapter Three: Cardiometabolic Effects of 

Functional Foods and Phytochemicals within Mexican Folklore Medicine (Part 2)”; and 

Chapter Four: Arthrospira maxima (Spirulina): Protection against Mitomycin C-Induced 
Dominant Lethal Mutations. These chapters will provide more advanced information to 

researches in studying new drug designs of phytochemicals. 

Polyunsaturated Fatty Acids (PUFAs): Food Sources, Health Effects and Significance in 

Biochemistry 

Angel Catala ([INIFTA], Facultad de Ciencias Exactas, Universidad 

Nacional de La Plata, CONICET, CIC, La Plata, Argentina) 

In series: Biochemistry Research Trends 
2018. 296 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-572-5. $195.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-573-2. $195.00. 

This book presents an overview of polyunsaturated fatty acids (pufas): food sources, health 
effects and significance in biochemistry. The topics analyzed cover a broad spectrum of 

polyunsaturated fatty acids and present new information in this area of research. The topics 

analyzed include: microalgae as a source of omega-3 polyunsaturated fatty acids; 
polyunsaturated fatty acids (pufas) in human health; polyunsaturated fatty acids in 

artificial membranes modeled by the langmuir monolayer technique; lipid peroxidation at 
the cross roads of cell proliferation and cancer; advancement in the knowledge of 

polyunsaturated fatty acids, from discovery to now; the discussion of whether or not 

polyunsaturated fatty acids are beneficial for failing hearts; polyunsaturated fatty acids 
(n3) of vegetal origin; proteomic approaches to understand the health effects of marine 

omega-3 pufa; essential fatty acids; and health implications and threats to sources. 

Protein Kinase C: Emerging Roles and Therapeutic Potential 

Dean J. Pierce 

In series: Biochemistry Research Trends 
2018. 98 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-210-6. $82.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-211-3. $82.00. 
In this compilation, the authors review the structural basis of PKC isozymes and focus on the C1 domain, as well as the 

plausible binding mechanisms of its activators. Additionally, the recent molecular dynamics simulation studies of how 

phorbol esters or bryostatin bind to the activator pocket are described and some of the key amino acid residues recently 
identified as important for activator binding are investigated. The following chapter focuses on the expression pattern and 

function of PKCα in cancer cells, and newly emerging PKCα-targeted cancer therapies. PKCα acts directly and/or indirectly 

in various signaling mechanisms in cancer cells, including proliferation, survival, invasion, migration, apoptosis and drug 
resistance. A final review is provided which dissects the crosstalk between p53 and PKCδ in the context of apoptotic cell 
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death and cancer therapy. PKCδ is implicated in a transcriptional regulation of the p53 tumor suppressor that is critical for 

cell cycle arrest and apoptosis in response to DNA damage. 

Protein-Lipid Interactions: Perspectives, Techniques and Challenges 

Angel Catalá (Instituto de Investigaciones Fisicoquímicasteóricas y Aplicadas (INIFTA), 

Facultad de Ciencias Exactas, Universidad Nacional de La Plata, La 

Plata, Argentina) 

In series: Protein Biochemistry, Synthesis, Structure and Cellular 

Functions 
2018. 240 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-125-3. $160.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-126-0. $160.00. 

Protein-Lipid Interactions: Perspectives, Techniques and Challenges analyzes and covers 
a broad spectrum of protein-lipid interactions and presents new information in this area of 

research. The topics analyzed include: an update on the cholesterol effects of the nicotinic 

acetylcholine receptor; the modulation of lipid compositions for protein–lipid interactions, 

membrane dynamics and their structures; defining the moderate affinity of specific lipid 

binding sites on amphitropic enzymes; the lipid-dependent gating of ion channels; the use 
of novel imaging approaches to study phosphoinositide signaling in vesicle trafficking; the 

study of protein-lipid interplay in vital biological functions; and particularly important 

instances of protein–lipid interactions from 1900 to 2017. 

Science, Technology and Application of Folic Acid Encapsulation 

Honest Sindile Madziva and Kasipathy Kailasapathy (Western Sydney University, Penrith, 

Australia) 

In series: Nutrition and Diet Research Progress 
2018. 226 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53614-007-1. $160.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53614-008-8. $160.00. 
Most naturally occurring folate derivatives in foods are highly sensitive to temperature, 

oxygen, and light, and their functionality is affected by food processing. Their stability is 

also pH dependant. Further alternative strategies to fortify and increase the level of folates 
through starter culture selection, combination, metabolic bioengineering as well as 

improved storage and cooking methods have failed to yield high enough dietary folates. 

The enrichment of flour as a nutritional intervention programme to try and correct 
problems of folic acid deficiency such as neural tube defects has been put in place; it is the 

first attempt to design functional foods that could alleviate folate deficiency. Currently, 

mandatory fortification of grain and other foods with rich folates are in place. Clearly, the 
use of fortification has immense potential health benefits over the recent decades as 

advancements of science recognised the importance of this vitamin in alleviating a number 

of developmental and degenerative disorders. Folate is of great interest and of great clinical 
value, a veritable panacea among functional foods and nutraceuticals. A large number of 

health benefits are associated with regular folic acid consumption either in its natural form 

or supplements. This book elaborates an alternative approach to protect and stabilise the 
bio-functionality of folic acid through a novel and robust microencapsulation technique. It 

contains comprehensive science and technology information on folic acid that describes 

how to protect it from natural plant sources during processing through novel encapsulation 
techniques and to produce innovative and smart foods and supplements. This book is suited for researchers in food and 

pharmaceutical industries and universities as well as for postgraduate research students in foods and supplements. This book 

is a suitable research and textbook for advanced vitamins, food supplements and nutraceuticals, and highly recommended 
for university and research institution. 

Sunscreens: Source, Formulations, Efficacy and Recommendations 

Rajesh P Rastogi, Ph.D. (Ministry of Environment, Forest and Climate Change, Research in 

Environment (RE) Division, Indira Paryavaran Bhavan, New Delhi, India) 

In series: Biochemistry Research Trends 
2018. 327 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-294-6. $230.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-295-3. $230.00. 
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During the past few decades, the increased incidence of solar UV radiations (280-400 nm) and its harmful impacts, 

particularly on human skin have fueled worldwide concern to search for an effective UV sunscreen compound with the ability 
to provide maximum photoprotection. Several synthetic suncare products available in the international market may cause 

negative side effects that can't be overlooked. A number of biomolecules have been reported from different natural sources 

with great UV absorbing/screening functions. There is a need to explore the 
photoprotective role of these various natural UV sunscreening compounds so that they 

can find applications in UV-screening cosmetics for the benefit of human beings. The 

present book Sunscreens: Source, Formulations, Efficacy and Recommendations 
provide an overview of the current knowledge of the various sunscreening compounds 

along with their sources, formulations, and efficacy as well as recommendations with 

regard to the photoprotective function in response to intense solar radiations. This book 
describes the recent progress and fundamental backgrounds of various UV absorbing or 

sunscreening compounds derived from different sources. An effort has been made to 
provide substantial information on various natural sunscreening molecules and their 

potentials as an arsenal of effective sunscreen ingredients meant for adequate protection 

from harmful UV radiations. Different chapters of the book address various questions 
pertaining to the naturally sourced sunscreen from microorganisms to higher plants, ideal 

for the formulations of sun care and cosmeceutical products. Undoubtedly, the contents 

of the book would be highly useful for graduate/postgraduate students, teachers, 
biochemists, and researchers in the fields of cosmetic science, photobiology, medical 

microbiology, and metabolic engineers engaged in the formulations and development of 

broad spectrum natural sunscreens or anti-aging products. 

Trypsin: Anatomy, Biological Properties and Applications 

Diana Faas and Joshua Holder 

In series: Biochemistry Research Trends 
2018. 130 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-670-8. $82.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-671-5. $82.00. 

Trypsin, the protease with well-defined specificity, offers a great potential as a biocatalyst in numerous biomedical and 

industrial applications. In this collection, the authors discuss preparation and performance of trypsin immobilized on 
polysaccharide-based carriers. Various methods by which trypsin can be physically or chemically immobilized have been 

discussed in respect to the carrier used and the application intended. The subsequent paper presents the results of monitoring 

TATI levels in 317 patients with endometrial cancer during treatment as well as final results during a 17-year follow-up 

period. 274% increase in TATI levels was found in patients with recurrence and distant metastasis diagnosed during the 

follow-up period after radical treatment. In the concluding work, traditional spectrophotometric and radioimmunoassay-

based methods for trypsin activity assays are discussed and compared with the emerging sensors-based techniques for trypsin 
determination, such as electric, electrochemical, holographic, surface plasmon resonance, and QCM-based assays. 

BIOLOGY 

Advances in Marine Biology. Volume 3 

Adam Kovács and Patrik Nagy 

In series: Advances in Marine Biology 
2018. 226 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-092-8. $250.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-093-5. $250.00. 

Advances in Marine Biology. Volume 3 begins by focusing on some novel compounds having antioxidant, antimicrobial, 

anti-inflammatory, anticancer and other bioactive properties identified and isolated from marine sponges, which could serve 

as leads for drug discovery. The authors also discuss the factors that contribute to new discoveries and the challenges 
associated with translating marine sponge-derived compounds into clinical trials. The advances that may further expand the 

promise of drug discovery from marine sponges are also examined. Following this, the authors present current information 

about Hox-genes in polychaetes and make some cautious assumptions about the ancestral functions of the Hox-cluster. The 
basic plane and evolution of bilateral animals (Bilateria) are closely associated with Hox-genes. These genes usually exist in 

the genome in the form of the aforementioned clusters, gene complexes with a conservative position of individual genes 

inside them. Marine biotoxins are examined, specifically their correlation with of harmful algal blooms (HABs) which can 
accumulate in seafood products. This can have severe consequences on both the fishery industry and consumer health, as 

most marine biotoxins are not destroyed by food technologies like freezing or cooking, and their presence cannot be perceived 

because they give no specific taste, flavor or smell to food. The subsequent article contains a study on adaptation to 
environmental salinity alterations in the White Sea mussel Mytilus edulis, with its research having been conducted for several 

years and involving both long-term acclimation and exposure to stress salinity. A series of experiments were conducted in 
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order to deduce the mussels’ capacity to adapt to environmental salinity changes, especially in terms of cell and molecular 

mechanisms of salinity adaptation. This compilation also presents a preliminary work within a large scale research program 
on H. diversicolor in different estuaries with the PNETOX Program ‘National Program of Ecotoxicology’. In the framework 

of the French National Program of Ecotoxicology, environmental quality was assessed in the multi-polluted Seine Estuary 

and the comparatively clean Authie Estuary, France (2002-2004), by determining contaminant levels in water, sediments and 
the infaunal worm H. diversicolor. The experiments were carried out concurrently in spring 2007 using a common protocol. 

Advances in Medicine and Biology. Volume 127 

Leon V. Berhardt 

In series: Advances in Medicine and Biology 
2018. 253 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-204-5. $250.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-205-2. $250.00. 

In Advances in Medicine and Biology. Volume 127, the authors discuss Parkinson's disease (PD), a neurological disorder 
characterized by the death of dopaminergic neurons in the substantia nigra pars compacta and reduced dopamine levels in 

the striatum. Currently, there are few pharmacological treatments for PD and although Levodopa has frequently been used, 

it is not a viable treatment option for all patients. Thus, this book presents experimental evidence supporting the claim that 

endocannabinoid signaling may represent a promising therapeutic target for PD, inducing a reduction in neurodegeneration 

with minimal psychotropic effects. Subsequently, it presents findings that free-hydroxyproline observed in a physiological 
system must be resulted from a degradation of protein molecules. Variations in free-hydroxyproline concentrations in the 

plasma and white muscle of fishes, with genetic differences in growth rates and with different feedings, could indicate 

differences in protein degradation rates for tissue remodeling and growth. Since the synthesis of the connective tissue 
framework of muscle is a rate-limiting step in muscle growth, the concentrations of white muscle free-hydroxyproline could 

be reliable for growth studies, as its levels are correlated with fish specific growth rates (SGR) and feed efficiency. Next, the 

authors analyze the results of umbilical hernia repair using Ventralex® Hernia Patch, a bilayer prosthesis. Preoperative 
characteristics, surgical procedure details, postoperative complications and recurrence rate were studied. An overview of the 

most up-to-date findings on the association of NGF with development of schizophrenia is presented, based on literature data 

as well as the authors’ own findings. The contributions of other research groups are provided and discussed in the context of 
prominent existing hypothesis of psychiatric disorder development. Afterwards, hernias are discussed as one of the most 

common reasons a primary care patient may need referral for surgical intervention. The emergence of next-generation 

prosthesis seeks to achieve the best possible integration into the tissues, improving their performance on all interfaces and 
avoiding complications. The authors exhibit a retrospective cohort study to assess the impact of 6-hour versus 4-hour HD 

sessions in end-stage renal disease (ESRD) patients treated with three times per week, daytime, in-center HD. Using data 

from a cohort of forty-three, stable chronic ESRD patients, the authors compared twenty-one patients undergoing 6-hour HD 

sessions with twenty-two patients on conventional 4-hour HD sessions. The following chapter begins with an introduction 

to collagen and the function of Hyp in the collagen molecule, followed by a description of sources of various Hyp fractions 

in tissues and body fluids. The effects of different toxins on various Hyp fractions in the serum and tissues are also discussed. 
Then, soy isoflavones or soy derivatives (supplements containing S-equol) are recommended for relieving vasomotor 

symptoms. The evidences for standardized cohosh preparations are effective and are also be recommended. This book also 

discusses DNA damage repair, a very important biological process commonly associated with human health and diseases, 
because a detailed elucidation of DNA repair mechanism is essential for a better understanding of health and disease. 

Afterwards, the current information on collagen PTMs and their alteration under different pathological conditions are 

examined. It has been reported that collagen undergoes polyubiquitination in response to S-adenosyl-L-methionine. The 
polyubiquitination inhibits Collagen processing leading to decreased collagen secretion in hepatic stellate cells (HSCs). In 

closing, a critical review about the impact of changes in lifestyle and diet supplementation with natural phytochemicals on 

cancer statistics is given. This review highlights the new advances in understanding the anticancer activity of flavonoids 
based on its ability to damage DNA in cancer cells. 

Advances in Medicine and Biology. Volume 128 

Leon V. Berhardt 

In series: Advances in Medicine and Biology 
2018. 246 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-272-4. $250.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-273-1. $250.00. 

In Advances in Medicine and Biology. Volume 128, the authors provide evidence that several families of GPCRs 
dynamically modulate microglial phenotypes and provide evidence that aberrations in G-protein coupled receptors-mediated 

signaling are prime contributors to a loss of homeostatic microglia states. A comprehensive landscape on the physiological 

conditions already known to be important for dendritic cell (DC) differentiation is included. Specifically: presenting stages 
of development of bone marrow stem cells; comparing the ontogeny of DCs in mice and humans; debating the differences 

between conventional DCs versus plasmacytoid DCs; highlighting that Langerhans cells (LCs) have different origins; 

discussing factors that may modulate the development of DC subsets; and emphasizing ontogenetic properties of DCs that 
make them different from monocytes and macrophages. Next, the authors review ex vivo and in vitro studies about the effects 

of human soluble fibrinogen molecule on blood components behavior and its effects at physiological and pathophysiological 

conditions, as well as in vitro studies conducted in experimental animal models. The tacrolimus (TAC) metabolism is 
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reviewed in a separate study which proposes the TAC metabolism rate (C/D ratio) as a novel tool to assist physicians in risk 

stratification to individualize therapy in patients after (renal) transplantation. Continuing, the book postulates that modulation 
of nitric oxide (NO) concentrations at the maternal-fetal interface is relevant for maintaining early gestation due to failures 

in vascular adaptations. NO regulates vascular tone, angiogenesis, and cellular aggregation and adhesion, which are important 

functions in establishing and maintaining normal pregnancy. This book also presents the research and development of a 
collaborative, social-networked approach to train elementary and middle-school students so that the students can be aware 

of their bad sitting posture and timely improve it. Results show that the proposed approach and the developed posture training 

tools were very effective in improving teens’ posture. 

Advances in Medicine and Biology. Volume 129 

Leon V. Berhardt 

In series: Advances in Medicine and Biology 
2018. 270 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-347-9. $250.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-348-6. $250.00. 

In this collection, the authors review novel findings strongly suggesting that YS110, a humanized monoclonal antibody with 

high affinity to the CD26 antigen, represents a promising novel therapy for refractory cancers, immune disorders and MERS-

CoV infection. This book show that in vivo administration of YS110 inhibits tumor cell growth, migration and invasion, and 

enhances survival of mouse xenograft models inoculated with malignant mesothelioma (MPM), renal cell carcinoma, non-
small-cell lung carcinoma, ovarian carcinoma or T-cell lymphoma via multiple mechanisms of action. Afterwards, several 

of the antibacterial resistance mechanisms employed by bacteria are discussed, especially those that can be targeted by novel 

antibacterial agents to combat resistant organisms. These mechanisms include alterations of cell wall or cell wall metabolites, 
mutations in antibiotic target, antibiotic deactivation by bacterial enzymes and biofilm formation. Later, the authors introduce 

AdRx as a treatment modality in musculo-skeletal pain, explain its rationale and techniques offering indications and 

contraindications for its usage. While AdRx takes its original theory from Eunice Ingham’s teaching and from followers of 
her teachings, this chapter confines the content to AdRx as standalone therapy in the context of musculo-skeletal pain. Near-

infrared spectroscopy (NIRS) is also introduced as a non-invasive monitoring method that allows continuous real-time 

monitoring of cerebral hemoglobin oxygen saturation in a small area of the frontal cortex. This monitoring tool is based on 
the principle that some biological materials are relatively permeable to near-infrared light. In a separate study, trans-synaptic 

tracing from the visually responsive sites in the superior colliculus to the retina were studied using attenuated pseudorabies 

virus. The results demonstrated the presence of synaptic connections between the transplant and the host retina that contribute 
to the visual improvement observed in the superior colliculus. Continuing, in 2015, a novel pathogenesis of Crohn’s disease 

(the Hruska Postulate) was published. The authors aim to take what is known about Mycobacterium avium subspecies 

paratuberculosis, Crohn’s disease, and the Hruska Postulate and determine why Crohn’s disease is potentially curable. 

Several researchers have been trying to identify biomarkers that can be used for Crohn’s disease in clinical practice, however, 

further studies are required in order to validate most of their findings. The closing chapter introduces several diagnostic 

imaging techniques for kidney stone detection. A new imaging technique of C-arm tomosynthesis is described to generate 
volumetric information of the kidney to identify the size and location of kidney stones with limited amount of radiation dose. 

Advances in Medicine and Biology. Volume 130 

Leon V. Berhardt 

In series: Advances in Medicine and Biology 
2018. 285 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-598-5. $250.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-599-2. $250.00. 

Advances in Medicine and Biology. Volume 130 begins by discussing proton pump inhibitors (patented in 1979) that 
selectively target the H,K- ATPase of gastric parietal cells as a reliable therapeutic regimen for management of acid reflux 

disease and gastric bleeding. Around the same time, H. pylori was recognized as the main cause of peptic ulcer. The following 

chapter explores how common bile duct stones can be predicted and investigated. In addition, the management of proven 
ductal calculi is discussed in the preoperative, intraoperative and postoperative stages. The investigation of ductal stones is 

partly dependent upon patient presentation and liver function tests, but also on availability of imaging modality and surgical 

experience. Afterwards, the authors summarize the current knowledge regarding the toxic effects of STZ on mammalian 
DNA and chromosomes, putting emphasis on the most recent findings on this subject. At the chromosome level, STZ induces 

chromosomal aberrations (including those ones involving telomeric sequences), micronuclei and sister chromatid exchanges. 

A review of current state of knowledge of atmospheric parameter’s pathophysiological mechanisms and its cardiovascular 
risk effects is included. Additionally, some medical prevention strategies that can provide effective protection against the 

negative health effects of global climate change are presented. The authors go on to summarize the morphogenesis, 3D 

structure, and rearrangement of the IHBDs, as well as the cellular changes of cholangiocytes during development and 
regeneration. Recent advances based on gene targeting, lineage tracing, and three–dimensional (3D) analysis of the liver 

tissue have improved our understanding of the IHBDs morphogenesis and regeneration. The goal of the concluding chapter 

is to describe the current educational preparation and scope of practice of pediatric advance practice providers (APPs) and 
provide guidelines with a new practice model as to how to successfully integrate APPs into the pediatric emergency 

department. The pediatric health care and role of an acute care APP has evolved significantly in the last few years, with APPs 

seeing patients ranging from non-urgent to all kinds of pediatric emergencies. 
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Advances in Medicine and Biology. Volume 131 

Leon V. Berhardt 

In series: Advances in Medicine and Biology 
2018. 266 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-840-5. $250.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-841-2. $250.00. 

In this compilation, the authors open with a discussion on lectins, carbohydrate-binding proteins which are widely present in 

living organisms and participate in molecular recognition and intracellular functions. Due to their carbohydrate specificity, 
lectins can be employed as an analytical tool to study glycan structures on glycoconjugates. Plant lectins have also been used 

to study glycosylation pattern of animal glycoproteins. The first chapter includes a brief review on lectins, a summary of the 

general information on glycoconjugate, a review on lectin-affinity techniques and their potential, as well as perspectives of 
the employment of lectins in the estimation of the glycosylation pattern of glycoconjugates. Next, the authors discuss the 

cytokine interleukin-7 and its many diverse and important functions in the development and maintenance of immune cells. 

For haematopoiesis, depending on particular cell type, IL-7 is important for cell survival, proliferation and differentiation. 
The cytokine’s receptor is expressed by early progenitors of B, T lymphocytes and Innate Lymphoid Cells, and IL-7 signaling 

is critical for the generation of these cells. The authors go on to examine enzyme therapy as a modern way of providing better 

protection for people with coeliac disease and sensitivity to gluten who have been placed solely on a lifelong gluten-free diet. 

By itself, the gluten-free diet is not always fully protective of the small intestine because small amounts of gluten can be 

present from contamination and the failure to recognize “hidden gluten” in food. This chapter explains how certain 
supplements are able to help those with gluten sensitivity overcome the harmful effects of gluten and reduce the worry about 

contamination of their food and the lack of knowledge about its gluten content. These supplements represent an important 

development of the gluten-free diet and will assist in patient management to ensure that patients remain free from the effects 
of gluten. Later, adrenergic urticarial, a well-defined-yet-neglected variant of urticarial, is discussed. It is characterized by a 

peculiar clinical picture, with small hives surrounded by white haloes due to local vasoconstriction. Lastly, the authors discuss 

how abnormalities in physical properties of the cell membranes may be strongly linked to cerebro- and cardiovascular 
diseases. Recent evidence indicates that increased plasma levels of tumor necrosis factor-a (TNF-a), an inflammatory 

cytokine, may actively participate in the pathophysiology of endothelial dysfunction, hypertension and other circulatory 

disorders. The present study was performed to investigate the possible relationships among plasma TNF-a, asymmetric 
dimethylarginine and membrane fluidity in hypertensive and normotensive subjects using an electron spin resonance (ESR)-

spectrometry. 

Advances in Medicine and Biology. Volume 132 

Leon V. Berhardt 

In series: Advances in Medicine and Biology 
2018. 262 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-964-8. $250.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-965-5. $250.00. 
Biofilms are complex and dynamic communities of surface-attached microorganisms held together by a self-produced 

extracellular polymeric matrix, forming a highly hydrated structure. It is known that there is considerable heterogeneity 

within biofilms with respect to local environments, which may result in spatial and temporal patterns of gene expression. 
Advances in Medicine and Biology. Volume 132 begins by discussing the use of GFP to explore these microbial 

communities, presenting the most recent developments associated with GFP variants and novel applications of this molecule 

in biofilm research. Next, the authors discuss the fibrinolytic and its important role in reproduction. Plasminogen Activator 
Inhibitor-1 (PAI-1) is one of the primary regulators of thefibrinolytic system and is expressed in various cells including 

ovarian granulosa and theca cells, endometrial cells and trophoblasts. This overview provides the current knowledge on the 

role of PAI-1 and PAI-1 gene mutations in reproduction. Green fluorescent protein (GFP) is a bio-luminous fluorescent 
phosphoprotein which was originally isolated from the luminous organ of the jellyfish Aequorea Victoria. At the molecular 

level, it is composed of 238 amino acids with an approximate molecular weight of about 27 kDa. The authors discuss the 

role of GFP in animal diagnostic technologies, molecular tracking techniques using GFP as fusion tags in studying protein–
protein interactions and real time monitoring of host pathogen interactions. In the authors’ Immunoallergology Department, 

a recent study of 64 CSU patients treated with omalizumab provided pertinent information. Overall, the patients had a 

reduction of the UAS7 score of 5.82% per omalizumab administration (pOa) and of the DLQI score of 6.69% pOa (data not 
published). However, when patients were divided according to their baseline serum total IgE levels (STIgE), patients with 

higher STIgE had a much faster response to omalizumab. The results of this study are discussed in detail. The subsequent 

chapter aims to explore the diagnosis and management of gastrointestinal stromal tumours (GISTs) that arise from the small 
bowel in both metastatic and non-metastatic disease. GISTs account for two per cent of all neoplasia of the gastrointestinal 

tract. They represent the most common GI mesenchymal tumour with a worldwide incidence of 11-15 per million and a 

median age of presentation of 55-60 years. Diabetes insipidus (DI) is examined as one of the major clinical syndromes 
characterized by the excretion of copious volumes of diluted urine (polyuria) together with persistent intake of abnormally 

large volumes of fluid (polydipsia). Investigation of the chronological changes of hyper intensity (HI) distribution over the 

pituitary stalk and the posterior lobe after transsphenoidal surgery on MR images might enable to predict how frequently 
postoperative diabetes insipidus occurs and how long it persists, and to elucidate an underlying mechanism for the appearance 

of the HI in the pituitary stalk. In the following chapter, the authors discuss salient aspects of central nervous system effects 

of methionine and methionine metabolites in relation to behavioural, neurochemical and possible structural alterations. The 
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possibility of the evolution of conventionally-approved clinical applications of oral methionine, and the potential limitations 

to its utilisation in such capacity are also considered. Later, this collection considers the functions of Gamma-Aminobutyric 
acid (GABA) in pharmacology and diseases. The authors aim to address what GABA is, how GABA reacts, and what GABA-

related diseases and agents exist. GABA is the principal inhibitory neurotransmitter of the vertebrate central nervous system, 

acting at inhibitory synapses in the brain. In the concluding chapter, the authors address how gabapentin, a synthetic analog 
of GABA, may be an effective analgesic used to treat different types of neuropathic pain syndromes, including diabetic 

neuropathy, postherpetic neuralgia, trigeminal neuralgia, painful neuropathy resulting from HIV infection, cancer pain, 

fibromyalgia, pain after burn injury, and complex regional pain syndrome. 

Advances in Medicine and Biology. Volume 133 

Leon V. Berhardt 

In series: Advances in Medicine and Biology 
2018. 270 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53614-075-0. $250.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53614-076-7. $250.00. 

The management of psoriatic arthritis (PsA) is complex and early intervention is needed to prevent or delay the progression 

of the disease. The severity of PsA and response to medication should guide the proper treatment modality, as per the recent 

EULAR and GRAPPA recommendations. In this collection, the authors begin by examining conventional treatment options 

include non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) and disease modifying anti-rheumatic drugs. Next, the authors 
examine parasitic nematodes which cause substantial production losses in grazing animals and suffering in humans. Farmers 

treat animals with anthelmintics, often in an unplanned way. Frequent whole flock and herd treatments have encouraged the 

development of resistance as all worms in the animals are exposed to anthelmintic. The single largest problem with 
anthelmintic resistance is persuading farmers to adopt strategies that slow the development and spread of resistance. The 

authors go on to discuss the role of green fluorescent protein (GFP) in animal diagnostic technologies, molecular tracking 

techniques using GFP as fusion tags in studying protein–protein interactions and real time monitoring of host pathogen 
interactions, as reporter tags in animal viral studies, in in-vitro and in-vivo imaging of transgenic animals for genetic 

screening and in animal marker vaccines and cancer studies. Following this, the authors provide their understanding of 

pathogenesis in spinal cord injury (SCI), the current therapeutic efforts and their limitations, and the emerging roles of 
retinoids in neuroprotection and functional recovery in SCI. Retinoids use retinoic acid receptor (RAR) and retinoid X 

receptor (RXR) in the cells for modulation of expression of genes that eventually provide neuroprotection in SC. Pap smears 

detect cytologic abnormalities that indicate the possible presence of a pre-malignant lesion. The cytologic suspicion of a high 
grade lesion presents the risk of hiding a more severe dysplasia, which has a high risk of progression to invasive neoplastic 

lesion. Thus, the authors propose that adequate treatment and follow-up should be offered, such as cytology repeat, HPV 

testing, colposcopy, colposcopy-directed biopsy, or excision of the transformation zone. The subsequent chapter deals with 

the criteria that can be leant upon to prescribe retinoids for the off-label treatment of dermatological diseases. Exemplary 

clinical cases are illustrated. The author hopes to inspire creative physicians, and revamp classical, time-honored therapeutic 

methodologies as well. This book also discusses methods to study bacterial heterogeneity and its influence on phenotypic 
drug resistance include flow cytometry based approaches, RNA sequencing techniques, microfluidic technology time-lapse 

microscopy and mass spectrometry-based proteomic approaches. These technological advances are powerful tools that 

enable us to explore and interrogate mechanisms of bacterial heterogeneity in pathogen populations. Lastly, the authors 
review the effects of how reproductive toxic exposures induce apoptosis of male germ cells by affecting the spermatogenic 

cells of the developing testis and investigate several possible mechanisms underlying alkylating agent-induced reproductive 

toxicity. Furthermore, an understanding of how cells cope with DNA damage caused by alkylating agents is valuable in 
clinical medicine. 

Advances in Medicine and Biology. Volume 134 

Leon V. Berhardt 

In series: Advances in Medicine and Biology 
2018. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53614-256-3. $250.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53614-257-0. $250.00. 

The eyes are highly diversified photosensitive structures. In all vertebrates, eyes resemble in molecular composition and are 
predominantly composed of extracellular matrix (ECM). Advances in Medicine and Biology. Volume 134 explores the dual 

role of ECM in ocular homeostasis and diseases and discusses how this duality can be used to treat such diseases. The view 

on ECM biology offered by this work is translational and adress concepts of basic science and clinical-surgical issues. 
Following this, the authors aim to provide information about the mechanisms of oxidative stress-mediated apoptosis, to 

provide updates for previous studies update and some of the current paradigms discussed and to provide a basis for future 

studies. This review highlights the elementary value of apoptosis, including its effect on tissue homeostasis and cellular 
stress. The aim of the subsequent study was to investigate microcirculation peculiarities of the covering tissues of the limbs 

and body in patients with orthopedic pathology and in track-and-field athletes having reached high sport mastership. 

Spontaneous cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) leaks are a clinical entity in which CSF rhinorrhea occurs in the absence of any 
inciting event. Spontaneous CSF leaks are associated with elevated intracranial pressure (ICP) or underlying idiopathic 

intracranial hypertension (IIH). The authors report on a cohort of patients who have undergone nasal endoscopic repair for 

spontaneous CSF leaks. Wound healing is a widespread feature of multicellular organisms. Evidence illustrates that apoptosis 
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has very important roles in the various phases of the wound healing process. As such, the authors maintain the importance 

of keeping up-to-date with studies on apoptosis and its associated mechanisms highlighted in the wound healing process, 
providing a systematic analysis of recent molecular research in wound healing applications. Despite enormous improvements 

in supportive and standard care, septic shock and liver failure remain major causes of morbidity and mortality in critically ill 

patients. Plasma separation via centrifugation is a common method for therapeutic plasma exchange in patients with liver 
failure and septic shock. The authors suggest that the use of a centrifugal approach rather than regular plasma filtration 

enables the transfer of larger particles into the resulting plasma fraction. The possible advantages of using centrifugation in 

comparison to hemofiltration in blood cleaning techniques are currently hypothetical. The most commonly used staging 
classification of the classical form of Kaposi’s sarcoma was presented by Brambilla et al. in 2003. The authors distinguished 

four stages of the disease based on the morphology of the cutaneous lesions, location of the skin changes, presence of 

complications and internal organ involvement. The clinical presentation, diagnosis and management of classical Kaposi’s 
sarcoma will be discussed in the closing chapter. 

Biodiversity in Time and Space 

Roberto Cazzolla Gatti, Ph.D. (Associate Professor at Biological Institute, Tomsk State 

University, Russian Federation - Research Associate at FACAI Lab and Coordinator of the 

GFBI Hub, Department of Forestry and Natural Resources, Purdue University, US) 

In series: Environmental Research Advances 
2018. 370 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-662-3. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-663-0. $230.00. 
The study of biodiversity is essential for the understanding of the complex phenomena 

upon which biological sciences are based. This book aims to be an updated and advanced 

source of the theoretical and practical aspects related to biological diversity suitable for 
graduated and Ph.D. students. This text seeks to open the doors to the study of 

biodiversity and its interconnections with ecology, evolution, economy and 

anthropogenic impacts starting from students to university teachers and researchers. The 
approach adopted embraces a comprehensive vision of biodiversity and introduces 

theoretical and practical information that can help to conduct rigorous studies, without 

omitting the space-temporal component in the analysis of a subject that merges 
ecological and evolutionary sciences. The novelty of the ideas presented in this book is 

underlined by the McArthur Fellowship winner and renowned complex systems 

biologist, Stuart A. Kauffman, who gifted the foreword of this publication by his 

scientific story. During the academic semesters of Biology, Natural Sciences, Forestry 

and Environmental Sciences, the discussions related to the evolutionary patterns and the 

analysis of biodiversity is based upon complex arguments with a few and often quite old 
reference textbooks. This book provides the most updated review of the literature 

concerning both the theoretical and practical study of biodiversity and offers new ideas 

for a better understanding of the proposed concepts. The degree’s theses and scientific 
papers on this subject are increasing, but literature research is often conducted referring to outdated texts whose explanations 

of sometimes complex topics – such as the evolution of ecological niches, the speciation and extinction patterns, the 
calculation of diversity indices, the estimation of accumulation and rarefaction curves, etc. – are even more complicated. 

This book provides different empirical approaches to the study of biodiversity and applied examples to better link and 

understand the theoretical background. Moreover, it is accompanied by graphical schematizations, figures and insights that 
can easily simplify most of the difficult issues related to this developing science. This book, along with presenting an updated 

overview of the most useful and rigorous indices, measures, plots and graphical representations to monitor, analyse, and 

calculate biodiversity, provides an extended theoretical background. The parallel theoretical and practical approach of this 
proposed book can be useful at any user level: for graduate students to better understand complex concepts with concrete 

examples and graphics; for teachers to supply their students with updated and concrete notions that can be linked to a more 

theoretical basis; for researchers to use the data and information gathered by the application of the methods described in the 
book and to analyse and discuss the results obtained on the basis of the hypotheses furnished in the wide literature review, 

with the final aim of writing scientific reports about biodiversity research. 

Mussels: Characteristics, Biology and Conservation 

Brooke Mansom and Ellie Grover 

In series: Marine Biology 
2018. 234 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-459-9. $160.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-461-2. $160.00. 
In this compilation, the authors examine a plant dealing with mussel shell waste as input in its valorisation process, which is 

considered a priori an eco-friendly solution to the disposal of these products. Conversely, as a result of the thermal treatment 

of the shell waste, odour emissions to the atmosphere are a significant issue. Therefore, the authors seek to identify pollution 
sources and solutions. Following this, the book reports on different methodologies for the identification of emerging metals 
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pollutants, together with all toxic metals, in mussels, clams and oysters. The possibility of human consumption, among other 

things, makes this identification necessary prior to their being sold in the market. In a separate study, the authors analysed 
oxidative stress in relation to the impact of global climate change on bivalves through the study of the organism’s responses 

to mitigate damage and control the generation of reactive oxygen species. Through this, the book expands our understanding 

of multifactorial effects on the marine ecosystem, providing insight into the acclimation, adaptive and stress response 
processes of bivalves. In order to compare oxidative stress conditions in bivalves obtained from both sites, the authors also 

evaluated the production of ROS and oxidative stress biomarkers in hemocytes from the A. atra atra during the month of 

September of 2015. Based on the results, it can be concluded that hemocytes from the ribbed mussel A. atra atra may be used 
as a model to evaluate oxidative stress induced by pollutants or other environmental stressors. Later, the level of lipid 

oxidation and non-enzymatic antioxidants content in Mytilus edulis chilensis for commercialization is evaluated, after the 

treatment with ascorbic acid. The results showed the generation of oxidative stress in mussels during dry condition. In the 
concluding chapter, the role of several mussel species in environmental monitoring programs, with emphasis on metal 

contamination, including metal bioaccumulation potential and biomarker investigations. Additonally, the fact that these 
organisms may be an important contaminant transfer link to the human population and pose important public health risks 

will also be discussed. 

BIOTECHNOLOGY 

Atomic Force Microscopy: Principles, Developments and Applications 

Bessie Moss and Clayton Stone 

In series: Laboratory and Clinical Research 
2018. 131 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-495-7. $82.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-496-4. $82.00. 
Atomic Force Microscopy: Principles, Developments and Applications presents Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) as one of 

the most powerful tools for the analysis of morphologies because it creates three-dimensional images at the angstrom and 

nano scale. This technique has been exhaustively used in the analyses of the dispersion of nanometric components in 
nanocomposites and in polymeric blends because of the easiness of the sample preparation and lower equipment maintenance 

costs compared to the electron microscopy. Contributions to different application areas using the AFM are described, 

emphasizing the analysis of the morphology of composites/nanocomposites and polymeric blends based on elastomeric 
materials. Following this, the authors examine the basic concept of DEP and its integration with AFM to generate DEP, as 

well as review DEP-based AFM methods of imaging local electric polarizability with nanoscale spatial resolution. The direct 

measurement of DEP strength and polarity using a multi-pass AFM technique is described, contributing to the optimization 
and calibration of DEP integrated nano-devices for the effective control and manipulation of target biomolecules. The 

combination of in situ AFM-study of model crystals and ex situ-scanning of natural crystals makes it possible to carry out a 

partial reconstruction of natural crystallogenetics processes. With the use of these methods and microtomography, the authors 
estimate the concentration of silica in the mother solution at the time of capture of inclusions was estimated for the first time. 

Next, a study is presented with the goal of evaluating the morphology of surface asphalt films obtained through spin coating 

and characterized by AFM. The samples were pure asphalt and modified with two types of asphaltenes called continental 
type and archipelago type. The asphaltene fractions in the micellar system define the morphological stability of the asphalt 

resulting from a contribution of all the existing forces between the supramolecules of the system. The closing study presents 
in situ AFM investigations of crystal dissolution. The statistical data shows considerable differences in tangential dissolution 

rate on the two spirals consisting of nine and four screw dislocations. 

Bioenergy: Prospects, Applications and Future Directions 

Joanne Castillo 

In series: Recent Trends in Biotechnology 
2018. 186 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53614-038-5. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53614-039-2. $95.00. 
In the past, platinum-based catalysts have been employed to reduce oxygen in the most conventional fuel cells. Although the 

promising results show platinum-based catalysts comprise several challenges in the large scale commercial products, the 

main drawbacks are the high cost of Pt-based catalysts, the electrode passivation due to the fuel crosses-over to the cathode, 
and the large over-potential. To overcome these issues, new approaches are employed in Bioenergy: Prospects, Applications 

and Future Directions using bioelectrocatalytic enzymes instead of Pt-based catalysts. Employing enzymes as catalysts on 

the cathode provide several advantages: enzymes are highly selective, show higher catalytic activity than Pt-based catalysts, 
are nontoxic, biodegradable, compatible with the living cells body and cheaper than most Pt-based catalysts. Next, the authors 

suggest that an alternative to recover energy from waste treatment is through the anaerobic treatment of effluents using a 

discontinuous reactor configuration, such as ASBR and AnSBBR, to produce methane. This reactor configuration allows 
greater operation flexibility and stability, improved process control, as well as shorter start-up. In this book, the authors study 

a mechanically stirred thermophilic anaerobic reactor (55 ºC) containing immobilized biomass, operating in sequencing batch 
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or fed batch (AnSBBR), to treat cheese whey for methane production under thermophilic conditions. Algae is also an 

outstanding biomass source due to its ability to respond to the challenges of the future in terms of renewability, sustainability, 
availability, high growth and production rates and yield per unit area. The authors propose an alternatives for reducing process 

costs of algal biofuel production in the humid continental climate countries by using synergistic energy solutions within the 

entire production chain. An example of this could be carbon dioxide (CO2) added to algae cultivation system in a form of 
flue gases as a carbon source from the industrial power stations. In the concluding chapter, Miscanthus (Miscanthus x 

giganteus) is also proposed as a promising species for biomass for energy generation due to its high yields in Central and 

Northern Europe with few inputs. In this work, field experiments were established in two provinces of southern Spain 
(Granada and Seville), with the aim of assessing the adaptability and productive potential of irrigated Miscanthus x giganteus 

over a three-year monitoring period. 

Bioremediation: Advances in Research and Applications 

Mohammed Kuddus (Department of Biochemistry College of 

Medicine, University of Hail Hail, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia) 

In series: Recent Trends in Biotechnology 
2018. 383 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-554-1. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-555-8. $230.00. 

Due to increased urbanization and industrialization, various types of waste materials are 
produced, in which most of them are classified as hazardous. Many of these hazardous 

compounds are triggering environmental pollution and act as threats to public health. The 

conventional treatment methods have many drawbacks. However, bioremediation is the 
process of biodegradation in which biological means are used to degrade harmful 

materials under controlled conditions. Bioremediation could provide an efficient solution 

for a pollution-free environment. This book comprises fourteen chapters that include 
scientific progress and recent technologies in biodegradation. Hopefully, this book will 

be useful for environmentalists, scientists and academics along with graduate and 
postgraduate students studying the research and practice of bioremediation. It will also provide useful information for experts 

in ecology, enzymology, environmental microbiology and biotechnology. 

Trends in Life Science Research 

Rajeshwar P. Sinha (Centre of Advanced Study in Botany, Banaras Hindu University, 

Varanasi, India) and Umesh P. Shrivastava (Department of Botany, Tribhuvan University, 

Thakur Ram Multiple Campus, Birgunj, Nepal) 

In series: Biotechnology in Agriculture, Industry and Medicine 
2018. 374 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-241-0. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-242-7. $230.00. 
The modern age life science research is more inclined towards interdisciplinary studies. 

Recent developments in the technologies have led to a better understanding of living 

systems, and this has removed the demarcations between various disciplines of life 
sciences. A new trend in life science incorporates biological research involving a merger 

of diverse disciplines such as microbiology, biotechnology, molecular biology, 

biochemistry, ecology and agriculture. This book is primarily written with the objective 
of providing standard information on recent topics in the fields of stress biology, 

molecular biology, ecology, agriculture, bioremediation, human diseases and over all, 

several biotechnological approaches towards the studies ranging from green 
photosynthesizing plants to human pathogens. The book encompasses topics on 

cyanobacteria, bacteria, fungi, higher plants, ecology and human diseases, distributed 

throughout eleven chapters for the benefit of graduate and postgraduate students as well 
as young researchers and scientists. The ever-increasing population has resulted in an 

increasing demand of food, medicine and other natural products. Researchers are 

continuously working to resolve and develop a better understanding of life and other 
biological processes; they need to conserve genes, plants and ecosystems, and the apprehension of land, water and 

environment have led to the strengthening of traditional disciplines as well as the emergence of diverse disciplines such as 
stress biology, molecular biology, biotechnology, agriculture and human health. This book imparts the latest developments 

and the state-of-the art knowledge in the specific fields of life sciences. The subject matter is presented in a logical sequence 

so that it is easily understandable to the students and researchers. The recent information on the subject is integrated 
throughout the chapters. In addition, this book provides newer techniques and the use of modern tools in achieving the 

potential of microbiology, ecology, herbal medicine, biotechnology and stress biology; this is all used to understand the 

challenges found in life sciences. This book covers a wide range of topics, and the authors anticipate that the contents may 
appeal to a wider range of readers. Therefore, the authors present this book with great pleasure and express their most sincere 

gratitude to all the contributors and research scholars, namely Mr. Jainendra Pathak, Mr. Rajneesh, Ms. Vidya Singh, Mr. 
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Deepak Kumar, Mr. Haseen Ahmed, Mr. Deepak K. Singh and Ms. Abha Pandey. They are also particularly thankful to 

Nova Science Publishers, Inc., for their continued patience and for the unfailing attention they have given to the publication 
of this book. 

BOTANY 

Acacia: Characteristics, Distribution and Uses 

Aide Matheson 

In series: Plant Science Research and Practices 
2018. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53614-237-2. $195.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53614-238-9. $195.00. 
Acacia: Characteristics, Distribution and Uses opens with a chapter describing the wood of A. melanoxylon grown in 

Portugal in view of determining its technological quality for use in the construction and furniture industry. The 

characterization includes stem features, wood anatomical characteristics, chemical composition, wood density and 
mechanical properties. Next, the authors aim to describe and analyze common characteristics among Acacia s.l. species and 

to trace some parallelisms of their performance throughout several ecosystems that hold such species. It is well-known that 

Acacia s.l. species have the ability to fix atmospheric nitrogen and may modify soil chemistry and physics by enabling 
microorganisms/soil fauna to alter the microhabitat beneath the tree, and such characteristics are significant in the recovery 

of ecosystems. The potential of Acacia mangium, an exotic species, for restoration of a degraded land in Mt. Makiling Forest 

Reserve (MMFR), Philippines was also examined. Results suggested a general trend of changes in A. mangium plantation 
which was once a grassland dominated by Imperata cylindrica and Saccharum officinarum. Both (stems ha-1) and basal area 

(m2 ha-1) increased significantly in 2010-2018 (P=0.001). The authors discuss the way in which NMR spectroscopy applied 

to the study of gum exudates has become important since the 1990̍s in Venezuela. Analytical and structural studies of 23 
species belonging to different genera and families have been reported through the combination of classic methodology for 

carbohydrates and NMR spectroscopy. The footprints left by evolution in the distribution of characters among current 

organisms have been one of the main tools in the study of organic evolution. The authors propose that the reconstruction of 
ancestral character states offers the possibility of knowing the changes suffered by characters in a species throughout 

evolutionary time. Pollinosis, also known as pollen allergy, hay fever or seasonal allergic rhinitis is one the most common 

respiratory disorders throughout the world. The inhalation of Acacia pollen is one of the main causes of respiratory allergic 
diseases in semiarid countries such as Iran, Saudi Arabia, and the United Arab Emirates. This book suggests that the 

recognition of allergenic components of pollens is essential for component-resolved diagnosis, the design of patient-specific 

immunotherapy, and the explanation of sensitization mechanisms to various allergens. The authors analyze Acacia-
Pseudomyrmex mutualism which includes 15 species of acacias and a group of 10 species of mutualistic ants whose 

geographical distribution is similar. This relationship is frequently cited as an example of coevolution, a term that has been 

used to refer to the reciprocal change of interacting species where each of them acts as an agent of natural selection with 
respect to the other and where the reciprocal selection would result in congruent phylogenies. The concluding chapter 

characterizes the A. melanoxylon wood pulping performance regarding yield and kappa number as well as the pulp and paper 

properties. The application of fast spectroscopic technologies for pulp quality determination is also described. 

Future Perspectives on Nigella sativa: Characterization and Pharmacological Properties 

Raluca Maria Pop (Department of Toxicology, Pharmacology and Clinical Pharmacology, 

University of Medicine and Pharmacy “Iuliu Hatieganu”, Cluj-Napoca, Romania) 

In series: Herbs and Herbalism 
2018. 280 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-429-2. $195.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-430-8. $195.00. 

The aim of this publication is to provide up-to-date information about the recent 

developments in biochemical methodologies and strategies for Nigella sativa 

phytochemicals isolation and identification, as well as to highlight the most relevant data 
about its pharmacological importance in relation with its health promoting benefits actions. 

Because of its rich historical background, extensive researches were carried out to 

evidence the pharmacological effects of Nigella sativa and to explain the mechanisms 
behind it. Studies have shown the wide spectrum of its pharmacological effects, such as 

antimicrobial (especially on multiple-antibiotic resistant bacteria), nephroprotective, 
diuretic and antihypertensive, antidiabetic, hepatoprotective, antihyperlipidemic, 

anticancer activity, neuroprotective, antinociceptive, pulmonary-protective and 

antiasthmatic, antihistaminic, gastro-protective activity, antioxidant activity, 
antiinflammatory and immunomodulatory effects. The pharmacological effects are in 

strong correlation with the high diversity of phytochemicals (over 100 compounds). The 
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most valuable bioactive compounds identified in Nigella sativa are thymoquinone, thymol, thymohydroquinone, retinol 

(vitamin A), carotenoids (β-carotene), p-cymene, carvacol, α-pinene and β-pinene, fatty acids (e.g., linoleic acid, oleic acid, 
palmitoleic acid, linolenic acid, myristoleic acid and others), sterols (e.g., β-sitosterol, stigmasterol, campesterol) and 

tocopherols (α, β, and γ). Also, Nigella sativa is a good source of minerals (calcium, phosphorus, iron, potassium, sodium, 

zinc, magnesium, manganese, copper, and selenium) and vitamins (vitamin A, thiamin, riboflavin, pyridoxine, niacin, folic 
acid, and vitamin C). The structural diversity of phytochemicals together with their health promoting benefits contributes to 

the high diversity of plant analysis methods like extraction, separation and detection as well as a wide variety of conditioning 

forms (as seeds, seed extracts, seed oil, or in different formulations, like dietary supplemental products, spices or cosmetic 
formulations). Also, its rich composition in bioactive compounds – together with its numerous health benefits proved over 

time – has contributed to the long term traditional use of Nigella sativa within traditional medicine. Taking these into account, 

another aim of this publication is to provide up-to-date and structured information regarding the safe use of Nigella sativa as 
a complementary treatment in different diseases in terms of reducing the risks and side effects of common treatments. 

“In Situ” Biomonitoring of a Polluted Environment by Wild Plant and Crop Plant Species 

Karol Mičieta, Ph.D., and Gustáv Murín, Ph.D. (Department of Botany, Faculty of Natural 

Sciences, Comenius University, Bratislava, Slovak Republic) 

In series: Plant Science Research and Practices 
2018. 

Softcover: 978-1-53614-276-1. $95.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53614-277-8. $95.00. 

The original method of testing for pollution in the environment by means of wild and crop plant species is described, with 

practical examples explained in detail within this book. This original method was developed by authors and proved correct 
for industrial complexes like nickel plant dumps, a smelting plant and an aluminium factory as well as city environments 

experiencing a heavy traffic impact. For a demonstration of general usefulness, a collaborative study with Kuwait University 

was accomplished to show the impact of the first Gulf War to the environment. The study of radioactive contamination in 
the vicinity of the Jaslovské Bohunice nuclear power plant was finished in cooperation with the University of Wien, Austria. 

Promising results from the retrospective biomonitoring of polluted environments by means of pollen grains for herbal 
samples are also presented, detailing the situation at a chosen locality up to one hundred years prior. A list of wild and crop 

plant species as bioindicators is presented for practical use. This original method is extended by special chapters describing 

other authors’ “parallel plant test of phytotoxicity and mutagenicity” and practical examples of remediation of heavily 
polluted sites. In conclusion, the authors are underlying the remarkable ability of nature to recover from all anthropogenic 

interventions thanks to the mechanisms of auto-regulation, adaptation and resistance. As this book is based on the thirty years 

of the authors’ experiences, it covers the period between the years of 1966-2018, with 380 references from this field of 

research. 

Origins and Evolution of Plants on the Earth and the Descendants of ANITA 

Subir Ranjan Kundu, Ph.D. (Independent Researcher/Freelance Writer) Pritha Biswas (Sr. 

Content Writer, R & D Divn., ARC Document Solution Inc., Kolkata, India) 

In series: Science, Evolution and Creationism 
2018. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53614-065-1. $230.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53614-066-8. $230.00. 

Evolutionary biology may still be a complicated field of study for many, but in Origin and Evolution of Plants on the Earth 

and the Descendants of ANITA by Subir Ranjan Kundu the concept has been simplified with regard to angiosperms. The 
book walks the readers through the pathway of a series of events resulting in the evolution in different branches of life on 

Earth over the last 4 billion years. The theory explains the green planet from the pre-existing “dark planet” to the “blue 

planet” while touching areas like spatiotemporal changes, aquatic life as well as organic and inorganic evolution. While the 
mystery of evolution has stirred all from the shape of a flower to sliding continents, the writer explains and elaborates on his 

standpoint with relevance. This non-fictional piece of work changes perspective on life and leaves the readers to ponder the 

source material long after they have finished reading. 

Phaseolus vulgaris: Cultivars, Production and Uses 

Rocio Campos-Vega, Ph.D., Priscila Zaczuk Bassinello, Ph.D., and B. Dave Oomah, Ph.D. 

(Facultad de Química, Autonomous University of Queretaro, Querétaro, Mexico) 

In series: Plant Science Research and Practices 

In series: Food Science and Technology 
2018. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-546-6. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53614-270-9. $230.00. 
The International Year of Pulses celebrated in 2016 magnified the public focus and consumer perception on human health, 

environmental aspects, crop production and novel product development benefits of pulses. The gluten-free and plant protein 
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movements have also increased interest in pulse utilization. The common dry bean (Phaseolus vulgaris L.) among pulses is 

the most economically and widest ecologically adapted crop species used for food by large populations. Nowadays, dry beans 
top the list of pulse crops accounting on average for ~38 and 32% of global pulse growing area and production, respectively. 

Protein production from kidney beans requires about 18, 12, 10, 10 and 9 times less land, fertilizer, pesticide, water and fuel, 

respectively compared to producing the same amount of protein from beef. This book focuses on breeding aspects including 
new cultivars, production and post-harvest practices, and investigations that can lead to the development of high quality grain 

and functional foods, and nutraceutical products from beans. It also provides an overview of the crop management practices, 

technology progress and impacts favoring the best possible clean and sustainable crop production. Bean breeding is 
highlighted form the European perspective including the preservation/conservation of local gene pools. Bean production and 

quality improvement is a continuous process, particularly in major bean producing and consuming countries. The 

socioeconomic impact is considerable in countries where beans are traditionally part of the staple daily diet. However, 
application of novel technologies in improving nitrogen fixation, integrated disease management, and post-harvest storage 

ensures sustainable bean production and quality. The quality of bean types close to the site of its original domestication 
provides an outlook on their resilience and potential as a genetic resource and future food products. Current knowledge of 

bean health benefits, bioactive compounds, bioactive peptides and phenolics are important for development of novel 

functional foods. Beans can be used in many forms; as a natural coagulant, in metabolic disease prevention and other common 
bean-based food products, where their current market availability is explored. The multiple attributes of beans including cost, 

sustainability, commercial availability in varied forms and types ensure its extensive and expanding use in the development 

of healthy eating habits that can reduce healthcare and societal costs. This book should give plant scientists, nutritionists, 
health professionals, chemists and industry professionals interested in beans useful and up-to-date information to advance 

the field. 

Recent Advances in Plant Research 

Beatrice Welch and Micheal Wilkerson 

In series: Plant Science Research and Practices 
2018. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53614-170-2. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53614-171-9. $230.00. 
Recent Advances in Plant Research begins by providing a summary of work performed on the effects of environmental 

factors and growth treatments on secondary metabolite production in both conventionally and in vitro cultivated plant 

material, focusing on different classes of volatile and non-volatile secondary metabolites. Following this, the authors set out 
to determine the diversity of Fabaceae in vegetational fragments of Cerrado in the state of Maranhão. Monthly expeditions 

were carried out in the period between September 2016 and June 2017 for the observation, collection, and identification of 

botanical material. The great potential of the most important by-products of apples, grapes and berry fruits processing as a 

source of antioxidants is presented in one chapter. Some novel and practical aspects of extraction of natural antioxidants are 

also discussed. Also discussed is gray mold rot caused by Botrytis cinerea Persoon: Fries [teleomorph Botryotinia fuckeliana 

(de Bary) Whetzel]. It is a serious disease causing severe damage to fruits and vegetables at both pre- and post-harvest 
periods. The authors aim to highlight try to highlight the disease distribution and hosts range, pathogenesis of the pathogen, 

symptoms of the disease, disease cycle and epidemiology of the pathogen as well as the current status of the disease in 

Malaysia. Plants produce an array of toxins and defensive proteins through various metabolic pathways for their defence 
against insects. To cope with these defences, herbivores have developed counter-defences which the authors examine in this 

compilation. Furthermore, insects have employed a diverse array of strategies that enable them to bypass defensive barriers, 

or to metabolise these chemicals after ingestion. Next, angiosperm flowers that have been found in mid-Cretaceous Myanmar 
(Burmese) amber are analyzed. Flowers in amber often show details of their reproductive parts that are not evident in blooms 

preserved in sedimentary deposits. Two new genera are described, Chenocybus allodapus gen et sp. nov. and Diaphoranthus 

burmensis gen et sp. nov. Japan, which extends north and south, has four clearly defined seasons that provide a variety of 
unique habitats for the growth of various aromatic and medicinal plants. Recent focus on these traditional plants has begun 

to revitalize local communities, providing diversification to alternative medicines and the development of other products, as 

well as suggesting increased and use of plants. Aiming to better understand the phytodiversity of a vegetation area in the 
Piauí state, Brazil, in addition to aspects such as the geographical distribution of species and their uses, the concluding study 

was carried out in municipality of Bom Princípio, northern Piauí. The diverse flora was represented by trees, shrubs and 

herbaceous species, distributed in 54 families, 114 generas, and 146 species. 

Solanaceae: Cultivation, Nutrition and Health 

Isabelle Sousa Rocha 

In series: Plant Science Research and Practices 
2018. 125 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-268-7. $82.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-269-4. $82.00. 

In Solanaceae: Cultivation, Nutrition and Health, the authors first set out to demonstrate how utilization of soil amendments 

in agricultural systems is an inexpensive means for limited-resource farmers looking for improvements in crop yield and 
quality to satisfy consumer needs of healthy food. A separate study considers the variety of biological activities, together 

with the nutritional composition and low cytotoxicity, of the mature fruits of S. lycocarpum in order to demonstrate that they 

represent an important food source with chemopreventive and therapeutic properties. Next, the total phenolic and flavonoid 
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content, antioxidant, antibacterial, and allelopathic activities of methanol extract and fractions from ripe fruits of S. 

lycocarpum were studied to provide knowledge on the total phenolic and total flavonoid content in the methanol extract and 
fractions, as well as the antioxidant, antibacterial, and allelopathic activities. Afterwards, the oils, fatty acids, and methyl 

esters from S. lycocarpum fruits were evaluated for their antioxidant potential and allelopathic activity. The allelopathic 

effect against the seedlings of Lactuca sativa and Allium cepa showed promising results, with predominant effects of growth 
inhibition of hypocotyls and radicles in the lower concentration tested. In the concluding study, the effects of the ethanol 

extract and hydroethanol fraction of S. lycocarpum leaves on the growth of the Ehrlich experimental tumor were evaluated 

using three experimental groups. 

CELL BIOLOGY 

Chloroplasts and Cytoplasm: Structure and Functions 

Carl Dejesus and Lourdes Trask 

In series: Cell Biology Research Progress 
2018. 218 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53614-127-6. $160.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53614-128-3. $160.00. 

Apart from the short-range interactions mediated by diffusion, long-scale interactions are indispensable for giant plant cells 
including internodal cells of Characeae because the inefficiency of diffusion for millimeter- and centimeter-scale distances 

should be counterbalanced by other mechanisms to ensure the integrity of cell metabolism. In this collection, the authors 

begin by presenting one approach for studying the cyclosis-mediated transmission of regulatory signals along the characean 
internode by illuminating a cell part with a narrow light beam and to observe the changes of modulated chlorophyll 

fluorescence occurring in response to this photostimulus at a fixed distance on the downstream side of the light spot. 

Following this, the features and characters of various chloroplast genomes that could be retrieved solely from the analysis of 
triplet composition were studied. Two types of triplet dictionaries were developed: the former lists all the triplets (with 

overlapping), so that each nucleotide yields a start for a triplet, and the latter is the entity where triplets do not overlap but 

also have no gaps between them. The authors go on to describe the effects of cytoplasm on the expression of cytoplasmic 
male sterility and other agronomically valuable traits in the grain sorghum and sorghum × Sudan grass hybrids, as well as on 

the combining ability for these traits. It is hypothesized that the cytoplasm, being a buffer between the external environment 

and the nuclear genome, processes environmental signals and thus has a significant effect on the manifestation of nuclear-
encoded traits. A nonlocal strain gradient beam model is developed including the both hardening-stiffness and softening-

stiffness size effects in conjunction with the geometrical nonlinearity in the concluding study. Via the variational approach, 

the governing differential equations are constructed corresponding to each nonlinear mechanical behavior of the lipid 
micro/nano-tubule surrounded by the cytoplasm biomedium. 

Lipases: Structure, Functions and Role in Health and Disease 

Hannes Broeken 

In series: Cell Biology Research Progress 
2018. 148 pp. 
Softcover: 978-1-53613-772-9. $82.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-773-6. $82.00. 

In this collection, the authors discuss endothelial lipase (EL), a recently identified member of the lipase gene family which 
exhibits a high degree of sequence similarity to lipoprotein lipase and hepatic lipase. The opening chapter summarizes the 

recent findings with regard to the molecular structure and biological mechanisms of EL, factors affecting the EL expression 
and activity as well as its role in some inflammatory disorders. Additionally, enzyme lipase is discussed; specifically its wide 

range of applications in the food, cosmetic, pharmaceutical as well as oleochemical industries. The capability of enzyme 

lipase to catalyse reactions with higher efficiency and stability, their chemo-, regio- and enantioselectivity properties, as well 

as their eco-friendly characteristics resulted in their high demand worldwide. Following this, the use of enzyme 

immobilization as an efficient strategy to overcome certain drawbacks is analyzed. Immobilization of lipases enhances 

properties such as thermostability and activity, facilitates separation of products, and provides more flexibility with 
enzyme/substrate contact by using various reactor configurations. This chapter will also highlight benefits of immobilization 

in lipase stabilization with respect to other employed methods such as chemical modification and recombinant DNA 

technology. In the concluding study, three commercially available lipases, namely Lipase PS-CI and Lipase PS-DI from 
Pseudomonas cepacia (non-specific lipase), and Lipozyme RM-IM from Rhizomucor miehei (1,3-regioselective lipase) were 

screened for their effect on catalyzing the acidolysis of tricaprylin with ALA. The effect of substrate molar ratio, temperature 

and time of reaction on incorporation of ALA were investigated and optimized by response surface methodology. The study 
reveals the potential of lipase-catalyzed acidolysis of palm oil with ALA as a suitable alternative to improve the nutritional 

properties and health-beneficial effects of edible oils. 
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mRNA: Molecular Biology, Processing and Function 

Irma Fernandez and Lynn Jackson 

In series: Cell Biology Research Progress 
2018. 164 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-168-0. $82.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-169-7. $82.00. 

In this collection, the authors review the currently available data on interactions of ribosomal components with canonical 

mRNAs and with hepatitis C virus (HCV)-like IRESes during translation and on conformational rearrangements in the 
ribosomes accompanying these interactions. This review considers data obtained by biochemical approaches, primarily by 

site-directed cross-linking with the application of mRNA and IRES analogues bearing reactive groups in definite locations, 

and models for translational complexes of higher eukaryotic ribosomes derived from cryo-electron microscopy. Afterwards, 
the authors discuss how the addition of the poly(A) tail of 30-100 adenosines to the 3´-end of mRNA has been shown to be 

important for the stability, nuclear export, export of mRNA to the cytoplasm and translation of a transcript. The molecular 

mechanism responsible for the definition of a poly(A) site includes several recognition, cleavage and polyadenylation factors 
that identify the poly(A) signal, usually AAUAAA hexamer and similar variants, located 10-35 nucleotides upstream of the 

cleavage site. The process known as SUMO (small ubiquitin-related modifier) conjugation to a lysine residue in the target 

protein or sumoylation is a rapid, reversible post-transcriptional modification is also examined. Similar to ubiquitin, SUMO 

isoforms are conjugated to their targets by a isopeptide bond between their C-terminal glycine and the ɛ-NH2 group of the 

target lysine residue. Next, the authors discuss splicing of pre-mRNAs coding for proteins. Since the discovery of frequent 
spliceosomal gene mutations which occur in about 65% of patients with myelodysplastic syndrome (MDS), we know that 

splicing factor gene mutations are the most frequent mutations found in MDS patients. Predominantly, four splicing factor 

genes (SF3B1, SRSF2, U2AF1, ZRSR2) are mutated in MDS and related malignancies. In closing, the authors present their 
findings that splicing is not only necessary for obtaining correct open reading frames, but also leads to deposition of the exon 

junction complex core. Essentially, all pre-mRNAs are cleaved and polyadenylated with exception of histone mRNAs. 

Myosin: Biosynthesis, Classes and Function 

David Broadbent 

In series: Cell Biology Research Progress 
2018. 198 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-817-7. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-818-4. $95.00. 
Myosin: Biosynthesis, Classes and Function opens with a discussion on class I myosins, the most varied members of the 

myosin superfamily and a remarkable group of molecular motor proteins that move actin filaments and produce force. Class 

I myosin molecules have various physiological roles including maintenance of normal intestinal brush border structure, 
glucose homeostasis, glomerular filtration, immune function, and tumor promotion and suppression, and new studies are 

revealing that mutations may lead to diseases including cancer and kidney disease. Thus, the authors review the structure 

and function of the eight myosin-I isoforms (Myo1a-Myo1h) that are expressed in mammals. Next, the book discusses muscle 
contractile function and its association with the activity of the protein complex actomyosin, in which myosin exhibits enzyme 

activity, namely the ability to hydrolyze ATP. The demonstrated ability of calix[4]arenes C-97, C-99, C-90 and 

thiacalix[4]arenes C-798 and C-800 can be used for further research aimed at the use of these compounds as novel 
pharmacological agents able to efficiently restore normal contractile function of myometrium by inhibition or activation of 

this function, or the eliminating negative effects of heavy metal cations. Following this, the authors present the results of 

their experiments on studying the effects of different isotopes of magnesium and zinc on the enzymatic activity of myosin, 
namely the catalytic subfragment-1 of myosin, isolated from myometrium muscle. It has been revealed that the rate of the 

enzymatic ATP hydrolysis is 2–2.5 times higher in the reaction media enriched with the magnetic isotope, 25Mg, as 

compared to the activity of the same enzyme in the reaction media enriched with the nonmagnetic isotopes, 24Mg or 26Mg 
or MgCl2 of natural isotope abundance. Continuing, precipitation/extraction methods and MALDI TOF/TOF mass 

spectrometry were used in order to and identify, for the first time, a protein with the molecular mass of 48 kDa as a fragment 

of human unconventional myosin 1c isoform b in a blood serum of multiple sclerosis patients. Western-blot analysis using 
commercial monospecific anti-human Myo1c antibodies has shown that the molecular mass of this protein obtained from a 

blood serum of different human sources varied in between 46-48 kDa. Thus, the authors name the 46-48 kDa proteins 

revealed in a blood serum as a short form of the human unconventional myosin 1c (sMyo 1C). 

New Research on Cell Aging and Death 

Roman Strakoš and Bendt Lorens 

In series: Cell Biology Research Progress 
2018. 181 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-626-5. $95.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-627-2. $95.00. 

New Research on Cell Aging and Death reviews previous literature to describe the main behavioral and biochemical 

characteristics of the SAMP8 mouse model, discussing its main advantages as well as potential weaknesses to model age-
related diseases. The subsequent chapter discusses the effect of the mechanism of cell death of neutrophil granulocytes on 

the realization of the inflammatory process. Neutrophil granulocytes play a central role in the innate nonspecific defense 
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response of the human organism. In addition, neutrophils infiltrate secondary lymphoid organs where they regulate the 

development of adaptive immunity. Later, the authors suggest that in C. albicans, apoptotic mechanisms are valuable as 
major strategies with several characteristics such as phosphatidylserine exposure, DNA fragmentation, and activation of 

metacaspase. Studying antifungal agents with varying mechanisms of action can be effective in appropriately treating 

potentially fatal candidiasis. In one study, the authors focus on the effects of aging on adult neurogenesis, a process of 
producing new neurons from neural stem cells and neural progenitor cells in the neocortex, comparing the dentate gyrus and 

subventricular zone. In the concluding review the authors evaluated the effects of natural and chemical compounds on 

promoter activities of several human DNA repair-associated genes in HeLa S3 cells. . The results indicated that naturally 
occurring compounds, for example, trans-resveratrol, upregulate TP53 promoter activity. Sustaining an appropriate level of 

genes encoding DNA repair factors is thought to be necessary for cell survival by preventing the accumulation of DNA 

mismatches and epigenetic alterations. 

Phagocytosis: Overview, History and Role in Human Health and 

Disease 

Carlos Rosales, Ph.D. (Department of Immunology, Instituto de 

Investigaciones Biomédicas, Universidad Nacional Autónoma de 

México, D. F., Mexico) 

In series: Cell Biology Research Progress 
2018. 270 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-248-9. $195.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-249-6. $195.00. 
Phagocytosis is an elegant, but complex process that cells use for the ingestion and 

elimination of particles larger than 5 mm in diameter. Unicellular organisms use 

phagocytosis to eat, while complex pluricellular animals have special phagocytic cells, 
which can phagocytize microbial pathogens, foreign toxic substances, and apoptotic cells. 

The Russian scientist Elie Metchnikoff originally described phagocytosis in the late 19th 

century. The scientific community of the time strongly opposed phagocytosis as part of 
their defense mechanisms, since the view was that only humoral elements were responsible for immunity. The importance 

of this cellular process has become evident with time thanks to the efforts of many dedicated researchers. Today, phagocytosis 

is recognized as a fundamental process not only for immunity, but also for tissue homeostasis. Because phagocytosis is a 
very complex process, its molecular bases are not completely known. This book represents an effort to introduce our present 

understanding of phagocytosis through the contribution of several brilliant scientists that actually investigate phagocytosis 

on a daily basis. This book describes the history of phagocytosis and then the various steps of the phagocytic process from 

initial cell contact to phagosome formation, where the phagocytized particle is destroyed. Each chapter deals with one of 

these steps and emphasizes the molecules that participate at that step. The authors begin by describing the difficult origins 

of phagocytosis and how the cellular theory was finally recognized to be as important as the humoral theory of immunity. 
Next, the chapter "Receptor Signaling During Phagocytosis" talks about the signaling pathways of the major groups of 

phagocytic receptors, namely receptors for antibodies and complement. Then, the chapter “The Role of Phosphoinositides in 

the Formation and Maturation of Phagosomes” describes how these different membrane phospholipds regulate the changes 
in membrane composition during the process of phagocytosis. The following chapters deal with the mechanics of phagosome 

formation and membrane traffic for phagosome maturation. So, the chapter "Phagosome Formation and Sealing: A Physical 

Point of View" tells us about the cytoskeleton changes that bring about the closure of the new phagosome. The chapter 
“Vesicular Trafficking: Golgi to Plasma Membrane” describes the movement of internal membranes to the plasma membrane 

to allow the formation of the phagosome. The chapter “Retinal Pigment Epithelial Cells: Super Phagocytes with a Rhythm” 

describes an important example of how phagocytosis contributes to homeostasis. In the eye, the retinal pigment epithelium 
cells specifically phagocytize the photosensitive outer segment of photoreceptor cells following a diurnal rhythm. This 

contributes to the maintenance of a healthy retina. Finally, the chapter “How Do Microbial Pathogens Escape from 

Phagocytosis?” describes various mechanisms that some microbial pathogens have evolved to disrupt the phagocytic process 
and be able to survive in the host to perpetuate their infection. Each chapter can be read independently, but together all of 

the chapters offer a general view of phagocytosis. The book provides in this way a complete modern vision of this important 

biological function. 
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Recent Advances in Mitochondrial Medicine and Coenzyme Q10 

Anna Gvozdjáková (Slovakia), Germaine Cornélissen (USA), and Ram B. Singh (India) 

In series: Medicine and Biology Research Developments 
2018. 450 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-149-9. $230.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-150-5. $230.00. 

Recent Advances in Mitochondrial Medicine and Coenzyme Q10 (eds. Anna 

Gvozdjáková, Germaine Cornélissen, Ram B Singh) is an updated version of a book 
Mitochondrial Medicine (ed. A. Gvozdjáková) published by Springer, The Netherlands, 

in 2008. International contributors and world specialists in Mitochondrial Medicine and 

Coenzyme Q10 provide up-to-date knowledge in mitochondrial physiology, and review 
the role played by mitochondria in relation to diseases, diagnosies and therapies pertinent 

to various fields of medicine. This monograph covers topics related to mitochondrial 

physiology, mitochondrial sirtuins, supercomplexes, chronobiology, epigenetics, 
genetics, neurology, cardiology, nephrology, immunology, diabetology, oncology, and 

reproductive medicine. A chapter on the history of coenzyme Q10 focuses on the work 

of Prof. Frederick L Crane, discoverer of coenzyme Q10, who died in 2015. Current 

diagnostic methods of mitochondrial disturbances are reviewed, including a new non-

invasive approach using high-resolution respirometry in human blood cells. The 
effectiveness of supplementary therapies of mitochondrial disturbances is examined for 

the case of natural antioxidants, melatonin, high protein diet, omega-3-PUFA, omega-6-

PUFA, natural mineral water sources and polarized light. Targeting mitochondrial 
therapy involves coenzyme Q10 (ubiquinone, ubiquinol), prospective mitochondrial 

replacement therapy and mitochondrial transplantation. This book is intended for general medical practitioners and specialists 

in various fields of medicine, including neurologists, cardiologists, geneticists, nephrologists, diabetologists, lipidologists, 
immunologists, oncologists, pharmacists, biochemists and nutritionists. Pre- and post-graduate education physicians, 

pharmacists and biochemists will also benefit from material covered in this monograph. 

Ubiquitin Proteasome System: A Review and Directions for Research 

Aldrin V. Gomes, Ph.D. (Departments of Neurobiology, Physiology, and Behavior and 

Physiology and Membrane Biology, One Shields Avenue, University of California, Davis, Davis, 

CA, US) 

In series: Cell Biology Research Progress 
2018. 347 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-518-3. $195.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-519-0. $195.00. 
Over the last decade, major advancements in our understanding of the ubiquitin-

proteasome system (UPS) have occurred. This book focuses on recent trends in the UPS. 

The UPS is possibly the most complex of all intracellular pathways – as close to 7% of all 
genes in the human genome make up part of the UPS. This complex system serves as an 

essential role in intracellular protein degradation, and because of its critical function, 
improper functioning of the UPS is associated with nearly all know diseases, including 

cancer, cardiovascular disease, and neurological diseases. The proteolytic component of 

the UPS is the proteasome, a multicatalytic complex found in the nucleus and cytoplasm. 
Another form of the proteasome, the immunoproteasome, is less abundant than the 

constitutive proteasome, but is important in immune response and degradation of oxidized 

proteins, and recent research suggests that it may be important in longevity. The articles 
in this book discuss recent findings which indicate that mutations in proteins involved with 

the UPS are associated with genetic diseases such as familial dilated cardiomyopathy, 

Nakajo syndrome, and spinal muscular atrophy (X-linked). Some chapters also discuss 

recent results which suggest that the UPS is heavily regulated by post-translational 

modifications such as phosphorylation, acetylation, and methylation. The UPS is also 

heavily regulated by ubiquitination itself. This book contains a research article using 
PubMed bibliometric data to present current research trends in the UPS. Articles are 

written so that no one tissue is emphasized to allow readers from any discipline to benefit from this information. 
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CHEMISTRY 

A Guide to Helium 

Arturo Reynolds and Adrienne Curtis 

In series: Chemistry Research and Applications 
2018. 196 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-164-2. $95.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-165-9. $95.00. 

In this collection, the authors present a new theoretical approach free from limitations of perturbation theory for calculating 

atomic emission spectra in an alternating electric field. The following problems are studied for the emission spectrum of 
helium: dependences of the AC Stark effect, transition probabilities and spectral line intensities on the electric field 

parameters, reasons for the change in the emission color with increasing electric field frequency, mechanisms of a sudden 

increase in spectral line intensities, and their quenching in the electric field and mechanisms of the formation of spectral line 
profiles in the electric field. This study has real-world applications in plasma spectroscopy, gas discharge physics, laser 

physics, and astrophysics. Next, the authors discuss the sampling and analytical procedure for helium in forensic practice. In 

cases of suspected helium exposure, the analysis of helium is commonly performed by the gas chromatography (GC) with 
thermal conductivity detector or gas chromatography-mass spectrometry (GC/MS) in combination with head-space (HS) 

method. A subsequent study is presented on the description of the process of ionization of the Helium atom by using a single-

active-electron (SAE) model (archetype of a system to an active electron) by an intense and high frequency laser field and 
by a pulse combining infrared photons and one of its harmonics. The authors mathematically solve the ESDT for an active 

electron system, using the most efficient numerical simulation methods, followed by a spectral analysis of the wave function 

for the representation of the photoelectron spectrum of the studied system. This book presents an overview of the theoretical 
methods which have been developed to analyze electron-atom collisions in the presence of an external laser beam. Various 

important aspects of the theory of multiphoton free-free transitions are explored, after which a study on the collisions of 

electrons with atoms in the presence of the laser field is reviewed. The way in which the dressing of the atomic states by the 
external radiation field can affect the dynamics of the electron-impact collisions is also discussed. The final research studies 

the phoxonic crystal. The modeling of this device leads to the study of the interactions between photons and phonons, while 

also helping in the development and improvement of integrated acousto-optics devices. The goal is to seek a maximum 
coupling of this interaction by way of a strong confinement of the waves in the microcavities. 

Acetic Acids: Advances in Research and Applications 

Mariusz Szymczak and Osman Topuz (Department of Food Science and Technology, West 

Pomeranian University of Technology, Szczecin, Poland; Seafood Processing Department, 

Akdeniz University, Antalya, Turkey) 

In series: Chemistry Research and Applications 
2018. 215 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-550-3. $160.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-551-0. $160.00. 
This book covers the problems related to acetic acid in the food industry. People have been 

using acetic acid to produce food for thousands of years and continue to find new uses for 

it. The first two chapters are related to the bacteria that not only produce acetic acid, but 
also use it for intracellular function and interspecies communication. In the remaining 

chapters, the authors describe known and new uses of acetic acid in vegetable, fruit, fish 

and dairy products. A separate chapter describes the use of acetic acid to remove pesticides 
from the surface of fruit and vegetable peels. The described methods work well in industry 

and at home. Currently, the industry is obliged to minimize wastewater. Therefore, the last 

two chapters describe the latest methods of recovering acetic acid from sewage and its 
possible reuse. This book is – in principle – intended for students and staff of agricultural 

academies, but may also be of interest to food producers who will find in it a number of 

tips for food technology related to the use of acetic acid. 
 

Acid Mine Drainage: Chemistry, Effects and Treatment 

Lucas Henderson 

In series: Pollution Science, Technology and Abatement 
2018. 
Softcover: 978-1-53614-222-8. $82.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53614-223-5. $82.00. 

Mining activities can increase environmental problems and compromise the quality of soils, surface water, groundwater and 
atmosphere, as well as expose the biota to toxic elements. In Acid Mine Drainage: Chemistry, Effects and Treatment, the 
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authors present preventive techniques that can be used in conjunction with active and passive techniques for the treatment of 

acidic effluents. Passive treatments utilize naturally available energy sources, such as gravity, microbial metabolic energy 
and photosynthesis, for the treatment of acid mine drainage. The main aim of the next study was to assess the potential impact 

of a chemical stressor such as acid mine drainage on benthic macroinvertebrate communities through a spatial and temporal 

gradient. Five stations (three reference sites and two impacted sites) were selected for this study in the watershed surrounding 
S. Domingos mine. The objective of another significant study was to employ an ecotoxicological screening tool to prioritise 

streams and rivers impacted by acid mine drainage in the upper Olifants River catchment, South Africa as candidates for 

possible passive treatment interventions. Impacts of direct water pollution can result from any activities that involve direct 
discharges into waterbodies. In Morocco, numerous old mine sites have been abandoned without any plan for proper closure 

and thus many of them have become very dangerous to the environment. In the concluding study, the Kettara mine, a 

Moroccan pyrrhotite mine located in a semi-arid area, was chosen as a pilot site. More than three million tonnes of mine 
residues were deposited there and the physicochemical characterization of these mine wastes confirmed their strong potential 

to produce acid mine drainage with a pH varying between 2.9 and 1.5. 

Advances in Chemistry Research. Volume 42 

James C. Taylor 

In series: Advances in Chemistry Research 
2017. 298 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53612-919-9. $250.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53612-920-5. $250.00. 

In this book, authors present research on filamentous fungi and the way they impact and transform their microenvironment, 

thereby contributing to mobilization or immobilization of potentially toxic metals and metalloids. Additionally, the 
significant impact of filamentous fungi on the deployment of potentially toxic elements in soils and sediments with possible 

intracellular or extracellular transformation is also discussed. Following this, the authors present an overview of the various 

potential applications of fullerenes, including: anti HIV- protease activity, photodynamic DNA cleavage, free radical 
scavenger, antimicrobial action, fullerene-based photoelectric materials, catalytic properties of transition metal-fullerene 

complexes, and more. Next, an additional overview is presented on furfural production in the world, the characteristics of 

this compound as a platform product, and the methods applied for its production from different raw materials. The authors 
go on to analyze all of the designs and concepts made to date to pursue the best association motif and discuss all issues linked 

to this anticipated entropically adverse event. A study is presented on the effects of exposure of typical proteins to low 

frequency electromagnetic fields and to microwaves, wherein it was shown that “exposure to electromagnetic fields induces 
unfolding of proteins, causing transitions from α-helix to β-sheet structures that may be responsible of aggregation 

phenomena, leading to neurotoxic and neurodegenerative disorders that can be considered as the first step toward certain 

pathologies.” Later, the authors propose a treatment for red or brown sorghum which reduces the coloration, prepares the 

sorghum grain, improves the properties of the milling, increases the yield, and retains antioxidants in the flour. An additional 

study is presented on the electrical transport properties (electrical resistivity, thermal conductivity, and thermoelectric power) 

of five liquid alkali elements (Li, Na, K, Rb, and Cs) using the theory of pseudopotential. Ending the book, the authors 
discuss the mechanism of Li3PS4 formation in ethyl propionate, an organic solvent. In addition, a solvent selection guide is 

determined and presented. 

Advances in Chemistry Research. Volume 43 

James C. Taylor 

In series: Advances in Chemistry Research 
2018. 283 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-078-2. $250.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-079-9. $250.00. 
In this collection, the most relevant aspects related to the synthesis, structure and physical properties of PDMS modified 

segmented copolymers and polymer networks are discussed, along with the influence of the structure and molecular weight 

of PDMS prepolymers and organic segments on the morphology, and properties of the copolymers and polymer networks 
based on PDMS. Next, the authors discuss the use of structurally well-defined and versatile building blocks such as MnII,III 

and FeIII oxide carboxylates in the formation of one-, two- and three-dimensional coordination networks with an emphasis 

on the synthetic strategies and magnetic properties. A review is provided which considers the successes in the synthesis and 
functionalization of alkoxysilanes by phosphoryl and amino groups. The authors mainly focus on the introduction of N-

alkylamino groups and phosphorylation of alkoxysilane derivatives. In addition, questions relating to the synthesis of 

aminophosphonates containing an alkoxysilyl moiety are discussed. Later, a variety of Inorganic-Organic hybrid POMs are 
explored. A few of their applications such as magnetic behavior, electro-catalytic applications, photo-catalytic properties and 

photo-degradation of dyes are also discussed. Subsequently, a review is provided on the physicochemical features and latest 

progresses of various layered structured TMDs based photoelectrodes, especially MoS2, and various approaches to improve 
the PEC performance and stability are described. This compilation also examines the recent advances achieved on 

development of processes for production of biodiesel from WCO based on homogeneous or heterogeneous acid catalysis, 

paying special attention to development acid catalysts that can be recovery and reusable in the WCO esterification reactions. 
Afterwards, the factors that influence the taste of rice and the mechanism and extent of their contribution are analyzed from 

the perspective of improving taste and increasing the market demand of rice. Therefore, the in vitro enzymatic digestive 

properties of cooked rice and the saccharides eluted as a result of cooking rice grains are defined. Lastly, a study is presented 
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wherein biodiesel production was carried out in the presence of SBA-15-SO3H dispersed in poly (vinyl alcohol) as acid 

catalyst. The feedstock was waste cooking oil (WCO) and the alcohol used was methanol. The reaction was carried out at 
60ºC in a batch reactor. 

Advances in Chemistry Research. Volume 44 

James C. Taylor 

In series: Advances in Chemistry Research 
2018. 258 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-206-9. $250.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-207-6. $250.00. 

This collection presents recent results related to the synthesis, modification and characterization of triphenylamine oligomers 
and polymers by electrochemical methods, in particular Cyclic Voltammetry (CV). The modification by electrochemical 

methods of oligomers containing TPA as pendants groups, generating electroactive cross-linked networks accompanied by 

colour changes with high coloration efficiency is also discussed. Next, the authors review the mechanisms of formation and 
structure of FAEEs to their use as alcohol biomarkers, focusing on the developed analysis methods, fields of application and 

published articles. A critical overview is also provided on the methodological challenges and considerations for their analysis, 

the present limitations and advantages relatively to other alcohol biomarkers, and challenges and directions in the research 

of FAEEs as alcohol biomarkers. Afterwards, liquorice is discussed, specifically how liquorice roots have been object of 

many studies dealing with their biological activities as well as their phytochemical profiles, however the aerial parts of this 
plant, and in particular the leaves, have received scarce attention and been considered a waste product. Continuing, over 

seventy dimeric Pt(II) complexes which contain at least one thio-ligand are analyzed. Thio-ligands are very useful as soft-S 

donor ligands in the chemistry of platinum. Another review correlates the structural parameters of about ninety mononuclear 
Pt(II) complexes containing at least one seleno- or silyl- ligand. Each of these Pt(II) complex has structure with square planar 

geometry with various degrees of distortion. The authors argue, in a separate and final review, that carnitine and its 

derivatives are available from meat and synthesized by the body e.g. in vegetarians, so that an occasional pharmacological 
suppression of their levels doesn’t translate to cardiovascular disease prevention. The problem should be seen within the 

scope of placebo marketing under the guise of evidence-based medications. 

Advances in Chemistry Research. Volume 45 

James C. Taylor 

In series: Advances in Chemistry Research 
2018. 280 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-838-2. $250.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-839-9. $250.00. 
Advances in Chemistry Research. Volume 45 opens by discussing edible mushrooms, an interesting source of valuable 

compounds including sterols, fatty acids, carbohydrates, dietary fibers, vitamins, proteins, phenolic compounds, minerals 

and specific bioactive molecules. Conventional extraction methods using water or organic solvents, enzymes or physical 
treatments have been used for decades to recover different mushroom constituents. However, advanced green technologies 

using pressurized fluids such as supercritical fluid extraction or pressurized liquid extraction have emerged in the food field 

as an alternative to extract interesting compounds from different mushroom species. Thus, the authors summarize the 
approaches for extracting interesting molecules or specific fractions from edible mushrooms using pressurized fluids. This 

chapter also describes the different conditions such as technological parameters, solvents or processes that were selected to 

modulate the extraction yields and the bioactive properties of the obtained extracts. Following this, the Zhezkazgan deposit 
of cupriferous sandstones located in Kazakhstan was used as an example to consider two modern methods of rhenium 

recovery from a sulphuric acid scrub solution generated during the pyrometallurgical processing of copper sulphide ore – 

extraction method using trialkylamine and sorption method using weak base anion exchange resin (Purolite A170). The paper 
shows the possibility of using Purolite A170 to recover the perrhenate-ion by the anion exchange method, and the developed 

method of front-gradient cleaning allows quantitative removal of Purolite A170 resin saturated with rhenium from the phase 

as well as impurities by 92.0-99.8 %, including selenium by 99.2 %. The authors also aim to provide an overview of stimuli-
triggered polypeptide-based hybrid hydrogels in which two components, peptides and proteins, are structural elements of the 

polymer network. Hydrogels derived from naturally occurring structural proteins are considered, followed by all-protein and 

peptide-based synthetic systems. Recent advances and challenges in the use of stimuli-responsive polymeric materials that 
are self-assembled from nanostructured building blocks are also reviewed. In the next chapter, an analysis is provided which 

demonstrates that the reaction mechanism and product configuration are electronically controlled. Studies of energy profiles 

for E1 reactions (dehydrohalogenation of secondary or tertiary alkyl halides and acid-catalyzed dehydration of secondary or 
tertiary alcohols) via a carbocation intermediate are discussed with the aid of the Bell-Evans-Polanyi principle. Finally, 

biological applications of elimination reactions are presented. Later, affinity chromatography is reviewed, as it has proved to 

be an effective technique for the recovery and purification of proteins. One of its main advantages is that it requires only one 
chromatographic step whereas other techniques require two or more. Another advantage is its ability to adsorb proteins 

present in samples at very low concentrations, thus avoiding the need to pre-concentrate the protein of interest or to eliminate 

potential interference. The authors show the efforts made so far to develop chromatographic matrices with immobilized 
triazine dyes for the purification of proteins with commercial value from different starting raw materials. Next, water/organic 

solvent sorption and residual enzyme activity was investigated to monitor preferential solvation and preferential hydration 

of protein macromolecules in the entire range of water content in organic liquids at 25 oC. The authors applied this approach 
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to estimate protein destabilization/stabilization due to the preferential interactions of bovine pancreatic α-chymotrypsin with 

water-dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) mixtures. This approach facilitates the individual evaluation of the Gibbs energies of 
water, protein, and organic solvent. In the subsequent study, samples of gallium were synthesized and their catalytic activity 

in the oxidation of BTX was investigated. The physicochemical characterization shows that the inclusion of gallium in the 

mesoporous silica structure leads to an increase in the number of oxygen vacancies in the structure, which can result in an 
increase in the total and surface oxygen mobility. The results show the highest conversion for benzene, toluene and o-xylene. 

In situ leaching of rhenium from uranium ores, recovery of rhenium from pregnant leach liquor (extraction methods and 

sorption methods) and precipitation of rhenium from nitrate-sulfate eluates by water-soluble polyelectrolytes is reported on 
in the penultimate chapter. The methods of complex hydrometallurgical processing of pregnant leach liquors and barren 

solutions; formed during the in situ uranium leaching, including the rhenium sorption by using strong and weak base anion 

exchange resins, its extraction by phosphor- and amino-contained extractants and precipitation of rhenium by cationic water-
soluble polyelectrolytes; are developed. In the final chapter, the authors summarize their recent works that improved protein 

detection and analysis method of microfluidic chip electrophoresis (MCE), aiming at solving the problems of inconvenience, 
safety of high voltage and adsorption of biological macromolecules. More specifically, a portable poly(dimethylsiloxane) 

(PDMS) MCE was fabricated for effective separation of proteins under a low voltage with a USB interface. These devices 

may have great potentials on the protein separation, analytical chemistry, agriculture, governance of environmental pollution 
and other fields. 

Advances in Chemistry Research. Volume 46 

James C. Taylor 

In series: Advances in Chemistry Research 
2018. 229 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53614-216-7. $250.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53614-217-4. $250.00. 

Advances in Chemistry Research. Volume 46 opens with a summary of the authors’ recent findings in which an integrated 
computational approach to in silico drug design was used to identify novel HIV-1 entry inhibitor scaffolds mimicking high-

affinity ligands of the viral envelope proteins, namely broadly neutralizing anti-HIV-1 antibodies (bNabs) VRC01, 3074, 

10E8, and primary receptor CD4. Additionally, the authors examine recently published sequence- and structure-based 
methods for predicting peptide binders to major histocompatibility complex molecules and discuss their advantages and 

limitations (MHC). MHC molecules present peptide fragments (antigens) derived from pathogens and display them at the 

cell surface for T-cell recognition. Fluid Catalytic Cracking (FCC) is one of the most important technologiesapplied in many 
refineries and has the ability to convert anextensive range of feedstocks to more valuable products including gasoline and 

propylene. This book provides a general background of the FCC process and details of the process will be presented focusing 

on FCC catalyst materials and additives. The effects of external physical fields (thermal (TF), ultrasonic (UF), and microwave 

(MF)) on the isothermal kinetics of fullerol formation are investigated. A spectrophotometric method was developed to 

monitor the conversion degree of fullerene to fullerol, and both the isothermal kinetic curves and conversion curves for 

fullerol formation are determined under TF, UF, and MF fields at different temperatures ranging from 293 to 313 K. The 
authors examine the way an excess of oxidative species can cause fatal damage to lipids within the cell membranes, cellular 

proteins and nucleic acids, as well as to the constituents of the extracellular matrix, such as collagens and proteoglycans. A 

simple expression is derived to evaluate diffusion activation energy, which involves only processing temperatures and the 
number of waveguide modes supported by the formed structures. Neither data processing nor special software is necessary 

for this calculation, and the technique also enables the evaluation of the diffusion activation energy directly in the procedure 

of self-similarity verification using the refractive index profiles found from the measured waveguide mode spectra. Lastly, 
this book suggests that thermal fluctuations play an important role in aid of flow stress above the temperature of 0 K, and the 

aid energy supplied by the thermal fluctuations is given for NaCl single crystals doped with various monovalent ions 

separately, when the weak obstacle (i.e. dopant ion) is overcome by a dislocation. 

Biogeochemistry of Trace Elements 

Oleg S. Pokrovsky (Geoscience and Environment Toulouse, CNRS, 

France; Tomsk State University, Russia, and N. Laverov Federal 

Center for Integrated Arctic Research, Arkhangelsk, Russia) and 

Jerome Viers (University of Toulouse, GET CNRS, Toulouse, 

France) 

In series: Chemistry Research and Applications 
2018. 394 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53614-244-0. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53614-245-7. $230.00. 

Over the past few decades, tremendous progress in analytical facilities allowed for the 
decreasing detection limits of trace element (TE) analysis in a large number of organic 

and inorganic matrices. This was especially true for freshwater aquatic systems, where 

direct measurements of more than forty trace elements have become possible provided 
that necessary precautions against pollution are made and required sample preparation 
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protocol is maintained. Therefore, analyses of both liquid (water) and solid (biomass, sediments, soils, and aerosol particles) 

compartments of the landscape continuum allowed for a new perspective on biogeochemical factors of trace elements in a 
large panel of terrestrial environments. However, among all Earth biomes, the Arctic and subarctic regions are certainly less 

studied from a trace element biogeochemical view point. This book adresses a variety of geochemical and biogeochemical 

issues of trace element behavior in soils, waters, and plants across the world, from Eastern Europe to Siberian subarctic and 
Arctic islands. It presents a synthesis of state-of-the-art studies—using precise analytical techniques—on trace element 

concentrations, fractionation, and migration in the main biogeochemical reservoirs of the Northern Hemisphere. This book 

combines chapters on trace elements in soils, plants, soil waters, lakes, rivers and their estuarine zones, and atmopsheric 
aerosols. As such, it provides a comprehensive view of current TE biogeochemistry and can serve as a reference compilation 

of available information for judging future changes in trace element biogeochemistry for terrestrial environments influenced 

by climate warming or increasing anthropogenic pollution. 

Chemical Elements (Fluorine, Rhodium and Rubidium): Properties, Synthesis and 

Applications 

Adrian Huff 

In series: Chemistry Research and Applications 
2018. 214 pp. 
Softcover: 978-1-53614-017-0. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53614-018-7. $95.00. 

Fluorination is one of the most efficient routes for modifying the physiochemical properties of materials in order to enlarge 
their application domain. In this collection, controlled fluorination was successfully applied for the fluorination of different 

starting materials: SWCNTs, MWCNTs, carbon nanodiscs, carbon blacks, polymers, carbides, and Li4Ti5O12 

(electrochemical materials). The choice of fluorinating agent is crucial as it defines the temperature range as well as the 
nature of the decomposition products. Following this, the authors report liquid-crystalline mesogens containing a CF2CF2-

carbocycle, e.g., tetrafluorinated-cyclohexa-1,3-diene, -cyclohexane, and -methoxycyclohex-1-ene, as new types of negative 

dielectric anisotropy liquid crystals. The molecular design and synthetic strategies for the novel CF2CF2-carbocyclic 
mesogens, as well as their liquid-crystal characteristics, are described in detail. In a separate study, it is suggested that 

selenohalides of Rhodium and their thermal decomposition products, synthesized in non-aqueous inorganic selenochloride 

and selenobromide media without using expensive templates, may be promising active components of electrocatalysts and 
heterogeneous catalysts. In contrast to thermally unstable organic complexes, rhodium selenohalides are thermally stable up 

to 300–350°C, and products of their thermal decomposition are thermally stable up to 900°C, which makes the range of their 
practical use in catalysis substantially wider. Emphasis is also placed on the investigation of the biological action of rhodium 

coordination compounds. More specifically, the authors report on the anti-inflammatory behavior of a series of Rh(I) and 

Rh(III) complexes incorporating bifunctional organic compounds. The anti-inflammatory action of these compounds was 
exerted by their potency to inhibit the action of Platelet Activation Factor (PAF). The synthesis of new molecules with 

anticancer and anti-PAF activity is of high importance, and the compounds described in this book may also be used as 

potential anticancer agents. 

Chemistry Research Summaries. Volume 20 (With Biographical Sketches) 

Lucille Monaco Cacioppo 

In series: Chemistry Research Summaries 
2018. 370 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-428-5. $230.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-443-8. $230.00. 

This book is a continuation of the book Chemistry Researcher Biographical Sketches and Research Summaries which 

compiles biographical sketches of top professionals in the field of chemistry research, as well as research summaries from a 
number of different focuses in this important field. 

Epoxides: Synthesis, Reactions and Uses 

Rick Reeves and Maryann Lawrence 

In series: Chemistry Research and Applications 
2017. 192 pp. 
Softcover: 978-1-53612-960-1. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-961-8. $95.00. 

This book opens with a discussion on the syntheses of acyclic polyketides by using epoxide opening reactions. The 
stereoselective epoxidations of allylic alcohols, including catalytic asymmetric epoxidation reactions and stereospecific 

reactions due to substrate-control, are described shortly. Afterwards, different epoxide opening reactions and applications in 

natural product synthesis are reviewed. The authors highlight the recent advances in catalytic one-pot synthesis of epoxides. 
The versatility of organometallic catalysts in epoxidation of alkenes are considered an important point of research in the 

context of these transformations. Later, occurrence of carotenoid 5,6-epoxides, their chemical synthesis, the separation of 

stereoisomers, some transformations of 5,6-epoxy-carotenoids, and their biological processes are described. Following this, 
the methodologies for the deoxygenation of epoxides using oxo-molybdenum and oxo-rhenium complexes as efficient 
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catalysts are described, allowing “a large community of readers, in particularly the community that works in catalysis, organic 

and organometallic chemistry, ready access to the novel methodologies developed.” 

Flow and Capillary Electrophoretic Analysis 

Paweł Kościelniak (Jagiellonian University in Krakow, Krakow, Poland) and Marek 

Trojanowicz (Institute of Nuclear Chemistry and Technology, and University of Warsaw, 

Warsaw, Poland) 

In series: Analytical Chemistry and Microchemistry 
2018. 468 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-184-0. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-185-7. $230.00. 

The main way of making progress in analytical chemistry is searching for new techniques and developing new methods of 
determination. This also includes constant development of the laboratory methods to be used in both flow analysis (FA) and 

capillary electrophoresis (CE). They were developed almost simultaneously in the recent decades, and although both FA and 

CE techniques exhibit many differences in instrumentation, exploited phenomena and employed processes and applications, 

their numerous features allow for them to be considered related. The most general common feature of both techniques is that 

they use different phenomena and properties of chemical species exhibited in the flowing stream of a liquid for analytical 

purposes. The flow itself is generated and modulated in various ways, and the selectivity 
of detection of analytes is achieved in result of the application of strong electric field 

(CE), carrying out both offline and online sample processing or analyte transformation 

(CE, FA) and employing the most suitable detection methods (CE, FA). A basic common 
attribute of both techniques is carrying out the detection of analytes during the flow of 

solution through the detector, with the possibility of applying a large variety of different 

techniques for this purpose, including the most complex ones. A commonly exploited 
advantage is the sample processing under flow conditions inside the CE capillary or in 

flow-through modules/reactors of appropriate designs (FA). The same approaches are 

employed for the miniaturization of measuring systems, leading to microfluidic systems, 
which with an appropriate design can be simultaneously used for a flow-injection 

screening of analytes as well as for quantitative CE determinations. Yet another valuable 

approach is a construction of hybrid measuring systems, combining FA and CE. In spite 
of the presence of chromatographic methods for CE or the mechanization/automation of 

analytical multi-step procedures with different concepts of discrete analyzers in FA, both 

abovementioned techniques maintain their solid position in modern chemical analysis 

with thousands of applications in different fields. This book presents current 

development trends in flow analysis and capillary electrophoresis. It contains numerous 

review chapters dedicated to various aspects of both techniques. There are also chapters reporting the results of selected 
studies on the development of detailed analytical procedures for different fields in routine analysis. Based on an appropriate 

selection of the discussed problems, it reports the present status of both analytical techniques, offering a unique comparison 

of relations and similarities of those important fields of contemporary analytical chemistry. There are numerous world 
renowned experts in these fields included in the long list of contributing authors. The book can be a valuable assets for 

students of all disciplines, which utilize the achievements of modern analytical chemistry, including food chemistry, clinical 
analysis or forensic chemistry, as well as laboratory personnel and research staff involved in the development of new 

analytical methods and designing analytical instrumentation. 

Fungicides: Perspectives, Resistance Management and Risk Assessment 

Paula Pérez-Rodríguez, Ph.D., Diego Soto-Gómez, and Inmaculada de la Calle, Ph.D. 

(Laboratory of Hydrology and Geochemistry of Strasbourg 

(LHyGeS), Université de Strasbourg, Strasbourg, France, and Plant 

Biology and Soil Science Department, University of Vigo, Galiza, 

Spain) 

In series: Chemical Engineering Methods and Technology 
2018. 320 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-307-3. $195.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-308-0. $195.00. 

Fungi are responsible for a great number of diseases in plants and cause crop loss. The 

spread of fungal diseases can be controlled by crop management, rotation systems, the use 
of resistant cultivars and the application of fungicides. Fungicides are often employed by 

farmers due to their simplicity and efficiency. However, fungicides are expensive, and 

their effectiveness is reduced when the pathogen develops a resistance. Additionally, the 
excessive use of fungicides represents a potential risk for the environment and for human 

health. Apart from their use, the production generates pollution, and the natural 

degradation of the majority of fungicides is very complex. Due to the high persistence of 
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fungicides, it is important to consider their residues in food. This book attempts to shed light on fungi biology, their ecology 

and their infection mechanisms; fungicide use and management, from their place in the market until their modes of action; 
the fungicide effects, the mechanisms of action and the way to increase their efficiency. In addition, other topics are 

considered such as the appearance of resistance, the causes and the methods employed to prevent or decrease their incidence. 

Finally, the latest trends in analytical determinations and new technologies are also included, like computer simulations that 
may help scientists to make predictions and act accordingly. 

Graphene Oxide: Advances in Research and Applications 

Ajay Kumar Mishra, Ph.D., and Deepak Pathania (Professor, University of South Africa 

(Florida), Roodepoort, South Africa) 

In series: Chemistry Research and Applications 
2018. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53614-168-9. $230.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53614-169-6. $230.00. 

Graphene oxide is a carbon-based material what produces a monolayer or a few layers of oxygen-functionalized graphene. 

The number of layers usually differentiate between graphene oxide and graphite oxide. Though a multilayer system, graphite 

oxide monolayer flakes and few-layer flakes can be found in a graphene oxide dispersion. Due to the presence of oxygen 

functionalities, graphene oxide can easily disperse in various organic solvents including water and is compatible with a 

different matrix that dramatically enhances electrical and mechanical properties when mixed with polymer and ceramic 
materials. Graphene oxide possesses a sp2 bonding network. Graphene oxide can be used as an intermediary in the production 

of single layer or few-layer graphene sheets. Graphene oxide can be reduced in solution and as a thin film using a variety of 

reducing conditions, and reduction converts the graphene oxide into a material that has a large enhancement in electrical 
conductivity. Graphene oxide has been used in a variety of applications not limited to materials science engineering and 

biotechnology. The present book describes the advances in research and applications of graphene oxide; in Chapter One, the 

general introduction on graphene oxide is introduced whereas in Chapter Two a broader summary of laser processing for 
graphene oxide/transition metal oxide nanocomposite coatings are described. Chapter Three discusses a graphene oxide 

template for the scaffolding transition metal/metal oxide ingredient. Chapter Four concludes the new advances in graphene 
oxide-metal nanocomposites for cancer theranostics. Chapter Five summarizes graphene oxide membranes as supercapacitor 

separators and Chapter Six contains details of graphene oxide in terms of the advances in research and applications of 

membranes. Chapter Seven speaks on the conductivity of graphene oxide films while Chapter Eight describes the application 
of graphene oxide based nanocomposites in heterogeneous photocatalysis for water purification. Chapter Nine deals with an 

immense uprising, detailing the functionalization and fine-tuning of 2D graphene designed for heterogeneous catalysis to 

make things greener. Chapter Ten summarizes graphene oxides for biomedical and therapeutic applications. Chapter Eleven 

describes graphene oxide as an outstanding material for advanced batteries while Chapter Twelve speaks on behalf of self-

assembled graphene oxides and their different applications. Chapter Thirteen describes the versatile applications of graphene 

oxide in the field of nanoelectronic while Chapter Fourteen concludes this book with details about the design, fabrication, 
testing and delivery of graphene oxide in solar energy storage. This book will be highly beneficial to the researchers working 

in the area of graphene oxide, polymer/ceramic chemistry, materials science, engineering, drug delivery, medicine and 

environmental science. It also covers membrane and super capacitors with their advanced applications. This book also 
provides a platform for all researchers to carry out graphene oxide research and the advances in the area. The book also 

covers recent fundamentals, advancements and newer prospects about the future research in graphene oxides. 

High-Performance Liquid Chromatography: Types, Parameters and Applications 

Ivan Lucero 

In series: Analytical Chemistry and Microchemistry 
2018. 200 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-543-5. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-544-2. $95.00. 
In this collection, the authors discuss the way in which it is possible to detect the low concentrations at which toxic 

compounds and metabolites are present in specimens due to the huge development of chromatographic techniques. 

Chromatography is an analytical procedure used for the separation of compounds/drugs and its most commonly used types 
are based on either high performance liquid chromatography or gas chromatography, both coupled to mass spectrometry. As 

such, the advances in liquid chromatography coupled to different detectors, particularly mass spectrometry, giving examples 

of its applications in the areas of clinical and forensic toxicology. The authors present the importance of using high-
performance liquid chromatography in analytical chemistry, as well as the positive aspects related to the use of chemometric 

approaches for the optimization of processes during the development of analytical methods. Case studies about real 

applications of chemometric tools focusing on the analysis of water samples polluted with a mixture of polycyclic aromatic 
hydrocarbons are presented. Next, sample preparation is considered as a difficult part of any analytical procedure in which 

the chemical compounds are present at low concentrations in complex matrices. Graphene based materials have been more 

and more popular in the procedure of sample preparation. Graphene is a material that has good physical-chemical properties, 
high fracture stretch, ultra-high specific surface area with nanosheets morphology and good mechanical and thermal stability. 

In the concluding study, the authors present a simple, economic and environmental friendly modification of stationary phase 

by self-assembly positive charged photosensitive diazoresin. The preparation and modification process of the 
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chromatographic stationary phases is discussed. Additionally, the separation performance of chromatographic stationary 

phase is also discussed. 

How Smart are the Polymers? 

Laura Peponi, PhD, (ICTP-CSIC) and Jean Marie Raquez, PhD (University of Mons) 

In series: Polymer Science and Technology 
2018. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-960-0. $230.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-961-7. $230.00. 

Smart polymer materials represent an exciting range of novel materials for advanced applications such as aeronautics and 

biomedical devices. These materials are able to sustain any external stimuli including temperature, pH, electric and magnetic 
fields and response in an adaptive and proportional manner to this environmental change. Two main categories of smart 

materials are able to encompass these features, i.e., self-evolving materials and self-healing materials. Self-evolving materials 

can, for instance, reconfigure themselves on-the-fly to react upon changing environmental conditions. A variety of possible 
material candidates can be described as self-evolving materials including shape-memory polymers, adaptive hydrogels and 

actuators changing their properties in response to external stimulation. In addition to them, intrinsic self-healing polymers 

encompass these responsiveness features and are constructed on the basis of reversible bonding such as Diels-Alder reactions 

for locally healing these materials after experiencing damage. This book intends to propose a comprehensive knowledge on 

smart materials that encompass self-evolving materials and self-healing materials, including their implementation of 3D-
printing technology. Combining smart materials and additive manufacturing has thereby been introduced as an inspiring way 

to provide more complex 3D objects with elevated adaptive properties. They are myriad issues that are still challenging with 

the construction of these smart materials, including their additive manufacturing, but the book will offer novel opportunities 
to obtain multi-responsive materials in advanced technology. 

Hydrides: Types, Bonds and Applications 

Patrick C. Dam 

In series: Analytical Chemistry and Microchemistry 
2018. 249 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-581-7. $160.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-582-4. $160.00. 

Hydrides: Types, Bonds and Applications first proposes metal hydrides as a fascinating class of compounds due to the small 
mass and size of hydrogen. Its medium electronegativity causes a large flexibility in terms of metal-ligand interactions, 

resulting in a vast variety of possible compositions, chemical bonding, crystal structures and physical properties. However, 

numerous unsolved problems remain on our way towards a sustainable, carbon free energy system based on renewable energy 
and on hydrogen as a future energy carrier. Thus, the authors present the structural details of alkali, alkali earth based selected 

tetra-boro hydrides. Selected hydrides have recently been suggested for applications in optoelectronics and as solid 

electrolytes for battery applications. Their use in optoelectronic devices depends on their stability with respect to doping, 
solubility of shallow donors and acceptors, electrical and optical properties. The authors describe the nature of the bonding 

in hydrides, and show how these affect the properties of these materials, focussing on application in the energy storage and 

in the transportation sector. Next, the features of gas discharge and plasma sources based on Penning trap with metal hydride 
cathodes are presented. In such devices, metal hydrides fulfill the functions of both a cathode and the solid-state generator 

of working gas. The authors determine that hydrogen desorbed from metal hydride significantly changes the properties of 

the discharge. This is expressed, for example, in the fact that the plasma source based on Penning trap with metal hydride 
cathode appears to generate current-compensated ion beams with the ability to control the energy of the extracted ions. Lastly, 

the book discusses metal hydrides obtaining in sintered electrodes of nickel-cadmium batteries with electrochemical methods 

by the way of electrolyte decomposition onto hydrogen and oxygen. It was shown that as a result of electrolyte 
decomposition, oxygen releases from batteries, while hydrogen partly releases and is partly (in virtue of its high diffusion 

permeability) accumulated in sintered matrices of electrodes of nickel-cadmium batteries 

in the metal hydrides form. 

Liquid Metals: From Atomistic Potentials to Properties, Shock 

Compression, Earth's Core and Nanoclusters 

David K. Belashchenko (Formerly National Research 

Technological University, Moscow Institute of Steel and Alloys, 

Moscow, Russia) 

In series: Chemistry Research and Applications 
2018. 556 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-140-6. $310.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-141-3. $310.00. 
Basic problems concerning the computer simulation of liquid metals in usual and 

extreme conditions with the use of interparticle potentials, mainly multi-particle 

potentials of the embedded atom model are considered in the book. The general 
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questions of a structure of simple liquids, and the methods of simulation of non-crystalline systems (liquid and amorphous) 

– a method of molecular dynamics, Monte Carlo, quantum-mechanical modeling, etc. – are considered in the first five 
chapters. The types of interparticle potentials applied, the analysis of atomistic models, topological characteristics of liquids, 

and the results of modeling one-component and binary systems with the use of the simplest interparticle potentials are 

considered. In the second part of the book, a specification of interparticle interaction is given for 17 metals of the various 
groups of the periodic system with the use of the embedded atom model. Parameters of potentials under ambient pressure 

are found using the experimental data about properties of metal on the binodal, and for strongly compressed states via the 

metal properties found in Hugoniot adiabatic processes. The role of electronic terms in energy is considered in detail. Tables 
of the potentials are given in the Appendix. Then, thermodynamic, structural and diffusion properties of these metals in wide 

intervals of the pressure and temperatures are calculated (usually to hundreds of GPa and tens of thousands of Kelvin). The 

results of the calculations are tabulated. In the final chapters of the book, specific problems with respect to liquid metals are 
considered. Here, the problems of the structure and conditions in the center of the Earth, Moon and Jupiter satellites, 

calculations of shock adiabats, and the isotopic effect of diffusion are covered. The assessments of structure and temperature 
in the inner and outer cores of the Earth are given. Calculations of a series of shock adiabats for the initially porous or liquid 

metal samples are carried out, and questions of accuracy concerning the available experimental data are analyzed. Also, some 

non-classical mechanisms of liquid solidification, in particular, the cluster mechanism of solidification during strong 
overcooling, are discussed. The general problems of the thermodynamic description of nanoclusters are considered. The 

ambiguity of the use of the radius, volume, surface area and surface tension concepts for nanoclusters is shown, and a more 

reasonable approach is suggested. The series of nanoclusters of various sizes are constructed for several metals, and the 
dependence of their properties on the cluster size, including a melting temperature, are investigated. The possibility to 

compare the applicability of the Second Law of Thermodynamics in its usual form to the melting/solidification of 

nanoclusters is discussed. 

Lithium-Ion Batteries: Materials, Applications and Technology 

Lana Castillo and Geoffrey Cook 

In series: Energy Science, Engineering and Technology 

In series: Chemistry Research and Applications 
2018. 261 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-497-1. $160.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-498-8. $160.00. 

This compilation begins by discussing Sn, Sb and Ge-based anodes. Various approaches for alleviating volume changes 

corresponding to each kind of anode are presented in regards to the last 20 years. Sn, Sb and Ge-based alloy-type anodes 
have attracted considerable research interest as promising candidates for next-generation LIBs due to their high theoretical 

capacities, suitable operating voltages and natural abundances. Next, the authors discuss the synthesis and application of 

Titanium dioxide (TiO2) based lithium-ion battery anodes. TiO2 has attracted considerable attention as a promising 
alternative lithium-ion battery anode. The evolution of studies on synthetic methods, performance improvement, and the size 

tuning strategy are thoroughly addressed. Following this, the book focuses on clarifying the mechanisms of lithium dendrite 

growth, the issues related to lithium dendrites, and the recent advances for technical solutions. To power electric vehicles, a 
minimum energy density of 300 Wh/kg is required. State-of-the-art LIBs are dominating portable electronics, but can only 

enable an energy density of 100-220 Wh/kg in practice to date. In this regard, metallic lithium is highly regarded as promising 
next-generation anodes, ascribed to its extremely high theoretical capacity of 3860 mAh/g versus 372 mAh/g of the 

commercial graphite anodes. Recent progress in the development of Si/Gn nanocomposite anodes for lithium-ion batteries 

is also studied. The synthetic routes and electrochemical performance of these nanomaterials and the underlying reaction 
mechanisms are systematically described. The authors maintain that more research efforts are needed for the widespread 

applications of such composite anodes in the future of lithium-ion batteries. Afterwards, the advanced ab initio atomistic 

thermodynamics approach for electrode materials in LIBs is formulated, which enables the resolution of the interfacial 
structure of an LIB electrode material in an electrochemical environment under (constrained) reaction conditions. This 

universal approach is outlined, using state-of-the-art electrode materials in LIBs, such as LTO or lithium cobaltite (LCO, 

LiCoO2) as examples. 

Microgels: Synthesis, Properties and Applications 

Wing-Fu Lai (Department of Applied Biology and Chemical 

Technology, Hong Kong Polytechnic University, Hong Kong, 

China) 

In series: Materials Science and Technologies 
2018. 325 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-522-0. $230.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-523-7. $230.00. 

Since the turn of the last century, significant advances have been documented in the 

literature on the design and engineering of microgels. Specialized reviews, each 
covering only a specific aspect of microgel development, are available; however, works 

that provide a comprehensive overview of the recent status of microgel research can 

hardly been found. The latter is important to the field as it can offer a broad view of the 
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current situation and the possibilities for future microgel research. The objective of this book is to fill this gap by presenting 

a snapshot of the latest advances in the synthesis, characterization and applications of microgels. This book consists of three 
sections. The first section aims at providing an overview of the latest status of microgel research. Concepts in the current 

understandings of microgel fabrication and characterization will be discussed. The second section is devoted to exploiting 

microgel properties and engineering techniques. The development of a diversity of gel systems, ranging from stimuli-
responsive microgels and noncovalent crosslinking microgels to phenol formaldehyde-based aerogels, will be reviewed. The 

potential use of electrospray technologies to manipulate the microstructure of microgels will also be exploited. The last 

section intends to highlight the application potential of microgels, with a special focus on wastewater treatment, drug 
delivery, tissue engineering, gene delivery, bioimaging, and antifouling. It is hoped that this book will not only lay a 

foundation of knowledge and terminology to those interested in a future research career in the subject, but can also serve as 

a reference guide to researchers working in the field in terms of the concepts and techniques relating to microgel development. 

Polyester: Synthesis, Types and Applications 

Haley Olsen and Kobe Levine 

In series: Materials Science and Technologies 
2018. 178 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53614-095-8. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53614-096-5. $95.00. 

In the opening chapter of Polyester: Synthesis, Types and Applications, the authors provide the synthesis, structure, properties 
and applications of thermoplastic copolyester elastomers. Thermoplastic copolyester elastomers belong to the class of 

thermoplastic elastomers which combine mechanical properties of chemically crosslinked elastomers with those of 

thermoplastics. Due to their high performance, an extensive section on mechanical, thermal and chemical properties is 
presented. The recent development of materials such as nanocomposites and blends, as well as biodegradable thermoplastic 

copolyester elastomers, are also addressed. Next, the book chapter gives an overview on the natural and synthetic polyesters 

that are used in different medical fields for bonding, as closures, for separation, scaffolds, capsulation, as drug deliverers, 
and for prostheses. The authors summarize the historical background of the polyesters, explain the meaning of the 

biodegradation, and shortly characterize the most interesting polyesters from the point of view of their synthesis and medical 

application possibilities. The authors examine classical melt polycondensation, an old synthetic method which is difficult to 
handle and high-energy consuming. The polyesters obtained lack pendant functionalities, which restricts applicability in a 

range of practices. The new trends for overcoming this drawback with biobased polyesters are highlighted. In the concluding 

study, cost-effective nanostructured polyester was engineered infusing carbon nanofibers. The sonication dispersion 
technique was employed to infuse 0.1-0.4 wt% CNF into polyester matrix to enhance mechanical properties of resulting 

nanocomposites. The effect of dispersion conditions was investigated as a function of CNF content and the sonication time. 

Polymer-Matrix Composites: Materials, Mechanics and Applications 

Elias Rice and Beth Sparks 

In series: Polymer Science and Technology 
2018. 284 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-398-1. $195.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-399-8. $195.00. 
This books opens with an evaluation of the effects of the acid environment on sulfur-polymer matrix composite, with Portland 

cement-based composite chosen as a comparative material. Unlike conventional Portland cement-based composites, sulfur-

polymer matrix composites are produced without water and achieve final strength in few days. Following this, the effects of 
electron beam irradiation on copper oxide added polymer matrix composite was investigated. Copper oxide added polymer 

matrix composite has been known for engineering applications that involving plastics moving parts to reduce friction. In a 

separate study, inorganic Montmorillonite nanofibers and organic cellulose nanofibers obtained through acid hydrolysis were 
simultaneously added to plasticized starch with defined CNF-to-MMT ratio and processed into nanocomposites by melt 

extrusion. The continuously isothermal aerobic ageing on samples was carried out by oven-heating at 60°C so as to 

investigate the organic nanofillers as an alternative to inorganic nanofillers. The authors also investigate the physico-
mechanical characteristic of low density polyethylene (LDPE) and starch blends when undergone acid and alkaline attacks. 

In the following chapter, simulation of the temperature distribution in textile composite structures is achieved by utilizing an 

analytical-symbolic approach. Analytical heating solutions along each yarn provide accurate solutions with far fewer nodes 
than numerical solutions, and require the minimum number of symbolic network nodes. The final investigation was 

conducted to investigate the effects of copper (II) oxide (CuO) composition on the degradability of high density 

polyethylene/ethylene vinyl acetate (HDPE/EVA) blends. It was observed that both degree of crystallinity and crystallites 
sizes of the composited increased after the ageing operation. 
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Reactive Oxygen Species (ROS): Mechanisms and Role in Health and Disease 

Shannon Wilkerson 

In series: Chemistry Research and Applications 
2018. 346 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-166-6. $160.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-167-3. $160.00. 

This compilation opens with a comprehensive review of heavy metals involves the unifying theme of electron transfer (ET), 

reactive oxygen species (ROS) and oxidative stress (OS) applied to toxicity, which often arises from pollution. The beneficial 
effect of antioxidants (AOs) supports the participation of oxidative stress. ROS are examined for their application to illnesses 

such as: cancer, cardiovascular diseases, autism, Alzheimer’s disease, Parkinson’s disease, neurodegenerative diseases and 

aging illnesses. Afterwards, the mechanisms of ROS generation in the skin, the roles of ROS in altering the skin and ROS 
elimination in the body are discussed. The etiology of osteoarthritis is discussed, including oxidative stress and the 

overproduction of ROS, which is responsible in intracellular signaling processes, chondrocyte senescence and apoptosis, 

extracellular matrix synthesis and degradation along with synovial inflammation and dysfunction of the subchondral bone. 
The authors examine how increased ROS production generates development of malignancy; ROS are formed in vivo and 

many are powerful oxidizing agents, capable of damaging DNA and other biomolecules. Additionally, ROS are well-

recognized for their dual roles as both deleterious and beneficial species. They are produced in many normal and abnormal 

processes in humans, such as aging, joint diseases, and cancer. Increased ROS production leads to tissue damage associated 

with inflammation and the overproduction of ROS results in oxidative stress, which can be an important mediator of damage 
to cell structures (membranes, lipids, proteins, and DNA). However, low/moderate levels of ROS can act as indispensable 

second messengers that have a beneficial effect on regulating several of radical cellular activities, including cell activation, 

proliferation, death, and gene expression. An outline of the present knowledge on the impact of mKATP opening on ROS 
production, and ROS signaling events triggered by mKATP opening is provided, in order to find a link between bioenergetic 

effects of mKATP channels functioning and multiple pathways of cytoprotection afforded by pharmacological mKATP 

channels openers. It is generally thought that mitochondrial permeability transition pore (mPTP) is a key end effector of 
cytoprotective signaling triggered by mKATP channels opening, which inhibition affords protection under metabolic stress 

conditions. Subsequently, a chapter is included focusing on the role of ROS in causing oxidative injury, as well as the 

depletion of ROS. Lastly, redox cycles of several benzene-diol derivatives are reported. The redox cycles can be constructed 
by benzene-diol compounds, the reduced form of benzoquinone, nicotinamide adenine-dinucleotide, and metal ions. The 

substituents of benzene-diols strongly affect the rates of their redox cycles. 

Retinoic Acid: Functions, Regulation and Health Effects 

Jonah Cope and Leida Segura 

In series: Chemistry Research and Applications 
2018. 115 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-156-7. $82.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-157-4. $82.00. 
In this book, the authors examine retinoic acid and how it plays important role in a wide range of biological processes 

including proliferation and differentiation especially epithelial tissues. The mechanism of actions of retinoic acid in human 

keratinocytes and dermal fibroblasts are reviewed, as well as its clinical use in dermatological treatments. Next, the control 
of gene expression in hepatocytes is discussed. Retinoic acids (RA), including all-trans and 9-cis retinoic acids, are the 

bioactive components that bind and activate their cognate nuclear receptors to regulate target genes. The authors conclude 

by testing whether increased progesterone can bias sex ratios in the domestic hen. They determine that there is not a 
significant shift of the sex ratio after these preliminary experiments. These results suggest the existence of progesterone as 

additional inducer of meiosis in embryonic germ cell and independently of RA signaling in the chicken. 

Solution Chemistry: Advances in Research and Applications 

Yongliang Xiong, Ph.D. (Sandia National Laboratories, Carlsbad, 

NM, USA) 

In series: Chemistry Research and Applications 
2018. 263 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-101-7. $160.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-102-4. $160.00. 

The aim of this book is to present original data and comprehensive reviews of state-of-the-
art work that advance our understanding of solution chemistry in diverse fields, authored 

by the diverse experts. The first two chapters address advances in solubility measurements. 

The first chapter provides the experimental data and thermodynamic modeling regarding 
solubilities of uraninite [UO2(cr)], pyrochlore [(NaCa)Nb2O6F(cr)] and microlite 

[(NaCa)Ta2O6F(cr)] in NaF solutions under the extreme conditions at 800oC and 2,000–

2,300 bars. The knowledge embodied in the first chapter is important for understanding 
the formation of rare metal deposits in the ultrahigh temperature hydrothermal systems. 

The second chapter presents an experimental study of brucite [Mg(OH)2(cr)] solubilities 

in NaCl solutions over a wide range of ionic strength from 0.01 mol•kg–1 to 5.6 mol•kg–
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1 at elevated temperatures up to 80oC. Such results are useful in many areas of study, including elucidation of the formation 

of recently discovered brucite-carbonate chimneys in hyperalkaline (pH 9–11), saline, hydrothermal fluids (40oC to 90oC) 
on ocean floors. Chapters 3 and 4 address advances in solution chemistry related to salt formations. In Chapter 3, the 

incoherent inelastic neutron scattering (INNS) technique was used to distinguish three water environments in bedded salts. 

These three environments include intergranular water molecules confined to grain boundaries, water in fluid inclusions, and 
structural water in hydrous minerals. Such knowledge is relevant to subsurface energy exploration and nuclear waste storage 

in salt formations. Chapter 4 provides the experimental evidence to demonstrate that mineral colloids derived from an 

engineered barrier of MgO, in high ionic strength brines associated with salt formations are nonexistent. This is attributed to 
the fact that the high ionic strength solutions associated with salt formations have high concentrations of both monovalent 

and divalent metal ions that are orders of magnitude higher than the critical coagulation concentrations for magnesium oxide 

derived colloids. The absence of magnesium oxide derived colloids in high ionic strength solutions implies that contributions 
from these colloids to the total mobile source term of radionuclides are minimal in a salt geological repository. Two chapters 

summarize advances related to organic materials. Chapter 5 provides an overview regarding the advances in new 
functionalized polysulfones. Recently developed polysulfonic films are expected to find biomedical applications. Chapter 6 

includes a comprehansive review with regard to the analytical techniques for determination of trace elements in crude oils 

and fuel oils, and the original data generated in the laboratory. Based on these results, it seems that elements of high value 
could be co-extracted from crude oils in the future. The final two chapters address advances in speciation in understanding 

in aqueous systems. Chapter 7 presents an overview of the advances in speciation of vanadium using three techniques: 

Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR), Electron Paramagnetic Resonance (EPR), and UV-Vis spectroscopy. Chapter 8 centers 
on the speciation of Am(III) in hyperalkaline solutions. The equilibrium constant for Am(OH)4– is obtained by using the 

Pitzer model to evaluate Am(OH)3(s) solubility data in KOH solutions. 

Superoxide Dismutase: Structure, Synthesis and Applications 

Sergei Magliozzi 

In series: Chemistry Research and Applications 
2018. 172 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-080-5. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-081-2. $95.00. 
In this compilation, the authors comprehensively investigate SOD effects in the homeostasis of mammal endometrium, using 

available information on several species and their team experience relating to the topic. In addition, they also address its role 

in endometrial integrity and some uterine clinical conditions and infertility. The current knowledge of plant SODs, their 
abiotic-stress modulated expression and activity, and analyses results on genetic engineering of plant SODs are summarized. 

Significance of superoxide dismutases in the crop improvement for stress tolerance is also discussed. This book reviews the 

oxidative stress and damage to plants, while also summarizing the characteristics of SOD enzymes and discussing their 

involvement in the tolerance of plants against abiotic stress. Additionally, many authors have studied the protective role of 

SOD in the mice cochlea, however more recently the role of SOD gene polymorphisms in the susceptibility of sudden 

sensorineural hearing loss has been investigated. Therefore, the authors also examine the role of SOD in the cochlea and its 
involvement in the pathogenesis of noise induced hearing loss, age related hearing loss and sudden sensorineural hearing 

loss. 

Terpenes: Biosynthesis, Applications and Research 

Albin Bjarke 

In series: Chemistry Research and Applications 
2018. 191 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-622-7. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-623-4. $95.00. 
In this collection, terpenes in oregano, mainly represented by the essential oils, are extensively documented for their 

antimicrobial, antifungal, antiviral, antioxidant, anti-inflammatory and anticancer properties, with the goal of describing the 

biological properties of terpenes from oregano and their mechanism of action. Next, the authors focus on solid acid catalysts 
as potential heterogeneous catalysts for terpenes conversion into fragrances and flavours, replacing homogenous ones. 

Different reactions, such hydration, alkoxylation, esterification, isomerization and cyclization of terpenes over heterogenous 

catalyts will be reviewed. Afterwards, turpentine (consisting of the volatile terpenes fraction from conifer wood) is analyzed 
because of its place as the most widely produced essential oil. Lastly, the authors discusses the effects of terpene-rich essential 

oils. Although several studies describe the cardioprotective effects of these essential oils, a systematic review is lacking. 

Therefore, a compilation of these studies is presented with special focus on the hypotensive, vasorelaxant, modulation of ion 
channels, anti-dyslipidaemic, and antiplatelet aggregation effects as well as the protective effects against myocardial 

infarction. 
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The Physicochemical Aspects of Nitric Oxide in Chemistry and Biology: Fundamentals and 

Recent Developments 

Gertz I. Likhtenshtein (Department of Chemistry, Ben-Gurion University of the Negev, Beer-

Sheva, Israel and Institute of Problems of Chemical Physics, Russian Academy of Science, 

Chernogolovka, Moscow region, Russian Federation) 

In series: Chemistry Research and Applications 
2018. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-958-7. $195.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-959-4. $195.00. 
Nitric oxide (NO) is a tiny molecule with tremendous impact in biology, biochemistry, physiology, biomedicine and clinical 

practice. Nitric oxide, as a signaling molecule, significantly contributes in the regulation of transcriptional, translational and 

post-translational processes, aging, inflammation, and major human pathologies. This book represents a view on the area 
from physical chemists with long and broad expertise in chemical biophysics, mechanisms of enzyme catalysis and physical 

methods for application in biology, in particular. This book forms the physicochemical basis for a deep understanding of the 

biochemical and physiological impact of nitric oxide. With numerous references to essential literature, this volume provides 

a tool to fundamental knowledge in all important aspects of the vast area. The book chapters are dedicated to basic physical 

and chemical properties of nitric oxide, NO donors, NO metallocomplexes, and methods of NO analysis. A general survey 

is made of data on nitric oxide synthase and soluble guanylate cyclase, an NO receptor, and reactive nitrogen species. Brief 
reviews of the nitric oxide involving genetics and aging, occurrence of pathology and treatment of cancer, arterial and bone 

diseases, central nervous systems and neurodegenerative diseases, and other miscellaneous diseases are all presented. This 

book is intended for scientists working in areas related to the impact of nitric oxide in biochemistry, molecular biology and 
biophysics, physiology and biomedicine. The book will also be useful for doctors and pharmacologists involved in the clinical 

practice. This text, as a whole or as separate chapters, can also be employed as subsidiary manuals for instructors, graduate 

and undergraduate students of university physics, bio-physics, chemistry, biochemistry, and biomedicine departments, and 
researchers of laboratories for pharmacological companies. 

Tritium: Advances in Research and Applications 

Marija M. Janković, Ph.D. (Radiation and Environmental Protection Department, Institute of 

Nuclear Sciences Vinča, University of Belgrade, Belgrade, Serbia) 

In series: Chemistry Research and Applications 
2018. 295 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-506-0. $195.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-507-7. $195.00. 

Tritium, 3H (T), is a radioactive isotope of hydrogen. Naturally occurring tritium is rare on Earth, where trace amounts are 

formed by the interaction of the atmosphere with cosmic rays. Once formed in the stratosphere, the tritium atoms have a 
large amount of kinetic energy. At a pressure lower than atmospheric, they react with the oxygen, creating a stable radical 

HO2. This radical reacts with ozone, following the photochemical reaction of decomposition TO2 to HTO. Once tritium is 

incorporated into the water molecule, then it falls to the Earth’s surface as precipitation or snow, thus entering into the natural 
hydrological cycle. With a half-life of 12.32 years and a maximum energy of 18 keV beta radiation, this radioisotope is not 

dangerous externally, but it can be a radiation hazard when inhaled, ingested via food or water, or absorbed through the skin. 

The biological half-life ranges from around 7 to 14 days, so bioaccumulation of tritium is 
not a significant concern. Tritium is a very useful hydro-geological tracer and can be 

successfully applied in assessing the age of groundwater and residence times of 

continental hydrologic systems or as an oceanic transient tracer. Tritium releases from 
nuclear installations may be useful for some applications as a powerful local tracer, but 

on the other hand such releases may affect the reliability and accuracy of tritium use as a 

global tracer. For this reason, measuring of the activity concentrations of tritium is 
regularly a part of every national and/or international monitoring programme. Tritium is 

also used in radio luminescent light sources for watches and various instruments, and, 

along with deuterium, as a fuel for nuclear fusion reactors with applications in energy 
generation and weapons. The amount of tritium that appears in the atmosphere as a 

product of human activity comes from: nuclear reactors, production of nuclear weapons, 

atmospheric and above ground nuclear explosions, heavy water and tritium plants, and 
plants for tritium separation. The use of tritium labeled compounds for medical and 

research purposes is also a possible source of contamination by tritium. Knowledge of the 

tritium concentration distribution in the environment, awareness of various anthropogenic 
sources of tritium, and optimization of measurement conditions are of great importance in 

various applications and in preserving human health. 
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COMPUTER SCIENCE AND INTERNET 

Artificial Intelligence: Advances in Research and Applications 

Luis Rabelo, Sayli Bhide and Edgar Gutierrez (Department of Industrial Engineering and 

Management Systems, Orlando, FL, US) 

In series: Computer Science, Technology and Applications 
2017. 362 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53612-677-8. $195.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-678-5. $195.00. 
After decades of basic research and more promises than impressive applications, artificial intelligence (AI) is starting to 

deliver benefits. A convergence of advances is motivating this new surge of AI development and applications. Computer 

capability as it has evolved from high throughput and high performance computing systems is increasing. AI models and 
operations research adaptations are becoming more mature, and the world is breeding big data not only from the web and 

social media but also from the Internet of Things. Organizations around the world have 

been realizing that there are substantial performance gains and increases in productivity 
for the use of AI and predictive analytics techniques. Their use is bringing a new era of 

breakthrough innovation and opportunities. This book, compiles research insights and 

applications in diverse areas such as manufacturing, supply chain management, pricing, 
autonomous vehicles, healthcare, ecommerce, and aeronautics. Using classical and 

advanced tools in AI such as deep learning, particle swarm optimization, support vector 

machines and genetic programming among others. This is a very distinctive book which 
discusses important applications using a variety of paradigms from AI and outlines some 

of the research to be performed. The work supersedes similar books that do not cover as 

diversified a set of sophisticated applications. The authors present a comprehensive and 
articulated view of recent developments, identifies the applications gap by quoting from 

the experience of experts, and details suggested research areas. Artificial Intelligence: 

Advances in Research and Applications guides the reader through an intuitive 
understanding of the methodologies and tools for building and modeling intelligent 

systems. The book's coverage is broad, starting with clustering techniques with 

unsupervised ensemble learning, where the optimal combination strategy of individual 
partitions is robust in comparison to the selection of an algorithmic clustering pool. This 

is followed by a case in a parallel-distributed simulator using deep learning for its configuration. Chapter Three presents a 

case for autonomous vehicles. Chapter Four discusses the novel use of genetic algorithms with support vector machines. 
Chapters Five through Thirteen focus on the applications. The book discusses how the use of AI can allow for productivity 

development and other benefits not just for businesses, but also for economies. Finally, you can find an interesting 

investigation of the “transhuman” dimension of AI. 

Brain-Machine Interfaces: Uses and Developments 

Carla Bryan and Ivan Rios 

In series: Computer Science, Technology and Applications 
2018. 105 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-368-4. $82.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-369-1. $82.00. 

Brain-Machine Interfaces: Uses and Developments reports on advances in the development of a speech prosthetic, building 

on previous data as well as the results of detecting phonemes, words and phrases during overt and covert speech. The 
following study aims to quantify and qualify the electroencephalographic (EEG) patterns of commonly used control tasks in 

BCI systems under different task states. The analysed control tasks were: left hand MI, right hand MI, and a relaxed but 

focused mental state. The original feasibility study within this manuscript aimed to evaluate the scope of applications for a 

novel neurorehabilitation intervention. Important observations from that initial study and considers possible applications of 

TLNS Technology in the future are examined. The closing opinion piece seeks to outline why the development of an electrode 

that does not encourage growth into the electrode tip is ill-advised, with the core reasons being rejection and “less is more”. 
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Cognitive Radio Networks: Performance, Applications and Technology 

Chee Wei Tan (College of Science and Engineering, City University of Hong Kong, Kowloon 

Tong, Hong Kong, China) 

In series: Electronics and Telecommunications Research 
2018. 328 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-068-3. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-069-0. $230.00. 
Over the past two decades, there have been rapid and significant developments in the 

field of wireless networking, especially with the emergence of wireless cognitive radio 

network technologies. There are, however, fundamental limits to communications and 
radio resource is scarce in the face of demand. This gives rise to new challenges in jointly 

managing resource allocation and interference management in a cognitive manner. The 

first cognitive radio wireless standard, IEEE 802.22, was only published in 2011, 
whereby white space – referring to the unused frequency spectrums that are location-

specific – in television channels can be identified for use by other devices in a cognitive 

radio network. Recently, the U.S. Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency has also 

recognized the importance of wireless cognitive radio network technologies in military 

and civilian applications, and organized the 2017 DARPA Spectrum Collaboration 

Challenge to spur new ideas and experimentation to overcome spectrum scarcity. The 
need to cognitively access the increasingly-crowded electromagnetic spectrum has never 

been greater. This book, written by a team of leading experts, aims at providing the 

readers with a series of tutorials on a variety of cognitive radio network technologies 
ranging from efficient dynamic spectrum sharing and interference management to 

optimal resource allocation and to fundamental limits in communications. Emphasis is 

on cutting edge research in theoretical tools, algorithms and engineering insights to 
provide guiding principles, making this an ideal reference book. 

Communications and Networking: Perspectives, Opportunities and Challenges 

Geng Liang (School of Control and Computer Engineering, North China Electric Power 

University, China) 

In series: Media and Communications - Technologies, Policies and Challenges 
2018. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-858-0. $230.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-859-7. $230.00. 

A recent trend in distributed systems is to interconnect the distributed elements by means of a multipoint broadcast network. 

Within industrial communication systems, fieldbus networks are especially intended for the interconnection of process 
controllers, sensors, and actuators, at the lower levels of the factory automation hierarchy. This book provides a 

comprehensive study on how to use networks to support industrial communication application. Four parts are roughly 

included in this book: 1) Fundamentals in communications and networking technologies with their developments. 2) 
Applications of communications and networking technologies in industry with improvements. 3) Security for 

communications and networking technologies in industry. 4) Trends for communications and networking technologies in the 
future. Fundamental theories on communications and networking are introduced in this book. AH hierarchy and construction 

of networks for use in industry and some application instances are also presented. sSome improvement to the application 

with and networks are also given. Security problems in networking technologies in industry are especially addressed in detail, 
dealing with related methodologies. Trends for communications and networking technologies in the future areis analyzed 

and predicted in the last part of this book. 

Computational Mechanics (CM): Applications and Developments 

Jacob Yuen 

In series: Computer Science, Technology and Applications 
2018. 179 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-672-2. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-673-9. $95.00. 
In this collection, the authors examine how modeling impact of solid particles contributes to an understanding of the 

fundamental mechanisms of erosive wear. However, most previous studies focus on spherical particles, which are not 

representative of abrasive particles. Hence, a study is presented which develops a mesh-free model based on the smoothed 
particle hydrodynamics (SPH) method to simulate the impact(s) of angular particles on metallic surface. In the subsequent 

study, the objective is to solve a difficult elastodynamic problem that has innumerable technological applications, as well as 

to demonstrate the aptitude of classical numerical procedures to attack the problem. A variety of numerical examples are 
evaluated by combining boundary conditions, variations in cross section and material composition. Next, a model based on 

the modified strain gradient theory for the free vibration analysis of microbeams considering the effect of rotatory inertia and 

of shear deformation is presented. An analysis of the effects of boundary supports of the microbeams on the natural non-
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dimensional frequencies is performed. The results are obtained using the Ritz method with sets of admissible functions that 

can best model the microbeam boundary conditions. The following work employs a physically interpretable notation called 
strain gradient notation to study the sources and effects of locking. Such notation allows for the physical meanings of the 

polynomials coefficients to be identified early in the formulation procedure. Strain gradient notation guarantees that the 

sources of locking can be eliminated a-priori, rendering efficient finite element models. Another study is included in which 
the evolutionary process accounts for the threshold values for the Von Mises stress. Thus, the regions with lower Von Mises 

stresses intensity have removal condition whereas the higher Von Mises stresses regions have addition condition. This study 

aims to evaluate the reliability of structures optimized topologically as well as to determine the robustness of the solutions 
provided by the topology optimization schemes. In the closing work, the microwave heating of a liquid product inside a tank 

(reactor) with and without mechanical agitation was analyzed. A mathematical model was developed that includes the 

resolution of the microscopic energy balance in which a source term is used to consider the interaction between food and 
microwaves. From numerical simulations it was possible to evaluate the effect of the agitation rate, the position and number 

of the microwave-generators inside the cavity in the temperature profiles of the liquid products. 

Computer Simulations: Advances in Research and Applications 

Michael D. Pfeffer and Erik Bachmeier 

In series: Computer Science, Technology and Applications 
2018. 232 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-095-9. $160.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-096-6. $160.00. 

Computer Simulations: Advances in Research and Applications begins with a concise overview and background of the topic 

during the past decade. The finite element method and the commercial available codes are introduced with an emphasis on 
Abaqus as the mostly used software in this field. The next part deals with the tire geometry and creation of a consistent and 

computationally effective finite element mesh from 2D and 3D drawings. The material models used for the description of 

the mechanical behavior of tire constituents are also examined. The following paper is dedicated to the computer simulation 
modeling as a method of solution of differential games where analytical investigation is problematic. The main idea is that a 

very small number of scenarios including both control variables and parameters can provide a sufficiently good qualitative 

representation of dynamics of the modeled system. The Tablot Effect, which was first experimentally observed by Henry 
Talbot in 1836, is discussed. It is the repeated self-imaging of a diffraction grating at regular distances in the near-field behind 

the grating. If the observed diffraction images are laid out as a function of distance, a beautiful and repetitive pattern is 

observed; this is known as the Talbot carpet. The methodology of how the IFIM method was applied for the simulation of 
Talbot effect is described explicitly followed by a systematic synthesis of the Talbot carpet from the generated data. After 

this, Beckmann’s scattering model is adopted to simulate the light scattering from the yarn surface and to analyze the relation 

between the scattering pattern and the surface twist angle. The solution of the scattering intensity distribution for the yarn 

surface profile is derived and numerical results indicate that the highest light intensity on the backward light scattering pattern 

lies along the direction perpendicular to the surface fibers regardless of the fiber or yarn parameters. The result of this chapter 

can serve as the theoretical basis for the measurement of yarn surface twist angle based on backward light scattering by the 
yarn. The authors go on to present a numerical study of the unsteady airflow characteristics inside a solar chimney power 

plant. Ansys Fluent 17.0 is used to simulate the air flow within the solar setup. To validate our study, a solar prototype is 

built in the National School of Engineers of Sfax, University of Sfax, Tunisia in the North Africa. Subsequently, the authors 
also present a distributed boundary value problem of thermal desorption with nonlinear dynamical boundary conditions. The 

problem is reduced to the nonlinear functional differential equation of neutral type for surface concentration. A numerical 

method is developed for TDS spectrum simulation, where only integration of a nonlinear system of low order (compared 
with, e.g., the method of lines) ordinary differential equations (ODE) is required. Lastly, the book presents an aggregation 

procedure for hydrogen permeability experiments precluding depressurization and (or) change of the samples of investigated 

material. Additionally, the corresponding mathematical software for correct processing of measurements along with 
appropriate assembly of the experimental unit is described. 

Emergence of Intelligence 

Istvan Elek, Ph.D. (Faculty of Computer Science, Informatics, 

Eotvos Lorand University, Budapest, Hungary) 

In series: Computer Science, Technology and Applications 
2018. 161 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-545-9. $82.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-804-7. $82.00. 

This book is primarily for computer scientists who research the individual and multitude's 

intelligence and knowledge representation. The author attempts to answer the following 
question: Can intelligence spontaneously emerge? The answer is yes. Experimental 

results will be introduced in order to demonstrate the answer. This book can also be 

interesting for evolutionary biologists because the evolution of life is not independent of 
the evolution of intelligence. It is important to therefore consider that this book should 

not only target computer scientists. So far, intelligence has emerged spontaneously in 

biological systems only. Simple organisms had very low levels of intelligence during the 
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emergence of life on Earth. Along with their self-development, their forms of intelligence have also been evolving. The 

author has introduced a concept which demonstrates that a low level of intelligence can emerge spontaneously in certain 
circumstances. A wide ranging and theoretical background of the Digital Evolutionary Machines (DEM) are described. Many 

experimental results prove that the answer is yes. The majority of DEMs have died, but some seem to live forever, where 

only probabilistic effects influence the phenomenon. The DEM concept also was tried and applied in circumstances of a 
traditional wumpus-world. The result is similar, regardless of what kind of world the DEMs live in. Beings collect data from 

their surrounding world and build their own or successors' knowledge base. They collect information about energy sources, 

dangerous places, or anything that is interesting to them. Their own internal logic, interests and desires only decide what they 
do, and why and how they control their life. 

Gesture Recognition: Performance, Applications and Features 

Gilberto Coleman and Roosevelt Ward 

In series: Computer Science, Technology and Applications 
2018. 161 pp. 
Softcover: 978-1-53613-491-9. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-492-6. $95.00. 

In the opening chapter of Gesture Recognition: Performance, Applications and Features, the authors discuss gesture 

recognition and its role in the developing world of technology. The possibility of implementing a gesture detection 

application that works with people with special needs is examined, such as recognition of sign language for the hearing-
impaired. Following this, the authors present their approach for face detection and tracking, user identification, facial feature 

extraction and head pose estimation as the low-level representation of facial gesture atomics. Additionally, an approach for 

a movement-based facial gestures recognition is presented, with results demonstrated through practical approaches. A later 
work explores spectral features from algebraic graph theory in static hand gesture recognition. Specifically, we apply a 

technique that uses the elements of the spectral matrix of the Laplacian to construct symmetric polynomials that are 

permutation invariants. The values of these polynomials can be used as graph features in a statistical learning pipeline that 
has the ability of distinguishing between distinct graphs and can reveal graph clusters. In the closing study, the authors 

developed two algorithms for the detection of pointing gestures and one approach for waving on this technological base and 

studied their functionality. The goal was to determine whether a combination of both strategies improves and stabilizes 
detection rates. 

Horizons in Computer Science Research. Volume 16 

Thomas S. Clary 

In series: Horizons in Computer Science 
2018. 264 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-327-1. $250.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-328-8. $250.00. 

In this compilation, the values for the website features, such as number of errors in HTML code, content readability score, 
page load time, bounce rate, etc. were collected with a specially developed “web intelligence” miner from available linked 

open data sources, the accuracy of which was investigated. Usability and similarity evaluations were obtained from 100+ 

international users interacting with 21 websites of selected German and Russian universities. Next, the authors discuss the 
application of data mining and machine learning methods in basic research, clinical diagnosis, and treatment of ALS, hoping 

that this chapter will provide useful resources for people who are interested in applying big data analysis of human disease 

research. The authors also introduce the Network-on-Chip paradigm to effectively communicate between on-chip cores, 
providing a basic introduction to WiNoC architectures and a comprehensive review of recent research efforts. A systematic 

methodology for modeling and control of flexible manufacturing networks for mass customization is presented, especially 

focusing on formal representation and control synthesis aspects. Manufacturing networks are formed out of complex 
interconnections amongst various manufacturing and service facilities, from supply chains located in geographically different 

places, in a global manufacturing and distribution communication network to machine control systems in a factory. Following 

this, a study was conducted on agricultural land use planning in Guangdong Province, which aims to make agricultural land 
use planning and management of information in Guangdong Province scientific and systematic. Specific studies include: 

basic concepts of geographic information systems and agricultural planning studies; exploration of the space content 

digitizing method; building the relevant geographic information database; and agricultural land use planning GIS. The 
authors give a brief overview of ArcGIS and elaborates on the survey study for GIS technology at home and abroad, as well 

as its purpose and significance. Using ArcGIS, they conduct and edit the geographic information, construct an electronic 

map, and build up a meteorological system database using SQL Server. After that, the meteorological information system of 
Guangdong Province is developed with inquiry and display functions. The final chapter presents a detailed faults/defects 

analysis and an effcient reliability assessment method to approximate the lifetime reliability of a NoC system. Also, this 

chapter presents an architecture and hardware design of a fault-tolerant TSV based 3D-NoC system which can handle major 
failures (i.e., hard-faults, soft-errors and TSV-defects) that can occur in TSV-based 3D-NoC systems. 
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Independent Component Analysis (ICA): Algorithms, Applications and Ambiguities 

Addisson Salazar and Luis Vergara (Institute of Telecommunications and Multimedia 

Applications, Univeraitat Politècnica de València, Valencia, Spain) 

In series: Computer Science, Technology and Applications 
2018.  

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-994-5. $160.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-995-2. $160.00. 
Modern treatment of data requires powerful tools that allow the possible valuable contents of that data to be thoroughly 

understood and exploited. From the plethora of techniques proposed to achieve those objectives, the independent component 

analysis (ICA) has emerged as a flexible and efficient approach to model and characterize arbitrary data densities. 
Considering adequate data preprocessing, ICA can be implemented for any kind of data including imaging; biomedical 

signals; telecommunication data; and web data. In this framework, this book embraces a significant vision of ICA that 

presents innovative theoretical and practical approaches. ICA has been increasingly studied as a suitable method for many 
applications where available data describe complex geometries. Thus, this book aims to be an updated and advanced source 

of knowledge to solve real-world problems efficiently based on ICA. In contrast to classical time and frequency domain 

filtering, ICA has been proposed as a statistical filtering tool considering the observed data as mixtures of hidden non-

Gaussian distributions called sources. Those sources extracted by ICA can be related with meaningful information about the 

origin of the data and for data detection/classification. Therefore, the successful of ICA has been widely demonstrated in 

challenging blind source separation (BSS), feature extraction, and pattern recognition tasks. The suitability of ICA for a 
given problem of data analysis can be posed from different perspectives considering the physical interpretation of the 

phenomenon under analysis: (i) Estimation of the probability density of multivariate data without physical meaning; (ii) 

learning of some bases (usually called activation functions), which are more or less connected to the actual behaviors that 
are implicit in the physical phenomenon; and (iii) to identify where sources are originated and how they mix before arriving 

to the sensors to provide a physical explanation of the linear mixture model. In any case, even though the complexity of the 

problem constrains a physical interpretation, ICA can be used as a general-purpose data mining technique. The chapters that 
compose this book are written by premier researchers that present enlightening discussions, convincing demonstrations, and 

guidelines for future directions of research. The contents of this book span biomedical signal processing, dynamic modeling, 
next generation wireless communication, and sound and ultrasound signal processing. It also includes comprehensive works 

based on the related ICA techniques known as bounded component analysis (BCA) and non-negative matrix factorization 

(NMF). 

IoT: Platforms, Connectivity, Applications and Services 

Abdulrahman Yarali (Telecommunications Systems Management, Murray State University, 

Murray, KY , US) 

In series: Computer Science, Technology and Applications 
2018. 338 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-400-1. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-401-8. $230.00. 

Telecommunications is currently one of the fastest changing industries with broadband networks and service providers 
aggressively competing in their mature subscription points for churn and value-added services to provide consumer 

experience for a sustainable return on their extensive investments. The shift from voice and basic data to bundles of content 
in streaming, video, HDTV, etc. happened too fast for the industry to cope with the demand. A large portion of this is 

attributed to the broad range of computation being done by smart mobile handheld devices. The confluence of 

standards/technologies and ability to connect massive smaller devices, objects, and sensors, inexpensively and easily have 
created a hyper-connected world bridging the virtual and physical to generate, process, exchange and consume data for the 

Internet of Things (IoT). The Internet of Things is a union of standards, technologies, and connection of devices in the real 

world that are able to communicate in the virtual world. This type of technology is used 
in generating, processing, exchanging data and decision making. With its many 

implications and massive proliferation of devices, IoT is widely considered to be one of 

the largest revolutions in the Information age. Its effect has the potential to be felt on a 

global scale in all sectors and occupations. Many companies have different 

classifications of IoT platforms based on their applications and services. Firms 

producing goods and services categorize their IoT applications as “Industrial IoT” while 
others define their IoT applications based on devices like wearables or locations such as 

“Smart Home” and “Smart City”. IoT devices are not only replacing people, but they are 

overcoming the limits of people. Drone usage with cameras and sensors will be able to 
travel the places where humans cannot reach to gather, store and send data to a smart 

device instantly. As device players are manufacturing IoT devices for remote and 

conditioned–based monitoring and asset tracking, there are inherent challenges such as 
time to market, interoperability, authentication, security, digital data protection and 

overcoming technical issues such as power consumption, and limited computing process. 

With low-cost sensors and new supporting technologies such as 4G LET Cat-M1 
network, IoT brings an increase of efficiency and quality to almost every sector. In this 
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book, there are 16 chapters which cover a broad range of topics such as platforms, technologies, generating business value, 

delivering smart, sustainable energy solutions, smart communities and citizens, manufacturing, healthcare, security and 
privacy, commercial drones and many other related IoT topics. This book is intended for network managers and engineers, 

graduate and senior undergraduate students in telecommunication and computer science majors. 

Network Theory and Analysis 

Amber Jorgensen 

In series: Mathematics Research Developments 
2018. 148 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-460-5. $82.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-469-8. $82.00. 
In Network Theory and Analysis, the authors begin by examining the resource curse that explains the tendency of natural 

resource rich economies to perform poorly economically, as well as how these resources mediate other development 

challenges like poor governance, corruption, excessive borrowing, currency movement, neglect of manufacturing and 
agricultural sectors and violent conflict. They argue that the conceptualization of the curse suffers from methodological 

nationalism where state weaknesses and strengths are regarded as the main factors that condition the impact of resources. 

Next, a study focusing on Brazil’s public health care is presented, suggesting that physicians with more professional 

connections probably take on more diverse professional occupations. Establishing policies like limiting weekly workload in 

the public health care system may lead to improving the efficiency of the overall network. Following this, the book examines 
social network analysis, the process of Identifying relationships between organizations, people, and connected information 

entities by mapping. The authors pay particular attention to the connection between actors, sense of independence, and 

emergent impacts. In the subsequent chapter, insight on IP addressing is provided, as well as on different IP addressing 
systems available today. The details of the prefix notation and CIDR notation are explained, and the various fields of the 

IPv4 header are discussed. Lastly, the various fields of the IPv6 and the difference between the IPv4 and the IPv6 addressing 

system are examined. 

Security in Computing 

Dr. M. Thangamani (Computer Technology, Kongu Engineering College, Perundurai, 

Tamilnadu, India) and V. Ravindra Krishna Chandar (Computer Science and Engineering, 

Paavai Engineering College, Namakkal, Tamilnadu, India)  

In series: Computer Science, Technology and Applications 
2018. 256 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53610-333-5. $195.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53610-352-6. $195.00. 

In order for security computing to protect personal information securely, it is necessary to follow some methods. Basically, 

there are two approaches: hide the information from others, and make the information unintelligible. Cryptography is the art 
of secret writing. More specifically, cryptography is the art of mangling information in a manner which requires a secret 

method of deciphering. It translates information into numbers and mathematically manipulates those numbers. 

Semi-Supervised Learning: Background, Applications and Future Directions 

Guoqiang Zhong, Ph.D. and Kaizhu Huang, Ph.D. (Department of Computer Science and 

Technology, Ocean University of China, Laoshan District, Qingdao, China) 

In series: Education in a Competitive and Globalizing World 
2018. 239 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-556-5. $160.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-557-2. $160.00. 

Semi-supervised learning is an important area of machine learning. It deals with problems 
that involve a lot of unlabeled data and very scarce labeled data. The book focuses on some 

state-of-the-art research on semi-supervised learning. In the first chapter, Weng, Dornaika 

and Jin introduce a graph construction algorithm named the constrained data self-
representative graph construction (CSRGC). In the second chapter, to reduce the graph 

construction complexity, Zhang et al. use anchors that were a special subset chosen from 

the original data to construct the full graph, while randomness was injected into graphs to 
improve the classification accuracy and deal with the high dimensionality issue. In the 

third chapter, Dornaika et al. introduces a kernel version of the Flexible Manifold 
Embedding (KFME) algorithm. In the fourth chapter, Zhang et al. present an efficient and 

robust graph-based transductive classification method known as the minimum tree cut 

(MTC), for large scale applications. In the fifth chapter, Salazar, Safont and Vergara 
investigated the performance of semi-supervised learning methods in two-class 

classification problems with a scarce population of one of the classes. In the sixth chapter, 

by breaking the sample identically and independently distributed (i.i.d.) assumption, one 
novel framework called the field support vector machine (F-SVM) with both classification 
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(F-SVC) and regression (F-SVR) purposes is introduced. In the seventh chapter, Gong employs the curriculum learning 

methodology by investigating the difficulty of classifying every unlabeled example. As a result, an optimized classification 
sequence was generated during the iterative propagations, and the unlabeled examples are logically classified from simple to 

difficult. In the eighth chapter, Tang combines semi-supervised learning with geo-tagged photo streams and concept detection 

to explore situation recognition. This book is suitable for university students (undergraduate or graduate) in computer science, 
statistics, electrical engineering, or anyone else who would potentially use machine learning algorithms; professors, who 

research artificial intelligence, pattern recognition, machine learning, data mining and related fields; and engineers, who 

apply machine learning models into their products. 

Strategies for Deep Learning with Digital Technology: Theories and Practices in Education 

Robert Zheng (Department of Educational Psychology, University of Utah, Salt Lake City, 

Utah, USA) 

In series: Education in a Competitive and Globalizing World 
2018. 396 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-182-6. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-183-3. $230.00. 

How to utilize digital technology to engage learners in deep learning is an issue that 

warrants significant attention in 21st century education. Deep learning refers to learners’ 

engagement in critical and creative thinking, making inferences and transferring 
knowledge. Modern technologies like virtual reality, artificial intelligence, and 3D 

visualization provide the platform for deep learning in an educational setting more 

effectively. This book presents a collection of essays on the relationship between digital 
technologies and deep learning. The edited volume focuses on cognitive, metacognitive 

and affective processes in digital technology-based deep learning. A unique feature of 

the book is its emphasis on bridging the theories with practice where the practice of deep 
learning with digital technology is well-grounded in relevant theories and theoretical 

frameworks. Moreover, the book includes case studies to effectively promote the 
application of digital technology in deep learning. As such, the book is rightly poised to 

address current issues facing deep learning and digital technology in education. The 

audience will find this book a useful companion as they will soon discover that this book 
provides helpful information on both theoretical and practical aspects in deep learning 

with digital technology. It also serves as an excellent resource for researchers and 

individual professionals who seek to understand the relationship between deep learning 

and digital technology in education. 

Turbo-Codes: From Channel Coding to Video Compression 

Charles Yaacoub, Ph.D. (Department of Telecommunications Engineering, Associate 

Professor, Faculty of Engineering, Holy Spirit University of Kaslik, Jounieh, Lebanon) 

In series: Computer Science, Technology and Applications 
2018. 140 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-114-7. $82.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-115-4. $82.00. 

This book presents the journey of Turbo-Codes from their first invention and initial 

design as error correcting codes to their application as video compression tools. This 
journey is presented in three milestones. First, Turbo-Codes are introduced as a channel 

coding tool. Different encoding structures and decoding algorithms are discussed from 

theoretical and practical aspects, for binary and non-binary Turbo-Codes. Slepian-Wolf 
and Wyner-Ziv theorems are then discussed, as they constitute the main theory behind 

distributed source coding (DSC). Turbo-Codes are then presented as a practical tool for 

distributed source compression. The study of Turbo-Codes application in DSC is also 

extended to the case of joint source-channel coding (JSCC), where these codes are 

jointly used for both source compression and error correction. Theoretical models for 

DSC and JSCC are thoroughly discussed along with the necessary modifications to the 
initial turbo encoder-decoder system. Different simulation setups are considered and 

results are presented and analyzed. Finally, Turbo-Code-based distributed video coding 

(DVC) techniques are discussed. The motivation behind DVC is first presented, 
followed by a general description of the DVC system model. Different techniques used 

to generate the side information needed for practical DVC systems are then discussed. 

Theoretical compression bounds are derived for both error-free and erroneous transmissions. Applications of DVC in the 
context of single user and multiuser setups are finally presented with different simulation scenarios and performance analysis. 
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Virtual Worlds: Concepts, Applications and Future Directions 

Liz Falconer (Bournemouth University, Bournemouth, U.K.) and 

Mari Carmen Gil Ortega (Senior Lecturer/Senior Fellow HEA, 

Education Innovation Centre, University of the West of England, 

Bristol, U.K.) 

In series: Computer Science, Technology and Applications 
2018. 318 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-099-7. $230.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-100-0. $230.00. 

Virtual Worlds: Concepts, Applications and Future Directions explores the rich and 

fascinating topic of virtual worlds by bringing together research findings and discussion 
pieces from an international group of leading practitioners in the field. There are many 

different definitions of virtual worlds, but they all share the characteristic of enabling real-

time interaction between users who are present in these worlds in the form of avatars, i.e., 
digital projections of ourselves into virtual environments. A particular theme of the book 

is how our activities in virtual worlds continue to develop our understanding of the nature of virtual experience, and 

particularly what it means to be digitally human. These ideas are explored from a diverse and engaging range of perspectives 
that include archaeology, languages, teacher training, computing, meditation and well-being, forensic science, performance 

art and artificial intelligence. Each chapter provides an in-depth discussion and analysis, and practical examples of successful 

implementations of virtual world technologies are also included. The book will be invaluable to researchers and practitioners 
in the fields of virtual worlds, virtual reality, augmented reality and artificial intelligence. It presents evidence, discussion 

and advice on some of the underpinning concepts relating to virtuality, on the application of virtual technologies to our daily 

lives, and encourages us to ponder the possible futures of these types of technology. 

CONSTRUCTION 

Refractory Materials: Characteristics, Properties and Uses 

Christopher Bryant 

In series: Construction Materials and Engineering 
2018. 250 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-862-7. $160.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-863-4. $160.00. 

Refractory materials are used in several industries involving very aggressive environments, thus the number of chemical, 
thermal and physical properties required for a refractory material are high and diverse. In Refractory Materials: 

Characteristics, Properties and Uses, the authors suggest that the determination of the mineralogical phase’s amounts is an 

essential parameter for the design of new refractories matrix to have command over the desired properties and quality of the 
final product. The subsequent chapter may serve as a guide to the composition- and microstructure-based interpretation of 

experimental findings in refractory materials. Based on the concepts and refractory materials data provided in this book, 

taking into account the general issues concerning strength measurements, the reader should be able to realistically assess 
even such complex quantities as thermal shock resistance parameters. Next, a systematic joint study of the temperature 

dependences of the isobaric molar heat capacity CP(T) and the volume coefficient of thermal expansion β(T) of polyatomic 

solids was carried out on the example of refractory oxide ceramics: periclase, MgO, and corundum, Al2O3. Both ceramics 
have the widest practical applications and are considered as reference substances, which justifies their choice for research. 

In the closing chapter, the B-model is applied to a joint study of temperature dependences of the principal thermodynamic 

functions of the selected refractory oxide ceramics, namely, periclase, MgO, and corundum, Al2O3. Primarily, the isobaric 
molar heat capacity CP(T), the volume coefficient of thermal expansion β(T), and their correlation, β(CP), were investigated 

between T = 0 and the melting point Tm. Under the B-model control, mutually consistent calorimetric (change in the molar 

enthalpy, the molar entropy, the reduced thermodynamic potential) and dilatometric (the molar volume, the volume 
coefficient of thermal expansion) data were obtained and tabulated in the entire solid state range of the ceramics. 
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EARTH SCIENCE 

Horizons in Earth Science Research. Volume 18 

Benjamin Veress and Jozsi Szigethy 

In series: Horizons in Earth Science Research 
2018. 246 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-763-7. $250.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-764-4. $250.00. 

Horizons in Earth Science Research. Volume 18 opens with a chapter discussing the influence of canyons at the nearshore 

of river mouths on water dynamics and sediment transport, seawater intrusion into estuaries, and erosion-accumulative 
processes. The mouths of the rivers Congo and St. Lawrence are studied as examples of the effect of canyons of different 

genesis on estuary formation. Next, the authors use numerical examples to demonstrate qualitatively and quantitatively the 

variability of the Odum - Pianka ecosystem under different conditions. An analysis of stability shows that the Odum - Pianka 
ecosystem has two steady states. One of them corresponds to the situation when the total amount of the ecosystem material 

is accumulated in the mineral nutrition component, and the second steady state is stable and corresponds to the ecosystem 

equilibrium state. Following this, the authors present depth determination and source characteristics for North Korean nuclear 
tests using body wave and surface wave spectra. The source depths for the 2016J, 2016S and 2017S nuclear tests were 

estimated at 2.11 km, 1.99 km and 1.99 km, respectively using spectral nulls of P- and S- wave and Rg-wave spectra. Also 

in this compilation, ethnography, folklore and historical information is analyzed in order to restore the ancient celestial sphere 
(with the use of a special astronomy application) and identify the correlations between the megalithic complexes of Shaori 

Mountain and the Sun and Moon eclipses. Afterwards, a new Modified Levenberg-Marquardt Algorithm (M-LMA), 

improved from the Levenberg-Marquardt Algorithm (LMA), was used to minimize back propagation errors in training a 
back propagation neural network (BPNN). To compare this capability, both M-LMA and LMA were used to trace the vertical 

component of the Chi-Chi earthquake with the same learning rates of 0.3. The results showed that M-LMA generated smaller 

tracing errors. In a separate study, measurements of in-situ magnetic susceptibility were compiled from mainly Precambrian 
crystalline basement rocks beneath the Colorado Plateau and ranges in Arizona, Colorado, and New Mexico. The 

susceptibility meter used samples about 33 cubic centimeters of rock and measures variations in the modal distribution of 

magnetic minerals that form a minor component volumetrically in these coarsely crystalline granitic to granodioritic rocks. 
Finally, a horizontal gradient analysis of the isostatic gravity and aeromagnetic anomaly grids of the New Mexico-Arizona-

southern California area was carried out, focused on eastern Arizona and western New Mexico, to define the transitional 

boundary between the Proterozoic Yavapai province to the west and the Mazatzal province to the east. The two provinces 
differ substantially in their favorability to host Laramide porphyry copper deposits. 

Oceanography of the Reef Corridor of the Southwestern Gulf of Mexico 

José de Jesús Salas Pérez and Dr. Adán Guillermo Jordán-Garza (Universidad Veracruzana, 

Facultad de Ciencias Biológicas y Agropecuarias, Carretera Tuxpan-Tampico, Tuxpan, 

Veracruz, México) 

In series: Oceanography and Ocean Engineering 
2018. 151 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-63483-599-2. $82.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53610-209-3. $82.00. 
Oceanography of the coastal zone as an interdisciplinary science has received little 

attention, as most of the studies focus either on the physical oceanography or on the 

marine ecosystems, independently. The reef corridor of the Southwestern Gulf of 
Mexico offers the unique opportunity of doing research on meteorological events which 

affected currents, water masses and tides, but also the interaction with the many coral 

reefs found on the study region. The presence of these reefs interacts with the 
oceanographic processes, for example, by diffracting or refracting the tidal waves at 

different frequencies. These interactions have consequences on the biological and 

chemical composition of the water masses and drive the exchange of larvae between the 
reefs located on the northern, central and southern coast of the Southwestern Gulf of 

Mexico and even more remote areas such as the Caribbean or Florida. Yet, the 

oceanography of this region is poorly understood and more so the interactions with the 
important coastal ecosystems located along the coast. More studies relating 

oceanographic factors with biological processes in a scenario of global and local changes 

are needed. This work presents research on open questions dealing with the climatology 
of cold surges, the movement of water masses and tides, the upwelling and fertilizing 

process related to a permanent cyclonic eddy and the variability of chemical and 

biological processes related to the complex hydrodynamics on a coral reef system. One 
of the main objectives of this book is pointing to the need of interdisciplinary research to understand the process that drives 

changes on the coastal ecosystems at local, regional and global scales. 
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Red Sea: Historical Significance, Properties and Economic Importance 

Delbert Robbins 

In series: Earth Sciences in the 21st Century 
2018. 116 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-200-7. $82.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-201-4. $82.00. 

Red Sea: Historical Significance, Properties and Economic Importance opens with a discussion on oceanic spreading 

beginning in the Pliocene (~5 Ma) (after advanced continental drifting) and continuing to the present day, as demonstrated 
by the intense volcanic and seismic activity in the area during the last 10,000 years. The authors present geochemical features 

that are typical of mid ocean ridge basalts (MORB), which allow the Red Sea to be regarded as a newborn ocean. 

Additionally, its development resembles the early stages of the Atlantic Ocean. Next, this compilation discusses the Wadi 
Masilah Basin in the southeasternmost part of Yemen, which hosts promising base metal and barite prospects. This terrain 

has a complex geological and structural history, including oblique divergence (transtension) related to the opening phases of 

the greater Red Sea. The fisheries reserve of the Sudanese Red Sea is dominated by different assemblages of ecologically 
and commercially important stock of invertebrates, demersal finfish and pelagic fish. The authors address how the national 

fisheries standing stock remains largely under-exploited with the exception of Mother of Pearl (Pinctada margeritifera) and 

Trochus (Tectus dentatus) which are efficiently utilized. 

Telescopic Work for Starlight Evenings 

William F. Denning 

In series: Space Science, Exploration and Policies 
2018. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53614-230-3. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53614-231-0. $230.00. 

This book was written to be intelligible to general readers while also containing facts and figures useful to amateur 
astronomers at the time of its first printing in 1891. With the aid of many illustrations and the passionate wonder felt by 

astronomers of all levels and times, the author outlines the evolution of the telescope to the end of the nineteenth century and 

provides detailed instruction that is relevant and rich in historical value. No matter how humble the observer, or how paltry 
the telescope, astronomy is capable of furnishing an endless store of delight to its adherents. Its influences are elevating, and 

many of its features possess the charms of novelty as well as mystery. Whoever contemplates the heavens with the right spirit 

reaps both pleasure and profit, and many amateurs find a welcome relaxation to the cares of business in the companionship 
of their telescopes on “starlight evenings." 

The Earth and Atmospheric Electricity 

Vladimir Shuleikin (Doctor of Physical and Mathematical Sciences, Chief Researcher of the Oil 

and Gas Research Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, Moscow, Russia) 

In series: Earth Sciences in the 21st Century 
2018. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-973-0. $95.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-974-7. $95.00. 

According to the provisions of the surface atmospheric electricity theory, the space charge of the surface air layer owes its 

origin to ionization by exhaling soil radon. According to field observations, a model representation of relations between 
hydrogen, methane, radon, and surface atmospheric electricity elements is composed. Bubbles of two volatile gases carry 

soil radon from a depth of 4-6 m to the near-surface atmosphere. As a consequence, light ions produced by ionization 

determine polar conductivity of the surface air; light ion aggregation with neutral condensation nuclei produces heavy ions 
primarily responsible for the atmospheric electric field. This means that the surface atmospheric electricity is determined by 

local geology and geodynamics. According to the field observations, the radon content in the surface soil layers is at least 

two orders of magnitude higher than the concentration of ionizer exhalation. A change in the soil radon content of a single 
percent will lead to a twofold change in the exhalation concentration, i.e., to a twofold change in the polar conductivities and 

the atmospheric electric field. This means that the surface atmospheric electricity elements will be extremely sensitive to 

variations in the subvertical carrier gas (hydrogen and methane) flow density. The results of multiple field observations prove 
the correctness of the above assumptions. The increased soil-atmosphere air exchange above fault zones, the basement top 

settling area, and the zones of natural or human-made soil loosening leads to an abrupt decrease in the atmospheric electric 

field and an increase in the polar air conductivity. An increase in the sub-vertical flow density of hydrogen above the ore 
body cap or methane in the oil field plume inevitably leads to low values of the atmospheric electric field within the deposit 

boundaries. The effect can be increased by the presence of natural or human-made seismic excitation in geological 

environments. The industrial level withdrawal of artesian waters is accompanied by a multiple increase in the atmospheric 
electric field above the area of hydrogeological processes; methane injection into the underground gas storage, industrial 

disposal of industrial wastewater leads to the opposite effect, i.e., a decrease of the atmospheric electric field. Taking into 

account the model constructed, complex measurements of surface atmospheric electricity elements—hydrogen and radon—
allow for an indirect expression estimate of the soil methane content above the level of (10-6 - 10-5) vol.% and monitoring 

of the landslide stressed state. 
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ECOLOGY 

Ecosystem Services and Human Well-being at Lake Ngami, Botswana: Implications for 

Sustainability 

Donald Letsholo Kgathi, Edwin N. Mosimanyana, Joseph E. Mbaiwa and Wellington R. L. 

Masamba (Okavango Research Institute, University of Botswana, Maun, Botswana and 

Botswana International University of Science and Technology, Palapye, Botswana) 

In series: Environmental Science, Engineering and Technology 
2018. 413 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-988-4. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-989-1. $230.00. 

This book is a compilation of peer reviewed chapters which address the dynamics of 
biodiversity and ecosystem services (ESSs) used at Lake Ngami in Northern Botswana. 

This book focuses on the implications of the ESSs used in terms of human well-being 

and sustainability, with Lake Ngami as a case study. Three broad cross-cutting themes 
are addressed: 1) The interaction between ESSs and direct drivers of ecosystem change 

such as flooding, climate change and variability; 2) the relationship between ESSs and 

institutions (rules, beliefs, norms, markets and property rights); and 3) the relationship 
between changes in ESSs and human well-being. In order to address these themes, the 

authors have divided the book into five parts: 1) Introduction and Background, 2) 

Supporting and Regulating ESSs, 3) Provisioning ESSs, 4) Cultural ESSs, and 5) 
Strategy for ESSs’ Governance and Policy Implications. The book demonstrates how the 

ESSs of Lake Ngami have the potential to make a substantial contribution to human-

well-being. However, due to the variability in the flooding of the Okavango River, which 
results in decadal and longer dry periods in the lake, the benefits derived from ESSs by 

the local population cannot be guaranteed for the future. The contributors to this book 

are researchers with a plurality of backgrounds in natural and social sciences with diverse 
views. The policy recommendations suggested by some of the authors could contribute 

to the sustainable use and management of ESSs of wetlands in semi-arid environments. 

Ferns: Ecology, Importance to Humans and Threats 

Lucjan Nowicki and Anka Kowalska 

In series: Environmental Research Advances 
2018. 190 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-018-8. $95.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-019-5. $95.00. 

In this compilation, the authors examine the possible effects of three aspects of global climate change (elevated atmospheric 

CO2, increasing temperatures, and changes in precipitation), focusing on how each of these may affect fern reproductive 
adaptation and success; especially with respect to: spore vitality and germination, gametophyte growth and reproductive 

success, and sporophyte growth and maturation. Next, the important aspects of Bracken chemical ecology are highlighted, 

beginning with a description of global distribution pattern of Bracken delineating its ubiquitous nature followed by its 
interplay with abiotic factors such as soil-nutrients and fire. The book also provides a review of modern studies based on 

chloroplast markers, BEAST analysis, and etc., including ecology of ferns throughout their history until recently. A study is 

presented that investigates the presence of allelochemical composition and content from the fern leaves of Acrostichum 
aureum, Stenochlaena palustris and Dicranopteris linearis using maceration extraction method for further analysis of 

allelochemicals. In closing, an overview of the most important taxa of Permian ferns of Angaraland and its adjacent regions 

is given, supported by evidence on some Carboniferous and Triassic ferns as well. 

Oil Pollution: Issues, Impacts and Outcomes 

Emilio Potter and Alyssa Vega 

In series: Pollution Science, Technology and Abatement 
2018. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-493-3. $82.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-494-0. $82.00. 

This compilation opens by examining earlier investigations of the oil drops dynamics in the marine environment, including 

the influence of their buoyancy and the dissolution of gases contained inside crude oil. Modelling these processes presents 
possibilities for estimating the spatial scales of oil drops spreading within the sea environment and on the sea surface, as well 

as their effect on an ice cover of ice infested seas. The presented information can be the basis for development the instruments 

for remote detection of crude oil escapes from seabed pipelines. Soil in places of oil pollution, such as Western Siberia, is 
discussed. The degree of influence of pollutants depends on the type of soils. For instance, it may affect more on peat than 
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on mineral soils. In the northern part of Western Siberia, peatlands with a low content of ash elements are dominant. In the 

event of an oil leak, an essential element of effective response to any adverse consequences is proper planning for definition 
of necessary tasks, personnel, and resources. As such, the authors stress the importance of implementing modern features, 

like automated monitoring and rapid response, in crisis situations in areas of enterprise information systems development. 

This is urgent for the petroleum and gas sectors of the Russian economy, as the number of oil leaks has increased to 28,000 
per year. The concluding paper presents the results of original long-term field research carried out on geographically different 

seacoasts. The results are analyzed in order to determine the rates of spilled fuel oil natural destruction and to consider their 

relationship with principal environmental factors such as climatic and hydrological conditions, coast exposure and 
geomorphology, types of substrate, and intensity of biogeochemical cycles. The examination of the observed rates of oil 

shows that temperature and seawater salinity are crucial environmental factors in the self-cleaning process. 

Phytoremediation: Methods, Management and Assessment 

Vladimir Matichenkov, Ph.D. (Group of Ecology and Physiology of Phototropic Organisms, 

Institute Basic Biological Problems, Russian Academy of Sciences, Pushchino, Moscow, 

Russia) 

In series: Environmental Research Advances 
2018. 376 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-116-1. $230.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-117-8. $230.00. 

Phytoremediation is one of the cost effective procedures for cleaning or removing 

pollutants from soil or water matrices. Over the last few decades, thousands of 
publications about different aspects of phytoremediation were created. This massive 

amount of data requires systematization, classification and ordering. On the other hand, 

many aspects of phytoremediation are not elaborated properly. This current book 
contains classical and specific literature reviews, new approaches in phytoremediation 

techniques and new areas for the realization of phytoremediation, which is not related 

with traditional pollutants as heavy metals. The first chapter is a classical review about 
using high biomass non-hyperaccumulator plant species for remediation of the toxic 

metal polluted soils. This chapter provides a lot of information to help readers better 

understand physiological, biochemical, and molecular aspects of such regular plant 
species used to increase phytoremediation efficiency. The second chapter (“Arsenic, the 

Silent Threat: New Phytoremediation Strategies for Contaminated Soils and Waters”) 

provides information about one of the most dangerous toxic metalloids, which is known as arsenic. This chapter aims to 

describe the current state of research and advances of knowledge concerning the phytoremediation of arsenic-polluted areas, 

focusing on mechanisms of As response in plants and the different strategies to cope with the metalloid, tolerance 

mechanisms that can be used to modify arsenic uptake, transport or detoxification in order to improve phytoremediation 
efficiency. The selection of the right and most effective plant for phytoremediation is one of the most important parts of this 

book. Chanter Three is devoted to reviewing different grasses used for phytoremediation. Remediation techniques for the 

decontamination of impacted coastal environments have several specific peculiarities, including a high level of salt, which 
creates difficulties for selecting salt-tolerant plants. Halophytes’ plant potential for the decommissioning of toxic metals in 

polluted estuarine environments is reviewed in Chapter Four. The use of specific technologies that can dramatically increase 
phytoremediation efficiency are presented in the Chapter Five (the EDTA effect) and in Chapter Six (the effect of soluble Si 

substances). In Chapter Six, the sheme for Si-assisted phytoremediation procedures has been suggested as well. Fly ash 

disposition is one of the bigger problems in the world, because heavy metals and metal(loid)s from fly ash deposits leach 
onto the surrounding environment and can cause environmental risks for soil, air, and water. The detailed review about the 

role of vascular plants in the phytoremediation of fly ash deposits is presented in the Chapter Seven. Phytoremediation using 

microalgae has been attracting great interest over recent years. Chapter Eight focuses on the phytoremediation of liquid 
(urban/industrial wastewaters and digestates) and gaseous (flue gases, biogas and air) effluents via microalgal-bacterial 

mixed cultures. Salinity today is one of the most serious problems, which is related to human activity and global climate 

change. The phytoremediation efficiency. The selection of the right and most effective plant for phytoremediation is one of 
the most important parts of this book. Chanter Three is devoted to reviewing different grasses used for phytoremediation. 

Remediation techniques for the decontamination of impacted coastal environments have several specific peculiarities, 

including a high level of salt, which creates difficulties for selecting salt-tolerant plants. Halophytes’ plant potential for the 
decommissioning of toxic metals in polluted estuarine environments is reviewed in Chapter Four. The use of specific 

technologies that can dramatically increase phytoremediation efficiency are presented in the Chapter Five (the EDTA effect) 

and in Chapter Six (the effect of soluble Si substances). In Chapter Six, the sheme for Si-assisted phytoremediation 
procedures has been suggested as well. Fly ash disposition is one of the bigger problems in the world, because heavy metals 

and metal(loid)s from fly ash deposits leach onto the surrounding environment and can cause environmental risks for soil, 

air, and water. The detailed review about the role of vascular plants in the phytoremediation of fly ash deposits is presented 
in the Chapter Seven. Phytoremediation using microalgae has been attracting great interest over recent years. Chapter Eight 

focuses on the phytoremediation of liquid (urban/industrial wastewaters and digestates) and gaseous (flue gases, biogas and 

air) effluents via microalgal-bacterial mixed cultures. Salinity today is one of the most serious problems, which is related to 
human activity and global climate change. The possibility of using specific plants for phytodesalination is described in 

Chapter Nine. 
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Salt Marshes: Formation, Ecological Functions and Threats 

Darrin Barnes and Claire Ellis 

In series: Environmental Research Advances 
2018. 108 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53614-040-8. $82.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53614-041-5. $82.00. 

The main focus of the research described in the opening chapter of Salt Marshes: Formation, Ecological Functions and 

Threats focuses on the study of the plant heritage of the Fuerteventura salt marshes and their surroundings, together with the 
analysis of their ecological value, threats to the marshes, and of use and recent management practices. The methodology used 

predominantly consists of field work, photo-interpretation4, and implementation of a GIS from the information obtained and 

the database generated. The Fuerteventura salt marshes are of great importance because of their vegetal wealth and role as a 
refuge for fauna, especially birds and invertebrates. The subtropical saltmarshes of Brazil are located in the South of Brazil, 

between the north-central coast of São Paulo state and the central coast of Santa Catarina state, and have been studied over 

the course of many years by the researchers M.R. Bornschein and B.L. Reinert, resulting in their recognition as a new 
ecosystem. Despite several ornithological researches in these marshes, little is known about detailed aspects of their ecology 

and other groups of animals. Thus, the authors provide a general description of this recently recognized ecosystem and the 

ecological influences over the species that live in these marshes, resulting in the fragile ecological balance point of Borschein-

Reinert, and propose a mathematical index to this balance. Salt marshes develop in estuaries where there is reduced wave 

action, which allows for a source of sediment and suitable conditions for marsh plants to grow. The vegetation generally 
provides a structural habitat on featureless soft-sediment bottoms, and so it is utilized by a wide and diverse range of fish 

and invertebrates as their physical home, food supply and shelter from predators. The authors discuss the way in which 

species such as insects and crabs demonstrate variable levels of adaptation to life in this intertidal habitat, as well as how 
species composition and abundance of benthic invertebrates are strongly influenced by changes in the vegetation. 

Soil Pollution: Sources, Management Strategies and Health Effects 

Chee Kong Yap, Ph.D. (Department of Biology, Faculty of Science, Universiti Putra, Seri 

Kembangan, Malaysia) 

In series: Air, Water and Soil Pollution Science and Technology 
2018. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-941-9. $195.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-942-6. $195.00. 

Soil pollution receives less attention when compared to air pollution and water pollution. However, soil pollution is grabbing 

more attention nowadays. Undoubtedly, soil is an indispensable environmental matrix for the growth of any terrestrial plants. 
Nevertheless, the rapid growth rate of population expansion and urbanization exceeds the sustainability and recovery 

capability of the ecosystem. This has virtually resulted in soil pollution. The sources of soil pollution can come from various 

point and non-point sources. Of the obvious and commonest ones are domestic wastes, untreated or insufficient treatment of 
industrial discharges, husbandry wastes and agricultural uses of fertilizers, pesticides and herbicides. The purpose of this 

book is to provide the latest, if not the complete, updated information regarding the soil pollution from three main 

perspectives, namely, sources, health effects and management strategies in the agricultural and urban areas. The intended 
readers of this book include academicians, policy-makers, university students, teachers and researchers. This book contains 

eleven chapters. All chapters in this book consist of sources of pollutants (heavy metal monitoring) (Chapters One, Three, 

Six, Seven, Eight, Ten and Eleven), the application of the monitoring data for the human health risk assessment (Chapters 
One, Four, Five and Nine), and lastly, management strategies for the polluted soils (Chapters Two, Ten and Eleven). This 

book presents a thorough compilation of existing information on soil heavy metal pollution in the form of critical review 

papers (Chapters One, Two, Ten and Eleven) as well as original research papers (Chapters Three, Four, Five, Six, Seven, 
Eight and Nine). The invitation of prominent scientists from Japan such as Prof. Hideo Okamura (Kobe University, Japan), 

Prof. Hiroya Harino (Kobe College, Japan), Dr. Ye Feng and Dr. Muzembo Basilua Andre (both from the National Institute 

of Environmental Sciences, Tsukuba, Japan), Prof. Alireza Riyahi Bakhtiari (Tarbiat Modares University, Iran), and Dr. 
Salman Abdo Al-Shami (University of Tabuk, Saudi Arabia), who co-authored some of the chapters have helped to improve 

the quality of the chapters in this book. Additionally, chapters from Prof. Chen-Feng You from the National Cheng Kung 

University (Taiwan), Prof. Monica Butnariu from Banat’s University of Agricultural Sciences and Veterinary Medicine 
(Romania) and Dr. Nadi Awad Al-Harbi from Tabuk University (Saudi Arabia) are also important elements in the 

construction of international readership for this book. 
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Wetland: Function, Services, Importance and Threats 

Wojciech Halicki (Institute for Applied Ecology, Skorzyn, Poland) 

In series: Environmental Research Advances 
2018. 370 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-562-6. $230.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-563-3. $230.00. 

This book discusses the function, services, importance and threats of natural and 

constructed wetlands. The first chapter presents one of the largest wetlands which is 
located in the West Siberian Lowland. This chapter presents the Lowland’s geological 

history and its impact on the contemporary forms of wetlands in the form of peatlands, 

rivers and their floodplains, lakes, river deltas, estuaries, and swamps. A large part of the 
chapter is devoted to the inventory of these areas, their environmental functions, and their 

threats. Chapter Two, which is also related to the wetlands of the West Siberian Lowland, 

presents the impact of peatlands and swamps on the seasonal physicochemical 
composition of waters in rivers that are fed from peatlands and swamps. The third chapter 

concerns the threats to peatlands of the West Siberian Lowland, which are a consequence 

of oil extraction. The chapter also describes how the composition of peat changes due to 

this type of pollution and how it affects the vegetation. Chapter Four presents an extensive 

review of the ecology and geomorphology of the Danube River delta, which is one of the 
best preserved and more complex deltas in Europe in terms of evolution, morphology, 

landscapes, and biodiversity. Chapter Five presents the inventory and threats to wetlands 

in Oceania and South Asian countries; special attention is given to the type of threats to 
the wetlands in each country. Chapter Six discusses the current state of wetlands and their 

importance in Central Europe, using Hungary as an example. Chapter Seven focuses on 

the International Convention on Wetlands (Ramsar Convention) and presents the Convention’s history, development, and its 
main bodies. The chapter also discusses the evaluation of its protection measures based on the example of the Polish 

environmental conservation system. Chapter Eight presents the multiservice and functions of constructed wetlands in order 

to boost this infrequently used technology and highlight the diversity of its applications. The last chapter presents the 
evolution of constructed wetlands used for wastewater treatment, which begins with irrigation fields and finishes with a 

modern solution as improved wetland systems are combined with water reuse. 

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 

Analysis and Control of the Chaotic Behavior in a Multi-Cell DC/DC Buck Converter 

Karama Koubaâ (National Engineering School of Sfax, University of Sfax, Tunisia) 

In series: Electrical Engineering Developments 
2018. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-998-3. $160.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-999-0. $160.00. 
Multi-cell power converters have been widely used in real applications since they circumvent shortcomings of ordinary 

switching devices due to their ability to support high-voltages. In this book, we deal with the case of an N-cell DC/DC buck 
converter, and we present a systematic method to control the voltage across the flying capacitors and the current through the 

load that can be generalized from a two-cell converter to an N-cell converter. The system was described by a discrete-time 

model through some simplifying assumptions to derive easily the general model in the form of a recurrence equation, which 
is useful in the design of control laws and exhibits chaotic behavior, bifurcations and strange phenomena when applying 

feedback control methods. In addition, the problem of the windup phenomenon, which is caused by the effect of switching, 

was discussed along with an anti-windup approach that was developed and successfully applied to the controlled DC/DC 
buck converter. A generalization of the various control laws adopted and a comparison between the results obtained with 

these methods were given, including the performance of the controlled system and the types of bifurcations encountered. 

Throughout this work, it has been shown that as the number of cells in the converter increases, the complexity of the 
uncontrolled system model and the closed loop system also increases. 
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Cognitive Radio Networks: Performance, Applications and Technology 

Chee Wei Tan (College of Science and Engineering, City University of Hong Kong, Kowloon 

Tong, Hong Kong, China) 

In series: Electronics and Telecommunications Research 
2018. 328 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-068-3. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-069-0. $230.00. 
Over the past two decades, there have been rapid and significant developments in the 

field of wireless networking, especially with the emergence of wireless cognitive radio 

network technologies. There are, however, fundamental limits to communications and 
radio resource is scarce in the face of demand. This gives rise to new challenges in jointly 

managing resource allocation and interference management in a cognitive manner. The 

first cognitive radio wireless standard, IEEE 802.22, was only published in 2011, 
whereby white space – referring to the unused frequency spectrums that are location-

specific – in television channels can be identified for use by other devices in a cognitive 

radio network. Recently, the U.S. Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency has also 

recognized the importance of wireless cognitive radio network technologies in military 

and civilian applications, and organized the 2017 DARPA Spectrum Collaboration 

Challenge to spur new ideas and experimentation to overcome spectrum scarcity. The 
need to cognitively access the increasingly-crowded electromagnetic spectrum has never 

been greater. This book, written by a team of leading experts, aims at providing the 

readers with a series of tutorials on a variety of cognitive radio network technologies 
ranging from efficient dynamic spectrum sharing and interference management to 

optimal resource allocation and to fundamental limits in communications. Emphasis is 

on cutting edge research in theoretical tools, algorithms and engineering insights to provide guiding principles, making this 
an ideal reference book. 

Compressed Sensing: Methods, Theory and Applications 

Jonathon M. Sheppard 

In series: Electrical Engineering Developments 
2018. 156 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-082-9. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-083-6. $95.00. 
In this compilation, the authors comprehensively investigate SOD effects in the homeostasis of mammal endometrium, using 

available information on several species and their team experience relating to the topic. In addition, they address its role in 

endometrial integrity and some uterine clinical conditions and infertility. The current knowledge of plant SODs, their abiotic-
stress modulated expression and activity, and analyses results on genetic engineering of plant SODs are summarized. 

Significance of superoxide dismutases in the crop improvement for stress tolerance is also discussed. This book reviews the 

oxidative stress and damage to plants, while also summarizing the characteristics of SOD enzymes and discussing their 
involvement in the tolerance of plants against abiotic stress. Additionally, many authors have studied the protective role of 

SOD in the mice cochlea, however more recently the role of SOD gene polymorphisms in the susceptibility of sudden 

sensorineural hearing loss has been investigated. Therefore, the authors also examine the role of SOD in the cochlea and its 
involvement in the pathogenesis of noise induced hearing loss, age related hearing loss and sudden sensorineural hearing 

loss. 

Electrical Measurements: Introduction, Concepts and 

Applications 

Manuel Pedro Fernandes Graça (Physics Department & I3N, 

University Of Aveiro, Campus Universitário de Santiago, Aveiro, 

Portugal) 

In series: Electrical Engineering Developments 
2017. 345 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53612-973-1. $230.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53612-974-8. $230.00. 

This book, which is divided into twelve chapters, aims to present the reader with an 

introduction to the electrical characterization of materials, specifically solid materials. In 
this book, the reader will find both theoretical and experimental concepts of some 

methods that can be used to know and understand physically the electrical response of 

different materials. In this project, a theoretical scan is made of several experimental 
techniques that characterize materials at the level of dc and ac conductivity. In ac 

conductivity, several approaches are presented from techniques in the low frequency 

regime (i.e., in the range of the radio frequencies) up to the regime of higher frequencies 
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(i.e., in the range of microwaves). An introductory analysis of dielectric relaxation phenomena through the impedance 

spectroscopy as well as the phenomena of thermally stimulated polarization and depolarization are discussed. In preparing 
this book, each contributor was asked to present in the end of each chapter a small, but specific case study, with the purpose 

of facilitating the transposition of the methods and theories presented for a real case. This approach is a valuable part of this 

book, which includes analyses of different types of materials with structures, forms and electrical responses, from glasses, 
ceramics, and biomaterials to photoactive materials with potential use in photovoltaic cells. 

Microgrids: Design, Applications and Control 

Randy Allen and Edward Jacobs 

In series: Electrical Engineering Developments 
2018. 233 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-396-7. $160.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-397-4. $160.00. 

Microgrids: Design, Applications and Control presents a comprehensive discussion on the 
modeling and analysis of microgrids. The authors discuss load modeling, renewable 

distributed generation insertion, local control strategies and a general load flow method 

designed for balanced and unbalanced microgrids capable of operating connected to the 

main grid. Two types of primary control are discussed in this book: conventional power 

control for a residential fuel cell, and virtual synchronous generator control for a battery. 
The proposed method enables surplus/shortage power in a transient microgrid to be 

effectively and autonomously interchanged among clusters without using any tertiary 

control. Later, the authors aim to devise a solution for optimal dispatch of the energy 
resources in a microgrid being used to continue supplying critical loads during power 

outages. The goal is to maximize the number of loads served subject to the operational and 

technical constrains of the microgrid. This compilation includes a novel optimal fractional 
order general type-2 fuzzy logic proportional–integral–derivative (FOGT2FPID) 

controller book for the load frequency control of Shipboard MGs. Later, the Load 

Frequency Control Model is considered for its propensity to stabilize the frequency of the 
system in the presence of Distributed Generation, two Electric Vehicles as energy storage, 

and intermittent load and wind power profiles as uncertainties. The authors analyze the 

details of Neuroscience Based Control approaches, human brain emotional learning and Hebb learning controllers. Next, a 
critical review of fundamental knowledge and theories underpinning the formation of Microgrids, as well as techniques and 

strategies that have been proposed in recent years for the purpose of maintaining their stability, are provided. Discussions of 

current trends and future work in Microgrid research will also be presented. Additionally, a comprehensive review of the 

current control technology is given with a discussion on challenges of microgrid controls. A networked system of systems 

approach is addressed to design a control for the islanded microgrid system consisting of distributed generation units and 

supplying a load. 

Networked Control Systems: Research Challenges and Advances for Application 

Eduardo Paciencia Godoy (São Paulo State University (Unesp), Sorocaba, SP, Brazil) 

In series: Electrical Engineering Developments 
2018. 212 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-105-5. $160.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-106-2. $160.00. 

The research topic of networked control systems has been the focus over the last 15 years for the academic and industrial 

sectors. Networked control systems (NCSs) are distributed control systems in which the sensors, actuators, and controllers 
are physically separated and connected through an industrial network. NCSs represent the evolution of control architectures, 

providing greater modularity and control decentralization, maintenance ease and 

diagnosis, and lower cost of implementation. The R&D on NCSs has been overcoming the 
effects of the network delays, packet losses and message sampling intervals on NCS 

performance and stability. The advances in wireless networking technology and the 

proliferation of industrial wireless sensors have led to an increasing interest in using 
wireless networks for closed loop control. The main advantages of Wireless Networked 

Control Systems (WNCSs) are the reconfigurability, easy commissioning and the 

possibility of installation in places where cabling is impossible. Despite these advantages, 
a major problem must be considered for practical implementations of WNCSs. The 

technological concern in WNCSs is the energy efficiency of the devices. As the sensors 

are powered by batteries, the lowest possible consumption is required to extend battery 
lifetime without compromising the WNCS control performance. Recently, there has been 

great interest in the development of IoT-based NCSs. This new type of architecture in 

which control systems are integrated with IoT-based infrastructures represents the next 
evolution of networked control architectures. Even though this idea enables a whole range 

of novel functionalities, feedback control design and architectures for IoT imposes 

significant challenges that have not been addressed yet. This book compiles the last 
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theoretical and experimental results in the topics of NCSs and WNCSs and starts discussing the last trend of IoT-based NCSs. 

The book focuses on presenting the research challenges within these topics and the last advances to enable their application 
in the industry. 

Photovoltaic Systems: Design, Performance and Applications 

Wassila Issaadi, Ph.D. and Salim Issaadi (Electrical Engineering 

Laboratory, Faculty of Technology, University of Bejaia, Bejaia, 

Algeria) 

In series: Electrical Engineering Developments 
2018. 343 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-646-3. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-647-0. $230.00. 
Presenting a complete guide for the planning, design and implementation of solar PV 

systems for photovoltaic (PV) applications, this book features analyses based on the 

authors’ own laboratory testing as well as their experiences in the field. Incorporating the 

latest developments in smart-digital and control technologies into the design criteria of 

the photovoltaic (PV) system, this book will also focus on how to integrate newer smart 

design approaches and techniques for improving the efficiency, reliability and flexibility 
of the entire system (for example, powered mobile robotics). Although the design and 

implementation of several applications based on new proposed techniques of photovoltaic PV system were the first goal for 

elaborating in this book, many theoretical surveys which involve the trends, photovoltaic fabrications, management, 
distributed generation, economical aspects, feasibility analysis, reliability, performance and integration of solar photovoltaic 

sources through smart controllers for managing the load intelligently and effectively is presented as a key case study. 

Maximizing reader insights into the performance of different components of solar photovoltaic (PV) systems under different 
operating conditions, the book will be of interest to graduate students, researchers, PV designers, planners, and practitioners 

working in the area of solar PV design, implementation and assessment. 

RFID Technology: Design Principles, Applications and Controversies 

Gaith Al (Lecturer Assistant, Deakin University Faculty of Science, Engineering and Built 

Environment, Burwood, Vic, Australia) 

In series: Electronics and Telecommunications Research 
2018. 117 pp. 
Softcover: 978-1-53613-250-2. $82.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-251-9. $82.00. 

With the world facing an information technology and communication revolution, RFID 
technology is one of the active sides among the different technologies that are following 

this revolution. Yet, as with any other technology, there were many aspects and issues which 

arose alongside the rapid development of RFID implementations in different industries such 
as smart labs, libraries and VANETs, etc. These issues include security, privacy, scalability, 

RFID tag collision and issues in the process of ownership transfer of the RFID tags. These 

issues were of great concern not only for the researchers, but also for the consumers and 
industry managers who implement this technology to develop a better innovative structure 

for their businesses. In today’s world, it is very important to make any industry secure and 

reliable – especially in the field of IT – as it delves into the very distinct details that might 
cause the loss of fortunes when leaking information or processing unsecure operations due 

to a faulty operation process. In this book, the authors will introduce the reader to RFID 

implementation in different industries and will also survey the aspects and new ideas which 
will help researchers to secure and address some of these threats. This book also takes into 

consideration the experiences of many scholars who have investigated and surveyed these 

challenges, technology aspects, implementations, threats and solutions. With the help of 
researchers and scholars who have participated in the subject of RFID technology, the 

authors hope that it will help other researchers and readers to have a better understanding 

to this rapidly evolving technology. 
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Semi-Supervised Learning: Background, Applications and Future Directions 

Guoqiang Zhong, Ph.D. and Kaizhu Huang, Ph.D. (Department of Computer Science and 

Technology, Ocean University of China, Laoshan District, Qingdao, China) 

In series: Education in a Competitive and Globalizing World 
2018. 239 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-556-5. $160.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-557-2. $160.00. 
Semi-supervised learning is an important area of machine learning. It deals with problems 

that involve a lot of unlabeled data and very scarce labeled data. The book focuses on some 

state-of-the-art research on semi-supervised learning. In the first chapter, Weng, Dornaika 
and Jin introduce a graph construction algorithm named the constrained data self-

representative graph construction (CSRGC). In the second chapter, to reduce the graph 

construction complexity, Zhang et al. use anchors that were a special subset chosen from 
the original data to construct the full graph, while randomness was injected into graphs to 

improve the classification accuracy and deal with the high dimensionality issue. In the 

third chapter, Dornaika et al. introduces a kernel version of the Flexible Manifold 

Embedding (KFME) algorithm. In the fourth chapter, Zhang et al. present an efficient and 

robust graph-based transductive classification method known as the minimum tree cut 

(MTC), for large scale applications. In the fifth chapter, Salazar, Safont and Vergara 
investigated the performance of semi-supervised learning methods in two-class 

classification problems with a scarce population of one of the classes. In the sixth chapter, 

by breaking the sample identically and independently distributed (i.i.d.) assumption, one 
novel framework called the field support vector machine (F-SVM) with both classification 

(F-SVC) and regression (F-SVR) purposes is introduced. In the seventh chapter, Gong 

employs the curriculum learning methodology by investigating the difficulty of classifying every unlabeled example. As a 
result, an optimized classification sequence was generated during the iterative propagations, and the unlabeled examples are 

logically classified from simple to difficult. In the eighth chapter, Tang combines semi-supervised learning with geo-tagged 
photo streams and concept detection to explore situation recognition. This book is suitable for university students 

(undergraduate or graduate) in computer science, statistics, electrical engineering, or anyone else who would potentially use 

machine learning algorithms; professors, who research artificial intelligence, pattern recognition, machine learning, data 
mining and related fields; and engineers, who apply machine learning models into their products. 

ENERGY 

A Sustainability Assessment in the Energy Sector 

Dalia Streimikiene (Aleksandras Stulginskis University, Akademija, Lithuania) 

In series: Environmental Science, Engineering and Technology 
2018. 316 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-230-4. $195.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-231-1. $195.00. 

Sustainability assessment is the core instrument for implementing sustainable development targets. The energy sector is 
playing a crucial role in achieving sustainable development in the country, as energy consumption is the main driver of 

economic growth; it also has the biggest environmental impact, and therefore sustainability 

assessment in the energy sector requires special attention. Sustainability Assessment in the 
Energy Sector consists of seven chapters: in the first chapter, the sustainability concept is 

described; in the second chapter, sustainability assessment concepts are reviewed and 

discussed; in the third chapter, sustainability assessment tools and methods are 

summarized and described; in the fourth chapter, the main problems of sustainable energy 

development are addressed; in the fifth chapter, externalities in the energy sector are 

introduced; in the sixth chapter, sustainability assessment tools applicable to the energy 
sector are categorized; and finally, in the seventh chapter, practical examples of 

sustainability assessment in the energy sector are provided by covering sustainability 

assessment of electricity and district heat generation technologies. These methods include 
the assessment of external costs of electricity generation, sustainability assessment of 

electricity and transport technologies based on the GHG emission costs and carbon 
intensities of these technologies. The final chapter also discusses the sustainability 

assessment of policies and measures for energy sector development scenarios. The book 

was prepared by summarizing research findings in the field of sustainability assessment in 
the energy sector, which was conducted by the author of this book over a period of ten 

years. 
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Advances in Energy Research. Volume 29 

Morena J. Acosta 

In series: Advances in Energy Research 
2018. 251 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-076-8. $250.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-077-5. $250.00. 

In this compilation, the authors develop a modeling approach and formulate global equations. The data is based on the 

thermos-economic theory that uses the thermodynamic process of cost formation and that considers the direct and indirect 
effects of all components of every system in each cited field. The relations between the incomes and impacts of the use of 

energy in all sectors with different systems are discussed, and characteristic equations representing each physical behavior 

of every plant in the system and its impact will be formulated. The Nigeria energy situation is reviewed in order to identify 
potential sites of SHPs and how small hydropower fits in as the solution to the country sustainable energy challenge. Issues 

of small hydropower resource availability, technology, environment and climate change have been also discussed. Following 

this, an overview of industrial systems of oxycombustion integrated in microalgal photobioreactors is provided. The authors 
discuss issues related to carbon capture technologies, the science and technology of the oxycombustion, the biological oxygen 

generation, the photobioreactors and the process integration, summarizing a range of useful strategies directed to the 

industrial sustainable development. The development process for harvesting marine energy for local small-scale usage is 

described; marine energy has received much attention globally and is being developed as a viable source of renewable energy. 

While high tidal and fast water current would yield large energy generation, not all locations possess these advantages. With 
different limitations for specific site locations, this study suggests that micro-scale marine turbine may be suitable for areas 

with low tidal velocity. Continuing, a review is provided which describes recent approaches adopted to engineer 

nanostructured electrocatalytic materials for efficient mass transport of reactants and products, high conductivity and activity 
for electrochemical CO2 reduction into value-added chemicals or intermediates. The current state of integration of Big Data, 

Data Mining and Artificial Intelligence techniques in advanced Energy Systems Optimization is also examined. A 

comprehensive review of relevant Artificial Intelligence techniques applicable to the optimization of DER is described, in 
addition to a review of relevant software needed to model advanced DERs. 

Advances in Energy Research. Volume 30 

Morena J. Acosta 

In series: Advances in Energy Research 
2018. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53614-214-3. $250.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53614-215-0. $250.00. 

In this compilation, the authors first present a study in which computational design is performed, using empirical data, to fit 
physical models to extract transport and material parameters (which are then used in 1D continuum and 3D particle models 

of charge transport) to validate against empirical measurement and each other prior to use in extrapolation studies. Next, the 

book aims to discuss and illustrate the key trends behind the current international and European Union energy and climate 
policy. The authors provide insights into current dynamics, enabling a better understanding of future developments and 

indicating that unless a global effort to reduce greenhouse gas emissions is made, emissions will continue to rise. The authors 

also present a computer algorithm based on type-1 fuzzy logic control strategies to manage the flow of energy in stand-alone 
PV/Wind/Battery hybrid systems. The solar and wind energies were combined together to increase system’s efficiency and 

batteries were used to ensure the availability of power on demand and improve the dynamic behavior of the system. Both 

traditional and state-of-the-art proteomics techniques used for quantification of corn stover hydrolyzing enzymes are 
presented in the following chapter. The quantitative expression of cellulolytic and hemicellulolytic enzymes secreted by 

different microbes during corn stover hydrolysis is discussed, and an attempt is made to link the substrate complexity and 

quantitative composition of lignocellulolytic enzymes produced by microbes. Later, an algorithm based on artificial neural 
network (ANN) and data envelopment analysis (DEA) is proposed for analyzing and assessing industrial sectors for energy 

potential. For illustrative purposes, energy use in the South African industrial sector between 1993 and 2025 was presented 

as a case study. The closing study reviews the merits of these Artificial Neural Network (ANN) and Data Envelopment 
Analysis to develop a new hybrid model to determine how much energy could be conserved in the residential sector. The 

model was applied to the United States residential sector from 1984 to 2010 and it was discovered that 7.5% of energy 

consumed could be conserved. 

Advances in Renewable Energy and Sustainable Systems 

Sandip A. Kale (Trinity College of Engineering and Research, Pune, Maharashtra State, India) 

In series: Renewable Energy: Research, Development and Policies 
2018. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53614-022-4. $230.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53614-023-1. $230.00. 

The changing energy scenario has now become the focus of researchers, scientists, economists, industries and governments 

with the objectives of fulfilling current needs through advanced renewable technologies and looking towards the future with 
sustainable systems. This book comprises fourteen chapters to discuss some noteworthy advances in renewable energy with 

some sustainable issues. Wind and solar energy are the major renewable energy sources and contribute significantly to 
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renewable energy installations across the globe. A significantly increasing trend of offshore wind turbine installations, wind 

turbine design and wind farm simulation techniques and vertical axis wind turbines are the subjects used for the first four 
chapters included in this book. Solar thermal applications are significantly increasing along with PV applications. The middle 

four chapters are focused on solar thermal energy and photovoltaics. The next two chapters relate to case studies of hybrid 

wind-PV systems. Chapter Eleven presents an analysis and optimization of barriers to hydropower development in Nepal. In 
the last two chapters, the global scenario of transportation, its development, policies, and particularly the status in Indian and 

performance enhancement of e-rickshaws in India based on battery-ultracapacitor hybrid energy sources is presented. In the 

last chapter, the application of an axiomatic design approach for constructability in design is presented in an interesting 
manner. 

Bioethanol and Beyond: Advances in Production Process and Future Directions 

Michel Brienzo (Bioenergy Research Institute, São Paulo State University, Bairro Santana, Rio 

Claro, São Paulo, Brazil) 

In series: Renewable Energy: Research, Development and Policies 
2018. 497 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-478-0. $270.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-479-7. $270.00. 

Bioethanol and Beyond: Advances in Production Process and Future Directions 

discusses the advances in the production process of bioethanol, ranging from first to 
fourth generation bioethanol. Bioethanol is currently applied besides simple fuels 

(biofuel): it is mixed with other fuels, such as gasoline and diesel, and used for generating 

renewable fuels, such as hydrogen. Advances in the industrial bioethanol (first and 
second generation) chain point towards the co-energy generation, in situ, and the 

possibility of generating outside the industry via energetic densification of the residues. 

A biorefinery is suggested as a strategy to use the industrial residues by amplifying the 
products portfolio and, thus, collaborating with the process feasibility. The book covers 

the technological possibilities to produce bioethanol. These processes include the second 
generation with the use of structural sugars from the plant cell wall and residues from 

algae (third and fourth generation bioethanol). The fermentation process and 

contamination in the industrial fermentation is presented, as well as strategies for its 
control. Pretreatment technologies, enzymatic hydrolysis technologies, and the search 

for enzymes are described based on recent developments and finds. When it comes to 

commercialization, technical-analytical standards have been developed in order to 

control bioethanol quality, contributing to overcome technical barriers and providing 

product reliability. This book covers the most important tasks in the production process 

and future directions for the uses, which is a very useful source of information for everything involved in bioethanol science. 
In particular, this book will answer the questions of students and researches regarding bioethanol production process, as well 

as professionals in the industry supply chain. 

Emerging Materials for Environment Protection and Renewable Energy 

M. Shaheer Akhtar, Sadia Ameen and Hyung-Shik Shin (Chonbuk National University, 

Jeonbuk, Republic of Korea) 

In series: Environmental Research Advances 
2018. 511 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-850-4. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-851-1. $230.00. 

Emerging Materials for Environment Protection and Renewable Energy includes most of 
the published research articles from the editors along with the work of other authors. The 

central theme of this book is interrelatedness. Each part of this book highlights a work 

contributing to environmental protection and renewable energy, with the presentation of 

tables, graphs, and figures. This book considers three major parts: (1) Sensors, (2) 

Photocatalyst and (3) Renewable Energy; it also provides an in-depth knowledge for the 

synthesis of nanomaterials, characterization of nanomaterials, and the possibilities for 
full-scale applications of these nanomaterials for environmental protection and 

renewable energy. The major three parts of this book are further sub-sectioned into thirty-

three chapters, covering the topics of metal oxides based gas sensors (Part I, Section 
One), zinc oxide based chemical sensors (Part I, Section Two), titanium oxide based 

chemical sensors (Part I, Section Three), conducting polymers based chemical sensors 

(Part I, Section Four), zinc oxide based photocatalysts (Part II, Section One), titanium 
oxide based photocatalysts (Part II, Section Two), conducting polymers based 

photocatalysts (Part II, Section Three), organic solar cells (Part III, Section One), zinc 

oxide based DSSCs (Part III, Section Two), titanium oxide based DSSCs (Part III, 
Section Three) and perovskite solar cells (Part III, Section Four). 
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Energy Policies of Turkey During the Erdogan Era: Facts and Lies 

Tugce Varol, Ph.D. (21st Century Turkey Institute, San Diego, CA, USA) 

In series: Energy Policies, Politics and Prices 
2018. 276 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53610-589-6. $195.00. 
Softcover: 978-1-53613-930-3. $89.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53610-927-6. $195.00. 

Erdogan discovered in 2002 that energy policies and the energy sector would create a 
mechanism to institute his dynasty in Turkey. The energy policies of the Erdogan era 

include how the Erdogan family engaged in the international energy business in Turkey 

and neighboring countries, and how they became wealthy. After many years of 
supporting the Calik Holding, the former CEO, Berat Albayrak, Erdogan’s son-in-law, 

was appointed Turkey’s Minister of Energy by Erdogan in 2015. Since Erdogan came 

to power in 2002, many books and articles were published on Turkey’s foreign policy 
and domestic politics by scholars. However, this is the first book that combines 

Erdogan’s energy policy actions (country by country in chronological order) as well as 

describing the underlying corruption allegations, the Zarrab case, and the smuggling of 

ISIS oil. As a result of the research through official Turkey institutions and 

international institutions, it is shown that an overseas Turkish energy company was and 
continues to be involved in the energy blocks of Iraqi Kurdistan, thanks to Erdogan’s 

agreement with the Barzani administration. This book aims to analyze Turkey’s energy 

relations with Russia, Azerbaijan, Iran, Iraq-Iraqi Kurdistan, Eastern Mediterranean 
and Central Asian countries since 2002. One of the notable outcomes of the book is to 

reveal how Erdogan contributed to Israel’s energy security despite his anti-Israeli 

rhetoric. The reader will learn the details of the energy projects between Turkey and 
other countries. In addition, the reader will also learn the roles of Turkey’s energy companies close to the Erdogan family. 

The book emphasizes the deterioration of Turkey-Russia relations and its impact on Turkey’s energy security, thanks to the 

Erdogan-Putin rivalry over Syria. Erdogan has been in power since 2002 (President since 2014), and is trying to convert 
Turkey’s political regime to remain in power for as long as possible. Appointing his son-in-law as Turkey’s Minister of 

Energy is not a coincidence, but rather a business strategy. 

Energy Policy: Perspectives, Challenges and Future Directions 

K. J. Sreekanth (Energy and Building Research Centre (EBRC), Kuwait Institute for Scientific 

Research (KISR), Safat, Kuwait) 

In series: Energy Policies, Politics and Prices 
2018. 202 pp. 
Softcover: 978-1-53613-744-6. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-758-3. $95.00. 

Sustainable development is triggering a re-assessment of innovation and technological change in all fields, and energy is no 
exception. A key challenge of energy sustainability is to examine the range of credible 

potential pathways of combined social, environmental and technological systems under 

conditions of uncertainty, stagger, personal preferences and complication. Conventional 
energy resources – essentially fossil fuels – are becoming limited because of the swift 

increase in energy demand. This disparity in energy demand and supply has placed 

enormous coercion not only on consumer prices, but also on the natural world; this 
requires mankind to look for sustainable energy resources. Sreekanth. K. J., PhD begins 

this book by first describing the energy efficiency and emission reduction characteristics 

of the road transportation sector in Chapter One. Chapter Two proposes the costs of 
renewable energy promotion and benefits through an analysis of the European case by 

Margarita Ortega Izquierdo and Pablo Del Río. Next, Chapter Three, by Jiang Yu and 

Zheng Fang, presents a review on residential electricity price policies in China. In 
Chapter Four, Fotouh Al-Ragom discusses the behavior change approach with a metric 

to promote and sustain energy efficiency. The Nigerian electricity market and its future 

is explained in Chapter Five by Karen Maguire and Kolawole Olaniyi. The 
institutionalization of the common gas market in the context of institutional evolution of 

the Eurasian economic union by Elena Shadrina is explained in Chapter Six. 
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Energy Security: Perspectives, Improvement Strategies and 

Challenges 

Mirjana Radovanović (Faculty of Applied Security, EDUCONS 

University, Sremska Kamenica, Serbia) 

In series: Energy Policies, Politics and Prices 
2018. 242 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-508-4. $160.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-509-1. $160.00. 

Energy security is one of the greatest challenges of the modern world. The situation is 

further complicated by the fact that energy security can be viewed from different points of 
view, which are often contradictory and with no consensus on what energy security is and 

how it is measured, monitored or foreseen. This book presents the most important aspects 

of energy security, including its role as an element of national security and a factor of 
geopolitical stability. Many factors affect energy security (and vice versa) in different 

ways. This book discusses the most important: the impact of political changes, military 

operations, organizations (EU and NATO), and social movements on energy security. 
Special emphasis is given to energy infrastructure, as one of the major preconditions that will – along with geopolitical 

changes – have the greatest impact on energy security in the future. The book presents energy security specificities and 

challenges in the case of EU countries, the Russian Federation, the United States and China. It also provides an example of 
small countries that do not have their own energy resources, and therefore need to ensure their secure energy and political 

future in a rapidly changing world. The book is primarily intended for the academic community, decision-makers, energy 

sector companies and security services around the world. 

Focus on Renewable Energy Sources 

Giuseppe Scandurra (Dipartimento Studi Aziendali e Quantitativi, 

Università degli Studi di Napoli “Parthenope”, Napoli, Italy) 

In series: Renewable Energy: Research, Development and Policies 
2018. 231 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-802-3. $160.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-803-0. $160.00. 
Energy is one of the main determinants of economic growth, but the high dependence of 

electricity production by fossil fuels could be a brake for the development of countries 

which do not have a sufficient level of richness and/or which possess a high level of 
environmental sensitivity. Countries tend to contrast these limits to growth using a higher 

percentage of renewable sources for electricity generation, though the technological limits 

still suffer. Renewable energy sources are appreciated worldwide for their ability to limit 
significantly the impact of anthropic activities on energy production and counter the 

gradual appreciation of the raw materials used in the process of traditional generation 

based on gas and/or oil power plants. Moreover, renewable generation can encourage off-grid generation in the 
underdeveloped countries. The attention to environmental issues has led several countries to ratify international agreements 

such as the Kyoto Protocol, Durban Protocol and, more recently, the Paris Agreement; these mandates pledge to reduce 

emissions of pollutants and to increase the share of energy produced through the use of renewable sources, but the results 
obtained so far are not encouraging. The relevance of the renewable energy generation and the increase in the investments 

in a newly installed capacity lead many scholars to investigate the relationship between economic growth and the key factors 

of the investments in RES. With this volume, the authors want to explore and analyze the causes and consequences of 
fragmentation and discussing policy responses on promoting renewable energy generation by shedding light on the policies 

proposed to promote the renewable generation and enhance energy efficiency, their 

effectiveness in reducing environmental degradation and the promotion of 
decarbonization, and discussing how developing countries do and should continue to 

invest in green generation. 

Hydrogen Storage: Preparation, Applications and Technology 

Huaiyu Shao (Institute of Applied Physics and Materials 

Engineering (IAPME), University of Macau, Taipa, Macau, China) 

In series: Energy Science, Engineering and Technology 
2018. 290 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53614-220-4. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53614-221-1. $230.00. 

Are you ready for a society driven by hydrogen energy? The fact is, no matter if you are 
ready or not, a hydrogen energy-based society has arrived. Hydrogen as an energy carrier 

is clean, cheap, inexhaustible, carbon-free, and high in energy and power density, which 

is perfectly beneficial for mankind to achieve the long-sought goal of a sustainable world. 
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However, hydrogen exists as a gas at normal temperature and pressure conditions, and its energy density is quite low in a 

normal gaseous state. Thus, the storing of hydrogen becomes critical and actually, a convenient, high-density and low-cost 
hydrogen storage system is the key to enabling technology for the wide realization of a hydrogen energy-based society. 

However, finding this proper solution is challenging since many factors should be considered, such as high capacity, good 

cycle ability, fast kinetics and proper thermodynamics. In this exciting book on hydrogen storage, the worldwide active 
scientists endeavor to share with you: • How they adopt new ideas on the synthesis, measurement and characterization 

techniques to advance the research on current studied materials; • How they explore new materials for cutting-edge hydrogen 

storage development; • How they think up new approaches for the next-generation design and development of future 
hydrogen storage systems, and; • How they see the possible future directions of hydrogen storage technology and a hydrogen 

energy-based society. 

Lithium-Ion Batteries: Materials, Applications and Technology 

Lana Castillo and Geoffrey Cook 

In series: Energy Science, Engineering and Technology 

In series: Chemistry Research and Applications 
2018. 261 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-497-1. $160.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-498-8. $160.00. 

This compilation begins by discussing Sn, Sb and Ge-based anodes. Various approaches for alleviating volume changes 

corresponding to each kind of anode are presented in regards to the last 20 years. Sn, Sb and Ge-based alloy-type anodes 
have attracted considerable research interest as promising candidates for next-generation LIBs due to their high theoretical 

capacities, suitable operating voltages and natural abundances. Next, the authors discuss the synthesis and application of 

Titanium dioxide (TiO2) based lithium-ion battery anodes. TiO2 has attracted considerable attention as a promising 
alternative lithium-ion battery anode. The evolution of studies on synthetic methods, performance improvement, and the size 

tuning strategy are thoroughly addressed. Following this, the book focuses on clarifying the mechanisms of lithium dendrite 

growth, the issues related to lithium dendrites, and the recent advances for technical solutions. To power electric vehicles, a 
minimum energy density of 300 Wh/kg is required. State-of-the-art LIBs are dominating portable electronics, but can only 

enable an energy density of 100-220 Wh/kg in practice to date. In this regard, metallic lithium is highly regarded as promising 

next-generation anodes, ascribed to its extremely high theoretical capacity of 3860 mAh/g versus 372 mAh/g of the 
commercial graphite anodes. Recent progress in the development of Si/Gn nanocomposite anodes for lithium-ion batteries 

is also studied. The synthetic routes and electrochemical performance of these nanomaterials and the underlying reaction 

mechanisms are systematically described. The authors maintain that more research efforts are needed for the widespread 
applications of such composite anodes in the future of lithium-ion batteries. Afterwards, the advanced ab initio atomistic 

thermodynamics approach for electrode materials in LIBs is formulated, which enables the resolution of the interfacial 

structure of an LIB electrode material in an electrochemical environment under (constrained) reaction conditions. This 
universal approach is outlined, using state-of-the-art electrode materials in LIBs, such as LTO or lithium cobaltite (LCO, 

LiCoO2) as examples. 

Photovoltaic Systems: Design, Performance and Applications 

Wassila Issaadi, Ph.D. and Salim Issaadi (Electrical Engineering Laboratory, Faculty of 

Technology, University of Bejaia, Bejaia, Algeria) 

In series: Electrical Engineering Developments 
2018. 343 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-646-3. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-647-0. $230.00. 

Presenting a complete guide for the planning, design and implementation of solar PV systems for photovoltaic (PV) 
applications, this book features analyses based on the authors’ own laboratory testing as 

well as their experiences in the field. Incorporating the latest developments in smart-

digital and control technologies into the design criteria of the photovoltaic (PV) system, 
this book will also focus on how to integrate newer smart design approaches and 

techniques for improving the efficiency, reliability and flexibility of the entire system 

(for example, powered mobile robotics). Although the design and implementation of 
several applications based on new proposed techniques of photovoltaic PV system were 

the first goal for elaborating in this book, many theoretical surveys which involve the 
trends, photovoltaic fabrications, management, distributed generation, economical 

aspects, feasibility analysis, reliability, performance and integration of solar photovoltaic 

sources through smart controllers for managing the load intelligently and effectively is 
presented as a key case study. Maximizing reader insights into the performance of 

different components of solar photovoltaic (PV) systems under different operating 

conditions, the book will be of interest to graduate students, researchers, PV designers, 
planners, and practitioners working in the area of solar PV design, implementation and 

assessment. 
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Solar Collectors: Applications and Performance 

Martín Picón-Núñez (University of Guanajuato, Guanajuato, Mexico) 

In series: Energy Science, Engineering and Technology 
2018. 273 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-121-5. $195.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-122-2. $195.00. 

This book is intended to provide an engineering point of view and the design tools for 

low temperature solar collectors, as well as their networks in large solar installations for 
the integration of solar energy in processing industries. To this end, the book covers the 

description of existing solar technology, performance enhancement techniques for single 

units, hydrodynamics and its influence on flow distribution inside tubes, its effect upon 
thermal efficiency and pressure drop profiles. A detailed graphical description of the 

thermo-hydraulic behavior using experimentally validated Computational Fluid 

Dynamics simulations are described. An important contribution is the introduction of the 
main concepts to design and specify the structure of solar collector networks based on 

the reconciliation of the thermal and hydraulic lengths. The thermal performance is 

analyzed as a function of the velocity of the fluid and its relation to the rate of heat 

transfer. Likewise, velocity is analyzed in connection to the pressure drop. This approach 

allows the engineer to determine the structure of a solar collector network, which is 
defined by two parameters: the number of parallel sets of collectors and the number of 

collectors per set to achieve the process thermal needs at the specified temperature within 

the limitations of the pressure drop. These tools are put forward within the frame of 
flexible plant operation. 

The Diagnostics of Induction Motor Broken Rotor Bars on the Basis of the Electromotive 

Force Analysis 

Mykhaylo V. Zagirnyak, Zhanna Iv. Romashykhina, and Andrii P. Kalinov (Kremenchuk 

Mykhailo Ostrohradskyi National University 20, Pershotravneva ul, Kremenchuk, Ukraine) 

In series: Energy Science, Engineering and Technology 
2017. 203 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53612-683-9. $82.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53612-684-6. $82.00. 

Under the conditions of increased energy resources consumption, the researchers around the world face the problem of 

rational energy use. One of the ways to solve this problem consists of introducing energy saving technologies into the 
operation of electrotechnical and electromechanical devices. The operation of electric machines (EM) is very often 

accompanied by the occurrence of various damages. It results in increased energy consumption, untimely failure of 

electromechanical systems and, consequently, growth of material expenditure. 
Operation efficiency of electric equipment can be improved due to timely diagnostics of 

EM damages at early stages of their development. It is for this reason that research in 

diagnostics of EMs containing induction motors (IM) is of special interest nowadays. 
Researchers succeeded in searching for efficient methods of IM diagnostics that are 

mostly suitable for particular conditions and modes of equipment operation. There are 
different methods for diagnostics of induction motor broken rotor bars. However, the 

analysis of conventional diagnostics methods revealed that most of them require the 

removal of the induction motor from the operation process and its disassembling. 
Presently, such methods of IM broken rotor bars diagnostics in operation modes such as 

methods of currents spectral analysis, the analysis of zero-phase sequence voltages, and 

the analysis of external magnetic field parameters are known. Nevertheless, these 
methods do not provide satisfactory results during diagnostics under a no-load condition 

and do not take into account that low-quality voltage of the supply network and the 

fluctuation of load level influence the diagnostic results. Besides, the results of the 
Fourier transform of current signals does not allow for unambiguous identification of the 

number and relative position of IM broken rotor bars. Hence, the development of the 

method for diagnostics of IM broken rotor bars is a topical scientific and applied 
problem. A method for diagnostics of IM broken rotor bars on the basis of the analysis of electromotive force (EMF) in the 

stator windings is presented in the monograph. To research IM as a diagnostics object, the circuit mathematical models and 

those related to the final element method have been developed. The efficiency of the use of the wavelet analysis of the EMF 
signal in the stator windings under IM self-running-out condition has been demonstrated. A method for EMF signal 

decomposition with the use reverse z-transform theory has been proposed to improve the reliability of damaged diagnostics. 

The presented monograph contains theoretical and experimental research that made it possible to solve the topical scientific 
problem of improving the efficiency of IM broken rotor bars with the use of the signal of electromotive force wavelet analysis 

in the stator windings under the motor self-running-out condition. 
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The Power-Saving Behavior of Households: How Should We Encourage Power Saving? 

Kenichi Mizobuchi and Hisashi Tanizaki (Department of Economics, Matsuyama University, 

Associate Professor) 

In series: Green Research, Developments, and Programs 
2018. 176 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-173-4. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-423-0. $95.00. 
This book is about the empirical analysis of household electricity saving behavior. In 

particular, we focus on effective methods to promote energy saving behavior and the 

effectiveness of energy-saving equipment. After the Great East Japan Earthquake of 
2011, 52 of Japan's nuclear power plants temporarily stopped. Prior to the Fukushima 

accident, about 25% of Japan's total electricity supply amount depended on nuclear 

power. Therefore, the resulting power shortage has become a serious problem, 
especially in summer and winter. In this document, the authors focus on several policy 

instruments that encourage energy saving behavior such as economic incentive 

(increase in electricity price and compensation), public electricity saving request, 

comparative feedback, social norms, and verify their effect. Furthermore, the authors 

will conduct a quantitative economic analysis based on these data sets using randomly 

obtained data as well as summary data announced after 2011 Great East Japan 
Earthquake. The authors then examine how households respond to policy measures 

to save electricity. The result of this book is to clarify to what extent the power saving 

policy targeted at homes was effective, and it is useful for considering what kind of 
policy measures (including a mixed policy) should be adopted according to future 

goals. The authors especially recommend this book to researchers and environmental energy policy-makers, but also target 

readers interested in Japan's energy saving issues. 

ENGINEERING 

Adaptive Control: Methods, Applications and Research 

Dianwei Qian (School of Control and Computer Engineering, North China Electric Power 

University, Beijing, P.R. China) 

In series: Systems Engineering Methods, Developments and Technology 
2018. 245 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-118-5. $160.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-119-2. $160.00. 

Adaptive control is the control method used by a controller which must adapt to a 

controlled system with parameters which vary, or are initially uncertain. An adaptive 
control system utilizes on-line identification of which either system parameter or controller 

parameter, which does not need a priori information about the bounds on these uncertain 

or time-varying parameters. The adaptive control approaches consider their control design 
in the sense of Lyapunov. Besides, there are still some branches by combining adaptive 

control and other control methods, i.e., nonlinear control methods, intelligent control 

methods, and predict control methods, to name but a few. This book addresses some 
original contributions reporting the latest advances in adaptive control. It aims to gather 

the latest research on state-of-the-art methods, applications and research for the adaptive 

control theory, and recent new findings obtained by the technique of adaptive control. 
Apparently, the book cannot include all research topics. The editor wishes that it could 

reveal some tendencies on this research field and benefit readers. In this book, different 

aspects of adaptive control are explored. Chapters includes some new tendencies and 
developments in research on a adaptive formation controller for multi-robot systems; L1 

adaptive control design of the the longitudinal dynamics of a hypersonic vehicle model; 

adaptive high-gain control of biologically inspired receptor systems; adaptive residual 
vibration suppression of sigid-flexible coupled systems; neuro-hierarchical sliding mode 

control for under-actuated mechanical systems; neural network adaptive PID control design based on PLC for a water-level 

system; and fuzzy-based design of networked control systems with random time delays and packet dropout in the forward 
communication channel.  
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Advances in Engineering Research. Volume 19 

Victoria M. Petrova 

In series: Advances in Engineering Research 
2017. 241 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53612-605-1. $250.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53612-606-8. $250.00. 

In the opening chapter, Moustafa M. Kurdi, PhD addresses the simulation of the navigation of a heterogeneous group of 

robots, an unmanned ground vehicle, an unmanned aerial vehicle through GPS, and digital map and image processing using 
the probabilistic roadmap method. In the second chapter by Rocco Salvatore Calabrò, Margherita Russo, Antonio Buda, 

Luigi Carioti, Aurelio Crespantini, Bruno Porcari, Antonio Leo, Giuseppe Silvestri, Alberto Cacciola, Antonino Naro, and 

Placido Bramanti, the technological advances made regarding the use of robotic devises in physical therapy are addressed. 
Following this, the writers provide an overview of the most up-and-coming devices for neurological gait rehabilitation and 

discuss virtual reality. Next, the new industrial revolution commonly referred to as “Industry 4.0” is discussed in the third 

chapter by Eduardo Cardoso Moraes. The technologies involved and their possible impacts are also discussed. In the fourth 
chapter, Yuo-Tern Tsai presents a study encompassing a systematic method of fault diagnosis based on function elements in 

order to aid in fault identification, in hopes that the results may be useful in planning diagnosis action for a system. Kenneth 

A. Lachlan, Adam Rainear, Patric R. Spence, Joshua Fishlock, Bryan Vanco, and Zhan Xu showcase an experiment that 

compared robot delivery and audience involvement by evaluating in terms of risk assessment, negative affect, and 

impressions of associated organizations in the fifth chapter. In the sixth chapter, Abdul Khaliq and Samsher Singh examine 
a conceptual gas turbine cycle subjected to absorption inlet cooling and evaporative after cooling of the compressed air in an 

effort to make the turbine insensitive to seasonal temperature fluctuations. In the seventh chapter, Gergana G. Nestorova, 

PhD deliberates on the conception of lab-on-a-chip systems with integrated miniaturized thermoelectric sensors and their 
potential uses for detection of chemical/biological events. In the eighth chapter, Carlos A. R. Soares, Márcio S. Costa, and 

Jorge L. M. Amaral demonstrate the top three open standards for wireless industrial networks (WIA-PA, ISA100.11a and 

WirelessHART) while also elaborating on several problems raised by their implementation in real world application. In the 
last chapter, Carmen A. Carabali, Jose Aguilar, and Chávez Danilo point out and elaborate on how a smart environment 

should be able to decipher aberrations in the people within it and thus provide effectual resolutions with peak resource 

management. 

Advances in Engineering Research. Volume 20 

Victoria M. Petrova 

In series: Advances in Engineering Research 
2017. 323 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53612-991-5. $250.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53612-992-2. $250.00. 

Advances in Engineering Research. Volume 20 begins by analyzing the extraction and separation protocols documented for 

the saponins from family caryophyllaceae during the period 1967-2014. Analyses of applied extraction and separation 
protocols of saponins were carried out to determine the most practiced protocols in the study period and to identify eventual 

trends between protocols, plant material and structural traits of saponins. Next, the authors discuss a 2-D analytical modeling 

and simulation of Permanent Magnet Induction Generator which is used widely in renewable energy sources such as wind 
turbines, micro–hydro plants, and geothermal plants. The aim of the integrated spatial technology is discussed, and identified 

by the authors as, “to combine remote sensing, geographical information systems and life cycle assessment, to ascertain the 

component or system within the agricultural production cycle, generating the most greenhouse gases.” A subsequent chapter 
deals with modeling of a slip-ring induction motor, and includes two appendixes. The first appendix presents the inversing 

algorithm of the matrix which consists of four submatrices, and the second presents the algorithm of the inductance inverted 

matrix determination. The book goes on to discuss the entropy concept as it is applied to uncertainty analysis of systems 
whose services can be presented by random events. Next, the authors report on a thermo-fluid-dynamic analysis of the 

internal and external flowfield for a general aviation airplane nacelle, equipped with a small pusher turbine engine, with the 

purpose of determining the thermal field on the nacelle surface. This compilation attempts to identify the possible 
performance bottlenecks in the integration solution which deals with the UNIJUÍ University process of re-enrollment, so that 

they can be minimized before the solution implementation. Lastly, integration approaches and integration platforms available 

in the Cloud are reviewed, demonstrating the use of an integration platform by means of a case of study for a research 
outcomes and technological information management integration problem. 

Advances in Engineering Research. Volume 21 

Victoria M. Petrova 

In series: Advances in Engineering Research 
2018. 271 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-343-1. $250.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-344-8. $250.00. 

Advances in Engineering Research. Volume 21 opens with a review of some basic theoretical elements of DES and case 
studies related to construction process and maintenance management, which can illustrate the practical benefits of this 

discrete event simulation. Afterwards, the authors propose a low cost ultrasonic planar anemometer that is achieved by 
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introducing an Arduino based architecture. The preliminary design and calibration results and experimental activities are 

described. Additionally, the authors establish a closed-form analytical model based on the TOM modified shear-lag model 
(Tsai-Oplinger-Morton), considering the existence of a void within the adhesive joint was established for a fixed-free double 

lap bonded joint under static axial force. In a separate paper, the E-filter requirements of Nyquist WDM signal generation 

are evaluated with spectral pre-emphasis for system performance convergence with high-level modulation formats; the 
required optical-signal-to-noise ratio (OSNR) for a 10-3 bit error rate (BER) is assessed as a function of channel spacing and 

DAC resolution. Later, the authors analyze the forecasting of residential load demand, using Auto Regressive with 

Exogenous Inputs, Artificial Neural Networks and Artificial Neural Networks optimized by Genetic Algorithm. Artificial 
Neural Networks optimized by Genetic Algorithm achieved the best results. A study is presented in which a WEB inquiry 

platform of fishery output value is designed. The authors also analyze the yield of fishery to determine whether it is needed 

to increase the catch volume and to help fishery management to make decisions about catching and fishing moratorium. In 
this book, new compositions of silicone pressure-sensitive adhesives with terpenes are presented. Based on this, Si-PSA with 

low viscosity exhibit increased tack and decreased adhesion, cohesion, viscosity, and shrinkage compared to pure 
compositions. The authors propose group robotics, using the humanoid robot as an experimental platform for developing the 

system with vision, speech and motion combination. The idea of a flexible service robot is proposed. This design includes a 

system with the vision-guided system embedded in it to for obstacle avoidance. In the closing study, the analytical 
expressions of both the electric and magnetic field for surface wave propagation are derived through calculated Hertz 

potentials. The influence of key parameters that determine the behavior of graphene on the SPP propagation characteristics 

is comprehensively explored, and the analysis is extended to magnetically biased graphene sheets. 

Advances in Engineering Research. Volume 22 

Victoria M. Petrova 

In series: Advances in Engineering Research 
2018. 232 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-765-1. $250.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-766-8. $250.00. 

Advances in Engineering Research. Volume 22 opens with an illustration of some of the smart functionalities that can be 

implemented at the very pixel level using heat balanced configuration. The chapter also introduces micro-fabrication CMOS-
MEMS technologies suitable for the monolithic integration of such smart infrared detectors. Such smart functions may relieve 

high level processing from part of the process of consuming image treatments. Following this, the authors provide a 

comprehensive review of the recent advances in advanced safety technologies and control systems developed for heavy 
commercial vehicles. After giving the crash statistics on the safety problem associated with heavy vehicles, four typical 

safety technologies available for reducing crash risks are described and some aspects of future development of advanced 

safety technologies and control for commercial vehicles are highlighted. This text also deals with both conversions of 

industrial and transport buildings for contemporary theatres and contemporary site-specific projects involving industrial sites. 

Site-specific projects and theatre productions in abandoned industrial sites not only serve a purely aesthetic purpose, but also 

help to provide information about and protect our industrial heritage along with supporting local communities. The following 
chapter establishes a standard for loading the air conditioning system and for detecting leaks in trucks, tractors, harvesters, 

sprayers and construction machines. It also includes tests developed for measuring system performance during end-product 

audit sessions, with the goal of improving the standards for air conditioning systems in the Latin American market. The goal 
of the subsequent work is to determine, through the use of a mathematical model (equation) and the graph corresponding to 

it, each one of the failures that can happen in a rear axle system. This equation could be used for any mechanical, hydraulic, 

electrical or pneumatic system, and the work is based on a sample where the population is 34,000 units under their warranty 
from 2004 to 2012. Lastly, graphene is considered as an infinitesimally thin layer characterized by its tensorial surface 

conductivity that is extracted through the Kubo formula, both for the electrostatic and magnetostatic bias. This two-

dimensional material is proven capable of supporting highly confined surface waves at the far-infrared spectrum, in contrast 
to other conductors, such as the noble metals, which support SPP waves at significantly higher frequencies. Various 

fundamental and realistic waveguiding setups are thoroughly examined by the authors, taking into account the contribution 

of the electrostatic and/or magnetostatic bias case. 

Advances in Engineering Research. Volume 23 

Victoria M. Petrova 

In series: Advances in Engineering Research 
2018. 269 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-842-9. $250.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-843-6. $250.00. 

In the opening chapter of Advances in Engineering Research. Volume 23, the authors describe the unique challenges of the 

logging tool hardware, measurements, and the spin-dynamics modeling, as well as data processing. The second part of the 
chapter describes typical NMR pulse sequences that are used for logging measurements, NMR responses for fluids in rock 

pore systems, and the petrophysical interpretation models and methodologies for petroleum reservoir formation evaluation. 

Next, the laws of rolling are derived in terms of elastic and geometric properties of rolling bodies and foundations. The 
rolling resistance coefficient was analytically calculated in the cases of: a) an elastic cylinder rolling over another elastic 

cylinder of another material, in particular, over an elastic half-space, and an elastic wheel rolling over the rail of another 

elastic material; b) an elastic ball rolling over another elastic ball of another material, particularly over an elastic half-space; 
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c) an elastic torus rolling over an elastic half-space of another material; and d) a cylinder, or a ball, or a torus rolling over a 

tightly stretched membrane or over a thin elastic plate. This collection also deals with pressure tests conducted in EOR 
(enhanced Oil Recovery) projects where heat has caused changes in the viscosity of the reservoir fluids, which creates a 

difference in mobility between two zones of the reservoir. Under those conditions, the reservoir becomes a composite with 

two different zones. As inaccurate results will be obtained if the interpretation of well tests is not conducted properly, the 
authors present a practical methodology for interpretation. Next, the different trajectory inhibitory effects of laser re-melting 

on coating microstructure defects are discussed. The results indicate that the laser re-melting trajectory exerts a significant 

influence on the microstructure of the re-melted coating defect prevention, in which the round orbit forms finer equiaxed 
grains, restrains the formation and propagation of crack source, and acts such that the hard phases, such as W2C, CrO, and 

Cr2O3, were strengthened by dispersion in the round orbit, and also improved the tribological performance of such re-melted 

coatings. The circular trajectory wear loss is 30.2 percent of that of the dot trajectory. Lastly, thermal spraying technology is 
analyzed as a key surface strengthening and protection method. After a hundred years of development of the process, thermal 

spraying technology has been widely used to prepare wear-resistant layers, corrosion-resistant layers, and various functional 
coatings. The authors analyze the microstructure, phase composition, element distribution, and micro-hardness of the 

interface between coating and substrate were analysed to provide a theoretical basis for the application and popularisation of 

laser remelting in the field of thermal spraying. 

Advances in Engineering Research. Volume 24 

Victoria M. Petrova 

In series: Advances in Engineering Research 
2018. 258 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53614-045-3. $250.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53614-046-0. $250.00. 

Advances in Engineering Research. Volume 24 begins with a discussion of solvent extraction, which is widely applied and 

has shown significant advances in the last four decades. The simplicity, speed and vast scope of solvent extraction are key 
in separation, purification and enrichment steps in many fields such as analytical chemistry, chemical engineering, and 

hydrometallurgy. Solvent extraction has become crucial in the intensification processes due to its excellent characteristics. 

Next, the authors review the on-road test and Real Driving Emissions, focusing on the main concepts, developments and 
future challenges, as well as presenting their shortcomings. The gap between regulated emissions from vehicle certification 

procedures and real-world driving has become increasingly wider, particularly for nitrogen oxides (NOx). Even though 

stricter emission regulations have been implemented, NOx emissions are dependent on specific, short-duration driving events 
which are difficult to account for. Therefore, high concentrations of these pollutants are still being measured in European 

cities. The following chapter presents a reverse engineering approach by utilizing laser scanning technology in cultural 

heritage in two case studies. An analytical methodology is presented revealing the step by step approach from scanning to 

prototyping, which is a part of the larger field of digital archeology. A variety of parties could benefit from the demonstration 

of such an analytical approach, including production engineers, three-dimensional CAD users and designers, archeologists 

and museum curators. This compilation also examines pressure tests conducted in EOR projects where heat has caused 
changes in the viscosity of the reservoir fluids, which creates a difference in mobility between two zones of the reservoir. 

Under those conditions, the reservoir becomes a composite with two different zones. Inaccurate results will be obtained if 

the well test interpretation is not conducted properly, so a practical methodology for the interpretation in such systems is 
presented. Later, the latest advances in the modeling of gas-solid reactions are described in detail, and a review is provided 

on the early approaches to the modeling of gas-solid reactions. It is concluded that there are two major groups of models: the 

pore models and the grain models. The main shortcomings of classical models are the assumption of a uniform initial 
microstructure and that the sintering effect is neglected. In conclusion, WiMAX or Worldwide Interoperability for 

Microwave Access, based on IEEE 802.16, is proposed as the standard for broadband wireless access (BWA) over a large 

metropolitan area. WiMAX has received widespread support from both the computer and telecom industries worldwide, 
making this technology particularly cost-effective. Flexible bandwidths and different modulation schemes enable WiMAX 

systems to adaptive change of the speed and capacity of the wireless connection based on the demand. 

Advances in Engineering Research. Volume 25 

Victoria M. Petrova 

In series: Advances in Engineering Research 
2018. 251 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53614-218-1. $250.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53614-219-8. $250.00. 
Advances in Engineering Research. Volume 25 examines the background of magnetic sensors within the field of traffic 

engineering. Starting off with an introduction to the principles of traffic detection and estimation, the authors study the design 

and development of a low cost, energy efficient multi-function wireless traffic earth magnetic sensors (EMS). Recommended 
sensor layout strategies are presented in an effort to reduce the investment cost and provide a decision-making basis for 

traffic management. Next, the authors present the main advantages of the vortex and highly turbulent flows and their 

implementation area in the chemical engineering. The technological scheme includes devices with active hydrodynamic 
regimes used in the granulation processes. The theoretical bases for the technological line of the devices with active 

hydrodynamic regimes is also presented. Piezoelectric materials were discovered many years ago, however, new compounds 

and fabrication techniques are continually explored in order to get the optimal and new properties. The authors discuss a new 
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piezoelectric ceramic with Platinum implant that has been fabricated in recent years. The application possibilities of this 

ceramic are increased since there is a third electrode available which can be used to control its behavior. The analysis of the 
behaviour of Passive Magnetic Bearing (PMB) in order to achieve an acceptable magnetic force and stiffness is proposed as 

an interesting topic for rotating systems. In this compilation, numerical analysis, which is an effective method to investigate 

the structural parameters of PMB, is applied using Finite Element Method to the two-dimensional model of PMB. The closing 
paper presents a universal solution for the magnetic force interaction calculation between arbitrarily magnetized permanent 

ring magnets. The configuration contains two permanent ring magnets that correspond to the axial or radial passive magnetic 

bearing configuration, and the type of the bearing depends on the permanent magnet’s magnetization vector direction and 
the permanent magnet’s position. 

Aqueous Two-Phase Systems: Properties, Functions and Advantages 

Vangelis Anatolijs Xanthopoulos 

In series: Environmental Science, Engineering and Technology 
2018. 
Softcover: 978-1-53614-241-9. $82.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53614-242-6. $82.00. 

Aqueous Two-Phase Systems (ATPS) have been used since their discovery for the isolation of a large number of different 

biological materials, such as animal and plant cells, microorganisms, viruses, cellular organelles such as chloroplasts, 

mitochondria, membrane vesicles, and also in the purification of proteins and nucleic acids. In Aqueous Two-Phase Systems: 
Properties, Functions and Advantages, the authors begin by discussing the benefits of these systems. The following chapter 

presents the main forms of the purification of lipases from aqueous biphasic systems, addressing and discussing the 

fundamentals for the formation, use and optimization of these systems applied in the biotechnological context. The authors 
address the basis of aqueous-biphasic systems, aqueous two-phase systems for enzymatic purification, purification of lipases 

and combined uses of aqueous two-phase systems. The most important experimental parameters that affect the efficiency of 

metal ions extraction in aqueous PEG-based two-phase systems are examined to provide a starting point in the design of a 
suitable system for the extraction of metal ions. Compared to the conventional solvent extraction, which uses toxic, 

flammable and volatile organic solvents and can be quite expensive, the extraction in aqueous PEG-based two-phase systems 

is considered a more environmental friendly and economically viable method. Also in this compilation, an overview about 
application of ATPSs in microstructured devices is provided. Microstructured devices offer potential benefits due to well-

defined high specific interfacial areas available for heat and mass transfer. These areas increase transfer rate and enhance 

yield, selectivity and process control. The application of ATPSs in Micro Total Analysis Systems (-TAS) is described as 
well. 

Conventional and Fuzzy Regression: Theory and Engineering Applications 

Vlassios Hrissanthou and Mike Spiliotis (Department of Civil Engineering, Democritus 

University of Thrace, Xanthi, Greece) 

In series: Environmental Science, Engineering and Technology 
2018. 342 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-798-9. $195.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-799-6. $195.00. 

Conventional and Fuzzy Regression: Theory and Applications aims to present both 

conventional and fuzzy regression analyses from theoretical aspects followed by 
application examples. The present book contains eight chapters originating from different 

scientific fields: River Engineering, Ecohydraulics, Telecommunications, Urban 

Planning, Transportation Planning, Hydrology, Soil Mechanics and Ecology. The first 
chapter deals with both crisp (conventional) linear or nonlinear regression and fuzzy linear 

or nonlinear regression. The application example refers to the relationship between 

sediment transport rates on the one hand and stream discharge and rainfall intensity on the 
other hand. In the examined case, the data of both categories are insufficient, and 

furthermore, the phenomenon is characterized by high complexity and uncertainties. The 

second chapter refers to the crisp linear or nonlinear regression of six heavy metals 
between different soft tissues and shells of Telescopium telescopium and its habitat 

surface sediments. The third chapter describes the crisp linear, multiple linear, nonlinear 

and Gaussian process regressions. The main application paradigms include the prediction 
in wireless systems, the predictive analytics in Internet of Things (IoT) based systems, 

and coding theory focused on extrinsic information scaling in turbo codes. The fourth 

chapter is confronted with a classic regression model, named Geographically Weighted 
Regression (GWR), which constitutes a spatial statistics method. The application example 

of this chapter concerns the housing value, i.e., a spatial phenomenon that is expressed as a function of housing 

characteristics. The fifth chapter regards fuzzy linear regression based on symmetric triangular fuzzy numbers. The main 
application of this regression consists of the analysis and forecast of rail passenger demand between two nearby cities. The 

dependent variable concerns the rail passengers and the independent variables are the Gross Domestic Product (GDP) per 

capita, the cost of transport by rail and the road transport fuel prices. The sixth chapter treats fuzzy linear regression based 
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on trapezoidal membership functions. In concrete terms, three possible models with trapezoidal fuzzy parameters are 

described. The main application of this chapter concerns the dependence of rainfall records between neighboring rainfall 
stations for a small sample of data. The seventh chapter refers to the multivariable crisp and fuzzy linear regression. In the 

application paradigm, the dependent variable is the strength of fiber reinforced soils, while the independent variables are 

pertinent to soil, fiber and laboratory tests. The eighth chapter deals with the fuzzy linear regression, with crisp input data 
and fuzzy output data. In the application example, a relation between the levels of chlorophyll-a in an artificial lake and water 

temperature, nitrate, total phosphorus and Secchi depth is established. All the above chapters offer a proper foundation of 

either widely used or new techniques upon regression. Among the new techniques, several innovated fuzzy regression based 
methodologies are developed for real problems, and useful conclusions are drawn. 

Cognitive Radio Networks: Performance, Applications and Technology 

Chee Wei Tan (College of Science and Engineering, City University of Hong Kong, Kowloon 

Tong, Hong Kong, China) 

In series: Electronics and Telecommunications Research 
2018. 328 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-068-3. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-069-0. $230.00. 

Over the past two decades, there have been rapid and significant developments in the 

field of wireless networking, especially with the emergence of wireless cognitive radio 
network technologies. There are, however, fundamental limits to communications and 

radio resource is scarce in the face of demand. This gives rise to new challenges in jointly 

managing resource allocation and interference management in a cognitive manner. The 
first cognitive radio wireless standard, IEEE 802.22, was only published in 2011, 

whereby white space – referring to the unused frequency spectrums that are location-

specific – in television channels can be identified for use by other devices in a cognitive 
radio network. Recently, the U.S. Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency has also 

recognized the importance of wireless cognitive radio network technologies in military 
and civilian applications, and organized the 2017 DARPA Spectrum Collaboration 

Challenge to spur new ideas and experimentation to overcome spectrum scarcity. The 

need to cognitively access the increasingly-crowded electromagnetic spectrum has never 
been greater. This book, written by a team of leading experts, aims at providing the 

readers with a series of tutorials on a variety of cognitive radio network technologies 

ranging from efficient dynamic spectrum sharing and interference management to 

optimal resource allocation and to fundamental limits in communications. Emphasis is 

on cutting edge research in theoretical tools, algorithms and engineering insights to 

provide guiding principles, making this an ideal reference book. 

Compressed Sensing: Methods, Theory and Applications 

Jonathon M. Sheppard 

In series: Electrical Engineering Developments 
2018. 156 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-082-9. $95.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-083-6. $95.00. 

In this compilation, the authors comprehensively investigate SOD effects in the homeostasis of mammal endometrium, using 

available information on several species and their team experience relating to the topic. In addition, they address its role in 
endometrial integrity and some uterine clinical conditions and infertility. The current knowledge of plant SODs, their abiotic-

stress modulated expression and activity, and analyses results on genetic engineering of plant SODs are summarized. 

Significance of superoxide dismutases in the crop improvement for stress tolerance is also discussed. This book reviews the 
oxidative stress and damage to plants, while also summarizing the characteristics of SOD enzymes and discussing their 

involvement in the tolerance of plants against abiotic stress. Additionally, many authors have studied the protective role of 

SOD in the mice cochlea, however more recently the role of SOD gene polymorphisms in the susceptibility of sudden 
sensorineural hearing loss has been investigated. Therefore, the authors also examine the role of SOD in the cochlea and its 

involvement in the pathogenesis of noise induced hearing loss, age related hearing loss and sudden sensorineural hearing 

loss. 
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Creating Systemic Innovation: A Process-Oriented Systems Research 

Jae Eon Yu (Department of Business Administration, Keimyung University, Daegu, South 

Korea) 

In series: Systems Engineering Methods, Developments and Technology 
2018. 272 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53614-069-9. $195.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53614-070-5. $195.00. 
In Creating Systemic Innovation, Dr. Jae Eon Yu draws upon recent “process-oriented” 

systems research to understand human, organizational and social problems. Dealing with 

these problems, systemic innovation is used to explore the creative potential of systems 
thinking, which is created by West Churchman, Stafford Beer, Peter Checkland, and 

French contemporary thinkers, Gilles Deleuze and Immanuel Levinas. He also shows how 

Norvert Elias’s theory of the civilizing process applies to unfold the complexity of real-
world situations through learning processes of problem-solving and problematization. He 

brings together from theories, ideas, and methods such as Churchman’s idea of boundary 

judgements and critique, Deleuze’s theory of rhizome/assemblage, Halliday’s theory of 

systemic functional linguistics, Beer’s viable system model, Checkland’s soft systems 

methodology, and many stories and case studies that explore both Western and Eastern 

cultural changes and transformational processes in daily life. It is an outcome of many 
years of consulting experiences with Korean government-owned organizations as well as 

business and social enterprises such as Samsung and other Korean nonprofit organizations. 

It offers guidance to understand human, organizational and social problems and manage 
changes in situations where people, organizations and societies absorb the massive 

varieties from uncertain, unpredictable problematic challenges. 

Current Concerns in Environmental Engineering 

S. A. Abbasi and Tasneem Abbai (UGC Emeritus Professor, Centre for Pollution Control and 

Energy Technology, Pondicherry University, Kalapet, Puducherry, India) 

In series: Environmental Science, Engineering and Technology 
2018. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-920-4. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-921-1. $230.00. 

Current Concerns in Environmental Engineering is a treatment of 15 topics of great contemporary relevance by bestselling 
author S. A. Abbasi. Each topic is covered from its basics to its global application in a highly concise and compact yet 

exceedingly clear and lucid style. The coverage has a wide sweep, reflective of the great diversity and complexity of 

challenges presently faced by the Earth’s environment. Some of the biggest existence-threatening questions are also 
addressed in this book ─ for example: Is renewable energy as safe for the world as is believed? Can technology make the 

present paradigm of development sustainable? Will a shift to renewables halt global warming? Is fossil fuel decarburization 

really workable? Current Concerns in Environmental Engineering would enhance the comprehension of undergraduate and 
graduate students while giving them a worldview that formal textbooks generally fail to do. The book will be exceedingly 

useful to teachers and researchers due to the fresh insights it can give and the innovative thinking it can stimulate. The book 
is profusely illustrated with dramatic as well as aesthetically pleasing visuals. Besides capturing the interest of the reader the 

visuals also enhance the reader’s comprehension and appreciation of the text. 

Current STEM. Volume 1 

Maurice HT Ling (Principal Partner, Colossus Technologies LLP, 

Singapore) 

In series: Current STEM 
2018. 232 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-416-2. $160.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-417-9. $160.00. 

Science, technology, engineering, and mathematics – collectively known as STEM – are 

rapidly advancing fields in their own rights. As a book series, Current STEM aims to be a 
friendly forum for both academic researchers and industrial practitioners to present their work 

as book chapters. Hence, the chapters should be varied, and this is intended. Current STEM 
encompasses the type of work to encourage a generation of researcher-practitioners. The 

authors and editor hope this inaugural volume will be a pleasure to a wide audience. 
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Electrical Measurements: Introduction, Concepts and 

Applications 

Manuel Pedro Fernandes Graça (Physics Department & I3N, 

University Of Aveiro, Campus Universitário de Santiago, Aveiro, 

Portugal) 

In series: Electrical Engineering Developments 
2017. 345 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53612-973-1. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-974-8. $230.00. 
This book, which is divided into twelve chapters, aims to present the reader with an 

introduction to the electrical characterization of materials, specifically solid materials. In 

this book, the reader will find both theoretical and experimental concepts of some 
methods that can be used to know and understand physically the electrical response of 

different materials. In this project, a theoretical scan is made of several experimental 

techniques that characterize materials at the level of dc and ac conductivity. In ac 

conductivity, several approaches are presented from techniques in the low frequency 

regime (i.e., in the range of the radio frequencies) up to the regime of higher frequencies (i.e., in the range of microwaves). 

An introductory analysis of dielectric relaxation phenomena through the impedance spectroscopy as well as the phenomena 
of thermally stimulated polarization and depolarization are discussed. In preparing this book, each contributor was asked to 

present in the end of each chapter a small, but specific case study, with the purpose of facilitating the transposition of the 

methods and theories presented for a real case. This approach is a valuable part of this book, which includes analyses of 
different types of materials with structures, forms and electrical responses, from glasses, ceramics, and biomaterials to 

photoactive materials with potential use in photovoltaic cells. 

Fundamentals of Fuel Injection and Emission in Two-Stroke Engines 

Wladyslaw Mitianiec (Institute of Automobiles and Internal Combustion Engines, Cracow 

University of Technology, Cracow, Poland) 

In series: Mechanical Engineering Theory and Applications 
2017. 355 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53612-472-9. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-941-0. $230.00. 

The main goal of the book is the presentation of the last theoretical and experimental works concerning fuel injection systems, 
mainly in small power two-stroke engines as well as in marine engines. This book includes thirteen chapters devoted to the 

processes of fuel injection and the combustion that takes place in a stratified charge within the cylinders of two-stroke 

engines. In the first two chapters, the division into different injection systems in two-stroke engines and each injection system 
is briefly described. Various theoretical and practical solutions of fueling system designs are described. In Chapter Three, 

mathematical models, the spatial movement of gas in the cylinder and the combustion chamber are introduced, taking into 

account the turbulence of the charge. Chapter Four relates to the behavior of fuel injected into the gaseous medium, including 
evaporation processes, disintegration and processes occurring while the fuel drops connect with the wall. The next section 

describes the zero-dimensional model of fuel injection in two-stroke engines along with examples of numerical calculations. 

The sixth chapter is devoted to CFD multi-dimensional models of movement and evaporation of the fuel in a closed gaseous 
medium, occurring also in other engine types. Chapter Seven describes a two-zone model of the combustion process and the 

effect of the geometry of the combustion chamber on the flame propagation with a simplified verification model of 

combustion. Chapter Eight compares the propagation phase of gas and liquid fuels concerning direct fuel injection as well 
as the direct fuel injection from the cylinder head and the thermodynamic parameters of the charge. The formation of the 

components during the combustion process in the direct fuel injection two-stroke engine was obtained by numerical 

calculations and results are discussed in Chapter Nine. Chapter Ten describes the 
parameters of the two-stroke engine with a direct fuel injection carried out at the Cracow 

University of Technology. Additionally, the chapter presents CFD simulations of fuel 

propagation and combustion processes, taking into account the formation of toxic 
components and exhaust gas emission. The processes of two direct rich mixture injection 

systems – FAST and RMIS – developed in CUT are presented in Chapter Eleven. 

Miscellaneous problems of direct fuel injection, such as characteristics of fuel injectors, 
problems of direct gaseous fuel injection, and the application of fuelling systems in 

outboard engines and snowmobile vehicles are presented in Chapter Twelve. A 

comparison of working parameters in two- and four stroke engines is also mapped out. 
The last chapters contain the final conclusions and remarks concerning fuel injection and 

emission of exhaust gases in small two-stroke engines. This book is a comprehensive 

monograph on fuel injection. The author presents a series of theoretical and design 
information from his own experience and on the basis of the works of other authors. The 

main text intends to direct fuel injection with respect to gas motion in the combustion 

chamber and influence the injection parameters for exhaust emission. The book presents 
its own theoretical work and experimental tests concerning a two-stroke gasoline engine 
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with electrically controlled direct fuel injection. The book describes the processes of a general nature also occurring in other 

types of engines and presents a comparison of different injection systems on working parameters and gas emission. The book 
contains 294 images, 290 equations and 16 tables obtained from the CFD simulation and experimental works. 

Microgrid Load Optimization Based on Generalized Demand Side Resources 

Yimin Zhou (Shenzhen Institutes Advanced Technology, Chinese Academy of Sciences, Beijing, 

China) 

In series: Quality Control Engineering and Manufacturing 
2018. 201 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-049-2. $195.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-050-8. $195.00. 

The current power grid in China has a series of problems, such as aging infrastructure, the growing lack of resources, and 

the continued growth of energy demand and environmental pollution, which proposes new requirements for national grid 
construction. The smart grid is the trend for the future development of the power grid. The smart grid emphasizes interaction 

with user information and energy. The user energy management system can adjust and 

optimize the charging and discharging of the energy storage device according to the user's 

dynamic real-time load. It can quickly and accurately predict power load, change user 

electricity consumption behavior through the price mechanism so as to achieve load 

shifting, energy conservation and improve power supply efficiency. The distributed power 
system including renewable energies has quite a number of uncertainties, and electric 

usage behavior is random with a high degree of freedom, which is a complex system with 

multiple time scales and strong coupling. Therefore, how to effectively manage the 
uncertainty of the intermittent power, energy conversion equipment and the diversity of 

load variation are important problems which should be solved in the first place. 

Furthermore, under different operating conditions and constraints, to realize economic 
operation and reliable multi-power supply with a high degree unity is the key technical 

problem faced with energy management and optimization scheduling in the distributed 
grid. This book investigates the individual load prediction and analyzes the power 

generation from renewable resources so as to optimize the configuration of the renewable 

energies and traditional grid. Based on the developed model and data from individual 
users, the load prediction of certain areas can be achieved so as to lower the difficulties of 

optimization and prediction, and enhance the precision accuracy and management levels. 

Power load prediction is based on comprehensibility, possibility and controllability such as control theories. The current 

resources can be effectively analyzed to optimize the renewable resources configuration and penetration, as well as the usage 

strategy of the user's electric appliances. It can reduce the dependence on traditional energy sources and ensure the energy 

generation capacity to follow the load variation tendency and improve the energy efficiency of the power system, its safety 
and its reliability, and to reduce emissions of carbon dioxide and pollutants, which is beneficial for the construction of the 

smart grid. 

Networked Control Systems: Research Challenges and Advances for Application 

Eduardo Paciencia Godoy (São Paulo State University (Unesp), Sorocaba, SP, Brazil) 

In series: Electrical Engineering Developments 
2018. 212 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-105-5. $160.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-106-2. $160.00. 
The research topic of networked control systems has been the focus over the last 15 years 

for the academic and industrial sectors. Networked control systems (NCSs) are distributed 

control systems in which the sensors, actuators, and controllers are physically separated 
and connected through an industrial network. NCSs represent the evolution of control 

architectures, providing greater modularity and control decentralization, maintenance ease 

and diagnosis, and lower cost of implementation. The R&D on NCSs has been overcoming 
the effects of the network delays, packet losses and message sampling intervals on NCS 

performance and stability. The advances in wireless networking technology and the 

proliferation of industrial wireless sensors have led to an increasing interest in using 
wireless networks for closed loop control. The main advantages of Wireless Networked 

Control Systems (WNCSs) are the reconfigurability, easy commissioning and the 

possibility of installation in places where cabling is impossible. Despite these advantages, 
a major problem must be considered for practical implementations of WNCSs. The 

technological concern in WNCSs is the energy efficiency of the devices. As the sensors 

are powered by batteries, the lowest possible consumption is required to extend battery 
lifetime without compromising the WNCS control performance. Recently, there has been great interest in the development 

of IoT-based NCSs. This new type of architecture in which control systems are integrated with IoT-based infrastructures 

represents the next evolution of networked control architectures. Even though this idea enables a whole range of novel 
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functionalities, feedback control design and architectures for IoT imposes significant challenges that have not been addressed 

yet. This book compiles the last theoretical and experimental results in the topics of NCSs and WNCSs and starts discussing 
the last trend of IoT-based NCSs. The book focuses on presenting the research challenges within these topics and the last 

advances to enable their application in the industry. 

Networked Control Systems with Their Application in Industry 

Geng Liang, Wen Li and Guoping Liu (School of Control and 

Computer Engineering, North China Electric Power University, 

Beijing, China) 

In series: Systems Engineering Methods, Developments and Technology 
2018. 315 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-528-2. $230.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53614-004-0. $230.00. 

A recent trend in networked control systems is to interconnect the distributed elements by 

means of a multipoint broadcast network, instead of using the traditional point-to-point 

links. Within industrial communication systems, industrial networks are specially intended 

for the interconnection of process controllers, sensors, and actuators, at the lower levels of 

the factory automation hierarchy. It is known that time constraints are more stringent as 
we go down in the automation hierarchy. In this book, we consider the application of 

networked control system in its industrial environment. Some factors such as message 

cycle delay, the access and queuing delays, the transmission time (frame 
length/transmission rate), and the protocol processing time all have effects on control performance. 

Semi-Supervised Learning: Background, Applications and Future Directions 

Guoqiang Zhong, Ph.D. and Kaizhu Huang, Ph.D. (Department of Computer Science and 

Technology, Ocean University of China, Laoshan District, Qingdao, China) 

In series: Education in a Competitive and Globalizing World 
2018. 239 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-556-5. $160.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-557-2. $160.00. 

Semi-supervised learning is an important area of machine learning. It deals with problems that involve a lot of unlabeled data 

and very scarce labeled data. The book focuses on some state-of-the-art research on semi-supervised learning. In the first 
chapter, Weng, Dornaika and Jin introduce a graph construction algorithm named the constrained data self-representative 

graph construction (CSRGC). In the second chapter, to reduce the graph construction complexity, Zhang et al. use anchors 

that were a special subset chosen from the original data to construct the full graph, while randomness was injected into graphs 
to improve the classification accuracy and deal with the high dimensionality issue. In the third chapter, Dornaika et al. 

introduces a kernel version of the Flexible Manifold Embedding (KFME) algorithm. In the fourth chapter, Zhang et al. 

present an efficient and robust graph-based transductive classification method known as 
the minimum tree cut (MTC), for large scale applications. In the fifth chapter, Salazar, 

Safont and Vergara investigated the performance of semi-supervised learning methods in 

two-class classification problems with a scarce population of one of the classes. In the 
sixth chapter, by breaking the sample identically and independently distributed (i.i.d.) 

assumption, one novel framework called the field support vector machine (F-SVM) with 

both classification (F-SVC) and regression (F-SVR) purposes is introduced. In the seventh 
chapter, Gong employs the curriculum learning methodology by investigating the 

difficulty of classifying every unlabeled example. As a result, an optimized classification 

sequence was generated during the iterative propagations, and the unlabeled examples are 
logically classified from simple to difficult. In the eighth chapter, Tang combines semi-

supervised learning with geo-tagged photo streams and concept detection to explore 

situation recognition. This book is suitable for university students (undergraduate or 
graduate) in computer science, statistics, electrical engineering, or anyone else who would 

potentially use machine learning algorithms; professors, who research artificial 

intelligence, pattern recognition, machine learning, data mining and related fields; and 
engineers, who apply machine learning models into their products. 
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The Effects and Performance Analysis of Non-linear Phase Noise in All Optical OFDM 

Systems 

Iraj Sadegh Amiri, Amin Khodaei, and Volker J. Sorger (Ton Duc Thang University, Ho Chi 

Minh City, Vietnam) 

In series: Chemical Engineering Methods and Technology 
2018. 99 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-145-1. $82.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-146-8. $82.00. 

Due to the limitation of the electrical OFDM signal and electrical Fast Fourier Transform 

(FFT), all-optical OFDMs have recently received much attention. Accordingly, this 
research study was conducted to investigate the effect of phase noise in the performance 

of an all-optical OFDM transmission system with 4-point FFT single mode fiber (SMF) 

links by considering the effects of fiber length, input laser power and a number of 
channels. In all optical systems, the transmitter side consists of a comb power generator, 

wavelength selected switch and an optical QAM generator. A comb power generator 

generates channels with a frequency separation of ∆f=25 GHz. Subsequently, a 
Wavelength Selected Switch (WSS) was used to split subcarriers and then the subcarriers 

were modulated individually with Optical QAM modulators. As the results show, a 

higher number of channels led more phase noise in terms of XPM and FWM 
nonlinearities, and signal power was the main factor in nonlinear fiber optics. As a 

consequence, there is more phase noise distortion at a higher signal power for a higher 

number of channels rather than the lower number of channels. 

Time-Delay Systems: Concepts, Design and Stability Analysis 

Magdi S. Mahmoud (Coordinator of Distributed Control Research Group, Systems Engineering 

Department, KFUPM, Dhahran, Saudi Arabia) 

In series: Quality Control Engineering and Manufacturing 
2018. 258 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-088-1. $195.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-089-8. $195.00. 
Time-delay occurs in many physical, industrial and engineering systems such as biological systems, chemical systems, 

metallurgical processing systems, nuclear reactors, hydraulic systems and electrical 

networks, to name a few. The reason for the occurrence could be attributed to inherent 
physical phenomena like mass transport flow or recycling. It could result from the finite 

capabilities of information processing and data transmission among various parts of the 

system. In addition, they could be by-products of computational delays or could be 
intentionally introduced for some design consideration. Such delays could be constant or 

time varying, known or unknown, deterministic or stochastic depending on the system 

under consideration. In recent years, time-delay, which exists in networked control 
systems, has brought more complex problems into a new research area. Frequently, it is a 

source of the generation of oscillation, instability and poor performance. Therefore, the 

subject of Time-Delay Systems (TDS) has been investigated as functional differential 
equations over the past four decades. Because the presence of the delay factor renders the 

system analysis more complicated, the problems of stability and stabilization are of great 

importance. This book presents some basic theories of stability and stabilization of systems 
with time-delays. More attention is paid to the synthesis of systems with time-delay. That 

is, control of nonlinear systems with delay; networked control systems; positive delay 

systems; fuzzy systems; and reset control with random delay are all analyzed within this 
book. 
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ENVIRONMENT AND ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES 

A Sustainability Assessment in the Energy Sector 

Dalia Streimikiene (Aleksandras Stulginskis University, Akademija, Lithuania) 

In series: Environmental Science, Engineering and Technology 
2018. 316 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-230-4. $195.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-231-1. $195.00. 

Sustainability assessment is the core instrument for implementing sustainable development targets. The energy sector is 

playing a crucial role in achieving sustainable development in the country, as energy 
consumption is the main driver of economic growth; it also has the biggest environmental 

impact, and therefore sustainability assessment in the energy sector requires special 

attention. Sustainability Assessment in the Energy Sector consists of seven chapters: in the 
first chapter, the sustainability concept is described; in the second chapter, sustainability 

assessment concepts are reviewed and discussed; in the third chapter, sustainability 

assessment tools and methods are summarized and described; in the fourth chapter, the main 
problems of sustainable energy development are addressed; in the fifth chapter, externalities 

in the energy sector are introduced; in the sixth chapter, sustainability assessment tools 

applicable to the energy sector are categorized; and finally, in the seventh chapter, practical 
examples of sustainability assessment in the energy sector are provided by covering 

sustainability assessment of electricity and district heat generation technologies. These 

methods include the assessment of external costs of electricity generation, sustainability 
assessment of electricity and transport technologies based on the GHG emission costs and 

carbon intensities of these technologies. The final chapter also discusses the sustainability 

assessment of policies and measures for energy sector development scenarios. The book 
was prepared by summarizing research findings in the field of sustainability assessment in 

the energy sector, which was conducted by the author of this book over a period of ten 

years. 

Acid Mine Drainage: Chemistry, Effects and Treatment 

Lucas Henderson 

In series: Pollution Science, Technology and Abatement 
2018. 

Softcover: 978-1-53614-222-8. $82.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53614-223-5. $82.00. 

Mining activities can increase environmental problems and compromise the quality of soils, surface water, groundwater and 

atmosphere, as well as expose the biota to toxic elements. In Acid Mine Drainage: Chemistry, Effects and Treatment, the 
authors present preventive techniques that can be used in conjunction with active and passive techniques for the treatment of 

acidic effluents. Passive treatments utilize naturally available energy sources, such as gravity, microbial metabolic energy 

and photosynthesis, for the treatment of acid mine drainage. The main aim of the next study was to assess the potential impact 
of a chemical stressor such as acid mine drainage on benthic macroinvertebrate communities through a spatial and temporal 

gradient. Five stations (three reference sites and two impacted sites) were selected for this study in the watershed surrounding 
S. Domingos mine. The objective of another significant study was to employ an ecotoxicological screening tool to prioritise 

streams and rivers impacted by acid mine drainage in the upper Olifants River catchment, South Africa as candidates for 

possible passive treatment interventions. Impacts of direct water pollution can result from any activities that involve direct 
discharges into waterbodies. In Morocco, numerous old mine sites have been abandoned without any plan for proper closure 

and thus many of them have become very dangerous to the environment. In the concluding study, the Kettara mine, a 

Moroccan pyrrhotite mine located in a semi-arid area, was chosen as a pilot site. More than three million tonnes of mine 
residues were deposited there and the physicochemical characterization of these mine wastes confirmed their strong potential 

to produce acid mine drainage with a pH varying between 2.9 and 1.5. 

Advances in Environmental Research. Volume 62 

Justin A. Daniels 

In series: Advances in Environmental Research 
2018. 288 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-529-9. $250.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-530-5. $250.00. 
In this compilation, the authors begin by investigating the particularities of the Chilean water framework zooming on a case 

study, the “SuizAgua project” launched by the Fundación Chile. This project was aimed at achieving a compromise between 

the State, the civil society and the enterprises to overcome conflicts on water management. The SuizAgua project as developed 
by the Fundación Chile is illustrated as a solution to the conflicts pervading the Chilean debate on water. In the following 
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chapter, the authors present a study with the objective of evaluating spatial displacements of sea turtle nesting sites on beaches 

where restorative and protective actions have been taken using physical barriers. Changes in nesting behavior and nesting 
location are also assessed. Following this, the authors provide field and laboratory data from multiannual studies on the 

phototactic behavior of zooplankton organisms collected in freshwater and marine ecosystems of Greece using chemical 

light and improvised light trap designs. The results reveal that chemical light aids in attracting and capturing aquatic 
organisms. Light traps also have the advantage of being low cost, having passive sampling and retaining living specimens. 

This book also includes a study carried out by the Italian association for geographical explorations La Venta, lasting up to 

summer 2017. The goal of this study was to define the carrying capacity of The Puerto Princesa Underground River (PPUR); 
review cave exploration and multidisciplinary studies such as biology, paleontology, and hydrogeology; and search for 

alternative caves to aid in managing the increasing tourism and limiting the impact on the natural environment of the PPUR 

and its surrounding areas. In the following work, dark pixel and atmospheric correction concepts using Landsat images were 
used to develop algorithms to generate spatial distribution maps for estimated ambient PM2.5, PM10 and SO2 concentrations 

over selected areas of Saskatchewan, Canada. Results show that the dark pixel concept works well for water surfaces while 
the atmospheric correction concept can be effectively applied for any surface with known spectral reflectance. The authors 

discuss the flora of the Mladezhki Halm, which have been quite isolated from anthropogenic activity. Today, some of these 

include autochthonous species as Pistacia terebinthus, Celtis australis, Fraxinus ornus, Ulmus minor, Robinia pseudoacacia, 
Quercus robur, and Ziziphus jujube. In the following chapter, a modified ADM1-model was used to simulate the 

transformation of a mixture of complex substrates to biogas in a biogas plant fed with manure and food waste as 

substrates.ADM1-model. The general structure of the ADM1 was not modified except for changes in the disintegration and 
hydrolysis of the anaerobic process. Since complex substrates degrade only slowly, the disintegration was described by a 

Contois-kinetics, while considering disintegration to be the time limiting step of the anaerobic process. 

Advances in Environmental Research. Volume 63 

Justin A. Daniels 

In series: Advances in Environmental Research 
2018. 286 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-918-1. $250.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-919-8. $250.00. 
Advances in Environmental Research. Volume 63 opens with a study on carbonate crushed stone of the Saltykovskoye field 

in the Republic of Tatarstan, Russia, which is characterized by high water uptake. An impregnation process involving a 

solvent in its supercritical state is used for impregnating the crushed stone. Two petroleum products are considered as an 
impregnating material. The first one is a petroleum product recovered from oil sludges in the course of their disposition, 

whereas the second one is a petroleum product extracted from a heavy residue formed in the process of steam thermal 

treatment of a high viscosity index oil. Phase equilibrium characteristics of a propane/butane mixture that was used as a 

solvent in the extraction and impregnation processes are presented together with results of an investigation of some of the 

thermodynamic properties of materials involved in the processes. Following this, the authors describe the first demonstration 

of a logical framework developed by the US Environmental Protection Agency to integrate the best available data, methods 
and models to estimate risks to wildlife populations from multiple stressors. This approach responds to the need for greater 

realism and ecological significance in the estimation of the effects on wildlife of human-mediated stressors. Specifically, this 

approach provides a mechanism to quantitatively link responses to increasing levels of specific single or combinations of 
multiple stressors to adverse outcomes on populations. A review is also included which summarizes the current information 

on the contribution of heavy metals as a result of pollution to the development of oxidative stress in fish. Metals are 

considered significant t toxic pollutants and there is extensive literature about their accumulation in aquatic ecosystems. 
Increased levels of reactive oxygen species lead to oxidative damage including lipid peroxidation, protein and DNA 

oxidation, and enzyme inactivation. The components of antioxidant defense are used as a biochemical markers of oxidative 

stress. This knowledge extends to fish because of their sensitivity to oxidative pollutants, their filtration capacity, and their 
potential for environmental toxicology studies. In the following chapter, the authors examine the role of Technology Transfer 

and the Clean Development Mechanism in the mitigation of climate change from a legal point of view and policy perspective. 

Both Technology Transfer and the Clean Development Mechanism have human rights implications; therefore, this paper 
analyses the current state-of-the-art with regard to Technology Transfer and the Clean Development Mechanism in their 

interplay with human rights standards, as based on relevant provisions of the Kyoto Protocol and of the EU legislation. A 

general increase in warm extremes and a decrease in cold extremes were found on a global and regional scale during the last 
several decades, although warming has not been uniform, either spatially or temporally. Many definitions quantifying the 

duration and/or intensity of the daytime maxima could be applied to heat waves. In one study, heat waves were defined 

through the concept of exceeding a given threshold thus allowing the analyzes of the heat wave duration and frequency. The 
main characteristics of the heat waves and the circulation conditions which caused the heat waves in Serbia were analyzed. 

It was found that the number of heat waves rapidly increased during the last three decades. In the subsequent paper, the 

authors focus on the quantification of sustainability connected with the use of various types of concrete with regard to their 
resistance to degradation. Efficient sustainability management of concrete structures requires the use of tools which allow 

material, technological and construction variants to be quantified, measured or compared. These tools can be used as a 

powerful marketing aid and as support for the transition to a “circular economy”. The goal is to propose a suitable 
methodology which can simplify decision-making regarding the design and choice of concrete mixes from a wider 

perspective, i.e. not only with regard to load-bearing capacity or durability. Lastly, this book suggests that since the spatial 

occurrence of differently sized craters provides information for the relative age estimation of various planetary surfaces, in 
analysing the size frequency distribution of impact craters, the formation and resurfacing episodes could be estimated using 
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statistical analysis. With a rough approach, the scale and type of eroding processes may also be estimated. Using lunar 

samples based radiometric ages, the relative crater density could be translated to absolute ages for the Moon. Ising model 
approaches, such absolute ages could be extrapolated for Mars and other bodies in the Solar System, with certain error levels. 

Advances in Environmental Research. Volume 64 

Justin A. Daniels 

In series: Advances in Environmental Research 
2018. 269 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53614-010-1. $250.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53614-019-4. $250.00. 

Recently, airborne particulate matter (PM), microscopic solid or liquid matter suspended in the atmosphere, has become a 
major concern in many countries because of its considerable damage as an air pollutant to the climate and human health. In 

the preliminary chapter of this book, the authors review the current status of fine PM in environmental technology regarding 

their emission source and discuss future prospects of PM-based air pollutants reduction and related research. Soil organic 
matter (SOM) is commonly recognized as one of the key parameters of soil quality, and it has been linked to ecosystem 

productivity, being recommended as a sensitive indicator for monitoring programs. Thus, the following chapter provides an 

overview of the most important factors altering SOM in agricultural land and forests, describing the current trends to keep 

soil capacity for biomass production and carbon sequestration. Next, a study is presented which analyzes parameters of the 

atmospheric boundary layer - such as height, thickness, and temperature- concerning the inversion layer in Murcia (2011-
2016). The different factors and situations of more intense TI registered in the VMSR are analyzed using satellite images, 

synoptic information, and meteorological data provided by radiosonde. In Northern Cyprus, the Güzelyurt groundwater basin 

contains the most extensive aquifer of the island, which has been exploited since 1955 for both municipal and agricultural 
water supplies. The authors study hydrographs from 13 wells observed for 40 years to trace the long-term fluctuations of the 

groundwater level and to sketch temporal contour maps. Significant lowering of the groundwater level was noted in the west-

central part of the basin, where the municipal wells are concentrated. Lastly, it will be described how some models treat the 
effective albedo in cities considering the atmospheric micro and the meso scale. For the microscale, the schemes used in 

ENVI-MET, SOLWEIG and SOLENE models are described. These models are mainly used to analyze the interaction 

between the urban design and the human thermal comfort. The albedo is one of the fundamental parameters to study this 
topic. 

Aqueous Two-Phase Systems: Properties, Functions and Advantages 

Vangelis Anatolijs Xanthopoulos 

In series: Environmental Science, Engineering and Technology 
2018. 
Softcover: 978-1-53614-241-9. $82.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53614-242-6. $82.00. 

Aqueous Two-Phase Systems (ATPS) have been used since their discovery for the isolation of a large number of different 
biological materials, such as animal and plant cells, microorganisms, viruses, cellular organelles such as chloroplasts, 

mitochondria, membrane vesicles, and also in the purification of proteins and nucleic acids. In Aqueous Two-Phase Systems: 

Properties, Functions and Advantages, the authors begin by discussing the benefits of these systems. The following chapter 
presents the main forms of the purification of lipases from aqueous biphasic systems, addressing and discussing the 

fundamentals for the formation, use and optimization of these systems applied in the biotechnological context. The authors 

address the basis of aqueous-biphasic systems, aqueous two-phase systems for enzymatic purification, purification of lipases 
and combined uses of aqueous two-phase systems. The most important experimental parameters that affect the efficiency of 

metal ions extraction in aqueous PEG-based two-phase systems are examined to provide a starting point in the design of a 

suitable system for the extraction of metal ions. Compared to the conventional solvent extraction, which uses toxic, 
flammable and volatile organic solvents and can be quite expensive, the extraction in aqueous PEG-based two-phase systems 

is considered a more environmental friendly and economically viable method. Also in this compilation, an overview about 

application of ATPSs in microstructured devices is provided. Microstructured devices offer potential benefits due to well-
defined high specific interfacial areas available for heat and mass transfer. These areas increase transfer rate and enhance 

yield, selectivity and process control. The application of ATPSs in Micro Total Analysis Systems (-TAS) is described as 

well. 
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Biodiversity in Time and Space 

Roberto Cazzolla Gatti, Ph.D. (Associate Professor at Biological Institute, Tomsk State 

University, Russian Federation - Research Associate at FACAI Lab and Coordinator of the 

GFBI Hub, Department of Forestry and Natural Resources, Purdue University, US) 

In series: Environmental Research Advances 
2018. 370 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-662-3. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-663-0. $230.00. 

The study of biodiversity is essential for the understanding of the complex phenomena upon which biological sciences are 
based. This book aims to be an updated and advanced source of the theoretical and practical aspects related to biological 

diversity suitable for graduated and Ph.D. students. This text seeks to open the doors to the study of biodiversity and its 

interconnections with ecology, evolution, economy and anthropogenic impacts starting 
from students to university teachers and researchers. The approach adopted embraces a 

comprehensive vision of biodiversity and introduces theoretical and practical 

information that can help to conduct rigorous studies, without omitting the space-

temporal component in the analysis of a subject that merges ecological and evolutionary 

sciences. The novelty of the ideas presented in this book is underlined by the McArthur 

Fellowship winner and renowned complex systems biologist, Stuart A. Kauffman, who 
gifted the foreword of this publication by his scientific story. During the academic 

semesters of Biology, Natural Sciences, Forestry and Environmental Sciences, the 

discussions related to the evolutionary patterns and the analysis of biodiversity is based 
upon complex arguments with a few and often quite old reference textbooks. This book 

provides the most updated review of the literature concerning both the theoretical and 

practical study of biodiversity and offers new ideas for a better understanding of the 
proposed concepts. The degree’s theses and scientific papers on this subject are 

increasing, but literature research is often conducted referring to outdated texts whose 

explanations of sometimes complex topics – such as the evolution of ecological niches, 
the speciation and extinction patterns, the calculation of diversity indices, the estimation 

of accumulation and rarefaction curves, etc. – are even more complicated. This book 

provides different empirical approaches to the study of biodiversity and applied examples to better link and understand the 
theoretical background. Moreover, it is accompanied by graphical schematizations, figures and insights that can easily 

simplify most of the difficult issues related to this developing science. This book, along with presenting an updated overview 

of the most useful and rigorous indices, measures, plots and graphical representations to monitor, analyse, and calculate 

biodiversity, provides an extended theoretical background. The parallel theoretical and practical approach of this proposed 

book can be useful at any user level: for graduate students to better understand complex concepts with concrete examples 

and graphics; for teachers to supply their students with updated and concrete notions that can be linked to a more theoretical 
basis; for researchers to use the data and information gathered by the application of the methods described in the book and 

to analyse and discuss the results obtained on the basis of the hypotheses furnished in the wide literature review, with the 

final aim of writing scientific reports about biodiversity research. 

Biogeochemistry of Serpentine Soils 

Zeng-Yei Hseu (Professor, Department of Agricultural Chemistry, National Taiwan University, 

Taipei, Taiwan) 

In series: Environmental Science, Engineering and Technology 
2018. 207 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-171-0. $160.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-876-4. $160.00. 
Soils have various functions in all ecosystems, particularly for environmental quality and 

human health. The parent materials of serpentine soils are characterized by much higher 

contents of elements such as Mg, Fe, Cr, Ni, Co, and Mn, and thus the derived soils display 
potentially ecological or environmental risk due to high levels of geogenic heavy metals, 

low concentrations of P and K, low Ca/Mg ratios, unique flora, and unstable landscape. 
Serpentine soils can be produced by ultramafics alone and also by hydrothermally altered 

ultramafics in the presence of serpentines, but they are abundant in ophiolite belts along 

tectonic plate margins. To sustain natural resources such as serpentine soils, we need a 
better understanding for the impact of serpentine soils on (1) the pedosphere and 

rhizosphere, (2) ecology and restoration, (3) biogeochemical cycling of elements, (4) 

environmental quality, crop quality, food safety, and human health, and (5) phyto-
accumulation and agromining of heavy metals (i.e., nickel) worldwide. Hence, the purpose 

of this book is to study the biogeochemical characteristics of serpentine soils. In the beginning, the authors introduce the 

basic knowledge of these soils including pedogenesis, mineral weathering, morphology, and classification. Moreover, 
bioavailability, plant uptake, and human health risk were discussed for the enriched heavy metals in serpentine soil. Finally, 

applications of serpentine soil in the environment were mentioned for research needs in the future. 
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Bioremediation: Advances in Research and Applications 

Mohammed Kuddus (Department of Biochemistry College of Medicine, University of Hail Hail, 

Kingdom of Saudi Arabia) 

In series: Recent Trends in Biotechnology 
2018. 383 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-554-1. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-555-8. $230.00. 
Due to increased urbanization and industrialization, various types of waste materials are 

produced, in which most of them are classified as hazardous. Many of these hazardous 

compounds are triggering environmental pollution and act as threats to public health. The 
conventional treatment methods have many drawbacks. However, bioremediation is the 

process of biodegradation in which biological means are used to degrade harmful 

materials under controlled conditions. Bioremediation could provide an efficient solution 
for a pollution-free environment. This book comprises fourteen chapters that include 

scientific progress and recent technologies in biodegradation. Hopefully, this book will 

be useful for environmentalists, scientists and academics along with graduate and 

postgraduate students studying the research and practice of bioremediation. It will also 

provide useful information for experts in ecology, enzymology, environmental 

microbiology and biotechnology. 

Carbon Sequestration and Emissions: Methods, Concerns and Challenges 

Edison Busch 

In series: Environmental Remediation Technologies, Regulations and Safety 
2018. 189 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53614-111-5. $95.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53614-112-2. $95.00. 

In this compilation, the authors begin by synthesizing the previously published reports of the effects of particulate matter and 

black carbon on the physico-chemical mechanisms of long term carbon storage in soils. Urban areas generate about 77%, of 
the worldwide carbon based compounds that are annually released to the atmosphere, whether in the form of gases or fine 

aromatic carbon solids, all of which may pose environmental risks from biological cell to global levels. Next, one chapter 
focuses on an estimation of absorption capacity of NH4-N and PO4-P, nitrogen transformation, carbon sequestration and 

profit analysis of CO2-equiv emission reduction in soils incorporated with organic composts and biochar during corn 

cultivation. Characteristics of biochar pellet such as absorption kinetics and nutrient leaching are discussed. Furthermore, the 
effect of plant responses in soil incorporated biochar pellet was investigated. Following this, the authors discuss the climate 

change mitigation potentials of carbon labels in the aviation industry. The book suggests that there are significant differences 

in the environmental performance of individual flights, even when operated on the same route or by the same airline. 
Selecting one flight over another can significantly reduce the carbon dioxide emissions of a single air passenger. Another 

study aimed to measure certain carbon fluxes in secondary Nothofagus forests with different levels of degradation (degraded-

DEF, partly-degraded-PDF and undisturbed-UNF forests). Litter decomposition was determined using the litterbag method. 
Leached soil solution was collected with tension lysimeters at 80 cm depth, and soil respiration evaluated in situ with the 

soda lime technique for CO2 absorption. Soil samples were taken at 0-5, 5-20 and 20-40 cm depths to determine the amount 

of microbial respiration. The concluding chapter addresses soil carbon sequestration potential as a result of soil application 
of different organic amendments. In all plant-based systems, carbon is constantly being cycled between the atmosphere, 

living tissue, soil organic matter and soil microbes. Many researchers have emphasized the importance of enhancing both 

soil organic carbon and soil inorganic carbon pools by suitable land usage and adequate management techniques. 

Changes in the Arctic: Issues and Challenges 

Julian C. Stephenson 

In series: Arctic Region and Antarctica Issues and Research 
2018. 243 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-823-8. $160.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-824-5. $160.00. 

According to the latest CRS report in 2018, the diminishment of Arctic sea ice has led to increased human activities in the 

arctic, and has heightened interest in, and concerns about, the region’s future. The US is an Arctic country and has substantial 
interests in the region. Changes to the Arctic brought about by warming temperatures will likely allow more exploration for 

oil, gas and minerals. However, increased oil and gas exploration and tourism (cruise ships) in the Arctic increase the risk of 

pollution in the region. Additionally, changes in sea ice can directly affect the health of Arctic ecosystems. Mammals such 
as polar bears and walruses rely on the presence of sea ice for hunting, breeding and migrating. These animals face the threat 

of declining birth rates and restricted access to food sources because of reduced sea ice coverage and thickness (EPA, 2016). 

Although there is significant international cooperation in the Arctic issues, the Arctic is increasingly being viewed by some 
observers as a potential emerging security issue. Some of the Arctic coastal states, particularly Russia, have announced an 

intention or take actions to enhance their military presences in the high north. US military forces have begun to pay more 

attention to the region in their planning and operations. The Congressional Research Service (CRS) reports and 
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Environmental Protection Agency Report (EPA) included in this book provide the readers with the issues, challenges and 

effects we face today due to Arctic climate changes. 

Conventional and Fuzzy Regression: Theory and Engineering Applications 

Vlassios Hrissanthou and Mike Spiliotis (Department of Civil Engineering, Democritus 

University of Thrace, Xanthi, Greece) 

In series: Environmental Science, Engineering and Technology 
2018. 342 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-798-9. $195.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-799-6. $195.00. 
Conventional and Fuzzy Regression: Theory and Applications aims to present both 

conventional and fuzzy regression analyses from theoretical aspects followed by 

application examples. The present book contains eight chapters originating from different 
scientific fields: River Engineering, Ecohydraulics, Telecommunications, Urban 

Planning, Transportation Planning, Hydrology, Soil Mechanics and Ecology. The first 

chapter deals with both crisp (conventional) linear or nonlinear regression and fuzzy linear 

or nonlinear regression. The application example refers to the relationship between 

sediment transport rates on the one hand and stream discharge and rainfall intensity on the 

other hand. In the examined case, the data of both categories are insufficient, and 
furthermore, the phenomenon is characterized by high complexity and uncertainties. The 

second chapter refers to the crisp linear or nonlinear regression of six heavy metals 

between different soft tissues and shells of Telescopium telescopium and its habitat 
surface sediments. The third chapter describes the crisp linear, multiple linear, nonlinear 

and Gaussian process regressions. The main application paradigms include the prediction 

in wireless systems, the predictive analytics in Internet of Things (IoT) based systems, 
and coding theory focused on extrinsic information scaling in turbo codes. The fourth 

chapter is confronted with a classic regression model, named Geographically Weighted 
Regression (GWR), which constitutes a spatial statistics method. The application example 

of this chapter concerns the housing value, i.e., a spatial phenomenon that is expressed as a function of housing 

characteristics. The fifth chapter regards fuzzy linear regression based on symmetric triangular fuzzy numbers. The main 
application of this regression consists of the analysis and forecast of rail passenger demand between two nearby cities. The 

dependent variable concerns the rail passengers and the independent variables are the Gross Domestic Product (GDP) per 

capita, the cost of transport by rail and the road transport fuel prices. The sixth chapter treats fuzzy linear regression based 

on trapezoidal membership functions. In concrete terms, three possible models with trapezoidal fuzzy parameters are 

described. The main application of this chapter concerns the dependence of rainfall records between neighboring rainfall 

stations for a small sample of data. The seventh chapter refers to the multivariable crisp and fuzzy linear regression. In the 
application paradigm, the dependent variable is the strength of fiber reinforced soils, while the independent variables are 

pertinent to soil, fiber and laboratory tests. The eighth chapter deals with the fuzzy linear regression, with crisp input data 

and fuzzy output data. In the application example, a relation between the levels of chlorophyll-a in an artificial lake and water 
temperature, nitrate, total phosphorus and Secchi depth is established. All the above chapters offer a proper foundation of 

either widely used or new techniques upon regression. Among the new techniques, several innovated fuzzy regression based 

methodologies are developed for real problems, and useful conclusions are drawn. 

Current Concerns in Environmental Engineering 

S. A. Abbasi and Tasneem Abbai (UGC Emeritus Professor, Centre for Pollution Control and 

Energy Technology, Pondicherry University, Kalapet, Puducherry, India) 

In series: Environmental Science, Engineering and Technology 
2018. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-920-4. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-921-1. $230.00. 

Current Concerns in Environmental Engineering is a treatment of 15 topics of great contemporary relevance by bestselling 

author S. A. Abbasi. Each topic is covered from its basics to its global application in a highly concise and compact yet 

exceedingly clear and lucid style. The coverage has a wide sweep, reflective of the great diversity and complexity of 
challenges presently faced by the Earth’s environment. Some of the biggest existence-threatening questions are also 

addressed in this book ─ for example: Is renewable energy as safe for the world as is believed? Can technology make the 

present paradigm of development sustainable? Will a shift to renewables halt global warming? Is fossil fuel decarburization 
really workable? Current Concerns in Environmental Engineering would enhance the comprehension of undergraduate and 

graduate students while giving them a worldview that formal textbooks generally fail to do. The book will be exceedingly 

useful to teachers and researchers due to the fresh insights it can give and the innovative thinking it can stimulate. The book 
is profusely illustrated with dramatic as well as aesthetically pleasing visuals. Besides capturing the interest of the reader the 

visuals also enhance the reader’s comprehension and appreciation of the text. 
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Desertification: Past, Current and Future Trends 

Victor Roy Squires and Ali Ariapour (International Dryland Management Consultant, 

Adelaide, Australia) 

In series: Environmental Research Advances 
2018. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53614-212-9. $195.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53614-213-6. $195.00. 
This book (with a foreword by eminent desertification specialist, Dr. Alan Grainger of Leeds University) provides a synthesis 

of what desertification means in the present day context of worldwide concerns about land degradation in the face of global 

(including climate) change, burgeoning populations, urbanization, and loss of biodiversity. It defines and describes 
desertification in its many forms and examines efforts to combat land degradation. The authors present some models that 

relate to the current impact of climate change on desertification as well as the medium to long term, and offer case studies 

on efforts to combat desertification in the major regions of the world. In the last chapter, we attempt to synthesize the whole 
book in the context of the post-2015 agreements on climate change (the Paris Accord) and the UN Sustainable Development 

Goals (SDG). Chapters concerning the historical context of desertification consider the definition and meanings associated 

with the word “desertification”; discuss the global extent and severity of the many types of desertification; and explain the 

current status of desertification in the “post-2015 context”. The book also discusses the impacts of desertification on 

ecosystems and people along with biodiversity; dust and sand storms from desertified landscapes; and the people affected by 

desertification. Chapters also focus on desertification and climate change, and consider the nexus between climate, soil, water 
and people; climate variability, land use and livelihoods affected by desertification are also analyzed. Chapters on combating 

desertification focus on combating desertification and act as an overview of proven practices with a detailed case study from 

China. Finally, synthesis and conclusions are consider the future of those affected by desertification, dealing firstly with 
medium to long term future outlooks and secondly with attempting to sum up the trends. 

Ecosystem Services and Human Well-being at Lake Ngami, Botswana: Implications for 

Sustainability 

Donald Letsholo Kgathi, Edwin N. Mosimanyana, Joseph E. Mbaiwa and Wellington R. L. 

Masamba (Okavango Research Institute, University of Botswana, Maun, Botswana and 

Botswana International University of Science and Technology, Palapye, Botswana) 

In series: Environmental Science, Engineering and Technology 
2018. 413 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-988-4. $230.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-989-1. $230.00. 

This book is a compilation of peer reviewed chapters which address the dynamics of 

biodiversity and ecosystem services (ESSs) used at Lake Ngami in Northern Botswana. 
This book focuses on the implications of the ESSs used in terms of human well-being and 

sustainability, with Lake Ngami as a case study. Three broad cross-cutting themes are 

addressed: 1) The interaction between ESSs and direct drivers of ecosystem change such as 
flooding, climate change and variability; 2) the relationship between ESSs and institutions 

(rules, beliefs, norms, markets and property rights); and 3) the relationship between changes 

in ESSs and human well-being. In order to address these themes, the authors have divided 
the book into five parts: 1) Introduction and Background, 2) Supporting and Regulating 

ESSs, 3) Provisioning ESSs, 4) Cultural ESSs, and 5) Strategy for ESSs’ Governance and 

Policy Implications. The book demonstrates how the ESSs of Lake Ngami have the 
potential to make a substantial contribution to human-well-being. However, due to the 

variability in the flooding of the Okavango River, which results in decadal and longer dry 

periods in the lake, the benefits derived from ESSs by the local population cannot be 
guaranteed for the future. The contributors to this book are researchers with a plurality of 

backgrounds in natural and social sciences with diverse views. The policy 

recommendations suggested by some of the authors could contribute to the sustainable use 
and management of ESSs of wetlands in semi-arid environments. 
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Ecotoxicology in Latin America 

Cristiano V.M. Araújo and Candida Helena Shinn (CFE, 

University of Coimbra, Portugal; ICMAN-CSIC, Spain, DCI-

Ecuactox, ULEAM, Ecuador) 

In series: Environmental Science, Engineering and Technology 
2018. 621 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53610-600-8. $310.00. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-872-6. $217.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53610-609-1. $310.00. 
Latin America is one of the most diverse but also vulnerable regions in the world that 

is under continuous anthropogenic pressure due to increasing urban, industrial and 

agricultural developments. Although there are many research groups studying the 
impacts caused by those pressures, the results and conclusions obtained by many of 

them are largely unknown because their studies are mostly published at the local or 

regional scale. Ecotoxicology in Latin America represents an effort to collect and share 

research performed in Latin America in the area of ecotoxicology and environmental 

risk assessment, presenting a collection of relevant and innovative studies focused on the following topics: (i) Contaminant 

entrance, transportation, distribution and fate; (ii) Environmental risk in freshwater ecosystems; (iii) Ecological risk in coastal 
zones; (iv) Biomonitoring programs: water, sediment and air; (v) Physiological effects and biomarkers; (vi) Soil 

ecotoxicology; (vii) Bioaccumulation and human risk; (viii) Toxicity of emerging contaminants; and (ix) Frontiers in 

Ecotoxicology. This selection of topics aims at covering the most important subjects and applications of ecotoxicology, 
including classical and novel subjects. Therefore, this book contains chapters related to different environmental 

compartments prone to contamination (water, sediment, soil and air), to different contamination sources (agriculture, 

industry, urban discharges and natural emissions), and to multiple biological responses at different organizational levels 
(individual to ecosystems, including human beings). It is envisioned to have an international projection within and beyond 

Latin American countries, as it is a great opportunity to increase the networks not only among Latin American research teams 

working on similar subjects, but also with teams from other regions. The idea of this book was to favor the connection among 
groups to quickly improve the development of methods and their application in ecotoxicological and environmental risk 

studies in Latin America. This book will be useful to important sectors of environmental sciences and related areas, and to 

specific target demographics such as students and researchers acting in environmental studies, and decision-makers (i.e., 
politicians and environmental organizations). Ecotoxicology in Latin America presents 34 chapters authored by 111 

researchers from 12 Latin American countries (Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica, Cuba, Ecuador, Mexico, 

Panama, Peru, Uruguay, and Venezuela) and from 6 non-Latin American countries (Austria, Belgium, Italy, Portugal, Spain, 

and USA). 

Emerging Materials for Environment Protection and Renewable Energy 

M. Shaheer Akhtar, Sadia Ameen and Hyung-Shik Shin (Chonbuk National University, 

Jeonbuk, Republic of Korea) 

In series: Environmental Research Advances 
2018. 511 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-850-4. $230.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-851-1. $230.00. 

Emerging Materials for Environment Protection and Renewable Energy includes most of the published research articles from 

the editors along with the work of other authors. The central theme of this book is interrelatedness. Each part of this book 
highlights a work contributing to environmental protection and renewable energy, with the presentation of tables, graphs, 

and figures. This book considers three major parts: (1) Sensors, (2) Photocatalyst and (3) Renewable Energy; it also provides 

an in-depth knowledge for the synthesis of nanomaterials, characterization of 
nanomaterials, and the possibilities for full-scale applications of these nanomaterials for 

environmental protection and renewable energy. The major three parts of this book are 

further sub-sectioned into thirty-three chapters, covering the topics of metal oxides based 
gas sensors (Part I, Section One), zinc oxide based chemical sensors (Part I, Section 

Two), titanium oxide based chemical sensors (Part I, Section Three), conducting 
polymers based chemical sensors (Part I, Section Four), zinc oxide based photocatalysts 

(Part II, Section One), titanium oxide based photocatalysts (Part II, Section Two), 

conducting polymers based photocatalysts (Part II, Section Three), organic solar cells 
(Part III, Section One), zinc oxide based DSSCs (Part III, Section Two), titanium oxide 

based DSSCs (Part III, Section Three) and perovskite solar cells (Part III, Section Four). 
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Environmental Applications of 210Po and 210Pb in the Brazilian Amazon and Other Sites 

Daniel Marcos Bonotto and Jorge Luis Nepomuceno de Lima (Full Professor of Geochemistry, 

Instituto de Geociências e Ciências Exatas, UNESP, Brazil) 

In series: Environmental Research Advances 
2018. 291 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53614-036-1. $145.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53614-037-8. $145.00. 
210Po is an intermediary member of the natural mass number (4n+2) 238U decay series that finishes at a stable 206Pb, 

according to the sequence: 238U (4.49 Ga, a) ® 234Th(24.1 d, b-) ® 234Pa (1.18 min, b- ) ® 234U (0.248 Ma, a) ® 230Th 

(75.2 ka, a) ® 226Ra (1622 a, a) ® 222Rn (3.83 d, a) ® 218Po (3.05 min, a) ® 214Pb (26.8 min, b-) ® 214Bi (19.7 min, b-
) ® 214Po (0.16 ms, a) ® 210Pb (22.26 a, b-) ® 210Bi (5 d, b-) ® 210Po (138 d, a) ® 206Pb. The 238U descendants are 

produced continuously in rocks and minerals, since uranium is among the main elements contributing to natural terrestrial 

radioactivity. It is a lithophile element that is concentrated preferentially in acidic igneous rocks compared with intermediate, 
basic, and ultrabasic varieties. Some 210Po atoms escape the rocks and soils to the surrounding fluid, such as groundwater 

during interactions between the liquid and solid phases. Both 210Pb and 210Po in water are well-documented radionuclides 

for health risks, as WHO has proposed a guidance level of 0.1 Bq/L for the activity concentration in drinking water in order 

to not exceed the reference dose level of the committed effective dose equal to 0.1 mSv from one year of consumption. 

Analyses of most natural waters have shown that 210Po is present at very low activities, usually even lower than its insoluble 

precursor, 210Pb. 210Pb is a particle-reactive radionuclide readily removed from the water column through adsorption onto 
particulate forms of matter and their coatings (organic or Fe-Mn oxides). Numerous studies have utilized 210Pb derived from 

210Po-data as a chronometer for sediment accumulation and mixing in lakes, estuaries, marshes, and coastal areas, since 

they have provided a reliable dating method over the last 100-150 years. The importance of the Amazon area to sustain the 
global equilibrium in the environment has been recognized worldwide. This has been much more accentuated presently due 

to the intense debate related to global warming. Consequently, all initiatives/studies directed to a better 

knowledge/management of that huge environment are welcome and needed. This book is a contribution to this task, which 
presents a revision of a 210Pb and 210Po database in the Brazilian Amazon area and in sediments providing from different 

hydrographic basins in São Paulo, Brazil. 

Environmental Change and Sustainability: Management, Challenges and Research 

Opportunities 

Lydia Henderson 

In series: Environmental Research Advances 
2018. 125 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-376-9. $82.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-377-6. $82.00. 

Environmental Change and Sustainability: Management, Challenges and Research Opportunities examines a variety of 

underlying conceptions regarding sustainability, providing a number of different views on its causes and effects. A general 
model is necessary to understand the complexity and aggregate all strings – to realize the notion of sustainable management 

for measurement and comparison of developments and therefore to stabilize the ecological footprint on an appropriate level. 

Additionally, the authors conducted a multi-level research project in a German grammar school, intending to find out how 
much students in the age from 13-15 years know about the described issues (climate change and missing sustainability) and 

how motivated they are in order to support addressing them. This study proved that an early training on environment and 
sustainability issues helps to raise awareness for these issues, as well as fosters a sensitized mind-set in tomorrow’s decision 

makers. Another study sets out to assess whether there is a relationship between environmentally sustainable practices carried 

out by hotels and consumer-based brand equity dimensions, such as brand loyalty, brand awareness, perceived quality, and 
brand associations. Quantitative research was performed, by way of a personal survey, to Spanish guests of three and four 

star hotels located in the Valencian region. The following chapter reviews extant theoretical and empirical research on the 

relationship between leadership and corporate social or environmental responsibility and suggests directions for further 
research on leadership and corporate environmental sustainability. Contemporary global businesses require leaders who can 

build sustainable businesses that benefit all the relevant stakeholders, indicating the necessity of an appropriate leadership 

model that highlights corporate environmental sustainability. Additionally, a new management tool for collection of used 
household batteries is presented in order to optimize the total costs and other environmental factors. The geographic 

information system (GIS) is used to provide spatial data management and service area analysis by methods implemented in 

the GIS network analysis extensions. 
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Environmental Disasters and Land Grabs as Crimes against Humanity 

Laura Westra, Ph.D 

In series: Environmental Science, Engineering and Technology 
2018. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-177-2. $230.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53614-145-0. $230.00. 

Increasingly people in every continent of the world are becoming aware of the grave consequences of the current 

environmental problems, from climate change to unsustainable agricultural growth durations. These consequences include 
dangerous, environmentally caused results that affect our health and the health of our children, as well as our social well-

being and our very basic rights. This book raises a radical question: Can environmental disasters and land grab crimes, in 

fact, be seen as crimes against humanity? That approach is defended through a number of present legal documents and 
through existing and novel arguments. With this in mind, who is responsible for the present situation, and who should be 

held accountable for both damages and harm towards those parties affected? The main problems concern holding 

governments (who minimally permit, but often promote many of the practices of legal and natural persons) responsible for 
initiating and supporting the activities that ensure their economic benefit, which is leading to the present impasse. The authors 

discuss how such individuals can be held accountable singly and collectively for the harms they impose on all life. 

Exploring Potential Synergy between Sustainable Forest Ecosystem Management and 

Technological Progress in Regionally Segmented Canadian Logging Industries: Bioeconomic 

Perspectives and Nonparametric Modeling 

Asghedom Ghebremichael (Research Economist, the Environment and Natural Resources) 

In series: Environmental Science, Engineering and Technology 
2017. 223 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53611-850-6. $160.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53611-871-1. $160.00. 

Explaining the natural limits on the carrying capacity of forest ecosystems to natural and 
human-induced disturbances underpinned the goal of this study. Hypothesized mutually 

reinforcing beneficial effects of sustainable forest ecosystem management (SFEM) 

practices and total factor productivity growth (TFPG) in regionally segmented Canadian 
logging industries were examined. Two complementary methodologies were applied: (1) 

A normative bioeconomic analysis of SFEM, and (2) an analysis of TFPG, which is a 

commonly accepted indicator of technological progress. Sluggish, but upward trends in 

TFPG appeared to support the hypothesized outcomes that logging operations were 

technically efficient, that firms in each regional industry had comparative cost advantages 

in the marketplace, and that the unavoidable adverse effects of logging operations on 
integrity of forest ecosystems were tolerable, given the economic fact that logging sustains 

the forest sector’s significant role in the overall performance of the national economy. 

However, low TFPG implied a need for strategic policy that would boost investments in 
research and development to promote technological progress, so as to ensure 

environmental quality, sustainable timber supply, and competitiveness in the Canadian 

forest sector. Society derives multiple benefits from TFPG that include: (i) A synergetic 
combination of factor accumulation and TFPG, which is one of the engines of economic 

growth; (ii) a minimization of the natural capital stock, timber, and depletion; (iii) the 
mitigation of the wasteful use of scarce-productive resources; (iv) the mitigation of adverse impacts of inflation on economic 

growth; (v) the maximization of profits due to economic savings made in production processes; (vi) the reallocation of “freed” 

productive resources to the production of other goods and services, leading to technical and economic efficiency; and (vii) 
the improvements in the competitive position of the Canadian forest sector. Accordingly, this book concluded with a list of 

policy recommendations. 

Ferns: Ecology, Importance to Humans and Threats 

Lucjan Nowicki and Anka Kowalska 

In series: Environmental Research Advances 
2018. 190 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-018-8. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-019-5. $95.00. 
In this compilation, the authors examine the possible effects of three aspects of global climate change (elevated atmospheric 

CO2, increasing temperatures, and changes in precipitation), focusing on how each of these may affect fern reproductive 

adaptation and success; especially with respect to: spore vitality and germination, gametophyte growth and reproductive 
success, and sporophyte growth and maturation. Next, the important aspects of Bracken chemical ecology are highlighted, 

beginning with a description of global distribution pattern of Bracken delineating its ubiquitous nature followed by its 

interplay with abiotic factors such as soil-nutrients and fire. The book also provides a review of modern studies based on 
chloroplast markers, BEAST analysis, and etc., including ecology of ferns throughout their history until recently. A study is 
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presented that investigates the presence of allelochemical composition and content from the fern leaves of Acrostichum 

aureum, Stenochlaena palustris and Dicranopteris linearis using maceration extraction method for further analysis of 
allelochemicals. In closing, an overview of the most important taxa of Permian ferns of Angaraland and its adjacent regions 

is given, supported by evidence on some Carboniferous and Triassic ferns as well. 

Formation Damage in Oil and Gas Reservoirs: Nanotechnology Applications for its 

Inhibition/Remediation 

Camilo Andrés Franco Ariza, Ph.D., and Farid Bernardo Cortés Correa, Ph.D. (Research 

Group in Surface Phenomena, Facultad de Minas Colombia, Sede Medellín, Colombia) 

In series: Nanotechnology Science and Technology 

In series: Environmental Remediation Technologies, Regulations and Safety 
2018. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-902-0. $195.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-903-7. $195.00. 
The production of conventional and unconventional hydrocarbons can be affected by several sources of damage under 

subsurface conditions that can hinder well productivity. Damage may occur during different stages of oil and/or gas well 
formation such as production, drilling, hydraulic fracturing, and workover operations. For years, formation damage was 

considered negligible or was not treated adequately, causing reductions in the production rate up to the loss of both producer 

and injector wells. Nowadays, formation damage is an essential parameter to be considered in the wells’ development as its 
prevention and/or engineered remediation may lead to cost reduction and improvement of production rate. Formation damage 

is challenging in the oil and gas industry, as it implies a large number of mechanisms that can be involved. Different fields 

feature problems associated with fines migration, asphaltene precipitation/deposition, inorganic scales, condensate banking, 
and damage during hydraulic fracturing operations, among others. Nanotechnology is a rapidly growing technology with 

potential applications and benefits. Among the numerous applications of nanotechnology for energy and the environment, 

the nanoparticle technology could be successfully employed as an attractive alternative in the oil and gas industry for the 
inhibition and remediation of different types of formation damage with cost-effective and environmentally friendly 

approaches. Due to their exceptional physicochemical properties such as high dispersibility, high surface area/volume ratio 

and small size (1-100 nm), nanoparticles are able to inject into the reservoir, travel smoothly through the porous media and 
selectively attack a specific type of formation damage. Also, at the nanoscale, other exceptional properties can be obtained, 

such as high thermal stability and chemical stability, as well as optically, magnetically, and electrically tunable properties. 

This book provides recent research on nanotechnology applied to the inhibition/remediation of formation damage in oil and 
gas reservoirs. The chapters include methodologies for multi-component skin characterization, estimating the level of risk of 

formation damage, nanoparticle fabrication methods, as well as the application of nanoparticles and nanofluids at both 

laboratory and field conditions. This book should generate a better landscape about the use of nanoparticles and nanofluids 
in the improvement of inhibition and treatment of formation damage, and its application in local and international scenarios. 

Improving Oil Spill Prevention and Response, Restoring Jobs, and Ensuring Our Energy 

Security: Recommendations from the National Commission on the BP Deepwater Horizon Oil 

Spill and Offshore Drilling 

Clay A. Lindeman 

In series: Environmental Remediation Technologies, Regulations and Safety 
2018. 161 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-634-0. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-635-7. $95.00. 
This book was reprinted from a public document and records from the US Government. It is a collection of hearings that 

took place in Washington DC, by the Committee on Transportation and Infrastructure, House of Representatives on February 
11th 2011. “On April 22nd 2010, the DEEPWATER HORIZON sank and oil and natural gas began spewing from the 

uncontained well. The evening before, BP began efforts to contain the well by trying to activate the rams, annular preventers 

and deadman switch on the BOP using remotely operated underwater vehicles. For reasons that are still under investigation, 

these efforts failed. Over the course of the next 87 days, BP followed these efforts with attempts to place a containment dome 

over the leaking riser pipe…. Each of these efforts failed to completely cut off the flow of oil into the Gulf….the Federal 

government estimates a total of 4.9 million barrels of oil were released into the Gulf of Mexico during the 87 days the well 
went uncontained.” This book examines the DEEPWATER HORIZON OIL SPILL, its consequences and relevance to the 

future of offshore drilling, and reexamines what changes have to made in order to produce safer drilling operations that 

Americans deserve the right to have and expect. 
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“In Situ” Biomonitoring of a Polluted Environment by Wild Plant and Crop Plant Species 

Karol Mičieta, Ph.D., and Gustáv Murín, Ph.D. (Department of Botany, Faculty of Natural 

Sciences, Comenius University, Bratislava, Slovak Republic) 

In series: Plant Science Research and Practices 
2018. 

Softcover: 978-1-53614-276-1. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53614-277-8. $95.00. 
The original method of testing for pollution in the environment by means of wild and crop plant species is described, with 

practical examples explained in detail within this book. This original method was developed by authors and proved correct 

for industrial complexes like nickel plant dumps, a smelting plant and an aluminium factory as well as city environments 
experiencing a heavy traffic impact. For a demonstration of general usefulness, a collaborative study with Kuwait University 

was accomplished to show the impact of the first Gulf War to the environment. The study of radioactive contamination in 

the vicinity of the Jaslovské Bohunice nuclear power plant was finished in cooperation with the University of Wien, Austria. 
Promising results from the retrospective biomonitoring of polluted environments by means of pollen grains for herbal 

samples are also presented, detailing the situation at a chosen locality up to one hundred years prior. A list of wild and crop 

plant species as bioindicators is presented for practical use. This original method is extended by special chapters describing 

other authors’ “parallel plant test of phytotoxicity and mutagenicity” and practical examples of remediation of heavily 

polluted sites. In conclusion, the authors are underlying the remarkable ability of nature to recover from all anthropogenic 

interventions thanks to the mechanisms of auto-regulation, adaptation and resistance. As this book is based on the thirty years 
of the authors’ experiences, it covers the period between the years of 1966-2018, with 380 references from this field of 

research. 

Lignin Molecular Biogeochemistry: Principles and Practices 

Shafi Mohammad Tareq and Keiichi Ohta (Associate Professor School of Bioscience, The 

University of Nottingham, Malaysia, Jalan Broga, Selangor, Malaysia) 

In series: Environmental Research Advances 
2018. 222 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53611-812-4. $160.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-142-0. $160.00. 

Lignin has been used as a proxy to study biogeochemical processes and transportation of 
land derived carbon from land to lakes, rivers, coastal areas and deep marine environments. 

The literature of such a topic is vast, however, there are few applications of lignin 

molecular biogeochemistry for reconstructing paleovegetation and climate changes (e.g., 
the lignin phenol vegetation index; LPVI) and it is not particularly useful unless the 

molecular level information of terrestrial plants is compiled together in a systematic way. 

Chemically, lignin has been regarded as comparatively resistant to various types of 
degradation in comparison to other plant components such as carbohydrates and 

hydrocarbons. This book shapes the current state of the art in lignin molecular 

biogeochemistry research that highlights the potential future applications for this important 
biomarker for vegetation change and land-derived biogenic carbon transportations. This 

book provides a unique and thorough look at the application of lignin molecular 
biogeochemistry to environmental changes and monsoon variability. It also indicates that 

the application of lignin molecular biogeochemistry for an understanding of environmental 

changes consists of a biogeochemical approach that has been quite successful, but 
underused. This book is a new contribution to our knowledge of the lignin molecular 

biogeochemistry of different geographic locations and climatic conditions. 

Municipal and Industrial Waste: Sources, Management Practices and Future Challenges 

Brenda Bryant and Betty Hall 

In series: Waste and Waste Management 
2018. 309 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-441-4. $195.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-442-1. $195.00. 
In this collection, the authors open with a review of current state of the art methods for the recovery and reuse of selected 

monomers and biomacromolecules (such as proteins and nucleic acids) from municipal solid waste. They discuss the most 

relevant recoverable chemical building blocks and biomacromolecules, as well as their potential applications. Following this, 
polyethylene terephthalate is analyzed as one of the major post-consumer plastics in solid waste streams because of the 

ongoing expansion of the PET bottle market. A study is conducted wherein co-pyrolysis is proposed for co-processing PET 

wastes with woody biomass in order to improve the quality and yield of liquid products for their use as fuels. A subsequent 
study proposes a recycling process for the recovery of zinc and manganese from Zn-Mn batteries, the goal of which is to 

determine the optimal conditions of manganese and zinc extraction from black mass of spent zinc-manganese batteries. The 

ability to obtain final products such as manganese oxide(IV) from recycling material makes it possible to use them in new 
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batteries. Also in this collection, the authors synthesize wood ash based geopolymer to determine its optimal conditions. An 

almost complete disappearance of spherical forms and increasing the porosity of the structure of the obtained geopolymers 
were observed, and moreover, spectroscopic analysis was performed and the specific surface area was determined by the 

BET method. Another study details the aspects of waste generation sources and management practices such as collection, 

storage, transportation and disposal in an environmental and economic manner, along with upcoming challenges. A review 
of sludge pretreatment and extracellular polymeric substance extraction enhancing the sludge management process is 

presented. The intensification process applied to the wastewater treatment, the integration process applied to wastewater 

treatment, and the biorefinery concept integrated to wastewater treatment plants are reviewed, summarizing a range of 
possibilities for improving the sustainability of the industrial production chain. Next, the book focuses on agricultural 

biomass residues such as corncobs, sunflower husks, olive stones, peanut shells, pistachio shells, pine sawdust and brewery 

waste, in order to determine the general characteristics and the specific properties that make them suitable for incorporation 
into clay mixtures for the production of ceramics. Their chemical compositions and morphological structures are analyzed. 

The closing paper describes the equilibrium and kinetic studies which contributed to our understanding of the properties of 
the new sorbent such as chemically modified coal fly ash. Based on the sorption capacity obtained, modified coal fly ash is 

proposed for the treatment of wastewaters containing heavy metal and dye. 

Novel Approaches in Risk, Crisis and Disaster Management 

Michail Chalaris, Ph.D., Dimitrios Emmanouloudis, Jet-Chau 

Wen, and Zong-Ping Wu (Fire Lt. Colonel, Chemist Ph.D., 

Hellenic Fire Corps, Athens, Greece) 

In series: Natural Disaster Research, Prediction and Mitigation 
2018. 440 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-239-7. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-240-3. $230.00. 
Nowadays, governments are more often than not confronted with crises that are so 

unforeseen (i.e., the 9/11 attacks), so unexpected in nature or in extent (i.e., the SARS 

and H1N1 pandemic outbreaks, the Indian Ocean tsunami or Hurricane Katrina) and 
with such extensive social and economic effects that they may seem almost impossible 

to deal with. Yet, the successful management of these forms of crisis is possible. As prior 

experience has demonstrated, success in limiting the effects of major hazards on people 
and property relies not only on the active involvement and effective coordination of a 

variety of actors at different levels of state governance, but also on the preparation and the ability to react rapidly, efficiently 

and effectively to unexpected events. Ensuring that national authorities have the right technical instruments (reformed risk, 

crisis and disaster management systems, and an adequate institutional framework) for managing disasters is of critical 

importance for the success of such a venture. However, as this book intends to show, human capital remains the most 

important factor in this equation. 

Non-Soil Biochar Applications 

Dimitrios Kalderis, Dimitrios Ntarlagiannis and Pantelis Soupios (Department of 

Environmental and Natural Resources Engineering, School of Applied Sciences, Technological 

and Educational Institute of Crete, Greece) 

In series: Environmental Science, Engineering and Technology 
2018. 276 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-937-2. $195.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-938-9. $195.00. 

Biochar is a carbon rich solid material resulting from the pyrolysis of biomass under 
oxygen-free and low temperature conditions. Although most research is directed towards 

the application of biochar to soils, there are several other biochar properties that render it 

a suitable candidate for non-soil applications. A growing number of studies have tested 

biochar as a composite in building materials, as a hazardous substance adsorbent in 

drinking water and wastewater, and as a component in filters for indoor air quality and 

storm water management. The potential to utilize biochar for various applications depends 
on its properties. For example, biochar with high electrical conductivity, porosity and 

stability at lower temperatures is preferred as electrodes material in microbial fuel cells. 

Biochar containing relatively high structural bound oxygen groups is preferred in direct 
carbon fuel cells. On the other hand, biochars with increased particle strength, 

hydrophobicity and high surface area are suitable candidates for the development of 

reusable catalysts for chemical reactions. These new high-value applications are still in 
their infancy, and further research and development is needed to reach commercialization. 

Optimum reaction conditions for producing biochar are not always the same and 

reproducibility is often not satisfactory, even when the same biomass is used and the same 
production conditions are present. This book on non-soil biochar applications aims to 
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highlight the diversity of biochar as a multi-functional material and introduce some new and emerging applications to the 

wider scientific community. It will act as a reference document to all groups and individuals working or interested in biochar 
research and will be a valuable contribution to existing published literature. 

Nutrients, Wastewater and Leachate: Testing, Risks and Hazards 

Amimul Ahsan (Department of Civil Engineering, Uttara University, Dhaka, Bangladesh, and 

Department of Civil and Construction Engineering, Swinburne University of Technology, 

Melbourne, Australia) 

In series: Environmental Science, Engineering and Technology 
2018. 209 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-949-5. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-950-1. $95.00. 
The theoretical analysis and modeling of nutrients in water catchments and in irrigation 

water is a significant issue in the design of industrial processes and devices. Besides, the 

amount of antibiotic resistant fecal coliform bacteria in wastewater treatment plants is 

important to monitor and control. In addition, the hazardous landfill leachate needs to 

be treated and handled properly to save the environment and public health. These three 

ideas are presented in this book. It includes six advanced and revised contributions, and 
it covers the following points of interest: (1) Nutrients and sediment loads in water 

catchments with heterogeneous land uses; (2) the effect of nitrogen release from 

bioplastic fertilizer (BpF) composites and slow release fertilizer control application; (3) 
prevalence of antibiotic resistant fecal coliform bacteria in wastewater treatment plants; 

(4) antibiotic resistant coliforms from the human gut to wastewater; (5) landfill leachate 

treatment by electrolysis and preparation of low cost activated carbon; and (6) treatment 
of scheduled waste landfill leachate and perspectives for this in Malaysia. 

Oil Pollution: Issues, Impacts and Outcomes 

Emilio Potter and Alyssa Vega 

In series: Pollution Science, Technology and Abatement 
2018. 
Softcover: 978-1-53613-493-3. $82.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-494-0. $82.00. 

This compilation opens by examining earlier investigations of the oil drops dynamics in the marine environment, including 
the influence of their buoyancy and the dissolution of gases contained inside crude oil. Modelling these processes presents 

possibilities for estimating the spatial scales of oil drops spreading within the sea environment and on the sea surface, as well 

as their effect on an ice cover of ice infested seas. The presented information can be the basis for development the instruments 
for remote detection of crude oil escapes from seabed pipelines. Soil in places of oil pollution, such as Western Siberia, is 

discussed. The degree of influence of pollutants depends on the type of soils. For instance, it may affect more on peat than 

on mineral soils. In the northern part of Western Siberia, peatlands with a low content of ash elements are dominant. In the 
event of an oil leak, an essential element of effective response to any adverse consequences is proper planning for definition 

of necessary tasks, personnel, and resources. As such, the authors stress the importance of implementing modern features, 
like automated monitoring and rapid response, in crisis situations in areas of enterprise information systems development. 

This is urgent for the petroleum and gas sectors of the Russian economy, as the number of oil leaks has increased to 28,000 

per year. The concluding paper presents the results of original long-term field research carried out on geographically different 
seacoasts. The results are analyzed in order to determine the rates of spilled fuel oil natural destruction and to consider their 

relationship with principal environmental factors such as climatic and hydrological conditions, coast exposure and 

geomorphology, types of substrate, and intensity of biogeochemical cycles. The examination of the observed rates of oil 
shows that temperature and seawater salinity are crucial environmental factors in the self-cleaning process. 
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Organizing Safety and Hygiene in Dangerous Working Environments: Case Studies 

Elena V.M. Papadopoulou (Department of Mechanical Engineering, Environmental 

Technology Laboratory, University of Western Macedonia, Kozani, Greece) 

In series: Environmental Remediation Technologies, Regulations and Safety 
2018. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-734-7. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-735-4. $230.00. 
This book is a guidebook for the health and safety of workers and will help to prevent workplace accidents. It covers five 

sections of work environments with dangerous hazards and high health risk. Every chapter has been expanded to include 

knowledge and skills to promote and maintain safety and health in a work environment, 
and these chapters analyse the duties of employers and employees. Risk factors in 

relation to safety in specific workplaces and issues concerning contamination prevention 

and control are investigated, and hazards and risks when workers are using equipment 
or handling hazardous materials and waste are examined. This book includes multiple 

points of interest for businesses and industries with potentially harmful work 

environments: • Welding works • Municipality’s waste collection • Working in modern 

workshops • Working on sea vessels • Working on offshore wind farms Hazards in 

welding environments are analyzed and steps to minimizing health and safety risks in 

welding operations are put forward. Concerning municipality waste collection, this book 
gives an overview of waste, waste management processes, and research concerning 

health hazards, illnesses and injuries. As machine tools pose multiple hazards, this book 

studies requirements for a safe workshop, along with the equipment requirements and 
their possible hazards, inspection and service procedures. Accidents at sea are still a 

common occurrence, but significant progress has been made in recent decades and all 

involved stakeholders enact accident avoidance and mitigation measures in accordance 
with current norms and legislation. This additional effort was made to present the duties 

and responsibilities from seafarers up to ship owner and the best practices proposed to 
conduct successful sea operations without damage or loss. Finally, this guidance presents risks and hazards on health, safety 

and environmental parameters that inform about the procedures and standards that are applied in the offshore wind industry. 

Phytoremediation: Methods, Management and Assessment 

Vladimir Matichenkov, Ph.D. (Group of Ecology and Physiology of Phototropic Organisms, 

Institute Basic Biological Problems, Russian Academy of Sciences, Pushchino, Moscow, 

Russia) 

In series: Environmental Research Advances 
2018. 376 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-116-1. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-117-8. $230.00. 
Phytoremediation is one of the cost effective procedures for cleaning or removing pollutants from soil or water matrices. 

Over the last few decades, thousands of publications about different aspects of phytoremediation were created. This massive 

amount of data requires systematization, classification and ordering. On the other hand, many aspects of phytoremediation 
are not elaborated properly. This current book contains classical and specific literature reviews, new approaches in 

phytoremediation techniques and new areas for the realization of phytoremediation, which is not related with traditional 

pollutants as heavy metals. The first chapter is a classical review about using high biomass non-hyperaccumulator plant 
species for remediation of the toxic metal polluted soils. This chapter provides a lot of information to help readers better 

understand physiological, biochemical, and molecular aspects of such regular plant species used to increase phytoremediation 

efficiency. The second chapter (“Arsenic, the Silent Threat: New Phytoremediation 
Strategies for Contaminated Soils and Waters”) provides information about one of the 

most dangerous toxic metalloids, which is known as arsenic. This chapter aims to 

describe the current state of research and advances of knowledge concerning the 
phytoremediation of arsenic-polluted areas, focusing on mechanisms of As response in 

plants and the different strategies to cope with the metalloid, tolerance mechanisms that 
can be used to modify arsenic uptake, transport or detoxification in order to improve 

phytoremediation efficiency. The selection of the right and most effective plant for 

phytoremediation is one of the most important parts of this book. Chanter Three is 
devoted to reviewing different grasses used for phytoremediation. Remediation 

techniques for the decontamination of impacted coastal environments have several 

specific peculiarities, including a high level of salt, which creates difficulties for 
selecting salt-tolerant plants. Halophytes’ plant potential for the decommissioning of 

toxic metals in polluted estuarine environments is reviewed in Chapter Four. The use of 

specific technologies that can dramatically increase phytoremediation efficiency are 
presented in the Chapter Five (the EDTA effect) and in Chapter Six (the effect of soluble 

Si substances). In Chapter Six, the sheme for Si-assisted phytoremediation procedures 
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has been suggested as well. Fly ash disposition is one of the bigger problems in the world, because heavy metals and 

metal(loid)s from fly ash deposits leach onto the surrounding environment and can cause environmental risks for soil, air, 
and water. The detailed review about the role of vascular plants in the phytoremediation of fly ash deposits is presented in 

the Chapter Seven. Phytoremediation using microalgae has been attracting great interest over recent years. Chapter Eight 

focuses on the phytoremediation of liquid (urban/industrial wastewaters and digestates) and gaseous (flue gases, biogas and 
air) effluents via microalgal-bacterial mixed cultures. Salinity today is one of the most serious problems, which is related to 

human activity and global climate change. The phytoremediation efficiency. The selection of the right and most effective 

plant for phytoremediation is one of the most important parts of this book. Chanter Three is devoted to reviewing different 
grasses used for phytoremediation. Remediation techniques for the decontamination of impacted coastal environments have 

several specific peculiarities, including a high level of salt, which creates difficulties for selecting salt-tolerant plants. 

Halophytes’ plant potential for the decommissioning of toxic metals in polluted estuarine environments is reviewed in 
Chapter Four. The use of specific technologies that can dramatically increase phytoremediation efficiency are presented in 

the Chapter Five (the EDTA effect) and in Chapter Six (the effect of soluble Si substances). In Chapter Six, the sheme for 
Si-assisted phytoremediation procedures has been suggested as well. Fly ash disposition is one of the bigger problems in the 

world, because heavy metals and metal(loid)s from fly ash deposits leach onto the surrounding environment and can cause 

environmental risks for soil, air, and water. The detailed review about the role of vascular plants in the phytoremediation of 
fly ash deposits is presented in the Chapter Seven. Phytoremediation using microalgae has been attracting great interest over 

recent years. Chapter Eight focuses on the phytoremediation of liquid (urban/industrial wastewaters and digestates) and 

gaseous (flue gases, biogas and air) effluents via microalgal-bacterial mixed cultures. Salinity today is one of the most serious 
problems, which is related to human activity and global climate change. The possibility of using specific plants for 

phytodesalination is described in Chapter Nine. 

Recycling and Reuse of Materials 

Marcus A. Holst and Tilde M. Kjeldsen 

In series: Environmental Remediation Technologies, Regulations and Safety 
2018. 234 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-466-7. $160.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-467-4. $160.00. 
Recycling and Reuse of Materials begins by discussing the production of glass and ceramic products on the basis of recycling 

of decommitted products and residuals. Examples are given for production of foam glass, porous ceramic bodies and ceramic 

pigments from wastes and residuals originated from the same sector. The authors provide a comprehensive description of the 
recent trends and incoming approaches for creation of environmentally-friendly concepts for further development of the glass 

and ceramic industrial sectors. In the following study, options for conserving the functionality of geochemically scarce 

elements associated with aluminum life cycles are reviewed, including but not limited to changes in the diversity of Al alloys 

and in the composition of aluminum alloys and coatings. Lastly, the authors describe the manufacturing of an ecological 

ceramic tile, containing high percentage of industrial waste or sub-products coming from the ceramic and the recycled glass 

sector. The addition of these subproducts was performed in the three layers of the ceramic tile. 

Salt Marshes: Formation, Ecological Functions and Threats 

Darrin Barnes and Claire Ellis 

In series: Environmental Research Advances 
2018. 108 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53614-040-8. $82.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53614-041-5. $82.00. 

The main focus of the research described in the opening chapter of Salt Marshes: Formation, Ecological Functions and 

Threats focuses on the study of the plant heritage of the Fuerteventura salt marshes and their surroundings, together with the 
analysis of their ecological value, threats to the marshes, and of use and recent management practices. The methodology used 

predominantly consists of field work, photo-interpretation4, and implementation of a GIS from the information obtained and 

the database generated. The Fuerteventura salt marshes are of great importance because of their vegetal wealth and role as a 
refuge for fauna, especially birds and invertebrates. The subtropical saltmarshes of Brazil are located in the South of Brazil, 

between the north-central coast of São Paulo state and the central coast of Santa Catarina state, and have been studied over 

the course of many years by the researchers M.R. Bornschein and B.L. Reinert, resulting in their recognition as a new 
ecosystem. Despite several ornithological researches in these marshes, little is known about detailed aspects of their ecology 

and other groups of animals. Thus, the authors provide a general description of this recently recognized ecosystem and the 

ecological influences over the species that live in these marshes, resulting in the fragile ecological balance point of Borschein-
Reinert, and propose a mathematical index to this balance. Salt marshes develop in estuaries where there is reduced wave 

action, which allows for a source of sediment and suitable conditions for marsh plants to grow. The vegetation generally 

provides a structural habitat on featureless soft-sediment bottoms, and so it is utilized by a wide and diverse range of fish 
and invertebrates as their physical home, food supply and shelter from predators. The authors discuss the way in which 

species such as insects and crabs demonstrate variable levels of adaptation to life in this intertidal habitat, as well as how 

species composition and abundance of benthic invertebrates are strongly influenced by changes in the vegetation. 
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Sediment Watch: Monitoring, Ecological Risk Assessment and Environmental Management 

Chee Kong Yap (Department of Biology, Faculty of Science, Universiti Putra Malaysia, UPM, 

Serdang, Selangor, Malaysia) 

In series: Environmental Research Advances 
2018. 293 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-856-6. $195.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-857-3. $195.00. 
The purpose of this book is to provide the latest, if not complete amount of updated 

information regarding the use of sediments for the estimation of chemical pollution in the 

aquatic environment from three main perspectives, namely, monitoring, ecological risk 
assessment and environmental management. The intended readers of this book include 

academicians, policy-makers, university students and researchers. This book contains 

eleven chapters. Chapters Three, Four, Six, Seven, Eight, Nine, Ten and Eleven mainly 
contain monitoring studies of pollutants (especially heavy metals) and sedimentary 

characteristics. Chapters Two, Five, Six, Eight, Nine and Ten have the portions largely 

consist of the monitoring data for the ecological risk assessments. Chapters One, Two, 

Four, Seven, Eight and Ten include recommendations for possible environmental 

management. Chapters One, Three, Four, Nine and Ten are reviews based on published 

data and findings, but with new insights and perspectives from researchers points of view. 
Chapter One reviews thirty publications, published between 2015 and August 2017, the 

management of coastal environments focusing on the pollutants investigated in the 

sedimentary components of the resourceful area in the coasts. Chapter Three reviews and 
compares scientific papers related to sedimentary characteristics of the tsunami sediments 

and deposits after the 2004 Indian Ocean and 2011 Tohoku-oki Tsunamis. Chapter Four 

reviews fourteen ISI published papers on the metal contamination in sediments of the 
Persian Gulf that were impacted by anthropogenic activities. Chapter Nine investigates geographical spatial distribution, and 

the ecological and children’s health risk assessments of Copper (Cu) aquatic ecosystems ranging from rivers, mangroves, 
estuaries and offshore areas were investigated using cited Cu data in the sediments from 100 randomly selected published 

papers in the literature. Chapter Ten presents the geochemical speciation and risk assessment of heavy metals in southwestern 

Taiwan coastal sediments. The study was based on a review of more than eleven studies and the heavy metal data were re-
analyzed for the enrichment factor and potential ecological risk index. Other chapters (namely Chapters Two, Five, Six, 

Seven, Eight and Eleven) investigated metal pollution by using sediment watch, reporting metal data for the first time. 

Chapter Two presents the geochemical fractions of six heavy metals on surface sediments collected from drainages of 
Malacca’s industrial area and the Malacca River. Chapter Five presents the ecological risk assessment of heavy metals in the 

sediments collected, in 2007, from the Sepang Besar River and the Sepang Kecil River, that were previously a pig farming 

area in the early 1990s. Chapter Six investigates the distribution and enrichment of heavy metals in the surface marine 
sediments of coastal Sabah, Malaysia. Chapter Seven reports the concentrations of Cr, Co, Mn and Sc in the mangrove snail 

in association with the above four metals with their habitat surface sediments. Chapter Eight presents the ecological risk 

assessments of heavy metals in surface sediments collected from a rocky shore in Tanjung Harapan. Chapter Eleven reports 
the Nd isotopic signature in sedimentary Mn/Fe oxides, which can be used as a tracer of the variations of west Pacific 

oceanographic exchange during the last 27Ka. Prominent scientists from Japan such as Prof. Hideo Okamura (Kobe 

University, Japan), Prof Hiroya Harino (Kobe College, Japan), Prof. Minoru Saito (Nihon University, Japan) and Prof. 
Kazuhiro Toyoda (Hokkaido University, Japan), Dr. Gen Kanaya and Dr. Tomohiko Isobe (both from National Institute of 

Environmental Sciences, Tsukuba, Japan), who co-authored some of the chapters have helped to improve the quality of the 

chapters in this book. Chapters from Prof Chen-Feng You from the National Cheng Kung University (Taiwan), and Dr. 
Moslem Sharifinia from the Iranian National Institute for Oceanography and Atmospheric Science (Iran) are also important 

elements concerning the construction of international readership for this book. 

Trans-Boundary Pollution in North-East Asia 

Kazuichi Hayakawa, Ph.D., Seiya Nagao, Ph.D., Yayoi Inomata, 

Ph.D., Mutsuo Inoue, Ph.D., and Atsushi Matsuki, Ph.D. (Kanazawa 

University, Kanazawa, Japan) 

In series: Environmental Research Advances 
2018. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-742-2. $195.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53614-163-4. $195.00. 

In East Asia, the economics and industrial outputs of Japan, China, Korea and Russia have 

developed rapidly in recent decades. Together, these countries account for more than a 
quarter of the world’s energy consumption. The primary energy consumption of China has 

especially increased drastically. The main energy sources in these countries are oil in Japan 

and Korea, coal in China and natural gas in Russia (additionally, coal is harvested in Far 
Eastern Russia). The burning of these fuels and biomass releases many kinds of pollutants 

including gases and particulates into the atmosphere. From 1970-1980, “acid rain/snow” 
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was a typical trans-boundary form of environmental pollution not only in Eastern Europe and North America, but also in 

North East Asia. Acid rain/snow was observed on the Sea of Japan coastline of the Japanese islands during the winter. It was 
caused by sulfur dioxide emitted from the combustion of a large amount of coal in China. "Yellow sand" is also observed in 

various parts of Japan during the spring. It is caused by dust storms generated in deserts such as the Takramakan in China 

and transported at long ranges to Japan via microorganisms. Recently, a high concentration of PM2.5 in the urban atmosphere 
has become a large problem in China. PM2.5 as an originated form of fossil fuel combustion and biomass combustion 

contains many polycyslic aromatic hydrocarbons, which exhibit carcinogenic and/or mutagenic, endocrine disrupting and 

reactive oxygen species producing activities. A part of PM2.5 emitted in China has been transported at long ranges to Japan. 
These pollutans cause respiratory and circulatory diseases. On the other hand, in 1997, enormous amounts of oil spilled from 

an old Russian tanker which caused a serious pollution problem in the Sea of Japan. Backbone bending in fish was reported 

in several marine areas polluted with the spilled oil. From these view points, trans-boundary pollution attracts much attention 
from environmental and health science fields. This book will focus on the trans-boundary pollutants observed in North East 

Asia with recent research results. 

Using Space Techniques and GIS to Identify Vulnerable Areas to 

Natural Hazards along the Jeddah-Rabigh Region, Saudi Arabia 

Mashael M. Al Saud (Space Research Institute, King Abdel Aziz City 

for Science and Technology, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia) 

In series: Environmental Science, Engineering and Technology 
2018. 306 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-313-4. $195.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-314-1. $195.00. 
Natural hazards have become the foremost geo-environmental issue in many regions 

worldwide, since rarely a year goes by without any catastrophic event that harms both 

urban structure and human life. These natural hazards are exacerbated by a number of 
physical and demographic factors and variables. The most common aspects of these 

hazards are floods and their related processes of soil and rock erosion of different types, 

landslides, volcanic activities, seismic movements of different magnitudes, as well as 
coastal erosion and sea floods on coastal zones. It is extremely dangerous to have all these 

natural catastrophic aspects within one region, which makes it susceptible to natural 

disturbances. A typical example is the area located along the Western coast of Saudi Arabia, between Jeddah and Rabigh. 
This area is currently witnessing an obvious development trend and dramatic urban growth, including a miscellany of urban 

and tourist settlements, in addition to mushrooming academic centers. However, the region’s susceptibility to natural hazards 

was not considered during this development. The area comprises mountain chains of igneous rocks and complexes with 
extensive rock structures, including volcanic dykes and fault systems, which are susceptible to movement at any time. In 

addition, the area extends to the coastal plain to the west, which is almost covered by interbedded rocky and soil materials 

due to the transgression and regression processes that have taken place in the past. This makes the region vulnerable to sea 
flooding. The hydrological records, with a special emphasis on floods, along with the seismic frequency records show a 

recurrence of catastrophic events. These observations have been made in addition to physical observations in geologic and 

geomorphologic maps as well as satellite images, which point out the high vulnerability of the area to natural hazards at a 
time when the population growth is continuously developing. Based on these principles, the study aims to utilize space tools 

to extract physical data in a comprehensive approach as well as analyze and manipulate this data in the Geographic 
Information System (GIS), thus determining the areas vulnerable to natural hazards. More specifically, the study aims to 

produce thematic maps for each type of existing natural hazards, among which geographic zones can be classified with 

respect to different risk levels. It is a complete report that decision makers can utilize in order to apply tangible implements 
to mitigate the risk magnitude and thus identify areas with less risk. The authors hope that these areas can be considered in 

urban management and planning approaches. 

“Waste-to-Profit” (W-t-P): Value added Products to Generate 

Wealth for a Sustainable Economy. Volume 1 

Linda Zikhona Linganiso (Senior Lecturer, University of Zululand, 

KwaDlangezwa, KwaZulu Natal Province, South Africa) 

In series: Environmental Remediation Technologies, Regulations and 

Safety 
2018. 356 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-235-9. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-236-6. $230.00. 
The fastest and unquestionable route to losing clients and the market share is to stop 

innovating. Pondering on strategies to take over market control, you will surely discover 

your formula going in, while failure will be sure to follow if you celebrate your successes 
for a long time without any novelty. Why not generate wealth from different waste 

streams available when it is possible to develop a business system for a sustainable 
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industry? Innovative business empires will not only help you generate sustainable profit, but will skyrocket your name above 

all well-known entrepreneurs who have peculiar abilities to handle high impact projects in communities while protecting the 
environment at the same time. This book is designed to help venture capitalists know where to invest their money for 

maximum returns. Aside from this, entrepreneurs will find it useful as it guides readers to understand where investments 

should go based on the current status of bio-projects in South Africa and selected countries. The key drivers for Waste-to-
Profit activities include raising environmental awareness, policies and regulations in places throughout selected countries 

including South Africa. This book highlights the current policies and regulations to fast track the development of new 

technologies for bio-projects in these countries; opportunities, barriers and policy implications are discussed extensively. 
Why not also help the academics, researchers and students translate research and development findings into something of 

value (perhaps, a product)? The days of basic research alone are gone. The time is nigh – if not already here – to learn to 

translate research and development findings into something of value, to generate revenues which are essential for economic 
development. Not only would this help the intellectuals develop new technologies/products to generate profit, but it will 

assertively assist the world to transition towards a knowledge economy, an economy where knowledge is the main engine 
for economic development. This book will identify gaps in the waste beneficiation projects value chain, to avoid performing 

research which is thirty years behind. Recent research and development on waste beneficiation is given extensively for the 

purpose of identifying the gaps and fast tracking R&D in South Africa as well as other selected countries, in order to develop 
a business system that will afford these countries a sustainable economy. Municipalities in different countries will learn to 

develop a strategy to add value to their different waste streams through value added products such as Biofuels, Bioplastics 

and Biobricks, to mention a few. 

Wastewater and Water Contamination: Sources, Assessment and Remediation 

Mia D. Holm and Marcus C. Lund 

In series: Environmental Remediation Technologies, Regulations and Safety 
2018. 154 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-579-4. $82.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-580-0. $82.00. 

In this compilation, the authors open with an address of alternative advanced technologies that effectively meet the desired 

level of removal of recalcitrant contaminants from water. They discuss the advantages and disadvantages of different state 
of the art technologies, assess the need for further development, as well as estimate the potential for large scale applications 

based on technological advancement and availability. Next, the book delves into the origin of chitin, which can be traced 

back to 1811 when it was first discovered in mushrooms by Henri Braconnot while he was Professor of Natural History and 
Director of the Botanical Gardens at the Academy of Science in France. Twenty years later, chitin was isolated in insects. In 

1878, Ledderhose determined that chitin was constructed of glucosamine and acetic acid. The subsequent chapter presents 

results of an experiment analyzing the concentration of dissolved substances as a major factor that determines the efficiency 

of membrane separation for wastewater treatment. The results show that selectivity of different types of semi-permeable 

membranes in a wide range of concentrations can be predicted with sufficient accuracy. Another paper deals with aerobic 

treatment, i.e. the activated sludge method and the anaerobic process. Activated sludge is the most widely used method to 
bring about stabilization in wastewater having organic matter constituents. The possibilities of function are analysed in this 

sludge system, and a short outline is given about the human’s plans in the future with connection of the biological waste 

water treatment. The closing paper discusses the treatment of wastewater from surfactants, as its application has increased 
markedly both in everyday life and in many industrial branches. Water containing surfactants is fatal for the environment 

and has a toxic impact on the human body, causing cancerogenic, mutagenic and allergenic effects. Thus, there is a great 

need for reliable water treatment in chemically developed countries. 

Weathering the Storm: A State and Local Perspective on Emergency Management 

Anthony Rigg 

In series: Natural Disaster Research, Prediction and Mitigation 
2018. 164 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-788-0. $79.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-789-7. $79.00. 

This book is the hearing that took place in front of the U.S. House of Representatives on June 10th 2011. It provides a State 

and Local Perspective on Emergency Management, specifically on the efforts of State, local and non-government 
organizations to prepare for and respond to natural disaster, terrorist attacks and other emergencies. 
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Wetland: Function, Services, Importance and Threats 

Wojciech Halicki (Institute for Applied Ecology, Skorzyn, Poland) 

In series: Environmental Research Advances 
2018. 370 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-562-6. $230.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-563-3. $230.00. 

This book discusses the function, services, importance and threats of natural and 

constructed wetlands. The first chapter presents one of the largest wetlands which is 
located in the West Siberian Lowland. This chapter presents the Lowland’s geological 

history and its impact on the contemporary forms of wetlands in the form of peatlands, 

rivers and their floodplains, lakes, river deltas, estuaries, and swamps. A large part of the 
chapter is devoted to the inventory of these areas, their environmental functions, and their 

threats. Chapter Two, which is also related to the wetlands of the West Siberian Lowland, 

presents the impact of peatlands and swamps on the seasonal physicochemical 
composition of waters in rivers that are fed from peatlands and swamps. The third chapter 

concerns the threats to peatlands of the West Siberian Lowland, which are a consequence 

of oil extraction. The chapter also describes how the composition of peat changes due to 

this type of pollution and how it affects the vegetation. Chapter Four presents an extensive 

review of the ecology and geomorphology of the Danube River delta, which is one of the 
best preserved and more complex deltas in Europe in terms of evolution, morphology, 

landscapes, and biodiversity. Chapter Five presents the inventory and threats to wetlands 

in Oceania and South Asian countries; special attention is given to the type of threats to 
the wetlands in each country. Chapter Six discusses the current state of wetlands and their importance in Central Europe, 

using Hungary as an example. Chapter Seven focuses on the International Convention on Wetlands (Ramsar Convention) 

and presents the Convention’s history, development, and its main bodies. The chapter also discusses the evaluation of its 
protection measures based on the example of the Polish environmental conservation system. Chapter Eight presents the 

multiservice and functions of constructed wetlands in order to boost this infrequently used technology and highlight the 

diversity of its applications. The last chapter presents the evolution of constructed wetlands used for wastewater treatment, 
which begins with irrigation fields and finishes with a modern solution as improved wetland systems are combined with 

water reuse. 

FOOD SCIENCE 

A Closer Look at Grapes, Wines and Winemaking 

Joni D. Perez 

In series: Food Science and Technology 
2018. 281 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-289-2. $195.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-288-5. $195.00. 
In this compilation, the authors propose chemometrics as an important contribution towards authentication, typification and 

traceability of grapes and wines in combination with various analytical chemistry methods, maintaining that the wine industry 
has a need for rapid techniques for evaluation. Afterwards, the scientific research detailing determination and quantification 

of individual thiol compounds primarily in Sauvignon Blanc wine is presented. The results suggest the strong influence of 

geographical origin as well as vinification method. Later, the authors review the evolution of the phenolic compounds during 
the red wine ageing process and the impact of the major phenolic classes on red wine sensory characteristics. The formation 

of polymeric pigments by the covalent reaction of anthocyanins and proanthocyanidins explain some of the detected sensory 

changes in colour, taste, and mouthfeel attributes of red wines. A study is included in which twelve yeasts isolated from local 
grape berries were characterized for morphological, biochemical and physiological parameters. A periodic enumeration from 

the grape berries during initial veraison period revealed an increase in microbial count for both yeast and malolactic bacteria. 

This book also reviews the different modern winemaking technologies used for red wine production (particularly during 
fermentative maceration process) and their impact on phenolic composition of red wines, especially on anthocyanin and 

proanthocyanidin content. An analysis of Saccharomyces cerevisiae is included, determining that it is the most important 

yeast species involved in wine fermentations, as it may preserve the typical quality andflavor of regional wines. Afterwards, 
O. oeni is introduced as a candidate for malolactic fermentation starter culture. Thus, the authors suggest the use of selected 

strains of O. oeni as an effective tool to enhance wine aromatic complexity through malolactic fermentation. Also in this 

book, the authors analyze results of 12 Regional Climate Simulations of the CORDEX project using an ensemble constructed 
by a multiple linear regression approach for the RCP4.5 and RCP8.5 scenarios. Four different indices were chosen that take 

into account temperature and rainfall to synthesize the influence of climate on viticulture. The final chapter discusses a virtual 

environment for training and practicing work in winemaking, named BITWINE; evaluates winemaking competences 
developed by trainees of wine-themes using BITWINE, and discusses the future challenges for the Chilean wine industry in 

using virtual learning environments as a tool to improve workers competencies for winemaking. 
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Acetic Acids: Advances in Research and Applications 

Mariusz Szymczak and Osman Topuz (Department of Food Science and Technology, West 

Pomeranian University of Technology, Szczecin, Poland; Seafood Processing Department, 

Akdeniz University, Antalya, Turkey) 

In series: Chemistry Research and Applications 
2018. 215 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-550-3. $160.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-551-0. $160.00. 

This book covers the problems related to acetic acid in the food industry. People have been 
using acetic acid to produce food for thousands of years and continue to find new uses for 

it. The first two chapters are related to the bacteria that not only produce acetic acid, but 

also use it for intracellular function and interspecies communication. In the remaining 
chapters, the authors describe known and new uses of acetic acid in vegetable, fruit, fish 

and dairy products. A separate chapter describes the use of acetic acid to remove pesticides 

from the surface of fruit and vegetable peels. The described methods work well in industry 

and at home. Currently, the industry is obliged to minimize wastewater. Therefore, the last 

two chapters describe the latest methods of recovering acetic acid from sewage and its 

possible reuse. This book is – in principle – intended for students and staff of agricultural 
academies, but may also be of interest to food producers who will find in it a number of 

tips for food technology related to the use of acetic acid. 

 

Agriculture, Food, and Food Security: Some Contemporary Global Issues 

Clinton Lloyd Beckford (Faculty of Education, University of Windsor, Windsor, Ontario, 

Canada) 

In series: Agricultural Issues and Policies 
2018. 266 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-483-4. $160.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-484-1. $160.00. 
Agriculture, Food and Food Security: Some Global Perspectives is an edited collection of 

scholarly work. The book looks at agriculture and food in a framework of enhancing food 

security. The seven chapters that comprise the volume are written by successful 

international scholars with sterling academic publication records. The authors live and 

work in countries across the world including Jamaica, Germany, Canada, and the United 

States. Together, they have conducted numerous research projects and published a high 
volume of scholarly articles on issues related to the central themes of this book: agriculture, 

food and food security. The chapters in the book provide insights into several key themes 

centered on food, agriculture, and food and nutrition security. The volume explores some 
pressing issues including food desserts, micro-nutrient deficiencies, increasing food 

production by tapping into the potential of already known species, localizing food 

production, maximizing the food and nutrition potential of tropical fruits, and agricultural 
vulnerability in the context of the most pressing global threats: climate change and 

variability. 

Beef: Production and Management 

Practices 

Nelson Roberto Furquim (Universidade Presbiteriana Mackenzie, 

Rua da Consolação, São Paulo, SP, Brasil) 

In series: Food Science and Technology 
2018. 286 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-254-0. $195.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-255-7. $195.00. 
Information has always been an important input for agribusiness, both in production and 

marketing. With the growth in size, competitiveness and, consequently, the complexity of 

worldwide agribusiness in recent years, knowledge has become an even more essential 
tool. More recent research has shown that knowledge generated by experimental studies 

becomes important for the formulation of recommendations on good production practices 

and management strategies, insofar as it provides the basis for understanding how different 
agents of the beef production chain interact, and how these interactions can benefit and 

promote the safe supply of this important food, as well as beef-based products. This book 

addresses important contexts in beef production. Productive aspects are pointed out, focusing on differentiated systems of 
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production (pasture and confinement), and some of the factors (feeding, age, genetic groups, management, sex) that interfere 

in the final quality of the meat supplied. Also focused on are approaches to the beef production system, and the importance 
of bovine farming in the socioeconomic context, including elements of production management itself, as well as discussing 

the operation of mechanisms for inspection and control of both animal health and the production and marketing of beef and 

beef-based products. It is a contemporary book, with current scientific contributions of great value to students and technicians 
interested in these areas of knowledge. It should be noted that the scope of the studies is broad: for academics, be they 

teachers, researchers or students; executives of agribusiness companies and of the various government levels; consultants 

and general stakeholders in agribusiness economics and administration, meat and meat products technology, engineering, 
veterinary medicine, nutrition, agronomy and other related areas of knowledge. The book is also aimed at press and social 

networks professionals, and other trend setters. There is no intention that the subjects should be exhausted. The idea is that 

each of the scientific articles, presented as chapters of the book, fulfill the role of bringing updated scientific contributions 
and consolidate and demonstrate the work of highly qualified professionals in their respective areas of activity. This can 

certainly lead to future studies, stimulating the continuous search for increasingly significant contributions from specialists 
to the beef sector, which is prominent in the worldwide economy. 

Biogenic Amines (BA): Origins, Biological Importance and Human Health Implications 

Joanna Stadnik (Department of Meat Technology and Food Quality, Faculty of Food Science 

and Biotechnology, University of Life Sciences in Lublin, Lublin, Poland) 

In series: Food Science and Technology 
2017. 360 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53612-712-6. $195.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-713-3. $195.00. 
Biogenic amines are nitrogenous organic bases of low molecular weight with biological 

functions in animals, plants, microorganisms and humans. Their formation in food is either 

the result of endogenous amino acids’ decarboxylase activity in raw food material or the 
breakdown of free amino acids due to the action of microbial decarboxylase enzymes. 

Consumption of food containing excessive amounts of these amines can have toxicological 
implications due to their psychoactive and/or vasoactive properties. Therefore, the control 

of biogenic amines accumulation in foods during processing and storage is a challenge for 

the food industry. This book reviews origins, biological importance and human health 
implications of biogenic amines. Chapter One focus on the occurrence of BAs in different 

foodstuffs and in the correspondent challenges of their analysis. In Chapter Two, the 

authors provide an overview and a critical discussion of sample preparation techniques to 

determine BAs in biological specimens, with special emphasis on microextraction 

techniques. The advantages and some limitations, as well as how they compare to 

previously used extraction techniques, are also addressed herein. Chapter Three focuses 
on the relation of dietary biogenic amines occurrence and associated adverse health effects 

following consumption of implicated food. In Chapter Four, the authors focus on some 

food products and the relationship between the presence of BA according to their origin, 
inducing factors and distinctive characteristics of the technological processes that could 

control BA production in animal foods, plant foods and beverages. Chapter Five tackles the most important aspects of BA 

formation during the manufacturing of alcoholic beverages. The significance of BAs is also described from the perspective 
of microbiological and technological factors. The authors of Chapter Six critically review the latest knowledge, described in 

studies carried out throughout the world about the occurrence and the food safety issues of BAs in two selected animal 

originating food sources; that is, fish and dairy products. Moreover, different technological strategies adopted for the 
prevention of BA accumulation in the abovementioned food products for safety purposes are evaluated. Chapter Seven briefly 

summarizes current knowledge on biogenic amines content in dry-cured and fermented meats and collects data on the factors 

affecting their formation. The methods for aminogenesis control in dry-cured meats are also described. The aim of Chapter 
Eight is to identify the origin, biological importance, and human health implications of the serotonin (5-HydroxyTryptamine 

[5-HT]) in pain. Finally, effects of tyramine (TA) and octopamine (OA) on behaviors and physiology in social insects have 

been introduced in Chapter Nine. 

Buckwheat: Composition, Production and Uses 

Frederick George 

In series: Agriculture Issues and Policies 
2018. 240 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53614-099-6. $160.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53614-100-9. $160.00. 

Buckwheat is a gluten-free product which could be considereds a functional food due to its nutritional and biological value. 

InBuckwheat: Composition, Production and Uses, the authors begin by analysing the chemical composition and 
technological properties of common buckwheat flour produced in Latvia, as buckwheat flour could be used as a base 

ingredient for new product development taking into account its nutritional value and technological properties. Recently, 

hybrid, self-compatible, common buckwheat seeds have been obtained via heterosis breeding. In one study, the authors found 
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that growth and yield were not significantly affected by the presence or absence of fly pollinators in either line, and growth 

and yield in the hybrid line were higher than those in the self-compatible line. These genotypes play an important role in 
improving seed yield, seed quality, and cultivation techniques for buckwheat. The introduction of buckwheat into 

Mediterranean regions would help to placate the rising consumer demand for healthy food with a low environmental impact. 

Thus, the authors set to explore the production of vegetative biomass and grain in response to sowing date and irrigation; the 
quality of forage obtained from buckwheat; the influence of photothermal conditions on flower and seed set, and the potential 

invasiveness of buckwheat. Following this, the next chapter offer an overview of the light and wholegrain buckwheat flour 

use in different formulations to obtain value-added products with determined rheological characteristics of dough as well as 
nutritional, functional and sensory parameters of the final products. The described products belong to bakery, pasta and 

confectionary product categories. Lastly, the authors propose that buckwheat can be a major ingredient of gluten free food 

products for people with celiac disease. Also, the demand for rutin and other flavonoids extracted from buckwheat is growing 
in the food, pharmaceutical and cosmetic industries due to their desirable physiological activities, such as antioxidant, 

antiinflammatory and antihypertensive. 

Cowpea: Research Progress and Management Challenges 

Božica Anđelo Nikolić 

In series: Agriculture Issues and Policies 
2018. 

Softcover: 978-1-53614-282-2. $95.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53614-283-9. $95.00. 

Cowpea is a versatile crop that is well-adapted to poor conditions. This, combined with its high nutrition value, gives cowpea 

the potential to mitigate the effects of climate change and save millions of people from hunger and malnutrition. In Cowpea: 
Research Progress and Management Challenges, the authors discuss how the increased productivity of cowpea can enhance 

agribusiness opportunities for people in developing countries and lower costs while increasing income under changing 

climate conditions. Promising cowpea cultivars are under great threat for profitable cultivation due to the attack of factors 
such as: fungi, bacteria, viruses, nematodes, nutritional deficiency toxicity, water stress and temperature. Thus, this 

compilation reviews the present status of fungal and bacterial diseases of this important crop. Next, recent developments 

about the plant are reviewed which show high recalcitrance to in vitro regeneration and genetic transformation, using different 
genes of interest, since the 1980s. The main focus of the study included a comparison of protocols for sterilization, types of 

explants used, growth mediums, cultural conditions, rooting, acclimatization and genetic transformation of cowpea. The 

authors also discuss the biological and pharmacological aspects of cowpea. Some health benefits include toning the spleen, 
stomach and pancreas, helping induce urination and relieving damp conditions. Cowpea contains the highest concentration 

of antioxidant compounds. It also has a small amount of iron, sodium, zinc, copper, manganese and selenium. Next, this 

collection focuses on how cowpea bean protein hydrolysates are obtained, their pharmacological activities and potential 

toxicity, as well as the potential inclusion of protein hydrolysates or biopeptides into products where they may act like health 

promoting functional foods/dietary supplements. The authors propose that efforts should focus on the search for increasingly 

localized, highly effective inoculants adapted for particular cowpea cultivars over a given environmental setting. To 
demonstrate this, a review is included which will analyzes some of the most pertinent challenges in the search and 

development of effective cowpea inoculants and suggestions on the way forward. In conclusion, research on the utility of 

cowpea based diets in domestic ruminants is reviewed, and the translational impacts of these studies for food security and 
safety and public health has been highlighted. 

Differential Scanning Calorimetry: Basics and Applications 

Amy Woods and Lila Chavez 

In series: Food Science and Technology 
2018. 148 pp. 
Softcover: 978-1-53613-335-6. $82.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-336-3. $82.00. 

In this book, the authors use DSC to determine ΔCPs for a series of DNA molecules, including ST-DNA, DNA duplexes, 
stem-loop motifs, hairpins with bulges, intramolecular three- and four-way junctions, triplexes and pseudoknots. In all cases, 

the resultant ΔCP is small and well within the baseline signal of the DSC and the unfolding of DNA molecules leads to a 

release of counterions. In a separate study, the authors present the differential scanning calorimetry method for evaluating 
and monitoring the effects of exposure to potential human and environmental toxicants. The obtained data contribute to better 

understanding of bacteria-metal interaction and could be applied to the bacteria stress-response studies. Later, the authors 

conducted a differential scanning mocrocalorimetry (DSC) investigation of the following samples: cell cultures of 
lymphocytes from vein blood of women 40-60 years of age with ductal carcinoma before and after treatment with a small 

synthetic bioregulator peptide epitalon at presence of Co(II) ions; fetus surrounding liquid of healthy pregnant young women; 

and lymphocytes cell cultures from vein blood of clinically healthy women 40-60 years of age who can be regarded as the 
norm. In the final study, thermal denaturation of hen egg white lysozyme in water-dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) mixtures was 

studied by differential scanning calorimetry (DSC). Dual action of DMSO on the lysozyme properties was observed. The 

temperature of denaturation (T_d) decreases gradually with an increase in the concentration of DMSO. On the other hand, 
the enthalpy of denaturation (∆H_d) shows a complex dependence on the solvent composition. 
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Edible Films and Coatings: Advances in Research and Applications 

Donald A. Gross 

In series: Food Science and Technology 
2018. 270 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-009-6. $195.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-010-2. $195.00. 

This books opens with a review of the latest advances in edible film composition, including the use of macromolecules in 

the structural matrix, bioactive compounds, diffusion, and application in food systems. Continuing, the authors investigate 
edible coatings based on natural polymers (soy protein-SPI and potato starch) considering the effect of process variables 

such as drying temperature and time. Kinetic modeling was used to study the drying behavior of potatoes after applying the 

coating. The Fick equation was considered to calculate the mass diffusivity. The following chapter describes cases of 
application of edible coatings, based on hydrocolloids, in different types of food and evaluates their impact in the shelf life 

of those food products. A study is presented wherein edible films were developed from cassava starch, hydroxypropyl 

methylcellulose, glycerol as plasticizer, and the antimicrobial potassium sorbate. Oregano powder was added in order to 
obtain composite films. A mechanical test was performed until rupture and the parameters elastic modulus, stress, and strain 

at rupture were obtained. The potential application of WPC-based edible coatings with Origanum virens essential oils, as 

antimicrobial and antioxidant agent, is presented as a case study in two traditional Portuguese sausages. WPC-based edible 

films were prepared by heat-induced gelation using the conventional solvent casting method. The effect of glycerol as 

plasticizer and the addition of plant extracts or essential oils to the films is addressed to assess their effect on the film 
properties. Afterwards, the authors describe the hydrocolloids and essential oils that can be used in the production of active 

packages, as well as their benefits. The use of essential oils in biofilms has inhibited the growth of several microorganisms, 

such as Escherichia coli, Staphylococcus aureus, Salmonella enteritidis, Listeria monocytogenes, and Lactobacillus 
plantarum. In the final presented study, vegetable foods were prepared from blanched Cucurbita moschata Duchesne ex 

Poiret and enriched with probiotics, particularly Lactobacillus casei or enriched with probiotics and fortified with iron (Fe). 

In order to extend the shelf life of the product, it was tested with the application of edible coatings combined, and not 
combined, with a drying process. 

Flour: Production, Varieties and Nutrition 

María Dolores Torres Pérez (Department of Chemical Engineering and Biotechnology, 

University of Cambridge, Cambridge,  UK) 

In series: Food Science and Technology 

In series: Nutrition and Diet Research Progress 
2018. 360 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-761-3. $230.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-762-0. $230.00. 

Flour: Production, Varieties and Nutrition has been divided into fifteen chapters. The 

prestigious authors of this volume discuss traditional and alternative flours for different 
application fields, covering a broad range of gluten and novel gluten-free flours. The 

fifteen chapters include discussions on a wide range of topics such as gluten-containing 

flours versus alternative gluten-free flours; burdock (Arctium lappa, L) root flour 
production: technological, nutritional, and functional characterizations; the nutritional 

and functional properties of wheat; in vitro starch digestibility of snack bars formulated 

with green banana (Musa acuminata × balbisiana ABB cv. Awak) flour; Betel (Piper 
betle L.) leaves flour: production, nutritional quality, physico-chemical, and functional 

properties; characterization of banana (Musa acuminata × balbisiana ABB cv. AWAK) 

pseudo-stem flour; oyster mushroom flour and its composite steamed bun: nutritional 
quality, physical properties, and sensory acceptability aspects; composite flour as a 

promising new approach for improving nutritional values of food products and its 

challenges on product quality; Chinese steamed bread and novel wheat products; whole 
grain wheat flour: definitions, production, nutritional, technological and 

microbiological aspects for application in bakery and pasta products; flour: production, 

varieties and nutrition; mesquite (Prosopis alba) flour: composition and use in 
breadmaking; flour: nutritional composition and functional properties of nutsedge 

(Cyperus esculentus l.) varieties; nutritional value of cereal flours; and vegetable waste as raw material for flours: functional 
and nutritional value and its application. 
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Food-Drug Interactions: Pharmacokinetics, Prevention and Potential Side Effects 

Fernando Ramos, Isabel Vitória Figueiredo and Margarida Caramona (Faculty of Pharmacy, 

University of Coimbra, Coimbra, Portugal) 

In series: Food Science and Technology 
2018. 279 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-552-7. $195.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-553-4. $195.00. 
The interaction between drugs and food is an increasingly relevant topic in clinical 

practice. There are numerous possibilities for interactions between drugs and food, often 

unknown or ignored by both health professionals and patients. The success of the care 
given to each patient depends, to a large extent, on the knowledge regarding the risks of 

associating drugs and foods. These interactions can be decisive in achieving therapeutic 

success due to interferences not only in the pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics of 
the drugs, with direct implications in the effectiveness and safety of the drugs, as well as 

in the absorption of nutrients. This aspect becomes even more relevant in patients with 

chronic pathology in which the coexistence of the drug/food binomial is prolonged over 

time. The objective of this book was to carry out a review on the main drug-food 

interactions and their impact on health. In this book, the most prevalent chronic 

pathologies in the population are referenced. In addition to an introductory chapter on this 
subject, the following chapters address the impact of the vehicles used in the different 

pharmaceutical formulations for the oral route. Taking this into account, aspects of 

potential interactions in the digestive and hepatic system, in diseases such as diabetes 
mellitus, chronic kidney disease, heart disease, dyslipidemia and cancer disease are 

presented. Additionally, the relevance of interactions between drugs and products of plant 

origin are also described. Finally, the authors present a "case study", with the main focus 
on the evaluation of potent interactions between antihypertensive and anti-dyslipidemic drugs and foods, carried out in a 

community pharmacy. The authors believe that this book is of general interest, with greater relevance to health professionals, 
namely doctors, pharmacists, nurses and nutritionists, in order to facilitate quicker assessments of potential interactions and 

risks arising from the prescription of medicines and concomitant use with food. 

Food Packaging and Preservation: Techniques, Applications and Technology 

Ann D. Galaz and Daniel S. Bailey 

In series: Food Science and Technology 
2018. 158 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-138-3. $82.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-139-0. $82.00. 
Food Packaging and Preservation: Techniques, Applications and Technology begins by presenting recent advances in the 

liquid chromatography-mass spectrometry determination of organic food-packaging contaminants. Coverage of all kind of 

applications is beyond the scope of the present contribution, so the authors focus on the most relevant applications published 
including sample treatment, determination and confirmation strategies, as well as the use of high resolution mass 

spectrometry techniques. Following this, the authors aim to summon recent advances in food applications of bio-sourced 

active films including the aspects that limit their use, strategies for their properties improvement and suggestions for further 
researches. This volume provides an overview on food packaging material based on chitosan and chitosan derivatives with 

antimicrobial properties in order to achieve functional systems able to be used as active packaging materials. Additionally, 

it examines the specific issues related to eco-friendly biopolymer nanocomposites from bacterial cellulose and biopolyesters 
as a sustainable alternative for food plastic packaging. The use of biopolymer films formulation means reducing food waste 

which could bring about both environmental and economic benefits. In closing, a study is presented with the goal of 

ascertaining the effectiveness of low density polyethylene (LDPE) film incorporated with garlic oil for inhibition of food 
pathogen, Bacillus cereus. The blown film extrusion method was applied to produce film samples added with garlic oil of 2 

wt%, 4 wt%, 6 wt% and 8 wt% as well as samples with 0 wt% which served as control throughout the study. 

Food Safety, Assistance and U.S. Programs 

Eduardo Wong 

In series: Government Procedures and Operations 
2018. 200 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53614-161-0. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53614-162-7. $95.00. 
The first chapter of this book provides a foundation for discussing error and fraud in SNAP (Supplemental Nutrition 

Assistance Program) and for evaluating policy proposals. The second chapter gives an overview of the major federal 

programs that provide food assistance within the US and the territories. The third chapter discusses the role of nutrition 
labeling in obesity management and prevention. It also identifies issues for Congress and flags stakeholders’ concerns 

regarding FDA final menu labeling rule. The next chapter presents an overview of FDARA (Food and Drug Administration 
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Reauthorization Act) by title and section, providing a narrative context for each title, as well as a brief description of each 

section. The final chapter provides an overview of the federal food safety system. 

Microbial Contamination of Food Products 

Gabriel-Danut Mocanu, Ph.D. and Oana Emilia Constantin , Ph.D. 

(Dunarea de Jos University of Galati, Galati, Romania) 

In series: Food Science and Technology 
2018. 190 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-524-4. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-525-1. $95.00. 
Microorganisms are involved in numerous useful transformations in foods, but are also 

implicated in food spoilage or foodborne illnesses, which affect food safety and quality. 

Microorganisms are evolving and constantly adapting to environmental conditions. This 
book represents a resource for food industry and academia, both focused on food safety 

and quality in recent years. Microbial Contamination of Food Products includes seven 

chapters. Each chapter presents important information concerning food microbiologists, 

food technologists, food processors, regulatory officials and public health workers. 

Furthermore, the book can be a source of valuable information on food microbiology for 

the students in the field of food science and technology, food control and engineering, 
and management in public food. 

Occurrences, Structure, Biosynthesis, and Health Benefits Based on Their Evidences of 

Medicinal Phytochemicals in Vegetables and Fruits. Volume 9 

Noboru Motohashi, Ph.D. (Former Professor and Director of Meiji Pharmaceutical University, 

Tokyo, Japan) 

In series: Food and Beverage Consumption and Health 

In series: Biochemistry Research Trends 
2018. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-996-9. $160.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-997-6. $160.00. 
Herbal or plant ingredients demonstrate beneficial effects against human disease treatment and prevention. These ingredients 

are collectively referred to as phytochemicals. Volume 9 describes these ingredients, their pharmacological actions and novel 

detection methods with regard to herbal remedies such as Chimonanthus praecox (wintersweet), a green revolution to 
increase the detection of new ingredients and ingredients, and the typical tropical fruit known as jackfruit. This volume 

mainly describes their effects, preventions and treatments, including their roles as folklore remedies: Chapter 1: “Medicinal 

Phytochemicals and Health Effects of Chimonanthus praecox (Wintersweet) Based on Their Evidences; Chapter 2: “The 
Green Revolution in Nanotechnology: Sustainable Preparation of Nanoparticles from Phytochemicals and Their 

Applications; and Chapter 3: “The Phytochemicals and Health Benefits of Artocarpus heterophyllus (Jackfruit)”. These 

chapters will provide more advanced information to researches in the region of new drug designs of phytochemicals. 

Occurrences, Structure, Biosynthesis, and Health Benefits Based on Their Evidences of 

Medicinal Phytochemicals in Vegetables and Fruits. Volume 10 

Noboru Motohashi, Ph.D. (Former Professor and Director of Meiji Pharmaceutical University, 

Tokyo, Japan) 

In series: Food and Beverage Consumption and Health 

In series: Biochemistry Research Trends 
2018. 266 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53614-141-2. $160.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53614-142-9. $160.00. 

In East Asia, Korean ginseng has long been used as a private medicine and nourishing 

tonic, used for maintaining physical strength as well as treating and preventing various 
diseases. Coffee is known for preventing lifestyle diseases such as high blood pressure, 

myocardial infarction, diabetes and dementia, and has adjuvant effects. In India, 

Semecarpus anacardium L. f has been used as a cure for private medicine and has been 
used as various disease treatments. In fact, Semecarpus anacardium L. f. contains bioactive 

ingredients such as antioxidant compounds. Mexican peppers with bright variegated colors 

are rich in plant pigmentation. Among these plant dyes, in particular, authors describe the 
correlation between carotenes and functionality, as well as the challenges to prevent and 

treat these diseases. A detailed explanation of these four titles is made as follows: Volume 

10 mainly dscribes the effects, preventions and treatments of ginseng, including its folklore 
remedy as phytochemicals as follows: Chapter One: “Medicinal Phytochemicals and 
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Health Effects of Panax ginseng (Korean Ginseng)”; Chapter Two: “Coffee´s Phytochemicals: From Biosynthesis to Health 

Benefits”; Chapter Three: “Nature-Inspired Phytochemicals and the Pharmacological Activities of Herbal Plants of the 
Anacardiaceae Family and Semecarpus anacardium L.f”; and Chapter Four: “Carotenoids from Mexican Peppers and Their 

Benefical Effects.” These chapters will provide more advanced information to researches in the region of new drug designs 

for phytochemicals. 

Occurrences, Structure, Biosynthesis, and Health Benefits Based on Their Evidences of 

Medicinal Phytochemicals in Vegetables and Fruits. Volume 11 

Noboru Motohashi, Ph.D. (Former Professor and Director of Meiji Pharmaceutical University, 

Tokyo, Japan) 

In series: Food and Beverage Consumption and Health 

In series: Biochemistry Research Trends 
2018. 315 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53614-071-2. $195.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53614-072-9. $195.00. 

In India and the surrounding countries, turmeric has long been used as a traditional folk 
medicine for treating and preventing various diseases as well as a spice for culinary 

purposes. Recent studies have shown that turmeric is effective as an antioxidant, 

antibacterial, antihypertensive, anti-diabetic and anti-myocardial infarction. In South 
America – particularly in Mexico –diverse tropical and subtropical fruits can be found. 

These fruits and herbs have been used as prescriptions for Mexican folk medicine. 

Among these formulations, mention is made especially of fruits and vegetables having 
cardiometabolic effects. Arthrospira maxima (spirulina) is generally known as an 

oxygenic photosynthetic bacteria and is rich in polyunsaturated fatty acids (PUFAs). The 

following chapters describe in detail preventions and treatments concerning medicinal 
fruits and herbs found in the abovementioned sites: Chapter One: “The Phytochemicals 

and Health Benefits of Curcuma longa Linn. (Turmeric) (Family: Zingiberaceae)”; 

Chapter Two: “Cardiometabolic Effects of Functional Foods and Phytochemicals within 
Mexican Folklore Medicine (Part 1)”; Chapter Three: Cardiometabolic Effects of 

Functional Foods and Phytochemicals within Mexican Folklore Medicine (Part 2)”; and 

Chapter Four: Arthrospira maxima (Spirulina): Protection against Mitomycin C-Induced 
Dominant Lethal Mutations. These chapters will provide more advanced information to 

researches in studying new drug designs of phytochemicals. 

Phaseolus vulgaris: Cultivars, Production and Uses 

Rocio Campos-Vega, Ph.D., Priscila Zaczuk Bassinello, Ph.D., and B. Dave Oomah, Ph.D. 

(Facultad de Química, Autonomous University of Queretaro, Querétaro, Mexico) 

In series: Plant Science Research and Practices 

In series: Food Science and Technology 
2018. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-546-6. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53614-270-9. $230.00. 

The International Year of Pulses celebrated in 2016 magnified the public focus and consumer perception on human health, 
environmental aspects, crop production and novel product development benefits of pulses. The gluten-free and plant protein 

movements have also increased interest in pulse utilization. The common dry bean (Phaseolus vulgaris L.) among pulses is 

the most economically and widest ecologically adapted crop species used for food by large populations. Nowadays, dry beans 
top the list of pulse crops accounting on average for ~38 and 32% of global pulse growing area and production, respectively. 

Protein production from kidney beans requires about 18, 12, 10, 10 and 9 times less land, fertilizer, pesticide, water and fuel, 

respectively compared to producing the same amount of protein from beef. This book focuses on breeding aspects including 

new cultivars, production and post-harvest practices, and investigations that can lead to the development of high quality grain 

and functional foods, and nutraceutical products from beans. It also provides an overview of the crop management practices, 

technology progress and impacts favoring the best possible clean and sustainable crop production. Bean breeding is 
highlighted form the European perspective including the preservation/conservation of local gene pools. Bean production and 

quality improvement is a continuous process, particularly in major bean producing and consuming countries. The 
socioeconomic impact is considerable in countries where beans are traditionally part of the staple daily diet. However, 

application of novel technologies in improving nitrogen fixation, integrated disease management, and post-harvest storage 

ensures sustainable bean production and quality. The quality of bean types close to the site of its original domestication 
provides an outlook on their resilience and potential as a genetic resource and future food products. Current knowledge of 

bean health benefits, bioactive compounds, bioactive peptides and phenolics are important for development of novel 

functional foods. Beans can be used in many forms; as a natural coagulant, in metabolic disease prevention and other common 
bean-based food products, where their current market availability is explored. The multiple attributes of beans including cost, 

sustainability, commercial availability in varied forms and types ensure its extensive and expanding use in the development 
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of healthy eating habits that can reduce healthcare and societal costs. This book should give plant scientists, nutritionists, 

health professionals, chemists and industry professionals interested in beans useful and up-to-date information to advance 
the field. 

Pomegranate: Cultivation, Composition, Antioxidant Properties, and Health Benefits 

Rafat A. Siddiqui, Ph.D. (Food Chemistry and Nutrition Science, Agricultural Research 

Station, Virginia State University, Petersburg, VA, US) and Mohammed Akbar, Ph.D. (Section 

on Transmitter Signaling, Laboratory of Molecular Physiology, National Institute on Alcohol 

Abuse and Alcoholism, National Institutes of Health, Rockville, MD, US) 

In series: Food Science and Technology 
2018. 333 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53614-119-1. $195.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53614-120-7. $195.00. 

Recently for the prevention and treatment of many neurologic, metabolic and other chronic diseases, the focus has shifted 
from allopathic Western medicine to alternative and complementary medicine in many countries including the United States 

of America. In fact, some dietary supplements including herbs, vegetables, nuts and fruits have demonstrated promising 

outcomes in improving human health. Among them, pomegranate is one of the exotic fruits that has been known for its 
valuable effects. Pomegranate (Punica granatum), one of the oldest known fruits belongs to the family Lythraceae. It is 

believed to have originated in Persia and have several varieties. At present, pomegranates are grown in many Middle Eastern, 

Asian, European and other Western countries, including the United States of America. Pomegranates have been used for 
thousands of years in treating a wide variety of diseases in ancient times and currently used to treat many complications, 

including; pregnancy, coronary heart disease, atherosclerosis, prostate cancer and male infertility. The beneficial effects of 

pomegranate have been revealed in the writings of many cultures and religions, since they were grown in abundance in all 
ancient civilizations. Pomegranates have been appreciated for their beautiful color and flavor, and health benefits since 

ancient times. The edible juicy ruby red arils are full of antioxidants and are considered the healthiest part of the fruit. 

Fortunately, the century-old description of the pomegranate as a healthy fruit among all others still holds its integrity due to 
the presence of antioxidants, vitamins B6 and C, minerals, andfiber. Accumulated evidence suggests that naturally occurring 

phytocompounds, such as polyphenolic antioxidants found in pomegranate may potentially hinder neurodegeneration and 

improve memory, cognition and other brain functions. The effects of pomegranate as a medicine in neurological and other 
diseases are discussed in this book. This book will benefit students at various levels of academia, scientists in several 

disciplines (such as alternative medicine, nutrition, neuroscience, agriculture, food science, and medicine) and many others 

interested in this discipline. This book may become a part of the curriculum at various universities globally. 

Quick and Easy: The Origin and Meanings of Fast Food 

Marcel Danesi, Ph.D. (University of Toronto, Toronto, Ontario, 

Canada) 

In series: Food Science and Technology 
2018. 132 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-315-8. $82.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-316-5. $82.00. 
Food, no matter of what kind, is a substance required for survival. Stripped of any cultural 

meanings, it is a primary means of biological nourishment and sustenance. But in a 

cultural context, the types of food, how they are eaten, what social rituals are involved in 
etiquette, and so on, take on a greater value. In other words, outside of a survival context, 

food is much more than substance for ensuring such survival. It constitutes a meaning 

system imbued with subtle unconscious cultural connotations of all kinds. We eat, first 
and foremost, to survive. But in a social ambiance, food takes on significance that 

transcends this biological function, affecting even our perceptions of edibility. In 

America, we do not normally eat insects, by and large, even though they would provide 

nourishment. We do not eat them because of the negative perceptions and emotions we have projected onto insects. In other 

cultures, insects are often considered to be a delicacy. Clearly, food tastes are cultural tastes. So, where does the fast food 

phenomenon fit into this line of reasoning, given that it seems to go against historically-based cultural systems of meaning? 
This book will attempt to answer this question by examining the origin, evolution and meanings of the fast food phenomenon, 

from its neurological and social meanings to its recreational ones. Does the contemporary penchant for fast food exist in the 

brain, or is it a fabrication of a consumerist culture gone insane, as the movie The Gods Must Be Crazy so eloquently and 
satirically emphasized? Much has been written about the phenomenon of fast food, given the importance of eating to health 

and cultural identity. The goal in this book is to go in a slightly different, but hopefully significant, direction; namely, to 

examine the meanings of fast food in relation to the birth and spread of mass consumerist society, and its role in future 
societies. Fast food originated in amusement and circus culture, but it soon spread to society via urbanization, the automobile, 

and the need for “quick and easy” solutions to almost everything, including the preparation and eating of food. The book 

argues that, in the end, we are what we have made ourselves to be. Fast food is of our own making, not something imposed 
cleverly by some master capitalist plan. We eat it because it is tasty and easily prepared. The cultural meanings of fast food 
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might even be intertwined with an innate pleasure principle, into which fast foods seem to tap rather effectively. Above all 

else, fast food is a mirror of the contemporary world’s penchant for a quick-and-easy approach to virtually everything, for 
better or worse. Given its proliferation to all sectors and levels of society, fast food has changed the social paradigm of eating 

everywhere. The book will conclude by assessing what the implications of this paradigm for the future are. 

Recycled Cooking Oil: Processing and Uses 

Kurt Garner 

In series: Food Science and Technology 
2018. 146 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-337-0. $82.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-338-7. $82.00. 
Recycled Cooking Oil: Processing and Uses reviews the production of polyhydroxyalkanoates (PHA), polyamides (PAs), 

polyurethanes (PUs) and epoxies, along with their potential use as a plasticizer or in composite development. Some 

recommendations are suggested to rationalize the use of SCO as a low-cost, yet valuable raw material for the production of 
biomaterials. The authors present the main environmental problems caused by the incorrect disposal of waste cooking oil 

and possible bioprocesses that can be used for pretreatment and recycling of oil. The following topics are addressed: 

introduction; incorrect disposal of waste cooking oil and environmental problems; pretreatment of waste oil with the use of 

microorganisms and the enzyme lipase; recycling of waste cooking oil through the production of biodiesel; and future 

prospects of waste oil pre-treatment and recycling. Additionally, the use of heterogenous catalysts for biodiesel production 
from waste cooking oil are reviewed, maintaining that waste cooking oil offers significant potential as an alternative low–

cost biodiesel feedstock which could partly decrease the dependency on petroleum-based fuel. Biodiesel is explored as a 

waste cooking oil with untapped potential that can be utilized to produce various useful products. The challenges of finding 
more efficient separation of products, simpler processes, lower energy consumption, and continuous pilot plant trials for 

processes that are still in their infancies are examined. Special attention is paid to the development of acid catalysts that can 

be recovered and reused in the WCO esterification reactions. The authors hope that this work can significantly contribute to 
the improvement of this important research field. 

Rice and Rice Straw: Production, Cultivation and Uses 

Asma Timayev and Gada Kadyrov 

In series: Agriculture Issues and Policies 
2017. 290 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53612-911-3. $195.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-912-0. $195.00. 

Rice and Rice Straw: Production, Cultivation and Uses opens with a discussion on rice straw, a substance rich in 
polysaccharides with a high lignin and silica content, limiting voluntary intake and reducing degradability by rumen 

microbes. The authors suggest that the treatment of rice straw could be a good potential feed for ruminants. Next, the authors 

revise the fractionation processes used for the recovery of hemicelluloses from rice straw, subsequently providing a critical 
appraisal of the potential products that can be derived from it, and what conversion and purification processes are necessary 

for their production. Additionally, the current and potential industrial status of these products is presented. A discussion on 

the essential improvement of the biotechnology sector in order to attain a continuous supply of rice is offered, especially 
focusing on genetic modification. Later, the main strategies in weed control in rice are reviewed, also touching on the impacts 

of rice cultivation in the environment and the genetically modified rice cultivars on weed control. Afterwards, the physical, 

chemical, thermochemical, and biological pretreatments of biomass are described, especially non-catalytic pretreatment of 
rice straw. The techno-economic analysis of thermochemical and biochemical platforms is also summarized. The authors 

present strategies for reducing and re-using rice straw, exploring the direct use of rice straw as filler, roofing, animal food, 

fuel, and even burning process in an open field. Finally, the proximate composition, lipids, utilization, and future perspectives 
of rice bran are reviewed. 

Science, Technology and Application of Folic Acid Encapsulation 

Honest Sindile Madziva and Kasipathy Kailasapathy (Western Sydney 

University, Penrith, Australia) 

In series: Nutrition and Diet Research Progress 
2018. 226 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53614-007-1. $160.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53614-008-8. $160.00. 

Most naturally occurring folate derivatives in foods are highly sensitive to temperature, 

oxygen, and light, and their functionality is affected by food processing. Their stability is 
also pH dependant. Further alternative strategies to fortify and increase the level of folates 

through starter culture selection, combination, metabolic bioengineering as well as 

improved storage and cooking methods have failed to yield high enough dietary folates. 
The enrichment of flour as a nutritional intervention programme to try and correct 

problems of folic acid deficiency such as neural tube defects has been put in place; it is the 
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first attempt to design functional foods that could alleviate folate deficiency. Currently, mandatory fortification of grain and 

other foods with rich folates are in place. Clearly, the use of fortification has immense potential health benefits over the 
recent decades as advancements of science recognised the importance of this vitamin in alleviating a number of 

developmental and degenerative disorders. Folate is of great interest and of great clinical value, a veritable panacea among 

functional foods and nutraceuticals. A large number of health benefits are associated with regular folic acid consumption 
either in its natural form or supplements. This book elaborates an alternative approach to protect and stabilise the bio-

functionality of folic acid through a novel and robust microencapsulation technique. It contains comprehensive science and 

technology information on folic acid that describes how to protect it from natural plant sources during processing through 
novel encapsulation techniques and to produce innovative and smart foods and supplements. This book is suited for 

researchers in food and pharmaceutical industries and universities as well as for postgraduate research students in foods and 

supplements. This book is a suitable research and textbook for advanced vitamins, food supplements and nutraceuticals, and 
highly recommended for university and research institution. 

Secondary Metabolite and Functional Food Components: Role in Health and Disease 

Shashank Kumar (School of Basic and Applied Sciences, Centre for Biochemistry and 

Microbial Sciences, Central University of Punjab, Punjab, India) 

In series: Food Science and Technology 
2018. 303 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-186-4. $195.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-187-1. $195.00. 

Secondary Metabolites and Functional Food Components: Their Roles in Health and 

Disease consists of original chapters, provides updates to previous source material and acts 
as a unique source of information for all those interested in secondary metabolites and 

functional food components. The proposed publication focuses on the pharmaceutical and 

food industries, with an emphasis on their aspects pertaining to chemistry, nutrition 
sciences, biochemistry and biology. In the present book, the major secondary metabolites 

and the chemistry in conjunction with functional food components have been discussed. 
The book also deals with the role of secondary metabolites in human health and diseases. 

This book is specifically marketed towards graduate and master’s students. It deals with 

the knowledge and recent advancements in the field of secondary metabolites and 
functional food components as well as their importance in health and disease. Moreover, 

the book will also be very useful for the students preparing for various competitive 

examinations such as the CSIR, ICMR, DBT, and ICAR JRF/NET exams. 

Seed Oil: Production, Uses and Benefits 

Hong Nguyen Khanh Dieu (Department of Petrochemical-Technology, School of Chemical 

Engineering, Hanoi University of Science and Technology, Hanoi, Vietnam) 

In series: Food Science and Technology 
2018. 239 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-560-2. $160.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-561-9. $160.00. 
Vegetable oils have been regarded as a new generation feedstock that requires 

strengthening and developing in the near future. In this book, various kinds of seed oil 

derived feedstock including, moringa oleifera seed oil, neem seed oil, calophyllum 
inophyllum seed oil, grape seed oil, argan oil and rubber seed oil are introduced in terms 

of their production, applications and development in a variety of sectors such as industries, 

healthcare, cosmetics, medicine or functional food, bio-pesticide and biofuels. These uses 
all bring considerable benefits to the economy, social development and environmental 

protection. The book content reviews different aspects of refining and applying processes 

for each seed oil, as well as reveals a number of research results published by the authors 

of each chapter. Upon further consideration, all these seed oils are categorized as the 

second generation feedstock; they do not compete with food security and have higher 

productivity compared to the others. Therefore, they could play a crucial role in making 
new products like biofuels, green fuels and so on, enhancing the performance of the old 

products and processes such as synthetic pesticide production, hydraulic or lubricant 

application. Thus, they either partially or completely replace the improper feedstock, 
including fossil sources, first generation vegetable oils and fats, to name but a few. 
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The Diversified Benefits of Cocoa and Chocolate 

Bonifacia Zayas Espinal 

In series: Food Science and Technology 
2018. 172 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-258-8. $95.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-259-5. $95.00. 

The Diversified Benefits of Cocoa and Chocolate presents the different available methodologies for analysis, quantification, 

isolation, purification, and structure elucidation of polyphenols in cocoa and cocoa-derived products are reviewed. Taking 
into account that there is evidence that demonstrates that the bioactivity of flavanols is significantly influenced by their 

stereochemical configuration, enantioselective methods have also been included such as chiral capillary electrophoresis, 

micellar electrokinetic chromatography and ultra-performance liquid chromatography. The authors state that about forty 
million people die annually as a consequence of noncommunicable diseases accounting for approximately 70% of all death 

globally. Therefore, the current research concerning the benefits of dark chocolate regarding noncommunicable diseases and 

the associated risk factors is examined. Following this, the authors introduce chocolate as a cocoa carrier of probiotics and 
bioactive whey protein hydrolysate. This research examined the influence of additional ingredients on the functional 

properties and rheology of the final product. Another study is included with the objective of exploring the potential of NIR 

usage for monitoring the cocoa powder and sugar mixtures composition. Based on the obtained results, NIRs analysis in 

combination with the PCA and the PLS has proved to be an adequate, fast and non-invasive method for the cocoa powder 

drink mix composition prediction. A separate study attempts to confirm the relationship between increased pollinator 
abundance and higher yields of cocoa pods at one locality in Costa Rica. While cocoa pollination can depend upon a diverse 

array of ceratopogonid midges, in this study, one species Forcipomyia youngii, dominated the samples. Research is included 

with the aim of assessing the proteins contents, digestibility, and amino acid profile of the milled cocoa bean husks from the 
roasted cocoa, and to propose it as an ingredient for PKU food formulations. The authors determine that Cocoa can be used 

as a raw material in products destined for special regimes, after verification of its microbiological safety. The final study 

examined and compared the content of total polyphenols, minerals (potassium, calcium, magnesium, iron, zinc, copper, 
manganese), total dietary fiber and soluble dietary fiber in in different chocolate products collected from the market. 

The Handbook of Food Microbiological Analytical Methods 

Ismail Mohamed Al Bulushi, Ph.D. (Department of Food Science and Nutrition, College of 

Agricultural and Marine Sciences, Sultan Qaboos University, Oman) 

In series: Microbiology Research Advances 
2017. 163 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53612-473-6. $95.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53612-742-3. $95.00. 

The Handbook of Food Microbiological Analytical Methods includes 31 topics and 

experiments distributed throughout five chapters, namely basic microbial skills, the 
enumeration of different microorganisms in foods, identification techniques and 

determination of microbial activities. Besides, the handbook includes useful sources in 

food microbial analyses such as the Food Microbiology E-sources and the primers for 
identification of common microbial pathogens. This handbook aims to provide and 

develop concerning food microbial skills in the users with simple steps to follow along 

with the theoretical explanation for better understanding. The uniqueness of this 
handbook includes topics that are rarely addressed in current food microbiology manuals 

and handbooks such as the enumeration of special bacterial groups such as marine and 

Gram-positive bacteria, introducing: A selective medium for enumeration of Gram-
positive bacteria from marine sources for the first time; a technique for bacterial colonies 

randomization; a technique for recovery of injured/stressed bacteria; techniques to study 

bacterial potential such as spoiling foods; a technique that forms biogenic amines; and 
the production of antimicrobial activity and providing the specific specie primer pairs for 

common pathogens. The principles and procedures of some routinely used identification 

techniques – namely vitek, sequencing of 16S rRNA gene and specific genus and specie 
primers for bacterial identification – are provided with simple procedures. Enumeration and identification techniques of 

common pathogens and spoilers, namely Staphylococcus aureus, Enterobacteriaceae, Escherichia coli, Salmonella spp., 

Listeria monocytogenes, Vibrio parahaemolyticu, Bacillus cereus and Shewanella putrefaciens enumeration and 
identification techniques are also covered. These techniques are based on the International Standards such as ISO and U.S. 

Food and Drug Administration Standards and the media’s manufacture instructions. This handbook is needed to conduct 

microbial analyses to determine food microbial quality and safety, food hygienic status and the microbial potential to spoil 
food, lose food safety and produce antimicrobial activity. This handbook was prepared to be used by students and young 

researchers. Therefore, it can be used in the universities as a practical manual in biology, microbiology, food microbiology, 

food safety, and food hygiene courses, as well in food laboratories which determine food microbial safety and quality. It is 
expected that this handbook will be a good and practical guide for students and researchers as well. 
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The Uses of Cocoa and Cupuaçu Byproducts in Industry, Health, and Gastronomy 

Elevina Eduviges Pérez Sira (Full Professor, Instituto de Ciencia y Tecnología de Alimentos, 

Facultad de Ciencias, Universidad Central de Venezuela, Caracas, Venezuela) 

In series: Food Science and Technology 
2018. 335 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-456-8. $160.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-457-5. $160.00. 
This book compiles technical, chemical and nutritional information in regards to the main species of the Theobroma genus, 

T. cacao and T. grandiflorum. The use of Theobroma cacao processing residues (pod and bean husks) as organic fertilizers, 

ingredients for animal feeding, sources of enzymes, fiber, hydrocolloids, and antioxidants, industrial biosorbents, and 
polymers for foams to formulate culture media, such as alkalis for soap production and as phenylalanine-free ingredients are 

discussed. T. cacao and T. grandiflorum phytochemical composition changes during processing and its importance on 

consumer health is stressed in order to contribute to clarify phytochemical function, their 
chemical structure, and how post-harvest processing could change them. The innovative use 

of chocolate as a carrier of encapsulated probiotics is also discussed. The development and 

application of the micro-encapsulation to increase the resistance of probiotic strains in 

chocolate-based matrices, uses of the main probiotic strains in the production of chocolates 

and derivatives, research involving the incorporation of probiotics in chocolates, and related 

products and symbiotic chocolates and future prospects in this area are all emphsized. The 
correlation between the consumption of cocoa and chocolate and human health is stressed, and 

experimental studies that have pointed out the beneficial effects of cocoa and dark chocolate 

consumption are compiled and discussed. This book reports research that clearly demonstrates 
that cocoa components have an important antioxidant, anti-inflammatory and photo-protective 

role in pathologies (cognitive impairment, inflammatory bowel disease, dental health, skin 

photo-protection, and cancer) in which inflammation is one of the main features. Byproducts 
from the Theobroma genus are without a doubt one of the main ingredients in the gastronomic 

and food styling area. This book compiles recipes of both salty and sweet cuisine, as well as 
beverages prepared with ingredients from T. cacao and T. grandiflorum. The recipes are 

detailed with their correspondent nutritional information. This research shows that the 

versatility of products from Theobroma cacao and Theobroma grandiflorum are traditional, 
yet contemporary in a variety of beautiful and fancy dishes in gourmet cuisine. 

Tropical Fruits: From Cultivation to Consumption and Health Benefits, Fruits from the 

Amazon 

Svetoslav Dimitrov Todorov and Fábio Alessandro Pieri (Veterinary Department, Universidade 

Federal de Viçosa, Campus UFV, Viçosa, Minas Gerais, Brazil) 

In series: Food Science and Technology 
2017. 431 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53612-839-0. $230.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53612-840-6. $230.00. 

Fruits from the Amazon region are highly appreciated for their exotic characteristics and 

have been a subject of interest and research since European pioneers discovered this 
rainforest. Numerous edible fruits from the Amazon region are considered to be rich 

sources of protein, though their bioactive metabolites are not used wisely worldwide 

despite being partly consumed by local communities. However, some of them are 
globally recognized and commercialized, such as guaraná, açaí, chestnuts from the 

Amazon (Brazilian nuts), and cacao. Some other exotic fruits like babaçu, bacuri, buriti, 

euterpê, camu-camu, cupuaçu, cubiu, dendê, graviola, piquia, pupunha and tucumã may 
be better exploited in order to be aggregated to feed the general population. The 

application of these fruits was always explored by the traditional medicine of pre-

Colombian tribes living in the Amazon region; however, the modern pharmaceutical 
industry is showing great interest in these fruits as a source of potential bioactive 

molecules with potential applications in the treatment of several diseases, including some 

types of cancers, diabetes, Alzheimer’s disease, the control of blood pressure, etc. 
Perhaps this is a realization of Hipocrates dream – that one day our food will be a form 

of medicine. 
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Wine and Winemaking: The Value and Efficiency 

Anatoliy G. Goncharuk, Ph.D., Professor (Head of Department of Business Administration and 

Corporate Security, International Humanitarian University, Odessa, Ukraine) 

In series: Food and Beverage Consumption and Health 
2018. 180 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-385-1. $160.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-386-8. $160.00. 
Perhaps there is no other drink in the world that would honor billions of people and have 

such a mystical nature than wine. Since ancient times wine was considered as a drink of 

the gods; only water and a mother's milk can be compared in importance and longevity 
with this sacred drink. However, neither archeologists nor philosophers can give an exact 

answer as to when this drink appeared first. This secret further confirms the inscrutability 

and mysteriousness of wine. The long history of wine and winemaking, its mystical and 
philosophical significance raises deep thoughts about what the true strength of this drink 

is, how and why it is produced, and why people consume it today. Over thousands of years 

the traditions have changed, states were formed and disintegrated, and cultures, public 

consciousness, sciences and technologies were developed. However, only one thing 

remains unchanged: wine. The author of this book wanted to know what the value of wine 

in today's society is, whether it has changed since ancient times, what kind of people 
consume wine today, and whether the desired effect of winemaking for its producers and 

consumers has been achieved. The book contains the results of several years of research 

that shed light on the value of wine in a modern society and the efficiency of winemaking 
in various countries. The author hope that this book will be useful not only for winemakers, 

scholars and students, but also for every person who has ever tasted the wine. The main 

conclusion about the value of wine is that it is very subjective. Each consumer is guided 
by his/her own considrations and motives, evaluating the wine before buying. Estimates of costs and resources, energy and 

time for its production, delivery and sale can be made, but it is not possible for any researcher to get into the mind of a 
consumer and learn the true complex of wine value for him/her, which is dictated by their knowledge, experience, 

consciousness and subconsciousness, external circumstances, health status, wealth and the arrangement of spirit. After all, 

the same bottle of wine for the same person has different values measured in the morning or evening, on Friday or Monday, 
in winter or summer, in a healthy state or in sickness, in sadness or joy, with friends or in solitude. The main secret of this 

magic drink is hidden exactly in its diversity and unpredictability; you just need to value it. Summarizing the results of the 

study, the author safely says that today wine has a special status and high value for consumer, religious, health, 
psychotherapeutic, and economic purposes. It is produced and popular in both developed and developing countries. The 

efficiency of its production and distribution depend on many factors, some of which are common to all countries (global), 

while others are special for a particular country or region (local). The highest efficiency of winemaking in Germany, France 
and other developed countries can be explained by centuries-old wine traditions, good recognizability, high investments and 

high-quality marketing. On the contrary, winemaking in developing countries requires more investments in technical policy 

and market research and promotion in the world market. 

GENETICS  

Advances in Genetics Research. Volume 18 

Kevin V. Urbano 

In series: Advances in Genetics Research 
2018. 219 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-264-9. $250.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-265-6. $250.00. 

In this collection, the authors present research supporting the claim that the study of autochthonous microbial communities 

is of crucial importance for understanding the genetic and biotechnological potential of bioremediation in environments close 
to the areas of extraction and susceptible to contamination. They discuss the main characteristics of petroleum, including its 

exploitation aspects, the process of geological formation, and environmental impacts. Following this, this book suggests that 

in case of accidental defects occurring in any part of the system, a coordinated counteraction of numerous mediators may 
successfully help in the restoration of physiologic processes by means of either overexpression or hyperactivity. Even serious 

defects of genome stabilizer mechanisms may be kept in balance for a long duration, showing the clinical signs of good 
health. The authors go on to discuss Rett Syndrome, a rare, neurodevelopmental genetic disorder that develops in early 

childhood and influences many functions within neurobehavioural domains. The core of phenotype symptoms includes 

severe linguistic and motor impairments. The correlations between genotype and motor abilities in subjects with Rett 
Syndrome are discussed. Next, this book examines Cornelia de Lange syndrome (CdLS) (also known as Bushy syndrome, 

Amsterdam dwarfism and Brachmann- de Lange syndrome) a genetic multi system disorder, usually caused by spontaneous 

mutation. The estimated occurence is about 1:10,000-30,000 births. A separate paper is presented illustrating the clinical 
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variability of cognitive-behavioral phenotype in the different SCAs, determining that a precise identification of the cognitive 

and behavioral phenotype in different SCAs may enhance the clinical treatment, anticipatory guidance, and care throughout 
the lifespan. Transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS), a non-invasive, painless brain stimulation treatment, is examined. 

tDCS uses direct electrical currents of low intensity to stimulate specific parts of the brain. 

An Essential Guide to Cytogenetics 

Naomi Norris and Carmen Miller 

In series: Genetics - Research and Issues 
2018. 165 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-370-7. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-371-4. $95.00. 
An Essential Guide to Cytogenetics explores the use of cytogenetic data for studies of frogs as well as the insights that 

hypotheses of phylogenetic relationships have added to this issue. The authors provide an overview of PcP190 satellite DNA, 

sex chromosome systems and B chromosomes found in Anura. This book also aim to establish the health effects of various 
activities and exposures by examining the levels of exposure and the biological effects resulting from the interaction between 

the organism and the chemical agent. Following this, a chapter is included which focuses on on the complex karyotype issues 

in myelodysplastic diseases, leukemias, lymphomas and multiple myelomas as the authors see them in daily practice in their 

center. The authors investigate hybridization, suggesting that the viability of a hybrid between species with a chromosomal 

discrepancy may offer important hypotheses to explain the morphological, molecular, and cytogenetic diversity of the genus. 
Trichorhinophalangeal syndrome is analyzed, suggesting that in cases of cytogenetically-invisible alterations, parental FISH 

analysis as well as aCGH should be considered as part of the clinical baseline testing. 

GEOLOGY 

A Code for Geoscientific Fieldwork in Africa: Guidelines on Health and Safety Issues in 

Mapping, Mineral Exploration, Geoecological Research, and Geotourism 

Theophilus Clavell Davies (Department of Geology, University of Nigeria, Nsukka, Enugu State, 

Nigeria) 

In series: African Political, Economic, and Security Issues 

In series: Geology and Mineralogy Research Developments 
2018. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-033-1. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53614-091-0. $230.00. 
A Code for Geoscientific Fieldwork in Africa is the first book to focus exclusively on the important subject of geoscience 

and geoecology research and study, exploring the methodological considerations that engender health and safety aspects, 

offering strategies to mitigate these issues. This book comprises a set of guidelines to address the importance of geoscience 
and geoecology field trip safety, the considerations that should be taken in order to keep students, researchers and 

expeditionists safe in the African jungle, and how planning for safe field trips in the future should be undertaken. It also 

discusses how fieldwork affects the different categories of participants personally and what happens to field relationships. It 
gives an insightful analysis on participants with special needs and disabilities, and proven techniques for accommodating 

them in fieldwork. The unique challenges and obstacles faced in this kind of scientific endeavor in African settings are 

effectively captured in the book, including mysterious encounters with primitive bushman tribes and unavoidable dealings 
with belligerent local officials, and even near-fatal stampedes by rampaging wild animals. The book also incorporates by 

way of case histories a rich and diverse set of fieldwork experiences, insights and reflections on conducting geoscience and 
geoecology fieldwork in Africa, the health and safety issues that emerged, the solutions that were developed, and the realities 

of being in the field. Through an absorbing narrative, a paean is presented of the long and unique traditions of geoscience 

and geoecology fieldwork in Africa, and the reader is provided with an inside view of the trials and joys of such an endeavor. 

The book offers a sketch of health and safety issues that geotourists too may face during geoscience and geoecology field 

expeditions and proffers measures to mitigate these. The science is accessibly laid out and richly embroidered with tales of 

the bush. A Code for Geoscientific Fieldwork in Africa is an essential guide for both geoscience and geoecology 
undergraduates and postgraduate students, academics, and geotourists in Africa and from abroad embarking on mapping, 

mineral exploration, geoecological research and expeditions. 
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Banded Iron Formations to Iron Ore: An Integrated Genesis Model 

Desmond Fitzgerald Lascelles (Adjunct Research Fellow, Centre for Exploration Targeting, 

University of Western Australia, Australia) 

In series: Geology and Mineralogy Research Developments 
2017. 201 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53610-971-9. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53610-982-5. $95.00. 
From the first attempts to understand the origin of giant iron ore deposits, numerous false 

assumptions have been used as the basis of genesis models that have become standard and 

unquestioned, with later research generally seeking to find evidence supporting the 
existing models and ignoring contrary evidence. Many models were constructed based on 

extremely rare features, and their absence in the global abundance of iron formations was 

not considered important since there was no understanding of the major sedimentary 
structures, i.e. laminations and banding. Inconsistencies within the hypothetical models 

are either ignored or excused by proposing special circumstances, but no one considers 

that the models might be wrong or have only limited application. Many hypotheses 

regarding Earth’s history have been postulated from the difference between Phanerozoic 

and Precambrian iron-formations. In particular, the development of an oxygenated 

atmosphere has been deduced from the supposed evolution of iron-formations. The subject 
has provided a fertile field for research and models of Earth’s history, but without clear 

knowledge of the sedimentation, diagenesis and metamorphism of BIFs (branded iron 

formations), such models are speculative or even irrelevant. Since these models on the 
genesis and distribution of BIF were used as proxies to answer questions regarding the 

composition of the early oceans and atmosphere, weathering and transport conditions on 

early land surface, volcanism and continental development in the Archean eon, and as they 
affect exploration for the largest volume and most basic of industrial metals, they have an importance beyond academic 

sedimentary and stratigraphic interest. The aim of this book is to present a model for the origin of BIFs and derived high-
grade iron ore deposits with global applications that are still subject to correction and change as new information becomes 

available and are free of illogical assumptions which do not conflict with either field observations or basic chemistry and 

physics. 

Sedimentary Basins: Evolution, Methods of Formation and Recent Advances 

Sam Brookes 

In series: Geology and Mineralogy Research Developments 
2018. 116 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-922-8. $82.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-923-5. $82.00. 

In this collection, the sedimentary basins of the northern Campania Tyrrhenian margin have been investigated in detail aimed 

at studying and reconstructing their Quaternary geologic evolution through seismo-stratigraphic data. This analysis, carried 
out using multichannel seismic data of the Zone E, has allowed to infer the subsurface volcanism in the Gaeta Gulf through 

the identification of a wide buried volcanic edifice, fossilized by the prograding sequences supplied by the Volturno river. 

This volcanism seems to be related to the oldest phases of volcanism in the Campania Plain, evidenced by the Parete and 
Villa Literno volcanic complexes, detected in the subsurface of the Campania Plain onshore. Continuing, the presence of 

volcano-sedimentary sequence in pull-apart basins has intrigued the geologists for several decades. The authors explain that 

the extensional tectonic processes are not only responsible for formation of these basins but also eruption of volcanic units 
and emplacement of dykes swarms. High resolution seismic data processed by Pre-Stacking and Depth Migration (PSDM) 

and Pre-Stacking and Time Migration (PSTM) techniques and hundreds of drill-hole logs have made for an eloquent 

exposition of basin forming tectonics in different regions of India. Several case studies have also illustrated that the Pre-
Cretaceous period is characterized by prolonged extensional tectonics, development of nearly vertical faults, subsidence and 

formation of basins and sedimentation. In the final chapter, the results obtained from several essays held with aliquots of a 

sample of the lithostratigraphic formation known as “Batateira Layers” are reported, occuring in the Araripe Sedimentary 
Basin, Ceará State, Brazil. The tests were realized with powdered aliquots, considering the oxides often used in geochemical 

investigations: SiO₂, Al₂O₃, TiO₂, Fe₂O₃, MnO, CaO, MgO, Na₂O, K₂O and P₂O₅. The maximum voltage and current were 
50 kV and 50 mA, respectively. 

The Pleistocene: Geography, Geology, and Fauna 

Gaetan Huard and Jeannine Gareau 

In series: Origin, Evolution and Geological History of Earth 
2018. 339 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-728-6. $195.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-729-3. $195.00. 
In this collection, the authors begin by discussing the Quaternary, the most recent geological period of time in Earth's history 

spanning the last 2.588 million years. The Quaternary System is subdivided into the Pleistocene and the Holocene Series, 
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with the Pleistocene spanning most of the Quaternary, while the Holocene covers the last 11 700 calendar year. In order to 

understand contemporary stratigraphic terms and subdivisions of the Quaternary, the historical background becomes 
necessary. Besides the traditional chronostratigraphical and geochronological division, the Quaternary was divided also 

climatostratigraphically based on the recorded climatic changes. The following paper presents the results of 

geomorphological and geochronological studies within the highest southeastern part of Russian Altai. Geomorphological 
evidence of at least of two Pleistocene glacial epochs are mapped within the Chagan-Uzun river basin, and an analysis of all 

available absolute dates for the reference section is presented. The authors present a survey wherein information about over 

200 species of small mammals is given concerning morphology, taxonomy, and distribution across more than 20 localities, 
covering the last 4.5 million years. A detailed biostratigraphic scheme has been developed, which is compared with 

independent sources of chronology. In this context, the paleoecological information provided by the individual regional 

biostratigraphic assemblages is analyzed, and the paleoecological reconstructions are correlated with global paleoclimatic 
evidence. After this, this book retraces fossil discoveries and significant evidences of big cats in Europe in order to describe 

their rise to top predators, as well as their recent fall resulting from climatic change and the increase in human population. 
At the present time, the group includes five species: Panthera leo, Panthera pardus, Panthera onca, Panthera tigris, and 

Panthera uncia. The final chapter includes a brief review of the late Pleistocene mammals from Mexico, pointing out recent 

findings concerning their paleobiology considering the recently documented record from areas of central and southern 
Mexico. This research allows for an increase in the number of fossil localities, determination of the taxonomic status of some 

artiodactyls, and characterization of the dietary traits of herbivore species by means of stable isotopes and dental wear patterns 

analyses. 

HYDROLOGY 

The Foundations of Multimoment Hydrodynamics. Part 1: Ideas, Methods and Equations 

Igor V. Lebed (Zhukovsky Central Institute of Aerohydrodynamics, Senior Researcher, 

Zhukovsky, Moscow Region, Russian Federation) 

In series: Aero- and Hydrodynamics Research Progress 
2018. 327 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-364-6. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-365-3. $230.00. 
The Boltzmann hypothesis of molecular chaos (“Stosszahlansatz”) closes the classic 

kinetic equation. Equations of classic hydrodynamics that directly follow from the 

Boltzmann equation inevitably contain the error involved in the derivation of classic 
kinetic equation. The physical meaning of the error introduced by the Boltzmann 

hypothesis in the equations of hydrodynamics is as follows. Only the Boltzmann 

hypothesis makes it possible to build hydrodynamics for only three lower principal 
hydrodynamic values, say, density, velocity, and temperature. The Boltzmann 

hypothesis also excludes objectively existing higher principal hydrodynamic values 

from participation in the formation of hydrodynamics equations. Thus, the possibility of 
the improvement of classic hydrodynamics equations should be sought toward an 

increase in the number of principal hydrodynamic values. The idea of separating gas 

particles into pairs allows using the higher principal hydrodynamic values when 
constructing equations of hydrodynamics. Two particles are called a pair if they either 

move towards the collision with each other or fly apart after the collision with each other. 

Created formalism allows hydrodynamics equations to be built with an arbitrary number 
of principal hydrodynamic values specified beforehand. As expected, classic 

hydrodynamics experience difficulties when interpreting states of medium, which are far 

removed from the state of statistical equilibrium. A detailed evaluation of the results of 
direct numerical integration of the Navier-Stokes equations against experimental data in an unstable regime of flow around 

a sphere reveals a number of obvious discrepancies. Most importantly, observed transition from a stable regime of flow to 

turbulence is invariably accompanied by the appearance of regular vortex shedding. There are no such experiments in which 
chaotic regime replaces regular stable flow bypassing vortex shedding modes. On the contrary, calculated transition from a 

regular stable mode to the chaotic deterministic one occurs directly, bypassing the vortex shedding. Thus, the solutions to 

the Navier-Stokes equations lead the development of instability along the direction of incompatibility with the experiment. 
The movement in the wrong direction doesn’t allow these solutions to interpret the turbulence correctly. Equations of 

multimoment hydrodynamics are created to solve these problems. The solutions to the Navier-Stokes equations suggest a 
single scenario for the development of instability; this is the Landau-Hopf scenario. The Landau-Hopf scenario is simple and 

uncomplicated. It interprets the process of development of instability as a sequence of transitions from one stable solution to 

another. On the contrary, the appearance of a vortex street is a complex multistage physical phenomenon. An increase in the 
number of principal hydrodynamic values in the equations of multimoment hydrodynamics essentially enriches the scenario 

of development of instability by new actions. These actions are not available for solutions to the equations of three-moment 

classic hydrodynamics. It follows that the Landau-Hopf scenario does not have the slightest prospect of reproducing the 
phenomenon of vortex shedding. An analysis of the experimental data shows that the transition to turbulence occurs as a 
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result of chaotic distortion of the regular vortex shedding in any shear flow (wakes and jets, pipes and channels, shear layers, 

etc.). It is likely that this is the only mechanism for the development of turbulence. In this case, the turbulence of the shear 
flow is nothing else but a regular regime of vortex shedding distorted by excessively overgrown stochastic fluctuations. 

LIFE SCIENCES  

Acacia: Characteristics, Distribution and Uses 

Aide Matheson 

In series: Plant Science Research and Practices 
2018. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53614-237-2. $195.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53614-238-9. $195.00. 
Acacia: Characteristics, Distribution and Uses opens with a chapter describing the wood of A. melanoxylon grown in 

Portugal in view of determining its technological quality for use in the construction and furniture industry. The 

characterization includes stem features, wood anatomical characteristics, chemical composition, wood density and 
mechanical properties. Next, the authors aim to describe and analyze common characteristics among Acacia s.l. species and 

to trace some parallelisms of their performance throughout several ecosystems that hold such species. It is well-known that 

Acacia s.l. species have the ability to fix atmospheric nitrogen and may modify soil chemistry and physics by enabling 
microorganisms/soil fauna to alter the microhabitat beneath the tree, and such characteristics are significant in the recovery 

of ecosystems. The potential of Acacia mangium, an exotic species, for restoration of a degraded land in Mt. Makiling Forest 

Reserve (MMFR), Philippines was also examined. Results suggested a general trend of changes in A. mangium plantation 
which was once a grassland dominated by Imperata cylindrica and Saccharum officinarum. Both (stems ha-1) and basal area 

(m2 ha-1) increased significantly in 2010-2018 (P=0.001). The authors discuss the way in which NMR spectroscopy applied 

to the study of gum exudates has become important since the 1990̍s in Venezuela. Analytical and structural studies of 23 
species belonging to different genera and families have been reported through the combination of classic methodology for 

carbohydrates and NMR spectroscopy. The footprints left by evolution in the distribution of characters among current 

organisms have been one of the main tools in the study of organic evolution. The authors propose that the reconstruction of 
ancestral character states offers the possibility of knowing the changes suffered by characters in a species throughout 

evolutionary time. Pollinosis, also known as pollen allergy, hay fever or seasonal allergic rhinitis is one the most common 

respiratory disorders throughout the world. The inhalation of Acacia pollen is one of the main causes of respiratory allergic 
diseases in semiarid countries such as Iran, Saudi Arabia, and the United Arab Emirates. This book suggests that the 

recognition of allergenic components of pollens is essential for component-resolved diagnosis, the design of patient-specific 

immunotherapy, and the explanation of sensitization mechanisms to various allergens. The authors analyze Acacia-
Pseudomyrmex mutualism which includes 15 species of acacias and a group of 10 species of mutualistic ants whose 

geographical distribution is similar. This relationship is frequently cited as an example of coevolution, a term that has been 

used to refer to the reciprocal change of interacting species where each of them acts as an agent of natural selection with 
respect to the other and where the reciprocal selection would result in congruent phylogenies. The concluding chapter 

characterizes the A. melanoxylon wood pulping performance regarding yield and kappa number as well as the pulp and paper 

properties. The application of fast spectroscopic technologies for pulp quality determination is also described. 

Advances in Medicine and Biology. Volume 127 

Leon V. Berhardt 

In series: Advances in Medicine and Biology 
2018. 253 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-204-5. $250.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-205-2. $250.00. 

In Advances in Medicine and Biology. Volume 127, the authors discuss Parkinson's disease (PD), a neurological disorder 

characterized by the death of dopaminergic neurons in the substantia nigra pars compacta and reduced dopamine levels in 

the striatum. Currently, there are few pharmacological treatments for PD and although Levodopa has frequently been used, 

it is not a viable treatment option for all patients. Thus, this book presents experimental evidence supporting the claim that 
endocannabinoid signaling may represent a promising therapeutic target for PD, inducing a reduction in neurodegeneration 

with minimal psychotropic effects. Subsequently, it presents findings that free-hydroxyproline observed in a physiological 

system must be resulted from a degradation of protein molecules. Variations in free-hydroxyproline concentrations in the 
plasma and white muscle of fishes, with genetic differences in growth rates and with different feedings, could indicate 

differences in protein degradation rates for tissue remodeling and growth. Since the synthesis of the connective tissue 

framework of muscle is a rate-limiting step in muscle growth, the concentrations of white muscle free-hydroxyproline could 
be reliable for growth studies, as its levels are correlated with fish specific growth rates (SGR) and feed efficiency. Next, the 

authors analyze the results of umbilical hernia repair using Ventralex® Hernia Patch, a bilayer prosthesis. Preoperative 

characteristics, surgical procedure details, postoperative complications and recurrence rate were studied. An overview of the 
most up-to-date findings on the association of NGF with development of schizophrenia is presented, based on literature data 

as well as the authors’ own findings. The contributions of other research groups are provided and discussed in the context of 
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prominent existing hypothesis of psychiatric disorder development. Afterwards, hernias are discussed as one of the most 

common reasons a primary care patient may need referral for surgical intervention. The emergence of next-generation 
prosthesis seeks to achieve the best possible integration into the tissues, improving their performance on all interfaces and 

avoiding complications. The authors exhibit a retrospective cohort study to assess the impact of 6-hour versus 4-hour HD 

sessions in end-stage renal disease (ESRD) patients treated with three times per week, daytime, in-center HD. Using data 
from a cohort of forty-three, stable chronic ESRD patients, the authors compared twenty-one patients undergoing 6-hour HD 

sessions with twenty-two patients on conventional 4-hour HD sessions. The following chapter begins with an introduction 

to collagen and the function of Hyp in the collagen molecule, followed by a description of sources of various Hyp fractions 
in tissues and body fluids. The effects of different toxins on various Hyp fractions in the serum and tissues are also discussed. 

Then, soy isoflavones or soy derivatives (supplements containing S-equol) are recommended for relieving vasomotor 

symptoms. The evidences for standardized cohosh preparations are effective and are also be recommended. This book also 
discusses DNA damage repair, a very important biological process commonly associated with human health and diseases, 

because a detailed elucidation of DNA repair mechanism is essential for a better understanding of health and disease. 
Afterwards, the current information on collagen PTMs and their alteration under different pathological conditions are 

examined. It has been reported that collagen undergoes polyubiquitination in response to S-adenosyl-L-methionine. The 

polyubiquitination inhibits Collagen processing leading to decreased collagen secretion in hepatic stellate cells (HSCs). In 
closing, a critical review about the impact of changes in lifestyle and diet supplementation with natural phytochemicals on 

cancer statistics is given. This review highlights the new advances in understanding the anticancer activity of flavonoids 

based on its ability to damage DNA in cancer cells. 

Advances in Medicine and Biology. Volume 128 

Leon V. Berhardt 

In series: Advances in Medicine and Biology 
2018. 246 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-272-4. $250.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-273-1. $250.00. 

In Advances in Medicine and Biology. Volume 128, the authors provide evidence that several families of GPCRs dynamically 

modulate microglial phenotypes and provide evidence that aberrations in G-protein coupled receptors-mediated signaling are 
prime contributors to a loss of homeostatic microglia states. A comprehensive landscape on the physiological conditions 

already known to be important for dendritic cell (DC) differentiation is included. Specifically: presenting stages of 

development of bone marrow stem cells; comparing the ontogeny of DCs in mice and humans; debating the differences 
between conventional DCs versus plasmacytoid DCs; highlighting that Langerhans cells (LCs) have different origins; 

discussing factors that may modulate the development of DC subsets; and emphasizing ontogenetic properties of DCs that 

make them different from monocytes and macrophages. Next, the authors review ex vivo and in vitro studies about the effects 

of human soluble fibrinogen molecule on blood components behavior and its effects at physiological and pathophysiological 

conditions, as well as in vitro studies conducted in experimental animal models. The tacrolimus (TAC) metabolism is 

reviewed in a separate study which proposes the TAC metabolism rate (C/D ratio) as a novel tool to assist physicians in risk 
stratification to individualize therapy in patients after (renal) transplantation. Continuing, the book postulates that modulation 

of nitric oxide (NO) concentrations at the maternal-fetal interface is relevant for maintaining early gestation due to failures 

in vascular adaptations. NO regulates vascular tone, angiogenesis, and cellular aggregation and adhesion, which are important 
functions in establishing and maintaining normal pregnancy. This book also presents the research and development of a 

collaborative, social-networked approach to train elementary and middle-school students so that the students can be aware 

of their bad sitting posture and timely improve it. Results show that the proposed approach and the developed posture training 
tools were very effective in improving teens’ posture. 

Advances in Medicine and Biology. Volume 129 

Leon V. Berhardt 

In series: Advances in Medicine and Biology 
2018. 270 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-347-9. $250.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-348-6. $250.00. 

In this collection, the authors review novel findings strongly suggesting that YS110, a humanized monoclonal antibody with 
high affinity to the CD26 antigen, represents a promising novel therapy for refractory cancers, immune disorders and MERS-

CoV infection. This book show that in vivo administration of YS110 inhibits tumor cell growth, migration and invasion, and 

enhances survival of mouse xenograft models inoculated with malignant mesothelioma (MPM), renal cell carcinoma, non-
small-cell lung carcinoma, ovarian carcinoma or T-cell lymphoma via multiple mechanisms of action. Afterwards, several 

of the antibacterial resistance mechanisms employed by bacteria are discussed, especially those that can be targeted by novel 

antibacterial agents to combat resistant organisms. These mechanisms include alterations of cell wall or cell wall metabolites, 
mutations in antibiotic target, antibiotic deactivation by bacterial enzymes and biofilm formation. Later, the authors introduce 

AdRx as a treatment modality in musculo-skeletal pain, explain its rationale and techniques offering indications and 

contraindications for its usage. While AdRx takes its original theory from Eunice Ingham’s teaching and from followers of 
her teachings, this chapter confines the content to AdRx as standalone therapy in the context of musculo-skeletal pain. Near-

infrared spectroscopy (NIRS) is also introduced as a non-invasive monitoring method that allows continuous real-time 

monitoring of cerebral hemoglobin oxygen saturation in a small area of the frontal cortex. This monitoring tool is based on 
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the principle that some biological materials are relatively permeable to near-infrared light. In a separate study, trans-synaptic 

tracing from the visually responsive sites in the superior colliculus to the retina were studied using attenuated pseudorabies 
virus. The results demonstrated the presence of synaptic connections between the transplant and the host retina that contribute 

to the visual improvement observed in the superior colliculus. Continuing, in 2015, a novel pathogenesis of Crohn’s disease 

(the Hruska Postulate) was published. The authors aim to take what is known about Mycobacterium avium subspecies 
paratuberculosis, Crohn’s disease, and the Hruska Postulate and determine why Crohn’s disease is potentially curable. 

Several researchers have been trying to identify biomarkers that can be used for Crohn’s disease in clinical practice, however, 

further studies are required in order to validate most of their findings. The closing chapter introduces several diagnostic 
imaging techniques for kidney stone detection. A new imaging technique of C-arm tomosynthesis is described to generate 

volumetric information of the kidney to identify the size and location of kidney stones with limited amount of radiation dose. 

Advances in Medicine and Biology. Volume 130 

Leon V. Berhardt 

In series: Advances in Medicine and Biology 
2018. 285 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-598-5. $250.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-599-2. $250.00. 

Advances in Medicine and Biology. Volume 130 begins by discussing proton pump inhibitors (patented in 1979) that 

selectively target the H,K- ATPase of gastric parietal cells as a reliable therapeutic regimen for management of acid reflux 
disease and gastric bleeding. Around the same time, H. pylori was recognized as the main cause of peptic ulcer. The following 

chapter explores how common bile duct stones can be predicted and investigated. In addition, the management of proven 

ductal calculi is discussed in the preoperative, intraoperative and postoperative stages. The investigation of ductal stones is 
partly dependent upon patient presentation and liver function tests, but also on availability of imaging modality and surgical 

experience. Afterwards, the authors summarize the current knowledge regarding the toxic effects of STZ on mammalian 

DNA and chromosomes, putting emphasis on the most recent findings on this subject. At the chromosome level, STZ induces 
chromosomal aberrations (including those ones involving telomeric sequences), micronuclei and sister chromatid exchanges. 

A review of current state of knowledge of atmospheric parameter’s pathophysiological mechanisms and its cardiovascular 

risk effects is included. Additionally, some medical prevention strategies that can provide effective protection against the 
negative health effects of global climate change are presented. The authors go on to summarize the morphogenesis, 3D 

structure, and rearrangement of the IHBDs, as well as the cellular changes of cholangiocytes during development and 

regeneration. Recent advances based on gene targeting, lineage tracing, and three–dimensional (3D) analysis of the liver 
tissue have improved our understanding of the IHBDs morphogenesis and regeneration. The goal of the concluding chapter 

is to describe the current educational preparation and scope of practice of pediatric advance practice providers (APPs) and 

provide guidelines with a new practice model as to how to successfully integrate APPs into the pediatric emergency 

department. The pediatric health care and role of an acute care APP has evolved significantly in the last few years, with APPs 

seeing patients ranging from non-urgent to all kinds of pediatric emergencies. 

Advances in Medicine and Biology. Volume 131 

Leon V. Berhardt 

In series: Advances in Medicine and Biology 
2018. 266 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-840-5. $250.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-841-2. $250.00. 
In this compilation, the authors open with a discussion on lectins, carbohydrate-binding proteins which are widely present in 

living organisms and participate in molecular recognition and intracellular functions. Due to their carbohydrate specificity, 

lectins can be employed as an analytical tool to study glycan structures on glycoconjugates. Plant lectins have also been used 
to study glycosylation pattern of animal glycoproteins. The first chapter includes a brief review on lectins, a summary of the 

general information on glycoconjugate, a review on lectin-affinity techniques and their potential, as well as perspectives of 

the employment of lectins in the estimation of the glycosylation pattern of glycoconjugates. Next, the authors discuss the 
cytokine interleukin-7 and its many diverse and important functions in the development and maintenance of immune cells. 

For haematopoiesis, depending on particular cell type, IL-7 is important for cell survival, proliferation and differentiation. 

The cytokine’s receptor is expressed by early progenitors of B, T lymphocytes and Innate Lymphoid Cells, and IL-7 signaling 
is critical for the generation of these cells. The authors go on to examine enzyme therapy as a modern way of providing better 

protection for people with coeliac disease and sensitivity to gluten who have been placed solely on a lifelong gluten-free diet. 

By itself, the gluten-free diet is not always fully protective of the small intestine because small amounts of gluten can be 
present from contamination and the failure to recognize “hidden gluten” in food. This chapter explains how certain 

supplements are able to help those with gluten sensitivity overcome the harmful effects of gluten and reduce the worry about 

contamination of their food and the lack of knowledge about its gluten content. These supplements represent an important 
development of the gluten-free diet and will assist in patient management to ensure that patients remain free from the effects 

of gluten. Later, adrenergic urticarial, a well-defined-yet-neglected variant of urticarial, is discussed. It is characterized by a 

peculiar clinical picture, with small hives surrounded by white haloes due to local vasoconstriction. Lastly, the authors discuss 
how abnormalities in physical properties of the cell membranes may be strongly linked to cerebro- and cardiovascular 

diseases. Recent evidence indicates that increased plasma levels of tumor necrosis factor-a (TNF-a), an inflammatory 

cytokine, may actively participate in the pathophysiology of endothelial dysfunction, hypertension and other circulatory 
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disorders. The present study was performed to investigate the possible relationships among plasma TNF-a, asymmetric 

dimethylarginine and membrane fluidity in hypertensive and normotensive subjects using an electron spin resonance (ESR)-
spectrometry. 

Advances in Medicine and Biology. Volume 132 

Leon V. Berhardt 

In series: Advances in Medicine and Biology 
2018. 262 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-964-8. $250.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-965-5. $250.00. 

Biofilms are complex and dynamic communities of surface-attached microorganisms held together by a self-produced 
extracellular polymeric matrix, forming a highly hydrated structure. It is known that there is considerable heterogeneity 

within biofilms with respect to local environments, which may result in spatial and temporal patterns of gene expression. 

Advances in Medicine and Biology. Volume 132 begins by discussing the use of GFP to explore these microbial 
communities, presenting the most recent developments associated with GFP variants and novel applications of this molecule 

in biofilm research. Next, the authors discuss the fibrinolytic and its important role in reproduction. Plasminogen Activator 

Inhibitor-1 (PAI-1) is one of the primary regulators of thefibrinolytic system and is expressed in various cells including 

ovarian granulosa and theca cells, endometrial cells and trophoblasts. This overview provides the current knowledge on the 

role of PAI-1 and PAI-1 gene mutations in reproduction. Green fluorescent protein (GFP) is a bio-luminous fluorescent 
phosphoprotein which was originally isolated from the luminous organ of the jellyfish Aequorea Victoria. At the molecular 

level, it is composed of 238 amino acids with an approximate molecular weight of about 27 kDa. The authors discuss the 

role of GFP in animal diagnostic technologies, molecular tracking techniques using GFP as fusion tags in studying protein–
protein interactions and real time monitoring of host pathogen interactions. In the authors’ Immunoallergology Department, 

a recent study of 64 CSU patients treated with omalizumab provided pertinent information. Overall, the patients had a 

reduction of the UAS7 score of 5.82% per omalizumab administration (pOa) and of the DLQI score of 6.69% pOa (data not 
published). However, when patients were divided according to their baseline serum total IgE levels (STIgE), patients with 

higher STIgE had a much faster response to omalizumab. The results of this study are discussed in detail. The subsequent 

chapter aims to explore the diagnosis and management of gastrointestinal stromal tumours (GISTs) that arise from the small 
bowel in both metastatic and non-metastatic disease. GISTs account for two per cent of all neoplasia of the gastrointestinal 

tract. They represent the most common GI mesenchymal tumour with a worldwide incidence of 11-15 per million and a 

median age of presentation of 55-60 years. Diabetes insipidus (DI) is examined as one of the major clinical syndromes 
characterized by the excretion of copious volumes of diluted urine (polyuria) together with persistent intake of abnormally 

large volumes of fluid (polydipsia). Investigation of the chronological changes of hyper intensity (HI) distribution over the 

pituitary stalk and the posterior lobe after transsphenoidal surgery on MR images might enable to predict how frequently 

postoperative diabetes insipidus occurs and how long it persists, and to elucidate an underlying mechanism for the appearance 

of the HI in the pituitary stalk. In the following chapter, the authors discuss salient aspects of central nervous system effects 

of methionine and methionine metabolites in relation to behavioural, neurochemical and possible structural alterations. The 
possibility of the evolution of conventionally-approved clinical applications of oral methionine, and the potential limitations 

to its utilisation in such capacity are also considered. Later, this collection considers the functions of Gamma-Aminobutyric 

acid (GABA) in pharmacology and diseases. The authors aim to address what GABA is, how GABA reacts, and what GABA-
related diseases and agents exist. GABA is the principal inhibitory neurotransmitter of the vertebrate central nervous system, 

acting at inhibitory synapses in the brain. In the concluding chapter, the authors address how gabapentin, a synthetic analog 

of GABA, may be an effective analgesic used to treat different types of neuropathic pain syndromes, including diabetic 
neuropathy, postherpetic neuralgia, trigeminal neuralgia, painful neuropathy resulting from HIV infection, cancer pain, 

fibromyalgia, pain after burn injury, and complex regional pain syndrome. 

Advances in Medicine and Biology. Volume 133 

Leon V. Berhardt 

In series: Advances in Medicine and Biology 
2018. 270 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53614-075-0. $250.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53614-076-7. $250.00. 
The management of psoriatic arthritis (PsA) is complex and early intervention is needed to prevent or delay the progression 

of the disease. The severity of PsA and response to medication should guide the proper treatment modality, as per the recent 

EULAR and GRAPPA recommendations. In this collection, the authors begin by examining conventional treatment options 
include non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) and disease modifying anti-rheumatic drugs. Next, the authors 

examine parasitic nematodes which cause substantial production losses in grazing animals and suffering in humans. Farmers 

treat animals with anthelmintics, often in an unplanned way. Frequent whole flock and herd treatments have encouraged the 
development of resistance as all worms in the animals are exposed to anthelmintic. The single largest problem with 

anthelmintic resistance is persuading farmers to adopt strategies that slow the development and spread of resistance. The 

authors go on to discuss the role of green fluorescent protein (GFP) in animal diagnostic technologies, molecular tracking 
techniques using GFP as fusion tags in studying protein–protein interactions and real time monitoring of host pathogen 

interactions, as reporter tags in animal viral studies, in in-vitro and in-vivo imaging of transgenic animals for genetic 

screening and in animal marker vaccines and cancer studies. Following this, the authors provide their understanding of 
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pathogenesis in spinal cord injury (SCI), the current therapeutic efforts and their limitations, and the emerging roles of 

retinoids in neuroprotection and functional recovery in SCI. Retinoids use retinoic acid receptor (RAR) and retinoid X 
receptor (RXR) in the cells for modulation of expression of genes that eventually provide neuroprotection in SC. Pap smears 

detect cytologic abnormalities that indicate the possible presence of a pre-malignant lesion. The cytologic suspicion of a high 

grade lesion presents the risk of hiding a more severe dysplasia, which has a high risk of progression to invasive neoplastic 
lesion. Thus, the authors propose that adequate treatment and follow-up should be offered, such as cytology repeat, HPV 

testing, colposcopy, colposcopy-directed biopsy, or excision of the transformation zone. The subsequent chapter deals with 

the criteria that can be leant upon to prescribe retinoids for the off-label treatment of dermatological diseases. Exemplary 
clinical cases are illustrated. The author hopes to inspire creative physicians, and revamp classical, time-honored therapeutic 

methodologies as well. This book also discusses methods to study bacterial heterogeneity and its influence on phenotypic 

drug resistance include flow cytometry based approaches, RNA sequencing techniques, microfluidic technology time-lapse 
microscopy and mass spectrometry-based proteomic approaches. These technological advances are powerful tools that 

enable us to explore and interrogate mechanisms of bacterial heterogeneity in pathogen populations. Lastly, the authors 
review the effects of how reproductive toxic exposures induce apoptosis of male germ cells by affecting the spermatogenic 

cells of the developing testis and investigate several possible mechanisms underlying alkylating agent-induced reproductive 

toxicity. Furthermore, an understanding of how cells cope with DNA damage caused by alkylating agents is valuable in 
clinical medicine. 

Advances in Medicine and Biology. Volume 134 

Leon V. Berhardt 

In series: Advances in Medicine and Biology 
2018. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53614-256-3. $250.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53614-257-0. $250.00. 

The eyes are highly diversified photosensitive structures. In all vertebrates, eyes resemble in molecular composition and are 
predominantly composed of extracellular matrix (ECM). Advances in Medicine and Biology. Volume 134 explores the dual 

role of ECM in ocular homeostasis and diseases and discusses how this duality can be used to treat such diseases. The view 

on ECM biology offered by this work is translational and adress concepts of basic science and clinical-surgical issues. 
Following this, the authors aim to provide information about the mechanisms of oxidative stress-mediated apoptosis, to 

provide updates for previous studies update and some of the current paradigms discussed and to provide a basis for future 

studies. This review highlights the elementary value of apoptosis, including its effect on tissue homeostasis and cellular 
stress. The aim of the subsequent study was to investigate microcirculation peculiarities of the covering tissues of the limbs 

and body in patients with orthopedic pathology and in track-and-field athletes having reached high sport mastership. 

Spontaneous cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) leaks are a clinical entity in which CSF rhinorrhea occurs in the absence of any 

inciting event. Spontaneous CSF leaks are associated with elevated intracranial pressure (ICP) or underlying idiopathic 

intracranial hypertension (IIH). The authors report on a cohort of patients who have undergone nasal endoscopic repair for 

spontaneous CSF leaks. Wound healing is a widespread feature of multicellular organisms. Evidence illustrates that apoptosis 
has very important roles in the various phases of the wound healing process. As such, the authors maintain the importance 

of keeping up-to-date with studies on apoptosis and its associated mechanisms highlighted in the wound healing process, 

providing a systematic analysis of recent molecular research in wound healing applications. Despite enormous improvements 
in supportive and standard care, septic shock and liver failure remain major causes of morbidity and mortality in critically ill 

patients. Plasma separation via centrifugation is a common method for therapeutic plasma exchange in patients with liver 

failure and septic shock. The authors suggest that the use of a centrifugal approach rather than regular plasma filtration 
enables the transfer of larger particles into the resulting plasma fraction. The possible advantages of using centrifugation in 

comparison to hemofiltration in blood cleaning techniques are currently hypothetical. The most commonly used staging 

classification of the classical form of Kaposi’s sarcoma was presented by Brambilla et al. in 2003. The authors distinguished 
four stages of the disease based on the morphology of the cutaneous lesions, location of the skin changes, presence of 

complications and internal organ involvement. The clinical presentation, diagnosis and management of classical Kaposi’s 

sarcoma will be discussed in the closing chapter. 

Barnacles: Recent Progress in Biology and Antifouling 

Ryusuke Kado, Haruo Mimura and Noriyuki Endo (Marine 

Ecology Research Institute, Yamabuki-cho, Shinjuku, Tokyo) 

In series: Marine Science and Technology 
2018. 208 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-444-5. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-445-2. $95.00. 
This book is composed of two sections, Ecological and Fundamental Researches and 

Approach to Antifouling. Both sections contain research trends on barnacles that have 

been collected from laboratory work and field studies. Section I: Ecological and 
Fundamental Researches Chapter One describes the traditional taxonomy and 

phylogenetic studies of thoracican barnacles based on morphological examinations. 

Chapter Two reviews ever rearing trials of the lepadid larvae and introduces recent 
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examples of successful rearing of their larvae and settlement. Chapter Three focuses on barnacle larval dispersal and 

settlement from the ecological aspects, with common and specific mechanisms on the larval dispersal and settlement 
summarized. In Chapter Four, chemical cues in barnacle larval settlement are described. In Chapter Five, the authors describe 

the recent advances on the cellular biology of cyprid cement gland and the molecular characteristics of cyprid cement 

materials of the barnacle, Megabalanus rosa. Chapter Six describes the roles of the larval sense of vision in barnacles. Section 
II: Approach to Antifouling Chapter Seven centers around the antifouling properties of soft materials such as silicone and 

hydrogels against barnacles both in laboratory and field assays. Chapter Eight concerns the settlement of controllable 

barnacle populations via LED blue light emission. Chapter Nine concludes the book with a discussion about qPCR to species 
specific detection of barnacle larvae. 

Biochemical Techniques: Development and Implementation for Making Differences in 

Aquaculture and Fisheries Research on Environmental Impact and Climate Change 

Krisna Rungruangsak-Torrissen (Principal Research Scientist, Institute of Marine Research, 

Norway, Matre Research Station, Matredal, Norway) 

In series: Fish, Fishing and Fisheries 
2018. 223 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-175-8. $160.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-176-5. $160.00. 

This extraordinary book is the result of over three decades of Dr. Krisna Rungruangsak-
Torrissen’s career at the Institute of Marine Research in Norway. The book provides new 

insights into a series of growth mechanisms in aquatic living resources through the 

digestion and utilization of dietary protein for growth and maturation. Section One shows 
the initial success of the relationships between genetic variations in trypsin phenotypes, 

growth, and feed efficiency; additionally, the isoelectric focusing technique to differentiate 

trypsin phenotypes has been developed. Section Two shows the other successes 
concerning the effects of temperatures and consumption rates on trypsin phenotypes, 

growth, and feed efficiency, wherein the first evidence of temperature preferences on feed 

efficiency and growth dependent on trypsin phenotypes of individuals has been observed. 
The unique studies of digestive efficiency and growth status have been developed through 

the activity ratio of trypsin to chymotrypsin (T/C ratio) for growth potential, with the new 

knowledge of chymotrypsin involving limited and reduced growth rates. Section Three shows insight into the utilization of 
dietary protein through absorption and transport of free amino acids (FAA), indicating that the levels of plasma FAA and 

white muscle FAA are dependent on trypsin phenotypes and dietary protein quality. The new buffers of the HPLC system 

for differentiating more than 40 physiological FAA in biological tissues have been developed. A possibility of white muscle 
free-hydroxyproline levels related to growth rate has been observed. Section Four explains protein growth efficiency 

dependent on the genetics of growth capacity and dietary protein levels, whereas a higher level of dietary protein can increase 

skeletal growth (length) resulting in lower condition factors. The new determinations of RNA and protein by a single 
separation step have been developed. Section Five shows the first success on studies of maturation rate in females through 

active oocyte protein breakdown, using the activity ratio of trypsin-like to chymotrypsin-like (T/C ratio) enzymes in the 

oocytes. Sections Six and Seven show the in vitro digestibility techniques using dialyzed crude digestive enzyme extracts for 
quality assessments of dietary protein and carbohydrates, uniquely standardized with respect to the activities of trypsin and 

amylase, respectively, for comparisons among different enzyme extracts. It is evident that dietary protein is the primary 
important nutrient while dietary carbohydrates are the secondary important nutrients, regardless of animal feeding habits 

(carnivores, omnivores, herbivores). Section Eight illustrates the uniqueness of the different biochemical techniques for 

implementations in natural marine ecosystems of the Northeastern Atlantic Ocean and the Barents Sea, including the 
development of the neural computational model GrowthEstimate through digestive efficiency for future studies of aquatic 

living resources without knowing their histories concerning food availability, consumption rates, and growth. Section Nine 

concludes the importance and usefulness of the biochemical techniques, and describes 
how to collect the samples. The knowledge from this book can be beneficial for lecturers, 

researchers, graduate and undergraduate students, and any readers who are interested in 

nutritional biochemistry. It will provide new perspectives, ideas, and inspiration for 

finding a new way to make a difference in doing research. 

Carbonic Anhydrases: Biochemistry, Mechanism of Action and 

Therapeutic Applications 

Joni Penttinen 

In series: Biochemistry Research Trends 
2018. 158 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-262-5. $82.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-263-2. $82.00. 
In this compilation, the authors address the relationship between carbonic anhydrase IX 

and hypoxia. Hypoxia is a key factor influencing a life-cycle of CA IX, including its 

expression, correct structure, stability, function, and subsequent biological implications. 
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Hypoxia also regulates CA IX expression by post-transcriptional mechanisms through splicing and mRNA stabilization. A 

review is provided focusing on the sequence of elementary reactions ensuing a catalytic reaction (catalytic mechanism) of 
carbonic anhydrase. The closing chapter discusses carbonic anhydrases in chloroplasts, especially their location in the 

organelles, as well as considers their uses. 

Cellular Manufacturing Systems: Recent Developments, Analysis and Case Studies 

Gürsel A. Süer and Mitsuo Gen (ISE Department, Ohio University, Athens, Ohio, USA and 

Fuzzy Logic Systems Institute, Japan and Tokyo University of Science, Japan) 

In series: Manufacturing Technology Research 
2017. 613 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53612-879-6. $310.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-880-2. $310.00. 

The chapters included in this book represent the work from the US, Canada, Japan, China, 
India, Iran, Netherlands, Turkey, Slovakia, and Portugal. The book attempts to cover the 

cellular manufacturing area from various angles. In terms of solution techniques, 

different approaches such as heuristics, mathematical models, networks models, genetic 

algorithm approaches, artificial neural networks, knowledge-based algorithms, a space 

search algorithm, simulated annealing, fuzzy concepts, analytic hierarchy processes and 

simulation are included in the book. As for performance measures, most chapters target 
a single objective whereas some others cover multiple objectives. In terms of the 

complexity of the problems, the authors divide them into simpler single phase problems 

versus more complex problems that require multiple-phase solutions. Most of the 
chapters discuss deterministic problems. On the other hand, a few of the chapters focus 

on stochastic cases. There are many new concepts and solution approaches covered in 

this book. The details of the material coverage is listed in the following paragraphs. The 
book starts with the evolution of cellular manufacturing. In terms of design-related issues, 

it covers the application of math modeling for cell formation, family and subfamily 
formation, production system selection, formation and evaluation of design alternatives, 

machine layout, dynamic cells, virtual cells, cell formation considering alternative routes, 

remainder cells, cell formation with product of life cycle considerations, demand-
variability based cell formation, layered cellular design, assembly cells and a recent Japanese proposition called SERU cells. 

All types of cells, namely labor-intensive cells, machine-intensive cells and robotic cells are covered in the book. In terms of 

operational and control issues, human skills, manpower allocation, cell size determination, dispatching rules, parallel 

machine scheduling, flowshop scheduling, re-entrant flowshop scheduling, flexible job shop scheduling, assembly line 

balancing, process planning and scheduling, multiple-resource scheduling, cell loading and cell scheduling, synchronized 

flow, planning concepts such as period batch control, polka, Kanban, conwip and more are discussed. Cases studies include 
electromechanical assembly, bicycle manufacturing, igniter assembly system, jewelry manufacturing and semi-conductor 

industry. We believe that this book will be of value to students, researchers, academicians and practitioners. 

Cultural Genomics and the Changing Dynamics of Cultural Identity: The Scholarly Bond of 

Archaeology, Genealogy, and Genomics 

Lolita Nikolova, Ph.D. (Anthropology and Genealogist Researcher, Ancestry ProGenealogists, 

Salt Lake City, Utah, US) 

In series: Science in a Competitive and Globalizing World 
2018. 262 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53614-073-6. $195.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53614-074-3. $195.00. 

This monograph presents a new discipline—cultural genomics—as a complex approach 
for studying the interrelation between genomic data and culture and the impact of culture 

on genomic evolution in human history. It analyzes three basic components of cultural 

genomics—archaeology, genealogy, and genomics. The author explores the classifications 
of archaeology and genealogy as traditional disciplines and tests their peculiarities against 

the limitations and delimitations of genomics to resolve the problems of human origin and 

historical demography. The main thesis in the book is that cultural genomics as a complex 
discipline has been changing the dynamics of exploring the human cultural identity in 

revolutionary ways and the problems of personal origin and lineage. Additionally, this 
book analyzes the evolution of human civilization and its requirement for close integration 

of genomics, archaeology, genetic genealogy, traditional genealogy, and other related 

social and cultural disciplines. Cultural identity is the basic constructor of the progress of 
human civilization. Cultural genomics allows researchers to personalize human history and embed new parameters of identity 

from the perspective of origin. However, the success of the scholarly results depends on how well genomics is blended with 

related branches of the science of humanity to produce quality results. Many topics of cultural identity still dwell only in the 
domain of traditional archaeology and genealogy, although genomics has expanded the opportunity to learn not only how 
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cultural identity evolved, but also to create platforms of global networks of interrelatedness that have no analogies in the 

previous human scholarly experience. The innovative scholarly problems that the author addresses and the general attempt 
to constitute cultural genomics as a leading complex discipline of human cultural identity in the 21st century connect the 

book to the interests of the global scholarly community and all who are interested in cultural identity, genomic archaeology, 

genetic genealogy, and human origin as well as the evolution of human civilization. The author of this study, Dr. Lolita 
Nikolova, is a globally renowned scientist who has conducted an in-depth and complex original research; she uniquely 

combines expertise in the fields of prehistoric archaeology, genealogy, and cultural genomics. 

Cyprinus carpio: Biological Features, Ecology and Diseases and Control Measures 

Mustafizur Rahman, Ph.D. and Stephen R. Balcombe (Department of Marine Science, Faculty 

of Science, International Islamic University Malaysia, Kuantan, Pahang, Malaysia) 

In series: Marine and Freshwater Biology 
2018. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53614-024-8. $195.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53614-025-5. $195.00. 

This book focuses on global aspects of common carps’ biological features, ecology and 

diseases. Common carp have a high adaptive capacity in a wide range of conditions and 

habitats that have enabled them to be distributed across most regions of the world, except 

Antarctica. Common carp play an essential role in feeding the world as one of the highest 
sources of animal protein for humans worldwide. Therefore, an understanding of various 

biological aspects of common carp across the environments they inhabit are essential for 

their care and management in wild or cultured situations. Creating a compendium of 
knowledge surrounding common carp biology will provide useful knowledge for 

aquaculturists and scientists working to maximize their production. Biological aspects of 

common carp vary depending on the mode of management and environment in which 
they are growing. This book describes in detail various important biological aspects, 

particularly habitat, growth and production, food habits, breeding, maturation, fecundity, 
and behavior of common carp, which will benefit aquaculturists, students, and scientists. 

Zooplankton and zoobenthos communities are critical components of freshwater 

ecosystems and are very important for sustaining carp populations, both wild and 
cultured. This book also helps the reader to understand the ecology of carp ponds, 

particularly how common carp and pond management influence zooplankton and 

zoobenthos ecology. Common carp is the preferred food fish for many Asian and 

European consumers. Two chapters describe nutritional aspects of common carp, with special attention concerning factors 

that influence meat quality in terms of proximate and fatty acids composition. Like other fish, common carp also encounter 

many diseases during their lifespan. Various biological agents (pathogens) – particularly viruses, bacteria, fungi and parasites 
– may initiate disease. Their growth and abundance are related to various environmental factors such as temperature, various 

dissolved gases, pH, and availability of food. Therefore, in addition to biology and ecology, this book provides a clear 

understanding about various methodologies of identifying various diseases of common carp, together with methods and the 
methods of managing disease, particularly preventative and control measures. 

Future Perspectives on Nigella sativa: Characterization and Pharmacological Properties 

Raluca Maria Pop (Department of Toxicology, Pharmacology and Clinical Pharmacology, 

University of Medicine and Pharmacy “Iuliu Hatieganu”, Cluj-Napoca, Romania) 

In series: Herbs and Herbalism 
2018. 280 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-429-2. $195.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-430-8. $195.00. 

The aim of this publication is to provide up-to-date information about the recent 

developments in biochemical methodologies and strategies for Nigella sativa 

phytochemicals isolation and identification, as well as to highlight the most relevant data 

about its pharmacological importance in relation with its health promoting benefits actions. 

Because of its rich historical background, extensive researches were carried out to 
evidence the pharmacological effects of Nigella sativa and to explain the mechanisms 

behind it. Studies have shown the wide spectrum of its pharmacological effects, such as 

antimicrobial (especially on multiple-antibiotic resistant bacteria), nephroprotective, 
diuretic and antihypertensive, antidiabetic, hepatoprotective, antihyperlipidemic, 

anticancer activity, neuroprotective, antinociceptive, pulmonary-protective and 

antiasthmatic, antihistaminic, gastro-protective activity, antioxidant activity, 
antiinflammatory and immunomodulatory effects. The pharmacological effects are in 

strong correlation with the high diversity of phytochemicals (over 100 compounds). The 

most valuable bioactive compounds identified in Nigella sativa are thymoquinone, thymol, 
thymohydroquinone, retinol (vitamin A), carotenoids (β-carotene), p-cymene, carvacol, α-
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pinene and β-pinene, fatty acids (e.g., linoleic acid, oleic acid, palmitoleic acid, linolenic acid, myristoleic acid and others), 

sterols (e.g., β-sitosterol, stigmasterol, campesterol) and tocopherols (α, β, and γ). Also, Nigella sativa is a good source of 
minerals (calcium, phosphorus, iron, potassium, sodium, zinc, magnesium, manganese, copper, and selenium) and vitamins 

(vitamin A, thiamin, riboflavin, pyridoxine, niacin, folic acid, and vitamin C). The structural diversity of phytochemicals 

together with their health promoting benefits contributes to the high diversity of plant analysis methods like extraction, 
separation and detection as well as a wide variety of conditioning forms (as seeds, seed extracts, seed oil, or in different 

formulations, like dietary supplemental products, spices or cosmetic formulations). Also, its rich composition in bioactive 

compounds – together with its numerous health benefits proved over time – has contributed to the long term traditional use 
of Nigella sativa within traditional medicine. Taking these into account, another aim of this publication is to provide up-to-

date and structured information regarding the safe use of Nigella sativa as a complementary treatment in different diseases 

in terms of reducing the risks and side effects of common treatments. 

“In Situ” Biomonitoring of a Polluted Environment by Wild Plant and Crop Plant Species 

Karol Mičieta, Ph.D., and Gustáv Murín, Ph.D. (Department of Botany, Faculty of Natural 

Sciences, Comenius University, Bratislava, Slovak Republic) 

In series: Plant Science Research and Practices 
2018. 

Softcover: 978-1-53614-276-1. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53614-277-8. $95.00. 
The original method of testing for pollution in the environment by means of wild and crop plant species is described, with 

practical examples explained in detail within this book. This original method was developed by authors and proved correct 

for industrial complexes like nickel plant dumps, a smelting plant and an aluminium factory as well as city environments 
experiencing a heavy traffic impact. For a demonstration of general usefulness, a collaborative study with Kuwait University 

was accomplished to show the impact of the first Gulf War to the environment. The study of radioactive contamination in 

the vicinity of the Jaslovské Bohunice nuclear power plant was finished in cooperation with the University of Wien, Austria. 
Promising results from the retrospective biomonitoring of polluted environments by means of pollen grains for herbal 

samples are also presented, detailing the situation at a chosen locality up to one hundred years prior. A list of wild and crop 
plant species as bioindicators is presented for practical use. This original method is extended by special chapters describing 

other authors’ “parallel plant test of phytotoxicity and mutagenicity” and practical examples of remediation of heavily 

polluted sites. In conclusion, the authors are underlying the remarkable ability of nature to recover from all anthropogenic 
interventions thanks to the mechanisms of auto-regulation, adaptation and resistance. As this book is based on the thirty years 

of the authors’ experiences, it covers the period between the years of 1966-2018, with 380 references from this field of 

research. 

Microbiological Environmental Hygiene 

Eino Elias Hakalehto, Ph.D. (Department of Agricultural Sciences, University of Helsinki, 

Helsinki, Finland) 

In series: Microbiological Hygiene 
2018. 618 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-178-9. $345.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-179-6. $345.00. 
Environmental microbiological hygiene can be divided into two mainstreams: 1. Monitoring of microbiological strains, and 

2. Investigations on the circulation in the human and natural ecosystems by the micro-organisms. Increased understanding 

of the key role of environmental microbiology in the planetary survival strategy is a prerequisite for the transformation of 
human societies into sustainable economies. The book Microbiological Environmental Hygiene contains descriptions of the 

microbes and natural ecosystems from rain forests to arctic areas, as well as strains in the cleaning processes of human 

epithelia and food or water sources. It gives an insight into microbiological hygiene in 
various industrial effluents and focuses also on the prospects of environmental 

biotechnology, protection by natural and organic compounds, as well as against 

contamination or epidemics. This microbiological safety is monitored also in traffic 

systems and vessels. Different effects of climate change can be seen in the microbial 

ecosystems. It is essential to learn from the microbes and to develop the ecosystem 

services that allow humans to understand the ways they could be collaborated. This helps 
in cleaning up the soil, water and air. Also, the recalcitrant substances and plastics can 

get degraded by the microbes. Screening and source-tracking of water contaminations, 

as well as the promotion of soil fertility by microbes are presented. Both traditional 
microbiology and molecular methods are needed for the monitoring and research of the 

microbial agents. Microbiomes in the biosphere exercise interactions with other 

organisms, and they contribute to environmental health issues. Various groups of 
important micro-organisms are presented, such as environmental viruses and various 

bacteria, molds and yeasts, protozoa and algae. The utilization of biological organisms’ 

potential is studied for novel solutions. Microbiological Environmental Hygiene is the 
fourth part in a series on microbiological hygiene. This book combines the different 
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fields of microbiology into a holistic view on the functions of the ecosystems and the cycles of matter, as well as the 

sustainable production of biochemical, fuels, gases and organic fertilizers with the help of microbes and their enzymes. 

Origins and Evolution of Plants on the Earth and the Descendants of ANITA 

Subir Ranjan Kundu, Ph.D. (Independent Researcher/Freelance Writer) Pritha Biswas (Sr. 

Content Writer, R & D Divn., ARC Document Solution Inc., Kolkata, India) 

In series: Science, Evolution and Creationism 
2018. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53614-065-1. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53614-066-8. $230.00. 
Evolutionary biology may still be a complicated field of study for many, but in Origin and Evolution of Plants on the Earth 

and the Descendants of ANITA by Subir Ranjan Kundu the concept has been simplified with regard to angiosperms. The 

book walks the readers through the pathway of a series of events resulting in the evolution in different branches of life on 
Earth over the last 4 billion years. The theory explains the green planet from the pre-existing “dark planet” to the “blue 

planet” while touching areas like spatiotemporal changes, aquatic life as well as organic and inorganic evolution. While the 

mystery of evolution has stirred all from the shape of a flower to sliding continents, the writer explains and elaborates on his 

standpoint with relevance. This non-fictional piece of work changes perspective on life and leaves the readers to ponder the 

source material long after they have finished reading. 

Phaseolus vulgaris: Cultivars, Production and Uses 

Rocio Campos-Vega, Ph.D., Priscila Zaczuk Bassinello, Ph.D., and B. Dave Oomah, Ph.D. 

(Facultad de Química, Autonomous University of Queretaro, Querétaro, Mexico) 

In series: Plant Science Research and Practices 

In series: Food Science and Technology 
2018. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-546-6. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53614-270-9. $230.00. 
The International Year of Pulses celebrated in 2016 magnified the public focus and consumer perception on human health, 

environmental aspects, crop production and novel product development benefits of pulses. The gluten-free and plant protein 

movements have also increased interest in pulse utilization. The common dry bean (Phaseolus vulgaris L.) among pulses is 
the most economically and widest ecologically adapted crop species used for food by large populations. Nowadays, dry beans 

top the list of pulse crops accounting on average for ~38 and 32% of global pulse growing area and production, respectively. 

Protein production from kidney beans requires about 18, 12, 10, 10 and 9 times less land, fertilizer, pesticide, water and fuel, 
respectively compared to producing the same amount of protein from beef. This book focuses on breeding aspects including 

new cultivars, production and post-harvest practices, and investigations that can lead to the development of high quality grain 

and functional foods, and nutraceutical products from beans. It also provides an overview of the crop management practices, 
technology progress and impacts favoring the best possible clean and sustainable crop production. Bean breeding is 

highlighted form the European perspective including the preservation/conservation of local gene pools. Bean production and 

quality improvement is a continuous process, particularly in major bean producing and consuming countries. The 
socioeconomic impact is considerable in countries where beans are traditionally part of the staple daily diet. However, 

application of novel technologies in improving nitrogen fixation, integrated disease management, and post-harvest storage 

ensures sustainable bean production and quality. The quality of bean types close to the site of its original domestication 
provides an outlook on their resilience and potential as a genetic resource and future food products. Current knowledge of 

bean health benefits, bioactive compounds, bioactive peptides and phenolics are important for development of novel 

functional foods. Beans can be used in many forms; as a natural coagulant, in metabolic disease prevention and other common 
bean-based food products, where their current market availability is explored. The multiple attributes of beans including cost, 

sustainability, commercial availability in varied forms and types ensure its extensive and expanding use in the development 

of healthy eating habits that can reduce healthcare and societal costs. This book should give plant scientists, nutritionists, 
health professionals, chemists and industry professionals interested in beans useful and up-to-date information to advance 

the field. 

Recent Advances in Plant Research 

Beatrice Welch and Micheal Wilkerson 

In series: Plant Science Research and Practices 
2018. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53614-170-2. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53614-171-9. $230.00. 
Recent Advances in Plant Research begins by providing a summary of work performed on the effects of environmental 

factors and growth treatments on secondary metabolite production in both conventionally and in vitro cultivated plant 

material, focusing on different classes of volatile and non-volatile secondary metabolites. Following this, the authors set out 
to determine the diversity of Fabaceae in vegetational fragments of Cerrado in the state of Maranhão. Monthly expeditions 

were carried out in the period between September 2016 and June 2017 for the observation, collection, and identification of 
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botanical material. The great potential of the most important by-products of apples, grapes and berry fruits processing as a 

source of antioxidants is presented in one chapter. Some novel and practical aspects of extraction of natural antioxidants are 
also discussed. Also discussed is gray mold rot caused by Botrytis cinerea Persoon: Fries [teleomorph Botryotinia fuckeliana 

(de Bary) Whetzel]. It is a serious disease causing severe damage to fruits and vegetables at both pre- and post-harvest 

periods. The authors aim to highlight try to highlight the disease distribution and hosts range, pathogenesis of the pathogen, 
symptoms of the disease, disease cycle and epidemiology of the pathogen as well as the current status of the disease in 

Malaysia. Plants produce an array of toxins and defensive proteins through various metabolic pathways for their defence 

against insects. To cope with these defences, herbivores have developed counter-defences which the authors examine in this 
compilation. Furthermore, insects have employed a diverse array of strategies that enable them to bypass defensive barriers, 

or to metabolise these chemicals after ingestion. Next, angiosperm flowers that have been found in mid-Cretaceous Myanmar 

(Burmese) amber are analyzed. Flowers in amber often show details of their reproductive parts that are not evident in blooms 
preserved in sedimentary deposits. Two new genera are described, Chenocybus allodapus gen et sp. nov. and Diaphoranthus 

burmensis gen et sp. nov. Japan, which extends north and south, has four clearly defined seasons that provide a variety of 
unique habitats for the growth of various aromatic and medicinal plants. Recent focus on these traditional plants has begun 

to revitalize local communities, providing diversification to alternative medicines and the development of other products, as 

well as suggesting increased and use of plants. Aiming to better understand the phytodiversity of a vegetation area in the 
Piauí state, Brazil, in addition to aspects such as the geographical distribution of species and their uses, the concluding study 

was carried out in municipality of Bom Princípio, northern Piauí. The diverse flora was represented by trees, shrubs and 

herbaceous species, distributed in 54 families, 114 generas, and 146 species. 

Solanaceae: Cultivation, Nutrition and Health 

Isabelle Sousa Rocha 

In series: Plant Science Research and Practices 
2018. 125 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-268-7. $82.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-269-4. $82.00. 

In Solanaceae: Cultivation, Nutrition and Health, the authors first set out to demonstrate how utilization of soil amendments 

in agricultural systems is an inexpensive means for limited-resource farmers looking for improvements in crop yield and 
quality to satisfy consumer needs of healthy food. A separate study considers the variety of biological activities, together 

with the nutritional composition and low cytotoxicity, of the mature fruits of S. lycocarpum in order to demonstrate that they 

represent an important food source with chemopreventive and therapeutic properties. Next, the total phenolic and flavonoid 
content, antioxidant, antibacterial, and allelopathic activities of methanol extract and fractions from ripe fruits of S. 

lycocarpum were studied to provide knowledge on the total phenolic and total flavonoid content in the methanol extract and 

fractions, as well as the antioxidant, antibacterial, and allelopathic activities. Afterwards, the oils, fatty acids, and methyl 

esters from S. lycocarpum fruits were evaluated for their antioxidant potential and allelopathic activity. The allelopathic 

effect against the seedlings of Lactuca sativa and Allium cepa showed promising results, with predominant effects of growth 

inhibition of hypocotyls and radicles in the lower concentration tested. In the concluding study, the effects of the ethanol 
extract and hydroethanol fraction of S. lycocarpum leaves on the growth of the Ehrlich experimental tumor were evaluated 

using three experimental groups. 

Sunscreens: Source, Formulations, Efficacy and Recommendations 

Rajesh P Rastogi, Ph.D. (Ministry of Environment, Forest and Climate Change, Research in 

Environment (RE) Division, Indira Paryavaran Bhavan, New Delhi, India) 

In series: Biochemistry Research Trends 
2018. 327 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-294-6. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-295-3. $230.00. 

During the past few decades, the increased incidence of solar UV radiations (280-400 
nm) and its harmful impacts, particularly on human skin have fueled worldwide concern 

to search for an effective UV sunscreen compound with the ability to provide maximum 

photoprotection. Several synthetic suncare products available in the international market 
may cause negative side effects that can't be overlooked. A number of biomolecules have 

been reported from different natural sources with great UV absorbing/screening 

functions. There is a need to explore the photoprotective role of these various natural 
UV sunscreening compounds so that they can find applications in UV-screening 

cosmetics for the benefit of human beings. The present book Sunscreens: Source, 

Formulations, Efficacy and Recommendations provide an overview of the current 
knowledge of the various sunscreening compounds along with their sources, 

formulations, and efficacy as well as recommendations with regard to the 

photoprotective function in response to intense solar radiations. This book describes the 
recent progress and fundamental backgrounds of various UV absorbing or sunscreening 

compounds derived from different sources. An effort has been made to provide 

substantial information on various natural sunscreening molecules and their potentials 
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as an arsenal of effective sunscreen ingredients meant for adequate protection from harmful UV radiations. Different chapters 

of the book address various questions pertaining to the naturally sourced sunscreen from microorganisms to higher plants, 
ideal for the formulations of sun care and cosmeceutical products. Undoubtedly, the contents of the book would be highly 

useful for graduate/postgraduate students, teachers, biochemists, and researchers in the fields of cosmetic science, 

photobiology, medical microbiology, and metabolic engineers engaged in the formulations and development of broad 
spectrum natural sunscreens or anti-aging products. 

Teleosts: Physiology, Evolution and Classification 

Mikael Herleif 

In series: Marine Biology 
2018. 141 pp. 
Softcover: 978-1-53613-660-9. $82.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-661-6. $82.00. 

The authors begin this compilation by analyzing catalase and peroxidase enzymes in different Black Sea teleosts related to 
their taxonomic, physiological and ecological position and evaluation of the anthropogenic impact on these antioxidant 

enzymes in fish tissues. The complex of specific phylogenic, physiological and ecological features of fish species may modify 

their antioxidant status, and it is important to understand for the development of monitoring programs. Next, the ratio of 

constitutive and reparative neurogenesis in the pallium of the juvenile masu salmon, Oncorhynchus masou, is analyzed. Since 

salmonid juveniles are characterized by a high level of constitutive neurogenesis, the authors investigated proliferative 
activity and neurodifferentiation in the dorsal pallial area of the masu salmon juvenile. The study has allowed for 

indentification of the superficially located periventricular proliferative zone, which corresponds to the pallial periventricular 

zone of other fish species. The objective of the final chapter was to study proliferation processes and the role of radial glia 
and neural stem cells in the event of injurious action on cerebellum of masu salmon juveniles. Using the immunoperoxidase 

staining of the glial fibrillary acidic protein, doublecortine and proliferating cells nuclear antigen, processes of proliferation 

and gliogenesis after mechanical trauma of cerebellum of masu salmon juveniles were studied. 

The Making of Species 

Douglas Dewar and Frank Finn 

In series: Science, Evolution and Creationism 
2018. 285 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-642-5. $195.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-643-2. $195.00. 

This book, originally published near the start of the twentieth century, was written with two aims in mind. In the first place, 

the authors attempted to place before the general public in simple language a true statement of the then-present position of 
biological science. In the second place, they endeavoured to furnish the scientific men of the day with food for reflection. 

Trends in Life Science Research 

Rajeshwar P. Sinha (Centre of Advanced Study in Botany, Banaras Hindu University, 

Varanasi, India) and Umesh P. Shrivastava (Department of Botany, Tribhuvan University, 

Thakur Ram Multiple Campus, Birgunj, Nepal) 

In series: Biotechnology in Agriculture, Industry and Medicine 
2018. 374 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-241-0. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-242-7. $230.00. 
The modern age life science research is more inclined towards interdisciplinary studies. 

Recent developments in the technologies have led to a better understanding of living 

systems, and this has removed the demarcations between various disciplines of life 
sciences. A new trend in life science incorporates biological research involving a merger 

of diverse disciplines such as microbiology, biotechnology, molecular biology, 

biochemistry, ecology and agriculture. This book is primarily written with the objective 
of providing standard information on recent topics in the fields of stress biology, 

molecular biology, ecology, agriculture, bioremediation, human diseases and over all, 

several biotechnological approaches towards the studies ranging from green 
photosynthesizing plants to human pathogens. The book encompasses topics on 

cyanobacteria, bacteria, fungi, higher plants, ecology and human diseases, distributed 

throughout eleven chapters for the benefit of graduate and postgraduate students as well 
as young researchers and scientists. The ever-increasing population has resulted in an 

increasing demand of food, medicine and other natural products. Researchers are 

continuously working to resolve and develop a better understanding of life and other 
biological processes; they need to conserve genes, plants and ecosystems, and the 

apprehension of land, water and environment have led to the strengthening of traditional 

disciplines as well as the emergence of diverse disciplines such as stress biology, 
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molecular biology, biotechnology, agriculture and human health. This book imparts the latest developments and the state-of-

the art knowledge in the specific fields of life sciences. The subject matter is presented in a logical sequence so that it is 
easily understandable to the students and researchers. The recent information on the subject is integrated throughout the 

chapters. In addition, this book provides newer techniques and the use of modern tools in achieving the potential of 

microbiology, ecology, herbal medicine, biotechnology and stress biology; this is all used to understand the challenges found 
in life sciences. This book covers a wide range of topics, and the authors anticipate that the contents may appeal to a wider 

range of readers. Therefore, the authors present this book with great pleasure and express their most sincere gratitude to all 

the contributors and research scholars, namely Mr. Jainendra Pathak, Mr. Rajneesh, Ms. Vidya Singh, Mr. Deepak Kumar, 
Mr. Haseen Ahmed, Mr. Deepak K. Singh and Ms. Abha Pandey. They are also particularly thankful to Nova Science 

Publishers, Inc., for their continued patience and for the unfailing attention they have given to the publication of this book. 

MARINE BIOLOGY 

Advances in Marine Biology. Volume 3 

Adam Kovács and Patrik Nagy 

In series: Advances in Marine Biology 
2018. 226 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-092-8. $250.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-093-5. $250.00. 

Advances in Marine Biology. Volume 3 begins by focusing on some novel compounds having antioxidant, antimicrobial, 

anti-inflammatory, anticancer and other bioactive properties identified and isolated from marine sponges, which could serve 
as leads for drug discovery. The authors also discuss the factors that contribute to new discoveries and the challenges 

associated with translating marine sponge-derived compounds into clinical trials. The advances that may further expand the 

promise of drug discovery from marine sponges are also examined. Following this, the authors present current information 
about Hox-genes in polychaetes and make some cautious assumptions about the ancestral functions of the Hox-cluster. The 

basic plane and evolution of bilateral animals (Bilateria) are closely associated with Hox-genes. These genes usually exist in 

the genome in the form of the aforementioned clusters, gene complexes with a conservative position of individual genes 
inside them. Marine biotoxins are examined, specifically their correlation with of harmful algal blooms (HABs) which can 

accumulate in seafood products. This can have severe consequences on both the fishery industry and consumer health, as 

most marine biotoxins are not destroyed by food technologies like freezing or cooking, and their presence cannot be perceived 
because they give no specific taste, flavor or smell to food. The subsequent article contains a study on adaptation to 

environmental salinity alterations in the White Sea mussel Mytilus edulis, with its research having been conducted for several 

years and involving both long-term acclimation and exposure to stress salinity. A series of experiments were conducted in 
order to deduce the mussels’ capacity to adapt to environmental salinity changes, especially in terms of cell and molecular 

mechanisms of salinity adaptation. This compilation also presents a preliminary work within a large scale research program 

on H. diversicolor in different estuaries with the PNETOX Program ‘National Program of Ecotoxicology’. In the framework 
of the French National Program of Ecotoxicology, environmental quality was assessed in the multi-polluted Seine Estuary 

and the comparatively clean Authie Estuary, France (2002-2004), by determining contaminant levels in water, sediments and 

the infaunal worm H. diversicolor. The experiments were carried out concurrently in spring 2007 using a common protocol. 

Barnacles: Recent Progress in Biology and Antifouling 

Ryusuke Kado, Haruo Mimura and Noriyuki Endo (Marine Ecology Research Institute, 

Yamabuki-cho, Shinjuku, Tokyo) 

In series: Marine Science and Technology 
2018. 208 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-444-5. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-445-2. $95.00. 

This book is composed of two sections, Ecological and Fundamental Researches and 

Approach to Antifouling. Both sections contain research trends on barnacles that have 

been collected from laboratory work and field studies. Section I: Ecological and 
Fundamental Researches Chapter One describes the traditional taxonomy and 

phylogenetic studies of thoracican barnacles based on morphological examinations. 

Chapter Two reviews ever rearing trials of the lepadid larvae and introduces recent 
examples of successful rearing of their larvae and settlement. Chapter Three focuses on 

barnacle larval dispersal and settlement from the ecological aspects, with common and 
specific mechanisms on the larval dispersal and settlement summarized. In Chapter Four, 

chemical cues in barnacle larval settlement are described. In Chapter Five, the authors 

describe the recent advances on the cellular biology of cyprid cement gland and the 
molecular characteristics of cyprid cement materials of the barnacle, Megabalanus rosa. 

Chapter Six describes the roles of the larval sense of vision in barnacles. Section II: 
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Approach to Antifouling Chapter Seven centers around the antifouling properties of soft materials such as silicone and 

hydrogels against barnacles both in laboratory and field assays. Chapter Eight concerns the settlement of controllable 
barnacle populations via LED blue light emission. Chapter Nine concludes the book with a discussion about qPCR to species 

specific detection of barnacle larvae. 

Biochemical Techniques: Development and Implementation for Making Differences in 

Aquaculture and Fisheries Research on Environmental Impact and Climate Change 

Krisna Rungruangsak-Torrissen (Principal Research Scientist, Institute of Marine Research, 

Norway, Matre Research Station, Matredal, Norway) 

In series: Fish, Fishing and Fisheries 
2018. 223 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-175-8. $160.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-176-5. $160.00. 
This extraordinary book is the result of over three decades of Dr. Krisna Rungruangsak-

Torrissen’s career at the Institute of Marine Research in Norway. The book provides new 

insights into a series of growth mechanisms in aquatic living resources through the 
digestion and utilization of dietary protein for growth and maturation. Section One shows 

the initial success of the relationships between genetic variations in trypsin phenotypes, 

growth, and feed efficiency; additionally, the isoelectric focusing technique to differentiate 
trypsin phenotypes has been developed. Section Two shows the other successes 

concerning the effects of temperatures and consumption rates on trypsin phenotypes, 

growth, and feed efficiency, wherein the first evidence of temperature preferences on feed 
efficiency and growth dependent on trypsin phenotypes of individuals has been observed. 

The unique studies of digestive efficiency and growth status have been developed through 

the activity ratio of trypsin to chymotrypsin (T/C ratio) for growth potential, with the new 
knowledge of chymotrypsin involving limited and reduced growth rates. Section Three 

shows insight into the utilization of dietary protein through absorption and transport of 

free amino acids (FAA), indicating that the levels of plasma FAA and white muscle FAA 
are dependent on trypsin phenotypes and dietary protein quality. The new buffers of the 

HPLC system for differentiating more than 40 physiological FAA in biological tissues 

have been developed. A possibility of white muscle free-hydroxyproline levels related to growth rate has been observed. 
Section Four explains protein growth efficiency dependent on the genetics of growth capacity and dietary protein levels, 

whereas a higher level of dietary protein can increase skeletal growth (length) resulting in lower condition factors. The new 

determinations of RNA and protein by a single separation step have been developed. Section Five shows the first success on 
studies of maturation rate in females through active oocyte protein breakdown, using the activity ratio of trypsin-like to 

chymotrypsin-like (T/C ratio) enzymes in the oocytes. Sections Six and Seven show the in vitro digestibility techniques using 

dialyzed crude digestive enzyme extracts for quality assessments of dietary protein and carbohydrates, uniquely standardized 
with respect to the activities of trypsin and amylase, respectively, for comparisons among different enzyme extracts. It is 

evident that dietary protein is the primary important nutrient while dietary carbohydrates are the secondary important 

nutrients, regardless of animal feeding habits (carnivores, omnivores, herbivores). Section Eight illustrates the uniqueness of 
the different biochemical techniques for implementations in natural marine ecosystems of the Northeastern Atlantic Ocean 

and the Barents Sea, including the development of the neural computational model GrowthEstimate through digestive 
efficiency for future studies of aquatic living resources without knowing their histories concerning food availability, 

consumption rates, and growth. Section Nine concludes the importance and usefulness of the biochemical techniques, and 

describes how to collect the samples. The knowledge from this book can be beneficial for lecturers, researchers, graduate 
and undergraduate students, and any readers who are interested in nutritional biochemistry. It will provide new perspectives, 

ideas, and inspiration for finding a new way to make a difference in doing research. 

Cyprinus carpio: Biological Features, Ecology and Diseases and 

Control Measures 

Mustafizur Rahman, Ph.D. and Stephen R. Balcombe (Department 

of Marine Science, Faculty of Science, International Islamic 

University Malaysia, Kuantan, Pahang, Malaysia) 

In series: Marine and Freshwater Biology 
2018. 306 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53614-024-8. $195.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53614-025-5. $195.00. 

This book focuses on global aspects of common carps’ biological features, ecology and 

diseases. Common carp have a high adaptive capacity in a wide range of conditions and 
habitats that have enabled them to be distributed across most regions of the world, except 

Antarctica. Common carp play an essential role in feeding the world as one of the highest 

sources of animal protein for humans worldwide. Therefore, an understanding of various 
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biological aspects of common carp across the environments they inhabit are essential for their care and management in wild 

or cultured situations. Creating a compendium of knowledge surrounding common carp biology will provide useful 
knowledge for aquaculturists and scientists working to maximize their production. Biological aspects of common carp vary 

depending on the mode of management and environment in which they are growing. This book describes in detail various 

important biological aspects, particularly habitat, growth and production, food habits, breeding, maturation, fecundity, and 
behavior of common carp, which will benefit aquaculturists, students, and scientists. Zooplankton and zoobenthos 

communities are critical components of freshwater ecosystems and are very important for sustaining carp populations, both 

wild and cultured. This book also helps the reader to understand the ecology of carp ponds, particularly how common carp 
and pond management influence zooplankton and zoobenthos ecology. Common carp is the preferred food fish for many 

Asian and European consumers. Two chapters describe nutritional aspects of common carp, with special attention concerning 

factors that influence meat quality in terms of proximate and fatty acids composition. Like other fish, common carp also 
encounter many diseases during their lifespan. Various biological agents (pathogens) – particularly viruses, bacteria, fungi 

and parasites – may initiate disease. Their growth and abundance are related to various environmental factors such as 
temperature, various dissolved gases, pH, and availability of food. Therefore, in addition to biology and ecology, this book 

provides a clear understanding about various methodologies of identifying various diseases of common carp, together with 

methods and the methods of managing disease, particularly preventative and control measures. 

Mussels: Characteristics, Biology and Conservation 

Brooke Mansom and Ellie Grover 

In series: Marine Biology 
2018. 234 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-459-9. $160.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-461-2. $160.00. 

In this compilation, the authors examine a plant dealing with mussel shell waste as input in its valorisation process, which is 

considered a priori an eco-friendly solution to the disposal of these products. Conversely, as a result of the thermal treatment 
of the shell waste, odour emissions to the atmosphere are a significant issue. Therefore, the authors seek to identify pollution 

sources and solutions. Following this, the book reports on different methodologies for the identification of emerging metals 

pollutants, together with all toxic metals, in mussels, clams and oysters. The possibility of human consumption, among other 
things, makes this identification necessary prior to their being sold in the market. In a separate study, the authors analysed 

oxidative stress in relation to the impact of global climate change on bivalves through the study of the organism’s responses 

to mitigate damage and control the generation of reactive oxygen species. Through this, the book expands our understanding 
of multifactorial effects on the marine ecosystem, providing insight into the acclimation, adaptive and stress response 

processes of bivalves. In order to compare oxidative stress conditions in bivalves obtained from both sites, the authors also 

evaluated the production of ROS and oxidative stress biomarkers in hemocytes from the A. atra atra during the month of 

September of 2015. Based on the results, it can be concluded that hemocytes from the ribbed mussel A. atra atra may be used 

as a model to evaluate oxidative stress induced by pollutants or other environmental stressors. Later, the level of lipid 

oxidation and non-enzymatic antioxidants content in Mytilus edulis chilensis for commercialization is evaluated, after the 
treatment with ascorbic acid. The results showed the generation of oxidative stress in mussels during dry condition. In the 

concluding chapter, the role of several mussel species in environmental monitoring programs, with emphasis on metal 

contamination, including metal bioaccumulation potential and biomarker investigations. Additonally, the fact that these 
organisms may be an important contaminant transfer link to the human population and pose important public health risks 

will also be discussed. 

Teleosts: Physiology, Evolution and Classification 

Mikael Herleif 

In series: Marine Biology 
2018. 141 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-660-9. $82.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-661-6. $82.00. 
The authors begin this compilation by analyzing catalase and peroxidase enzymes in different Black Sea teleosts related to 

their taxonomic, physiological and ecological position and evaluation of the anthropogenic impact on these antioxidant 

enzymes in fish tissues. The complex of specific phylogenic, physiological and ecological features of fish species may modify 
their antioxidant status, and it is important to understand for the development of monitoring programs. Next, the ratio of 

constitutive and reparative neurogenesis in the pallium of the juvenile masu salmon, Oncorhynchus masou, is analyzed. Since 

salmonid juveniles are characterized by a high level of constitutive neurogenesis, the authors investigated proliferative 
activity and neurodifferentiation in the dorsal pallial area of the masu salmon juvenile. The study has allowed for 

indentification of the superficially located periventricular proliferative zone, which corresponds to the pallial periventricular 

zone of other fish species. The objective of the final chapter was to study proliferation processes and the role of radial glia 
and neural stem cells in the event of injurious action on cerebellum of masu salmon juveniles. Using the immunoperoxidase 

staining of the glial fibrillary acidic protein, doublecortine and proliferating cells nuclear antigen, processes of proliferation 

and gliogenesis after mechanical trauma of cerebellum of masu salmon juveniles were studied. 
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MATERIALS SCIENCE 

Advanced Materials and Systems for Electrochemical 

Technologies 

Mauro Coelho dos Santos (Universidade Federal do ABC, Brazil) 

In series: Materials Science and Technologies 
2018. 287 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-852-8. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-853-5. $230.00. 

This book concerns advanced materials for electrochemical technologies. Firstly, the 
focus concerns fuel cell devices in which state of the art materials for anodes in both fuel 

cells and biological fuel cells were carefully discussed. After that, novel sensors and 

biosensors were deeply described. Finally, the wastewater treatment using advanced 
oxidation processes was pointed out, taking into account anodes and/or cathodes 

evidencing materials and processes. Briefly, energy, bio-applications and environmental 

approaches were discussed using electrochemistry as the main tool. 

Advances in Materials Science Research. Volume 32 

Maryann C. Wythers 

In series: Advances in Materials Science Research 
2018. 253 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-329-5. $250.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-330-1. $250.00. 

Advances in Materials Science Research. Volume 32 provides an overview on graphene oxide and discusses its role as a 

starting material building block in the fabrication of either graphene oxide or graphene (reduced graphene oxide) based 
nanocomposites. Characterization of such nanocomposites by various techniques and their uses in electrode surface 

modifications for electrochemical sensing applications are discussed in detail. The authors discuss Tribolab, a materials 

tribology experiment that was flown on board the International Space Station from February 2008 to September 2009. The 
main objective of the experiment was the study of the behaviour of new solid lubricants (specifically, molybdenum disulphide 

MoS2 alloyed with tungsten carbide) under real space conditions. The authors discuss facsimiles, a reprint of an out-of-print 

book that represents an identical reproduction of the original, aiming to establish which non-invasive methods give the 

instructions for preparing the proper facsimile. Later, an innovative, rapid sol-gel method for producing bioglass and 

bioceramic nanopowder is developed to produce pure amorphous bioglasses from a quaternary system containing sodium. 

This is 200 times quicker in comparison to conventional aqueous sol-gel bioglass preparation, and 100 times quicker than 
standard sol-gel bioceramic methods. Arylboronic acids are also explored for their applications in organic synthesis, catalysis, 

supramolecular chemistry, biology, medicine and material engineering. They can form different supramolecular systems via 

both covalent as well as hydrogen bonds. 

Concept, Property and Application of Micro/Nanostructured 

Materials 

Jinjin Li and Sen Du, Ph.D. (Department of Micro/Nano-electronics, 

Shanghai Jiao Tong University, Shanghai, China) 

In series: Materials Science and Technologies 
2018. 249 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-608-1. $160.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-609-8. $160.00. 

From the perspectives of theory and experiment, this book introduces several different 

micro/nanostructure materials, including the Mg-based alloy materials, carbon nanotubes 
and graphene-based materials, micro-crystals, nanostructured Al-SiC composites, 

optomechanical systems, compound containing functional groups, and biologically active 

diazoles. Using this book, readers will be able to understand, derive, and confidently 
implement the relevant phenomena in other complex micro/nanostructures that have not 

been investigated by traditional methods. Dozens of figures and diagrams throughout this 

book enhance the understandability through visualization of experimental techniques and computational procedures. 
Meanwhile, the extensive references and detailed index allow for the further exploration of this evolving area. This book 

provides a comprehensive treatment of the subject for graduates and researchers within material science, quantum chemistry, 

as well as atomic, molecular and solid-state physics. 
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High-Strength Steels: New Trends in Production and Applications 

Ricardo Branco (Department of Mechanical Engineering, University of Coimbra, Coimbra, 

Portugal) 

In series: Mechanical Engineering Theory and Applications 
2018. 327 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-906-8. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-907-5. $230.00. 
High strength steels cover a broad spectrum of applications and are being increasingly 

used in different areas due to their distinguished features, namely excellent strength-to-

weight ratio, good corrosion resistance, deep hardenability, high ductility, high toughness 
and high strength. These features make them ideal for critical structural applications 

undergoing severe service conditions and aggressive environments. Long-term durability 

requires a systematic identification of failure risks and the development of accurate 
design methodologies. This book covers leading-edge research in these areas. The topics 

addressed include temperature and stress triaxiality effects on deformation and fracture, 

analysis of hydrogenation via local electrochemical techniques, second-order direct 

design methods of columns, hydrogen-steel interactions in automotive transmissions 

subjected to low-cycle fatigue histories, strain-based design methods for crossing fault 

rupture in pipelines, metallurgical and technological weldability of quenched and 
tempered steels, and local-overall interaction buckling phenomena in welded thin-walled 

columns and beam-columns. 

High-Temperature Superconductors: Occurrence, Synthesis and Applications 

Muralidhar Miryala and M. R. Koblischka (Superconducting Materials Laboratory, Graduate 

School of Science and Engineering, Shibaura Institute of Technology (SIT), Toyosu, Koto-ku, 

Tokyo, Japan) 

In series: Materials Science and Technologies 
2018. 402 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-341-7. $230.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-342-4. $230.00. 

Following the discovery of the oxide superconductors in 1986 by Bednorz and Müller, 

a number of new superconducting compounds was found exhibiting superconductivity 

above the liquid nitrogen temperature including rare-earth oxides and bismuth oxides, 

enabling cheaper cooling methods to be applied. The new class of superconducting 

materials featuring high critical temperatures (Tc above 77 K) and high second critical 
magnetic fields gave a new impetus to the research and development in 

superconductivity. Governments of many countries worldwide have encouraged 

scientists, engineers and industry to develop high temperature superconducting materials 
for practical use. Environmentally benign scenarios of high speed transport systems, 

energy saving by utilizing DC cables, medical equipment (e.g., magnetic resonance 

imaging (MRI) systems), a new class of magnetic drug delivery system (MDDS), nuclear 
magnetic resonance (NMR), and non-contact rotating machinery are expected. 

Nowadays, there is already a variety of high-Tc superconducting products available on 

the market, like single domain, batch processed bulks with diameters up to 140 mm, 
hundreds of kilometers of the first generation silver-sheathed Bi-2223 and Bi-2212 wires 

and tapes, and several kilometers of the second generation Y-123 tapes ('coated 

conductors') for winding coils of superconducting super-magnets or for constructing 
high-Tc super-cables for high energy transfer. The authors hope that, especially for young researchers, new upcoming 

engineers and students of superconductivity theory extension, the collected know-how in technology of superconducting thin 

films, wires, and bulks, and the new opportunities available for practical applications by the unique features of high-Tc 
materials will be very useful. The volume is designed to cover the recent achievements in occurrence, synthesis and 

application of high-Tc superconductors. The volume consists of a total of seventeen chapters, each of them defining in-depth 
the chapter subject and surveying recent developments in the field. The main objective of this volume is to summarize the 

recent advances in material science of high-Tc superconductors, including their properties, processing, and applications. New 

and challenging issues appear in this book, like superconducting large grain bulk RE-123, flux pinning, nanowire network 
fabrics and their applications, and a quantitative analysis on the normal-state Nernst coefficient. Furthermore, the book also 

covers recent developments on a variety of materials and the progress made, especially concerning the magnetic 

characterization of bulk C-doped MgB2, silver added bulk FeSe, and (BiPb)SrCaCuO systems, respectively. To show a full 
picture of the currently ongoing research efforts, the book covers large scale applications of bulk materials, including 

magnetic bearings, superconducting electric motors and their design layouts, hybrid-type superconducting magnetic bearings 

for rotating machinery, compact magnetic field generators, refrigerators, and recent developments in the application of 
superconducting super-magnets in the medical field. The authors would like to take this opportunity to express their sincere 

gratitude to all of the chapter contributors for their great endeavor in completing this book in time. They also wish to 
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acknowledge Carra Feagaiga from NOVA Science Publisher for offering invaluable advice at every stage of editing this 

book. We would also like to extend our thanks to President Prof. M. Murakami-sensei, SIT for his constant support and 
encouragements. The team of authors and the editors sincerely hope that the presented ideas and information in this book 

will be helpful for interested readers, scientists, young researchers, bachelor and master students, and will encourage further 

development in the field. 

Ion Implantation: Synthesis, Applications and Technology 

Alexander Pogrebnjak (Sumy State University, Sumy, Ukraine) 

In series: Materials Science and Technologies 
2018. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-962-4. $195.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-963-1. $195.00. 

New results in the field of ion implantation from the experienced scientists from different countries are presented in this 

book. Influence of ion implantation on structure and properties of semi-conducting materials, instrumental steels and alloys, 
nanocomposite coatings, including multielement ones, titanium alloys with the shape memory effect and super-elasticity are 

discussed in detail within this book. New data on novel applications of ion implantation for the modification and testing 

(radiation hardness simulation) of memristive devices, as well as application of ion implantation of group V dopants in the 

MCT epilayer are presented in this book. Potential use of ion implantation for the synthesis of Ag nanoparticles in a thin Si 

layer for the development of thin-film solar cells fabrication technology is discussed. The effect of ion implantation on the 
physical and mechanical properties of the hard alloy plates based on tungsten carbide and a cobalt binder is described. A 

study of the effects of ion implantation on the phase composition and the structure of materials is presented; the development 

of displacement cascades during ion implantation and their influence on the formation of the structure of the processed 
materials are shown. The role of defects in the formation of the phase composition of the ion-implanted materials, as well as 

the structural-phase transformations in metals after ion implantation is investigated. This book will be interesting for 

professionals in the study of solid state physics, nuclear physics, physics of semi-conductors and nanomaterials. It can also 
be useful for masters and PhD students, as well as for professionals researching the fabrication and investigation of protective 

materials with enhanced physical-mechanical and tribological properties, good biocompatibility and resistance to irradiation. 

Metallurgy of Rare Metals 

A.N. Zelikman, O.E. Krein and G.V. Samsonov 

In series: Materials Science and Technologies 
2018. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-697-5. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-698-2. $230.00. 
Rare metals play an important role in the development of major branches of industry, such as vacuum equipment, 

semiconductor electronics, nuclear power and rocket production, as well as in the production of special steels and hard, 

refractory and corrosion-resistant alloys. Rapid development and improvement in the production of rare metals took place in 
the ten years which have elapsed since the publication of the first edition of this book. These ten years have witnessed the 

beginning of large-scale production of titanium, zirconium, and germanium, and a significant increase in the production 

volume; new, improved methods for the separation and purification of metals and compounds (ion-exchange, extraction, 
crystallization methods) as well as arc and electron-beam melting processes for metals were developed. This made it 

necessary to rewrite most of this book. In view of the growing importance of the lanthanides and rhenium, chapters on these 

metals were also included. At the same time, we decided to dispense with the chapters on lead and antimony, since these are 
not usually listed as rare metals. In describing the metallurgy of each metal, much attention was paid to its physicochemical 

nature and to the practical operations involved in the main technological processes for the production of its chemical 

compounds and of the pure metal. This book is a textbook for students specializing in the metallurgy of the rare metals. It is 
assumed that the student is familiar with the physicochemical fundamentals .of metallurgy, ore dressing, metallurgical 

furnaces, and processes and apparatus used in extractive metallurgy. The description of 

standard equipment (leaching apparatus, thickeners, filters, comminution installations, 
etc.) has accordingly been omitted. The references are grouped together at the end of the 

book. 

Microgels: Synthesis, Properties and Applications 

Wing-Fu Lai (Department of Applied Biology and Chemical 

Technology, Hong Kong Polytechnic University, Hong Kong, 

China) 

In series: Materials Science and Technologies 
2018. 325 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-522-0. $230.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-523-7. $230.00. 

Since the turn of the last century, significant advances have been documented in the 

literature on the design and engineering of microgels. Specialized reviews, each 
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covering only a specific aspect of microgel development, are available; however, works that provide a comprehensive 

overview of the recent status of microgel research can hardly been found. The latter is important to the field as it can offer a 
broad view of the current situation and the possibilities for future microgel research. The objective of this book is to fill this 

gap by presenting a snapshot of the latest advances in the synthesis, characterization and applications of microgels. This book 

consists of three sections. The first section aims at providing an overview of the latest status of microgel research. Concepts 
in the current understandings of microgel fabrication and characterization will be discussed. The second section is devoted 

to exploiting microgel properties and engineering techniques. The development of a diversity of gel systems, ranging from 

stimuli-responsive microgels and noncovalent crosslinking microgels to phenol formaldehyde-based aerogels, will be 
reviewed. The potential use of electrospray technologies to manipulate the microstructure of microgels will also be exploited. 

The last section intends to highlight the application potential of microgels, with a special focus on wastewater treatment, 

drug delivery, tissue engineering, gene delivery, bioimaging, and antifouling. It is hoped that this book will not only lay a 
foundation of knowledge and terminology to those interested in a future research career in the subject, but can also serve as 

a reference guide to researchers working in the field in terms of the concepts and techniques relating to microgel development. 

Polycrystalline Materials: Synthesis, Performance and Applications 

Jim Olson 

In series: Materials Science and Technologies 
2018. 199 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-864-1. $95.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-865-8. $95.00. 

Polycrystalline materials, both dense and porous, are traditionally fabricated from 

ceramic, metal or composite powders via powder technology routes that include shaping 
and sintering steps. During shaping a compact body is formed from the granular raw 

material, while sintering leads to strengthening of this compact and coarsening. In this 

collection, the authors summarize the basic concepts and classical models used for 
describing solid state sintering processes. Following a brief introduction, in the second 

section a historical overview of early sintering theory is given, followed in the third 

section by an explanation of the driving force of solid state sintering. Following this, 
grain boundary is analyzed to discern how the spatial orientation of grains themselves 

may be defined generally and exactly. Additionally, one can easily understand that there 

is a correlation between the change in the grain orientation and grain deformation and 
this correlation was mathematically demonstrated. Finally, the authors interpret the 

quantity of grain orientation corresponding with the experimental measured value, the 

analysis of local deformation could be performed experimentally on the basis of their 

results. In closing, following an outline describing the historical development of ECAS 

and related techniques, the principle of ECAS is briefly described, current opinions 

concerning sintering mechanisms are summarized, and the problem of carbon 
contamination is discussed in some detail. 

Polyester: Synthesis, Types and Applications 

Haley Olsen and Kobe Levine 

In series: Materials Science and Technologies 
2018. 178 pp. 
Softcover: 978-1-53614-095-8. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53614-096-5. $95.00. 

In the opening chapter of Polyester: Synthesis, Types and Applications, the authors provide the synthesis, structure, properties 
and applications of thermoplastic copolyester elastomers. Thermoplastic copolyester elastomers belong to the class of 

thermoplastic elastomers which combine mechanical properties of chemically crosslinked elastomers with those of 

thermoplastics. Due to their high performance, an extensive section on mechanical, thermal and chemical properties is 
presented. The recent development of materials such as nanocomposites and blends, as well as biodegradable thermoplastic 

copolyester elastomers, are also addressed. Next, the book chapter gives an overview on the natural and synthetic polyesters 

that are used in different medical fields for bonding, as closures, for separation, scaffolds, capsulation, as drug deliverers, 
and for prostheses. The authors summarize the historical background of the polyesters, explain the meaning of the 

biodegradation, and shortly characterize the most interesting polyesters from the point of view of their synthesis and medical 

application possibilities. The authors examine classical melt polycondensation, an old synthetic method which is difficult to 
handle and high-energy consuming. The polyesters obtained lack pendant functionalities, which restricts applicability in a 

range of practices. The new trends for overcoming this drawback with biobased polyesters are highlighted. In the concluding 

study, cost-effective nanostructured polyester was engineered infusing carbon nanofibers. The sonication dispersion 
technique was employed to infuse 0.1-0.4 wt% CNF into polyester matrix to enhance mechanical properties of resulting 

nanocomposites. The effect of dispersion conditions was investigated as a function of CNF content and the sonication time. 
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Polyhydroxyalkanoates: Biosynthesis, Chemical Structures and Applications 

Harvey Williams and Patricia Kelly 

In series: Materials Science and Technologies 
2018. 332 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-439-1. $230.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-440-7. $230.00. 

Polyhydroxyalkanoates: Biosynthesis, Chemical Structures and Applications opens with an exposé on employing 

extremophiles as polyhydroxyalkanoate (PHA) producers. The authors suggest that extremophiles may be easily subjected 
to a long-term continuous cultivation processes, which considerably enhances overall productivity while reducing the energy 

demand in biopolymer production. Conversely, a range of challenges remain, including improving the metabolic capability 

of extremophiles, recycling of fermentation broth, various process engineering aspects, and adaptation of bioreactor materials 
and process controlling devices to conditions shortening their life span. Following this, the enzymes, regulators and genes 

involved in PHA biosynthesis are analyzed for their potential as an alternative to synthetic polymers. They are synthesized 

as intracellular carbon and energy storage compounds from over 300 species in the presence of excess carbon and under 
oxygen, nitrogen or phosphorus limitation, or after pH shifts. This collection goes on to suggest PHA as a promising 

alternative for petrochemical compounds. The challenges of increasing economic feasibility in the global market, minimizing 

costs, and improving the polymer yield are reviewed. Additionally, recent research on structural variations of PHAs has been 

centered on the design, biosynthesis, and properties of biodegradable and biocompatible materials, which can be used for 

bioengineering. This collection also includes a focus on the roles of polyhydroxyesters and PHAs in the construction of tissue 
engineering scaffolds, which are used in bone, cartilage, ligament, skin, vascular tissues, neural tissues and skeletal muscles. 

Their exceptional properties, such as high surface-to-volume ratio, high porosity with very small pore size, and 

biodegradation have made them gain a lot of attention in this field. The biomedical applications of PHAs are explored, 
including in-vivo implants, tissue engineering, anticancer agents, drug delivery, biocontrol agents and memory enhancers, 

as their low acidity allows for minimal risk in usage. In order to enhance its applicability in various fields, the blends and 

nanocomposites of PHAs are studied and their potential challenges, applications and opportunities are addressed. After 
which, the industrial and agricultural applications are described, with specific focus on potential applications of PHAs in 

packaging. Other applications include moulded goods, paper coatings, non-woven fabrics, adhesives, films and performance 

additives. Recent advances in this area, by means of peer-reviewed literature and patents, are introduced and discussed. 
Moreover, innovative strategies for the synthesis of novel polymer blends, adequate for food contact applications, are 

presented. 

Refractory Materials: Characteristics, Properties and Uses 

Christopher Bryant 

In series: Construction Materials and Engineering 
2018. 250 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-862-7. $160.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-863-4. $160.00. 
Refractory materials are used in several industries involving very aggressive environments, thus the number of chemical, 

thermal and physical properties required for a refractory material are high and diverse. In Refractory Materials: 

Characteristics, Properties and Uses, the authors suggest that the determination of the mineralogical phase’s amounts is an 
essential parameter for the design of new refractories matrix to have command over the desired properties and quality of the 

final product. The subsequent chapter may serve as a guide to the composition- and microstructure-based interpretation of 

experimental findings in refractory materials. Based on the concepts and refractory materials data provided in this book, 
taking into account the general issues concerning strength measurements, the reader should be able to realistically assess 

even such complex quantities as thermal shock resistance parameters. Next, a systematic joint study of the temperature 

dependences of the isobaric molar heat capacity CP(T) and the volume coefficient of thermal expansion β(T) of polyatomic 
solids was carried out on the example of refractory oxide ceramics: periclase, MgO, and corundum, Al2O3. Both ceramics 

have the widest practical applications and are considered as reference substances, which justifies their choice for research. 

In the closing chapter, the B-model is applied to a joint study of temperature dependences of the principal thermodynamic 
functions of the selected refractory oxide ceramics, namely, periclase, MgO, and corundum, Al2O3. Primarily, the isobaric 

molar heat capacity CP(T), the volume coefficient of thermal expansion β(T), and their correlation, β(CP), were investigated 

between T = 0 and the melting point Tm. Under the B-model control, mutually consistent calorimetric (change in the molar 
enthalpy, the molar entropy, the reduced thermodynamic potential) and dilatometric (the molar volume, the volume 

coefficient of thermal expansion) data were obtained and tabulated in the entire solid state range of the ceramics. 
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Spectroscopic Properties of Nd:YAG Laser and Its Performance 

Seyed Ebrahim Pourmand, Iraj Sadegh Amiri, Abdolkarim Afroozeh, Volker J. Sorger, and Xi 

Ling (Computational Optics Research Group, Ton Duc Thang University, Ho Chi Minh City, 

Vietnam) 

In series: Materials Science and Technologies 
2018. 136 pp. 
Softcover: 978-1-53613-147-5. $82.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-148-2. $82.00. 

The purpose of this book was to investigate the temperature and input energy 
dependency of Nd:YAG laser performance pumped by flashlamp. A commercial laser 

rod Nd:YAG laser crystal was utilized as a gain medium. The laser rod was placed 

parallel to a linear flashlamp filled by xenon gas at 450 Torr. The Nd:YAG crystal 
together with the flashlamp was flooded with a coolant comprising of a mixture with 

60% ethylene glycol and 40% distilled water, which covers a range of temperature from 

-

pumping was investigated from the output fluorescence spectrum of the flashlamp 

radiation and the Nd:YAG rod. The linewidth of each fluorescence line was measured 

for an estimation of an effective emission cross section and saturation intensity. The 
influence of temperature and input energy on a fluorescence emission cross section of 

Nd3+:YAG crystal was studied. The cross-section was found to decrease as the 

temperature and the input energy was increased. The inter-stark emission showed a 
Lorentzian line shape indicating homogeneous broadening. This was attributed to the 

thermal broadening mechanism of the emission line. The spectral widths and shifts of 

the emission lines for the three and four level inter-Stark transitions within the respective 
intermanifold transitions of 4F3/2→4I9/2 and 4F3/2→4I11/2 were investigated over the 

range of 0 to 75 J. The emission lines for the 4F3/2→4I9/2 transitions shifted towards a 

longer wavelength and broadened, while the positions and linewidths for the 4F3/2→4I11/2 transitions remained unchanged 
with the increase of input energy. Finally, the temperature dependence of quasi-three-level laser transitions for long pulse 

Nd:YAG laser was also investigated. The laser performances at both 938.5 nm and 946.0 nm were also found to be inversely 

proportional to temperature, and the slope efficiency was unchanged with temperature. The reduction was due to the 
mechanism of phonon scattering as well as a broadening effect while the temperature increased. 

Surface Structuration and Its Advantages in Optoelectronics 

Natalia V. Kamanina, Ph.D. (Vavilov State Optical Institute, Kadetskaya Liniya V.O., St. 

Petersburg, Russia) 

In series: Materials Science and Technologies 
2018. 

Softcover: 978-1-53614-079-8. $82.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53614-080-4. $82.00. 

It is well known that after the discovery of fullerenes (1985) and carbon nanotubes (1991) so many scientific and engineering 

groups in the world have started to use these structures in order to modify the basic properties of the organic and inorganic 
materials. The main advantage to improve the materials properties have been shown when the fullerenes or carbon nanotubes 

have been incorporated into the body of the conjugated organic materials or into the inorganic materials lattice. However, 

the change in material properties when structuring their surface has been shown in less detail. In the current book, namely 
the surface modification of the different types of the materials are shown. The promising nano-objects used for this aim – 

the carbon nanotubes – are proposed. The basic features of these nano-objects are regarded to their branched surface, high 

conductivity, strong hardness of their C—C bonds, little value of the refractive index as well as their complicated and unique 
mechanisms of charge carrier moving. Different types of the optical materials such as metals (Al, Sc, etc.), semiconductors 

(ZnSe, ZnS, etc.), optical crystals (LiF, KBr, etc.), ITO layer, and polymer matrix surface are treated by the laser oriented 

deposition technique under the condition to vertically deposit the nano-objects mentioned above in order to change the 
refractivity, spectral, mechanical characteristics and wetting phenomena of the materials. Analytical and quantum chemical 

calculations support the experimental results. The book can extend the materials database and can be useful for the education 
process as well as for the practical application. 
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MATHEMATICS AND STATISTICS 

Bayesian Inference: Observations and Applications 

Rosario O. Cardenas 

In series: Mathematics Research Developments 
2018. 156 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-212-0. $82.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-213-7. $82.00. 

Bayesian Inference: Observations and Applications discusses standard Bayesian inference, in which a-priori distributions are 

standard probability distributions. In some cases, however, a more general form of a-priori distributions (fuzzy a-priori 
densities) is suitable to model a-priori information. The combination of fuzziness and stochastic uncertainty calls for a 

generalization of Bayesian inference, i.e. fuzzy Bayesian inference. The authors explain how Bayes’ theorem may be 

generalized to handle this situation. Next, they present a decision analytic framework for completing selection of optimal 
parameters for machining process definition. In addition, a discussion section on the subjects of inference, experimental 

design, and risk aversion is included. The concluding review focuses on the sparse Bayesian methods from their model 

specifications, interference algorithms, and applications in sensor array signal processing. Sparse and structured sparse 
Bayesian methods formulate problems in a probabilistic manner by constructing a hierarchical model, allowing for the 

obtainment of flexible modeling capability and statistical information. (Bayesian Inference: Observations and Applications 

discusses standard Bayesian inference, in which a-priori distributions are standard probability distributions. In some cases, 
however, a more general form of a-priori distributions (fuzzy a-priori densities) is suitable to model a-priori information. The 

combination of fuzziness and stochastic uncertainty calls for a generalization of Bayesian inference, i.e. fuzzy Bayesian 

inference. The authors explain how Bayes’ theorem may be generalized to handle this situation. Next, they present a decision 
analytic framework for completing selection of optimal parameters for machining process definition. In addition, a discussion 

section on the subjects of inference, experimental design, and risk aversion is included. The concluding review focuses on 

the sparse Bayesian methods from their model specifications, interference algorithms, and applications in sensor array signal 
processing. Sparse and structured sparse Bayesian methods formulate problems in a probabilistic manner by constructing a 

hierarchical model, allowing for the obtainment of flexible modeling capability and statistical information. 

Chaos and Complexity in the Arts and Architecture: Research in Progress 

Nicoletta Sala and Gabriele Cappellato (Institute for Complexity Study, Rome, Italy, and 

Accademia di Architettura di Mendrisio, Mendrisio, Switzerland) 

In series: Mathematics Research Developments 
2017. 285 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53612-995-3. $195.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-996-0. $195.00. 

In this compilation, the authors begin with a description of fractal geometry, its property 
of self-similarity, and how its processes of bifurcation can appear in the arts and 

architecture. These fractal features are common in different cultures and in different 

architectural styles. Next, the role of algebraic curves in painting, sculpture, and 
architecture is discussed. These shapes acted as sources of inspiration for artistic themes 

in many of the “geometrical forms” of Modern Art. Today, these beautiful shapes can be 

easily constructed by computers. The authors discuss an art world devoted to the 
entanglement phenomenon through modifying the perception of space, approaching new 

horizons educational fields. An investigation of the function and characteristics of fog in 

various paintings by famous artists of different art movements (in which the presence of 
fog significantly affects the visual experience) is provided. Following this, the authors 

describe where fractality appears in architecture and in urban organization, opening new 

opportunities in virtual architecture and hyperarchitecture. An additional paper presents a 

study on complexity in architecture. Complexity is “the property of a real world system that is manifested in the inability of 

any one formalism being adequate to capture all of its properties.” Continuing, the authors present a study shows that germs 

of fractals exist in old Indian literature, e.g., fractal architecture in Indian temples and fractal weapons, with the goal of 
collecting a few examples from old Indian history and presenting their fractal aspects. A paper is presented including some 

examples of industrial design objects analysed using complexity and fractal geometry. Complex and fractal components 
appeared in the industrial design after the development of materials, for example, the introduction of float glass. Afterwards, 

this book aims to show how and where the concept of time can be applied in architecture, maintaining that time is a parameter 

which architects seldom consider in their projects. The authors go on to illustrate some properties using Markov matrices, 
open symbolic dynamic nets, and fields on Julia sets, finding find both symmetrical and spiral patterns on local regions of 

Julia sets, and discontinuous series in the dynamics of some region that are recordable in the neurophysiology of intermittent 

consciousness. Synchronization can also be called self-similarity, in induced noncommutative geometry. In the next paper, 
new Koch curves are generated by dividing the initiator into unequal parts. With the increase in size of the set of Koch curves 

also comes a need for classification. Superior iterations in the study of Julia sets for rational maps are introduced, showing 

how new Sierpinski curve Julia sets are effectively different from those obtained by other means. Production rules to draw 
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the new Hilbert curves are discussed, as well as production rules to draw the conventional Hilbert Curve. Later, a paper on 

Mandelbrot and Julia sets rendered in 3 dimensions is presented. In this paper, new Julia sets have been generated for zn+c, 
ingko leaf, commonly referred to as a “living 

fossil”, that has been declared as “tree of the millennium.” This chapter aims to show that there are many ways to generate 

Gingko leaf. In conclusion, techniques to generate Sierpinski Gasket and Sierpinski Carpet as 3- variable and as 4-variable 
fractals respectively using superior iterates for contractive operators are described. 

Constrained Bayesian Methods of Hypotheses Testing: A New Philosophy of Hypotheses 

Testing in Parallel and Sequential Experiments 

Kartlos Kachiashvili (Professor of Georgian Technical University, Main Scientific Worker of I. 

Vekua Institute of Applied Mathematics of Tbilisi State University, Tbilisi, Georgia) 

In series: Mathematics Research Developments 
2018. 361 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-103-1. $270.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-104-8. $270.00. 

The problems of one of the basic branches of mathematical statistics – statistical 
hypotheses testing – are considered in this book. The intensive development of these 

methods began at the beginning of the last century. The basic results of modern theory 

of statistical hypotheses testing belong to the cohort of famous statisticians of this period: 
Fisher, Neyman-Pearson, Jeffreys and Wald (Fisher, 1925; Neyman and Pearson, 1928, 

1933; Jeffreys, 1939; Wald, 1947a,b). Many other bright scientists have brought their 

invaluable contributions to the development of this theory and practice. As a result of 
their efforts, many brilliant methods for different suppositions about the character of 

random phenomena are under study, as well as their applications for solving very 

complicated and diverse modern problems. Since the mid-1970s, the author of this book 
has been engaged in the development of the methods of statistical hypotheses testing and 

their applications for solving practical problems from different spheres of human 

activity. As a result of this activity, a new approach to the solution of the considered 
problem has been developed, which was later named the Constrained Bayesian Methods (CBM) of statistical hypotheses 

testing. Decades were dedicated to the description, investigation and applications of these methods for solving different 

problems. The results obtained for the current century are collected in seven chapters and three appendices of this book. The 
short descriptions of existing basic methods of statistical hypotheses testing in relation to different CBM are examined in 

Chapter One. The formulations and solutions of conventional (unconstrained) and new (constrained) Bayesian problems of 

hypotheses testing are described in Chapter Two. The investigation of singularities of hypotheses acceptance regions in CBM 
and new opportunities in hypotheses testing are presented in Chapter Three. Chapter Four is devoted to the investigations for 

normal distribution. Sequential analysis approaches developed on the basis of CBM for different kinds of hypotheses are 

described in Chapter Five. The special software developed by the author for statistical hypotheses testing with CBM (along 
with other known methods) is described in Chapter Six. The detailed experimental investigation of the statistical hypotheses 

testing methods developed on the basis of CBM and the results of their comparison with other known methods are given in 

Chapter Seven. The formalizations of absolutely different problems of human activity such as hypotheses testing problems 
in the solution – of which the author was engaged in different periods of his life – and some additional information about 

CBM are given in the appendices. Finally, it should be noted that, for understanding the materials given in the book, the 
knowledge of the basics of the probability theory and mathematical statistics is necessary. I think that this book will be useful 

for undergraduate and postgraduate students in the field of mathematics, mathematical statistics, applied statistics and other 

subfields for studying the modern methods of statistics and their application in research. It will also be useful for researchers 
and practitioners in the areas of hypotheses testing, as well as the estimation theory who develop these new methods and 

apply them to the solutions of different problems. 

Current STEM. Volume 1 

Maurice HT Ling (Principal Partner, Colossus Technologies 

LLP, Singapore) 

In series: Current STEM 
2018. 232 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-416-2. $160.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-417-9. $160.00. 

Science, technology, engineering, and mathematics – collectively known as STEM – 
are rapidly advancing fields in their own rights. As a book series, Current STEM aims 

to be a friendly forum for both academic researchers and industrial practitioners to 

present their work as book chapters. Hence, the chapters should be varied, and this is 
intended. Current STEM encompasses the type of work to encourage a generation of 

researcher-practitioners. The authors and editor hope this inaugural volume will be a 

pleasure to a wide audience. 
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Elementary Particles with Internal Structure in External Fields. Vol I. General Theory 

Vasiliy Vasilievich Kisel, Elena Mikhaylovna Ovsiyuk, Olga Vladimirovna Beko, Yana 

Aleksandrovna Voynova, Vladimir Balan, and Viktor Mikhaylovich Red’kov (Institute of 

Physics, National Academy of Sciences of Belarus, University Polithechnica of Bucharest) 

In series: Computational Mathematics and Analysis 
2018. 418 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-108-6. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-109-3. $230.00. 

The book represents the systematical development of several rarely used or new mathematical techniques to construct new 
wave equations for elementary particles. On this ground, it develops the quantum 

mechanics of the particles with additional electromagnetic structures in the presence of 

external electromagnetic fields, and, concerning the curved space-time background, it 
details many new solvable problems in the field. Volume I of this book is devoted to 

studying the mathematical formalism of the generalized theory of relativistic wave 

equations, which permits the construction of new equations for particles with an intrinsic 

spectrum of the spin, mass, and a number of additional electromagnetic characteristics, 

which lead to additional physical effects in the presence of external fields 

(electromagnetic and gravitational). The main theoretical tools are: The theory of the 
Lorentz group; the wave equations and the Gel’fand–Yaglom canonical basis; the 

Lagrangian formulation of the theory; the minimal polynomials approach; the projective 

operators technique; and the definiteness of energy and charge. Primary attention is 
focused on the possibility of constructing different relativistic wave equations for 

particles with a fixed value of spin and mass, proving that such wave equations describe 

substantially different objects. These equations possess some intrinsic electromagnetic 
structures in addition to the electric charge, and this leads to physical effects in the 

presence of external – electromagnetic and gravitational – fields. Extended models for 

particles of spins 0, 1/2, 1, 3/2, and 2 are developed. 

Elementary Particles with Internal Structure in External Fields. Vol II. Physical Problems 

Vasiliy Vasilievich Kisel, Elena Mikhaylovna Ovsiyuk, Olga Vladimirovna Beko, and Yana 

Aleksandrovna Voynova (Researcher, Laboratory of Theoretical Physics, Institute of Physics, 

National Academy of Sciences of Belarus) 

In series: Computational Mathematics and Analysis 
2018. 414 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-110-9. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-111-6. $230.00. 

The book represents a systematical development of several rarely used or new 
mathematical techniques to construct new wave equations for elementary particles. On 

this ground, it develops the quantum mechanics of the particles with additional 

electromagnetic structures in presence of external electromagnetic fields, and, on the 
curved space-time background, it details many new exactly solvable problems in the 

field. In Volume II, the wave equations for particles of spin 0, 1/2, 1 with additional 

intrinsic structure (such as polarizability, anomalous magnetic moment, quadrupole 
electric moment, Darwin–Cox structure) are solved for several special types of external 

electric and magnetic fields, in Minkowski flat space and in spaces with simple non-

Euclidean geometry: hyperbolic Lobachevsky and spherical Riemann models. The main 
attention is focused on new and additional effects which are due to the more general 

structure of the wave equations in presence of external fields. The following problems 

are considered: reflection of spin 0 and spin 1 particles by an effective (geometrical) 

medium; Schrodinger and Dirac particles in electric field on the background of 

Lobachevsky and Riemann models (LR-models); Dirac-K¨ahler boson in LR-models; 

spinless particle with polarizability in Coulomb and magnetic fields; spin 1/2 particle 
with anomalous magnetic moment in homogeneous magnetic and electric fields, and in 

Coulomb field; spin 1 particle (ordinary and with polarizability) in external magnetic 

field; spin 1 particle with anomalous magnetic and quadrupole moment in magnetic and electric fields; spinless Darwin–Cox 
particle with intrinsic structure in external electric and magnetic fields in Euclid, Lobachevsky and Riemann models; fermion 

with two masses in presence of magnetic field. 
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Estimates of Periodically Correlated Isotropic Random Fields 

ikhail Moklyachuk, Oleksandr Masyutka, and Iryna Golichenko (Department of Probability 

Theory, Statistics and Actuarial Mathematics, Taras Shevchenko 

National University of Kyiv, Kyiv, Ukraine) 

In series: Mathematics Research Developments 
2018. 309 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-244-1. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-245-8. $230.00. 

We propose results of the investigation of the problem of the mean square optimal 
estimation of linear functionals which depend on the unknown values of periodically 

correlated isotropic random fields. Estimates are based on observations of the fields with 

a noise. Formulas for computing the value of the mean-square errors and the spectral 
characteristics of the optimal linear estimates of functionals are derived in the case of 

spectral certainty, where the spectral densities of the fields are exactly known. Formulas 

that determine the least favorable spectral densities and the minimax-robust spectral 

characteristics of the optimal estimates of functionals are proposed in the case of spectral 

uncertainty, where the spectral densities are not exactly known while some sets of 

admissible spectral densities are specified. 

Evolution Equations: Almost Periodicity and Beyond (In Memory of Professor V.V. Zhikov) 

Gaston M. N’Guerekata, Jin Liang and Alexander Pankov 

In series: Mathematics Research Developments 
2018. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53614-258-7. $195.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53614-259-4. $195.00. 

This volume of Advances in Evolution Equations is dedicated to the memory of Professor Vasilii Vasilievich Zhikov, an 

outstanding Russian mathematician. Zhikov's scientific interest ranged from almost periodic differential equations and 
topological dynamics to spectral theory of elliptic operators, qualitative theory of parabolic equations, calculus of variations, 

homogenization, and hydrodynamics, to name a few. Many of his results are now classical. 

Fuzzy Modeling and Control: Methods, Applications and Research 

Terrell Harvey and Dallas Mullins 

In series: Mathematics Research Developments 
2018. 173 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-414-8. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-415-5. $95.00. 
Fuzzy Modeling and Control: Methods, Applications and Research opens by recommending a new fuzzy RANSAC algorithm 

based on the reinforcement learning concept to improve modeling performance under the outlier noise. The authors also 

propose a novel methodology for online modeling of multivariable Hammerstein evolving fuzzy models with minimum 
realization in state space from experimental data. Results characterized by strongly coupled nonlinearities demonstrate the 

computational efficiency of the proposed methodology. Later, two types of neural networks are applied to find the 
approximate solutions of the fully fuzzy nonlinear system, and a superior gradient descent algorithm is proposed in order to 

train the neural networks. Lastly, the authors propose a novel online evolving fuzzy Takagi-Sugeno state-space model 

identification approach for nonlinear multivariable systems. To circumvent “the curse of dimensionality”, the algorithm uses 
tools for monitoring the quality of the existing clusters. 

Independent Component Analysis (ICA): Algorithms, Applications and Ambiguities 

Addisson Salazar and Luis Vergara (Institute of Telecommunications and Multimedia 

Applications, Univeraitat Politècnica de València, Valencia, Spain) 

In series: Computer Science, Technology and Applications 
2018.  

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-994-5. $160.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-995-2. $160.00. 
Modern treatment of data requires powerful tools that allow the possible valuable contents of that data to be thoroughly 

understood and exploited. From the plethora of techniques proposed to achieve those objectives, the independent component 
analysis (ICA) has emerged as a flexible and efficient approach to model and characterize arbitrary data densities. 

Considering adequate data preprocessing, ICA can be implemented for any kind of data including imaging; biomedical 

signals; telecommunication data; and web data. In this framework, this book embraces a significant vision of ICA that 
presents innovative theoretical and practical approaches. ICA has been increasingly studied as a suitable method for many 

applications where available data describe complex geometries. Thus, this book aims to be an updated and advanced source 

of knowledge to solve real-world problems efficiently based on ICA. In contrast to classical time and frequency domain 
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filtering, ICA has been proposed as a statistical filtering tool considering the observed data as mixtures of hidden non-

Gaussian distributions called sources. Those sources extracted by ICA can be related with meaningful information about the 
origin of the data and for data detection/classification. Therefore, the successful of ICA has been widely demonstrated in 

challenging blind source separation (BSS), feature extraction, and pattern recognition tasks. The suitability of ICA for a 

given problem of data analysis can be posed from different perspectives considering the physical interpretation of the 
phenomenon under analysis: (i) Estimation of the probability density of multivariate data without physical meaning; (ii) 

learning of some bases (usually called activation functions), which are more or less connected to the actual behaviors that 

are implicit in the physical phenomenon; and (iii) to identify where sources are originated and how they mix before arriving 
to the sensors to provide a physical explanation of the linear mixture model. In any case, even though the complexity of the 

problem constrains a physical interpretation, ICA can be used as a general-purpose data mining technique. The chapters that 

compose this book are written by premier researchers that present enlightening discussions, convincing demonstrations, and 
guidelines for future directions of research. The contents of this book span biomedical signal processing, dynamic modeling, 

next generation wireless communication, and sound and ultrasound signal processing. It also includes comprehensive works 
based on the related ICA techniques known as bounded component analysis (BCA) and non-negative matrix factorization 

(NMF). 

Mathematical Modeling: Methods, Applications and Research 

Seth Sparks and Bill Willis 

In series: Mathematics Research Developments 
2018. 175 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-162-8. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-163-5. $95.00. 
Mathematical Modeling: Methods, Applications and Research reviews recent progress in three different propulsion systems 

which may offer significant advantages for more efficient, compact and adaptive astronautic vehicles in the mid-21st century: 

swirling nuclear magneto-hydrodynamic propulsion, biomimetic magneto-rheological propulsion and electro-hydrodynamic 
propulsion systems. The authors introduce an empirical mathematical model. This model has been developed to describe 

contrast uptake and washout behavior without use of vascular input functions. Though this approach does not require making 

assumptions about underlying physiology or anatomy, the primary disadvantage of this approach, is that the parameters 
obtained by this approach do not correspond directly to identifiable physiological or anatomic features. In closing, the authors 

aim to express how the mathematical modeling is a valid tool for teaching and learning in a competent way and should be 

incorporated in academic curricula. 

Mathematical Modeling for the Solution of Equations and Systems of Equations with 

Applications. Volume I 

Ioannis K. Argyros, Santhosh George and Narayan Thapa (Cameron University, Department of 

Mathematical Sciences, Lawton, OK, USA, and National Institute of Technology Karnataka, 

Department of Mathematical and Computational Sciences, Mangalore, India) 

In series: Mathematics Research Developments 
2018. 334 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-361-5. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-362-2. $230.00. 

This book is dedicated to the approximation of solutions of nonlinear equations using 
iterative methods. The study about convergence matter of iterative methods is usually 

based on two categories: semi-local and local convergence analysis. The semi-local 

convergence category is, based on the information around an initial point, to provide 
criteria ensuring the convergence of the method; while the local one is, based on the 

information around a solution, to find estimates of the radii of the convergence balls. 

The book is divided into two volumes. The chapters in each volume are self-contained 
so they can be read independently. Each chapter contains semi-local and local 

convergence results for single, multi-step and multi-point old and new contemporary 

iterative methods involving Banach, Hilbert or Euclidean valued operators. These 
methods are used to generate a sequence defined on the aforementioned spaces that 

converges with a solution of a nonlinear equation, an inverse problem or an ill-posed 

problem. It is worth mentioning that most problems in computational and related 
disciplines can be brought in the form of an equation using mathematical modelling. 

The solutions of equations can be found in analytical form only in special cases. Hence, 
it is very important to study the convergence of iterative methods. The book is a 

valuable tool for researchers, practitioners, graduate students, and can also be used as 

a textbook for seminars in all computational and related disciplines. 
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Mathematical Modeling for the Solution of Equations and Systems of Equations with 

Applications. Volume II 

Ioannis K. Argyros, Santhosh George and Narayan Thapa (Cameron University, Department of 

Mathematical Sciences, Lawton, OK, USA, and National Institute of Technology Karnataka, 

Department of Mathematical and Computational Sciences, Mangalore, India) 

In series: Mathematics Research Developments 
2018. 384 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-309-7. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-310-3. $230.00. 
This book is dedicated to the approximation of solutions of nonlinear equations using 

iterative methods. The study about convergence matter of iterative methods is usually 

based on two categories: semi-local and local convergence analysis. The semi-local 
convergence category is, based on the information around an initial point, to provide 

criteria ensuring the convergence of the method; while the local one is, based on the 

information around a solution, to find estimates of the radii of the convergence balls. 

The book is divided into two volumes. The chapters in each volume are self-contained 

so they can be read independently. Each chapter contains semi-local and local 

convergence results for single, multi-step and multi-point old and new contemporary 
iterative methods involving Banach, Hilbert or Euclidean valued operators. These 

methods are used to generate a sequence defined on the aforementioned spaces that 

converges with a solution of a nonlinear equation, an inverse problem or an ill-posed 
problem. It is worth mentioning that most problems in computational and related 

disciplines can be brought in the form of an equation using mathematical modelling. The 

solutions of equations can be found in analytical form only in special cases. Hence, it is 
very important to study the convergence of iterative methods. The book is a valuable 

tool for researchers, practitioners, graduate students, and can also be used as a textbook 

for seminars in all computational and related disciplines. 

Mathematical Modeling of Natural Phenomena 

Ranis Ibragimov (University of Wisconsin-Parkside, Kenosha, WI, USA) 

In series: Mathematics Research Developments 
2017. 547 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53612-977-9. $270.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53612-978-6. $270.00. 

Mathematical modeling in the form of differential equations is a branch of applied 

mathematics that includes topics from physics, engineering, environmental and computer 
science. The mathematical model is an approximate description of real processes. 

Mathematical modeling can be thought of as a three step process: 1) Physical situation 

2) Mathematical formulation 3) Solution by purely operations of the mathematical 
problem 4) Physical interpretation of the mathematical solution Over the centuries, Step 

2 took on a life of its own. Mathematics was studied on its own, devoid of any contact 

with a physical problem; this is known as pure mathematics. Applied mathematics and 
mathematical modeling deals with all three steps. Improvements of approximations or 

their extensions to more general situations may increase the complexity of mathematical 

models significantly. Before the 18th century, applied mathematics and its methods 
received the close attention of the best mathematicians who were driven by a desire to 

develop approximate descriptions of natural phenomena. The goal of asymptotic and 

perturbation methods is to find useful, approximate solutions to difficult problems that 
arise from the desire to understand a physical process. Exact solutions are usually either 

impossible to obtain or too complicated to be useful. Approximate, useful solutions are 

often tested by comparison with experiments or observations rather than by “rigorous” 
mathematical methods. Hence, the authors will not be concerned with “rigorous” proofs 

in this book. The derivation of approximate solutions can be done in two different ways. First, one can find an approximate 

set of equations that can be solved, or, one can find an approximate solution of a set of equations. Usually one must do both. 
Models of natural science show that the possibilities of applying differential equations for solving problems in the disciplines 

of the natural scientific cycle are quite wide. This book represents a unique blend of the traditional analytical and numerical 
methods enriched by the authors’ developments and applications to ocean and atmospheric sciences. The overall viewpoint 

taken is a theoretical, unified approach to the study of both the atmosphere and the oceans. One of the key features in this 

book is the combination of approximate forms of the basic mathematical equations of mathematical modeling with careful 
and precise analysis. The approximations are required to make any progress possible, while precision is needed to make the 

progress meaningful. This combination is often the most elusive for student to appreciate. This book aims to highlight this 

issue by means of accurate derivation of mathematical models with precise analysis and MATLAB applications. This book 
is meant for undergraduate and graduate students interested in applied mathematics, differential equations and mathematical 
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modeling of real world problems. This book might also be interested in experts working in the field of physics concerning 

the ocean and atmosphere. 

Network Theory and Analysis 

Amber Jorgensen 

In series: Mathematics Research Developments 
2018. 148 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-460-5. $82.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-469-8. $82.00. 

In Network Theory and Analysis, the authors begin by examining the resource curse that explains the tendency of natural 

resource rich economies to perform poorly economically, as well as how these resources mediate other development 
challenges like poor governance, corruption, excessive borrowing, currency movement, neglect of manufacturing and 

agricultural sectors and violent conflict. They argue that the conceptualization of the curse suffers from methodological 

nationalism where state weaknesses and strengths are regarded as the main factors that condition the impact of resources. 
Next, a study focusing on Brazil’s public health care is presented, suggesting that physicians with more professional 

connections probably take on more diverse professional occupations. Establishing policies like limiting weekly workload in 

the public health care system may lead to improving the efficiency of the overall network. Following this, the book examines 

social network analysis, the process of Identifying relationships between organizations, people, and connected information 

entities by mapping. The authors pay particular attention to the connection between actors, sense of independence, and 
emergent impacts. In the subsequent chapter, insight on IP addressing is provided, as well as on different IP addressing 

systems available today. The details of the prefix notation and CIDR notation are explained, and the various fields of the 

IPv4 header are discussed. Lastly, the various fields of the IPv6 and the difference between the IPv4 and the IPv6 addressing 
system are examined. 

New Mathematical Methods for Physics 

Jean-Francois Pommaret (CERMICS, Ecole des Ponts ParisTech, Marne-la-Vallee Cedex, 

France) 

In series: Computational Mathematics and Analysis 
2018. 197 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-410-0. $95.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-411-7. $95.00. 

The concept of “group” has been introduced in mathematics for the first time by E. Galois 

(1830) and slowly passed from algebra to geometry with the work of S. Lie on Lie groups 
(1880) and Lie pseudogroups (1890) of transformations. The concept of a finite length 

differential sequence, now called the Janet sequence, had been described for the first time 

by M. Janet (1920). Then, the work of D. C. Spencer (1970) has been the first attempt to 
use the formal theory of systems of partial differential equations (PDE) in order to study 

the formal theory of Lie pseudogroups. However, the linear and nonlinear Spencer 

sequences for Lie pseudogroups, though never used in physics, largely supersede the 
”Cartan structure equations ” (1905) and are quite different from the ”Vessiot structure 

equations ” (1903), introduced for the same purpose but never acknowledged by E. 

Cartan or successors. Meanwhile, mixing differential geometry with homological 
algebra, M. Kashiwara (1970) created “algebraic analysis” in order to study differential 

modules and double duality. By chance, unexpected arguments have been introduced by 

the brothers E. and F. Cosserat (1909) in order to revisit elasticity and by H. Weyl (1918) 
in order to revisit electromagnetism through a unique differential sequence only 

depending on the structure of the conformal group of space-time. The classical Galois 

theory deals with certain finite algebraic extensions and establishes a bijective order 
reversing correspondence between the intermediate fields and the subgroups of a group of permutations called the Galois 

group of the extension. It has been the dream of many mathematicians at the end of the nineteenth century to generalize these 

results to systems of linear or algebraic PDE and the corresponding finitely generated differential extensions, in order to be 
able to add the word differential in front of any classical statement. The achievement of the Picard-Vessiot theory by E. 

Kolchin and coworkers between 1950 and 1970 is now well-known. However, the work of Vessiot on the differential Galois 

theory (1904), that is on the possibility to extend the classical Galois theory to systems of algebraic PDE and algebraic Lie 
pseudogroups, namely groups of transformations solutions for systems of algebraic PDE, has also never been acknowledged. 

His main idea has been to notice that the Galois theory (old and new) is a study of principal homogeneous spaces (PHS) for 

algebraic groups or pseudogroups described by what he called ”automorphic systems” of PDE. The purpose of this book is 
first to revisit Gauge Theory and General Relativity in light of the latest developments just described and then to apply the 

differential Galois theory in order to revisit various domains of mechanics (Shell theory, Chain theory, Frenet-Serret 

formulas, Hamilton-Jacobi equations). All the results presented are new. 
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Optimal Control Engineering with MATLAB: A Solutions Manual 

Rami A. Maher (Dean of Scientific Research and Graduate Studies, Isra University Amman, 

Jordan) 

In series: Computational Mathematics and Analysis 
2018. 291 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-055-3. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-056-0. $230.00. 
This book is a solution manual of the 110 questions that were presented in the eight 

chapters throughout the author’s previous book, Optimal Control Engineering with 

MATLAB. The manual is prepared as an independent book since it includes the problems’ 
questions, figures, and all necessary equations and formulas in a summarizing fashion and 

within the given solution frameworks. The idea behind writing this book is to increase 

significantly the student’s or reader’s knowledge about the optimal control discipline that 
is found in many engineering fields. Detailed step-by-step hand solutions are carried out 

while utilizing the MATLAB functions in the toolboxes. Simulink models are presented 

to simulate and validate the obtained results. Each chapter concludes with the lists of 

MATLAB programs that are used either to assess or to develop the desired solutions to 

challenging problems. The reader will discover the importance of using these programs, 

especially in solving parameter optimization design, different nonlinear TBVP, finite 
horizon LRQ, DDP and ILRQ problems. In addition, the implementation of the obtained 

time function optimal control law by a transfer function controller is accomplished for 

some problems. Among these problems, the reader will find many practical engineering 
problems in continuous as well as discrete forms. Finally, the reader can easily modify 

these programs and Simulink models for his or her problems. 

(Participatory) Action Research: Principles, Approaches and Applications 

Joseph Calder and Jacob Foletta 

In series: Research Methodology and Data Analysis 
2018. 310 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-041-6. $195.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-042-3. $195.00. 

In this book, authors present current research on the implementation of reform mathematics in order to identify, explore, and 

evaluate five specific goals. Students were presented with problem solving activities that correlated with real-world 
situations. During this process, students tracked their confidence and growth as mathematicians. Next, the ways in which 

students learn to effectively engage in natural discussions related to the literature they are reading are examined. Barriers to 

the implementation of literature circles in the classroom are discussed, and ideas for successful execution are highlighted. 
Action research (AR) leaders’ roles are explored through two studies, with the frame constituting of K-20 science, 

technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM) education and how participant engagement leads to AR project insight. 

The authors provide suggestions for future AR leaders. Afterwards, this compilation goes on to discuss how teaching 
Participatory Action Research (PAR) in MIT’s Department of Urban Studies and Planning has led to focus on the 

responsibilities of action researchers and their obligations to the communities and places in which they work; and the 

importance of building the capacity of community members so that they can take control of the research being done about, 
with, and for them. The authors explore the way in which Curriculum Studies have addressed relevance and by proposing a 

framework for the study of curriculum relevance in general, which was adapted from literature on Science Education. The 

proposal considers three dimensions of relevance: societal, vocational, and individual. A chapter is included which fully 
addresses the analysis of one of the cases developed in the authors’ previous work, in which students have to reconstruct 

their memories about the experiences they had during compulsory education in order to compare them with the experiences 

they have during the practicum. The authors share their concerns about the process of accompaniment, the process of student 
participation in the design and assessment of the subjects, and the search for situated and transformative learning in a 

university context. The book proposes the use of action research in higher education, especially in programs that use practical 

approaches such as residency programs in healthcare. The text also discusses similar themes such as andragogy, meaningful 
learning, active learning, and systemic thinking. Additionally, a teacher-driven approach for changes in teaching chemical 

bonding was chosen, inspired by the PAR model suggested by Eilks and Ralle. The authors determine that remote networking 

of a teacher action researcher with a PAR-driven community of practitioners and academic educational researchers helped 
strengthen the process of research and development and contributed to strengthen the teacher’s continuous professional 

development. Subsequently, an application of participatory action research (PAR) conducted in Italy is illustrated. In 

describing the structure of action research, it can first be asserted that it is not a linear methodology of research but instead a 
cyclical process that proceeds through greater levels of complexity. In conclusion, the book aims to determine the relationship 

between the principles, approaches and applications of participatory action research (PAR) by using a case study of wood-

carving workers. The authors maintain that although this project was successful in increasing health awareness of the workers 
and the community, long-term impact and sustainability of networking and activities need to be examined. 
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Perturbation Theory: Advances in Research and Applications 

Zossima Pirogov 

In series: Physics Research and Technology 
2017. 286 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53612-989-2. $195.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53612-990-8. $195.00. 

Perturbation Theory: Advances in Research and Applications begins with a deliberation on the development of a formalism 

of the Exchange perturbation theory (EPT) that accounts for the general identity principle of electrons that belong to different 
atomic centres. The possible applications of the theory concerning scattering and collision problems are discussed, and the 

authors apply the TDEPT to the description of the positron scattering on a Lithium atom as an example. Next, spin 

fluctuations in metallic multiband systems are discussed, including how to calculate the effect of itinerant spin excitations 
on the electronic properties and formulate a theory of spin fluctuation-induced superconductivity. The function of spin-orbit 

coupling is emphasized. Following this, the authors review how, governed by chiral symmetry, the long- and intermediate-

range parts of the $NN$ potential unfold order by order, proceeding up to sixth order where convergence is achieved. 
Perturbative and nonperturbative approaches to nuclear amplitude are discussed, including the implications for 

renormalization. Continuing, this book presents proof of the good convergence properties of the new expansions on 

mathematical models that simulate the physical polarization function for light quarks and its derivative (the Adler function), 

in various prescriptions of renormalization-group summation. An overview of the calculation of one-loop corrections to the 

baryon axial vector current in the large-Nc heavy baryon chiral perturbation theory is offered, where Nc is the number of 
color charges. The matrix elements of the space components of the renormalization of the baryon axial vector current between 

SU(6) symmetric states yield the values of the axial vector couplings. 

Quaternion Matrix Computations 

Musheng Wei, Ying Li, Fengxia Zhang and Jianli Zhao (College of Mathematics and Science, 

Shanghai Normal University, Shanghai, China) 

In series: Mathematics Research Developments 
2018. 227 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53614-121-4. $160.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53614-122-1. $160.00. 

In this monograph, the authors describe state-of-the-art real structure-preserving algorithms for quaternion matrix 
computations, especially the LU, the Cholesky, the QR and the singular value decomposition of quaternion matrices, direct 

and iterative methods for solving quaternion linear systems, generalized least squares problems, and quaternion right 

eigenvalue problems. Formulas of the methods are derived, and numerical codes are provided which utilize advantages of 
real structure-preserving of quaternion matrices and high-level performance of vector pipelining arithmetic operations, using 

Matlab software. These algorithms are very efficient and stable. This monograph can be used as a reference book for 

scientists, engineers and researchers in color image processing, quaternionic quantum mechanics, information engineering, 
information security and scientific computing. It can also act as a textbook at the graduate level in related areas. 

Sampling Techniques: Methods and Applications 

Muhammad Hanif, Muhammad Qaiser Shahbaz and Munir Ahmad (Vice Rector, Research 

NCBA&E, Lahore, Pakistan) 

In series: Mathematics Research Developments 
2017. 504 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53612-364-7. $230.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53612-602-0. $230.00. 

Sampling techniques have been widely used in almost all areas of life. The method of 

drawing a sample is very important for estimation of population characteristics. In this 
book we have made an attempt to discuss popular sampling designs and estimation 

methods that can be used for estimation of population characteristics. This book presents 

two popular sampling design categories, namely the sampling of units and the sampling 
of groups of units. We have discussed designs that can be used for the sampling of units 

(for example, simple random sampling) and designs that are used for the sampling of 

groups (for example, cluster and multistage sampling). The availability of supplementary 
information provides a basis to improve the efficiency of estimates. This book discusses 

estimation methods with and without the use of supplementary information. Two popular 

methods which use supplementary information – namely, ratio and regression estimators 
– have been discussed in detail in this book alongside their design and model based study. 

The probabilities of population unit selection plays an important role in estimation. In 

this regard, the sampling designs are classified into two broader categories, namely equal 
probability sampling and unequal probability sampling. This book discusses in detail 

both of these sampling designs. The unequal probability sampling design has been 

discussed in the context of the Hansen–Hurwitz (1943) estimator, Horvitz–Thompson 
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(1952) estimator and some special estimators. The model based study of various estimators provides insight about their 

behavior under a linear stochastic model. This book provides a detailed discussion about properties of various estimators 
under a linear stochastic model both in equal and unequal probability sampling. Finally, the book presents useful material on 

multiphase sampling. This book can be effectively used at undergraduate and graduate levels. The book is helpful for research 

students who want to pursue their career in sampling. The book is also helpful for practitioners to know the application of 
various sampling designs and estimators. 

Simulated Annealing: Introduction, Applications and Theory 

Alex Scollen and Thomas Hargraves 

In series: Mathematics Research Developments 
2018. 288 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-674-6. $195.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-675-3. $195.00. 

The opening chapter of this book aims to present and analyze the application of the simulated annealing algorithm in solving 
parameter optimization problems of various manufacturing processes. The main specifications of the studied optimization 

problems are analyzed, and the tuning of the simulated annealing algorithm-specific parameters in solving process 

optimization problems is also discussed. Genetic algorithm, particle swarm optimization, etc., are also considered in process 

parameter design problems. Next, the authors describe applications of the simulated annealing method to biological 

macromolecular systems. The first important example is the reconstruction of an inappropriate three-dimensional (3D) 
structure of a functional site in a protein, built based on X-ray crystallographic experiments. The authors determine that the 

simulated annealing scheme is a powerful method that is applicable for resolving the local minimum problem in various 

scientific fields related to biological macromolecular systems. Following this, the development of the simulated annealing 
based MPPT method is detailed and simulations evaluating the performance of the technique are highlighted. Special focus 

is also paid to the parameters of the simulated annealing method, as well as which of these have the most influence based on 

the PV system configuration. Continuing, this collection proposes the application of simulated annealing algorithm to detect, 
from a fixed and random set of temperatures of the radiant zones of oven, the best temperatures that must be assigned to the 

heating zones. An example of the optimization of the heating stage of the high-density polyethylene (HDPE) grade sheet is 

presented. Another chapter discusses how, to reconstruct a porous media from two-dimensional (2D) images to three-
dimensional (3D) images, several parameters (such as the spatial correlation) must be preserved. Otherwise, the 2D grain 

size distribution is known to be different from the 3D grain size distribution. Thus, a simulated annealing method to correct 

the grain size distribution from 2D to 3D is proposed. In the next study, a maximization methodology to recover energy 
(considering installation feasibility) was proposed to allocate recovery machines within water networks by using simulated 

annealing techniques. The authors suggest that simulated annealing, in the proposed methodology, is a powerful water 

management tool that may aid in the search for sustainability in irrigation networks. In the book’s conclusion, the 

performance of a variable Markov chain length method in unconstrained optimization problems has been studied 

experimentally. For this purpose, eighteen benchmark optimization functions with different dimensions were employed to 

compare performance and convergence behavior of this algorithm to the standard simulated annealing algorithm with 
different Markov chain lengths. 

Single Variable Integral and Differential Calculus in a Nutshell with 

Elements of Critical Thinking 

Ranis Ibragimov and Pirooz Mohazzabi (Department of Mathematics 

and Physics, University of Wisconsin-Parkside, Kenosha, WI, US) 

In series: Mathematics Research Developments 
2018. 331 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53614-047-7. $195.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53614-048-4. $195.00. 

This book presents a variety of calculus problems concerning different levels of difficulty 
with technically correct solutions and methodological steps that look also correct, but that 

have obviously wrong results (like 0 = 1). Those errors are aimed to be resolved by 

applying critical thinking (i.e., reasonable, reflective, responsible, and skillful thinking). 
This book is structured in such a way that finding a problem for a given solution with the 

wrong answer requires a proper diagnosis by asking the right questions, which is one of 

the first steps to critical thinking. The objective of this book is to motivate students to 
identify various strategies and to develop criteria for choosing a suitable strategy to resolve 

obvious errors or illogical statements. 
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Stochastic Differential Equations: Basics and Applications 

Tony G. Deangelo 

In series: Mathematics Research Developments 
2018. 170 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-809-2. $82.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-810-8. $82.00. 

In this collection, the authors begin by introducing a methodology for examining continuous-time Ornstein-Uhlenbech family 

processes defined by stochastic differential equations (SDEs). Additionally, a study is presented introducing the mathematics 
of mixed effect parameters in univariate and bivariate SDEs and describing how such a model can be used to aid our 

understanding of growth processes using real world datasets. Results and experience from applying the concepts and 

techniques in an extensive individual tree and stand growth modeling program in Lithuania are described as examples. Next, 
the authors present a review paper on J-calculus, as well as a contributed paper which displays some new results on the topic 

and deepens some special properties in relation with non-differentiability of functions. Following this, this book develops 

the general framework to be used in our papers [2, 9, 8]. The starting point for the discussion will be the standard risk-
sensitive structures, and how constructions of this kind can be given a rigorous treatment. The risk-sensitive optimal control 

is also investigated by using the extending part of this of problem of backward stochastic equation. In the closing article, the 

authors note that the square of an O-U process is the Cox-Ingersoll-Ross process used as a model for volatility in finance. 

The filtered form of the original hazard rate based on this new observation is also studied. If the difference between the 

original hazard rate and the filtered one is not significant, then the person is not affected by the new frailty. 

The Analytic Hierarchy Process: Advances in Research and Applications 

Rolando Daniel 

In series: Mathematics Research Developments 
2018. 240 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-333-2. $160.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-334-9. $160.00. 

In this collection, the authors investigate a variety of hazards that drilling operations may be exposed to. Some may be 

location dependent and some may be activity-dependent and each can pose a different level of risk. The key elements of the 
framework to assess risk are: a hierarchy of major contributors to risk in two or more levels; a quantification of primary 

hazard categories with measurable attributes; a graphical representation of risk to aide distinguishing critical hazards; a 

layered, filtering approach to remove the less important hazards; and a weighted-score method, which is based on the analytic 
hierarchy process (AHP) approach. Next, the authors seek to develop a multi-criteria decision-making method for the 

evaluation of railway restructuring models through reviews of practices, alternatives, and criteria of railway restructuring. 

The development of the tool was based on the combination of the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) and the Technique for 
Order of Preference by Similarity to Ideal Solution (TOPSIS) methods. A paper is included which aims to present a new way 

of stakeholder assessment going beyond standard approaches, such as the Gardner Model and the Salience Model of Mitchell, 

Agle and Wood. The new approach is based on the Advanced Hierarchy Process (AHP) method. Companies applying the 
method are placed in a position to design and implement their own stakeholder management without any reference to models 

presented in the literature. Later, an ICT oriented procurement model resulting from a partial re-engineering of the basic 

procurement process is proposed. This model was obtained by merging the traditional frameworks buygrid and buying centre 
to provide a consistent choice of procurement alternatives in a multiplicity of Web solutions. Following this, taking into 

account the suitability of Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) for evaluating electronic services or websites, the authors review 

on the evaluation experiments on e-government that are using the AHP theory. More specifically, the book presents 
evaluation experiments that use AHP, fuzzy AHP or their combination with other methods for e-government evaluation. The 

analytic hierarchy process method is employed in the closing chapter to reduce single parameter error and improve the 

accuracy of the prediction model, combined with the sensitivity and correlation of the characteristic parameters. The aging 
index of an actual case is assessed, and it is shown that the model is feasible and effective to provide a reference for optimizing 

maintenance cycle of polymer insulation in power distribution network. 

The Fibonacci Numbers and Integer Structure: Foundations for a 

Modern Quadrivium 

Anthony G. Shannon and Jean V. Leyendekkers (University of 

Technology, Sydney, AU) 

In series: Mathematics Research Developments 
2018. 298 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-454-4. $195.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-455-1. $195.00. 
In the study of integers over many centuries, simple but very useful data have often been 

overlooked or at least sparingly used. The development of modular rings provides a means 

to shed light on such data. A modular ring is effectively an array of integers which can be 
uniquely identified by columns and rows with the aid of linear equations. Thus the modular 

ring Z4 has 4 columns (or classes), and its first two rows are 0,1,2,3 and 4,5,6,7, 
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respectively. In turn, its columns can be identified by the classes. This notation is suggestive and transparent, and the notation 

itself becomes a tool of thought. The book contains a collection of readily accessible classical problems, most of which can 
be linked to the sequence of Fibonacci integers and explained with integer structure analysis. Modular rings are used to solve, 

prove and extend a variety of number theory problems associated with generalized Fibonacci numbers, golden ratio families 

and primes, and distinctions between prime and composite integers, as well as the classical conjectures of Brocard-
Ramanujan and Erdös-Strauss. Thus (though mathematically, the golden ratio is a humble surd), replacing its argument 

shows that it has an infinity for close relatives that can be a source of further exploration, particularly with generalizations 

of Fibonacci numbers. Another important structural feature is the right-end-digit (RED) of an integer – its value modulo 10. 
No matter the sizes of integers, operations with their REDs are stable; for instance, the sum of the integers abcde2 and ghabj5 

has a RED of 7. This stability is exploited in several chapters so that powers are reduced to 4 types in the ring modulo 4 

which, for example, clarifies Fermat’s Last Theorem for some powers. The context of this book is the teaching and learning 
of mathematics. This happens in historical and sociological contexts, and the text has sufficient historical and philosophical 

allusions for anyone to see that mathematics per se transcends race and religion, history and geography. The topics of number 
theory in the hands of well-educated teachers can inspire a love of learning in general and in mathematics in particular. For 

this reason, the authors have embedded relevant issues on liberal education as a foundation for education in the 21st century, 

particularly in fostering creativity through the inspiration and passion of teachers. Thus, the authors indicate the role of 
number theory as an important part of a genuine liberal education, accessible to all students today in a way that education in 

the ancient quadrivium was confined to a small section of society. 

The Life and Times of the World's Most Famous Mathematicians 

Ann Varela and Michael F. Shaughnessy (Eastern New Mexico 

University, Portales, New Mexico, US) 

In series: Mathematics Research Developments 
2018. 287 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-975-4. $195.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-976-1. $195.00. 

Arithmetic, math, algebra, geometry, trigonometry, calculus and statistics are all part of 
the modern world, yet so few of us know where these fields of study originated. In this 

book, the lives and discoveries of various mathematicians will be explored and examined, 

so as to provide some insight into various mathematical functions and operations. 
 

 

 

 

The Numerical Solution of Continuous Time Optimal Control Problems with the Cutting 

Angle Method 

Seyedalireza Seyedi, Iraj Sadegh Amiri, Sara Chaghervand, and Volker J. Sorger (Ton Duc 

Thang University, Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam) 

In series: Mathematics Research Developments 
2018. 165 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-143-7. $95.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-144-4. $95.00. 

This book consists of two parts. The first part is on the development of the proposition 

that “if there exists a type of function, then there exists a functional with the same type” 
based on the proposition of the inheritance and generalizability properties of a function 

in a functional. This study presents the abstract convex, increasing positively 

homogeneous and convex-along-rays functionals via this proposition. The second part 
concerns the investigation of the use of a global search optimization algorithm called the 

Cutting Angle Method (CAM) on Optimal Control Problems (OCP). Many algorithms 

are available for solving OCP, but they are basically local search algorithms. To 
overcome the problem associated with local searches, most OCP are modeled as Linear 

Quadratic Regulator (LQR) problems in the hope that the solution found estimates of the 

true global solution to the original problem. However, in doing so, a lot of information 
carried by the original problem might be lost in its translation into LQR models. CAM 

being a global search algorithm is expected to overcome this problem. It can be used 
alone or in combination with a local search to find the global solution. CAM has been 

successfully used on functions, however, OCP are functionals. To do this, a model has 

been introduced based on inheritance and generalizability properties to demonstrate that 
the optimization algorithms that are used for functions can also be extended for use in 

functionals. Based on these properties, the study discovered that with the Unit Vectors Combinations Technique (UVCT) 

proposed in this research, CAM could successfully work on functionals in general and OCP particularly. To help speed up 
the convergence of CAM, the literature proposed the use of local searches for the determination of the initial solution. In a 
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case study done in the research, CAM was successfully combined with a local search known as the Dynamic Integrated 

System Optimization and Parameter Estimation (DISOPE) algorithm. Moreover, the initial solution given by the DISOPE 
algorithm has been verified as a global influence by CAM. 

Uniform Classification of Open Manifolds 

Juergen Eichhorn (Institut fuer Mathematik und Informatik, Universitaet Greifswald, 

Greifswald, Germany) 

In series: Mathematics Research Developments 
2018. 293 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53612-939-7. $230.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53612-940-3. $230.00. 

A certain classification of open manifolds has been a continuous problem in geometry, 

topology and global analysis. The background for this is the fact that in any dimension 
greater than one, there are innumerous homotopy types. A solution to this problem 

seemed almost hopeless. In this monograph, the author offers an approach by 

decomposing the classification into two fundamental steps. This book introduces certain 

uniform structures in the set of all proper metric spaces under consideration (complexes, 

Riemannian manifolds, etc.), then considers the components of this uniform space by 

classifying the components adapted by homology theories (Gromov-Hausdorff and 
Lipschitz cohomology). The author then moves on to classifying the elements inside a 

component. For the second step, a geometric bordism theory for open manifolds and 

describes geometric generators is introduced. The main achievements include the 
invariance of a spectral gap under uniform homotopy equivalences and the vanishing of 

the K-theoretic signature in the geometric bordism theory. Concerning surgery, the 

absolutely fundamental achievements of Maumary and Taylor are included. Repeated 
motivations and explanations should make this monograph fairly legible to a vast 

audience. In particular, guidance is given on the ways in which supply chains can be 
diagnosed for vulnerabilities and the remedies that may be applied. One such 

countermeasure, virtual dualization, is explained in detail as a means for achieving both 

supply chain robustness and competitiveness for complex products that require intense coordination in their design and 
production. A common theme that runs throughout the chapter is the importance of building trust among the participants in 

a supply chain. 

Wavelets: Principles, Analysis and Applications 

Joseph Burgess 

In series: Theoretical and Applied Mathematics 
2018. 160 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-374-5. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-375-2. $95.00. 
In this book, the authors report the results obtained by the application of wavelet analysis to two physics experiments: the 

motion of variable mass pendulum and the motion of variable length pendulum. These two motions, which furnish non 

stationary signals for their motions, are analyzed by means of a comparative Fourier Transform and Wavelet Transform. 
Afterwards, interval arithmetic extensions for the standard algorithms for the decimated and undecimated unidimensional 

Haar wavelet transform, as well as the standard and non-standard formulations for the two-dimensional HWT, are presented. 

In one paper, wavelet analysis and other statistical tools are employed in order to analyse different aspects of Sicily 
temperature data. Sicily represents one of the hot spots for studying climate change in the Mediterranean area because of its 

vulnerability to desertification processes. The authors aim to highlight how wavelet transform can be employed to extract 

information from experimental results obtained by spectroscopic techniques, such as InfraRed, light and neutron scattering 
spectroscopies. In particular, this book shows how it is possible to characterize the registered spectral profiles by means of 

Wavelet Cross Correlation to evaluate spectra and the degree of similarity between images. Later, an iterative à trous 

coarsening algorithm combined with a wavelet extrapolation procedure is presented and analyzed to filter and identify the 
mean trend of simulated 1D data with non trivial boundary conditions. Results show that the wavelet extrapolation based 

algorithm considered for the data-driven analysis is robust and reliable, allowing for an increased confidence region of the 

wavelet transform. In the concluding chapter, the authors aim to show that the wavelet transform has several advantages and 
benefits over classical methods of spectral analysis and other approches. 
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MECHANICAL ENGINEERING 

Fundamentals of Fuel Injection and Emission in Two-Stroke Engines 

Wladyslaw Mitianiec (Institute of Automobiles and Internal Combustion Engines, Cracow 

University of Technology, Cracow, Poland) 

In series: Mechanical Engineering Theory and Applications 
2017. 355 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53612-472-9. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-941-0. $230.00. 
The main goal of the book is the presentation of the last theoretical and experimental 

works concerning fuel injection systems, mainly in small power two-stroke engines as 

well as in marine engines. This book includes thirteen chapters devoted to the processes 
of fuel injection and the combustion that takes place in a stratified charge within the 

cylinders of two-stroke engines. In the first two chapters, the division into different 

injection systems in two-stroke engines and each injection system is briefly described. 
Various theoretical and practical solutions of fueling system designs are described. In 

Chapter Three, mathematical models, the spatial movement of gas in the cylinder and 

the combustion chamber are introduced, taking into account the turbulence of the charge. 
Chapter Four relates to the behavior of fuel injected into the gaseous medium, including 

evaporation processes, disintegration and processes occurring while the fuel drops 

connect with the wall. The next section describes the zero-dimensional model of fuel 
injection in two-stroke engines along with examples of numerical calculations. The sixth 

chapter is devoted to CFD multi-dimensional models of movement and evaporation of 

the fuel in a closed gaseous medium, occurring also in other engine types. Chapter Seven 
describes a two-zone model of the combustion process and the effect of the geometry of 

the combustion chamber on the flame propagation with a simplified verification model 

of combustion. Chapter Eight compares the propagation phase of gas and liquid fuels 
concerning direct fuel injection as well as the direct fuel injection from the cylinder head and the thermodynamic parameters 

of the charge. The formation of the components during the combustion process in the direct fuel injection two-stroke engine 

was obtained by numerical calculations and results are discussed in Chapter Nine. Chapter Ten describes the parameters of 
the two-stroke engine with a direct fuel injection carried out at the Cracow University of Technology. Additionally, the 

chapter presents CFD simulations of fuel propagation and combustion processes, taking into account the formation of toxic 

components and exhaust gas emission. The processes of two direct rich mixture injection systems – FAST and RMIS – 
developed in CUT are presented in Chapter Eleven. Miscellaneous problems of direct fuel injection, such as characteristics 

of fuel injectors, problems of direct gaseous fuel injection, and the application of fuelling systems in outboard engines and 

snowmobile vehicles are presented in Chapter Twelve. A comparison of working parameters in two- and four stroke engines 
is also mapped out. The last chapters contain the final conclusions and remarks concerning fuel injection and emission of 

exhaust gases in small two-stroke engines. This book is a comprehensive monograph on fuel injection. The author presents 

a series of theoretical and design information from his own experience and on the basis of the works of other authors. The 
main text intends to direct fuel injection with respect to gas motion in the combustion chamber and influence the injection 

parameters for exhaust emission. The book presents its own theoretical work and experimental tests concerning a two-stroke 

gasoline engine with electrically controlled direct fuel injection. The book describes the processes of a general nature also 
occurring in other types of engines and presents a comparison of different injection systems on working parameters and gas 

emission. The book contains 294 images, 290 equations and 16 tables obtained from the CFD simulation and experimental 

works. 

Heat Pipes: Design, Applications and Technology 

Yuwen Zhang, Ph.D. (Department of Mechanical & Aerospace 

Engineering, University of Missouri, Columbia, MI, US) 

In series: Mechanical Engineering Theory and Applications 
2018. 504 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-908-2. $270.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-909-9. $270.00. 
Heat pipes are efficient passive devices that can transfer large amounts of heat over long 

distances with small temperature differences between the heat sources and sinks by 

evaporation and condensation of the working fluid. Heat can be transferred without the 
use of any mechanically moving parts such as pumps and active controls in heat pipes. 

The vapor and liquid circulate in the conventional heat pipes, including thermosiphons, 

via evaporation/condensation and capillary or gravitational forces. For pulsating heat 
pipes, liquid slug and vapor plugs in the capillary tube oscillate due to evaporation and 

condensation. The effective thermal conductivity of a heat pipe can be three orders of 
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magnitude higher than that of a copper rod with the same size. A heat pipe can find its applications in many sectors of 

industries, including electronics cooling, energy systems, spacecraft thermal control, permafrost cooling, and manufacturing. 
This book presents current research and development related to the design, applications and technology of various heat pipes, 

including conventional heat pipes and thermosyphon, pulsating heat pipes, loop heat pipes, and variable conductance heat 

pipes. Design tools based on computational fluid dynamics simulation and HSHPTM (Heat Sink-Heat Pipe Thermal Module) 
software are also presented. 

High-Strength Steels: New Trends in Production and Applications 

Ricardo Branco (Department of Mechanical Engineering, University of Coimbra, Coimbra, 

Portugal) 

In series: Mechanical Engineering Theory and Applications 
2018. 327 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-906-8. $230.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-907-5. $230.00. 

High strength steels cover a broad spectrum of applications and are being increasingly 

used in different areas due to their distinguished features, namely excellent strength-to-

weight ratio, good corrosion resistance, deep hardenability, high ductility, high toughness 

and high strength. These features make them ideal for critical structural applications 

undergoing severe service conditions and aggressive environments. Long-term durability 
requires a systematic identification of failure risks and the development of accurate 

design methodologies. This book covers leading-edge research in these areas. The topics 

addressed include temperature and stress triaxiality effects on deformation and fracture, 
analysis of hydrogenation via local electrochemical techniques, second-order direct 

design methods of columns, hydrogen-steel interactions in automotive transmissions 

subjected to low-cycle fatigue histories, strain-based design methods for crossing fault 
rupture in pipelines, metallurgical and technological weldability of quenched and 

tempered steels, and local-overall interaction buckling phenomena in welded thin-walled 
columns and beam-columns. 

MICROBIOLOGY 

Microbiological Environmental Hygiene 

Eino Elias Hakalehto, Ph.D. (Department of Agricultural Sciences, University of Helsinki, 

Helsinki, Finland) 

In series: Microbiological Hygiene 
2018. 618 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-178-9. $345.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-179-6. $345.00. 

Environmental microbiological hygiene can be divided into two mainstreams: 1. 

Monitoring of microbiological strains, and 2. Investigations on the circulation in the 
human and natural ecosystems by the micro-organisms. Increased understanding of the 

key role of environmental microbiology in the planetary survival strategy is a 

prerequisite for the transformation of human societies into sustainable economies. The 
book Microbiological Environmental Hygiene contains descriptions of the microbes and 

natural ecosystems from rain forests to arctic areas, as well as strains in the cleaning 

processes of human epithelia and food or water sources. It gives an insight into 
microbiological hygiene in various industrial effluents and focuses also on the prospects 

of environmental biotechnology, protection by natural and organic compounds, as well 

as against contamination or epidemics. This microbiological safety is monitored also in 
traffic systems and vessels. Different effects of climate change can be seen in the 

microbial ecosystems. It is essential to learn from the microbes and to develop the 

ecosystem services that allow humans to understand the ways they could be collaborated. 
This helps in cleaning up the soil, water and air. Also, the recalcitrant substances and 

plastics can get degraded by the microbes. Screening and source-tracking of water 

contaminations, as well as the promotion of soil fertility by microbes are presented. Both 
traditional microbiology and molecular methods are needed for the monitoring and 

research of the microbial agents. Microbiomes in the biosphere exercise interactions with other organisms, and they 

contribute to environmental health issues. Various groups of important micro-organisms are presented, such as environmental 
viruses and various bacteria, molds and yeasts, protozoa and algae. The utilization of biological organisms’ potential is 

studied for novel solutions. Microbiological Environmental Hygiene is the fourth part in a series on microbiological hygiene. 
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This book combines the different fields of microbiology into a holistic view on the functions of the ecosystems and the cycles 

of matter, as well as the sustainable production of biochemical, fuels, gases and organic fertilizers with the help of microbes 
and their enzymes. 

Recent Advances in Microbiology. Volume 3 

NC Gautam, Ph.D., SP Tiwari, Ph.D., and Rajesh Sharma, Ph.D. (Faculty of Science, VBS 

Purvanchal University, Jaunpur, UP, India) 

In series: Recent Advances in Microbiology 
2018. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53614-057-6. $195.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53614-058-3. $195.00. 

Microbiology as a science has expanded by leaps and bounds in the past few decades due to advancements in sophisticated 

instrumentation and recombinant DNA technology, which added a new dimension and revealed an understanding of the 
subject at the molecular level. Microorganisms are highly ubiquitous in nature and manifold in their activity. Interest in 

microbiology increased quite significantly due to the wide application of microorganisms in studying different biological 

processes. An attempt has been made to introduce the readers to several areas of microbiology and microbial biotechnology, 

and to provide insight into basic concepts of biology and practical applications of microorganisms. To assist the readers in 

understanding the text, several illustrations and figures have been incorporated in the current volume. The topics covered in 

this volume are arranged in such a way as to maintain the thread of continuity with Volumes One and Two as well as to make 
it easy for those who are not acquainted with Volumes One and Two of the series. The editors believe that the previous book 

of the series, Recent Advances in Microbiology, Volumes One and Two, would also be helpful to readers in strengthening 

their concepts about different areas of microbiology and microbial biotechnology. The present volume has been complied 
with the help of leading microbiologists from India and other countries, with an objective of providing current developments 

in the field of microbiology. This book will be useful for under- and postgraduate students, academicians, researchers and 

laboratory personnel from disciplines like microbiology, biochemistry, veterinary science, medicine, pharmaceuticals, 
agriculture, food science, environmental science, industrial microbiology and other allied biological sciences. 

The Handbook of Food Microbiological Analytical Methods 

Ismail Mohamed Al Bulushi, Ph.D. (Department of Food Science and Nutrition, College of 

Agricultural and Marine Sciences, Sultan Qaboos University, Oman) 

In series: Microbiology Research Advances 
2017. 163 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53612-473-6. $95.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53612-742-3. $95.00. 

THE Handbook of Food Microbiological Analytical Methods includes 31 topics and 

experiments distributed throughout five chapters, namely basic microbial skills, the 
enumeration of different microorganisms in foods, identification techniques and 

determination of microbial activities. Besides, the handbook includes useful sources in 

food microbial analyses such as the Food Microbiology E-sources and the primers for 
identification of common microbial pathogens. This handbook aims to provide and 

develop concerning food microbial skills in the users with simple steps to follow along 
with the theoretical explanation for better understanding. The uniqueness of this 

handbook includes topics that are rarely addressed in current food microbiology manuals 

and handbooks such as the enumeration of special bacterial groups such as marine and 
Gram-positive bacteria, introducing: A selective medium for enumeration of Gram-

positive bacteria from marine sources for the first time; a technique for bacterial colonies 

randomization; a technique for recovery of injured/stressed bacteria; techniques to study 
bacterial potential such as spoiling foods; a technique that forms biogenic amines; and 

the production of antimicrobial activity and providing the specific specie primer pairs for 

common pathogens. The principles and procedures of some routinely used identification 

techniques – namely vitek, sequencing of 16S rRNA gene and specific genus and specie 

primers for bacterial identification – are provided with simple procedures. Enumeration and identification techniques of 

common pathogens and spoilers, namely Staphylococcus aureus, Enterobacteriaceae, Escherichia coli, Salmonella spp., 
Listeria monocytogenes, Vibrio parahaemolyticu, Bacillus cereus and Shewanella putrefaciens enumeration and 

identification techniques are also covered. These techniques are based on the International Standards such as ISO and U.S. 

Food and Drug Administration Standards and the media’s manufacture instructions. This handbook is needed to conduct 
microbial analyses to determine food microbial quality and safety, food hygienic status and the microbial potential to spoil 

food, lose food safety and produce antimicrobial activity. This handbook was prepared to be used by students and young 

researchers. Therefore, it can be used in the universities as a practical manual in biology, microbiology, food microbiology, 
food safety, and food hygiene courses, as well in food laboratories which determine food microbial safety and quality. It is 

expected that this handbook will be a good and practical guide for students and researchers as well. 
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The Role of Photosynthetic Microbes in Agriculture and Industry 

Keshawanand Tripathi, Narendra Kumar and Gerard Abraham (Centre for Conservation and 

Utilization of Blue Green Algae, ICAR-Indian Agricultural Research Institute, New Delhi, 

India) 

In series: Microbiology Research Advances 
2018. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53614-032-3. $195.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53614-033-0. $195.00. 

The photosynthetic microbes including microalgae and cyanobacteria are the most widespread photosynthetic organisms on 
Earth. These organisms thrive successfully in a wide range of ecological habitats, ranging from marine and freshwater to 

terrestrial environments. The short generation time and capability to fix the atmospheric N2 and cosmopolitan distribution 

make these organisms unique. Photosynthetic microbes such as cyanobacteria are used as biofertilizer for rice paddy and 
their application improves soil physico-chemical characteristics and the mineral nutrient status of the soil. However, in recent 

times they have been exploited for the production of several fine chemicals and biofuel. Due to their simple cellular 

organization, the bare minimum requirement of nutrients and ease of cultivation, recently the microalgae have been exploited 

and accompanied by the capacity to produce bio-energy, especially bio-diesel. Use of photosynthetic microbes in wastewater 

treatment has also generated considerable interest in the scientific community and industry at large. Bioremediation using 

photosynthetic microbes is an emerging area of research and the organisms accumulate or degrade several environmental 
contaminants and heavy metals. Because of the antagonistic properties, they are also a potential source of various bioactive 

compounds. In brief, the potential of photosynthetic microbes could be harnessed for economic viability and sustainability 

of agro-ecosystems. This book attempts to highlight the potential and prospects of the photosynthetic microbes for the welfare 
of mankind in view of the anticipated population explosion and global climate change. 

NANOTECHNOLOGY 

Advances in Nanotechnology. Volume 21 

Zacharie Bartul and Jérôme Trenor 

In series: Advances in Nanotechnology 
2018. 259 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-202-1. $250.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-203-8. $250.00. 
In this compilation, the authors discuss a synergistic enhancement of electron and thermal conductivities of epoxy-based 

composites (CMs) with different hybrid fillers. Their investigation shows an increase of the thermal conductivity as compared 

to CMs with a single carbon filler. This increase is more pronounced for GNPs/BN fillers. However, the role of an interface 
thermal resistance is still dominant in the determination of the thermal conductivity of investigated epoxy composites. A 

subsequent chapter aims to present an overview of noteworthy functionalised materials that have been produced in recent 

years, in order to act as a guide for the future design of more efficient adsorbent materials. The authors also provide a review 
which could pave the way for the potential use of nanotechnology in the treatment of skin diseases. The potential implication 

of the nanotechnology-based cosmeceuticals could be significant and is warranted to be evaluated in long-term in vivo and 

clinical studies. Next, a transparent and flexible crystalline polymer nanohybrid was fabricated, containing well-dispersed 
magnetic nanoparticles with organic chain-modified surfaces. The partially fluorinated copolymer matrix used is composed 

of switchboard-type lamellae. These become transparent owing to the creation of high-density amorphous regions on drawing 

the corresponding film at just below the polymer melting point. Lastly, the book investigates double-diffusive convection in 
unsteady nanofluid flow over a moving surface in a porous medium in the presence of 

a chemical reaction and subject to thermal radiation. This study includes the effects of 

Brownian motion and thermophoresis. 

Carbon Nanofibers: Synthesis, Applications and Performance 

Chang-Seop Lee (Department of Chemistry, Keimyung University, 

Dalgubeol-daero, Dalseo-gu, Daegu, South Korea) 

In series: Nanotechnology Science and Technology 
2018. 327 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-433-9. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-434-6. $230.00. 
This book is divided into two sections. Section One covers the authors' work on the 

synthesis and characteristics of the various carbon nanofibers and microcoils using 

chemical vapor deposition and electrospun technologies. This section includes Chapters 
One through Four. Chapter One is an introductory chapter which presents synthesis, 

properties and analysis of carbon nanofibers and microcoils prepared by chemical vapor 
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deposition and electrospun technologies. Chapter Two introduces information for approaching electrospun carbon nanofibers 

(ECNFs) with superior mechanical strength from aligned and stretched polyacrylonitrile (PAN) copolymer nanofibers 
possessing high degrees of morphological and structural perfection. Chapter Three investigates the in-situ and ex-situ 

processes for the formation of geometrically controlled carbon microcoils and the practical application of carbon microcoils 

to the various nano/micro electronic or mechanical devices. Chapter Four discusses the synthesis and various 
characterizations of carbon nanofibers synthesized by catalytic chemical vapor deposition of halogenated hydrocarbons. 

Section Two deals with the recent advances in materials synthesis and characterization of carbon nanofibers and their 

applications such as Li secondary batteries, supercapacitors and heavy metal remediation in ground and wastewater. This 
section includes chapter Five through Ten. Chapter Five presents preparation and characterization of carbon nanofibers 

(CNFs), CNFs-Si, and CNFs-(PC)Si composites synthesized by the Chemical Vapor Deposition (CVD) method using 

transition metal catalysts and applications to anode materials of Li secondary batteries. Chapter Six introduces a synthesis 
and characterization of carbon nanofibers and Si/carbon nanofiber composites based on Ni and Mo catalysts prepared for the 

anode material of Li secondary batteries. Chapter Seven discusses the electrophoretic deposition of Ni and Cu catalysts on 
C-fiber textiles for the growth of carbon nanofibers and coating of silica by the hydrolysis of tetraethyl orthosilicate on carbon 

nanofibers, and finally applications to the anode materials for Li secondary batteries. Chapter Eight presents synthesis and 

characterization of transition metal coated carbon nanofibers on Ni foam via CVD followed by a dipping method and 
electrochemical performance as anode materials for Li secondary batteries. Chapter Nine introduces a design of hierarchical 

porous carbon materials containing various metal oxides as an electrode material for high-performance supercapacitors. 

Chapter Ten discusses an innovative carbon nanofibrous composite material prepared by the electrospun method and its 
application for efficient heavy metal pollutant remediation in contaminated groundwater as well as in wastewater treatment. 

First-Principle vs Experimental Design of Diluted Magnetic Semiconductors 

Omar Mounkachi, Abdelilah Benyoussef and Mohamed Hamedoun (Institute of Nanomaterials 

and Nanotechnology, MAScIR, Rabat, Morocco) 

In series: Nanotechnology Science and Technology 
2018. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53614-077-4. $195.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53614-078-1. $195.00. 

Recent discoveries have given rise to a new class of electronics known as "spin electronics” or “spintronics," which uses the 

electron spin rather than its charge to create polarized currents. Spintronics is currently experiencing an extraordinary 
development with the manufacture of nanoscale devices based on ferromagnetic materials and semiconductors. Their 

applications are numerous, ranging from recording, electronics, and optoelectronics to quantum information. Spintronics is 

a new generation of electronics that has brought and continues to bring a lot of progress to information storage; this is due to 

the discovery of new materials with new functionalities and multiple applications. The discovery of giant magnetoresistance 

(GMR) in 1988 by Albert Fert and Peter Grünberg (receiver of the Nobel Prize in Physics in 2007) is considered a starting 

point of spintronics. GMR is based on the variation of the electric current in the presence of a magnetic field. The spintronics 
has made important contributions to the miniaturization desired for electronics; it uses nanometric components for processing 

and storing information. However, the limits of miniaturization on a nanometric scale are known, and it is imperative to 

develop new ways and new materials to exceed those limits. The most desired properties for these materials are high spin 
polarization, modular magnetic properties by an electric field and a long lifetime of the spin polarization. Among the new 

promising materials, we cite the following: Diluted magnetic semiconductors, which give new magnetic properties of 

conventional semiconductors, functional oxides (including the semi-metals and multiferroic metals) and organic 
semiconductors. The main theoretical challenge in this area is to understand how the macroscopic magnetic behavior 

observed results from interactions of a large number of degrees of microscopic freedom. In these systems the disorder is an 

essential parameter of magnetic phenomena, and due to random locations of impurity atoms it can lead to a total physical 
difference from the observed absence. There has been considerable recent advances in the design of these materials as diluted 

magnetic semiconductors (DMS, or diluted magnetic semiconductors), and a number of semiconductors were investigated 

as II-VI group and III-V group doped compounds, with transition metals substituting their original cations. There are several 
different theoretical approaches to study these magnetic materials. The ab-initio approach starts from the Schrödinger 

equation to simulate a given material. Such an approach is essential to determine the parameters and microscopic properties 

of such a system. In this book, the authors analyzed the electronic structure of magnetic semiconductors diluted in the case 

of ZnO, GaN, SnO2, TiO2, MgH2, EuO and EuN doped RENs (RE=GdN, DyN and HoN). The authors focused on magnetic, 

optical and exchange mechanisms which control the ferromagnetism in these systems. The purpose of this book is to propose 

some ideas to answer the most important question in material science for semiconductor spintronics, primarily considering 
how room-temperature ferromagnetism in DMS can be realized. Additionally, the correlation between first principle and 

experimental design to see how properties of yet-to-be-synthesized materials can be predicted is discussed. 
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First-Principle vs Experimental Design of Nanomaterials 

Omar Mounkachi, Abdelilah Benyoussef and Mohamed Hamedoun (Institute of Nanomaterials 

and Nanotechnology, MAScIR, Rabat, Morocco) 

In series: Nanotechnology Science and Technology 
2018. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-984-6. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-985-3. $95.00. 
The first-principle approach is designed for the interpretation of the experimental observations and prediction of properties 

for new nanomaterials. The understanding of physical phenomena requires a description at the atomic scale where size and 

geometric organization play important roles. The major challenge is to model systems as close as possible to those developed 
in the laboratory. The complexity both in terms of the geometric structure and chemical composition that comprise the 

modeling of such systems requires an entire panel of approaches ranging from semi-empirical methods to ab initio methods. 

At the atomic scale, the elementary bricks of the buildings are atoms. The cohesion and dynamics of these buildings are the 
result of interactions between these atoms. Two major classes of modeling techniques for these buildings can be 

distinguished: Electronic structure calculations and molecular simulation methods. Molecular simulation methods are limited 

in their application since they cannot be used to model properties that depend on the electronic structure. As part of the 

electronic structure calculations, the building is described by the notion of wave function. One of the fundamental tasks of 

quantum physics is to solve a differential equation according to the electronic, nuclear and spin coordinates via the 

Schrödinger equation. The resolution of this equation in analytical form is impossible, except in the case of hydrogenites. 
Different numerical resolution methods have been developed based on a series of simplifications and successive 

approximation techniques. Once solved, this equation gives the total energy of the system, the associated wave function, and 

the energies of the electronic states. These methods are applied at a temperature of zero and at a fixed pressure. There are 
several families of methods: Semi-empirical methods, Hartree-Fock (HF) methods and density functional (DFT) methods. 

From the dependence of the total energy on the volume of the mesh, we can deduce the equilibrium crystalline parameters, 

the modulus of rigidity or the enthalpy of formation. Finally and above all, they allow, through studies of electronic structure, 
to identify the phenomena that govern the substitutions. In other words, thanks to the fundamental laws of quantum physics, 

it is possible to compute macroscopic properties from microscopic information. The interface between the first-principle and 
experimental design could provide a way to answer a lot of problems and open questions on the physical properties of 

nanomaterials. The purpose of this book is to propose some ideas to answer the most important question in the design of 

nanomaterials (OD,1D and 2D) for nanotechnology application, namely, nanomaterials for spintronic application, 
nanomaterials for solar energy technologies application, magnetic refrigeration applications, switchable materials application 

and nanomedicine applications. Additionally, the author will discuss the correlation between the first-principle and 

experimental design to see how the properties of the yet-to-be-synthesized nanomaterials can be predicted. Based on 
experimental and on first-principle calculations design, the author will discuss structural, optical and magnetic properties of 

new nanomaterials. New physical properties will be discussed in nanomaterials recently observed, and this creates new 

opportunities for development and construction of a new nanomaterial for nanotechnology applications. 

Formation Damage in Oil and Gas Reservoirs: Nanotechnology Applications for its 

Inhibition/Remediation 

Camilo Andrés Franco Ariza, Ph.D., and Farid Bernardo Cortés Correa, Ph.D. (Research 

Group in Surface Phenomena, Facultad de Minas Colombia, Sede Medellín, Colombia) 

In series: Nanotechnology Science and Technology 

In series: Environmental Remediation Technologies, Regulations and Safety 
2018. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-902-0. $195.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-903-7. $195.00. 

The production of conventional and unconventional hydrocarbons can be affected by several sources of damage under 

subsurface conditions that can hinder well productivity. Damage may occur during different stages of oil and/or gas well 
formation such as production, drilling, hydraulic fracturing, and workover operations. For years, formation damage was 

considered negligible or was not treated adequately, causing reductions in the production rate up to the loss of both producer 

and injector wells. Nowadays, formation damage is an essential parameter to be considered in the wells’ development as its 
prevention and/or engineered remediation may lead to cost reduction and improvement of production rate. Formation damage 

is challenging in the oil and gas industry, as it implies a large number of mechanisms that can be involved. Different fields 

feature problems associated with fines migration, asphaltene precipitation/deposition, inorganic scales, condensate banking, 
and damage during hydraulic fracturing operations, among others. Nanotechnology is a rapidly growing technology with 

potential applications and benefits. Among the numerous applications of nanotechnology for energy and the environment, 

the nanoparticle technology could be successfully employed as an attractive alternative in the oil and gas industry for the 
inhibition and remediation of different types of formation damage with cost-effective and environmentally friendly 

approaches. Due to their exceptional physicochemical properties such as high dispersibility, high surface area/volume ratio 

and small size (1-100 nm), nanoparticles are able to inject into the reservoir, travel smoothly through the porous media and 
selectively attack a specific type of formation damage. Also, at the nanoscale, other exceptional properties can be obtained, 

such as high thermal stability and chemical stability, as well as optically, magnetically, and electrically tunable properties. 

This book provides recent research on nanotechnology applied to the inhibition/remediation of formation damage in oil and 
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gas reservoirs. The chapters include methodologies for multi-component skin characterization, estimating the level of risk of 

formation damage, nanoparticle fabrication methods, as well as the application of nanoparticles and nanofluids at both 
laboratory and field conditions. This book should generate a better landscape about the use of nanoparticles and nanofluids 

in the improvement of inhibition and treatment of formation damage, and its application in local and international scenarios. 

Metal Nanoparticles: Properties, Synthesis and Applications 

Yesenia Saylor and Vasiliki Irby 

In series: Nanotechnology Science and Technology 
2018. 352 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53614-115-3. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53614-116-0. $230.00. 
Metal nanoparticles that have already found numerous applications in science and technology may be obtained in different 

ways. In the opening study included in Metal Nanoparticles: Properties, Synthesis and Applications, several factors affecting 

metal nanoparticle morphology in island films are determined. The formation of islet metal films during their deposition in 
the process of thermal evaporation on a dielectric substrate and their spontaneous changes at room temperature are also 

described. Following this, the authors present their experimental results on synthesis, modification and destruction of silver 

nanoparticles in the bulk and surface of silicate glasses. Special attention is paid to the effects of laser and electron-beam 

irradiation on the above-mentioned processes. The authors go on to review the synthesis of embedded noble metal 

nanoparticles and their optical properties and potential applications in surface enhanced Raman scattering. The optical 
properties of NMNPs due to the localized surface plasmon resonance and the enhanced local electromagnetic field which 

govern their SERS activity will be discussed along with their fundamental mechanisms. The effects of zinc, titanium, copper 

and oxide thin films with nanostructured surfaces and iron oxide and silver nanoparticles on Enterococcus hirae and 
Escherichia coli growth and membrane activity are also presented and discussed. The authors suggest that different types of 

metal nanoparticles could be applied in medicine due to their antimicrobial activity, effeciency in anti-inflammatory effects 

and potential in anticancer therapy. Next, the development of platinum-metal nanoparticles and their core-shell structures is 
discussed. The authors analyze in detail the polymeric composite of the metal nanoparticles on the surface of different carbon 

support materials (e.g. carbon nanotubes, graphene, carbon-nanospheres, mesoporous carbon, and carbon nanofibers), 

showing the synergetic effects on the active surface area of platinum metal catalysts. In one review, the past decade’s data 
regarding the effects of nanoparticles of noble metals on higher plants are considered, as well as possible nanoparticle 

phytotoxicity. The review discusses the various effects that gold and silver nanoparticles can have on the state, growth, and 

productivity of plants. Published evidence, although incomplete and contradictory, indicates that metal nanoparticles can 
have both positive and negative effects on plants. Lastly, glassy carbon electrodes modified with polyphenazine conducting 

polymers and metallic nanoparticles were used to study the interaction between H2O2 and ascorbic acid. The antioxidant 

capacity of ascorbic acid measured from this interaction agreed with that reported using non-electrochemical techniques. 

Nanotechnology: Principles, Applications and Ethical 

Considerations 

Paresh Chandra Ray (Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry, 

Jackson State University, Jackson, MS, US) 

In series: Nanotechnology Science and Technology 
2018. 270 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-889-4. $195.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-890-0. $195.00. 

The volume explores the emerging science of nanotechnology which deals with the 

understanding of the fundamental physics, chemistry, biology, material science and 
technology of nanometer scale objects, which has become a central pillar for the next 

generation medical challenges such as developing tiny nanodevices, as well as for food 

technology. There is no doubt that the development of emerging nanotechnology based 
nanomedicine, nanodevices for diagnostics and therapy, drug delivery systems and other 

applications are fast growing research areas for chemistry, biology, physics, medicine and 

different disciplines of engineering. On the other hand, due to the possible use in human 
health and food technology, the same emerging technology might raise new ethical issues and therefore require careful 

analysis of ethical aspects. To summarize the recent growth, the first volume in the Nanotechnology: Principles, Applications 

and Ethical Considerations series discusses the basic science behind the emerging technology, which is necessary to 
understand how these tiny materials can be used in our daily lives. This book provides a state-of-the-art overview of this 

rapidly-expanding and fascinating field from the molecular level to possible applications in the medical field. It contains 

eight chapters written by world renowned experts in this area, covering from basic science to possible nanomedicine designs, 
which can have numerous applications in our society. This book is unique in its design and content, providing a depth of 

science for readers that will help them understand the benefits and limitations of nanotechnology as well as its ethical and 

social implications. 
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NATURAL DISASTERS 

Emergency Management: An Overview and Issues for Congress 

Stephanie Padbury 

In series: Natural Disaster Research, Prediction and Mitigation 
2018. 222 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53614-101-6. $82.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53614-102-3. $82.00. 

After a flood, people are often uncertain if their eligibility for federal disaster assistance is linked to any way to whether or 

not they have flood insurance. The first two chapters in this book provide an overview of the assistance available to 
individuals and households following a flood and provides links to more comprehensive guidance on both flood insurance 

and disaster assistance. Introductory information on key components of the National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP), 

ranging from floodplain mapping to the standard flood insurance forms are provided. The next chapter examines the First 
Responder Authority (FirstNet), a federal agency created by Congress to help public safety agencies to communicate during 

incidents (during the events of September 11, 2011, first responders could not communicate with each other. Some radios 

did not work while other radio channels were overloaded by a large number of responders trying to communicate). The 
subsequent chapter briefly describes recent education-related developments in response to numerous disasters in 2017. It 

then describes education-related federal assistance provided by FEMA in the aftermath of disasters generally. This is 

followed by an examination of education-related disaster recovery and issues related to elementary and secondary education, 
postsecondary education and various ED-administered programs typically serving adult learners. The fifth chapter provides 

a short summary of the types of individual assistance programs administered by FEMA (Federal Emergency Management 

Agency) following a disaster. It also provides a summary of the criteria FEMA uses in determining which individual 
assistance programs may be made available to impacted areas following a major disaster declaration, and discusses a 

proposed rule to change these criteria. The last chapter provides an overview of the United States Fire Administration 

(USFA), whose objective is to significantly reduce the nation’s loss of life from fire, while also achieving a reduction in 
property loss and nonfatal injury due to fire. 

Novel Approaches in Risk, Crisis and Disaster Management 

Michail Chalaris, Ph.D., Dimitrios Emmanouloudis, Jet-Chau Wen, and Zong-Ping Wu (Fire 

Lt. Colonel, Chemist Ph.D., Hellenic Fire Corps, Athens, Greece) 

In series: Natural Disaster Research, Prediction and Mitigation 
2018. 440 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-239-7. $230.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-240-3. $230.00. 

Nowadays, governments are more often than not confronted with crises that are so 

unforeseen (i.e., the 9/11 attacks), so unexpected in nature or in extent (i.e., the SARS 
and H1N1 pandemic outbreaks, the Indian Ocean tsunami or Hurricane Katrina) and 

with such extensive social and economic effects that they may seem almost impossible 

to deal with. Yet, the successful management of these forms of crisis is possible. As prior 
experience has demonstrated, success in limiting the effects of major hazards on people 

and property relies not only on the active involvement and effective coordination of a 

variety of actors at different levels of state governance, but also on the preparation and 
the ability to react rapidly, efficiently and effectively to unexpected events. Ensuring that 

national authorities have the right technical instruments (reformed risk, crisis and 

disaster management systems, and an adequate institutional framework) for managing 
disasters is of critical importance for the success of such a venture. However, as this 

book intends to show, human capital remains the most important factor in this equation. 

Recovering from Hurricane Katrina: The Next Phase 

Toby Wylly 

In series: Natural Disaster Research, Prediction and Mitigation 
2018. 195 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-785-9. $82.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-784-2. $82.00. 
This book is the hearing that took place on September 14th 2005 before the Committee on Homeland Security and 

Governmental Affairs on the recovery efforts (or lack thereof) from Hurricane Katrina. According to the Opening Statement 
by Chairman Collins, the hearing asks “the hard questions about the adequacy of planning efforts for this long-predicted 

natural disaster.” They “explore the coordination among local, State and Federal emergency management officials before 

and after the hurricane’s landfall.” They then “critically examine the legal structures and authorities that define who is in  
charge of assets that must be brought to bear in such a catastrophic event.” As he states “we would have expected a sharp, 
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crisp response to this terrible tragedy. Instead, we witness a sluggish initial response.” This book examines the next phrase 

that took place from recovering from the aftermath of Hurricane Katrina and the steps that were and were not taken. 

Tsunamis: Detection, Risk Assessment and Crisis Management 

Aggeliki Barberopoulou, Ph.D. (Research Scientist, Stoneham, MA) 

In series: Natural Disaster Research, Prediction and Mitigation 
2018. 298 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-448-3. $195.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-449-0. $195.00. 

Tsunamis: Detection, Risk Assessment, and Crisis Management is a collection of articles that showcases the diversity of 

tsunami science. This is truly an interdisciplinary field that brings together seismologists, engineers, social scientists, 
emergency managers, geologists, and geophysicists, to name a few. The title reflects this diversity of tsunami research, 

ranging from understanding the source mechanism, working towards the fast detection of tsunamis in order to take prompt 

action, and predicting impacts so those affected are better prepared to respond, reduce 
losses and recover in a reasonable amount of time. The chapters are arranged such that 

they follow in some virtual way the tsunami from the source to propagation, inundation 

and impacts on the social, natural or built environment. The book therefore naturally 

begins with a chapter on the Nankai Trough, a source of great earthquakes and potentially 

destructive tsunamis. Chapter Two presents a methodology on detecting and identifying 
tsunamigenic events, followed by Chapter Three, which uses a popular seismological 

technique to understand tsunami propagation and potential impact on shores. Chapter Four 

presents an application of tsunami modeling on evacuation planning. Chapters Five and 
Six look into the impact of tsunamis on structures such as bridges, utilizing valuable data 

collected after the 2011 Tohoku tsunami in Japan. Chapter Seven is a risk assessment study 

that predicts the financial cost of a 1960 Chile type of earthquake if it were to happen 
today. Chapters Eight and Nine look into the social aspect of disasters by interviewing 

survivors and presenting how geospatial techniques can be used to reveal potential risks 

in our environment that could potentially hinder the recovery of communities after a 
disaster. All of the chapters have been written by specialists in their respective fields, 

representing a vast range of sciences and research that covers nearly the entire globe, 

stretching from the US to Japan, Taiwan and New Zealand. 

Using Space Techniques and GIS to Identify Vulnerable Areas to Natural Hazards along the 

Jeddah-Rabigh Region, Saudi Arabia 

Mashael M. Al Saud (Space Research Institute, King Abdel Aziz City for Science and 

Technology, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia) 

In series: Environmental Science, Engineering and Technology 
2018. 306 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-313-4. $195.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-314-1. $195.00. 
Natural hazards have become the foremost geo-environmental issue in many regions 

worldwide, since rarely a year goes by without any catastrophic event that harms both 
urban structure and human life. These natural hazards are exacerbated by a number of 

physical and demographic factors and variables. The most common aspects of these 

hazards are floods and their related processes of soil and rock erosion of different types, 
landslides, volcanic activities, seismic movements of different magnitudes, as well as 

coastal erosion and sea floods on coastal zones. It is extremely dangerous to have all these 

natural catastrophic aspects within one region, which makes it susceptible to natural 
disturbances. A typical example is the area located along the Western coast of Saudi 

Arabia, between Jeddah and Rabigh. This area is currently witnessing an obvious 

development trend and dramatic urban growth, including a miscellany of urban and tourist 
settlements, in addition to mushrooming academic centers. However, the region’s 

susceptibility to natural hazards was not considered during this development. The area 

comprises mountain chains of igneous rocks and complexes with extensive rock structures, 
including volcanic dykes and fault systems, which are susceptible to movement at any 

time. In addition, the area extends to the coastal plain to the west, which is almost covered 

by interbedded rocky and soil materials due to the transgression and regression processes 
that have taken place in the past. This makes the region vulnerable to sea flooding. The hydrological records, with a special 

emphasis on floods, along with the seismic frequency records show a recurrence of catastrophic events. These observations 

have been made in addition to physical observations in geologic and geomorphologic maps as well as satellite images, which 
point out the high vulnerability of the area to natural hazards at a time when the population growth is continuously developing. 

Based on these principles, the study aims to utilize space tools to extract physical data in a comprehensive approach as well 

as analyze and manipulate this data in the Geographic Information System (GIS), thus determining the areas vulnerable to 
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natural hazards. More specifically, the study aims to produce thematic maps for each type of existing natural hazards, among 

which geographic zones can be classified with respect to different risk levels. It is a complete report that decision makers can 
utilize in order to apply tangible implements to mitigate the risk magnitude and thus identify areas with less risk. The authors 

hope that these areas can be considered in urban management and planning approaches. 

Weathering the Storm: A State and Local Perspective on Emergency Management 

Anthony Rigg 

In series: Natural Disaster Research, Prediction and Mitigation 
2018. 164 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-788-0. $79.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-789-7. $79.00. 
This book is the hearing that took place in front of the U.S. House of Representatives on June 10th 2011. It provides a State 

and Local Perspective on Emergency Management, specifically on the efforts of State, local and non-government 

organizations to prepare for and respond to natural disaster, terrorist attacks and other emergencies. 

OIL 

Oil Pollution: Issues, Impacts and Outcomes 

Emilio Potter and Alyssa Vega 

In series: Pollution Science, Technology and Abatement 
2018. 
Softcover: 978-1-53613-493-3. $82.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-494-0. $82.00. 

This compilation opens by examining earlier investigations of the oil drops dynamics in the marine environment, including 
the influence of their buoyancy and the dissolution of gases contained inside crude oil. Modelling these processes presents 

possibilities for estimating the spatial scales of oil drops spreading within the sea environment and on the sea surface, as well 

as their effect on an ice cover of ice infested seas. The presented information can be the basis for development the instruments 
for remote detection of crude oil escapes from seabed pipelines. Soil in places of oil pollution, such as Western Siberia, is 

discussed. The degree of influence of pollutants depends on the type of soils. For instance, it may affect more on peat than 

on mineral soils. In the northern part of Western Siberia, peatlands with a low content of ash elements are dominant. In the 

event of an oil leak, an essential element of effective response to any adverse consequences is proper planning for definition 

of necessary tasks, personnel, and resources. As such, the authors stress the importance of implementing modern features, 

like automated monitoring and rapid response, in crisis situations in areas of enterprise information systems development. 
This is urgent for the petroleum and gas sectors of the Russian economy, as the number of oil leaks has increased to 28,000 

per year. The concluding paper presents the results of original long-term field research carried out on geographically different 

seacoasts. The results are analyzed in order to determine the rates of spilled fuel oil natural destruction and to consider their 
relationship with principal environmental factors such as climatic and hydrological conditions, coast exposure and 

geomorphology, types of substrate, and intensity of biogeochemical cycles. The examination of the observed rates of oil 

shows that temperature and seawater salinity are crucial environmental factors in the self-cleaning process. 

PHYSICS AND ASTRONOMY 

Analytical Models of Thermal and Phase-Transformation-Induced 

Stresses in Materials with Void Defects I 

Ladislav Ceniga (Kosice, Slovakia) 

In series: Physics Research and Technology 
2018. 185 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-526-8. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-527-5. $95.00. 
This book presents original analytical models of thermal and phase-transformation-

induced stresses in isotropic components of two-component materials with void defects 

(i.e., dual-phase steel, materials of the precipitate-matrix type, etc.). These defects (i.e., 
pores, flaws) are a consequence of technological processes (e.g., powder metallurgy 

processes). These stresses, which are observed during a cooling process, originate below 

the relaxation temperature of a two-component material. The thermal stresses are a 
consequence of different thermal expansion coefficients of material components. The 

phase-transformation-induced stresses are a consequence of different dimensions of 
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crystalline lattices, which originate during a phase transformation. The void defects exhibit a significant influence on 

mechanical properties of materials, as well as on the thermal and phase-transformation-induced stresses. This influence is 
included within the analytical models in this book. Accordingly, this book can be considered to present unique analytical 

results. The analytical models result from a suitable model material system, which corresponds to real two-component 

materials. These models are determined by different mathematical procedures, which are applied to fundamental equations 
of solid continuum mechanics. These different procedures result in different partial differential equations with non-zero right-

hand sides. These differential equations result in different mathematical solutions for the thermal and phase-transformation-

induced stresses. Finally, due to these different solutions, the principle of minimum total potential energy of an elastic solid 
body is required to be considered. Results of this book are applicable within basic research (solid continuum mechanics, 

theoretical physics, materials science), as well as within the practice of engineering. 

Geomagnetosphere and Coupling Phenomena. Volume II: Coupling of the 

Geomagnetosphere/Ionosphere/Atmosphere System with Processes Underground, in Low 

Atmosphere, on the Sun, and in Space 

Lev I. Dorman (Tel Aviv University, Tel Aviv, Israel) 

In series: Physics Research and Technology 
2017. 559 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53612-270-1. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-278-7. $230.00. 

The present review book of Lev I. Dorman, The Geomagnetosphere and Coupling 
Phenomena, Volume II: Coupling of the Geomagnetosphere/Ionosphere/Atmosphere 

System with Processes Underground, in Low Atmosphere, on the Sun, and in Space 

reflects the development of the geomagnetosphere’s research and applications for the last 
few decades. The importance and actuality of the geomagnetosphere’s research are based 

on the following three factors: 1. The geomagnetosphere is the nearest giant natural 

laboratory, where it is possible via many satellites and ground measurements to 
investigate in detail many different plasmas and energetic processes in space, caused by 

the interaction of high kinetic energy, solar wind plasmas and their perturbations 

(Interplanetary Coronal Mass Ejections - ICMEs, Interplanetary Shock Waves – ISWs, 
Interplanetary Interaction Regions – IIR), including those frozen within the 

Interplanetary Magnetic Fields (IMF) with the rotated main geomagnetic field. This 

interaction leads to a dynamic transformation of magnetic fields in the 
geomagnetosphere, generation and trapping of high energy particles (which can be called 

as Magnetospheric Cosmic Rays – MCR), generation of numerous instabilities and 

electromagnetic radiations. These processes are, in principle, similar to processes in 
magnetospheres of other planets and their moons, in the atmosphere of the sun and other 

stars, in interplanetary and in interstellar space, and in many different astrophysical objects. This research is an important 

basis for fundamental space and astrophysical science. 2. In modern times, technology, economics, navigation, TV, internet, 
radio connections, military aspects, and the life of people on our planet are strongly connected with the work of many 

satellites moving inside the geomagnetosphere. Different processes and MCR in the geomagnetosphere influence the 

satellites’ work and often lead to satellite malfunctions up to fully destroying them; the satellites essentially “die”. The 
described research can be considered as a basis for developing methods of forecasting dangerous situations for satellites in 

different orbits as well as to decrease the risk of satellite malfunctions and loss. For this purpose, this research has important 
practical applications. 3. The interaction of ICME, ISW, and IIR with the geomagnetosphere leads to the generation of big 

magnetic storms accompanied with the Forbush decrease and precursory effects in Galactic Cosmic Ray (GCR) intensity. 

These magnetic storms are dangerous not only to satellites, but also to the Earth’s surface for technology, radio connections, 
car accidents, and human health (e.g., increasing the frequency of infarct myocardial and brain strokes). Investigations of 

magnetic storm causes can help to develop methods of their forecasting and decreasing the level of magnetic storms hazards. 

Therefore, the other practical application of this research is connected with the problem of space weather and space climate 
influence on technology, radio connections, navigation, transportation, and human health on Earth independent of altitude 

and geomagnetic latitude. We hope that this review book will be interesting and useful for researches, engineers, students, 

and all people interested in the developing of modern technologies in space and concerning issues with the 
geomagnetosphere, ionosphere, upper and low Atmosphere, cosmic rays, space weather and space climate influence on Earth. 

Horizons in World Physics. Volume 295 

Albert Reimer 

In series: Horizons in World Physics 
2018. 252 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-218-2. $250.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-219-9. $250.00. 

Horizons in World Physics. Volume 295 provides a detailed description of major fundamental problems of physics associated 
with inconsistencies of major postulates and concepts used in classical, relativistic, quantum and particle physics. The authors 

examine conceptual difficulties of classical dynamics, afterwards introducing notions such as energy, momentum and 
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collision. Difficulties related to the introduction of electrodynamics based on hydrodynamic principles are described. Next, 

a study is presented wherein an attempt was made to explain the fundamental light properties (diffraction, photoelectric 
effect, pressure, refraction, dispersion and reflection). The photon flow was considered as a directed flow of so-called 

elementary particles (EP) passing strongly determined channels between the atomic nuclei with different concentrations of 

FOP. A preceding study gives an explanation for the ordinary and dark energy density of the cosmos. The authors present a 
connection between quantum entanglement and the absence of almost 95.5% of the energy supposed to be contained in the 

cosmos, taking the view that our current mathematical knowledge and general theories are in position to explain ordinary 

energy, dark matter and pure dark energy both qualitatively and quantitatively. A subsequent chapter investigates nonlinear 
propagation of ultrashort intense laser pulses through underdense plasma, presenting a paraxial theory of self-focusing of 

intense laser pulses due to expulsion of plasma electrons produced by the extreme ponderomotive force of a focused laser 

pulse. The authors address the way nanoporous materials applications in biology and medicine have been widely researched 
in recent years, presenting the numerical model and experimental data for imbibition. This model simulates the motion of 

the front of the liquid, two-dimensionally imbibing the inhomogeneous nanoporous medium with altering porosity and pore 
size. This collection also contains a study focusing on focuses on investigating the possible use of microwave discharges to 

initiate ignition and detonation of air–fuel mixtures. The results can be applied to the development of volumetric ignition 

systems in internal combustion engines, gas turbine engines, and detonation engines. A family of long known solutions to 
the Einstein-Maxwell equations is revisited from a rigorous mathematical point of view by Employing the formalism of 

Cartan exterior differential forms. It is shown that the curvature of the spacetime supporting these electromagnetic waves 

vanishes in the absence of electromagnetic fields, emphasizing that the gravitational field in these solutions arises exclusively 
from electromagnetic effects. In closing, the nucleon-nucleon interactions at low energies are described by NN-potentials 

that arise within the framework of the classical mesonic theory as a consequence of the interchange of mesons. The authors 

conclude that the NN-potentials only correspond to some residual interactions. 

Horizons in World Physics. Volume 296 

Albert Reimer 

In series: Horizons in World Physics 
2018. 251 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53614-125-2. $250.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53614-126-9. $250.00. 

In the opening study included in Horizons in World Physics. Volume 296, the authors argue that that the energy of man-

made electromagnetic fields and corresponding electromagnetic radiation with frequencies starting from 0 Hz and 
approaching the low limit of infrared is not quantized, in contrast to molecular/atomic/nuclear electromagnetic 

fields/electromagnetic radiation. This study may initiate a better understanding of both the nature of man-made 

electromagnetic fields and their interaction with matter, especially living matter. Next, using the method of accumulation of 

phase shifts in the rotating frame, the attenuation function S(t) of the NMR signal from an ensemble of spin-bearing particles 

in a magnetic-field gradient is expressed through the particle mean square displacement in a form applicable for any kind of 

stationary stochastic dynamics of spins and for any times. Recent advances in the development of ultrashort-pulse lasers have 
boosted numerous uses across a wide range of applications related to low and high-energy phenomena, from time-resolved 

measurements to laser-driven particle accelerators. One promising new application of such lasers is the generation of 

directional, localized electromagnetic pulses via a two-stage process. This book shows how such formation can be effectively 
described by relatively simple, easy-to-analyze quadrature or even fully solutions using the STTD (spacetime triangle 

diagram) technique. Continuing, the authors derive some first order differential equations which model the classical and the 

relativistic thin layer approximations. The circumstellar medium is assumed to follow a density profile which can be 
exponential, Gaussian, Plummer-like, self-gravitating, or power law. The first order differential equations are solved either 

analytically, numerically, by a series expansion, by recursion, or by approximation. In conclusion, the authors calculate the 

mass spectrum of charmonium for 1P, ..., 4P states of 0++ , as well as for 1S, ..., 5S states of 0−+, and 1S, ..., 4D states of 
1−− in the framework of a QCD motivated Bethe-Salpeter Equation. In this 4 × 4 BSE framework, the coupled Salpeter 

equations are first shown to decouple for the confining part of interaction, under heavy-quark approximation, and analytically 

solved, and later the one-gluon-exchange interaction is perturbatively incorporated leading to mass spectral equations for 
various quarkonia. 

Ionizing Radiation: Advances in Research and Applications 

Tamar Reeve 

In series: Physics Research and Technology 
2018. 274 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-539-8. $195.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-540-4. $195.00. 

In this compilation, the authors examine the importance of ionizing radiations for thermoluminescence dosimetry that is the 
current area of research for medical and industrial purposes. Ionizing radiations are harmful to the human body, so, there is 

a need to measure small doses in the environment as well as very high doses at the time of accident like radiation leakage 

and for the treatment of cancer. Next, recent advances regarding effects on exposure of some foods to ionizing radiations are 
presented. The dosage required for complete sterilization may, at times, lead to undesirable changes in food flavours or may 

exceed the permitted levels. Combining irradiation with other treatments yields satisfactory results in these cases. Combined 

applications of ionizing radiation with heat, low temperature, high hydrostatic pressure, and modified atmospheres are also 
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discussed. Later, new results concerning cell survival and genetic instability of wild-type and radiosensitive yeast cells of 

Saccharomyces cerevisiae surviving after irradiation with 60Co γ-rays, 239Pu α-particles and 254 nm UV light are presented. 
Survival was determined by cell ability to produce macrocolonies on a solid nutrient medium. The authors also review data 

on the radiation resistance of AlGaN/GaN and InAlN/GaN High Electron Mobility Transistors (HEMTs) as well as emerging 

Ga2O3 photodetectors and rectifiers to different types of ionizing radiation. Both of these wide bandgap semiconductor 
(nitride-based and gallium oxide-based) materials are much more radiation-hard than GaAs or Si and this is largely a result 

of their high bond strengths. By using the test system of blood lymphocytes of healthy individuals, the following chapter 

presents the co-mutagenic (potentiating) effect of the drugs – a calcium channel blocker verapamil and an antioxidant 
ascorbic acid-on the radiosensitivity of cells. It was found that when the lymphocytes are irradiated in a small dose (0.3 Gy), 

ascorbic acid (80.0 μg/blood) and verapamil (4.0 μg/ml blood) increase the frequency of chromosomal aberrations in 

comparison with the radiation effect by 75 and 62, 5% respectively. Afterwards, the experimental data of the effects of 
temperature, light intensity, background ionizing and non-ionizing radiation on physicochemical properties of water, water 

solution and cell function are presented. Considering the fact that the cell membrane permeability for water is more than 10 
times higher than for inorganic ions, it is hypothesized that, upon the effect of chemical and physical factors, the changes of 

net water efflux through the membrane precede the activation of ionic fluxes in the membrane. Also in this compilation, a 

study is included which investigated the modifying effect of astaxanthin on radiation induced genome damages in cultivating 
human peripheral blood lymphocytes (PBL). The study indicated that astaxanthin in concentration of 20.0 µg/ml 

demonstrated evident radioprotective properties by reduction of the ChA level, decreasing of DNA damages and increasing 

of the apoptotic rate. In the last chapter, the authors present some works that study the causes of the high resistance of IRRB 
to ionizing radiation. Then the authors focus on presenting in silico approaches that use protein sequences of bacteria in order 

to predict if an unknown bacterium belongs to IRRB or ionizing-radiationsensitive bacteria (IRSB). 

Low-Level Laser Therapy: History, Mechanisms and Medical Uses 

Vikrant Rai, Joe Abdo and Swati Agrawal (Creighton University, Department of Clinical and 

Translational Sciences, California Plaza, Omaha, NE, USA) 

In series: Lasers and Electro-Optics Research and Technology 
2018. 281 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-226-7. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-227-4. $230.00. 

In this book, the authors have provided the latest and most in-depth information on one of 
clinical medicine’s most useful tools: Low-Level Laser Therapy (LLLT). Written by over 

a dozen experts from five continents, from Jerusalem to Johannesburg and San Diego to 

Sao Paolo, the breadth of knowledge provided herein expands not only the globe, but many 

medical fields. LLLT is an inexpensive, easily employed therapeutic strategy that has 

validated clinical utility in dermatology, oncology, dentistry, veterinary field, wound 

healing and many other medical arenas. This book provides the most up-to-date 
information on recent clinical trials as well as catalogs the optimal therapeutic settings for 

a myriad of disease states. In the past, biochemical mechanisms associated with LLLT 

therapy have not been well-described; however, this book provides comprehensive and 
simple biochemical processes pieced together from theories provided by the most recent 

and reputable publications. The mechanisms involved in the numerous diseases covered 

by each chapter are also included herein. Low-Level Laser Therapy: History, Mechanisms, 
and Clinical Uses captures the incredible dynamic usefulness of this simple technology 

while also listing the therapeutic settings that have been deemed the most effective for 

dozens of medical ailments. Whether you are a student of medicine or a clinical 
practitioner, this book will serve as a helpful guide on how LLLT could play a role in the 

care you or your team provides on a daily basis. 

Methods and Instruments for Visual and Optical Diagnostics of 

Objects and Fast Processes 

Gennadiy Evtushenko (Professor of Institute of Non-Destructive 

Testing, National Research Tomsk Polytechnic University, Tomsk, 

Russia) 

In series: Physics Research and Technology 
2018. 248 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-568-8. $160.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-569-5. $160.00. 

This book presents new instruments and methods for studying the dynamics of fast 

processes. The manuscript consists of two parts: Part I discusses the use of high speed 
metal vapor brightness amplifiers for object and process imaging, and Part II addresses the 

plasma parameters of a high-voltage nanosecond discharge initiated by a runaway electron 

beam. Nowadays, the interaction of powerful energyfluxes with various objects, namely 
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plasma-induced processes, surface modification for operational characteristics improvement, production of new materials 

and nanoparticles, thermonuclear synthesis and others, is studied in variousfields of science and technology. As a rule, 
observing these processes in real time is a challenging problem because of the intense background radiation, the brightness 

temperature of which reaches thousands or even tens of thousands of degrees. The use of active optical systems with 

brightness amplifiers allows one “to monitor” such processes. “Looking through theflame” becomes possible due to the use 
of high spectral brightness of metal vapor active media on self-terminating transitions. The medium serves as an amplifier in 

a narrow spectral range, or a “nanofilter,” which allows for the viewing of the processes blocked by the broadband 

background radiation. Metal vapor active media on self-terminating transitions with high pulse repetition frequencies (PRF) 
and modern high-speed video cameras have been used to design a laser monitor. Optical systems based on such an amplifier 

have been used for monitoring a number of objects and high speed processes, including the diagnostics of fast discharges. 

Pulse-periodic high-voltage nanosecond discharge in high-pressure gases initiated by runaway electrons in a non-uniform 
electric field is a promising method for generating the non-equilibrium low-temperature plasma. The main plasma parameters 

of the pulse and pulse-periodic high-voltage nanosecond discharges initiated by runaway electrons were determined with 
spectral methods. The results of investigations of colored jets that occur during the explosion of microinhomogeneities on 

the surface of electrodes and gas-dynamic processes that occur after nanosecond discharge initiated by runaway electrons in 

the pulse-periodic mode in atmospheric pressured air are presented. 

Models of Plasma Kinetics and Problems with Their Interpretation in the Current Paradigm 

Vladimir V. Lyahov and Vladimir M. Neshchadim (Leading Research Workers, Institute of 

Ionosphere, SLLP NTSKIT, NSA RK, Kazakhstan) 

In series: Physics Research and Technology 
2018. 277 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53612-853-6. $195.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-854-3. $195.00. 

Proposed by A.A. Vlasov in 1938, the kinetic equation with a self-consistent 
electromagnetic field led to a fundamentally new perspective in plasma physics. This 

equation represents the most profound approach to the description of plasma because it 
operates directly with plasma particles using the distribution function. Plasma is found 

everywhere in space; that is why this equation has an extensive application. A large 

number of works where the study of plasma properties based on the solution of the Vlasov 
equation have appeared. However, the results based on the solution of the Vlasov equation 

should be assumed with caution. As noted in the manuscript, the Vlasov equation has a 

set of formal solutions. The researcher must have the ability to select the correct solutions, 

correct in the sense of their adequacy to the processes under investigation. Some aspects 

of the polarization of a magnetoactive plasma are investigated. It is shown that neglecting 

the electric field in problems of such sharply inhomogeneous structures as a boundary or 
current layers leads to an inadequate model. Thus, the successive solution of the kinetic 

equation taking into account the electric polarization field indicates that the equations 

describing the equilibrium of these sharply inhomogeneous structures become nonlinear 
and exhibit the property of structural instability. Natural science over time included the 

expansion of the field of numbers from natural to real. Now, physics is in the stage of 

semi-recognition of complex numbers. On the one hand, when solving the differential 
equation, the physicist finds the value of the roots of the characteristic equation in a complex field. However, at the final 

stage, all imaginary parts are discarded, and only real values of physical quantities are passed in response. In this case, the 

complex field has a fundamental feature that distinguishes it: it is algebraically closed. The restriction of physical quantities 
only to the field of real numbers seems logically unsatisfactory since often mathematical operations derive them from the 

field of the original definition. In this manuscript, some problems of the complexification of physics are investigated. 

New Mathematical Methods for Physics 

Jean-Francois Pommaret (CERMICS, Ecole des Ponts ParisTech, 

Marne-la-Vallee Cedex, France) 

In series: Computational Mathematics and Analysis 
2018. 197 pp. 
Softcover: 978-1-53613-410-0. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-411-7. $95.00. 

The concept of “group” has been introduced in mathematics for the first time by E. Galois 
(1830) and slowly passed from algebra to geometry with the work of S. Lie on Lie groups 

(1880) and Lie pseudogroups (1890) of transformations. The concept of a finite length 

differential sequence, now called the Janet sequence, had been described for the first time 
by M. Janet (1920). Then, the work of D. C. Spencer (1970) has been the first attempt to 

use the formal theory of systems of partial differential equations (PDE) in order to study 

the formal theory of Lie pseudogroups. However, the linear and nonlinear Spencer 
sequences for Lie pseudogroups, though never used in physics, largely supersede the 
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”Cartan structure equations ” (1905) and are quite different from the ”Vessiot structure equations ” (1903), introduced for 

the same purpose but never acknowledged by E. Cartan or successors. Meanwhile, mixing differential geometry with 
homological algebra, M. Kashiwara (1970) created “algebraic analysis” in order to study differential modules and double 

duality. By chance, unexpected arguments have been introduced by the brothers E. and F. Cosserat (1909) in order to revisit 

elasticity and by H. Weyl (1918) in order to revisit electromagnetism through a unique differential sequence only depending 
on the structure of the conformal group of space-time. The classical Galois theory deals with certain finite algebraic 

extensions and establishes a bijective order reversing correspondence between the intermediate fields and the subgroups of 

a group of permutations called the Galois group of the extension. It has been the dream of many mathematicians at the end 
of the nineteenth century to generalize these results to systems of linear or algebraic PDE and the corresponding finitely 

generated differential extensions, in order to be able to add the word differential in front of any classical statement. The 

achievement of the Picard-Vessiot theory by E. Kolchin and coworkers between 1950 and 1970 is now well-known. 
However, the work of Vessiot on the differential Galois theory (1904), that is on the possibility to extend the classical Galois 

theory to systems of algebraic PDE and algebraic Lie pseudogroups, namely groups of transformations solutions for systems 
of algebraic PDE, has also never been acknowledged. His main idea has been to notice that the Galois theory (old and new) 

is a study of principal homogeneous spaces (PHS) for algebraic groups or pseudogroups described by what he called 

”automorphic systems” of PDE. The purpose of this book is first to revisit Gauge Theory and General Relativity in light of 
the latest developments just described and then to apply the differential Galois theory in order to revisit various domains of 

mechanics (Shell theory, Chain theory, Frenet-Serret formulas, Hamilton-Jacobi equations). All the results presented are 

new. 

New Trends in Physics Education Research 

Salvatore Magazù (Department of Mathematical and Informatics Sciences, Physical Sciences 

and Earth Sciences of Messina University, Messina, Italy) 

In series: Education in a Competitive and Globalizing World 
2018. 318 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-893-1. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-894-8. $230.00. 
Those who operate in physics education frequently ask research operators for 

suggestions, reference models, updated content and answers for their professional work. 

So far, the sector has not achieved significant advances specifically in terms of both 
content updates and methodology approaches. In the special issue, titled New Trends in 

Physics Education Research, the authors, in addition to presenting some new topics in 

physics education, take into account the greater relevance that in recent years the 

Evidence Based Education has taken place. In this framework, the main points of issue 

include: 1) Dealing with new trends in teaching and learning processes in physics; 

highlighting new mathematics content for physics courses; 3) giving evidence of the key 
role played by laboratory activities in physics training courses; and 4) stressing the 

importance of interdisciplinary approaches as well as scientific culture, communication 

and dissemination. Physics teaching involves several fields and different disciplines 
(such as mathematics, philosophy, laboratory activities, etc.) where the same arguments 

are often explained without clarifying that often there is a close correlation between 

disciplines. In particular, an integrated theoretical and experimental approach can 
improve the knowledge of some subjects of physics and mathematics; furthermore, it is 

also useful to employ a joint approach with laboratory activities, and by doing so 

enriching topics of meaning. In such cases, mathematics provides the adapt tools for 
physics and also is able to drive physical intuition; on the other hand, physics and its laboratory activities provide simple 

access to mathematical topics of complex comprehension. The issue is addressed to academics and schoolteachers as well as 

researchers in the field of physics education. 

Particle Optics in High Intensity Accelerators 

J. G. Wang (Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Accelerator Physicist, ORNL Distinguished R&D 

Staff Member (Retired), Nashua, NH, US) 

In series: Physics Research and Technology 
2018. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53614-289-1. $195.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53614-290-7. $195.00. 
Advanced high intensity accelerators have important applications in pulsed spallation neutron sources, synchrotron radiation 

light sources, radioactive ion beam facilities, etc. In contrast to traditional high energy physics accelerators, these high 

intensity accelerators require very high beam currents with relatively low particle energy. A common practice in the design 
of high intensity machines is to employ large aperture and short length magnets packed densely along beam lines in limited 

spaces. As a result, magnetic fringe fields become more profound, and the interference among adjacent magnets often causes 

problems for machine operation. This has become a new challenge for the design of high-intensity accelerators. This book 
describes how to solve the problems of magnetic fringe fields and interference, and how to correctly compute particle optics 
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in advanced high intensity accelerators. The book has evolved from the author’s research on the Spallation Neutron Source 

(SNS) at Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL). The author has developed the theory and technique of 3D-field multipole 
expansion, assisted by advanced 3D-magnet modeling codes and Mathematica scripts. Advanced 3D-magnet modeling 

produces accurate, discrete magnetic field data on selected boundaries in magnets. With these simulation data, the 3D-field 

multipole expansion will produce quasi-analytic field distributions within the boundaries. Furthermore, with mathematical 
tools, particle optics in magnets can be accurately computed with the fringe fields and interference effects taken into account 

automatically. The author applied the new theory and technique to the SNS quadrupoles, dipoles, other magnets, and beam 

transport lines. His new approach also helped to discover and to solve the design problems of the SNS ring injection and 
extraction during the SNS ring commissioning. These practices are described in great detail in this book, and can be followed 

by the design of any other accelerator project. In addition, based on the comments and feedback from students and readers, 

the book also includes many important command input files and Mathematica scripts, which should be very useful and can 
be directly employed by readers to compute particle optics in their own machines. 

Perturbation Theory: Advances in Research and Applications 

Zossima Pirogov 

In series: Physics Research and Technology 
2017. 286 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53612-989-2. $195.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-990-8. $195.00. 
Perturbation Theory: Advances in Research and Applications begins with a deliberation on the development of a formalism 

of the Exchange perturbation theory (EPT) that accounts for the general identity principle of electrons that belong to different 

atomic centres. The possible applications of the theory concerning scattering and collision problems are discussed, and the 
authors apply the TDEPT to the description of the positron scattering on a Lithium atom as an example. Next, spin 

fluctuations in metallic multiband systems are discussed, including how to calculate the effect of itinerant spin excitations 

on the electronic properties and formulate a theory of spin fluctuation-induced superconductivity. The function of spin-orbit 
coupling is emphasized. Following this, the authors review how, governed by chiral symmetry, the long- and intermediate-

range parts of the $NN$ potential unfold order by order, proceeding up to sixth order where convergence is achieved. 

Perturbative and nonperturbative approaches to nuclear amplitude are discussed, including the implications for 
renormalization. Continuing, this book presents proof of the good convergence properties of the new expansions on 

mathematical models that simulate the physical polarization function for light quarks and its derivative (the Adler function), 

in various prescriptions of renormalization-group summation. An overview of the calculation of one-loop corrections to the 
baryon axial vector current in the large-Nc heavy baryon chiral perturbation theory is offered, where Nc is the number of 

color charges. The matrix elements of the space components of the renormalization of the baryon axial vector current between 

SU(6) symmetric states yield the values of the axial vector couplings. 

Photoluminescence: Advances in Research and Applications 

Ellis Marsden 

In series: Physics Research and Technology 
2018. 231 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-537-4. $160.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-538-1. $160.00. 

In this collection, chalcogenide glasses doped with rare earth elements are proposed as particularly attractive materials for 

applications in integrated photonics. The opening chapter is dedicated to reviewing the studies on optical properties of 
(GeS2)100&#8722;x (Ga2S3)x (x=20, 25 and 33 mol%) glasses, doped with Er2S3 in a wide range from 1.8 to 2.7 mol%, 

by absorption and photoluminescence (PL) spectroscopy. The authors focus on features in absorption, emission, and local 

ordering and their derivatives as a function of excitation wavelength, Er3+ doping level, Ga content and temperature for the 
(GeS2)80 (Ga2S3)20 host composition. Next, to demonstrate the technological importance of optical devices with unique 

properties derived from rare-earth activated glasses, the authors reviewed some fundamental aspects of rare-earth doped 

optical glassy devices where the light is confined in different volumes or shapes, namely fibers, monoliths, film/coatings and 
microspheres. Rare-earth activated glasses are often used as components in integrated optical circuits. Later, optical 

characteristics of semiconducting crystals with layered structure due to quantization effects in the architecture governed by 

the atomic arrangements are discussed. In order to study the microscopic optical processes of these materials, the 
phenomenological research from photoluminescence studies (PL) was determined to be essential to those established by 

conventional bulk materials. Layered crystals such as Cs3Bi2I9, BiI3 and PbI2 have been considered for reporting the PL 

spectra in order to discuss relevant information concerning photo-induced charge carrier separation and also the radiative 
and non-radiative recombination dependent on deep or shallow trap states. Additionally, the photoluminescence properties 

of composites based on conjugated polymers and carbon nanoparticles of the type carbon nanotubes, reduced graphene oxide 

and fullerenes are analyzed. A review is presented on the photoluminescence properties of various macromolecular 
compounds, for example poly(para-phenylenevinylene), poly(3-hexylthiophene), poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene-co-

pyrene), polydiphenylamine and poly(9,9-dioctylfluorenyl-2,7-diyl) as well as effects induced by the carbon nanoparticles 

mentioned above. The following chapter focusses on fullerenes, carbon nanotubes, graphene, graphene oxide, graphene and 
carbon quantum dots. Firstly, the general physical and chemical properties of different carbon-based nanomaterials are 

presented, such as the crystalline structure, morphology and chemical composition. Additionally, the possibilities of 

application of carbon-based nanomaterials due to its PL properties are analyzed. The concluding chapter focuses on 
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coordination polymers (CPs) / metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) containing metal ions from d and 4f series and a plethora 

of organic ligands, the resulted compounds showing remarkable photoluminescence properties with different applications in 
the field light emitting devices (LEDs), biosensors in medical assays, sensors for identifying certain species (molecules, ions) 

and so on. 

Polarons: Recent Progress and Perspectives 

Amel Laref (Lecturer, Physics Department, College of Science, King Saud University, Riyadh, 

Saudi Arabia) 

In series: Physics Research and Technology 
2018. 526 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-935-8. $310.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-936-5. $310.00. 

This book presents recent research results on the illustrious verge of polaron science, 
which is broadly applied in condensed matter physics, solid state physics, and chemistry 

fields. It covers the modern progress of the polaron effect in various classes of materials. 

This book provides a thorough overview of the recent advancements in the polarons 

arena, and presents several active forms of guidance of scrutiny developed by well-known 

researchers. It describes interesting topics related to the new physical phenomena, 

experimental results, and applications of polarons. The scope includes both theoretical 
models and experimental works on different aspects of polarons, manifesting in 

conducting polymers, functionalized nanowires, glasses and their nanocomposites, 

organic semiconductors, semiconducting nanostructures, manganites, ferrites, transition 
metal oxides, high-temperature superconductors, colossal magnetoresistance oxides, and 

magnetic semiconductors. A collective of authoritative research articles provide recent 

achievements of theoretical models and experimental realizations of polaron properties 
in solid state physics and chemistry. They involve substantial research varying from 

single polaron phenomena to multi-polarons problems in advanced materials. This book 
will be beneficial as a reference to support an inclusive perspective of the polaron 

phenomena in advanced materials and will be of prodigious significance to a broad range 

of researchers in condensed matter physics and material sciences. 

Proceedings of the 2017 International Conference on “Physics, Mechanics of New Materials 

and Their Applications” 

Ivan A. Parinov, Shun-Hsyung Chang, Ph.D., and Vijay K. Gupta, Ph.D. (I. I. Vorovich 

Mathematics, Mechanics and Computer Sciences Institute, Southern Federal University, 

Rostov-on-Don, Russia) 

In series: Physics Research and Technology 
2018. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53614-083-5. $310.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53614-084-2. $310.00. 

Advanced materials and composites play a very important role in prospective directions of modern science and technology, 
defining the quick development of technique and industry. Intense chemical, physical, and mechanical R&D of modern 

numerical approaches and methods of mathematical modeling are necessary for development and improvement of material 

properties. These PHENMA 2017 Proceedings are devoted to the development and solution seeking of different actual 
problems into a framework of the pointed research directions. The book presents new results of internationally recognized 

scientific teams in the fields of materials science, physics, mechanics, manufacturing techniques and technologies of 

advanced materials, operating in diapasons from the nanometer level to the macroscopic level. The proposed theoretical and 
experimental methods are devoted to new approaches and methods for fabrication of nanomaterials, (environmentally-

friendly) piezoelectrics, magnetic and other advanced materials and composites. In particular, this book presents new results 

of theoretical and experimental analysis of advanced materials and devices with previously given and improved 
characteristics, developed on the basis of methods of electric elasticity and physics of condensed matter. Our results cover 

numerical approaches (in particular, finite-element, finite-difference and boundary-element modeling) developed on the basis 

of original computer software, demonstrating new fascinating results for advanced materials and devices. The developed 
materials with special properties and novel devices demonstrate higher and improved properties in comparison with 

corresponding characteristics of the competitive publications. In the result, it gives a new knowledge, which is necessary for 

numerous applications. The developed theoretical, computational and test methods, manufactured experimental devices and 
setups possess significant possibilities and demonstrate improvements in the study of various structure-sensitive properties 

of solids and media. This collection presents selected reports of the 2017 International Conference on Physics, Mechanics of 

New Materials and Their Applications (PHENMA 2017, October 14-16, 2017, Jabalpur, India), 
http://phenma2017.math.sfedu.ru; http://phenma2017.iiitdmj.ac.in. This book is addressed to students, post-graduate 

students, scientists and engineers that are studying and developing a new generation of nanomaterials and nanostructures, 

piezoelectrics and magnetic materials, other promising materials, and also various devices, manufactured on their base and 
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intended for numerous applications in various regions of science, technique and technology. This book presents new 

investigations and scientific results in condensed matter physics, materials science, physical and mechanical experiments, 
processing techniques and engineering of nanomaterials, piezoelectrics, ferromagnetics and other advanced materials and 

composites, numerical methods, and various promising applications (including industrial) and developed devices. 

Quantization of Fields 

Andrey Volobuev (Head of Department of Medical and Biological Physics, Samara State 

Medical University, Samara, Russia) 

In series: Physics Research and Technology 
2018. 153 pp. 
Softcover: 978-1-53613-926-6. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-927-3. $95.00. 

In the book Quantization of Fields, the problems of electromagnetic and gravitational fields quantization are examined. 
Quantization of an electromagnetic field is carried out in photon space, i.e., in the reference system moving with a light 

velocity. This reference system accompanies a photon, therefore, it is possible to carry out the display of a photon to receive 

representation about its form and to investigate its parameters and properties. In photon space, the Schrodinger’s nonlinear 

equation with logarithmic nonlinearity (which the wave function of a photon obeys) is found. On the basis of this equation, 

the problem of a material particle and photon interaction in photon space is investigated. It is shown that the interaction of a 

photon and material particle can be calculated in the closed form in photon space. Such calculations can be carried out only 
approximately by a method of the perturbations theory in Euclidian spaces. It is shown that during interaction of a photon 

and electron on the electron surface, there are waves propagating with a light velocity. 

The problem of a vacuum in the photon space and also multiphoton system in this space 
is investigated. During the quantization of a gravitational field, Einstein's equation for a 

field of gravitation as a basis is used. It is assumed that curved space-time (Riemann’s 

space) is not quantized. Quantization is subjected to an energy-impulse tensor. It is 
supposed that the curvature of space-time due to the presence of the massive bodies does 

not create a strength condition in space. The part of corresponding components of an 
energy-impulse tensor is replaced with quantum sizes by a principle of formation for the 

quantum mechanics matrix form. On the basis of the quantum form of the gravitational 

field equation, the solution as a graviton-quantum of a gravitational field is received. It 
is shown that during the propagation of a graviton near a massive body, there is a 

pumping of the gravitation field energy in the graviton. Therefore, in the field of a 

massive body, the graviton is possible to register. When there is distance between the 

graviton and a massive body, its energy is pumped over back in a gravitation field of a 

massive body. Therefore, to registering the graviton far from a massive body is 

problematic. In the book, some standard questions of general relativity – the classical 
theory of gravitational radiation, the theory of gravitational waves, the Schwarzschild’s 

theory of the solitary mass field, etc. – are submitted also. 

Quantum Mechanics: Theory, Analysis, and Applications 

Arbab Ibrahim Arbab (Department of Physics, College of Science, Qassim University, Kingdom 

of Saudi Arabia) 

In series: Classical and Quantum Mechanics 
2018. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53614-208-2. $195.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53614-209-9. $195.00. 

This book is a collection of pioneering research that deals with quantum mechanics from the novel point of view, ranging 
from theoretical to applications. Quantum mechanics and its application is one of the very progressive fields that is currently 

governing our technology in industry and science. It has been a long time since Schrodinger, Born, Dirac, Klein-Gordon, 

Schwinger, Feynman, etc. had laid the foundations of quantum mechanics. There were recently some interesting theories that 

are not widely known that could shape our future of quantum mechanics and its application. A new understanding is brought 

that deserves to be promoted worldwide. The authors aim in this book to highlight these new issues and share them with 

researchers and educators who are highly involved in the foundation of quantum mechanics and its application. The book 
consists of twelve chapters involving theory, analysis and applications. Chapter One deals with some recent progress in the 

theory and analytical tools of quadratic optomechanical interactions, as one of the prominent domains of contemporary 

nonlinear quantum optics. Chapter Two introduces a new quantum mechanics that beautifully merges Schrodinger, Dirac 
and Klein-Gordon equations into a single quaternionic equation. The formulation of this quantum mechanics shares the one 

developed in Maxwell’s theory. Chapter Three is concerned with developing a nonrelativistic and relativistic quantum theory 

of the photoeffect in the form of ionization of the atom, which is the extension of the old theory of the photoeffect. In Chapter 
Four, based on the analogy with the classical continuity equation, the equations of Fick and Hamilton-Jacobi, a nonlinear 

differential equation is derived that describes the mechanical evolution of matter as a primary fluid. In Chapter Five, a 

quantization of general linear dissipative systems is discussed. In Chapter Six, a quantization process that circumvents the 
use of the Hamiltonian approach and derives the Schrodinger equation from its first principles is developed. The remaining 
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chapters deal with a complementary understanding on quantum mechanics from a bio-psychological perspective that helps 

better elucidate the weird aspects of the measurement problem in quantum mechanics, since physics in general depends on 
observation and interpretation, which are bio-psychological functions. Treating a symmetry as a foundational concept, 

quantum mechanics and measurement axioms based on abstraction of physical entities by their symmetries is reformulated. 

Fundamental questions, like “Is quantum mechanics really timeless?” are raised. Questions related to the relationship 
between theories and models in science are investigated. Fundamental issues to describe the main elements of a possible 

theory of fractional probability, which could deal with defects in observation or defect in definition are analyzed. Bohmian 

quantum mechanics with novel reinterpretations that provide a new understanding of quantum mechanics is advocated. 

Quark Matter: From Subquarks to the Universe 

Hidezumi Terazawa (Director, Center of Asia and Oceania for Science, Japan; and Advisor, 

Midlands Academy of Business and Technology, UK) 

In series: Physics Research and Technology 
2018. 

Softcover: 978-1-53614-151-1. $82.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53614-152-8. $82.00. 

The meaning of “quark matter” is twofold: 1) It refers to compound states known as “subquarks” (the most fundamental 

constituents of matter), with quarks consisting of “nuclear matter” or “nucleons” (the constituents of the nucleus), and 2) 

compound states of quarks that consist of roughly equal numbers of up, down, and strange quarks, and which may be 
absolutely stable. Recently, both types of quark matter have become very intriguing subjects in physics and astronomy since 

the recently discovered Higgs boson, which may be taken as a composite object (possibly, a bound state of subquark-

antisubquark pairs). Additionally, many recently observed compact stars have been considered “strange stars” (stars 
consisting of quark matter). In this book, these subjects in physics and astronomy are discussed without requiring readers to 

comprehend mathematical details. This book consists of three chapters: Chapter One: “Quark Matter and Strange Stars”, 

Chapter Two: “Composites of Subquarks as Quark Matter”, and Chapter Three: “Dark Energy, Dark Matter, and Strange 
Stars”. Their contents include the following: In Chapter One, quark matter and strange stars are discussed in detail. In Chapter 

Two, the unified subquark model of all fundamental particles (quarks, leptons, and gauge and Higgs bosons) and forces 
(strong, electromagnetic, weak, and gravitational forces) is discussed in detail. In Chapter Three, pregeometry, in which the 

general theory of relativity for gravity can be derived as an approximate theory at long distances, is briefly reviewed. 

Furthermore, special and general theories of “inconstancy” in pregeometry – in which fundamental physical constants may 
vary – are introduced. Finally, possible solutions to the most puzzling problem in current cosmology of dark energy and dark 

matter in the universe are presented. Between Chapters One and Two, pictures of Dr. Abdus Salam added, as Dr. Salam was 

one of the founders of subquark models. Also, between Chapters Two and Three, pictures of Dr. Andrei Sakharov are added, 

as Dr. Sakharov was the founder of pregeometry. 

Relativity, Gravitation, Cosmology: Beyond Foundations 

Valeriy Dvoeglazov (Unidad Academica de Fisica, Universidad de Zacatecas, Zacatecas, 

Mexico) 

In series: Contemporary Fundamental Physics 
2018. 

Softcover: 978-1-53614-135-1. $82.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53614-136-8. $82.00. 

The authors continue the book series entitled Contemporary Fundamental Physics. Edited by Professor Doctor V. V. 

Dvoeglazov from Universidad de Zacatecas, Mexico, this thematic issue – Relativity, Gravitation, Cosmology: Beyond 
Foundations – contains chapters related to contemporary problems of modern physics. This book includes an Editorial 

Introduction and eleven chapters, commentary, and several reprints. This book may also be considered as the continuation 

of past publications found in the authors’ own series concerning relativity. This issue includes contributions from M. Land, 
V. V. Varlamov, E. Kapuscik, I. A. Vernigora and Yu. G. Rudoy, E. M. Ovsiyuk, V. V. Kisel and V. M. Redkov, O. V. 

Veko, S. I. Kruglov, B. G. Sidharth, A. Gutierrez-Rodriguez, M. A. Hernandez-Ruiz and A. Gonzalez-Sanchez, and V. V. 

Dvoeglazov. Older research concerns quantum field theory and gravitation theories. Recent research has been presented at 

the XI Workshop (2015) and the X and XI Schools (2014 and 2016) of the Gravitation Division of the Sociedad Mexicana 

de Fisica. The book will be useful to researchers, professors, and students of physics and mathematics. 
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Theoretical Basis and Mathematical Modeling of the Thermal Neutron Converters Based on 

Gadolinium Foils 

Dzhamshed (Djamshed) A. Abdushukurov (Leading Researcher, Academy of Sciences, 

Republic of Tajikistan) 

In series: Physics Research and Technology 
2018. 

Softcover: 978-1-53614-225-9. $95.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53614-236-5. $95.00. 

Converters of neutron radiation play a determining role in the development of detectors of these radiations. They define the 

basic characteristics of detectors: the efficiency of registration, energy, time and spatial resolution. Among the solid-state 
converters the gadolinium and it’s 157 isotopes are especially allocated, possessing abnormal high cross section of interaction 

with thermal neutrons. In the book, theoretical bases of the registration of neutron radiation by converters from gadolinium 

are considered. The efficiency of converters is the product of three variables. These are the following: (1) Probabilities of 
capture of thermal neutrons by nucleus; (2) Probabilities of creation the secondary charged particles, in our case the internal 

conversion and Auger electrons; (3) Probabilities of escape of created electrons from the material of the converter. Model 

calculations of registration efficiency of thermal neutrons by the foil converters made from natural gadolinium and its 157 
isotope described. Processes of neutron absorption in the material of a converter and the probability of secondary electron 

escapes examined. Calculation made for converters with the various thicknesses, and other parameters of converters. It was 

chosen the most optimal converter thicknesses. The contribution low-energy Auger electrons radiated from L- subshell with 
the energy 4.84 keV and M-subsell with the energy 0.97 keV on efficiency of converters are lead. These electrons have rather 

small free path length in gadolinium; these are 0.3 microns (4.84 keV) and 0.04 microns (0.97 keV). But their contribution 

to become essential at use of converters from 157 gadolinium isotope as the length of free path of neutrons in them does not 
exceed 2-3 microns and this length to become comparable with length of electrons path. Estimation of contribution of X-

rays and low-energy gamma-quantas absorbed directly in the converter and resulting of occurrence of secondary electrons 

was made. In case of the account of the contribution of electrons formed by X-ray quantas the efficiency is increased a little, 
but their contribution is no more, than by 1 %. Calculations of complex converters representing as two thin gadolinium foil 

located on the both sides of supporting kapton foils and complex converters representing a set thin foils drilled with the fine 

step located one over other in a one gas volume are presented. Examples of development of detectors of thermal neutrons 
based on gadolinium converters described. 

PHYSIOLOGY 

Bone Regeneration: Concepts, Clinical Aspects and Future Directions 

Hiranmoy Das, PhD (Vascular Biology and Stem Cell Research Laboratory, Department of 

Pharmaceutical Sciences, School of Pharmacy, Texas Tech University, Amarillo, TX, US) 

In series: Human Anatomy and Physiology 
2018. 370 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-990-7. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-991-4. $230.00. 

Bone regeneration is a complex process requiring an orchestrated number of molecular 
and cellular mechanisms. Although bone regeneration takes place throughout a lifetime 

for normal healing, regeneration may be impaired by pathological states such as 

osteoporosis, osteonecrosis, and non-union fractures. Currently, a number of therapies 
are available for treating pathogenesis, such as autologous bone grafts, small molecule 

agents, tissue engineering, and the use of osteoprogenitor cells. Other therapies including 

small compounds, growth factors, and cytokines are being used for a targeted approach. 
Orthobiologics are also being used for healing bones. The use of mesenchymal stem cells 

and osteoprogenitor cells as enhancers of healing is also being considered as a 

regenerative therapeutic approach. Biomaterial approaches using synthetic 
osteoconductive scaffolds are already in clinical use and continue to advance and gain 

traction as regenerative aids. Recent advances in scientific understanding of the 

molecular and cellular processes underlying bone regeneration have elevated therapeutic 
techniques to new frontiers. This book provides an overview of the bone biology in 

normal homeostasis and in pathological conditions, along with clinical therapies 

currently considered and those being developed for future use. Considering bone health 
is essential for maintaining the health of vertebrate animals as a whole. While bones are 

susceptible to injury, they also have excellent regenerative capacities, which bring about 

great interest among researchers in varied disciplines. In this book, we have compiled a series of chapters from the diverse 
points of view of experts in different fields. The cellular and molecular mechanisms regulating bone biology are examined 

at length. The importance of hormonal regulation on bone homeostasis and in pathological states is explored over several 
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chapters from different vantage points. The unique role of the vascular system in bone regeneration and the molecular 

mechanisms involved are discussed. Clinical advances in bone healing are described, and current research on biomaterials 
and stem cell based approaches is presented. These chapters provide a number of perspectives on what is currently known 

and being discovered in the field of bone biology, which impacts the clinical approaches used today and in the future. 

Circadian Clock: Regulations, Genetic and External Factors 

Nathaniel Hayes 

In series: Human Anatomy and Physiology 
2018. 146 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-372-1. $82.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-373-8. $82.00. 
In this collection, the authors review temporal control of tissue homeostasis and repair by the circadian system. The molecular 

regulation of circadian timing has been well-characterized in several species as a highly conserved transcriptional feedback 

loop that maintains roughly 24-hour cellular periodicity. A current challenge is determining how the outputs of the master 
clock affect peripheral oscillators and numerous biological processes. A subsequent study seeks a more detailed 

understanding of the physiology and molecular mechanism underlying circadian changes in the plasma of glucose, which 

might allow for the identification of novel targets for the developing therapeutic approached to the diabetes and obesity 

diseases. Procambarus acanthophorus, a burrower crayfish, follows a nocturnal circadian rhythm due to the way it spends 

long periods of time building tunnels to reach the water table during the dry season. Therefore, it follows that this species 
must have a close relationship with soil. The authors suggest that soil might be an ecological factor with high perceived 

value, influencing ecological aspects, and physiological functions such as growth, reproduction, and organization of the 

circadian system. The genes involved in the maintenance of circadian rhythm and its impact on the immunological system 
are described as disruption of the circadian rhythm leads to significant alterations of the organism and is associated with 

several biological responses. In the concluding review, some of the most useful characteristics of zebrafish for studying the 

molecular, cellular, and behavioral aspects of the circadian clock system are described. Zebrafish have been established as 
an attractive vertebrate model for the examination of light signaling pathways and their impact on the cellular clock because 

zebrafish cellular clocks have an unusual attribute of being directly light responsive. Additionally, the molecular components 

of the mammalian and zebrafish cellular clocks are highly similar. 

POLYMERS 

Advances in Polymers for Biomedical Applications 

Deepak Pathania and Bhuvanesh Gupta (Central University of Jammu, Rahya Suchani, Bagla, 

Distt. Samba, Jammu and Kashmir, India) 

In series: Polymer Science and Technology 
2018. 435 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-612-8. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-613-5. $230.00. 
Polymers have generated considerable interest in a large number of technologically 

important fields such as human healthcare systems. Polymers represent a very important 

domain of materials and have become an integral part of day to day human life. Polymers 
exist in nature; they have been and continue to be an integral part of the universe. This 

book is intended for scientists and researchers to use in their research or in their 

professional practice in polymer chemistry and its biomedical applications. Multiple 
biological, synthetic and hybrid polymers are used for multiple medical applications. A 

wide range of different polymers are available, and they have the advantage to be tunable 

in physical, chemical and biological properties and in a wide range to match the 

requirements of specific applications. This book gives a brief overview about the 

introduction and developments of polymers for different applications. The biomedical 

polymers comprise not only bulk materials, but also coatings and pharmaceutical nano-
carriers for drugs. The surface modification of the inorganic nanoparticles with a physically or chemically end-tethered 

polymer chain has been employed to overcome the problems associated with the polymers. Chemically attached polymer 

chains not only stabilize the inorganic nanoparticles, but also lead to photosensitivity, bioactivity, biocompatibility and 
pharmacological properties in the composites. Polymer encapsulated silica nanocomposites (mesoporous) have potential 

applications in different fields, such as optics, bio-catalysis, microelectronics bone tissue engineering, coatings cosmetics, 
inks, agriculture, drug release systems, diagnoses, enzyme imaging, temperature-responsive materials, and thermosensitive 

vehicles for cellular imaging. Polymer grafted nanosized particles are known to have excellent properties such as good 

dispersion ability in solvents and polymer matrices. Polymer-based controlled drug delivery systems have some specific 
advantages, such as improved efficiency and reduced toxicity. The incorporation of a thermoresponsive polymer layer often 

enhances protein absorption and specific biomolecular tagging through hydrogen bonding. As a result, the nanocomposite 
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gets cleared from the body at a faster rate (blood residence becomes low). This book is composed of fourteen edited chapters; 

it is intended for scientists and researchers to use in their research or in their professional practice in polymer chemistry and 
its biomedical applications. 

How Smart are the Polymers? 

Laura Peponi, PhD, (ICTP-CSIC) and Jean Marie Raquez, PhD (University of Mons) 

In series: Polymer Science and Technology 
2018. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-960-0. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-961-7. $230.00. 

Smart polymer materials represent an exciting range of novel materials for advanced applications such as aeronautics and 
biomedical devices. These materials are able to sustain any external stimuli including temperature, pH, electric and magnetic 

fields and response in an adaptive and proportional manner to this environmental change. Two main categories of smart 

materials are able to encompass these features, i.e., self-evolving materials and self-healing materials. Self-evolving materials 
can, for instance, reconfigure themselves on-the-fly to react upon changing environmental conditions. A variety of possible 

material candidates can be described as self-evolving materials including shape-memory polymers, adaptive hydrogels and 

actuators changing their properties in response to external stimulation. In addition to them, intrinsic self-healing polymers 

encompass these responsiveness features and are constructed on the basis of reversible bonding such as Diels-Alder reactions 

for locally healing these materials after experiencing damage. This book intends to propose a comprehensive knowledge on 
smart materials that encompass self-evolving materials and self-healing materials, including their implementation of 3D-

printing technology. Combining smart materials and additive manufacturing has thereby been introduced as an inspiring way 

to provide more complex 3D objects with elevated adaptive properties. They are myriad issues that are still challenging with 
the construction of these smart materials, including their additive manufacturing, but the book will offer novel opportunities 

to obtain multi-responsive materials in advanced technology. 

Polymer-Matrix Composites: Materials, Mechanics and Applications 

Elias Rice and Beth Sparks 

In series: Polymer Science and Technology 
2018. 284 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-398-1. $195.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-399-8. $195.00. 
This books opens with an evaluation of the effects of the acid environment on sulfur-polymer matrix composite, with Portland 

cement-based composite chosen as a comparative material. Unlike conventional Portland cement-based composites, sulfur-

polymer matrix composites are produced without water and achieve final strength in few days. Following this, the effects of 
electron beam irradiation on copper oxide added polymer matrix composite was investigated. Copper oxide added polymer 

matrix composite has been known for engineering applications that involving plastics moving parts to reduce friction. In a 

separate study, inorganic Montmorillonite nanofibers and organic cellulose nanofibers obtained through acid hydrolysis were 
simultaneously added to plasticized starch with defined CNF-to-MMT ratio and processed into nanocomposites by melt 

extrusion. The continuously isothermal aerobic ageing on samples was carried out by oven-heating at 60°C so as to 

investigate the organic nanofillers as an alternative to inorganic nanofillers. The authors also investigate the physico-
mechanical characteristic of low density polyethylene (LDPE) and starch blends when undergone acid and alkaline attacks. 

In the following chapter, simulation of the temperature distribution in textile composite structures is achieved by utilizing an 

analytical-symbolic approach. Analytical heating solutions along each yarn provide accurate solutions with far fewer nodes 
than numerical solutions, and require the minimum number of symbolic network nodes. The final investigation was 

conducted to investigate the effects of copper (II) oxide (CuO) composition on the degradability of high density 

polyethylene/ethylene vinyl acetate (HDPE/EVA) blends. It was observed that both degree of crystallinity and crystallites 
sizes of the composited increased after the ageing operation. 

ROBOTICS 

Intelligent Marine and Aerial Vehicles: Theory and Applications 

Meng Joo Er, Ning Wang, Mahardhika Pratama, Sanjay Sharma and Zhichao Lian (School of 

EEE, Nanyang Technological University, Singapore) 

In series: Robotics Research and Technology 
2018. 253 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-446-9. $160.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-447-6. $160.00. 

Unmanned marine vehicles (UMVs) is a collective term commonly used to describe autonomous underwater vehicles, 
remotely operated vehicles, semi-submersibles, and unmanned surface craft. UMVs are heavily used in the military, civilian, 
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and scientific communities for undertaking designated missions whilst either operating autonomously and/or in co-operation 

with other types of vehicles. Advanced marine vehicles are increasing their capabilities and the degree of autonomy more 
and more in order to perform more sophisticated maritime missions. Remotely operated vehicles are no longer cost-effective 

since they are limited by economic support costs, and the presence and skills of the human operator. Alternatively, 

autonomous surface and underwater vehicles have the potential to operate with greatly reduced overhead costs and level of 
operator intervention. An unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV), commonly known as a drone, is an aircraft without a human pilot 

aboard. UAVs are a component of an unmanned aircraft system (UAS); these include a UAV, a ground-based controller, and 

a system of communications between the two. Compared to manned aircraft, UAVs were originally used for missions too 
"dull, dirty or dangerous" for humans. While they originated mostly in military applications, their use is rapidly expanding 

to commercial, scientific, recreational, agricultural, and other applications such as policing, peacekeeping and surveillance, 

product deliveries, aerial photography, agriculture, smuggling, and drone racing. Civilian UAVs now vastly outnumber 
military UAVs, with estimates of over a million sold by 2015, so they can be seen as an early commercial application of 

Autonomous Things, to be followed by the autonomous car and home robots. Nowadays, UMVs and UAVs are playing an 
increasingly important role in both controlling community and engineering applications. For example, UMVs and UAVs 

provide more efficient ways to execute various challenging tasks. However, these systems are usually featured with dynamics 

coupling, actuator saturation, underactuated structure, time-varying disturbance, etc., thereby resulting in great challenges 
and difficulties in system analysis and controller design. Recently, by employing intelligent approaches, advanced control 

methodologies for unmanned systems have been rapidly developed. Note that the dynamic environment is usually changing 

and the unmanned systems must adapt themselves accordingly. In this context, on one hand, more efforts should be focused 
on the methodology of the learning system. For example, fast adaptation and self-organizing capability are essentially 

required. On the other hand, advanced analysis tools should be deployed to enhance the control performance. Towards this 

end, human-like intelligence should be integrated tightly with nonlinear design for complex control tasks of autonomous 
systems. The main objective of this edited book is to address various challenges and issues pertinent to the intelligent control 

of UMVs and UAVs. 

SPACE SCIENCE 

Critical Issues in the History of Spaceflight 

Steven J. Dick and Roger D. Launius (Editors) 

In series: Space Science, Exploration and Policies 
2018. 552 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-695-1. $270.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-696-8. $270.00. 
At a May 1981 ''Proseminar in Space History''held at the Smithsonian Institution's National Air and Space Museum (NASM) 

in Washington, DC, historians came together to consider the state of the discipline of space history. It was an historic 

occasion. The community of scholars interested in the history of spaceflight was not large; previously, well-meaning but 
untrained aficionados consumed with artifacts had dominated the field, to the exclusion of the larger context. At a 

fundamental level, this proseminar represented a ''declaration of independence'' for what might be called the ''new aerospace 

history.'' In retrospect, it may be interpreted as marking the rise of space history as a recognizable subdiscipline within the 
field of U.S. history. Bringing together a diverse collection of scholars to review the state 

of the art in space history, this proseminar helped in a fundamental manner to define the 
field and to chart a course for future research. Its participants set about the task of charting 

a course for collecting, preserving, and disseminating the history of space exploration 

within a larger context of space policy and technology. In large measure, the course 
charted by the participants in this 1981 proseminar aided in advancing a very successful 

agenda of historical research, writing, and understanding of space history. Not every 

research project has yielded acceptable results, nor can it be expected to do so, but the 
sum of the effort since 1981 has been impressive. The opportunities for both the 

exploration of space and for recording its history have been significant. Both endeavors 

are noble and aimed at the enhancement of humanity. Whither the history of spaceflight 
Only time will tell. But there has been an emergent ''new aerospace history'' of which 

space history is a central part that moves beyond an overriding concern for the details of 

the artifact to emphasize the broader role of the spacecraft. More importantly, it 
emphasizes the whole technological system, including not just the vehicle but also the 

other components that make up the aerospace climate, as an integral part of the human 

experience. It suggests that many unanswered questions spur the development of flight 
and that inquisitive individuals seek to know that which they do not understand. 
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Future Space Problems and Their Solutions 

Joseph J. Smulsky (Chief Scientist, Institute of Earth’s Cryosphere,Tyumen Scientific Centre, 

SB RAS, Doctor of Physical-Mathematical Sciences, Professor of Theoretical and Applied 

Mechanics, http://wgalactica.ru/smul1/) 

In series: Space Science, Exploration and Policies 
2018. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-738-5. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-739-2. $230.00. 

The emergence, existence and development of the surrounding world, both on Earth and 
throughout the universe, are due to the gravitational interactions of many bodies. This 

book is devoted to the calculation of bodies’ movements in various cases of interaction 

that are relevant now and in the future. They are developed for the free access of the 
Galactica system, which is designed to provide the numerical solution for problems of 

the gravitational interaction of N-bodies. It tackles a whole range of problems: The 

optimal motion of the spacecraft, the evolution of the solar system for 100 million years, 

the influence of the Sun on Mercury’s perihelion, the motion of near-Earth asteroids, the 

evolution of Earth's rotation axis, etc. As a result of solving a number of problems, new 

knowledge about our world was obtained. The optimal trajectory of the spacecraft 
approaching the Sun is determined by numerical integration of the equations of motion 

for spacecraft, planets, the Sun, and the Moon. Exact solutions to the problem of the 

Newtonian gravitational interaction of N material points moving around N2 concentric 
circular orbits are reviewed. Each circular orbit contains N3 located bodies and the body 

system rotates as an entity. Solutions in various forms were obtained. A computer 

program has been developed. Structures comprising up to one million bodies have been 
calculated. The Galactica system is used for computing movements of two asteroids: 

Apophis and 1950DA. The evolution of their movement over a span of 1,000 years is investigated. The moments of their 

closest passages near the Earth are defined. The different ways of asteroid trajectory transformations into orbits of the Earth’s 
satellites are considered. This book proves that the rate of Mercury’s perihelion rotation and relatively motionless space 

coincides with the Newtonian interaction of the planets and the oblate Sun. The issues connected with the Astronomical 

Theory of Ice Ages from the perspective of celestial mechanics are examined. Differential equations of rotational motion are 
solved with the help of the numerical method without simplification. The evolution of the Earth's axis was examined, and 

the periods of its oscillations that coincide with the observed ones were obtained. The calculations for a hundred thousand 

years demonstrate significant oscillation of the Earth’s axis. The oscillations of the Earth’s axis result in such oscillations of 

insolation that explain the paleoclimate changes. The exact solution to the problem, in which the bodies are uniformly 

distributed over a sphere, were obtained; they move experiencing no mutual collisions. The problem solution allows the 

formation of several planets – for instance, one hundred planets resembling the Earth and moving under identical conditions 
with respect to the Sun. The latter possibility opens a way toward unrestricted progress for mankind. The book describes all 

the theoretical, practical issues and the Galactica system manual so that even a novice researcher could use it in his/her works. 

NASA and American Space Exploration 

Sherman Hanson and Johnnie Doyle 

In series: Space Science, Exploration and Policies 
2018. 493 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53614-148-1. $310.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53614-149-8. $310.00. 

This book presents an overview of NASA’s past operations and provides detailed accounts of some current missions and 

how they will form the future of space exploration. 

Research Advances in Astronomy 

Nadine Mehler 

In series: Space Science, Exploration and Policies 
2018. 217 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53614-097-2. $160.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53614-098-9. $160.00. 

In this compilation, the theory of gravitational anti-screening is presented as an alternative to the current theory of dark 

matter. This includes first applying the theory to the rotational curve of the galaxy, to spiral galaxies in general, and to the 
Coma cluster. Finally, the theory will be applied to the solar system where it will be shown to be compatible with planetary 

ephemerides. Next, the observable features that allow for the reconstruction of past environmental conditions are collected 

and characterized, focusing on the available data, uncertainties, missing information and targets of future research work. 
Furthermore, mineral paragenesis and different types of indicators should be used in conjunction and the missing data 

represents the directions for future research. The following chapter presents the evaluation of some aspects of the two 

remaining landing site candidates (Oxia Planum and Mawrth Vallis) for the ESA ExoMars 2020 rover to highlight the 
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geological and astrobiological aspects. These lessons learned should be used in the future to support the scientific outcome. 

Discussion continues about the nature of the zebra–structure in type IV radio bursts, proposing that even the most protracted 
mechanism associated with double plasma resonance has been improved in a series of works. The authors demonstrate the 

possibility of modeling with whistlers to explain many thin components of zebra–structure stripes, taking into account the 

effects of scattering whistlers on fast particles. The existence of Dark Matter in the Universe is one of the most accepted 
ideas in modern cosmology to explain a number of puzzling astronomical observations, even though it has not been directly 

observed. As such, the authors review the motivation for its existence as inferred from its influence on ordinary matter and 

its properties in terms of specific candidate particles. Broad-lined type Ic supernovae (SNe Ic-BL) have received much 
attention as of late because they are the only SNe associated with long-duration gamma-ray bursts. In this book, efforts have 

been made to understand the origin of their huge kinetic energy, peculiar light curve, and spectral features. Lastly, three 

hygroscopic salts are discussed, calcium perchlorate (Ca(ClO4)2), magnesium perchlorate (Mg(ClO4)2) and calcium 
chloride (CaCl2). Examination of past rover landing sites showed that at most of them deliquescence could occur in theory, 

based on the modeled meteorological values and assuming that hygroscopic salts are at hand. 

Telescopic Work for Starlight Evenings 

William F. Denning 

In series: Space Science, Exploration and Policies 
2018. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53614-230-3. $230.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53614-231-0. $230.00. 

This book was written to be intelligible to general readers while also containing facts and figures useful to amateur 

astronomers at the time of its first printing in 1891. With the aid of many illustrations and the passionate wonder felt by 
astronomers of all levels and times, the author outlines the evolution of the telescope to the end of the nineteenth century and 

provides detailed instruction that is relevant and rich in historical value. No matter how humble the observer, or how paltry 

the telescope, astronomy is capable of furnishing an endless store of delight to its adherents. Its influences are elevating, and 
many of its features possess the charms of novelty as well as mystery. Whoever contemplates the heavens with the right spirit 

reaps both pleasure and profit, and many amateurs find a welcome relaxation to the cares of business in the companionship 

of their telescopes on “starlight evenings." 

The Earth and Atmospheric Electricity 

Vladimir Shuleikin (Doctor of Physical and Mathematical Sciences, Chief Researcher of the Oil 

and Gas Research Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, Moscow, Russia) 

In series: Earth Sciences in the 21st Century 
2018. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-973-0. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-974-7. $95.00. 
According to the provisions of the surface atmospheric electricity theory, the space charge of the surface air layer owes its 

origin to ionization by exhaling soil radon. According to field observations, a model representation of relations between 

hydrogen, methane, radon, and surface atmospheric electricity elements is composed. Bubbles of two volatile gases carry 
soil radon from a depth of 4-6 m to the near-surface atmosphere. As a consequence, light ions produced by ionization 

determine polar conductivity of the surface air; light ion aggregation with neutral condensation nuclei produces heavy ions 

primarily responsible for the atmospheric electric field. This means that the surface atmospheric electricity is determined by 
local geology and geodynamics. According to the field observations, the radon content in the surface soil layers is at least 

two orders of magnitude higher than the concentration of ionizer exhalation. A change in the soil radon content of a single 

percent will lead to a twofold change in the exhalation concentration, i.e., to a twofold change in the polar conductivities and 
the atmospheric electric field. This means that the surface atmospheric electricity elements will be extremely sensitive to 

variations in the subvertical carrier gas (hydrogen and methane) flow density. The results of multiple field observations prove 

the correctness of the above assumptions. The increased soil-atmosphere air exchange above fault zones, the basement top 
settling area, and the zones of natural or human-made soil loosening leads to an abrupt decrease in the atmospheric electric 

field and an increase in the polar air conductivity. An increase in the sub-vertical flow density of hydrogen above the ore 

body cap or methane in the oil field plume inevitably leads to low values of the atmospheric electric field within the deposit 
boundaries. The effect can be increased by the presence of natural or human-made seismic excitation in geological 

environments. The industrial level withdrawal of artesian waters is accompanied by a multiple increase in the atmospheric 

electric field above the area of hydrogeological processes; methane injection into the underground gas storage, industrial 
disposal of industrial wastewater leads to the opposite effect, i.e., a decrease of the atmospheric electric field. Taking into 

account the model constructed, complex measurements of surface atmospheric electricity elements—hydrogen and radon—

allow for an indirect expression estimate of the soil methane content above the level of (10-6 - 10-5) vol.% and monitoring 
of the landslide stressed state. 
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The Future of Space Exploration: Implications for the Global and Private Sectors 

Zena Moeller and Kelly Morris 

In series: Space Science, Exploration and Policies 
2018. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53614-146-7. $310.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53614-147-4. $310.00. 

This book details current international collaborations in space exploration and outlines a path for inclusion of private sector 

space missions. 

TECHNOLOGY  

Advanced Materials and Systems for Electrochemical 

Technologies 

Mauro Coelho dos Santos (Universidade Federal do ABC, Brazil) 

In series: Materials Science and Technologies 
2018. 287 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-852-8. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-853-5. $230.00. 
This book concerns advanced materials for electrochemical technologies. Firstly, the 

focus concerns fuel cell devices in which state of the art materials for anodes in both fuel 

cells and biological fuel cells were carefully discussed. After that, novel sensors and 
biosensors were deeply described. Finally, the wastewater treatment using advanced 

oxidation processes was pointed out, taking into account anodes and/or cathodes 

evidencing materials and processes. Briefly, energy, bio-applications and environmental 
approaches were discussed using electrochemistry as the main tool. 

 

 

Creating Systemic Innovation: A Process-Oriented Systems Research 

Jae Eon Yu (Department of Business Administration, Keimyung University, Daegu, South 

Korea) 

In series: Systems Engineering Methods, Developments and Technology 
2018. 272 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53614-069-9. $195.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53614-070-5. $195.00. 
In Creating Systemic Innovation, Dr. Jae Eon Yu draws upon recent “process-oriented” 

systems research to understand human, organizational and social problems. Dealing with 

these problems, systemic innovation is used to explore the creative potential of systems 
thinking, which is created by West Churchman, Stafford Beer, Peter Checkland, and 

French contemporary thinkers, Gilles Deleuze and Immanuel Levinas. He also shows how 

Norvert Elias’s theory of the civilizing process applies to unfold the complexity of real-
world situations through learning processes of problem-solving and problematization. He 

brings together from theories, ideas, and methods such as Churchman’s idea of boundary 

judgements and critique, Deleuze’s theory of rhizome/assemblage, Halliday’s theory of 
systemic functional linguistics, Beer’s viable system model, Checkland’s soft systems 

methodology, and many stories and case studies that explore both Western and Eastern 

cultural changes and transformational processes in daily life. It is an outcome of many 
years of consulting experiences with Korean government-owned organizations as well as 

business and social enterprises such as Samsung and other Korean nonprofit organizations. 

It offers guidance to understand human, organizational and social problems and manage 
changes in situations where people, organizations and societies absorb the massive 

varieties from uncertain, unpredictable problematic challenges. 
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Current STEM. Volume 1 

Maurice HT Ling (Principal Partner, Colossus Technologies LLP, 

Singapore) 

In series: Current STEM 
2018. 232 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-416-2. $160.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-417-9. $160.00. 
Science, technology, engineering, and mathematics – collectively known as STEM – are 

rapidly advancing fields in their own rights. As a book series, Current STEM aims to be a 

friendly forum for both academic researchers and industrial practitioners to present their 
work as book chapters. Hence, the chapters should be varied, and this is intended. Current 

STEM encompasses the type of work to encourage a generation of researcher-

practitioners. The authors and editor hope this inaugural volume will be a pleasure to a 
wide audience. 

 

Intelligent Marine and Aerial Vehicles: Theory and Applications 

Meng Joo Er, Ning Wang, Mahardhika Pratama, Sanjay Sharma and Zhichao Lian (School of 

EEE, Nanyang Technological University, Singapore) 

In series: Robotics Research and Technology 
2018. 253 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-446-9. $160.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-447-6. $160.00. 

Unmanned marine vehicles (UMVs) is a collective term commonly used to describe 
autonomous underwater vehicles, remotely operated vehicles, semi-submersibles, and 

unmanned surface craft. UMVs are heavily used in the military, civilian, and scientific 

communities for undertaking designated missions whilst either operating autonomously 
and/or in co-operation with other types of vehicles. Advanced marine vehicles are increasing 

their capabilities and the degree of autonomy more and more in order to perform more 

sophisticated maritime missions. Remotely operated vehicles are no longer cost-effective 
since they are limited by economic support costs, and the presence and skills of the human 

operator. Alternatively, autonomous surface and underwater vehicles have the potential to 

operate with greatly reduced overhead costs and level of operator intervention. An unmanned 
aerial vehicle (UAV), commonly known as a drone, is an aircraft without a human pilot 

aboard. UAVs are a component of an unmanned aircraft system (UAS); these include a UAV, 

a ground-based controller, and a system of communications between the two. Compared to 
manned aircraft, UAVs were originally used for missions too "dull, dirty or dangerous" for 

humans. While they originated mostly in military applications, their use is rapidly expanding 

to commercial, scientific, recreational, agricultural, and other applications such as policing, 
peacekeeping and surveillance, product deliveries, aerial photography, agriculture, 

smuggling, and drone racing. Civilian UAVs now vastly outnumber military UAVs, with estimates of over a million sold by 
2015, so they can be seen as an early commercial application of Autonomous Things, to be followed by the autonomous car 

and home robots. Nowadays, UMVs and UAVs are playing an increasingly important role in both controlling community 

and engineering applications. For example, UMVs and UAVs provide more efficient ways to execute various challenging 
tasks. However, these systems are usually featured with dynamics coupling, actuator saturation, underactuated structure, 

time-varying disturbance, etc., thereby resulting in great challenges and difficulties in system analysis and controller design. 

Recently, by employing intelligent approaches, advanced control methodologies for unmanned systems have been rapidly 
developed. Note that the dynamic environment is usually changing and the unmanned systems must adapt themselves 

accordingly. In this context, on one hand, more efforts should be focused on the methodology of the learning system. For 

example, fast adaptation and self-organizing capability are essentially required. On the other hand, advanced analysis tools 

should be deployed to enhance the control performance. Towards this end, human-like intelligence should be integrated 

tightly with nonlinear design for complex control tasks of autonomous systems. The main objective of this edited book is to 

address various challenges and issues pertinent to the intelligent control of UMVs and UAVs. 
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Networked Control Systems with Their Application in Industry 

Geng Liang, Wen Li and Guoping Liu (School of Control and 

Computer Engineering, North China Electric Power University, 

Beijing, China) 

In series: Systems Engineering Methods, Developments and Technology 
2018. 315 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-528-2. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53614-004-0. $230.00. 

A recent trend in networked control systems is to interconnect the distributed elements by 
means of a multipoint broadcast network, instead of using the traditional point-to-point 

links. Within industrial communication systems, industrial networks are specially intended 

for the interconnection of process controllers, sensors, and actuators, at the lower levels of 
the factory automation hierarchy. It is known that time constraints are more stringent as 

we go down in the automation hierarchy. In this book, we consider the application of 

networked control system in its industrial environment. Some factors such as message 

cycle delay, the access and queuing delays, the transmission time (frame 

length/transmission rate), and the protocol processing time all have effects on control 

performance. 

Oversight on Passenger Vehicle Roof Strength 

Thomas P. Brooks 

In series: Safety and Risk in Society 
2018. 331 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-709-5. $230.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-710-1. $230.00. 

“Roof crush” describes a vehicle’s roof as it is deformed during a rollover crash. According to some analysts, a collapsing 

roof can compromise all a vehicle’s safety features, including its seatbelts and side-curtain airbags. Partial or complete 
ejection of the occupants can result. This book is focused on automobile safety, specifically on the NHTSA rulemaking on 

vehicle roof strength standards to protect automobile passengers in the event of rollover accidents. Biomechanics and what 

occurs in a rollover, the relationship between the vehicle roof strength and the occupant injury risk, the history and efficacy 
of the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration’s roof strength standards in improving vehicle safety are all examined 

and discussed at length. 

Refractory Materials: Characteristics, Properties and Uses 

Christopher Bryant 

In series: Construction Materials and Engineering 
2018. 250 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-862-7. $160.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-863-4. $160.00. 
Refractory materials are used in several industries involving very aggressive environments, thus the number of chemical, 

thermal and physical properties required for a refractory material are high and diverse. In Refractory Materials: 
Characteristics, Properties and Uses, the authors suggest that the determination of the mineralogical phase’s amounts is an 

essential parameter for the design of new refractories matrix to have command over the desired properties and quality of the 

final product. The subsequent chapter may serve as a guide to the composition- and microstructure-based interpretation of 
experimental findings in refractory materials. Based on the concepts and refractory materials data provided in this book, 

taking into account the general issues concerning strength measurements, the reader should be able to realistically assess 

even such complex quantities as thermal shock resistance parameters. Next, a systematic joint study of the temperature 
dependences of the isobaric molar heat capacity CP(T) and the volume coefficient of thermal expansion β(T) of polyatomic 

solids was carried out on the example of refractory oxide ceramics: periclase, MgO, and corundum, Al2O3. Both ceramics 

have the widest practical applications and are considered as reference substances, which justifies their choice for research. 
In the closing chapter, the B-model is applied to a joint study of temperature dependences of the principal thermodynamic 

functions of the selected refractory oxide ceramics, namely, periclase, MgO, and corundum, Al2O3. Primarily, the isobaric 

molar heat capacity CP(T), the volume coefficient of thermal expansion β(T), and their correlation, β(CP), were investigated 
between T = 0 and the melting point Tm. Under the B-model control, mutually consistent calorimetric (change in the molar 

enthalpy, the molar entropy, the reduced thermodynamic potential) and dilatometric (the molar volume, the volume 

coefficient of thermal expansion) data were obtained and tabulated in the entire solid state range of the ceramics. 
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Science and Technology Education: Perspectives, Opportunities and Challenges 

Steffen Pabst 

In series: Education in a Competitive and Globalizing World 
2018. 165 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-717-0. $95.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-718-7. $95.00. 

In this book, the authors examine a series of key science identity-based research models with the goal of discussing the 

interplay between individual agency and social interaction through the lens of transformative learning. Current identity-based 
models are critiqued based on the importance given to either social structures and/or agency separately. Following this, a 

synthesis report on the development strategies of technology education carried out at basic schools in Slovakia (lower 

secondary education – ISCED 2) is presented. Additionally, the authors discuss the results of a survey done with the goal of 
finding out the reality of technology teaching at these schools. As the research results show, despite the good intentions of 

the different strategies, programs and reforms, the technology education at basic schools is on the decline. The next article 

discusses gender-based segregation and falling recruitment for scientific and technological studies in Nordic countries. This 
study traced and interviewed students who achieved the best results in the measurement of technological competence twenty 

years ago in order to examine their progress. In the final study, the book proposes a new vision for science education in the 

era of sustainable development. The authors discuss how sustainable development goals (SDGs) identify new roles for 

science and technology to address global and local challenges such as climate change, energy innovation, and biodiversity. 

These areas of sustainability reveal new horizons for science education by enabling us to approach science learning as a more 
community-based practice and collaborative way of thinking, beyond classroom-based learning. 

Strategies for Deep Learning with Digital Technology: Theories and Practices in Education 

Robert Zheng (Department of Educational Psychology, University of Utah, Salt Lake City, 

Utah, USA) 

In series: Education in a Competitive and Globalizing World 
2018. 396 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-182-6. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-183-3. $230.00. 
How to utilize digital technology to engage learners in deep learning is an issue that 

warrants significant attention in 21st century education. Deep learning refers to learners’ 
engagement in critical and creative thinking, making inferences and transferring 

knowledge. Modern technologies like virtual reality, artificial intelligence, and 3D 

visualization provide the platform for deep learning in an educational setting more 
effectively. This book presents a collection of essays on the relationship between digital 

technologies and deep learning. The edited volume focuses on cognitive, metacognitive 

and affective processes in digital technology-based deep learning. A unique feature of 
the book is its emphasis on bridging the theories with practice where the practice of deep 

learning with digital technology is well-grounded in relevant theories and theoretical 

frameworks. Moreover, the book includes case studies to effectively promote the 
application of digital technology in deep learning. As such, the book is rightly poised to 

address current issues facing deep learning and digital technology in education. The 

audience will find this book a useful companion as they will soon discover that this book 
provides helpful information on both theoretical and practical aspects in deep learning 

with digital technology. It also serves as an excellent resource for researchers and 

individual professionals who seek to understand the relationship between deep learning 
and digital technology in education. 

Teaching with Technology: Perspectives, Challenges and Future Directions 

Marthe Artois 

In series: Education in a Competitive and Globalizing World 
2018. 172 pp. 
Softcover: 978-1-53613-260-1. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-261-8. $95.00. 

This book aims to introduce the importance of integrating technology in teaching and learning; contemporary technologies 
used in schools for teaching and learning; methods of integrating technology into teaching and learning; functions of 

computer technology in acquiring skills and knowledge in schools; effects of technology in the 21st century education; 

improving the 21st century educational institutions via technology; issues relating to the use of technology in education, the 
relationship between learning theories and the use of technology in teaching and learning as well as the emerging trends and 

prospects in the use of technology in teaching and learning. The authors also present a study focused on exploring the process 

of teaching mathematics with mobile technologies in some classrooms in the lower secondary level (pupils 9-14 years old) 
in Slovakia. This scientific study was based on the realization of an inquiry-based learning in concrete topics from school 

mathematics. Later, physics is presented as the cornerstone for the formation of the scientific worldview for students of 

natural-science specialties. To improve the efficiency of teaching physics to various categories of students, the authors follow 
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the physics as an empirical science. The authors maintain that mobile technology such as smartphones, tablets, and personal 

digital assistants (PDAs) allow nursing students to rapidly access current evidence-based resources at the “point of care” 
during the actual patient encounter, and thus should be introduced into the nursing curriculum. The closing study investigates 

success and barriers of interactive teaching in a Mathematics flipped classroom. Participants were 240 students at a study 

university of technology in South Africa. Students’ perspectives and their experiences of using interactive technology in a 
flipped mathematics course were also surveyed. 

Transportation Infrastructure: Assessment, Management and Challenges 

Saúl Antonio Obregón Biosca (Engineering Faculty, Autonomous University of Queretaro, 

Queretaro, Mexico) 

In series: Transportation Issues, Policies and R&D 
2018. 

Softcover: 978-1-53614-059-0. $95.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53614-060-6. $95.00. 

The transport infrastructure generates benefits in efficiency and interchange of goods and people. The increase of 

accessibility induced by transport infrastructure in a region causes employment growth, which causes a more positive 

economic future for the affected area by the infrastructure. The purpose of this book is presented to the practitioners, 

researchers and students as a comprehensive framework around the transport infrastructure for the following: i. Transport 

infrastructure, their economic influence and the territorial transformation. ii. The active mobility infrastructure, the design 
and the habitat influence in urban areas. iii. The fundamentals and main approaches around road infrastructure and pavement 

management. iv. The fundamentals and main approaches around road infrastructure, pavement design, assessment and 

management in road and airport pavement. v. An approach toward the assessment and management of railway infrastructure 
and the urban policies of tram systems in Europe. The transport infrastructure diversity presented in this book offers a 

valuable and representative point of view concerning its importance, considering the assessment aspects, management and 

especially the challenges in the field. 
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A Code for Geoscientific Fieldwork in Africa: Guidelines on Health and Safety Issues in 

Mapping, Mineral Exploration, Geoecological Research, and Geotourism 

Theophilus Clavell Davies (Department of Geology, University of Nigeria, Nsukka, Enugu State, 

Nigeria) 

In series: African Political, Economic, and Security Issues 

In series: Geology and Mineralogy Research Developments 
2018. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-033-1. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53614-091-0. $230.00. 

A Code for Geoscientific Fieldwork in Africa is the first book to focus exclusively on the important subject of geoscience 

and geoecology research and study, exploring the methodological considerations that engender health and safety aspects, 

offering strategies to mitigate these issues. This book comprises a set of guidelines to address the importance of geoscience 
and geoecology field trip safety, the considerations that should be taken in order to keep students, researchers and 

expeditionists safe in the African jungle, and how planning for safe field trips in the future should be undertaken. It also 

discusses how fieldwork affects the different categories of participants personally and what happens to field relationships. It 
gives an insightful analysis on participants with special needs and disabilities, and proven techniques for accommodating 

them in fieldwork. The unique challenges and obstacles faced in this kind of scientific endeavor in African settings are 

effectively captured in the book, including mysterious encounters with primitive bushman tribes and unavoidable dealings 
with belligerent local officials, and even near-fatal stampedes by rampaging wild animals. The book also incorporates by 

way of case histories a rich and diverse set of fieldwork experiences, insights and reflections on conducting geoscience and 

geoecology fieldwork in Africa, the health and safety issues that emerged, the solutions that were developed, and the realities 
of being in the field. Through an absorbing narrative, a paean is presented of the long and unique traditions of geoscience 

and geoecology fieldwork in Africa, and the reader is provided with an inside view of the trials and joys of such an endeavor. 

The book offers a sketch of health and safety issues that geotourists too may face during geoscience and geoecology field 
expeditions and proffers measures to mitigate these. The science is accessibly laid out and richly embroidered with tales of 

the bush. A Code for Geoscientific Fieldwork in Africa is an essential guide for both geoscience and geoecology 

undergraduates and postgraduate students, academics, and geotourists in Africa and from abroad embarking on mapping, 

mineral exploration, geoecological research and expeditions. 

African American Women and Mentorship: Lifting as We Climb 

Donna Gibson-McCrary (BSW Program Coordinator, Department of Social Work, Psychology 

and Counseling, Alabama A&M University, Huntsville, Alabama, US) 

In series: African American Women 
2018. 214 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-904-4. $95.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-905-1. $95.00. 

African Americans have seen marked improvements in all aspects of their lives in the past 

fifty years. Laws have permitted and supported discriminatory practices and procedures 
against African Americans in every aspect of their lives. They have always had to prove 

their worth just to be recognized or considered for a position, to accomplish goals that 

others were automatically afforded. It was not uncommon for African Americans to 
experience major setbacks based solely on the color of their skin. African American 

women have been at a greater disadvantage due to being African American and female; a 

double minority, if you will. Educational and employment opportunities were limited and 
when they were made available, those with experience made little effort to mentor African 

Americans to ensure their success. History has proven race and gender impacts leadership 

skills and potential as well as upward mobility in the workplace. Meeting the basic 
requirements for higher education, an internship, or employment is only one component 

necessary for success. Mentoring is a major factor in the success of individuals and without 

successful mentoring, many African Americans face adversity, isolation, and unnecessary 
hardships. Mentoring in the African American community has been a source of comfort 

for many years. The familial unit has served as a sounding board, a source of support and 
a safe place to disclose one’s innermost feelings encompassing mental, spiritual and career 

struggles. Mentoring in all aspects of life is beneficial to the success of the individual, 

whether in education, one’s social life, or employment. With individuals that are committed to the mentoring process, both 
parties will find mentoring beneficial and rewarding. It is essential for African Americans to reach back and lift up a protégé 
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while simultaneously climbing the ladder of success. The issue is addressed to academics and schoolteachers as well as 

researchers in the field of physics education. 

Critical Notes on Northern Ghana’s Development: History, Geography, Institutions, Politics, 

and Development in Contention 

M. H. A. Bolaji and A. A. Apusigah (Department of Social, Political and Historical Studies 

(SPHS), University for Development Studies (UDS), Wa Campus, Ghana) 

In series: African Political, Economic, and Security Issues 
2018. 342 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-408-7. $230.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-409-4. $230.00. 

his is an edited book whose themes address the myriad of social, economic, political, 

cultural, and religious problems that analysts attribute to northern Ghana’s under-
development. This collection of 15 chapters – including the introductory and concluding 

chapters – is written by seasoned academics, researchers, practitioners, and professors. 

The book consists of three parts: Northern Ghana’s Under-Development and 
Northerners’ Complicity; Chieftaincy, Conflicts and Peace-Building; and Policy, 

Politics, and Social Development. While the book deals with the complex subjects of 

northern Ghana’s under-development, its analyses are cutting-edge and down-to-earth. 
This collection presents the political, economic, legal, religious, governance, social 

issues that are at the heart of northern Ghana’s development. Where the arguments need 

graphic illustration, the authors have painstakingly provided diagrams, tables, and 
figures. Of interest to this collection is that although the contributing authors present 

their various explanations and ideas on this aspect of the research on northern Ghana’s 

development, they give readers the prime place of making sense of the subject for 
themselves. The writing styles that the contributing authors adopt are engaging and 

thrilling. Besides that the chapters are well documented to meet the accepted scholarly 

conventions, the language is lucid and straightforward. While the contributing authors 
come from diverse scholarly backgrounds, the editors have tried to reduce the variations 

in presentation and style to aid easy comprehension. The issue of northern Ghana’s under-development has not only been 

topical, but it has also been a concern to many Ghanaian politicians, scholars, and development partners. As part of 
understanding the nature and context of northern Ghana, government, non-governmental organizations and development 

need scholarly research to back the oftentimes programmatic research conducted. Such programmatic research such as 

baselines, situational assessments, and rapid appraisal although they have their own merit in generating data for development 
interventions, they have tended to lack a comprehensive understanding of the northern situation. Even for such programmatic 

assessments, some academic studies are necessary for grounding the analyses. Yet, such studies are often scanty and/or 

partial in tackling the northern Ghana question. This book fills that gap. Its interdisciplinary and multidisciplinary theme is 
of particular appeal to students of history, politics, geography, development studies, ethnic and conflict studies, and legal 

studies, among others. 

Financial Risk Management Case Studies in Cameroon 

Visemih William Muffee (Higher Institute of Commerce and 

Management, The University of Bamenda, Tubah Sub-Division, 

North West Region, Cameroon) 

In series: Politics and Economics of Africa 
2018. 218 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-317-2. $160.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-318-9. $160.00. 

Financial Risk Management Case Studies in Cameroon is designed to improve the risk 

management skills of all finance managers. Risk management is a recent field of study that 
points out the necessity for finance managers to help their organisations or companies and 

come up with desired benefits, which will encourage the various stakeholders to keep on 

having trust in the various organisations. The text offers diversity in terms of financial risk 
management. It provides risk management case studies in the service providing 

organisations, especially in the finance sector, where heavy financial risks are 

predominantly present. It is hoped that this text would serve as a useful financial risk management tool that would help both 
finance and non-finance managers in the management of risks. The text constitutes important material on financial risk 

management case studies to help risk management students. It is a contemporary text for all business management students. 

It is a good text for all entrepreneurs and should be used in the management of business risk, especially in the financial 
environment of said business. It is a good text for all finance professionals and financial advisors. In order to obtain maximum 

benefits from the use of this text, the reader should carefully carry out analyses of the cases to bring out all the facts and use 

the knowledge to avoid all the financial management pitfalls in the organisation. Using the various facts, carefully 
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implementing the risk management ideas and procedures presented will definitely improve organisational performance. Risk 

management implementation is a pivotal key to profit maximiation, for both profit and non-for-profit making organisations. 

Leadership that Works in Deprived School Contexts of South Africa 

Vitallis Chikoko (University of KwaZulu-Natal, Edgewood Campus, Ashwood, Republic of 

South Africa) 

In series: Education in a Competitive and Globalizing World 
2018. 278 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-061-4. $160.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-062-1. $160.00. 
This book, comprised of twelve chapters, is about what we the authors perceive as successful leadership in selected primary 

and secondary schools that are considered deprived in South Africa. South Africa was under colonial rule for centuries and 

then under apartheid rule for 40 years. During the latter period in particular, society, including the education sector, was 
structured according to race. The black majority population suffered severe socio-economic and political oppression. Thus, 

their communities, including rural areas and township (population dense parts of urban areas largely for low-income earners) 

settlements became deprived. Education therein was poor and under-resourced. The post-apartheid (from1994 to present day) 

democratic government in general, and the Department of Basic Education in particular, have made and continue to make 

sterling efforts to redress the inequalities and injustices of the past. However, a lot has yet to be done as most historically 

black communities remain socially and economically deprived. In search of better education for their children, black parents 
that can afford to take their children to former white, fortified schools leave the former black schools in worse financial 

condition. This trend is unsustainable. Against that backdrop and in the midst of many 

underperforming schools, there are schools in deprived contexts (rural areas and townships) 
now performing very well, particularly in terms of learner pass rates. This book is about 

leadership in the latter schools. In this book, the authors propose that leadership is the 

leading factor for such success. This book is based on empirical evidence from various 
researches conducted in the schools in question. The book begins with a chapter that 

discusses the nature of deprivation. Thereafter, one chapter discusses expansive leadership 
as an important feature in the schools. A couple of chapters dwell on principals’, deputies’ 

and school management teams’ lived experiences of transforming some of these schools. 

There is a chapter on specific issues of teaching and learning. A guest chapter from South 
Africa’s neighbour, Zimbabwe, discusses ethical and responsible leadership in one of its 

schools. The book also has chapters on the mobilisation and management of resources, 

school community partnership, school governance, and policy matters. Overall, this book is 

about how people, when working together, can transform their own schools into viable, 

vibrant and moving institutions despite suffering deprivation. The authors believe that 

lessons therefore are relevant to all underprivileged schools around the world. This book 
will be useful to undergraduate and postgraduate students of education in general and 

education leadership, management and administration facilitators in particular, as well as 

academics, policy makers, school managers and teachers. 

ASIA 

A Comprehensive Investigation on Executive-employee Pay Gap of Chinese Enterprises: 

Antecedents and Consequences 

Zhang Changzheng (Vice Professor, School of Economics and 

Management, Xi’an University of Technology, Xi'an, China) 

In series: Business Issues, Competition and Entrepreneurship 
2018. 454 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53612-813-0. $270.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-503-9. $270.00. 

The executive-employee compensation gap, a newly focused dimension of the executive 

compensation packages by the previous literature, has been given a great deal of attention 
because of the growing inequality in the compensation practices within the firms over 

the past two decades in China. The CEO-worker ratio in the cash compensation level of 

the top 100 largest publicly listed enterprises has risen to the level of 50-to-1 in 2014 
from a level smaller than 15-to-1 before the year 2000. Against this background, a series 

of remuneration control policies have been announced in China by the Ministry of 

Finance, the Ministry of Human Resources and Social Security and many other 
government departments. However, as a whole, the effects of such policies are rather 

poor. At present, nothing seems to catch Chinese corporations’ and even the Chinese 
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economy’s attention like a threat to the pay and perks of the top executives and the closely related executive-employee 

compensation gap. On the one hand, the executive-employee compensation gap is getting larger with unlimited growth in 
China. On the other hand, there is still a huge research gap in the executive-employee compensation gap’s forming 

mechanisms and its consequences on various organizational outcomes in China. Given the above two facts, this book attempts 

to systematically investigate the antecedents and consequences of the executive-employee compensation gap from the 
perspective of corporate governance. To be specific, the investigated antecedents in this book include CEO age, CEO tenure, 

the independent directors, the board of supervisors, the CEO’s educational background, female executives, the CEO’s 

downward overstepping behavior and the CEO-employee discretion gap, while the investigated consequences of the 
executive-employee compensation gap include workplace territorial behavior, knowledge loss, employee turnover rate, 

individual innovative behavior and the firm’s future performance. The critical new findings of this book are shown as follows: 

(1) There is a positive relationship between the CEO’s age and the executive-employee compensation gap, and knowledge 
intensity can positively moderate such a relationship; (2) the CEO’s tenure can improve the enlargement of the executive-

employee compensation gap in a nonlinear positive manner, and the CEOs with a longer tenure would enlarge the executive-
employee compensation gap to the best degree with their self-served motivations; (3) the independent directors have the 

significant intention to enlarge the executive-employee compensation gap in Chinese listed manufacturing companies; (4) 

the board of supervisors has a direct negative effect on the executive-employee compensation gap, which is rather steady and 
significant, and it has various and unsteady moderating effects on the relationships between several critical corporate 

governance variables; (5) there is a cubic relationship between CEO educational attainments and the employees’ 

compensation, and there is a weak U-shaped relationship between CEO educational attainments and the executive-employee 
compensation gap; (6) the female executives have negative effects on the executive-employee compensation gap in Chinese 

listed manufacturing companies; (7) the downward overstepping behavior of the CEO has positive effects on the executive 

compensation gap, and the CEO’s downward overstepping behavior has positive effects on the executive-employee 
compensation gap; (8) the CEO-employee discretion gap has a much stronger positive effect on the executive-employee 

compensation gap than the effect that CEO discretion or employee discretion individually have; (9) the executive-employee 

compensation gap can determine the workplace territorial behavior via the mediating roles of psychological ownership, 
employee engagement, organizational citizenship behavior and the leader-membership exchange, while the effects are 

moderated by gratitude and trust; (10) the executive-employee compensation gap will be positively related to knowledge loss 

via the mediation effects of the leader-membership exchange and psychological ownership, while compensation 
communication can negatively moderate the positive relationship between the executive-employee compensation gap and 

knowledge loss; (11) there is an inverse U-shaped curve between the executive-employee compensation gap and the 

employees’ turnover ratio; (12) the executive-employee compensation gap has significant negative effects on the individual 
innovative behavior, which are partially mediated by the leader-membership exchange, psychological ownership and the 

sense of self-efficacy; and (13) technological intensity can positively strengthen the linkage between the executive-employee 

compensation gap and the firm’s future performance, and the positive pay-performance sensitivity strategy can improve the 
positive performance consequences of the executive-employee compensation gap. 

Development-Induced Displacement and Resettlement in Bangladesh: Case Studies and 

Practices 

Mohammad Zaman, PhD, and Hafiza Khatun (Advisory Professor, Hohai University, Nanjing, 

China) 

In series: Asian Political, Economic and Social Issues 

In series: Countries and Cultures of the World 
2017. 308 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53612-595-5. $230.00. 

Softcover: 978-1-53614-224-2. $89.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-596-2. $230.00. 
A very first for Bangladesh, this edited book examines the complex issues of development-induced displacement and 

resettlement using case studies with “good practice” examples from a wide range of 

ongoing projects. The authors, who are largely “practitioners” in the field of resettlement 
studies, are well-known in the country and internationally for their expert knowledge. 

The book establishes a baseline for further research on resettlement and development in 

Bangladesh. It is rich in well-presented case studies replete with evidence-based 
strategies to help prevent impoverishment amongst those displaced by development 

projects. The chapters in this collection address emerging issues and approaches to 

resettlement and thus have enriched the literature in an era of rapid economic 
development and change. Thus, the book will remain as a valuable resource and reference 

or teaching aid in academic and development circles. In addition to the Foreword by 

Michael Cernea and the Introduction by the editors, the book contains thirteen chapters: 
Chapter One, “Resettlement in the Jamuna Multipurpose Bridge Project: Innovations and 

Good Practices” (Mohammad Zaman); Chapter Two, “Beyond Resettlement: The SAP 

II Program in the Bhairab Bridge Project” (Hafiza Khatun); Chapter Three, “Self-
Managed Resettlement by Informal Settlers in the Jamuna-Meghna River Erosion 

Mitigation Project” (Kh. Khairul Matin); Chapter Four, “Gender and Resettlement in 

Bangladesh” (Bindiya Rawat); Chapter Five, “Income and Livelihood Restoration in the 
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Tongi-Bhairab Bazar Double Line Project” (A. M. Salah Uddin); Chapter Six, “The Impact of Development on Adibasi 

People in Bangladesh” (Hafiza Khatun and Surinder Aggarwal); Chapter Seven, “The Padma Multipurpose Bridge Project: 
The Ten “Best Practices” in Resettlement Management” (Mohammad Zaman and Aqueel Khan); Chapter Eight, “Land 

Acquisition and Resettlement in Urban Transport Project in Dhaka City: Experience and Innovations” (Akhtar Zaman); 

Chapter Nine, “Resettlement in RCIP-Rail Projects: A Review of the Planning Experience” (Saifulla Dostogir and Aktarul 
Islam Khan); Chapter Ten, “Resettlement Planning and Implementation: Making Things Happen” (Albab Akanda); Chapter 

11, “Training and Capacity Building in Resettlement Management: The MLARR Program at BRAC University” (Ferdous 

Jahan and Sharif A. Wahab); Chapter Twelve, “External Monitoring in CEIP-1 Project: Review and Early Experience” (Jan 
T. Twarowski); and Chapter Thirteen, “Toward a Land Acquisition and Resettlement Law for Bangladesh: Issues for 

Consideration” (Mohammad Zaman and Hafiza Khatun.) 

European Union Impact on Central Asia: Political, Economic, Security and Social Spheres 

Vladimir Paramonov, Aleksey Strokov, Sergei Alschen and Zebiniso Abduganieva (Central 

Eurasia Analytical Group, Tashkent, Uzbekistan) 

In series: European Political, Economic, and Security Issues 
2018. 157 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-133-8. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-134-5. $95.00. 

The European Union has been active in Central Asia since the collapse of the Soviet Union in 1991. The impact of its 
activities have varied across the five independent Central Asian states: - The political impact of the EU’s policies has been 

the most evident in Kyrgyzstan and to a slightly lesser extent, in Kazakhstan; on the other hand, Tajikistan, Uzbekistan, and 

Turkmenistan have experienced much less of an impact thus far; - The EU’s economic impact has been the strongest in 
Kazakhstan and to some degree in Kyrgyzstan and Turkmenistan, while in Tajikistan and Uzbekistan it has been much 

weaker; - In the security sphere, the EU’s impact has been the mostly pronounced in Tajikistan and Kyrgyzstan, to a lesser 

extent in Kazakhstan, minor in Uzbekistan, and virtually non-existent in Turkmenistan; - The EU’s social policy has had the 
clearest impact in Kazakhstan, to a lesser extent in Kyrgyzstan, negligible in both Tajikistan and Uzbekistan, and is practically 

unnoticeable in Turkmenistan. If the overall impact of the European Union on the countries of Central Asia in some areas 
was significant, today that impact is rather weak (especially in comparison to Russia and China). As a result, factors 

contributing to the weakening of the EU’s impact on Central Asia clearly outweigh factors that contribute to a strengthening 

of the impact in the region. Moreover, from the perspective of contemporary realities, it is accurate to state that “time in 
Central Asia is working against Europe.” If in the early 1990s Europe represented a type of “ideal partner” for the countries 

of Central Asia that chose to develop as “European style” secular states, hopes of receiving strong support from Europe (and 

the West in general) have essentially collapsed. 

The Sino-Indian Border War and the Foreign Policies of China and India (1950-1965) 

Zhang Muchun and Fan Hong (Bangor University, Bangor, Wales, UK) 

In series: Asian Studies 
2018. 284 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-770-5. $195.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-771-2. $195.00. 

There has been growing interest in the historical analysis of the Sino-Indian relations and 

the Sino-Indian border issue, yet little research has focused on the impact of two 
government’s foreign policies concerning the Sino-Indian border issue and border war. 

This book examines the Sino-Indian relations, particularly the Sino-Indian border issue 

and border war, Tibetan issues, and China and India’s foreign policies from the 1950s to 
1960s. This book will discuss the origin and development of the Sino-Indian border issue 

and connections between national diplomatic policies and the border disputes in China and 

India. More specifically, this book aims to illustrate the origins of the Sino-Indian border 
dispute, the role Tibet played in the Sino-Indian border issue, the impacts of their foreign 

policies on the Sino-Indian border issue from the 1950s to the 1960s, the measures both 

states took to ease boundary tensions and conflicts, the reasons for the outbreak of the 
1962 Border War, and the changes to foreign policies the two governments made before 

and after the 1962 Border War. This book involves the collection and analysis of historical 

archival materials and official documents from both China and India. The book is mainly 
aimed at researchers, undergraduates and postgraduate students in the subject areas of the 

history of international relations and Chinese studies. It could be used in a wide range of 

courses since it offers insights into the aspects of historical and international relations 
found within Chinese society. It will be of interest to academic libraries, research institutes, 

universities, and students either as a textbook or as reading material. Due to the appeal and relevance of the subject, this book 

would also be of interest to people who want to know more about the history of Sino-Indian border disputes as well as China 
and India’s foreign policies from 1950 to the 1960s through such a particular and appropriate topic. 
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Trans-Boundary Pollution in North-East Asia 

Kazuichi Hayakawa, Ph.D., Seiya Nagao, Ph.D., Yayoi Inomata, Ph.D., Mutsuo Inoue, Ph.D., 

and Atsushi Matsuki, Ph.D. (Kanazawa University, Kanazawa, Japan) 

In series: Environmental Research Advances 
2018. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-742-2. $195.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53614-163-4. $195.00. 
In East Asia, the economics and industrial outputs of Japan, China, Korea and Russia have 

developed rapidly in recent decades. Together, these countries account for more than a 

quarter of the world’s energy consumption. The primary energy consumption of China has 
especially increased drastically. The main energy sources in these countries are oil in Japan 

and Korea, coal in China and natural gas in Russia (additionally, coal is harvested in Far 

Eastern Russia). The burning of these fuels and biomass releases many kinds of pollutants 
including gases and particulates into the atmosphere. From 1970-1980, “acid rain/snow” 

was a typical trans-boundary form of environmental pollution not only in Eastern Europe 

and North America, but also in North East Asia. Acid rain/snow was observed on the Sea 

of Japan coastline of the Japanese islands during the winter. It was caused by sulfur dioxide 

emitted from the combustion of a large amount of coal in China. "Yellow sand" is also 

observed in various parts of Japan during the spring. It is caused by dust storms generated 
in deserts such as the Takramakan in China and transported at long ranges to Japan via 

microorganisms. Recently, a high concentration of PM2.5 in the urban atmosphere has 

become a large problem in China. PM2.5 as an originated form of fossil fuel combustion 
and biomass combustion contains many polycyslic aromatic hydrocarbons, which exhibit 

carcinogenic and/or mutagenic, endocrine disrupting and reactive oxygen species 

producing activities. A part of PM2.5 emitted in China has been transported at long ranges 
to Japan. These pollutans cause respiratory and circulatory diseases. On the other hand, in 1997, enormous amounts of oil 

spilled from an old Russian tanker which caused a serious pollution problem in the Sea of Japan. Backbone bending in fish 
was reported in several marine areas polluted with the spilled oil. From these view points, trans-boundary pollution attracts 

much attention from environmental and health science fields. This book will focus on the trans-boundary pollutants observed 

in North East Asia with recent research results. 

BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES 

Gender Violence: Prevalence, Implications, and Global Perspectives 

Carolyn Gentle-Genitty, Ph.D. and Corinne Renguette, 

Ph.D.(IUPUI, Indianapolis, IN, US) 

In series: Bullying and Victimization 
2018. 225 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-610-4. $160.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-611-1. $160.00. 
This timely book begins a conversation about a field of practice which has been marred by 

victims of all kinds, races, and cultures. The author aims is to allow a platform for a 

country-to-country dialogue. A conversation that centers not only on where people are 
physically located, but what violence means when coupled with gender differences. This 

book examines different types of violence and its effect on different cultures from a global 

perspective, but also shares the prevalence and implications these acts have for humanity 
as a whole. 

Indicators of School Crime and Safety 

Liam Shephard 

In series: Safety and Risk in Society 
2018. 328 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-680-7. $250.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-681-4. $250.00. 

Our nation’s schools should be safe havens for teaching and learning, free of crime and violence. Any instance of crime or 
violence at school not only affects the individuals involved, but also may disrupt the educational process and affect 

bystanders, the school itself, and the surrounding community (Brookmeyer, Fanti, and Henrich 2006; Goldstein, Young, and 

Boyd 2008). Establishing reliable indicators of the current state of school crime and safety across the nation and regularly 
updating and monitoring these indicators are important in ensuring the safety of our nation’s students. This is the aim of 
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Indicators of School Crime and Safety. The report included in this book is the seventeenth in a series of annual publications 

produced jointly by the National Center for Education Statistics (NCES), Institute of Education Sciences (IES), in the U.S. 
Department of Education, and the Bureau of Justice Statistics (BJS) in the U.S. Department of Justice. This report presents 

the most recent data available on school crime and student safety. The indicators in this report are based on information 

drawn from a variety of data sources, including national surveys of students, teachers, principals, and postsecondary 
institutions. Sources include results from the School-Associated Violent Deaths Study, sponsored by the U.S. Department of 

Education, the Department of Justice, and the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC); the National Crime 

Victimization Survey and School Crime Supplement to that survey, sponsored by BJS and NCES, respectively; the Youth 
Risk Behavior Survey, sponsored by the CDC; the Schools and Staffing Survey and School Survey on Crime and Safety, 

both sponsored by NCES; the Supplementary Homicide Reports, sponsored by the Federal Bureau of Investigation; EDFacts, 

sponsored by NCES; and the Campus Safety and Security Survey, sponsored by the U.S. Department of Education. The most 
recent data collection for each indicator varied by survey, from 2009 to 2013. Each data source has an independent sample 

design, data collection method, and questionnaire design, or is the result of a universe data collection. All comparisons 
described in this report are statistically significant at the .05 level. Additional information about methodology and the datasets 

analyzed in this report may be found in appendix A. The report covers topics such as victimization, teacher injury, bullying 

and cyber-bullying, school conditions, fights, weapons, availability and student use of drugs and alcohol, student perceptions 
of personal safety at school, and criminal incidents at postsecondary institutions. Indicators of crime and safety are compared 

across different population subgroups and over time. Data on crimes that occur away from school are offered as a point of 

comparison where available. 

Modeling Social Behavior and Its Applications 

Lucas A. Jódar Sánchez, Elena de la Poza Plaza, Paloma Merello Giménez and Luis Acedo 

Rodríguez (Instituto de Matemática Multidisciplinar, Universitat Politècnica de València, 

València, Spain) 

In series: Social Issues, Justice and Status 
2018. 289 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-666-1. $195.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-667-8. $195.00. 

This book analyzes human behavior from an individual and organizational perspective. 

Based on cutting-edge research, each chapter is focused on modeling human behavior in 
different fields and taking into account uncertain environments by applying innovative 

quantitative and qualitative approaches. This book deals with the decision-making 

process of individuals behaving as economic agents who consume, save, produce and 

invest, but also with organizations such as families, firms, public entities and even 

countries. This book comprises a wide spectrum of contemporary topics. Each chapter 

challenges the reader by the approaches employed, providing insight into the pillars of 
western societies: Sociology and Public Health, Economy and Finances, Medicine, 

Architecture, Archeology and Engineering. Modeling Social Behavior and its 

Applications deals with trendy issues and provides answers to socio-economic 
dilemmas. 

Transgender Youth: Perceptions, Media Influences and Social 

Challenges 

Shemya Vaughn (Assistant Professor, The College of the Redwoods 

in Eureka, CA, USA) 

In series: Human Sexuality 
2018. 251 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53610-093-8. $190.00. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-928-0. $89.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53610-108-9. $190.00. 
According to the Youth Suicide Prevention Program, “more than 50% of transgender 

youth will have had at least one suicide attempt by their 20th birthday.” This data 

demonstrates a dire need for caregivers, educators and providers to have a better 
understanding of youths experiencing gender dysphoria (and gender non-conforming 

youth, who are often mistaken for transgender youth). Presently, our binary society 

makes the lives of transgender youth more challenging than they need be. Childhood and 
adolescence mark the start of our gender identity development, our sexual orientation 

development, and our racial identity development. Those intersections create enough interpersonal and intrapersonal 

challenges without the added stress of rejection for belonging to a minority group in one or more of those three developmental 
areas. These transgender youth are growing into transgender adults who own businesses, become politicians, join the military, 

and become parents. They are a natural and needed part of our society. This book was created to give a voice to these 

individuals as they are being silenced by some of their caregivers, school officials, religious leaders, and politicians. 
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Transgender Youth: Perceptions, Media Influences and Social Challenges is about the experience of child development, 

adolescent development and gender identity development as well as society’s positive and unnecessary negative responses. 
Transgender youth have some experiences that their 1950s and 1960s counterparts did not encounter or have access to – 

hormone blockers, celebrity role models, and social media. This book brings readers closer to empathy for transgender youth 

and transgender young adults with the ultimate goal of improving the quality of life for these exceptional children and 
adolescents. The book introduces the topic of gender dysphoria and explains various terms important to this conversation 

regarding gender identity. It describes the challenges transgender adolescents experience to include barriers and obstacles 

not faced by their cisgender counterparts. Some parents and their transgender Christian children discuss gender dysphoria, 
gender identity development, their families’ response to their gender expression, and their experiences within their faith 

communities. We review the literature on transgender youth and the use of sexual activity as commerce. The audience gets 

to read narratives of individuals who identify as transgender or transsexual. There are discussions about transgender youth 
within the foster care system, transgender youth athletes, and the issues they face in school-based and intramural sports 

programs. Readers are offered suggestions to implement and support transgender youth in their schools and communities. 

Violent Communication and Bullying in Early Childhood Education 

Panagiotis J. Stamatis and Eleni N. Nikolaou (Department of Sciences of Preschool Education 

and Educational Design, School of Humanities, University of the Aegean, Rhodes, Greece) 

In series: Education in a Competitive and Globalizing World 

In series: Bullying and Victimization 
2018. 283 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-977-8. $195.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-978-5. $195.00. 
This book attempts to shed light on the social phenomenon of school bullying that emerges 

at preschool ages. It is a book that promotes opposition to violent communica-tion and 

bullying in early childhood education by providing non-violent communication, anti-
bullying techniques and advice for teachers and parents. Within this framework, it focuses 

on the definitions and forms of bullying in early childhood, its manifestations, the 

circumstances of its manifestation, the associated risk factors and its prevention. Teachers’ 
perceptions are explored in the context of the research studies conducted re-garding 

important aspects of the phenomenon. Moreover, school bullying involves ver-bal and 

non-verbal communication elements, and it is conceptualized as a form of communication 
violence and miscommunication. It also includes contemporary scien-tific research data 

and it emphasizes the communication aspect of bullying. Teachers’ verbal and non-verbal 

behaviors affect the relationships among students and may lead to communication 
violence. Non-violent communication is considered the key to con-trolling bullying in educational environments. Non-

violent communication is the anti-dote to communicative bullying, which creates many other forms of bullying as a result of 

miscommunication and para-communication among individuals. In addition, it con-tains an analysis of literary works 
pertaining to school bullying, as literature is regarded as an ally to the success of all efforts to address bullying. Furthermore, 

this book in-cludes research data regarding school bullying and its dimensions according to the per-ceptions of teachers and 

parents. The originality of this book is associated with the study of school bullying in early childhood and the study of its 
communication aspect as well as its multidisciplinary approach. Scholars, students, educators and parents are the main 

audiences of this book as its contents are extremely interesting for anybody who cares about interpersonal relation-ships, 

communication and human interactions, especially in preschool and early child-hood environments. Trainers and employees 
in educational structures or infrastructures, persons who are involved in any educational processes and teachers of all 

educational levels may show interest in this book. Relevant subject areas to this book are education, psychology, sociology, 

criminology and communication. Thus, professionals of these fields or areas may also be interested in this book as well. 

BUSINESS AND FINANCE 

A Comprehensive Investigation on Executive-employee Pay Gap of Chinese Enterprises: 

Antecedents and Consequences 

Zhang Changzheng (Vice Professor, School of Economics and Management, Xi’an University 

of Technology, Xi'an, China) 

In series: Business Issues, Competition and Entrepreneurship 
2018. 454 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53612-813-0. $270.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-503-9. $270.00. 

The executive-employee compensation gap, a newly focused dimension of the executive compensation packages by the 
previous literature, has been given a great deal of attention because of the growing inequality in the compensation practices 

within the firms over the past two decades in China. The CEO-worker ratio in the cash compensation level of the top 100 
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largest publicly listed enterprises has risen to the level of 50-to-1 in 2014 from a level smaller than 15-to-1 before the year 

2000. Against this background, a series of remuneration control policies have been announced in China by the Ministry of 
Finance, the Ministry of Human Resources and Social Security and many other government departments. However, as a 

whole, the effects of such policies are rather poor. At present, nothing seems to catch Chinese corporations’ and even the 

Chinese economy’s attention like a threat to the pay and perks of the top executives and the closely related executive-
employee compensation gap. On the one hand, the executive-employee compensation gap is getting larger with unlimited 

growth in China. On the other hand, there is still a huge research gap in the executive-employee compensation gap’s forming 

mechanisms and its consequences on various organizational outcomes in China. Given the above two facts, this book attempts 
to systematically investigate the antecedents and consequences of the executive-employee compensation gap from the 

perspective of corporate governance. To be specific, the investigated antecedents in this book include CEO age, CEO tenure, 

the independent directors, the board of supervisors, the CEO’s educational background, 
female executives, the CEO’s downward overstepping behavior and the CEO-employee 

discretion gap, while the investigated consequences of the executive-employee 
compensation gap include workplace territorial behavior, knowledge loss, employee 

turnover rate, individual innovative behavior and the firm’s future performance. The 

critical new findings of this book are shown as follows: (1) There is a positive 
relationship between the CEO’s age and the executive-employee compensation gap, and 

knowledge intensity can positively moderate such a relationship; (2) the CEO’s tenure 

can improve the enlargement of the executive-employee compensation gap in a nonlinear 
positive manner, and the CEOs with a longer tenure would enlarge the executive-

employee compensation gap to the best degree with their self-served motivations; (3) the 

independent directors have the significant intention to enlarge the executive-employee 
compensation gap in Chinese listed manufacturing companies; (4) the board of 

supervisors has a direct negative effect on the executive-employee compensation gap, 

which is rather steady and significant, and it has various and unsteady moderating effects 
on the relationships between several critical corporate governance variables; (5) there is 

a cubic relationship between CEO educational attainments and the employees’ 

compensation, and there is a weak U-shaped relationship between CEO educational 
attainments and the executive-employee compensation gap; (6) the female executives have negative effects on the executive-

employee compensation gap in Chinese listed manufacturing companies; (7) the downward overstepping behavior of the 

CEO has positive effects on the executive compensation gap, and the CEO’s downward overstepping behavior has positive 
effects on the executive-employee compensation gap; (8) the CEO-employee discretion gap has a much stronger positive 

effect on the executive-employee compensation gap than the effect that CEO discretion or employee discretion individually 

have; (9) the executive-employee compensation gap can determine the workplace territorial behavior via the mediating roles 
of psychological ownership, employee engagement, organizational citizenship behavior and the leader-membership 

exchange, while the effects are moderated by gratitude and trust; (10) the executive-employee compensation gap will be 

positively related to knowledge loss via the mediation effects of the leader-membership exchange and psychological 
ownership, while compensation communication can negatively moderate the positive relationship between the executive-

employee compensation gap and knowledge loss; (11) there is an inverse U-shaped curve between the executive-employee 

compensation gap and the employees’ turnover ratio; (12) the executive-employee compensation gap has significant negative 
effects on the individual innovative behavior, which are partially mediated by the leader-membership exchange, 

psychological ownership and the sense of self-efficacy; and (13) technological intensity can positively strengthen the linkage 

between the executive-employee compensation gap and the firm’s future performance, and the positive pay-performance 
sensitivity strategy can improve the positive performance consequences of the executive-employee compensation gap. 

Advances in Business and Management. Volume 14 

William D. Nelson 

In series: Advances in Business and Management 
2017. 253 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53612-615-0. $250.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-616-7. $250.00. 

Chapter One by Constantine I. Tongo, PhD categorizes contemporary work motivation philosophies into three wide-ranging 
classifications, with the goal to concisely present gray areas that research yet to examine. In Chapter Two, Victoria A. Felix, 

Mercedes Gremillion, and Walt Buboltz, PhD provide readers with a thorough overview of recent literature concerning sleep 

health and workplace efficiency. Next, Chapter Three by Alidou Ouedraogo, PhD seeks to answer the question, “What are 
the factors that determine the ability of the informal sector to endure large scale crises?” In Chapter Four, Diego Matricano 

recommends a method of open innovation while outlining the main facets of inbound and outbound knowledge flows. Simo 

Salminen provides a Finnish perspective on occupational injuries, risk factors, risk groups, and consequences in Chapter 
Five. Following this, Luis Alfonso Dau proposes a research program directed at comprehending the influence of ethnic and 

political arrangements on MNE growth and activity in the BRICS countries in Chapter Six. Lastly, Chapter Seven explores 

the challenges encountered in rural areas of Lithuania and presents social entrepreneurship as an opportunity to develop the 
country. 
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Advances in Business and Management. Volume 15 

William D. Nelson 

In series: Advances in Business and Management 
2018. 232 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53614-188-7. $250.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53614-189-4. $250.00. 

Advances in Business and Management. Volume 15 begins by presenting a paper examining the depth and range of 

psychological stressors and strains that entrepreneurs encounter in their new ventures, aiming to further clarify the confusion 
and inconsistencies of being self-employed. The following study was conducted in order to analyze the impacts of IT on e-

business adoption and to understand the effects of quality IT strategies in e-business performance. Focusing on Chinese users 

through an online survey, the measurement instrument of this research model was developed from various studies. The 
authors go on to discuss brand management and the way in which it attempts to tap into collective meanings, associating life-

world categories of thought and emotion. A seduction takes place whereby a captured emotional involvement with 

advertisements confuses the imaginary with perception and circumvents rational thought prior to purchase—all likely to 
evolve in directions anticipated by the market specialists. One paper shows that the manner an organisation approaches 

strategic planning is significant. A case study rooted in stewardship, service and divine endowments develops theoretical 

findings drawing from biblical strategy and blends these with contemporary strategic human resource management. Social 

impact assessment (SIA) has become a recent concept of interest within the business and public domains, soliciting further 

study by academics. SIA is an interdisciplinary social science that incorporates various fields and is regarded as a technique 
for predicting social impacts as part of an environmental impact assessment (EIA) or as a stand-alone process. This book 

contributes to the knowledge base of SIA and its relationship with b-corporations and integrated reporting, providing insights 

between these two fields of research. The penultimate current chapter embraces a topic which is still underdeveloped in the 
literature: how corporate social responsibility may or may not influence brand equity. Therefore, the authors conducted a 

literature review to analyse past studies on this topic, focusing on four major aspects. Today every customer is digital 

customer, and every enterprise is digital enterprise. It is proposed that the significantly changing business environment 
requires enterprises to rapidly change their structures, processes and systems in order to save their customers and to remain 

competitive and compliant to the requirements of the modern digital economy. 

Asset Management: Strategies, Opportunities and Challenges 

Maria Cristina Arcuri, Ph.D. (Teaching Assistant of Economics of Financial Intermediation, 

Parma, Italy) 

In series: Business, Technology and Finance 
2018. 
Softcover: 978-1-53614-246-4. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53614-247-1. $95.00. 

Asset management can be defined as the selection and maintenance over time of listed and unlisted financial instruments, 
with the aim of obtaining the best possible return for a certain level of risk. Nowadays, the asset management industry is 

under pressure for various reasons, including reductions in margins, constant regulatory, macro-economic and political 

changes, and new business models such as “robo-advice”. This book aims to provide an overview of asset management by 
focusing on some of the main issues in the sector. It gathers contributions on the system, strategies, opportunities and 

challenges. Chapter One highlights the importance of adopting an enterprise approach to the implementation of the asset 

management system, especially for large organizations. Chapter Two focuses on active and passive portfolio investment 
strategies. Active strategies aim to “beat the market”, while passive strategies support the efficient market theory by implying 

that a rational investor should “buy the market” as it is. Empirical evidence, in fact, supports both strategies. Chapter Three 

discusses a quantitative model applied to equity indexes corrected in order to consider currency risk. Chapter Four compares 
the portfolio characteristics and performance measures of social impact mutual funds, which implement different sustainable 

and responsible investment strategies. Chapter Five deals with impact investing, which is a niche within the Socially 

Responsible Investing (SRI) parameters. Chapter Six examines the asset allocation 
strategies of Sovereign Wealth Funds (SWFs), which are state-owned investment funds 

or entities that have emerged as important investors in global equity. Finally, Chapter 

Seven provides background information on art investment and the combination of art 
and finance, with the focus on the demand for investment in art, art advisory models and 

art funds. 

B-C-D: Business Communication Digitally 

Luke Strongman (Independent Researcher, MRSNZ) 

In series: Business Issues, Competition and Entrepreneurship 
2018. 154 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-813-9. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-814-6. $95.00. 
BCD. Business Communication Digitally is a book for today’s and tomorrow’s business 

practitioner and student that is structured into eleven chapters, each dealing with topics 

salient for aspects of business practice in the digital age. The constant need to innovate, 
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to communicate ahead of time, to perform a service or supply a product on the promise of the future transaction, informs 

much about business practice. After all, what is business acumen based on but the difference between realities and 
contingencies, the tangible and the intangible? Most business communication in the digital world of today and tomorrow will 

either take place face to face or technologically mediated (by phone, email, video conference, text, etc.). More mediated 

business communication is taking place because of the ubiquitous availability of new distal technologies that are compatible 
with the office PC – social media, Skype, Yammer, etc. It is now possible to video-call a colleague almost anywhere in the 

world via internet connection. With the ubiquitous use of social media technology as one form of mass communication, 

social presence and media effects become relevant to mass communication that are encountered in the business world. The 
chapters of BCD are developed on a progression of themes. opportunity; creativity; equality and sustainability; negotiation; 

patience; listening; recognition; trust; intangibles; social presence; and digital media. These themes combine to engender a 

sense of situatedness in a world of doing. 

Brand Touchpoints 

Aparna Sundar (University of Oregon, Eugene, OR, US) 

In series: Marketing and Operations Management Research 
2018. 343 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-566-4. $195.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-567-1. $195.00. 

Brand touchpoints are used to reinforce the basic premise of branding, which is to 
distinguish brands from their competitors and remain memorable, ultimately keeping 

customers resolute in their allegiance. Information related through brand touchpoints 

increases brand familiarity, contributes to a brand’s value, improves attitudes towards a 
brand, and in general is essential to maintain an ongoing relationship with consumers. 

Given the role of brand touchpoints, a look at contemporary issues is warranted. Brand 

Touchpoints is a collection of chapters by academics, practitioners and designers on the 
current evolution of brand communication. The book looks at existing issues in the 

marketplace and ways to influence the branding process. First, the changing role of brand 

touchpoints is reviewed in terms of the move from physical assets such as stores, trucks, 
and outdoor billboards to digital applications. A foundational sense of how consumers 

develop inferences surrounding brand touchpoints is then explored. Following this, 

prescriptive models for building brands to enhance the effectiveness of brand touchpoints 
are proposed. Then the ability of tangible touchpoints such as product design, packaging, 

and other tangible aspects of the brand to inform macro branding is reviewed. A case is 

made for more research on multisensory aspects of a brand. Chapters in the final section 

of the book explore brand touchpoints as it influences microtrends of prosocial consumers, 

children and ardent sports fans. To conclude, novel linkages in brand literature that set up 

an agenda for future research as it relates to consumer culture is discussed.  
The diverse set of chapters in this book offer a well-timed, in-depth summary of the various academic literature and industry 

phenomenon. Chapters are contributed by leading academic and industry experts. 

Business Trends in the 21st Century: Regulations and Legislation 

Cruz Omar Clemente Escamilla 

In series: Business Issues, Competition and Entrepreneurship 
2018. 220 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53614-260-0. $160.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53614-261-7. $160.00. 
This book opens with an examination of the economic circumstances of veteran-owned business. It provides a brief overview 

of veterans’ employment experiences, comparing unemployment and labor force participation rates for veterans, veterans 

who have left the military since September 2001 and nonveterans. The next chapter provides a historical examination of the 
SBA (Small Business Administration’s) size standards and assesses competing views concerning how to define a small 

business. The third chapter is a 3-page CRS report on business capital investment spending, its components and causes of 

the recent slowdown. The fourth chapter of this book examine the SB OIG (offices of inspector general) funding in Fiscal 
Year 2018, its impact on monetary saving, SBA programs and operations and legislation affecting the agency. It concludes 

with observations concerning the SBA OIG’s relationship with Congress. The last chapter opens with a discussion of the 

rationale provided for having a Microloan program, describes the program’s eligibility standards and operating requirements 
for lenders and borrowers, and examines the arguments presented by the program’s critics and advocates. 
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Career Choice and Development: Opportunities, Challenges and Gender Differences 

Jonathan Frazier 

In series: Business Issues, Competition and Entrepreneurship 
2018. 104 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-392-9. $82.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-393-6. $82.00. 

Career Choice and Development: Opportunities, Challenges and Gender Differences opens with a study with the goal of 

examining the learning experiences and outcomes of Twinkling Star Program students in their freshmen year by employing 
a national survey study. The Twinkling Star Program was implemented to recruit students from underprivileged schools in 

disadvantaged regions into top universities in Taiwan. The results showed that these students came from lower family 

backgrounds and experienced more learning difficulties; however, as they had a stronger motivation for academic 
achievement, they were able to perform better than their non-Twinkling Star peers. Next, the authors examine the relationship 

between measured intelligence and self-report vocational interest factors, through a small a sample of adult twins, in order 

to assess if future large scale behavioural genetic studies should be conducted in this field. A subsequent chapter provides a 
review of international literature on gender differences in vocational interests and in Brazil, as well as a review of topical 

findings. Brazilian and worldwide findings are analyzed and implications for research are outlined. The authors go on to 

discuss the advantages and disadvantages of dual-earner households, which affect not only the couple but also the children. 

Suggestions are provided for making a dual-earner relationship work. 

Career Optimism and Self-Efficacy in Immigrants 

Charles P. Chen and Tara K. Kennedy (Counselling Psychology Program, Department of 

Applied Psychology and Human Development, Ontario Institute for Studies in Education 

(OISE), University of Toronto, Ontario, Canada) 

In series: Immigration in the 21st Century: Political, Social and 

Economic Issues 
2018. 128 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-63485-430-6. $82.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-243-4. $82.00. 

The book presents a research study that examined the retraining and career development 

experiences of new and professional immigrants in Canada. The study intended to 
provide an in-depth perspective into the influence of immigrants’ optimism and self-

efficacy on their retraining and career development experiences. Using a qualitative 

methodology, in-depth interviews were conducted and a grounded theory approach was 
employed to analyze the data. Central themes within participant narratives emerged and 

key results were introduced. Participants’ experiences included a myriad of barriers and 

challenges, yet many viewed this experience as a positive opportunity for growth and 
development. The results explored differences between optimists’ and pessimists’ 

retraining and career development experiences, as well as the role of self-efficacy within 

immigrants’ career development. Results have implications for career and vocational 
psychology literature, practice, and career counselling, and include suggestions for 

future researchers. 

Contemporary Conviviality of Trade Unionism: Perspectives from 

the Power Sector 

Sreenivasan Poornaiya (General Manager (Human Resources) 

Indian Renewable Energy Development Energy Limited, New 

Delhi, India) and Krishna Nath Pandey (Dean, Department of 

Business Management, Lingya’s University) 

In series: Business Issues, Competition and Entrepreneurship 
2018. 288 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53612-772-0. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-363-9. $230.00. 
This book has been written by an academician who provided the concept, articulated the 

changed dynamics in the global arena in trade unionism and has been delineated by a 

professional who had keenly observed a new situation which has compelled management 
to seek the cooperation of trade union functionaries; paving the way for a mutual benefit 

instead of the old paradigm of commensal context prevailing before this win-win 

situation. The authors have brought out a unique blending of the emerging co-operational co-existence of both the entities, 
i.e., management and trade unions coming together for a mutual and sublime relationship from concept to completion of the 

pot-pourri. On the one hand, this book provides the model and framework for ensuring the continuation of this conviviality; 

on the other hand, this book provides step by step actions leading to the superb roadmap which will help the readers to 
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implement this theory in their organization if they happen to be professionals handling the delicate balance between 

management and trade unions. The other category of readers – academicians and scholars – will be able to comprehend the 
deeper meaning in principles and theories. 

Corporate Governance, Agency Theory and Firm Value: Advanced 

Econometric Analysis and Empirical Evidence 

Hamizah Hassan, Sardar M.N. Islam, and Kashif Rashid (Faculty of 

Business and Law, Victoria Institute of Strategic Economic Studies, 

Victoria University, Melbourne, Australia) 

In series: Economic Issues, Problems and Perspectives 
2017. 249 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53612-627-3. $195.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53612-634-1. $195.00. 

Important corporate governance mechanisms such as ownership concentration and debt 

used by the large firms can affect firm performance and value in developed markets. The 

mixed findings – which are non-conclusive in the literature – pertaining to these 

relationships pose questions about the exact nature of the relationships between these 

mechanisms and firm value. Moreover, the mixed findings in the literature have resulted 
in the endogeneity issue of the former becoming central to discussions in corporate 

governance and corporate finance studies. The research in this book focuses on the 

dynamic endogeneity issue to investigate whether this issue influences the relationship between corporate governance 
mechanisms and firm value in the largest Australian firms based on agency theory. The study investigates this issue through 

three different advanced econometric models and tests based on agency theory: two-way fixed effects (FE) and the two-step 

system known as the generalised method of moments (GMM). The book concludes that dynamic endogeneity is not a serious 
issue in influencing the relationship between corporate governance mechanisms and firm value in the largest Australian 

firms. These models can be applied to other countries for investigating similar corporate governance and finance issues. 

Corporate Social Responsibility of Social Economy Enterprises 

Candido Roman-Cervantes (Department of Business Management and Economic History) and 

Olga Gonzalez-Morales (Department of Applied Economics and Quantitative Methods), 

University of La Laguna, Tenerife, Spain 

In series: Business Issues, Competition and Entrepreneurship 
2018. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53614-176-4. $160.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53614-177-1. $160.00. 

Companies contribute to the development of the community in which they are located and constantly face new challenges 

linked to their environment. Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) is one of those challenges because it supposes for the 
companies the integration of social and environmental objectives, together with the traditional economic objectives that allow 

them to establish a management model of their positive and negative externalities. However, CSR is not a new discovery for 

social economy companies. The values and principles of CSR have been present in the heart of the cooperative model since 
its origins. The main objective of this book is to analyze the role of CSR in companies of the social economy from different 

perspectives and sectors. This book compiles eight contributions from outstanding specialists who approach the theoretical 

analysis of supranational territorial spaces such as the European Union and the different lines of public action for the 
promotion of CSR strategies in social companies, including a study of national and local cases focused on banking, agro-

industry and tourism. The authors of this book intend to show and interest the reader to a rigorous and varying panorama of 

the state of research applied to social economy companies and how they integrate CSR 
into their objectives. 

Entrepreneurship Education: Opportunities, Challenges and 

Future Directions 

Isaac Oluwajoba Abereijo, Ph.D. (Institute for Entrepreneurship and 

Development Studies (IFEDS), Obafemi Awolowo University(OAU), 

Ile-Ife, Osun State, Nigeria) 

In series: Business Issues, Competition and Entrepreneurship 
2018. 362 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-246-5. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-247-2. $230.00. 
The debate about whether or not entrepreneurship can be taught is being laid to rest 

because there is now a consensus among scholars that, though the teaching of 

entrepreneurship is a science as well as an art, it can be taught. This has equally led to the 
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rapid expansion of entrepreneurship education within its offerings at higher educational institutions. While entrepreneurship 

is being offered as a degree programme at both undergraduate and graduate levels, in some countries, the education is offered 
within the curriculum of primary and secondary education as well as in vocational training and lifelong learning settings. 

Despite these remarkable developments, the consensus is yet to be reached on what and how entrepreneurship should be 

taught. This has led to the adoption of different pedagogic approaches by different countries and higher institutions. The 
recent thinking, however, suggests that there is a changing pattern from conventional teaching to modern methods based on 

action learning. As noted by Brush, Neck & Greene (2015), a practice-based approach will encourage students to go beyond 

rote memorisation of the content of entrepreneurial discipline, but navigate the discipline through practices of play, 
emphathy, creation, experimentation, and reflection. Consequently, the awareness of this shift elicits the need to compile the 

experiences of various entrepreneurship educators to further understand the opportunities and challenges associated with 

entrepreneurship education as well as its future directions. These experiences will assist in understanding what is working 
and what is not. It is important to note that entrepreneurship education has gone beyond the specific concept of a business 

startup, but now includes a broader concept of education that can develop entrepreneurial attitudes and skills of students, 
hence it still holds great opportunities for the future. That is, the problems of the world today, especially as it relates to 

poverty, inequalities and sustainability, needs students and leaders who can think and act entrepreneurially in order to act on 

opportunities that generate economic and social value (Brush et al., 2015). Considering these great potentials of 
entrepreneurship education, there is a need for educators to be innovative and enthusiastic, as well as having a positive 

attitude toward and self-efficacy in entrepreneurship. Therefore, every support is required for entrepreneurship education, 

especially in the new age of economic knowledge. This book is a collection of studies and experiences relating to 
entrepeneurship education, and the chapters are mixtures of conceptual, review, and empirical papers from different 

perspectives that provide learning tools for all stakeholders in entrepreneurship promotion and development. The book 

touches on many aspects of entrepreneurship education, which include curriculum design, pedagogy issues, teaching and 
learning experience, practice of entrepreneurship, and framework for entrepreneurship delivery. While the book cannot be 

said to have exhausted all issues about entrepreneurship education, it is a contribution to the ongoing discussions on it. 

Financial Crises and Programs: Developments, Analyses and Research 

Patricia Hall 

In series: Business, Technology and Finance 
2018. 209 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53614-159-7. $160.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53614-160-3. $160.00. 
The first chapter of this book begins by explaining prior international tax rules and the revisions made in the new law. The 

second part of the report discusses the four major issues of concern under prior law – allocation of investment, profit shifting, 

repatriation and inversions – and how the new law addresses these concerns, or raises new ones. That section also discusses 

issues associated with international agreements. The final section summarizes commentary about problems and issues, 

including legal challenges and uncertainty, within the new international tax regime and options that have been suggested. 

The second chapter of this book examines the National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP), reinsurance and catastrophe bonds. 
The third chapter discusses regulatory reform 10 years after the financial crisis – Dodd-Frank and the securities law, as well 

as the systemic risk regulation of non-bank financial institutions. The last chapter looks at the politics and policies regulating 

the US Campaign environment. Campaign tactics aside, the campaign environment has been a steady source of concern in 
American politics. 

Financial Risk Management Case Studies in Cameroon 

Visemih William Muffee (Higher Institute of Commerce and Management, The University of 

Bamenda, Tubah Sub-Division, North West Region, Cameroon) 

In series: Politics and Economics of Africa 
2018. 218 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-317-2. $160.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-318-9. $160.00. 

Financial Risk Management Case Studies in Cameroon is designed to improve the risk 

management skills of all finance managers. Risk management is a recent field of study that 
points out the necessity for finance managers to help their organisations or companies and 

come up with desired benefits, which will encourage the various stakeholders to keep on 

having trust in the various organisations. The text offers diversity in terms of financial risk 
management. It provides risk management case studies in the service providing 

organisations, especially in the finance sector, where heavy financial risks are 

predominantly present. It is hoped that this text would serve as a useful financial risk 
management tool that would help both finance and non-finance managers in the 

management of risks. The text constitutes important material on financial risk management 

case studies to help risk management students. It is a contemporary text for all business 
management students. It is a good text for all entrepreneurs and should be used in the 

management of business risk, especially in the financial environment of said business. It 

is a good text for all finance professionals and financial advisors. In order to obtain 
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maximum benefits from the use of this text, the reader should carefully carry out analyses of the cases to bring out all the 

facts and use the knowledge to avoid all the financial management pitfalls in the organisation. Using the various facts, 
carefully implementing the risk management ideas and procedures presented will definitely improve organisational 

performance. Risk management implementation is a pivotal key to profit maximiation, for both profit and non-for-profit 

making organisations. 

International Event Management: Bridging the Gap between Theory and Practice 

Hugues Seraphin and Maximiliano Korstanje (The University of Winchester, Winchester, UK) 

In series: Marketing and Operations Management Research 
2018. 287 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-664-7. $160.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-665-4. $160.00. 

The event industry is a robust economic force worldwide. It spans into many other 

important sectors like travel, tourism, hospitality, technology, media and communication, 
inter alia. In America, it is estimated that 18 million events are organised yearly, generating 

approximately $280 billion in spending and $66.8 billion in labour income (Event Industry 

Outlook 2016). Events showcase talent and are perhaps those moments when societies and 

communities group together to revive certain traditions and cultures, which are otherwise 

dormant. In other contexts, like the case of tourism, events create economic value for the 
hosting destination, which boosts the economy. In contrast to permanent attractions, an 

event has the potential to promote authenticity and hence, is increasingly tapped by 

marketers for the purpose of differentiation. For instance, destinations celebrate their 
unique culture and heritage through events which represent important milestones in their 

tourism history. Given their capacity to attract visitors and generate profit, tourism 

destinations are increasingly capitalising on events as a diversification strategy. This trend 
has undoubtedly precipitated popularity in event studies and hence the writing of this book. 

The landscape of the book covers a broad spectrum of research. The chapters explore the 

changing dimensions in the industry based on the following themes: - Event Management 
Trends and Policies - Events and Destination Image and Preference - Events and Education 

- Events, Attendees and Organisers In the present book, an attempt is made to cover a wide 

range of events (sport, cultural, festivals and weddings) and issues related to the organisation and management of these events 
(policies, terrorism, etc.). The chapters also provide solutions and strategies for the organisation of successful events 

(protocol, etc.). The book also offers an opportunity to understand attendees from a consumer behaviour point of view. More 

importantly, some chapters cover events from an education point of view by examining the question from both a Higher 

Education perspective (universities) and an event organiser angle (what is done to make people aware of sustainability). The 

editors have invited academics from Africa (Kenya, Algeria), South America (Argentina), Europe (England, Italy and 

Greece), and the Middle East (Abu Dhabi) to contribute thirteen chapters in the fields of their expertise. With its perfect 
combination of theoretical and practical issues, this book aims to share with readers the knowledge needed to professionally 

manage events in different fields. The latest trends including the key theories, concepts and case studies related to event 

management are presented in a manner that intellectually stimulates readers to get ready for an experiential learning journey. 
This book will enable readers to understand the impact of events on destination management organisations, explain the role 

of events in promoting international sport competitions, and understand the key issues in planning and designing 

collaborative partnerships in event management. Each chapter features a real-life case study to highlight key concepts and 
replace theoretical concepts with practical solutions to effectively approach the organisation of events, as well as preparing 

readers to tackle any challenges they might face in their future opportunities to manage events. 

Marketing Research: Fundamentals, Process, and Implications 

Rajagopal, Ph.D. (Professor and National Researcher, EGADE 

Business School, Tecnologico de Monterrey, Mexico City, Mexico) 

In series: Business Issues, Competition and Entrepreneurship 
2018. 276 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-029-4. $195.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-030-0. $195.00. 

This book examines and emphasizes the differences in marketing research designs across 
cultures, paying attention to differences between international consumers and cultural 

norms that affect marketing initiatives, and several factors for consideration in 

international marketing research. This book argues that the right marketing research 
supports faster decisions lowering the risk with the measurable parameters and drives 

competitive sustainability among companies in the rapidly growing international 

marketplace. This book not only addresses those limitations but also presents new 
research designs and breakthroughs in managing marketing information for assuring 

business gains in terms of increasing market share, augmenting profit, and building 

market competitiveness. Research-driven companies stand out in their ability to 
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continuously anticipate market opportunities and develop the ability to respond before their competitors. The market learning 

processes in consumer-centric companies are distinguished by open research inquiries, widespread information analysis to 
ensure relevant facts for strategy formulation, and developing business analytics models to guide competitive strategies. This 

book addresses the approaches towards overcoming the above organizational learning disabilities and enhancing market-

learning competency to enable companies to stay abreast of the market environment through appropriate periodical market 
research analysis. The book explains how to “refresh” consumer value with small changes in marketing policy to larger and 

sustainable research effects in the threshold markets, and how to help companies gain competitive advantages using 

methodical marketing research and its implications. The linear path of marketing research in guiding companies to do 
business in the international marketplace has been illustrated in the book through logical market behavior analysis; it 

describes how marketing research guides the companies to build sustainable strategies in the competitive marketplace. This 

book introduces the concept of market transitions, marketing research, and strategic business management. It covers complex 
elements of the marketing research and discusses the contemporary research designs, tools, and techniques in reference to 

management, behavioral theories, and applications. The broad foundation of this book is laid on the conceptual discussions 
and applied arguments of marketing research in reference to the business sustainability of companies. This book significantly 

contributes to the existing literature and serves as an essential compendium for students, researchers and business managers. 

Marketing Research for Small Business: An Efficient and Effective Functional Approach 

David J. Smith (Palm Beach Atlantic University Professor and Chair, Graduate Business 

Programs, Rinker School of Business, West Palm Beach, FL, US) and Barbara A. VanderWerf 

(Palm Beach Atlantic University Professor and Director, Undergraduate Student Advising, 

Rinker School of Business, West Palm Beach, FL, US) 

In series: Marketing and Operations Management Research 
2018. 233 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53614-042-2. $160.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53614-044-6. $160.00. 

Marketing Research for Small Business: An Efficient and Effective Functional Approach is as the title suggests, a work 
focused on providing small to medium sized firms with the tools and techniques needed 

to successfully undergo a marketing research campaign. Special consideration is made 

for firms with limited budgets and knowledge of appropriate research techniques. Two 
of the most common comments made regarding marketing research for small firms are: 

1) It is too expensive and 2) it is too complicated. The authors work hard at setting 

straight these two chief concerns. Good marketing research can uncover substantial 
insight into your customer, competitor, market and potential new business opportunities. 

This book is primarily broken into three parts, with the first part focusing on the setup. 

Specifically, the content is directed at how research benefits the firm, how the research 
agenda is setup, and how firms can look at existing data first to answer some of their 

key questions. The second part looks at collecting information, either existing or new, 

making sure that everything you want to know is made possible. And lastly, we explain 
very simply how to analyze the information and turn it into usable knowledge. It is 

interesting sometimes when speaking with small business owners who are struggling to 

grow their business. They often do not really know their customer or business well for 
that matter. Normally, the typical entrepreneur has an idea, possibly affirms it with a 

few friends, and then runs with it. This is a disastrous formula with a high percentage 

chance of failure. It goes along with the old saying: “It is much better to build on rock 
than sand.” This simply means that preparation through knowledge gathering, preferably early in the process, is the key to 

success. As Benjamin Franklin once said, “An investment in knowledge pays the best interest.” 

Monetary Unions: Background, Advantages and Disadvantages 

Slawomir Ireneusz Bukowski (K. Pulaski University of Technology and Humanities in Radom, 

Radom, Poland) 

In series: European Political, Economic, and Security Issues 
2018. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53614-250-1. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53614-251-8. $230.00. 

This book is a new approach to understanding monetary unions. This collaboration of scientists from different countries – 
with leading professor and supervisor Slawomir I. Bukowski – have prepared essays, which concern current and previous 

problems of functioning of monetary unions, especially the euro area. The contents of this book and the problems the authors 

have undertaken are very important and current in the situation concerning the world after the last recession and 
financial/fiscal crisis. This book embraces the problems of theoretical and historical fundamentals of monetary union with 

special concentration on the euro area, and discusses concerns of nominal and real convergence within the Economic and 

Monetary Union in the Europe, as well as problems of fiscal and monetary policy in the euro area. Problems of sociual policy 
and the issue of the financial market’s role in the financing process of European companies. The conclusions that were made 
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concern different problems of functioning of monetary unions, especially in the euro area, which will be very useful not only 

in debates between scientists, but also for politicians in the European Unions. The content of the book and the problems 
which are tackled in it are not a contribution to the discussion which is going on and which, in my opinion, will last for a 

long time because there are many things which are still not understood, and economic life in the globalized world poses many 

challenges which economists are trying to respond to. This book will be very useful and interesting for scientists economists, 
journalists, students and politicians. 

Promoting Investment and Protecting Commerce Online: Legitimate Sites v. Parasites (Part 

I & II) 

William T. Prieto 

In series: Business Issues, Competition and Entrepreneurship 
2018. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-711-8. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-712-5. $230.00. 
For more than two centuries, America’s economic strength has been built on a firm foundation. However, in an increasingly 

connected world, threats have arisen from different parts of the world which have jeopardized our ability to sustain the 

incentives needed to foster growth and development and advance human progress. These threats create challenges for us in 
both the physical world and the virtual world where the systematic and willful violation of intellectual property rights poses 

a clear, present and growing danger to American creators and innovators, US consumers and our collective confidence in the 

Internet ecosystem. This book examines copyright issues and provides recommendations on how to tackle “online parasites” 
and cut off these sites from US based revenue. 

Restructuring Companies: Methods of Improving Efficiency 

Zbigniew Kuryłek (WSB University, Wrocław, Poland) 

In series: Business, Technology and Finance 
2018. 220 pp. 
Softcover: 978-1-53613-811-5. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-812-2. $95.00. 

This monograph raises issues concerning definitions and types of enterprises’ efficiency 
as well as their restructuring processes. It focuses on restructuring and how that process 

should be carried out in a company to be satisfactory. Research was prepared using 
science methods like literature overviews, analyses of primary data, and comparative 

analyses before and after the restructuring process. What is more, this book finds answers 

to questions concerning which decisions should be taken and which instruments should 
be used to make restructuring effective and successful. In research, the example of 

business units which undergo the restructuring process is utilized. The case study shows 

the whole restructuring process from the recognition of a corporation’s financial distress 
to the decision of restructuring and the scheme of restructuring to the final effect as a 

stable corporate situation. Research emphasizes that the restructuring process is 

multidimensional, radical, and could be connected with all departments within a corporation. This book indicates the effects 
of the restructuring process and draws conclusions based on said effects. 

Strategic Human Resource Management: Perspectives, Implementation and Challenges 

Max Lucas and Jill Grant 

In series: Business Issues, Competition and Entrepreneurship 
2018. 125 pp. 
Softcover: 978-1-53613-158-1. $82.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-159-8. $82.00. 

The lack of international studies examining the effect of coaching on employee performance is surprising. Strategic Human 

Resource Management: Perspectives, Implementation and Challenges aims to fil the existing gap in this regard by exploring 

the effect of coaching on employee performance in the Lebanese banking sector through the investigation of one of its 

variables, namely Organizational Citizenship Behavior (OCB), that links coaching to performance improvement. A 
consequent paper describes the strategic revolution in HR practice as obtained from reviewed literature. Researchers suggest 

a need for HR to stabilize its solutions and efficiency in assisting organizations. The final chapter characterizes the main 

changes originated by aging on the labor market. From that characterization, the main challenges for HRM, regarding 
management policies and practices, are also discussed. 
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Strategic Value Management: A Dynamic Perspective 

Marek Jabłoński (WSB University Poznań, Faculty Chorzów, Poland) 

In series: Business Issues, Competition and Entrepreneurship 
2018. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53614-089-7. $230.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53614-090-3. $230.00. 

The issue of value-based management is present in many areas of business and management. Value as an economic category 

determines strategic choices, the investment attractiveness of business models, competitive advantage, and the effectiveness 
and efficiency of the organization. Value is a key factor that determines the occurrence of business transactions. It is subject 

to valuation in terms of company purchases and sales, mergers or restructuring. It determines the rationality of designing 

business models. A value proposition is a factor that determines whether a company with a particular business model will 
succeed or not. Value is also important in non-profit organizations and building smart cities. It is everywhere. The exchange 

of value is the basis for an economic and social approach to the modern economy. The dynamic perspective of value-based 

management is particularly evident in the emergence of new concepts related to the Digital Economy. New trends in value 
migration, value capture, and value retention are the features of a network economy, where the exchange of value has not 

only an economic aspect, but a social aspect above all. Difficulties in valuing companies in the digital economy are 

unambiguous. Intangible values are currently a decisive factor in shaping the approach to building new and innovative 

business models. The reason for deciding to produce a book entitled Strategic Value Management and the Dynamic 

Perspective was due to the great interest in scientific research concerning this area. Substantial needs in the field of 
discovering the determinants responsible for effective value-based management also result from the needs of business 

practice. Therefore, the monograph issued to the readers is highly interdisciplinary. It presents the findings of scientific 

research and the analyses of authors from many research centers. The authors of individual chapters, indicating modern 
trends and directions of the development of value-based management, prove how broad the concept is and how important it 

is in terms of contemporary management. This book is intended for management theoreticians and business practitioners 

interested in effective value-based management in a dynamically changing environment. It can also be an inspiration for 
business consultants in terms of the implementation of the modern concepts of value-based management in modern 

companies. 

Subsidies in the US and the EU: Control or Free Provision? 

Iana Roginska-Green (EU Law Consultant, Washington D.C., US) 

In series: Trade Issues, Policies and Laws 
2018. 281 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-404-9. $195.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-405-6. $195.00. 
This book represents a historical, political and legal overview of the US and EU systems of 

provision for corporate subsidies and their control. Differences, one might think, are easy to 

imagine, while similarities may not be as apparent. Over the last sixty years, the European 
project has developed a sophisticated legal regime for the monitoring and control of 

corporate subsidies (legal term used is “state aid”), whereas the United States has no systems 

that come close to any such organized effort. However, the lack of any regulatory framework 
in the United States cannot be explained by the absence of subsidies and corporate support 

in the economy. State aids or corporate subsidies are provided at every level – federal, state, 

and local. There are many historic and recent cases of the provision of such subsidies in the 
US and how they influenced the economy of the country. However, what still remains similar 

with the EU system is the effect on competition these state interventions have and the 

consequences for the final consumers and taxpayers. It is unclear whether the United States 
will ever move in the direction that Europe has taken from a regulatory point of view. What 

is indisputable, however, is that the European experience provides a rich record of the many 

forms that state aids might take, how they affect competition at various levels of the market, 
and what kinds of remedial measures seem appropriate. In that sense, Americans might learn 

from the Europeans and try to develop this area of the law. The European experience offers 

many useful lessons for the rest of the world. The overview and assessment of this book will 
be a good instrument for the US audience – from policymakers to academia – to see how both systems work and if there is a 

need and possibility for the US to apply the same regulatory regime. 
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The European Union and its Debt Crises: The Deception of the Greeks 

John N. Kallianiotis (Economics/Finance Department, The Arthur J. Kania School of 

Management, University of Scranton, Scranton, PA, US) 

In series: European Political, Economic, and Security Issues 
2018. 343 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53614-067-5. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53614-068-2. $230.00. 
The latest global financial crisis has troubled the United States and caused very bad debt 

crises in many Eurozone member nations due to their integration, common currency, and 

public policies, but with different economic structures among themselves. The European 
Union and its Debt Crises: The Deception of the Greeks provides readers with in-depth 

historical, structural, political, and practical knowledge of the European Union, the 

Eurozone, and how to confront the latest financial, economic, and social problems. The 
literature has been enormous on this unique debt crisis for the last eight years, but this 

book goes beyond the theoretical arguments of different outsider technocrats and gives 

details concerning the role of the EU institutions, the role of the EU member governments 

(especially of Greece, which has been deceived so much and for so many years by three 

different political parties in its government), the role of the Troika (Eurogroup, ECB, IMF, 

and later the Quartet), and the effects of the crises on the poor European citizens. These 
crises have unfortunately continued and reanimated recently in Italy. This book also 

discusses the ineffectiveness of the common public policies, the loss of sovereignty, and 

the challenges for the future of these “structures”, the EU and EMU. It also outlines some 
policy suggestions and recommendations for the European – primarily Greek – citizens in 

this globalized world, which is becoming more strenuous each day. 

Tourism and Hospitality: Perspectives, Opportunities and Challenges 

Rafael A. Krebs 

In series: Hospitality, Tourism and Marketing Studies 
2018. 129 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-007-2. $82.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-008-9. $82.00. 

In this compilation, the authors investigate factors that stop female participation in leisure cycling using research combining 

literature on LTPA gender constraints, cycle tourism and cycling in general to contribute to the little existing knowledge of 
female cycling constraints. The westernized way of understanding culture, marked by Eurocentric defensive self-tropings 

and policies of world colonization, is addressed and contrasted with that of non-western communities. An essay-review is 

presented focusing on the role of alcohol consumption within the rite of hospitality, defining hospitality as, “an ancient inter-
tribal pact, which ensures the common defence in case of wars and person-exchanges for peace-times.” Later, six dimensions 

of the value of the information obtained in social media by Generation Y travelers were identified in these context of research: 

the utilitarian value, the risk avoidance, the hedonic value, the sensations felt during the process of search, the value of the 
interaction with other users, and the perceived congruence between the information obtained in these virtual sources and the 

identity of the consumer. The authors go on to examine to what extent the adoption of robots to meet with guests and their 

needs prompts what some scholars deem “the death” or “the end” of hospitality. While some scholars lament the introduction 
of robots, others understand the trends in leisure and consumption are changing daily. Derrida’s views on hospitality in 

relation to unwanted pregnancy are studied, including his views on “invitation” and “visitation”. Following this, the authors 

examine the problem of fragmentation experienced by tourism-applied research in recent years. The socio-economic factors 
that prevented tourism its maturated and stylized form are discussed. In closing, the critical limitations and problems of 

tourism research today are explored. The authors deliberate on the legacy of French sociology, which centers on a pejorative 

connotation revolving around tourism in recent decades. 

Trade Issues: An Overview 

Lucas Lopez 

In series: Trade Issues, Policies and Laws 
2018. 235 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53614-053-8. $160.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53614-054-5. $160.00. 

This book includes CRS reports on various security, trade and oil issues such as the OPEC and Non-OPEC Crude Oil 

Production Agreement, in which, in an effort to stabilize declining oil prices, the OPEC announced an agreement that would 
reduce crude oil production by approximately 1.2 million barrels per day (bpd) for 6 months starting January 1, 2017. The 

second chapter presents data on US merchandise (goods) trade with its Free Trade Agreement (FTA) partner countries. It 

also discusses the issues involved in using bilateral merchandise trade balances as a standard for measuring the economic 
effects of a particular FTA. The third chapter is a report that examines the differences in the trade data from the People’s 

Republic of China and the United States. There is a large and growing difference between the official trade statistics released 

by the US and the People’s Republic of China. According to the US, the 2017 bilateral merchandise trade deficit with China 
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was $375.3 billion. According to China, its trade surplus with the US was $275.8 billion – a $99.5 billion difference. The 

next chapter focuses on discussions of trade and trade agreements, including the role that trade plays in the US economy. 
The last three chapters examine Frequently Asked Questions of the Trade Promotion Authority (TPA); China’s Retaliatory 

Tariffs on Selected US Agricultural Products (according to an unofficial translation of the list issued by the USDA Foreign 

Agricultural Service, China imposed an additional 25% tariff on US pork products, and an additional 15% tariff on certain 
varieties of US fresh and dried fruit, nuts, wine and ginseng), and the US engagement in significant civilian nuclear 

cooperation with other countries (which must adhere to a framework agreement that meets specific requirements under 

Section 123 of the Atomic Energy Act (AEA). In conclusion, WiMAX or Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access, 
based on IEEE 802.16, is proposed as the standard for broadband wireless access (BWA) over a large metropolitan area. 

WiMAX has received widespread support from both the computer and telecom industries worldwide, making this technology 

particularly cost-effective. Flexible bandwidths and different modulation schemes enable WiMAX systems to adaptive 
change of the speed and capacity of the wireless connection based on the demand. 

CHILD SAFETY 

Child Abuse: Harm and Solutions 

Arturo Loredo Abdala, Hugo Juarez Olguin and Abigail Casas Muñoz (Laboratorio de 

Farmacología, Instituto Nacional de Pediatría, Mexico City, Mexico) 

In series: Children's Issues, Laws and Programs 
2018. 268 pp.  
Hardcover: 978-1-53614-271-6. $160.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53614-272-3. $160.00. 

Child abuse is a modality of violence against children and adolescents which remains to be comprehensively attended. The 
complexity of the problem implies not only the clinical manifestations (physical, sexual 

and psychological abuses and neglect), but also the social component (social determinants 

for health) as well as the judicial implication. This makes the suspicion, diagnosis, 
comprehensive care of each case, the physical and emotional rehabilitation of each patient, 

and the strategies for the prevention of this phenomenon very difficult. Undoubtedly, child 

abuse is fraught with enormous emotional and economic loads for the child, the family 
and society. In the light of the abovementioned facts, the propositions in this book lie in 

the presentation and development of the most frequent and known modalities of child 

abuse. These modalities include physical, sexual and psychological abuses and neglect, as 
well as other forms like fetal abuse, ethnic maltreatment, abuse among peers, bullying, and 

parental alienation among others that are little known or barely considered; hence, these 

latter issues are not frequently seen by physicians, nurses, social workers, psychologists, 
lawyers, etc. In addition, some preventive programs that have been successful as viable 

strategies in many countries of the world are proposed. The aim of this book is to give a 

wide vision on the knowledge concerning child abuse, based on the analysis of behaviors 
and attitudes and revising some new strategies ensuing from information furnished by 

research works. The authors are convinced that the consideration of these concepts would 

definitely permit the elaboration of optimum and specific management for this population. 

COMMUNICATIONS 

Communications: Government Policies and Programs 

Tatum Mangum 

In series: Media and Communications - Technologies, Policies and Challenges 
2018. 169 pp. 
Softcover: 978-1-53614-200-6. $82.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53614-201-3. $82.00. 

The WIN-T program is the Army’s high-speed, high-capacity tactical communications network to distribute classified and 
unclassified information through all echelons of Army command by means of voice, data and real-time video. The first 

chapter examines the WIN-T Program. The second chapter is a discussion on the current structure and its role in the changing 

telecommunications landscape of the Federal Communications Commission (FCC), which is an independent federal agency 
with its five members appointed by the President, subject to confirmation by the Senate. The remaining chapters of this book 

look at the First Responder Network (FirstNet) and Next-Generation Communications; an overview on cybersecurity and 

information sharing, and the FCC’s rules and policies regarding media ownership, attribution and ownership diversity. The 
FCC broadcast media ownership rules restrict the number of media outlets that a single entity may own or control. 
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Smart Miniaturized Wideband/Multiband and Reconfigurable Antenna for Modern 

Applications 

Amel Boufrioua (Electronics Department, Technological Sciences Faculty, University of 

Mentouri Brothers Constantine, Constantine, Algeria) 

In series: Electronics and Telecommunications Research 
2018. 181 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53612-816-1. $95.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-151-2. $95.00. 

A telecommunications technology is continuously progressing. Its main areas of 

investigation are, for the most part, motivated by an increasing requirement in terms of 
data, but are more and more restricted by a hard spectrum of frequencies. Reconfigurable 

antennas, as well as ultra broadband/multi-band communications systems, have 

experienced strong development in recent years. New multi-band/wide band antenna 
concepts have therefore emerged to meet this rising demand. These systems require a 

low-profile nature and ease of integration with associated electronics. Certainly, the use 

of such antennas has become extensive in the various modern telecommunications 
systems. However, the diversity of the characteristics of different bands to be covered 

(the shape of the radiation patterns, the type of polarization, and the bandwidth required) 

have increased the difficulty of designing these antennas. The antennas allow for the 
control of these characteristics for different frequency bands and present a methodology 

of easy dimensions. Indeed, the miniaturization of the antennas is not without the cause 

of problems with their performances. The decrease in the size of the antennas is generally 
accompanied by a degradation of its efficiency and its bandwidth. As a result, designed 

miniaturized structures usually result from a compromise between bandwidth, efficiency 

and electrical size. To meet these needs and demands, several techniques will be used in 
this book to achieve multi-band/wideband performances which deal with the major patch 

antenna design challenges. In addition, some novel reconfigurable designs for recent applications will be addressed. The 

authors hope that this book will provide a full analysis and will present new research in this active field. This book will be 
divided into six chapters. 

COUNTRIES 

A History of Police in England 

Captain W. L. Melville Lee 

In series: European Political, Economic, and Security Issues 
2018. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53614-226-6. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53614-227-3. $230.00. 
The character of a nation is so profoundly influenced by the nature of the control to which it is subjected, that a due 

appreciation of the scope of police functions and a proper knowledge of the origin and extent of the powers and duties 

delegated to them must possess a more than academic interest. This book, originally published in 1901, provides a thorough 
account of the English police system at the beginning of the twentieth century and offers many points of view that are relevant 

today. 

A History of the United States 

Cecil Chesterton 

In series: Political Science and History 
2018. 272 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-600-5. $150.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-601-2. $150.00. 
This book, originally published in 1919, is a telling of U.S. history from colonial times to Reconstruction. Written by a British 

soldier mostly from the battlefields of World War One, it provides a British perspective of U.S. history that was reflective of 

the author’s time. Modern scholars take issue with this telling and have proven many inaccuracies in its pages, but the text 
still stands as a reflection of the sometimes rich and inspiring and sometimes base and unfortunate attitudes and perspectives 

of America’s birth and rise. 
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Alaska: Economic, Environmental, and Social Issues 

Thomas Lewis 

In series: American Political, Economic, and Security Issues 
2018. 203 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-437-7. $95.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-438-4. $95.00. 

The authors begin this collection by linking human and ecological systems research to analyze resource management 

decisions for Alaska’s first submerged aquatic invasive plant, Elodea spp.. A case study is presented which may aid other 
countries in management of elodea by outlining steps for future policy-making, with the goal of retaining the ecological 

integrity and economic value of Alaska’s vast freshwater resources. Next, the authors use the De Martonne aridity index and 

the UNEP Index to determine the humidity of Alaska’s Prince William Sound. The indices for climate variability indicate 
higher humidity in the western sides and lower humidity in the eastern sides. These results highlight the spatial distribution 

of the climate variables in Prince William Sound from southcentral Alaska. Following this, the Bering Glacier in South 

Alaska is analyzed for its size resultant from complexities of geographical position, accumulation area, and climate 
conditions. The results of the analysis illustrate the high variation of the Bering Glacier movements in response to climate 

change. The concluding chapter examines the beginning of orderly social policy in Russian America in 1784, when well-

known merchant G.I. Shelikhov founded the first permanent Russian settlement on Kodiak Island off the southern coast of 

Alaska. A certain impetus to social policy was created by the monopoly Russian-American Company after their coming to 

power in Russian colonies of naval officers in 1818. The Russian-American Company abolished slavery, increased payments 
for furs, supplied natives with food during hunger strikes, and conducted mass vaccinations. Thus, the life of the Aleuts and 

dependent Eskimos slowly but gradually improved. 

Bangladesh: Economic, Political and Social Issues 

Khurshed Alam 

In series: Asian Political, Economic and Social Issues 
2018. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53614-210-5. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53614-211-2. $230.00. 
Bangladesh as an independent country started its journey just over forty-seven years ago. The country is full of possibilities 

and challenges. Bangladesh: Economic, Political and Social Issues has been organized around the economic, political and 

social opportunities and challenges of present Bangladesh. This book is the culmination of twelve chapters by twenty-four 
authors. Their extensive investigation reveals a lot about the social, political and economic context of Bangladesh. Since its 

inception, the Bangladesh economy is largely dependent on the agricultural sector. A good number of authors in this book 

cover the issue of agricultural sustainability, its achievements, challenges and potentials as well as its extension system. It 
also reveals the role of women in the agricultural economy. The book draws the present political state of Bangladesh in 

relation to its historical background. The clientelism, corruption, extremism, secularism and government system of 

Bangladesh has been discussed widely by another group of authors. The technological wave of the global civilization of the 
twenty-first century is surging in Bangladesh with industrial growth and development. The historical roles of farmers, fishers 

and other marginal groups are going through a harsh transformation. This book covers the changing social and economic 

structure of these communities. In recent years, like any other country of the world the climate of Bangladesh has changed a 
lot. Many adaptation interventions have been undertaken to mitigate the problem. These adaptation interventions and 

participatory forest (PF) management programs have been included in this book. It also moves on to the gender issue in 

agriculture, where a dominant Muslim normative order is prevalent as well as the considerable amount of violence faced by 
women. 

Bill Clinton: America’s Bridge to the 21st Century 

Karen Heath Clark (Retired Partner, Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher, 

LLP, New York, USA) 

In series: First Men, America’s Presidents 
2018. 383 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53612-264-0. $230.00. 
Softcover: 978-1-53613-349-3. $89.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-276-3. $230.00. 

Bill Clinton, the first president born after the end of World War II, brought a new 
generation’s vision and attitude to the White House. His 1992 defeat of overwhelming 

favorite George H. W. Bush, who was running for a second term, is a fascinating story 

of the fickleness of presidential popularity. Clinton was an unknown Governor of 
Arkansas when he won the Democratic nomination, most big-name candidates having 

opted to forgo what they viewed as a hopeless race. Clinton emerged from a troubled 

childhood in Arkansas to become a Rhodes Scholar and a Yale Law School graduate. 
He was a man of great ambition, intellect and determination, but it was his charismatic 

personality and ability to reach out with empathy to others that made him such a popular president. While his inexperience 

led to bungling some legislative opportunities, he skillfully shepherded other measures through Congress while keeping the 
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country peaceful and increasingly prosperous during his two terms in office. His presidency was marred by scandals created 

by his engagement in inappropriate sexual relationships with women, scandals for which he was relentlessly pursued by 
enemies willing to use scorched-earth tactics to try to destroy him. Clinton possessed unsurpassed resiliency, labelling 

himself the “Comeback Kid,” and managed to survive only the second impeachment in American history. Clinton left a 

legacy of peace and prosperity when he left office at the start of the 21st century, but the nation had become far more 
politically divisive. 

Body and Politics: Elite Disability Sport in China 

Guan Zhixun and Fan Hong (Zhejiang Normal University, Jinhua, China) 

In series: Sports and Athletics Preparation, Performance, and Psychology 
2018. 241 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-510-7. $185.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-511-4. $185.00. 

There has been growing interest in research on disability sport internationally, yet little 
research has concentrated on the development of disability sport in China. This book 

focuses on elite disability sport in China in the context of history, politics, policies and 

practice from 1979 to 2012. It examines the relationship between athletes with disabilities 

and the three major disability games: the Paralympic Games, the Special Olympic Games 

and the Deaflympic Games. Three key questions are asked: What policies have ensured 
the success of elite disability sport? How do the elite sport system and management of elite 

disability sport work in China? In what way has elite disability sport empowered athletes 

with disabilities in China? The book includes a comprehensive literature review on the 
historical development of disability sport in China and beyond. Functionalism and 

empowerment are the major theoretical backgrounds for the research. The former analyses 

the function of elite sport policies, systems and other factors occurring during the process, 
whilst the latter examines the relationship of empowerment between elite disability sport 

and athletes in China. The three major disability competitions are used as case studies. A 

qualitative research methodology with specific methods of semi–structured interviews, 
data collection and documentary analysis is applied to the research. The thesis concludes 

that the development of elite disability sport in China has received strong support from the 

government. Elite disability sport is closely linked with China’s politics and international 
image. The success of athletes with disabilities on the international stage has raised the awareness of the issues facing people 

with disabilities. This has changed their image in Chinese society in general, and has empowered athletes with disabilities in 

particular. However, there is unbalanced development in elite disability sport. The book concludes by indicating some 

potential future directions for further research. 

Bulgaria: Environmental, Social and Economic Challenges 

Teodora Raya Danailov 

In series: European Political, Economic, and Security Issues 
2018. 
Softcover: 978-1-53614-280-8. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53614-281-5. $95.00. 

In this compilation, the authors aim to determine whether there was an association between contact with urban greenery and 
displaced aggression in young people in Bulgaria and, if so, whether nature experiences were a significant mediator of that 

association. As such, a cross-sectional, self-report study was conducted among 239 young visitors of the biggest park in the 

city of Plovdiv, Bulgaria. Next, the association between perceived bluespace and noise annoyance in the living environment 
is examined using a sample of 720 young Bulgarians (18-35 years of age) from the Medical University of Plovdiv. Research 

on this subject in Bulgaria has suggested that annoyance is associated with considerable socioeconomic costs. The authors 

also carried out a questionnaire survey in the city of Plovdiv in which group of students from a medical university were 
followed from October to December 2017 to examine their mental health. The following mediators were considered: 

annoyance due to environmental pollution, perceived quality of living environment, neighborhood social cohesion, 

commuting and physical activity. Due to the nature of their work, nurses are at risk of developing health anxiety, which has 
also been observed in other medical industry workers. To identify associations between some demographic characteristics, 

psycho-social, organizational, and physical occupational factors and health anxiety levels among nursing staff, a survey 

fonducted amongst 63 nurses from four hospitals in Plovdiv is analyzed. Following this, the authors suggest that the 
relationships and attitudes between different ethnic groups are among the most important factors for building a tolerant 

society. Thus, the authors present a study of interethnic attitudes between Bulgarians (N = 576) and Turks (N = 320) in three 

regions in Bulgaria. Keeping in mind the social and historical context of their centuries-long cohabitation, as well as certain 
significant events presented in their collective memory, the emotional relations, social contacts and discrimination were 

studied. Additionally, Bulgaria: Environmental, Social and Economic Challenges aims to address the following questions: 

how did these governments approach Bulgarian culture in general and Bulgarian museums and heritage in particular? 
Fluctuation, instability and uncertainty surrounded Bulgarian culture since the fall of the socialist regime. What is the 

connection between state administration and cultural development? Does the former affect the latter? The authors also 

investigate the involvement of Bulgarian community pharmacists in the promotion of healthy lifestyle and hygiene, in the 
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context of the international movement for pharmaceutical public health, by way of a cross-sectional questionnaire survey 

conducted among 98 randomly selected master-pharmacists in the district of Plovdiv. Party regulation has increased 
significantly across European states in the last decade, however this topic has received relatively little attention thus far. One 

of the goals of increased regulation has been to make party matters, especially party financing, more transparent in order to 

regain their legitimacy among the public. The authors aim to fill this gap in knowledge on party finance regulation and its 
effects. The main objective of the concluding study is to review the current state of the Bulgarian banking sector eleven years 

after accession of Bulgaria to the European Union and the recent developments and achievements in resolving the banking 

sector issues. The main trends characterizing the system are analysed on the basis of indicators such as balance sheet structure, 
capital adequacy, liquidity, profitability, credit and deposit activity and interest rates. 

China: Conditions, Issues and U.S. Relations 

Lupita Wernher 

In series: Asian Political, Economic and Social Issues 
2018. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53614-262-4. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53614-263-1. $230.00. 

This book is a compilation of recent CRS reports involving China, including maritime territorial and exclusive economic 

zone (EEZ) disputes involving China; background information and issues for Congress on China’s naval modernization effort 

and its implications for US Navy capabilities; a comparison of US and Chinese trade data; China’s proposal for a peace 
mechanism with North Korea; and a review on China’s retaliatory tariffs on selected US agricultural products. 

Colombia: Background, Issues and U.S. Relations 

Augusto Jacinto Espino 

In series: Latin American Political, Economic, and Security Issues 
2018. 
Softcover: 978-1-53614-264-8. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53614-265-5. $95.00. 

This book is a compilation of CRS reports on Columbia, its background and US relations (explored in Chapter One). 
Colombia is the third most populous country in Latin America, with roughly 49 million inhabitants. A key US ally in the 

region, Colombia has endured an internal armed conflict for half a century. In Chapter Two of this book, Colombia’s drug 

policies and how they have evolved are examined in light of Colombia’s peace agreement with the FARC (Revolutionary 
Armed Forces of Colombia) and its changing counternarcotics policy. The next reports examine a revised peace accord that 

was signed by President Juan Manual Santos (in 2016) and FARC (the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia) in an 

effort to end half a century of armed conflict. The last chapter focuses on the Pacific Alliance, a regional integration initiative 
formed by Chile, Colombia, Mexico and Peru on April 28, 2011, which was developed as a way to supplement existing trade 

agreements among the four countries. 

Commemorations: Background, Legislative Processes and Issues for Congress 

Joseph D. Notto 

In series: American Political, Economic, and Security Issues 

In series: Government Procedures and Operations 
2018. 146 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53614-015-6. $82.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53614-016-3. $82.00. 

Since the enactment of the Commemorative Works Act (CWA) in 1986, Congress has authorized 35 commemorative works 

to be placed in the District of Columbia or its environs. Nineteen of these works have been completed and dedicated. The 
CRS report included in this book contains a catalog of the 19 authorized works that have been completed and dedicated since 

1986. It also provides a status update on 12 in-progress memorials and 4 memorials with lapsed authorizations. In the next 

chapter, commemorative coins (which can be divided into two eras – historical coins and modern coins), are discussed. 

Overall, 144 commemorative coins have been minted since 1892. Since 1982, when Congress reinstituted the 

commemorative program, 84 commemorative coins have been authorized. Since 1998, only two coins may be authorized for 

any given year. To date. Congress has authorized commemorative coins to be issued through 2019. Finally, this book 
summarizes the different types of commemorative time periods – federal holidays; patriotic and national observances; and 

commemorative days, weeks and months. Second, it discusses the current rules in the House and Senate that govern this type 

of legislations. Lastly, the last chapter discusses options for Congress, including introducing legislation in the House and 
Senate, and asking the president to issue a proclamation. 
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Constitution: Overview, Issues and Interpretations 

Jackelyn Haggerty 

In series: American Political, Economic, and Security Issues 
2018. 202 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53614-198-6. $82.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53614-199-3. $82.00. 

While exercising its power to review the constitutionality of governmental action, the Supreme Court has relied on certain 

“methods” or “modes” of interpretation – that is, ways of figuring out a particular meaning of provision within the 
Constitution. The first chapter or report broadly describes the most common modes of constitutional interpretation. The next 

chapters herein examine the Speech or Debate Clause of the US Constitution; provides an overview of Congress’s power 

under the Constitution and Congress’s role in interpreting the nation’s founding document; and discusses contemporary 
issues for Congress with regards to Article V of the US Constitution, and the two methods by which the nation’s founding 

charter may be amended. 

Development-Induced Displacement and Resettlement in Bangladesh: Case Studies and 

Practices 

Mohammad Zaman, PhD, and Hafiza Khatun (Advisory Professor, Hohai University, Nanjing, 

China) 

In series: Asian Political, Economic and Social Issues 

In series: Countries and Cultures of the World 
2017. 308 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53612-595-5. $230.00. 
Softcover: 978-1-53614-224-2. $89.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-596-2. $230.00. 

A very first for Bangladesh, this edited book examines the complex issues of 
development-induced displacement and resettlement using case studies with “good 

practice” examples from a wide range of ongoing projects. The authors, who are largely 

“practitioners” in the field of resettlement studies, are well-known in the country and 
internationally for their expert knowledge. The book establishes a baseline for further 

research on resettlement and development in Bangladesh. It is rich in well-presented case 

studies replete with evidence-based strategies to help prevent impoverishment amongst 
those displaced by development projects. The chapters in this collection address 

emerging issues and approaches to resettlement and thus have enriched the literature in 

an era of rapid economic development and change. Thus, the book will remain as a 
valuable resource and reference or teaching aid in academic and development circles. In 

addition to the Foreword by Michael Cernea and the Introduction by the editors, the book 

contains thirteen chapters: Chapter One, “Resettlement in the Jamuna Multipurpose 
Bridge Project: Innovations and Good Practices” (Mohammad Zaman); Chapter Two, 

“Beyond Resettlement: The SAP II Program in the Bhairab Bridge Project” (Hafiza 

Khatun); Chapter Three, “Self-Managed Resettlement by Informal Settlers in the 
Jamuna-Meghna River Erosion Mitigation Project” (Kh. Khairul Matin); Chapter Four, 

“Gender and Resettlement in Bangladesh” (Bindiya Rawat); Chapter Five, “Income and 

Livelihood Restoration in the Tongi-Bhairab Bazar Double Line Project” (A. M. Salah Uddin); Chapter Six, “The Impact of 
Development on Adibasi People in Bangladesh” (Hafiza Khatun and Surinder Aggarwal); Chapter Seven, “The Padma 

Multipurpose Bridge Project: The Ten “Best Practices” in Resettlement Management” (Mohammad Zaman and Aqueel 

Khan); Chapter Eight, “Land Acquisition and Resettlement in Urban Transport Project in Dhaka City: Experience and 
Innovations” (Akhtar Zaman); Chapter Nine, “Resettlement in RCIP-Rail Projects: A Review of the Planning Experience” 

(Saifulla Dostogir and Aktarul Islam Khan); Chapter Ten, “Resettlement Planning and Implementation: Making Things 

Happen” (Albab Akanda); Chapter 11, “Training and Capacity Building in Resettlement Management: The MLARR 
Program at BRAC University” (Ferdous Jahan and Sharif A. Wahab); Chapter Twelve, “External Monitoring in CEIP-1 

Project: Review and Early Experience” (Jan T. Twarowski); and Chapter Thirteen, “Toward a Land Acquisition and 

Resettlement Law for Bangladesh: Issues for Consideration” (Mohammad Zaman and Hafiza Khatun.) 

Early Israel and the Surrounding Nations 

A. H. Sayce 

In series: Countries and Cultures of the World 
2018. 204 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-602-9. $150.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-603-6. $150.00. 

This book, originally published in 1899, impresses upon us the solidarity of ancient Oriental history and the impossibility of 

forming a correct judgment in regard to any one part of it without reference to the rest. Hebrew history is unintelligible as 
long as it stands alone, and the attempt to interpret it apart and by itself has led to little else than false and one-sided 
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conclusions; it is only when read in the light of the history of the great empires that flourished beside it that it can be properly 

understood. Israel and the nations around it formed a whole that, like the elements of a picture, cannot be torn asunder. If we 
would know the history of the one, we must also know the history of the other. 

Energy Policies of Turkey During the Erdogan Era: Facts and Lies 

Tugce Varol, Ph.D. (21st Century Turkey Institute, San Diego, CA, USA) 

In series: Energy Policies, Politics and Prices 
2018. 276 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53610-589-6. $195.00. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-930-3. $89.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53610-927-6. $195.00. 
Erdogan discovered in 2002 that energy policies and the energy sector would create a 

mechanism to institute his dynasty in Turkey. The energy policies of the Erdogan era 

include how the Erdogan family engaged in the international energy business in Turkey 
and neighboring countries, and how they became wealthy. After many years of 

supporting the Calik Holding, the former CEO, Berat Albayrak, Erdogan’s son-in-law, 

was appointed Turkey’s Minister of Energy by Erdogan in 2015. Since Erdogan came 

to power in 2002, many books and articles were published on Turkey’s foreign policy 

and domestic politics by scholars. However, this is the first book that combines 
Erdogan’s energy policy actions (country by country in chronological order) as well as 

describing the underlying corruption allegations, the Zarrab case, and the smuggling of 

ISIS oil. As a result of the research through official Turkey institutions and 
international institutions, it is shown that an overseas Turkish energy company was and 

continues to be involved in the energy blocks of Iraqi Kurdistan, thanks to Erdogan’s 

agreement with the Barzani administration. This book aims to analyze Turkey’s energy 
relations with Russia, Azerbaijan, Iran, Iraq-Iraqi Kurdistan, Eastern Mediterranean 

and Central Asian countries since 2002. One of the notable outcomes of the book is to 

reveal how Erdogan contributed to Israel’s energy security despite his anti-Israeli 
rhetoric. The reader will learn the details of the energy projects between Turkey and 

other countries. In addition, the reader will also learn the roles of Turkey’s energy companies close to the Erdogan family. 

The book emphasizes the deterioration of Turkey-Russia relations and its impact on Turkey’s energy security, thanks to the 
Erdogan-Putin rivalry over Syria. Erdogan has been in power since 2002 (President since 2014), and is trying to convert 

Turkey’s political regime to remain in power for as long as possible. Appointing his son-in-law as Turkey’s Minister of 

Energy is not a coincidence, but rather a business strategy. 

English Industries of the Middle Ages 

L. F. Salzmann 

In series: European Political, Economic, and Security Issues 
2018. 179 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-604-3. $95.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-605-0. $95.00. 

This book, originally published in 1913, makes no pretense to be a complete history of the early industrial life of England, 

but at the same time it does claim to be an introduction to the study of that subject and provides more than a bare outline of 
industrial conditions in pre-Elizabethan days. Student who are anxious to go more deeply into the subjects here treated can 

use this book as a road map and the footnotes as finger-posts to guide themselves to the heights of completer knowledge. 

Executive Departments of the US Government: Current Issues and Challenges 

Barton Sisk 

In series: Government Procedures and Operations 
2018. 215 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53614-194-8. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53614-195-5. $95.00. 
The first report included herein describes action taken by the Administration and Congress to provide FY2018 funding for 

Commerce, Justice, Science and Related Agencies (CJS) accounts. It also provides an overview of enacted FY2017 

appropriations for agencies and bureaus funded as part of annual CJS appropriations. It also includes an overview of the 
consideration of FY2018 legislative branch appropriations, and an overview of the FY2018 budget requests of individual 

legislative branch agencies and entities. Other chapters provide a visual comparison between the size of budget authority 

recommended or provided to DHS (Department of Homeland Security) components; examines the SBA OIG’s (US Small 
Business Administration OIG) statutory authorities; programs and funding authorized by the Corporation for National and 

Community Service; information about the FY2019 budget request for the Department of Health and Human Services and 

an overview on the Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation (PBGC). 
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Foreign Aid: Developments, Analyses and Research 

Leslie McGuire 

In series: Foreign Policy of the United States 
2018. 244 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53614-155-9. $160.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53614-156-6. $160.00. 

Members of Congress and Administrations have periodically considered reorganizing the federal government’s trade and 

development functions to advance various policy objectives. This book examines the Trump administration’s 2019 budget 
request to consolidate OPIC and other agency development finance functions, specifically the DCA of the USAID, into new 

US development foreign agencies. The second report shows in tabular form how much the Administration requested and 

how much Congress appropriated for US payments to the multilateral development banks (MDBs) since 2000. The third 
report included in this book looks at the Millennium Challenge Corporation (MCC) that provides economic assistance 

through a competitive selection process to developing nations that demonstrate positive performance in 1. Ruling justly, 2. 

Investing in people and 3. Fostering economic freedom. Next, an overview of US foreign assistance to Israel is provided. It 
includes a review of past aid programs, data on annual assistance and analysis of current issues. Finally, this book examines 

the legislative authorization and appropriation of funds for foreign aid and security cooperation which are potential vehicles 

for congressional responses to developments in Cameroon, along with oversight activities. Additionally, to date, the US has 

directed nearly $7.7 billion toward Syria-related humanitarian assistance, and Congress has appropriated billions more to 

support security and stabilization initiatives in Syria and in neighboring countries. The chapters herein provide an overview 
on the Syria conflict and the US response in what is now its seventh year of conflict. 

Geopolitics of the South China Sea in the Coming Decades 

Mohd Aminul Karim (Independent University, Dhaka, Bangladesh) 

In series: Asian Political, Economic and Social Issues 
2018. 232 pp. 
Softcover: 978-1-53614-094-1. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53614-273-0. $95.00. 

The South China Sea (SCS) is explicably one of the most dangerous flash points in the world today with the potential to 
conflagrate into conflicts/skirmishes at the slightest provocation or even by accident. The Sea is uniquely – strategically, 

even – located, as it links the Indian and Pacific Oceans through the constricted Malacca Strait. It falls along the most critical 

sea lanes in trade and commerce for both oceans. The Sea, therefore, is a delicate and volatile water space with overlapping 
and conflicting claims (under the UNCLOS and historical records) by the surrounding 

countries. The SCS is a bellwether for determining leadership between two major powers: 

The United States and China. The United States is still the predominant power, while 
China remains the front running challenger. Consequently, a transition is underway that is 

fraught with risks and uncertainty. The transition may not be as smooth as the one between 

the United States and the United Kingdom after the Second World War. China is rising 
massively, and thus gradually asserting its influence among the claimant countries of the 

SCS and elsewhere. That said, China wants to settle the scores with the smaller claimant 

countries on a one-on-one basis. So, ASEAN centrality is coming under strain, though 
there are moves to conclude a binding code of conduct. China is resolute to claim 

sovereignty almost over the entire SCS while the United States means to focus on the 

freedom of navigation. The United States is conducting freedom-of-navigation operations 
round the clock, shadowed by an increasingly strengthening PLA. Other powers such as 

Japan, India, and Australia with their alignments emerging are on the queue to join the fray 

along with the United States. However, challenging China individually is problematic. 
Geopolitics of the South China Sea in the Coming Decades captures all of these 

complexities through a comprehensive, eclectic and objective method. Another unique part 

of this book is that it makes futuristic projections for the next few decades in the Indo-
Pacific Region. 

Georgia: History, Culture and Ethnography 

Anzor Erkomaishvili 

In series: Countries and Cultures of the World 
2018. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53610-166-9. $250.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53610-643-5. $250.00. 

This two-volume book entitled Georgia: History, Culture and Ethnography is a richly illustrated, genuine gift for the lovers 
of European culture and history. This book consists of more than twenty chapters in which Georgia’s musical folklore is 

described in detail according to its different ethnographic corners. It is accompanied by audio recordings of more than 1,600 

Georgian folk songs and more than 100 church hymns. It also contains unique videos of Georgian folk dances. In the first 
volume, the reader will find articles about pre-Christian culture, as well as church architecture, fresco paintings, icon painting, 

and sacred hymns belonging to the period after the adoption of Christianity by Georgia (IV century AD). Readers will 
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discover how unique and distinctive this culture is, and how it was developed by such a small country in the South Caucasus, 

the territory of which is recognized as the homeland of winemaking and the oldest dwelling of man in Europe. In the second 
volume, for readers interested in musical folklore and folk art, they will learn about Georgian folk architecture, pottery, stone 

masonry, winegrowing-viticulture, costumes and other elements of Georgian folk traditions. 

Hillary Rodham Clinton (HRC) Paid Speeches 

Christian Mellor 

In series: American Political, Economic, and Security Issues 
2018. 232 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-794-1. $82.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-795-8. $82.00. 
This book is a compilation of speeches of the former Secretary of State, Hillary Clinton. This includes topics on: • 

Benghazi/Libya • China • Campaign Contributions • Egypt • Government Surveillance • Haiti • Russia • Taxes • Personal 

Wealth • North Korea • Mexico • Syria • Islam and much more. The information included in this book was initially released 
by WikiLeaks, the international non-profit organization that was launched in 2006 for the purposes of disseminating original 

documents from anonymous sources. 

Imperial Maladies: Literatures on Healthcare and Psychoanalysis in India 

Debashis Bandyopadhyay (Professor of English, Vidyasagar University, West Bengal, India) 

and Pritha Kundu (Assistant Professor of English, Chandrakona Vidyasagar Mahavidyalaya, 

West Bengal, India) 

In series: Countries and Cultures of the World 
2018. 310 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53611-863-6. $195.00. 
Softcover: 978-1-53613-931-0. $89.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53611-873-5. $195.00. 

The thrust-area of this book is the connection between imperial anxieties and tropical 
health situations along with intriguing psychological questions involving race, politics, 

gender, history and colonial modernity. For a long time, the focus has largely been 

Eurocentric: the effects of European medicine and healthcare policies introduced to the 
sub-continental colonies have been viewed in relation to the strategies of governing the 

colonial subjects. David Arnold’s Colonising the Body considers the State’s role in 

introducing European medicine as instrumental to the British imperial project in India. 
In literary representations, especially in the Late Victorian and early twentieth century 

fiction and memoirs by Rudyard Kipling, Philip Meadows Taylor, Flora Annie Steel 

and George Orwell, we have several pictures of a palliative, medically-oriented 
imperialism. Waltraud Ernst’s Mad Tales of the Raj (1998) and Christiane Hartnack’s 

Psychoanalysis in Colonial India (2001) offer thoughtfully documented analyses of the 

early developments of psychology and psychotherapy in colonial India. Indian medical 
historians like Poonam Bala and Projit Mukharji question the tendency of looking at 

western medicine only in terms of monopoly and power. However, the question of 
“Indianness” in psychoanalytic philosophy, trying to understand how the East hopes to 

locate Western psychoanalysis in a post-therapeutic journey, or how the anti-Oedipal or 

an-Oedipal manifests itself in Indian cultures of psychoanalysis, still remains an area 
demanding further attention. The present volume seeks to understand such problems in colonial, medical and psychoanalytic 

discourses, from perspectives that are broadly interdisciplinary yet chiefly based on literary, historical and cultural studies. 

Containing fourteen chapters, this book hopes to succeed in exploring the medical and 
fictional literatures of colonial and postcolonial India, both in English and other Indian 

languages. The book is divided into such sub-themes as: Psychoanalysis , 

psychopathology and the aesthetics of malady; Literature, medicine and healthcare in 

colonial India; Historical Studies; Studies in popular fiction: sensational psychiatry; 

Medicine, gender and colonial modernity. 

Iraq: The Continuing Challenges in the Post-Saddam Hussein Era 

Haitham Al-Mayahi, Ph.D. (Director of International Media and 

NGOs Office, Mosul Operation, Iraqi Gov., Iraq) 

In series: The Middle East in Turmoil 
2018. 151 pp. 
Softcover: 978-1-53613-821-4. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-835-1. $95.00. 

This book is a systematic analysis of the intractable challenges posed by terrorism, 
sectarianism, corruption and the transition to democracy in the post-Saddam Hussein era 
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in Iraq, and details how they can be overcome. This book is particularly unique because while there are many books on Iraq, 

most of them are historical accounts and travelogues. The authors of these works, the overwhelming majority of whom are 
non-Iraqi, agree that Iraq is in a crisis, albeit their explanations for and analyses of the crisis and prescriptions vary and are 

of variegated qualities. 

Key Reports from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency Office of the Inspector General 

Debroah Ledoux 

In series: American Political, Economic, and Security Issues 
2018. 408 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53614-182-5. $270.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53614-183-2. $270.00. 
This book provides meaningful reports from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency Office of the Inspector General. In 

addition to providing details of some key successful operations within the agency, the reports also provide details about 

operations within the agency that need updated measures and controls to be effective. 

Lithuania: Political, Economic and Social Issues 

Bronius Kazlauskas 

In series: European Political, Economic, and Security Issues 
2018. 
Softcover: 978-1-53614-278-5. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53614-279-2. $95.00. 

Lithuanian economic, political and social development should be assessed from a historical perspective because Lithuania 
regained its independence in 1990 when the Soviet Union collapsed. Lithuania: Political, Economic and Social Issues opens 

with an analysis of the three stages of political, economic and social development in the period of Lithuanian independence. 

Next, the authors discuss the implementation of a very important human right, the prohibition of torture. In recent years, the 
European Court of Human Rights has recognized that the prohibition of torture and inhuman treatment also has a procedural 

dimension. In the case of Kraulaidis v. Lithuania, the European Court of Human Rights ruled that the official investigation 

into a traffic accident, which left the applicant permanently disabled, was so insufficient as to amount to a violation of Article 
3 ECHR. Railway transportation plays an important role in the socioeconomic development of the greater number of all 195 

independent countries in the world in general, and in Lithuania in particular. As such, one assessment aims to examine the 

situational analysis of the rail transport sector in Lithuania during the periods of Russian tsarist oppression (1859–1915), 
Soviet occupation (1944–1990) economic transition (1990–1995), economy growth (1996–2007) and integration into today's 

European transport network (2010–now). Next, the authors aim to identify the role played by childhood and adolescent 

experiences in the formation of pro-violence attitudes and on self-assessed violent behavior in early adulthood. Recent 
statistical information about crime and criminal justice issues in the European Union indicates that over the past decade, 

violent crime rates have decreased in Lithuania. In the final chapter, beginning with the notion that state broadcasters are 

entitled to basic human rights, including the right to free speech, the authors demonstrate how the goals of protecting 
journalistic human rights and freedoms and securing quality standards in journalism can be reconciled within the framework 

provided by the European Convention on Human Rights. 

Mexico: Background, Issues and Recent Developments 

Sinjin Delta Griffin 

In series: Latin American Political, Economic, and Security Issues 
2018. 

Softcover: 978-1-53614-268-6. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53614-269-3. $95.00. 
This book is a compilation of CRS reports from 2017 and 2018 on Mexico, its background and US Relations. Congress has 

maintained significant interest in Mexico, an ally and top trade partner. The first chapter provides an overview of political 

and economic conditions in Mexico, followed by assessments of selected issues of congressional interest in Mexico: security 

and foreign aid, extraditions, human rights, trade, migration, energy, education, environment and water issues. The second 

chapter or report is a primer on US and Mexican water sharing. It focuses on the sharing of surface waters. The third chapter 

addresses seasonal agricultural import competition in the NAFTA renegotiation. Mexico’s production of some fruits and 
vegetables – tomatoes, peppers, cucumbers, berries and melons – has increased sharply in recent years, in large part to 

Mexico’s investment in large-scale greenhouse production facilities and other types of technological innovations. The next 

chapter provides an overview of the United States’ energy trade with Canada and Mexico. It quantifies current trends in US 
energy trade across the fuel categories, the potential for future trade, and key factors that may affect that potential – especially 

energy transportation infrastructure. The last report included in this book is a three-page report on Mexico’s transnational 

criminal organizations (TCOs), which have been identified for years as the greatest organized crime threat to the US given 
their strong links to drug trafficking, money laundering and other crimes. 
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Oversight and Controls of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 

Antony Galindo 

In series: American Political, Economic, and Security Issues 
2018. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53614-180-1. $230.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53614-181-8. $230.00. 

This book provides accounts of the oversight and operations of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency as reported by the 

office of the Inspector General. 

Political Concerns and Literary Topoi in French Grand Opera 

Robert Ignatius Letellier (Lecturer, Madingley Hall, Cambridget, Cambridge, UK) 

In series: Fine Arts, Music and Literature 
2018. 301 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-418-6. $230.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-419-3. $230.00. 

This collection of essays examines the intellectual content and structural underpinning of French Grand Opera, which 
flourished in Paris from 1828-1870. The genre of tragédie lyrique was renewed and relaunched by Auber with La Muette de 

Portici (1828) and Rossini with Guillaume Tell (1829). These operas considered the 

revolutionary struggle for national identity that was a growing issue of the age. The great 
operas that followed by Meyerbeer and Halévy considered the political situation in terms 

of religious freedom, the rise of Jewish emancipation and religious toleration in the 

spread of revolutionary ideals in the wake of the Napoleonic Wars. Robert le Diable 
(1831) had a mythological theme that conjured up the Catholic unity of the Middle Ages, 

Les Huguenots (1836), conversely, presented with the bloody strife of the Reformation. 

La Juive (1835) considered the nature of religious freedom in terms of the Jews in 
Christian society, and Le Prophète (1849) the place of poor people in society, with 

religion as an ideology of social change also in terms of the Reformation scenario. Later 

Verdi’s Don Carlos (1867) would present the very issue of personal freedom and its 
relation to state religion in the dark context of the Spanish Inquisition . All of the chapters 

address these topics from a variety of perspectives and emphases. What is the nature of 

faith in relation to intolerance and is fanaticism born of an exegetical process and political 
ideology? How does the traditional symbolism of faith unfold? How is it underscored by 

a theological hermeneutic of history? The trajectory is one of idealism sought, as if in 

recollection of a Golden Age or prelapsarian situation of unity and wholeness. This 
situation is interestingly addressed, or mirrored in the concept of the pastoral, particularly 

in regards to dance. The balletic interludes of French Grand Opera in fact developed out of a tradition of diversity in the court 

of Louis XIV to comment on a deep structure of failed religion and political idealism. 

Public Lands: Background and Issues for Congress 

Teri Buchanan 

In series: Government Procedures and Operations 
2018. 224 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53614-055-2. $95.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53614-056-9. $95.00. 

There are approximately 640 million surface acres of federally owned land in the United States. This book introduces some 

of the broad themes and issues Congress has considered with addressing federal land policy and resource management, 
including questions about the extent and location of the federal estate. Additionally, most federal lands and waters are open 

to hunting and/or fishing. The second chapter provides an overview of issues related to hunting and fishing on federal lands. 

Congress addresses these issues through oversight, legislation and appropriations, which target issues such as access to 
federal lands and waters for sportperson activities, and striking the right balance among hunting and fishing and other 

recreational, commercial, scientific and conversation uses. The third and fourth chapters examine the controversies regarding 

management of existing wilderness areas which have also been the subject of legislation. Congress has also directed that the 
federal government is responsible for managing wildfires that begin on federal lands, such as national parks or national 

forests. States are responsible for managing wildfires that originate on all other lands. Wildlife spending is currently subject 

to procedural and budgetary control which the 115th Congress addresses in this book. The last chapter is a report on the 
variety of national monument issues that Congress continues to face. From 1906 to date, Presidents have established 157 

monuments and also enlarged, diminished or otherwise modified previously proclaimed monuments through a total of 259 

proclamations. Congress continues to face a variety of national monument issues, many of which are explored within this 
book. 
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Recovering from Hurricane Katrina: The Next Phase 

Toby Wylly 

In series: Natural Disaster Research, Prediction and Mitigation 
2018. 195 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-785-9. $82.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-784-2. $82.00. 

This book is the hearing that took place on September 14th 2005 before the Committee on Homeland Security and 

Governmental Affairs on the recovery efforts (or lack thereof) from Hurricane Katrina. According to the Opening Statement 
by Chairman Collins, the hearing asks “the hard questions about the adequacy of planning efforts for this long-predicted 

natural disaster.” They “explore the coordination among local, State and Federal emergency management officials before 

and after the hurricane’s landfall.” They then “critically examine the legal structures and authorities that define who is in  
charge of assets that must be brought to bear in such a catastrophic event.” As he states “we would have expected a sharp, 

crisp response to this terrible tragedy. Instead, we witness a sluggish initial response.” This book examines the next phrase 

that took place from recovering from the aftermath of Hurricane Katrina and the steps that were and were not taken. 

Reports on British Prison-Camps in India and Burma 

Oscar Moten 

In series: Political Science and History 
2018. 62 pp. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-778-1. $82.00. 

This book is a compilation of the reports by the International Red Cross Committee on the British Prison-Camps in India and 

Burma in February, March and April 1917. The British camps in India and Burma for Turkish prisoners of war and civil 
residents in the Indian Empire of enemy nationality were visited by three accredited representatives of the Red Cross. The 

conclusions they reached are presented in this book. Specifically, the report gives a systemic account of each camp visited 

including the altitude and climate, the number and category of prisoners, the number of staff with names of responsible 
officers, the specifications of housing and sleeping accommodation, exercise, rations, clothing, hygiene, washing, lighting, 

water supply, sanity arrangement and disinfection, medical attendance, hospitals, discipline, amusements, postal 

correspondence and censorship, relief of destitution, mosques, churches and religious services. 

Research on Hispanic Psychology. Volume 1 

Cirilo H. Garcia Cadena, Ph.D. (School of Psychology, Autonomous University of New Leon 

Monterrey, San Nicolás de los Garza, Mexico) 

In series: Research on Hispanic Psychology 
2018. 300 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53614-005-7. $195.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53614-006-4. $195.00. 
The objective of this work is to capture and share the scientific production of Spanish-

speaking psychologists, which is little known in the Anglo-Saxon world. In contrast, the 

theorists and researchers of English-speaking psychology are well known in Ibero-
America. This book aims to help reduce to some degree this terrible, unfortunate, and 

chronic gap. This first volume is composed of nine chapters that were written thanks to the 

contribution of nineteen authors. This book shows openness to any theory that guides the 
research performed by the different contributors, and the methods used and the problems 

addressed are very varied; it reflects, as Popper pointed out, the desire to differentiate the 

known from the unknown through scientific research. In what follows, the nine chapters 
are very briefly described. In Chapter One, Romo aims to identify the cultural identity of 

professional and academic psychologists through their own testimonies, based on their 

accounts of when they studied the career of psychology. In Chapter Two, Téllez and 
Padilla pose the low quality of the programs that train psychologists and propose a 

certification by national organizations at the graduate level to positively impact quality. 

Carrascoza states in Chapter Three that, during the colonial period, the creoles invented 
the myth of the Mexican identity, against the peninsular Spaniards, and enthroned the 

adoration of the indigenous past. In Chapter Four, Valle and Moral showed evidence of an 

extended scale to measure internalized homonegativity and its validity. They used exploratory and confirmatory factor 
analyses, obtaining evidence of both convergent and discriminant validity, arriving at a hierarchical model composed of three 

first-order factors and one second-order factor. In Chapter Five, Pompa, Meza, and Garcia point out the importance of 

dissatisfaction with body image, derived from overweight and obesity, which in turn leads to psychological and psychiatric 
problems such as depression and anxiety in adolescents. The phenomenon of exceptional abilities was studied by Rodríguez, 

Sánchez, and Peña, who communicate in Chapter Six that schoolmates conceptualize the giftedness of their peers as superior 

intelligence, extraordinary cognitive abilities, but associate it with poor social skills; the authors use a descriptive, transversal, 
and qualitative design. In Chapter Seven, Sánchez, de la Garza, and Aquino adopt a cognitive approach to understand how 

human beings process experiences from their interaction with the physical and social world within the subdiscipline of 

environmental psychology. Richaud, Mesurado, and Lemos summarize, in Chapter Eight, several studies on prosociality, its 
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types, and targets, including important variables related to it, especially in adolescence and childhood. Finally, Vargas and 

Richaud study, in Chapter Nine, parenting styles and their important influence on the cognitive, emotional, and social 
development of infants, children, and adolescents. 

Russia: Background, Issues and Recent Developments 

Ulyana Asya Romanov 

In series: European Political, Economic, and Security Issues 

In series: Asian Political, Economic and Social Issues 
2018. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53614-266-2. $160.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53614-267-9. $160.00. 
This book is a compilation of CRS reports on Russia today. The first chapter examines Russia’s 2018 presidential election, 

in which Russian President Vladimir Putin was widely expected to secure reelection (and since then, has won). The second 

chapter examines recent developments in Russian policy, including the increasingly authoritarian governance since 
Vladimir’s Putin return to the presidential post in 2012, Russia’s 2014 annexation of Ukraine’s Crimea region and support 

of separatists in eastern Ukraine, violation of the Intermediate-Range Nuclear Forces (INF) Treaty; Moscow’s intervention 

in Syria in support of Bashar al Asad’s government; increased military activity in Europe and cyber-related influence 
operations, that, according to the US intelligence community, have targeted the 2016 US Presidential election and countries 

in Europe. The next two chapters go into further detail on Russian compliance with the Intermediate Range Nuclear Forces 

(INF) treaty and the new START Treaty (a new strategic arms reduction treaty that the US and Russia signed on April 8th 
2010. The last chapter included in this book is a 3-page report on the Balkan’s uneasy relations with Russia. Despite Russia’s 

effort to influence the Balkans’ political orientation, which has led the US and, more significantly, the EU to increase 

attention to the region, some observers believe that Moscow likely will not be successful in realigning any of the Balkan 
states away from the West in the long run. 

Selected Speeches on British Foreign Policy 1738-1914 

Sir Edgar R. Jones 

In series: European Political, Economic, and Security Issues 
2018. 264 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-870-2. $310.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-871-9. $310.00. 

The governing principle of this volume, originally published in 1914, was not rhetorical quality, but historical interest. 

Speeches were selected from the earliest days of reporting downwards, dealing with such phases of foreign policy as were 

of exceptional interest at the time. They were chosen so as to cover a variety of international crises affecting various states. 

Slovakia: Culture, History and People 

Tasha Wood 

In series: European Political, Economic, and Security Issues 
2018. 191 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53614-133-7. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53614-134-4. $95.00. 
In this compilation, the authors evaluate the political situation in Slovakia, a young democracy with a population of over five 

million and with history of a quarter of a century of independence lying in the heart of Europe, by analyzing the results of 
the recent general (parliamentary) election held in 2016 and a series of referenda that have taken place in Slovakia over the 

past two decades. They present the basic rules for the application of parliamentary elections in this post-socialist European 

country, commenting on the pre-election situation and the chances of individual parties based on the results of pre-election 
opinion polls. Information concerning an important library located in Bratislava, the capital of the Slovak Republic, is 

presented in one chapter. The library was founded in 1919, and the first period of its development includes the time of the 

interwar Czechoslovak Republic from 1919 to 1938, when it was known as the Comenius University Library. The position 

and mission of the University Library at individual stages, the different ranges of its activities and tasks and the overall 

potential to fulfil its scientific, cultural and educational mission are also presented. Following this, the authors analyze the 

historical roots of political radicalism and extremism in Slovakia. The methodology of this chapter is based on historical 
analysis and statistical analysis of election results, secondary analysis of surveys and analysis of relevant documents and 

media output. Lastly, asylum seekers' access to health care in the Slovak Republic is described. Asylum seekers represent a 

specific group, since they are not included in the Slovak health insurance system. Therefore, they do not have the same rights 
regarding health care as citizens of the Slovak Republic. 
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The Afghan War of 1879-80 

Howard Hensman 

In series: Politics and Economics of the Middle East 
2018. 419 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-686-9. $310.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-687-6. $310.00. 

This book, originally published in 1882, is comprised of a series of letters written from the field of the Second Anglo-Afghan 

War. The author was a correspondent of the Pioneer (the second oldest English language newspaper in India) and the only 
journalist to accompany the Anglo-Indian field forces on their march through Afghanistan. The letters offer a firsthand 

account of the war from a British perspective. 

The History of the Thirteen Colonies of North America 1497-1763 

Reginald W. Jeffery 

In series: Political Science and History 
2018. 268 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-640-1. $195.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-641-8. $195.00. 

This book, originally published in 1908, is a short narrative of the History of the Thirteen Colonies. The author endeavoured 

to give as often as possible the actual words of contemporaries, hoping that readers may thereby be tempted to search further 
among the mass of documentary evidence which still needs so much careful study. 

The Iraq Oil-For-Food Program: Starving for Accountability 

Robert C. Brown and Mitchell O. Osborne 

In series: Congressional Policies, Practices and Procedures 
2018. 277 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-630-2. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-631-9. $230.00. 

This book was reprinted from a public document and records from the US Government. It is a collection of hearings that 
took place in Washington DC, by the House of Representatives on April 21st 2004. The subject of these hearings was the 

UN Oil-For-Food Program. As stated by Representative Christopher Shays, “From its inception in 1996, the UN’s Oil for 

Food Program was susceptible to political manipulation and financial corruption. Trusting Saddam Hussein to exercise 
sovereign control over billions of dollars of oil sales and commodity purchases invited the illicit premiums and kickback 

schemes now coming to light….What began as a temporary safety valve to meet humanitarian needs of the oppressed Iraqi 

people was allowed to become a permanent torrent of sanctions and profiteering.” The potential benefits of the program are 
laid out in the book as well, including the fact that The Oil Food Program raised the national nutritional level of most Iraqis. 

This book examines the impacts and implications of the UN Oil for Food Program, its advantages and challenges and allows 

the reader(s) to make up their own mind with regards to whether the program was a success, or ultimately a failure. 

The Liberation of Italy, 1815-1870 

Evelyn Martinengo-Cesaresco 

In series: Political Science and History 
2018. 359 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-833-7. $230.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-834-4. $230.00. 

This book, originally published in 1895, traces the principal factors that worked towards the glorious unification of Italy. 

Turkish Prisoners in Egypt 

Coralie Sacré 

In series: The Middle East in Turmoil 
2018. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-790-3. $82.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-791-0. $82.00. 
This book describes the observations of the Red Cross International Committee who visited the camps of the Turkish 

Prisoners of War in Egypt on December 3rd 1916. Specifically, the report gives an account of the Heliopolis Camp (holding 

a total population of 15,000 men), including the t prisoners’ accommodations, bedding, exercise, food, clothing, hygiene, the 
medical attention they received, the work of the prisoners’, if any, religion and recreations, their correspondences, and 

behavior. It also includes their observations on the Hospital at Abbassiah, near Cairo, which Prisoners’ were taken to, as well 

as the Maadi Camp (all prisoners were taken there after capture), and the condition and similar information on other camps 
of the Turkish Prisoners in Egypt. 
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U.S. Infrastructure: Government Programs and Economic Impacts 

Juventino Valenzuela González 

In series: American Political, Economic, and Security Issues 
2018. 161 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53614-103-0. $82.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53614-104-7. $82.00. 

The electrical grid in the US comprises all of the power plants generating electricity, together with the transmission and 

distribution lines and systems that bring power to end-use customers. The modernization of the grid to accommodate today’s 
more complex power flows is known as the “Smart Grid.” The first chapter of this book provides recent developments on 

the Smart Grid. In the second chapter, the economic impact of infrastructure investment is explored. Infrastructure investment 

has received renewed interest as of late, with both President Trump and some Members of Congress discussing the benefits 
of such spending. The third chapter examines cybersecurity issues as they relate to critical infrastructure. Critical 

infrastructure is defined in the USA Patriot Act as “systems and assets, physical or virtual, so vital to the United States that 

the incapacity or destruction of such systems and assets would have a debilitating impact on security, national economic 
security, national public health and safety, or any combination of those matters.” The fourth chapter focuses on the “Water 

Infrastructure Finance and Innovation Act” (WIFIA) program, which provides several potential benefits, as well as concerns 

which are discussed in this book. The last chapter addresses a number of frequently asked questions about earthquake risk 

and highway system components, especially bridges. 

Venezuela: Current Issues and Challenges 

Lorena Bradley 

In series: Latin American Political, Economic, and Security Issues 
2018. 224 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53614-013-2. $160.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53614-014-9. $160.00. 
The death of Venezuelan President Hugo Chavez on March 5th 2013 after 14 years of populist rule, has implications not 

only for Venezuela’s political future, but potentially for the future of US – Venezuelan relations. This book provides a brief 

discussion of those implications. Venezuela is facing a political crisis under the authoritarian rule of President Nicolas 
Maduro, who appears to have continued to consolidate power over the political opposition in recent months. Underpinning 

Venezuela’s political crisis is an economic crisis. Venezuela is a major oil producer and exporter, and the 2014 crash in oil 

prices, combined with years of economic mismanagement, hits Venezuela’s economy hard. This book analyses the current 
economic crisis in Venezuela, arguably the most acute crisis in the global economy today, including the causes, policy 

responses by the government and recent developments. It also examines how the crisis affects US economic interests, 

including US investor’s holdings of Venezuelan bonds, Venezuelan assets in the United States, US – Venezuelan trade and 
direct investment, and possible future involvement of the International Monetary Fund (IMF) in the crisis. 

Welfare Programs and Policies: An Overview and Issues for Congress 

Gail Harper 

In series: Government Procedures and Operations 
2018. 189 pp. 
Softcover: 978-1-53614-109-2. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53614-110-8. $95.00. 

The Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP) provides benefits to low-income, eligible households on an 
electronic benefit transfer (EBT) card; benefits can then be exchanged for foods at authorized retailers. The first chapter of 

this book focuses on the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP) and the basic eligibility rules. The second 

chapter gives an overview of the major federal programs that provide food assistance within the United States and its 
territories. The next chapter examines the two tax provisions that subsidize the child and dependent care expenses of working 

parents: the child and dependent care tax credit (CDCTC) and the exclusion for employer-sponsored child and dependent 

care. The chapter provides a general overview of these two tax benefits, focusing on eligibility requirements and benefit 
calculation. It is also includes some summary data on these benefits which highlight some of the characteristics of claimants. 

The next chapter describes the Supplementary Poverty Measure (SPM), how it was developed, how it differs from the official 

poverty measure and the insights it can offer. As its name might suggest, SPM was developed to supplement, but not replace, 
the official poverty measure by addressing some of its methodological limitations. The last chapter provides background on 

teens and young adults in and exiting from foster care, and the federal support that is available to these youth as they transition 

to adulthood. 
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Yemen: Issues and Challenges of the 21st Century 

Tobias Steinar 

In series: Politics and Economics of the Middle East 
2018. 152 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-658-6. $82.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-659-3. $82.00. 

Yemen is important to world trade and economy due to its strategic location at the Bab el-Mandab strait linking the Red Sea 

and the Gulf of Aden, as well as its oil and natural gas resources. However, poverty is one of the major constraints that 
prevent the country from participating as actively it should be. As such, the authors aim to illustrate the vicious circle of 

poverty and make some recommendations that could play a role in breaking the cycle of poverty by equity and efficiency of 

the Islamic inspiration. Next, the authors review the interplay between health care challenges and the remnants of the 
weakened health care system in Yemen. Additionally, a critically analysis is performed on the challenges posed by the health 

care crisis and its implication on the future of Yemen’s healthcare system, as well as the different social classes of its 

population. The following chapter provides an overview of the banking sector and its progress since the issuance of economic 
and financial reforms post-1994 and the introduction and establishment of the Islamic Banks Act in 1996. The key challenges 

facing the banking industry in Yemen are highlighted, and recommendations for enhancing the industry and achieving the 

desired reforms of the financial system to strengthen the Yemeni economy are included. The concluding chapter presents a 

case study which has been conducted in the Kuhlan Affar/Wadi Sharis area in Hajja Governorate. The study's methodology 

was largely based on a combination of data collected during the field surveys, data compiled from various other sources, 
correlation analysis with field observations, as well as the consultants' professional experience. However, because of data 

limitations, the findings presented in this case study should be considered preliminary and they remain subject to further 

refinement as more data become available. 

ECONOMICS 

Benefits of Coaching in Management in Terms of Social Intelligence Enhancement 

Zuzana Birknerová, Lucia Zbihlejová and Miroslav Frankovsky (Associate Professor, Faculty 

of Management, University of Prešov in Prešov, Slovakia) 

In series: Management Science - Theory and Applications 
2018. 155 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-381-3. $82.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-382-0. $82.00. 
Are you a manager who wants to have a satisfied and happy team to work with? Are you 

training to become one? Are you a business coach or aiming to become one? Are you a 

management or business student trying hard to learn how to be successful in the field? 
Are you an academician, a researcher, or a psychologist? Or are you simply someone who 

wants or has to work with people and thus needs to know how to do so effectively? If you 

answer “yes” to at least one of these questions, then the presented publication is designed 
particularly for you. It contains essential information on what managerial coaching is, how 

it works, how it can help in social interactions, and how it can enhance the social 

intelligence of managers as well as their subordinates. The book further presents 
information on what social intelligence is, how it can be developed and measured, and 

how it can be enhanced not only by successful managerial coaching, but also corporate 

training. It includes the results of several research studies dedicated to these matters, and 
provides two complete methodologies for 

measurement of social intelligence (MESI – 

Measuring Social Intelligence) and coaching (AC – 

Assessment of Coaching) as effective managerial tools. 

Behavioral Economics: Trends, Perspectives and Challenges 

Tansif ur Rehman (Area Study Centre for Europe, University of 

Karachi, Karachi, Pakistan) 

In series: Economic Issues, Problems and Perspectives 
2018. 143 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-152-9. $82.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-153-6. $82.00. 

This book distills knowledge gained through a long academic career. For the past few 

years, the author’s work has focused primarily on behavioral economics. While he had 
learned much during his doctorate and international exposure, he learned even more after 
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working with Nova Science Publishers. Through this experience, a new perspective has emerged that describes interests 

regarding the very fundamentals of behavioral economics. A desire to share these epiphanies motivated the production of 
this book. As the world moves further into a more globalized and digital age, generating vast content of different types of 

subject matter, there will be a greater need to access the respective aspects encompassing behavioral economics. It is the 

author’s passion to not only find out, but to develop tools to break down barriers of accessibility for future generations. This 
book represents the culmination of years of work, and writing it has been a challenging yet satisfying experience. The author 

also would like to express his gratitude to the people who supported him in this endeavor. 

Challenges and Opportunities for Eurozone Governance 

José Manuel Martins Caetano and Miguel Rocha de Sousa (Department of Economics, 

University of Évora, Évora, Portugal) 

In series: Economic Issues, Problems and Perspectives 
2018. 297 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-474-2. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-475-9. $230.00. 

The recent global financial crisis and its impacts on the Eurozone have been the subject 

of many studies, mostly emphasizing the economic dimension. However, the different 

patterns of responses to the crisis delivered by countries and institutions reflect very 

distinct political stands. Hence, in order to better grasp the crisis complexity, a 
multidisciplinary approach, involving the perspectives of both economics and political 

science, is required. For a broad and coherent vision of the Eurozone crisis and of the 

exposed limitations of its governance model, one should use the lens of economic 
analysis on the interfaces of the various interconnected macroeconomic variables. But 

one should also take into account the features related to decision making processes and 

resource allocation in a multilevel governance framework, which the crisis has 
highlighted and has put on the international agenda. With such a mindset, the focus of 

this book is on the Mundellian rationale of optimal currency areas and its interaction with 
the Maastricht Treaty institutional framework, which supports the European Monetary 

Union building. On the other hand, structural vacuums in the regulatory design of the 

Eurozone have been accompanied by a manifest lack of effective political leadership in 
the EU’s reactions to the crisis, weakening the credibility and reputation of the single 

currency and leaving Member States dramatically exposed to the logic of global financial 

markets. The crisis was a crucial event in the European integration process and its 

developments will permanently sway the future of the European Union. It is therefore not surprising that, faced with the 

lacunae in the governance of the Eurozone and the coordination failures of its political reactions, the community institutions 

have looked for better ways to improve the sustainability of the Eurozone design. Such alternatives are profusely discussed 
in this book. However, in spite of many meritorious efforts, relevant challenges still remain and must be faced for the sake 

of a more resilient EMU, namely: the completion of the banking union, which is aimed at strengthening the integrity of the 

euro and the risk sharing capacity of banks and sovereigns; a better coordination of fiscal policies, to reinforce the 
stabilization role at the central level; and the promotion of structural reforms, to shape an efficient and stable EMU, capable 

of generating and distributing wealth. This book discusses and proposes responses to the challenges of devising viable 

governance, oriented to the progressive reduction and sharing of risks, in a more European oriented perspective, in which 
central and peripheral countries find their ways to prosperity. The book incorporates views of economists and political 

scientists who revisit and reflect on the causes of the crisis and on its socio-economic effects. The latest changes to the 

Eurozone governance model are cross-examined along with prospective analyses of some milestones that still need to be 
achieved. 

Corporate Governance, Agency Theory and Firm Value: Advanced 

Econometric Analysis and Empirical Evidence 

Hamizah Hassan, Sardar M.N. Islam, and Kashif Rashid (Faculty of 

Business and Law, Victoria Institute of Strategic Economic Studies, 

Victoria University, Melbourne, Australia) 

In series: Economic Issues, Problems and Perspectives 
2017. 249 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53612-627-3. $195.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-634-1. $195.00. 
Important corporate governance mechanisms such as ownership concentration and debt 

used by the large firms can affect firm performance and value in developed markets. The 

mixed findings – which are non-conclusive in the literature – pertaining to these 
relationships pose questions about the exact nature of the relationships between these 

mechanisms and firm value. Moreover, the mixed findings in the literature have resulted 

in the endogeneity issue of the former becoming central to discussions in corporate 
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governance and corporate finance studies. The research in this book focuses on the dynamic endogeneity issue to investigate 

whether this issue influences the relationship between corporate governance mechanisms and firm value in the largest 
Australian firms based on agency theory. The study investigates this issue through three different advanced econometric 

models and tests based on agency theory: two-way fixed effects (FE) and the two-step system known as the generalised 

method of moments (GMM). The book concludes that dynamic endogeneity is not a serious issue in influencing the 
relationship between corporate governance mechanisms and firm value in the largest Australian firms. These models can be 

applied to other countries for investigating similar corporate governance and finance issues. 

Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR): Practices, Issues and Global Perspectives 

Charles Richard Baker (Willumstad School of Business, Adelphi University, Garden City, New 

York, USA) 

In series: Management Science - Theory and Applications 
2018. 348 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-252-6. $160.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-253-3. $160.00. 

Corporate Social Reponsibility is a topic that has gained widespread significance in recent 

years in a variety of academic disciplines, as well as in corporate boardrooms. Edited by 

Professor C. Richard Baker of Adelphi University, New York, this book presents nine 

orginial chapters addressing CSR practices and issues from a global perspective. The 
expert authors come from a variety of different countries and as a result they offer a global 

perspective on issues related to CSR. The areas of specialization of the authors range from 

banking and investment management, to marketing luxury goods, to construction and 
manufacturing. The appraoches towards CSR include methodological perspectives 

ranging from theoretical studies, to empirical analyses, to surveys and case studies. As a 

whole, the authors take the position that CSR is both important and something which 
should be encouraged on a worldwide basis. This book may be a useful accompaniment to 

both undergraduate and graduate courses with a focus on business and society, corporate 
social responsibility as well as business ethics and management. In addition, it would be a 

useful resource for academics interested in pursuing research on CSR issues and business executives interested in studying 

CSR practices from a global perspective. 

Corporate Social Responsibility: Challenges in Diversity, Accountability and Sustainability 

Bernabé Escobar-Pérez and María del Mar Miras-Rodríguez (University of Seville, Spain) 

In series: Management Science - Theory and Applications 
2018. 

Softcover: 978-1-53614-293-8. $95.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53614-294-5. $95.00. 

Nowadays, the relevance of Corporate Social Responsibility in private firms is undeniable as well as it is increasingly 

important for public organizations. Although the idea that firms had some responsibilities to society beyond that of making 
profits has been around for centuries, it was not until the end of the last century that CSR became a reality in business and 

one of the determinant factors that has been taken into account in decision-making. A good diversity management strategy 

as well as the development of a suitable accountability policy are decisive for being considered as a socially responsible 
organization. Notwithstanding, it seems that in some cultural environments it is no longer enough to be socially responsible. 

Stakeholders demand transparency and to know more about the CSR engagement of each organization. In this sense, 

companies should include CSR in their core strategy and go beyond their commitment to CSR and to carry out a proper CSR 
communication strategy. All these sustainable behaviors will have an impact on companies’ reputations if they are recognized 

by their stakeholders. This book aims to provide more evidence to the field of knowledge 

through the study of this topic by considering the points of view from diverse fields of 
knowledge and applying different empirical methodologies. 

Critical Essays in Tourism Research 

Maximiliano E Korstanje (University of Palermo, Buenos Aires, 

Argentina) 

In series: Hospitality, Tourism and Marketing Studies 
2018. 228 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-383-7. $160.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-384-4. $160.00. 

Critical Essays in Tourism Research results from an inner and deep reflection revolving 

around the future of tourism in the years to come as well as the epistemological limitations 
experienced by the discipline today. As some voices agreed, tourism research is facing one 

of the worst crises in its history. Although, over the years, theorists applauded over 

production as one of the signs of maturation for the discipline; for more than fourteen 
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years, tourism has not been consolidated as an established alternative. The fragmentation or dispersion of produced 

knowledge adjoins to the monopoly of an economic-based paradigm which centers on management and the profits of the 
industry. In this book, the authors will show that tourism is something more than a mere service industry or naïve activity. 

They will lay the foundations down for a new conceptualization of tourism. We hold the thesis that tourism is the cornerstone 

of Western civilization, as a rite of passage that revitalizes all daily frustrations keeping – in this way -- society united. 
Chapters which are organized in this book deal with different aspects or topics that touch on tourism as the main object of 

study, but all of them unveil the stereotypes, prejudices and biased diagnoses of the profit-centered theories. 

Defense Economics: Recent Progress and Remaining Challenges 

Merle Howell 

In series: Economic Issues, Problems and Perspectives 
2018. 282 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53614-011-8. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53614-012-5. $230.00. 
This book starts with a CRS report about the Infantry Brigade Combat Teams (IBCTs), in particular, potential issues for 

Congress related to IBCTs including how the addition of new vehicles affects IBCT deployability, detailed plans for GMV, 

LRV (Light Reconnaissance Vehicle), and MPF (Mobile Protected Firepower) fielding, what additional resources are needed 

to support them and the impact of FY 2018 appropriations on GMV, LRV and MPF. These issues are important for Congress 

because IBCTs constitute the Army’s “light” ground forces and are an important part of the nation’s ability to rapidly project 
forces overseas. The second chapter or report in this book provides background information and issues for Congress on the 

Aegis ballistic missile defense (BMD) program which gives Navy Aegis cruisers and destroyers a capability for conducting 

BMD operations. The third chapter provides background information and issues for Congress on the Navy’s Littoral Combat 
Ship/Frigate program, a program to procure a total of 40, and possibly as many as 52, small surface combatants, meaning 

LCSs and frigates. The program presents several oversight issues for Congress. Congress’s decisions on the LCS/FFG(X) 

program will affect Navy capabilities and funding requirements and the shipbuilding industrial base. The last chapter presents 
background information and issues for Congress concerning the Navy’s force structure and shipbuilding plans. Decisions 

that Congress makes on this issues can substantially affect Navy capabilities and funding requirements and the US 

Shipbuilding industrial base. 

Human Capital: Perspectives, Challenges and Future Directions 

Margaret Lawrence and Felicia Murray 

In series: Economic Issues, Problems and Perspectives 
2017. 301 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53612-985-4. $195.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53612-986-1. $195.00. 

In this compilation, the authors outline the main stages that have marked the transformations of the notion of human capital, 

as well as the attempts to measure it, with particular reference to the OECD Survey of Adult Skills. They assess whether 
Sachs’ et al. (2015) negative long run welfare consequences of digitalization also arise when the government as an agent of 

young households invests in human capital with the aim to counteract the decrease in labor productivity resulting from the 

substitution of robots for traditional capital. They also question whether robots raise or diminish existing unemployment. 
Next, the book explores how “brain drain” affects human capital development and utilization with its consequences on the 

development of West Africa, using descriptive information along with a review of relevant literature. The authors examine 

the link between human capital development and substance use from the perspective of adolescence into adulthood. 
Theoretical, methodological and practical implications for extending research on this particular population are also addressed. 

Following this, the book discusses a scientific analysis with qualitative and quantitative results that demonstrate the relevance 

of the organizational and administrative behavior that makes it possible to develop productive human capital in different 
settings, including within families. The authors present findings on the Theory of Vacuum which allows for the performing 

of deep analysis of vacuums’ structure and determining their previously unstudied aspects. This work offers and verifies a 

hypothesis on the existence of vacuums in human capital, with the goal of studying the structure of human capital from the 
position of the Theory of Vacuum. Following this, the work provides an overview of a human capital theory based on 

increasing rates of return to education. This theory explains their relative historical growth path divergence and simulations 

that predict their future income per capita convergence. The authors also analyze how High-performance Work Systems 
could create human capital that efficiently develops organizational processes and increases company performance, thus 

making it easier to understand how Human Resource Management practices could enhance organizational performance. In 

the final chapter, the authors determine new challenges for human capital through consideration of its infrastructural role in 
the system of entrepreneurship. In order to determine the role of human capital in the system of entrepreneurship, the authors 

use the methods of regression and correlation analysis. 
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In Times of Crisis: Perspectives and Challenges of the 21st Century 

Mbaye Fall Diallo and Joseph Kaswengi (Lille 2 University of Health and Law, Lille, France) 

In series: Economic Issues, Problems and Perspectives 
2018. 184 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-512-1. $95.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-513-8. $95.00. 

Due to various evolving factors, doing business is a delicate task in turbulent times. 

Crisis counts among the most debated notions not only in economics, but also in 
management. Researchers’ interest in this field has therefore increased significantly over 

the last decade. The financial crisis that has hit the global economy since the summer of 

2007 is considered unprecedented in post-war economic history. However, according to 
the European Commission, several features are similar to various financial-stress driven 

recession episodes that occurred in the past (e.g., long periods of rapid credit growth, 

low risk premiums, abundant availability of liquidity, strong leveraging, soaring asset 
prices, etc.). The consequences of the financial crisis are now well-known. They relate 

to three different channels: the connections within the financial system itself, wealth and 

confidence effects on demand and global trade. To address the effects of the crisis, 

policymakers deploy different mechanisms: appropriate regulation and supervision of 

financial markets (e.g., through fiscal policies), control and mitigation (e.g., monetary 
easing), and crisis resolution (e.g., product and labor market policies). Companies rely 

on different strategies to cope with crisis situations (e.g., personnel reduction, cost 

reduction, outsourcing, further pressure on employees, etc.). Finally, customers use 
different techniques to deal with an economic crisis (e.g., buying cheaper products or 

brands, buying second hand products, developing collaborative consumption, etc.). Nevertheless, there is a need for a better 

understanding of recent developments on the crisis subject, but also to cross examine the issue in different disciplines or 
fields (e.g., political science, sociology, demography, technology, ethics, etc.). Furthermore, there is a lack of outlines for 

implications and directions for future research. The present book concentrates on crises across distinct disciplines. It gathers 

a collective work on crisis situations in different domains and various contexts. The book includes works with qualitative 
and quantitative approaches, case studies, and empirical and conceptual perspectives. The themes developed throughout the 

book serve various management approaches: marketing, consumer behavior, strategy, organizational management, human 

resource management, public management, logistics, information systems, finance, etc. The main focuses are detailed as 
follows: First, a key question addressed in this book aims to understand how political instability and war affect savers’ 

behaviors in micro-funding structures in developing countries. Second, this book shows how microcredit and social business 

constitute prospective new sources for consumption in times of crisis. Third, the industrial sector is central in this book 

because it is often strongly impacted by crisis. Fourth, some economies and firms are more affected than others by crisis. 

Thus, Greece and SMEs are drastic fields of investigation that are treated in this book. Finally, particular brands such as 

private labels (store brands) become more attractive in times of crisis and are therefore one additional focus of this book. 

Infrastructure Investments: Politics, Barriers and Economic Consequences 

Gisele Ferreira Tiryaki and André Luís Mota dos Santos (Department of Economics, 

Universidade Federal da Bahia/UFBA, Brazil) 

In series: Economic Issues, Problems and Perspectives 
2018. 228 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53610-792-0. $160.00. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-900-6. $112.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53610-808-8. $160.00. 

The quality of infrastructure services is key to the production and trade of goods and 

services, contributing to the productivity and competitiveness of an economy. Efficient 
infrastructure services also promote the wellbeing of the population by boosting labor 

productivity. Altogether, infrastructure investment tends to promote greater economic 

growth. Infrastructure provision involves investments in capital intensive assets with long 
term maturity and high levels of sunk costs. Thus, identifying the risk factors and barriers 

to the efficient provision of energy, transport, telecommunication and water services, as 

well as designing policies conducive to such initiatives are essential. Macroeconomic 
stability, improved governance institutions, and appropriate regulatory measures are some 

of the aspects which need to be addressed in order to avoid infrastructure bottlenecks that 

compromise long term economic growth. Political and regulatory matters are particularly 
relevant to the performance of infrastructure initiatives, especially to those that involve 

private sponsors, due to the large scale and scope of economies that are often present in 

most infrastructure ventures. This book aims to provide a thorough review of the 
fundamental issues being currently discussed with regards to initiatives in infrastructure 

sectors. Relying on statistical and econometric analyses, as well as on case studies and in 

depth literature surveys, this text hopes to provide a diagnostic of the relevant aspects to 
be addressed when planning and executing long term infrastructure investments. 
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Innovation Processes in the Social Space of the Organization 

Katarzyna Szczepańska-Woszczyna and Zdzisława Dacko-Pikiewicz (Vice-Rector and Dean of 

Applied Sciences, University of Dabrowa Górnicza, Dąbrowa Górnicza, Poland) 

In series: Economic Issues, Problems and Perspectives 
2018. 383 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-516-9. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-517-6. $230.00. 
Schumpeter's concept of innovation was the starting point for further study, reflections 

and analyses on the importance of innovation in the economy. Nowadays, research into 

innovation captures several significant aspects of innovation: it includes both internally 
conceived and externally adopted innovation (‘production or adoption’); innovation is 

stressed as more than a creative process, by including application (‘exploitation’); 

intended (‘value-added’) benefits are highlighted at one or more levels of analysis; the 
possibility that innovation may refer to the relative, as opposed to absolute, novelty of an 

innovation is assumed (an innovation may be common practice in some organizations 

but it would still be considered as such if it is new to the unit under research); and 

attention is drawn to the two roles of innovation (a process and an outcome). The creation 

and management of innovation has many dimensions that spread to all levels and 

dimensions of the organization. The conditions that lead to innovation are a combination 
of processes in an organization that result from internal and external dynamics. 

Innovation is not only an economic mechanism or a technical process. It is primarily a 

social phenomenon, the result of various interactions and relationships between 
individuals; to be implemented, it must obtain public approval as it changes paradigms, 

both in ways of thinking, production, organization and management, as well as in 

consumption. The process of innovation is the implementation of innovation in the social 
system of organization that has specific conditions both at the organizational level (e.g., organizational culture or structure), 

group level (including the leadership style) and individual level (including creativity, knowledge, competencies, personality, 
and learning). Innovation management at various levels of the organization, the effective harmonization of innovation process 

management and innovation management from different levels of decision-making will create a synergy effect. It is therefore 

necessary to take into account the complexity of the research subject and include the actual problems resulting from the needs 
of multi-level innovation management and respect for the diversity of its conditions in the research. The issues addressed in 

this book are: - identifying key trends in the theory and practice of innovation management - defining key ontological beings 

and their use in innovation management - presenting the new dimensions of innovation management as seen through the eyes 
of the international authors of individual chapters - the possibility of applying solutions to problems addressed in this 

monograph The editors and authors hope that the presented combination of theory and practice will satisfy the needs of 

readers, in particular managers of modern companies, business consultants and researchers. 

Keynesian Policies - A New Deal in the European Narrative: Employment, Equality and 

Sustainability 

Noralv Veggeland (Inland Norway University of Applied Sciences, Lillehammer, Norway) 

In series: Economic Issues, Problems and Perspectives 
2018. 259 pp.  
Hardcover: 978-1-53614-026-2. $160.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53614-027-9. $160.00. 

Keynesian Policies - A New Deal in the European Narrative: Employment, Equality and 
Sustainability has its intellectual roots in the Great Depression of the 1930s followed by 

the appearance of Keynesianism. The founder of Keynesian macroeconomics was the 

British economist John Maynard Keynes (1883-1946). His macroeconomics became a 
worldwide political economic approach, and made the social democratic welfare state 

model that has been coming up in Europe. In the US, the reform of Roosevelt’s New Deal 

came out of Keynesian thinking as a huge nation-building project. Keynesian economics 
served as the standard economic model in developed nations, creating the post-war 

economic expansion (1945–1973), though it lost some influence following the oil shock 

and resulting stagflation of the 1970s. The advent of the financial crisis of 2007–08 caused 
a resurgence in Keynesian thought, which continues as new Keynesian economics. The 

authors provide extensive analyses and examples of earlier and contemporary shifting 

pressure from external environments, showing how the Keynesianism ideology has been 
modified over time. This book is a fascinating read for students and scholars of economic, 

social and sustainable policies. It will also be of great interest to civil servants and 

policymakers across the world. The Editor, NORALV VEGGELAND, is a Professor of 
Public Policy at Inland Norway University of Applied Sciences, Lillehammer, Norway. 

He is former Director of Nordic Regional Research Institute (NordREFO, Copenhagen. 

Being visiting professor two times at Massachusetts State University, Amherst, USA and European University Institute 
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(EUI), Florence, Italy. Earlier Member of the Norwegian Research Council. Here some few of his latest publications: - Paths 

of Public Innovation in the Global Age: Lessons from Scandinavia. Cheltenham, UK – Northampton, MA, USA 2007: 
Edward Elgar Publishing. - Taming the Regulatory State: Politics and Ethics. Cheltenham, UK – Northampton, MA, 

Cheltenham, UK – Northampton, MA, USA 2009: Edward Elgar Publishing. - Essays on Regulatory Governance. New York 

2013. Nova Science Publishers. - Regulatory Governance. Published online as text book/academic book, 2015, 
Bookboon.com, Copenhagen - Political Economic Realities of Today’s Capitalism, Bookboon online October 10, 2017, 

Copenhagen, http://bookboon.com/en/political-economic-realities-of-todays-capitalism-ebook - The Current Nordic Welfare 

State Model. (ed.) New York: Nova Science Publishers. 2016. - Administrative Strategies of Our Time. (ed.) New York: 
Nova Science Publishers. 2017. 

Progress in Economics Research. Volume 40 

Albert Tavidze 

In series: Progress in Economics Research 
2018. 252 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-339-4. $250.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-340-0. $250.00. 

This compilation explores the unique form of Dutch government taken at the time, and its relationship with trade policy 

successes of the most prosperous semi-gubernatorial body of the early modern period – the Dutch East India Company 

(VOC). By examining the unique form of government taken by the Dutch Republic, the authors work out the nature of the 
relationship between the Dutch polity and the VOC, attempting to discern the link between the successes of the company 

and government policies. Afterwards, the authors analyse the main contributions of scientific literature so as to demonstrate 

that tourism, although having certain limitations as an instrument of economic development in some countries, may be an 
interesting tool for the improvement of a population’s living conditions under specific circumstances. This book compiles 

the world's main tourist destinations according to the growth of the economic performance of the tourist activity and of the 

tourist and economic development experienced during the last decade. With this objective, the authors combine information 
from a set of tourist and economic indicators for the main 45 tourist destinations over the period between 2000 and 2010. 

Destinations are ranked with respect to their average growth rate over the sample period. A paper is included which focuses 

on competitiveness research and examines the nature of tourism to provide a rationale for a Tourism Destination 
Competitiveness (TDC) model specific to tourism by evaluating the literature on the meaning of competitiveness and 

different perspectives of the concept. An assessment of the main arguments for and against comparative advantage and 

competitive advantage aids in building a better understanding on tourism flows on the basis of an integrated TDC model. 
Afterwards, the export structure and export performance of Macedonian economy is analysed, as a less developed transitional 

CEE country, in order to identify the main export opportunities for future economic growth by applying new structural 

economics and product space theory. In order to better inform related resource allocation and policy-level decisions, as well 

as to generate a rationale for continued support for health and development programs in Papua New Guinea, the book 

examines a range of related development constraints and develops a series of recommendations for their resolution based on 

smart intervention design, with a specific focus on monitoring and evaluation (M&E) components. Lastly, this collection 
examines the effect of financial development on economic growth conditions at the level of institutional quality for a panel 

of 21 Sub-Saharan African countries in the period of 1986-2010. This evidence suggest the existing institutions has not 

enhanced the finance-growth relationship in the region. 

Socialism in the 21st Century 

Richard Westra (Graduate School of Law, Nagoya University, Nagoya, Japan) 

In series: Economic Issues, Problems and Perspectives 
2018. 153 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-066-9. $82.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-067-6. $82.00. 

Now is an opportune time to be writing about socialism. 2017 and 2018 are landmark 

years for socialism. 2018, of course, is the 200 year anniversary of the birth of Karl Marx, 
whose name is mostly associated with modern socialism. 2017 is the 100 year 

anniversary of the Soviet Revolution which brought into being the first socialist 

experiment in the world. Furthermore, 2017 is the 150 year anniversary of the 
publication of Volume One of Marx’s monumental Capital. Finally, 2017 is the 100 year 

anniversary of the publication of the iconic short booklet, Imperialism, authored by 

leader of the Soviet revolution, V. I. Lenin. The procedure adopted for this book on 
socialism in the 21st century is as follows: Chapter One sets the stage for the book by 

looking at the way the notion of socialism has gained renewed respectability through 

calls for it to commence via mainstream political parties. Chapter Two considers 
questions of the sources for socialist ideas and follows how these were progressively 

shaped to animate revolutionary actors in putting socialist experiments into practice. 

Chapter Three reviews the record of the Soviet Union’s socialist journey. It examines 
Soviet discontents and explanations for this movement; it then ends with a review of the 

initial theoretical response to Soviet failings. Chapter Four explores the transformations 

undergone by capitalism in the 20th and 21st century. The purpose of this is to show that 
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the kind of capitalist economy socialist revolutionaries believed would be the antechamber for socialism now no longer 

exists. 

The Great Recession: Rethinking Macroeconomics for Employment and Development 

Anis Chowdhury and Iyanatul Islam (Western Sydney University, Sydney, Australia) 

In series: Economic Issues, Problems and Perspectives 
2018. 319 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-656-2. $230.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-657-9. $230.00. 

The chapters in this volume were written as commentaries between mid-2008 and early-2016 in the wake of the Great 

Recession of 2008-2009. The primary topics around which the various essays are compiled are: (a) crisis and response, (b) 
fiscal policy, (c) monetary and capital account policy, (d) employment, and (e) development. The chapters not only provide 

a critique of mainstream macroeconomics, but also suggest a way forward. This volume contains an extensive introduction 

to synthesise the debate on macroeconomic orthodoxy and to assess the attempts at its reconstruction in light of its dismal 
failure in predicting the crisis and responding to it. As a background, it briefly traces the retreat of post-Great Depression 

Keynesian macroeconomics (with it, full employment as the primary policy goal) and the rise of new orthodoxy (concerned 

with a single target, inflation) that came to dominate major international financial institutions, notably the International 

Monetary Fund and the World Bank. It also highlights contrasting analyses of the global macroeconomic issues by the 

Bretton Woods Institutions (BWIs) vis-à-vis the United Nations, and their contributions 
to macroeconomics-development discourse. Two main conclusions about the various 

attempts at reconstructing macroeconomics are that they: (1) suffer from an advanced 

country bias, and (2) do not pay sufficient attention to employment even in developed 
countries. The benign neglect of developing countries in reconstructing macroeconomics 

is not at all surprising, as both post-Great Depression macroeconomics and its orthodox 

replacement evolved without paying due regard to the particular circumstances and 
problems of developing countries. The neglect of employment in rethinking 

macroeconomics shows how deeply orthodoxy still remains embedded in the major 

institutions, as well as among professional economists and policymakers. There is no sign 
of any significant shift even when a good deal of research within the BWIs themselves 

report findings that are contrary to conventional wisdom. Thus, unfortunately, whatever 

is likely to emerge as post-Great Recession macroeconomics does not seem very 
encouraging for employment and development. The essays compiled in this volume 

suggest how macroeconomics can serve the dual objectives of short-term stabilisation 

and long-term inclusive sustainable development goals with decent and productive 

employment featuring prominently for both developed and developing countries. 

The Power-Saving Behavior of Households: How Should We Encourage Power Saving? 

Kenichi Mizobuchi and Hisashi Tanizaki (Department of Economics, Matsuyama University, 

Associate Professor) 

In series: Green Research, Developments, and Programs 
2018. 176 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-173-4. $95.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-423-0. $95.00. 

This book is about the empirical analysis of household electricity saving behavior. In 

particular, we focus on effective methods to promote energy saving behavior and the 
effectiveness of energy-saving equipment. After the Great East Japan Earthquake of 

2011, 52 of Japan's nuclear power plants temporarily stopped. Prior to the Fukushima 

accident, about 25% of Japan's total electricity supply amount depended on nuclear 
power. Therefore, the resulting power shortage has become a serious problem, especially 

in summer and winter. In this document, the authors focus on several policy instruments 

that encourage energy saving behavior such as economic incentive (increase in 
electricity price and compensation), public electricity saving request, comparative 

feedback, social norms, and verify their effect. Furthermore, the authors will conduct a 

quantitative economic analysis based on these data sets using randomly obtained data as 
well as summary data announced after 2011 Great East Japan Earthquake. The authors 

then examine how households respond to policy measures to save electricity. The result 

of this book is to clarify to what extent the power saving policy targeted at homes was 
effective, and it is useful for considering what kind of policy measures (including a 

mixed policy) should be adopted according to future goals. The authors especially 

recommend this book to researchers and environmental energy policy-makers, but also 
target readers interested in Japan's energy saving issues. 
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Tourism and Protected Areas in Brazil: Challenges and Perspectives 

André de Almeida Cunha, Teresa Cristina Magro-Lindenkamp and Stephen Ford McCool 

(Professor of Ecology and Tourism, Deptartment of Ecology, Institute of Biology, University of 

Brasília, Brasília, Brazil) 

In series: Tourism and Hospitality Development and Management 
2018. 348 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-548-0. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-549-7. $230.00. 

Tourism and Protected Areas in Brazil: Challenges and Perspectives intends to support 
research and management practices in the real world and build a capacity to strengthen 

connections between Brazilian society and its natural heritage. The chapters highlight 

public policy, planning and management issues to link theory and practical application of 
implementing tourism in protected areas. The book focuses on the analysis of social, 

environmental and managerial aspects that facilitate new approaches to tourism planning 

in protected areas. Upcoming challenges, such as public-private partnerships for tourism 

development, fewer resources from governments, and increasing visitor numbers are key 

topics in dealing with market demand to guarantee principles of sustainable tourism in 

Brazilian protected areas. Nature-based tourism remains a new area of knowledge in 
Brazil, with some papers published in regional and national journals. However, there is an 

increasing flux of tourists and a high demand to improve visitor experiences in these 

protected areas. Brazilian landscapes possess a myriad of nature-based tourism 
opportunities, indigenous cultures, and incredible biodiversity. Sustainability of these rely 

on research and support. This book is an insightful reference to how tourism challenges 

and opportunities are managed in Brazilian protected regions. The content and language 
are directed at undergraduate and graduate students, as well as tourism managers in these 

areas. Other beneficiaries of this publication include NGOs and students from tourism, environmental sciences, ecology, 

biology, sociology, economics, and interdisciplinary areas about protected areas within a developing country. This is a 
welcome reference for researchers worldwide, especially for studies on Brazilian nature-based tourism published in English 

are scarce. A number of new undergraduate, graduate and specialization courses focusing on nature tourism, ecotourism, 

sustainable development, and protected-area management have been created in the last decade in Brazil. Although 
international courses in developed countries focus on contributing to sustainable tourism and research in protected areas, 

there are few examples with a distinct focus on viable economic application and planning in Brazil. This book fills in a part 

of this gap. From the viewpoint of Brazilian researchers, it addresses the reality of the unique theoretical and practical issues 

facing these economies. It also discusses strategies in applications that focus on improving the benefits from tourism in these 

protected areas. 

EDUCATION 

Academic and Digital Libraries: Emerging Directions and Trends 

Gloria J. Holbrook 

In series: Education in a Competitive and Globalizing World 
2018. 122 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-596-1. $82.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-597-8. $82.00. 

In Academic and Digital Libraries: Emerging Directions and Trends, the authors open by identifying the technological 

revolution in the academic libraries from 1930s until now, finding that the growth of technology in the academic libraries is 
largely similar to the phases of human growth through four stages; Stage of Birth (1930 - 1959), Stage of Childhood (1960 - 

1979), Stage of Youth (1980 - 1989) and Stage of Maturity (1990 - 2017). Therefore, the authors present essential information 

about 3DHT in order to understand the importance of this technology in our life, particularly in academic libraries. Next, the 
authors aim to determine how and to what extent humanities students in Poland make use of digital libraries. Emphasis was 

placed on three factors: time spent working at the library, duration of use of the library, and the proportion of materials used 

that come from the digital library. Next, the book includes research which conducts an environmental scan of current best 
practices in academic library technology to reflect on future landscapes. The work takes the premise that by projecting out 

from current leading-edge technology realities, it is possible to better plan for the future. The final chapter examines the 

concepts of digitization and preservation of information resources in academic libraries. The need for and process of 
digitization of Libraries resources, as well as the areas of collaboration in digitization and preservation projects are discussed. 
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Assisting Students Struggling in Math and Science 

Timothy Winder 

In series: Education in a Competitive and Globalizing World 
2018. 238 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-740-8. $160.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-741-5. $160.00. 

Students struggling with mathematics may benefit from early interventions aimed at improving their mathematics ability and 

ultimately preventing subsequent failure. This guide provides eight specific recommendations intended to help teachers, 
principals, and school administrators use Response to Intervention (RtI) to identify students who need assistance in 

mathematics and to address the needs of these students through focused interventions. The guide provides suggestions on 

how to carry out each recommendation and explains how educators can overcome potential roadblocks to implementing the 
recommendations. The recommendations were developed by a panel of researchers and practitioners with expertise in various 

dimensions of this topic. The panel includes a research mathematician active in issues related to K–8 mathematics education, 

two professors of mathematics education, several special educators, and a mathematics coach currently providing 
professional development in mathematics in schools. The panel members worked collaboratively to develop 

recommendations based on the best available research evidence and our expertise in mathematics, special education, research, 

and practice. The body of evidence we considered in developing these recommendations included evaluations of mathematics 

interventions for low-performing students and students with learning disabilities. The panel considered high-quality 

experimental and quasi-experimental studies, such as those meeting the criteria of the What Works Clearinghouse 
(http://www.whatworks.ed.gov), to provide the strongest evidence of effectiveness. We also examined studies of the 

technical adequacy of batteries of screening and progress monitoring measures for recommendations relating to assessment. 

In some cases, recommendations reflect evidence-based practices that have been demonstrated as effective through rigorous 
research. In other cases, when such evidence is not available, the recommendations reflect what this panel believes are best 

practices. Throughout the guide, we clearly indicate the quality of the evidence that supports each recommendation. This 

practice guide also aims to formulate specific and coherent evidence-based recommendations that educators can use to 
encourage girls in the fields of math and science. The target audience is teachers and other school personnel with direct 

contact with students, such as coaches, counselors, and principals. The practice guide includes specific recommendations for 

educators and the quality of evidence that supports these recommendations. We, the authors, are a small group with expertise 
on this topic. The range of evidence we considered in developing this document is vast, ranging from experiments, to trends 

in the National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) data, to correlational and longitudinal studies. For questions 

about what works best, high-quality experimental and quasi-experimental studies, such as those meeting the criteria of the 
What Works Clearinghouse, have a privileged position. In all cases, we pay particular attention to findings that are replicated 

across studies. Although we draw on evidence about the effectiveness of specific practices, we use this information to make 

broader points about improving practice. In this document, we have tried to take findings from research or practices 

recommended by experts and describe how the use of this recommendation might actually unfold in school settings. In other 

words, we aim to provide sufficient detail so that educators will have a clear sense of the steps necessary to make use of the 

recommendation. A unique feature of practice guides is the explicit and clear delineation of the quality and quantity of 
evidence that supports each claim. To this end, we adapted a semi-structured hierarchy suggested by the Institute of Education 

Sciences. 

Declaring Financial Exigency in Higher Education: How Do You Recover? 

Satasha Green (Chicago State University, Chicago, Illinois, US) 

In series: Education in a Competitive and Globalizing World 
2018. 220 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-470-4. $160.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-471-1. $160.00. 
States have long provided substantial funding for public higher education, but changes in 

recent years have resulted in a decrease in their contributions. In many cases, states have 

justified this decrease with equalizing funding across institutions; this notion of being more 
equal is “practiced” more than at any other time in at least the previous two decades 

(Mortenson, 2012). More and more public colleges and universities are finding themselves 

with less state appropriations despite the steadily growing student demand for higher 
education since the mid-1970s (Mortenson, 2012). Financial exigency is an unforeseen 

fiscal situation, the degree to which compels a public college or university with reduced 

or eliminated stated funding to reevaluate programs, services and organizational structure, 
in order to reposition the institution to continue its mission within the changing economic 

environment. According to Land and Thompson (2018), a financial crisis is not unique to 

institutions of higher education. Any organization can experience a financial crisis; if there 
are not enough liquid funds to supply the demand of products and services, a financial 

crisis will occur. However, financial exigency is unique to higher education. Before 

declaring financial exigency, an institution must understand the process as well as the 
implications for this classification with state and federal agencies, accrediting bodies, 

students, faculty, staff, alumni and the surrounding communities. Therefore, if an 

institution has declared financial exigency there are serious implications for its recovery 
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and survival. As more and more states significantly reduce and in some cases eliminate funding to public higher education, 

many state public institutions will have to do the unthinkable and declare financial exigency. To help colleges and universities 
that are contemplating declaring financial exigency, Declaring Financial Exigency In Higher Education: How Do You 

Recover? describes the experiences and strategies used by institutions that have declared and recovered from financial 

challenges. This book is in no way the answer to preventing or recovering from financial exigency; it is intended to share the 
stories, voices, experiences, and strategies used by others who have faced financial challenges. More specifically, this book 

provides background information on financial exigency, legal and compliance obligations during exigency, and lessons 

learned and recommendations for practice regarding preparing for, declaring and recovering from financial exigency. The 
authors of this book address several important topics critical to successful strategic planning and recovery from financial 

exigency. 

Effective Teaching and Learning: Perspectives, Strategies and Implementation 

Matthias Abend 

In series: Education in a Competitive and Globalizing World 
2018. 156 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-943-3. $82.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-944-0. $82.00. 

Within educational discourse, the idea that teachers should “scaffold” student learning is extremely widespread, yet it is often 

less clear what this means in the classroom beyond teacher-structured learning activities and the offering of support to 
students. Effective Teaching and Learning: Perspectives, Strategies and Implementation opens with a review on the use of 

the term “scaffolding” in teaching, and explains the purpose of scaffolding in the context of Vygotsky's developmental theory. 

The authors draw upon Vygotsky’s spatial metaphor for how learning activities could be positioned in relation to the learner’s 
current and potential levels of development. An analysis of the function of scaffolds, their role in classroom differentiation, 

and the logic of “fading” is provided. Following this, the authors report one small-scale study that explored an attempt to 

design materials using principles of scaffolding in an aspect of upper secondary physics known to present learning difficulties 
to students. The results demonstrate the difficulty of estimating the level at which to pitch learning materials intended to 

scaffold learning, but also suggest that such materials may contribute to shifting student thinking even when they are not 

optimally tuned. The results of this small-scale study indicate both the difficulty and the potential of transferring the 
scaffolding principle from dyadic contexts to formal classroom teaching. Continuing, our nderstanding of learning and the 

transmission of knowledge has influenced the design of instructional models. Today’s models may appear simplistic, but 

actually contain very detailed components. Medical education has incorporated instructional designers to assist in developing 
curricula and to revamp older training programs. Thus, the authors aim to identify the more prominent instructional design 

(ID) models and their applicability to medical education. With many different instructional design models available, medical 

educators can be confused and dismayed when first trying to choose an appropriate ID model for educational development. 

Challenges that medical educators typically overlook, underuse, and overuse when selecting an instructional design model 

are described. The concluding chapter discusses the need for continuing engineering education and its unique challenges, 

engineers’ learning preferences (verbal-visual, learning strategy, and multimedia), the importance of prior knowledge, and 
instructional design strategies for developing more effective training materials for working engineers. This need has been 

well-documented and is critical for working engineers due to the breadth of processes and equipment they design and use, as 

well as rapid changes in technology. 

Focus on Early Childhood Education 

Antonio Pinto and Vitale Pagnotto 

In series: Education in a Competitive and Globalizing World 
2017. 231 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53612-956-4. $160.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53612-957-1. $160.00. 

In this compilation, the authors present research carried out in three different institutions: university, infant and primary 

school, and nursery school, with the last two institutions analyzed from a teacher’s, educator’s and parent’s point of view. 
The goal is to determine the way motor functions contribute to the formative process in infant school in a systematic way 

within physical education. Next, a comparative study is presented to examine tension between quality and equity in education 

in the region of Latin America, with the intent of opening a dialogue wherein common constructions can be identified while 
respecting singular and particular pathways. Following this, a study on Greek kindergarten teachers’ practice is presented, 

specifically focusing on how their values impact their decision to use worksheets in kindergarten. A conceptual piece is 

offered, maintaining that a conversation analysis of children’s play and media (Pandey, 2012) yields one of the most 
astonishing accounts of their language and interaction. The instructional value of conversation analysis is established using 

data from a variety of sources, including a Disney movie. Next, data obtained from a survey involving early childhood 

teachers in Hong Kong is deliberated on. This survey assessed a multitude of factors, including: “knowledge of policy, self-
efficacy, professional development, experience, professional role, environmental factors, their school’s adapted curriculum, 

teamwork, and provision of resources.” The final chapter explores the current situation of limited access of young children 

to early childhood education and care settings in Tanzania, offering information on childhood education and care (ECEC) 
from an international perspective to those who are involved with young children and their families. 
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Handwriting and Dysgrafia: Relation and Assessment 

Monique Herrera Cardoso and Simone Aparecida Capellini (Speech and Hearing Sciences 

Department, São Paulo State University “Júlio de Mesquita Filho”, UNESP, Marília, São 

Paulo, Brazil) 

In series: Speech and Language Disorders 
2018. 
Softcover: 978-1-53613-805-4. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-806-1. $95.00. 

Handwriting and Dysgrafia: Relation and Assessment presents (in eleven chapters no less) the interdisciplinary perspective 
and relation between handwriting and dysgraphia. Therefore, in organizing this e-book, the authors think about how it would 

be possible, through their experiences with the care of students with dysgraphia complaints in the Investigation Learning 

Disabilities Laboratory at the Speech and Hearing Sciences Department (São Paulo State University “Júlio de Mesquita 
Filho” – UNESP – Marília, São Paulo, Brazil), to assist educators as well as health and education professionals to broaden 

their knowledge of the clinical and educational characteristics of students with dysgraphia. 

Higher Education: Goals and Considerations 

Ronan Alvarado 

In series: Education in a Competitive and Globalizing World 
2018. 218 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53614-157-3. $82.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53614-158-0. $82.00. 
The first chapter of this book is an introduction to the TRIO programs. The TRIO programs are the primary federal programs 

providing support services to the disadvantaged students to promote achievement in postsecondary education. The second 

chapter provides an explanation of the options a postsecondary student may pursue in the event the IHE (institutions of higher 
education) he or she attends closes, any financial relief that may be available to such students, and other practical implications 

for students following a school’s closure. The third chapter first discusses how the various HEA MSI (Higher Education Act, 

Minority Serving Institutions) programs are funded. It then provides a description of each program, organized by the type of 
MSI to which the program is available. The fourth chapter is intended as a selective guide for students of all levels: high 

school, undergraduate, graduate and postgraduate. It provides a number of insights to assist applicants on understanding 

terminology, timing applications and expectations for types of work involved. The last chapter addresses FAQs about 
congressional interns and internships. 

Information Literacy: Progress, Trends and Challenges 

Luis Freeman 

In series: Education: Emerging Goals in the New Millennium 
2018. 150 pp. 
Softcover: 978-1-53613-378-3. $82.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-379-0. $82.00. 

Information Literacy: Progress, Trends and Challenges discusses trends in education and psychology which have an impact 
on information literacy. The authors provide a comprehensive review of these trends and of the expectations thereof with 

regard to the relationship between “education, learning and higher education; information behavior, emotions, perception 
and cognition, in a social and individual context; and finally technologies, virtual environments and digital information that 

impact libraries and their services.” Afterwards, the integration of open science concepts in information literacy are 

examined, suggesting that information literacy is a necessary learning tool. Open science allows for a collaborative, 
transparent process of creation and dissemination of knowledge based on open access principles. The conclusions drawn 

from the research project, “Development of the information literacy of university students as support for solving authentic 

science problems”, carried out by the authors from 2013 to 2016, is presented in the subsequent chapter. The overall findings 
suggest that digital natives were not necessarily information literate, and that information literacy should be systematically 

promoted through hands-on activities. This book aims to stress the importance of information literacy in elementary 

education, discuss the scope of learning content that should be implemented within the curriculum, and to describe how the 
critical attitudes of the conscious media user can be shaped from an early age. The authors describe information literacy 

purposes and relationships in organizations within the context of the selected theories, and how they theoretically and 

practically connect. 
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Integrating Multicultural Education into the Curriculum for Decolonisation: Benefits and 

Challenges 

Lloyd Daniel Nkoli Tlale and Thabo Makhalemele (Department of Psychology of Education, 

College of Education, University of South Africa [UNISA], Pretoria, South Africa) 

In series: Education in a Competitive and Globalizing World 
2018. 273 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-583-1. $230.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-584-8. $230.00. 

Chapter One focuses on the strategies that can be used in the process of an integrated multicultural education process for a 

decolonised curriculum. The specific focus in this chapter is on the debate with regard to the decolonisation of the curriculum. 
Chapter Two scrutinises the realising of inclusive education in a multicultural classroom. Managing an inclusive multicultural 

classroom requires teachers to have knowledge and skills based on the understanding of learning as a human right. Chapter 

Three argues that when an education system lacks a multicultural education policy and implementation strategies, it becomes 
difficult to think of equity, redress and inclusion for all students. Chapter Four describes multicultural education as a response 

to socio-economic transformation. Here, educational transformation and decolonisation is viewed as a process towards 

achieving equal opportunity and equity among all citizens. Chapter Five explores multiculturalism through transformative 
teaching and learning approaches and it highlights the importance of decolonising teaching and learning practices. Chapter 

Six reflects on managing racial conflicts in hybrid multicultural classrooms and it is 

argued that conflict in multicultural schools is synonymous with overt behaviours, 
manifesting covertly and subtly. Chapter Seven looks at the changes in teacher 

preparation for multicultural classrooms. This chapter showed that the changes in 

teacher preparation in both pre-service and in-service teachers are essential in preparing 
teachers to effectively teach in multicultural classrooms. Chapter Eight adds to the 

discourse on multicultural education by advocating that the curriculum be decolonised 

to make it useful and by relating this idea to multicultural competence and equity 
pedagogy. Chapter Nine supports the premise that students can learn better in a diverse 

educational environment and likewise, that exposure to diversity develops and supports 

a more active and engaged thinking process. Chapter Ten ponders the development of 
meaningful relationships with students in a multicultural classroom and how it is a 

prerequisite for successful teaching and learning. Chapter Eleven declares that a 

decolonising process is need to transform the curriculum to an inclusive one, to include 
the history, language, culture and contribution of the indigenous people. Chapter 

Twelve avows that the decolonising of the educational system in multicultural classes 

empowers students to become independent with regards to acquisition of knowledge, 
skills, values, beliefs and habits, successively, enhancing the wellness of students in a 

multicultural environment. Chapter Thirteen shows the importance of multicultural education in early childhood education 

and its implications for learning. As part of their socialisation, learners develop their self-identity by comparing their own 
selves with others. They learn that they belong to certain groups and not to others due to certain visible similarities and 

differences. Chapter Fourteen asserts that multicultural education is a movement designed to empower all students to become 

knowledgeable, caring, and active citizens. Chapter Fifteen maintains that multiculturalism and diversity value the 
uniqueness of each individual and embrace both human diversity and its camaraderie. Chapter Sixteen expounds that 

discipline in multicultural classrooms can be maintained by building a classroom environment where team building and 
problem solving skills are expected, taught and reinforced. 

Leadership in Gifted Education 

Roya Klingner 

In series: Education in a Competitive and Globalizing World 
2018. 
Softcover: 978-1-53614-287-7. $82.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53614-288-4. $82.00. 

Ideal leadership attributes vary considerably all over the world. Many global projects have been started to develop leadership 
skills in children. This pleasantly accessible book is a clear intensive for working with children, who might be our future 

leaders and world changers. In addition, it is a perfect guide to understand the situation of leadership in gifted education. 

This unique and engaging text offers: - A clearly written critique of, and alternative to, many traditional leadership methods. 
- An innovative reanalysis of the current leadership situation in gifted education worldwide. - An accessible introduction to 

the development of leadership skill and understanding this potential in gifted children. The information and useful advice 

provided make this book an ideal resource for those just starting out in the gifted field as well as those who are already gifted 
advocates. 
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Leadership that Works in Deprived School Contexts of South Africa 

Vitallis Chikoko (University of KwaZulu-Natal, Edgewood Campus, Ashwood, Republic of 

South Africa) 

In series: Education in a Competitive and Globalizing World 
2018. 278 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-061-4. $160.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-062-1. $160.00. 
This book, comprised of twelve chapters, is about what we the authors perceive as 

successful leadership in selected primary and secondary schools that are considered 

deprived in South Africa. South Africa was under colonial rule for centuries and then under 
apartheid rule for 40 years. During the latter period in particular, society, including the 

education sector, was structured according to race. The black majority population suffered 

severe socio-economic and political oppression. Thus, their communities, including rural 
areas and township (population dense parts of urban areas largely for low-income earners) 

settlements became deprived. Education therein was poor and under-resourced. The post-

apartheid (from1994 to present day) democratic government in general, and the 

Department of Basic Education in particular, have made and continue to make sterling 

efforts to redress the inequalities and injustices of the past. However, a lot has yet to be 

done as most historically black communities remain socially and economically deprived. 
In search of better education for their children, black parents that can afford to take their 

children to former white, fortified schools leave the former black schools in worse 

financial condition. This trend is unsustainable. Against that backdrop and in the midst of 
many underperforming schools, there are schools in deprived contexts (rural areas and 

townships) now performing very well, particularly in terms of learner pass rates. This book 

is about leadership in the latter schools. In this book, the authors propose that leadership 
is the leading factor for such success. This book is based on empirical evidence from various researches conducted in the 

schools in question. The book begins with a chapter that discusses the nature of deprivation. Thereafter, one chapter discusses 
expansive leadership as an important feature in the schools. A couple of chapters dwell on principals’, deputies’ and school 

management teams’ lived experiences of transforming some of these schools. There is a chapter on specific issues of teaching 

and learning. A guest chapter from South Africa’s neighbour, Zimbabwe, discusses ethical and responsible leadership in one 
of its schools. The book also has chapters on the mobilisation and management of resources, school community partnership, 

school governance, and policy matters. Overall, this book is about how people, when working together, can transform their 

own schools into viable, vibrant and moving institutions despite suffering deprivation. The authors believe that lessons 
therefore are relevant to all underprivileged schools around the world. This book will be useful to undergraduate and 

postgraduate students of education in general and education leadership, management and administration facilitators in 

particular, as well as academics, policy makers, school managers and teachers. 

Mastering Science with Metacognitive and Self-Regulatory Strategies: A Teacher-Researcher 

Dialogue of Practical Applications for Adolescent Students 

Suzanne E. Hiller, Ph.D. (George Mason University, VA, USA) 

In series: Education in a Competitive and Globalizing World 
2018. 250 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53611-816-2. $230.00. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-901-3. $161.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53611-829-2. $230.00. 
In pedagogical fields, there has been increased attention in helping students flourish in 

science-related occupations. This book centers on metacognitive and self-regulatory 

practices as predictors of academic achievement. The purpose of Mastering Science 
with Metacognitive and Self-Regulatory Strategies: A Teacher-Researcher Dialogue of 

Practical Applications for Adolescents is to provide information on both theoretical and 

practical understandings of the connection between metacognition, self-regulation, and 
academic performance. Self-regulation centers on an individual’s behavior to 

accomplish a specific task through planning, monitoring, and self-reflecting in 

academic tasks. Based on social cognitive theory, there are three main aspects of self-
regulation: a) the triadic social cognitive model, b) the multilevel training model, and 

c) the cyclical self-regulatory feedback loop model. In addition, metacognitive 

awareness is essential in these processes with the end goal of heightening academic 
performance. This book outlines how to integrate metacognitive and self-regulatory 

strategies within a scientific context. In particular, the work emphasizes transitioning 

students from novice skill levels to more advanced cognitive development through 
metacognitive and self-regulatory practices. In addition, relevant context specific 

strategies and examples are described to promote high levels of science performance 

in both formal and informal learning contexts, including citizen science activities. 
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Practical examples appear throughout the work in conjunction with theoretical explanations including guidelines related to 

lesson plan designs, scaffolding, and math integration. Furthermore, these strategies are extended in discussions of advancing 
at-risk students and promoting STEM career motivation. The overarching aim of Mastering Science with Metacognitive and 

Self-Regulatory Strategies: A Teacher-Researcher Dialogue of Practical Applications for Adolescents is to highlight the 

interdependence between motivation, self-regulation, and achievement within a scientific context from a teacher-researcher 
perspective. This work may be of interest to researchers and college students interested in metacognitive and self-regulatory 

functions, as well as administrators, practitioners, and parents focused on encouraging student science achievement, and 

ultimately, STEM career motivation. 

Motor Skills in Childhood and its Development from an Animated Physical Education: 

Theory and Practice 

Pedro Gil Madrona, Cristina Honrubia Montesinos, Jesús Rodenas Jiménez and María Llanos 

Rodenas Jiménez (University of Castilla La Mancha, Ciudad Real, Spain) 

In series: Education in a Competitive and Globalizing World 
2018. 266 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-881-8. $195.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-882-5. $195.00. 

In the stage of infant education, children find in their own body and movement the main 

way of getting in touch with their surroundings, thereby acquiring knowledge about the 
environment where they are growing up and developing. Undoubtedly, the progressive 

discovery of the body itself as a source of feelings and sensations, exploring the different 

possibilities of action and body functions will constitute the necessary experiences upon 
which children’s thoughts are being built. Besides, affective relationships established in 

situations of psychomotor education, and particularly through gameplay, will be essential 

for children’s emotional development. In this sense, this book is focused on justifying the 
necessary presence of physical education in infant education as well as showing a 

pedagogical proposal based on an attractive and entertaining motor intervention for 

children at this stage. This book contains concepts and assumptions about the psychomotor 
development such as the different motor skills and how to work them, the body scheme 

and the concepts of time and space and an explanation of how to work them in infant 

education. Concerning the importance of perceptions and sensations in this educational 
stage and from a practical point of view, it offers a teaching proposal to improve them. 

Additionally, this book not only details motor skills, but also explains how to work social, 

emotional and cognitive skills in an integrated way because the physical education in 
infant education is the best way to achieve this. Moreover, this book highlights the 

importance of motor games and the different kinds of games which can be used in infant education. With this in mind, the 

authors can make use of the games as a tool to improve the teaching-learning process and to make the learning visible. 
Furthermore, it offers different methodological strategies to improve the motricity in infant education taking into account 

different factors such as the materials or environments which can be used to develop motor education. This book is essential, 

owing to the fact that it provides examples which show how psychomotor storytelling, learning corners, workshops and 
projects based on action and adventure spaces can be worked in a classroom. From the authors’ point of view, professionals 

working in the field of infant childhood psychomotor skills may know and recognize the value of the proposals shown here 
so that they can teach other professionals to be more critical regarding their practice, increasing concerns about the 

development of motor skills – physical education in infant education in its systematic form – which, without any doubt, will 

result in children’s higher levels of welfare and health with regards to their own construction of the reality which surrounds 
them. 

New Trends in Physics Education Research 

Salvatore Magazù (Department of Mathematical and Informatics 

Sciences, Physical Sciences and Earth Sciences of Messina 

University, Messina, Italy) 

In series: Education in a Competitive and Globalizing World 
2018. 318 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-893-1. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-894-8. $230.00. 

Those who operate in physics education frequently ask research operators for 
suggestions, reference models, updated content and answers for their professional work. 

So far, the sector has not achieved significant advances specifically in terms of both 

content updates and methodology approaches. In the special issue, titled New Trends in 
Physics Education Research, the authors, in addition to presenting some new topics in 

physics education, take into account the greater relevance that in recent years the 

Evidence Based Education has taken place. In this framework, the main points of issue 
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include: 1) Dealing with new trends in teaching and learning processes in physics; highlighting new mathematics content for 

physics courses; 3) giving evidence of the key role played by laboratory activities in physics training courses; and 4) stressing 
the importance of interdisciplinary approaches as well as scientific culture, communication and dissemination. Physics 

teaching involves several fields and different disciplines (such as mathematics, philosophy, laboratory activities, etc.) where 

the same arguments are often explained without clarifying that often there is a close correlation between disciplines. In 
particular, an integrated theoretical and experimental approach can improve the knowledge of some subjects of physics and 

mathematics; furthermore, it is also useful to employ a joint approach with laboratory activities, and by doing so enriching 

topics of meaning. In such cases, mathematics provides the adapt tools for physics and also is able to drive physical intuition; 
on the other hand, physics and its laboratory activities provide simple access to mathematical topics of complex 

comprehension. The issue is addressed to academics and schoolteachers as well as researchers in the field of physics 

education. 

(Participatory) Action Research: Principles, Approaches and Applications 

Joseph Calder and Jacob Foletta 

In series: Research Methodology and Data Analysis 
2018. 310 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-041-6. $195.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-042-3. $195.00. 

In this book, authors present current research on the implementation of reform mathematics in order to identify, explore, and 
evaluate five specific goals. Students were presented with problem solving activities that correlated with real-world 

situations. During this process, students tracked their confidence and growth as mathematicians. Next, the ways in which 

students learn to effectively engage in natural discussions related to the literature they are reading are examined. Barriers to 
the implementation of literature circles in the classroom are discussed, and ideas for successful execution are highlighted. 

Action research (AR) leaders’ roles are explored through two studies, with the frame constituting of K-20 science, 

technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM) education and how participant engagement leads to AR project insight. 
The authors provide suggestions for future AR leaders. Afterwards, this compilation goes on to discuss how teaching 

Participatory Action Research (PAR) in MIT’s Department of Urban Studies and Planning has led to focus on the 

responsibilities of action researchers and their obligations to the communities and places in which they work; and the 
importance of building the capacity of community members so that they can take control of the research being done about, 

with, and for them. The authors explore the way in which Curriculum Studies have addressed relevance and by proposing a 

framework for the study of curriculum relevance in general, which was adapted from literature on Science Education. The 
proposal considers three dimensions of relevance: societal, vocational, and individual. A chapter is included which fully 

addresses the analysis of one of the cases developed in the authors’ previous work, in which students have to reconstruct 

their memories about the experiences they had during compulsory education in order to compare them with the experiences 

they have during the practicum. The authors share their concerns about the process of accompaniment, the process of student 

participation in the design and assessment of the subjects, and the search for situated and transformative learning in a 

university context. The book proposes the use of action research in higher education, especially in programs that use practical 
approaches such as residency programs in healthcare. The text also discusses similar themes such as andragogy, meaningful 

learning, active learning, and systemic thinking. Additionally, a teacher-driven approach for changes in teaching chemical 

bonding was chosen, inspired by the PAR model suggested by Eilks and Ralle. The authors determine that remote networking 
of a teacher action researcher with a PAR-driven community of practitioners and academic educational researchers helped 

strengthen the process of research and development and contributed to strengthen the teacher’s continuous professional 

development. Subsequently, an application of participatory action research (PAR) conducted in Italy is illustrated. In 
describing the structure of action research, it can first be asserted that it is not a linear methodology of research but instead a 

cyclical process that proceeds through greater levels of complexity. In conclusion, the book aims to determine the relationship 

between the principles, approaches and applications of participatory action research (PAR) by using a case study of wood-
carving workers. The authors maintain that although this project was successful in increasing health awareness of the workers 

and the community, long-term impact and sustainability of networking and activities need to be examined. 

Progress in Education. Volume 50 

Roberta V. Nata 

In series: Progress in Education 
2018. 235 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-292-2. $250.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-293-9. $250.00. 
In Progress in Education. Volume 50, the authors present connectivity as a value that presents a numerical increase in the 

measure that leads to significant, transversal and related learning between the three dimensions analyzed. From these data 

alongside quotient positivity/negativity, learning dynamics can be characterized. The following chapter deals with the attitude 
of teachers towards inclusion and identifies several beliefs that are central to an inclusive mindset. Important theoretical 

constructs such as like self-efficacy, implicit theories of intelligence, and different models of disability are introduced, and 

their empirical significance in the context of inclusive education is discussed. Another study is included which explored older 
adults' motivations for and the benefits of participating in cooperative learning groups. Qualitative focus group discussions 

were held with 13 cooperative learning groups and a total of 93 older adults. The results indicated that the motivations behind 

participating in cooperative learning groups included curiosity, the desire to promote senior citizens learning camps, the 
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desire to learn exercises, personal interests, the desire to leave the house, the desire to combat physical and mental 

deterioration, and recommendations from others. The authors present an integrated picture of resource distribution practices 
in the classroom setting. Rather than examining each resource distribution practice separately, the study conceptualizes all 

resource distribution practices as an interrelated system of evaluations structured along the dimensions of universalism. The 

authors set out to demonstrate to teachers, including trainee teachers, how they can use a set of virtual applications to teach 
the contents of any subject in order to promote an engagement in learning. Thus, they describe a study with trainee teachers 

to whom a set of apps were presented. During this research, the trainee teachers were taught how they could use these apps 

in their classes. This book includes a report on research conducted in four South African universities regarding the manner 
in which newly appointed lecturers join the pool of postgraduate research supervision teams and, most importantly, how 

interpersonal relations among newly appointed and long service lecturers play out regarding the universities’ access to 

government subsidies for research output. This book also focuses on the psychological outcome of integrating the learner-
oriented approach in the second language learning process of engineering students of the Universitat Politècnica of València 

through synthesising second language learning and content objectives. Problematic texting in college students is also 
analyzed in order to determine its relationship to texting dependency and executive function. Moderate problematic texting 

participants showed the expected dependency on texting and showed deficits across a wide array of executive function 

indices. 

Progress in Education. Volume 51 

Roberta V. Nata 

In series: Progress in Education 
2018. 230 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-366-0. $250.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53614-009-5. $250.00. 

In the opening chapter of Progress in Education. Volume 51, the authors present a meta-analysis indicating that the prevalence 

of addiction to new technologies among Iranian youths are increasing, focusing on the epidemiology of internet addiction. 
The results of this study may be used by developing countries to acquaint parents, policy makers, administrators of high 

schools and universities, the Ministry of Education, the Ministry of Higher Education, and all educational and cultural 

planners. The authors maintain that the spread of new communicational technologies has had both positive and negative 
effects on our lives. Next, this collection addresses the degree to which First-Time in College (FTIC) community college 

students and non-FTIC community college students differed in their quality of on-campus and off-campus relationships. 

Inferential statistical analyses of responses to a national survey revealed the presence of statistically significant differences 
between these two groups of students in all dependent variables. Implications and recommendations for future research are 

provided. The following study is an attempt to investigate the relationship between foreign language motivation and anxiety 

among third and fourth year students attending the secondary vocational-technical Complex of Catering and Hotel Industry 

Schools in Wisła, Poland. The research and discourse also take into consideration such essential factors as English language 

proficiency, grades and frequency of extracurricular contact with English. The authors later suggest that geology plays an 

important and essential role in education from an economic point of view, in the relationship between science and society 
and, therefore, should be present in the school syllabus. In geology teaching, learning can become more complex outside its 

natural environment, thus fieldwork practical activities are suggested by the curricular guidelines of different geoscience 

disciplinary areas and their advantages are highlighted in the literature. Focusing on several Russian undergraduate and 
graduate classes of different national origins, one chapter discusses the issue of college students’ search for internationalized 

and diversified self-improvement in higher education. In addition, the discussion also ties in some general practices of 

English in Russian academia in comparison with the similar cases in USA, South Korea and China. A multiyear empirical 
investigation is presented which analyzed the degree to which economic status was related to the postsecondary enrollment 

of Texas public high school graduates at Texas 2-year public colleges and at 4-year public universities. Specifically analyzed 

were the enrollment percentages of students in poverty and students who were not poor for three academic years for Texas 
public high school graduates. Reflection is proposed as a skill that must be taught to preservice teachers in their education 

programs, and it should not be assumed that preservice teachers know how to reflect on their teaching or that they see the 

value in reflection. Thus, a study explores how preservice teachers perceive the value of reflection with vlogs in their 
reflective communication skills. In the final study, this book examines the effectiveness of conducting an in-class assessment 

of interpersonal functioning in a graduate psychology class for masters-level counseling psychology students. Results 

indicate that conducting an in-class interpersonal assessment increased students’ knowledge of interpersonal theory and 
interpersonal methods of assessment. These findings have implications for the teaching of interpersonal assessment as well 

as for the practice of clinical assessment in group settings. 

Progress in Education. Volume 52 

Roberta V. Nata 

In series: Progress in Education 
2018. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53614-254-9. $250.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53614-255-6. $250.00. 
Progress in Education. Volume 52 opens with an analysis of the Alps in the context of introducing innovative approaches 

for sustainable mobility. Alpine areas receive millions of visits by tourists traveling by car each year, exceeding the carrying 

capacity of these areas and thus decreasing the quality of the visitor experience. The authors aim to improve the development 
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of sustainable tourism and gain a competitive advantage within the tourism market. This collection goes on to argue that 

successful schooling encompasses much more than just academic performance. Students attend school to appreciate and 
acquire other achievement-related attributes, such as subjective well-being experiences, proactive engagement, and the 

seeking of mastery in different disciplinary areas. The authors contend that this line of inquiry may yield a number of 

educational significance for teachers, school administrators, and stakeholders to consider. Next, this collection examines 
recent developments in the dynamics and complexity of cultural identities between the state and politics in Hong Kong that 

have shaped values and music education in light of the twentieth anniversary of the handover to China and the construction 

of values education through school music education. It is argued that preparations for values education might pose a challenge 
to how musical meanings and non-musical meanings should be delineated and delivered in the school curriculum. The 

widespread and debilitating effects of mathematics anxiety are experienced at all educational levels and in most countries 

around the world. Thus, the authors set out to illuminate this problem for educators and suggest ways to reduce mathematics 
anxiety among their students. Given the increase in dynamic environments associated with educational reform, it is important 

to reassess whether transformational leadership remains the most effective approach to change in educational settings, and if 
not, whether alternative approaches might be considered. From this perspective, an integrative literature review explores 

recent evidence to examine the effects of transformational leadership in educational reform settings. 

Rural Education: Teaching Strategies, Student Issues and Trends 

Travis L. Wilton 

In series: Education in a Competitive and Globalizing World 
2018. 142 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-290-8. $82.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-291-5. $82.00. 
Rural Education: Teaching Strategies, Student Issues and Trends begins by presenting a community based participatory 

research program implemented after a need assessment program identified life skills as the number one health priority in the 

Banestan village. 195 individuals over 15 years of age from 60 families were enrolled in the program and participated in the 
training workshops for one month twice a week. Following this, the authors aim to demonstrate that participatory design 

process can be combined to participatory popular education dynamics, in order to build a methodology to construct serious 

games and software applications in health education. The serious game “Comer Legal: A Nutritional Adventure” was 
developed in order to pedagogically combine the theme of food and nutrition education. This book presents reflections on 

the struggle of the rural population for the right to education, outlining trajectories covered since the presuppositions of 

“Rural Education”, until the movement today nominated as “Field Education”. It seeks to problematize the fact that education 
in Brazil is marked by the duality between the formal law, guaranteed by the legal framework of national scope, and the 

denial of this right is a reality for a portion of the population. The concluding paper presents the viewpoint of school 

administrators regarding the calamitous situation of the rural education in São Paulo during 1930s and 1940s. This text 

addresses the conflict between the everyday reality of the feasible school system and the targeted ideal for rural education in 

São Paulo. 

Science and Technology Education: Perspectives, Opportunities and Challenges 

Steffen Pabst 

In series: Education in a Competitive and Globalizing World 
2018. 165 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-717-0. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-718-7. $95.00. 
In this book, the authors examine a series of key science identity-based research models with the goal of discussing the 

interplay between individual agency and social interaction through the lens of transformative learning. Current identity-based 

models are critiqued based on the importance given to either social structures and/or agency separately. Following this, a 
synthesis report on the development strategies of technology education carried out at basic schools in Slovakia (lower 

secondary education – ISCED 2) is presented. Additionally, the authors discuss the results of a survey done with the goal of 

finding out the reality of technology teaching at these schools. As the research results show, despite the good intentions of 
the different strategies, programs and reforms, the technology education at basic schools is on the decline. The next article 

discusses gender-based segregation and falling recruitment for scientific and technological studies in Nordic countries. This 

study traced and interviewed students who achieved the best results in the measurement of technological competence twenty 
years ago in order to examine their progress. In the final study, the book proposes a new vision for science education in the 

era of sustainable development. The authors discuss how sustainable development goals (SDGs) identify new roles for 

science and technology to address global and local challenges such as climate change, energy innovation, and biodiversity. 
These areas of sustainability reveal new horizons for science education by enabling us to approach science learning as a more 

community-based practice and collaborative way of thinking, beyond classroom-based learning. 
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Self-Regulated Learners: Strategies, Performance, and Individual 

Differences 

Jill E. Stefaniak, Ph.D. (Hampton Blvd, Norfolk, VA, US) 

In series: Education in a Competitive and Globalizing World 
2018. 259 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-618-0. $160.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-619-7. $160.00. 

Self-Regulated Learners: Strategies, Performance, and Individual Differences is a 
compilation of scholarly efforts placing attention on self-regulated learning in a variety of 

learning contexts, ranging from early childhood education through higher education. The 

overall mission of this book is to provide educators with a resource that provides strategies, 
assessment tools, and best practices for developing the self-regulated learner. This book 

explores the inherent complexities associated with educating diverse learners. A variety of 

assessment tools are included in this text to assist educators with assessing their learners’ 
abilities to self-regulation as well as examples of how instruction can be scaffolded to 

promote self-regulating behavior. Chapters included in this book explore faculty and 

student relationships as it relates to students’ academic achievements. Heuristics are provided for teaching and coaching 
students how to become self-regulated learners. Resources are provided to assist educators with promoting students’ with 

disabilities executive functioning as it relates to self-regulation. Other contributions address strategies to assist learners to 

self-regulation while learning from failure. Each chapter provides insight into how self-regulation has been explored in 
contextualized environments. This book is intended to share these unique examples with other educators and to continue the 

conversations and scholarship surrounding the topic of the self-regulated learner. 

Semi-Supervised Learning: Background, Applications and Future Directions 

Guoqiang Zhong, Ph.D. and Kaizhu Huang, Ph.D. (Department of Computer Science and 

Technology, Ocean University of China, Laoshan District, Qingdao, China) 

In series: Education in a Competitive and Globalizing World 
2018. 239 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-556-5. $160.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-557-2. $160.00. 

Semi-supervised learning is an important area of machine learning. It deals with problems 
that involve a lot of unlabeled data and very scarce labeled data. The book focuses on some 

state-of-the-art research on semi-supervised learning. In the first chapter, Weng, Dornaika 

and Jin introduce a graph construction algorithm named the constrained data self-
representative graph construction (CSRGC). In the second chapter, to reduce the graph 

construction complexity, Zhang et al. use anchors that were a special subset chosen from 

the original data to construct the full graph, while randomness was injected into graphs to 
improve the classification accuracy and deal with the high dimensionality issue. In the 

third chapter, Dornaika et al. introduces a kernel version of the Flexible Manifold 

Embedding (KFME) algorithm. In the fourth chapter, Zhang et al. present an efficient and 
robust graph-based transductive classification method known as the minimum tree cut 

(MTC), for large scale applications. In the fifth chapter, Salazar, Safont and Vergara 
investigated the performance of semi-supervised learning methods in two-class 

classification problems with a scarce population of one of the classes. In the sixth chapter, 

by breaking the sample identically and independently distributed (i.i.d.) assumption, one 
novel framework called the field support vector machine (F-SVM) with both classification 

(F-SVC) and regression (F-SVR) purposes is introduced. In the seventh chapter, Gong 

employs the curriculum learning methodology by investigating the difficulty of classifying 
every unlabeled example. As a result, an optimized classification sequence was generated during the iterative propagations, 

and the unlabeled examples are logically classified from simple to difficult. In the eighth chapter, Tang combines semi-

supervised learning with geo-tagged photo streams and concept detection to explore situation recognition. This book is 
suitable for university students (undergraduate or graduate) in computer science, statistics, electrical engineering, or anyone 

else who would potentially use machine learning algorithms; professors, who research artificial intelligence, pattern 

recognition, machine learning, data mining and related fields; and engineers, who apply machine learning models into their 
products. 
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Sex Education: Global Perspectives, Effective Programs and Socio-Cultural Challenges 

Raquel Alicia Benavides-Torres, Ph.D., Dora Julia Onofre-Rodríguez, Ph.D., María Aracely 

Márquez-Vega, DNS and Rosalva del Carmen Barbosa-Martínez, DNS (Universidad Autónoma 

de Nuevo León, Facultad de Enfermería, CIDICS, Nuevo León, México) 

In series: Education in a Competitive and Globalizing World 
2018. 260 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-127-7. $160.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-128-4. $160.00. 

Sex Education: Global Perspectives, Effective Programs, and Socio-Cultural Challenges 
presents a comprehensive and cohesive overview of sexuality education, including 

frameworks, challenges, and contexts that should be considered by developers of sexuality 

education programs. This book is divided into three sections: 1) “Global Perspectives on 
Sexual Issues”; 2) “Effective Programs”; and 3) “Research on Sociocultural Challenges”. 

The first section addresses a human rights point of view as a central and sensitive 

challenge to sex education and refers to the fact that the Western and Eastern countries of 

the European Union, Latin American, and the world as a whole need access to quality sex 

education with an impact on love, care, and respect of adolescents and young people. The 

second part of the book provides an overview of the status of sexual education programs 
based on Denmark, Ireland, and Mexico. In countries with fully developed comprehensive 

SE programs, authors show how teenage birth rates tend to be lower compared with 

countries in which SE is virtually absent. The last part of the book addresses three studies 
that show the importance of some sociocultural challenges that educators in sexuality may 

face when working with a vulnerable population such as women and men who have sex 

with men. 
 

Strategies for Deep Learning with Digital Technology: Theories and Practices in Education 

Robert Zheng (Department of Educational Psychology, University of Utah, Salt Lake City, 

Utah, USA) 

In series: Education in a Competitive and Globalizing World 
2018. 396 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-182-6. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-183-3. $230.00. 

How to utilize digital technology to engage learners in deep learning is an issue that 

warrants significant attention in 21st century education. Deep learning refers to learners’ 
engagement in critical and creative thinking, making inferences and transferring 

knowledge. Modern technologies like virtual reality, artificial intelligence, and 3D 

visualization provide the platform for deep learning in an educational setting more 
effectively. This book presents a collection of essays on the relationship between digital 

technologies and deep learning. The edited volume focuses on cognitive, metacognitive 

and affective processes in digital technology-based deep learning. A unique feature of 
the book is its emphasis on bridging the theories with practice where the practice of deep 

learning with digital technology is well-grounded in relevant theories and theoretical 

frameworks. Moreover, the book includes case studies to effectively promote the 
application of digital technology in deep learning. As such, the book is rightly poised to 

address current issues facing deep learning and digital technology in education. The 

audience will find this book a useful companion as they will soon discover that this book 
provides helpful information on both theoretical and practical aspects in deep learning 

with digital technology. It also serves as an excellent resource for researchers and 

individual professionals who seek to understand the relationship between deep learning 
and digital technology in education. 
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Teachers and Teaching: Global Practices, Challenges, and 

Prospects 

Lori A. Caudle (College of Education and Allied Professions, 

Department of Human Services, Birth-Kindergarten Program, 

Cullowhee, NC , US) 

In series: Education in a Competitive and Globalizing World 
2018. 310 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-452-0. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-453-7. $230.00. 
This book chronicles global issues, related practices, and future prospects in teaching and 

teacher education. The chapters include comprehensive discussions of literature, 

research, and visions for education that are applicable around the world. This book 
evidences how each challenge leads to opportunities for positive change. Several of the 

chapters highlight characteristics of high-quality, ongoing professional development that 

is based on the day-to-day experiences of pre-/in-service teachers. This method to teacher 

education has been shown to contribute to the development of new knowledge and 

practice in meaningful and sustainable ways. This book also discusses school improvement, and specifically the need to 

revamp typical approaches to support an integrated model of education, thus improving the overall well-being of students 
and teachers. In an era of high stakes and accountability, how teachers handle the excessive demands of teaching and remain 

grounded in their practice is influenced by their beliefs, sense of competence, and individual use of coping strategies. Further, 

the environments of schools and educational centers substantially impact teachers’ well-being. Some of the chapters in this 
book explore these concepts in profound ways. With increased globalization, identifying research-based strategies designed 

for foreign language teaching, and how students learn best is also warranted. Several chapters in this book describe 

considerations that must be made when approaching foreign language teaching and learning. As evidenced in the 
contributions to this book, educators and administrators should carefully consider the implications of worldwide research 

when contemplating educational reform, whether it be at the individual classroom or district-wide level. Overall, this book 

demonstrates how strong connections between theory and practice support a practical, educated, and concerted approach to 
challenges that emerge in teaching and learning contexts. 

Teaching Strategies: Perspectives, Challenges and Outcomes 

James S. Etim (Anderson Center, Winston-Salem State University, Winston-Salem, NC, US) 

In series: Education in a Competitive and Globalizing World 
2018. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-588-6. $160.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-589-3. $160.00. 

In the last thirty years, the educational system has become increasingly more diverse. In some school systems, the majority 
is now slowly moving towards being the minority within the next ten to fifteen years. Educators are confronted with several 

questions: How can instruction be more engaging and relevant to the needs of learners? What strategies can be employed to 

meet the needs of learners at different levels of the educational ladder, within the same level and in the same classroom and 
– given the achievement gap – how can educators ensure that all students learn without lowering the standards for high 

achieving students? This book in some ways explores these and more questions that are at the heart of teaching and learning. 

The contributors, who are all classroom teachers, educators or practitioners at varying levels of the education system, propose 
and discuss strategies that are effective in advancing student learning. After reviewing literature on research and effective 

teaching, the author of Chapter One pointed out that the ways to prepare effective teachers is still a work in progress and that 

the broad areas of subject matter specialization, certification and experience are all still valid in the discussion of effective 
teachers. The book is divided into five sections: Theoretical Framework, Teaching English Language Arts, Teaching Science 

and Mathematics, Information Technology and Assessment. Each section provides readers with issues affecting instruction 

and effective strategies. This book is a useful resource for prospective and practicing teachers, especially those working in 
schools with diverse populations. 

Teaching with Technology: Perspectives, Challenges and Future Directions 

Marthe Artois 

In series: Education in a Competitive and Globalizing World 
2018. 172 pp. 
Softcover: 978-1-53613-260-1. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-261-8. $95.00. 
This book aims to introduce the importance of integrating technology in teaching and learning; contemporary technologies 

used in schools for teaching and learning; methods of integrating technology into teaching and learning; functions of 

computer technology in acquiring skills and knowledge in schools; effects of technology in the 21st century education; 
improving the 21st century educational institutions via technology; issues relating to the use of technology in education, the 

relationship between learning theories and the use of technology in teaching and learning as well as the emerging trends and 

prospects in the use of technology in teaching and learning. The authors also present a study focused on exploring the process 
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of teaching mathematics with mobile technologies in some classrooms in the lower secondary level (pupils 9-14 years old) 

in Slovakia. This scientific study was based on the realization of an inquiry-based learning in concrete topics from school 
mathematics. Later, physics is presented as the cornerstone for the formation of the scientific worldview for students of 

natural-science specialties. To improve the efficiency of teaching physics to various categories of students, the authors follow 

the physics as an empirical science. The authors maintain that mobile technology such as smartphones, tablets, and personal 
digital assistants (PDAs) allow nursing students to rapidly access current evidence-based resources at the “point of care” 

during the actual patient encounter, and thus should be introduced into the nursing curriculum. The closing study investigates 

success and barriers of interactive teaching in a Mathematics flipped classroom. Participants were 240 students at a study 
university of technology in South Africa. Students’ perspectives and their experiences of using interactive technology in a 

flipped mathematics course were also surveyed. 

The Contrarian Instructor: Leading College Students to Ask and 

Answer Their Own Questions 

John Wm. Folkins Ph.D. (Provost and Vice President for Academic 

Affairs Emeritus, Bowling Green State University, Bowling Green, 

Ohio, USA) 

In series: Education in a Competitive and Globalizing World 
2018. 205 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53611-036-4. $160.00. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-421-6. $89.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53611-053-1. $160.00. 
Are your students motivated and able to learn as much as you would like them to? Do 

they readily apply what they have learned? Do they even remember much of this learned 

content the next semester? Do they ask meaningful questions or are they mostly 
concerned with asking what will be on the next examination? This book discusses 

findings from psychology, education, and other disciplines showing that there are ways 

instructors can design curricula, classes, and learning experiences to improve the students’ ability and desire to probe for 
new insights, and to apply them to their own agendas. Although this book reviews many approaches for providing students 

with the motivation and guidance to learn, it is not a manual of specific classroom techniques. Rather, the book will inspire 

and equip instructors to ask their own questions about how their classes could better inspire and equip their students to ask 
and answer their own questions in principled ways. 

The Language of Pedagogy Today: What are the New Teaching Challenges? 

Rebecca Soler Costa and Turgay Han (Faculty of Education, University of Zaragoza, Zaragoza, 

Spain) 

In series: Languages and Linguistics 
2018. 239 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-129-1. $160.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-130-7. $160.00. 

In the field of pedagogy, there are different publications about the processes of didactic 

interaction in the classroom. However, there are no scientific works that reflect an analysis 
showing the terms and expressions this language of specialty has in the conformation of 

its lexicon. This linguistic aspect in the discipline of pedagogy (language discourse in 

pedagogy) is extremely necessary and is constantly experiencing changes. When teachers 
interact in and out of the classroom, they make use of a language, terms and expressions 

that contain specific semantic meanings that strictly belong to this epistemological 

community and, in fact, those terms and expressions offer a certain scientific status to the 
pedagogical speech. If we consider that the pedagogical speech is constantly altered by the 

implementation of educative acts, teachers, researches and other educative agents need to 

know the new terms. These reasons have promoted the creation of this book, necessary for 
the professionals that work in the field of education: To analyze what kind of language 

teaching professionals use, how they communicate with students, what are the terms used 

to explain to parents the academic development of their child, etc. The reader will find in 
this book a characterization of the language of pedagogy through the analysis of its 

neologisms, anglicisms and technicisms. This book, then, is aimed at teachers, parents, 

researchers, stakeholders, counsellors, psychologists, pedagogists, teaching professionals, 
and to any interested in the field of education. They will find interesting insights into the 

scientific field of Pedagogy, knowing how a discipline builds its language. It is one step further to learn more about the 

epistemology of this discipline. The reader will find in this book an analysis of the terms that have acquired a specific meaning 
in the language of pedagogy and allow communication in this epistemological community. The book is divided into two 

major parts. The first one provides an extensive and current theoretical framework on neologisms of a loan in the language 

of pedagogy: interlingual loans, voices of classical languages and inter-linguistic loans, with examples to facilitate their 
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understanding. The second part of this book shows a terminological analysis of technicisms, secondary terminologizations, 

acronyms and syntactic expressions. Therefore, the reader will have a holistic and specific overview of the language of 
pedagogy to properly understand its terms. Secondary terminologizations constitute a procedure to use the terms of a 

discipline in a different discipline with a new specialized meaning. Acronyms are also very frequent in the language of 

pedagogy and they supplement the lack of technicisms. The syntactic expressions contribute to allow communication 
between professional and non-professional speakers, and are characteristic of the language of pedagogy. Evidently, the 

epistemological community of pedagogy has a special language, which is used in specific communicative contexts and with 

different forms of content. This does not mean it is necessary to develop a semantic analysis, but rather to be aware of how 
words are created and what meanings are legitimized. For all these reasons, the authors considered the book necessary to 

contribute to a better knowledge and understanding of the discipline of pedagogy. 

The New Science of Curiosity 

Goren Gordon (Senior Lecturer, Curiosity Lab, Industrial Engineering Department, Tel-Aviv 

University, Tel-Aviv, Israel) 

In series: Psychology of Emotions, Motivations and Actions 

In series: Education in a Competitive and Globalizing World 
2018. 281 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-800-9. $195.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-801-6. $195.00. 
Curiosity is the foundation of childhood development and continues on into adulthood; it 

is the cornerstone of scientific discovery, art and play. In the past, the study of curiosity 

has been mainly restricted to the field of psychology. Recently, a new science of curiosity 
has emerged that is multidisciplinary, applicative, and transformative. In this book, some 

of the leading researchers of this emerging field give a comprehensive background 

description, explain in detail the state-of-the-art advances, and raise future-looking insights 
into curiosity. The book includes accounts of new neuroscientific research of curiosity, 

computational models of infant-like robots, thought-provoking insights into knowledge 

and wisdom, and curious social robots that play with curious children. Furthermore, 
applications of The New Science of Curiosity in art and game-design highlight the 

importance of these new approaches to fields outside science. The New Science of 

Curiosity also has a great impact on our day-to-day lives, described in the book regarding 
the medical profession and the educational system. The New Science of Curiosity holds 

great promise for a better, deeper, and more comprehensive understanding of this elusive, 

yet crucial, aspect of human cognition. Only a multi-disciplinary diverse approach, as 
presented in this book, holds the key to unlocking the mysteries of exploration, seeking 

and investigative experiences of our grandiose dreams and daily lives. 

Tutoring and Intelligent Tutoring Systems 

Scotty D. Craig, Ph.D. (Ira A. Fulton Schools of Engineering, 

Arizona State University, Tempe, AZ, US) 

In series: Education in a Competitive and Globalizing World 
2018. 389 pp.  
Hardcover: 978-1-53614-085-9. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53614-086-6. $230.00. 

This book explores the intersection of tutoring and intelligent tutoring systems. The 
process of tutoring has a long history within learning settings, and this effective method 

has led to attempts to automate the process via intelligent tutoring system research areas. 

Intelligent Tutoring Systems (ITS) are increasingly being used in a wide range of 
educational settings to enhance student learning. They are also used frequently as 

platforms for research on educational psychology and artificial intelligence. ITS can 

assess a wide variety of learner characteristics and adapt instruction according to 
principles of learning. Their effectiveness allegedly derives from their ability to provide 

detailed guidance to learners and to adapt promptly to individual learner’s needs that are 

tracked at a fine grained level. Examples of such tutoring technologies include writing environments for guided inquiry 
learning, environments for collaborative problem solving or discussion, natural language processing and dialogue in tutoring 

systems, modeling and shaping affective states, interactive simulations of complex systems, ill-defined domains, and 

adaptive educational games. At their core, these systems rely on our basic knowledge of effective human tutoring. This book 
starts with a presentation of learning frameworks related to tutoring and ITS. This is followed by examples of best practices 

of tutoring and learning strategies by implementing within specific ITS. Finally, it presents examples for evaluating the 

effectiveness of tutoring systems. 
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Understanding Cultural Diversity in Education: Perceptions, Opportunities and Challenges 

Inmaculada González Falcón (University of Huelva, Huelva, Spain) 

In series: Education in a Competitive and Globalizing World 
2018. 332 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53614-061-3. $195.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53614-062-0. $195.00. 

Understanding Cultural Diversity in Education: Perceptions, Opportunities and 

Challenges is the result of a collective work by different European, American and Asian 
experts. The aim is to encourage reflection on cultural diversity in the area of social 

sciences, particularly in the field of education. To this end, it includes different research 

and theoretical works with an in-depth study of the concepts that teachers and different 
educational professionals have in relation to cultural diversity, analysing the most common 

responses to cultural diversity management in the socio-educational sphere, highlighting 

the hurdles, supports and opportunities that mediate said process, and emphasising the 
main challenges to overcome in the development of an intercultural school and inclusive 

society. The different thematic areas studied include the value of anthropology in 

understanding the cultural diversity of contemporary societies, the socio-economic 

conditions influencing the socio-educational inclusion of immigrant families, the 

educational administration’s policies and initiatives on interculturality, how educational 
professionals conceive cultural diversity, how cultural diversity is managed in schools, the 

training needs of teachers in intercultural skills, the possibilities of the intercultural 

curriculum and second language learning for the inclusion of immigrant students, and the 
acculturation and assimilation processes of the Roma community in schools. This volume 

– consisting of ten chapters – has a clear international and interdisciplinary projection, 

combining the views of anthropology, sociology and pedagogy. The studies presented highlight the value of qualitative and 
ethnographic research as well as the active role of students, teachers and school in change, research and innovation. This 

book is a fundamental resource for all those interested in intervention and research on cultural diversity in the socio-

educational field. 

Violent Communication and Bullying in Early Childhood Education 

Panagiotis J. Stamatis and Eleni N. Nikolaou (Department of Sciences of Preschool Education 

and Educational Design, School of Humanities, University of the Aegean, Rhodes, Greece) 

In series: Education in a Competitive and Globalizing World 

In series: Bullying and Victimization 
2018. 283 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-977-8. $195.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-978-5. $195.00. 
jThis book attempts to shed light on the social phenomenon of school bullying that 

emerges at preschool ages. It is a book that promotes opposition to violent communica-

tion and bullying in early childhood education by providing non-violent communication, 
anti-bullying techniques and advice for teachers and parents. Within this framework, it 

focuses on the definitions and forms of bullying in early childhood, its manifestations, the 

circumstances of its manifestation, the associated risk factors and its prevention. Teachers’ 
perceptions are explored in the context of the research studies conducted re-garding 

important aspects of the phenomenon. Moreover, school bullying involves ver-bal and 

non-verbal communication elements, and it is conceptualized as a form of communication 
violence and miscommunication. It also includes contemporary scien-tific research data 

and it emphasizes the communication aspect of bullying. Teachers’ verbal and non-verbal 

behaviors affect the relationships among students and may lead to communication 
violence. Non-violent communication is considered the key to con-trolling bullying in 

educational environments. Non-violent communication is the anti-dote to communicative 

bullying, which creates many other forms of bullying as a result of miscommunication and 
para-communication among individuals. In addition, it con-tains an analysis of literary 

works pertaining to school bullying, as literature is regarded as an ally to the success of all 
efforts to address bullying. Furthermore, this book in-cludes research data regarding 

school bullying and its dimensions according to the per-ceptions of teachers and parents. The originality of this book is 

associated with the study of school bullying in early childhood and the study of its communication aspect as well as its 
multidisciplinary approach. Scholars, students, educators and parents are the main audiences of this book as its contents are 

extremely interesting for anybody who cares about interpersonal relation-ships, communication and human interactions, 

especially in preschool and early child-hood environments. Trainers and employees in educational structures or 
infrastructures, persons who are involved in any educational processes and teachers of all educational levels may show 

interest in this book. Relevant subject areas to this book are education, psychology, sociology, criminology and 

communication. Thus, professionals of these fields or areas may also be interested in this book as well. 
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ETHICS 

A Handbook of Ethical Theory 

George Stuart Fullerton 

In series: Ethical Issues in the 21st Century 
2018. 352 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-745-3. $230.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-746-0. $230.00. 

This book, originally published in 1921, was written to help students of ethics comprehend the significance of morals and 

ethical behavior. We are all amply provided with moral maxims that we hold with more or less confidence, but an insight 
into their significance is not attained without reflection and some serious effort. In a field in which there are so many 

differences of opinion, clearness of insight and breadth of view are eminently desirable. 

Ethics: Past, Present and Future Perspectives 

Miles Ventura 

In series: Ethical Issues in the 21st Century 
2018. 105 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-533-6. $82.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-534-3. $82.00. 
In Ethics: Past, Present and Future Perspectives, the authors open by making a characterization of ethics viewed as a domain 

of philosophy. They present traditional approaches to ethics and point out the importance of general and special ethics in 

contemporary philosophical discourse. A conclusion is drawn that a clear need arises to discuss the so-called “new ethics”, 
one which is removed from the schematic thinking on “good” and “evil.” The following chapter discusses Nagel’s dualism 

and Murphy’s monism in depth. Both of them limit their discussions to distributive justice, but they admit that their views 

can apply to a more general discussion of the relationship between politics and morality. The authors suggest that 
supervenience is the key to solve this problem, using it as a standard to evaluate arguments from both sides, and then arguing 

that a supervenience relationship between politics and morality would be the third and better position than both dualism and 

monism. This collection examines ethics committes in hospitals, clinics, and other medical and research medical institutions 

within the public and private sector. An ethics committee is a group of individuals formed to protect the interests of patients 

and address moral issues within the health sector in many countries, consisting of different healthcare professionals and non-

medical members. The following chapter discusses the convergence of technologies and scientific disciplines: singly, each 
of them has a large potential to change society and mankind, but combined they represent a more powerful source for even 

bigger changes. The increasingly widespread use of digital recording in administrative, commercial and social networks is 

opening up new and unpredictable scenario which might also influence the definition of disease in a digital society. The 
authors propose that by developing appropriate algorithms, it would be possible to identify subsets of the population at higher 

risk of developing diseases, to ascertain whether distances between homes and drugstores or hospitals influence people’s 

health profiles, to see whether the characteristics shared by Facebook friends influence their individual health profiles, and 
so on. 

Living Well: Doing the Right Thing for Body, Mind, Spirit, and Communities 

Thomas G. Plante, Ph.D. (Psychology Department, Alumni Science Hall, Santa Clara 

University, Santa Clara, CA, US) 

In series: Ethical Issues in the 21st Century 
2018. 179 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-691-3. $95.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-692-0. $95.00. 

We live in a challenging and often topsy-turvy world. Research on stress suggests that 

we have never been more challenged by anxiety, depression, and stress, and that it often 
feels for many that we, as a community, people, and society, have simply lost our way. 

Technological advances and other changes in families, communities, and society can 

unfold at head spinning speed. Stress and dysregulation now seem to be the norm. The 
world of today is not the world we recognize from not too long ago. In Living Well: 

Doing the Right Thing for Body, Mind, Spirit, and Communities, Thomas G. Plante, 
PhD, ABPP, a practicing clinical psychologist as well as a professor of psychology at 

Santa Clara University and a clinical professor of psychiatry and behavioral sciences at 

Stanford University Medical School, offers a series of brief, thoughtful, evidence based, 
and research supported strategies to manage the challenges of life today. He begins with 
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the important role of ethics in organizing and centering our lives, and then applies commonly embraced ethical principles to 

personal and spiritual well-being, health and fitness, intimate and other important relationships, parenting, and education. He 
takes a whole person approach to discuss how ethical decision making and important principles for living can be applied to 

body, mind, soul, and communities to maximize a better life for all. Living Well emerged from the writings of Dr. Plante in 

Psychology Today magazine in a very popular blog called Do the Right Thing: Spirit, Science, and Health. This book is 
based on these posts. A happier and more fulfilled life can be found by following fairly simple and time tested principles for 

living offered in Living Well. 

Peter Singer’s Ethics: A Critical Appraisal 

Amin John Abboud, George L. Mendz (The University of Notre Dame, School of Medicine, 

Sydney, Darlinghurst, NSW, Australia) 

In series: Ethical Issues in the 21st Century 
2018. 304 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-406-3. $195.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-407-0. $195.00. 

Peter Singer is not interested in moral reasoning for its own sake, but insofar as it guides 

action. This book examines the foundational principles and ideas that govern his moral 

philosophy assessing whether he achieves his aim of constructing practical ethics. Singer 

presents his ideas clearly and eloquently, but often they are inconsistent and even 
contradictory. The simplicity with which he puts them forward is commendable, but 

sometimes he reduces important issues to simple slogans. Many of Singer’s ideas are 

highly controversial, but he shows sensitivity towards others; albeit within a utilitarian 
framework. Singer claimed that his revolution in ethics was to be on rational foundations; 

he wanted to make ethics as more scientific, and as with any practical science it must be 

based on theoretical foundations. To create this system, he uses a peculiar definition of 
rationality that is arbitrary and open to criticism. The limitations of Singer’s theoretical 

foundations put into question the normative conclusions of his applied ethics. The 
metaethical writings that underpin his practical conclusions have had limited examination 

and commentary by professional philosophers. This study analyses his views in the light 

of utilitarian thought and the philosophical issues this ethical theory has needed to resolve 
as a moral system. In particular, there is a detailed discussion on Singer’s arguments in 

favour of infanticide. 

EUROPE 

A History of Police in England 

Captain W. L. Melville Lee 

In series: European Political, Economic, and Security Issues 
2018. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53614-226-6. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53614-227-3. $230.00. 
The character of a nation is so profoundly influenced by the nature of the control to which it is subjected, that a due 

appreciation of the scope of police functions and a proper knowledge of the origin and extent of the powers and duties 

delegated to them must possess a more than academic interest. This book, originally published in 1901, provides a thorough 
account of the English police system at the beginning of the twentieth century and offers many points of view that are relevant 

today. 

An Introduction to the Industrial and Social History of England 

Edward P. Cheyney 

In series: European Political, Economic, and Security Issues 

In series: Political Science and History 
2018. 288 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-684-5. $230.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-685-2. $230.00. 

This book, originally published in 1901, provides an introduction to the industrial and social history of England from 

prehistoric times to the early nineteenth century. Topics discussed include: the organization or rural life and town life; 
medieval trade and commerce; the Black Death and the Peasants’ Rebellion; the end of the medieval system; the expansion 

of England; the Industrial Revolution; the extension of government control; and the extension of voluntary associations, trade 

unions, and trusts. 
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Bulgaria: Environmental, Social and Economic Challenges 

Teodora Raya Danailov 

In series: European Political, Economic, and Security Issues 
2018. 

Softcover: 978-1-53614-280-8. $95.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53614-281-5. $95.00. 

In this compilation, the authors aim to determine whether there was an association between contact with urban greenery and 

displaced aggression in young people in Bulgaria and, if so, whether nature experiences were a significant mediator of that 
association. As such, a cross-sectional, self-report study was conducted among 239 young visitors of the biggest park in the 

city of Plovdiv, Bulgaria. Next, the association between perceived bluespace and noise annoyance in the living environment 

is examined using a sample of 720 young Bulgarians (18-35 years of age) from the Medical University of Plovdiv. Research 
on this subject in Bulgaria has suggested that annoyance is associated with considerable socioeconomic costs. The authors 

also carried out a questionnaire survey in the city of Plovdiv in which group of students from a medical university were 

followed from October to December 2017 to examine their mental health. The following mediators were considered: 
annoyance due to environmental pollution, perceived quality of living environment, neighborhood social cohesion, 

commuting and physical activity. Due to the nature of their work, nurses are at risk of developing health anxiety, which has 

also been observed in other medical industry workers. To identify associations between some demographic characteristics, 

psycho-social, organizational, and physical occupational factors and health anxiety levels among nursing staff, a survey 

fonducted amongst 63 nurses from four hospitals in Plovdiv is analyzed. Following this, the authors suggest that the 
relationships and attitudes between different ethnic groups are among the most important factors for building a tolerant 

society. Thus, the authors present a study of interethnic attitudes between Bulgarians (N = 576) and Turks (N = 320) in three 

regions in Bulgaria. Keeping in mind the social and historical context of their centuries-long cohabitation, as well as certain 
significant events presented in their collective memory, the emotional relations, social contacts and discrimination were 

studied. Additionally, Bulgaria: Environmental, Social and Economic Challenges aims to address the following questions: 

how did these governments approach Bulgarian culture in general and Bulgarian museums and heritage in particular? 
Fluctuation, instability and uncertainty surrounded Bulgarian culture since the fall of the socialist regime. What is the 

connection between state administration and cultural development? Does the former affect the latter? The authors also 

investigate the involvement of Bulgarian community pharmacists in the promotion of healthy lifestyle and hygiene, in the 
context of the international movement for pharmaceutical public health, by way of a cross-sectional questionnaire survey 

conducted among 98 randomly selected master-pharmacists in the district of Plovdiv. Party regulation has increased 

significantly across European states in the last decade, however this topic has received relatively little attention thus far. One 
of the goals of increased regulation has been to make party matters, especially party financing, more transparent in order to 

regain their legitimacy among the public. The authors aim to fill this gap in knowledge on party finance regulation and its 

effects. The main objective of the concluding study is to review the current state of the Bulgarian banking sector eleven years 

after accession of Bulgaria to the European Union and the recent developments and achievements in resolving the banking 

sector issues. The main trends characterizing the system are analysed on the basis of indicators such as balance sheet structure, 

capital adequacy, liquidity, profitability, credit and deposit activity and interest rates. 

Challenges and Opportunities for Eurozone Governance 

José Manuel Martins Caetano and Miguel Rocha de Sousa (Department of Economics, 

University of Évora, Évora, Portugal) 

In series: Economic Issues, Problems and Perspectives 
2018. 297 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-474-2. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-475-9. $230.00. 
The recent global financial crisis and its impacts on the Eurozone have been the subject of many studies, mostly emphasizing 

the economic dimension. However, the different patterns of responses to the crisis delivered by countries and institutions 

reflect very distinct political stands. Hence, in order to better grasp the crisis complexity, 
a multidisciplinary approach, involving the perspectives of both economics and political 

science, is required. For a broad and coherent vision of the Eurozone crisis and of the 

exposed limitations of its governance model, one should use the lens of economic 
analysis on the interfaces of the various interconnected macroeconomic variables. But 

one should also take into account the features related to decision making processes and 

resource allocation in a multilevel governance framework, which the crisis has 
highlighted and has put on the international agenda. With such a mindset, the focus of 

this book is on the Mundellian rationale of optimal currency areas and its interaction with 

the Maastricht Treaty institutional framework, which supports the European Monetary 
Union building. On the other hand, structural vacuums in the regulatory design of the 

Eurozone have been accompanied by a manifest lack of effective political leadership in 

the EU’s reactions to the crisis, weakening the credibility and reputation of the single 
currency and leaving Member States dramatically exposed to the logic of global financial 

markets. The crisis was a crucial event in the European integration process and its 

developments will permanently sway the future of the European Union. It is therefore 
not surprising that, faced with the lacunae in the governance of the Eurozone and the 
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coordination failures of its political reactions, the community institutions have looked for better ways to improve the 

sustainability of the Eurozone design. Such alternatives are profusely discussed in this book. However, in spite of many 
meritorious efforts, relevant challenges still remain and must be faced for the sake of a more resilient EMU, namely: the 

completion of the banking union, which is aimed at strengthening the integrity of the euro and the risk sharing capacity of 

banks and sovereigns; a better coordination of fiscal policies, to reinforce the stabilization role at the central level; and the 
promotion of structural reforms, to shape an efficient and stable EMU, capable of generating and distributing wealth. This 

book discusses and proposes responses to the challenges of devising viable governance, oriented to the progressive reduction 

and sharing of risks, in a more European oriented perspective, in which central and peripheral countries find their ways to 
prosperity. The book incorporates views of economists and political scientists who revisit and reflect on the causes of the 

crisis and on its socio-economic effects. The latest changes to the Eurozone governance model are cross-examined along 

with prospective analyses of some milestones that still need to be achieved. 

Division, Derision and Decisions: The Domino Effect of Brexit and Populism’s Intersection of 

Rights and Wrongs 

Prebble Q. Ramswell (Destin, FL, USA) 

In series: Political Science and History 
2018. 210 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-131-4. $160.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-132-1. $160.00. 

In 2016, both the United Kingdom and the United States found themselves embroiled in 
bitter battles, battles in which the citizens themselves became their own worst enemies. 

The Brexit campaign in the United Kingdom and the 2016 United States Presidential 

campaign precipitated a rebirth of populism and nationalism, reinvigorating entire 
populations and charming even the most casual observer into political action and 

discourse. Yet, in both cases, what began as an endeavor to serve the needs of the citizenry 

morphed into a battlefield of derision and division. Racism and xenophobia are no longer 
isolated issues affecting only small portions of a society. Hate crimes, hate speech and 

overt racial discrimination are on the rise worldwide, stemming from populist 

empowerment. Battlegrounds of freshly brewed hostility, pitting neighbor against 
neighbor, have created a pandemic with the potential to permanently alter our 

understanding of right and wrong as well as the application of law and order. Rather, these 
issues are now at the forefront of debate and have assumed a position on the frontlines of 

political warfare worldwide. The parallels between campaigns are not merely provocative, 

they are disarming; but the manifestation of similar events in countries around the world 
is cause for concern. This book explores the course of Brexit, the parallels between it and 

the 2016 US Presidential election, and how it served as an impetus and inspiration for 

public outcry and uprising around the world. 

English Industries of the Middle Ages 

L. F. Salzmann 

In series: European Political, Economic, and Security Issues 
2018. 179 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-604-3. $95.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-605-0. $95.00. 

This book, originally published in 1913, makes no pretense to be a complete history of the early industrial life of England, 

but at the same time it does claim to be an introduction to the study of that subject and provides more than a bare outline of 
industrial conditions in pre-Elizabethan days. Student who are anxious to go more deeply into the subjects here treated can 

use this book as a road map and the footnotes as finger-posts to guide themselves to the 

heights of completer knowledge. 

European Union Impact on Central Asia: Political, Economic, 

Security and Social Spheres 

Vladimir Paramonov, Aleksey Strokov, Sergei Alschen and 

Zebiniso Abduganieva (Central Eurasia Analytical Group, 

Tashkent, Uzbekistan) 

In series: European Political, Economic, and Security Issues 
2018. 157 pp. 
Softcover: 978-1-53613-133-8. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-134-5. $95.00. 

The European Union has been active in Central Asia since the collapse of the Soviet 
Union in 1991. The impact of its activities have varied across the five independent 
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Central Asian states: - The political impact of the EU’s policies has been the most evident in Kyrgyzstan and to a slightly 

lesser extent, in Kazakhstan; on the other hand, Tajikistan, Uzbekistan, and Turkmenistan have experienced much less of an 
impact thus far; - The EU’s economic impact has been the strongest in Kazakhstan and to some degree in Kyrgyzstan and 

Turkmenistan, while in Tajikistan and Uzbekistan it has been much weaker; - In the security sphere, the EU’s impact has 

been the mostly pronounced in Tajikistan and Kyrgyzstan, to a lesser extent in Kazakhstan, minor in Uzbekistan, and virtually 
non-existent in Turkmenistan; - The EU’s social policy has had the clearest impact in Kazakhstan, to a lesser extent in 

Kyrgyzstan, negligible in both Tajikistan and Uzbekistan, and is practically unnoticeable in Turkmenistan. If the overall 

impact of the European Union on the countries of Central Asia in some areas was significant, today that impact is rather 
weak (especially in comparison to Russia and China). As a result, factors contributing to the weakening of the EU’s impact 

on Central Asia clearly outweigh factors that contribute to a strengthening of the impact in the region. Moreover, from the 

perspective of contemporary realities, it is accurate to state that “time in Central Asia is working against Europe.” If in the 
early 1990s Europe represented a type of “ideal partner” for the countries of Central Asia that chose to develop as “European 

style” secular states, hopes of receiving strong support from Europe (and the West in general) have essentially collapsed. 

Georgia: History, Culture and Ethnography 

Anzor Erkomaishvili 

In series: Countries and Cultures of the World 
2018. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53610-166-9. $250.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53610-643-5. $250.00. 

This two-volume book entitled Georgia: History, Culture and Ethnography is a richly illustrated, genuine gift for the lovers 

of European culture and history. This book consists of more than twenty chapters in which Georgia’s musical folklore is 
described in detail according to its different ethnographic corners. It is accompanied by audio recordings of more than 1,600 

Georgian folk songs and more than 100 church hymns. It also contains unique videos of Georgian folk dances. In the first 

volume, the reader will find articles about pre-Christian culture, as well as church architecture, fresco paintings, icon painting, 
and sacred hymns belonging to the period after the adoption of Christianity by Georgia (IV century AD). Readers will 

discover how unique and distinctive this culture is, and how it was developed by such a small country in the South Caucasus, 

the territory of which is recognized as the homeland of winemaking and the oldest dwelling of man in Europe. In the second 
volume, for readers interested in musical folklore and folk art, they will learn about Georgian folk architecture, pottery, stone 

masonry, winegrowing-viticulture, costumes and other elements of Georgian folk traditions. 

Intelligence and Security Challenges of the European Migrant Crisis: An Insight into an 

Innovative Forecasting Model 

Teodora Ivanuša, Ph.D., Dejan Dragan, Ph.D., Iztok Podbregar, Ph.D., Gašper Hribar and 

Janez Žirovnik (University of Maribor, Faculty of Logistics, Mariborska cesta 7, Celje, 

Slovenia) 

In series: European Political, Economic, and Security Issues 
2018. 139 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-045-4. $82.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-046-1. $82.00. 

It is crucial that governments collect information regarding the incoming flow of 

immigrants into their countries; this is usually done via intelligence services. Data and 
information related to migrations is used not only for statistical, humanitarian, medical, 

public security, and other similar purposes, but are also especially used for purposes 

concerning national security. In the midst of migrants seeking international help and 
humanitarian aid, members of organized crime, human, drugs, and weapons traffickers, 

terrorists, and other criminals/deviants could potentially be hiding amongst those seeking 

refuge. Their purpose is to clandestinely reaching their destination where criminal 
offences, terrorism and other similar activities can inflict serious damage to national or 

international security. During the last few years, the rising inflow of refugees and 

economic migrants is becoming a more and more serious economic, political and 
security problem for Europe, especially for the member countries of the European Union. 

In 2015, the migrant inflow into Europe was above one million, which is the most 

exceptional influx to date, and policymakers do not have a competent answer of how to 
react. To make things even worse, Turkey is threatening to push an enormous number of 

additional migrants into the Greek islands. Additional controversy is present in the 
Schengen area, which will probably narrow – not expand – the so-called Dublin 

Declaration, in European countries which are not members of the European Union, in 

the United Kingdom following “Brexit”, and in some countries where overall political instability seems incessant. Such 
political complexity of the given situation in Europe might diminish the capabilities of intelligence and security services that 

are normally highly successful. The core of the proposed book addresses the statistical analysis and modeling of the potential 

future of migrant inflow according to Turkey’s possible motives in the future. Since the latter can be quite unpredictable, a 
relatively difficult forecasting problem is currently unavoidable, and possible uncertainties might be quite severe. The 
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calculated prediction results imply that the migrant inflow trend will remain considerably high, particularly in the case if 

Turkey decides to completely open its borders for further migrations towards the Greek islands. This finding should be a 
serious warning to the EU to create a more efficient immigration policy in the near future. 

Internationalisation of Human Resource Management: Focus on 

Central and Eastern Europe 

József Poór (Szent István University, Gödöllő, Hungary), Allen D. 

Engle, PhD, (Eastern Kentucky University, Richmond Kentucky), 

Jana Blštáková, PhD and Zuzana Joniaková, PhD (University of 

Economics in Bratislava, Slovakia) 

In series: European Political, Economic, and Security Issues 
2017. 370 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53612-632-7. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-639-6. $230.00. 

The aim of this monograph is to provide a comprehensive overview on the International 

HRM in Central and Eastern Europe supported by qualitative research results. It is the 

first available publication on contemporary tendencies in IHRM in Central and Eastern 
Europe, published and based on the CRANET (the Cranfield Network on International 

HRM) cooperation. Therefore, there are contributions of experienced and relevant 

authors active in research and publishing in Central and Eastern Europe. This book consists of three sections. The first focuses 
on the major impact of internationalisation of HRM in Central and Eastern Europe, identifying impacts of foreign 

investments, explaining emerging HRM models in the international business environment, introducing evolution of 

international HRM, including relevant factors of labor market changes and cultural diversity influences. The second section 
introduces a reflection of business aspects and internationalization in partial HRM functions. The third section contains 

qualitative research results performed in international companies and delivers an empirical background in the form of case 

studies. This predetermines the monograph’s valuable material for researchers in the field of HRM-related disciplines, as 
well as for teachers and students of graduate programs in business, economics and management. 

Islam and Muslims in Europe 

Yehuda Cohen, Ph.D. (Political Science Department, Hebrew University, Jerusalem, Israel) 

In series: Religion and Society 
2018. 390 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-472-8. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-473-5. $230.00. 

The main subject of this book concerns the Muslim immigrants in Europe. It includes 
the entire history of Islam vis-a-vis Europe since the 7th century, prescribing useful do’s 

and don’ts for current European policymakers. Europeans have developed negative 

predispositions toward Muslims, sometimes even distinctly perceiving them as foes. The 
British greatly value the recollection of their glorious erstwhile empire, thus, when it 

broke-up, they enabled former subjects of the Crown to settle in the UK, as if to build a 

miniature duplicate of their empire within Britain’s borders. Hence, the British did not 
perceive former colonies’ Muslim immigrants as foes, unlike continental Europeans, but 

as British subjects. Generally, Europeans intend to fill the individual Muslim 

immigrant’s needs as a citizen, according to the liberal approach. The expectation, 
however, is that Muslims, as a group, would become culturally integrated within the 

absorbing society. That approach bewilders the European Muslims. Many Muslim 

immigrants experience discrimination in Europe. The continental European approach 
toward Muslims, stemming from prejudice and fear, made some immigrants aggressive. 

The main divergence between European society and Muslim immigrants is due, 

foremost, to certain collective memories of the native Europeans. That insight is 
elucidated by comparing European and American societies. The American, found in a 

country built by immigrants tends to adapt to a variety of new immigrants, Muslims 

included. Conversely, European society is fundamentally incapable of truly incorporating immigrant culture and practices, 
which it perceives as a threat, especially concerning Islam. It is, therefore, the Europeans who hold the key to alter the 

destructive dynamics, not the Muslims. Muslims and Arabs within their countries suffer the frustration of remembering their 

Golden Age when the Europeans were deeply mired in the Middle Ages. Nowadays, the Arabs and Muslims have not been 
able to lift themselves back to their former state. That frustration may be compared to the German frustration in the 1920s 

being split up into distinct German states – the consequence of which was the mass destruction of the European Jewish 

population. The splitting of the Germans, while suffering from lack of one uniting national myth, had brought on the adoption 
of a German race theory – which Adolf Hitler offered to the Germans – and had led to the Holocaust. Frustration may turn 

people rather aggressive, and Iran or some Arabs (like the members of ISIS) aided by Muslims in Europe might end up using 

weapons of mass destruction against Europe. The case of ISIS is therefore elaborated upon, in detail, in this book. The 
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successful integration of the Muslims in Europe may help somewhat; indeed, this book aims to promote such an 

accomplishment. The French approach is uniquely rather rigid towards Muslim immigrants, as a group and individually. 
Hence, there is no mental confusion among Muslims there and a significant portion of the Muslims in France see themselves 

as French – better integrated than other Muslims in Europe. The best policy the Continental Europeans may adopt is the 

French approach. 

Keynesian Policies - A New Deal in the European Narrative: Employment, Equality and 

Sustainability 

Noralv Veggeland (Inland Norway University of Applied Sciences, Lillehammer, Norway) 

In series: Economic Issues, Problems and Perspectives 
2018. 259 pp.  
Hardcover: 978-1-53614-026-2. $160.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53614-027-9. $160.00. 

Keynesian Policies - A New Deal in the European Narrative: Employment, Equality and 
Sustainability has its intellectual roots in the Great Depression of the 1930s followed by 

the appearance of Keynesianism. The founder of Keynesian macroeconomics was the 

British economist John Maynard Keynes (1883-1946). His macroeconomics became a 
worldwide political economic approach, and made the social democratic welfare state 

model that has been coming up in Europe. In the US, the reform of Roosevelt’s New Deal 

came out of Keynesian thinking as a huge nation-building project. Keynesian economics 
served as the standard economic model in developed nations, creating the post-war 

economic expansion (1945–1973), though it lost some influence following the oil shock 

and resulting stagflation of the 1970s. The advent of the financial crisis of 2007–08 caused 
a resurgence in Keynesian thought, which continues as new Keynesian economics. The 

authors provide extensive analyses and examples of earlier and contemporary shifting 

pressure from external environments, showing how the Keynesianism ideology has been 
modified over time. This book is a fascinating read for students and scholars of economic, 

social and sustainable policies. It will also be of great interest to civil servants and 

policymakers across the world. The Editor, NORALV VEGGELAND, is a Professor of 
Public Policy at Inland Norway University of Applied Sciences, Lillehammer, Norway. 

He is former Director of Nordic Regional Research Institute (NordREFO, Copenhagen. 
Being visiting professor two times at Massachusetts State University, Amherst, USA and European University Institute 

(EUI), Florence, Italy. Earlier Member of the Norwegian Research Council. Here some few of his latest publications: - Paths 

of Public Innovation in the Global Age: Lessons from Scandinavia. Cheltenham, UK – Northampton, MA, USA 2007: 
Edward Elgar Publishing. - Taming the Regulatory State: Politics and Ethics. Cheltenham, UK – Northampton, MA, 

Cheltenham, UK – Northampton, MA, USA 2009: Edward Elgar Publishing. - Essays on Regulatory Governance. New York 

2013. Nova Science Publishers. - Regulatory Governance. Published online as text book/academic book, 2015, 
Bookboon.com, Copenhagen - Political Economic Realities of Today’s Capitalism, Bookboon online October 10, 2017, 

Copenhagen, http://bookboon.com/en/political-economic-realities-of-todays-capitalism-ebook - The Current Nordic Welfare 

State Model. (ed.) New York: Nova Science Publishers. 2016. - Administrative Strategies of Our Time. (ed.) New York: 
Nova Science Publishers. 2017. 

Lithuania: Political, Economic and Social Issues 

Bronius Kazlauskas 

In series: European Political, Economic, and Security Issues 
2018. 
Softcover: 978-1-53614-278-5. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53614-279-2. $95.00. 

Lithuanian economic, political and social development should be assessed from a historical perspective because Lithuania 
regained its independence in 1990 when the Soviet Union collapsed. Lithuania: Political, Economic and Social Issues opens 

with an analysis of the three stages of political, economic and social development in the period of Lithuanian independence. 

Next, the authors discuss the implementation of a very important human right, the prohibition of torture. In recent years, the 
European Court of Human Rights has recognized that the prohibition of torture and inhuman treatment also has a procedural 

dimension. In the case of Kraulaidis v. Lithuania, the European Court of Human Rights ruled that the official investigation 

into a traffic accident, which left the applicant permanently disabled, was so insufficient as to amount to a violation of Article 
3 ECHR. Railway transportation plays an important role in the socioeconomic development of the greater number of all 195 

independent countries in the world in general, and in Lithuania in particular. As such, one assessment aims to examine the 

situational analysis of the rail transport sector in Lithuania during the periods of Russian tsarist oppression (1859–1915), 
Soviet occupation (1944–1990) economic transition (1990–1995), economy growth (1996–2007) and integration into today's 

European transport network (2010–now). Next, the authors aim to identify the role played by childhood and adolescent 

experiences in the formation of pro-violence attitudes and on self-assessed violent behavior in early adulthood. Recent 
statistical information about crime and criminal justice issues in the European Union indicates that over the past decade, 

violent crime rates have decreased in Lithuania. In the final chapter, beginning with the notion that state broadcasters are 

entitled to basic human rights, including the right to free speech, the authors demonstrate how the goals of protecting 
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journalistic human rights and freedoms and securing quality standards in journalism can be reconciled within the framework 

provided by the European Convention on Human Rights. 

Overshooting the Maastricht Criteria: External Imbalances and Income Convergence in the 

European Union 

Menbere Workie Tiruneh, Ph.D. (Institute of Economic Research, SAS, Slovakia; VSM/CityU, 

Slovakia; and Webster Private University, Austria) 

In series: Economic Issues, Problems and Perspectives 
2018. 239 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-585-5. $160.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-586-2. $160.00. 

While mainstream economists were convinced they had solved the business cycle 

phenomena of macroeconomic policy making, the Great Recession has once again 
underscored the verdict of history, where every boom has almost always been 

accompanied by a bust and recession. The book discusses theoretical controversies and 

state-of-the art empirical studies on the link between external imbalances and real income 
convergence in the European Union. The book shows successful real income convergence 

across the European Union on the country level and pinpoints persistent regional 

disparities within countries in most of the member states of the European Union. The book 
addresses broader aspects of external imbalances and their key determinants and provides 

fresh empirical and exploratory evidence on paradigm shifts in the past several decades. 

This book also empirically estimates both the causality between public debt and economic 
growth as well as the optimum level of public debt for EU member states. Additionally, 

the book discusses the link between illicit capital flows and external imbalances in the 

European Union. Overall, the book critically investigates both theoretical frameworks of 
global imbalances and systematically evaluates milestones and paradigm shifts in global 

imbalances; it also offers new empirical results based on the panel data of both “old” and 

“new” EU member states in the past several decades. Finally, the book addresses a number 
of the policy challenges, disputes and controversies in the European Union in terms of solving the ongoing external 

imbalances and harmonizing policies to prevent future challenges. 

Political Concerns and Literary Topoi in French Grand Opera 

Robert Ignatius Letellier (Lecturer, Madingley Hall, Cambridget, Cambridge, UK) 

In series: Fine Arts, Music and Literature 
2018. 301 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-418-6. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-419-3. $230.00. 
This collection of essays examines the intellectual content and structural underpinning of 

French Grand Opera, which flourished in Paris from 1828-1870. The genre of tragédie 

lyrique was renewed and relaunched by Auber with La Muette de Portici (1828) and 
Rossini with Guillaume Tell (1829). These operas considered the revolutionary struggle 

for national identity that was a growing issue of the age. The great operas that followed 
by Meyerbeer and Halévy considered the political situation in terms of religious freedom, 

the rise of Jewish emancipation and religious toleration in the spread of revolutionary 

ideals in the wake of the Napoleonic Wars. Robert le Diable (1831) had a mythological 
theme that conjured up the Catholic unity of the Middle Ages, Les Huguenots (1836), 

conversely, presented with the bloody strife of the Reformation. La Juive (1835) 

considered the nature of religious freedom in terms of the Jews in Christian society, and 
Le Prophète (1849) the place of poor people in society, with religion as an ideology of 

social change also in terms of the Reformation scenario. Later Verdi’s Don Carlos (1867) 

would present the very issue of personal freedom and its relation to state religion in the 
dark context of the Spanish Inquisition . All of the chapters address these topics from a 

variety of perspectives and emphases. What is the nature of faith in relation to intolerance 

and is fanaticism born of an exegetical process and political ideology? How does the 
traditional symbolism of faith unfold? How is it underscored by a theological hermeneutic of history? The trajectory is one 

of idealism sought, as if in recollection of a Golden Age or prelapsarian situation of unity and wholeness. This situation is 

interestingly addressed, or mirrored in the concept of the pastoral, particularly in regards to dance. The balletic interludes of 
French Grand Opera in fact developed out of a tradition of diversity in the court of Louis XIV to comment on a deep structure 

of failed religion and political idealism. 
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Selected Speeches on British Foreign Policy 1738-1914 

Sir Edgar R. Jones 

In series: European Political, Economic, and Security Issues 
2018. 264 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-870-2. $310.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-871-9. $310.00. 

The governing principle of this volume, originally published in 1914, was not rhetorical quality, but historical interest. 

Speeches were selected from the earliest days of reporting downwards, dealing with such phases of foreign policy as were 
of exceptional interest at the time. They were chosen so as to cover a variety of international crises affecting various states. 

Slovakia: Culture, History and People 

Tasha Wood 

In series: European Political, Economic, and Security Issues 
2018. 191 pp. 
Softcover: 978-1-53614-133-7. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53614-134-4. $95.00. 
In this compilation, the authors evaluate the political situation in Slovakia, a young democracy with a population of over five 

million and with history of a quarter of a century of independence lying in the heart of Europe, by analyzing the results of 

the recent general (parliamentary) election held in 2016 and a series of referenda that have taken place in Slovakia over the 
past two decades. They present the basic rules for the application of parliamentary elections in this post-socialist European 

country, commenting on the pre-election situation and the chances of individual parties based on the results of pre-election 

opinion polls. Information concerning an important library located in Bratislava, the capital of the Slovak Republic, is 
presented in one chapter. The library was founded in 1919, and the first period of its development includes the time of the 

interwar Czechoslovak Republic from 1919 to 1938, when it was known as the Comenius University Library. The position 

and mission of the University Library at individual stages, the different ranges of its activities and tasks and the overall 
potential to fulfil its scientific, cultural and educational mission are also presented. Following this, the authors analyze the 

historical roots of political radicalism and extremism in Slovakia. The methodology of this chapter is based on historical 

analysis and statistical analysis of election results, secondary analysis of surveys and analysis of relevant documents and 
media output. Lastly, asylum seekers' access to health care in the Slovak Republic is described. Asylum seekers represent a 

specific group, since they are not included in the Slovak health insurance system. Therefore, they do not have the same rights 

regarding health care as citizens of the Slovak Republic. 

The European Union and its Debt Crises: The Deception of the Greeks 

John N. Kallianiotis (Economics/Finance Department, The Arthur J. Kania School of 

Management, University of Scranton, Scranton, PA, US) 

In series: European Political, Economic, and Security Issues 
2018. 343 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53614-067-5. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53614-068-2. $230.00. 
The latest global financial crisis has troubled the United States and caused very bad debt 

crises in many Eurozone member nations due to their integration, common currency, and 

public policies, but with different economic structures among themselves. The European 
Union and its Debt Crises: The Deception of the Greeks provides readers with in-depth 

historical, structural, political, and practical knowledge of the European Union, the 

Eurozone, and how to confront the latest financial, economic, and social problems. The 
literature has been enormous on this unique debt crisis for the last eight years, but this 

book goes beyond the theoretical arguments of different outsider technocrats and gives 

details concerning the role of the EU institutions, the role of the EU member governments 
(especially of Greece, which has been deceived so much and for so many years by three 

different political parties in its government), the role of the Troika (Eurogroup, ECB, IMF, 

and later the Quartet), and the effects of the crises on the poor European citizens. These 
crises have unfortunately continued and reanimated recently in Italy. This book also 

discusses the ineffectiveness of the common public policies, the loss of sovereignty, and 

the challenges for the future of these “structures”, the EU and EMU. It also outlines some 
policy suggestions and recommendations for the European – primarily Greek – citizens in 

this globalized world, which is becoming more strenuous each day. 
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The Future of the American Military Presence in Europe 

Lloyd J. Matthews (Editor) 

In series: Military and Veteran Issues 
2018. 151 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-701-9. $82.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-702-6. $82.00. 

Ten years have elapsed since the fall of the Berlin Wall, which served as a fitting symbol for the end of the Cold War. That 

historic juncture brought into question the main edifice of western European security arrangements— the North Atlantic 
Treaty Organization— that had served Alliance members so well since NATO's founding in 1949. It also brought into 

question the rationale for America's continued deep involvement in European security affairs. With the gradual realization 

that the Russian menace is essentially dead, at least for the next 10 to 15 years and perhaps longer, and with NATO's missions 
having evolved well beyond the original purpose of territorial defense, debate on both sides of the Atlantic has begun to 

intensify concerning the vital issue of where NATO should beheaded and America's relation to the Alliance. To bring an 

array of informed voices to the debate, four institutions— the Office of the Assistant Vice Chief of Staff of the U.S. Army, 
the Strategic Studies Institute of the U.S. Army War College, the Irving B. Harris Graduate School of Public Policy Studies 

of the University of Chicago, and the Program on International Security Policy at the University of Chicago— joined hands 

to sponsor a symposium titled “The Future of U.S. Military Presence in Europe," held at the University of Chicago on August 

4, 1999. The present book is an outgrowth of this symposium. It is not designed to set forth a literal record of words and 

events in the mold of the traditional symposium "proceedings," but rather is organized as an anthology of individual chapters 
complemented by selected questions, answers, and comments by symposium participants and attendees. The symposium 

opening address by Deputy Secretary of Defense John Hamre (Chapter 1) and the keynote address by the Supreme Allied 

Commander Europe General Wesley Clark (Chapter 2) cogently set the stage for discussion. Chapters 3, 4, and 5 address the 
first panel topic, "Is Europe Still Strategically Important to the United States?” Chapters 6, 7, and 8 tackle the second topic, 

“Potential New Missions for NATO in the 21st Century,” while Chapters 9, 10, and 11 are devoted to the last topic, “What 

Type of Deployed Forces Does the United States Require to Meet Its Commitments in Europe?” Noteworthy among the 
commentaries is the wrap-up by General Crosbie E. Saint (USA Ret.). AsCommander in Chief of U.S. Army Europe during 

the period of the Gulf War, General Saint supplied the U.S. Army VII Corps, nominally slated as an element of NATO forces, 

to the coalition command that executed Operation DESERT STORM. 

GOVERNMENT 

Commemorations: Background, Legislative Processes and Issues for Congress 

Joseph D. Notto 

In series: American Political, Economic, and Security Issues 

In series: Government Procedures and Operations 
2018. 146 pp. 
Softcover: 978-1-53614-015-6. $82.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53614-016-3. $82.00. 

Since the enactment of the Commemorative Works Act (CWA) in 1986, Congress has authorized 35 commemorative works 
to be placed in the District of Columbia or its environs. Nineteen of these works have been completed and dedicated. The 

CRS report included in this book contains a catalog of the 19 authorized works that have been completed and dedicated since 

1986. It also provides a status update on 12 in-progress memorials and 4 memorials with lapsed authorizations. In the next 
chapter, commemorative coins (which can be divided into two eras – historical coins and modern coins), are discussed. 

Overall, 144 commemorative coins have been minted since 1892. Since 1982, when Congress reinstituted the 

commemorative program, 84 commemorative coins have been authorized. Since 1998, only two coins may be authorized for 
any given year. To date. Congress has authorized commemorative coins to be issued through 2019. Finally, this book 

summarizes the different types of commemorative time periods – federal holidays; patriotic and national observances; and 

commemorative days, weeks and months. Second, it discusses the current rules in the House and Senate that govern this type 
of legislations. Lastly, the last chapter discusses options for Congress, including introducing legislation in the House and 

Senate, and asking the president to issue a proclamation. 

Constitution: Overview, Issues and Interpretations 

Jackelyn Haggerty 

In series: American Political, Economic, and Security Issues 
2018. 202 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53614-198-6. $82.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53614-199-3. $82.00. 
While exercising its power to review the constitutionality of governmental action, the Supreme Court has relied on certain 

“methods” or “modes” of interpretation – that is, ways of figuring out a particular meaning of provision within the 

Constitution. The first chapter or report broadly describes the most common modes of constitutional interpretation. The next 
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chapters herein examine the Speech or Debate Clause of the US Constitution; provides an overview of Congress’s power 

under the Constitution and Congress’s role in interpreting the nation’s founding document; and discusses contemporary 
issues for Congress with regards to Article V of the US Constitution, and the two methods by which the nation’s founding 

charter may be amended. 

Emergency Management: An Overview and Issues for Congress 

Stephanie Padbury 

In series: Natural Disaster Research, Prediction and Mitigation 
2018. 222 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53614-101-6. $82.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53614-102-3. $82.00. 
After a flood, people are often uncertain if their eligibility for federal disaster assistance is linked to any way to whether or 

not they have flood insurance. The first two chapters in this book provide an overview of the assistance available to 

individuals and households following a flood and provides links to more comprehensive guidance on both flood insurance 
and disaster assistance. Introductory information on key components of the National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP), 

ranging from floodplain mapping to the standard flood insurance forms are provided. The next chapter examines the First 

Responder Authority (FirstNet), a federal agency created by Congress to help public safety agencies to communicate during 

incidents (during the events of September 11, 2011, first responders could not communicate with each other. Some radios 

did not work while other radio channels were overloaded by a large number of responders trying to communicate). The 
subsequent chapter briefly describes recent education-related developments in response to numerous disasters in 2017. It 

then describes education-related federal assistance provided by FEMA in the aftermath of disasters generally. This is 

followed by an examination of education-related disaster recovery and issues related to elementary and secondary education, 
postsecondary education and various ED-administered programs typically serving adult learners. The fifth chapter provides 

a short summary of the types of individual assistance programs administered by FEMA (Federal Emergency Management 

Agency) following a disaster. It also provides a summary of the criteria FEMA uses in determining which individual 
assistance programs may be made available to impacted areas following a major disaster declaration, and discusses a 

proposed rule to change these criteria. The last chapter provides an overview of the United States Fire Administration 

(USFA), whose objective is to significantly reduce the nation’s loss of life from fire, while also achieving a reduction in 
property loss and nonfatal injury due to fire. 

Essays on the Philosophical Nexus between Religion and Politics. Volume 1 

Emanuel L. Paparella (Barry University, Miami Shore, FL, USA) 

In series: Religion and Society 
2017. 182 pp. 
Softcover: 978-1-53612-871-0. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-872-7. $95.00. 

This proposed book consists of 36 chapters written over three years (2014-2017) on the theme of the historical nexus between 
democracy and religion. It takes a sweeping panoramic cultural and anthropological view on the theme that is in some way 

connected to the following philosophical conundrums: myth/history, poetical/scientific, 

political/transcendent, freedom/determinism, ideological/historical, power/justice, 
law/love, grand narrative/positivistic, hermeneutics, transcendence/immanence, 

secular/religious, liberal/fascist, freedom/human rights, revelation/positivism, 

democracy/political corruption, moral compass/power, guilt/honor, 
democracy/honoring truth, ethical tradition/historical, secular/religious humanism, 

public/private spirituality and spiritual identity/political identity. All of these subthemes 

are alluded to in the titles of the chapters and then philosophically explored. The chapters 
also venture into uncharted territory. From the very beginning, they often challenge 

taken-for-granted assumptions about history, progress, science, the secular and the 

sacred. The goal is not so much to solve those perennial conundrums, but to point to their 
relevancy for getting some effective handle on the varied contemporary existential 

predicaments in politics, in environmental science and in spirituality. One chapter that 

will render the core idea of the collection is “Eight Scholars’ Views (Dante, Husserl, 
Levinas, Dawson, Weiler, Habermas, Eisenstadt and Troeltsch) of the Loss of European 

Spiritual Identity.” The target audience includes the educated layman of a philosophical 

bend, but it also includes contemporary trends in ethics, spirituality and politics. 
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Essays on the Philosophical Nexus between Religion and Politics. Volume 2 

Emanuel L. Paparella (Barry University, Miami Shore, FL, USA) 

In series: Religion and Society 
2018. 184 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-135-2. $95.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-136-9. $95.00. 

This proposed book is a sequel to Volume 1. It has the same title and consists of eighteen 

additional essays written over four years (2014-2017) on the theme of the historical 
nexus between religion and politics. This second volume begins where the first ends and 

its Table of Contents lists essays Nineteen to Thirty-Six. It takes a sweeping panoramic 

cultural and anthropological view on the theme that is in some way connected to the 
following philosophical and dialectical conundrums: myth/history, poetics/science, 

politics/transcendentalism, freedom/determinism, ideology/history, power/justice, 

law/love, grand narrative/positivistic approach, hermeneutics, 
transcendence/immanence, secularism/religion, liberalism/fascism, freedom/human 

rights, revelation/positivism, democracy/political corruption, moral compass/power, 

guilt/honor, democracy/truth, ethical tradition/historical tradition, secular 

humanism/religious humanism, public spirituality/private spirituality, and spiritual 

identity/political identity. All of these subthemes are alluded to in the titles of the 
chapters and then philosophically explored. The chapters also venture into uncharted 

territory. From the very beginning, they often challenge taken-for-granted assumptions 

about history, progress, science, the secular and the sacred. The goal is not so much to 
solve those perennial philosophical conundrums, but to point to their relevancy for an 

effective handling of various contemporary existential predicaments in politics, in environmental science, and in spirituality. 

The target audience includes the educated layman of a philosophical bent, but also includes those readers that follow 
contemporary trends in ethics, spirituality and politics. 

Examining the State Secrets Privilege: Protecting National Security While Preserving 

Accountability 

Blair S. Fermin 

In series: Government Procedures and Operations 
2018. 335 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-707-1. $160.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-708-8. $160.00. 
In a democracy, the public should have the right to know what the government is doing. Secrecy should be the rare exception, 

reserved for a few cases in which the national security is truly at stake. This book is the hearing before the Committee on the 

Judiciary, United States Senate that took place on February 13th 2008. While considering the state secrets privileges, 
assertions of the privilege by the executive branch were examined as well. The state secrets privilege is a common law 

evidentiary privilege that shields sensitive national security information from disclosure in litigation. The government is the 

only party that can assert the privilege, and application of the privilege can result in dismissal of civil litigation. The United 
States Senate, in this book, discuss the importance that courts act as an independent check on the government when it asserts 

the state secret privilege. It proposes a policy designed to promote a meaningful, independent review. 

Executive Departments of the US Government: Current Issues and Challenges 

Barton Sisk 

In series: Government Procedures and Operations 
2018. 215 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53614-194-8. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53614-195-5. $95.00. 

The first report included herein describes action taken by the Administration and Congress to provide FY2018 funding for 

Commerce, Justice, Science and Related Agencies (CJS) accounts. It also provides an overview of enacted FY2017 

appropriations for agencies and bureaus funded as part of annual CJS appropriations. It also includes an overview of the 
consideration of FY2018 legislative branch appropriations, and an overview of the FY2018 budget requests of individual 

legislative branch agencies and entities. Other chapters provide a visual comparison between the size of budget authority 

recommended or provided to DHS (Department of Homeland Security) components; examines the SBA OIG’s (US Small 
Business Administration OIG) statutory authorities; programs and funding authorized by the Corporation for National and 

Community Service; information about the FY2019 budget request for the Department of Health and Human Services and 

an overview on the Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation (PBGC). 
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Food Safety, Assistance and U.S. Programs 

Eduardo Wong 

In series: Government Procedures and Operations 
2018. 200 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53614-161-0. $95.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53614-162-7. $95.00. 

The first chapter of this book provides a foundation for discussing error and fraud in SNAP (Supplemental Nutrition 

Assistance Program) and for evaluating policy proposals. The second chapter gives an overview of the major federal 
programs that provide food assistance within the US and the territories. The third chapter discusses the role of nutrition 

labeling in obesity management and prevention. It also identifies issues for Congress and flags stakeholders’ concerns 

regarding FDA final menu labeling rule. The next chapter presents an overview of FDARA (Food and Drug Administration 
Reauthorization Act) by title and section, providing a narrative context for each title, as well as a brief description of each 

section. The final chapter provides an overview of the federal food safety system. 

Hillary Rodham Clinton (HRC) Paid Speeches 

Christian Mellor 

In series: American Political, Economic, and Security Issues 
2018. 232 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-794-1. $82.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-795-8. $82.00. 

This book is a compilation of speeches of the former Secretary of State, Hillary Clinton. This includes topics on: • 

Benghazi/Libya • China • Campaign Contributions • Egypt • Government Surveillance • Haiti • Russia • Taxes • Personal 
Wealth • North Korea • Mexico • Syria • Islam and much more. The information included in this book was initially released 

by WikiLeaks, the international non-profit organization that was launched in 2006 for the purposes of disseminating original 

documents from anonymous sources. 

Intelligence Analysis: Unclassified Area and Point Estimates (and 

Other Intelligence Related Topics). 2nd Edition 

John Michael Weaver, DPA, and Jennifer Yongmei Pomeroy, Ph.D. 

(York College, York, Pennsylvania, US) 

In series: Government Procedures and Operations 
2018. 338 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-616-6. $195.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-617-3. $195.00. 
This is the second edition of an earlier work that looks at current threats to the United 

States. The US under a new presidential administration is looking to depart from 

globalization, though there are still inextricable linkages among all countries in the world. 
This book provides an open source intelligence analysis of regions, countries and non-state 

actors from around the world that could have an impact on the United States. These areas 

and actors are dissected using predominately qualitative analysis techniques focusing on 
secondary data sources in order to provide an open source intelligence look at threats as 

seen by the United States using two models (the York Intelligence Red Team Model and 

the Federal Secondary Data Case Study Triangulation Model). The key audience for this book includes the 17 members of 
the US intelligence community, members of the US National Security Council, governments of other countries that share the 

United States’ assessment of current threats, nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) looking to provide support abroad, and 
private sector companies that are considering expanding their operations overseas. 

Key Reports from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency Office of the Inspector General 

Debroah Ledoux 

In series: American Political, Economic, and Security Issues 
2018. 408 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53614-182-5. $270.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53614-183-2. $270.00. 

This book provides meaningful reports from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency Office of the Inspector General. In 
addition to providing details of some key successful operations within the agency, the reports also provide details about 

operations within the agency that need updated measures and controls to be effective. 
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Oversight and Controls of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 

Antony Galindo 

In series: American Political, Economic, and Security Issues 
2018. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53614-180-1. $230.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53614-181-8. $230.00. 

This book provides accounts of the oversight and operations of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency as reported by the 

office of the Inspector General. 

Public Lands: Background and Issues for Congress 

Teri Buchanan 

In series: Government Procedures and Operations 
2018. 224 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53614-055-2. $95.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53614-056-9. $95.00. 

There are approximately 640 million surface acres of federally owned land in the United States. This book introduces some 
of the broad themes and issues Congress has considered with addressing federal land policy and resource management, 

including questions about the extent and location of the federal estate. Additionally, most federal lands and waters are open 

to hunting and/or fishing. The second chapter provides an overview of issues related to hunting and fishing on federal lands. 
Congress addresses these issues through oversight, legislation and appropriations, which target issues such as access to 

federal lands and waters for sportperson activities, and striking the right balance among hunting and fishing and other 

recreational, commercial, scientific and conversation uses. The third and fourth chapters examine the controversies regarding 
management of existing wilderness areas which have also been the subject of legislation. Congress has also directed that the 

federal government is responsible for managing wildfires that begin on federal lands, such as national parks or national 

forests. States are responsible for managing wildfires that originate on all other lands. Wildlife spending is currently subject 
to procedural and budgetary control which the 115th Congress addresses in this book. The last chapter is a report on the 

variety of national monument issues that Congress continues to face. From 1906 to date, Presidents have established 157 

monuments and also enlarged, diminished or otherwise modified previously proclaimed monuments through a total of 259 
proclamations. Congress continues to face a variety of national monument issues, many of which are explored within this 

book. 

Social Security: Benefits, Changes and Proposals 

Jonathon Ibarra 

In series: Government Procedures and Operations 
2018. 172 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53614-153-5. $82.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53614-154-2. $82.00. 
Security provides monthly benefits to retired or disabled workers and their family members, and to the family members of 

deceased workers. The Social Security full retirement age (FRA) is the age at which workers can first claim full Social 

Security retired-worker benefits. Workers can claim reduced retirements benefits as early as age 62. The CRS reports 
included in this book provide an overview of Social Security financing and benefits under current law. It also covers how 

the Social Security program is financed and how the Social Security trust funds work. A brief overview of the concept of life 

expectancy, how it is measured, and how it has changed over time in the US is examined, in particular, recent research on 1. 
The life expectancy gap by income and 2. The relationship between this gap and Social Security benefits. The final report 

addresses a number of frequently asked questions regarding the eligibility of same-sex couples for Social Security benefits 

and the interpretation of state marriage laws. 

The Iraq Oil-For-Food Program: Starving for Accountability 

Robert C. Brown and Mitchell O. Osborne 

In series: Congressional Policies, Practices and Procedures 
2018. 277 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-630-2. $230.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-631-9. $230.00. 

This book was reprinted from a public document and records from the US Government. It is a collection of hearings that 

took place in Washington DC, by the House of Representatives on April 21st 2004. The subject of these hearings was the 
UN Oil-For-Food Program. As stated by Representative Christopher Shays, “From its inception in 1996, the UN’s Oil for 

Food Program was susceptible to political manipulation and financial corruption. Trusting Saddam Hussein to exercise 

sovereign control over billions of dollars of oil sales and commodity purchases invited the illicit premiums and kickback 
schemes now coming to light….What began as a temporary safety valve to meet humanitarian needs of the oppressed Iraqi 

people was allowed to become a permanent torrent of sanctions and profiteering.” The potential benefits of the program are 

laid out in the book as well, including the fact that The Oil Food Program raised the national nutritional level of most Iraqis. 
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This book examines the impacts and implications of the UN Oil for Food Program, its advantages and challenges and allows 

the reader(s) to make up their own mind with regards to whether the program was a success, or ultimately a failure. 

UNESCO: Current Issues and Challenges 

Miyako Ali 

In series: Government Procedures and Operations 
2018. 107 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-898-6. $82.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-897-9. $82.00. 

UNESCO: Current Issues and Challenges opens by examining the Convention on the Diversity of Cultural Expressions 

approved by UNESCO in 2005, which was intended to be the reference document for cultural diversity, but did not 
contemplate biological diversity. The concept of biological diversity is solidly formed while the concept of cultural diversity 

is barely systematized. Since its foundation in 1945, UNESCO has always advocated that education, science and culture are 

the paths for peace, which must be built upon respect for human rights. Therefore, the following chapter examines the 
UNESCO educational vision following the life cycle of a policy discussed in Jallade, Radi & Cuenin (2001), together with 

its mission of intellectual leadership, specialised knowledge, alliances, fair mediation and advanced monitoring. The policies 

necessary to make the aforementioned possible are also discussed. Following this, a digital project to improve the access to 

the UNESCO World Heritage Site of Mount Etna is presented. It proposes an interactive and multimedia catalog made with 

Google Street View technologies. The catalog can be browsable on a 360° virtual tour, “augmented” by specific aerial tours, 
captions with descriptive sheets and videos and enjoyable also in AR mode. The research presented in the final chapter 

estimates the net present value of a UNESCO World Heritage designation for three WH sites in Nova Scotia(NS), Canada. 

The research employs a cost-benefit analysis where economic benefits are defined as tourism related spending associated 
with the designation, and the costs include the application and ongoing expenses of the designation. It is concluded that the 

net present value of designation exhibits a high degree of heterogeneity among the sites considered. 

U.S. Infrastructure: Government Programs and Economic Impacts 

Juventino Valenzuela González 

In series: American Political, Economic, and Security Issues 
2018. 161 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53614-103-0. $82.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53614-104-7. $82.00. 
The electrical grid in the US comprises all of the power plants generating electricity, together with the transmission and 

distribution lines and systems that bring power to end-use customers. The modernization of the grid to accommodate today’s 

more complex power flows is known as the “Smart Grid.” The first chapter of this book provides recent developments on 
the Smart Grid. In the second chapter, the economic impact of infrastructure investment is explored. Infrastructure investment 

has received renewed interest as of late, with both President Trump and some Members of Congress discussing the benefits 

of such spending. The third chapter examines cybersecurity issues as they relate to critical infrastructure. Critical 
infrastructure is defined in the USA Patriot Act as “systems and assets, physical or virtual, so vital to the United States that 

the incapacity or destruction of such systems and assets would have a debilitating impact on security, national economic 

security, national public health and safety, or any combination of those matters.” The fourth chapter focuses on the “Water 
Infrastructure Finance and Innovation Act” (WIFIA) program, which provides several potential benefits, as well as concerns 

which are discussed in this book. The last chapter addresses a number of frequently asked questions about earthquake risk 

and highway system components, especially bridges. 

Weapons Systems: Background and Issues for Congress 

Bonnie Hampton 

In series: Government Procedures and Operations 
2018. 267 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53614-051-4. $160.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53614-052-1. $160.00. 

This book includes CRS Reports on the background and issues of conventional prompt global strike and long-rage ballistic 

missiles, the US Army Weapons-Related Directed Energy (DE) Programs, navy lasers, railgun and hypervelocity projectile 
(the issue for Congress is whether to approve, reject or modify the Navy’s funding requests and proposed acquisition 

strategies for these following potential new weapons); the Navy Aegis Ballistic Missile Defense (BMD) Program; and finally, 

a summary on the Navy’s policies and practices for naming ships as Congress has long maintained an interest in how Navy 
ships are named, and has influenced the naming of certain Navy ships. 
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Welfare Programs and Policies: An Overview and Issues for Congress 

Gail Harper 

In series: Government Procedures and Operations 
2018. 189 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53614-109-2. $95.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53614-110-8. $95.00. 

The Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP) provides benefits to low-income, eligible households on an 

electronic benefit transfer (EBT) card; benefits can then be exchanged for foods at authorized retailers. The first chapter of 
this book focuses on the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP) and the basic eligibility rules. The second 

chapter gives an overview of the major federal programs that provide food assistance within the United States and its 

territories. The next chapter examines the two tax provisions that subsidize the child and dependent care expenses of working 
parents: the child and dependent care tax credit (CDCTC) and the exclusion for employer-sponsored child and dependent 

care. The chapter provides a general overview of these two tax benefits, focusing on eligibility requirements and benefit 

calculation. It is also includes some summary data on these benefits which highlight some of the characteristics of claimants. 
The next chapter describes the Supplementary Poverty Measure (SPM), how it was developed, how it differs from the official 

poverty measure and the insights it can offer. As its name might suggest, SPM was developed to supplement, but not replace, 

the official poverty measure by addressing some of its methodological limitations. The last chapter provides background on 

teens and young adults in and exiting from foster care, and the federal support that is available to these youth as they transition 

to adulthood. 

HISTORY 

A History of Police in England 

Captain W. L. Melville Lee 

In series: European Political, Economic, and Security Issues 
2018. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53614-226-6. $230.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53614-227-3. $230.00. 

The character of a nation is so profoundly influenced by the nature of the control to which it is subjected, that a due 

appreciation of the scope of police functions and a proper knowledge of the origin and extent of the powers and duties 

delegated to them must possess a more than academic interest. This book, originally published in 1901, provides a thorough 

account of the English police system at the beginning of the twentieth century and offers many points of view that are relevant 

today. 

A History of the United States 

Cecil Chesterton 

In series: Political Science and History 
2018. 272 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-600-5. $150.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-601-2. $150.00. 

This book, originally published in 1919, is a telling of U.S. history from colonial times to Reconstruction. Written by a British 

soldier mostly from the battlefields of World War One, it provides a British perspective of U.S. history that was reflective of 
the author’s time. Modern scholars take issue with this telling and have proven many inaccuracies in its pages, but the text 

still stands as a reflection of the sometimes rich and inspiring and sometimes base and unfortunate attitudes and perspectives 
of America’s birth and rise. 

An Introduction to the Industrial and Social History of England 

Edward P. Cheyney 

In series: European Political, Economic, and Security Issues 

In series: Political Science and History 
2018. 288 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-684-5. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-685-2. $230.00. 

This book, originally published in 1901, provides an introduction to the industrial and social history of England from 
prehistoric times to the early nineteenth century. Topics discussed include: the organization or rural life and town life; 

medieval trade and commerce; the Black Death and the Peasants’ Rebellion; the end of the medieval system; the expansion 

of England; the Industrial Revolution; the extension of government control; and the extension of voluntary associations, trade 
unions, and trusts. 
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Abdul Aziz Said: The Mualim, The Inspiration 

Abdul Karim Bangura and Mohammed Abu-Nimer (School of International Service, American 

University, Washington, DC, US) 

In series: Dialogues among Civilizations and Cultures 
2018. 415 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-487-2. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-488-9. $230.00. 
What appears in this book are the selected and thoroughly revised papers from the 

international conference in honor of Mualim/Honorable Teacher and Professor Abdul 

Aziz Said, which convened in the School of International Service at American University 
in Washington, DC on March 19, 2015. Scholars and activists who came from across the 

globe presented papers dealing with Mualim Said’s great pluridisciplinary work in the 

following areas and others that were not listed in the call for papers: African Studies; 
American Foreign Policy; Basic Human Needs and International Development; Ethnic 

Studies; Human Rights in International Relations and Ethics; Humanitarianism; 

International Peace and Conflict Resolution; Islamic Studies and Peace; Jewish Studies; 

Middle Eastern Studies; Spirituality; Religion and Peace; Sufi Tradition; and Theories 

of International Relations. For the sake of cohesion and coherence, the authors developed 

the following five clearly articulated rubrics within which the chapters are placed: (1) 
Celebratory Poems and Keynote Remarks; (2) Africa; (3) Religion and Spirituality; (4) 

Peace and Conflict Resolution; and (5) Human Needs, Rights, Development and Foreign 

Policy. Also, since this work is a Festschrift and all of the chapters have lucid 
introductions and conclusions, the authors saw no need to add a general introduction and 

a general conclusion chapter that would have led to unnecessary redundancies. 

Arabs: Their Voices and Lived Experiences 

Grégoire Grignon 

In series: Countries and Cultures of the World 
2018. 138 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-256-4. $82.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-257-1. $82.00. 

Arabs: Their Voices and Lived Experiences opens with an essay on one of the major goals of the Arab Renaissance Project; 

Arab Renewal. Arab Renewal aims to develop a new Arab epistemology in social sciences that balances the needs to 
safeguard and develop the cultural legacy of the golden age of Arab and Islamic civilization and those pertaining to the 21st 

century. Next, the authors analyze the experiences of Libyans in the post-Arab Spring period based on their personal 

narratives and stories, especially focusing on the question of how attitudes of Libyans toward the Arab Spring changed after 
the fall of the Qaddafi regime. Lastly, the the discursive practices of the Tunisian Islamic movement regarding democracy 

and pluralism are discussed from the anthropological perspective. 

Autobiography of Andrew Carnegie 

Andrew Carnegie 

In series: Historical Figures 
2018. 280 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-747-7. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-748-4. $230.00. 
This autobiography of Andrew Carnegie, originally published in 1920, is an account of the author’s early years, written 

mostly from a little bungalow retreat on the moors of Aultnagar in Scotland during the early 20th century. 

Constitution: Overview, Issues and Interpretations 

Jackelyn Haggerty 

In series: American Political, Economic, and Security Issues 
2018. 202 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53614-198-6. $82.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53614-199-3. $82.00. 
While exercising its power to review the constitutionality of governmental action, the Supreme Court has relied on certain 

“methods” or “modes” of interpretation – that is, ways of figuring out a particular meaning of provision within the 

Constitution. The first chapter or report broadly describes the most common modes of constitutional interpretation. The next 
chapters herein examine the Speech or Debate Clause of the US Constitution; provides an overview of Congress’s power 

under the Constitution and Congress’s role in interpreting the nation’s founding document; and discusses contemporary 

issues for Congress with regards to Article V of the US Constitution, and the two methods by which the nation’s founding 
charter may be amended. 
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Early Israel and the Surrounding Nations 

A. H. Sayce 

In series: Countries and Cultures of the World 
2018. 204 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-602-9. $150.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-603-6. $150.00. 

This book, originally published in 1899, impresses upon us the solidarity of ancient Oriental history and the impossibility of 

forming a correct judgment in regard to any one part of it without reference to the rest. Hebrew history is unintelligible as 
long as it stands alone, and the attempt to interpret it apart and by itself has led to little else than false and one-sided 

conclusions; it is only when read in the light of the history of the great empires that flourished beside it that it can be properly 

understood. Israel and the nations around it formed a whole that, like the elements of a picture, cannot be torn asunder. If we 
would know the history of the one, we must also know the history of the other. 

Edison: His Life and Inventions 

Frank Lewis Dyer and Thomas Commerford Martin 

In series: Historical Figures 
2018. 469 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-749-1. $270.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-750-7. $270.00. 
Prior to this book’s original publication in 1910, no complete, authentic, and authorized record of the work of Mr. Edison 

had been given to the world. The authors deemed themselves happy in the confidence reposed in them, and in the constant 

assistance they enjoyed from Mr. Edison while preparing these pages, a great many of which are altogether Mr. Edison’s 
own. The cooperation in no sense relieved the authors of responsibility as to any of the views or statements of their own that 

the book contains. They realized the extreme reluctance of Mr. Edison to be made the subject of any biography at all; but he 

felt that, if it must be written, it were best done by the hands of friends and associates of longstanding, whose judgment and 
discretion he could trust, and whose intimate knowledge of the facts would save him from misrepresentation. These pages 

were designed to bring the reader face to face with Edison; to glance at an interesting childhood and a youthful period marked 

by a capacity for doing things, and by an insatiable thirst for knowledge; then to accompany him into the great creative stretch 
of forty years, during which he had done so much. This book shows him plunged deeply into work for which he always had 

an incredible capacity, reveals the exercise of his unsurpassed inventive ability, his keen reasoning powers, his tenacious 

memory, and his fertility of resource. It follows him through a series of innumerable experiments, conducted methodically, 
reaching out like rays of search-light into all the regions of science and nature, and finally exhibits him emerging triumphantly 

from countless difficulties bearing with him in new arts the fruits of victorious struggle. 

English Industries of the Middle Ages 

L. F. Salzmann 

In series: European Political, Economic, and Security Issues 
2018. 179 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-604-3. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-605-0. $95.00. 
This book, originally published in 1913, makes no pretense to be a complete history of the early industrial life of England, 

but at the same time it does claim to be an introduction to the study of that subject and provides more than a bare outline of 

industrial conditions in pre-Elizabethan days. Student who are anxious to go more deeply into the subjects here treated can 
use this book as a road map and the footnotes as finger-posts to guide themselves to the heights of completer knowledge. 

Famous Assassinations of History from Philip of Macedon, 336 B. C., to Alexander of Servia, 

A. D. 1903 

Francis Johnson 

In series: Political Science and History 
2018. 316 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-827-6. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-828-3. $230.00. 
This book, originally published in 1903, provides an account of thirty-one famous assassinations. The records of them were 

scattered through the historical works of all nations, and through many volumes of private memoirs, which had to be scanned 

for proper and trustworthy material. It is hoped that their presentation in this form will make an interesting volume, not only 
for the student of history, but also for the general reader, on account of the historical and psychological interest that attaches 

to them. 
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Life of Charles Dickens 

R. Shelton Mackenzie 

In series: Distinguished Men and Women of Science, Medicine and the Arts 
2018. 336 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-426-1. $310.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-427-8. $310.00. 

It has been stated that ¡§Charles Dickens began life as a lawyer, got tired of the dull routine, and turned to literature.¡¨ This 

is erroneous, for he never had even a chance of becoming a lawyer, ƒ{ either in the higher grade of outer barrister, or ¡§counsel 
learned in the law,¡¨ or in the lower, but often more lucrative, class of attorney. As stated in the book, this work attempts to 

provide an accurate sketch of Charles Dickens¡¦ literary and personal history ¡X stating plain facts, introducing some of his 

correspondence never before printed, and adding such anecdotes and traits of character to illustrate his double position as a 
Man of Letters and Man of the People. Within this work, the admiration of the ability of the necessarily rapid tributes to the 

genius and worth of Mr. Dickens is expressed, which appeared in the American newspapers. In the most aristocratic country 

in the world, Charles Dickens stood, not merely among but above all his contemporaries as a Man of the People. Scott, 
Bulwer, Macaulay, Thackeray, and others who taught great truths through the press, either were of high family descent or 

had received the best education that Universities could bestow. Their writings are crowded with references to the classic 

authors of their youth. Dickens, son of an obscure Government clerk, whose pedigree no one has cared to trace, received 

only such an education as, free of cost, every State in our Union bestows upon its children. It has been argued by great 

scholars, that Shakespeare was familiar not only with classical but modern European literature; but Dickens was master of 
one language ¡X that which is spoken, not alone in his island-home, but in Asia, in Australia, and most of all, in our United 

States. He knew, and was proud in the knowledge, that for every one reader he had at home, there were fifty here. 

Life of Harriet Beecher Stowe, Compiled from Her Letters and Journals 

Charles Edward Stowe 

In series: Distinguished Men and Women of Science, Medicine and the Arts 
2018. 275 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53614-228-0. $310.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53614-229-7. $310.00. 
“The desire to leave behind me some recollections of my life, has been cherished by me, for many years past; but failing 

strength or increasing infirmities have prevented its accomplishment. At my suggestion and with what assistance I have been 

able to render, my son, Ross Charles Edward Stowe, has compiled from my letters and journals, this biography. It is this true 
story of my life, told for the most part, in my own words and has therefore all the force of an autobiography. It is perhaps 

much more accurate as to detail and impression than is possible with any autobiography, written later in life. If these pages, 

shall help those who read them to a firmer trust in God and a deeper sense of His fatherly goodness throughout the days of 
our earthly pilgrimage I can say with Valiant for Truth in the Pilgrim's Progress! I am going to my Father's and tho with great 

difficulty, I am got thither, get now, I do not repent me of all the troubles I have been at, to arrive where I am. My sword I 

give to him that shall succeed me in my pilgrimage and my courage and skill to him that can get it.” - Harriet Beecher Stowe, 
Hartford, September 30, 1889. 

Medicine and Humor from the Writings of Hans Sachs and Hans Folz, Meistersinger 

Thomas G. Benedek, M.D. (University of Pittsburgh School of Medicine, Pittsburgh, PA, US) 

In series: Historical Figures 
2018. 409 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-877-1. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-878-8. $230.00. 

Hans Sachs (1494-1576), while also a cobbler, was the most prolific German author of the 
16th century. He was the immediate literary successor in prestige to Hans Folz (died 1513) 

who thought of himself as a barber. Both lived in the important Bavarian city of 

Nuremberg. Folz, after about two centuries of performance, began to modernize the art of 
Master Song, as well as produce rhymed contemporary and satyrical commentary on 

various topics, including medicine. Sachs followed Folz in further advancing Master Song 

as well as composing humorous anecdotes, satirical comedies and tragedies, along with 
biographical and political essays on numerous topics (more than 6,000 in all). Folz was 

critical of the papacy, and Sachs demonstrated in many verses to be a devout Christian, as 

well as becoming a strident follower of Luther. However, this book largely focuses on 
writings that have relevance to medicine both metaphorically and realistically, and 

especially on how the doctor-patient relationship is depicted. While 16th century 

therapeutics obviously have little relevance to modern practice, the reader should see 
similarities with the contemporary idealized doctor-patient relationship. Furthermore, do 

conflicts that were considered funny five centuries ago elicit similar reactions now? 
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Men of Invention and Industry 

Samuel Smiles 

In series: Historical Figures 
2018. 315 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-751-4. $230.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-752-1. $230.00. 

This book, originally published in 1884, chronicles men of invention and industry up to the end of the 19th century. The 

early chapters relate to the history of a very important branch of British industry—that of Shipbuilding. A later chapter, 
kindly prepared by Sir Edward J. Harland of Belfast, relates to the origin and progress of shipbuilding in Ireland. The author 

provides as accurate an account as possible of the Invention of the Steam-printing Press and its application to the production 

of newspapers and books,—an invention certainly of great importance to the spread of knowledge, science, and literature, 
throughout the world. The last chapter consists of a series of autobiographies. It may seem at first sight to have little to do 

with the leading object of the book; but it serves to show that a number of active, earnest, and able men were comparatively 

hidden throughout society, ready to turn their hands and heads to the improvement of their own characters, if not to the 
advancement of the general community of which they formed a part. 

Science Policies and Programs: History, Funding and Issues 

Johnnie Rodgers 

In series: Science in a Competitive and Globalizing World 
2018. 192 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53614-107-8. $82.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53614-108-5. $82.00. 
The first chapter of this book is a fact sheet, providing data on past, current and proposed NASA appropriations. The second 

chapter provides an overview of the portion of Department of Defense (DOD) research, development testing and evaluation 

(RDT&E) funding referred to as Defense Science and Technology (Defense S&T). It provides perspectives on the role of 
Defense S&T in supporting US defense capabilities, historical funding levels, recent funding trends and approaches to 

determining how much the federal government should invest in Defense S&T, particularly in basic research. The next 

chapters focus on the appropriations and funding history of the National Science Foundation (NSF), which supports basic 
research and education in the non-medical sciences and engineering. NSF is a major source of federal support for US 

university research, especially in certain fields such as computer science. It is also responsible for significant shares of the 

federal science, technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM) education program portfolio and federal STEM student 
aid and support. The next chapter provides an overview of the history of science and technology (S&T) advise to the President 

and discusses selected recurrent issues for Congress regarding the Office of Science and Technology Policy (OSTP) and 

their management and operations. Finally, Science and technology (S&T) have a pervasive influence over a wide range of 
issues confronting the nation. The last chapter of this book briefly outlines an array of science and technology policy issues 

that may come before the 115th Congress, including but not limited to agriculture, defense, energy, homeland security, 

information technology, physical and material sciences and space. 

Selected Speeches on British Foreign Policy 1738-1914 

Sir Edgar R. Jones 

In series: European Political, Economic, and Security Issues 
2018. 264 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-870-2. $310.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-871-9. $310.00. 

The governing principle of this volume, originally published in 1914, was not rhetorical quality, but historical interest. 

Speeches were selected from the earliest days of reporting downwards, dealing with such phases of foreign policy as were 
of exceptional interest at the time. They were chosen so as to cover a variety of international crises affecting various states. 

Slovakia: Culture, History and People 

Tasha Wood 

In series: European Political, Economic, and Security Issues 
2018. 191 pp. 
Softcover: 978-1-53614-133-7. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53614-134-4. $95.00. 

In this compilation, the authors evaluate the political situation in Slovakia, a young democracy with a population of over five 
million and with history of a quarter of a century of independence lying in the heart of Europe, by analyzing the results of 

the recent general (parliamentary) election held in 2016 and a series of referenda that have taken place in Slovakia over the 

past two decades. They present the basic rules for the application of parliamentary elections in this post-socialist European 
country, commenting on the pre-election situation and the chances of individual parties based on the results of pre-election 

opinion polls. Information concerning an important library located in Bratislava, the capital of the Slovak Republic, is 

presented in one chapter. The library was founded in 1919, and the first period of its development includes the time of the 
interwar Czechoslovak Republic from 1919 to 1938, when it was known as the Comenius University Library. The position 
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and mission of the University Library at individual stages, the different ranges of its activities and tasks and the overall 

potential to fulfil its scientific, cultural and educational mission are also presented. Following this, the authors analyze the 
historical roots of political radicalism and extremism in Slovakia. The methodology of this chapter is based on historical 

analysis and statistical analysis of election results, secondary analysis of surveys and analysis of relevant documents and 

media output. Lastly, asylum seekers' access to health care in the Slovak Republic is described. Asylum seekers represent a 
specific group, since they are not included in the Slovak health insurance system. Therefore, they do not have the same rights 

regarding health care as citizens of the Slovak Republic. 

The Afghan War of 1879-80 

Howard Hensman 

In series: Politics and Economics of the Middle East 
2018. 419 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-686-9. $310.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-687-6. $310.00. 
This book, originally published in 1882, is comprised of a series of letters written from the field of the Second Anglo-Afghan 

War. The author was a correspondent of the Pioneer (the second oldest English language newspaper in India) and the only 

journalist to accompany the Anglo-Indian field forces on their march through Afghanistan. The letters offer a firsthand 

account of the war from a British perspective. 

The Book of the Popes 

Louise Ropes Loomis 

In series: Religion and Society 
2018. 288 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-786-6. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-787-3. $95.00. 
This book is that of the earliest history of the Papacy, but even were it provided with the most exhaustive notes, it could 

never furnish by itself an adequate basis for a modern narrative. This book is not an attempt to present a history of the Papacy 

during the first six centuries. It is simply the presentation of an ancient text. 

The History of the Thirteen Colonies of North America 1497-1763 

Reginald W. Jeffery 

In series: Political Science and History 
2018. 268 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-640-1. $195.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-641-8. $195.00. 

This book, originally published in 1908, is a short narrative of the History of the Thirteen Colonies. The author endeavoured 

to give as often as possible the actual words of contemporaries, hoping that readers may thereby be tempted to search further 
among the mass of documentary evidence which still needs so much careful study. 

The Inventions and Discoveries of the World’s Most Famous Scientists 

Michael F. Shaughnessy and Manuel Varela (Eastern New Mexico University, Portales, New 

Mexico, USA) 

In series: Distinguished Men and Women of Science, Medicine and the Arts 
2018. 353 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-282-3. $230.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-283-0. $230.00. 

Who were those famous men and women of science who gave us so much? What were 

they like? What motivated them and what led them to their amazing discoveries? This 

book takes us on an amazing journey through the hearts, minds and souls of so many 

scientists, inventors and scholars who have given civilization so much over the centuries. 

Many of these scientists had an idea. They had some sort of insight or inspiration when 
they observed the world about them and decided to make it better. They had humankind 

in mind, and they set about their work to improve the human condition. They decided to 

invent. They decided to explore. They decided to investigate and reveal some of nature’s 
deepest and darkest secrets to humankind. Some of these scientists had to overcome 

gargantuan obstacles to reach the pinnacle of their craft and success. Some had to work 

endlessly to develop their insights. Some worked with visible elements, while others 
delved into realms that cannot be seen by the naked eye. Many of these scientists were 

recognized by their peers and traveled to Gamla Stan in Stockholm, Sweden to receive 

the highest of honors, the Nobel Prize in their field. Some of these scientists’ names are 
forever etched in our memories; Gregor Mendel, Marie Curie, and others will always be 
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noted and recognized for their foundational work, which has given humankind so much. Other scientists and their discoveries 

have laid the foundation for future work in the realms of medicine and other domains. This book takes us on a journey so 
that we can learn more about the lives and passions of the most famous scientists from the past and present. Their foibles, 

their strengths and their passions will be revealed and discovered in this text, just as their discoveries have opened the doors 

for their followers and students that they have mentored over the years. We can learn much from the lives of these famous 
scientists; not just about their studies, but the way in which they conducted their lives and from the contributions that they 

gave to others, their countries and to society at large. We are about to undergo an adventure. An adventure into the minds of 

the world’s most famous scientists and inventors; we will be guided by Dr. Manuel Varela who will share his own knowledge 
and past encounters with some contemporary scientists, as well as some stories that make their famous people more human 

and caring, and more than just a formula. We must acknowledge several people in this endeavor, including Ann Varela, Dr. 

Ken Craddock and other anonymous reviewers. Furthermore, we have to thank Jimmy Kilpatrick of EducationViews as 
many of these interviews appeared first in that online journal. And now, the journey begins: A journey not just of interest, 

but of hope. Hope for a better future for all humankind via the discoveries and the inventions of the world’s greatest scientists. 

The Letters of Queen Victoria. A Selection from Her Majesty's Correspondence between the 

Years 1837 and 1861. Volume 1 (1837-1843) 

Arthur Christopher Benson and Viscount Esher 

In series: Historical Figures 
2018. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53614-295-2. $310.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53614-296-9. $310.00. 

In her early years, Queen Victoria formed the habit of methodologically preserving her private letters. After her accession to 

the throne, she treated her official papers similarly and bound them into volumes, resulting in what might be the most 
extraordinary series of State documents in the world. This book, originally published in 1908, is a collection of those letters 

that serve to bring out the development of the Queen’s character and disposition and to give typical instances of her methods 

in dealing with political and social matters. Nothing comes out more strongly in these documents than the laborious patience 
with which the queen kept herself informed of the minutest details of political and social movements both in her own and 

other countries. 

The Letters of Queen Victoria. A Selection from Her Majesty's Correspondence between the 

Years 1837 and 1861. Volume 2 (1844-1853) 

Arthur Christopher Benson and Viscount Esher 

In series: Historical Figures 
2018. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53614-297-6. $310.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53614-298-3. $310.00. 

In her early years, Queen Victoria formed the habit of methodologically preserving her private letters. After her accession to 

the throne, she treated her official papers similarly and bound them into volumes, resulting in what might be the most 
extraordinary series of State documents in the world. This book, originally published in 1908, is a collection of those letters 

that serve to bring out the development of the Queen’s character and disposition and to give typical instances of her methods 

in dealing with political and social matters. Nothing comes out more strongly in these documents than the laborious patience 
with which the queen kept herself informed of the minutest details of political and social movements both in her own and 

other countries. 

The Letters of Queen Victoria. A Selection from Her Majesty's Correspondence between the 

Years 1837 and 1861. Volume 3 (1854-1861) 

Arthur Christopher Benson and Viscount Esher 

In series: Historical Figures 
2018. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53614-299-0. $310.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53614-300-3. $310.00. 

In her early years, Queen Victoria formed the habit of methodologically preserving her private letters. After her accession to 

the throne, she treated her official papers similarly and bound them into volumes, resulting in what might be the most 
extraordinary series of State documents in the world. This book, originally published in 1908, is a collection of those letters 

that serve to bring out the development of the Queen’s character and disposition and to give typical instances of her methods 

in dealing with political and social matters. Nothing comes out more strongly in these documents than the laborious patience 
with which the queen kept herself informed of the minutest details of political and social movements both in her own and 

other countries. 
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The Liberation of Italy, 1815-1870 

Evelyn Martinengo-Cesaresco 

In series: Political Science and History 
2018. 359 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-833-7. $230.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-834-4. $230.00. 

This book, originally published in 1895, traces the principal factors that worked towards the glorious unification of Italy. 

The Life and Times of Cleopatra, Queen of Egypt: A Study in the Origin of the Roman Empire 

Arthur E. P. Brome Weigall 

In series: Historical Figures 
2018. 279 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53614-301-0. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53614-302-7. $230.00. 
This book, originally published in 1914, is a unique telling of the life of Cleopatra. The author, a well-learned historian of 

his time, offers a truer glimpse of the queen if we can rid ourselves of the influence of any one period and ignore that aspect 
of morality that has developed in us by contact with the age in which we live. Good and evil are relative qualities defined 

largely by public opinion, and it must always be remembered that certain things considered good and evil today may have 

the acceptance and denunciation of yesterday and tomorrow. The author does not presume to offer an apology for the much-
maligned Queen, but he describes the events of her troubled life fairly. The actions of Cleopatra will, without any particular 

advocacy, assume a character that is no uglier than that of every other actor in the strange drama surrounding her life. 

The Life of Abraham Lincoln: Drawn from Original Sources and Containing Many Speeches, 

Letters and Telegrams Hitherto Unpublished. Volume One 

Ida M. Tarbell 

In series: Presidency in the United States 
2018. 302 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-424-7. $270.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-425-4. $270.00. 
The work here was begun in 1894 at the suggestion of Mr. S. S. McClure and Mr. J. S. Phillips, editors of “McClure’s 

Magazine.” Their desire was to add to our knowledge of Abraham Lincoln by collecting and preserving the reminiscences 
of such of his contemporaries as were then living. In undertaking the work it was determined to spare neither labor nor money 

and in this determination Mr. McClure and his associates have never wavered. Without the sympathy, confidence, suggestion 

and criticism which they have given the work it would have been impossible. The author was asked to prepare a series of 
articles on Lincoln covering his life up to 1858 and embodying as far as possible the unpublished material collected. These 

articles, which appeared in “McClure’s Magazine” for 1895 and 1896, were received favorably, and it was decided to follow 

them by a series on the later life of Lincoln. This latter series was concluded in September, 1899, and both series, with 
considerable supplementary matter, are published in the present volumes. The new material collected will, we believe, add 

considerably to our knowledge of Lincoln’s life. Documents are presented establishing clearly that his mother was not the 

nameless girl that she has been so generally believed. His father, Thomas Lincoln, is shown to have been something more 
than a shiftless “poor white,” and Lincoln’s early life, if hard and crude, to have been full of honest, cheerful effort at 

betterment. His struggles for a livelihood and his intellectual development from the time he started out for himself until he 

was admitted to the bar are traced with more detail than in any other biography, and considerable new light is thrown on this 
period of his life. The sensational account of his running away from his own wedding, accepted generally by historians, is 

shown to be false. To the period of Lincoln’s life from 1849, when he gave up politics, until 1858, the period of the Lincoln 

and Douglas Debates, the most important contribution made is the report of what is known as the “Lost Speech.” The second 
volume of the Life contains as an appendix 196 pages of letters, telegrams and speeches which do not appear in Lincoln’s 

“Complete Works,” published by his private secretaries Messrs. Nicolay and Hay. The great majority of these documents 

have never been published at all. The source from which they have been obtained is given in each case. No attempt has been 

made to cover the history of Lincoln’s times save as necessary in tracing the development of his mind and in illustrating his 

moral qualities. It is Lincoln the man, as seen by his fellows and revealed by his own acts and words, that the author has tried 

to picture. This has been the particular aim of the second series of articles. 
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The Long Path to Freedom: Sources of Legal History of 

Washington, D.C. in the Home Rule Era. An Annotated 

Bibliography 

Christopher Anglim (University of the District of Columbia, 

Washington DC, USA) 

In series: Political Science and History 
2017. 410 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53612-950-2. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-951-9. $230.00. 

This book is the only annotated bibliography of primary and secondary works 
documenting the history of home rule in the District of Columbia. How the District 

should be governed has long been controversial and its current governing framework is 

the product of a tortured evolution. The issue essentially has been the debating for over 
200 years of how much power local residents should have over a city that also serves as 

the nation’s capital. This larger question of federalism is also reflected in many 

subsidiary questions, such as those involving taxation, the power of local officials, 
zoning, and who is authorized to make decisions on major health issues such abortion, euthanasia, and marijuana. While 

many of these issues may be local to DC, decisions regarding them can greatly impact the nation as a whole. It is frequently 

argued that DC residents do not receive an equal voice with residents of the states. Such a paradox raises thorny questions 
concerning how truly equal and democratic is the United States of America. 

Turkish Prisoners in Egypt 

Coralie Sacré 

In series: The Middle East in Turmoil 
2018. 
Softcover: 978-1-53613-790-3. $82.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-791-0. $82.00. 

This book describes the observations of the Red Cross International Committee who visited the camps of the Turkish 
Prisoners of War in Egypt on December 3rd 1916. Specifically, the report gives an account of the Heliopolis Camp (holding 

a total population of 15,000 men), including the t prisoners’ accommodations, bedding, exercise, food, clothing, hygiene, the 

medical attention they received, the work of the prisoners’, if any, religion and recreations, their correspondences, and 
behavior. It also includes their observations on the Hospital at Abbassiah, near Cairo, which Prisoners’ were taken to, as well 

as the Maadi Camp (all prisoners were taken there after capture), and the condition and similar information on other camps 

of the Turkish Prisoners in Egypt. 

HUMANITIES 

A Handbook of Ethical Theory 

George Stuart Fullerton 

In series: Ethical Issues in the 21st Century 
2018. 352 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-745-3. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-746-0. $230.00. 

This book, originally published in 1921, was written to help students of ethics comprehend the significance of morals and 
ethical behavior. We are all amply provided with moral maxims that we hold with more or less confidence, but an insight 

into their significance is not attained without reflection and some serious effort. In a field in which there are so many 

differences of opinion, clearness of insight and breadth of view are eminently desirable. 

A History of Police in England 

Captain W. L. Melville Lee 

In series: European Political, Economic, and Security Issues 
2018. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53614-226-6. $230.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53614-227-3. $230.00. 

The character of a nation is so profoundly influenced by the nature of the control to which it is subjected, that a due 

appreciation of the scope of police functions and a proper knowledge of the origin and extent of the powers and duties 
delegated to them must possess a more than academic interest. This book, originally published in 1901, provides a thorough 
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account of the English police system at the beginning of the twentieth century and offers many points of view that are relevant 

today. 

A History of the United States 

Cecil Chesterton 

In series: Political Science and History 
2018. 272 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-600-5. $150.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-601-2. $150.00. 

This book, originally published in 1919, is a telling of U.S. history from colonial times to Reconstruction. Written by a British 

soldier mostly from the battlefields of World War One, it provides a British perspective of U.S. history that was reflective of 
the author’s time. Modern scholars take issue with this telling and have proven many inaccuracies in its pages, but the text 

still stands as a reflection of the sometimes rich and inspiring and sometimes base and unfortunate attitudes and perspectives 

of America’s birth and rise. 

African American Women and Mentorship: Lifting as We Climb 

Donna Gibson-McCrary (BSW Program Coordinator, Department of Social Work, Psychology 

and Counseling, Alabama A&M University, Huntsville, Alabama, US) 

In series: African American Women 
2018. 214 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-904-4. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-905-1. $95.00. 
African Americans have seen marked improvements in all aspects of their lives in the past 

fifty years. Laws have permitted and supported discriminatory practices and procedures 

against African Americans in every aspect of their lives. They have always had to prove 
their worth just to be recognized or considered for a position, to accomplish goals that 

others were automatically afforded. It was not uncommon for African Americans to 

experience major setbacks based solely on the color of their skin. African American 
women have been at a greater disadvantage due to being African American and female; a 

double minority, if you will. Educational and employment opportunities were limited and 
when they were made available, those with experience made little effort to mentor African 

Americans to ensure their success. History has proven race and gender impacts leadership 

skills and potential as well as upward mobility in the workplace. Meeting the basic 
requirements for higher education, an internship, or employment is only one component 

necessary for success. Mentoring is a major factor in the success of individuals and without 

successful mentoring, many African Americans face adversity, isolation, and unnecessary 
hardships. Mentoring in the African American community has been a source of comfort 

for many years. The familial unit has served as a sounding board, a source of support and 

a safe place to disclose one’s innermost feelings encompassing mental, spiritual and career 
struggles. Mentoring in all aspects of life is beneficial to the success of the individual, whether in education, one’s social life, 

or employment. With individuals that are committed to the mentoring process, both parties will find mentoring beneficial 

and rewarding. It is essential for African Americans to reach back and lift up a protégé while simultaneously climbing the 
ladder of success. The issue is addressed to academics and schoolteachers as well as researchers in the field of physics 

education. 

An Introduction to the Industrial and Social History of England 

Edward P. Cheyney 

In series: European Political, Economic, and Security Issues 

In series: Political Science and History 
2018. 288 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-684-5. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-685-2. $230.00. 
This book, originally published in 1901, provides an introduction to the industrial and social history of England from 

prehistoric times to the early nineteenth century. Topics discussed include: the organization or rural life and town life; 

medieval trade and commerce; the Black Death and the Peasants’ Rebellion; the end of the medieval system; the expansion 
of England; the Industrial Revolution; the extension of government control; and the extension of voluntary associations, trade 

unions, and trusts. 
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Arabs: Their Voices and Lived Experiences 

Grégoire Grignon 

In series: Countries and Cultures of the World 
2018. 138 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-256-4. $82.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-257-1. $82.00. 

Arabs: Their Voices and Lived Experiences opens with an essay on one of the major goals of the Arab Renaissance Project; 

Arab Renewal. Arab Renewal aims to develop a new Arab epistemology in social sciences that balances the needs to 
safeguard and develop the cultural legacy of the golden age of Arab and Islamic civilization and those pertaining to the 21st 

century. Next, the authors analyze the experiences of Libyans in the post-Arab Spring period based on their personal 

narratives and stories, especially focusing on the question of how attitudes of Libyans toward the Arab Spring changed after 
the fall of the Qaddafi regime. Lastly, the the discursive practices of the Tunisian Islamic movement regarding democracy 

and pluralism are discussed from the anthropological perspective. 

Art and Music: Past, Present and Future Perspectives 

Angla Lear and Min Street 

In series: Fine Arts, Music and Literature 
2018. 142 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53614-113-9. $82.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53614-114-6. $82.00. 

“How, under the condition of radical ambiguity, can a work of art be political?” In Art and Music: Past, Present and Future 

Perspectives, the authors begin by arguing that this question only yields a satisfying answer if we look at contextual 
conditions, both of production and of reception. Using the case of street-art, the central claim of the opening chapter is that 

risk can be framed as one central, distinctive fault line. After some general remarks concerning morphogenesis and 

Darwinism, the following chapter considers the transition from biological morphogenesis to semiogenesis, the impact if 
individuation and the relevance of tradigenetic and ratiogenetic processes. The morphogenesis of basic cognitive schemata 

enabling the formation of sentences is also described. Next, the authors explore the characteristics of Korean artists’ cultural 

practices in the context of globalization in which the influences of global capitalism dominate. This book aims to interpret 
artists’ concern with universality in art, the most significant priority for Korean artists who live both within and outside 

Korea, employing French philosopher Deleuze’s theories. Focusing predominantly on women illustrators beyond Eyvind 

Earle’s iconic 1959 work on the Disney film Sleeping Beauty, the authors also examine key artistic representations of 
Sleeping Beauty stories, comparing and contrasting elements of gender, culture, and aesthetics. Given the context of Sleeping 

Beauty as children’s literature, the authors also take into account art education considerations of her representation through 

the ages. In the final chapter, the authors present a literature review on musical performance anxiety in singers, their teacher’s 
self-perception and their own in the different phases of their formation. The main signs and symptoms characteristic of 

musical performance anxiety and the possible implications to the voice during musical performance, including its treatment, 

are also addressed. 

Autobiography of Andrew Carnegie 

Andrew Carnegie 

In series: Historical Figures 
2018. 280 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-747-7. $230.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-748-4. $230.00. 

This autobiography of Andrew Carnegie, originally published in 1920, is an account of the author’s early years, written 

mostly from a little bungalow retreat on the moors of Aultnagar in Scotland during the early 20th century. 

Before the Ad Image: Body Memory in Motion 

Algis Mickunas (Ohio University, Athens, Ohio, US) and Joeseph 

Pilotta (Mykolos Romeris University, Vilnius, Lithuania) 

In series: Contemporary Cultural Studies 
2018. 172 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53614-252-5. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53614-253-2. $95.00. 
The ad image has become the focus of ad research, and to a certain extent this is justified. 

To understand how the ad image is received, the tradition of advertising creators, 

planners and buyers have asserted it is based on memory. Specifically, it is rooted in 
affective memory in which the unconscious plays a role. The other side is cognitive, 

where the image may be received, but less affectively. Today, neuroscience is being 

deployed to validated current findings in order to prove advertising legitimization. The 
biggest companies are involved in the business of using technological reading of 
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biomedicine to validate claims. However, the theoretical apparatuses remain the same as before. This book demonstrates a 

short critique of the theories and technology trending within the industry and demonstrates how the industry should be 
looking at the phenomenological foundations of memory as a body kinesthetic engagement before the image. 

Couples and Relationships: Individual and Relational Challenges 

Saveta Draganic Gajic, Ph.D. ( Faculty of Media and Communications, Department of 

Psychology, Singidunum University, Belgrade, Serbia) 

In series: Family Issues in the 21st Century 
2018. 137 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-558-9. $82.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-559-6. $82.00. 

Couples and Relationships: Individual and Relational Challenges discuss the complex 

connection of individual factors (the personality of a partner) and the couple`s relational 
dynamic from different theoretical and therapeutic perspectives. It takes into account the 

influence of context (culture, social factors) and personality traits in the assessment of a 

couple, as well as a review of multiple levels of intervention (from individual to 

relational therapy) in the therapeutic approach. The topics are processed in line with the 

latest advances in psychology, psychiatry and psychotherapy, with an emphasis on the 

need for connection with the practice itself, along with guidelines for experts with 
different profiles who are working with couples. The content of book cover further the 

following themes: Relationships - the chances and challenges for an individual (the focus 

concerns the meaning of love in relationships, specificities of so-called “healthy 
marriages”, components and mechanisms of healing and the destructive power of 

relationships, as well as the relational problems connected with it); the individual - the 

chances and challenges for a relationship (the relationship between the personality 
structure and a partner’s choice, and the dyadic relationship); diagnostic dimensions in 

the appraisal of couples in crises (the influence of personality traits, personality disorders 
and attachment style on the couple’s relationship); therapeutic approaches and 

possibilities during work with couples in crisis; and the education of experts in the 

treatment of couples. The modern age, with its varying perspectives on the understanding of the phenomenon of closeness 
and love in a relationship, presents a challenge not only for the couples, but for the experts dealing with couples in crisis as 

well. The authors believe that integration of multiple levels in the assessment of a couple (from intrapsychic to the relational), 

as well as different approaches in couples therapy today, are a necessity which requires significant flexibility to go along 

with the knowledge and experience of the therapists themselves. This book is meant for experts of the new age who are 

working with couples (psychotherapists, psychologists, social workers, psychiatrists, etc.), taking into account contemporary 

partner themes and gives guidelines for professional and personal development of an expert faced with the challenges of the 
individual, relational and cultural context in a partner dynamic and the therapeutic approach of a couple. The authors have a 

rich clinical history of practice in working with individuals, individual psychopathology, working with couples, and the 

education and training of students of medicine, psychology and education in systematic family therapy. Apart from that, the 
authors are university professors, as well as authors of numerous publications printed in foreign and domestic magazines as 

well as university textbooks, with decades of experience working in a common multidiscipline team. 

Creating Successful Bridges through Study Abroad: An International Social Work and 

Culture Competency Approach 

Samson Chama, Ph.D. (Associate Professor, Department of Social Work, Alabama A&M 

University, Normal, AL, US) 

In series: Social Issues, Justice and Status 
2018. 202 pp. 
Softcover: 978-1-53613-652-4. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-653-1. $95.00. 

International social work is a growing area of study and today many social work 
programs across the country are embracing it. Several factors account for its growth and 

these include a growing concern for global development and the interconnectedness of 

global socio-economic problems such as poverty, human tracking, and health challenges 
such as HIV and AIDS. International social work can be viewed as a bridge between 

social work and global development. At another level, it is a platform from which social 
work students can engage in international social work and global projects. Through 

global engagement, students are offered unique opportunities to demonstrate the social 

work profession’s standards and practice behaviors as espoused by the Council on Social 
Work Education (CSWE) through its Educational Policy and Accreditation Standards 

(EPAS). When social work students are able to become culturally sensitive to other 

cultures, they are more likely to become skilled, alert, productive actors and facilitators 
of change in various settings where they might be placed in. To this end, this book is the 
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first of its kind to speak to these elements. It is also among the first to highlight the importance of CSWE standards and 

practice behaviors including how these could be used as vehicles of learning and knowledge building for international social 
work students. The book uses a unique framework approach in which the standards are meticulously couched within some 

of the different programs that are discussed. To this effect, the framework is punctuated with selected chapter discussions 

that highlight and focus on international social work programs of interest. These programs are carefully examined in a way 
that demonstrates their usefulness and impact on both local communities and students. The programs import and bring home 

a different level of understanding to international social work. It is right to say that these are fully fledged pro-active programs 

which act as conduits of knowledge and skills. Therefore reading them would generate interest in the minds of those students 
who are still novices in international social work and global development. At the end of each chapter are critical discussion 

questions that provide students with an opportunity to engage chapter content as well as to think critically about what they 

have read and learned. The questions are clear and simple and yet loaded with rewarding assumptions about international 
social work and global community development. Certainly, this book is a must for those social work programs that want 

their students to have a real and first-hand feel of international social work and global community development. It is a book 
that has been written at an opportune time, a time when current global socio-economic and political trends call for full 

involvement of social workers. 

Development-Induced Displacement and Resettlement in Bangladesh: Case Studies and 

Practices 

Mohammad Zaman, PhD, and Hafiza Khatun (Advisory Professor, Hohai University, Nanjing, 

China) 

In series: Asian Political, Economic and Social Issues 

In series: Countries and Cultures of the World 
2017. 308 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53612-595-5. $230.00. 

Softcover: 978-1-53614-224-2. $89.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53612-596-2. $230.00. 

A very first for Bangladesh, this edited book examines the complex issues of 

development-induced displacement and resettlement using case studies with “good 
practice” examples from a wide range of ongoing projects. The authors, who are largely 

“practitioners” in the field of resettlement studies, are well-known in the country and 

internationally for their expert knowledge. The book establishes a baseline for further 
research on resettlement and development in Bangladesh. It is rich in well-presented case 

studies replete with evidence-based strategies to help prevent impoverishment amongst 

those displaced by development projects. The chapters in this collection address 
emerging issues and approaches to resettlement and thus have enriched the literature in 

an era of rapid economic development and change. Thus, the book will remain as a 

valuable resource and reference or teaching aid in academic and development circles. In 
addition to the Foreword by Michael Cernea and the Introduction by the editors, the book 

contains thirteen chapters: Chapter One, “Resettlement in the Jamuna Multipurpose 

Bridge Project: Innovations and Good Practices” (Mohammad Zaman); Chapter Two, 
“Beyond Resettlement: The SAP II Program in the Bhairab Bridge Project” (Hafiza 

Khatun); Chapter Three, “Self-Managed Resettlement by Informal Settlers in the 

Jamuna-Meghna River Erosion Mitigation Project” (Kh. Khairul Matin); Chapter Four, 
“Gender and Resettlement in Bangladesh” (Bindiya Rawat); Chapter Five, “Income and Livelihood Restoration in the Tongi-

Bhairab Bazar Double Line Project” (A. M. Salah Uddin); Chapter Six, “The Impact of Development on Adibasi People in 

Bangladesh” (Hafiza Khatun and Surinder Aggarwal); Chapter Seven, “The Padma Multipurpose Bridge Project: The Ten 
“Best Practices” in Resettlement Management” (Mohammad Zaman and Aqueel Khan); Chapter Eight, “Land Acquisition 

and Resettlement in Urban Transport Project in Dhaka City: Experience and Innovations” (Akhtar Zaman); Chapter Nine, 

“Resettlement in RCIP-Rail Projects: A Review of the Planning Experience” (Saifulla Dostogir and Aktarul Islam Khan); 
Chapter Ten, “Resettlement Planning and Implementation: Making Things Happen” (Albab Akanda); Chapter 11, “Training 

and Capacity Building in Resettlement Management: The MLARR Program at BRAC University” (Ferdous Jahan and Sharif 

A. Wahab); Chapter Twelve, “External Monitoring in CEIP-1 Project: Review and Early Experience” (Jan T. Twarowski); 
and Chapter Thirteen, “Toward a Land Acquisition and Resettlement Law for Bangladesh: Issues for Consideration” 

(Mohammad Zaman and Hafiza Khatun.) 

Early Israel and the Surrounding Nations 

A. H. Sayce 

In series: Countries and Cultures of the World 
2018. 204 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-602-9. $150.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-603-6. $150.00. 
This book, originally published in 1899, impresses upon us the solidarity of ancient Oriental history and the impossibility of 

forming a correct judgment in regard to any one part of it without reference to the rest. Hebrew history is unintelligible as 
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long as it stands alone, and the attempt to interpret it apart and by itself has led to little else than false and one-sided 

conclusions; it is only when read in the light of the history of the great empires that flourished beside it that it can be properly 
understood. Israel and the nations around it formed a whole that, like the elements of a picture, cannot be torn asunder. If we 

would know the history of the one, we must also know the history of the other. 

Edison: His Life and Inventions 

Frank Lewis Dyer and Thomas Commerford Martin 

In series: Historical Figures 
2018. 469 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-749-1. $270.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-750-7. $270.00. 
Prior to this book’s original publication in 1910, no complete, authentic, and authorized record of the work of Mr. Edison 

had been given to the world. The authors deemed themselves happy in the confidence reposed in them, and in the constant 

assistance they enjoyed from Mr. Edison while preparing these pages, a great many of which are altogether Mr. Edison’s 
own. The cooperation in no sense relieved the authors of responsibility as to any of the views or statements of their own that 

the book contains. They realized the extreme reluctance of Mr. Edison to be made the subject of any biography at all; but he 

felt that, if it must be written, it were best done by the hands of friends and associates of longstanding, whose judgment and 

discretion he could trust, and whose intimate knowledge of the facts would save him from misrepresentation. These pages 

were designed to bring the reader face to face with Edison; to glance at an interesting childhood and a youthful period marked 
by a capacity for doing things, and by an insatiable thirst for knowledge; then to accompany him into the great creative stretch 

of forty years, during which he had done so much. This book shows him plunged deeply into work for which he always had 

an incredible capacity, reveals the exercise of his unsurpassed inventive ability, his keen reasoning powers, his tenacious 
memory, and his fertility of resource. It follows him through a series of innumerable experiments, conducted methodically, 

reaching out like rays of search-light into all the regions of science and nature, and finally exhibits him emerging triumphantly 

from countless difficulties bearing with him in new arts the fruits of victorious struggle. 

Energy Policies of Turkey During the Erdogan Era: Facts and Lies 

Tugce Varol, Ph.D. (21st Century Turkey Institute, San Diego, CA, USA) 

In series: Energy Policies, Politics and Prices 
2018. 276 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53610-589-6. $195.00. 
Softcover: 978-1-53613-930-3. $89.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53610-927-6. $195.00. 

Erdogan discovered in 2002 that energy policies and the energy sector would create a 
mechanism to institute his dynasty in Turkey. The energy policies of the Erdogan era 

include how the Erdogan family engaged in the international energy business in Turkey 

and neighboring countries, and how they became wealthy. After many years of 
supporting the Calik Holding, the former CEO, Berat Albayrak, Erdogan’s son-in-law, 

was appointed Turkey’s Minister of Energy by Erdogan in 2015. Since Erdogan came 

to power in 2002, many books and articles were published on Turkey’s foreign policy 
and domestic politics by scholars. However, this is the first book that combines 

Erdogan’s energy policy actions (country by country in chronological order) as well as 

describing the underlying corruption allegations, the Zarrab case, and the smuggling of 
ISIS oil. As a result of the research through official Turkey institutions and 

international institutions, it is shown that an overseas Turkish energy company was and 

continues to be involved in the energy blocks of Iraqi Kurdistan, thanks to Erdogan’s 
agreement with the Barzani administration. This book aims to analyze Turkey’s energy 

relations with Russia, Azerbaijan, Iran, Iraq-Iraqi Kurdistan, Eastern Mediterranean 

and Central Asian countries since 2002. One of the notable outcomes of the book is to 
reveal how Erdogan contributed to Israel’s energy security despite his anti-Israeli 

rhetoric. The reader will learn the details of the energy projects between Turkey and 

other countries. In addition, the reader will also learn the roles of Turkey’s energy companies close to the Erdogan family. 
The book emphasizes the deterioration of Turkey-Russia relations and its impact on Turkey’s energy security, thanks to the 

Erdogan-Putin rivalry over Syria. Erdogan has been in power since 2002 (President since 2014), and is trying to convert 

Turkey’s political regime to remain in power for as long as possible. Appointing his son-in-law as Turkey’s Minister of 
Energy is not a coincidence, but rather a business strategy. 
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English Industries of the Middle Ages 

L. F. Salzmann 

In series: European Political, Economic, and Security Issues 
2018. 179 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-604-3. $95.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-605-0. $95.00. 

This book, originally published in 1913, makes no pretense to be a complete history of the early industrial life of England, 

but at the same time it does claim to be an introduction to the study of that subject and provides more than a bare outline of 
industrial conditions in pre-Elizabethan days. Student who are anxious to go more deeply into the subjects here treated can 

use this book as a road map and the footnotes as finger-posts to guide themselves to the heights of completer knowledge. 

Ethics: Past, Present and Future Perspectives 

Miles Ventura 

In series: Ethical Issues in the 21st Century 
2018. 105 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-533-6. $82.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-534-3. $82.00. 

In Ethics: Past, Present and Future Perspectives, the authors open by making a characterization of ethics viewed as a domain 

of philosophy. They present traditional approaches to ethics and point out the importance of general and special ethics in 
contemporary philosophical discourse. A conclusion is drawn that a clear need arises to discuss the so-called “new ethics”, 

one which is removed from the schematic thinking on “good” and “evil.” The following chapter discusses Nagel’s dualism 

and Murphy’s monism in depth. Both of them limit their discussions to distributive justice, but they admit that their views 
can apply to a more general discussion of the relationship between politics and morality. The authors suggest that 

supervenience is the key to solve this problem, using it as a standard to evaluate arguments from both sides, and then arguing 

that a supervenience relationship between politics and morality would be the third and better position than both dualism and 
monism. This collection examines ethics committes in hospitals, clinics, and other medical and research medical institutions 

within the public and private sector. An ethics committee is a group of individuals formed to protect the interests of patients 

and address moral issues within the health sector in many countries, consisting of different healthcare professionals and non-
medical members. The following chapter discusses the convergence of technologies and scientific disciplines: singly, each 

of them has a large potential to change society and mankind, but combined they represent a more powerful source for even 

bigger changes. The increasingly widespread use of digital recording in administrative, commercial and social networks is 
opening up new and unpredictable scenario which might also influence the definition of disease in a digital society. The 

authors propose that by developing appropriate algorithms, it would be possible to identify subsets of the population at higher 

risk of developing diseases, to ascertain whether distances between homes and drugstores or hospitals influence people’s 
health profiles, to see whether the characteristics shared by Facebook friends influence their individual health profiles, and 

so on. 

Examining the Concept of the Soul 

Leah Hawkins and Brent Bowers 

In series: World Philosophy 
2018. 140 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-394-3. $82.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-395-0. $82.00. 
In this compilation, the authors begin by discussing the various theories on primitive soul-beliefs propounded by 

anthropologists and scholars of religion from the 19th century to the present day. While cultural evolutionism largely fell out 

of favor after the mid-20th century, theories on the origins of religious phenomena have made a recent comeback with the 
cognitive study of religion, which takes a largely evolutionary psychological approach to explaining beliefs in the 

supernatural. Next, the authors seek to understand Aristotle’s noetics within his psycho-physiological account of the human 

being. If it’s possible to argue for the embodied nature of the soul and of most of its affections, Aristotle’s claim about the 
separability of νοῦς from the body is notoriously puzzling. Lastly, this book discusses Goethe’s familiar idea of a widely 

inhabited universe and the subject of the soul’s cosmic voyage, showing that Man’s relation to the universe is strictly 

connected to Man’s development at the microcosmic level. 

Exploring Art and Literature: Interpretations, Perspectives and Influences 

Aron Medrano 

In series: Fine Arts, Music and Literature 
2018. 425 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-531-2. $325.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-532-9. $325.00. 

In this compilation, the authors suggest a temporal model interpretation for the stele from the Scythian ¡°Senior¡± 

Trekhbratnyi barrow (IV¨CIII centuries BC). The specific and unusual iconographical features of the stele are unknown in 
Bosporan Kingdom funerary art, however it can be interpreted not only as containing two layers but also temporal stages, 
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which recreate consecutive phases of the Scythian eschatological myth, and Iranian eschatological beliefs in general. In the 

following chapter, the authors propose that since we are visually and aurally minded, it is worth inquiring into how, in 
Cervantes and Shakespeare, the eye and the ear are used and abused by the characters; how their interaction affects them as 

hearers and beholders who respond to what is happening by such processes as sympathy or antagonism; and how they make 

characters react in one way or another, as their actions and emotions depend on what they hear and see. Afterwards, the 
authors propose to explore the new linguistic context of Morocco in the midst of change, through the analysis of selected 

novels and theatre productions, and to discuss how current debates on language are challenging traditional ideas of identity 

and nationhood in the country. This collection also includes an analysis of Shakespeare in The Netherlands in education, 
translation, and performance, highlighting the specific impact of language, theatre system, and specific cultural conditions 

on performing Shakespeare on the Dutch stage. In doing so, the authors fill a gap in the literature on Shakespeare in The 

Netherlands. 

Exploring Religious Beliefs and Practices from around the World 

Martha Moore 

In series: Religion and Society 
2018. 177 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-866-5. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-867-2. $95.00. 

Exploring Religious Beliefs and Practices from around the World sets out to identify the languages that the Catholic Church 
uses for its religious rites in the highly multilingual setting of the Southwest Region of Cameroon on the one hand, and to 

work out the reasons that determine the choice of these languages out of the many available codes on the other hand. The 

data were collected in the main church of the following eight localities: Bangem, Buea, Kumba, Limbe, Mamfe, Mundemba, 
Tiko and Tombel. Next, the authors discuss how Jerusalem has served as a magnet for devout pilgrims who wished to visit 

the New Testament sites. This pilgrim movement required the development of support systems to accommodate these 

travellers and their needs. In the 12th century, these support structures translated into the various Crusader Monastic Orders 
that had separate establishments in Jerusalem and eventually in Acre after the Christian forces were expelled from the city 

by Salah al-Din in 1187. Continuing, a paper is included which investigates language practice by Moslem faithfuls in 

multilingual settings of Northern Cameroon. It focuses on the Friday prayer, the most important of all the statutory prayers. 
The data were collected through participant observation, a nineteen-item questionnaire (administered in the main three towns 

of this half of the country, namely Maroua, Garoua and Ngaoundere), library and internet search and personal communication 

with worshipers. Lastly, this book aims to decipher how participants manage multilingualism in religious settings, through 
the functional structural framework (Kouega, 2008) which consists of breaking up a church service into its constituent parts 

and sorting out language use for each part. The data were collected in eight Protestant churches through participant 

observation and a questionnaire. The analysis of the data revealed that multilingualism is addressed in socio-religious 

multilingual settings through eight main communication strategies, namely code-switching, borrowing, random alternation, 

chorus recitation, summarizing, paraphrasing, repetition, and translation. 

Famous Assassinations of History from Philip of Macedon, 336 B. C., to Alexander of Servia, 

A. D. 1903 

Francis Johnson 

In series: Political Science and History 
2018. 316 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-827-6. $230.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-828-3. $230.00. 

This book, originally published in 1903, provides an account of thirty-one famous assassinations. The records of them were 

scattered through the historical works of all nations, and through many volumes of private memoirs, which had to be scanned 
for proper and trustworthy material. It is hoped that their presentation in this form will make an interesting volume, not only 

for the student of history, but also for the general reader, on account of the historical and 

psychological interest that attaches to them. 

Fire and the Sword: Understanding the Impact and Challenge of 

Organized Islamism. Volume 2 

Christopher Anglim (University of the District of Columbia, Law 

Reference Librarian, Washington College of Law, American 

Universit, Silver Spring, MD, USA) 

In series: Religion and Society 
2018. 474 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-689-0. $270.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-690-6. $270.00. 

While “Islamism” or “Islamist groups” are concepts that frequently evoke much passion 
and controversy, they are often both misunderstood and used in a sensationalized manner. 
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Students and the public should have a strong understanding of these concepts because many of the world’s most intractable 

contemporary conflicts involve Islamism and Islamic groups. An accurate understanding of Islamism, thus, is essential to 
informed decision-making on crucial issues of national security, world peace, global security, and international justice. This 

guide is indispensable to understanding Islamism and the various types of Islamic groups that are active throughout the world. 

This work provides clear and concise notions of Islamism for the general reader. For example, it succinctly explains that 
Islamism is neither synonymous with the religion of Islam nor synonymous with Fundamentalist Islam. Islamism, instead, is 

a political ideology based on a strict and puritanical interpretation of Islam. The guide then distinguishes the various types 

of Islamism and their significance. Islamist groups can be peaceful vs. violent; gradualist or revolutionary; political vs. 
jihadist; or emphasize puritanical Islam as a means of social reform as opposed to purely individual reform. After discussing 

the various types of Islamism, the introduction discusses the historical context of Islamism, its significance, and the key 

approaches that various types of Islamism take to crucial issues. The guide also includes a detailed chronology covering the 
landmark events in Islamism’s history through to the present. The book presents entries for over 200 Islamist groups by 

region and then in alphabetical order. It includes the most powerful contemporary Islamist groups, such as: Al-Qaeda, Al-
Shabaab, Boko Haram, Hamas, Hezbollah, and ISIS. The book also includes lesser known groups that have shaped the 

Islamist discourse. Each entry includes references and a further reading section to assist the reader in developing his or her 

research. The book also has a glossary that includes many of the most commonly used terms to discuss Islamism. This book 
would be a valuable addition to high school libraries, college and university libraries, public libraries, and many types of 

professional libraries. 

Fire and the Sword: Understanding the Many Facets of Organized Islamism. Volume 1 

Christopher Anglim (University of the District of Columbia, Law Reference Librarian, 

Washington College of Law, American Universit, Silver Spring, MD, USA) 

In series: Religion and Society 
2018. 410 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-715-6. $230.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-716-3. $230.00. 

While “Islamism” or “Islamist groups” are concepts that frequently evoke much passion 
and controversy, they are often both misunderstood and used in a sensationalized 

manner. Students and the public should have a strong understanding of these concepts 

because many of the world’s most intractable contemporary conflicts involve Islamism 
and Islamic groups. An accurate understanding of Islamism, thus, is essential to informed 

decision-making on crucial issues of national security, world peace, global security, and 

international justice. This guide is indispensable to understanding Islamism and the 

various types of Islamic groups that are active throughout the world. This work provides 

clear and concise notions of Islamism for the general reader. For example, it succinctly 

explains that Islamism is neither synonymous with the religion of Islam nor synonymous 
with Fundamentalist Islam. Islamism, instead, is a political ideology based on a strict 

and puritanical interpretation of Islam. The guide then distinguishes the various types of 

Islamism and their significance. Islamist groups can be peaceful vs. violent; gradualist 
or revolutionary; political vs. jihadist; or emphasize puritanical Islam as a means of 

social reform as opposed to purely individual reform. After discussing the various types 

of Islamism, the introduction discusses the historical context of Islamism, its 
significance, and the key approaches that various types of Islamism take to crucial issues. 

The guide also includes a detailed chronology covering the landmark events in 

Islamism’s history through to the present. The book presents entries for over 200 Islamist groups by region and then in 
alphabetical order. It includes the most powerful contemporary Islamist groups, such as: Al-Qaeda, Al-Shabaab, Boko 

Haram, Hamas, Hezbollah, and ISIS. The book also includes lesser known groups that have shaped the Islamist discourse. 

Each entry includes references and a further reading section to assist the reader in 
developing his or her research. The book also has a glossary that includes many of the 

most commonly used terms to discuss Islamism. This book would be a valuable addition 

to high school libraries, college and university libraries, public libraries, and many types 

of professional libraries. 

From Zen to Phenomenology 

Algis Mickunas (Professor Emeritus, Ohio University, Athens, GA, 

USA) 

In series: Contemporary Cultural Studies 
2018. 178 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-232-8. $95.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-233-5. $95.00. 

The encounter between Japan and the West posed a question as to whether there can be 

any mutual understanding between such seemingly different civilizations. Japanese 
intellectuals came to Europe to study Western thinking and found that the prevalent 
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positivism and pragmatism were inadequate, and turned to phenomenology as a way of dealing with awareness, unavailable 

in other Western philosophical trends. Japanese opened a “dialogue” with such thinkers as Edmund Husserl and Martin 
Heidegger; this text is an explication of this “dialogue”.. From Zen to Phenomenology opens the essential dimensions of 

transcendental phenomenology and the way of Zen in order to disclose the conjunction between these two “schools” of 

awareness. The research offered in the text traces the origins of Zen to the Buddhist Nagarjuna, presenting his arguments 
that all explanatory claims of awareness are “empty”. In Zen, the phenomenon of emptiness is a “place holder” depicted as 

basho where anything can appear without obstructions. The task, in the text, is to show how such a “place” can be reached 

by excluding claims by some Japanese and Western scholars as to the “aims” of Zen. The introduction of “aims” is equally 
an obstruction and must be avoided, just as an attachment to a specific Zen “school” is to be discarded. Phenomenological 

analyses of time awareness show the presence of a domain which is composed of flux and permanence such that both aspects 

are given as empty “place holders” for any possible reality of any culture. The awareness of these aspects is neither one nor 
the other, and hence can appear through both as “primal” symbols fluctuating one through the other. If we say that everything 

changes, we encounter the permanence of this claim, and if we say that everything is permanent, we encounter an effort to 
maintain such permanence – both disclosing a “movement” between them, comprising a “place” for any understanding of a 

world explicated in any culture. This is the domain where Zen and transcendental phenomenology find their “groundless 

ground”. 

Georgia: History, Culture and Ethnography 

Anzor Erkomaishvili 

In series: Countries and Cultures of the World 
2018. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53610-166-9. $250.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53610-643-5. $250.00. 

This two-volume book entitled Georgia: History, Culture and Ethnography is a richly illustrated, genuine gift for the lovers 

of European culture and history. This book consists of more than twenty chapters in which Georgia’s musical folklore is 
described in detail according to its different ethnographic corners. It is accompanied by audio recordings of more than 1,600 

Georgian folk songs and more than 100 church hymns. It also contains unique videos of Georgian folk dances. In the first 

volume, the reader will find articles about pre-Christian culture, as well as church architecture, fresco paintings, icon painting, 
and sacred hymns belonging to the period after the adoption of Christianity by Georgia (IV century AD). Readers will 

discover how unique and distinctive this culture is, and how it was developed by such a small country in the South Caucasus, 

the territory of which is recognized as the homeland of winemaking and the oldest dwelling of man in Europe. In the second 
volume, for readers interested in musical folklore and folk art, they will learn about Georgian folk architecture, pottery, stone 

masonry, winegrowing-viticulture, costumes and other elements of Georgian folk traditions. 

Humanist Psychiatry 

Nash N. Boutros, M.D. (Professor of Psychiatry, University of Missouri-Kansas City, Director 

of the Saint Luke’s Marion Bloch Neuroscience, Institute Behavioral Neurology Division, 

Kansas City, MO, US) 

In series: Psychiatry - Theory, Applications and Treatments 
2018. 142 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-730-9. $82.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-731-6. $82.00. 

This book discusses the parameters surrounding humanist principles (an optimistic 

philosophy that believes in the scientific process, human worth and dignity, and the 
ability of humankind to solve its problems no matter how complicated). This book begins 

by summarizing the humanist principles then goes into general chapters discussing how 

the biology principle should guide advances in psychiatric research, how psychiatry 
research could be organized, and addresses issues of education and practice from a 

humanist’s view point. Finally, the book goes into more specific areas of practice like 

correctional and addiction psychiatry, discussing how practice adhering to the humanist 

principles would impact the field. Finally, the book discusses the issue of stigma and 

how humanism can help speed up the dissipation of the stigma associated with 

psychiatric disorders. 
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Imperial Maladies: Literatures on Healthcare and Psychoanalysis in India 

Debashis Bandyopadhyay (Professor of English, Vidyasagar University, West Bengal, India) 

and Pritha Kundu (Assistant Professor of English, Chandrakona Vidyasagar Mahavidyalaya, 

West Bengal, India) 

In series: Countries and Cultures of the World 
2018. 310 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53611-863-6. $195.00. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-931-0. $89.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53611-873-5. $195.00. 
The thrust-area of this book is the connection between imperial anxieties and tropical 

health situations along with intriguing psychological questions involving race, politics, 

gender, history and colonial modernity. For a long time, the focus has largely been 
Eurocentric: the effects of European medicine and healthcare policies introduced to the 

sub-continental colonies have been viewed in relation to the strategies of governing the 

colonial subjects. David Arnold’s Colonising the Body considers the State’s role in 

introducing European medicine as instrumental to the British imperial project in India. 

In literary representations, especially in the Late Victorian and early twentieth century 

fiction and memoirs by Rudyard Kipling, Philip Meadows Taylor, Flora Annie Steel and 
George Orwell, we have several pictures of a palliative, medically-oriented imperialism. 

Waltraud Ernst’s Mad Tales of the Raj (1998) and Christiane Hartnack’s Psychoanalysis 

in Colonial India (2001) offer thoughtfully documented analyses of the early 
developments of psychology and psychotherapy in colonial India. Indian medical 

historians like Poonam Bala and Projit Mukharji question the tendency of looking at 

western medicine only in terms of monopoly and power. However, the question of 
“Indianness” in psychoanalytic philosophy, trying to understand how the East hopes to 

locate Western psychoanalysis in a post-therapeutic journey, or how the anti-Oedipal or 

an-Oedipal manifests itself in Indian cultures of psychoanalysis, still remains an area demanding further attention. The 
present volume seeks to understand such problems in colonial, medical and psychoanalytic discourses, from perspectives 

that are broadly interdisciplinary yet chiefly based on literary, historical and cultural studies. Containing fourteen chapters, 

this book hopes to succeed in exploring the medical and fictional literatures of colonial and postcolonial India, both in English 
and other Indian languages. The book is divided into such sub-themes as: Psychoanalysis , psychopathology and the 

aesthetics of malady; Literature, medicine and healthcare in colonial India; Historical Studies; Studies in popular fiction: 

sensational psychiatry; Medicine, gender and colonial modernity. 

Islam and Muslims in Europe 

Yehuda Cohen, Ph.D. (Political Science Department, Hebrew University, Jerusalem, Israel) 

In series: Religion and Society 
2018. 390 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-472-8. $230.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-473-5. $230.00. 

The main subject of this book concerns the Muslim immigrants in Europe. It includes 
the entire history of Islam vis-a-vis Europe since the 7th century, prescribing useful do’s 

and don’ts for current European policymakers. Europeans have developed negative 

predispositions toward Muslims, sometimes even distinctly perceiving them as foes. The 
British greatly value the recollection of their glorious erstwhile empire, thus, when it 

broke-up, they enabled former subjects of the Crown to settle in the UK, as if to build a 

miniature duplicate of their empire within Britain’s borders. Hence, the British did not 
perceive former colonies’ Muslim immigrants as foes, unlike continental Europeans, but 

as British subjects. Generally, Europeans intend to fill the individual Muslim 

immigrant’s needs as a citizen, according to the liberal approach. The expectation, 

however, is that Muslims, as a group, would become culturally integrated within the 

absorbing society. That approach bewilders the European Muslims. Many Muslim 

immigrants experience discrimination in Europe. The continental European approach 
toward Muslims, stemming from prejudice and fear, made some immigrants aggressive. 

The main divergence between European society and Muslim immigrants is due, 

foremost, to certain collective memories of the native Europeans. That insight is 
elucidated by comparing European and American societies. The American, found in a 

country built by immigrants tends to adapt to a variety of new immigrants, Muslims 

included. Conversely, European society is fundamentally incapable of truly incorporating immigrant culture and practices, 
which it perceives as a threat, especially concerning Islam. It is, therefore, the Europeans who hold the key to alter the 

destructive dynamics, not the Muslims. Muslims and Arabs within their countries suffer the frustration of remembering their 

Golden Age when the Europeans were deeply mired in the Middle Ages. Nowadays, the Arabs and Muslims have not been 
able to lift themselves back to their former state. That frustration may be compared to the German frustration in the 1920s 
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being split up into distinct German states – the consequence of which was the mass destruction of the European Jewish 

population. The splitting of the Germans, while suffering from lack of one uniting national myth, had brought on the adoption 
of a German race theory – which Adolf Hitler offered to the Germans – and had led to the Holocaust. Frustration may turn 

people rather aggressive, and Iran or some Arabs (like the members of ISIS) aided by Muslims in Europe might end up using 

weapons of mass destruction against Europe. The case of ISIS is therefore elaborated upon, in detail, in this book. The 
successful integration of the Muslims in Europe may help somewhat; indeed, this book aims to promote such an 

accomplishment. The French approach is uniquely rather rigid towards Muslim immigrants, as a group and individually. 

Hence, there is no mental confusion among Muslims there and a significant portion of the Muslims in France see themselves 
as French – better integrated than other Muslims in Europe. The best policy the Continental Europeans may adopt is the 

French approach. 

Life of Charles Dickens 

R. Shelton Mackenzie 

In series: Distinguished Men and Women of Science, Medicine and the Arts 
2018. 336 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-426-1. $310.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-427-8. $310.00. 

It has been stated that ¡§Charles Dickens began life as a lawyer, got tired of the dull routine, and turned to literature.¡¨ This 

is erroneous, for he never had even a chance of becoming a lawyer, ƒ{ either in the higher grade of outer barrister, or ¡§counsel 
learned in the law,¡¨ or in the lower, but often more lucrative, class of attorney. As stated in the book, this work attempts to 

provide an accurate sketch of Charles Dickens¡¦ literary and personal history ¡X stating plain facts, introducing some of his 

correspondence never before printed, and adding such anecdotes and traits of character to illustrate his double position as a 
Man of Letters and Man of the People. Within this work, the admiration of the ability of the necessarily rapid tributes to the 

genius and worth of Mr. Dickens is expressed, which appeared in the American newspapers. In the most aristocratic country 

in the world, Charles Dickens stood, not merely among but above all his contemporaries as a Man of the People. Scott, 
Bulwer, Macaulay, Thackeray, and others who taught great truths through the press, either were of high family descent or 

had received the best education that Universities could bestow. Their writings are crowded with references to the classic 

authors of their youth. Dickens, son of an obscure Government clerk, whose pedigree no one has cared to trace, received 
only such an education as, free of cost, every State in our Union bestows upon its children. It has been argued by great 

scholars, that Shakespeare was familiar not only with classical but modern European literature; but Dickens was master of 

one language ¡X that which is spoken, not alone in his island-home, but in Asia, in Australia, and most of all, in our United 
States. He knew, and was proud in the knowledge, that for every one reader he had at home, there were fifty here. 

Life of Harriet Beecher Stowe, Compiled from Her Letters and Journals 

Charles Edward Stowe 

In series: Distinguished Men and Women of Science, Medicine and the Arts 
2018. 275 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53614-228-0. $310.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53614-229-7. $310.00. 

“The desire to leave behind me some recollections of my life, has been cherished by me, for many years past; but failing 
strength or increasing infirmities have prevented its accomplishment. At my suggestion and with what assistance I have been 

able to render, my son, Ross Charles Edward Stowe, has compiled from my letters and journals, this biography. It is this true 

story of my life, told for the most part, in my own words and has therefore all the force of an autobiography. It is perhaps 
much more accurate as to detail and impression than is possible with any autobiography, written later in life. If these pages, 

shall help those who read them to a firmer trust in God and a deeper sense of His fatherly goodness throughout the days of 

our earthly pilgrimage I can say with Valiant for Truth in the Pilgrim's Progress! I am going to my Father's and tho with great 
difficulty, I am got thither, get now, I do not repent me of all the troubles I have been at, to arrive where I am. My sword I 

give to him that shall succeed me in my pilgrimage and my courage and skill to him that 

can get it.” - Harriet Beecher Stowe, Hartford, September 30, 1889. 

Medicine and Humor from the Writings of Hans Sachs and Hans 

Folz, Meistersinger 

Thomas G. Benedek, M.D. (University of Pittsburgh School of 

Medicine, Pittsburgh, PA, US) 

In series: Historical Figures 
2018. 409 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-877-1. $230.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-878-8. $230.00. 

Hans Sachs (1494-1576), while also a cobbler, was the most prolific German author of the 

16th century. He was the immediate literary successor in prestige to Hans Folz (died 1513) 
who thought of himself as a barber. Both lived in the important Bavarian city of 

Nuremberg. Folz, after about two centuries of performance, began to modernize the art of 
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Master Song, as well as produce rhymed contemporary and satyrical commentary on various topics, including medicine. 

Sachs followed Folz in further advancing Master Song as well as composing humorous anecdotes, satirical comedies and 
tragedies, along with biographical and political essays on numerous topics (more than 6,000 in all). Folz was critical of the 

papacy, and Sachs demonstrated in many verses to be a devout Christian, as well as becoming a strident follower of Luther. 

However, this book largely focuses on writings that have relevance to medicine both metaphorically and realistically, and 
especially on how the doctor-patient relationship is depicted. While 16th century therapeutics obviously have little relevance 

to modern practice, the reader should see similarities with the contemporary idealized doctor-patient relationship. 

Furthermore, do conflicts that were considered funny five centuries ago elicit similar reactions now? 

Meditation: Practices, Techniques and Health Benefits 

Lucia Brewer 

In series: Religion and Spirituality 
2018. 225 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-223-6. $160.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-222-9. $160.00. 

The Many Benefits of Meditation addresses prenatal meditation and its positive effects on maternal health, fetal health and 

infant health. The authors evaluate a Prenatal Eastern Based Meditative Intervention (EBMI) program developed for pregnant 

Chinese women in Hong Kong in order to evaluate the effects of meditation on pregnancy. The conceptual framework was 

based on the postulation of positive relationships between meditation and pregnancy health which is important for fetal health 
and child health. The following chapter discusses how the exponential growth of mindfulness-based interventions (MBIs) in 

recent years has resulted in a marketisation and commodification of practice (popularly labeled ‘McMindfulness’) which 

divorces mindfulness from its ethical origins in Buddhist traditions. Another article is included which examines the elusive 
primordial energy that the ancient yogis referred to as Kundalini. This energy is said to ascend through each of the seven 

chakras from the base of the spine to the crown of the head. When the Kundalini reaches the crown chakra, cosmic 

consciousness, a restructuring of the psyche, and paranormal abilities have been reported. The authors use a multidisciplinary 
approach to explore how Kundalini is typically expressed and safely managed, and the importance for recognition by health 

care professionals. Next, a review is presented with the objective of determining whether evidence exists that directly 

compares the utility of tai chi/qi gong and mindfulness meditation in the treatment of cancer pain in adults. Several articles 
described the benefits of tai chi/qi gong on the pain experience of adult cancer patients, and multiple articles discussed the 

positive effects of mindfulness practices on pain. A paper is presented which examines the effects of Concentrative 

Meditation on worry, attention, dispositional mindfulness, and decentering. The results suggest that short-term uses of 
concentrative meditation are likely to be effective for worry, which may be associated with enhanced selective attention and 

decentering. Later, the effects of cognitive decentering and thinking errors on eating disorder symptoms among women's 

college students are examined. A structural equation model of questionnaire data (N = 173) revealed that cognitive 

decentering reduced eating disorder tendency by ameliorating thinking errors. The last study combines three distinct 

literatures. Burnout is a huge concern as workers and employers experience losses and challenges due to its effects, and DoS 

and mindfulness have been identified as important psychological traits for coping with burnout. The results of this study 
suggest that both DoS and Mindfulness are negatively correlated with burnout, indicating that these traits are important 

buffers against and resources for coping with emotional exhaustion. 

Men of Invention and Industry 

Samuel Smiles 

In series: Historical Figures 
2018. 315 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-751-4. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-752-1. $230.00. 
This book, originally published in 1884, chronicles men of invention and industry up to the end of the 19th century. The 

early chapters relate to the history of a very important branch of British industry—that of Shipbuilding. A later chapter, 

kindly prepared by Sir Edward J. Harland of Belfast, relates to the origin and progress of shipbuilding in Ireland. The author 
provides as accurate an account as possible of the Invention of the Steam-printing Press and its application to the production 

of newspapers and books,—an invention certainly of great importance to the spread of knowledge, science, and literature, 

throughout the world. The last chapter consists of a series of autobiographies. It may seem at first sight to have little to do 
with the leading object of the book; but it serves to show that a number of active, earnest, and able men were comparatively 

hidden throughout society, ready to turn their hands and heads to the improvement of their own characters, if not to the 

advancement of the general community of which they formed a part. 
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Missionaries and Their Role in Society 

Daniëla Spies 

In series: Religion and Society 
2018. 386 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-914-3. $230.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-915-0. $230.00. 

In this collection, the authors begin by discussing the Qing government which banned the introduction of any new religion 

into imperial China and expelled any persons caught proselytizing. The policies of this Canton system, established in the 
18th century to limit Sino-Western trade, also prevented any close communications between the Chinese and Westerners. It 

was, therefore, extremely difficult for missionaries to spread the Gospel. As a result, missionaries in Guangzhou thought the 

remarkable possibility of a missionary hospital an excellent example of Christian philanthropy. Next, the generative 
collective leadership of Joe Hale and Dennis Lugar in the educational context of their service as transnational missionaries 

is explored. To explain the microhistory of Hale and Lugar's educational leadership and its context, the authors explore the 

societal role of missionaries in relation to worldwide education, and narrate their generativity in leading the Oasis 
International School network through its internationalization process. Additionally, they explore the influence of early 

educational missionaries in Korea by providing a historical context from their first efforts in the 1880’s through the Japanese 

colonial period ending in 1945, and considers the implications for current day CETs. The early Christian educators in Korea 

held diverse views towards their responsibilities, local people, culture, and contemporary issues. This chapter highlights 

some of the missionaries and CETs’ contributions to the promotion of social justice and the restoration of Korean national 
spirit. The objective of the ultimate chapter is to show how a diverse group of Christian missionaries from the First World 

brought skills in medicine, technology and communication that helped to establish their acceptance by and outreach to those 

whom they served. Many physical and sociological hardships were endured by the missionaries, but in each community they 
left a legacy of selfless service and achievements of great value to the inhabitants. 

Multicultural and Citizenship Awareness through Language: Cross Thematic Practices in 

Language Pedagogy 

Eleni Griva and Vasilios Zorbas (Associate Professor of Applied Linguistics and 

Multilingualism, University of Western Macedonia, Greece) 

In series: Dialogues among Civilizations and Cultures 
2017. 337 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53612-679-2. $230.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53612-680-8. $230.00. 

This book offers a theoretical backdrop on issues related to multicultural education and 

intercultural approaches to language pedagogy as well as a wide repertoire of educational 
practices for developing intercultural awareness and communication along with the 

enhancement of second/foreign language skills development. Considering the growing 

multicultural nature of education as well as the development of cultural knowledge, 
intercultural awareness constitutes a significant parameter in promoting effective 

communication and mutual understanding, leading to social inclusion beyond the 

classroom boundaries. These cultural dimensions stress the need for teachers to adopt 
effective practices (in the foreign language classroom) that blend intercultural knowledge 

and understanding, and enable students to identify themselves, understand others, and use 
a foreign language to convey and create a cultural reality. It provides a space to academics, 

researchers and practitioners to present studies and projects that create an environment of 

“interculturality” in foreign language classrooms, in an attempt to open students' minds 
towards the acceptance of “cultural otherness”. This book does not pretend to be a work 

about theory; the authors do not, for example, delve into the complexities of the 

relationship between language, culture and globalization. The focus is on the manner with 
which teachers perceive the cultural dimension of foreign language teaching and learning 

as well as their students’ knowledge of and attitudes toward the target language countries, 

including their reflections on their own teaching practices. The contributors of this book report and reflect on practices that 
heighten students’ multicultural sensitivity and intercultural awareness, and are relevant to a range of stakeholders. They also 

discuss challenges of cross-curricular and CLIL applications in diverse contexts based on playful activities and stories that 

make students “know” and “apply” the culturally appropriate behaviour that goes with a second/foreign language. The book 
consists of a selection of thirteen chapters that comprise eleven studies conducted by the two authors, Eleni Griva and Vasilios 

Zorbas, in collaboration with some researchers. Moreover, two colleagues, who are experts in the field of multiculturalism 

and intercultural communication, were invited to submit a chapter for this book, which is divided into three parts: The first 
part, consisting of four chapters, focuses on multicultural education issues. The second part, consisting of six chapters, 

discusses the role of “play” in multicultural awareness/ intercultural communication and second/foreign language 

development. The third part, consisting of three chapters, centers on aspects and considerations of the CLIL and 
multicultural/citizenship awareness. 
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My Grandfather, Artem Erkomaishvili (DVD and CD Included) 

Anzor Erkomaishvili (Art Director of Rustavi, State Academic Ensemble of Georgian Folk Song 

and Dance, Tbilisi, Republic of Georgia) 

In series: Fine Arts, Music and Literature 
2018. 374 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53612-765-2. $41.00. 

Softcover: 978-1-53612-631-0. $38.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53612-638-9. $38.00. 

In the book My Grandfather, Artem Erkomaishvili, the musical biography of the great 

Georgian singer-chanter Artem Erkomaishvili is described. He was born to a traditional 
family of singers in 1887. He finished school for chanters and became a professional 

chanter thereafter (he knew more than 2,000 hymns). After the October Revolution, 

chanting was forbidden in Georgia. Artem formed a choir in Batumi that won in the first 
Olympiad of the Republic. Since that time, Artem Erkomaishvili’s choirs have always 

deserved the highest appraisals. Though Artem experienced a difficult life that was quite 

painful and tragic, he channeled his talent in order to persevere. The book also comprises 

quite a few references about old singers-chanters. This book informs readers about old 

traditions and customs like the Georgian New Year, Christmas, and Easter holidays. It 

also contains information on the rules for performing the traditional songs “Batonebo” 
(a healing song), “Alilo” (a Christmas song), “Elesa” (a work song), etc. The book is 

also interesting in terms of its ethnographic point of view. Cultural activities such as tree 

cutting, wine-making, the distillation of spirits like Russian vodka, Japanese sake, and 
Georgian araki, the raising of the silkworms, or the carving of the chonguri (traditional 

Georgian musical instrument) are described and detailed within this monograph. The 

musical epoch of Artem Erkomaishvili’s period, which was full of severe repressions 
under the Communist regime echoes throughout the pages. Church hymns, traditional 

songs, and anything connected to this question was strictly banned. Artem Erkomaishvili and his followers saved Georgian 
songs chants at their own risk. It is Artem’s outstanding contribution to the recognition of the Georgian polyphony as a 

masterpiece by UNESCO. The book will act as a detailed reference for folklorists, and lovers of Georgian folk music will 

enjoy it very much. 

Nationalism, National Identity and Movements 

Joel Jensen and Dale Carter 

In series: Political Science and History 
2018. 197 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53614-117-7. $95.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53614-118-4. $95.00. 

Nationalism, National Identity and Movements begins by presenting an examination of how forced migratory movements, 

although seeming to question traditional national principles of the sovereign state as well as undermining or even eroding 
nationalist value systems, ended up strengthening the power of the nation-states during the period after the Second World 

War. In particular, it will investigate how different waves of refugees contributed to the consolidation of one specific type of 

nationalism: the ethnic one. Next, the authors analyse the role of national narratives in the development of national identity. 
This interdisciplinary approach offers a more complete and analytical understanding of how narratives of national identity 

are produced, transmitted and finally consumed by the members of a nation. Also in this book, detailed theoretical rationale 

for the relationships between identification and threat perceptions is presented, exploring the issues related to causal direction 
and links to attitudes toward immigrants and immigration policies. Although having a national identity on its own is not 

troubling, possessing an inflated sense of national identity, referred to as national group narcissism, may lead to biased 

perceptions of intergroup relations. Following this, the authors describe three different types of artworks and the identities 
associated with each artist in order to reveal the complex process through which Korean identity is formed. This research 

identifies the first type of artist as one who left South Korea as an adult in order to be deterritorialized from the given territory, 

and the individual’s Koreanness has been one rediscovered by dialectical play with the Other. Usage of the colonial discourse 
is proposed as a way to represent social relationships, providing additional opportunities for the analysis of the political 

situation in Russia. Thus, the work of contemporary intellectuals who identify themselves as “Russian nationalists” is 

analyzed. Conclusions are made regarding the fundamental conflictual nature of intellectuals. The construction of a unified 
Mexican national identity is depicted in the concluding chapter, in a territory originally divided by adversarial ethnic groups 

into one nation glued by a common language and history. The authors conclude that nationalism in Mexico must be 

understood within educational, historical and contextual influences to assess costs and benefits. 
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Neanderthals in Plato’s Cave: A Relativistic Approach to Cultural Evolution 

George F. Steiner (Negev Rock Art Center, Israel) 

In series: Dialogues among Civilizations and Cultures 
2018. 245 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53611-940-4. $195.00. 
Softcover: 978-1-53613-932-7. $89.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53611-960-2. $195.00. 

Dual inheritance theory (DIT) recognizes the fact that for the last 50 millennia cultural 
evolution has had a marked impact on our anatomy, behavior and cognition. 

Unfortunately, by considering ‘cumulative cultural evolution’ as the ‘natural choice’ of 

all cognitively modern humans, DIT implies that technological innovation is the index 
of progress, and that the ‘ratcheting’ of innovations becomes the ‘goal’ of cultural 

evolution. This is accomplished by developing a certain degree of social complexity in 

which the biased copying of cultural models becomes a technique of cultural 
transmission. Small and isolated populations are therefore ‘doomed,’ and the ‘treadmill 

model’ takes effect, in which the lack of demographic strength results in impaired social 

learning and loss/infidelity in copying. However, the anthropological literature 

documents small and isolated groups that have—despite these ‘handicaps’—developed 

intricate exchange networks that do not necessarily rely on technological innovation 
and function only in low demographical settings. Not only that the parameters upon 

which cultural transmission is based in DIT—prestige, skills, success—are unknown, 

but certain ‘leveling mechanisms’ ensure that these parameters become eliminated and 
thus, no cultural models can rise to prominence. Interestingly, these societies do not 

seem to be plagued by cultural ‘loss’ and, instead of hopelessly running the treadmill 

and living in poverty, they have developed egalitarian and, to an extent, ‘affluent’ 
societies. The cultural evolution of these groups does not rely on accumulation, but rather on ‘reduction.’ The reductive 

cultural orientations of such ‘primitive’ societies are not an ancestral developmental stage, but rather an independent 

achievement. Populations following a reductive cultural orientation—known in anthropology as ‘immediate-return’ hunters-
gatherers—are often described as ‘pedomorphic,’ due to their markedly neotenous features. On the other hand, populations 

that follow a cumulative type of cultural evolution are surprisingly ‘rugged’ phenotypes. In the case of the latter, a cultural 

leap occurred during the Middle/Upper Paleolithic transition, which resulted in the entrenchment of archaic behavioral traits 
upon which hierarchical societies became established. Conversely, in the case of reductive orientations, a cultural regression 

seems to have occurred, but only during the early Holocene. The adoption of a cultural primitivism—immediate-return 

subsistence—offered a degree of flexibility that allowed for a neotenal leap. This enabled the reduction of archaic behavioral 

traits and the emergence of egalitarian societies. 

Peter Singer’s Ethics: A Critical Appraisal 

Amin John Abboud, George L. Mendz (The University of Notre Dame, School of Medicine, 

Sydney, Darlinghurst, NSW, Australia) 

In series: Ethical Issues in the 21st Century 
2018. 304 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-406-3. $195.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-407-0. $195.00. 

Peter Singer is not interested in moral reasoning for its own sake, but insofar as it guides 

action. This book examines the foundational principles and ideas that govern his moral 
philosophy assessing whether he achieves his aim of constructing practical ethics. Singer 

presents his ideas clearly and eloquently, but often they are inconsistent and even 

contradictory. The simplicity with which he puts them forward is commendable, but 
sometimes he reduces important issues to simple slogans. Many of Singer’s ideas are 

highly controversial, but he shows sensitivity towards others; albeit within a utilitarian 

framework. Singer claimed that his revolution in ethics was to be on rational foundations; 
he wanted to make ethics as more scientific, and as with any practical science it must be 

based on theoretical foundations. To create this system, he uses a peculiar definition of 

rationality that is arbitrary and open to criticism. The limitations of Singer’s theoretical 
foundations put into question the normative conclusions of his applied ethics. The 

metaethical writings that underpin his practical conclusions have had limited examination 

and commentary by professional philosophers. This study analyses his views in the light 
of utilitarian thought and the philosophical issues this ethical theory has needed to resolve 

as a moral system. In particular, there is a detailed discussion on Singer’s arguments in 

favour of infanticide. 
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Political Concerns and Literary Topoi in French Grand Opera 

Robert Ignatius Letellier (Lecturer, Madingley Hall, Cambridget, Cambridge, UK) 

In series: Fine Arts, Music and Literature 
2018. 301 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-418-6. $230.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-419-3. $230.00. 

This collection of essays examines the intellectual content and structural underpinning of 

French Grand Opera, which flourished in Paris from 1828-1870. The genre of tragédie 
lyrique was renewed and relaunched by Auber with La Muette de Portici (1828) and 

Rossini with Guillaume Tell (1829). These operas considered the revolutionary struggle 

for national identity that was a growing issue of the age. The great operas that followed 
by Meyerbeer and Halévy considered the political situation in terms of religious freedom, 

the rise of Jewish emancipation and religious toleration in the spread of revolutionary 

ideals in the wake of the Napoleonic Wars. Robert le Diable (1831) had a mythological 
theme that conjured up the Catholic unity of the Middle Ages, Les Huguenots (1836), 

conversely, presented with the bloody strife of the Reformation. La Juive (1835) 

considered the nature of religious freedom in terms of the Jews in Christian society, and 

Le Prophète (1849) the place of poor people in society, with religion as an ideology of 

social change also in terms of the Reformation scenario. Later Verdi’s Don Carlos (1867) 
would present the very issue of personal freedom and its relation to state religion in the 

dark context of the Spanish Inquisition . All of the chapters address these topics from a 

variety of perspectives and emphases. What is the nature of faith in relation to intolerance 
and is fanaticism born of an exegetical process and political ideology? How does the 

traditional symbolism of faith unfold? How is it underscored by a theological 

hermeneutic of history? The trajectory is one of idealism sought, as if in recollection of a Golden Age or prelapsarian situation 
of unity and wholeness. This situation is interestingly addressed, or mirrored in the concept of the pastoral, particularly in 

regards to dance. The balletic interludes of French Grand Opera in fact developed out of a tradition of diversity in the court 

of Louis XIV to comment on a deep structure of failed religion and political idealism. 

Science Policies and Programs: History, Funding and Issues 

Johnnie Rodgers 

In series: Science in a Competitive and Globalizing World 
2018. 192 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53614-107-8. $82.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53614-108-5. $82.00. 

The first chapter of this book is a fact sheet, providing data on past, current and proposed NASA appropriations. The second 

chapter provides an overview of the portion of Department of Defense (DOD) research, development testing and evaluation 
(RDT&E) funding referred to as Defense Science and Technology (Defense S&T). It provides perspectives on the role of 

Defense S&T in supporting US defense capabilities, historical funding levels, recent funding trends and approaches to 

determining how much the federal government should invest in Defense S&T, particularly in basic research. The next 
chapters focus on the appropriations and funding history of the National Science Foundation (NSF), which supports basic 

research and education in the non-medical sciences and engineering. NSF is a major source of federal support for US 

university research, especially in certain fields such as computer science. It is also responsible for significant shares of the 
federal science, technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM) education program portfolio and federal STEM student 

aid and support. The next chapter provides an overview of the history of science and technology (S&T) advise to the President 

and discusses selected recurrent issues for Congress regarding the Office of Science and Technology Policy (OSTP) and 
their management and operations. Finally, Science and technology (S&T) have a pervasive influence over a wide range of 

issues confronting the nation. The last chapter of this book briefly outlines an array of science and technology policy issues 

that may come before the 115th Congress, including but not limited to agriculture, defense, energy, homeland security, 
information technology, physical and material sciences and space. 

Selected Speeches on British Foreign Policy 1738-1914 

Sir Edgar R. Jones 

In series: European Political, Economic, and Security Issues 
2018. 264 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-870-2. $310.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-871-9. $310.00. 

The governing principle of this volume, originally published in 1914, was not rhetorical quality, but historical interest. 
Speeches were selected from the earliest days of reporting downwards, dealing with such phases of foreign policy as were 

of exceptional interest at the time. They were chosen so as to cover a variety of international crises affecting various states. 
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Socialism in the 21st Century 

Richard Westra (Graduate School of Law, Nagoya University, 

Nagoya, Japan) 

In series: Economic Issues, Problems and Perspectives 
2018. 153 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-066-9. $82.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-067-6. $82.00. 
Now is an opportune time to be writing about socialism. 2017 and 2018 are landmark 

years for socialism. 2018, of course, is the 200 year anniversary of the birth of Karl Marx, 

whose name is mostly associated with modern socialism. 2017 is the 100 year 
anniversary of the Soviet Revolution which brought into being the first socialist 

experiment in the world. Furthermore, 2017 is the 150 year anniversary of the 

publication of Volume One of Marx’s monumental Capital. Finally, 2017 is the 100 year 
anniversary of the publication of the iconic short booklet, Imperialism, authored by 

leader of the Soviet revolution, V. I. Lenin. The procedure adopted for this book on 

socialism in the 21st century is as follows: Chapter One sets the stage for the book by 

looking at the way the notion of socialism has gained renewed respectability through calls for it to commence via mainstream 

political parties. Chapter Two considers questions of the sources for socialist ideas and follows how these were progressively 

shaped to animate revolutionary actors in putting socialist experiments into practice. Chapter Three reviews the record of the 
Soviet Union’s socialist journey. It examines Soviet discontents and explanations for this movement; it then ends with a 

review of the initial theoretical response to Soviet failings. Chapter Four explores the transformations undergone by 

capitalism in the 20th and 21st century. The purpose of this is to show that the kind of capitalist economy socialist 
revolutionaries believed would be the antechamber for socialism now no longer exists. 

The Afghan War of 1879-80 

Howard Hensman 

In series: Politics and Economics of the Middle East 
2018. 419 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-686-9. $310.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-687-6. $310.00. 
This book, originally published in 1882, is comprised of a series of letters written from the field of the Second Anglo-Afghan 

War. The author was a correspondent of the Pioneer (the second oldest English language newspaper in India) and the only 

journalist to accompany the Anglo-Indian field forces on their march through Afghanistan. The letters offer a firsthand 
account of the war from a British perspective. 

The Book of the Popes 

Louise Ropes Loomis 

In series: Religion and Society 
2018. 288 pp. 
Softcover: 978-1-53613-786-6. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-787-3. $95.00. 

This book is that of the earliest history of the Papacy, but even were it provided with the most exhaustive notes, it could 
never furnish by itself an adequate basis for a modern narrative. This book is not an attempt to present a history of the Papacy 

during the first six centuries. It is simply the presentation of an ancient text. 

The Copper Garden: New Zealand Novels 

Luke Strongman (Senior Lecturer, Communication, Open 

Polytechnic of New Zealand, Lower Hutt, New Zealand) 

In series: Fine Arts, Music and Literature 
2018. 331 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-094-2. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-107-9. $230.00. 

The Copper Garden: New Zealand Novels is a book of literary criticism and review about 
Aotearoa New Zealand fiction over the past one hundred fifty years. It focuses on those 

novels that have received attention – either with awards, prizes, or critique – and have 

been read to signify or perhaps even “embody” certain aspects of New Zealand character; 
these aspects include place, circumstance, manner, atmosphere, style, or literary 

historical relevance. The Copper Garden: New Zealand Novels presents sixty-five 

vignettes of renowned or critically relevant novels, with the intention of introducing to 
the reader some of the thematical complexities and undercurrents of the authors’ works. 

The approach to the New Zealand novels is chronological, spanning the period of the 
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late nineteenth to the early the twenty-first century. Through his analysis, Luke Strongman hopes to further the critical 

understanding and development of the Aotearoa New Zealand novel as an art form. 

The Evolution of Love 

Emil Lucka 

In series: Family Issues in the 21st Century 
2018. 286 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-868-9. $230.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-869-6. $230.00. 

The object of this book, originally published in 1922 and addressed to all cultured men and women, was to set forth the 

primitive manifestations of love and to throw light on those strange emotional climaxes that the author called "Metaphysical 
Eroticism." She took no account of historical detail, except where it served the purpose of proving, explaining, and illustrating 

her subject. Nor did she hesitate to intermingle psychological motives and motives arising from the growth and spread of 

civilisation. The inevitable result of a one-sided glimpse at historical facts would have been a history of love, an undertaking 
for which she claims to have lacked both ability and inclination. On the other hand, had she written a merely psychological 

treatise, disregarding the succession of periods, she would have laid herself open to the just reproach of giving rein to her 

imagination instead of dealing with reality. 

The Faith of Islam 

Edward Sell 

In series: Religion and Spirituality 
2018. 272 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-682-1. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-683-8. $230.00. 

It is necessary to enter into some explanation as regards the contents of this work, originally published in 1880. It does not 
fall in with its plan to enter into an account either of the life of Muhammad or of the wide and rapid spread of the system 

founded by him. The author’s study was that of the religious system that had grown out of the Prophet's teaching, and of its 

effect upon the individual and the community. What the Church in her missionary enterprise had to deal with, what European 
Governments in the political world had to do with is Islám, and how it influenced those who ruled and those who were ruled 

under it. 

The History of the Thirteen Colonies of North America 1497-1763 

Reginald W. Jeffery 

In series: Political Science and History 
2018. 268 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-640-1. $195.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-641-8. $195.00. 
This book, originally published in 1908, is a short narrative of the History of the Thirteen Colonies. The author endeavoured 

to give as often as possible the actual words of contemporaries, hoping that readers may thereby be tempted to search further 

among the mass of documentary evidence which still needs so much careful study. 

The Inventions and Discoveries of the World’s Most Famous Scientists 

Michael F. Shaughnessy and Manuel Varela (Eastern New Mexico University, Portales, New 

Mexico, USA) 

In series: Distinguished Men and Women of Science, Medicine and the 

Arts 
2018. 353 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-282-3. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-283-0. $230.00. 
Who were those famous men and women of science who gave us so much? What were 

they like? What motivated them and what led them to their amazing discoveries? This 

book takes us on an amazing journey through the hearts, minds and souls of so many 
scientists, inventors and scholars who have given civilization so much over the centuries. 

Many of these scientists had an idea. They had some sort of insight or inspiration when 

they observed the world about them and decided to make it better. They had humankind 
in mind, and they set about their work to improve the human condition. They decided to 

invent. They decided to explore. They decided to investigate and reveal some of nature’s 
deepest and darkest secrets to humankind. Some of these scientists had to overcome 

gargantuan obstacles to reach the pinnacle of their craft and success. Some had to work 

endlessly to develop their insights. Some worked with visible elements, while others 
delved into realms that cannot be seen by the naked eye. Many of these scientists were 
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recognized by their peers and traveled to Gamla Stan in Stockholm, Sweden to receive the highest of honors, the Nobel Prize 

in their field. Some of these scientists’ names are forever etched in our memories; Gregor Mendel, Marie Curie, and others 
will always be noted and recognized for their foundational work, which has given humankind so much. Other scientists and 

their discoveries have laid the foundation for future work in the realms of medicine and other domains. This book takes us 

on a journey so that we can learn more about the lives and passions of the most famous scientists from the past and present. 
Their foibles, their strengths and their passions will be revealed and discovered in this text, just as their discoveries have 

opened the doors for their followers and students that they have mentored over the years. We can learn much from the lives 

of these famous scientists; not just about their studies, but the way in which they conducted their lives and from the 
contributions that they gave to others, their countries and to society at large. We are about to undergo an adventure. An 

adventure into the minds of the world’s most famous scientists and inventors; we will be guided by Dr. Manuel Varela who 

will share his own knowledge and past encounters with some contemporary scientists, as well as some stories that make their 
famous people more human and caring, and more than just a formula. We must acknowledge several people in this endeavor, 

including Ann Varela, Dr. Ken Craddock and other anonymous reviewers. Furthermore, we have to thank Jimmy Kilpatrick 
of EducationViews as many of these interviews appeared first in that online journal. And now, the journey begins: A journey 

not just of interest, but of hope. Hope for a better future for all humankind via the discoveries and the inventions of the 

world’s greatest scientists. 

The Language of Pedagogy Today: What are the New Teaching Challenges? 

Rebecca Soler Costa and Turgay Han (Faculty of Education, University of Zaragoza, Zaragoza, 

Spain) 

In series: Languages and Linguistics 
2018. 239 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-129-1. $160.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-130-7. $160.00. 

In the field of pedagogy, there are different publications about the processes of didactic 
interaction in the classroom. However, there are no scientific works that reflect an analysis 

showing the terms and expressions this language of specialty has in the conformation of 
its lexicon. This linguistic aspect in the discipline of pedagogy (language discourse in 

pedagogy) is extremely necessary and is constantly experiencing changes. When teachers 

interact in and out of the classroom, they make use of a language, terms and expressions 
that contain specific semantic meanings that strictly belong to this epistemological 

community and, in fact, those terms and expressions offer a certain scientific status to the 

pedagogical speech. If we consider that the pedagogical speech is constantly altered by the 

implementation of educative acts, teachers, researches and other educative agents need to 

know the new terms. These reasons have promoted the creation of this book, necessary for 

the professionals that work in the field of education: To analyze what kind of language 
teaching professionals use, how they communicate with students, what are the terms used 

to explain to parents the academic development of their child, etc. The reader will find in 

this book a characterization of the language of pedagogy through the analysis of its 
neologisms, anglicisms and technicisms. This book, then, is aimed at teachers, parents, 

researchers, stakeholders, counsellors, psychologists, pedagogists, teaching professionals, 

and to any interested in the field of education. They will find interesting insights into the 
scientific field of Pedagogy, knowing how a discipline builds its language. It is one step further to learn more about the 

epistemology of this discipline. The reader will find in this book an analysis of the terms that have acquired a specific meaning 

in the language of pedagogy and allow communication in this epistemological community. The book is divided into two 
major parts. The first one provides an extensive and current theoretical framework on neologisms of a loan in the language 

of pedagogy: interlingual loans, voices of classical languages and inter-linguistic loans, with examples to facilitate their 

understanding. The second part of this book shows a terminological analysis of technicisms, secondary terminologizations, 
acronyms and syntactic expressions. Therefore, the reader will have a holistic and specific overview of the language of 

pedagogy to properly understand its terms. Secondary terminologizations constitute a procedure to use the terms of a 

discipline in a different discipline with a new specialized meaning. Acronyms are also very frequent in the language of 

pedagogy and they supplement the lack of technicisms. The syntactic expressions contribute to allow communication 

between professional and non-professional speakers, and are characteristic of the language of pedagogy. Evidently, the 

epistemological community of pedagogy has a special language, which is used in specific communicative contexts and with 
different forms of content. This does not mean it is necessary to develop a semantic analysis, but rather to be aware of how 

words are created and what meanings are legitimized. For all these reasons, the authors considered the book necessary to 

contribute to a better knowledge and understanding of the discipline of pedagogy. 
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The Letters of Queen Victoria. A Selection from Her Majesty's Correspondence between the 

Years 1837 and 1861. Volume 1 (1837-1843) 

Arthur Christopher Benson and Viscount Esher 

In series: Historical Figures 
2018. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53614-295-2. $310.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53614-296-9. $310.00. 

In her early years, Queen Victoria formed the habit of methodologically preserving her private letters. After her accession to 
the throne, she treated her official papers similarly and bound them into volumes, resulting in what might be the most 

extraordinary series of State documents in the world. This book, originally published in 1908, is a collection of those letters 

that serve to bring out the development of the Queen’s character and disposition and to give typical instances of her methods 
in dealing with political and social matters. Nothing comes out more strongly in these documents than the laborious patience 

with which the queen kept herself informed of the minutest details of political and social movements both in her own and 

other countries. 

The Letters of Queen Victoria. A Selection from Her Majesty's Correspondence between the 

Years 1837 and 1861. Volume 2 (1844-1853) 

Arthur Christopher Benson and Viscount Esher 

In series: Historical Figures 
2018. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53614-297-6. $310.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53614-298-3. $310.00. 

In her early years, Queen Victoria formed the habit of methodologically preserving her private letters. After her accession to 
the throne, she treated her official papers similarly and bound them into volumes, resulting in what might be the most 

extraordinary series of State documents in the world. This book, originally published in 1908, is a collection of those letters 

that serve to bring out the development of the Queen’s character and disposition and to give typical instances of her methods 
in dealing with political and social matters. Nothing comes out more strongly in these documents than the laborious patience 

with which the queen kept herself informed of the minutest details of political and social movements both in her own and 

other countries. 

The Letters of Queen Victoria. A Selection from Her Majesty's Correspondence between the 

Years 1837 and 1861. Volume 3 (1854-1861) 

Arthur Christopher Benson and Viscount Esher 

In series: Historical Figures 
2018. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53614-299-0. $310.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53614-300-3. $310.00. 

In her early years, Queen Victoria formed the habit of methodologically preserving her private letters. After her accession to 
the throne, she treated her official papers similarly and bound them into volumes, resulting in what might be the most 

extraordinary series of State documents in the world. This book, originally published in 1908, is a collection of those letters 

that serve to bring out the development of the Queen’s character and disposition and to give typical instances of her methods 
in dealing with political and social matters. Nothing comes out more strongly in these documents than the laborious patience 

with which the queen kept herself informed of the minutest details of political and social movements both in her own and 

other countries. 

The Liberation of Italy, 1815-1870 

Evelyn Martinengo-Cesaresco 

In series: Political Science and History 
2018. 359 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-833-7. $230.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-834-4. $230.00. 

This book, originally published in 1895, traces the principal factors that worked towards the glorious unification of Italy. 
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The Life and Times of Cleopatra, Queen of Egypt: A Study in the Origin of the Roman Empire 

Arthur E. P. Brome Weigall 

In series: Historical Figures 
2018. 279 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53614-301-0. $230.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53614-302-7. $230.00. 

This book, originally published in 1914, is a unique telling of the life of Cleopatra. The author, a well-learned historian of 

his time, offers a truer glimpse of the queen if we can rid ourselves of the influence of any one period and ignore that aspect 
of morality that has developed in us by contact with the age in which we live. Good and evil are relative qualities defined 

largely by public opinion, and it must always be remembered that certain things considered good and evil today may have 

the acceptance and denunciation of yesterday and tomorrow. The author does not presume to offer an apology for the much-
maligned Queen, but he describes the events of her troubled life fairly. The actions of Cleopatra will, without any particular 

advocacy, assume a character that is no uglier than that of every other actor in the strange drama surrounding her life. 

The Life of Abraham Lincoln: Drawn from Original Sources and Containing Many Speeches, 

Letters and Telegrams Hitherto Unpublished. Volume One 

Ida M. Tarbell 

In series: Presidency in the United States 
2018. 302 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-424-7. $270.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-425-4. $270.00. 

The work here was begun in 1894 at the suggestion of Mr. S. S. McClure and Mr. J. S. Phillips, editors of “McClure’s 

Magazine.” Their desire was to add to our knowledge of Abraham Lincoln by collecting and preserving the reminiscences 
of such of his contemporaries as were then living. In undertaking the work it was determined to spare neither labor nor money 

and in this determination Mr. McClure and his associates have never wavered. Without the sympathy, confidence, suggestion 

and criticism which they have given the work it would have been impossible. The author was asked to prepare a series of 
articles on Lincoln covering his life up to 1858 and embodying as far as possible the unpublished material collected. These 

articles, which appeared in “McClure’s Magazine” for 1895 and 1896, were received favorably, and it was decided to follow 

them by a series on the later life of Lincoln. This latter series was concluded in September, 1899, and both series, with 
considerable supplementary matter, are published in the present volumes. The new material collected will, we believe, add 

considerably to our knowledge of Lincoln’s life. Documents are presented establishing clearly that his mother was not the 
nameless girl that she has been so generally believed. His father, Thomas Lincoln, is shown to have been something more 

than a shiftless “poor white,” and Lincoln’s early life, if hard and crude, to have been full of honest, cheerful effort at 

betterment. His struggles for a livelihood and his intellectual development from the time he started out for himself until he 
was admitted to the bar are traced with more detail than in any other biography, and considerable new light is thrown on this 

period of his life. The sensational account of his running away from his own wedding, accepted generally by historians, is 

shown to be false. To the period of Lincoln’s life from 1849, when he gave up politics, until 1858, the period of the Lincoln 
and Douglas Debates, the most important contribution made is the report of what is known as the “Lost Speech.” The second 

volume of the Life contains as an appendix 196 pages of letters, telegrams and speeches which do not appear in Lincoln’s 

“Complete Works,” published by his private secretaries Messrs. Nicolay and Hay. The great majority of these documents 
have never been published at all. The source from which they have been obtained is given in each case. No attempt has been 

made to cover the history of Lincoln’s times save as necessary in tracing the development of his mind and in illustrating his 

moral qualities. It is Lincoln the man, as seen by his fellows and revealed by his own acts and words, that the author has tried 
to picture. This has been the particular aim of the second series of articles. 

The Linguistics of Vocabulary 

Christine Hansen 

In series: Languages and Linguistics 
2018. 129 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-860-3. $82.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-861-0. $82.00. 

In this compilation, the authors open with an analysis of the formation of philosophical terminology in the history of Early-
Modern Ukrainian culture; specifically, two philosophical concepts—dobro and blaho (добро and благо)—are the focus 

here. Both are related to notions of good and wellbeing, but contextual nuances may affect their discrete meanings rather 

significantly. The authors consider the manner in which these two words functioned in the works by the prominent 18th 
century Ukrainian philosopher Hryhorii Skovoroda by way of a study based on a close reading of thirteen of his colloquies. 

Following this, the authors aim to investigate the relationship between morphological awareness and reading in a language 

environment which is phonologically transparent and morphologically challenging, i.e., the Czech language environment. 
The study showed that morphological awareness affected reading speed and accuracy more than phonological awareness. 

Paradoxically, morphological awareness affected reading comprehension less than phonological awareness – authors 

interpreted this to be due to superficial reading style which manifested itself regardless of student age, gender or IQ. 
Continuing, research has indicated that vocabulary depth and breadth are strongly correlated with reading comprehension 

and, consequently, with academic achievement. Recent research has demonstrated that vocabulary can even predict 
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achievement up to 10 years later. Some theoretical models, such as the simple view of reading (Hoover & Gough, 1990) or 

the multicomponent view of reading (Cain, 2009) have received extensive empirical support and provided a clear insight into 
the relationship between reading comprehension and other linguistic variables, including vocabulary. Thus, the implications 

of findings for the design of interventions and for the planning of reading instruction are discussed. The concluding chapter 

aims to discuss relevant underlying theories and review previous empirical studies on language learning in both F2F and 
synchronous computer-mediated communication, as the nature of technology- or computer-mediated communication makes 

enhanced incidental learning feasible. 

The New World of Islam 

Lothrop Stoddard 

In series: Religion and Society 
2018. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53614-232-7. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53614-233-4. $230.00. 
This book, originally published in 1922, is a comprehensive telling of the dramatic transformation of Islam in the Middle 

East throughout the more-than-one-hundred years leading up to the time of its writing. The author considers in great depth 

and breadth the religious, cultural, political, economic, and social aspects that fed this evolution. Then, like now, a gigantic 

transformation was taking place that would affect all mankind. 

The Philosophy of Auguste Comte 

Lucien Lévy-Bruhl 

In series: World Philosophy 
2018. 351 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-644-9. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-645-6. $230.00. 
This book, originally published in 1903, traces the origin of Auguste Comte’s philosophy in the mental effervescence of the 

first generation of the twentieth century towards a reorganisation of society, after the upheaval left by the Revolution and its 

consequences. 

The Philosophy of Natural Theology 

William Jackson 

In series: World Philosophy 
2018. 294 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-829-0. $195.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-830-6. $195.00. 

This book, originally published in 1876, was written in confutation of the Materialism of its time by arguments derived from 

Evidences of Intelligence, Design, Contrivance, and Adaptation of Means to Ends, in the Universe, and especially in Man 
considered in his Moral Nature, his Religious Aptitudes, and his Intellectual Powers; and in all Organic Nature. The 

observation also to be made and supported in the course of the book that the Will and Wisdom of the Creator may be a 

sufficient cause for deviations from the established course of nature, and that the Free-will of man, in things within his power 
and influence, may be a cause of similar deviations. 

The Philosophy of Pseudoabsolute 

Sergi Avaliani (Tbilisi, Georgia) 

In series: World Philosophy 
2018. 
Softcover: 978-1-53613-807-8. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-808-5. $95.00. 

What are the absolute and relative? What are their specific features? What is the main distinction between them? An 
investigation into the roles of the terms absolute and relative as they pertain to human mentality is one of the most difficult 

problems of philosophy. The absolute and the relative denote independence and dependence, and any sphere of real essence 

cannot exist without a certain degree of independence and dependence (i.e., without the absolute and the relative). Every 
field of science implies a certain level of the absolute and relative. The author reviews and gives a detailed analysis of the 

structure of essence - real essence and special essences; he investigates the source of relativity in the empirical knowledge, 

pre-scientific knowledge, scientific knowledge and philosophical knowledge. It is presented that human knowledge is relative 
by itself, although in most cases, consciously or mainly unconsciously, humans creates the absolute, neglecting the relative 

nature of reality and take into consideration only absolute aspects in practical and mental activities. Thus, the absolute created 

is the psuedoabsolute, which, by virtue of its human origins, is relative. However, it functions in both the practical and 
theoretical life of homo sapiens as a genuine absolute. Hence, the psuedoabsolute is a relative absolutized by people. The 

psuedoabsolute is a dialectical unity of the absolute and relative and, as a "third reality," plays a great role in the spiritual life 

of humankind. The author presents his theory of the pseudoabsolute, its concept and form, and investigates the 
pseudoabsolute nature of the human mental world (cognition, value, faith) as one of its fundamental regularities. The whole 
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range of problems of gnoseology, epistemology, axiology and religious faith are interpreted from the standpoint of the 

philosophy of the pseudoabsolute. The book represents a comprehensive account of the principles of the philosophy of the 
pseudoabsolute and is intended for readers interested in the issues of theoretical philosophy. It is also meant for a wide range 

of readers interested in the relative and absolute nature of human mentality. 

The Poetry of Science; or, Studies of the Physical Phenomena of Nature 

Robert Hunt 

In series: World Philosophy 
2018. 327 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53614-234-1. $270.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53614-235-8. $270.00. 
This book outlines all the important discoveries that had been made in natural philosophy up to the end of 1853 near when it 

was published. It conveys an assurance that every truth, however abstract it may appear, has a large popular value if studied 

in its relation to those generalities that embrace great natural phenomena. The True is the Beautiful. Whenever this becomes 
evident to our senses, its influences are of a soul-elevating character. The beautiful, whether it is perceived in the external 

forms of matter, associated in the harmonies of light and colour, appreciated in the modulations of sweet sounds, or mingled 

with those influences which are, as the inner life of creation, ever appealing to the soul through the vesture which covers all 

things, is the natural theme of the poet, and the chosen study of the philosopher. 

The Sino-Indian Border War and the Foreign Policies of China and India (1950-1965) 

Zhang Muchun and Fan Hong (Bangor University, Bangor, Wales, UK) 

In series: Asian Studies 
2018. 284 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-770-5. $195.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-771-2. $195.00. 
There has been growing interest in the historical analysis of the Sino-Indian relations and 

the Sino-Indian border issue, yet little research has focused on the impact of two 

government’s foreign policies concerning the Sino-Indian border issue and border war. 
This book examines the Sino-Indian relations, particularly the Sino-Indian border issue 

and border war, Tibetan issues, and China and India’s foreign policies from the 1950s to 

1960s. This book will discuss the origin and development of the Sino-Indian border issue 
and connections between national diplomatic policies and the border disputes in China and 

India. More specifically, this book aims to illustrate the origins of the Sino-Indian border 

dispute, the role Tibet played in the Sino-Indian border issue, the impacts of their foreign 
policies on the Sino-Indian border issue from the 1950s to the 1960s, the measures both 

states took to ease boundary tensions and conflicts, the reasons for the outbreak of the 

1962 Border War, and the changes to foreign policies the two governments made before 
and after the 1962 Border War. This book involves the collection and analysis of historical 

archival materials and official documents from both China and India. The book is mainly 

aimed at researchers, undergraduates and postgraduate students in the subject areas of the 
history of international relations and Chinese studies. It could be used in a wide range of 

courses since it offers insights into the aspects of historical and international relations 

found within Chinese society. It will be of interest to academic libraries, research institutes, universities, and students either 
as a textbook or as reading material. Due to the appeal and relevance of the subject, this book would also be of interest to 

people who want to know more about the history of Sino-Indian border disputes as well as China and India’s foreign policies 

from 1950 to the 1960s through such a particular and appropriate topic. 

Turkish Prisoners in Egypt 

Coralie Sacré 

In series: The Middle East in Turmoil 
2018. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-790-3. $82.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-791-0. $82.00. 

This book describes the observations of the Red Cross International Committee who visited the camps of the Turkish 

Prisoners of War in Egypt on December 3rd 1916. Specifically, the report gives an account of the Heliopolis Camp (holding 
a total population of 15,000 men), including the t prisoners’ accommodations, bedding, exercise, food, clothing, hygiene, the 

medical attention they received, the work of the prisoners’, if any, religion and recreations, their correspondences, and 

behavior. It also includes their observations on the Hospital at Abbassiah, near Cairo, which Prisoners’ were taken to, as well 
as the Maadi Camp (all prisoners were taken there after capture), and the condition and similar information on other camps 

of the Turkish Prisoners in Egypt. 
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Understanding Cultural Diversity in Education: Perceptions, Opportunities and Challenges 

Inmaculada González Falcón (University of Huelva, Huelva, Spain) 

In series: Education in a Competitive and Globalizing World 
2018. 332 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53614-061-3. $195.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53614-062-0. $195.00. 

Understanding Cultural Diversity in Education: Perceptions, Opportunities and Challenges is 

the result of a collective work by different European, American and Asian experts. The aim 
is to encourage reflection on cultural diversity in the area of social sciences, particularly in 

the field of education. To this end, it includes different research and theoretical works with an 

in-depth study of the concepts that teachers and different educational professionals have in 
relation to cultural diversity, analysing the most common responses to cultural diversity 

management in the socio-educational sphere, highlighting the hurdles, supports and 

opportunities that mediate said process, and emphasising the main challenges to overcome in 
the development of an intercultural school and inclusive society. The different thematic areas 

studied include the value of anthropology in understanding the cultural diversity of 

contemporary societies, the socio-economic conditions influencing the socio-educational 

inclusion of immigrant families, the educational administration’s policies and initiatives on 

interculturality, how educational professionals conceive cultural diversity, how cultural 
diversity is managed in schools, the training needs of teachers in intercultural skills, the 

possibilities of the intercultural curriculum and second language learning for the inclusion of 

immigrant students, and the acculturation and assimilation processes of the Roma community 
in schools. This volume – consisting of ten chapters – has a clear international and 

interdisciplinary projection, combining the views of anthropology, sociology and pedagogy. The studies presented highlight 

the value of qualitative and ethnographic research as well as the active role of students, teachers and school in change, 
research and innovation. This book is a fundamental resource for all those interested in intervention and research on cultural 

diversity in the socio-educational field. 

INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS 

An Approach to Globalization from Different Perspectives 

Erdoğan Bada (Çukurova University, Adana, Turkey and Hakkari University, Hakkari, Turkey) 

In series: Global Political Studies 
2018. 

Softcover: 978-1-53614-248-8. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53614-249-5. $95.00. 
This book deals with a series of topics with a primary focus on the global economy and global business, specifically within 

the context of Turkey. While doing so, it also delves into a globally evolving linguistic phenomenon of the English language, 

having already become a universal medium for practices and applications of the economic world. This book begins with 
globalization, described as a convergence of people by interacting economically, technologically and socially with each 

other, and endevors to describe globalization with a basic approach from a historical perspective. It moves on to argue how 
the Zincirkıran Commission’s purchase of ships heralded Turkey’s appearance in a bipolar world, which emerged in the 

aftermath of World War II by sheding light on how the liberal bloc and trade relations within this bloc developed in the 20th 

century. This book also touches on the effects of globalization on the growth of the Turkish economy using data recorded 
from 1970-2013. Furthermore, it provides room for Weber's Protestant Ethic, the New Institutional Economics and Human 

Capital Theory, which is employed as a framework to explain how social institutions might affect economic growth in the 

long run, and how economic success could be attained through the teaching of ethical values rooted in religion. Concepts, 
such as decentralization, glocalization, localization, and subsidiarity are defined, and effects of globalization on local 

governments are examined in terms of fiscal autonomy and service delivery. A comparison of fiscal autonomy in federal and 

unitary states was provided with a specific focus on fiscal autonomy and decentralization in Turkey. Besides these issues, 
the book also investigates how Turkish foreign policy could adapt to a globalized world during the period of the Justice and 

Development Party. Here, as a specific point, an emphasis is laid on the period when Former Premier Ahmet Davutoglu 

began his Zero Problem policy with neighbors. From a political perspective, this book discusses political discourses arising 
from globalization, suggesting that globalization has failed to deliver its promises concerning issues such as the diminishing 

of nation states, expansion of democratic rule, and more peaceful international societies. As for Middle Eastern policies, the 

authors attempt to unpack Middle Eastern international relations during phases of globalization by particularly focusing on 
an ever-increasing role and impact of violent non-state actors (VNSAs). Finally, since almost all international relations and 

financial transactions in today’s world are carried out through the English language, this book also allocates some room for 

research conducted on English being taught as a global language in Turkey between the period of 2000-2018. 
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China: Conditions, Issues and U.S. Relations 

Lupita Wernher 

In series: Asian Political, Economic and Social Issues 
2018. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53614-262-4. $230.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53614-263-1. $230.00. 

This book is a compilation of recent CRS reports involving China, including maritime territorial and exclusive economic 

zone (EEZ) disputes involving China; background information and issues for Congress on China’s naval modernization effort 
and its implications for US Navy capabilities; a comparison of US and Chinese trade data; China’s proposal for a peace 

mechanism with North Korea; and a review on China’s retaliatory tariffs on selected US agricultural products. 

Colombia: Background, Issues and U.S. Relations 

Augusto Jacinto Espino 

In series: Latin American Political, Economic, and Security Issues 
2018. 

Softcover: 978-1-53614-264-8. $95.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53614-265-5. $95.00. 

This book is a compilation of CRS reports on Columbia, its background and US relations (explored in Chapter One). 

Colombia is the third most populous country in Latin America, with roughly 49 million inhabitants. A key US ally in the 
region, Colombia has endured an internal armed conflict for half a century. In Chapter Two of this book, Colombia’s drug 

policies and how they have evolved are examined in light of Colombia’s peace agreement with the FARC (Revolutionary 

Armed Forces of Colombia) and its changing counternarcotics policy. The next reports examine a revised peace accord that 
was signed by President Juan Manual Santos (in 2016) and FARC (the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia) in an 

effort to end half a century of armed conflict. The last chapter focuses on the Pacific Alliance, a regional integration initiative 

formed by Chile, Colombia, Mexico and Peru on April 28, 2011, which was developed as a way to supplement existing trade 
agreements among the four countries. 

International Event Management: Bridging the Gap between Theory and Practice 

Hugues Seraphin and Maximiliano Korstanje (The University of Winchester, Winchester, UK) 

In series: Marketing and Operations Management Research 
2018. 287 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-664-7. $160.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-665-4. $160.00. 

The event industry is a robust economic force worldwide. It spans into many other 
important sectors like travel, tourism, hospitality, technology, media and communication, 

inter alia. In America, it is estimated that 18 million events are organised yearly, generating 

approximately $280 billion in spending and $66.8 billion in labour income (Event Industry 
Outlook 2016). Events showcase talent and are perhaps those moments when societies and 

communities group together to revive certain traditions and cultures, which are otherwise 

dormant. In other contexts, like the case of tourism, events create economic value for the 
hosting destination, which boosts the economy. In contrast to permanent attractions, an 

event has the potential to promote authenticity and hence, is increasingly tapped by 

marketers for the purpose of differentiation. For instance, destinations celebrate their 
unique culture and heritage through events which represent important milestones in their 

tourism history. Given their capacity to attract visitors and generate profit, tourism 

destinations are increasingly capitalising on events as a diversification strategy. This trend 
has undoubtedly precipitated popularity in event studies and hence the writing of this book. 

The landscape of the book covers a broad spectrum of research. The chapters explore the 

changing dimensions in the industry based on the following themes: - Event Management 
Trends and Policies - Events and Destination Image and Preference - Events and Education 

- Events, Attendees and Organisers In the present book, an attempt is made to cover a wide 

range of events (sport, cultural, festivals and weddings) and issues related to the organisation and management of these events 
(policies, terrorism, etc.). The chapters also provide solutions and strategies for the organisation of successful events 

(protocol, etc.). The book also offers an opportunity to understand attendees from a consumer behaviour point of view. More 

importantly, some chapters cover events from an education point of view by examining the question from both a Higher 
Education perspective (universities) and an event organiser angle (what is done to make people aware of sustainability). The 

editors have invited academics from Africa (Kenya, Algeria), South America (Argentina), Europe (England, Italy and 

Greece), and the Middle East (Abu Dhabi) to contribute thirteen chapters in the fields of their expertise. With its perfect 
combination of theoretical and practical issues, this book aims to share with readers the knowledge needed to professionally 

manage events in different fields. The latest trends including the key theories, concepts and case studies related to event 

management are presented in a manner that intellectually stimulates readers to get ready for an experiential learning journey. 
This book will enable readers to understand the impact of events on destination management organisations, explain the role 

of events in promoting international sport competitions, and understand the key issues in planning and designing 
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collaborative partnerships in event management. Each chapter features a real-life case study to highlight key concepts and 

replace theoretical concepts with practical solutions to effectively approach the organisation of events, as well as preparing 
readers to tackle any challenges they might face in their future opportunities to manage events. 

The European Union and its Debt Crises: The Deception of the Greeks 

John N. Kallianiotis (Economics/Finance Department, The Arthur J. Kania School of 

Management, University of Scranton, Scranton, PA, US) 

In series: European Political, Economic, and Security Issues 
2018. 343 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53614-067-5. $230.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53614-068-2. $230.00. 

The latest global financial crisis has troubled the United States and caused very bad debt 

crises in many Eurozone member nations due to their integration, common currency, and 
public policies, but with different economic structures among themselves. The European 

Union and its Debt Crises: The Deception of the Greeks provides readers with in-depth 

historical, structural, political, and practical knowledge of the European Union, the 

Eurozone, and how to confront the latest financial, economic, and social problems. The 

literature has been enormous on this unique debt crisis for the last eight years, but this 

book goes beyond the theoretical arguments of different outsider technocrats and gives 
details concerning the role of the EU institutions, the role of the EU member governments 

(especially of Greece, which has been deceived so much and for so many years by three 

different political parties in its government), the role of the Troika (Eurogroup, ECB, IMF, 
and later the Quartet), and the effects of the crises on the poor European citizens. These 

crises have unfortunately continued and reanimated recently in Italy. This book also 

discusses the ineffectiveness of the common public policies, the loss of sovereignty, and 
the challenges for the future of these “structures”, the EU and EMU. It also outlines some 

policy suggestions and recommendations for the European – primarily Greek – citizens in 
this globalized world, which is becoming more strenuous each day. 

The Future of the American Military Presence in Europe 

Lloyd J. Matthews (Editor) 

In series: Military and Veteran Issues 
2018. 151 pp. 
Softcover: 978-1-53613-701-9. $82.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-702-6. $82.00. 

Ten years have elapsed since the fall of the Berlin Wall, which served as a fitting symbol for the end of the Cold War. That 
historic juncture brought into question the main edifice of western European security arrangements— the North Atlantic 

Treaty Organization— that had served Alliance members so well since NATO's founding in 1949. It also brought into 

question the rationale for America's continued deep involvement in European security affairs. With the gradual realization 
that the Russian menace is essentially dead, at least for the next 10 to 15 years and perhaps longer, and with NATO's missions 

having evolved well beyond the original purpose of territorial defense, debate on both sides of the Atlantic has begun to 

intensify concerning the vital issue of where NATO should beheaded and America's relation to the Alliance. To bring an 
array of informed voices to the debate, four institutions— the Office of the Assistant Vice Chief of Staff of the U.S. Army, 

the Strategic Studies Institute of the U.S. Army War College, the Irving B. Harris Graduate School of Public Policy Studies 

of the University of Chicago, and the Program on International Security Policy at the University of Chicago— joined hands 
to sponsor a symposium titled “The Future of U.S. Military Presence in Europe," held at the University of Chicago on August 

4, 1999. The present book is an outgrowth of this symposium. It is not designed to set forth a literal record of words and 

events in the mold of the traditional symposium "proceedings," but rather is organized as an anthology of individual chapters 
complemented by selected questions, answers, and comments by symposium participants and attendees. The symposium 

opening address by Deputy Secretary of Defense John Hamre (Chapter 1) and the keynote address by the Supreme Allied 

Commander Europe General Wesley Clark (Chapter 2) cogently set the stage for discussion. Chapters 3, 4, and 5 address the 
first panel topic, "Is Europe Still Strategically Important to the United States?” Chapters 6, 7, and 8 tackle the second topic, 

“Potential New Missions for NATO in the 21st Century,” while Chapters 9, 10, and 11 are devoted to the last topic, “What 

Type of Deployed Forces Does the United States Require to Meet Its Commitments in Europe?” Noteworthy among the 
commentaries is the wrap-up by General Crosbie E. Saint (USA Ret.). AsCommander in Chief of U.S. Army Europe during 

the period of the Gulf War, General Saint supplied the U.S. Army VII Corps, nominally slated as an element of NATO forces, 

to the coalition command that executed Operation DESERT STORM. 
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UNESCO: Current Issues and Challenges 

Miyako Ali 

In series: Government Procedures and Operations 
2018. 107 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-898-6. $82.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-897-9. $82.00. 

UNESCO: Current Issues and Challenges opens by examining the Convention on the Diversity of Cultural Expressions 

approved by UNESCO in 2005, which was intended to be the reference document for cultural diversity, but did not 
contemplate biological diversity. The concept of biological diversity is solidly formed while the concept of cultural diversity 

is barely systematized. Since its foundation in 1945, UNESCO has always advocated that education, science and culture are 

the paths for peace, which must be built upon respect for human rights. Therefore, the following chapter examines the 
UNESCO educational vision following the life cycle of a policy discussed in Jallade, Radi & Cuenin (2001), together with 

its mission of intellectual leadership, specialised knowledge, alliances, fair mediation and advanced monitoring. The policies 

necessary to make the aforementioned possible are also discussed. Following this, a digital project to improve the access to 
the UNESCO World Heritage Site of Mount Etna is presented. It proposes an interactive and multimedia catalog made with 

Google Street View technologies. The catalog can be browsable on a 360° virtual tour, “augmented” by specific aerial tours, 

captions with descriptive sheets and videos and enjoyable also in AR mode. The research presented in the final chapter 

estimates the net present value of a UNESCO World Heritage designation for three WH sites in Nova Scotia(NS), Canada. 

The research employs a cost-benefit analysis where economic benefits are defined as tourism related spending associated 
with the designation, and the costs include the application and ongoing expenses of the designation. It is concluded that the 

net present value of designation exhibits a high degree of heterogeneity among the sites considered. 

LATIN AMERICA 

Alternative Therapies in Latin America: Policies, Practices and 

Beliefs 

Mercedes Saizar, Ph.D. and Mariana Bordes, Ph.D. (National 

Council of Scientific and Technological Research, Argentina) 

In series: Alternative Medicine, Health and Wellness 
2018. 264 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53612-694-5. $195.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-120-8. $195.00. 
This book addresses the phenomenon of alternative therapies in Latin America from the 

point of view of the social sciences by adopting sociological, anthropological, 

ethnographical, and historical perspectives. It gathers the most important and current 
discussions around the topic of alternative therapies. Different outlooks on alternative 

medicines are put into dialogue covering micro and macro aspects of the phenomenon. 

The chapters cover the phenomenon in three countries of great importance within the 
region such as Mexico, Argentina, and Brazil. In the case of Argentina, it comprises cases 

of rural and urban areas. The authors who participate in this compilation are also well-

known researchers in the field. They are stable members of the national research systems in their countries and active 
members of different groups devoted to the study of alternative therapies in sociological contexts, medical anthropology, and 

religions. The book provides a different outlook concerning traditional studies on Latin America; it includes in the debate 

the analysis of a phenomenon usually associated with the urban middle classes, to the context of pluricultural and multi-
ethnic societies, where ethnic groups live together with Creoles and mestizos. 

Colombia: Background, Issues and U.S. Relations 

Augusto Jacinto Espino 

In series: Latin American Political, Economic, and Security Issues 
2018. 
Softcover: 978-1-53614-264-8. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53614-265-5. $95.00. 

This book is a compilation of CRS reports on Columbia, its background and US relations (explored in Chapter One). 
Colombia is the third most populous country in Latin America, with roughly 49 million inhabitants. A key US ally in the 

region, Colombia has endured an internal armed conflict for half a century. In Chapter Two of this book, Colombia’s drug 

policies and how they have evolved are examined in light of Colombia’s peace agreement with the FARC (Revolutionary 
Armed Forces of Colombia) and its changing counternarcotics policy. The next reports examine a revised peace accord that 

was signed by President Juan Manual Santos (in 2016) and FARC (the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia) in an 

effort to end half a century of armed conflict. The last chapter focuses on the Pacific Alliance, a regional integration initiative 
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formed by Chile, Colombia, Mexico and Peru on April 28, 2011, which was developed as a way to supplement existing trade 

agreements among the four countries. 

Ecotoxicology in Latin America 

Cristiano V.M. Araújo and Candida Helena Shinn (CFE, University of Coimbra, Portugal; 

ICMAN-CSIC, Spain, DCI-Ecuactox, ULEAM, Ecuador) 

In series: Environmental Science, Engineering and Technology 
2018. 621 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53610-600-8. $310.00. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-872-6. $217.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53610-609-1. $310.00. 

Latin America is one of the most diverse but also vulnerable regions in the world that 

is under continuous anthropogenic pressure due to increasing urban, industrial and 
agricultural developments. Although there are many research groups studying the 

impacts caused by those pressures, the results and conclusions obtained by many of 

them are largely unknown because their studies are mostly published at the local or 

regional scale. Ecotoxicology in Latin America represents an effort to collect and share 

research performed in Latin America in the area of ecotoxicology and environmental 

risk assessment, presenting a collection of relevant and innovative studies focused on 
the following topics: (i) Contaminant entrance, transportation, distribution and fate; (ii) 

Environmental risk in freshwater ecosystems; (iii) Ecological risk in coastal zones; (iv) 

Biomonitoring programs: water, sediment and air; (v) Physiological effects and 
biomarkers; (vi) Soil ecotoxicology; (vii) Bioaccumulation and human risk; (viii) 

Toxicity of emerging contaminants; and (ix) Frontiers in Ecotoxicology. This selection 

of topics aims at covering the most important subjects and applications of 
ecotoxicology, including classical and novel subjects. Therefore, this book contains 

chapters related to different environmental compartments prone to contamination 
(water, sediment, soil and air), to different contamination sources (agriculture, industry, 

urban discharges and natural emissions), and to multiple biological responses at 

different organizational levels (individual to ecosystems, including human beings). It is envisioned to have an international 
projection within and beyond Latin American countries, as it is a great opportunity to increase the networks not only among 

Latin American research teams working on similar subjects, but also with teams from other regions. The idea of this book 

was to favor the connection among groups to quickly improve the development of methods and their application in 

ecotoxicological and environmental risk studies in Latin America. This book will be useful to important sectors of 

environmental sciences and related areas, and to specific target demographics such as students and researchers acting in 

environmental studies, and decision-makers (i.e., politicians and environmental organizations). Ecotoxicology in Latin 
America presents 34 chapters authored by 111 researchers from 12 Latin American countries (Argentina, Brazil, Chile, 

Colombia, Costa Rica, Cuba, Ecuador, Mexico, Panama, Peru, Uruguay, and Venezuela) and from 6 non-Latin American 

countries (Austria, Belgium, Italy, Portugal, Spain, and USA). 

Latinos in the 21st Century: Their Voices and Lived Experiences 

Inigo Álvarez and Ada Vargas 

In series: Latin American Political, Economic, and Security Issues 
2018. 154 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-074-4. $82.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-075-1. $82.00. 

Latinos in the 21st Century: Their Voices and Lived Experiences opens with the presentation of a study consisting of written 

surveys, focus groups, and individual interviews with 58 men and women who were seeking employment through the Malibu 
Community Labor Exchange (MCLE) at the time of the study and were predominantly Hispanic immigrants. A central aim 

of this study is to develop an understanding of how Spanish-speaking Hispanic immigrant day laborers have fared financially 

in the aftermath of the economic crisis of 2007-2008, while also providing insights on the important role that a labor 
exchange, such as the MCLE, plays in the financial wellbeing of Hispanic immigrant workers. Additionally, the use of a 

narrative approach to facilitating therapeutic conversations as a model for understanding and empowering Latinas and their 

lived experiences. The resiliency and strengths of Latina immigrants in adapting and coping with resettlement in a new 
country are also addressed. Next, the authors present an analysis usiung 2015 American Community Survey data to explore 

the determinants of homeownership among Cuban-Americans in the U.S. Homeownership is an important wealth-generating 

mechanism and access to it can determine the future socio-economic standing of the second generation and beyond. Drawing 
insights from the literatures on systemic racism and assimilation, this analysis tests two competing theories of 

homeownership stratification among Cuban-Americans. The final chapter focuses on the Latino migrant worker experience 

in the United States and its impact on their living conditions. Latino migrant workers (LMWs) constitute a paradigmatic case 
of a population subject to structural vulnerability. The authors argue that the dysfunctional U.S. immigration system creates 

a system of structural vulnerability which generates precarious circumstances in LMWs’ everyday lives and health status. 
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Mexico: Background, Issues and Recent Developments 

Sinjin Delta Griffin 

In series: Latin American Political, Economic, and Security Issues 
2018. 

Softcover: 978-1-53614-268-6. $95.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53614-269-3. $95.00. 

This book is a compilation of CRS reports from 2017 and 2018 on Mexico, its background and US Relations. Congress has 

maintained significant interest in Mexico, an ally and top trade partner. The first chapter provides an overview of political 
and economic conditions in Mexico, followed by assessments of selected issues of congressional interest in Mexico: security 

and foreign aid, extraditions, human rights, trade, migration, energy, education, environment and water issues. The second 

chapter or report is a primer on US and Mexican water sharing. It focuses on the sharing of surface waters. The third chapter 
addresses seasonal agricultural import competition in the NAFTA renegotiation. Mexico’s production of some fruits and 

vegetables – tomatoes, peppers, cucumbers, berries and melons – has increased sharply in recent years, in large part to 

Mexico’s investment in large-scale greenhouse production facilities and other types of technological innovations. The next 
chapter provides an overview of the United States’ energy trade with Canada and Mexico. It quantifies current trends in US 

energy trade across the fuel categories, the potential for future trade, and key factors that may affect that potential – especially 

energy transportation infrastructure. The last report included in this book is a three-page report on Mexico’s transnational 

criminal organizations (TCOs), which have been identified for years as the greatest organized crime threat to the US given 

their strong links to drug trafficking, money laundering and other crimes. 

The Contemporary Caribbean: Issues, Challenges, and Opportunities 

Clinton Beckford, Ph.D. (Faculty of Education, University of Windsor, Windsor, ON, CA) 

In series: Central America and the Caribbean 
2018. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53614-087-3. $195.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53614-088-0. $195.00. 

The Contemporary Caribbean: Issues, Challenges and Opportunities explores a number of contemporary issues facing the 

Caribbean, which will be of broad interest to a regional and global audience. The book is written from multiple academic 
perspectives, but with a strong focus on social sciences. The book will be of interest to a wide and diverse global audience 

interested in the Caribbean and small island developing states, including: • university professors • researchers and scholars • 

university students • agricultural scientists and practitioners • agricultural policy-makers This book is important in adding to 
the slowly expanding literature on the Caribbean. The contributors are Caribbeanists – researchers and scholars who have 

conducted extensive research in the region in their chosen fields and are thus experts in their fields. The perspectives they 

share are thus considered and evidenced-based, framed by their extensive knowledge of the regional context, and argued 
with regional nuance. It is hoped that readers will find this book insightful, and interesting. Two assessments by Caribbean 

scholars underscore the value of this volume at this time. 

Tourism and Protected Areas in Brazil: Challenges and Perspectives 

André de Almeida Cunha, Teresa Cristina Magro-Lindenkamp and Stephen Ford McCool 

(Professor of Ecology and Tourism, Deptartment of Ecology, Institute of Biology, University of 

Brasília, Brasília, Brazil) 

In series: Tourism and Hospitality Development and Management 
2018. 348 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-548-0. $230.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-549-7. $230.00. 

Tourism and Protected Areas in Brazil: Challenges and Perspectives intends to support 

research and management practices in the real world and build a capacity to strengthen 
connections between Brazilian society and its natural heritage. The chapters highlight 

public policy, planning and management issues to link theory and practical application of 

implementing tourism in protected areas. The book focuses on the analysis of social, 
environmental and managerial aspects that facilitate new approaches to tourism planning 

in protected areas. Upcoming challenges, such as public-private partnerships for tourism 

development, fewer resources from governments, and increasing visitor numbers are key 
topics in dealing with market demand to guarantee principles of sustainable tourism in 

Brazilian protected areas. Nature-based tourism remains a new area of knowledge in 

Brazil, with some papers published in regional and national journals. However, there is an 
increasing flux of tourists and a high demand to improve visitor experiences in these 

protected areas. Brazilian landscapes possess a myriad of nature-based tourism 

opportunities, indigenous cultures, and incredible biodiversity. Sustainability of these rely 
on research and support. This book is an insightful reference to how tourism challenges 

and opportunities are managed in Brazilian protected regions. The content and language 

are directed at undergraduate and graduate students, as well as tourism managers in these 
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areas. Other beneficiaries of this publication include NGOs and students from tourism, environmental sciences, ecology, 

biology, sociology, economics, and interdisciplinary areas about protected areas within a developing country. This is a 
welcome reference for researchers worldwide, especially for studies on Brazilian nature-based tourism published in English 

are scarce. A number of new undergraduate, graduate and specialization courses focusing on nature tourism, ecotourism, 

sustainable development, and protected-area management have been created in the last decade in Brazil. Although 
international courses in developed countries focus on contributing to sustainable tourism and research in protected areas, 

there are few examples with a distinct focus on viable economic application and planning in Brazil. This book fills in a part 

of this gap. From the viewpoint of Brazilian researchers, it addresses the reality of the unique theoretical and practical issues 
facing these economies. It also discusses strategies in applications that focus on improving the benefits from tourism in these 

protected areas. 

Venezuela: Current Issues and Challenges 

Lorena Bradley 

In series: Latin American Political, Economic, and Security Issues 
2018. 224 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53614-013-2. $160.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53614-014-9. $160.00. 

The death of Venezuelan President Hugo Chavez on March 5th 2013 after 14 years of populist rule, has implications not 

only for Venezuela’s political future, but potentially for the future of US – Venezuelan relations. This book provides a brief 
discussion of those implications. Venezuela is facing a political crisis under the authoritarian rule of President Nicolas 

Maduro, who appears to have continued to consolidate power over the political opposition in recent months. Underpinning 

Venezuela’s political crisis is an economic crisis. Venezuela is a major oil producer and exporter, and the 2014 crash in oil 
prices, combined with years of economic mismanagement, hits Venezuela’s economy hard. This book analyses the current 

economic crisis in Venezuela, arguably the most acute crisis in the global economy today, including the causes, policy 

responses by the government and recent developments. It also examines how the crisis affects US economic interests, 
including US investor’s holdings of Venezuelan bonds, Venezuelan assets in the United States, US – Venezuelan trade and 

direct investment, and possible future involvement of the International Monetary Fund (IMF) in the crisis. 

LAW 

Criminal Justice Issues in the United States 

Javier Plaisance 

In series: Criminal Justice, Law Enforcement and Corrections 
2018. 244 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-819-1. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-820-7. $95.00. 
The CRS Reports that comprise this book examines criminal justice issues we are currently facing in the United States. The 

first chapter examines mental incompetency and firearms ineligibility, and amendments to acts such as the Restoring 

Americans’ Healthcare Freedom Reconciliation Act, which were initiated after the mass shootings in San Bernardino in 
December 2015 and in Orlando in June 2016. The next report examines how domestic terrorism, hate crime and homegrown 

violent extremism relate (and differ) from one another and current trends. Additional reports include an overview on human 

trafficking trends, background, federal programs and issues for Congress on missing adults (age 18 and older). The Federal 
Bureau of Investigation (FBI) reported that as of December 31, 2016, approximately 54,000 cases were pending. Finally, as 

a general rule, federal judges must impose a minimum term of imprisonment upon defendants convicted of various controlled 
substance (drug) offenses and drug-related offenses. The severity of those sentences depends primarily upon the nature and 

amount of drugs involved, the defendant’s prior criminal record, any resulting injuries or death, and in the case of the related 

firearms offenses, the manner in which the firearm was used. This last chapter revisits the mandatory minimum sentencing 

of federal drug offenses and offenders in the United States. 

Criminal Justice: Government Policies and Programs 

Quincy Franks 

In series: Law and Legal Issues in the United States: Analyses and Developments 
2018. 
Softcover: 978-1-53614-196-2. $82.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53614-197-9. $82.00. 

The United States has gradually shifted its formal drug policy from a punishment-focused model toward a more 
comprehensive approach – one that focuses on prevention, treatment and enforcement. The federal government has 

demonstrated growing support for the drug court model primarily through financial support of drug court programs, federal 

drug courts, research and various drug court initiatives. This book includes an overview on federal support for drug courts; 
an overview of recent trends in the enforcement of the Bank Secrecy Act (BSA), the principal US anti-money laundering 
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law regulating financial institutions; an overview on the mandatory minimum sentencing of federal drug offenses; a 

discussion on the legislative provisions that govern the US Department of State’s production of the annual TIP (Trafficking 
in Persons) Report, reviews country ranking trends in the TIP Report, and identifies recent congressional oversight of and 

legislative activity to modify the TIP report; an finally, an analysis of the use of special prosecutors and independent counsels 

under now-expired provisions of the Ethics in Government Act of 1978, as well as the use of special counsels that are 
currently authorized by DOJ regulations. 

Massachusetts Rules of Domestic Relations Procedure 

Ryan McLeish 

In series: Family Issues in the 21st Century 
2018. 157 pp. 
Softcover: 978-1-53613-780-4. $82.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-781-1. $82.00. 

Massachusetts Rules of Domestic Relations Procedure including amendments effective December 1st 2009. It was originally 
published by the Massachusetts Trial Court Law Libraries. This includes multiple sets of procedural rules and standing orders 

related to family law practices in Massachusetts, as well as background information on the rules’ intent and history. 

Peacekeeping: Global Perspectives, Challenges and Impacts 

Pablo Antonio Fernández-Sánchez (Departamento de Derecho Internacional Público y 

Relaciones Internacionales, Universidad de Sevilla, Facultad de Derecho (Campus Ramón y 

Cajal), Sevilla, Spain) 

In series: International Law and Regulation – Aspects and Horizons 
2018. 609 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-431-5. $310.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-432-2. $310.00. 

There is no legal instrument specifically designing peacekeeping operations. These 

operations form part of what legal science calls the subsidiary bodies of international 
organisations and are not expressly provided for in their founding charters — with the 

exception, in the case of the EU, of the Treaty of Lisbon. Any definition of what PKOs 

are must be established on an ad hoc basis and based on practice. Without disparaging 
other international institutions, it is the United Nations, by its universal nature, that can 

and must harmonise any efforts to achieve such peacekeeping and international security. 

However, the United Nations cannot assume a monopoly of international peacekeeping 
and security. For this reason, this book analyses the peacekeeping activities of the 

regional organisations, such as the EU, OSCE, NATO, or any other. Diverse and specific 

local experiences have been very useful for peacekeeping. This has been the case with 
the new functions taken on by PKOs such as protection of the cultural heritage, 

participation of the World Bank, the new war on terrorism, etc., all of which require new 

analyses that can be included in a more functional context. Any measures adopted in 
peacekeeping missions must take gender into account, given its enormous impact and it 

is therefore essential to examine this issue. These aspects are included in the book. The 
study of the impact peacekeeping operations have on human rights, on the financial 

conditions of the people living in the places to which peacekeepers are deployed, on 

child protection, etc. are others issues covered within this book. 

LINGUISTICS 

Multicultural and Citizenship Awareness through Language: Cross Thematic Practices in 

Language Pedagogy 

Eleni Griva and Vasilios Zorbas (Associate Professor of Applied Linguistics and 

Multilingualism, University of Western Macedonia, Greece) 

In series: Dialogues among Civilizations and Cultures 
2017. 337 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53612-679-2. $230.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53612-680-8. $230.00. 
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This book offers a theoretical backdrop on issues related to multicultural education and 

intercultural approaches to language pedagogy as well as a wide repertoire of educational 
practices for developing intercultural awareness and communication along with the 

enhancement of second/foreign language skills development. Considering the growing 

multicultural nature of education as well as the development of cultural knowledge, 
intercultural awareness constitutes a significant parameter in promoting effective 

communication and mutual understanding, leading to social inclusion beyond the 

classroom boundaries. These cultural dimensions stress the need for teachers to adopt 
effective practices (in the foreign language classroom) that blend intercultural knowledge 

and understanding, and enable students to identify themselves, understand others, and use 

a foreign language to convey and create a cultural reality. It provides a space to academics, 
researchers and practitioners to present studies and projects that create an environment of 

“interculturality” in foreign language classrooms, in an attempt to open students' minds 
towards the acceptance of “cultural otherness”. This book does not pretend to be a work 

about theory; the authors do not, for example, delve into the complexities of the 

relationship between language, culture and globalization. The focus is on the manner with 
which teachers perceive the cultural dimension of foreign language teaching and learning 

as well as their students’ knowledge of and attitudes toward the target language countries, including their reflections on their 

own teaching practices. The contributors of this book report and reflect on practices that heighten students’ multicultural 
sensitivity and intercultural awareness, and are relevant to a range of stakeholders. They also discuss challenges of cross-

curricular and CLIL applications in diverse contexts based on playful activities and stories that make students “know” and 

“apply” the culturally appropriate behaviour that goes with a second/foreign language. The book consists of a selection of 
thirteen chapters that comprise eleven studies conducted by the two authors, Eleni Griva and Vasilios Zorbas, in collaboration 

with some researchers. Moreover, two colleagues, who are experts in the field of multiculturalism and intercultural 

communication, were invited to submit a chapter for this book, which is divided into three parts: The first part, consisting of 
four chapters, focuses on multicultural education issues. The second part, consisting of six chapters, discusses the role of 

“play” in multicultural awareness/ intercultural communication and second/foreign language development. The third part, 

consisting of three chapters, centers on aspects and considerations of the CLIL and multicultural/citizenship awareness. 

The Linguistics of Vocabulary 

Christine Hansen 

In series: Languages and Linguistics 
2018. 129 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-860-3. $82.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-861-0. $82.00. 

In this compilation, the authors open with an analysis of the formation of philosophical terminology in the history of Early-

Modern Ukrainian culture; specifically, two philosophical concepts—dobro and blaho (добро and благо)—are the focus 
here. Both are related to notions of good and wellbeing, but contextual nuances may affect their discrete meanings rather 

significantly. The authors consider the manner in which these two words functioned in the works by the prominent 18th 

century Ukrainian philosopher Hryhorii Skovoroda by way of a study based on a close reading of thirteen of his colloquies. 
Following this, the authors aim to investigate the relationship between morphological awareness and reading in a language 

environment which is phonologically transparent and morphologically challenging, i.e., the Czech language environment. 

The study showed that morphological awareness affected reading speed and accuracy more than phonological awareness. 
Paradoxically, morphological awareness affected reading comprehension less than phonological awareness – authors 

interpreted this to be due to superficial reading style which manifested itself regardless of student age, gender or IQ. 

Continuing, research has indicated that vocabulary depth and breadth are strongly correlated with reading comprehension 
and, consequently, with academic achievement. Recent research has demonstrated that vocabulary can even predict 

achievement up to 10 years later. Some theoretical models, such as the simple view of reading (Hoover & Gough, 1990) or 

the multicomponent view of reading (Cain, 2009) have received extensive empirical support and provided a clear insight into 
the relationship between reading comprehension and other linguistic variables, including vocabulary. Thus, the implications 

of findings for the design of interventions and for the planning of reading instruction are discussed. The concluding chapter 

aims to discuss relevant underlying theories and review previous empirical studies on language learning in both F2F and 
synchronous computer-mediated communication, as the nature of technology- or computer-mediated communication makes 

enhanced incidental learning feasible. 
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LITERATURE AND FINE ARTS 

Art and Music: Past, Present and Future Perspectives 

Angla Lear and Min Street 

In series: Fine Arts, Music and Literature 
2018. 142 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53614-113-9. $82.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53614-114-6. $82.00. 

“How, under the condition of radical ambiguity, can a work of art be political?” In Art and Music: Past, Present and Future 

Perspectives, the authors begin by arguing that this question only yields a satisfying answer if we look at contextual 
conditions, both of production and of reception. Using the case of street-art, the central claim of the opening chapter is that 

risk can be framed as one central, distinctive fault line. After some general remarks concerning morphogenesis and 

Darwinism, the following chapter considers the transition from biological morphogenesis to semiogenesis, the impact if 
individuation and the relevance of tradigenetic and ratiogenetic processes. The morphogenesis of basic cognitive schemata 

enabling the formation of sentences is also described. Next, the authors explore the characteristics of Korean artists’ cultural 

practices in the context of globalization in which the influences of global capitalism dominate. This book aims to interpret 
artists’ concern with universality in art, the most significant priority for Korean artists who live both within and outside 

Korea, employing French philosopher Deleuze’s theories. Focusing predominantly on women illustrators beyond Eyvind 

Earle’s iconic 1959 work on the Disney film Sleeping Beauty, the authors also examine key artistic representations of 
Sleeping Beauty stories, comparing and contrasting elements of gender, culture, and aesthetics. Given the context of Sleeping 

Beauty as children’s literature, the authors also take into account art education considerations of her representation through 

the ages. In the final chapter, the authors present a literature review on musical performance anxiety in singers, their teacher’s 
self-perception and their own in the different phases of their formation. The main signs and symptoms characteristic of 

musical performance anxiety and the possible implications to the voice during musical performance, including its treatment, 

are also addressed. 

The Copper Garden: New Zealand Novels 

Luke Strongman (Senior Lecturer, Communication, Open Polytechnic of New Zealand, Lower 

Hutt, New Zealand) 

In series: Fine Arts, Music and Literature 
2018. 331 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-094-2. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-107-9. $230.00. 
The Copper Garden: New Zealand Novels is a book of literary criticism and review about 

Aotearoa New Zealand fiction over the past one hundred fifty years. It focuses on those 

novels that have received attention – either with awards, prizes, or critique – and have 
been read to signify or perhaps even “embody” certain aspects of New Zealand character; 

these aspects include place, circumstance, manner, atmosphere, style, or literary 

historical relevance. The Copper Garden: New Zealand Novels presents sixty-five 
vignettes of renowned or critically relevant novels, with the intention of introducing to 

the reader some of the thematical complexities and undercurrents of the authors’ works. 

The approach to the New Zealand novels is chronological, spanning the period of the 
late nineteenth to the early the twenty-first century. Through his analysis, Luke 

Strongman hopes to further the critical understanding and development of the Aotearoa 

New Zealand novel as an art form. 
 

MANAGEMENT 

Advances in Business and Management. Volume 14 

William D. Nelson 

In series: Advances in Business and Management 
2017. 253 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53612-615-0. $250.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-616-7. $250.00. 
Chapter One by Constantine I. Tongo, PhD categorizes contemporary work motivation philosophies into three wide-ranging 

classifications, with the goal to concisely present gray areas that research yet to examine. In Chapter Two, Victoria A. Felix, 

Mercedes Gremillion, and Walt Buboltz, PhD provide readers with a thorough overview of recent literature concerning sleep 
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health and workplace efficiency. Next, Chapter Three by Alidou Ouedraogo, PhD seeks to answer the question, “What are 

the factors that determine the ability of the informal sector to endure large scale crises?” In Chapter Four, Diego Matricano 
recommends a method of open innovation while outlining the main facets of inbound and outbound knowledge flows. Simo 

Salminen provides a Finnish perspective on occupational injuries, risk factors, risk groups, and consequences in Chapter 

Five. Following this, Luis Alfonso Dau proposes a research program directed at comprehending the influence of ethnic and 
political arrangements on MNE growth and activity in the BRICS countries in Chapter Six. Lastly, Chapter Seven explores 

the challenges encountered in rural areas of Lithuania and presents social entrepreneurship as an opportunity to develop the 

country. 

Advances in Business and Management. Volume 15 

William D. Nelson 

In series: Advances in Business and Management 
2018. 232 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53614-188-7. $250.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53614-189-4. $250.00. 

Advances in Business and Management. Volume 15 begins by presenting a paper examining the depth and range of 

psychological stressors and strains that entrepreneurs encounter in their new ventures, aiming to further clarify the confusion 

and inconsistencies of being self-employed. The following study was conducted in order to analyze the impacts of IT on e-

business adoption and to understand the effects of quality IT strategies in e-business performance. Focusing on Chinese users 
through an online survey, the measurement instrument of this research model was developed from various studies. The 

authors go on to discuss brand management and the way in which it attempts to tap into collective meanings, associating life-

world categories of thought and emotion. A seduction takes place whereby a captured emotional involvement with 
advertisements confuses the imaginary with perception and circumvents rational thought prior to purchase—all likely to 

evolve in directions anticipated by the market specialists. One paper shows that the manner an organisation approaches 

strategic planning is significant. A case study rooted in stewardship, service and divine endowments develops theoretical 
findings drawing from biblical strategy and blends these with contemporary strategic human resource management. Social 

impact assessment (SIA) has become a recent concept of interest within the business and public domains, soliciting further 

study by academics. SIA is an interdisciplinary social science that incorporates various fields and is regarded as a technique 
for predicting social impacts as part of an environmental impact assessment (EIA) or as a stand-alone process. This book 

contributes to the knowledge base of SIA and its relationship with b-corporations and integrated reporting, providing insights 

between these two fields of research. The penultimate current chapter embraces a topic which is still underdeveloped in the 
literature: how corporate social responsibility may or may not influence brand equity. Therefore, the authors conducted a 

literature review to analyse past studies on this topic, focusing on four major aspects. Today every customer is digital 

customer, and every enterprise is digital enterprise. It is proposed that the significantly changing business environment 

requires enterprises to rapidly change their structures, processes and systems in order to save their customers and to remain 

competitive and compliant to the requirements of the modern digital economy. 

Benefits of Coaching in Management in Terms of Social Intelligence Enhancement 

Zuzana Birknerová, Lucia Zbihlejová and Miroslav Frankovsky (Associate Professor, Faculty 

of Management, University of Prešov in Prešov, Slovakia) 

In series: Management Science - Theory and Applications 
2018. 155 pp. 
Softcover: 978-1-53613-381-3. $82.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-382-0. $82.00. 

Are you a manager who wants to have a satisfied and happy team to work with? Are you training to become one? Are you a 
business coach or aiming to become one? Are you a management or business student trying hard to learn how to be successful 

in the field? Are you an academician, a researcher, or a psychologist? Or are you simply 

someone who wants or has to work with people and thus needs to know how to do so 
effectively? If you answer “yes” to at least one of these questions, then the presented 

publication is designed particularly for you. It contains essential information on what 

managerial coaching is, how it works, how it can help in social interactions, and how it 
can enhance the social intelligence of managers as well as their subordinates. The book 

further presents information on what social intelligence is, how it can be developed and 

measured, and how it can be enhanced not only by successful managerial coaching, but 
also corporate training. It includes the results of several research studies dedicated to these 

matters, and provides two complete methodologies for measurement of social intelligence 

(MESI – Measuring Social Intelligence) and coaching (AC – Assessment of Coaching) as 
effective managerial tools. 
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Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR): Practices, Issues and Global 

Perspectives 

Charles Richard Baker (Willumstad School of Business, Adelphi 

University, Garden City, New York, USA) 

In series: Management Science - Theory and Applications 
2018. 348 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-252-6. $160.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-253-3. $160.00. 

Corporate Social Reponsibility is a topic that has gained widespread significance in recent 

years in a variety of academic disciplines, as well as in corporate boardrooms. Edited by 
Professor C. Richard Baker of Adelphi University, New York, this book presents nine 

orginial chapters addressing CSR practices and issues from a global perspective. The 

expert authors come from a variety of different countries and as a result they offer a global 
perspective on issues related to CSR. The areas of specialization of the authors range from 

banking and investment management, to marketing luxury goods, to construction and 

manufacturing. The appraoches towards CSR include methodological perspectives 
ranging from theoretical studies, to empirical analyses, to surveys and case studies. As a whole, the authors take the position 

that CSR is both important and something which should be encouraged on a worldwide basis. This book may be a useful 

accompaniment to both undergraduate and graduate courses with a focus on business and society, corporate social 
responsibility as well as business ethics and management. In addition, it would be a useful resource for academics interested 

in pursuing research on CSR issues and business executives interested in studying CSR practices from a global perspective. 

Corporate Social Responsibility: Challenges in Diversity, Accountability and Sustainability 

Bernabé Escobar-Pérez and María del Mar Miras-Rodríguez (University of Seville, Spain) 

In series: Management Science - Theory and Applications 
2018. 

Softcover: 978-1-53614-293-8. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53614-294-5. $95.00. 
Nowadays, the relevance of Corporate Social Responsibility in private firms is undeniable as well as it is increasingly 

important for public organizations. Although the idea that firms had some responsibilities to society beyond that of making 

profits has been around for centuries, it was not until the end of the last century that CSR became a reality in business and 
one of the determinant factors that has been taken into account in decision-making. A good diversity management strategy 

as well as the development of a suitable accountability policy are decisive for being considered as a socially responsible 

organization. Notwithstanding, it seems that in some cultural environments it is no longer enough to be socially responsible. 
Stakeholders demand transparency and to know more about the CSR engagement of each organization. In this sense, 

companies should include CSR in their core strategy and go beyond their commitment to CSR and to carry out a proper CSR 

communication strategy. All these sustainable behaviors will have an impact on companies’ reputations if they are recognized 
by their stakeholders. This book aims to provide more evidence to the field of knowledge through the study of this topic by 

considering the points of view from diverse fields of knowledge and applying different empirical methodologies. 

Financial Risk Management Case Studies in Cameroon 

Visemih William Muffee (Higher Institute of Commerce and Management, The University of 

Bamenda, Tubah Sub-Division, North West Region, Cameroon) 

In series: Politics and Economics of Africa 
2018. 218 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-317-2. $160.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-318-9. $160.00. 

Financial Risk Management Case Studies in Cameroon is designed to improve the risk 
management skills of all finance managers. Risk management is a recent field of study that 

points out the necessity for finance managers to help their organisations or companies and 

come up with desired benefits, which will encourage the various stakeholders to keep on 
having trust in the various organisations. The text offers diversity in terms of financial risk 

management. It provides risk management case studies in the service providing 

organisations, especially in the finance sector, where heavy financial risks are 
predominantly present. It is hoped that this text would serve as a useful financial risk 

management tool that would help both finance and non-finance managers in the 
management of risks. The text constitutes important material on financial risk management 

case studies to help risk management students. It is a contemporary text for all business 

management students. It is a good text for all entrepreneurs and should be used in the 
management of business risk, especially in the financial environment of said business. It 

is a good text for all finance professionals and financial advisors. In order to obtain 

maximum benefits from the use of this text, the reader should carefully carry out analyses 
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of the cases to bring out all the facts and use the knowledge to avoid all the financial management pitfalls in the organisation. 

Using the various facts, carefully implementing the risk management ideas and procedures presented will definitely improve 
organisational performance. Risk management implementation is a pivotal key to profit maximiation, for both profit and 

non-for-profit making organisations. 

Innovation Processes in the Social Space of the Organization 

Katarzyna Szczepańska-Woszczyna and Zdzisława Dacko-Pikiewicz (Vice-Rector and Dean of 

Applied Sciences, University of Dabrowa Górnicza, Dąbrowa Górnicza, Poland) 

In series: Economic Issues, Problems and Perspectives 
2018. 383 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-516-9. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-517-6. $230.00. 

Schumpeter's concept of innovation was the starting point for further study, reflections 
and analyses on the importance of innovation in the economy. Nowadays, research into 

innovation captures several significant aspects of innovation: it includes both internally 

conceived and externally adopted innovation (‘production or adoption’); innovation is 

stressed as more than a creative process, by including application (‘exploitation’); 

intended (‘value-added’) benefits are highlighted at one or more levels of analysis; the 

possibility that innovation may refer to the relative, as opposed to absolute, novelty of an 
innovation is assumed (an innovation may be common practice in some organizations 

but it would still be considered as such if it is new to the unit under research); and 

attention is drawn to the two roles of innovation (a process and an outcome). The creation 
and management of innovation has many dimensions that spread to all levels and 

dimensions of the organization. The conditions that lead to innovation are a combination 

of processes in an organization that result from internal and external dynamics. 
Innovation is not only an economic mechanism or a technical process. It is primarily a 

social phenomenon, the result of various interactions and relationships between 
individuals; to be implemented, it must obtain public approval as it changes paradigms, 

both in ways of thinking, production, organization and management, as well as in 

consumption. The process of innovation is the implementation of innovation in the social 
system of organization that has specific conditions both at the organizational level (e.g., organizational culture or structure), 

group level (including the leadership style) and individual level (including creativity, knowledge, competencies, personality, 

and learning). Innovation management at various levels of the organization, the effective harmonization of innovation process 

management and innovation management from different levels of decision-making will create a synergy effect. It is therefore 

necessary to take into account the complexity of the research subject and include the actual problems resulting from the needs 

of multi-level innovation management and respect for the diversity of its conditions in the research. The issues addressed in 
this book are: - identifying key trends in the theory and practice of innovation management - defining key ontological beings 

and their use in innovation management - presenting the new dimensions of innovation management as seen through the eyes 

of the international authors of individual chapters - the possibility of applying solutions to problems addressed in this 
monograph The editors and authors hope that the presented combination of theory and practice will satisfy the needs of 

readers, in particular managers of modern companies, business consultants and researchers. 

International Event Management: Bridging the Gap between 

Theory and Practice 

Hugues Seraphin and Maximiliano Korstanje (The University of 

Winchester, Winchester, UK) 

In series: Marketing and Operations Management Research 
2018. 287 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-664-7. $160.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-665-4. $160.00. 

The event industry is a robust economic force worldwide. It spans into many other 
important sectors like travel, tourism, hospitality, technology, media and communication, 

inter alia. In America, it is estimated that 18 million events are organised yearly, generating 

approximately $280 billion in spending and $66.8 billion in labour income (Event Industry 
Outlook 2016). Events showcase talent and are perhaps those moments when societies and 

communities group together to revive certain traditions and cultures, which are otherwise 
dormant. In other contexts, like the case of tourism, events create economic value for the 

hosting destination, which boosts the economy. In contrast to permanent attractions, an event has the potential to promote 

authenticity and hence, is increasingly tapped by marketers for the purpose of differentiation. For instance, destinations 
celebrate their unique culture and heritage through events which represent important milestones in their tourism history. 

Given their capacity to attract visitors and generate profit, tourism destinations are increasingly capitalising on events as a 

diversification strategy. This trend has undoubtedly precipitated popularity in event studies and hence the writing of this 
book. The landscape of the book covers a broad spectrum of research. The chapters explore the changing dimensions in the 
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industry based on the following themes: - Event Management Trends and Policies - Events and Destination Image and 

Preference - Events and Education - Events, Attendees and Organisers In the present book, an attempt is made to cover a 
wide range of events (sport, cultural, festivals and weddings) and issues related to the organisation and management of these 

events (policies, terrorism, etc.). The chapters also provide solutions and strategies for the organisation of successful events 

(protocol, etc.). The book also offers an opportunity to understand attendees from a consumer behaviour point of view. More 
importantly, some chapters cover events from an education point of view by examining the question from both a Higher 

Education perspective (universities) and an event organiser angle (what is done to make people aware of sustainability). The 

editors have invited academics from Africa (Kenya, Algeria), South America (Argentina), Europe (England, Italy and 
Greece), and the Middle East (Abu Dhabi) to contribute thirteen chapters in the fields of their expertise. With its perfect 

combination of theoretical and practical issues, this book aims to share with readers the knowledge needed to professionally 

manage events in different fields. The latest trends including the key theories, concepts and case studies related to event 
management are presented in a manner that intellectually stimulates readers to get ready for an experiential learning journey. 

This book will enable readers to understand the impact of events on destination management organisations, explain the role 
of events in promoting international sport competitions, and understand the key issues in planning and designing 

collaborative partnerships in event management. Each chapter features a real-life case study to highlight key concepts and 

replace theoretical concepts with practical solutions to effectively approach the organisation of events, as well as preparing 
readers to tackle any challenges they might face in their future opportunities to manage events. 

Internationalisation of Human Resource Management: Focus on Central and Eastern Europe 

József Poór (Szent István University, Gödöllő, Hungary), Allen D. Engle, PhD, (Eastern 

Kentucky University, Richmond Kentucky), Jana Blštáková, PhD and Zuzana Joniaková, PhD 

(University of Economics in Bratislava, Slovakia) 

In series: European Political, Economic, and Security Issues 
2017. 370 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53612-632-7. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-639-6. $230.00. 

The aim of this monograph is to provide a comprehensive overview on the International 
HRM in Central and Eastern Europe supported by qualitative research results. It is the 

first available publication on contemporary tendencies in IHRM in Central and Eastern 

Europe, published and based on the CRANET (the Cranfield Network on International 
HRM) cooperation. Therefore, there are contributions of experienced and relevant 

authors active in research and publishing in Central and Eastern Europe. This book 

consists of three sections. The first focuses on the major impact of internationalisation of 

HRM in Central and Eastern Europe, identifying impacts of foreign investments, 

explaining emerging HRM models in the international business environment, introducing 

evolution of international HRM, including relevant factors of labor market changes and 
cultural diversity influences. The second section introduces a reflection of business 

aspects and internationalization in partial HRM functions. The third section contains 

qualitative research results performed in international companies and delivers an 
empirical background in the form of case studies. This predetermines the monograph’s 

valuable material for researchers in the field of HRM-related disciplines, as well as for 
teachers and students of graduate programs in business, economics and management. 

Person-Centered Work Systems and the Performance and Well-

Being of Employees: The Mediating Role of the Fully Functioning 

Self 

Andrés Gerardo Chinchilla Garza (Nemak, Learning & 

Development Specialist, Monterrey, Nuevo León, México) 

In series: Management Science - Theory and Applications 
2018. 162 pp. 
Softcover: 978-1-53613-194-9. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-195-6. $95.00. 

The present research combines the areas of human resources management and humanistic 
psychology in order to propose a model of person-centered work systems that facilitate 

the emergence of the fully functioning person at work. The research questions of the 

study were as follows: i) What human resources practices constitute a person-centered 
work system? ii) What is the potential influence of person-centered work systems on the 

emergence of the fully functioning person? The study was developed in the context of 

knowledge workers in Mexican organizations. Utilizing a mixed methods approach, 
mainly through the use of interviews, evaluator component matching, and structural equation modelling, a model of person-

centered work systems and the fully functioning person was developed. Moreover, a nomological validity test of the measures 

developed showed a full mediation effect of the fully functioning person on employees’ creative performance and a partial 
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mediation effect between person-centered work systems and the employee outcomes of job satisfaction, affective 

commitment, diminished self-efficacy, dehumanization, emotional exhaustion, and organizational citizenship behavior. The 
findings of this research demonstrate the relevance of person-centered work systems and the fully functioning person for the 

achievement of both health- and work-related well-being, as well as additional important outcomes for the person at work. 

Restructuring Companies: Methods of Improving Efficiency 

Zbigniew Kuryłek (WSB University, Wrocław, Poland) 

In series: Business, Technology and Finance 
2018. 220 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-811-5. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-812-2. $95.00. 
This monograph raises issues concerning definitions and types of enterprises’ efficiency 

as well as their restructuring processes. It focuses on restructuring and how that process 

should be carried out in a company to be satisfactory. Research was prepared using 
science methods like literature overviews, analyses of primary data, and comparative 

analyses before and after the restructuring process. What is more, this book finds answers 

to questions concerning which decisions should be taken and which instruments should 

be used to make restructuring effective and successful. In research, the example of 

business units which undergo the restructuring process is utilized. The case study shows 
the whole restructuring process from the recognition of a corporation’s financial distress 

to the decision of restructuring and the scheme of restructuring to the final effect as a 

stable corporate situation. Research emphasizes that the restructuring process is 
multidimensional, radical, and could be connected with all departments within a 

corporation. This book indicates the effects of the restructuring process and draws 

conclusions based on said effects. 

Strategic Human Resource Management 

Verl Anderson and Cam Caldwell, Ph.D. (Dixie State University, Professor of Management, St. 

George, UT, USA) 

In series: Management Science - Theory and Applications 
2018. 267 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-198-7. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-199-4. $230.00. 
Human Resource Management (HRM) could very well be the key contributor to 

organization profitability and competitive advantage in the 21st century. That claim is a 

startling reality with a growing body of supporting evidence that affirms its truth. In a 
world where less than 15% of all employees acknowledge that they are positively 

engaged at work, the opportunity to capture and inspire the minds and hearts of 

tomorrow’s work force is immense. Thus, there are multiple reasons for this book about 
the strategic contribution of HRM in the third millennium economy. The bad news is 

that the history of HRM has been disappointing, Human Resource Professionals (HRPs) 

have been largely unprepared, and organization leaders have been focused on technology 
and innovation – rather than the people who create value for their companies. The good 

news is that there is a growing number of outstanding companies and enlightened leaders 

who have recognized that people are the key to better customer service, greater 
innovation, improved productivity, and higher profits. This book serves four 

significantly different types of readers. First, and most importantly, this book offers 

insights for top management teams who are served by the HRPs and provides a template 
to hold those professionals accountable. Each of the chapters of this book provides 

strategic insights into the purpose and function of HRM systems in supporting the top 

management team and its organization mission. Second, this book provides clear guidelines for HRPs in helping them to 
realize their key roles and the accountability expected from them. Third, this book is a useful foundation for students seeking 

to understand how HRM systems function. Fourth, the book provides scholars and academics with fundamental principles 

upon which to build as they explore the practical world of business. The consistent theme of this book is that HRM matters 
and HRPs can make a significant strategic difference in contributing to an organization’s success! The modern organization 

of the 21st century has already begun to change – and those changes must be effective if organizations are to successfully 

compete in a world that has become increasingly global and complex in its focus. However, HRM and the role of HRPs have 
not always been fully appreciated, and top management teams can exponentially improve the effectiveness of their 

organizations by rethinking HRM’s strategic roles. This book offers a wealth of information about the contribution that HRM 

can make to help organizations improve their economic and financial prospects. This book explains how and why 
organizations can benefit from treating their employees as valued assets and by honoring duties owed to those employees by 

helping them to fulfill their ultimate potential. As organizations honor those responsibilities to their employees, they also 
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serve their own best interests and the interests of a society that desperately needs to effectively utilize its available resources 

to solve its current and future problems. 

Trust Management in Public Organizations: New Concepts and Contemporary Trends 

Barbara Kożuch (Institute of Economics, Finance and Management, Jagiellonian University, 

Poland)  and Adam Jabłoński ( Scientific Institute of Management, WSB University in Poznań, 

Faculty in Chorzów,  Poland) 

In series: Management Science - Theory and Applications 
2018. 334 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-614-2. $195.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-615-9. $195.00. 

In an era of intensive development and globalization, the dynamically changing global 
economy creates new needs in both the theoretical approach to public management and in 

the practical discussion related to the perception of public management. According to 

emerging economic and social phenomena, there is a need for the design and 

operationalization of innovative solutions for managing public organizations based on 

trust. Issues dealing with public trust are hardly a novelty. Research to date, however, has 

failed to address questions on what changes need to be brought about throughout an 
organization so as to make it capable of creating and restoring trust within public 

organizations as well as in inter-organizational relationships. The current state in this 

respect is not known. Our book is an attempt to partially bridge an existing gap. In today’s 
public management, two trends explicitly come to the fore. The first emphasizes creativity 

in problem solving, whereas the other involves increasing capability to establish 

relationships not only within the public sector, but also through collaboration with 
organizations from other sectors. Therefore, an organizational perspective on exploring 

public trust is gaining prominence. It covers both changes in public organizations 

themselves – in other words, in their internal environment – as well as changes spurred by 
dynamic shifts in the surroundings of the organizations and of the public management 

system as a whole. The main purpose of the monograph is to demonstrate that shaping 

relationships based on trust within and between organizations has a significant impact on the efficient functioning of public 
organizations. The studies presented are important in regards to the systematization of the concepts of public management 

and organizational change management in relation to effective collaboration between organizations; they arise from the need 

for management practice in the public sector. Therefore, their practical purpose is defined as formulating recommendations 

for managers in public organizations. Their accomplishment may foster the improved functioning of the public services. It 

seems that trust management can support the effectiveness of public organizations and contribute to their stable, sustainable 

functioning in a difficult, ever-changing environment. This book is addressed to all those interested in the issues pertaining 
to contemporary public management – scholars and students, as well as practitioners in the management of public 

organizations. The goals of this monograph include: - Defining key trends in the theory and practice of public management, 

taking into account the aspect of public trust, defining key ontological entities and using them in strategic and operational 
public management, - presenting the new dimensions of public management, as seen by international authors of individual 

chapters, and the possibility of applying the solutions contained in the monograph. The editors and the authors hope that the 
combination of theory and practice presented will satisfy the needs of readers, in particular managers in public organization 

and public management consultants. 

Understanding Six Sigma: Concepts, Applications and Challenges 

Seifedine Kadry (Computing at Beirut Arab University, Beirut, Lebanon) 

In series: Management Science - Theory and Applications 
2018. 187 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53614-174-0. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53614-175-7. $95.00. 

Understanding Six Sigma: Concepts, Applications and Challenges includes seven 

excellent chapters that have been prepared using state-of-the-art methodologies by 

professional researchers in this domain from seven different countries. The chapters in 
the book are titled as follows: "Sustainable Development of the Environment Using Six 

Sigma"; "DMAIC Six Sigma for Complex Processes Improvement"; "The Lean Six 

Sigma Methodology: Applications in Thoracic Surgery"; "The Link between Six Sigma 
and Business Performance"; "Integration of the Lean and Six Sigma Methodology to 

Improve Quality Performance in a Healthcare Organisation"; "Six Sigma: A Process 

Improvement Methodology"; and "Integrating Six Sigma into a Business Strategy: 
Workshop and Leadership". 
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MIDDLE EAST 

Early Israel and the Surrounding Nations 

A. H. Sayce 

In series: Countries and Cultures of the World 
2018. 204 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-602-9. $150.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-603-6. $150.00. 

This book, originally published in 1899, impresses upon us the solidarity of ancient Oriental history and the impossibility of 

forming a correct judgment in regard to any one part of it without reference to the rest. Hebrew history is unintelligible as 
long as it stands alone, and the attempt to interpret it apart and by itself has led to little else than false and one-sided 

conclusions; it is only when read in the light of the history of the great empires that flourished beside it that it can be properly 

understood. Israel and the nations around it formed a whole that, like the elements of a picture, cannot be torn asunder. If we 
would know the history of the one, we must also know the history of the other. 

Energy Policies of Turkey During the Erdogan Era: Facts and Lies 

Tugce Varol, Ph.D. (21st Century Turkey Institute, San Diego, CA, USA) 

In series: Energy Policies, Politics and Prices 
2018. 276 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53610-589-6. $195.00. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-930-3. $89.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53610-927-6. $195.00. 
Erdogan discovered in 2002 that energy policies and the energy sector would create a 

mechanism to institute his dynasty in Turkey. The energy policies of the Erdogan era 

include how the Erdogan family engaged in the international energy business in Turkey 
and neighboring countries, and how they became wealthy. After many years of 

supporting the Calik Holding, the former CEO, Berat Albayrak, Erdogan’s son-in-law, 

was appointed Turkey’s Minister of Energy by Erdogan in 2015. Since Erdogan came 
to power in 2002, many books and articles were published on Turkey’s foreign policy 

and domestic politics by scholars. However, this is the first book that combines 

Erdogan’s energy policy actions (country by country in chronological order) as well as 

describing the underlying corruption allegations, the Zarrab case, and the smuggling of 

ISIS oil. As a result of the research through official Turkey institutions and 

international institutions, it is shown that an overseas Turkish energy company was and 
continues to be involved in the energy blocks of Iraqi Kurdistan, thanks to Erdogan’s 

agreement with the Barzani administration. This book aims to analyze Turkey’s energy 

relations with Russia, Azerbaijan, Iran, Iraq-Iraqi Kurdistan, Eastern Mediterranean 
and Central Asian countries since 2002. One of the notable outcomes of the book is to 

reveal how Erdogan contributed to Israel’s energy security despite his anti-Israeli 

rhetoric. The reader will learn the details of the energy projects between Turkey and other countries. In addition, the reader 
will also learn the roles of Turkey’s energy companies close to the Erdogan family. The book emphasizes the deterioration 

of Turkey-Russia relations and its impact on Turkey’s energy security, thanks to the Erdogan-Putin rivalry over Syria. 
Erdogan has been in power since 2002 (President since 2014), and is trying to convert Turkey’s political regime to remain 

in power for as long as possible. Appointing his son-in-law as Turkey’s Minister of Energy is not a coincidence, but rather a 

business strategy. 

Iraq: The Continuing Challenges in the Post-Saddam Hussein Era 

Haitham Al-Mayahi, Ph.D. (Director of International Media and 

NGOs Office, Mosul Operation, Iraqi Gov., Iraq) 

In series: The Middle East in Turmoil 
2018. 151 pp. 
Softcover: 978-1-53613-821-4. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-835-1. $95.00. 

This book is a systematic analysis of the intractable challenges posed by terrorism, 
sectarianism, corruption and the transition to democracy in the post-Saddam Hussein era 

in Iraq, and details how they can be overcome. This book is particularly unique because 
while there are many books on Iraq, most of them are historical accounts and travelogues. 

The authors of these works, the overwhelming majority of whom are non-Iraqi, agree 

that Iraq is in a crisis, albeit their explanations for and analyses of the crisis and 
prescriptions vary and are of variegated qualities. 
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The Afghan War of 1879-80 

Howard Hensman 

In series: Politics and Economics of the Middle East 
2018. 419 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-686-9. $310.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-687-6. $310.00. 

This book, originally published in 1882, is comprised of a series of letters written from the field of the Second Anglo-Afghan 

War. The author was a correspondent of the Pioneer (the second oldest English language newspaper in India) and the only 
journalist to accompany the Anglo-Indian field forces on their march through Afghanistan. The letters offer a firsthand 

account of the war from a British perspective. 

Turkish Prisoners in Egypt 

Coralie Sacré 

In series: The Middle East in Turmoil 
2018. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-790-3. $82.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-791-0. $82.00. 

This book describes the observations of the Red Cross International Committee who visited the camps of the Turkish 

Prisoners of War in Egypt on December 3rd 1916. Specifically, the report gives an account of the Heliopolis Camp (holding 
a total population of 15,000 men), including the t prisoners’ accommodations, bedding, exercise, food, clothing, hygiene, the 

medical attention they received, the work of the prisoners’, if any, religion and recreations, their correspondences, and 

behavior. It also includes their observations on the Hospital at Abbassiah, near Cairo, which Prisoners’ were taken to, as well 
as the Maadi Camp (all prisoners were taken there after capture), and the condition and similar information on other camps 

of the Turkish Prisoners in Egypt. 

Yemen: Issues and Challenges of the 21st Century 

Tobias Steinar 

In series: Politics and Economics of the Middle East 
2018. 152 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-658-6. $82.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-659-3. $82.00. 
Yemen is important to world trade and economy due to its strategic location at the Bab el-Mandab strait linking the Red Sea 

and the Gulf of Aden, as well as its oil and natural gas resources. However, poverty is one of the major constraints that 

prevent the country from participating as actively it should be. As such, the authors aim to illustrate the vicious circle of 
poverty and make some recommendations that could play a role in breaking the cycle of poverty by equity and efficiency of 

the Islamic inspiration. Next, the authors review the interplay between health care challenges and the remnants of the 

weakened health care system in Yemen. Additionally, a critically analysis is performed on the challenges posed by the health 
care crisis and its implication on the future of Yemen’s healthcare system, as well as the different social classes of its 

population. The following chapter provides an overview of the banking sector and its progress since the issuance of economic 

and financial reforms post-1994 and the introduction and establishment of the Islamic Banks Act in 1996. The key challenges 
facing the banking industry in Yemen are highlighted, and recommendations for enhancing the industry and achieving the 

desired reforms of the financial system to strengthen the Yemeni economy are included. The concluding chapter presents a 

case study which has been conducted in the Kuhlan Affar/Wadi Sharis area in Hajja Governorate. The study's methodology 
was largely based on a combination of data collected during the field surveys, data compiled from various other sources, 

correlation analysis with field observations, as well as the consultants' professional experience. However, because of data 

limitations, the findings presented in this case study should be considered preliminary and they remain subject to further 
refinement as more data become available. 

PHILOSOPHY 

Examining the Concept of the Soul 

Leah Hawkins and Brent Bowers 

In series: World Philosophy 
2018. 140 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-394-3. $82.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-395-0. $82.00. 
In this compilation, the authors begin by discussing the various theories on primitive soul-beliefs propounded by 

anthropologists and scholars of religion from the 19th century to the present day. While cultural evolutionism largely fell out 

of favor after the mid-20th century, theories on the origins of religious phenomena have made a recent comeback with the 
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cognitive study of religion, which takes a largely evolutionary psychological approach to explaining beliefs in the 

supernatural. Next, the authors seek to understand Aristotle’s noetics within his psycho-physiological account of the human 
being. If it’s possible to argue for the embodied nature of the soul and of most of its affections, Aristotle’s claim about the 

separability of νοῦς from the body is notoriously puzzling. Lastly, this book discusses Goethe’s familiar idea of a widely 

inhabited universe and the subject of the soul’s cosmic voyage, showing that Man’s relation to the universe is strictly 
connected to Man’s development at the microcosmic level. 

Free Will: Interpretations, Implementations and Assessments 

Daniela Muench 

In series: World Philosophy 
2018. 246 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-072-0. $160.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-073-7. $160.00. 

This compilation begins by presenting the assertion that indeterminism does not imply free will, and because the 
considerations about an autonomous mind sending orders to the body is against neuroscience or evolutionary theories about 

human beings. The quantum theory of measurement can be interpreted without the intervention of human minds, but other 

fields of science cannot contemplate the mentalist scenario. A fatalistic or materialist view, which denies the possibility of a 

free will, makes much more sense in scientific terms. The authors address the issue of free in the context of how able we are 

to develop and use the free-will capacity we do have. Impulse patterns underlying conscious processes are not isolated from 
the rest of the brain. Thus, impulses occurring during consciousness must have consequences. The impulse patterns of 

conscious reasoning and creative synthesis must have the capacity to engage other circuitry that drives decision-making and 

implements behavior. This may occur in real time, and a significant degree of free will occurs even if those patterns may 
have programmed circuitry to create predetermined, stereotypical predilections for future behavior which can be vetoed or 

modified in real time. This book determines that people high in the trait of psychological reactance may resist such attempts 

to alter their free will beliefs. Belief in free will is associated with many desirable outcomes and may be the result of natural 
selection. 

Humanist Psychiatry 

Nash N. Boutros, M.D. (Professor of Psychiatry, University of Missouri-Kansas City, Director 

of the Saint Luke’s Marion Bloch Neuroscience, Institute 

Behavioral Neurology Division, Kansas City, MO, US) 

In series: Psychiatry - Theory, Applications and Treatments 
2018. 142 pp. 
Softcover: 978-1-53613-730-9. $82.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-731-6. $82.00. 

This book discusses the parameters surrounding humanist principles (an optimistic 
philosophy that believes in the scientific process, human worth and dignity, and the 

ability of humankind to solve its problems no matter how complicated). This book begins 

by summarizing the humanist principles then goes into general chapters discussing how 
the biology principle should guide advances in psychiatric research, how psychiatry 

research could be organized, and addresses issues of education and practice from a 
humanist’s view point. Finally, the book goes into more specific areas of practice like 

correctional and addiction psychiatry, discussing how practice adhering to the humanist 

principles would impact the field. Finally, the book discusses the issue of stigma and 
how humanism can help speed up the dissipation of the stigma associated with 

psychiatric disorders. 

The Philosophy of Auguste Comte 

Lucien Lévy-Bruhl 

In series: World Philosophy 
2018. 351 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-644-9. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-645-6. $230.00. 
This book, originally published in 1903, traces the origin of Auguste Comte’s philosophy in the mental effervescence of the 

first generation of the twentieth century towards a reorganisation of society, after the upheaval left by the Revolution and its 

consequences. 
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The Philosophy of Natural Theology 

William Jackson 

In series: World Philosophy 
2018. 294 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-829-0. $195.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-830-6. $195.00. 

This book, originally published in 1876, was written in confutation of the Materialism of its time by arguments derived from 

Evidences of Intelligence, Design, Contrivance, and Adaptation of Means to Ends, in the Universe, and especially in Man 
considered in his Moral Nature, his Religious Aptitudes, and his Intellectual Powers; and in all Organic Nature. The 

observation also to be made and supported in the course of the book that the Will and Wisdom of the Creator may be a 

sufficient cause for deviations from the established course of nature, and that the Free-will of man, in things within his power 
and influence, may be a cause of similar deviations. 

The Philosophy of Pseudoabsolute 

Sergi Avaliani (Tbilisi, Georgia) 

In series: World Philosophy 
2018. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-807-8. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-808-5. $95.00. 
What are the absolute and relative? What are their specific features? What is the main distinction between them? An 

investigation into the roles of the terms absolute and relative as they pertain to human mentality is one of the most difficult 

problems of philosophy. The absolute and the relative denote independence and dependence, and any sphere of real essence 
cannot exist without a certain degree of independence and dependence (i.e., without the absolute and the relative). Every 

field of science implies a certain level of the absolute and relative. The author reviews and gives a detailed analysis of the 

structure of essence - real essence and special essences; he investigates the source of relativity in the empirical knowledge, 
pre-scientific knowledge, scientific knowledge and philosophical knowledge. It is presented that human knowledge is relative 

by itself, although in most cases, consciously or mainly unconsciously, humans creates the absolute, neglecting the relative 

nature of reality and take into consideration only absolute aspects in practical and mental activities. Thus, the absolute created 
is the psuedoabsolute, which, by virtue of its human origins, is relative. However, it functions in both the practical and 

theoretical life of homo sapiens as a genuine absolute. Hence, the psuedoabsolute is a relative absolutized by people. The 

psuedoabsolute is a dialectical unity of the absolute and relative and, as a "third reality," plays a great role in the spiritual life 
of humankind. The author presents his theory of the pseudoabsolute, its concept and form, and investigates the 

pseudoabsolute nature of the human mental world (cognition, value, faith) as one of its fundamental regularities. The whole 

range of problems of gnoseology, epistemology, axiology and religious faith are interpreted from the standpoint of the 
philosophy of the pseudoabsolute. The book represents a comprehensive account of the principles of the philosophy of the 

pseudoabsolute and is intended for readers interested in the issues of theoretical philosophy. It is also meant for a wide range 

of readers interested in the relative and absolute nature of human mentality. 

The Poetry of Science; or, Studies of the Physical Phenomena of Nature 

Robert Hunt 

In series: World Philosophy 
2018. 327 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53614-234-1. $270.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53614-235-8. $270.00. 

This book outlines all the important discoveries that had been made in natural philosophy up to the end of 1853 near when it 

was published. It conveys an assurance that every truth, however abstract it may appear, has a large popular value if studied 
in its relation to those generalities that embrace great natural phenomena. The True is the Beautiful. Whenever this becomes 

evident to our senses, its influences are of a soul-elevating character. The beautiful, whether it is perceived in the external 

forms of matter, associated in the harmonies of light and colour, appreciated in the modulations of sweet sounds, or mingled 
with those influences which are, as the inner life of creation, ever appealing to the soul through the vesture which covers all 

things, is the natural theme of the poet, and the chosen study of the philosopher. 
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POLITICS AND POLITICAL SCIENCE 

Abdul Aziz Said: The Mualim, The Inspiration 

Abdul Karim Bangura and Mohammed Abu-Nimer (School of International Service, American 

University, Washington, DC, US) 

In series: Dialogues among Civilizations and Cultures 
2018. 415 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-487-2. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-488-9. $230.00. 
What appears in this book are the selected and thoroughly revised papers from the 

international conference in honor of Mualim/Honorable Teacher and Professor Abdul 

Aziz Said, which convened in the School of International Service at American University 
in Washington, DC on March 19, 2015. Scholars and activists who came from across the 

globe presented papers dealing with Mualim Said’s great pluridisciplinary work in the 

following areas and others that were not listed in the call for papers: African Studies; 
American Foreign Policy; Basic Human Needs and International Development; Ethnic 

Studies; Human Rights in International Relations and Ethics; Humanitarianism; 

International Peace and Conflict Resolution; Islamic Studies and Peace; Jewish Studies; 
Middle Eastern Studies; Spirituality; Religion and Peace; Sufi Tradition; and Theories 

of International Relations. For the sake of cohesion and coherence, the authors developed 

the following five clearly articulated rubrics within which the chapters are placed: (1) 
Celebratory Poems and Keynote Remarks; (2) Africa; (3) Religion and Spirituality; (4) 

Peace and Conflict Resolution; and (5) Human Needs, Rights, Development and Foreign 

Policy. Also, since this work is a Festschrift and all of the chapters have lucid 
introductions and conclusions, the authors saw no need to add a general introduction and 

a general conclusion chapter that would have led to unnecessary redundancies. 

An Approach to Globalization from Different Perspectives 

Erdoğan Bada (Çukurova University, Adana, Turkey and Hakkari University, Hakkari, Turkey) 

In series: Global Political Studies 
2018. 

Softcover: 978-1-53614-248-8. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53614-249-5. $95.00. 
This book deals with a series of topics with a primary focus on the global economy and global business, specifically within 

the context of Turkey. While doing so, it also delves into a globally evolving linguistic phenomenon of the English language, 

having already become a universal medium for practices and applications of the economic world. This book begins with 
globalization, described as a convergence of people by interacting economically, technologically and socially with each 

other, and endevors to describe globalization with a basic approach from a historical perspective. It moves on to argue how 

the Zincirkıran Commission’s purchase of ships heralded Turkey’s appearance in a bipolar world, which emerged in the 
aftermath of World War II by sheding light on how the liberal bloc and trade relations within this bloc developed in the 20th 

century. This book also touches on the effects of globalization on the growth of the Turkish economy using data recorded 

from 1970-2013. Furthermore, it provides room for Weber's Protestant Ethic, the New Institutional Economics and Human 
Capital Theory, which is employed as a framework to explain how social institutions might affect economic growth in the 

long run, and how economic success could be attained through the teaching of ethical values rooted in religion. Concepts, 

such as decentralization, glocalization, localization, and subsidiarity are defined, and effects of globalization on local 
governments are examined in terms of fiscal autonomy and service delivery. A comparison of fiscal autonomy in federal and 

unitary states was provided with a specific focus on fiscal autonomy and decentralization in Turkey. Besides these issues, 

the book also investigates how Turkish foreign policy could adapt to a globalized world during the period of the Justice and 

Development Party. Here, as a specific point, an emphasis is laid on the period when Former Premier Ahmet Davutoglu 

began his Zero Problem policy with neighbors. From a political perspective, this book discusses political discourses arising 

from globalization, suggesting that globalization has failed to deliver its promises concerning issues such as the diminishing 
of nation states, expansion of democratic rule, and more peaceful international societies. As for Middle Eastern policies, the 

authors attempt to unpack Middle Eastern international relations during phases of globalization by particularly focusing on 
an ever-increasing role and impact of violent non-state actors (VNSAs). Finally, since almost all international relations and 

financial transactions in today’s world are carried out through the English language, this book also allocates some room for 

research conducted on English being taught as a global language in Turkey between the period of 2000-2018. 
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Bangladesh: Economic, Political and Social Issues 

Khurshed Alam 

In series: Asian Political, Economic and Social Issues 
2018. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53614-210-5. $230.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53614-211-2. $230.00. 

Bangladesh as an independent country started its journey just over forty-seven years ago. The country is full of possibilities 

and challenges. Bangladesh: Economic, Political and Social Issues has been organized around the economic, political and 
social opportunities and challenges of present Bangladesh. This book is the culmination of twelve chapters by twenty-four 

authors. Their extensive investigation reveals a lot about the social, political and economic context of Bangladesh. Since its 

inception, the Bangladesh economy is largely dependent on the agricultural sector. A good number of authors in this book 
cover the issue of agricultural sustainability, its achievements, challenges and potentials as well as its extension system. It 

also reveals the role of women in the agricultural economy. The book draws the present political state of Bangladesh in 

relation to its historical background. The clientelism, corruption, extremism, secularism and government system of 
Bangladesh has been discussed widely by another group of authors. The technological wave of the global civilization of the 

twenty-first century is surging in Bangladesh with industrial growth and development. The historical roles of farmers, fishers 

and other marginal groups are going through a harsh transformation. This book covers the changing social and economic 

structure of these communities. In recent years, like any other country of the world the climate of Bangladesh has changed a 

lot. Many adaptation interventions have been undertaken to mitigate the problem. These adaptation interventions and 
participatory forest (PF) management programs have been included in this book. It also moves on to the gender issue in 

agriculture, where a dominant Muslim normative order is prevalent as well as the considerable amount of violence faced by 

women. 

Body and Politics: Elite Disability Sport in China 

Guan Zhixun and Fan Hong (Zhejiang Normal University, Jinhua, China) 

In series: Sports and Athletics Preparation, Performance, and Psychology 
2018. 241 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-510-7. $185.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-511-4. $185.00. 

There has been growing interest in research on disability sport internationally, yet little 

research has concentrated on the development of disability sport in China. This book 
focuses on elite disability sport in China in the context of history, politics, policies and 

practice from 1979 to 2012. It examines the relationship between athletes with disabilities 

and the three major disability games: the Paralympic Games, the Special Olympic Games 
and the Deaflympic Games. Three key questions are asked: What policies have ensured 

the success of elite disability sport? How do the elite sport system and management of elite 

disability sport work in China? In what way has elite disability sport empowered athletes 
with disabilities in China? The book includes a comprehensive literature review on the 

historical development of disability sport in China and beyond. Functionalism and 

empowerment are the major theoretical backgrounds for the research. The former analyses 
the function of elite sport policies, systems and other factors occurring during the process, 

whilst the latter examines the relationship of empowerment between elite disability sport 

and athletes in China. The three major disability competitions are used as case studies. A 
qualitative research methodology with specific methods of semi–structured interviews, 

data collection and documentary analysis is applied to the research. The thesis concludes 

that the development of elite disability sport in China has received strong support from the 
government. Elite disability sport is closely linked with China’s politics and international 

image. The success of athletes with disabilities on the international stage has raised the awareness of the issues facing people 

with disabilities. This has changed their image in Chinese society in general, and has empowered athletes with disabilities in 
particular. However, there is unbalanced development in elite disability sport. The book concludes by indicating some 

potential future directions for further research. 

Bulgaria: Environmental, Social and Economic Challenges 

Teodora Raya Danailov 

In series: European Political, Economic, and Security Issues 
2018. 

Softcover: 978-1-53614-280-8. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53614-281-5. $95.00. 
In this compilation, the authors aim to determine whether there was an association between contact with urban greenery and 

displaced aggression in young people in Bulgaria and, if so, whether nature experiences were a significant mediator of that 

association. As such, a cross-sectional, self-report study was conducted among 239 young visitors of the biggest park in the 
city of Plovdiv, Bulgaria. Next, the association between perceived bluespace and noise annoyance in the living environment 

is examined using a sample of 720 young Bulgarians (18-35 years of age) from the Medical University of Plovdiv. Research 
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on this subject in Bulgaria has suggested that annoyance is associated with considerable socioeconomic costs. The authors 

also carried out a questionnaire survey in the city of Plovdiv in which group of students from a medical university were 
followed from October to December 2017 to examine their mental health. The following mediators were considered: 

annoyance due to environmental pollution, perceived quality of living environment, neighborhood social cohesion, 

commuting and physical activity. Due to the nature of their work, nurses are at risk of developing health anxiety, which has 
also been observed in other medical industry workers. To identify associations between some demographic characteristics, 

psycho-social, organizational, and physical occupational factors and health anxiety levels among nursing staff, a survey 

fonducted amongst 63 nurses from four hospitals in Plovdiv is analyzed. Following this, the authors suggest that the 
relationships and attitudes between different ethnic groups are among the most important factors for building a tolerant 

society. Thus, the authors present a study of interethnic attitudes between Bulgarians (N = 576) and Turks (N = 320) in three 

regions in Bulgaria. Keeping in mind the social and historical context of their centuries-long cohabitation, as well as certain 
significant events presented in their collective memory, the emotional relations, social contacts and discrimination were 

studied. Additionally, Bulgaria: Environmental, Social and Economic Challenges aims to address the following questions: 
how did these governments approach Bulgarian culture in general and Bulgarian museums and heritage in particular? 

Fluctuation, instability and uncertainty surrounded Bulgarian culture since the fall of the socialist regime. What is the 

connection between state administration and cultural development? Does the former affect the latter? The authors also 
investigate the involvement of Bulgarian community pharmacists in the promotion of healthy lifestyle and hygiene, in the 

context of the international movement for pharmaceutical public health, by way of a cross-sectional questionnaire survey 

conducted among 98 randomly selected master-pharmacists in the district of Plovdiv. Party regulation has increased 
significantly across European states in the last decade, however this topic has received relatively little attention thus far. One 

of the goals of increased regulation has been to make party matters, especially party financing, more transparent in order to 

regain their legitimacy among the public. The authors aim to fill this gap in knowledge on party finance regulation and its 
effects. The main objective of the concluding study is to review the current state of the Bulgarian banking sector eleven years 

after accession of Bulgaria to the European Union and the recent developments and achievements in resolving the banking 

sector issues. The main trends characterizing the system are analysed on the basis of indicators such as balance sheet structure, 
capital adequacy, liquidity, profitability, credit and deposit activity and interest rates. 

Career Optimism and Self-Efficacy in Immigrants 

Charles P. Chen and Tara K. Kennedy (Counselling Psychology 

Program, Department of Applied Psychology and Human 

Development, Ontario Institute for Studies in Education (OISE), 

University of Toronto, Ontario, Canada) 

In series: Immigration in the 21st Century: Political, Social and 

Economic Issues 
2018. 128 pp. 
Softcover: 978-1-63485-430-6. $82.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-243-4. $82.00. 

The book presents a research study that examined the retraining and career development 
experiences of new and professional immigrants in Canada. The study intended to 

provide an in-depth perspective into the influence of immigrants’ optimism and self-

efficacy on their retraining and career development experiences. Using a qualitative 
methodology, in-depth interviews were conducted and a grounded theory approach was 

employed to analyze the data. Central themes within participant narratives emerged and key results were introduced. 

Participants’ experiences included a myriad of barriers and challenges, yet many viewed this experience as a positive 
opportunity for growth and development. The results explored differences between optimists’ and pessimists’ retraining and 

career development experiences, as well as the role of self-efficacy within immigrants’ career development. Results have 

implications for career and vocational psychology literature, practice, and career counselling, and include suggestions for 
future researchers. 

China: Conditions, Issues and U.S. Relations 

Lupita Wernher 

In series: Asian Political, Economic and Social Issues 
2018. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53614-262-4. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53614-263-1. $230.00. 

This book is a compilation of recent CRS reports involving China, including maritime territorial and exclusive economic 
zone (EEZ) disputes involving China; background information and issues for Congress on China’s naval modernization effort 

and its implications for US Navy capabilities; a comparison of US and Chinese trade data; China’s proposal for a peace 

mechanism with North Korea; and a review on China’s retaliatory tariffs on selected US agricultural products. 
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Colombia: Background, Issues and U.S. Relations 

Augusto Jacinto Espino 

In series: Latin American Political, Economic, and Security Issues 
2018. 

Softcover: 978-1-53614-264-8. $95.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53614-265-5. $95.00. 

This book is a compilation of CRS reports on Columbia, its background and US relations (explored in Chapter One). 

Colombia is the third most populous country in Latin America, with roughly 49 million inhabitants. A key US ally in the 
region, Colombia has endured an internal armed conflict for half a century. In Chapter Two of this book, Colombia’s drug 

policies and how they have evolved are examined in light of Colombia’s peace agreement with the FARC (Revolutionary 

Armed Forces of Colombia) and its changing counternarcotics policy. The next reports examine a revised peace accord that 
was signed by President Juan Manual Santos (in 2016) and FARC (the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia) in an 

effort to end half a century of armed conflict. The last chapter focuses on the Pacific Alliance, a regional integration initiative 

formed by Chile, Colombia, Mexico and Peru on April 28, 2011, which was developed as a way to supplement existing trade 
agreements among the four countries. 

Commemorations: Background, Legislative Processes and Issues for Congress 

Joseph D. Notto 

In series: American Political, Economic, and Security Issues 

In series: Government Procedures and Operations 
2018. 146 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53614-015-6. $82.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53614-016-3. $82.00. 
Since the enactment of the Commemorative Works Act (CWA) in 1986, Congress has authorized 35 commemorative works 

to be placed in the District of Columbia or its environs. Nineteen of these works have been completed and dedicated. The 

CRS report included in this book contains a catalog of the 19 authorized works that have been completed and dedicated since 
1986. It also provides a status update on 12 in-progress memorials and 4 memorials with lapsed authorizations. In the next 

chapter, commemorative coins (which can be divided into two eras – historical coins and modern coins), are discussed. 

Overall, 144 commemorative coins have been minted since 1892. Since 1982, when Congress reinstituted the 
commemorative program, 84 commemorative coins have been authorized. Since 1998, only two coins may be authorized for 

any given year. To date. Congress has authorized commemorative coins to be issued through 2019. Finally, this book 

summarizes the different types of commemorative time periods – federal holidays; patriotic and national observances; and 
commemorative days, weeks and months. Second, it discusses the current rules in the House and Senate that govern this type 

of legislations. Lastly, the last chapter discusses options for Congress, including introducing legislation in the House and 

Senate, and asking the president to issue a proclamation. 

Critical Notes on Northern Ghana’s Development: History, Geography, Institutions, Politics, 

and Development in Contention 

M. H. A. Bolaji and A. A. Apusigah (Department of Social, Political and Historical Studies 

(SPHS), University for Development Studies (UDS), Wa Campus, Ghana) 

In series: African Political, Economic, and Security Issues 
2018. 342 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-408-7. $230.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-409-4. $230.00. 

his is an edited book whose themes address the myriad of social, economic, political, 

cultural, and religious problems that analysts attribute to northern Ghana’s under-
development. This collection of 15 chapters – including the introductory and concluding 

chapters – is written by seasoned academics, researchers, practitioners, and professors. 

The book consists of three parts: Northern Ghana’s Under-Development and 

Northerners’ Complicity; Chieftaincy, Conflicts and Peace-Building; and Policy, 

Politics, and Social Development. While the book deals with the complex subjects of 

northern Ghana’s under-development, its analyses are cutting-edge and down-to-earth. 
This collection presents the political, economic, legal, religious, governance, social 

issues that are at the heart of northern Ghana’s development. Where the arguments need 

graphic illustration, the authors have painstakingly provided diagrams, tables, and 
figures. Of interest to this collection is that although the contributing authors present 

their various explanations and ideas on this aspect of the research on northern Ghana’s 

development, they give readers the prime place of making sense of the subject for 
themselves. The writing styles that the contributing authors adopt are engaging and 

thrilling. Besides that the chapters are well documented to meet the accepted scholarly 

conventions, the language is lucid and straightforward. While the contributing authors come from diverse scholarly 
backgrounds, the editors have tried to reduce the variations in presentation and style to aid easy comprehension. The issue 
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of northern Ghana’s under-development has not only been topical, but it has also been a concern to many Ghanaian 

politicians, scholars, and development partners. As part of understanding the nature and context of northern Ghana, 
government, non-governmental organizations and development need scholarly research to back the oftentimes programmatic 

research conducted. Such programmatic research such as baselines, situational assessments, and rapid appraisal although 

they have their own merit in generating data for development interventions, they have tended to lack a comprehensive 
understanding of the northern situation. Even for such programmatic assessments, some academic studies are necessary for 

grounding the analyses. Yet, such studies are often scanty and/or partial in tackling the northern Ghana question. This book 

fills that gap. Its interdisciplinary and multidisciplinary theme is of particular appeal to students of history, politics, 
geography, development studies, ethnic and conflict studies, and legal studies, among others. 

Development-Induced Displacement and Resettlement in 

Bangladesh: Case Studies and Practices 

Mohammad Zaman, PhD, and Hafiza Khatun (Advisory Professor, 

Hohai University, Nanjing, China) 

In series: Asian Political, Economic and Social Issues 
2018. 308 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53612-595-5. $230.00. 

Softcover: 978-1-53614-224-2. $89.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-596-2. $230.00. 
A very first for Bangladesh, this edited book examines the complex issues of 

development-induced displacement and resettlement using case studies with “good 

practice” examples from a wide range of ongoing projects. The authors, who are largely 
“practitioners” in the field of resettlement studies, are well-known in the country and 

internationally for their expert knowledge. The book establishes a baseline for further 

research on resettlement and development in Bangladesh. It is rich in well-presented case 
studies replete with evidence-based strategies to help prevent impoverishment amongst 

those displaced by development projects. The chapters in this collection address emerging issues and approaches to 

resettlement and thus have enriched the literature in an era of rapid economic development and change. Thus, the book will 
remain as a valuable resource and reference or teaching aid in academic and development circles. 

Division, Derision and Decisions: The Domino Effect of Brexit and Populism’s Intersection of 

Rights and Wrongs 

Prebble Q. Ramswell (Destin, FL, USA) 

In series: Political Science and History 
2018. 210 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-131-4. $160.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-132-1. $160.00. 
In 2016, both the United Kingdom and the United States found themselves 

embroiled in bitter battles, battles in which the citizens themselves became their 

own worst enemies. The Brexit campaign in the United Kingdom and the 2016 
United States Presidential campaign precipitated a rebirth of populism and 

nationalism, reinvigorating entire populations and charming even the most casual 

observer into political action and discourse. Yet, in both cases, what began as an 
endeavor to serve the needs of the citizenry morphed into a battlefield of derision 

and division. Racism and xenophobia are no longer isolated issues affecting only 

small portions of a society. Hate crimes, hate speech and overt racial discrimination 
are on the rise worldwide, stemming from populist empowerment. Battlegrounds 

of freshly brewed hostility, pitting neighbor against neighbor, have created a 

pandemic with the potential to permanently alter our understanding of right and 
wrong as well as the application of law and order. Rather, these issues are now at 

the forefront of debate and have assumed a position on the frontlines of political 

warfare worldwide. The parallels between campaigns are not merely provocative, 
they are disarming; but the manifestation of similar events in countries around the 

world is cause for concern. This book explores the course of Brexit, the parallels 

between it and the 2016 US Presidential election, and how it served as an impetus 
and inspiration for public outcry and uprising around the world. 
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Energy Policy: Perspectives, Challenges and Future Directions 

K. J. Sreekanth (Energy and Building Research Centre (EBRC), Kuwait Institute for Scientific 

Research (KISR), Safat, Kuwait) 

In series: Energy Policies, Politics and Prices 
2018. 202 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-744-6. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-758-3. $95.00. 
Sustainable development is triggering a re-assessment of innovation and technological 

change in all fields, and energy is no exception. A key challenge of energy sustainability 

is to examine the range of credible potential pathways of combined social, environmental 
and technological systems under conditions of uncertainty, stagger, personal preferences 

and complication. Conventional energy resources – essentially fossil fuels – are becoming 

limited because of the swift increase in energy demand. This disparity in energy demand 
and supply has placed enormous coercion not only on consumer prices, but also on the 

natural world; this requires mankind to look for sustainable energy resources. Sreekanth. 

K. J., PhD begins this book by first describing the energy efficiency and emission 

reduction characteristics of the road transportation sector in Chapter One. Chapter Two 

proposes the costs of renewable energy promotion and benefits through an analysis of the 

European case by Margarita Ortega Izquierdo and Pablo Del Río. Next, Chapter Three, 
by Jiang Yu and Zheng Fang, presents a review on residential electricity price policies in 

China. In Chapter Four, Fotouh Al-Ragom discusses the behavior change approach with 

a metric to promote and sustain energy efficiency. The Nigerian electricity market and its 
future is explained in Chapter Five by Karen Maguire and Kolawole Olaniyi. The 

institutionalization of the common gas market in the context of institutional evolution of 

the Eurasian economic union by Elena Shadrina is explained in Chapter Six. 

Essays in Political Anthropology: Reviewing the Essence of Capitalism 

Maximiliano E. Korstanje (University of Palermo, Buenos Aires, Argentina)  

In series: Anthropology Research and Developments 
2018. 133 pp. 
Softcover: 978-1-53614-291-4. $82.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53614-292-1. $82.00. 

In 1992, Ulrich Beck published his classic Risk Society: Towards a New Modernity, 
which over the years has been situated as a must-read book in anthropology and 

sociology. The turn of the century brought many unseen political, economic and of course 

ecological risks for contemporary society. Though brilliant in essence, Beck’s argument 
does not suffice to explain the times that humans live in now. Risk society has been 

replaced by a new stage of capitalism, where disasters, human suffering and pain have 

been commoditized as products to be instantly gazed and consumed by a global 
spectorship. The term “Thana-Capitalism” is used to describe the rise of a new form of 

capitalism, centered in the consumption of death and pain. This book captivates the needs 

of discussing capitalism from a new angle, introducing new theories, insights and debates 
revolving around political anthropology. In five short chapters, the authors did their best 

to explore this idea with different but interrelated topics such as leisure, tourism, 

consumption, terrorism, disasters, climate change, and political violence. The present 
project is useful for pre-graduate students (in humanities and social sciences) interested 

in politics, cultural studies and anthropology. 

Essays on the Philosophical Nexus 

between Religion and Politics. Volume 1 

Emanuel L. Paparella (Barry University, Miami Shore, FL, USA) 

In series: Religion and Society 
2017. 182 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53612-871-0. $95.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53612-872-7. $95.00. 

This proposed book consists of 36 chapters written over three years (2014-2017) on the 

theme of the historical nexus between democracy and religion. It takes a sweeping 
panoramic cultural and anthropological view on the theme that is in some way connected 

to the following philosophical conundrums: myth/history, poetical/scientific, 

political/transcendent, freedom/determinism, ideological/historical, power/justice, 
law/love, grand narrative/positivistic, hermeneutics, transcendence/immanence, 

secular/religious, liberal/fascist, freedom/human rights, revelation/positivism, 
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democracy/political corruption, moral compass/power, guilt/honor, democracy/honoring truth, ethical tradition/historical, 

secular/religious humanism, public/private spirituality and spiritual identity/political identity. All of these subthemes are 
alluded to in the titles of the chapters and then philosophically explored. The chapters also venture into uncharted territory. 

From the very beginning, they often challenge taken-for-granted assumptions about history, progress, science, the secular 

and the sacred. The goal is not so much to solve those perennial conundrums, but to point to their relevancy for getting some 
effective handle on the varied contemporary existential predicaments in politics, in environmental science and in spirituality. 

One chapter that will render the core idea of the collection is “Eight Scholars’ Views (Dante, Husserl, Levinas, Dawson, 

Weiler, Habermas, Eisenstadt and Troeltsch) of the Loss of European Spiritual Identity.” The target audience includes the 
educated layman of a philosophical bend, but it also includes contemporary trends in ethics, spirituality and politics. 

Essays on the Philosophical Nexus between Religion and Politics. Volume 2 

Emanuel L. Paparella (Barry University, Miami Shore, FL, USA) 

In series: Religion and Society 
2018. 184 pp. 
Softcover: 978-1-53613-135-2. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-136-9. $95.00. 

This proposed book is a sequel to Volume 1. It has the same title and consists of eighteen 

additional essays written over four years (2014-2017) on the theme of the historical 

nexus between religion and politics. This second volume begins where the first ends and 
its Table of Contents lists essays Nineteen to Thirty-Six. It takes a sweeping panoramic 

cultural and anthropological view on the theme that is in some way connected to the 

following philosophical and dialectical conundrums: myth/history, poetics/science, 
politics/transcendentalism, freedom/determinism, ideology/history, power/justice, 

law/love, grand narrative/positivistic approach, hermeneutics, 

transcendence/immanence, secularism/religion, liberalism/fascism, freedom/human 
rights, revelation/positivism, democracy/political corruption, moral compass/power, 

guilt/honor, democracy/truth, ethical tradition/historical tradition, secular 

humanism/religious humanism, public spirituality/private spirituality, and spiritual 
identity/political identity. All of these subthemes are alluded to in the titles of the 

chapters and then philosophically explored. The chapters also venture into uncharted 

territory. From the very beginning, they often challenge taken-for-granted assumptions 
about history, progress, science, the secular and the sacred. The goal is not so much to 

solve those perennial philosophical conundrums, but to point to their relevancy for an 

effective handling of various contemporary existential predicaments in politics, in environmental science, and in spirituality. 

The target audience includes the educated layman of a philosophical bent, but also includes those readers that follow 

contemporary trends in ethics, spirituality and politics. 

European Union Impact on Central Asia: Political, Economic, Security and Social Spheres 

Vladimir Paramonov, Aleksey Strokov, Sergei Alschen and Zebiniso Abduganieva (Central 

Eurasia Analytical Group, Tashkent, Uzbekistan) 

In series: European Political, Economic, and Security Issues 
2018. 157 pp. 
Softcover: 978-1-53613-133-8. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-134-5. $95.00. 

The European Union has been active in Central Asia since the collapse of the Soviet 
Union in 1991. The impact of its activities have varied across the five independent 

Central Asian states: - The political impact of the EU’s policies has been the most evident 

in Kyrgyzstan and to a slightly lesser extent, in Kazakhstan; on the other hand, 
Tajikistan, Uzbekistan, and Turkmenistan have experienced much less of an impact thus 

far; - The EU’s economic impact has been the strongest in Kazakhstan and to some 

degree in Kyrgyzstan and Turkmenistan, while in Tajikistan and Uzbekistan it has been 
much weaker; - In the security sphere, the EU’s impact has been the mostly pronounced 

in Tajikistan and Kyrgyzstan, to a lesser extent in Kazakhstan, minor in Uzbekistan, and 

virtually non-existent in Turkmenistan; - The EU’s social policy has had the clearest 
impact in Kazakhstan, to a lesser extent in Kyrgyzstan, negligible in both Tajikistan and 

Uzbekistan, and is practically unnoticeable in Turkmenistan. If the overall impact of the 

European Union on the countries of Central Asia in some areas was significant, today 
that impact is rather weak (especially in comparison to Russia and China). As a result, 

factors contributing to the weakening of the EU’s impact on Central Asia clearly 

outweigh factors that contribute to a strengthening of the impact in the region. Moreover, 
from the perspective of contemporary realities, it is accurate to state that “time in Central 

Asia is working against Europe.” If in the early 1990s Europe represented a type of “ideal 
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partner” for the countries of Central Asia that chose to develop as “European style” secular states, hopes of receiving strong 

support from Europe (and the West in general) have essentially collapsed. 

Financial Risk Management Case Studies in Cameroon 

Visemih William Muffee (Higher Institute of Commerce and Management, The University of 

Bamenda, Tubah Sub-Division, North West Region, Cameroon) 

In series: Politics and Economics of Africa 
2018. 218 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-317-2. $160.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-318-9. $160.00. 
Financial Risk Management Case Studies in Cameroon is designed to improve the risk 

management skills of all finance managers. Risk management is a recent field of study that 

points out the necessity for finance managers to help their organisations or companies and 
come up with desired benefits, which will encourage the various stakeholders to keep on 

having trust in the various organisations. The text offers diversity in terms of financial risk 

management. It provides risk management case studies in the service providing 

organisations, especially in the finance sector, where heavy financial risks are 

predominantly present. It is hoped that this text would serve as a useful financial risk 

management tool that would help both finance and non-finance managers in the 
management of risks. The text constitutes important material on financial risk management 

case studies to help risk management students. It is a contemporary text for all business 

management students. It is a good text for all entrepreneurs and should be used in the 
management of business risk, especially in the financial environment of said business. It 

is a good text for all finance professionals and financial advisors. In order to obtain 

maximum benefits from the use of this text, the reader should carefully carry out analyses 
of the cases to bring out all the facts and use the knowledge to avoid all the financial 

management pitfalls in the organisation. Using the various facts, carefully implementing 
the risk management ideas and procedures presented will definitely improve organisational 

performance. Risk management implementation is a pivotal key to profit maximiation, for both profit and non-for-profit 

making organisations. 

Foreign Aid: Developments, Analyses and Research 

Leslie McGuire 

In series: Foreign Policy of the United States 
2018. 244 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53614-155-9. $160.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53614-156-6. $160.00. 

Members of Congress and Administrations have periodically considered reorganizing the federal government’s trade and 

development functions to advance various policy objectives. This book examines the Trump administration’s 2019 budget 
request to consolidate OPIC and other agency development finance functions, specifically the DCA of the USAID, into new 

US development foreign agencies. The second report shows in tabular form how much the Administration requested and 

how much Congress appropriated for US payments to the multilateral development banks (MDBs) since 2000. The third 
report included in this book looks at the Millennium Challenge Corporation (MCC) that provides economic assistance 

through a competitive selection process to developing nations that demonstrate positive performance in 1. Ruling justly, 2. 

Investing in people and 3. Fostering economic freedom. Next, an overview of US foreign assistance to Israel is provided. It 
includes a review of past aid programs, data on annual assistance and analysis of current issues. Finally, this book examines 

the legislative authorization and appropriation of funds for foreign aid and security 

cooperation which are potential vehicles for congressional responses to developments in 
Cameroon, along with oversight activities. Additionally, to date, the US has directed nearly 

$7.7 billion toward Syria-related humanitarian assistance, and Congress has appropriated 

billions more to support security and stabilization initiatives in Syria and in neighboring 
countries. The chapters herein provide an overview on the Syria conflict and the US 

response in what is now its seventh year of conflict. 

Geopolitics of the South China Sea in the Coming Decades 

Mohd Aminul Karim (Independent University, Dhaka, Bangladesh) 

In series: Asian Political, Economic and Social Issues 
2018. 232 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53614-094-1. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53614-273-0. $95.00. 
The South China Sea (SCS) is explicably one of the most dangerous flash points in the 

world today with the potential to conflagrate into conflicts/skirmishes at the slightest 
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provocation or even by accident. The Sea is uniquely – strategically, even – located, as it links the Indian and Pacific Oceans 

through the constricted Malacca Strait. It falls along the most critical sea lanes in trade and commerce for both oceans. The 
Sea, therefore, is a delicate and volatile water space with overlapping and conflicting claims (under the UNCLOS and 

historical records) by the surrounding countries. The SCS is a bellwether for determining leadership between two major 

powers: The United States and China. The United States is still the predominant power, while China remains the front running 
challenger. Consequently, a transition is underway that is fraught with risks and uncertainty. The transition may not be as 

smooth as the one between the United States and the United Kingdom after the Second World War. China is rising massively, 

and thus gradually asserting its influence among the claimant countries of the SCS and elsewhere. That said, China wants to 
settle the scores with the smaller claimant countries on a one-on-one basis. So, ASEAN centrality is coming under strain, 

though there are moves to conclude a binding code of conduct. China is resolute to claim sovereignty almost over the entire 

SCS while the United States means to focus on the freedom of navigation. The United States is conducting freedom-of-
navigation operations round the clock, shadowed by an increasingly strengthening PLA. Other powers such as Japan, India, 

and Australia with their alignments emerging are on the queue to join the fray along with the United States. However, 
challenging China individually is problematic. Geopolitics of the South China Sea in the Coming Decades captures all of 

these complexities through a comprehensive, eclectic and objective method. Another unique part of this book is that it makes 

futuristic projections for the next few decades in the Indo-Pacific Region. 

Global Governance: Perspectives, Challenges and Outlook 

Sagarika Dutt, Ph.D. (Senior Lecturer in International Relations and Subject Leader, 

Nottingham Trent University, Nottingham, Nottinghamshire, UK) 

In series: Global Political Studies 
2017. 284 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53612-969-4. $195.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-970-0. $195.00. 

This book deals with a range of topics related to global governance. It begins with an 
introduction to the theoretical literature in order to provide a framework for the individual 

chapters written by the authors contributing to this book. There are many global challenges 
that the global community, which includes state and non-state actors, has to deal with. 

International institutions like the United Nations are trying to meet some of these 

challenges, for example, in the field of sustainable development. One of the chapters in 
the book discusses the United Nation’s assessment of the Millennium Development Goals. 

Another chapter discusses the post-2015 sustainable development agenda and highlights 

the seventeen Sustainable Development Goals adopted by the United Nations’ member 

states in December 2015. A related topic is climate change, which led to the Paris 

Agreement that states were encouraged to sign up for. Rising sea levels are threatening the 

existence of some low-lying atoll states of the Pacific region. The challenges they face are 
discussed by Roy Smith in his chapter, “Maintaining Sovereign Identity among States 

Facing Existential Threats”. There are other threats to our security and well-being posed 

by terrorism, for example, that require the adoption of appropriate counterterrorism 
measures. This issue is discussed by Natasha Underhill in her chapter ‘Counterterrorism 

in a Globalized World: Threats and Ways Forward’. Kunal Mukherjee’s chapter, “The 

Rise of Islamism in the Contemporary World: A South Asian Perspective”, discusses a 
related issue. The book argues that international co-operation is essential to solve problems and make progress in different 

areas, ranging from international security to international trade. But progress may be slow when states feel that it is not a 

positive sum game, which is what Chris Farrands argues in his chapter, “Global Governance, Multilateralism and the 
Management of International Trade”. Finally, the book addresses the issue of global governance and world order. One way 

forward is by reforming the United Nations and giving more recognition to regional organisations, as is discussed by Spyros 

Blavoukos and Dimitris Bourantonis in their chapter, “Principled Multilateralism and the United Nations”. But as the 
concluding chapter, “Global Governance and World Order: Perspectives, Challenges and Outlook” argues, ultimately, global 

governance has to be conceived as self-governance and not act as an imposition from above based on an international 

hierarchy; it requires a political commitment from all stakeholders if it is to be successful in maintaining world order. 

Hillary Rodham Clinton (HRC) Paid Speeches 

Christian Mellor 

In series: American Political, Economic, and Security Issues 
2018. 232 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-794-1. $82.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-795-8. $82.00. 

This book is a compilation of speeches of the former Secretary of State, Hillary Clinton. This includes topics on: • 

Benghazi/Libya • China • Campaign Contributions • Egypt • Government Surveillance • Haiti • Russia • Taxes • Personal 
Wealth • North Korea • Mexico • Syria • Islam and much more. The information included in this book was initially released 

by WikiLeaks, the international non-profit organization that was launched in 2006 for the purposes of disseminating original 

documents from anonymous sources. 
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Human Rights in a Changing World: Research and Applied 

Approaches 

Artemis Z. Giotsa (University of Ioannina, Ioannina, Greece) 

In series: Human Rights: Contemporary Issues and Perspectives 
2018. 331 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-883-2. $195.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-884-9. $195.00. 

The key terms in this book – human rights, changing the world, research, and applied 
approaches – reflect the approach to explore the relationship between human rights in 

different disciplines in our changing world. This handbook discusses current issues on 

human rights, such as research and applied approaches and trends in contemporary society. 
It opens up new avenues for research in worldwide development and new directions 

needed in the area of human rights. This book contains twenty chapters from different 

disciplines covering many aspects of human rights. It was written to be a supplemental 
textbook for undergraduate and graduate students studying social sciences and human 

rights, as well as social scientists, researchers and teachers. However, since the subject of 

the book is intrinsically interesting to almost anyone, the book is written in a way that is comprehensive to other readers. 

Intelligence and Security Challenges of the European Migrant Crisis: An Insight into an 

Innovative Forecasting Model 

Teodora Ivanuša, Ph.D., Dejan Dragan, Ph.D., Iztok Podbregar, Ph.D., Gašper Hribar and 

Janez Žirovnik (University of Maribor, Faculty of Logistics, Mariborska cesta 7, Celje, 

Slovenia) 

In series: European Political, Economic, and Security Issues 
2018. 139 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-045-4. $82.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-046-1. $82.00. 
It is crucial that governments collect information regarding the incoming flow of 

immigrants into their countries; this is usually done via intelligence services. Data and 

information related to migrations is used not only for statistical, humanitarian, medical, 
public security, and other similar purposes, but are also especially used for purposes 

concerning national security. In the midst of migrants seeking international help and 

humanitarian aid, members of organized crime, human, drugs, and weapons traffickers, 
terrorists, and other criminals/deviants could potentially be hiding amongst those seeking 

refuge. Their purpose is to clandestinely reaching their destination where criminal 

offences, terrorism and other similar activities can inflict serious damage to national or 
international security. During the last few years, the rising inflow of refugees and 

economic migrants is becoming a more and more serious economic, political and 

security problem for Europe, especially for the member countries of the European Union. 
In 2015, the migrant inflow into Europe was above one million, which is the most 

exceptional influx to date, and policymakers do not have a competent answer of how to 

react. To make things even worse, Turkey is threatening to push an enormous number of 
additional migrants into the Greek islands. Additional controversy is present in the 

Schengen area, which will probably narrow – not expand – the so-called Dublin 

Declaration, in European countries which are not members of the European Union, in 
the United Kingdom following “Brexit”, and in some countries where overall political instability seems incessant. Such 

political complexity of the given situation in Europe might diminish the capabilities of intelligence and security services that 

are normally highly successful. The core of the proposed book addresses the statistical analysis and modeling of the potential 
future of migrant inflow according to Turkey’s possible motives in the future. Since the latter can be quite unpredictable, a 

relatively difficult forecasting problem is currently unavoidable, and possible uncertainties might be quite severe. The 

calculated prediction results imply that the migrant inflow trend will remain considerably high, particularly in the case if 
Turkey decides to completely open its borders for further migrations towards the Greek islands. This finding should be a 

serious warning to the EU to create a more efficient immigration policy in the near future. 

 

Internationalisation of Human Resource Management: Focus on Central and Eastern Europe 

József Poór (Szent István University, Gödöllő, Hungary), Allen D. Engle, PhD, (Eastern 

Kentucky University, Richmond Kentucky), Jana Blštáková, PhD and Zuzana Joniaková, PhD 

(University of Economics in Bratislava, Slovakia) 

In series: European Political, Economic, and Security Issues 
2017. 370 pp. 
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Hardcover: 978-1-53612-632-7. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-639-6. $230.00. 
The aim of this monograph is to provide a comprehensive overview on the International 

HRM in Central and Eastern Europe supported by qualitative research results. It is the 

first available publication on contemporary tendencies in IHRM in Central and Eastern 
Europe, published and based on the CRANET (the Cranfield Network on International 

HRM) cooperation. Therefore, there are contributions of experienced and relevant 

authors active in research and publishing in Central and Eastern Europe. This book 
consists of three sections. The first focuses on the major impact of internationalisation of 

HRM in Central and Eastern Europe, identifying impacts of foreign investments, 

explaining emerging HRM models in the international business environment, introducing 
evolution of international HRM, including relevant factors of labor market changes and 

cultural diversity influences. The second section introduces a reflection of business 
aspects and internationalization in partial HRM functions. The third section contains 

qualitative research results performed in international companies and delivers an 

empirical background in the form of case studies. This predetermines the monograph’s 
valuable material for researchers in the field of HRM-related disciplines, as well as for 

teachers and students of graduate programs in business, economics and management. 

Iraq: The Continuing Challenges in the Post-Saddam Hussein Era 

Haitham Al-Mayahi, Ph.D. (Director of International Media and 

NGOs Office, Mosul Operation, Iraqi Gov., Iraq) 

In series: The Middle East in Turmoil 
2018. 151 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-821-4. $95.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-835-1. $95.00. 

This book is a systematic analysis of the intractable challenges posed by terrorism, 
sectarianism, corruption and the transition to democracy in the post-Saddam Hussein era 

in Iraq, and details how they can be overcome. This book is particularly unique because 

while there are many books on Iraq, most of them are historical accounts and travelogues. 
The authors of these works, the overwhelming majority of whom are non-Iraqi, agree 

that Iraq is in a crisis, albeit their explanations for and analyses of the crisis and 

prescriptions vary and are of variegated qualities.  

 

 

Key Reports from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency Office of the Inspector General 

Debroah Ledoux 

In series: American Political, Economic, and Security Issues 
2018. 408 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53614-182-5. $270.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53614-183-2. $270.00. 
This book provides meaningful reports from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency Office of the Inspector General. In 

addition to providing details of some key successful operations within the agency, the reports also provide details about 

operations within the agency that need updated measures and controls to be effective. 

Lithuania: Political, Economic and Social Issues 

Bronius Kazlauskas 

In series: European Political, Economic, and Security Issues 
2018. 

Softcover: 978-1-53614-278-5. $95.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53614-279-2. $95.00. 

Lithuanian economic, political and social development should be assessed from a historical perspective because Lithuania 

regained its independence in 1990 when the Soviet Union collapsed. Lithuania: Political, Economic and Social Issues opens 
with an analysis of the three stages of political, economic and social development in the period of Lithuanian independence. 

Next, the authors discuss the implementation of a very important human right, the prohibition of torture. In recent years, the 

European Court of Human Rights has recognized that the prohibition of torture and inhuman treatment also has a procedural 
dimension. In the case of Kraulaidis v. Lithuania, the European Court of Human Rights ruled that the official investigation 

into a traffic accident, which left the applicant permanently disabled, was so insufficient as to amount to a violation of Article 

3 ECHR. Railway transportation plays an important role in the socioeconomic development of the greater number of all 195 
independent countries in the world in general, and in Lithuania in particular. As such, one assessment aims to examine the 

situational analysis of the rail transport sector in Lithuania during the periods of Russian tsarist oppression (1859–1915), 
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Soviet occupation (1944–1990) economic transition (1990–1995), economy growth (1996–2007) and integration into today's 

European transport network (2010–now). Next, the authors aim to identify the role played by childhood and adolescent 
experiences in the formation of pro-violence attitudes and on self-assessed violent behavior in early adulthood. Recent 

statistical information about crime and criminal justice issues in the European Union indicates that over the past decade, 

violent crime rates have decreased in Lithuania. In the final chapter, beginning with the notion that state broadcasters are 
entitled to basic human rights, including the right to free speech, the authors demonstrate how the goals of protecting 

journalistic human rights and freedoms and securing quality standards in journalism can be reconciled within the framework 

provided by the European Convention on Human Rights. 

Nationalism, National Identity and Movements 

Joel Jensen and Dale Carter 

In series: Political Science and History 
2018. 197 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53614-117-7. $95.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53614-118-4. $95.00. 

Nationalism, National Identity and Movements begins by presenting an examination of how forced migratory movements, 

although seeming to question traditional national principles of the sovereign state as well as undermining or even eroding 

nationalist value systems, ended up strengthening the power of the nation-states during the period after the Second World 

War. In particular, it will investigate how different waves of refugees contributed to the consolidation of one specific type of 
nationalism: the ethnic one. Next, the authors analyse the role of national narratives in the development of national identity. 

This interdisciplinary approach offers a more complete and analytical understanding of how narratives of national identity 

are produced, transmitted and finally consumed by the members of a nation. Also in this book, detailed theoretical rationale 
for the relationships between identification and threat perceptions is presented, exploring the issues related to causal direction 

and links to attitudes toward immigrants and immigration policies. Although having a national identity on its own is not 

troubling, possessing an inflated sense of national identity, referred to as national group narcissism, may lead to biased 
perceptions of intergroup relations. Following this, the authors describe three different types of artworks and the identities 

associated with each artist in order to reveal the complex process through which Korean identity is formed. This research 

identifies the first type of artist as one who left South Korea as an adult in order to be deterritorialized from the given territory, 
and the individual’s Koreanness has been one rediscovered by dialectical play with the Other. Usage of the colonial discourse 

is proposed as a way to represent social relationships, providing additional opportunities for the analysis of the political 

situation in Russia. Thus, the work of contemporary intellectuals who identify themselves as “Russian nationalists” is 
analyzed. Conclusions are made regarding the fundamental conflictual nature of intellectuals. The construction of a unified 

Mexican national identity is depicted in the concluding chapter, in a territory originally divided by adversarial ethnic groups 

into one nation glued by a common language and history. The authors conclude that nationalism in Mexico must be 

understood within educational, historical and contextual influences to assess costs and benefits. 

Overshooting the Maastricht Criteria: External Imbalances and Income Convergence in the 

European Union 

Menbere Workie Tiruneh, Ph.D. (Institute of Economic Research, SAS, Slovakia; VSM/CityU, 

Slovakia; and Webster Private University, Austria) 

In series: Economic Issues, Problems and Perspectives 
2018. 239 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-585-5. $160.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-586-2. $160.00. 

While mainstream economists were convinced they had solved the business cycle 
phenomena of macroeconomic policy making, the Great Recession has once again 

underscored the verdict of history, where every boom has almost always been 

accompanied by a bust and recession. The book discusses theoretical controversies and 
state-of-the art empirical studies on the link between external imbalances and real income 

convergence in the European Union. The book shows successful real income convergence 

across the European Union on the country level and pinpoints persistent regional 
disparities within countries in most of the member states of the European Union. The book 

addresses broader aspects of external imbalances and their key determinants and provides 

fresh empirical and exploratory evidence on paradigm shifts in the past several decades. 
This book also empirically estimates both the causality between public debt and economic 

growth as well as the optimum level of public debt for EU member states. Additionally, 

the book discusses the link between illicit capital flows and external imbalances in the 
European Union. Overall, the book critically investigates both theoretical frameworks of 

global imbalances and systematically evaluates milestones and paradigm shifts in global 

imbalances; it also offers new empirical results based on the panel data of both “old” and 
“new” EU member states in the past several decades. Finally, the book addresses a number 

of the policy challenges, disputes and controversies in the European Union in terms of 

solving the ongoing external imbalances and harmonizing policies to prevent future challenges. 
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Reconstructions: An Introduction to International Development Studies 

Luke Strongman (Senior Lecturer, Communication, Open Polytechnic of New Zealand, Lower 

Hutt, New Zealand) 

In series: Political Science and History 
2018. 214 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-468-1. $160.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-482-7. $160.00. 
Reconstructions is a book about international development and several of its conceptual, 

theoretical, and some of its practical and behavioural facets. It is an exploratory 

introduction to the subject for tertiary students and an advanced general readership. It is a 
book of ‘field theory.’ This term is derived from two meanings. The first is ‘fieldwork’ 

and its associations with the attempt to provide a structure where one did not previously 

exist; and secondly, to draw on experience that is gained from information derived from 
practical settings and established knowledge. Hence, the theory developed in the book has 

bearings from real-world referents, secondary though those sometimes might be. Through 

different lenses – macro, conceptual, abstract, political, scientific and behavioural – 

Reconstructions: An Introduction to International Development Studies explores concepts 

that inform both the foreground (by identifying issues and concerns) and background (by 

explaining theory and concepts) of international development work. Reconstructions is 
also partially a book about alternative development, in as much as it critiques certain 

aspects of conventional development theory and advocates a people-centred, sustainable 

development. Models of International Development might change, and need to do so to 
respond to different political, social, generational, androgogical and environmental 

differences. A constant human factor is the relationship of people to their environment and 

the desire to improve it in social, economic and resource-conscious ways. Hence, the basis 
of Reconstructions: An Introduction to International Development Studies concerns the relation of people to the environment 

from a developmental perspective. 

Reports on British Prison-Camps in India and Burma 

Oscar Moten 

In series: Political Science and History 
2018. 62 pp. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-778-1. $82.00. 
This book is a compilation of the reports by the International Red Cross Committee on the British Prison-Camps in India and 

Burma in February, March and April 1917. The British camps in India and Burma for Turkish prisoners of war and civil 

residents in the Indian Empire of enemy nationality were visited by three accredited representatives of the Red Cross. The 
conclusions they reached are presented in this book. Specifically, the report gives a systemic account of each camp visited 

including the altitude and climate, the number and category of prisoners, the number of staff with names of responsible 

officers, the specifications of housing and sleeping accommodation, exercise, rations, clothing, hygiene, washing, lighting, 
water supply, sanity arrangement and disinfection, medical attendance, hospitals, discipline, amusements, postal 

correspondence and censorship, relief of destitution, mosques, churches and religious services. 

Russia: Background, Issues and Recent Developments 

Ulyana Asya Romanov 

In series: European Political, Economic, and Security Issues 

In series: Asian Political, Economic and Social Issues 
2018. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53614-266-2. $160.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53614-267-9. $160.00. 

This book is a compilation of CRS reports on Russia today. The first chapter examines Russia’s 2018 presidential election, 

in which Russian President Vladimir Putin was widely expected to secure reelection (and since then, has won). The second 

chapter examines recent developments in Russian policy, including the increasingly authoritarian governance since 
Vladimir’s Putin return to the presidential post in 2012, Russia’s 2014 annexation of Ukraine’s Crimea region and support 

of separatists in eastern Ukraine, violation of the Intermediate-Range Nuclear Forces (INF) Treaty; Moscow’s intervention 
in Syria in support of Bashar al Asad’s government; increased military activity in Europe and cyber-related influence 

operations, that, according to the US intelligence community, have targeted the 2016 US Presidential election and countries 

in Europe. The next two chapters go into further detail on Russian compliance with the Intermediate Range Nuclear Forces 
(INF) treaty and the new START Treaty (a new strategic arms reduction treaty that the US and Russia signed on April 8th 

2010. The last chapter included in this book is a 3-page report on the Balkan’s uneasy relations with Russia. Despite Russia’s 

effort to influence the Balkans’ political orientation, which has led the US and, more significantly, the EU to increase 
attention to the region, some observers believe that Moscow likely will not be successful in realigning any of the Balkan 

states away from the West in the long run. 
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The Liberation of Italy, 1815-1870 

Evelyn Martinengo-Cesaresco 

In series: Political Science and History 
2018. 359 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-833-7. $230.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-834-4. $230.00. 

This book, originally published in 1895, traces the principal factors that worked towards the glorious unification of Italy. 

The Long Path to Freedom: Sources of Legal History of 

Washington, D.C. in the Home Rule Era. An Annotated 

Bibliography 

Christopher Anglim (University of the District of Columbia, 

Washington DC, USA) 

In series: Political Science and History 
2017. 410 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53612-950-2. $230.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53612-951-9. $230.00. 

This book is the only annotated bibliography of primary and secondary works 

documenting the history of home rule in the District of Columbia. How the District 
should be governed has long been controversial and its current governing framework is 

the product of a tortured evolution. The issue essentially has been the debating for over 

200 years of how much power local residents should have over a city that also serves as 
the nation’s capital. This larger question of federalism is also reflected in many 

subsidiary questions, such as those involving taxation, the power of local officials, 

zoning, and who is authorized to make decisions on major health issues such abortion, euthanasia, and marijuana. While 
many of these issues may be local to DC, decisions regarding them can greatly impact the nation as a whole. It is frequently 

argued that DC residents do not receive an equal voice with residents of the states. Such a paradox raises thorny questions 

concerning how truly equal and democratic is the United States of America. 

Understanding Left and Right: An Illustrated Guide to the Political Divide 

Alan Singer (Professor of Management, Appalachian State University, Boone, North Carolina, 

USA) 

In series: American Political, Economic, and Security Issues 
2018. 224 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-279-3. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-280-9. $95.00. 
This book about the complicated meaning of left and right in politics carries the optimistic 

message that rational truth seeking can lead people towards the center and away from 

extreme positions. There is of course a major argument to the contrary, which is that 
political activities are very substantially determined by narrow interests, vague intuitions 

and strong emotions. Although rationality has indeed been diluted in contemporary 

politics, it is likely that much remains below the surface. Accordingly, there still might be 
time for therapeutic interventions aimed at nudging millions of minds towards a balanced 

political center. The book intervenes in a disarming and calming way. Throughout the 32 

short chapters, a wide variety of politically-loaded thoughts are attributed to a pair of 
cartoon dogs. Left-dog and right-dog are duly introduced in the first chapter, where 

readers will immediately see that they are friendly and not fighting. Indeed, there is no 

such thing as dog-eat-dog in the community of truth-seekers. There are a few diagrams in 

each chapter that readers (or their students or children) are invited to color-in to represent 

the two political sides. Each chapter sets out some distinctive divide-bridging insights into 

basic issues such as truth, ethics, passions, hopes, intentions, genders, orientations, 
abortions, boundaries, identities, language, leaders, inequalities and ecologies to mention 

just a few. Any one of the 32 chapters can be contemplated in private, discussed between 

family members or taught as a stand-alone exercise. Prudently selected chapters would fit 
with ease into just about every course in business schools, but also in college level courses across the entire spectrum of the 

social sciences, including philosophy. This might seem like a ludicrously-hyped marketing claim for any serious book, but 

readers are urged to try it out for themselves and their relatives, colleagues or students and see what happens. 
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World Elections and Emerging Challenges 

Michael D. Munn 

In series: Global Political Studies 
2018. 184 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-831-3. $95.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-779-8. $82.00. 

This book examines various issues facing global elections including the electoral college and how it works in contemporary 

presidential elections, foreign money and US elections, politics, human rights and US policy of Iran, contested elections in 
Honduras, politics, economy and elections in Peru, issues surrounding France’s 2017 presidential election, and main political 

parties and key election issues in Germany. 

Yemen: Issues and Challenges of the 21st Century 

Tobias Steinar 

In series: Politics and Economics of the Middle East 
2018. 152 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-658-6. $82.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-659-3. $82.00. 

Yemen is important to world trade and economy due to its strategic location at the Bab el-Mandab strait linking the Red Sea 

and the Gulf of Aden, as well as its oil and natural gas resources. However, poverty is one of the major constraints that 
prevent the country from participating as actively it should be. As such, the authors aim to illustrate the vicious circle of 

poverty and make some recommendations that could play a role in breaking the cycle of poverty by equity and efficiency of 

the Islamic inspiration. Next, the authors review the interplay between health care challenges and the remnants of the 
weakened health care system in Yemen. Additionally, a critically analysis is performed on the challenges posed by the health 

care crisis and its implication on the future of Yemen’s healthcare system, as well as the different social classes of its 

population. The following chapter provides an overview of the banking sector and its progress since the issuance of economic 
and financial reforms post-1994 and the introduction and establishment of the Islamic Banks Act in 1996. The key challenges 

facing the banking industry in Yemen are highlighted, and recommendations for enhancing the industry and achieving the 

desired reforms of the financial system to strengthen the Yemeni economy are included. The concluding chapter presents a 
case study which has been conducted in the Kuhlan Affar/Wadi Sharis area in Hajja Governorate. The study's methodology 

was largely based on a combination of data collected during the field surveys, data compiled from various other sources, 

correlation analysis with field observations, as well as the consultants' professional experience. However, because of data 
limitations, the findings presented in this case study should be considered preliminary and they remain subject to further 

refinement as more data become available. 

PRESIDENCY 

Bill Clinton: America’s Bridge to the 21st Century 

Karen Heath Clark (Retired Partner, Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher, LLP, New York, USA) 

In series: First Men, America’s Presidents 
2018. 383 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53612-264-0. $230.00. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-349-3. $89.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53612-276-3. $230.00. 

Bill Clinton, the first president born after the end of World War II, brought a new 
generation’s vision and attitude to the White House. His 1992 defeat of overwhelming 

favorite George H. W. Bush, who was running for a second term, is a fascinating story 

of the fickleness of presidential popularity. Clinton was an unknown Governor of 

Arkansas when he won the Democratic nomination, most big-name candidates having 

opted to forgo what they viewed as a hopeless race. Clinton emerged from a troubled 

childhood in Arkansas to become a Rhodes Scholar and a Yale Law School graduate. 
He was a man of great ambition, intellect and determination, but it was his charismatic 

personality and ability to reach out with empathy to others that made him such a popular 

president. While his inexperience led to bungling some legislative opportunities, he 
skillfully shepherded other measures through Congress while keeping the country 

peaceful and increasingly prosperous during his two terms in office. His presidency was 

marred by scandals created by his engagement in inappropriate sexual relationships with 
women, scandals for which he was relentlessly pursued by enemies willing to use 

scorched-earth tactics to try to destroy him. Clinton possessed unsurpassed resiliency, 

labelling himself the “Comeback Kid,” and managed to survive only the second 
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impeachment in American history. Clinton left a legacy of peace and prosperity when he left office at the start of the 21st 

century, but the nation had become far more politically divisive. 

The Life of Abraham Lincoln: Drawn from Original Sources and Containing Many Speeches, 

Letters and Telegrams Hitherto Unpublished. Volume One 

Ida M. Tarbell 

In series: Presidency in the United States 
2018. 302 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-424-7. $270.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-425-4. $270.00. 

The work here was begun in 1894 at the suggestion of Mr. S. S. McClure and Mr. J. S. Phillips, editors of “McClure’s 
Magazine.” Their desire was to add to our knowledge of Abraham Lincoln by collecting and preserving the reminiscences 

of such of his contemporaries as were then living. In undertaking the work it was determined to spare neither labor nor money 

and in this determination Mr. McClure and his associates have never wavered. Without the sympathy, confidence, suggestion 
and criticism which they have given the work it would have been impossible. The author was asked to prepare a series of 

articles on Lincoln covering his life up to 1858 and embodying as far as possible the unpublished material collected. These 

articles, which appeared in “McClure’s Magazine” for 1895 and 1896, were received favorably, and it was decided to follow 
them by a series on the later life of Lincoln. This latter series was concluded in September, 1899, and both series, with 

considerable supplementary matter, are published in the present volumes. The new material collected will, we believe, add 

considerably to our knowledge of Lincoln’s life. Documents are presented establishing clearly that his mother was not the 
nameless girl that she has been so generally believed. His father, Thomas Lincoln, is shown to have been something more 

than a shiftless “poor white,” and Lincoln’s early life, if hard and crude, to have been full of honest, cheerful effort at 

betterment. His struggles for a livelihood and his intellectual development from the time he started out for himself until he 
was admitted to the bar are traced with more detail than in any other biography, and considerable new light is thrown on this 

period of his life. The sensational account of his running away from his own wedding, accepted generally by historians, is 

shown to be false. To the period of Lincoln’s life from 1849, when he gave up politics, until 1858, the period of the Lincoln 
and Douglas Debates, the most important contribution made is the report of what is known as the “Lost Speech.” The second 

volume of the Life contains as an appendix 196 pages of letters, telegrams and speeches which do not appear in Lincoln’s 

“Complete Works,” published by his private secretaries Messrs. Nicolay and Hay. The great majority of these documents 
have never been published at all. The source from which they have been obtained is given in each case. No attempt has been 

made to cover the history of Lincoln’s times save as necessary in tracing the development of his mind and in illustrating his 
moral qualities. It is Lincoln the man, as seen by his fellows and revealed by his own acts and words, that the author has tried 

to picture. This has been the particular aim of the second series of articles. 

PSYCHOLOGY 

A Multi-Dimensional CARES Model in Clinical Practice with People with Borderline 

Personality Disorder: A Comprehensive and Empathetic Articulation 

Kam-shing Yip (Department of Applied Social Sciences, The Hong Kong Polytechnic 

University, Hong Kong, China) 

In series: Mental Illnesses and Treatments 
2018. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-321-9. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-322-6. $230.00. 
People with borderline personality disorder are always known as the most difficult client group to human service 

professionals. It is partly because of their highly fluctuating moods and relationships with others as well as their impulsivity 

and highly risky behaviors such as attempted suicide, self-harm behaviors and substance abuse. Coupled with these are a 

variety of co-morbid mental illnesses including depressive disorder, hysteria, anxiety disorder and brief psychosis. This book 

begins with a comprehensive articulation of diagnosis and etiology of borderline personality disorder. Four borderline 

conditions are clinically identified; they are pre-borderline condition, full energy condition, low energy condition and post-
borderline condition. Among these four conditions, many different types of manifestations are explored. A multi-dimensional 

articulation of different perspectives of borderline features are mentioned including trauma, attachment, self-splitting and 

emotionality. Based on the writers’ 30 years of clinical work and supervision of clients with borderline personality disorder, 
this book is the first step in integrating various clinical perspectives and constructs a comprehensive, empathic and 

multidimensional CARES model in intervention and practice. “C” implies “Companionship with Chronic Loneliness”; “A” 

means “Affective Concern behind Projective Anger”; “R” refers to “Reflection of Emotion, Responsibility and Empathy”; 
“E” implies “Evolving Real Self Constructively”; and finally, “S” means “Soothing and Healing Abandonment Trauma”. 
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A New Approach to Stuttering: Diagnosis and Therapy 

Zbigniew Tarkowski (Head of Department of Pathology and Rehabilitation of Speech, Medical 

University of Lublin, Poland) 

In series: Speech and Language Disorders 
2018. 231 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-63485-640-9. $190.00. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-422-3. $89.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53610-014-3. $190.00. 

The author presents a new approach to the therapy of stuttering. Instead of accepting 

stuttering and trying to make it more fluent, he prefers to motivate a patient to effectively 
battle the condition. This book presents a theoretical basis for such an approach and 

offers diagnostic tools, including normalized and standardized scales as well as 

questionnaires for examining patients with stuttering in different age groups. While guest 
authors review research on the effects of pharmacotherapy, which is regarded as 

controversial by many, the author focuses on discussing the approach and achievements 

of Central and Eastern European therapists which have not been heard of in the USA and 

Western European countries. He supports systemic therapy which affects all the basic 

stuttering factors, i.e. speech disfluency, logophobia, muscle tension and interpersonal 

communication in a comprehensive way. Speech disfluency is not regarded as a problem, 
but merely as an obstacle on the way to accomplish a patient’s personal goals. The author 

presents particular methods for solving the problems of patients with stuttering and 

considers motivation to therapy important, though it is reduced due to the acceptance of 
the disorder. Although he supports using natural speech in the course of therapy, he does 

not reject other techniques. On the contrary, the author believes that therapeutic methods 

should be adjusted to the needs and abilities of a patient instead of forcing said patient 
to use a method simply because it is universal. The author believes therapies are 

subjective to the patient in question. Additionally, the author is optimistic and encourages both therapists and patients to 
share his optimism as well. 

A Systems Approach to the Psychosomatics of Stuttering 

Zbigniew Tarkowski (Head of Department of Pathology and Rehabilitation of Speech, Medical 

University of Lublin, Lubin, Poland) 

In series: Speech and Language Disorders 
2018. 267 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-170-3. $195.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-304-2. $195.00. 
The publication begins with a long interview with a PWS, which is a unique way of 

introducing the systems approach to the psychosomatics of stuttering. Various aspects of 

the approach are presented in four chapters, each ending with a bibliography. Chapter One, 
which is entitled “Stuttering from the Psychosomatic Perspective” discusses the new 

approach to this speech disorder and its consequences for the diagnostic and therapeutic 
process. Stuttering is regarded as more than just a speech fluency disorder, but is also 

regarded as a psychosomatic disorder, and treating its chronic form as a disease can be 

justified. Chapter Two, called “Inspirations” explores the relationships between 
communicative stress, increased muscle tension and changeability of stuttering. This is a 

fundamental issue that most theories fail to explain. Furthermore, the chapter contrasts 

early childhood stuttering with selective mutism in order to present similarities and 
differences between the two disorders. The author attempts to explain why stuttering is 

more common among boys and selective mutism among girls. Chapter Three – “The 

Author’s Own Research” offers results of many years of research on stuttering in 

preschool, school and adult age, along with an in-depth discussion of these. The results 

have been summarised in the form of a model of stuttering from the systems perspective. 

Chapter Four, called “Systems Therapy of Stuttering” refers to the previous chapters and 
presents the author’s therapeutic approach to early childhood stuttering, school age stuttering and chronic stuttering, which 

are different from one another. The chapter also discusses currently used methods of therapy. 
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Advances in Psychobiology 

Francesco Chiappelli, Ph.D. (UCLA School of Dentistry, Los Angeles, CA, US) 

In series: Health Psychology Research Focus 
2018. 305 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-480-3. $230.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-481-0. $230.00. 

Broadly defined psychobiology is a wide field of scientific endeavor, which bridges the artificial divide imposed by the 

Cartesian philosophy of things of the mind and things of the body. Starting in the early decades of the 20th century, mind-
body research developed new avenues of understanding in Western science. It became increasingly clear that processes 

attributed to the psyche, including emotions, cognitions, memories, and personalities, 

had important effects upon physiological events, could disrupt homeostasis, determined 
and controlled allostasis, and arose, in fact, from biological phenomena driven by cell 

biology, biochemistry, genomics and, in a larger sense, interactomics. In brief, 

psychobiology reunited, at last, the sciences of psychology and physiology. Current 
advanced research in psychobiology proffers a new perspective on human and animal 

behavior, with cognitions, emotions, and traits describing the interaction between 

biological systems and behavior. Today, novel frontiers in psychobiology research 

encompass how cognition (what we are thinking) and mood (how we are feeling) 

combine with, determine and are engendered by biological events. The superb chapters 
that compose this book are written by the premier internationally and most renowned 

psychobiologists in the world at this time. They examine several of the most important 

domains of psychobiology research today: from a novel conceptualization of stress in 
the context of the person-environment fit model, to the modulation of immune 

surveillance by perceived stress, the alterations of cognition by pharmaceutical use and 

over-use, as well as from athletic training or ionization poisoning to, ultimately, the 
brain-gut interaction. The role of functional MRS in the study of advanced research 

questions in psychobiology is also discussed in depth. Taken together, this collection of 

chapters make this book on advanced psychobiology both timely and critical. Expectations are that future research 
development in psychobiology, as the field continues to advance, will continue to strive to understand how psychological 

and biological connections shape the human experience. Psychobiology will increasingly provide a uniquely new perspective 

in psychology on the one hand, and on the other hand, in biology along several of the dimensions proffered in this book. 

Advances in Psychology Research. Volume 133 

Alexandra M. Columbus 

In series: Advances in Psychology Research 
2018. 244 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-270-0. $250.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-271-7. $250.00. 

In Advances in Psychology Research. Volume 133, the authors argue potential benefits of information incompleteness as 

stimuli, made possible by autonomous reduction, for designers’ creative imagination. This paper reports on a study conducted 
using a French Rococo clock made in eighteenth century as a prompt. In a subsequent paper, human emotion factors were 

assessed for a sample of 291 Yoruba-speaking students with a questionnaire administered in Ibadan metropolis. Theoretical 

and practical implications of these findings for individual happiness, collective identity and sense of connection to others, as 
well as theoretical implications of these findings for the nature of attitudes, emotions and intergroup relations are explored. 

Next, several previously research studies regarding the reasons why people commit fraud are examined in order to summarize 

what research has discovered about the motivations of fraud perpetrators. The authors suggest that the reason is not as simple 
as greed. This book includes a paper which investigates the effect of Fear of Negative Evaluation on oral performance among 

third year students of English specialised in Language Science and didactics at Bejaia University. To draw their conclusions, 

the authors used a mixed-method approach based on both quantitative and qualitative research methods. This compilation 
also discusses Article 12 of the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child. Article 12 makes explicit reference to 

children’s right to say what they think about matters relating to the quality of their lives and to have these opinions taken into 

account in accordance with their levels of competence and maturity. Detailed recommendations for effective culturally 
relevant policy initiatives and optimal strategies are offered. Going in a different direction, the following chapter discusses 

how the composition of gut microbiota is dependent upon many factors, including the method of birth delivery, maternal and 

neonate antibiotic use, diet, genetics, infection, postnatal stress and maternal care, and formula feeding in place of breast-
feeding. The authors suggest that targeting the gut microbiota composition as a form of treatment for psychiatric disorders 

may be the next step in mental health care. After this, a chapter is included which is focused on the relationship between 

internal auditing, psychology and fraud, which is shown to be an almost empty research and practice field. Therefore, the 
general role of internal auditing within the corporate governance (in particular, anti-fraud control) and the present level of 

psychological knowledge among internal auditors are discussed. Recommendations to further strengthen the effectiveness of 

internal auditing will be given. The final chapter suggests that the behaviour of parents, consciously or unconsciously, can 
influence their child’s expectations, perceptions about their abilities, performance, and duration of participation in sports. 

Parents can also influence the satisfaction that a child can gain from a particular sport activity. 
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Advances in Psychology Research. Volume 134 

Alexandra M. Columbus 

In series: Advances in Psychology Research 
2018. 250 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-947-1. $250.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-948-8. $250.00. 

After many centuries of study, social scientific researchers in many fields, such as those of human emotion, are still at a loss 

for even definitions of constructs on which to base explicit theories. In this book, human emotion factors were assessed for 
a sample of 291 Yoruba-speaking students with a questionnaire administered in Ibadan metropolis. Theoretical and practical 

implications of these findings for uplifting individual happiness, collective identity and sense of connection to others, as well 

as theoretical implications of these findings for the nature of attitudes, emotions and intergroup relations are explored. Next, 
the authors show that heuristics and biases are most likely a heritage from our evolutionary past as they are also detected in 

non-human primates and observed early in children. The results obtained by running a similar food gambling task with 

children and individuals of 6 different species of non-human primates are presented, and observed gambling rates were 
analysed in the different sets of individuals and estimations of different choice theories parameters were run. Risk aversion 

and loss aversion were detected and measured at various levels in non-human primates and children. The key finding is that 

cognitive processes in the context of risk are not uniquely human and are based on biologically measurable foundations. 

Following this, this book reviews problems that researchers face when trying to establish the aggressiveness of computer 

gamers who engage with violent content during gameplay. When conducting media comparisons, the comparisons are only 
valid within “zones of comparability.” Either the level of participants’ interactivity has to be constant across the media type 

compared, while the media content varies; or the content of specific media should be kept constant, whereas the level of 

interactivity with the content then varies. Afterwards, the authors discuss the mushrooming of self-help groups of patients in 
Germany in the 1970’s. Today, these groups are seen as complementary resources for the health care system, in contrast to 

their perception at the time. In this chapter, the socio-political background for the integration of self-help into the health care 

system is presented, along with a short history of the research on collaboration in Germany before the concept of self-help 
friendliness emerged. Additionally research on and practice of the methodical approach of self-help friendliness is presented. 

The authors go on to present the results of a systematic review of the recent literature regarding the association between birth 

order and the development of personality. Whether ordinal position between siblings has a further impact on human lives is 
a question that has interested the scientific community and the general public for decades. The so-called "birth order theory" 

was formulated by the Austrian psychiatrist Alfred Adler in 1947. He argued that birth order has a profound and lasting effect 

on psychological development. The objective of the following chapter was to analyze the profile of the sexual aggressor of 
children and adolescents, according to manifestations of the violence and link with the victims, in a decade (2007-2016). The 

authors used a cross-sectional study, based on data from the "Police Inquiry Reports; Occurrence Bulletins and Circumstantial 

Terms” to maintain the importance of raising awareness among adolescents and young people and to determine the role of 

interpersonal relationships, social formation and ties with family members, acquaintances, boyfriends, friends and 

colleagues. The central goal is to halt the repetition of violent models and prevent the generational transmission of the cycle 

of victimization-aggression. The findings of an additional study on sexual violence against children and adolescents, whose 
perpetrators are familiar and some known from the social environment of the victims, point to the need for prevention 

measures and support to family and social centers. This book reinforces the importance of protection and prevention to 

encourage anonymous complaints. Next, the authors suggest that examining sexual behavior that differs between men and 
women is often difficult because treating men and women as different is as much of a problem as treating men and women 

as being the same. Thus, the authors will present data from multiple studies conducted with groups of college women 

primarily in the United States over the past 20 years. The studies were published from 1989 to 2010. Beyond documenting 
that women use a range of tactics that includes coercion and physical force to obtain sex from unwilling men (or men unable 

to give consent), these studies demonstrate differences in personality, demographics, cultural setting, beliefs, and personal 

history between women who aggress and those who do not. In the concluding chapter, adults (ages 19-72, M = 47.05 years, 
n = 235) were given the Geriatric Depression Scale-Short Form (GDS-SF, n = 171 scoring 0-5 (normal); n = 27 scoring 6-9 

(suggesting depression), and n = 37 scoring 10-15 (almost always indicative of depression) and Palmore’s (2001) 20-item 

Ageism Survey. Neither age, gender nor education were related to Ageism Survey items. Increases in probable depression 
lead to more Ageism Survey items endorsed once or more than once. 

Advances in Psychology Research. Volume 135 

Alexandra M. Columbus 

In series: Advances in Psychology Research 
2018. 240 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53614-143-6. $250.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53614-144-3. $250.00. 

The opening chapter of Advances in Psychology Research. Volume 135 discusses the impact of parenting a child with special 
needs on couples' intimate relationships by integrating three different perspectives on resilience and risk factors. The analysis 

focuses on the interrelationships between several mediating factors and reveals the complex effect of raising a child with 

special needs on marital intimacy and quality. Future directions for research and clinical interventions are suggested. The 
authors evaluate the predictive value of various factors for non-adherence to treatment in order to perform a therapeutic 

intervention as personalized as possible. The need to carry out psychotherapeutic approaches in order to improve determining 

aspects in the improvement of adherence to treatment in patients with psychosis is highlighted. The following chapter 
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presents the socio-political background for the integration of self-help into the health care system, a short history of the 

research on collaboration in Germany before the concept of self-help friendliness emerged and research on and practice of 
the methodical approach of self-help friendliness. A Cameroonian model for forms of theatre with therapeutic outcomes is 

described. The authors aim to determine how these participatory approaches of theatre can give rise to a community-based 

form of therapeutic theatre and the dominant approaches that have therapeutic qualities, can be termed therapeutic and can 
be used to constitute a community-based approach. The use of the term “nature” within the social and behavioral sciences 

has had a consistent deterministic meaning value suggesting mostly genetic attributions. This book proposes that the many 

uses of the word “nature” make it into an empty or floating signifier: a rather meaningless and projective tag unless duly 
qualified. One included study evaluates a new 10-item measure to assess regret as dissonance after sexual encounters; the 

“Sexual Regret Scale”. Implications of the new scale are discussed in terms of cognitive dissonance, including how 

individuals' sense of self and their actions may have led to an incongruent and negative affect state, thus generating sexual 
regret. In the final chapter, the authors report 31 comparisons between Kuwaiti and American undergraduate students over a 

period of twenty years. Their results indicate that Kuwaiti students obtained higher mean scores for depression, obsessive–
compulsiveness, hopelessness, pessimism, death obsession, general anxiety, death anxiety, and somatic symptoms, and lower 

scores for optimism, mental health, happiness, and love of life, as well as an external locus of control and ego-grasping. 

Between Success and Failure: Assessment of Aspirations and Risk (CD Included) 

Roland Paulauskas, Ph.D. (Siauliai University, Siauliai, Lithuania) 

In series: Psychology of Emotions, Motivations and Actions 
2018. 184 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-357-8. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-358-5. $95.00. 
How do people make decisions when they want to reach a certain goal? And what is the relationship between aspirations and 

risk taking behavior? The phenomenon of decision-making under uncertainty has interested scholars for more than two 

centuries. In the current publication, Roland Paulauskas presents the analysis of 
motivational and behavioral economic theories of the level of aspirations and risk taking 

behavior. The author proposes a dynamic/multiple reference point decision-making model 

that distinguishes three qualitative phases of the choosing process in the level of 
aspirational situations. Contrary to some of the behavioral economic theories, he suggests 

that a decision-making strategy in most cases is determined by the leverage of rationality 

and emotionality during the appraisal phase of the decision-making process. Predominance 
of cognitive dispositions determines whether the chooser will utilize heuristic or risk 

aversive strategies, whereas prevalence of emotional reactions tends to sway the decision 

maker towards inconsistent or risk seeking approaches. To support his hypothesis, 

Paulauskas developed and utilized a computerized test entitled the Standardized 

Assessment of the Level of Aspirations (a CD with the test is included in the publication). 

The author concludes that most of the people are heuristic decision makers, usually averse 
of risk seeking, and take moderate and calculated risks in the level of aspirational 

situations. The book and the utility of the Standardized Assessment of the Level of 

Aspirations will find a wide range of applications among researchers and practitioners in 
the fields of cognitive, personality, forensic, occupational, and sports psychology. 

Career Optimism and Self-Efficacy in Immigrants 

Charles P. Chen and Tara K. Kennedy (Counselling Psychology 

Program, Department of Applied Psychology and Human 

Development, Ontario Institute for Studies in Education (OISE), 

University of Toronto, Ontario, Canada) 

In series: Immigration in the 21st Century: Political, Social and 

Economic Issues 
2018. 128 pp. 
Softcover: 978-1-63485-430-6. $82.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-243-4. $82.00. 

The book presents a research study that examined the retraining and career development 
experiences of new and professional immigrants in Canada. The study intended to 

provide an in-depth perspective into the influence of immigrants’ optimism and self-

efficacy on their retraining and career development experiences. Using a qualitative 
methodology, in-depth interviews were conducted and a grounded theory approach was employed to analyze the data. Central 

themes within participant narratives emerged and key results were introduced. Participants’ experiences included a myriad 

of barriers and challenges, yet many viewed this experience as a positive opportunity for growth and development. The 
results explored differences between optimists’ and pessimists’ retraining and career development experiences, as well as 

the role of self-efficacy within immigrants’ career development. Results have implications for career and vocational 

psychology literature, practice, and career counselling, and include suggestions for future researchers. 
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Current Developments in Alexithymia - A Cognitive and Affective Deficit 

Ricardo João Teixeira, Bob Bermond, and Peter Paul Moormann (University of Aveiro, 

Department of Education and Psychology, Portugal; Coordinator of Clinical Psychology, 

Cliìnica da Ordem, Porto, Portugal) 

In series: Perspectives on Cognitive Psychology 
2018. 416 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-305-9. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-306-6. $230.00. 

Current Developments in Alexithymia: A Cognitive and Affective Deficit is a book that 
aims to establish a tangible synthesis between aspects that sometimes disorient the 

clinician – and allow for framing in some others – that are considered as central in the 

research necessary in this field. Since the original definition was coined by Sifnéos and 
Nemiah, alexithymia has been found to be associated with a broad range of somatic and 

psychiatric disorders, and the concept has been refined theoretically speaking. 

Alexithymia is now accepted as an affective deficit and a normally distributed 

multifaceted personality variable characterized by impairments in the ability to 

experience and symbolize one’s own and other’s emotions. The alexithymia construct 

retains important relevance for affective, social and cognitive neuroscientific research as 
it is tightly linked to the understanding of mechanisms of cognitive and affective 

processing, emotional awareness and social interaction. Alexithymia has gained 

increased attention as a possible vulnerability factor for a variety of medical and 
psychopathological disorders. Collectively, alexithymic facets have been shown to 

reflect deficits in the capacity to process and consciously experience emotions as well as 

to regulate emotional states through cognitive processes. The present book presents 
current findings, reviews and models on affective and cognitive mechanisms of 

alexithymia in healthy and clinical samples, offering some new reflections and orientations for academics and clinicians in 

fields such as clinical and health psychology, counseling psychology, psychiatry, social work, and psychiatric nursing. 

Drug Addiction, Trauma and Mental Illness: Interpretation and Intervention 

Kam-shing Yip (Department of Applied Social Sciences, Hong Kong Polytechnic University, 

Hong Kong, China) 

In series: Psychology Research Progress 
2018. 

Softcover: 978-1-53614-020-0. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53614-021-7. $95.00. 
Research and clinical experiences show that people engaging in drug addiction for some years usually embrace severe mental 

illnesses including schizophrenia, borderline personality disorder, depression and post-traumatic stress disorder. 

Schizophrenia usually occurs in patients with prolonged use of amphetamine and hallucinogens. Borderline personality 
disorder commonly happens in female addicts who have experienced abandonment and childhood abuse. On the one hand, 

drug addiction can be used to cope with symptoms of severe mental illness. On the other hand, prolonged drug addiction can 

also induce severe mental illness. A close look into individuals with chronic drug addiction usually review that they encounter 
suffering, hardship and traumas. There are two types of traumas encountered by people with drug addiction. The first one is 

trauma before drug addiction and substance abuse. Many of them may have suffered through abuse, oppression and 

abandonment in their lives. Another one is drug led traumas because of psychosocial deprivation and medical problems 
induced by chronic addiction. In this book, apart from describing a comprehensive model in understanding and interpreting 

the complexity of trauma, mental illness and drug addiction, this model is applied and illustrated in clients with borderline 

personality disorder and schizophrenia, drug addiction and those who have experience 
different forms of trauma. Related psychosocial interventions are also thoroughly 

discussed. 

Emotional Intelligence: Perceptions, Interpretations and Attitudes 

María del Carmen Pérez Fuentes, María del Mar Molero Jurado, 

and José Jesús Gázquez Linares (Universidad de Almería, Almería, 

Andalucía, Spain) 

In series: Psychology Research Progress 
2018. 294 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-325-7. $195.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-326-4. $195.00. 

The concept of Emotional Intelligence (EI) was used by Salovey and Mayer to refer to the 

abilities and capacities to perceive and produce emotions that enable thought, to 
understand those emotions and regulate them with a clear adaptive function of the 
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individual. This plays an important role throughout life, offering a frame of reference for the management of emotions with 

which a person relates to their environment. According to the different researches, emotional intelligence has been related to 
subjective well-being, personal, labor and psychological well-being, health perception and related behaviors, the socio-

scholar adjustment of students, job or academic satisfaction, and the link with studies, social skills, etc. Therefore, it deserves 

attention, research, development and control in order to achieve a society better prepared for individual and collective 
success. The conceptual paradigm of intelligence has evolved over time, focusing on a multidisciplinary and integrating 

perspective in the present. Therefore, this book captures the results of some of the recent research that is being carried out 

on this construct from a multidisciplinary approach (educational, organizational, development, etc.) and throughout life 
(childhood and adolescence, adulthood, etc.). 

Empirical Studies of Contemplative Practices 

Diane Grimes, Ph.D., Qiu Wang, Ph.D., and Hong Lin, Ph.D. 

(Department of Communication and Rhetorical Studies, Department 

of Higher Education, Syracuse University, Syracuse, NY, US) 

In series: Health Psychology Research Focus 
2018. 279 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53614-081-1. $145.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53614-082-8. $145.00. 
This book is a first attempt to associate the interpretation of contemplative approaches to 

scientific studies. Drawing on expertise from a range of disciplines, including psychology, 

applied statistics, health sciences, neuroscience, communication, computer science, and 
information technology, we examine the critical processes of contemplative approaches 

and aim to guide the scientific research of contemplative practices. The book includes 

pedagogical and experimental aspects of studies such as research design, measurement, 
program assessment, statistical modeling, data mining, technology integration, and 

evaluation. It aims to serve as a forum to inspire empirical studies of contemplative 

practices that address the complexity and variety of such practice in a thoughtful way. It includes compiled interpretation of 
bodily manifestations of contemplative practices, psychological analysis of contemplative practices, and systematic studies 

of the effect of contemplative practices through data analysis. Together, the chapters of this book offer first steps along a 

path to deeper understanding of contemplative practices. Empirical Studies of Contemplative Practices can serve as a 
reference book to scholars, researchers, and graduate students across fields of natural and social science. Specifically, this 

book may be of interest in scholarly arenas such as life sciences, psychology, communication, healthcare, education, and 

data science. We also hope to draw attention from meditation practitioners as well as those who are interested in religious 

and philosophical studies. We hope that the systematic study of contemplative approaches can make an impact on the larger 

population in their daily lives. 

Facilitating Resilience after PTSD: A Translational Approach 

Graziano Pinna, Dr. Rer. Med., Ph.D. and Takeshi Izumi, M.D., Ph.D. (The Psychiatric 

Institute, Department of Psychiatry, University of Illinois at Chicago, Chicago, IL, USA) 

In series: Psychiatry - Theory, Applications and Treatments 
2018. 255 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-097-3. $160.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-098-0. $160.00. 

Understanding the mechanisms by which the brain develops resilience, or lack thereof, 
could help unveil biomarkers for novel therapeutics to facilitate resilience after trauma. As 

of today, no specific treatment has been discovered for PTSD; nonetheless, 1 in 10 

individuals suffer from this debilitating disorder. Selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors 
(SSRIs) are widely used as a first-line treatment, but with a high non-response rate, and 

the reasons for their inefficacy in PTSD is examined. This book reviews several biomarker 

candidates that may be useful to develop a precision medicine and help PTSD patients who 
fail to respond to traditional therapy. We examine the function of physiologically diverse 

raphe nucleus 5-HTergic neurons, deficits in amygdalar 5-HTergic neural systems, 

amygdala dopamine on emotional memory processing and the role of antipsychotics that 
attenuate excessive dopamine release and improve resilience. Autonomic imbalance, an 

acquired feature of PTSD, can be improved by trauma-focused psychotherapy and targeted 
interventions such as biofeedback. New hope via neuroepigenetics may unveil new 

therapeutic approaches for PTSD. Dysregulation in the HPA-axis and telomere dynamics 

may prove as key mechanisms in facilitating resilience and limit the risk of suicide. The 
endocannabinoid and neurosteroid systems as well as their interactions provide a crucial 

biomarker axis and contribute novel, exciting therapeutic targets to facilitate resilience 

after trauma. 
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Free Will: Interpretations, Implementations and Assessments 

Daniela Muench 

In series: World Philosophy 
2018. 246 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-072-0. $160.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-073-7. $160.00. 

This compilation begins by presenting the assertion that indeterminism does not imply free will, and because the 

considerations about an autonomous mind sending orders to the body is against neuroscience or evolutionary theories about 
human beings. The quantum theory of measurement can be interpreted without the intervention of human minds, but other 

fields of science cannot contemplate the mentalist scenario. A fatalistic or materialist view, which denies the possibility of a 

free will, makes much more sense in scientific terms. The authors address the issue of free in the context of how able we are 
to develop and use the free-will capacity we do have. Impulse patterns underlying conscious processes are not isolated from 

the rest of the brain. Thus, impulses occurring during consciousness must have consequences. The impulse patterns of 

conscious reasoning and creative synthesis must have the capacity to engage other circuitry that drives decision-making and 
implements behavior. This may occur in real time, and a significant degree of free will occurs even if those patterns may 

have programmed circuitry to create predetermined, stereotypical predilections for future behavior which can be vetoed or 

modified in real time. This book determines that people high in the trait of psychological reactance may resist such attempts 

to alter their free will beliefs. Belief in free will is associated with many desirable outcomes and may be the result of natural 

selection. 

Gender Violence: Prevalence, Implications, and Global Perspectives 

Carolyn Gentle-Genitty, Ph.D. and Corinne Renguette, Ph.D.(IUPUI, 

Indianapolis, IN, US) 

In series: Bullying and Victimization 
2018. 225 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-610-4. $160.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-611-1. $160.00. 

This timely book begins a conversation about a field of practice which has been marred by 
victims of all kinds, races, and cultures. The author aims is to allow a platform for a 

country-to-country dialogue. A conversation that centers not only on where people are 
physically located, but what violence means when coupled with gender differences. This 

book examines different types of violence and its effect on different cultures from a global 

perspective, but also shares the prevalence and implications these acts have for humanity 
as a whole. 

Handwriting and Dysgrafia: Relation and Assessment 

Monique Herrera Cardoso and Simone Aparecida Capellini (Speech and Hearing Sciences 

Department, São Paulo State University “Júlio de Mesquita Filho”, UNESP, Marília, São 

Paulo, Brazil) 

In series: Speech and Language Disorders 
2018. 
Softcover: 978-1-53613-805-4. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-806-1. $95.00. 

Handwriting and Dysgrafia: Relation and Assessment presents (in eleven chapters no less) the interdisciplinary perspective 
and relation between handwriting and dysgraphia. Therefore, in organizing this e-book, the authors think about how it would 

be possible, through their experiences with the care of students with dysgraphia complaints in the Investigation Learning 

Disabilities Laboratory at the Speech and Hearing Sciences Department (São Paulo State University “Júlio de Mesquita 
Filho” – UNESP – Marília, São Paulo, Brazil), to assist educators as well as health and education professionals to broaden 

their knowledge of the clinical and educational characteristics of students with dysgraphia. 
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Human Development: Equipping Minds with Cognitive 

Development 

Carol T. Brown, Ed.D and Joav Merrick, M.D. (Medical Director, 

Health Services, Division for Intellectual and Developmental 

Disabilities, Ministry of Social Affairs and Social Services, 

Jerusalem, Israel) 

In series: Disability Studies 
2018. 180 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-053-9. $95.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-054-6. $95.00. 

Research studies have examined the relationship between working memory, cognitive 

skills, and academic abilities. However, while some studies and scientific articles have 
demonstrated that working memory can be increased through direct intervention in either 

the clinical or classroom setting, other studies have failed to show any further transfer. 
These conflicting results are a key concern, as they suggest that generalization effects 

are elusive and inconclusive. Some research has utilized computer software programs to enhance cognitive skills with a focus 

on working memory training; however, an alternative approach on working memory is the use of a human mediator. In this 
book, we present results that demonstrate the idea that working memory training does not seem to have a causative effect in 

relation to verbal, nonverbal, and academic abilities when using The Equipping Minds Cognitive Development Curriculum 

for 30 hours of intervention. It removes this limitation for learners with a specific learning disorder. This finding adds to the 
importance of emphasizing deficient cognitive functions rather than deficient working memory alone. 

Meditation: Practices, Techniques and Health Benefits 

Lucia Brewer 

In series: Religion and Spirituality 
2018. 225 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-223-6. $160.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-222-9. $160.00. 

The Many Benefits of Meditation addresses prenatal meditation and its positive effects on maternal health, fetal health and 
infant health. The authors evaluate a Prenatal Eastern Based Meditative Intervention (EBMI) program developed for pregnant 

Chinese women in Hong Kong in order to evaluate the effects of meditation on pregnancy. The conceptual framework was 

based on the postulation of positive relationships between meditation and pregnancy health which is important for fetal health 
and child health. The following chapter discusses how the exponential growth of mindfulness-based interventions (MBIs) in 

recent years has resulted in a marketisation and commodification of practice (popularly labeled ‘McMindfulness’) which 

divorces mindfulness from its ethical origins in Buddhist traditions. Another article is included which examines the elusive 
primordial energy that the ancient yogis referred to as Kundalini. This energy is said to ascend through each of the seven 

chakras from the base of the spine to the crown of the head. When the Kundalini reaches the crown chakra, cosmic 

consciousness, a restructuring of the psyche, and paranormal abilities have been reported. The authors use a multidisciplinary 
approach to explore how Kundalini is typically expressed and safely managed, and the importance for recognition by health 

care professionals. Next, a review is presented with the objective of determining whether evidence exists that directly 

compares the utility of tai chi/qi gong and mindfulness meditation in the treatment of cancer pain in adults. Several articles 
described the benefits of tai chi/qi gong on the pain experience of adult cancer patients, and multiple articles discussed the 

positive effects of mindfulness practices on pain. A paper is presented which examines the effects of Concentrative 

Meditation on worry, attention, dispositional mindfulness, and decentering. The results suggest that short-term uses of 
concentrative meditation are likely to be effective for worry, which may be associated with enhanced selective attention and 

decentering. Later, the effects of cognitive decentering and thinking errors on eating disorder symptoms among women's 

college students are examined. A structural equation model of questionnaire data (N = 173) revealed that cognitive 
decentering reduced eating disorder tendency by ameliorating thinking errors. The last study combines three distinct 

literatures. Burnout is a huge concern as workers and employers experience losses and challenges due to its effects, and DoS 

and mindfulness have been identified as important psychological traits for coping with burnout. The results of this study 
suggest that both DoS and Mindfulness are negatively correlated with burnout, indicating that these traits are important 

buffers against and resources for coping with emotional exhaustion. 
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Mindfulness at Work: The Practice and Science of Mindfulness for Leaders, Coaches and 

Facilitators 

Jonathan Passmore and Samantha Amit (University of Évora, Évora, Portugal) 

In series: Perspectives on Cognitive Psychology 
2018. 245 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53612-109-4. $195.00. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-981-5. $79.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53612-133-9. $195.00. 
Mindfulness is an ineffable practice where we are taken on a mind-body journey of discovery into our inner world. 

Mindfulness helps us to be curious again, to bring conscious intent into our lives, to be wiser and more compassionate, and 

to make new choices in the moment rather than repeat our same mistakes. It helps us be better human beings rather than 
“human doings”. The authors have adopted a strongly experiential perspective to provide readers with the evidence from 

over four decades of scientific research along with the experiences of our clients and others on how mindfulness is being 

translated from the world of mental health and wellbeing to the world of work. We hope that this combination of practice 
and science will help you to think about how you as a leader, a coach, or facilitator can 

integrate mindfulness approaches into your work and home life. By definition, 

mindfulness is simply to be present in the moment. You don’t have to do anything. You 
don’t have to be anywhere; you simply must notice your experience in the moment. It is 

evident that for most of us, our minds wander for as much of 47% of the time. In order 

to maintain this moment by moment awareness and not resort to acting on automatic 
pilot, it requires us to train our brains, somewhat like going to the gym. The authors offer 

a multitude of different everyday exercises and meditations for the reader to experiment 

with, and they encourage readers to find a daily practice that works for them. With 
personal inquiry, you can reflect and gain insight, learning to master emotions and 

responses so that less reactivity is experienced and more meaning in everything is 

fundamentally attained. Mindfulness at work is about being an active participant in your 
own life and the life of others around you. In general, people focus on what they can 

influence and how they respond to what happens by simply bringing non-judgmental, 
open awareness to our experience right here and now. The importance of how people 

focus their attention can make a monumental difference to how they feel, their quality 

of productivity, and their working and personal relationships. Conversely, not paying 
attention can be costly and detrimental to the quality of work as well as to the 

relationships that are vital for success at work and in our personal lives. 

Panic Disorder: Assessment, Management and Research Insights 

Yong-Ku Kim (Department of Psychiatry, Korea University Ansan Hospital, Gojan-Dong, 

Danwon-Gu, Kyunggido, Republic of Korea) 

In series: Psychology Research Progress 
2018. 264 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-001-0. $160.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-002-7. $160.00. 

Although panic disorder may mimic medical conditions, patients with medical conditions 
that seem to pose a real life threat may be diagnosed when panic attacks, which are not 

well explained by any existing disease, repeatedly appear. After they accept the idea of 

possessing panic disorder, the most commonly asked question by patients is what has 
caused this condition. For the author, with more than 20 years of clinical experience, it is 

not easy to satisfy patients with simple answers. An exemplary explanation may be that 

the combination of heredity, environment, genetic-environmental interactions, 
neurotransmitters, the HPA axis, and any forms of stress affects the onset of panic disorder. 

Genetic susceptibility obviously affects panic disorder, but does not account for up to 30-

40% of occurrences. Stressful life events often precede the onset and seem to increase the 
risk of panic disorder development, but not in all cases. In fact, the cause of panic disorder 

is still unknown. However, step-by-step approaches toward understanding the causes and 

developing new treatments for panic disorder through research on the epidemiological 
studies, genetics, epigenetic studies, neuroimaging studies, and studies dissecting neural 

circuits for regulating normal fear and anxiety are being put into effect. The latest advances 

in therapy for treatment-resistant patients who do not respond well to therapy have been 
addressed in this book. This book is the result of a worldwide collaboration of experts who 

are outstanding in the research of panic disorder. The author hopes that this book will give patients, clinicians, and clinical 

researchers the latest insights into panic disorder. 
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Promoting Prosocial Behaviors in Children through Games and Play: Making Social 

Emotional Learning Fun 

Renee Hawkins and Laura Nabors (School of Human Services, University of Cincinnati, 

Cincinnati, OH, USA) 

In series: Psychology of Emotions, Motivations and Actions 
2018. 262 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-237-3. $160.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-238-0. $160.00. 

This ground-breaking textbook focuses on the use of play techniques and games to 

facilitate the positive behavioral, social, and emotional development of children with and 
without special needs. The chapters in this book center on the use of games and play to 

facilitate emotional expression, develop friendships and encourage appropriate behaviors 

in community contexts, such as schools, that are critical to children’s adaptation in the 
world. For example, there are chapters explaining the importance of playground 

interactions for children, role play to develop social skills and learn to express emotions, 

games to facilitate appropriate behavior and prosocial development in the classroom, and 
play as an outlet for the expression of emotion and development of children with special 

needs, including medical and mental health conditions. Readers will learn skills for 

coaching positive behaviors in individual and group settings, and will learn strategies to 
enhance social skills and help children develop emotionally in a variety of contexts (e.g., 

classrooms) and circumstances (e.g., having chronic illnesses or coping with mental health 

issues that make social engagement more challenging). Important “take-home” messages 
and critical techniques for fostering children’s skills will be presented, and the engaging 

material presented in the chapters will facilitate knowledge of what to do and how to 

improve young children’s social and emotional development through play techniques and 
games. 

Psychology Research Summaries. Volume 7 (with Biographical Sketches) 

Nancy E. Wodarth and Alexis P. Ferguson 

In series: Psychology Research Summaries 
2018. 465 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-721-7. $270.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-767-5. $270.00. 

This book is a compilation of research summaries from a number of different focuses in the field of psychology research. 

Psychology Research Summaries. Volume 8 

Nancy E. Wodarth and Alexis P. Ferguson 

In series: Psychology Research Summaries 
2018. 441 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-875-7. $270.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-899-3. $270.00. 

This book is a compilation of biographical sketches and research summaries from a number of different focuses in the field 

of psychology research. 

Psychology Research Summaries. Volume 9 (with Biographical Sketches) 

Nancy E. Wodarth and Alexis P. Ferguson 

In series: Psychology Research Summaries 
2018. 431 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-953-2. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-968-6. $230.00. 

This book is a compilation of research summaries from a number of different focuses in the field of psychology research. 
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Research on Hispanic Psychology. Volume 1 

Cirilo H. Garcia Cadena, Ph.D. (School of Psychology, Autonomous University of New Leon 

Monterrey, San Nicolás de los Garza, Mexico) 

In series: Research on Hispanic Psychology 
2018. 300 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53614-005-7. $195.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53614-006-4. $195.00. 
The objective of this work is to capture and share the scientific production of Spanish-

speaking psychologists, which is little known in the Anglo-Saxon world. In contrast, the 

theorists and researchers of English-speaking psychology are well known in Ibero-
America. This book aims to help reduce to some degree this terrible, unfortunate, and 

chronic gap. This first volume is composed of nine chapters that were written thanks to 

the contribution of nineteen authors. This book shows openness to any theory that guides 
the research performed by the different contributors, and the methods used and the 

problems addressed are very varied; it reflects, as Popper pointed out, the desire to 

differentiate the known from the unknown through scientific research. In what follows, 

the nine chapters are very briefly described. In Chapter One, Romo aims to identify the 

cultural identity of professional and academic psychologists through their own 

testimonies, based on their accounts of when they studied the career of psychology. In 
Chapter Two, Téllez and Padilla pose the low quality of the programs that train 

psychologists and propose a certification by national organizations at the graduate level to 

positively impact quality. Carrascoza states in Chapter Three that, during the colonial 
period, the creoles invented the myth of the Mexican identity, against the peninsular 

Spaniards, and enthroned the adoration of the indigenous past. In Chapter Four, Valle and 

Moral showed evidence of an extended scale to measure internalized homonegativity and its validity. They used exploratory 
and confirmatory factor analyses, obtaining evidence of both convergent and discriminant validity, arriving at a hierarchical 

model composed of three first-order factors and one second-order factor. In Chapter Five, Pompa, Meza, and Garcia point 
out the importance of dissatisfaction with body image, derived from overweight and obesity, which in turn leads to 

psychological and psychiatric problems such as depression and anxiety in adolescents. The phenomenon of exceptional 

abilities was studied by Rodríguez, Sánchez, and Peña, who communicate in Chapter Six that schoolmates conceptualize the 
giftedness of their peers as superior intelligence, extraordinary cognitive abilities, but associate it with poor social skills; the 

authors use a descriptive, transversal, and qualitative design. In Chapter Seven, Sánchez, de la Garza, and Aquino adopt a 

cognitive approach to understand how human beings process experiences from their interaction with the physical and social 
world within the subdiscipline of environmental psychology. Richaud, Mesurado, and Lemos summarize, in Chapter Eight, 

several studies on prosociality, its types, and targets, including important variables related to it, especially in adolescence 

and childhood. Finally, Vargas and Richaud study, in Chapter Nine, parenting styles and their important influence on the 
cognitive, emotional, and social development of infants, children, and adolescents. 

Self-Fragmentation and Self-Integration in People with 

Schizophrenia. Volume II: Interpretation and Recovery of Positive 

and Negative Symptoms 

Kam-shing Yip (Department of Applied Social Sciences, The Hong 

Kong Polytechnic University, Hong Kong, China) 

In series: Mental Illnesses and Treatments 
2018. 277 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-323-3. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-324-0. $230.00. 

Apart from the biochemical and genetic models, there are many psychosocial theories 
including psychodynamic, cognitive behavioral, phenomenological, existential, 

biochemical as well as social construction perspectives in explaining the cause and 

recovery of schizophrenia. However, in professional intervention and services, all these 
psychosocial theories are undermined. In Volume I, the book serves to bridge this 

theoretical gap by a profound revisit of different perspectives and concepts in self-

fragmentation and self-integration of persons with schizophrenia.  
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Smoke and Mirrors: Acknowledgement, Alienation, Antisocial Behaviour and 

Transformation 

Sandra M. Hoffman, Ph.D. (Self-employed, Private Practitioner) 

In series: Psychology Research Progress 
2018. 302 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53610-606-0. $195.00. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-420-9. $89.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53610-613-8. $195.00. 
Antisocial behaviour terrifies most, if not all human beings. This fear leads to various, 

previously learned ways of trying to defend against it. It often leads to disrespect in 

relationships and wars between countries. On a professional level, it has given rise to 
resources such as the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual to prevent this behaviour. This 

book uses case studies, client narratives and socio-political examples to show these 

different forms of defence are often, ironically also the fuel of growing antisocial and 
prosocial behaviour. Seeing antisocial behaviour as a resource for learning new skills of 

defence (instead of justification for disrespect), and using it transformatively, could 

result in different consequences, based on interpersonal, national and international 
growth. Prevention and transformation of antisocial behaviour depends crucially on our 

commitment to look critically at ourselves and the work people do so that society can 

develop a sense of agency. In this book, the author uses examples from a developing 
country, South Africa (and as it has learned from other countries, particularly the United 

States), as a microcosm. Its mission over the past twenty-two years has been to transform 

from a country ravaged by disrespect to one of mutual respect. It has largely failed, not 
due to lack of intention, but because of not knowing how legacies from the past are 

persistent in the identity of the country as they are in the identities of people as 

individuals and in their relationships. Nonetheless, there are instances where lessons from the past have been used to 
transform the present. This broad analysis of antisocial behaviour in South Africa can be of particular interest not only in this 

country, but also to other countries plagued by growing levels of crime and violence. 

Social Anxiety Disorder: Recognition, Diagnosis and Management 

Flávia de Lima Osório and Mariana Fortunata Donadon 

(Department of Neuroscience and Behavioural Sciences, Medical 

School of Ribeirão Preto, São Paulo University, São Paulo, Brazil) 

In series: Mental Disorders, Disabilities and Treatments 
2018. 240 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-047-8. $160.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-048-5. $160.00. 

This book addresses aspects related to the recognition, diagnosis and management of 

social anxiety disorder (SAD) under a critical and innovative perspective. Therefore, it 
gathers contributions from renowned researchers in the field through both theoretical 

and empirical studies. The main topics covered will be theoretical and empirical models, 

heritability, instruments for assessment of symptoms and diagnosis, self-esteem, social 
skills, different approaches for treatment of SAD (social skills training, group cognitive-

behavioural therapy, self-administered psychological interventions based on virtual 

interactions on the Internet, transcranial magnetic stimulation, ayahuasca and other 
hallucinogens). The possibilities of treatment and management of music performance anxiety will also be discussed by means 

of a literature review and clinical study. This book offers – to clinicians, researchers and/or 

mental health students – the opportunity to learn and update existing information 
concerning SAD, a frequent condition which compromises the quality of life and the 

psychosocial functioning of many individuals. 

The New Science of Curiosity 

Goren Gordon (Senior Lecturer, Curiosity Lab, Industrial 

Engineering Department, Tel-Aviv University, Tel-Aviv, Israel) 

In series: Psychology of Emotions, Motivations and Actions 

In series: Education in a Competitive and Globalizing World 
2018. 281 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-800-9. $195.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-801-6. $195.00. 
Curiosity is the foundation of childhood development and continues on into adulthood; it 

is the cornerstone of scientific discovery, art and play. In the past, the study of curiosity 
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has been mainly restricted to the field of psychology. Recently, a new science of curiosity has emerged that is 

multidisciplinary, applicative, and transformative. In this book, some of the leading researchers of this emerging field give a 
comprehensive background description, explain in detail the state-of-the-art advances, and raise future-looking insights into 

curiosity. The book includes accounts of new neuroscientific research of curiosity, computational models of infant-like 

robots, thought-provoking insights into knowledge and wisdom, and curious social robots that play with curious children. 
Furthermore, applications of The New Science of Curiosity in art and game-design highlight the importance of these new 

approaches to fields outside science. The New Science of Curiosity also has a great impact on our day-to-day lives, described 

in the book regarding the medical profession and the educational system. The New Science of Curiosity holds great promise 
for a better, deeper, and more comprehensive understanding of this elusive, yet crucial, aspect of human cognition. Only a 

multi-disciplinary diverse approach, as presented in this book, holds the key to unlocking the mysteries of exploration, 

seeking and investigative experiences of our grandiose dreams and daily lives. 

The Psychology of Rivalry 

Sybil L. Hart, Ph.D., and Nancy Aaron Jones (Department of 

Human Development & Family Studies, Lubbock, TX, US) 

In series: Psychology of Emotions, Motivations and Actions 
2018. 282 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53614-172-6. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53614-173-3. $230.00. 
The Psychology of Rivalry is an edited volume made up of chapters by leading 

researchers and theorists in the fields of psychology, human development, family 

studies, evolutionary psychology, behavioral neuroscience and genetics. It is written for 
all levels of students and scientists within these and related fields who are interested in 

exploring relationships beyond those which are simply dyadic by focusing on contexts 

that are rich with overlapping relationships and complexity. Rivalry is an inherent 
feature of many, if not all, such relationships; it sometimes rests quietly in the interior 

of the psyche, and other times it can be confrontational and even destructive. In their 
own way, each of the contributors to this volume present a range of theoretical 

perspectives as well as empirical studies with novel approaches and treatments, commentary on current events in the popular 

press, and practical material. As the authors draw on these perspectives and approaches, each chapter is unique in its manner 
of navigating the issues and boundaries of reward versus competition within a wide range of settings and relationships, within 

and outside families, involving individuals as young as fetuses to siblings of advanced age. It is within such contexts that 

real life experience takes place, and so this volume represents a bold step toward unraveling relationship dynamics in the real 

world with all its complexity. 

Transgender Youth: Perceptions, Media Influences and Social Challenges 

Shemya Vaughn (Assistant Professor, The College of the Redwoods in Eureka, CA, USA) 

In series: Human Sexuality 
2018. 251 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53610-093-8. $190.00. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-928-0. $89.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53610-108-9. $190.00. 
According to the Youth Suicide Prevention Program, “more than 50% of transgender 

youth will have had at least one suicide attempt by their 20th birthday.” This data 

demonstrates a dire need for caregivers, educators and providers to have a better 
understanding of youths experiencing gender dysphoria (and gender non-conforming 

youth, who are often mistaken for transgender youth). Presently, our binary society makes 

the lives of transgender youth more challenging than they need be. Childhood and 
adolescence mark the start of our gender identity development, our sexual orientation 

development, and our racial identity development. Those intersections create enough 

interpersonal and intrapersonal challenges without the added stress of rejection for 
belonging to a minority group in one or more of those three developmental areas. These 

transgender youth are growing into transgender adults who own businesses, become 

politicians, join the military, and become parents. They are a natural and needed part of 
our society. This book was created to give a voice to these individuals as they are being 

silenced by some of their caregivers, school officials, religious leaders, and politicians. 

Transgender Youth: Perceptions, Media Influences and Social Challenges is about the 
experience of child development, adolescent development and gender identity 

development as well as society’s positive and unnecessary negative responses. 

Transgender youth have some experiences that their 1950s and 1960s counterparts did not encounter or have access to – 
hormone blockers, celebrity role models, and social media. This book brings readers closer to empathy for transgender youth 

and transgender young adults with the ultimate goal of improving the quality of life for these exceptional children and 

adolescents. The book introduces the topic of gender dysphoria and explains various terms important to this conversation 
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regarding gender identity. It describes the challenges transgender adolescents experience to include barriers and obstacles 

not faced by their cisgender counterparts. Some parents and their transgender Christian children discuss gender dysphoria, 
gender identity development, their families’ response to their gender expression, and their experiences within their faith 

communities. We review the literature on transgender youth and the use of sexual activity as commerce. The audience gets 

to read narratives of individuals who identify as transgender or transsexual. There are discussions about transgender youth 
within the foster care system, transgender youth athletes, and the issues they face in school-based and intramural sports 

programs. Readers are offered suggestions to implement and support transgender youth in their schools and communities. 

Understanding Impulsive Behavior: Assessment, Influences and Gender Differences 

Christian Braddon 

In series: Psychology of Emotions, Motivations and Actions 
2018. 184 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-815-3. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-816-0. $95.00. 
In this compilation, the authors begin by describing the main impulsive behavior assessment instruments in animals and 

humans. The following databases were searched from 2005 to 2017: MEDLINE, PsycINFO and BVS/Bireme. The search 

retrieved four questionnaires and eight tasks for humans, as well as six tasks for animals. This discussion, together with the 

analysis of instruments applied in human and non-human animals, is the greatest contribution to the field, since there is a 

lack of literature about the subject. In addition, this chapter discusses the importance of validating such instruments for each 
population. In the following chapter, the authors propose a developmental theory of persistence in problematic alcohol 

consumption that emanates from impulsigenic personality traits that differentially predispose individuals to drink when 

highly emotional. These patterns of behavior are reinforced over time and gradually shift from impulsive to compulsive, first 
to escape negative emotions, then to avoid them completely. For some, more adaptive methods of coping are not adequately 

developed. These individuals may transition into early adulthood far less equipped to cope with the stress related to this 

developmental period, and thus continue to drink in ways that are problematic and potentially harmful. The following chapter 
focuses on adolescence, a period of life wherein individuals pass through several changes, including experiencing new 

situations and new relationships with peers, parents and superiors. This phase of life is also marked by physical and brain 

maturation. The last area to develop in the central nervous system is the prefrontal cortex (PFC), the area also linked to the 
ability to control impulses. This suggests that adolescents tend to have more impulsive behaviors that can result in risky 

behaviors such as alcohol and drugs. So, the purpose of this chapter is to discuss impulsivity in adolescence, and clarify 

issues that may help us to understand topics related to this, such as the difference in impulsive behaviors between genders at 
this stage of life and what influence socioeconomic status may have on such behaviors. Afterwards, findings relating to 

emotional impulsiveness (EI) from the author’s work and that of others are reviewed. Early work is first described that 

identified a neural (brain-wave) signature of EI in personality disordered offenders detained in high security. It was shown 

that, by categorizing offenders on the basis of this brain-wave measure as a priori high vs. low risk and following them up 

following their release into the community, it was possible to predict both general and violent re-offending with a modest 

degree of accuracy. Continuing, a review is included which summarizes the existing literature on the influence of the 
dimensions of impulsivity and alcohol use problems among racial/ethnic groups. In particular, the authors focus on how 

chronic stress may influence the relationship between specific dimensions of impulsivity (e.g., negative and positive urgency) 

and alcohol use. While much of the existing literature has been conducted in white samples, individuals from minority 
backgrounds often deal with greater stress and stress specifically related to their identity as minority. The authors go on to 

investigate the association between impulsive behaviors at age 7 and the development of problem gambling by adulthood. 

To determine the specificity of any observed association between impulsive behaviors and problem gambling, the chapter 
also examines the link between respondents’ shy/depressed behaviors in childhood and later problem gambling. The 

longitudinal investigation found prospective evidence that impulsive behaviors at age 7 are a specific and significant risk 

factor for later problem gambling. In the concluding study, a total of 318 psychiatric patients from the outpatient services of 
two institutions and 184 healthy subjects were recruited. Patients were included if they were > 18 years of age, met DSM-IV 

criteria for a psychotic, mood- or stress-related disorder and were clinically stable enough according to the treating physician 

to complete the study assessments. Healthy subjects were screened using the Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-IV 
(SCID-I) and were excluded if any diagnostic criteria was met or if they verbally reported a history of psychiatric disorders. 

The goal was to determine the impact of demographic variables and substance use in the overt expression of impulsivity in 

men and women with and without mental disorders. 

Understanding Sexuality: Perspectives and Challenges of the 21st Century 

Oskar Enok and Jokum Rolf 

In series: Human Sexuality 
2018. 185 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-037-9. $95.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-038-6. $95.00. 

In this compilation, the authors include a brief discussion of the myths, taboos, tendencies and new human relations that are 

related to the sexual behavior of elders, since sexual activities are a determinant factor when it comes to one's satisfaction in 
life. Additionally, they discuss the physiological changes that are inherent to aging, such as menopause, andropause, and 

consequently, the medications and hormonal replacement therapies which have been allowing seniors over 60 years of age 

to prolong their sexual life. This book includes an examination of how sexual minority youth are treated within ministry 
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settings, church atmosphere around LGBT concerns, and factors that impact this atmosphere. Next, the impact of chronic 

pain on sexual functioning and the psychosocial, pharmacological, and biological variables that determine disability during 
sexual activity are discussed. The authors examine the effects of chronic pain comorbid conditions on sexual functioning and 

how pharmacological treatment of pain and its comorbid disorders can impede sexual functioning. Issues concerning the 

relations between sexuality, gender and diversity in schools are studied in an effort to promote a democratic culture in schools 
that properly values diversity, seeing it as a way to develop a sense of community, not as a problem to be solved. The authors 

share the belief that schools should develop pedagogical strategies adopting, as guiding principle, the promotion of attitudes 

characterized by the autonomy, responsibility and pleasure in relation to one’s own body and sexuality. Later, the educational 
institution climate is explored, as well as interest, knowledge, and experiences of youth ministry educators in relation to 

sexual minority youth and sexual identity issues. 54 youth ministry educators completed an online questionnaire that inquired 

about their perception of the educational institution climate as well as their personal interest, knowledge, and experience with 
sexual minority youth. Lastly, a paper is presented investigating why the phenomenon of same sex relationships such a 

difficult concept to understand in African settings and public sentiments towards LGBT individuals among the Shona 
immigrants in South Africa. The goal of the study was to establish attitudes and level awareness and tolerance of the public 

towards LGBT individuals. The authors maintain that tolerance and awareness could be improved through neutral discourses 

and advocacy activities on internet, social media and public forums by significant members of society. 

Understanding Social Cognition: Theory, Perspectives and Cultural Differences 

Malcolm Knight and Bill Mccoy 

In series: Psychology Research Progress 
2018. 146 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-160-4. $82.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-161-1. $82.00. 

Understanding Social Cognition: Theory, Perspectives and Cultural Differences opens with a study exploring the social-

signaling, ethological predictions that: a) smaller body stature (e.g., height) is associated with greater reported belief in God; 
and b) physical stature may mediate the association between gender and faith reporting. Following this, the empirical 

evidence for the types of current theories of social-cognitive interventions for children and adolescents with ASD are 

reviewed. The authors examine the evidence-based effectiveness of social-cognitive interventions, based on the 
categorization of theories identified in this review, to promote social participation for individuals with ASD. Also in this 

compilation, a new paradigm is presented for a more creatively enhanced and socially inclusive evolution of human reality 

construct building than can be projected using current physicalist models. A chapter is included which describes the 
development process of the SCIT-Hong Kong Version since 2011, defining key modifications of the SCIT for use with 

Chinese populations in Hong Kong, and shared preliminary findings on effectiveness of SCIT. An expert panel of clinicians 

reviewed the cultural relevance and content validity of the SCIT for application in Hong Kong. Based on this review, the 

researcher modified and translated the content of original SCIT. Subsequently, an evaluation of social cognitive function 

assessments in Chinese populations is presented. The authors review 10 social cognitive assessments, summarize the 

strengths and weaknesses of these assessments and propose a battery that could provide a quick assessment of multiple social 
cognitive domains. 

Understanding Suicide: Perspectives, Risk Factors and Gender Differences 

Patti Terry and Ron Price 

In series: Psychology Research Progress 
2018. 205 pp. 
Softcover: 978-1-53613-390-5. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-391-2. $95.00. 

Understanding Suicide: Perspectives, Risk Factors and Gender Differences opens with an examination of suicidality as a 
complex issue. Suicides may be prevented by addressing the mode of reporting in the media, by restricting access to means 

of suicide, and training health workers and primary care physicians to identify people at risk, assess and manage respective 

crises, and provide adequate follow-up care. This book discusses the rates of suicidal behavior in inmates, risk factors, and 
provides a review on how these aspects may differ by offender type (female, juvenile, violent, and sex offenders). An 

assessment of reasons for living is provided with the hope that it may bolster long-term risk evaluation and may contribute 

to the clinical tools available to therapists working with high-risk clients. Nurturing clients’ reasons for living may aid in 
stopping passive suicidal ideation. A study that used data from 2,386 7th through 12th grades who completed Wave I of Add 

Health is exhibited, suggesting that “sex, grade point average, self-esteem, depression, optimism, sense of school 

belongingness, and closeness to both mothers and fathers” effected students’ propensity for experiencing bullying and 
suicidality. As youth suicide is a significant public health problem that requires urgent attention, the concluding chapter 

describes emerging ideation-to-action models and their implications for school-based youth suicide prevention. 
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When "We" Are Stressed: A Dyadic Approach to Coping with Stressful Events 

Anna Bertoni, Silvia Donato and Sara Molgora (Department of Psychology, Family Studies and 

Research University Centre, Università Cattolica del Sacro Cuore di Milano, MI, Italy) 

In series: Psychology Research Progress 
2018. 228 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-350-9. $160.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-380-6. $160.00. 
The couple, from its formation and throughout its life cycle, is faced with several sources 

of stress, from daily stressors (minor stress; e.g., everyday family demands, neighborhood 

hassles, etc.) to critical transitions (major stress; e.g., the transition to parenthood, divorce, 
illness, etc.). Although in the past stress and coping were considered as mere individual 

processes, it is now well recognized that, when the stress and coping processes unfold 

within the couple relationship, a dyadic approach to both stress and coping is essential. 
Stress can impact both partners at the same time (e.g., financial strain) or only one member 

of the couple. Nonetheless, even when only one individual is experiencing stress within a 

couple and communicates such stress to the partner, in fact, both partners are affected by 

the stressful circumstance and the stress can be considered dyadic (though indirectly). 

Coping strategies as well could be carried out both at the individual level (e.g., individual 

coping) and at the dyadic level (e.g., dyadic coping). Specifically, dyadic coping is 
conceptualized as the interpersonal process of managing stressful events as a couple with 

the purpose of restoring the individual’s well-being as well as the couple’s relationship 

quality. The present book is a collection of theoretical and empirical chapters focused on 
the relevance of a dyadic approach to couples coping with stress. A dyadic perspective is 

evident in both the conceptualization of stress and coping as well as in the methodology 

(e.g., dyadic research design and dyadic analytical methods) presented in the different chapters. The book is divided into 
three sections. The first section is focused on some of the most recent theoretical and methodological issues in couples’ 

coping. The second section of the book comprises three chapters on how a dyadic approach can be adopted to study couples 
dealing with daily stressors and family transitions. The third section of the book comprises two chapters adopting a dyadic 

approach to the study of couples coping with illness. Finally, the fourth section of the book includes three chapters presenting 

dyadic interventions aimed at helping partners cope together more efficiently. Highlights include: -How couples cope with 
different stressors -New trends in dyadic coping research -A description of intervention programs for couples dealing with 

stress The book is an ideal source of reference for relationship researchers, psychologists, mental health counselors, social 

workers, and advanced students who work with couples dealing with stress. 

RELIGION 

Essays on the Philosophical Nexus between Religion and Politics. Volume 1 

Emanuel L. Paparella (Barry University, Miami Shore, FL, USA) 

In series: Religion and Society 
2017. 182 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53612-871-0. $95.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53612-872-7. $95.00. 

This proposed book consists of 36 chapters written over three years (2014-2017) on 

the theme of the historical nexus between democracy and religion. It takes a sweeping 
panoramic cultural and anthropological view on the theme that is in some way 

connected to the following philosophical conundrums: myth/history, 

poetical/scientific, political/transcendent, freedom/determinism, ideological/historical, 

power/justice, law/love, grand narrative/positivistic, hermeneutics, 

transcendence/immanence, secular/religious, liberal/fascist, freedom/human rights, 

revelation/positivism, democracy/political corruption, moral compass/power, 
guilt/honor, democracy/honoring truth, ethical tradition/historical, secular/religious 

humanism, public/private spirituality and spiritual identity/political identity. All of 

these subthemes are alluded to in the titles of the chapters and then philosophically 
explored. The chapters also venture into uncharted territory. From the very beginning, 

they often challenge taken-for-granted assumptions about history, progress, science, 
the secular and the sacred. The goal is not so much to solve those perennial 

conundrums, but to point to their relevancy for getting some effective handle on the 

varied contemporary existential predicaments in politics, in environmental science and 
in spirituality. One chapter that will render the core idea of the collection is “Eight 

Scholars’ Views (Dante, Husserl, Levinas, Dawson, Weiler, Habermas, Eisenstadt and Troeltsch) of the Loss of European 
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Spiritual Identity.” The target audience includes the educated layman of a philosophical bend, but it also includes 

contemporary trends in ethics, spirituality and politics. 

Essays on the Philosophical Nexus between Religion and Politics. Volume 2 

Emanuel L. Paparella (Barry University, Miami Shore, FL, USA) 

In series: Religion and Society 
2018. 184 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-135-2. $95.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-136-9. $95.00. 

This proposed book is a sequel to Volume 1. It has the same title and consists of eighteen 

additional essays written over four years (2014-2017) on the theme of the historical 
nexus between religion and politics. This second volume begins where the first ends and 

its Table of Contents lists essays Nineteen to Thirty-Six. It takes a sweeping panoramic 

cultural and anthropological view on the theme that is in some way connected to the 
following philosophical and dialectical conundrums: myth/history, poetics/science, 

politics/transcendentalism, freedom/determinism, ideology/history, power/justice, 

law/love, grand narrative/positivistic approach, hermeneutics, 

transcendence/immanence, secularism/religion, liberalism/fascism, freedom/human 

rights, revelation/positivism, democracy/political corruption, moral compass/power, 
guilt/honor, democracy/truth, ethical tradition/historical tradition, secular 

humanism/religious humanism, public spirituality/private spirituality, and spiritual 

identity/political identity. All of these subthemes are alluded to in the titles of the 
chapters and then philosophically explored. The chapters also venture into uncharted 

territory. From the very beginning, they often challenge taken-for-granted assumptions 

about history, progress, science, the secular and the sacred. The goal is not so much to 
solve those perennial philosophical conundrums, but to point to their relevancy for an 

effective handling of various contemporary existential predicaments in politics, in 

environmental science, and in spirituality. The target audience includes the educated layman of a philosophical bent, but also 
includes those readers that follow contemporary trends in ethics, spirituality and politics. 

Exploring Religious Beliefs and Practices from around the World 

Martha Moore 

In series: Religion and Society 
2018. 177 pp. 
Softcover: 978-1-53613-866-5. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-867-2. $95.00. 

Exploring Religious Beliefs and Practices from around the World sets out to identify the languages that the Catholic Church 
uses for its religious rites in the highly multilingual setting of the Southwest Region of Cameroon on the one hand, and to 

work out the reasons that determine the choice of these languages out of the many available codes on the other hand. The 

data were collected in the main church of the following eight localities: Bangem, Buea, Kumba, Limbe, Mamfe, Mundemba, 
Tiko and Tombel. Next, the authors discuss how Jerusalem has served as a magnet for devout pilgrims who wished to visit 

the New Testament sites. This pilgrim movement required the development of support systems to accommodate these 

travellers and their needs. In the 12th century, these support structures translated into the various Crusader Monastic Orders 
that had separate establishments in Jerusalem and eventually in Acre after the Christian forces were expelled from the city 

by Salah al-Din in 1187. Continuing, a paper is included which investigates language practice by Moslem faithfuls in 

multilingual settings of Northern Cameroon. It focuses on the Friday prayer, the most important of all the statutory prayers. 
The data were collected through participant observation, a nineteen-item questionnaire (administered in the main three towns 

of this half of the country, namely Maroua, Garoua and Ngaoundere), library and internet search and personal communication 

with worshipers. Lastly, this book aims to decipher how participants manage multilingualism in religious settings, through 
the functional structural framework (Kouega, 2008) which consists of breaking up a church service into its constituent parts 

and sorting out language use for each part. The data were collected in eight Protestant churches through participant 

observation and a questionnaire. The analysis of the data revealed that multilingualism is addressed in socio-religious 
multilingual settings through eight main communication strategies, namely code-switching, borrowing, random alternation, 

chorus recitation, summarizing, paraphrasing, repetition, and translation. 
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Fire and the Sword: Understanding the Impact and Challenge of Organized Islamism. Volume 

2 

Christopher Anglim (University of the District of Columbia, Law Reference Librarian, 

Washington College of Law, American Universit, Silver Spring, MD, USA) 

In series: Religion and Society 
2018. 474 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-689-0. $270.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-690-6. $270.00. 

While “Islamism” or “Islamist groups” are concepts that frequently evoke much passion 

and controversy, they are often both misunderstood and used in a sensationalized manner. 
Students and the public should have a strong understanding of these concepts because 

many of the world’s most intractable contemporary conflicts involve Islamism and 

Islamic groups. An accurate understanding of Islamism, thus, is essential to informed 
decision-making on crucial issues of national security, world peace, global security, and 

international justice. This guide is indispensable to understanding Islamism and the 

various types of Islamic groups that are active throughout the world. This work provides 
clear and concise notions of Islamism for the general reader. For example, it succinctly 

explains that Islamism is neither synonymous with the religion of Islam nor synonymous 

with Fundamentalist Islam. Islamism, instead, is a political ideology based on a strict and 
puritanical interpretation of Islam. The guide then distinguishes the various types of 

Islamism and their significance. Islamist groups can be peaceful vs. violent; gradualist or 

revolutionary; political vs. jihadist; or emphasize puritanical Islam as a means of social 
reform as opposed to purely individual reform. After discussing the various types of 

Islamism, the introduction discusses the historical context of Islamism, its significance, 

and the key approaches that various types of Islamism take to crucial issues. The guide 
also includes a detailed chronology covering the landmark events in Islamism’s history through to the present. The book 

presents entries for over 200 Islamist groups by region and then in alphabetical order. It includes the most powerful 

contemporary Islamist groups, such as: Al-Qaeda, Al-Shabaab, Boko Haram, Hamas, Hezbollah, and ISIS. The book also 
includes lesser known groups that have shaped the Islamist discourse. Each entry includes references and a further reading 

section to assist the reader in developing his or her research. The book also has a glossary that includes many of the most 

commonly used terms to discuss Islamism. This book would be a valuable addition to high school libraries, college and 
university libraries, public libraries, and many types of professional libraries. 

Fire and the Sword: Understanding the Many Facets of Organized Islamism. Volume 1 

Christopher Anglim (University of the District of Columbia, Law Reference Librarian, 

Washington College of Law, American Universit, Silver Spring, MD, USA) 

In series: Religion and Society 
2018. 410 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-715-6. $230.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-716-3. $230.00. 

While “Islamism” or “Islamist groups” are concepts that frequently evoke much passion 

and controversy, they are often both misunderstood and used in a sensationalized 
manner. Students and the public should have a strong understanding of these concepts 

because many of the world’s most intractable contemporary conflicts involve Islamism 

and Islamic groups. An accurate understanding of Islamism, thus, is essential to informed 
decision-making on crucial issues of national security, world peace, global security, and 

international justice. This guide is indispensable to understanding Islamism and the 

various types of Islamic groups that are active throughout the world. This work provides 
clear and concise notions of Islamism for the general reader. For example, it succinctly 

explains that Islamism is neither synonymous with the religion of Islam nor synonymous 

with Fundamentalist Islam. Islamism, instead, is a political ideology based on a strict 
and puritanical interpretation of Islam. The guide then distinguishes the various types of 

Islamism and their significance. Islamist groups can be peaceful vs. violent; gradualist 

or revolutionary; political vs. jihadist; or emphasize puritanical Islam as a means of 
social reform as opposed to purely individual reform. After discussing the various types 

of Islamism, the introduction discusses the historical context of Islamism, its 
significance, and the key approaches that various types of Islamism take to crucial issues. 

The guide also includes a detailed chronology covering the landmark events in 

Islamism’s history through to the present. The book presents entries for over 200 Islamist groups by region and then in 
alphabetical order. It includes the most powerful contemporary Islamist groups, such as: Al-Qaeda, Al-Shabaab, Boko 

Haram, Hamas, Hezbollah, and ISIS. The book also includes lesser known groups that have shaped the Islamist discourse. 

Each entry includes references and a further reading section to assist the reader in developing his or her research. The book 
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also has a glossary that includes many of the most commonly used terms to discuss Islamism. This book would be a valuable 

addition to high school libraries, college and university libraries, public libraries, and many types of professional libraries. 

Islam and Muslims in Europe 

Yehuda Cohen, Ph.D. (Political Science Department, Hebrew University, Jerusalem, Israel) 

In series: Religion and Society 
2018. 390 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-472-8. $230.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-473-5. $230.00. 

The main subject of this book concerns the Muslim immigrants in Europe. It includes 

the entire history of Islam vis-a-vis Europe since the 7th century, prescribing useful do’s 
and don’ts for current European policymakers. Europeans have developed negative 

predispositions toward Muslims, sometimes even distinctly perceiving them as foes. The 

British greatly value the recollection of their glorious erstwhile empire, thus, when it 
broke-up, they enabled former subjects of the Crown to settle in the UK, as if to build a 

miniature duplicate of their empire within Britain’s borders. Hence, the British did not 

perceive former colonies’ Muslim immigrants as foes, unlike continental Europeans, but 

as British subjects. Generally, Europeans intend to fill the individual Muslim 

immigrant’s needs as a citizen, according to the liberal approach. The expectation, 
however, is that Muslims, as a group, would become culturally integrated within the 

absorbing society. That approach bewilders the European Muslims. Many Muslim 

immigrants experience discrimination in Europe. The continental European approach 
toward Muslims, stemming from prejudice and fear, made some immigrants aggressive. 

The main divergence between European society and Muslim immigrants is due, 

foremost, to certain collective memories of the native Europeans. That insight is 
elucidated by comparing European and American societies. The American, found in a 

country built by immigrants tends to adapt to a variety of new immigrants, Muslims 

included. Conversely, European society is fundamentally incapable of truly incorporating immigrant culture and practices, 
which it perceives as a threat, especially concerning Islam. It is, therefore, the Europeans who hold the key to alter the 

destructive dynamics, not the Muslims. Muslims and Arabs within their countries suffer the frustration of remembering their 

Golden Age when the Europeans were deeply mired in the Middle Ages. Nowadays, the Arabs and Muslims have not been 
able to lift themselves back to their former state. That frustration may be compared to the German frustration in the 1920s 

being split up into distinct German states – the consequence of which was the mass destruction of the European Jewish 

population. The splitting of the Germans, while suffering from lack of one uniting national myth, had brought on the adoption 

of a German race theory – which Adolf Hitler offered to the Germans – and had led to the Holocaust. Frustration may turn 

people rather aggressive, and Iran or some Arabs (like the members of ISIS) aided by Muslims in Europe might end up using 

weapons of mass destruction against Europe. The case of ISIS is therefore elaborated upon, in detail, in this book. The 
successful integration of the Muslims in Europe may help somewhat; indeed, this book aims to promote such an 

accomplishment. The French approach is uniquely rather rigid towards Muslim immigrants, as a group and individually. 

Hence, there is no mental confusion among Muslims there and a significant portion of the Muslims in France see themselves 
as French – better integrated than other Muslims in Europe. The best policy the Continental Europeans may adopt is the 

French approach. 

Meditation: Practices, Techniques and Health Benefits 

Lucia Brewer 

In series: Religion and Spirituality 
2018. 225 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-223-6. $160.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-222-9. $160.00. 
The Many Benefits of Meditation addresses prenatal meditation and its positive effects on maternal health, fetal health and 

infant health. The authors evaluate a Prenatal Eastern Based Meditative Intervention (EBMI) program developed for pregnant 

Chinese women in Hong Kong in order to evaluate the effects of meditation on pregnancy. The conceptual framework was 
based on the postulation of positive relationships between meditation and pregnancy health which is important for fetal health 

and child health. The following chapter discusses how the exponential growth of mindfulness-based interventions (MBIs) in 

recent years has resulted in a marketisation and commodification of practice (popularly labeled ‘McMindfulness’) which 
divorces mindfulness from its ethical origins in Buddhist traditions. Another article is included which examines the elusive 

primordial energy that the ancient yogis referred to as Kundalini. This energy is said to ascend through each of the seven 

chakras from the base of the spine to the crown of the head. When the Kundalini reaches the crown chakra, cosmic 
consciousness, a restructuring of the psyche, and paranormal abilities have been reported. The authors use a multidisciplinary 

approach to explore how Kundalini is typically expressed and safely managed, and the importance for recognition by health 

care professionals. Next, a review is presented with the objective of determining whether evidence exists that directly 
compares the utility of tai chi/qi gong and mindfulness meditation in the treatment of cancer pain in adults. Several articles 

described the benefits of tai chi/qi gong on the pain experience of adult cancer patients, and multiple articles discussed the 

positive effects of mindfulness practices on pain. A paper is presented which examines the effects of Concentrative 
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Meditation on worry, attention, dispositional mindfulness, and decentering. The results suggest that short-term uses of 

concentrative meditation are likely to be effective for worry, which may be associated with enhanced selective attention and 
decentering. Later, the effects of cognitive decentering and thinking errors on eating disorder symptoms among women's 

college students are examined. A structural equation model of questionnaire data (N = 173) revealed that cognitive 

decentering reduced eating disorder tendency by ameliorating thinking errors. The last study combines three distinct 
literatures. Burnout is a huge concern as workers and employers experience losses and challenges due to its effects, and DoS 

and mindfulness have been identified as important psychological traits for coping with burnout. The results of this study 

suggest that both DoS and Mindfulness are negatively correlated with burnout, indicating that these traits are important 
buffers against and resources for coping with emotional exhaustion. 

Missionaries and Their Role in Society 

Daniëla Spies 

In series: Religion and Society 
2018. 386 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-914-3. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-915-0. $230.00. 

In this collection, the authors begin by discussing the Qing government which banned the introduction of any new religion 

into imperial China and expelled any persons caught proselytizing. The policies of this Canton system, established in the 

18th century to limit Sino-Western trade, also prevented any close communications between the Chinese and Westerners. It 
was, therefore, extremely difficult for missionaries to spread the Gospel. As a result, missionaries in Guangzhou thought the 

remarkable possibility of a missionary hospital an excellent example of Christian philanthropy. Next, the generative 

collective leadership of Joe Hale and Dennis Lugar in the educational context of their service as transnational missionaries 
is explored. To explain the microhistory of Hale and Lugar's educational leadership and its context, the authors explore the 

societal role of missionaries in relation to worldwide education, and narrate their generativity in leading the Oasis 

International School network through its internationalization process. Additionally, they explore the influence of early 
educational missionaries in Korea by providing a historical context from their first efforts in the 1880’s through the Japanese 

colonial period ending in 1945, and considers the implications for current day CETs. The early Christian educators in Korea 

held diverse views towards their responsibilities, local people, culture, and contemporary issues. This chapter highlights 
some of the missionaries and CETs’ contributions to the promotion of social justice and the restoration of Korean national 

spirit. The objective of the ultimate chapter is to show how a diverse group of Christian missionaries from the First World 

brought skills in medicine, technology and communication that helped to establish their acceptance by and outreach to those 
whom they served. Many physical and sociological hardships were endured by the missionaries, but in each community they 

left a legacy of selfless service and achievements of great value to the inhabitants. 

The Book of the Popes 

Louise Ropes Loomis 

In series: Religion and Society 
2018. 288 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-786-6. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-787-3. $95.00. 
This book is that of the earliest history of the Papacy, but even were it provided with the most exhaustive notes, it could 

never furnish by itself an adequate basis for a modern narrative. This book is not an attempt to present a history of the Papacy 

during the first six centuries. It is simply the presentation of an ancient text. 

The Faith of Islam 

Edward Sell 

In series: Religion and Spirituality 
2018. 272 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-682-1. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-683-8. $230.00. 

It is necessary to enter into some explanation as regards the contents of this work, originally published in 1880. It does not 

fall in with its plan to enter into an account either of the life of Muhammad or of the wide and rapid spread of the system 
founded by him. The author’s study was that of the religious system that had grown out of the Prophet's teaching, and of its 

effect upon the individual and the community. What the Church in her missionary enterprise had to deal with, what European 

Governments in the political world had to do with is Islám, and how it influenced those who ruled and those who were ruled 
under it. 
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The New World of Islam 

Lothrop Stoddard 

In series: Religion and Society 
2018. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53614-232-7. $230.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53614-233-4. $230.00. 

This book, originally published in 1922, is a comprehensive telling of the dramatic transformation of Islam in the Middle 

East throughout the more-than-one-hundred years leading up to the time of its writing. The author considers in great depth 
and breadth the religious, cultural, political, economic, and social aspects that fed this evolution. Then, like now, a gigantic 

transformation was taking place that would affect all mankind. 

The Philosophy of Natural Theology 

William Jackson 

In series: World Philosophy 
2018. 294 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-829-0. $195.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-830-6. $195.00. 

This book, originally published in 1876, was written in confutation of the Materialism of its time by arguments derived from 

Evidences of Intelligence, Design, Contrivance, and Adaptation of Means to Ends, in the Universe, and especially in Man 
considered in his Moral Nature, his Religious Aptitudes, and his Intellectual Powers; and in all Organic Nature. The 

observation also to be made and supported in the course of the book that the Will and Wisdom of the Creator may be a 

sufficient cause for deviations from the established course of nature, and that the Free-will of man, in things within his power 
and influence, may be a cause of similar deviations. 

SECURITY 

Armed Conflict in the 21st Century: The Information Revolution and Post-Modern Warfare 

Steven Metz 

In series: Terrorism, Hot Spots and Conflict-Related Issues 
2018. 135 pp. 
Softcover: 978-1-53613-703-3. $82.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-704-0. $82.00. 

Within the past decade, the U.S. military has implemented a number of programs to assess the changes underway in the 
global security environment and in the nature of warfare. Defense leaders and thinkers have concluded that revolutionary 

change is taking place and, if the United States develops appropriate technology, warfighting concepts, and military 

organizations, it can master or control this change, thus augmenting American security. In this monograph, Dr. Steven Metz, 
who was one of the earliest analysts of the strategic dimension of the revolution in military affairs, suggests that official 

thinking within the U.S. military may be too narrow. The information revolution, he contends, will have far-reaching strategic 

effects. The transformation it brings will not only be technological, but political, social, ethical and strategic as well. 

Security and Authentication: Perspectives, Management and 

Challenges 

Ong Thian Song, Tee Connie, and Mohd Shohel Sayeed (Multimedia 

University, Melaka, Malaysia) 

In series: Cybercrime and Cybersecurity Research 
2017. 279 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53612-942-7. $195.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53612-943-4. $195.00. 

Issues around security and privacy have received greater attention as the world becomes 

more digitized and interconnected. There are a myriad of technological advances like 
smart mobile devices, wearable devices, Internet of Things (IoTs), cloud computing and 

social networks that benefit people all over the world, transforming how they work and 

communicate with each other. However, these new technologies also bring new security 
and privacy challenges. For example, there are massive attacks by malicious malware like 

WannaCry that cost great financial loss to individuals and institutions. Besides, there are 

ample amounts of software and programs that quitely collect, share and sometimes disclose huge amounts of personal 
information. This book presents the current popular issues in information security and privacy, covering human users, 

hardware and software, the Internet and also communication protocols. The book provides a comprehensive combination of 
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studies that offer integrated solutions to security and privacy problems. The topics covered in the book include mobile 

authentication systems, security in wireless sensor networks and IoTs, network-based intrusion detection systems, privacy 
protection in machine learning, deep learning for surveillance, and also targeted image forensics. An understanding of these 

areas ensures the ability to adapt to and address new challenges in the technological dependent world as these fields evolve. 

The primary target audiences of this book are students and researchers from security technology and information technology 
management. The editors have been blessed by the assistance of many people concerning all aspects for the preparation of 

this book. The editors would like to express their sincere gratitude to the anonymous reviewers for their professional support 

and dedication to reviewing the chapters of this book. They are deeply grateful for the excellent contributions of the authors.. 
Last but not least, special thanks also go out to Nova Science Publishers for presenting the opportunity to prepare and publish 

this book. 

Targeting Websites Dedicated to Stealing American Intellectual Property 

Anthony L. Mooney 

In series: Intellectual Property in the 21st Century 
2018. 309 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-705-7. $195.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-706-4. $195.00. 

The problem of online infringement is real. It is substantial, and it causes a drain on our economy and it costs American jobs. 

Copyright piracy and the sale of counterfeit goods are reported to cost the American economy billions of dollars a year, 
thousands of lost jobs. This book includes the testimony of a range of witnesses that testify about how we can make some 

progress in the fight again online infringement and also the sale of counterfeit goods. 

SOCIOLOGY 

Advances in Sociology Research. Volume 25 

Jared A. Jaworski 

In series: Advances in Sociology Research 
2018. 248 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-464-3. $250.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-465-0. $250.00. 

Advances in Sociology Research. Volume 25 opens with a chapter underscoring the importance of this age-old cultural 

practice of herding in relation to Basotho males and its implications to the non-formal education (NFE) policy and practice. 

To do this, the authors present the findings of an interpretative study conducted on a snowball-sample of thirty out of an 
approximated population of 22 0000 Basotho herders aged between 18 and 45 years using the transect walk, interviews and 

photo-voice data collection techniques. Following this, a study is presented which examined differences in the work-family 

conflict between the active parenting stage and the supportive parenting stage. Practical suggestions for working parents and 
professionals are also provided. A third study explores possible trends, issues and problems that hinder the labour market 

integration of youth immigrants in the EU, suggesting solutions to improve the situation. The economic recession has hit 

immigrants hard in most EU member states, and youth immigrants are especially vulnerable to the effects of unstable 
economic cycles in the labour market. Later, the methodological and ethical strengths and challenges of conducting cross-

cultural qualitative interviews are analyzed. The authors conducted interviews with racial and ethnic minorities in the United 

States; the researcher with insider status is Chinese American and conducted research with Asian community leaders, while 
the researcher with outsider status is European American and studied adults who were unaccompanied refugee minors of a 

variety of non-European racial backgrounds. Afterwards, the American obesity epidemic is examined, particularly the way 
federal and state level efforts to decrease fast food consumption have been ineffective among African Americans. This is a 

call for a specific sociological framework that can be used to better understand race-based disparities in obesity. The 

succeeding chapter presents a systemic model of working with families of preschool-age children, based on Narrative 

Therapy and Strategic Family Therapy. The model utilises a relaxed and playful approach which assisted with engagement 

of all family members. Multi-sensory communication is integrated with language-based intervention, at the appropriate 

developmental level for young children. The advantages of whole family work for the treatment of common childhood 
problems are described. Next, the authors study the consumption of drugs by homeless children and adolescents. A 

dysfunctional family structure and the absence of adult role models negatively impacts access to continued treatment. The 

book attempts to identify and evaluate the causes, effects and treatment options for youth drug users, and the efficacy of the 
Mobile Outpatient Clinic’s model to systematize and disseminate integrated healthcare strategies for children and 

adolescents. The final study aims to investigate possible shifts in economic activity due to the financial crisis that may 

contribute to the strengthening or weakening of productive sectors and, as a result, to the change of the economic map of 
Europe. The authors determine that appropriate state policies should be established, especially in countries affected by the 

crisis, such as Greece, in order to strengthen the competitiveness of their dynamic productive sectors. 
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Aging and Western Society: A Critical Approach 

Jason L. Powell (The University of Chester, Chester, UK) 

In series: Social Perspectives in the 21st Century 
2018. 142 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-844-3. $82.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-845-0. $82.00. 

This book is an unashamedly sociological excursion relating to the ageing process in 

Western society. It fundamentally questions assumptions and ideas around ageing, and 
where these ideas originate. This book crucially explores conceptual, theoretical, 

methodological, practical and social policy issues relating to how ageing has been 

framed, constructed, deconstructed and reconstructed by politicians, policy makers and 
professionals. The book is underpinned by a critical approach that raises significant 

implications of social issues relating to ageing in the Western world. 

Alaska: Economic, Environmental, and Social Issues 

Thomas Lewis 

In series: American Political, Economic, and Security Issues 
2018. 203 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-437-7. $95.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-438-4. $95.00. 

The authors begin this collection by linking human and ecological systems research to analyze resource management 

decisions for Alaska’s first submerged aquatic invasive plant, Elodea spp.. A case study is presented which may aid other 
countries in management of elodea by outlining steps for future policy-making, with the goal of retaining the ecological 

integrity and economic value of Alaska’s vast freshwater resources. Next, the authors use the De Martonne aridity index and 

the UNEP Index to determine the humidity of Alaska’s Prince William Sound. The indices for climate variability indicate 
higher humidity in the western sides and lower humidity in the eastern sides. These results highlight the spatial distribution 

of the climate variables in Prince William Sound from southcentral Alaska. Following this, the Bering Glacier in South 

Alaska is analyzed for its size resultant from complexities of geographical position, accumulation area, and climate 
conditions. The results of the analysis illustrate the high variation of the Bering Glacier movements in response to climate 

change. The concluding chapter examines the beginning of orderly social policy in Russian America in 1784, when well-

known merchant G.I. Shelikhov founded the first permanent Russian settlement on Kodiak Island off the southern coast of 
Alaska. A certain impetus to social policy was created by the monopoly Russian-American Company after their coming to 

power in Russian colonies of naval officers in 1818. The Russian-American Company abolished slavery, increased payments 

for furs, supplied natives with food during hunger strikes, and conducted mass vaccinations. Thus, the life of the Aleuts and 
dependent Eskimos slowly but gradually improved. 

Building Youth for the Future: A Path towards Suicide Prevention 

Hatim A Omar, M.D. and Joav Merrick, M.D. (Director, National Institute of Child Health and 

Human Development, Jerusalem, Israel) 

In series: Pediatrics, Child and Adolescent Health 
2018. 294 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-768-2. $160.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-769-9. $160.00. 

While much needs to be done in order to minimize the suicide attempts and suicides of 

adolescents, the work of Stop Youth Suicide (SYS) campaign and the comprehensive 
grassroots’ approach is showing signs of success in the state of Kentucky. The 2013 

national Youth Risk Behavior Survey (YRBS) showed that for the first time, indicators of 

youth suicide in the state are at or below the national average, where they were previously 
always above. In the three rural counties where the school systems have partnered with 

SYS and the Division of Adolescent Medicine in Lexington, there is an actual absence of 

completed suicides compared to the average of three per year prior to this partnership. In 
order to maintain and improve that statistic, we must ensure that students do not have easy 

access to weapons, guns and drugs by ensuring that these items are properly stored in 

homes where children are present. Kentucky’s educators must continue to develop ways 
to provide safe and supportive school environments. In this book, the authors have 

gathered presentations from the 2017 Annual Stop Youth Suicide Campaign Conference, 

which we hope will be of interest and help to the readers. 
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Child Abuse: Harm and Solutions 

Arturo Loredo Abdala, Hugo Juarez Olguin and Abigail Casas Muñoz (Laboratorio de 

Farmacología, Instituto Nacional de Pediatría, Mexico City, Mexico) 

In series: Children's Issues, Laws and Programs 
2018. 268 pp.  

Hardcover: 978-1-53614-271-6. $160.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53614-272-3. $160.00. 
Child abuse is a modality of violence against children and adolescents which remains to 

be comprehensively attended. The complexity of the problem implies not only the clinical 

manifestations (physical, sexual and psychological abuses and neglect), but also the social 
component (social determinants for health) as well as the judicial implication. This makes 

the suspicion, diagnosis, comprehensive care of each case, the physical and emotional 

rehabilitation of each patient, and the strategies for the prevention of this phenomenon 
very difficult. Undoubtedly, child abuse is fraught with enormous emotional and economic 

loads for the child, the family and society. In the light of the abovementioned facts, the 

propositions in this book lie in the presentation and development of the most frequent and 

known modalities of child abuse. These modalities include physical, sexual and 

psychological abuses and neglect, as well as other forms like fetal abuse, ethnic 

maltreatment, abuse among peers, bullying, and parental alienation among others that are 
little known or barely considered; hence, these latter issues are not frequently seen by 

physicians, nurses, social workers, psychologists, lawyers, etc. In addition, some 

preventive programs that have been successful as viable strategies in many countries of 
the world are proposed. The aim of this book is to give a wide vision on the knowledge 

concerning child abuse, based on the analysis of behaviors and attitudes and revising some 

new strategies ensuing from information furnished by research works. The authors are 
convinced that the consideration of these concepts would definitely permit the elaboration of optimum and specific 

management for this population. 

Children's Issues and Challenges - CRS Reports from 2017 to 2018 

Judy E. Howard 

In series: Children's Issues, Laws and Programs 
2018. 141 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-822-1. $82.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53614-150-4. $82.00. 

This book includes CRS reports from 2017 to 2018 and is focused on children’s issues, such as unaccompanied alien children 

(UAC) runaway and homeless youth, the DACA Program as well as recent privacy and security issues associated with the 
increasing number of smart toys being created for children. The number of unaccompanied alien children that are attempting 

to enter the US, usually from El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras and Mexico, account for almost all UAC cases. Agencies 

in the Departments of Homeland Security (DHS) and the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) share 
responsibility for the processing, treatment and placement of UAC. This report addresses the background, scope of the issue, 

current policy, processing and treatment of apprehended UAC and suggests what should be done going forward. The next 

report discusses runaway and homeless youth and the federal response to support this population. Next, the DACA program 
(Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals) created by President Obama is examined and all the questions associated with this 

program, including whether DACA recipients are legally allowed to work in the US, the current status of the DACA program 

and the eligibility requirements for consideration of DACA. Finally, the short 3-page report on smart toys examines how the 
potential misuse of toys may make children vulnerable and suggests ways to protect the privacy and safety of children in this 

increasingly digital world. 

Community Engagement: Principles, Strategies and Practices 

Robert F. Kronick, Ph.D. (Professor, Department of Educational 

Psychology and Counseling Faculty Associate, The University of 

Tennessee, Knoxville, TN, USA) 

In series: Social Issues, Justice and Status 
2018. 277 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-023-2. $230.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-025-6. $230.00. 

Community Engagement: Principles, Strategies and Practices is a collection of chapters 

written by engaged scholars. The authors of the chapters work in diverse settings and come 
from different philosophies of community engagement. For instance, Taylor and Luter in 

Chapter One cogently make the argument that universities have essentially sold out when 

it comes to community engagement. The authors argue that engaged scholars would be 
better served by looking at the Civil Rights Movements than progressive theories that drive 
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service learning. Harkavy, Hodges, and Weeks take an opposite position and discuss historical figures such as Francis Bacon. 

Bacon spoke of improving a man’s estate. By that, Bacon meant that people should make life better for all. Astute readers 
will want to read and dwell on the thoughts and ideas generated in the first two chapters. In Chapter Three, Bielefeldt, 

discusses service learning and community engagement in relation to engineering. Her chapter will interest those who do not 

traditionally engage with the community and in service learning. Bielefeldt’s writing style is exciting and will open new 
doors for readers of our text. Basma and Arce-Trigatti introduce two important concepts to readers. The authors claim that 

mental health services are delivered more effectively through community schools than through traditional health clinics. 

Further, the authors entertain the notion that migrants and refugees are often missed by those doing community engagement. 
Basma and Arce-Trigatti fall in line with Taylor and Luter in bringing up important questions concerning the role that 

universities are taking in community engagement. In Chapter Five, Iwaskai does a marvelous job of describing how he 

involved those he is studying as part of his research team. Iwaskai’s discussion of the YPAR method may be of particular 
interest for young scholars who want to do on-the-ground research. In Chapter Six, Conwill writes from an ethnographic 

perspective about his personal experiences as a psychologist and community organizer. He is an inductive thinker and brings 
his experiences alive by relating them to theory. Readers of this chapter should be enticed to think about this type of work in 

regards to community engagement and service learning. In Chapter Seven, Kronick and Daniels discuss how the University 

of Tennessee engages with the community. The authors present service learning and collaboration as important aspects of 
community engagement. Hicks-Goldston and Goldston present a unique way of looking at service learning in Chapter Eight. 

They report both the successes and failures of doing service learning online. In Chapter Nine, Bruner, Szepe, and Blueford 

discuss systems theory. The authors consider the role that closed systems play in the role of mental health care. Finally, 
Butler uses extreme detail to describe a university-business collaboration effort to establish a STEM program. 

Couples and Relationships: Individual and Relational Challenges 

Saveta Draganic Gajic, Ph.D. ( Faculty of Media and Communications, Department of 

Psychology, Singidunum University, Belgrade, Serbia) 

In series: Family Issues in the 21st Century 
2018. 137 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-558-9. $82.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-559-6. $82.00. 

Couples and Relationships: Individual and Relational Challenges discuss the complex 

connection of individual factors (the personality of a partner) and the couple`s relational 
dynamic from different theoretical and therapeutic perspectives. It takes into account the 

influence of context (culture, social factors) and personality traits in the assessment of a 

couple, as well as a review of multiple levels of intervention (from individual to 

relational therapy) in the therapeutic approach. The topics are processed in line with the 

latest advances in psychology, psychiatry and psychotherapy, with an emphasis on the 

need for connection with the practice itself, along with guidelines for experts with 
different profiles who are working with couples. The content of book cover further the 

following themes: Relationships - the chances and challenges for an individual (the focus 

concerns the meaning of love in relationships, specificities of so-called “healthy 
marriages”, components and mechanisms of healing and the destructive power of 

relationships, as well as the relational problems connected with it); the individual - the 

chances and challenges for a relationship (the relationship between the personality 
structure and a partner’s choice, and the dyadic relationship); diagnostic dimensions in 

the appraisal of couples in crises (the influence of personality traits, personality disorders 

and attachment style on the couple’s relationship); therapeutic approaches and 
possibilities during work with couples in crisis; and the education of experts in the 

treatment of couples. The modern age, with its varying perspectives on the understanding of the phenomenon of closeness 

and love in a relationship, presents a challenge not only for the couples, but for the experts dealing with couples in crisis as 
well. The authors believe that integration of multiple levels in the assessment of a couple (from intrapsychic to the relational), 

as well as different approaches in couples therapy today, are a necessity which requires significant flexibility to go along 

with the knowledge and experience of the therapists themselves. This book is meant for experts of the new age who are 

working with couples (psychotherapists, psychologists, social workers, psychiatrists, etc.), taking into account contemporary 

partner themes and gives guidelines for professional and personal development of an expert faced with the challenges of the 

individual, relational and cultural context in a partner dynamic and the therapeutic approach of a couple. The authors have a 
rich clinical history of practice in working with individuals, individual psychopathology, working with couples, and the 

education and training of students of medicine, psychology and education in systematic family therapy. Apart from that, the 

authors are university professors, as well as authors of numerous publications printed in foreign and domestic magazines as 
well as university textbooks, with decades of experience working in a common multidiscipline team. 
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Creating Successful Bridges through Study Abroad: An International Social Work and 

Culture Competency Approach 

Samson Chama, Ph.D. (Associate Professor, Department of Social Work, Alabama A&M 

University, Normal, AL, US) 

In series: Social Issues, Justice and Status 
2018. 202 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-652-4. $95.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-653-1. $95.00. 

International social work is a growing area of study and today many social work 

programs across the country are embracing it. Several factors account for its growth and 
these include a growing concern for global development and the interconnectedness of 

global socio-economic problems such as poverty, human tracking, and health challenges 

such as HIV and AIDS. International social work can be viewed as a bridge between 
social work and global development. At another level, it is a platform from which social 

work students can engage in international social work and global projects. Through 

global engagement, students are offered unique opportunities to demonstrate the social 
work profession’s standards and practice behaviors as espoused by the Council on Social 

Work Education (CSWE) through its Educational Policy and Accreditation Standards 

(EPAS). When social work students are able to become culturally sensitive to other 
cultures, they are more likely to become skilled, alert, productive actors and facilitators 

of change in various settings where they might be placed in. To this end, this book is the 

first of its kind to speak to these elements. It is also among the first to highlight the 
importance of CSWE standards and practice behaviors including how these could be 

used as vehicles of learning and knowledge building for international social work 

students. The book uses a unique framework approach in which the standards are 
meticulously couched within some of the different programs that are discussed. To this effect, the framework is punctuated 

with selected chapter discussions that highlight and focus on international social work programs of interest. These programs 

are carefully examined in a way that demonstrates their usefulness and impact on both local communities and students. The 
programs import and bring home a different level of understanding to international social work. It is right to say that these 

are fully fledged pro-active programs which act as conduits of knowledge and skills. Therefore reading them would generate 

interest in the minds of those students who are still novices in international social work and global development. At the end 
of each chapter are critical discussion questions that provide students with an opportunity to engage chapter content as well 

as to think critically about what they have read and learned. The questions are clear and simple and yet loaded with rewarding 

assumptions about international social work and global community development. Certainly, this book is a must for those 
social work programs that want their students to have a real and first-hand feel of international social work and global 

community development. It is a book that has been written at an opportune time, a time when current global socio-economic 

and political trends call for full involvement of social workers. 

Cultural Considerations in Intervention with Women and 

Children Exposed to Intimate Partner Violence 

Sandra A. Graham-Bermann, Ph.D. (Director, Child Violence and 

Trauma Lab, Professor of Psychology and Psychiatry, University of 

Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI, US) 

In series: Women's Issues 
2018. 342 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-916-7. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-917-4. $230.00. 
Intimate partner violence (IPV) is a common and tragic event in the lives of women and 

children around the world. Estimates of lifetime occurrence range from 5% in Japan to 

71% in Ethiopia, with at least 25% in the United States. The United Nations Secretary-
General indicates that as many as 275 million children worldwide are exposed to 

violence in their homes every year. In addition to the financial and societal costs, women 

and children who experience IPV are at risk for developing physical injuries, heath 
problems, depression, anxiety, traumatic stress, and associated work and academic problems. Yet few countries offer services 

that have been proven to be effective in supporting these women and children. In this volume, two programs are described 

that have been found to be effective in reducing negative consequences and promoting resilience for diverse groups of women 
and children in North America. The subsequent chapters address what it would take to implement these or other such 

programs in countries around the world, including Sweden, Ukraine, Rwanda, Honduras, Peru and Pakistan. The authors are 

scholars in social work and psychology who work with women and children exposed to intimate partner violence and who 
are involved in researching issues related to the effects of IPV on women and children. Clearly, IPV is a global public health 

issue and this thought-provoking volume suggests ways to address it using culturally appropriate adaptations. 
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Essays in Political Anthropology: Reviewing the Essence of Capitalism 

Maximiliano E. Korstanje (University of Palermo, Buenos Aires, Argentina)  

In series: Anthropology Research and Developments 
2018. 133 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53614-291-4. $82.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53614-292-1. $82.00. 

In 1992, Ulrich Beck published his classic Risk Society: Towards a New Modernity, 

which over the years has been situated as a must-read book in anthropology and 
sociology. The turn of the century brought many unseen political, economic and of course 

ecological risks for contemporary society. Though brilliant in essence, Beck’s argument 

does not suffice to explain the times that humans live in now. Risk society has been 
replaced by a new stage of capitalism, where disasters, human suffering and pain have 

been commoditized as products to be instantly gazed and consumed by a global 

spectorship. The term “Thana-Capitalism” is used to describe the rise of a new form of 
capitalism, centered in the consumption of death and pain. This book captivates the needs 

of discussing capitalism from a new angle, introducing new theories, insights and debates 

revolving around political anthropology. In five short chapters, the authors did their best 

to explore this idea with different but interrelated topics such as leisure, tourism, 

consumption, terrorism, disasters, climate change, and political violence. The present 
project is useful for pre-graduate students (in humanities and social sciences) interested 

in politics, cultural studies and anthropology. 

Fighting for a Gender[ed] Identity: An Ethnographic Examination of White Collar Boxers 

Travis D. Satterlund (Research Analyst, Center for Program Design and Evaluation (CPDE), 

Dartmouth College, Hanover, New Hampshire, United States of America) 

In series: Social Issues, Justice and Status 
2018. 201 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53610-771-5. $160.00. 
Softcover: 978-1-53613-874-0. $112.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53610-777-7. $160.00. 
Fighting for a Gender[ed] Identity is an ethnographic exploration into the increasingly 

popular world of “white collar” boxing. Travis Satterlund, a sociologist, spent over a year 

and a half researching a boxing gym and its participants, toiling alongside gym members, 
learning the boxing trade, sweating and enjoying the doses of macho from banging heads 

with fellow pugilists. He learned how to throw a variety of punch combinations; how to 

defend and parry punches; how to “take” a punch; he learned of the hard work, 
commitment, and dedication necessary to become even an average boxer; and, most 

importantly, he learned about the culture of KO Gym and its members. While expecting 

to find a gym filled with young, working-class, non-white men—like he saw on television 
and in movies—he was surprised when he initially arrived at KO Gym. Though there 

were indeed diverse, young men at the gym who trained seriously for competitions, the 

place was also filled with white men—both young and middle-aged—who were also 
training. Moreover, there were a couple of women training, and the two trainers were 

white, one of whom was a woman. This countered his expectations and piqued his 

interest. Satterlund wanted to learn about these mostly white boxers that he would later 
learn were almost entirely middle to upper middle-class. What brought them to the gym? 

What did they get out of it? Sociologically, what was happening? This book reveals that 

gym members used the cultural meanings associated with boxing as resources to construct 
boxing as an activity from which they could derive gendered identity rewards. As such, Satterlund shows how authenticity 

of the gym was socially constructed to meet these identity rewards and also to resolve these dilemmas. Moreover, while most 

of the men at the gym had secure middle-class jobs, these jobs were not the primary basis for their feelings of self-worth, 
especially in relation to their identity as “men.” In essence, then, the boxing gym offered a means for the men to compensate 

for their inability to signify power, control, and toughness in their professional lives. Women also sought identity rewards 

from boxing and had reasons to want to signify masculine qualities. For them, too, boxing was a way to signify agency and 
strength. Yet, they also faced dilemmas in seeking to distance themselves from other “feminine” women without being 

viewed as too masculine. At the same time, however, social class complicated matters considerably, creating other issues for 

both the men and the women. Satterlund thus uses the context of KO Gym and its membership to analyze the many nuances 
of these gender identity-related issues, focusing not only on how social class both disrupts and facilitates how a gendered 

space is created, but how gender inequalities are created, maintained and reproduced in white collar boxing. 
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Five Scarves: Doing the Impossible - If We Can Reverse Cell Fate, Why Can’t We Redefine 

Success? 

Rana Dajani, Ph.D. (Rita Hauser Fellow, Radcliffe Institute for Advanced Study, Harvard 

University, Cambridge, MA, and Associate Professor Molecular Cell Biology, Biology and 

Biotechnology Department, Hashemite University, Az-Zarqa, Jordan) 

In series: Social Issues, Justice and Status 
2018. 149 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-774-3. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-775-0. $95.00. 
Rana Dajani’s Five Scarves: Doing the Impossible—If We Can Reverse Cell Fate, Why 

Can’t We Redefine Success? is an exploration of the intersections between gender, race, 

religion, and science told through the eyes of one of the world’s leading Muslim women 
scientists. Dajani, a Professor of Molecular Biology at the Hashemite University of 

Jordan, points to the 2006 discovery of induced pluripotent stem cells which allowed 

researchers to reverse engineer embryonic life forms, and asks us why a similar 

breakthrough might not be possible in the pursuit of gender equality. Seeking a paradigm 

shift in the fight against women’s oppression, Dajani makes the case for radically 

transforming the social institutions, cultures, and customs of our world to fully validate 
and support all women. The reader is led through the many phases of Dajani’s dizzying 

life journey, from the bustling world of Amman, to the quiet neighborhoods of Iowa City, 

back through Jordan’s universities, schools, and refugee camps, and into the halls of 
Harvard, Cambridge, Grenoble, and the United Nations. The author wears five scarves, 

those of a mother, teacher, scientist, social entrepreneur, and feminist. AHer story tells 

of all the challenges she’s faced and the innovations she’s made in everything from 
genetic analysis and science pedagogy, to grassroots social change and Islamic 

perspectives on evolution. Finally, Dajani offers a provocative and far-reaching 

meditation on the fight for women’s liberation today and what it would take to build a 
truly equal and humane society. 

Graffiti: Vandalism, Street Art and Cultural Significance 

Xuan Paradis and Minda Matthew 

In series: Social Issues, Justice and Status 
2018. 161 pp. 
Softcover: 978-1-53613-499-5. $82.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-500-8. $82.00. 

In Graffiti: Vandalism, Street Art and Cultural Significance, the authors first present a study wherein a political dimension 
of art was analyzed using Jacques Rancière's theory, the micropolitical context in contemporary cities was analyzed using 

Michael Foucault's theory, and the research methodology was based on the urban ethnography of Italian author Massimo 

Canevacci. They present the experiences of five graffiti writers, exposing themes of resistance against societal rules. Next, 
the books examine an event that happened during a graffitti workshop with youths in a city in the South of Brazil. The attempt 

to draw graffiti on a school’s white wall, seen by the youths as transgression towards the institution and its rules, brought 

about a variety of reactions. The security guard reprimanded them, and the pedagogical coordinator listened to them, but also 
mentioned the possibility of asking the director’s permission. After listening to the youths’ arguments and negotiating the 

image which would be drawn, the director ended up allowing the graffiti to be created. Next, the authors present a study on 

graffiti art in a skate park in Malta, with the goal of exploring some of the functions the artworks serve. The skate park 
authorises graffiti in an attempt to create “safe spaces” for young people aimed at engaging them in creative, recreational 

activities they enjoy doing. The authors suggest that graffiti art in designated spaces could potentially reverse the association 

of graffiti with social unrest, fear, vandalism and crime. Following this, the book analyzes graffiti and street-art production 
of the extreme right-wing groups in Slovenia. The authors state that modern fascism is direct, exclusive, and aggressive, 

while postmodern fascism has the potential to be even more dangerous, because it looks inclusive, conciliatory, and its diction 

seems integrative. The concluding study explores the efficiency of the laser cleaning of graffiti spray paints on different types 
of stone. Five graffiti spray paints are applied on marble, limestone and granite. After that, they are treated with two laser 

cleaning setups and the potential of the copper bromide vapour laser for cleaning of graffiti spray paints is demonstrated for 

the first time. 
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Human Rights in a Changing World: Research and Applied Approaches 

Artemis Z. Giotsa (University of Ioannina, Ioannina, Greece) 

In series: Human Rights: Contemporary Issues and Perspectives 
2018. 331 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-883-2. $195.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-884-9. $195.00. 

The key terms in this book – human rights, changing the world, research, and applied 

approaches – reflect the approach to explore the relationship between human rights in 
different disciplines in our changing world. This handbook discusses current issues on 

human rights, such as research and applied approaches and trends in contemporary society. 

It opens up new avenues for research in worldwide development and new directions 
needed in the area of human rights. This book contains twenty chapters from different 

disciplines covering many aspects of human rights. It was written to be a supplemental 

textbook for undergraduate and graduate students studying social sciences and human 
rights, as well as social scientists, researchers and teachers. However, since the subject of 

the book is intrinsically interesting to almost anyone, the book is written in a way that is 

comprehensive to other readers. 

Indicators of School Crime and Safety 

Liam Shephard 

In series: Safety and Risk in Society 
2018. 328 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-680-7. $250.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-681-4. $250.00. 

Our nation’s schools should be safe havens for teaching and learning, free of crime and violence. Any instance of crime or 
violence at school not only affects the individuals involved, but also may disrupt the educational process and affect 

bystanders, the school itself, and the surrounding community (Brookmeyer, Fanti, and Henrich 2006; Goldstein, Young, and 

Boyd 2008). Establishing reliable indicators of the current state of school crime and safety across the nation and regularly 
updating and monitoring these indicators are important in ensuring the safety of our nation’s students. This is the aim of 

Indicators of School Crime and Safety. The report included in this book is the seventeenth in a series of annual publications 

produced jointly by the National Center for Education Statistics (NCES), Institute of Education Sciences (IES), in the U.S. 
Department of Education, and the Bureau of Justice Statistics (BJS) in the U.S. Department of Justice. This report presents 

the most recent data available on school crime and student safety. The indicators in this report are based on information 

drawn from a variety of data sources, including national surveys of students, teachers, principals, and postsecondary 
institutions. Sources include results from the School-Associated Violent Deaths Study, sponsored by the U.S. Department of 

Education, the Department of Justice, and the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC); the National Crime 

Victimization Survey and School Crime Supplement to that survey, sponsored by BJS and NCES, respectively; the Youth 
Risk Behavior Survey, sponsored by the CDC; the Schools and Staffing Survey and School Survey on Crime and Safety, 

both sponsored by NCES; the Supplementary Homicide Reports, sponsored by the Federal Bureau of Investigation; EDFacts, 

sponsored by NCES; and the Campus Safety and Security Survey, sponsored by the U.S. Department of Education. The most 
recent data collection for each indicator varied by survey, from 2009 to 2013. Each data source has an independent sample 

design, data collection method, and questionnaire design, or is the result of a universe data collection. All comparisons 

described in this report are statistically significant at the .05 level. Additional information about methodology and the datasets 
analyzed in this report may be found in appendix A. The report covers topics such as victimization, teacher injury, bullying 

and cyber-bullying, school conditions, fights, weapons, availability and student use of drugs and alcohol, student perceptions 

of personal safety at school, and criminal incidents at postsecondary institutions. Indicators of crime and safety are compared 
across different population subgroups and over time. Data on crimes that occur away from school are offered as a point of 

comparison where available. 

Life Course and Society 

Jason L. Powell (The University of Chester, Chester, UK) 

In series: Social Perspectives in the 21st Century 
2018. 131 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-848-1. $82.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-849-8. $82.00. 
This book explores the concept of key concepts, theories and practices related to life 

course issues associated with social work, power and trust in contemporary society. The 

book begins by narrating how aging studies has been colonized by biomedical 
conceptualizations, which have masked a social understanding of how aging and life 

course are socially constituted. The book explores the power of an aging society with 

populational increases and impacts on different parts of the world. As a healthy corrective 
to most texts on aging and life course, the book explores the work of Foucault and 
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applicability of power relationships to understand and investigate social aspects of aging. The book then moves to the concept 

of a narrative and its relationship to life course and the social construction of identity. 

Millennials: Trends, Characteristics and Perspectives 

Megan W. Gerhardt (Department of Management, Farmer School of Business, Miami 

University, Oxford, OH, USA) and Joy Van Eck Peluchette (Department of Management, 

Plaster School of Business & Entrepreneurship, Lindenwood University, St. Charles, MO, 

USA) 

In series: Social Issues, Justice and Status 
2018. 297 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-154-3. $195.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-155-0. $195.00. 

Millennials: Trends, Characteristics and Perspectives provides an exploration into the 

diverse ways the Millennial generation is changing our world. The US Census Bureau 
puts the number of Millennials at 92 million as of 2017, making them the largest living 

generation in size, as well as the largest generation in the current workforce. Every 

generation has a unique social identity due to the formative events that shape its members’ 
values and influence their subsequent attitudes and behaviors. Yet, no other generation in 

history has prompted so much conversation, debate, and controversy as the Millennials. 

From the time they first stepped foot into our classrooms and workplaces, Millennials 
have been labeled as the “Me” Generation—considered entitled, with expectations 

exceeding their qualifications. Popular press headlines have lamented the challenges of 

working and living with this generation of digital natives who were raised by parents 
dedicated to protecting their children’s self-esteem and handing out participating trophies. 

However, academic research has been a bit more tentative in its conclusions. Scholarship 

on generational differences has explored whether the Millennials are really as different as 
we have been led to believe, or whether all the headlines have been much ado about 

nothing. To date, research has yielded mixed results, finding similarities between 

generations in some areas of interest, and marked differences in others. Regardless, from 
education to technology to their impact on how we manage, lead, and work within our 

organizations, every industry has felt a shift because of this Millennial force. This volume explores the wide range of elements 

that make Millennials the subject of so much attention, bringing together the work of scholars from across disciplines to 
better understand this generation—the trends they are driving, the characteristics that differentiate them, and the subsequent 

perspectives that are creating significant shifts in how we live and work. 

Modeling Social Behavior and Its Applications 

Lucas A. Jódar Sánchez, Elena de la Poza Plaza, Paloma Merello Giménez and Luis Acedo 

Rodríguez (Instituto de Matemática Multidisciplinar, Universitat Politècnica de València, 

València, Spain) 

In series: Social Issues, Justice and Status 
2018. 289 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-666-1. $195.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-667-8. $195.00. 

This book analyzes human behavior from an individual and organizational perspective. 

Based on cutting-edge research, each chapter is focused on modeling human behavior in 
different fields and taking into account uncertain environments by applying innovative 

quantitative and qualitative approaches. This book deals with the decision-making 

process of individuals behaving as economic agents who consume, save, produce and 
invest, but also with organizations such as families, firms, public entities and even 

countries. This book comprises a wide spectrum of contemporary topics. Each chapter 

challenges the reader by the approaches employed, providing insight into the pillars of 
western societies: Sociology and Public Health, Economy and Finances, Medicine, 

Architecture, Archeology and Engineering. Modeling Social Behavior and its 

Applications deals with trendy issues and provides answers to socio-economic 
dilemmas. 
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Multifaceted Autoethnography: Theoretical Advancements, Practical Considerations and 

Field Illustrations 

Henna Syrjälä (School of Marketing and Communication, University of Vaasa, Vaasa, 

Finland) and Anu Norrgrann (Department of Marketing, Hanken School of Economics, Vaasa, 

Finland) 

In series: Research Methodology and Data Analysis 
2018. 233 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-564-0. $160.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-565-7. $160.00. 
This book provides theoretical, methodological and practical insights into the use of 

autoethnography as a research methodology. Autoethnography offers unique possibilities 

to gain an in-depth understanding of social and cultural contexts as well as research topics 
through description and reflective analysis of personal, lived experiences. In this 

methodology, the researchers’ self-narratives enable exceptional insider perspectives into 

phenomena that can otherwise be inaccessible, or where similar situated understanding is 

difficult to attain through other methods. Yet, the book discusses how autoethnography 

goes beyond researchers’ self-stories by making sense of the complex social worlds where 

the studies take place. The seven autoethnographies of the book demonstrate the 
multifacetedness of this approach in an intriguing and insightful way. The collection 

showcases different types of autoethnography, and illuminates practical as well as ethical 

considerations in conducting this type of research. The contributors of this collection also 
take us on fascinating journeys into their fields around the globe, demonstrating how 

autoethnography can be applied in versatile ways. The book highlights how it can be 

employed for different purposes and to approach multifarious cultural phenomena in a 
variety of academic disciplines, from information systems, tourism, and consumer 

research to education, literature and psychology. For researchers and students with an 

interest in qualitative research methodology, this book offers rich and captivating 
illustrations of the opportunities and benefits as well as practical tools for avoiding pitfalls while using this methodology. 

The field provides accounts into different cultural phenomena, making the book not only an educational, but also an exciting 

read. 

Preventing Underage Drinking: What Works? 

Michael L. Legrand 

In series: Alcohol and Drug Abuse 

In series: Children's Issues, Laws and Programs 
2018. 204 pp. 
Softcover: 978-1-53613-632-6. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-633-3. $95.00. 

This book was reprinted from a public document and records from the US Government. It is a collection of hearings that 
took place in Washington DC by the Committee on Education and the Workforce, U.S. House of Representatives on February 

11th 2004. According to Mrs. Wendy J. Hamilton, the national President of Mothers Against Drunk Driving, where she has 

served since 2002 (after three separate drunk driving crashes occurred within her family) – “Alcohol is the illegal drug of 
choice for America’s youth… [it] is a major factor in the three leading causes of death of America’s teens…. Teens have 

easy access to alcohol….[and] the consequences are staggering.” This book provides statistics about the amount of teenagers 

who drink and the amount of deaths per year it contributes to. It also examines the Programs already in force for underage 
drinking, including Youth in Action, as well as provides recommendations on how to reduce the amount of young people 

who drink. It also includes education-oriented interventions that should be implemented to prevent underage drinking in the 

future. 

Protests and Riots: Past, Present and Future Perspectives 

Alice Pichette 

In series: Social Issues, Justice and Status 
2018. 112 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-035-5. $82.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-036-2. $82.00. 

In Protests and Riots: Past, Present and Future Perspectives, the authors analyse a variety of civil disturbances in Manchester 

and Salford, beginning with the English Civil war to demonstrate that a contemporary claim of senseless violence with later 
acknowledgment of the implication of the broader context is as true of this locality as of anywhere else. Afterwards, the 2011 

August riots are situated within this pattern and it is maintained that any reading of these and future riots must be informed 

by this tendency to ignore societal conditions. Next, the authors attempt to classify the politically significant social protests 
in postwar Japanese history by identifying five types of social protest: ideological, labor, item-centered, local and 

conservative. The specificity of concrete forms of protest is analyzed from the points of view of their substance and 
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organization. South Africa’s volatile post-Apartheid landscape is addressed. Centuries of oppression and racial segregation 

firmly entrenched inequality and violence, negatively affecting its democratic ethos and economic prosperity. The authors 
seek to answer the following questions: “Can these embedded paradoxes result in South Africa spiraling out of control, 

cementing protests and violence as the new discourse? Or will Social Self-Defense serve as the democracy barometer, 

redirecting leaders towards stability, trust and substantive democracy?” Later, the 2008 global financial crisis and the ensuing 
protest across the European Union is analyzed. Previous literature on contentious activism and economic hardship has linked 

a person’s deprivation to the selection of protest as a means of political expression. This book aims to determine whether 

relative deprivation, measured by economic indicators, correlates with protest activity in Europe. The final two issues that 
are addressed are why individuals choose self-sacrifice as a means of protest and whether protests in a society have an impact 

on the suicide rate of that society. 

Sexism: Past, Present and Future Perspectives 

Gemma Sáez and Inmaculada Valor Segura (Universidad Loyola 

Andalucía, Departamento de Psicología and Universidad de 

Granada, Departamento de Psicología Social, Granada, Spain) 

In series: Social Issues, Justice and Status 
2018. 222 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-590-9. $160.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-591-6. $160.00. 

This book focuses sexism research, particularly on the latest contributions to this study. 

The authors of the first chapter focus on female representation in the media and the effect 
of gender bias in political communication. The second chapter focuses on the importance 

of language as a form of sexual assault, while chapter three examines linguistic strategies 

for enhancing gender equality. Moreover, the authors of the fourth chapter review research 
that explores the role of sexism concerning women’s participation in careers in science, 

technology, engineering, and mathematics. Lastly, the fifth chapter is intended to answer 

how sexist beliefs contribute to violence against women. 

Single-Parenting in the 21st Century: Perceptions, Issues and Implications 

Thomas K. Babalis, Yota Xanthacou and Maria Kaila (Chairman, Primary Education 

Department, National and Kapodistrian University of Athens (N.K.U.A.), Greece) 

In series: Family Issues in the 21st Century 
2018. 272 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-277-9. $160.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-278-6. $160.00. 
Single-Parenting in the 21st Century: Perceptions, Issues and Implications explores and 

illuminates the landscape of single-parenting in the twenty-first century, during which a 

great number of individuals have begun parenting on their own. Nationally and 
internationally recognized experts apply their multiple years of experience as researchers 

and offer the most complete handbook available to exploring the uncharted waters of 

single-parenting in the twenty-firstt century. The volume provides in-depth answers to 
important questions, such as: Does being a single parent effect physical and mental health? 

What is the economic status of single-mother and single-father families? Is the 

psychosocial adjustment, school performance and behavior of single-parent students 
related to nuclear family children? With these questions in mind, the chapters are classified 

into three categories: a) Single-Parenting and Health; b) Single-Parenting and Economic 

Disadvantage; and c) Single-Parenting and Education. Globalization, demographic shifts, 
economic, cultural, social and moral crisis, and changing trends in the labor sector all 

signify the distinctiveness of the current moment with regards to family patterns. This one-of-a-kind book promotes a world-

view, a perspective of the multiple effects of single-parenting both on parents as well as children and presents the most recent 
research data on the complex issues surrounding single-parenthood. Written with clarity and candor by worldwide researchers 

and experts, Single-Parenting in the 21st Century: Perceptions, Issues and Implications is an essential read for teachers, 

parents, administrators and policymakers at all levels. 

Social Integration and Inclusion: Predictors, Practices and Obstacles 

Johnathan Price and Christopher Blanc 

In series: Social Welfare Policies and Programs - Patterns, Implications and Prospects 
2018. 134 pp. 
Softcover: 978-1-53614-063-7. $82.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53614-064-4. $82.00. 

The concept of disability over the last few decades has been defined in different ways, while the policies implemented 
demonstrate not only at the societal level how society approaches the difficulties of a person with a disability, but also at a 
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symbolic level: how the person’s position in social development is determined and how the value system and beliefs 

surrounding the issue of disability are shaped. In this collection the authors explore educational integration framework and 
social inequalities in the context of the economic crisis that has plagued Greece over the last eight years. Next, based on the 

nationwide database of the Programme for the International Assessment of Adult Competencies, the authors investigate the 

correlation between three cognitive skills (literacy, numeracy and problem solving in technology-rich environments) and 
three indicators of labour market integration of Former Soviet Union immigrants in Israel: income, job autonomy and job 

satisfaction. A case study was also conducted at the Institute of Psychology and Education of Kazan Federal University with 

the purpose of theoretically substantiating and experimentally verifying the forms and methods of volunteering as a means 
of preparing future educators to work with children at risk. Lastly, the authors begin to problematize the social dilemma 

paradigm by challenging the assumption that partners view the costs and benefits of resource pooling uniformly. A survey 

of 54 senior and 54 novice alliance managers about pooling 10 kinds of resources in alliances finds evidence of value 
asymmetry, where senior and novice managers perceive the costs and benefits of resource pooling in alliances differently. 

Sociological Theory, Methods, and Perspectives 

Joseph H. Michalski (King’s University College at Western University, London, Ontario, 

Canada) 

In series: Social Issues, Justice and Status 
2018. 273 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-514-5. $160.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-515-2. $160.00. 

The current book contributes to the complicated discussion of knowledge construction by 

demonstrating how social scientific theories of diverse subject matter in sociology, 
criminology, and psychology can be contextualized and operationalized from distinct 

paradigms. Each chapter introduces one or more theoretical perspectives as the authors 

examine, explicitly or implicitly, the epistemological foundations for how one might 
evaluate the main concepts and establish valid “truth claims.” No one pathway to such 

truth claims exists, as the diverse perspectives that these authors embrace shall 
demonstrate. The monograph thus intentionally includes a range of theoretical 

perspectives and methodologies to highlight the case for what might be designated as 

scientific equifinality. In effect, the notion suggests that more than one pathway can be 
selected to help observers move closer and closer to the truth, but each perspective shares 

in common the assumption that rigorous methodologies are required that transcend mere 

personal opinion. The edited volume, therefore, promotes the value of intellectual diversity 

among social scientists, while concurrently building upon a common theme. Despite the 

limitations of observing the social world from their peculiar social locations, analysts 

nevertheless can do a more effective job of wrestling with the truth by employing rigorous 
methodologies connected to their theoretical stances. As argued in the first chapter, it 

requires the overcoming of several inertial conditions that often inhibit the search for “deep 

knowledge” of the subject matter. Subsequent chapters demonstrate that, in a variety of creative ways, researchers can 
develop and implement innovative approaches to the study of the social world. The book stands resolutely in opposition to 

the “post-truth” narrative currently in vogue, where no one can claim to have any more reliable or credible information than 

anyone else. 

Soft Skills and Aspirations in Chinese Children and Youth 

Daniel TL Shek, Ph.D., Janet TY Leung, Ph.D. and Joav Merrick, M.D. (Division for 

Intellectual and Developmental Disabilities, Ministry of Social Affairs and Social Services, 

Jerusalem, Israel) 

In series: Pediatrics, Child and Adolescent Health 
2018. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53614-092-7. $195.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53614-093-4. $195.00. 

Young people are expected to learn “academic” or “technical” knowledge in a manufacturing economy, which can be referred 

to as “hard skills” (for example, to produce a car through assembly lines). In many countries today, countries have been 
shifting from a manufacturing economy to a service economy, which has resulted in young people expecting to gain skills 

that are non-technical and widely transferable to different settings. This skills are referred to as “soft skills”, which are 
basically related to the qualities of an individual. In this book, the authors include several chapters on soft skills development 

in adolescents with particular reference to Chinese culture. This book includes conclusions based on the data collected from 

the third year of the community-based P.A.T.H.S. Project in Hong Kong. It also discusses dreams, aspirations, hopes and 
related constructs in Chinese adolescents. Additionally, the authors also present chapters on the relationships between 

pornography consumption and positive youth development qualities; and the last few chapters document attempts to promote 

soft skills in university students. With the emergence and consolidation of a service or knowledge-based economy, the desired 
qualities in adolescents have changed. Obviously, soft skills development plays an important role in the employability of 

young people. It is also vital to the complete development of young people as individuals in the present and future. 
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Swimming Pools: A Landmark of Sprawl. Mediterranean Urbanity, Landscape Architecture 

and Social Issues 

Luca Salvati, Ph.D., and Ilaria Zambon, Ph.D. (University of Rome La Sapienza, Rome, Italy) 

In series: Urban Development and Infrastructure 
2018. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53614-139-9. $160.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53614-140-5. $160.00. 

Urban sprawl has radically transformed Southern European landscapes. Nowadays, sprawl 
is a major benefiting factor in the daily lives of thousands of people and its mismanagement 

reflects relevant social and economic issues. For these reasons, a specific effort should be 

made to identify contributing factors and set up suitable indicators informing strategies of 
sustainable urban growth. This book proposes an original interpretation of contemporary 

metropolitan contexts, candidating residential swimming pools as a landmark of urban 

sprawl. Detached houses, backyard pools and private gardens reflect a landscape with 
peculiar social, political and cultural dynamics. Comparing the spatial distribution of 

swimming pools with appropriate background indicators may explain how sprawl has 

occurred in three representative cities of Southern Europe (Barcelona, Rome and Athens), 
proposing future strategies for urban sustainability. The authors’ study verifies whether or 

not swimming pools are a useful tool for monitoring sprawl pattern and processes, 

clarifying the major challenges that society faces in managing peri-urban land. 

The Evolution of Love 

Emil Lucka 

In series: Family Issues in the 21st Century 
2018. 286 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-868-9. $230.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-869-6. $230.00. 

The object of this book, originally published in 1922 and addressed to all cultured men and women, was to set forth the 

primitive manifestations of love and to throw light on those strange emotional climaxes that the author called "Metaphysical 
Eroticism." She took no account of historical detail, except where it served the purpose of proving, explaining, and illustrating 

her subject. Nor did she hesitate to intermingle psychological motives and motives arising from the growth and spread of 
civilisation. The inevitable result of a one-sided glimpse at historical facts would have been a history of love, an undertaking 

for which she claims to have lacked both ability and inclination. On the other hand, had she written a merely psychological 

treatise, disregarding the succession of periods, she would have laid herself open to the just reproach of giving rein to her 
imagination instead of dealing with reality. 

The Impact and Implications of Crisis: A Comprehensive Approach Combining Elements of 

Health and Society 

Maria Saridi and Kyriakos Souliotis (General Hospital of Korinthos, Greece and Research 

Fellow, Faculty of Social Sciences, University of Peloponnese, Corinth, Greece) 

In series: Social Issues, Justice and Status 
2018. 341 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-190-1. $230.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-191-8. $230.00. 

This book tries to give an approach of the implications of crisis, especially in health and social systems. The economic crisis, 

as a global phenomenon of the first decade of the twentieth century, has had a negative 
impact on all health and social indicators. Therefore, severe austerity measures and 

inadequacy of resources can lead to worse health indicators and a lower quality of health 

services. The ongoing economic crisis has also strongly affected the way EU shapes 

national welfare state reforms compared to the pre-crisis period, especially in countries 

that have faced unprecedented economic difficulties, as it is the case with Greece. The 

crisis has given substance to an old and often hypothetical debate about the financial 
sustainability of health systems in Europe. There is evidence about how the 

consequences of economic crisis, such as unemployment, poverty, social exclusion, 

homelessness, and insecurity have had detrimental effects on peoples’ health status. 
Various causes of mortality and morbidity connected to mental health, substance abuse, 

and infectious disease have been raised. Poor education, social isolation, and poor 
housing are the key factors responsible for the vulnerability to mental health problems 

among less privileged individuals. Health status and well-being of the populations 

worsened. The health sector has to be effective with less resources and a reduced budget. 
Health professionals are required to work harder in an environment of continuous cuts, 

with a lack of materials and equipment, to be paid less and at the same time maintain 
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quality standards. Migration is simultaneously a challenge and a motive for humanity to show solidarity to other human 

beings. Although fear and difficulties may initially create a hostile and fearsome environment for immigrants, deeper cultural 
characteristics usually bring to the surface actions of true solidarity, something which has been historically true for Greece. 

The Man Brand: Why Public Campaigns Hide Half of Intimate Partner Violence 

Jean Jaymes West (California State University, Bakersfield School of Business & Public 

Administration, Department of Management & Marketing, 

Bakersfield, CA, USA) 

In series: Social Issues, Justice and Status 
2018. 169 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-301-1. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-302-8. $95.00. 
This book explores public perceptions, often reinforced by public service advertising 

campaigns, of stereotypes tied to violence—which frequently portray men only as the 

aggressor, the abuser, or the perpetrator, and women only as vulnerable, helpless victims. 

What is even more disturbing is that research suggests that the abuse of men is often 

viewed by the public as a “joke.” It is hard for the public and law enforcement to perceive 

of males as “victims,” as that is not part of the public perception of the “man brand.” 
This research investigates exactly what that public perception of the “man brand” is—

and why public beliefs tied to gender stereotypes might be inaccurate—as well as what 

hinders a full understanding and public acknowledgement of the true nature of that 
“brand.” This work takes a progressive first step in expanding a complete understanding 

of what reinforces stereotypes tied to gender and intimate partner violence. 

The Power of Global Aging 

Jason L. Powell (The University of Chester, Chester, UK) 

In series: Social Perspectives in the 21st Century 
2018. 129 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-846-7. $82.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-847-4. $82.00. 
This book is a demographical overview of the key issues associated with globalisation 

and global aging in the 21st century. The book explores how populational aging has 

increased the implications for socio-economic issues for individuals and populations. The 
book also explores China which is fast on its way to becoming the most powerful 

economic force in the world. The book explores some of the major issues populational 

aging impacts, including pensions, the labour market, care, social security and family 
life. The power of global aging in the 21st century is one of the greatest challenges, along 

with climate change, for the sustainability of nation states across the world. 

 
 

Trolling for a Solution: Ending Abusive Patient Demand Letters 

Kevin M. Barragan 

In series: Intellectual Property in the 21st Century 
2018. 190 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-713-2. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-714-9. $95.00. 
This book addresses the instances where bad actors extort money from innocent parties under the pretense of asserting 

intellectual property rights. This kind of activity belongs in the same family as other types of unfair and deceptive trade 

practices. Included in this book is a diverse panel of witnesses whose testimony gives us a variety of perspectives on the 
issue. 

Underage Drinking: Research and Recommendations 

Roger D. Hurley 

In series: Alcohol and Drug Abuse 

In series: Children's Issues, Laws and Programs 
2018. 281 pp. 
Softcover: 978-1-53613-636-4. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-637-1. $95.00. 

This book was reprinted from a public document and records from the US Government. It is a collection of hearings that 
took place in Washington DC by the Committee on Education and the Workforce, U.S. House of Representatives on 
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September 30th 2003. This book examines how drinking in youth affects short and long-term thinking and memory skills as 

well as causes problems such as unwanted sex, health consequences such as accidents, injuries, or overdoses. This book also 
discusses the withdrawal effects, gender differences and the implications of drinking, such as altered brain development, and 

the higher likelihood of alcohol problems as an adult. It also explores the co-dependency that many teenage drinkers have 

with marijuana and provides suggestions on how to reduce the number of underage, teenage drinkers. 

Urban Dialectics, the Market and Youth Engagement: The 'Black' Face of Eurocentrism? 

Ornette D. Clennon (Manchester Metropolitan University) 

In series: Focus on Civilizations and Cultures 
2018. 138 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-63463-808-1. $110.00. 
Softcover: 978-1-53613-929-7. $79.00. 

e-book: 978-1-63463-817-3. $110.00. 

When the police shoot or choke civilians in supposed fear and dread of the people they 
are meant to be protecting and as a consequence deny them the full due process of the 

law, powerful ‘fears and beliefs’ are in many cases being fatally enacted and are 

rendering the law impotent. Where do these ‘fears and beliefs’ come from? How do they 

become institutionalised to the extent that they are (re)produced by market-driven 

commercial values? Clennon argues that the commercialisation of the ‘Black’ 
experience that comprises much urban popular youth culture exerts a ‘coloniality of 

power’ that deeply influences all of our civic institutions via the formation and 

transmission of historical and marketised societal values. Drawing on Lacan, Benjamin, 
Freire, Collins, hooks and others, Clennon underpins his observations of his community 

enterprise research with young people with a theoretical framework that explores the 

interiorisation process of cultural oppression and liberation. Clennon also examines how 
the Freirean process of “consciousness-raising” can be applied to examine popular youth 

culture in ways that empower its consumers, as well as tracking the genesis of some of 

its more negative market origins. 

Veterans: Benefits, Issues, Policies, and Programs. Volume 6 

Timothy C. Roberts 

In series: Veterans: Benefits, Issues, Policies and Programs 
2018. 239 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-825-2. $250.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-826-9. $250.00. 

The reports that make up this book examine various veteran issues, including what constitutes basic eligibility for veterans’ 

benefits, military benefits for former spouses and answers to frequently asked questions such as What Benefits can former 
spouses of members or retirees of the uniformed services receive under law? This book also discusses three types of VA 

(Veterans Affairs) housing assistance – the loan guaranty program, direct loan programs and Specially Adapted Housing 

program – their origins, how they operation, and how they are funded. The report also has a section that discusses the default 
and foreclosure of VA-guaranteed loans. Finally, the last chapter answers frequently asked questions on health care for 

veterans, including questions on eligibility and enrollments, medical benefits and costs to veterans and insurance collections. 

Violence Against Women in the 21st Century: Challenges and 

Future Directions 

Marika Guggisberg (Queensland Centre for Domestic & Family 

Violence Research, CQ University Australia, Perth, Australia) and 

Jessamy Henricksen (Counsellor, Angelhands Organisation, Perth, 

Australia) 

In series: Social Issues, Justice and Status 
2018. 336 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-650-0. $195.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-651-7. $195.00. 
This book examines issues around violence against women in relation to contemporary 

experiences, theories and interventions. It provides insight from research and expertise of 

international scholars, which invites readers to critically reflect on the nature, impacts and 
complex responses to women’s experiences of interpersonal violence, inequality and 

racism. The book raises awareness of different forms of violence, which include emerging 

types such as image-based abuse, sextortion and online stalking. The book is aimed at scholars, students, practitioners, policy 
makers and interested community members. A primary emphasis is on resituating major issues in the context of contemporary 

challenges and current research. Violence against women is an ongoing phenomenon that continues to confront and impact 
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individuals, sub-populations and whole societies. Major misconceptions in the context of family and intimate relationships 

are highlighted along with prejudicial attitudes of those responding to the violence. Furthermore, cultural expectations and 
media representations are implicated and reasons for ongoing and new digital technology facilitated abuse are discussed. 

This book makes it abundantly clear that awareness needs to be raised continuously, along with discussions in relation to 

effective intervention and prevention. While progress has been made in recent years and decades, contemporary concerns 
need to be raised, challenges need to be considered to press forward, tolerance towards violence against women needs to be 

reduced and ultimately prevented altogether. 

Volunteering: Attitudes, Social Influences and Gender Differences 

Eduard Balashov, Ph.D. (Associate Professor, National University of Ostroh Academy, 

Ukraine) 

In series: Social Issues, Justice and Status 
2018. 220 pp. 
Softcover: 978-1-53613-188-8. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-189-5. $95.00. 

Volunteering is one of the phenomena which, despite the limited amount of volunteers, 

is seen as highly important for the appropriate functioning of society. Volunteering and 

active participation in volunteer movements are considered to be the key components of 

civil society; they generate social self-regulation and strengthen political democracy by 
developing active individual citizenship. Such issues have become topical in recent 

years. The studies stress the importance of voluntary civic engagement for the 

sustainable development and maintenance of civilized societal cohesion and democracy. 
The researches address volunteering as just one form of social and political involvement 

of the citizens connected with participation in voluntary organizations and individual 

involvement in public discourse. However, most studies on volunteering have been 
prepared in the tradition more specifically focused at helping behavior and unpaid work. 

Many articles, book chapters and reports have disclosed volunteering in various fields 
such as religious organizations, schools, human services, sports, etc. Although 

volunteering as a topic is far from being new, the studies – specifically placing 

volunteering in a civil society perspective – are rarer. The aim of this book is to precisely 
further explore this perspective, using theoretical and empirical data from various 

sources all over the globe. The contribution of this book deals with a broad range of 

issues concerning social influences, gender differences and attitudes towards volunteering. Some chapters give a general 

outline of the adolescents’ development, international volunteer movement and positive youth development; describe the 

relationship between volunteering and volunteer satisfaction; emphasize the need to strengthen the legal protection of 

volunteers and examine the predictors of prosocial behavior of youth; characterize employee and youth volunteering under 
the conditions of sustainable community development; examine more closely the conditions and problems of volunteering 

under specific circumstances. However, this book deals not only with the theoretical research of differences and similarities 

in volunteering in different societies and countries; other intriguing issues have also been examined, such as why people 
volunteer, how they relate to each other and to the beneficiaries, which ideas they wish to promote, etc. Qualitative and 

quantitative approaches to the research have produced better insight and deeper understanding of the volunteers’ goals and 

motives, attitudes and differences. Some of the chapters in this book present the empirical results of in-depth interviews, 
discussions and participant observation. The editor hopes that his contribution in this book will advance our understanding 

of variety in volunteering; the differences between the attitudes and genders; the impact of the social and political 

environment on volunteering; and the influence of social settings and individual characteristics on motivation of volunteers. 
He also hopes that this book will contribute to the recognition of volunteering as an interesting and important topic for further 

scientific research. The editor wishes to thank all those who have contributed to the preparation of this book. As editor, he 

has invited scholars from different disciplines and countries to prepare their contributions, in order to get the broadest possible 
overview of the current status of knowledge in the sphere of volunteering. The editor believes that the resulting variation has 

been properly reflected in this book. He thanks all the authors not only for their contributions, but also for their accuracy 

during the preparation of the appropriate chapters. 

Women’s Issues: Background, Legislative and Legal Developments 

Luther Burke 

In series: Women's Issues 
2018. 265 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53614-049-1. $95.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53614-050-7. $95.00. 

During the pasts two decades, US policymakers as well as many in the international community have increasingly recognized 

violence against women as a significant global health, human rights and security issues. This book is a compilation of CRS 
reports focused on women and women’s issues, including women in Congress from 1917 to 2018; legislative and legal 

developments in pay equity; developments in the law on sex discrimination and the United States Supreme Court; issues for 

Congress on women in combat; and US efforts to address global violence against women. 
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Youth: Global Perspectives, Challenges and Issues of the 21st Century 

Dave Trotman and Stan Tucker (Education and Multi-Professional Practice Subject Area, 

Newman University Birmingham, Birmingham, UK) 

In series: Social Issues, Justice and Status 
2018. 272 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-648-7. $195.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-649-4. $195.00. 
What issues, challenges and problems do young people face in 21st century society? How do they make sense of their 

lifeworlds? Are they proactive or reactive when it comes to dealing with the multiple pressures they face? This book brings 

together a variety of real life accounts, many of which were assembled from empirical research, that provide an important 
lens through which to view what it means to be a young person in today’s world. One of the main purposes of the book is to 

challenge dominant and ‘taken for granted’ assumptions about the young. You will find 

discussions of the ways in which young people’s lives are consistently problematised; how 
some are denied basic human rights; the way that education systems consistently fail them; 

and how for some the threat or experience of violence and aggression can come to 

dominate their lives. This book has been written from a global perspective – it brings 

together contributors who share an academic interest and professional concern to improve 

outcomes for young people. Space is given to understanding the importance of developing 

a human rights framework that will foster young people’s potential. We foreground the 
importance of listening to young people because they have important things to say. The 

reader will be invited to reflect on: what can happen when young people become politically 

motivated; the challenges associated with ‘super complexity’, education and globalisation; 
the ways in which some young people are exposed to high levels of vulnerability and risk; 

and how information technology is utilised to secure peer and professional support. This 

book draws on a range of social science disciplines – psychology, sociology, political 
science, education studies and social policy. It will be of interest to academics, students 

and those with the responsibility of developing and delivering services for young people. 
The contributors hope it will add knowledge, understanding and awareness of the issues, 

problems and challenges young people face in 21st century society. 

SPORTS 

A Crucible of Modern Sport: The Early Development of Football in Sheffield 

Graham Curry (Teacher of Physical Education, Physical Education Department, Tuxford 

Academy, Nottinghamshire, UK) 

In series: Sports and Athletics Preparation, Performance, and Psychology 
2018. 262 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-090-4. $195.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-091-1. $195.00. 

This book examines in detail the early development of the game of football in and around 
Sheffield, England. When the first football club, Sheffield FC, was founded on 24 October 

1857, it began a chain of events which would see the emergence of the earliest modern 

footballing subculture. It formed the beginning of a process which would lead to 
Association Football (or soccer) becoming the most popular team game in the world, and 

this primacy in club formation saw Sheffield, at least initially, develop into its most 

important element. The central theme of the text, therefore, is an attempt to test various 
hypotheses related to possible reasons behind Sheffield’s pre-eminence in the growth of 

club football. These include influence from three areas of society: a nearby mob football 

enclave, the influence of former public schoolboys and a local sporting elite already 
established in cricket. The narrative considers other developments in the sport at that time 

– the relationship between Sheffield and the Football Association in London, the 

movement towards a generic code of football rules, emergent professionalism, the 
establishment of other clubs, playing patterns and spectator behaviour. Each of these 

components helps to form the basis for the ongoing progression of the game in the city and 

wider society. The text also relies on more than a modicum of sociological theory in the 
form of the figurational sociology of Norbert Elias, particularly making extensive use of 

his concept of power to explain reasons for the diffusion of football in Sheffield. Mention 

is also made of the concept of sportisation – the rationalisation and regularisation of games and recreations into their modern 
forms – as pioneered by Elias and Eric Dunning. The data have been subject to meticulous analysis and the book itself was 

produced through a process involving substantial academic rigour. Ultimately, this is a study which is long overdue, as 
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writers on the history of football have previously tended to neglect the importance of Sheffield in the development of early 

football. 

An In-Depth Guide to Sports 

Daniël Hak 

In series: Sports and Athletics Preparation, Performance, and Psychology 
2018. 229 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-910-5. $160.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-911-2. $160.00. 

An In Depth Guide to Sports opens with a review of the study of different biochemical profiles, through the analysis of the 

results obtained in different works carried out by a biochemical group and based on the literature reviewed. Biochemical 
profiles will be analysed: haematological, endocrinological and clinical chemistry of athletes who perform team sports, with 

intermittent characteristics. The authors maintain that is also the object of study of the biochemical laboratory; and the 

implementation of scientific knowledge in a practical and appropriate way allows the medical professional to make timely 
and accurate decisions, prevent injuries and plan training. Next, the authors provide a broad overview of the exercise and 

sport psychology research with cognitive disabilities. First, they define cognitive disability and discuss common terms used 

in the literature. Second, they differentiate between physical activity (PA) and exercise, review PA guidelines, and discuss 

PA measurement issues. Third, they focus on four specific cognitive disabilities: Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD), Attention 

Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD), Down Syndrome (DS), and Traumatic Brain Injury (TBI). Next, the authors 
examine how playing football competition at terrestrial altitude is not an isolated phenomenon. For instance, eight of the last 

19 football FIFA World Cup tournaments were hosted by countries located at low-to-moderate altitude. While football-

required fitness and technical qualities are affected by the development of neuromuscular fatigue at sea level, hypoxia-
induced decrease in convective oxygen transport further hinders the aerobic capacity but also the ability to perform 

consecutive sprints, eventually impacting the outcome of a game. The aims of the subsequent chapter are to present (i) the 

football match- and training-induced responses when performed in hot and/or humid conditions and (ii) the strategies 
employed to better cope with such challenging environments. Heat acclimatization/acclimation appears as the primary 

strategy to minimize the thermal stress and the physiological risks of heat-related illnesses when playing football in hot 

conditions. This can be partly achieved after 6-10 days of training in the heat, with a targeted minimal core temperature of 
38.5°C for at least 60 min in each training session, associated to elevated skin temperature and profuse sweating. The authors 

also discuss sports-related concussions (SRC) as a commonly sustained injury in the Rugby Union and the Rugby League. 

Possible benefits of wearing a mouthguard and clenching effects of SRC are thought to be; 1) increasing neck muscles 
activity resulting in stabilization of the head, 2) absorption and dissipation effects of a mouthguard material itself (against a 

direct blow to the chin), 3) a possibility of maintaining a space between the mandibular condyle and the fossa. However, the 

effect of mouthguard use to prevent concussions is still open to discussion. A case study is included which explores aspects 

of the volunteering experience that contribute to volunteers’ satisfaction in women’s rugby. Affective and cognitive 

components of satisfaction have been identified as significant among volunteers in English women rugby clubs. 

Understanding aspects of volunteer satisfaction will enable the Rugby Football Union (RFU) to tackle the decline in volunteer 
numbers and retain them within the rugby club network. Next, the authors aimed to compare the prosocial attitudes of rugby 

and soccer players. In Study 1, 58 rugbymen reported higher sportspersonship and collectivism than 51 male soccer players 

(21 years, SD = 1.61). They also showed lower individualism and reactive aggression. Study 2 used a broader sample of 82 
elite male rugby and 138 soccer players (Mage = 22.3 years, SD = 6.04) who read a scenario in which a player simulated an 

injury in order to have the referee bring play to a halt (i.e., diving). The results of a MANCOVA (using age, games per season 

and sportspersonship as covariates) indicated that diving was less acceptable for rugby players who also used a deeper level 
of moral reasoning when deciding to use this behavior or not in competition. The concluding paper summarizes the authors’ 

experiments in scheduling the Finish Major Ice Hockey League. We give a detailed evolution of the practical issues as well 

as the academic findings concerning also the general sports scheduling problem. Our goal is to give new ideas to the academic 
researchers and to the sports practitioners. 

Body and Politics: Elite Disability Sport in China 

Guan Zhixun and Fan Hong (Zhejiang Normal University, Jinhua, 

China) 

In series: Sports and Athletics Preparation, Performance, and 

Psychology 
2018. 241 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-510-7. $185.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-511-4. $185.00. 

There has been growing interest in research on disability sport internationally, yet little 
research has concentrated on the development of disability sport in China. This book 

focuses on elite disability sport in China in the context of history, politics, policies and 

practice from 1979 to 2012. It examines the relationship between athletes with disabilities 
and the three major disability games: the Paralympic Games, the Special Olympic Games 

and the Deaflympic Games. Three key questions are asked: What policies have ensured 

the success of elite disability sport? How do the elite sport system and management of elite 
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disability sport work in China? In what way has elite disability sport empowered athletes with disabilities in China? The 

book includes a comprehensive literature review on the historical development of disability sport in China and beyond. 
Functionalism and empowerment are the major theoretical backgrounds for the research. The former analyses the function 

of elite sport policies, systems and other factors occurring during the process, whilst the latter examines the relationship of 

empowerment between elite disability sport and athletes in China. The three major disability competitions are used as case 
studies. A qualitative research methodology with specific methods of semi–structured interviews, data collection and 

documentary analysis is applied to the research. The thesis concludes that the development of elite disability sport in China 

has received strong support from the government. Elite disability sport is closely linked with China’s politics and 
international image. The success of athletes with disabilities on the international stage has raised the awareness of the issues 

facing people with disabilities. This has changed their image in Chinese society in general, and has empowered athletes with 

disabilities in particular. However, there is unbalanced development in elite disability sport. The book concludes by 
indicating some potential future directions for further research. 

The Science of Swimming and Aquatic Activities 

Ricardo J. Fernandes, Ph.D. (University of Porto, Centre of 

Research, Education, Innovation and Intervention in Sport, and 

Porto Biomechanics Laboratory, Porto, Portugal) 

In series: Sports and Athletics Preparation, Performance, and 

Psychology 
2018. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53614-028-6. $230.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53614-029-3. $230.00. 

This volume gathers important research from around the globe in the field of swimming 

and aquatic activities. Readers will be able to better grasp the science behind the sport 
and related physical activities, with approaches from physiology, biochemistry, 

immunology, biomechanics, pedagogy, didactics and history. The seventeen chapters 

focus on energetics and technical evaluation of swimming and starting techniques, but 
the importance of water adaptation and competence, drowning prevention and lifesaving 

is also emphasized. High-intensity interval training, best recovery practices and aquatic 

therapy program efficacy are also examined. Another chapter makes an unusual comparison between the hydrodynamics of 
aquatic animals and human swimming, with another chapter overviewing the last five decades of biomechanics and medicine 

in swimming. This new volume will help close the gap between theory and practice, and will be very useful to swimming 

and aquatic activities professionals as well as to the public in general who enjoy participating in and watching sports. 

TERRORISM 

Armed Conflict in the 21st Century: The Information Revolution and Post-Modern Warfare 

Steven Metz 

In series: Terrorism, Hot Spots and Conflict-Related Issues 
2018. 135 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-703-3. $82.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-704-0. $82.00. 

Within the past decade, the U.S. military has implemented a number of programs to assess the changes underway in the 
global security environment and in the nature of warfare. Defense leaders and thinkers have concluded that revolutionary 

change is taking place and, if the United States develops appropriate technology, warfighting concepts, and military 

organizations, it can master or control this change, thus augmenting American security. In this monograph, Dr. Steven Metz, 

who was one of the earliest analysts of the strategic dimension of the revolution in military affairs, suggests that official 

thinking within the U.S. military may be too narrow. The information revolution, he contends, will have far-reaching strategic 

effects. The transformation it brings will not only be technological, but political, social, ethical and strategic as well. 

Nuclear Terrorism 

Andrew Laseron 

In series: Nuclear Materials and Disaster Research 
2018. 718 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-782-8. $230.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-783-5. $230.00. 

This book is a compilation of hearings before the Committee on Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs on Nuclear 

Terrorism in 2008. It includes: • The Defense Department’s Homeland Security Role, specifically how the military can and 
should contribute to combating nuclear terrorism now and in the future • Assessing the threats of Nuclear Terrorism • 
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Confronting the Challenges of the Day After of any Nuclear Terrorism, including providing medical care and meeting basic 

needs in the aftermath • Strategies in preventing Nuclear Terrorism 

Terrorism and Violence in Islamic History and Theological Responses to the Arguments of 

Terrorists 

Recep Dogan (Lecturer in Islamic Studies, Wisdom College, Brisbane, QLD, AU) 

In series: Terrorism, Hot Spots and Conflict-Related Issues 
2018. 338 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-924-2. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-925-9. $230.00. 

Starting in the mid-7th century CE, there have been various radical terrorist groups 
appearing in the Muslim majority communities that have interpreted the Qur’an and the 

Prophetic Traditions in very extreme ways in an attempt to justify their violence and mask 

their evil acts. As the title of the work, Terrorism and Violence in Islamic History from 
Beginning to Present and Theological Responses to the Arguments of Terrorist Groups 

suggests, it presents a brief history of violence and terrorism through the course of Islamic 

history and then provides a comprehensive theological response to the arguments of the 
extremist groups. In Chapter One, the author highlights the sanctity of human life and 

provides abundant evidence from the primary Islamic sources― the Qur’an and the 

Traditions of Prophet Muhammad, proving that it is strongly prohibited to kill human 
beings regardless of their ethnic, cultural or religious background. Condemning all evil 

acts of terrorists who violate God-given inalienable right to life, he asserts that it is not 

right to attribute terrorists to a certain religion or faith tradition, thus labeling their evil acts 
as “Islamic” or “Christian” terror. In Chapter Two, the author sheds light on the extreme 

sects appearing in Islamic history that have misinterpreted the primary Islamic sources to 

legitimize their violent extremism and terrorism. In Chapter Three, he provides the 
theological responses to refute the claims of these extremist terrorist groups, thus proving 

their sick, violent mentality on the basis of primary Islamic sources. In Chapter Four, he 

explains in great detail some of the key Islamic notions, such as struggling in the way of God and martyrdom, which have 
been exploited by the extremist terrorist groups. In the last chapter, the author discusses the necessity of mutual understanding 

and respect for the sacred as an alternative method to prevent radicalism and extremism. He argues that showing disrespect 
for the sacredness of Muslims causes radicalism in the Muslim world, and in turn this radicalism feeds Islamophobia in the 

West. He further puts forward that the international community should benefit from the ideas of the moderate Muslim 

scholars in order to combat terrorism effectively, using their compelling arguments to refute the violent arguments of the 
extremist groups. 

 

The Theory and Practice of Terrorism: Alternative Paths of Inquiry 

Elena Mastors, Ph.D. and Rhea Siers (Dean of Faculty, University of Phoenix, Bainbridge 

Island, WA, USA) 

In series: Terrorism, Hot Spots and Conflict-Related Issues 
2018. 250 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53610-424-0. $160.00. 

Softcover: 978-1-53613-873-3. $112.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53610-444-8. $160.00. 
Terrorism studies has grown exponentially in the last decade. However, gaps still remain 

in the analysis of terrorism from the compilation of data to the examination of specific 

case studies in an effort to discern trends, such as in the radicalization of individuals 
across cultural, religious, and gender lines. This book focuses on a central question that 

will be answered by a diverse group of academic and professional experts on terrorism: 

what are the current gaps in terrorism studies, and how can focusing on these gaps better 
inform our policy and operational decision-making. These experts provide their analysis 

of what is missing in the study of terrorist activities, groups, and the use of political 

violence. They also illustrate these gaps by applying theories that inform the 
understanding of terrorist behavior and focus on different paths of inquiry. 
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Georgios I. Zekos, Ph.D. (TEI of Central Macedonia, Serres, 
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2018. 332 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-722-4. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-723-1. $230.00. 
Transportation facilities are a necessary part of a country's infrastructure. Efficient 

traveling and transportation of production and consumption goods are necessary 

requirements for competent trading within and across states. Transport networks are at 
the heart of the supply chain and are the foundation of any country’s economy by 

permitting goods to be distributed effectively and people to travel. Transport is a 

foundation of the European integration procedure and is firmly correlated to the 
formation and completion of the internal market, sponsoring jobs and economic growth. 

Conventionally, the document comprising the contract of carriage is either a charter party 

or a bill of lading, depending on the way in which the vessel has been employed. Other 
documents in the form of a multimodal/combined bill of lading may be issued as well. These two forms of contracts are 

discernible. A bill of lading is a contract with regard to the cargo, whereas a charter party is a contract concerning the vessel. 

Ocean bills of lading have an inherent value as security to banks that finance the sale of the underlying cargo or the documents 
themselves, and they enable their lawful holders to sell the cargo while in transit by transfer of the document. The key 

obstacles in the employment of paperless bills of lading and other transportation documents take account of the law’s 

insistence on paper-based documentation, written signatures, and out of date transport and secured transaction laws. The bill 
of lading is the used document by shippers, carriers, and banks, and so is an indispensable part of the set of documents needed 

in documenting the operation. Customarily the “transaction documents” consist of, inter alia, the bill of lading, the marine 

insurance policy, and the commercial invoice, each of which epitomizes components of the contracts of carriage, insurance, 
and sale. The significance of maritime documents is confirmed by the fact that some eighty percent of total commodities are 

transported globally by sea. A bill of lading has commonly been said to have three characteristics: 1) A contract for the 

carriage of the goods; 2) an acknowledgement of their receipt; and 3) documentary evidence of the title. The bill of lading is 
a commercial document. Nevertheless, there is an uncertainty and dispute about its contractual nature. 

Oversight on Passenger Vehicle Roof Strength 

Thomas P. Brooks 

In series: Safety and Risk in Society 
2018. 331 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-709-5. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-710-1. $230.00. 

“Roof crush” describes a vehicle’s roof as it is deformed during a rollover crash. According to some analysts, a collapsing 
roof can compromise all a vehicle’s safety features, including its seatbelts and side-curtain airbags. Partial or complete 

ejection of the occupants can result. This book is focused on automobile safety, specifically on the NHTSA rulemaking on 

vehicle roof strength standards to protect automobile passengers in the event of rollover accidents. Biomechanics and what 
occurs in a rollover, the relationship between the vehicle roof strength and the occupant injury risk, the history and efficacy 

of the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration’s roof strength standards in improving vehicle safety are all examined 

and discussed at length. 
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African American Women and Mentorship: Lifting as We Climb 

Donna Gibson-McCrary (BSW Program Coordinator, Department of Social Work, Psychology 

and Counseling, Alabama A&M University, Huntsville, Alabama, US) 

In series: African American Women 
2018. 214 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-904-4. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-905-1. $95.00. 
African Americans have seen marked improvements in all aspects of their lives in the past 

fifty years. Laws have permitted and supported discriminatory practices and procedures 

against African Americans in every aspect of their lives. They have always had to prove 
their worth just to be recognized or considered for a position, to accomplish goals that 

others were automatically afforded. It was not uncommon for African Americans to 

experience major setbacks based solely on the color of their skin. African American 
women have been at a greater disadvantage due to being African American and female; a 

double minority, if you will. Educational and employment opportunities were limited and 

when they were made available, those with experience made little effort to mentor African 
Americans to ensure their success. History has proven race and gender impacts leadership 

skills and potential as well as upward mobility in the workplace. Meeting the basic 

requirements for higher education, an internship, or employment is only one component 
necessary for success. Mentoring is a major factor in the success of individuals and without 

successful mentoring, many African Americans face adversity, isolation, and unnecessary 

hardships. Mentoring in the African American community has been a source of comfort 
for many years. The familial unit has served as a sounding board, a source of support and 

a safe place to disclose one’s innermost feelings encompassing mental, spiritual and career 

struggles. Mentoring in all aspects of life is beneficial to the success of the individual, 
whether in education, one’s social life, or employment. With individuals that are committed to the mentoring process, both 

parties will find mentoring beneficial and rewarding. It is essential for African Americans to reach back and lift up a protégé 

while simultaneously climbing the ladder of success. The issue is addressed to academics and schoolteachers as well as 
researchers in the field of physics education. 

Cultural Considerations in Intervention with Women and Children Exposed to Intimate 

Partner Violence 

Sandra A. Graham-Bermann, Ph.D. (Director, Child Violence and Trauma Lab, Professor of 

Psychology and Psychiatry, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI, US) 

In series: Women's Issues 
2018. 342 pp. 
Hardcover: 978-1-53613-916-7. $230.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53613-917-4. $230.00. 

Intimate partner violence (IPV) is a common and tragic event in the lives of women and 
children around the world. Estimates of lifetime occurrence range from 5% in Japan to 

71% in Ethiopia, with at least 25% in the United States. The United Nations Secretary-

General indicates that as many as 275 million children worldwide are exposed to 
violence in their homes every year. In addition to the financial and societal costs, women 

and children who experience IPV are at risk for developing physical injuries, heath 

problems, depression, anxiety, traumatic stress, and associated work and academic 
problems. Yet few countries offer services that have been proven to be effective in 

supporting these women and children. In this volume, two programs are described that 

have been found to be effective in reducing negative consequences and promoting 
resilience for diverse groups of women and children in North America. The subsequent 

chapters address what it would take to implement these or other such programs in 

countries around the world, including Sweden, Ukraine, Rwanda, Honduras, Peru and 
Pakistan. The authors are scholars in social work and psychology who work with women 

and children exposed to intimate partner violence and who are involved in researching 

issues related to the effects of IPV on women and children. Clearly, IPV is a global 
public health issue and this thought-provoking volume suggests ways to address it using 

culturally appropriate adaptations. 
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Violence Against Women in the 21st Century: Challenges and 

Future Directions 

Marika Guggisberg (Queensland Centre for Domestic & Family 

Violence Research, CQ University Australia, Perth, Australia) and 

Jessamy Henricksen (Counsellor, Angelhands Organisation, Perth, 

Australia) 

In series: Social Issues, Justice and Status 
2018. 336 pp. 

Hardcover: 978-1-53613-650-0. $195.00. 
e-book: 978-1-53613-651-7. $195.00. 

This book examines issues around violence against women in relation to contemporary 

experiences, theories and interventions. It provides insight from research and expertise of 
international scholars, which invites readers to critically reflect on the nature, impacts and 

complex responses to women’s experiences of interpersonal violence, inequality and 
racism. The book raises awareness of different forms of violence, which include emerging 

types such as image-based abuse, sextortion and online stalking. The book is aimed at scholars, students, practitioners, policy 

makers and interested community members. A primary emphasis is on resituating major issues in the context of contemporary 
challenges and current research. Violence against women is an ongoing phenomenon that continues to confront and impact 

individuals, sub-populations and whole societies. Major misconceptions in the context of family and intimate relationships 

are highlighted along with prejudicial attitudes of those responding to the violence. Furthermore, cultural expectations and 
media representations are implicated and reasons for ongoing and new digital technology facilitated abuse are discussed. 

This book makes it abundantly clear that awareness needs to be raised continuously, along with discussions in relation to 

effective intervention and prevention. While progress has been made in recent years and decades, contemporary concerns 
need to be raised, challenges need to be considered to press forward, tolerance towards violence against women needs to be 

reduced and ultimately prevented altogether. 

Women’s Issues: Background, Legislative and Legal Developments 

Luther Burke 

In series: Women's Issues 
2018. 265 pp. 

Softcover: 978-1-53614-049-1. $95.00. 

e-book: 978-1-53614-050-7. $95.00. 
During the pasts two decades, US policymakers as well as many in the international community have increasingly recognized 

violence against women as a significant global health, human rights and security issues. This book is a compilation of CRS 

reports focused on women and women’s issues, including women in Congress from 1917 to 2018; legislative and legal 
developments in pay equity; developments in the law on sex discrimination and the United States Supreme Court; issues for 

Congress on women in combat; and US efforts to address global violence against women. 
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